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List w jjjjafr each itemn fur your orgaiziation separately. 0MB has specifically requested morm explanation of these item and your
explanation should show the reason for the decrease. arithmetic calculations of the change, and the base to which the transfers applies.

201 lyA~iv. This request prov ides for the prokpoed 3.7 percent pay raise to be effective in January of 2001 and is consistent with
Administraion policy included in the Preliminary Pay Raise Guidance for 2001 Budget Submissions. This increase includes locality pay
adjustments as %vl I as the general pay raise. The- amount requested. S_,... represents the pay amounts liw three-quaasensof the fiscal
year plus aprpriate benefits (S______r pay and S _ for benefits totalingS....J

Annualiztion of 2000narise. This pay a'uualization represents first quarter amounts (October through December) of the anticipated
2000 pay increase of 4.8 percent effective January 2000. and, for three-quarters of a year, the difference between the 4.4 percent
estimated in the 2000 President's budget and the approved increase of 4.8 percent. The amount requested S._., repreents the tota
annualization of pay amounts for the fiscal year plus appropriate benefits (S___ for compensation and S__ for benefits).

Wilin:U~kinceassThis request provides for the expected increase in costs of within-grade increases for slow or no growth
component ts for IFY 2000. This increase is based on an accurate model of the Departments employee population, which includes
numerous factors such as anticipated pay raises, adjustments to include three-yearattrition or separationrates, and cuaerladderees
to reflect promotion policy for each organization. The request includes S_ for pay and S_. for benefits.

-24-



Annaliiouof itina1intansanMved in 199. This provides for the'anUlfaion of___ additional positions requested
in the eacted 1999 appropriation for ( Prh=u None- ec I. Anmmlizaion of new positions has been extended to 3 yem in order
to provide for entry levl funding in the first year with a.2 yew progression to the journeynm level. This request Incude ader Pme of
S___ for one-timea itms aced with the increased positions and an i ceaseof S , for ful-year costs associated with
these additional positions. for a net increase of S___

Annualization

Annual salary rate of

_ approved positionsS_____

Less lapse L..%)
Net Compensation
Associated employee benefits
Other (non-personnel)
Travel
Transpoinf or ha
CommunicationAi/ltilities
Prnting/Reproduction
Other Contractual Services:

25.2 Other Services
25.3 Purchase of Goods A

Services From Government
Accounts

25.4 Operation & Maintenance
Of Facilities

25.6 Medical Came
Supplies/Materials
Equipment ___

Totsl cost subjet to
annualinatiot



[Note: Break out Other Contractual Services as shown anid we othr ljecitclass titlessand datassneeded. Exclude object clas.tbat
have no entries. The 1999 amounts shown in the first data column should be based on amounts shown on the 1999 Finaincial Anialysis
exhibit revised to reflect the anticipated 1999 appropriation. The Annualization Required column is based on the second year modular
costs minus funding provided in 1999 and 2000. This display is required in your Conressiona submnissions.I

Annualization of additional Moitions anprved in 2000. 7Tis provides ror the annualization, of____ additional positions requested
in thc anticipated 2000 appropriation for( Prouram Name etc ). Annual ization of new positions has been extended to 3 yeaws in order
to provide for entry levcl funding in the first yewr with a 2 year progression to the journeyman level. This request includes a decrease of
$___ for one-time items associated with the increased positions. and an increase of S _ . for full-year costs associated with these
additional positions at the journeyman level. for a net increase of s___

Approved Annualization
2000 I ncRgiefo £ ~~20D

Annual salary rate of
-approved positions $_____

Less lapse (_216)______S ____
Net 0Lompensation
Associated vniployev hmwnets
Other (non-personnel)
Travel
Transportation ol' Things
Communications/Utilities
Printing/Reproduction
Other Contractual Services:

25.2 Other Services
25.3 Purchase of Goods &

Services From Government
Accounts

25.4 Operation & Maintenance
Of Facilities

25.6 Med"a Care
Supplies/Materials
Equipment

Tota costs subject to
annualization.
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[Note: Break out Other Contractual Services as shown and use oume object elas titles und data as needed. Exclude objecclaasssthat
have no entries. T7he 2000 amounts shown in the first data column should be based on antoutits shown on the 2000 Financial Analysis
exhibit revised to reflect the antiipaed 2000 appropriation. The Annualization Required column is based on the first year modular coat
minus funding provided in 2000. This display is required in your Congressional submissions.]

The FY 1999 and 2000 annualizations are similar narratives. Please repeat the narrative and ill in the appropriate numbers.

Administrative Salla Increase. This request provides for the annual pay adjustment of administratively determined salaries for the
Assistant U.S. Attorneys occupying ungraded positions in the U.S. Attorneys ofes (L..(S for pay anid S..... for benerts
totaling S.......j

Transfr rofCSRS L'nlotgovetoFERS reirement system: This request provides for the increase in Federal Employees retirement System
(FERS) costs based on the transfer or Civil Serice Retirement System (CSRS) employees to FERS. as authorized by the FERS Open
EnrollIment Act or 1997, and the open season that ran from July 1. 1 through December 31, I995 This increase is based on the number
of employees who have transferred to FERS. the grade of employees and the increased Government cost orFERS benefits. T'he reqjuest
includes S___ for benefits.

Increas-d lederak-l Health Insuranc Casts. This request provides for the increase in agency contributions to Federal employees health
benefits. In 1999. lFcdrul health insurance premiums. including agency contributions, increased approximately 10.2 percent t. Because
the Goverrnent absorbed a larger proportion or the total costs up to 75 percent the total cost to the Government has increased
substantially. This increase is based on the "increased" Government cost of health insurance. This request includes$S for these
Costs.

General Serices Administran (GSA) rent. GSA will continue to charge rental rates that approximat thcse charged to commercial
tenants for equivalent space and related services. The requested increase- of s___ is required to meet our commitment to GSA.
The costs associated with GSA rent were derived throgh the use of the automated system, which uses the hugs inventory data and rae
reflecting a 5 percent increase over 2000 levels. ( For the FBI use 6 percent].

J~gzaj~:GSA now requires all agencies to pay relocation costs associated with lee expiration. Based on prior experience the
Department anticipates that 20 percent of all lease expirations will result in relocations. This request provides for the cost msocaed with
new office relocations caused by the expiration of leases;inFY 2001. No finding is requested for any builtl-out costs associated! with lease
expirations. Funding of S_ _ is requested for ii .llJ

&Anm..Em GSA will charge the Department sams fees in FY 2001. T7he fees includes all current antennae utilized by Justice
components tha have antennae atop their buldngs Funding of S is requested [ for DEAJ BI, INS, USMS, and JMD/FASS
only].



A2Gkent omansaton.This increase reflects the estimated billing from the Department of Labor for the actual coats in 1999 of
employees accident compensation. which will be billed in 2001.- The 2001 increased coat will be S____

international Coopetive AdministrtiveuM crm IC S . Under the WASS, an annual charge will be made by the Department
of State (DOS) for administrative support based on the overseas stafflof each Federal agency. This request is based upon the actual 1999
WCASS invoice billing ror post invoicesand other WCASS costs frm the DOS. Fundingofs- is requested for Iraioinal iifl.

General Services Administration (GSA) Blue PaEs. Previously. GSA ha paid for all nationwide Government telephone book listings
through the GSA 8 percent FT'S overhead rate. As a result or the National Partnership for Reinventing Government (NPR)/GSA Blue
Pages Projet. the funding ror these listings has been removed from the overhead rate, and agencies ame being billed for actual costs
incurred. The Depormecnt's FY 2001 estimated costs total $282,000.00. Funding of S. is requested for (organization titde).

Medical I oanital Service costs. The Department of Healt and Human Services is projecting an increase in health care coats. The
Department is applying a facor of 3.8 percent t against medical services. An increase of S____ will be required for 2001.

XONII O2pmratonul Costs. This rc-quest provides for the costs related to operation maintenance, and upgrading of the JCONII systems.
Adding and upgrading existing hardware. sofi~arv maintenance for functionality and management purposes, and laborcosts for help desk
administto to support the: system arc all re-quired components. These upgrades allow the Department's profession staff to perform
considerably morc complex tasks on the computer. which will allow staff to work more effectively as well as keep the Departmrent
compettive with the private sector. Funding of S..... is requested for [eea diitainoll

SR~trm FO~ieny Magg=.Public Law 104-134 authorized the Secretary of Commerce to charge Federal agencies for spectrum
management services. The National Telecommunications and Infonmation Administration estimates that the Department ofilustice costs
for 2001 will increase by S504,139 above the 2000 estimate of $1,403,824, based on the annual number of frequency assignments and
initiatives that are required by the NTIA. In the past the wireless conuuncation was handled by the indvidual law enforcement
components within the Department of.'ustice. In 2000, the Department has been directed to consoliakte the development, management
and resources for wireless communications system into the Wireless Management Office. Funding of S is requested for
(Narrowban only].

Security Guard Services. This request applies the 0MB pricing guidance to guaservice costs and other miscellaneous expense
categories. Funding of S___ is requested for[Federal Pisoner Detntion onlyl.



Transcriou'on and Translation Services. This request provides for the cost increases built into the court interpreted and transciption
contracts. The cost per hour for contract interpreters increases 4 percet each year, per contract. The cost per page of the transcription
contact increases 6 percent each year, per the contract. Funding of$S___ is requested for (Administrative Review and Appeals only].

Travel Mannemient Center Fees. In the past, travel management services were provided at no cost. and the Department received rebates
based upon ticket sales. I lowevcr. current practices in the travel industry have ended this process. The new contracts will not provide
rebates an4 will carry Fees ror each ticket. hotel, car and other reservation made. The Department's cost for travel managemenicente fees
is estimated at approximately $2.500.000.00. Funding oFs____ is requested for [ggatio 1Wi~.

Modernization and Renoi. This request applies to the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) which undertakes essential rehabilitation and renovation
or replacement projects at existing institutions. This ensures that structures, utility systems. and other facilities are kept in a good sante
of repair. In FY 2000 the BOP used a 2 percent replacement value method of funding recommended by the Federal Facilities Council
Report Number 13 1. which recommends that maintenance programs are funded at a 2 to 4 percent of their replacement value, at a
minimum. This method will allow the BOP to complete more projects in a shorter tim period and save repair dollars. Funding of
S____ is requested for I BOP only].

General nricing level adiusitm-nts. Ibis request applies 0MB pricing guidance to selected expense categories. T1he increased Costs
identified result from applying a factor of 2.0 percent against thos subobject classes where the prices that the Govenrment pays are
established through the: market system instead of by law or regulation. Generally, the factor is applied to supplies, materials. equipment
contracts with the private sector. printing costs, transportation costs and utilities.

National Archives and Records Ad'ninistration (NARA). T1he Office of Management and Budget directed NARA to convert its direct-
funded records center program to a fully reimbursable program by FY 2000. This proposed legislation mandates tha NARA-is to remain
the sole source for agency records center services, through FY 2002, for agencies currently using its series.

In 2001, NARA advises that these charges will be increased by 2.5Spercen. LThe Department'sFY 2001 estimated costs tota $6,599,584.
an increaseof almost $300,000, based on curen records maintained by NARA. Funding of is rqute for WOghjriomi



Qibkr. Other adjustmcnts that pertain to only one organization do not have standard phraseology. Each orgnization must develop an
appropriate explanation of each requested change. The explanation should show the reason for the increases/decreas, arithmetic
calculations of the change and thc base to which the increase or decrease applies.

Deiaaz:
List &jhjiwi f&, cach decreawe for y-our organization separately. OMB has speci fically requested more explanation of these items and your
explanation should show the reason for the decrease, arithmetic calculations or the change. and the base to which the decrease applies.



l)EI'AR1'MENT OF JUSTICE
2001 AI'PRUPKlA lION LANGUAE CHAGES

The information provided below describes siubstantive changes froti tOe Department of Justice Appropriation- Act. 2000. Nont-substaanuve changes suchi mew
funding requtests, changes in the number at 'oote ve hic lei. or changes in rceereces, to fiscal )ears are no inc luded.- Also excluded from this discussion re deletion of
separate language prolvisiont that provided tone-tinie re.scicsioni. and penitanenit transfers in 2000. and language provisions that provided funding from the Violent Crim
Reductioni Irust Fuind. for svhich aueihru,aisn espires at thw end III 2(0M1

General Administration. Language is pirtpowd deleting the provision limiting the Depannient Leadership Prograni and the operations or the offices of Legislative and
Public Affairs.

Joint Aulonsaed Book ina System. Language in proposed to clarify that the funding for the Joint Automated Booking System includes an automated capability, to
traramit fingerprint and image data.

Public Key Infrastructure. Language is proposed to request funding of $4.376.000. to remain available until expended for the Public Key Infrastruettre. Fins ate to
implesnient a Public Key Infrastructure, which provide the means to secure the Departmenst's critical infrastructures.

Narrnshantnmunicsltn l.angiupge is proposed to orlireify that the Narrti%%band Comm unications funding includes the costs for operation and maissnanca of
lUan Mobile Ittdw legacysytm

Decikzn smibteu Language is proposed ti establish a Fede-ral i Seention frusie who shall exercise all power and functions authorized by law relat to the detention
of federal prisoiners in non-lcdetial tstittnms is ithcrssi'. in thec cstlody of the 1U.S. Marshals Serice fUSMS). and the detention of aliens in she custody of the
Immigraitm and Nankiraliraisi Service I INS) the I rustee is 141 be irresponsible for construcion ofdeetion facilities or for housing related to such detenotion; the
management of, funds appropriated III theW I h-pannient foir the de-tentiomn futict ions; and the direct ion of the USMS and INS with respec to detention policy acting and
operations for the Deparinseni.

Salaries and Exoenses General Lesal Activiie Language is proposed that allows the uo office automation funds by the United Sates Trustee Program. Executve
Office for Immigration Review and Community Relations Service These funds may currently be used by General Legal Activities, Antitrust Division, Vunhad Staies
Attorneys and General Administration.

&ntiVrMaU iis. Language is proposed providing that fees collected during IFY 2001. in excess ofdtheS104966,000, cannot be made available in FY 2001 tlrougisa
reprogruaonng pursuant to scion 605 of(the Appropriations Act. This provision, if enactd. would require a supplemental appropriation in order to make additional
receipts available for use pro to IFY 2002.



Salaries and lisoensiDs IInited States Attornievs Language is proposed deleting 1) the provision that espands existing Violent Crime Task Forcea in the Uited Stats
Attorneys ()rnces, into demsonstration prosjects: and 2) tlie provision that in addition to reimbursable rull-time equivalent woekyears available to the Office ofthe United
States Attorneys, other positions and full-tuone equivalent storkycars shall be supported from funds for the United States Attorneys. These provisions were required to
meet specific circumstances and are no longer needed.

Federal Prisner letion language is proposed that st ill alkissfthe It IS Marshals Service (I SMS) to enter into multi-year contracts with private entire for the
ctsntinettse.ni ittFederil priuonrs Language is also proposed that till allow the UISMS to reimburse the lFederal Bureau or Prisons for salaries and expenases of
protviding trtssislo.guard services, and medical care itvdc orfi setderal penal and correctional inttitutisns to prisoners. awaiting trial or sentencing.

leecs and F~nsssesef Witnesses Language is proposed nhItwh %till make available SS,000.l0 for the purchase. installation, and maintenance of secure
4elecommunicattions equipment and a secure automated information network to store and retrieve the identities and locations of protected witnesses.

United States 1 rustee Pratt-am Language is proposed that estcess fees collected during FY 2001 will remain available until expended but will not he available for
otsltIgatiPCi- un tIlI October 1. 200 1.

Justice Prisoner and Alien Tranucorsaion Svstems Fund. Language is proposed that allows funds toWb used (or operating equipment leas agreements tho do not
es4ceed 10 )tars. The current language provides the use or fund, for lease agreements that do not exceed 5 years.

I ederal Iturean1 fi Ins estiurattiin (I Ill)- Salaries and I ricnses I sni'uage i% pripasd deleting she restriction on providing ballistics imaging equipment tonmy State or C4
steal autbitRi I he hteniiirandiin itt I 'ndk-rtanding signed in I is-Lenitie 2, 19qq. no longer provides ballistic imagting equipment for Stae and local law enforcement.

lmnnmisraliiin and Naturalsntris Sets twe tINSI. Salaries. and I %rcns- language.,which limits she opierations of the OliKes of Legislative Affairs and Public Affairs is
pnspo-.ed lot- dlitwi ANst. Limsiiage that prim isle- that the ntis- Pit posittiuis filled through nan-career appoicintinen shall not exceed four perisanent positions and
tour tull-titite I IL1' iisppsed foe desii on lanvuage i% pr~titpoe stating that overtime pay in excess ofS30.000 per callendifr year may not be paid. except in such
circutinances wAhen the tiiimPsiissrr deieos invt-hslt entosqc ing the suer-time prov isioin would harm etnforcensent Or service activities. Lastly, the provision limiting
funds tir operation of the San Cleisiente and I ensecitla iefss-tkpoi- unless traffic is being checked on a 24-hour basis is proposed for deletion.

Inimieration Sunocort. Immigration Services Cauital Investment Account Language is proposed requesting funding of 534300,000. to remain available until expended.
Funds are for backlog reduction, infrastructure improvements. process improvements, major capital acquisitions, and such other serice-relatd eFpties mid programs
necessary foe the adnstnistration of she laws relating to immigration, naturalization, and alien registration. This account will provide for the depositing into a separate
U S. Treasury account a portion of the receipts generated from immigration adjustmsent of status penalties, business-related application premium processing revenues
and appropriations,

Share Suppoort Osserations Fun Language is proposed estblishing a Shared Support Operations Fund for the Immigration and Nattaraization Service (INS), which
shall be available without limitation, for expenses and equipment necessary for the operation and maintenance of such administrative sevices as t Commission, wish
the approval of the Deportment and Office of Management and Budget, detnines may be performed as central services.



IFederal Prisem Systems (HIS, Salaries and Ex'sncs Ianguag., is propoised that reduces the amount of carryover funding for facilities activation from S90,000,000 to
SSO0tl()000. Tis amnait qssild meet activation needs of I- PS

Buildings and Facilitis Language is proposed for advance arpfrtspria ioiis for planning, acquisition of %ties and construction of new facilities, to become available on
October I oat the flscal )-car .Fwecilipcd and remain as'ail~ibtr unil exploded in I'iscal year 2002. $79 1,000,000; and fiscal year 2003, S535,000,000.

tiflict: of .1matee Proerai; (0211. State and Local i iw Filorciieir Assistance I ariguaac i, proposed toi delete funding for the Local Law Eniforcement Block Grants.
No lsindiisg I,. requstied liii this programs in 2W I1

I language is; prioposed revising ilw~ language dispta) tor ifi State Criiinal Alien Assistance Program, as authorized by section 242U) of the Immigration and Nationality
Act, as amended, the Prison Grant Program. and the I ribal Cotirts Initiative. All of these programs were funded from this account in FY 2000. The curress language
proposal is intended to be more: easil) used

Language is proposed to pcovide boil formula and di'cretionary grant funding for the Edward Byrne Memorial State and Local Law Enforcement Assbsusee program
under this appropriation since authorization for the Violent Crime Reduction'Truss Fund (VCRTF). from which funding was provided in FY 2000, expires at the end of
2000. Included in this Proposal is language that $5.000,000 for the National Institute of Justice for program evaluation. Also included is language providing
159.500.000 for discretionatry grants under the Ldward Blyrne Memorial %tate anid Local Law Enforcement Assistance Programs.

I angulagt is proposedI 140 iikuit 119.111111.t14111 for te Oiwn Appitinted Special Adlsocaic Program. asasuhurired by section 2 18 of the 1990 Act, S2,000,000 for Child
Abuse I raining PrOgrA1un I,* 9JKiJid~ PCIeinnel ;iii lriciitri%. as ailiri/ed h% section 2241 of the 199D0 Act, and S 1,000.000 for televised testimony. Funds for
these priisrranss scr prm% itlsd lions thw 161 k I I

languagI: is proposed III Ius1 IIC finding ftkr C(iasits isn ii V'io'lecse Autainst Woinen. to Stase. uniis of local government. and Indian tribal governments, as
AUutKliCd 11 WRs 0 secsu tN 1911 I~ Ime l4119, %%.1 1 .ingiUAiL' isII tIsII Wruled tuw (rans ts iii courage Arrest Poilicies. for Rural lMoestic Violence and Child Abuse
Assistance Crants and. tor training riigraiis III assist proba andt parties ullkcrs islun woirk with released sex offenders, in 2100,. funds for these programs were
provided trout VCR I I

Language is proposed for Residential Substarsce Abuse grants and provides that Stases that have existing in-prisos drug treatment programs, in compliance wish Federal
requirements. may use their residential substi nce abuse grant funds for treatment and sanctions, both during incarceration and after release under this appropriation
since authorization for the VCRTF. from which funding was provided in FY 2000. expires at the end of 2000.

Language is proposed for the new Indian C 10ntry Grants Program initiative for demonstration grants on alcohol and crime in Indian Country (S3,000,000), for
establishment of sexual assault nurse cram ner units in Indian Country ($5,000,000), and for a Tribal Youth Mental Health aNd Behavior Program ($3,000,000).

Language is proposed for the Missing Azteimer's Diseas Patient Alert Program (S900,000), the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Program ($1,300,000), the Drug
Courts ($50,000.000). the Law Easforcem.ist Famnily Support Programs (S 1.500,000) and the Telemarkesing Fraud against Seniors ($2,000,000). The progruss5 were
funded from VCRTF in 2000.



Language is proposed to provide S75.000),000 Itoe hew lcWen Iciolerance IDoig t esting and I ntervenston Initiative, including SI10,000,000 focr Indian Tribes and
12.0.()for the Re-entry Initiative

Language is proposed that funds made available under subpart I ol part L~ of title I of the 1963 Act may be obligated for programs to assist States in the litigation
processing of dealt pnalty f-ederal habeas corpus pitions and For drug testing InI tiatives

I unrter, language is proposed that balances fse these programs inay be transferred Ironm ste Violent Crime Reduction Programs, State and Local Law Enforcemsent
Asisiance account to tIs% account

Cosnmnunity Oriented Policine Srvicet language i-s proposed to provide the Attorney General the autlhority to transfer any 2000 COPS funds, and balances for
programs funded under this heading in 2000. to the " State and l~ocal Law Enforcement Assistance" account, and to allow adininistraftive expenses associated with such
transferred amounts to be further transferred to the "Just ice Assistance" account. ibis language will provide optimum flexibility in the operation of these programs.

Language is proposed to de left reference to the use of unobligated balances in 2000 language. Language is proposed for funding Public Safety and Community
Policing Grants, including programs to combat violence in schools, matching grant program for Law Enforcement Armor vests, for program support for the Court
Services and Offender Agency for the District of Columbia, and improve tribal law enforcement, funding for National Police Officer Scholships, and for Police Corps
education, training, and service Similar language was provided in 2000. The current proposal is intended to make language proposals more eaily used.-

Language ii proposed to fund intiovati% e programs to combatf crime. including 570.000.000 tii grants to upgrade criminal records, S15.000,000 for State and local
forensic lab% its reduce convicted ollciukr I)N A saimlel bKwklmg. S35.U0XJOWO fir State. lethbal and local D NA laboratories. S 10.000.000 for the National Insaitute of
Justice Law FEnlorcenitnt and (orrectiiin% I echnoles C'enters.. $1t tt.lNKtJ.ttO for assistance to use and improve crime-solving, data sharing and crime forecasting
iccttnoiogies. 56.(.tt(.t to establish regimnial torenslic cioputer libs iand S1990.00O for discretionary grants. Tbe discretionary grants language, including planning
grants, to State%, under sect ion 10121 othe tritti ldenIsfkiit letlitilogy Act of 1993 (42 US C. 14601), of which up to S9%JfW,000 is for grant to law enforcement
agenc ies

Language i s propo sed for a Coinmu n ii% Proscut ion Itrogran'. Inc luding S 150,000. 000 for grants to Sta tes and local govern ment t o address gun vio lence 'hot spots."

Language in proposed for funding SI135.000.000 for grants, training, and technical assistance in support of community crime prevention efforts.

OJP. Juvenile Justice Proerans Language is proposed that wouid provide S3,000,000 to the NationalI Institute of Justice for researh into the dependency court
system's response to child abuse and neglect. SIO0.t00,000 for prevention and reduction of youth gun violence, and SlO,000,000 for demonstration programs to reduce
drug us among juveniles. Language referring to the re-athorizationi of Isvenile Justice Programs is proposed for deletion.

Public Safety Officers Benefits. Language is proposed to request 54,300,000, for the Public Safety Officers Dependents Assistance Program, to remain available until
expn-e



GENERAL IPROVISIONS.- DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

The foltowing sections are proposed lot 2001. Sectins 101 through 107 are suhataatlvely changed from the 2000 enatd provisioal.

Section Itt 1, which stats chat a total of not to eceed $43.1) froi tWoods appropriated to cte Department of Justice in this title shall be available to die Afomey
General floor ol)'icial rccripcmn and reprewcscatnsn espenses in accoedjocc wvith distributions, procedures. anld regulations established by the Attorney General, is
unchanged tras cte 2W00 provision.

Sactur 1 02 continues the authorizations contained in lPttlic lAn% 916-1 12. "tIhe tepartment tof Justice Appropriation Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1980" until the
tenhsinatkvt date of this Act or until she effective dolt' oa lkepannset LiF Justie Appropriationl Authorization Act, whichever isearier.

Section 103. (section 104 of the 2000 Act) which is unchanged, states that none of the funds appropriated under this title shal be used to require my pe so tperformi.
or facilitate in any way, the performance of an ahorsio..

section 104 (section 105 of the 2000 Act) states that nothing in section 103 shal remove the obligation of the Director of the Bureau of Prison so provldacos
services necessary for a fermale inmate to receive such service outside the Federal facility; and that nothing in this section in any way diminishes the effed of section
103 intended so address she philosophical beliefs of individual enmployees of the Bureau of Prisons.

Section I103 tsecstn 1(156 oft the 2tittJ Act I states chat nocwnjhst.snitinp an) other provision of law, not to exceed $110.000.000 of the fNds appropriated to the Departmentf
0tt JuiKc oin this Act ma) het used low pih~l~ rieesmsiimdinar% reward,% %which are not %object to the limitations found in 13I U.S.C. 3059 and 3072. Any
rewds if t $X011 tJtof i 11mi1e. Up to a mnun1.11 iif M2INItIttNt he personally approved by the President or the Attorney General.

Section I1 tif ectin 107 ot cte 2W)0 Act I states chat in in, eceetd 5 percent of any approipriation made available for the current fiscal year for the Department of Jtice
in chis Act. ma'o he irasnsferred bern ten such appriupr.siions. hill nho appopesation. escep in otherwise speciried, shall be increased by more than 10 peIrent by such
translers An) cranslers pursuant io this sc'ttion muss he treated .n a reprogramming of funds under section 605 of this Act, This section remains unchusgedexcept for
she remooal of the Violent Crinie ReduLWtio lrust lund languipe. tue which authorization expires at she end of 2000.

Section 107 (section 103 of the 2000 Act) provides the authlori-Ation of the Assistant Attorney General for the Office Of Justice Programnsto make prasit anter into
cooperative agreements and contracts, anid have final authority over all grants, cooperative agreements, and contracts, for the Ofice of Justice Programs, for helial year
2001 and hereafter. The permanent ex tension of this authority, and the delet ion of the transfer of authority to the Ass istan A sirrmey GeneralI for the Offlece of Justice
Programs. which was made permanent on August 1. 2000, are the only changes.

Section 103 (section 112 of the 2000 Act) states chat Section 3024 of the Emnergency Supplemental Appropriation.. Act. M%9, shai! apply for fiscal yea' 2001. Section
3024 states that the Director of the Office of Crime Victims of the Office of Justice Progranms, may make grants. a provided in the Victims of Crime Act of 1934, as
amended, to victim service organizations and public agencies. with emergency or on-going assistance to the victims of the bombing of Pon Am Rlightt 103. The
extension of this section to 2001 is she only change.



Section 109 amends section 151 if thelI treigo Relations Aiithoriraion Act, rascal years 1990 and 1991 (5 u.s.c 5928 note), is amended by insering"or FdealI
Illureau of Investigation" alier "lDrug linforcemeti Admoinistration". hut provision will provide special 'danger pay" allowances for FBI agents in hsazardtous duty
locations outside the United States.. as is provided for the agents of the lDrug Enforcement Administration. The Federal Bureau of Investigation is working with she
lDepannient of State to handle aibjectiotis to thin provision.

Section 110 provides iliac fur I'scal year 2001 and thereafter, whenever Ite 1:111 puticipotes in a cooiperative project to improve law enforcement or national secu rity
inpcratiiirss or se-rvices w Ith a tricndl> Iociein country cmt a cost -shanring bastis, that country's share ofilie project may be credited to any current apporoipriation available
to di4111 thMIls wilt allonm the I1I1I to enter into coioperative protects. with Folreign cwtmiries in order to iniprove law enforcement or intelligence operations &nd
services

Section I II aniends section 256 of the Immigration and Nstionalt Act nf 1952 (3 U.s.C. 1356), as amended, Proposed language would increase the curren t user fee
by S2 00. toll8 00. and would also hAk the cruise ship exemption and institute a 13 010 cruise ship fee from passengers whose journeys originated in Mexico, Canada she
United States, a territory or possession of the United Stases, or any adjacent island to the United Staies. However. it would not apply to immigration inspection at
designated porss-of-entry for passengers arriving by (;reat Lakes internsationhl rferies or Great Lakes vessels on the Great Lakes and connecting waterways, when
osperalting on a regular schedule The user fee was last increased fromm S5.00 to $6.00) in FY I99. In 2000, INS anticipates tha progran costs will exceed new
revenues and that prior year carry forward funds will be depleted by FY 2001.

ILanguage is proposed authoisruing. the Land Border Inspection ree account (Section 286(q) oI'the Immigration A Nationality Act) to deposit fees for processing forrsis
1.94. 1-94W. avid I-6it intii thm account,. rather than in the I %ancinaitonst Fee account Ifenacted. inspections positions supported by these fees would be moved from the
I saniinatiovns I te acciiunt lit thoe I and lorder Inspecltin Ite acoun tW VFY 2001

Language is proposed to estahtsliia icirtsn Services, Capital Insestin 'it Account (INC IAI to f,4nd service infrastructure system upgrades. aid address other
inimigriiocii bitetit hacklins I siablishin± the ISCIA would prmnade a niechanit for tracking infrastructure spending in immigrtion services. The proposed request
cii 1127.1t1M.to t iiuid tic caipit.ihJlitiit he l'remicini l'rocesiitg ILe 1SS5t)0.0t0. reauthorization ofa permanent 245(i) adjustment of status psograin
l$17.St)txiodl. and direct appruipriatii t$lJ.lfl.~tI) A tee Ibr "Premium Service" would be voluntary for businesrelated applications and would not inpect family
based appliscatitons rem isuic serv ice w oulId prov ide businesses wtit h a conisistent ly htvh level of customer service and improved processing. The improved serice
would include- guaranteed processing within I5 days for bus;iness cases, fas capability for resolution ofevidentiary issues and access so an omnbudansa to quickly
rectify processing errors Additional services may be provided based upon customer needs. The proposed fee for tI'ia service would be 11,000. This new foe would
provide businesses with an option besides she regular processing of business rases. which currently requires 60 days to over use year, depending upon the ion. type
and the servicing offscet n-2001. the premium processing fee would generate approsinaely $80,000,000. Of this anout, 925,000,000 would be used for adjudication
and naturalization processing and fraud investigations. 1 he remaining S55000.000 would be put into the Immigration Services Capita Investment AecosMs

Language is proposed so establish a Genealogy Fee for providing genealogy research wa information services. This fee shal be deposie into the Exalautioins Fee
account Fees for research and informal ion sevices would be set a level that w-Ml casure recovery of full eons of providing elI sme services.



Section 112 states thai beginning in fiscal ycar 21X) I and thercalier. funds appropriated to the Federal Prison System may be used to plaice in privately opsmaad prisons
ontly such persona sentenced to incarceration under the I .C Coade as the IDirector, Buorea of Prisons. may determine to be appropriate. Thep prpoaed language wcsa'
allow the Director, Bureau of Prisons, the authority to provide for incarceration of D.C. prisoners in privately operated prisons, consistent with othe Fedaerally
sentenced inmates. 'Ihe change would ensure that. in diachargisigi its privatization obligationsNthe Bureau or Prisons will not be obligated to place felons determined to
be dangerous in les secure facilities.

Section 113 rokvideas in addit ion to any amounts tat hert ise as a ilaihle. one percent of the funds aproriated to the programs of the onlice or justice Programns may be
transferred to and mierged svitl the funds for the National Istitte itt Justice to carry out research and evaluation.

Scati 114 provides list amounts in the Crime Victims Fund, established under 42 U.S C. 10601 in fiscal year 2001 inecess of 1550,000.000 shall not be available
fur obligation until October 1, 200 1. It is anticipated that this %sill reduce scoring $513,000,000.

Section I1 lansenfs section506(c) of PtL 103-317 (108Slat 1766) tormad theamendmentsmade by subsernios(a)and (b)haI take:f11ect on October 1. 1994. This
proposed language will permanently emtend section 245(i) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, w~och permits aliens ;!legally in the United States to adjust OW.(
immigration status while remaining in the United States, provided the applicant pays a pevriiy fee.

Secton 116 amends section 245(iX3XRl) of the Immigration and Wationg !y Act, 3 ItS.C. 1255(iXJXB) to read, "Any remaining portion of fees remitted shall be
allocated in equal sharesto the Breached Bond lkcnison I urn)andto the Immigration ServicesCapital Investment Account" This proposed langutie reafl cts
receirts that nould result 1mm tihepermanenit reuthitrzakin t section 24 q40 of the Immigratin and National ity Act. INS estimates receipts geisersad ftow such
filingt %silt tolal 175.titittotti Cit1 th is amoount, half Wl these receipts%, msold he diresled to lt IreChed Boind/Detent ion Fenod, and half to the Immigration Service
Capital Investment account

Sclto 117 amends1 sectio 1103 of the I)pamnnsent utJustice Apirtolwiatioms Act. 1994, by stating that the Attorney Geeraml may credit up 1o06 percent of all amounts
collected Is) the lMparncnt of justice WtiiL Capitil Ilund. lair persainel. administrative, and litigation expenses of civil debt collection activities Cuorrently, 3
percent ot debtcollecticonsnma> he used lw heeprposes I lie proposcd language: will provide for "First" paying the costs of processing and tracking of civil"db
collection litiaton activities of the lcepannscnt

Section Ill amends Section 5545a of lisle 5. United States Code, to propose the payment of availability pay to a pilot, border patrol agent, or detentio."and-deportatios
officer employed by the I mmigirationt and Naturaloiion Serv ice, ibis provision shall take effect on the first day of the applicable pay period that: begins on or after 120
days after the date of enactment of this Act. In addition, The Attorney General may establish special Wtary rats for border parl agents, grades 5 through I I of th
Genrwal Schedule without regard to section 5303 of title 5, United States Code.

Section 11I' provides that notwithstanding 42 U.S.C. I 379g(bXJ), up to 3 percent of the funds madie available by this Act for the Prison Grant Progrunm may be used for
the Violent Offender Incarceration Truth in Sentencing program.



The foflowlag sections are proposed fur deletion and do not appear In the 2001 request. The section numbers are thou in the 2WU Apptwplala Act. Moat
of these sections amend the underlying statute or are permanent authorities and, thus, do not need to be continued.

Section 1011 prohibited the use (of Departnient at Juoice tends its pay for an abortionit The Administration proposes; to delete this provision wid will work wlith
Congress to address tiis issue

Section 10)9 made the authority of sections I1 I and 127 of the lDepnnmeiii oif Justice Apropriationi Act. 1999 permanent. Therefore, this section is no longe
required ectin 115 smetided the Violent Crime Controlagod ILaw Isitoecrittent Act of 1994 by providing additional flexibility to the FBI in using funds for support to
investgatioins int Indian Country. Section 127 rovided tie Attorney Gciterat authority to hire additional assistant United States Attorneys; and investigators in the City
of Ptiitadclphaia. Penns)ylvania. for a demonstration protect and applies to fiscal year 2000 and thereafter.

Section I10 made the authority so pay Judgments against the United Sltes and compromise settlements of claims in suits against the United State in fl*otn the
Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act and tts implementation, permanent. In addition the MOU for payment or litigtiont expen was made
permanent, Therefore, this section is nio longer reqired.

Section I II permanently amended section 507 ofle 28. United Stases Code, as amended by adding subsection (c) which slates,...th Assiatast Atoaoy Geaneral
fur Adm initratioin shall b e the Chicef Foianc ial Offier of the Deparnment of Just ice." This section makes this aouthorilation permanent.

Section 11.1 peormanently imntded srcton I 9tfl tIl of title 211. U nited State% Code. ohich changes the filing fees fr certain bankruptcy proceeding from 5130 so
SI155. 1 hecreftwe. thi% wet ion is no limper required

Section 114 prmrianently antended sectin 41X06 of sile IS. lied States Code, which prohibits the payment for certain services by the U.S. Marshals Service and the
Immigration atid Nituralitatitn Service at a rate iii ecsc-s cot atiouiiis charged for such ser-vices under the Medicare or Medicaid Programs. Therefore, this section is no
longer required

Section I115. which prohibited funds in the Act from being used in pay premium pay to an individual employed as an attorney by the Depauisent of Justice for any work
performed in fiscal year 2000, is proposed for de let ion. The A dm inistrat ion is proposing this for de letion w ithout prejudice on the merits of the provision.

Section 116 sts that section 1 13 or the Department of Just ice Appropr iation Act 1999u a amended by section 3023 of the Emergency Supplemntal Appropriation
Act. 1999 (Public Law 106-3 1), is amended by insetting "for fiscal year 2000 anod hereafter." This made permanent a provision to clarifyr die term "tribal ft dhe
purpose of nsaking grant awards under tit I of the Act. Therefore, chii section is no longer require.

Sections 117 penssanentily amended section 203(bX2XB) of the Immigration mid Nationaolity Act (I U.S.C. I lS3(bXZXB) Thi hauguage provvides sopowedlofto grant
nsatiotnal Interet waivers so physicians if they have served an aggregate of five years and will continue to serve inwesn designated a medically udeserveid or at
facilities wider the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Veterain Affairs. This provisio essenilly rams thde situation that existed for alien physicians prior to the
Immigration and Naturalization Service decision in New Y~ork &tase Departmentir q9 Trewprortkon and those physicians who filed pro to November I193 hall " be



granted a nainal interest waiver if they agree to serve three years in medically underserved areas or at facilities under the jurisdiction of ie Secretary of V40111ana1
Affairs. Therfore. this section is no longer required.

Section II j permanently amended secto 286(ql( I XA) of the lmntigrstion and Nationality Act of 1993 (0 U.S.C. I 356qK I NA), as amended. This provWsio
permanently authorizes the Land Btorder Inspecion FeeC account. hrhelbre. this section is no longer required.

Section 11 Iamenderd scion 1.t0(d)nfrt'c V ittims nfCrtme Act of 195.4 (42 U.S.C 10)60 1(d) ibhis provision extended lie authorities included in the fiaal year
1993 Act, %%hicti aullisrled funds ito he provided iv tse UIS. Atlornc) s victim %witness coordinator and advocate program from the Cnime Victims Fand. This provision
i% no longer reqtuiresd since a permanent anicnditn was made

Section 120 amended Public Law 103-332. the Violent Crime ('onlrol and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, subtitle C, section 210304, Index to Facilitate Law
Enforcement [Exchangre of DNA Identification information (42 11 S C. t14132). as amended Ibis provision authorized the collection and analysis of DNA awssplea
voluntarily contributed from the relatives of missing persons. Since the statute was amended permanently, this provision is no longer needed.

Section 121 amended subsection (bX I I of section 227 of the Victims of Child Abuse Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 13032) by inserting "to the Cyber Tip Lim at the Nrtional
Center for Missing and Es4ploited Children, which shall forward that report," and subsection (bN2) or"hatscin is arnended by asserting "forwarded". This provision
changes the entity so which electronic communication servie providers report instances of child pornographty. Sincs tie stame was amiendied, this provi is no
longer needed
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE



Genra Amsaitao

The General Administration (GA) appropriation is requesting a total of 654 positions, 764 workycars, and S88, 196,000 in FYs 200 1. This request represents an increase of IS
positions, 12 woekyears, and $3,019,010 from the FY 2001 base,

The primary mission of the GA appropriation is to support the Attorney General and Departmnent of Justice senior pokiy level officials in managing Department resources and
developing policies for legal, law enforcement, immigration, and criminal justice activities. In addition, providing administrative support services to dhe legal divisions and
policy guidance to all Department orgaiirstion is also part of the primary mission of this appropriation. The major 20101 initiatives and resource requests for these activities are
summarized below.

This budget activity includes resources f 3r the Offices that support the following program Department Leadership, Executive Support, Intelligence Policy and Professional
Responsibility, and the Justice Manaement Division.

The DprmnLedrhp consists of the Office of the Attorney General, the Office of die Deputy Attorney General, usd the Office of the Associat Attorney Generl.
Ties Offices are responsible for developing policies regarding the administration of justice in the United Stases; epresetling the United States in civil and criminal law
sisters, and, providing advice and opisiors on legal issues to the President, mnenmbers of Congress, and the heads of Esecustive departntss and agencies. The-Deparssenit
Leadership request includes program increiss of 3 positions, 7 workyeart. and £932,000 for the establishment of the Office of Tribal Justice within GA.

The Executive Suport Proaran consists of the Offices of Policy Development (OPO), Public Affairs (PAO), Legislaeive Affairs (OLA), and Interovernmentall Aftirs (IGA). Pk
The Executive Support program missions include conducting legal and policy analysis in support of Department initiatives in the many policy areas in which the Justice
Department has jurisdiction or meponsibililiirs, informing Department personnel, the media, and the public of Department activities; advising the Attorney General and other
Department officials in their dealings with die media and Coingress; acting as a liaison with Federal State, local and internaional governments and law enforcement officials
The Executive Suppori request includes program increases 537,000 for increased funding in OLA and PAO. In addition, OLA is requesting 500,000 for an automated filing
system

The tstelliatessce Policy and Professional Rewxoibjkjjjjyhgran consists of the Offices of Intelligence Policy anid Review (OIPR), Professional Responsibility (OPR), and
Professional Responsibility Advisory Office (JMAO). These Offices are responsible for assiting the Attorney General and saber senior Department and Executive Branct
officials in ensuring tha the national secusety-etlssed activities of die United States are consistent with relevant law, and overseeing the investigation of allegations of crisuinal
and ethical miscoduc by die Departmest's ususeseys criminal investigators, or othe law enforcement personnel. OIPR is requesting 10 positions, 5 workyearn, and £1,000.000
to handle die increased number and typ of Foreigns Intelligesnce Surveillance Act (FISA) applcasons and counteetrrorism work- The GIM request &lW inelades an0ew..1
expand die current FlSA systems.

The hoeb1 M iiinprovides advice to senior DOJ officials and develops departmental poliies in the area of management and admissstation; eae
compliance by DO) components with depnnesstal and other Federal policies and regulations; and provides a full range of management and admsrstnive suppon services.
m1ete am no enhancement requests withs JMD.



Salaries and Exnsig

Procosd Changes in Ainroriation Lass..

The 2001 budget estimates include changes in the appiropriation language listed and explained below. Nesw language is italicized and deleted matter Is enclosed in
brackets.

Salaries end Expenses

Por expenses necessary for the administration of the Oepartment of Justice, (1?9,328,0001 $88 196.000

of whiich not to exceed 13,31?.O00 Is for the Facilities Program 2000, to remain available unstil expended

(Provided, That not to exceed 43 permanent positions and 44 full-time equivalent ssorkyoers and 18,136,000

shallI be expende for the Department Leadeesip Program. exclsn.ive of augmentation that occurred in these

offices in fiscal year 1999: Provided further, that not to exceed 41 permanent positions and 48 full-time

equivalent ssorhyears and 14.811,000 shall be espede for the Offices of Legislative Affairs And Public

Affairs: Provided further, that the latter two aforementioned offices may utilize noe-reiasurxsble

details of career employees within the caps dle'ibed in the aforementionea proviso:] Provided (further],

That the Attorney Generol is authorized to transfer, undler such terms end conditions as the Attorney

General shall specify, forfeited real or persona, property of limited or marginal value, as such value

is determined by guidels nes erstabilished by the Attorney Generat , to a State or Local govrerrent Agency,

or Its designated contractor or transferee, for use to sport drug abuse treatment, drug and crim

prevention and education, housing, job skills, anid other camuity-based Public health and safety progr:

Provided further, That any transfer trnder the preceding proviso shell not create or confer an private right

of altion In any person against the United Scates, anid shalt be treated s a reprogrming wider section 605

of thia Act. Coapartmsn t of Justice Appropriations Act.2000, es oected by section 1000(a)(1) of the

Consolidated Appropiation Act. 2000 (P.L. 106-113).)

1. tha revsled amunt reflects cise totaling S3,019,000.
2. The saci change deleftes Languag which places reatrictilone an the Department Leadership Program and the

positions, saorkyears, aprpriaton mousta, ami santsition through the use of detailIs.
Offices of Legislativeanmd "tilc Affairs In term of
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Crosswalk of 2000 Chang
(Dollars in Thousands)

Aq&viiy/Pregra Li

Prnpram Dircioin ind I'Mimcy COodinatio

Depanimnt leadrkimp
Executive Suppont
Intelligence Polic)' & Priit Re-rxn..hit
Justice Managemeni Do son

Total

National Drug IntcIigcme Center (NDIC(

2000 President's

Eu& WI Amoun

43 44 SM.676
PSI 92 11.416
6Y 67 9.3101

451) 46.1 SR..12

652 606 1(7.334

Congresskona
Action on

&QL AX Am

.. .. ($540)
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(6) (3) (5.030)y
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222 27.000

&L 9 A11m1

2000 Appropriation

bLWX A21

.. .. 43 44 $8,136
... 76 89 9,695

.. 64 64 8,395
.. 453 460 53,102

... 636 657 79,321

... .. ... 222 27,000

The NDIC amount rcflcms the transfer or funds from the lntlligcnrc Community Managent Account to the Department of Justice to support the
Department of Defense's counterdruo re"onsibilities in tlme operation of NDIC in Johnstown. Pennsylvania.

Congressionl AngRnomuions Action on 20D0 &eQuest

Congress provided funding at the FY 1999 levels. Therefore, no requested program enhancemew or adjustments to base aore fueled in the
Appropriation enacted.
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General Adniiniszration
Salaries and Exoense

Ikail ttrrmanent Pgsilians by CuicRory
l-iscal Years 1999 - 2001

1999 -2000 2001
(atcgnr% Proprn Total

\IIIlNWrg0cI lktmhr'alc Atihi'zd Reanthumahle increases Audihc Ruimbursable

.Anniwws % ORO 11 Is 130 19 9 139 19
l't~lsiWti12 17 12 17 1 13 17

I -In .01i I$ KukliVII 'M J lIfl I2 2 ... ... 2
hcvt %J11iivi; kIiLIK I491 it: 14) 142 19 a 150 19

INlwiitti il% (ub Paul.11p, 17 37 . ... 37
I111'.u1c%, A InIog 1101 Il I '0j 2.1 7 24 7 .. 24 7
Sct lm '.i. llt 7 57 7 ... 57 7
IkM.'pnniivI %Iiin Ii I Ki "PIp 5() ... ... 50 ... I
Act otul I I L!I Is, ltc A0 1 IN I. ~l f 12 76 24 .. 76 24
I )tl'rr it ill . I Ill#) It, 36 ... .. . 36

Scrskc: 4irIISP IPPH.IP'P'P 1 12 ... . ... 12 ... 0
StippIl C bli PNK-2PPQO I1 . 19 ... ... 19..

N~owu'r vehlicle Operalaons 157(111 )( 2 10 2 .. 10 2
Niscelklnoui tkcuitim 10)I - 1 2929 ... 29..29

*l.12.. .............. ............... 636 79 636 95 Is 654 95

Washington............................ 636 77 636 i 93 18 654 93
U.S.Field .................. 2 .. 2 ... .. 2

Total ............................... 636 79 636 95 Is 654 95
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General Adnxnostration
Salias andl Expenses

Summwary of Agents and/fr Attorneys and Support Positions
FY 2000.- 2001

APPROPRIATED POSITIONS
2000 Appropriation Antcpated 2001 Increases 2001 Reqlueel Leve

Agents/ Agents/ Agenla
Attorneys support Total Attorneys support Total Attorneys Spot Total

Decision Unit Pon FIE Pox FTE Pos FTE Poe FTE Pos FTE Poe FTE Pos. FTE Pos FTE Poe. IFTE

Oopaulnienl Leadership 23 23 20 21 43 44 1 1 7 6 8 7 24 24 27 27' 511 51'
t xecutve Support 45 44 31 45 76 89 45 44 31 45 76 89'

Inleligence Policy & Pbotessional
Responsislrly 40 40 24 24 64 64 8 4 2 1 10 5 48 44 26 25 74 69'

Juslce Mamageinen Division 22 23 431 437 453 460 22 23 431 437, 453 460

Total 130 130 5(3 527 636 657 9 5 9 7 16 12 139 135 515 534; 654 669

REIMBURSABLE POSITIONS
2000 Appropiation Anticipted 2001 Increases 2001 Requt Leve

Agents/ Agents/ Agentsl
Attorneys Support Total Attorneys Support Total ~'Attorneys Suppor TOta

Decision nit Poe FTE Pos IFTE Poe, FTE Pos FTE Poe. FTEtPoe. FTEiPos. FTE Poe. FTE Poe. IFTE

ExecutiveSupport 19 19 27 27 46 46' .. .. 19 19 27 27 46 46
Justie Managernent Divisiion 49 49 49 49 ... 49 49 49 49

Total 1919 76 78!95 95 .j19 19 76 .6 96N
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D~ecreas
Accidect Compensanon Decreases

rolar Adjuslicnls to Base,

2001 Base

Program Changes

Geerul AdMinpsLmius
5 Mlrin ufdLN
SumtArLor CM

t(Dolmal nIbonds

Penn.
&m. WI AM=

..... ... .......... .... ... ....I ... 636 637 79,328

..... .. ... ...11 1 ...... ... ... .. .. ..... ... .. .. ..... .... .. ... . .. 1.4 86
.. ... .. ... .... .. ... .. .. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. 7 45

.... ... . .- .. .I... ... ... ... .... ... ... 7 2 2
.. ... . .. .. I .... .. ... - .... .. ... . .. .. 10 3

......... .. ... ... 949
... ... ... ... .. ...... . ... ... ... .... .I .. ... . .. 3 4

... .. ... ..... .I I ... .... ... ... .. .. I. ........ 2 4
.. ... ... . .... ... ...- .... ..... 2 4
... ... .. .. .. ..... ... ... .. ... .. . 10t

... .. .. .... I... ...... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,20 5
... ... .. ..... ... ..I ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ..

.... ..... .... .. ..... .... ... ... ... .. I...I . ... 10 9
... ... ... .. .I... .. ... ... .. ... ...I ... .. .. 2

......... I...... .. .................. .. .. 5 , W9

.. .. .. ... .. .. .. ... ..I .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. 6 3 6

....... I ... ... .. ... .. ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... .. Is

5,849

657 85,117

12 3.019

200 E... ............. tm. .........I..... ........ ........ 654 669 38,1962001 Estimate.



IWi'ARTIFNT OF iJSTICE
ONIHI SUBIMISSION

- FESTIMIATES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2001

NARRA I lVI I OR AI)JU STMENT-TQ-BASE ITrEMS

I nrriEM% Eli AmuflI

2011 ps~rJ~%~. .. 1,486,000

L~~~u~~~'I'd 1 l ~n e~n i .1iic iibv eliki tniii cii o 201 and iscilsistent with Admnistration policy
iij Idc II ths' I'IIIIIhIII.II 11 .1\ ' 4 1ii1d.iickc 11'r 41IxI i11~lsc iSinisii~ I hi's icrease includes locality pay adjustments as well as

the Vcncirai pa% .11 l I lic .1111411 kicced~.. S I .X6.1i11 . rceii lte raii aniciumis Iilitree-quarterso fthe fiscal year plus appropriate
ixiw iI 1. 1 711.1mI i r . 1k S Eilt p l in S1P K )liii lIsitef it'. tctianti i ll~ 1 .4846(0 )M).

.%A~jitaimn sof 1 IM! V.Im iic. ... ... S 745,000

1Ihi, p." aiml/to reli'esest- liti qLIaricraiitint'. (C).ioher through lcemher)of the approved 2000 pay increase of 4.8 percent
sitecis .~ci~r~2olml1. anid. fir ilirce-q~uariers of is \ear. tile diflrence between the 4.4 percent estimated in the 2000 President's

budget atid the zspprco sid hl~ci eli l48 ftrcent .I he amount requested $745.000. represents the pay amounts for three-quarters of the
scar ($587.(MX) f'r compensation and 1158.fX00 for hizefits-

M'.-Njj-arAdeincrta . . S 722,000

This request provides for the expected increase in costs of within-grade increases for slow or no-growth components for FY 2000.
This increase is based on an accurate mode of the Department's employee population, which includes numerous factors such as
anticipated pay raises. adjustments to include three-year attrition or separation rates, and career ladder series to reflect promotion policy
for each organization. The request includes $568.000 for pay and $154,000 for benefits.



I~oz flL Annum

Traasierof CSRN Emipinee FERN Retirement Si-slem. .a .. S 103,000

1 his requti prove ides for the increase in Federal Fmiployees Retirement System (FERS) costs. based on the transfer of Civil Service
Retiremnent S~stem ((SRSp emprloyees to IFRS. as authori7ed by the F:URS Open Enrollmient Act of 1997, and the open season that ran
rum .Iul% 1. 19)981trough lXecembe.r 31.1919 I his increase is based on the number of employees who have transfe-red to FERS, the grade

otenplonees. and the increased Government cost of FURS benefits. Thie request includes 5103,000 for benefits.

Increased Federal 11eaclth Insurance 0w .. .. S 413,0

I his reLiUlest pro% ide% for time iticreafre ini agecsc esinributions to ledcral employee health benefits. In 1999, Federal health insurance
prtiiiliis.inludngigee' itrriuiiuiis inreaedappoxmatly102 percent. Because the Goverrnment absorbed a larger proportion

it the ltuti c-iss. up to) 'IS percelt. the tot1al cost to the (josenirnent has increased substantially This increase is based on she "increased"
(iscriiitittcos iiI laltm IsurnceI hi% requestl includes $41300)0 for these costs.

General Sen icci Administration 4(;NA) rent. S 949,000

(iS, sill comntiu wm chargZ retal Hates that approsinmate those charged to commercial tenants for equivalent space and related iewrvice.
I lie requested increase oP $9491) PiIt required to mneet ourcommitient to GSA. The costs associated with GSA rent were derived thro u~h

the uiseol the automated vi stem. kihicm uses the latest inventory data and rates reflecting a 5 percent increase over 2000 levels.

Lease Expirations. .. .. -S 54,000

GSA nos% requires all agencies to pay relocation costs associated ssith lease expiration. Based on prior experience the Depanme~t
anticipates that 20 percent of all lease expirations will result in relocations. This request provides for the cost associated with nt-w office
relo~cations caused bythe expiration ofleases inl1W 2001. No funding is requested for any build-out cc sts associated with leasexK ,-'stions.
F unding of S54.000 is requested for General Administration.

AnlftenaFm... . S 24,P0

GSA will charge the Department antenna fees in FYV 2001. The fees include all current antennas utilized by Justice components that have
antennas atop their buildings. Funding of S24.000 is requested for the Facilities and Administrative Services Staff (FASS).



Pon FU Amount

Assident omenn ution. .. S 24,000

I his increase rellect. the estimated Gecneral Adisin;..t ation (Nist-Justice Managenment Division) billing from the Department ofLabor for
the actual cii.. in 1999) oiicsplonees' accident compensation. %%hicis Nsill be billed in 2001. The 2001 increased cost will be $24,000.

C enermi Sen- ices Administration IC SA) Btlue Parecs. S 10,000

l'res mousl% GSA has patd jir all nat iotttide (inserisment telephone book listings through the GSA 8 percent FTS overhead rate. As result
olt the Nattoisal Plirtncr'.htp for Reinistninp (hisertitent INI/(IVSA Blue Pages Protiect, the funding for these listings has been removed
fruin tlse merheid rate, and agniscs are hucng hilled Iiiractual costs incutrred. I he Department's FY 2001 estimated costs total $282,000.
Funding if$ I 0.01M) is reqtiested for (jeneral Adtmiist.ration.

.ICON 11 Operational Costs .. . $1,205,000

Recttrriing ()perios ( oiM.- I Isis request piros ides lIzM thse increased crwts related to operation, maintenance, and upgrading of the JCONII
s> stetis. Addi ng .i11d uupgr.idi ng existi tig Isards' ii c. 'sito% are maintenance for functional ity and management purposes, and labor Costs for
help desk adoimi.traniiis to support the s>..tem are all required components. These upgrades allow the Department's professional staff to
perliOrscoideribl% tmotrecoitmplex taskLs.on theciistpuier. ..slicb will allow stalfto work more effectively as well as keep the Department
coliiptitisie ssitlt the pris ate sector. Futsdtng oit $1 .2(15.0040 is requested for General Administration.

Travel Mannament Center Fees. . . S 44,000

In the pas. trasN el management serv ices were provided at no cost, and the Departm.-mt received rebates based upon ticket sales. However,
current practices in the travel industry base ended this process. The new contracts will not provide rebates and will carry fees for each
ticket, hotel. caratsd other reservation made The Department's cost for travel management center fees is estimated at $2,500,000. Funding
of $44.000 is requested for Cieneral Administration.



E0 EIE Analo

.. .. S 109,000General Pricia level Adiustments.

I hi reues appies(*11 picin gudane toselcte e~ensecatgores.I he increased costs identified result from applying a factor of
2 0t iwrcenr algathst those stithtihiect classes %%ltre the prices that the (invemnment pays are established through the market system instead

of k lsi orregultion incrallv. the factior is applied to supplies, materials, equipment. contracts with the private sector, printing costs.
traiispuiiatiiii costs and Ltitlities. Funding iii 1(19.1M is requested Cor General Administration.

National Archii e-~ and Record% Administraiic-nnLNAkAl.S 
2,0

It11 1)11,. C otiaiteuilloerlietc N \R1 \t Iticolsert its drecg-luided records center program moa fully reimbursable program
hi, I Y 24iini 1i' 111 keullotiii ai. that N.ARA ts, to remioan the soile so~urcc. for agency records center services, through FY
204'2. 1411 twcfik tIV% 4renl [IMiii. it.. 1eS Cr K I lie Dchepritterit's FY 24KMl estimated costs total $6.599.584, based on current records
tiu,iiiitaiiicil b\ \ 't I t1aii1liiigo .t 7iii i, ierliit'..d tor generall Adniini.tratio.

I htsdecrease retlectsrheestiniaed Juisie Nltnageineirt lDivisiiniMl)hilling fromthe Departmentof Labor for the actual costs in 1999
ot'employces'acdn opnain stl Il he hilIled in 21(11l. The 2001 JMD cost will be a decrease ofl$41,000 from theactual 1999
billing.

TOTAL 55,849,000

... ... 3 21000

Accident Com"n-glion OCK-Mg-w. (S 41,000)



Suniniaev of Reouwementa by Grade Ind Oblect Class
(Dollars in fthusanwds)

1999 Actual 2000 Estimat 2001 Request Ices~cos
Pots Poll Posla Ps

Grades adSalary Ranges. . Alp um .W. nmA&L Wx

Executes Levell 5,157.000111
EsacutevasLeel 5 141300111
Executive Level l1t 5130.200111
ExecuteveLevelIV.5$122 400 1
E56.5$130200 7 77
ES-S. $130,200 8 8d
ES4, 5130.200 18181
ES-3. 5126862511
ES-2. W11.264 2 2 3 1
ES-1. $115 811 10 10 0)
05-15. 584.636-110,028 9797 104 7
03-14, 571.954-93.537 82 82 8816
OS-iS, 560890-79155 as 88 871
0S-12.551.20.448.564 -75 75 7 .
GS-lI1. 542.724-55,541 23 23 23
0S-10.5S38885-50.554 33 33 34 1
0S4.535.310-45.900. 43 43 44
034.5 31*68-I41.557. 34 34 3
03-7.5286637522..............47 47 47..
03-65 2976-33.768...... .. .... ......... 12 12 12
03-5. 523.304-30292...............14 14 14..
03-4, 520,829-27.060....................... 3388..
03-3. 516.555-24,120.... ......... ......... ......... 3 3 3

Tolml, eppro~l apoeilona 8. ... ... 36 -836 654 i

Averag ES Salary 5119.697 5125,442 $130200
Averag GS Salar 554,618 557,240 559.472
Average 0S Grade 12.04 12.06 12.08



QmnmsflWura
Jman11-afine

Summary OtRewenb.Ggtnt - - - N IgLag
lDo~es in tousands)

OtyccI Classes
11 1 Tota worsyeas a perownel compen saion
11 3 Other Owa fuetene pennneiti
1If 5 T ota Other personnel colipermnlo

Ovoileir
Ofthe Ccfhinwsf

Il1 8 Specla Personal services payments
Total

Resnbu~saole woikyears
Fustterie Permranentl

Otlier Ottec Classes
120 Personnel benefits
21 0 Travel aWd tralisporlatn 01 Persons
220 Tranispottion of twis
23 2 GSA rent
233 Cors ul & other mirsc charges
240 Printing and reyroduclon
25 1 Advisory and assislance services
25 2 Othe aervas
25 3 Puectiaae 01 goods & services tromn GOVernm
25 4 Operation ol GOCOs
25 5 Resarch and levelowmeit Contracts
25 7 Operaio ari Maitenance ot Equrinln
26 0 Supplies Noi malaia's
31 0 Eqsipnent

Total obligation

Unaotinaed balance. star ot year
Llnobligated balance end 0t Year
Ursobligle balanc lapsin

Tota reqsurement

Relaimof Obligato 0~a
Total -I,'- -
Obtigsliad balance, sar ad year

o lad balance. endoadyear
O0 I'

1999 Actual
fta &TmwO
598 536,726

47 1548
13 1.068
13 272

790

2000 Eslanaie
Mi &1
619 542.06
38 1,672
13 1.135
13 269

am6

2001 Reques
Mi Am
631 543,480
38 1,741
13 1.182
13 ill

870

lnoom$alocmm
AM

12 511,388
so
47
12
34

658 42342 670 44.M6 682 48,402 12 -1.503

1l1432
853

1 471
9018
1 927

893
1 125
1 775
1383

31
413
48

720
1400

74 829

(12.250)
12.951
3.5918

79,448

74,M2
32.862
(20.&31kj
86.86

12,123
003

1.306
6.424
2,120

753
t.643
3,585
1.6"4

34
458
51

1,260
3.6&V

83,054

(12,051)
8,326

70,328

93.964
20.831
(11.107)
93,678

12,370
693

1.404
0,849
2.180

77'
1.349
2 530
'see

44
456

as
1,297
3.104

84.218

(8.325)
12,303

$8.196

64.218
11.107
(2.680)
92,675

247
go

so
26

(294)

10
(0)
1s
28

(M3)
264



204K) aprropriamtm tnacttd
Adgustmcnts to lBast

2f)(11 Rn% Rjusc
Annimaluration tit 21KK4 I'm 14mwv
Withn-pvradc Incrcaw'%

ISSI mploscc' I1I1R% Ilctircment '%vtcm
I Mendro I tralih II1..ike Ireuuuuitis
(.% Fiis

WO N III )pcraimil I i1
I rj'cI Ma1oingemnt croci, 4 ."MI.
( uicratlr m n c% I J ll, I I 11r 11

I i.1 A1.i u cii i, C Rw

2001 haw -

I'rogr..rn Chanrgest (Sc l'nogrurr N~rrainc lor I lmadi

2001 estimate

lkpainmcni Ilcadcri
(ivral Adminmramn

Siitmjn of Rcutrcnscnts
ilPullats in thoucandsl

Perm.

43 44 £8,1136

. .... .... 140
.. . .. . .. .. . .. .. 74

...... 51
9

19
118

... ... 24

119

.. 572

43 44 8,708

* .. 8 7 932

....... ~ ~ S S.... ....... 5 I 9,4 0

Estimate hN pro&ta

Department Leadership
Attorney General-
Deputy Attorney General ...
Associate Attorney Genera]

Total

Reimubursable workyeri....
Tota worem. ..ra . ....

2004 Appropriation
1999 as Inattcd 1999 Actual Anticipated

Pos WYl Amount floa WY Amount Pos. YX Auntw

14 IS
24 24

43 "

3,478
3.439
tIm
8,136

S3,228
3.168
LM
7,518

$3,478 14
3,439 24
'IM
8,136 43

2001 Base 2001 Estimate IncreawAeDeeeu
Pots Y Amount ft. WA &M~M E.M 2 AX mus

33,738
3,669
'a"
8,708

14 IS
24 24
12il
SI 51

$3,738
3,669

9,640



Justification of Proanm& andrormance
(Dollars in Thousandsj

Perm.
lkpartaleat Leaderrship, E&t EM Amon

NNMW Appfrtigwiaimn I nacted 43 44 $ 9,136

-NMI1 Ilut 43 44 9,708
2111 Ivilnisc _U _U 9,640~A

Intrvaw / lk-crrasc 8 7 932

PAWE PRtM~kfAAl III%( llP"

Ihe Ihstlittil I t.1tc0t11Ir l'i'v. V . ii i I't OltII ltlict i %II6iic% 4 crl-. the: tI: (if Ili lk-pus Awtwc General, and the 0111co athe Associate
Att6*mw% simcw-.gi

11be gteneral gos and uhrctniii othe Ileparimeal Leadership Program are:

1..111 tle IIC 4 Iidsotl -41 011m111ismtvwu il ur1t'.1 I. ±d istii on i: it tiecttllof of the la-As ot he United Slates.

0ol Jstolire ad tinrptownt lv-Ili. tes .inI rotJii% thit ad% inct: the adtninistrsttott justice in the United States.

ItV mdAget the Ik-psetmenl Ot JuslIC

.1is pro% Kk- ciecutaie-k% ci e&t'hp in Ithciining uar (in drugs. combating violent crwne; investigating and prosecuing fraud and other white
coiflar crtmes. dtmmnt'ung prison incrcrimnsding. pIvotccttny out Natio& t borders: and, enforcing environmental and civil rights laws.

To provide esecutive-level oversight and management of. international law enforcement training and assistance, finanial institutions reform, recovery,
and enforetneni programs. and investigative policy

To coordinate criminal justice mnsers with Federal. State, and local law enforcotncnt and crtminall justice agatesif

To investigate. process. anld make recotnnendations to the President on candiates fo~rjudicia and Justice Department Presidential appointment.

To maintain and supervise the Attorney General's Honor Law Graduate and Attorney Employmerit propa.

To prepar and disseminate an Aninvil R f to the Congress and the public regarding the programs and acconiptishmenta oldie Depatm of saice.



Peru.

IngUMima/lk' heIriCesOf trfibal Justice 3 7 5932

Within the 41fcc if the Asqsscwlc Auitvirs (ictial It 2MG). 3 positions 7 Asorkycams and 5932,000 is requested to inmitutlonaliar the Office of Tribal Justie
(01 J) as an integra L 4ingoing component o the Ik~atOWMn Since I9"S. OT) has had notable success in ptmsmg goen n t.. relatons and
ha5s pneti ileakkcceptanc ad sppon throughout the government and among Indian tribes. OT)stouM be. con~tiuing copeta ib Deparonent
hecauss IX)J ha% 'sew signircant and wide-ranging relionsibilities to Indian country. DOJ'a retpoaslblitiest utchade hw enforeamat civil rights protection.
ens mssmental rwntcti. protecio ofitnhoi rights. tnfl resources, and tribal alf-rsenrs'sa. provision offlttncla and tecn A- masi cefortribal law

atrivceniesti ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o adusieasnasrprsnainsihlepmntathe Intrane and own federal agencies i litigation ivoilving laid.' -erets. The
lkpianment ol' Juotise has mgnircan retfsstntshhts tots ariD'; Indian country. supporting the detl1opmess olron trmibial law enuorenseat tribal cons and

aisssiar.iiitef-gii minntIn this light, tillJ is a valuable component or the Department that en~sure that tribal govurumoet latereu mid rigt we
apprim;Ivl. LqiisskrsJ. and thatitial jotewintt. are csinwhulid then IX) activities may impact tribal sovereignty or aelf-governmnt mis resources or
Itial rights, truss ihilnhg.indi titi vist tain ito Lts. tribal giisentst and their business partners may provide hiring and entpleyment prefetmnen for
itial mcnibrs lie als &tit's io or relting iIs'b landsihin the jurisditin of the tribe.

lI i reo tlh nsutiinut %xticte4s11 Ji tinoull iiipsiitnp the, visitmnt-lo-govtrtmcfl relations policy and aound Indian affairs policy, the Depurtent requests
ohut till )e K-' Iisls .ikdpprsru etisshiiv inl ssippsl 11 % vsiitusg "I ssim ts 'serve as a tribal liaison and policy coordination office for the Department on
lnisin iSMw%
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21111 how

Npraaa a ng1u c. %aa Iraapaaaa Nsrala~c fan i00.0al1

2(11 votttmce

Pamn

76 39 39.695

168
N
60
12
23

* 140
... ... 142

* 5
12

* .. 65d

76 39 40.345

1.067

76 39 11.432

ECwevaaae Saapqaaan
Paler 1okipkaawt
PUNKla Affar
IA-qiali: Ataanta
Inaaamctaanal WTaain

Total

1999 a,. I nawla4 1999 Act~ual
Iae. WY Arumataa Llc_ j%_N Amn

I29 33 $4 2112 29 33 53.391
I5 20 1 722 Is IS 1.530
26 23 31139 26 24 2.96S

§ t 6.8 ft I in
76 "9 9.693 76 75 8.933

2000 Appropriation
Latcle 2001 Base

Ea± AX Aem En An

29 35 54.202 29 35 S4.494
15 20 1.722 I5 20 1.837
26 23 3,039 26 23 3.296

§ 1 l 01 § § W
76 39 9,695 76 39 10.345

2001 Eaimme IncrmWsum1110
em E A n Emn El -ASi

29 35 54.484
Is 20 2.05 . 248
26 23 4,135 ... 3. 39
& i mo .-

76 39 11,432 ... .. 1.097

RcwWJNbuna 'AaOqt% M
T"w~ %tMkm



Jum.ilkiction of Progrm and Performance
Ihsollars in Thouisands)

Perm.
Ereulie Support &rt EM Arnon

2000I AppropviationlI nacied '76 89 $ 9,695
2M 1lrnew 76 89 10,345

lscreawcIlOccrcaw .. . ,
0

8
7

HASE I'HOCIAMI)FN ITIOIN:

11W Itecutiwsu ipponl JWiP~iriii tiMSI%% III h11Kt tireks (it t's'lW lhect"pItent (OPM). Public Atfairs (PAO). Legislative Affairs (OLA). an Intergoversmensl
AftrvittiA) lhewiiiteire re'puan'.ihle tiw cr Ing ,rt he Iiainvthe'tveen the tDepartmeni and Conigress: coordinating Departent and Administration
polict -niji esw c-s In icte it I, tilial tminani sies. and etimirosl that the public and the netas- tueda are kept infortmed about the activities and policies of
the IleparntenIi 1 Aif wet senierat aid the Adineanii~tinn ini the fields ofilaw enforcement and legal affairs.

The general gala% and iAhjeetnt% of the FEsnutlt Support P~rogtram are:

loi imprint. the Ihep~iann'i'ettcctene.s an proviiding suitnaanaive and otmely input on the Administrattor's law enforcement isitiativesa wall mother
legislative prpijvt~lt attes.ting I )paflnmcn CeL~mstihititL

To improve the process of reviews in, and clearing through the Department legislative proposals initiated by other agessees witin the Administration.

To maintain as efficient and responsive legislative liaison service operation.

To handle the processing ofjudictal and other nomniastoss efficily and responsively.

To provide support in advancing the Adaniniaration's overall legialasive agenda.

-To asaure policy consisency and coordination of Depantmental linisives briefing materials, and policy staftens

To dtssemnte sanely, sesame infoassation about the Department, the Attrney Goeneral and the Adnuisossalt w enforemes priorities, policies end
activities so she nws med.a and the general public.

To enhance and promote the enforcement goals of she Departmn through ditribution of nws releaaeacoordinaing gre. coiliresa nd tuleplson u
video conferences announing indiictne-w aettlenets and staenens on clvii right environment, criminal antitruat, end other Department
enrcment activities.



t censure that all applicable tn.regulat ions and policies insvolsing the release or infrormations to the public are followed so that material is not made
public [liat might teopardiaor insestizaion-i and prosecutions. sioilate rights of defendants or potential defendants or compromise national security interest.

t'R(WCIAM (II1ANEES
Pern
Emt FTE Amount

Increased I tindinyt iwe 0II A .. .. 339
0)1 A Atittiated t iling S% steim 500
Insticsest I uuiditie toe VAt 24

1087

0I ZIPieti $1111 I., IN I isi1 tIli* toittnICt tIe IIIVI .I ,.ilmties bciteliis. and espenses; for the [' level tutliorted in FY 199 Thar mission of
I N is 111 14In d pooi V .-iI' "Ik p iteos% it 1he iiced'. ~and reqiiiesi ot the ( igress At the Atsorar> general's direction, the ofre has sought to

%tietgiliit intl4 tints oi e is, 11,110is to IVe iels tisti% C itt A pIs a Lti its1 it tle in titging Internal conisensus among l)J components with regard to

Sltitii iisi s lisiti I li mitsstll I .ttttstsil s ids sit it 11 -N ia sise and increasing there are major ongoing oversight matters that require
tie . 1no i! ti lit N i. iii,. mitt ik om,, i sIS oid ki. Midrit t nivtssonial need% idequitatl) tCergrrss' legislatise agenda has been etitremsely ambitious

II1 1i. 1.-si 10.t dii a f liii. i iiin Aii- tkli Mcc 'I teelaititn In ,isltiii I A is. requesting S500.000 for an Automated Filing System to
ttrilie i1t ettii: s .si-mn i tle'iiV etiie

t't ilttciiig S21 tIt it sitiM Ioe IX-10 .110 estHiCse III brit Ilie sill uip i)its authorized FtI E level of 20. Currently, PAO bas 5 vacancies, a
rii test iic bu t lt IN%' iticstwt tittidin' is iiesess.trs Itr VAt I to prtopert1 serve the Attorney General and the Justice Department. Although PAO

received titit, ittI 14 lttQ kimsier static a itisit i) hise Iisreiscs. it has been forced to function every year as ji t was not going to get the minimum
funds. uecessar% toI inaitain current stalling lcees leo altc hire additional stall IMe Office has tried to meet increasing demands witls reduced resouarces by
implementing a number oit ship-gap oteas;ures. bitt restitrces havIsen istretched in the limit.
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Justification of Proarum and Performance
(Dollars in Thousands)

Intelligence Poli and Prm.
Professional Nnsponslbliiq Es. MI Amoun!

2000 Approriated F-nscted 64 64 $8, 395
2001lBase 64 64 8,958
2001 l:Siiate 74. _U2 9..9J 8

Increase /Decrease 10 5 1,000

BASE l'ltt;RAM DESCRIPTION:

The lntclligsiws lPolicy and t'rolcsssoisal Rrsprnjihlity Program consists or ihe Offices of Intelligence Policy and Review and Professionai Responasibility, as
well as ili I'rolcsskisal Rorponsihili% Ai6 isoem (5111c. which is currently a fully reimbursable office. These Offices are responsible for assisting the Attorney
Genera and other senior Iepanmenisaid I .sccutis'e Btranch officials in ensuring that the national security -related activities of the United States at consistent
with re-vani lets, and overseeing the muestiugation of allegations of criminal and ethical misconduct by the Depatment's attorneys. criminal inveatigators, or
other law enforcement personnel.

The general goals and ohjeeisrs of the Itteliene Plk% and Professional Responaibility Program ane:

'In pvoi i leal advice concerning intelligence and national security matters to the Attorney General and so other Executive Branch officials.

in pantic pate in the development of legal aspects of national security and intelligence policy.

10o Pit rjr III t! n other applications for intelligence searches and surveillance and approve othe counterintelligence investigative activitiea.

[n riirseni intelligence agencies as legal counsel before the United States Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court.

To participate in pee-trial litigation insulting the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act in criminal prosecutions for espionage and international terrorism.

To maintain litaison with the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and the House Permanenit Selec Committee on Intelligence to ensure they at

appired of Departmental views on national security and intelligence policy and are appropriately informed regarding operational intellice and
counterintelIligence activities.

To improve and refine the Department-wide reporting system in which allegations of criminal or administrative misconduct against Department esr~sloam
are reported. investigated and monitored.



1 IM Ictidoti. 41tenec. and coordiae all initral nveslignn% of sermon allegations concernum, the conductu of Depoartment personnel that may be in
% iolattici of IsvA. lpanimni regulations or orders our agupitable uandards oi conduct, and which affects the Departmetnts ability to itivestiptie, litigan, or

Ileaw. note that the olsjeiis of he t lke of P'rofessional Reslionsibiliiy (OWRI are different from the Office of'the Inspector General (01G) in that 09*
(yws on inktsiations concerning allegainits of misconduct which affect the ability of the Department to investigate, litigate, or prosecue, while the
O tlt; loiies its inveslivaltons on allegalitons of %taste and abuse, and other matters which do not implicate the ability of the Department to Investigate,
Inmate. Or prosecute

I'NMRAM CIIANCES
Pern.
Ea. EaL Amonw

Iiititjiwd S Iatlcg lice 01l114 10 5 $1, 000

(11ll1K i% requecti li- posiiii a% vwk eat-, and SI .Ottti.tttio handle the add itIionalI number and type of Foreign Intelligence Surve illance Act (FI1SA)
.cpplitaiictisand citerciitciorkancod tot expand ihe riitei I NSA s%imen (estimated to cost S5O.000). OIPR maintains the responsibility ofrviewing all
rciques fcr 'u liitr ic erali under I PA. piepatreng the applicAutons anid representing the: cases before Court. In addition, when evidence obtained under
I ISA i.. ptugowd to Nhe iced in a Lreacinil tioceedeing. 01111( obtains the necessary auihorization from theAnorsey General. In coordination with the FBI ad
ihe inielligecitet otiituit%. (I'% pnniar% cpefatiuonal luntituMs are tic prevent adis of terrorism and espionage from being perpetrated in due U.S. by foreign
picnic and wc taLt: ilie ICrotleiin of ciiunieritelligence regarding foreign agents and foreign powers. FISA applications have increased sig iifttly over
ihe li~i Be ars, tlwcrcere-.114 apptitaiits under lISA in 1992. by 1998. this number had nearly doubled 10796. Given this growth. OlPR's workload in 3

ibis area ha%. anid c oil continue tat gro-A a' intelligence agencies; submit requests under FISA for intelligence purposes. In addition, several Congressional
ccninileeac% dire cleliing lukgtlicn that niculdespcd efliris oifthe Department of Energy. FBI. and otber intelligence agencies in counterintelligence (CI)
and fort:ign cciuniriniellIigenee I111.11oniatler-, the I [Iti requesting a stign iflcani number of personnel including agents for Cl and FCI matters. This re-
eniphasis con coucnter enpicinage and O1w increase icf Fill and oilier intelligence agency personnel will increase requests sndler EISA A dhus the caseload of
IJIPR aitimes,



JUSTICE MANAGEMENT DIVISION
FY 2001 Summary Statement and Performance Plan

The FY 2001 requestm fortlie listice Managenment Division IIMDI is5453 positions, 460 workyears and $57,166,000. This
represents no increase over the estimated FY 2001 base. JMD plays a key role in Department-wide management functions of
p~laninig and resource alkxation, personnel recruitment and related services, telecommunications support and information
processing, financial polo y and oversight, debt collection management, security support, procurement policy, and the

niteiijn(e and administration of DOI facilities, The trequested resource level will permit JMD to improve how it performs
11% rn1xiiiliie ,miI sml critilie toward strengthening the overall efficiency and effectiveness of the Department and its

()vi-r the I).1 several yv~ir- IMiI) ha~s liem nIincreasingly involved with issues in response to policy-level expectations and
diorectivesn *iiiil tiliry imaniimlwtm' fiat hivea.itrai Ied signifir ant public interest and political debate. JMD resources have also
lx'en uIs-Il ext1i'iiv in1 mnuluic litg fir overseeing 1hr ciuiijletion of cross-organizational management reviews of special
interest In Congres ,is in mitlmir strategic planning efforts affecting major DOJ programs. Consistent with its role of providing
li,iison with external orgiiitun%, IMO ,ilso continues to be DOI's point of contact for coordinating implementation of the

-Administraition's reinventing governments and customer service initiatives.

A. Component Mission and Coals, and Relationship to DOI Strategic Plan

JMD's mission and program activities most directly support the following three strategic goals from the Management core
function of DOI's strategic plan:

* Achieve excellence in management practices,
a Meet or exceed custorrer expectations, and
* Make effective use of information technology.



IMdD Mission statement

To lprcvide advice tn senior DO) officials and develop departmental policies in the areas of strategic planning, budget
foriilat ion and exectiion, progrinm and financial oversight, procurement policy guidance/implementation, human
rt-murcr's mianagement and ofttwra.reas of general administration; to ensure compliance by DQJ components with
departnvental and other Federal policies and regulations; to provide a full range of management and administrative
'.oppori wrvices; and tn assist in the implementation of selected government-wide management initiatives.

B. I V 1M) 1 Perlnrmani ir Cnal and tnditators

)or ii igI Y .'I M) 1. 1.511) %% ill i l14' t l or 414 11 ir Il ~ i IN il gL , oversight and services that it provides to DOI component
llrg.iIMd.itI0II% tII $%1 %11it11t4i 1i -imm-t ot uiolie'r high tirlir ity i(rsa~f ivities to which JMvD will give increased attention in the
miliig vmi gisori.tl i,,tI .% itiii ono4 iii flui 10114)5 rig Inoiad tategrirrs:

1. Strawi' pi.laiintgl gtriigl.Irmlitilgl wi%ght

3. information nianageet and tet 'milogy dlevelopnment

4. Human resources, attorney recruitment and other specialized functions

JMD's efforts to support overall DO) management improvements will require continued attention to existing oversight
processes, as well as further development of a stronger and mare fully-automated infrastructure. The means and strategies to
be pursued toward these ends, and the specific performance goals established for FY 2001, are described in the following
pages.

Consideration of High Risk Management Issues and Liaison with Other Componnt. JMD's management oversight
responsibility also contributes towards addressing and resolving som of the high-risk management concerns that have been



ik'tjlfjiM ihnxitili other proress... Thie more miificant of these issues involve the following: (NOTE: examples listed below
haec ("I110' 12-11-1 mainaermerit (oninl R )L and on GAO's 1-98 report entitled Federal Management Issuesi

- i.'it orfiuiri pruogranm
- DOI )nt ,tal mnagem~mlt

- INS malnaigonint

- nhsrnaticui soruiriy

lI1YI rvi~,rt diru' fly %tippori DI'%jc (oml itneent lo ensure the integrity of DO) programs and operations. Toward that end,
IKI) foiriu in1 aiy ApproN~itu' way with related reviews or investigations that may be undertaken by the independent
( S)fo u ot iliut, qm tor' C ,.'ivrai, the'- ( )fi i of llrofm-,ionaI Responsibility, or internal reviews units of DOI1's component
f~it.Ini/0tI)14 I Ii lit 111~ sI e 91,0 1111) il 1(ial ,tlE .l' ISdiwus. Secl separtltIy below.

% EAlII(UPt ANNING AND PROGRIAM/BUDGET OVERSIGHT

NMc-cet an!11 L.tr.1ti %1 .I 1111%W4.10 ith libIe RceI. -\c C%. r4iremen''fifits anti congressional expectations, IMO has been working
1i) nIciri 61% loletca it 110-A .11 cc 01111cecigi, plammciicg 1111c t il )icc'nt -level and DOJ 's own budget formulation processes.
IMtl) %.11t% (44.1l1.il cii .i I .ti\cllc ri's hi iccc'.',.g., ,III- Spring Call Submission and related analyses, to ensure that
(omcnlcoc lvc's bwlcitget rviwc"ts cc- ric ilyi lenkc'u to DOI's strategic plan. JMD also participates actively in meeting the
cciigt'c'iiiiial or;c'.itmti c riliir'ist'cl% (If ilic' Ivtihls Act. As another part of its oversight function, )MD is routinely tasked

Msill cnilucc ting rll1Ii.egc'itt n'es'. th.1t are oif spcxx al interest to DOI1 policy officials.

FY 2001 Perforniance Goals:

1. Better presentation and use of comp~onent-specific data, planning and evaluation efforts. In FY 2001, JMD will work to
ensure that all major component organizations have standalone performance plans that demonstrate full integration of
strategic planning and data verification efforts. In addition, jMD will continue to perform evaluations on an as nee ded basis
for the Attorney General's approval.

2. Implementation of procurement-related improvements. In FY 2001, JMD will provide guidance and support to the
continuing implementation and refinement of procurement training designed to meet government-wide education and
training standards. The D) acquisition WEBSITE will become the focal point for electronic commerce and procuremew.nt
information for D) procurement activities and the general public.



3. Increased use of program and o anmiationall reviews. As resources permit, JMD staffs will seek more information on
hosv .1,l to "41,t (.0-11t ( Iif-mts ar "Jt4fied with ouir products and services and use them.

perhvrniam I,3j.1,

- imreawdc (c(igre%%inl %alti-fadiem with/~o 01J and component-specific planning/ugeting documents
- iiipleewimit oi ug tr~wir'd prrx careniii (areer management program to meet 1998 QPM directives

FINANCIAL POLICY OVERSIGHT AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Nieds .iiiltr~tag'1%10,) pria~ily through its Finiance Staff, provides guidance that will enable DO) and its component
organilbti% Iii maul 1114 ty'p' 0f i1111rOvennnt1% In financial nianagonni required by the Federal Financial Management
Imp~roveniet Au1 of I'1ai'i tdi retliteil Adminitrationi directives. These improvements include the installation of new
.I( uuumtmIg %V0t1,111% III wc%Prl mlm ot (lilINK(Nts ilsam overseing corrective action in response to audited financial statements.

1. Progress toward athieming an unqualified audited opinion on the DOJ1-wide financially states ents. In FY 2001, JMD will
delcnicaiitrt (dontti~i'lwgc~rrs; t()%vdfa h~lir'vmg unqtualified audit opinions on financial statements required by the
(,overaomet M.mamtmiant Ri'form A I. A liirving this objective depends largely on the ability of DOI components to
implement and/ar main11tain .y,,1vm% which sciantitally comply with Federal financial management systems requirements and
accounting standard,-, andi~ with the U.S. Slanidard General Ledger. The JMD monitors bureau compliance with these criteria,
and evaluates anti reviews corrective action plans where a component was judged to be non-compliant in the preceding year.
This is expected to result in the development of an integrated financial management system within each component which
provides accurate, reliable, and timely financial information.

Eilwmanceniator:

- number of DOj annual financial statements that received an unqualified audit opinion



INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Means and Strateties. The wis-e use of advanced information systems technology is pivotal to improved mission performance,
JMD has already taken step to improve its planning and monitoring of information technology investments in accord with
the Clinger-Cohen Act by establishing an Information Technology Investment Board (ITIB). JMD has been actively involved
in fostering component involvement in the development and deployment of new technologies across the Department and
will lead the Departmentwide effort to accomplish a smooth Year 2000 transition and ensure that contingency plans are in
place if problems do arise. The leadership of JMD, in defining a departmental architectural blueprint, will work to ensure
the development and operation of secure, integrated information systems and the ITIB will work to carefully oversee all major
new and on-going information technology projects to ensure the cost, schedule and performance targets are met.

FY 2001 Performance Goals

1. DOJ's Information technology Architecture. In FY 2001, the Departmentwide Information Technology Architecture is
expected to enable components to enhance operational capabilities and lower costs through a controlled migration to a
secure, interoperable computer and communications environment.

2. Wireless Communications. In FY 2001, JMD will continue to set the strategic direction for the funding and acquisition of
narrowband radio equipment anid the operation and maintenance of the existing infrastructure across component 4
organizations.

3. Digital Signature. In FY 2001, JMD will attempt to establish departmental guidelines for the adoption of public key
infrastructure and provide tested digital signature technologies for use by component organizations.

..Capital Planning. In FY 2001, JMD will consider expanding the use of the ITIB investment criteria to the evaluation of
proposed investments in information systems that are not subject to the ITIS review process.

Performance Indicatori

- degree of component compliance with architectural standards on new information technology investments.
- adoption of a departmental strategy for the acquisition of narrowband radio equipment.



- uliltwaiin of secure, authenticated exchange of informalioc. usirg digital signature technologies among two or more large
compoxnnts.
- p~rc entage of new and ongoing investment subject to the ITIB evaluation criteria.

HUMAN RESOURCES, ATTORNEY RECRUITMENT
AND OTHER SPECIALIZED MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

Mean,. and strategies. IMO ensures that personnel management responsibilities throughout DO) are carried out in accord
Witli .11)1 lica 1.itlC , regiulatiois and other guidance and that DOI successfully competes with the private sector to recruit
and retain a liigh-catiblx'.tonic'y workforce. In support of its Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) program goals, JMD
reviews DO lCnIo~'t 'pnnei program plans, assists in evaluating these plans, and develops and issues policy
guidance oni diversity/workplac e isses. It aklo identifies and establishes training requirements in direct support of a strong
DO) sexual harassment prevention pirogramn. In awklition, JMD plays a leadership role to implement worklife programs, which
are designed to better balanc e the family and personal needs of employees with DOI program responsibilities.

JMD is also actively engaged in fostering innovation and improvements in departmental operations through special
nmanagemnt iitiiatives. For eXdml)le. through the Justice Performance Review UPR) Laboratory Program, JMD's Marnagement
and Planning Sitiff establishes, monitors, and assists reinvention lab teams in solving longstanding, multicomponent problems.
A lPR award program, lust Works, recognizes and rewards employee teams for their innovative efforts. The Management and
Planning Staff (MPS) provides leadership and facilitation services, and serves as the contracting officer's technical
representative (fo major organizational reengineering projects and process evaluation efforts within DO) components.
Another MPS initiative encourages implementation of customer service standards in DO) components.

FY 2001 Performance!Goals

I. Attorney Recruitment. In FY 2001, JMD's Office of Attorney Personnel Management (OAPM) will provide e'fective
leadership and support to the Department-in the recruitment of law students, entry-level attorneys, and experienced
attorneys. This will result in an excellent and diverse applicant pool from which DOJ components can mai* firing decisions.
OAPM will also effectively review and adjudicate security investigations conducted on attomey applicants.



2. Strengthened DOI EEO Prograrn. In FY 2001, JMD's EEO program will seek to ensure that DOI's workforce includes a
diverse representation at all levels, including managerial and supervisory positions and that additional specialized training
and information is provided to eliminatea.ll incidents of sexual harassment in DOI's workforce.

3. Increased participation in the justWoris' Best Practices Program. In FY 2001, IMO will expand employee awareness of
this award program which recogniir's and rewards employee teams for innovative ideas that improve departmental business
and operational processes. DOI teams, representing more components, will submit nominations. Components will
implement ideas published in JustWorks publications.

4. Stronger Employee Assistance Program lEAP). In FY 2001, JMO will support making EAP services more widely available
th1roughotl IX )l. thuu'rrly giving flfre vmplnyces access to actual counseling or referral services. These services are intended
to aSSISt V11nipl4)y1'% t10 regainl thir Ipr(ic live (apalbility; ntinimi7e absenteeism, sick leave, and grievances; reduce the need
for clcs ipiarym ls ion; and illilwove morale. Of specific note, over 40 specialized workshops for OBD and U.S. Attorney
-nipiloyees will Ihe 4 cuidi iK led iii tr', in ucing and stress management.

C. Highlights of Results

In each nf the .11)0w functional arva-;, IMD ha,; taken important implementation steps taken during the past year. Among the -
more significant among these have bwen

Strategic Planning and Program/Budget Oversight Results

" Convened meetings of DOJ managers to discuss how best to update DOJ's first ever strategic plan.

* Met the Results Act's continuing requirements by submitting DOI's second DO) summary-level performance plan,
covering FY 2001.

* Completed annual assessments of component budget submissions and oversaw transmittal of formal documents to
both 0MB and Congress on a timely basis.

9 Completed several major program reviews of interest to DQJ leadership or outside overseers since FY 1998, including:



- IDENTI and IAF IS - Report of the Feasibil ity of INS Conventing to a Ten-Fingerprint System 1 5-98)-
- Nationjl Instant Criminal System Records Retention Review (8-98)
- Review of the Office of Solicitor General (9-98)
- Review of lhe DOI Public Affairs Office (10-98)
- Analysis of Criminal Debt Collection in DOJ (10-98)
- Review of INS Naturaliration (3-991
- Options for Improving the Use of INS Records in the NICS Check Process (4-99)
- Revievw of USMS Spieciol Asignmients (5-99)

-Ro's ien i felFiiitilii of I sltili'liing a National Sexual Predator Reporting System (6-99)
- R %% ot DI V I 1ll \gvii ilt 11% ASriorii-ys Perfornmance Systems (6-99)

I oi- R4.1sIt S'i.11 iii11 in1t!

- n I (it INN I iiig'iguriiit 'is siii '-'m

* Ini iiiiliiint %\s t- ii nvroio(i I tenoni An t, Iliii Depnartnient's FYs 1998 consolidated audited financial statements
oIn' N-o)ii111ii'-' If) 1114 ( i t Ini i~ roe idr Bilget liv the March 1999 deadline. The Department did not
o'nin C1 iii au1d114it 4innnn PI i 1 i1 H1 ntis lilN lun1W9a M11(111 1tic n11i 1,1Statenments due to weaknesses in several bureau reporting 0

iiiri Is iilial .110t 1iiii ( 1111 oIll' liilaviiievee are as follows: the DEA, FBI, QJP and WSCF received
iiittniililii'il cilnion1s. the F P'c re( evi'il . qualified opinionl, and the INS, OB30s, USMS, and AFF/SADF received a
di slieroif opinion T lie IDepart unent u onpononts have initiated Corredtive Action Plans to resolve all material
weaknesses rnd enable the Departmntn to obtain an unqualified audit opinion on the FY 1999 consolidated financial
statements.

* Participated in the development of Government-wide financial policy and standards and, in conjunction with the
Office of Inspector General and component representatives, worked to resolve DOJ-wide financial statement issues.

* Used a variety of forums (e.g., senior manager council and advisory board meetings, monthly Executive Officer and
User Group meetings, quarterly Newsletters) to disseminate information to DOj's financial community. Also, strong
support given to enhancing professional development through training.



lnfortniatrnrM11ii.1s1W1110M *1i T.-0inoloatv Developmnent Results

* oxel1ix 1rd 1;riil ilieil t~n' Provesairil Irnformration Technology Architecture which describes the current technical
'iviriiinwo',it a i ix% all1 c iinrilmir('irt in tire Departnit of justice anid is the foundation for the enterprise wide strategy
i1n1d diietii ii ri-ipiirerrerl% dlefinrit ion thart will define the final Information Technology Architecture product.

* iiu i'%StillS t'xjiaiiive the IfllS reviewv ;rcie,. resulting in improved quality of both the proposals and the technical
reiw,,; iand exliiirded tire srerpej of Ire reviews to include investments in maintaining legacy systems, significant
rfi4-i'%gr% if le'g.) Y' i.ysterl, roil crnsoi i-. ,doncnt titiiatives using new technologies.

*I I (iMiJI; .141 grt N .1 4 iirrPiiater Silc iieiis nix titory to performs ongoing testing and evaluation of emerging security-
eI I, u i t:, I 'li i-it!i' t.Ii 491 iItifit s' )L o(1ow o- or oix'rttinaIl systenri.

* tiiti~ii'il l i ()iid ii .4liiw% ut iiiii ItC IMiliil'ttrI triPoriea an urnilioitent tRNI staff on project management

Iloiair RIo-smo'2t. Attii- R'y inrusimtill anI Rlher %px-tialeed Functions Results

* 0 'ie~x 111(l 4ireiti)!i'tiiii (If i c oiiutitaii-%iqitixirtec redesign blueprint of INS' naturalization program.

* Elicited ;nisiteve fi'cnlharlc from Cungrevs rigarelitg efforts to re-design the INS naturalization process.

* Received arid reviewed 35 JustWorks nominations submitted by seven DOJ components for the 1996 competition and
56 nominations submitted by nine DOJ components and live U.S. Attorneys' Offices for the 1999 competition (the
greatest annual total since the program began in 19951.

" In February 1999, sponsored the ceremony for the third annual JustWorks Program competition at which thes Deputy
Attorney General gave awards to seven employee teams.

* Obtained approval for three new labs: 1) Environmental Compliance, a multi-component lab to be sponsored by JMD;
21 Law Enforcement Linguist Clearinghouse, a multi-agency lab to be led by the FBI; and 3) Asset Forfeiture



Proff-suinil Deveinopient Program to Ito sponsored by the USMS. The three newly approved labs join six active labs.

" Redvoi.mnil. v\Ihill aiid ut~iatet Ilivi JPR web site to provide information and assistance regarding reinvention
aivito.. ii at I)I and toiks to iii In rivintmln sites throughout the Federal Government.

* 1hii Y1 NJ RI IPH lab ,n Iived4 finallt status (top 25 of more than 1,400 entries) in the 1998 Ford Foundation
Iiiiuvaiiiii in Anoeriuan Governmient uoiptition. The construction of new S-ENTRI lanes is nearing completion at
lie Ilbs -is ni site, the world's tnmo border port-of-entry, San Ysidro, CA, and SENTRI lanes will be designed to

nox'rate at (nur additional sites within the next two years.

* As of Pst~iru It 1, 191), thev t 1;ISS mo ii'ilatiuin Laboratory Team has established proof of compliance for 232 166
- ~ r i'nn it atitili able ( Al FA t('ninisin n Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies) standards and is eight

ii tsaliidrI %t 1149Iiil, (1iNtS plan% loa . hoe acc-reditation by November 1999 (rather than July 2000, the
oiginal Itaget (1,it0t

D. Major FY' 2001 Initiatives

The INV) has iili-ni(iii several initiativs 1hit ilire( ly support our FY 2001 goals. To achieve our goals and sustain
cniinnd suipport, 211(1 tuases rr'sinri s art- c ritiril and are detailed in the Justification of Program and Performance.
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Jusiirkicon or Pourm and Performnce
(Dollars in Thousands)

Perm.
Justice hMamagemtemi Dii isioai ESI fUh 6n

2flttflAppropriatcdlnaciced 453 460 A, 3102
200 1 Base 453 460 57, 166
2001 Estimate IL2 1"Q i27J.1i

Increase I Decrease..

BASF. PH(X;KAfM l)FSCKIPTION:

11w- Juice Manageniti Dhsi. peos ktv & aduocc toi swnioc It I offlicials and develop departmental policies in the area of management and administraims
ensircs cimplanct IS% lti ctiimints is -A th departntnal anid oahxr F ederal policies and retulatins; and provides a full range of management and
admnisiraive supii WtIm

The griacral goals @ads tsbjectise of the Jattlee Management Dii Isio are:

Iii e~rcteh eishlb lkann~nt pls~.ads c hr kpanncntksdeship andreprsentthe eparmenpenralamaters e toa itsto is oraniztion
manateiei. And adm ine'sral in

t-o acquire quifilu. co s-eflict automated .) %icnis and products that mees user needs and to manage and provide support for llOae systems.

lo secure sufficient rrsurcrs through budget and procurement processes and to ensure sound fisca managensent ofthsice resources.

To recruit, train, and retain a high quality workforce. provide safc. accessible, and environmentally sound work space, and promote woriclife policies diud
contribute so emplo% cc effectiveness and satisfaction

To increase the number of -A omen and minority hires in key occupations and ensure the timely adjudication of EEO complaints.
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Summary statement Snd Performance Plan
fiscal Year 2001

1. Detention Trustee

The Department requests 51.000.000. 6 positioens, and 3 Ml for a Detention Trustee and necessary support
staff. The Detention Trustee will report to the Deputy Attorney General and be responsible for managing
Department detention resource allocation@, exercising financial oversight of detention operations, and
ensuring the implementation of efficiency and effectiveness Improvements ia Departmet detention operations.

in 2001, the Preilt -- Is budget contains requests for $2.2 billion for detention function. within the United
states Marshals Service EUSm), the Imigration and naturalization Service (INS), and the bureau of Prison.
(Soff). This represents 9 percent of the Department's total budget request. Detention costs will continue
to incroes as the detained population rises as a result of effective law enforcement Initiatives,
enforcement of imeigration laws, and other factors. In 2999, serious funding shortfalls in several of the
Department's key detention budgets underscores the need for strong managsmnt focus on the Department's
detention functions.

in recognition of the importance of planning for detention needs and controlling detention coetiko the
Department conducted a Detention wAd incarceration Study in 1998. This study exained the multiple aspects
of detention in the Department,* and offered 32 recommndations for improvement of the system. Of particular
note,* the study coinente about various management Issuers, and makes findings and recommndations pertaining
to centralized detention management. The study concluded that the Department's Detention Planning Committee
(DICE * which is chaired by tb Deputy Attorney General and Includes as Is er the had" of gUSU, INS, and

O, ned -to develop solution to issues that gQ beyond their Individual comonent interests' and that
"there must be more of a Departmsntwide, outlook on the part of the 01.'

By appointing A Detention Trustee, the Department will centralize the financial oversight of the detention
functions of VEMS and INS. In addition, the Trustee Will seek to Implement measures that Improve overall
effectiveness aod efficiencies in the departmentes detention prooss040.

2. costs of Illegal Aliens Bold Outside Continental United States

the Department requests 825,000,000. to remain available until expended, to fund or reimurse other entities
gor the costa associated with the care, maintenance, detention, and repatriation of illegal aliens held
outside the nt'Rental1 U.S.



In 1999, the U.S. government intercepted 4,762 aliens, primarily from China and Cubs, trying to enter the
united States illegally. in general, those aliens intercepted at sea are noot subject to the Immigration and
Mationality Act, an can be returned fairly quickly to thsir country of origin. oven in these cases, the
43.3. Govrnnt often incurs the cost to hold, or to have another Governmnt hold, the aliens until they a"e
repatriated. In 1999, the costs of detaining illegal aliens outside the U.S. exceeded $15,300,000. For
those aliens who reach the U.S. or its territories, however, the process becomes more complex sand the costs
are much greater. Most of these illegal &liens, if not ali, apply for political asylum, and are detained
pending adjudication of their asylum petitions and subsequent appeals. The U.S. incurs the cost of their
cars, detention, and, ultimately, repatriation If asylum is not granted. However, no agency is budgeted for
these costs, and how these costs will he paid is a continuous issue of major concern.

The Department's request for $25 million will provide a fund from which the costs associated with illegal
aliens held outside the continental U.r can be paid, regardless of which government entity incurs the
Costs.



Detention Trustee
Salariee and Zzmenea,

Justification of Procosed Chana.. in Appropriation Laflauaoa

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed cflangem in the appropriation language listed and explained below.
New language is italicized and underlined, and language proposed for deletion i. bracketed.

Salaries and Expens

for neear exess to establia aa Feea e tion 2Trustee wh sal exercise all paver and
functions authorized bylwrelatina to ah dletono ederal prisoners Ln non-federal Institutions or

othewia inthe custody of the Unitd Stat*& Marshals Service, and the mention of aliens In the custody
of the irtonand Naturalization Service -h rse shall be rA osil fo. 0cnsrcino

detention facilities or for houiarltdt such detention' f2i the manna ~at of funds snnroniAtedtoU
the Department for the exrio n eeto ucinx, and fij the irection of th Uitd tte

MarsalsSericeandImiraton and Naturiation Sevce with reapect to the exercise of detention policy

setiiOR ad onerAtIons tor the -eatet S26.00 000.,i of which not to exceed S24.000,000isadavlae
until amne to tund or rjeimburs& other entities for~te ot associated wihtecr.MA""eane

detetio. ad rpatiio of Illegal aliens held outside, the contInental United -States.

ExpanaionofCbanagst

1. This language establishes the Detention Trustee account for the Depyartment of Justice.
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Detention Trustg.
Salaries and 3zcnaea

Proorami ?srformance Ifrstj~
(Dollars L', Tnoumands)

ACTIVITYe DITIOM TRUSTUZ

Perm.

Detention Trustee EUE Ao
2000 Appropiation Enacted.. .. ..
2001 3e"e
2001 EStimate 2..i a a,000n

Increase/Decrease over ease .. .. 26,000

* Includes up to 525 million in no-year funds

P~ENDZSCIPTION/a4AMaZaj The Detention Trustee will report to the Deputy Attorney general and be
reponsible for managing Department detention resource allocations. exercising financial oversight of

detention operations, and ensuring the implementation of efficiency and effectiveness improvesments in
Department detention operations.

For 2001, the Department seeks 526,000,000 to establish the Detention Truste* account. Of this aount, up
to 525,000,000 in no-year funds is requested to fund or reimburse other entities for the costs associated
with the care, maintenance, detention, and repatriation of illegal aliens held outside the continental
United Btates.
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11.U Speota personal services payrnent.. ....
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Full-time pe n n t.......................
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L~otlded b W, aletdo yrew ........... ..
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TeW .uqi*ume.*L.......................
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Ob~gabd balance, eW of yew .............
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(DOOM in mOVAMW)
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Jloinit Automated lBooking Sy'stemi
Salaries and 1I.xpenses
sunlmary statement

Fiscal Year 2001

[:cor F:Y 2001. the lkpartmnin requests $IXNK).001) for the continued support of the Joint Automated Booking System (JABS) Program
Nlanamgenment Ofiice (I'MO). and to liund operations and maintenance of JAB3S software and central database servers essential for the
storage and transmission ol oI1nder data. JABS will eliminate repetitive booking of offenders. standardize Federal booking data
elemntns. enable cro~ss-agency sharing of hookinog information. enhance cooperation between law enforcement agencies, and reduce
the threat it) la%% enforcement oflkials and the public hy facilitating the rapid and positive identification of offenders. JABS is
intended to he transparent ito each agency's mission critical boo~king capability. and will rely on component-supplied interfaces to
intcgrate data Cront their mission critical hooking systenis. JABS will he designed to use the existing Depart of Justice (DO)) IT
architecture. I X)\.lustice (on-Aolidated Nctssork and the participating agencies' respective IT infrastructures and information
systems. T his request represents no increase ov er the appropriation for FY 2000.

lProLerani Goals:o

']'he JABS program goals are ito:

0 Automate the collection and transmission of biographical data. fingerprints and photographs of offenders;
0 Provide an automated conduit for federal criminal justice agencies to IAFIS;
* Support the automation ol federal booking processes;
* Reduce process and data redundancies in arrest bookings through data sharing;
* Reduce the time required for positive identification and processing of offenders;
* Enable law enforcement organizations to track offenders from booking through disposition, and;
* Enable law enforcement organizations to share and exchange booking information.



justificatji of Promed Ch--- In hnirieation

Ike MIt budet estimates include swooned cloigni in iwe Serpiation language listed tW exlained below. Oet Iwwusige to ItaLicired and owiwtImed, and Imaage

prooed faor deletion is bracketed.

Slies an wd Isprise

toe capeons nbceshary for the not ionwide dplopme t of & joint Atomted Seeking tSte in Oud~ng Attotdcbbjtkt r'igtrnlnin l1md

11,800.00 to remin available until capeetd a* . n'. .1 S' Atiptrr~pris Act. 200. as Merdtd by seCtia Iw OOMi)(1) of the Cwisclsdated larniatlans Act

I. this Iogug ctao"Mi in4C ,.@e of the JolIn O,,ionatiJ Boo0ing tysiie for autoated transiss~oion of fingerprint and Imge data.



Jq~jiA Ausio1iiged BiiokinP Sysicin
Salaric% andi Exsnw

C'rosswalk ot AM0 Changes
(DoI~r% in Thousands)

AcfisviPrngrar

Joint Auiomnaicd Bi%)itg S)sicns

Total *40

2(XK1 Presidents

Pos WX Amnws

Congrcssiorial
Action on

SI0 Rcgi 00

$1,900

Rigrarmings

&2L -W Amou

2000 Appropnasfon

1.800

Congressional Aggrorimsis Acions

The Congressional Budget submission for FY 2000 did not include a Justice Automated Booking System (JABS) funding request. However, Congress proivdcd

SI.800,000 tor the JABS In addition. Congress provided that $4.200.000 in Assess Forfeiture Fund/Super Surplus may be used for JABS.
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Co~fttes. by Sources

Asset Forfestue Fund

Budgetary Resouces

1999 Actual
pos WY JI-V%

Rembursan iM

Dollars. on !Thous~so

2000 Approp Enacted
pot- mY Ao

510 000

50000

54200

In FYs 1999 $10 000 000 was rrsvdst 1 s s'ssrsII Issr"1ssg srom lho Asss'ls I osfelsne FundlSupe Surplus IAFFJSSI
In FY 2000 54 200 000 was pro.- ss.srs fplssissg Iros Ihe AFF'S5

2001 Esnate
LPa Wif! u

lncrease~l~m
Em wY

(4,200)

4,200)



Joint Automnated SHsiiu S% stem
Saaries n mici

Jssisiltcatts offProsseant and Performance
(Dolars in Ihisusand%)

Perm
Narrow hand Communications Cgj. En Amount

21(K) Apprtojsetaiu I nacscd . $ 1, 800
2001 na-4 .. $ 11800
2W I0Es Fiuntsa .LL s1.I00

Increasec 'IDecrease.. ..

IROC RAM DESCRIPTION:

JA~S hm bseprs~rss o~ltI~~l~111 fr ptirus otttaemet upprt.beJABS Prossrai Manag~ement Office (PMO) functions as sthe technical system
tntcgt'stir foe JARS. proi, iding ct'ntrislineid mns ntgad sversigs. flse I'M()prissides a centralized budge function so ensure she successful, imultaneous
deploynsent oP hush lhe JABS inlirinason 'Issemny %niens and agency ataonsated booking capabilities The PMO also establishes centralized procurement
ve:hicles to foclaItiaic iolsit porchises (if JAIlIS eqispisset required by the partlicipatmflg comisponenis,

JABS is a major I X)J initiasivc and rceresnt the lint inmnlsaion sharing project wmong [O) 's love law enforcement components: Bureau of Prisons (BOP);
IDrug Einforcemnies Asmnistratsos IIWAS. Feder al Ilesremis of Investigation (1,13I). Immigration & Naturalization Service (INS) and she U.S. Marshals Service
(LSMS) JABS itself is ntan infrastructure project IlIswever. the JABS Program is an initiative that will enable participating agencies to build an automated
bok~ing capabissy using their respctive infrassrscttres and soLshare information by using the DOI information technology insfrastructusre and architecture.

In regard to the relationship to Ilke OJ Strategic Pian. JABS will promote she Department's goals of (I) implemsentation of a common information technology
infrastructure and eterprise-wvide architecture and (2) the resulting ability of'participating agencies so share information in she conduct of their respective
criminal justice missions

For Fiscal Year (FYI 1999. JABS received 510 million from dhe Assets Forfeiture Fund Super Surplus (AFFSS). These funds were used so support she
development of the components' automnaed booking stations (ABS). so identify security and system requirements as explained in she JABS System Boundary
Docuimn to support the South Floria Pilot System: fur JABS system engineering design. engineering, hardware and software; and (5)51I.7 million for JABS
Program Management including develpiesi of applicable program plaits.

For FY 2000. the JABS received 56 million to continue deployment of'JABS and the rolloust of automated booking capabilities within law enforcement agencies.
This 56 million includes SI 1. million in appropriated funding and 54.2 million in additional funding provided via the AFFSS. These funds will be used for
progias managmens. maintenance of JABS software. establishing she production and contingency operating sites, and continued support of the components'
ABS development and deployment.



liwlical Year 21MI. ihe I'MC) willI ow the SI 1 million liwprogr.nn miagemcne support and maienance of the JA RS production system. Additionally. the
l'MOAtill cotiinue lo' c~pkwe possible participotiti h%) other FcJeral agencies (i.e. Treasury) that would benefit from the automated booking capabilities and
inrntiono boringg capahilic of JARlS



Object Classes
11 I7I1ota workyears & personnel compensaltio
1 1 3 Other than fulltime permanent
11 5 Total Other personnel compensation

Ovr iinie
Othir Creiitrcurs.lir~wr

It1 A Sper'al personal services payrirnhs
Total

R eembur sabk' w wik yirais
Full lanre peiarrll

Other Object (.lasses
12 0 Personnel benetits
21 0 Traviel arid tiaisportaton at persons
220 t iansporalio at things
23 1 GSA rent
23 3 Comm j'.l & other mivsc charges
24 0 Printing and reproduction
25 1 Advisory and assistance services
25 2 Other servics
25 3 Purchases at goods & services tram Cover
25 4 Operation at GOCOs
25 5 Research and Developmnent Contracts
25 7 Operation and Maintanance at Equipment
26 0 Supplies and mateniala
31 0 Equipment

Total obligations.

Unobligated balance, cla of year
Unobligatad balance, end of year

Total requirements,

Relation at Obligation to Outlays
Total obligations
Obligated balnce, stait at year
Obligated balance, en at year

Outlays

mama ofI.eweants. byr Grade and Otlad Clam
(Dollar st th Vousands)

1999 Actual 2000 Estinate
-ftt &r fri

$407

10

417

200t Requet lncraaaa/Dacraaa
fI& AM fi s

$38 WS)

(450)

1.000

1,800
(198)

1,602

1,800

1.600
196

(196)

1.800
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Salaries and Exoese

For 2001. the Department seeks a total of $205,000.000 in no-year funding, 12 positions, and 12 FTE, for the conversion of wireless
radio communications to narrowband operations. This represents an increase of S89,059,000 over the FY 2000 appropriation leve] to
purchase radios and narrowband infrastructure, legacy operations and maintenance, as well as spectrum management services. This
request includes S8 1.555.000 to continue the implementation of the Justice Wireless Network (JWN), 57,000,000 for wireless
commercial services, and $504.000 for spectrum management services. The Wireless Management Office (WMO) wHI consolidate
wireless communicate ions management functions, including procurement, radio site development, and spectrum management.

This request includes $92.545,000 which was transferred from various component's bases in FY 2000, as follows: S50,000,000 from
the Federal Bureau of investigation 11131). $20.733.000 from the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA). SI 8,5 10,000 from the
Immigration and Naturali/ation Serv'ice (INS). 52.762.000 from the United States Marshals Service (USMS), S500,000 from the
Bureau of Prisons (13OP). and S40.000 from the Office of the Inspector General (0113),

Federal Goverment agencies are required by 47 U.S.C. 903(dX 1) to make more efficient use of their radio spectrum. The National
Trelecommun icat ions and Information Administration (NTIA) is implementing regulations that require all Federal spectum users to
narrow. by one-half, the bandwvidth used to transmit radio signals by the year 2005 for Very High Frequency (VHF) allocations and
2008 for Ultra High Frequency (UHIF) allocations. The Department's 2001 Budget includes $92,545,000 in FY 2000 transfer from
components to accelerate the necessary equipment upgrades to comply with these deadlines.
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The 2M6 budlet etmstit include chwtgee in the appropriation iww~ Ib lIsted and explained below. Sew~ tgeis italicized and unesrlined, and twomw, for
deletion is brcketed.

Salaries wnd Expenes

For the costs of conrsioon to norrosmnd comictiono s mdsted

by sect ion 104 of the National Telecommunications and Informtion

Administration Organization Act (07 USC 903(d)(1)), r11,.4?SnO0OI Inld
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1. this tw~aop provides funding for imlopoeting the Justice 'Wireless Setisork and associated projects.
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Narrowbatid Communications

Justification of Proarm and Performance
(Dolars in Thiousas)

Perm.s
Narrowbond Commuakaetoms &L EEn Ammanl

2000 Appropriation Enacted 12 12 S103,163
2001 Bas 12 12 116,445
2001 Estimate 12- J2 20L,

lncrrase/ Decrease 0 0 33,555

BASE PROC RAM l)ES(CRIPTION:

[he Departmient Ibeces a numsber of serious challenges in providing its agents and officers with operationally effective wireless
conmnunicatiotns int the next millennium. including: I) meeting the National Telecommunications and Information Administration
(NIIA) mandate that all IFederal spectrum users narrow, by one-half, the bandwidth used to transmit radio signals by the yea 2005 for
Very I liga Frequency IIiF)and 2008 for Ultra High Frequency (UIIF) allocations. which is based on the Title 47.U.S.C. 903 (dXI)
requirement that all federal government agencies make more efficient use of their radio spectrum; 2) improving interoperability among
Federal. state. and local law enforcement personnel, which has become critical as task forces and coordination among different law
enforcement agencies have become increasingly important to successful operations; and, 3) taking advantage of new wireless
technologies and commercial services to expand features and improve performance. To meet these challenges while minimizing the
amount of investment dollars needed to implement new systems, the Department has consolidated and centralized the implementation
and management of DOJ rarrowband wireless systems for thi major DOJ bureaus (Federal Bureau of Investigation, Drug Enforcement
Administration. Immigration and Naturalization Service, United States Marshals Service, Federal Bureau of Prisons, and the Office of
Inspector General). The establishment of the Narrowband Communications Account is a direct result of this effort and centralize all
funding for Land Mobile Radio (LMR) systems within one account.

Investigative and operational activities of Federal law enforcement rely extensively on the ability to communicate via LMR.
Commercial telecommunications services, although improving significantly in terms of coverage and capability, do not meet the
reliability, accessibility, and security requirements of Federal law enforcement agencies, particularly for tactical, sensitive
communications. In order to provide the ability to communicate, the Department maintains an extensive infrastructure of radio and
wireless equipment, vehicular radios, and handheld portable radios to provide reliable, secure and quick communications between



agents ond or field olice personnel Many of the communications systems used by the Department's law en lorcement personnel have
becen operational for an extended period o4 timec and have, or will have. surpassed their life expectancy within the next few years.
Furthier. nitlch of thc equipment is out (if production and can no longer he supported. These issues coupled with the NTlA narrowband
mandate and the need for interoperability among law enlborcement agencies requires the Department to make substantial investments in
upgrading and improving wireless radio systems

Over the last year. the Department has made major changes in the management and implementation of wireless radio systems. A
comprehensive review and evaluation of the [Department's approach for implementing the narrowband conversion has resulted in the
development of a Justice Wireless Communications Plan. This has brought down the projected systems investment by almost $1
billion, and both validates the importance of narrowband radio systems and provides a detailed "roadmap" for consolidating the
individual component's narrowband efforts into a coordinated and centrally managed program. The cornerstone of the wireless
commiinicatioiis plait is the consolidation of component narrowband radio systems into a common wireless "backbone" or Justice
Wireless Nei%%ork (JWN) I'lic dv% clopnient of' this system will allow for a phased approach for the consolidation of the components'
radio requirements into the IWN. In manage this major consolidation effort, the Department has established the Wireless
Management Office (WMCII Nvithin the Justice Management Division. The WMO will be responsible for the planning,
implemientation and operation of the JWN as well as managing all funds within the Narrowband Communications account.

Under the D~epartment plait. FY 2000 will be dedicated to: cutting operations and maintenance costs of legacy systems; developing
deparnsent-%%ide standards, policies, and operating procedures; continuing pilot sites in San Diego, Salt Lake City, and Seattle to test
operation and system design concepts: completing the planning for the JWN; beginning the implementation of the JWN in the Western
part of the United States, and assessing the feasibility of using commercial services to meet DOJ law enforcement wireless
communications needs. For FY 2001. the Department is requesting no-year funding to complete implementation of the JWN in the
Western part of the United States, to begin implementation in the Central part of the US, and to procure commercial wireless serices
so minimize the need to invest in LMVR infrastructure. All narrowband conversion funds will be managed by the WMO and funds will
he reimbursed to components only for use in performing those fiscal year 2001 activities that have been identified in the Department
Wireless Communications Plan. The following summarizes the fiscal year 2001 effort.

Additionally, Public Law 1040134 authorized the Secretary of Commerce to charge Federal agencies for spectrum management
services. The National Telecommunications and Information Administration estimates that the Department of Justice costs for 2001
will increase by S504,139 above the 2000 estimate of $1,403,824, based on the annual number of frequency assignments and
initiatives that are required by the NTIA.



PROGRAM CHANGES

Em EJ Amn
Narrowband Commnunications ... ... $88,555

Land Mobile Radio

As~ pIin of thc total increase of $88.555.000l the Department is requesting an increase of $8 1.555,000 in no-year funding to continue the
implementation ofthle JWN. In VY 2000. the Department will have established technical standards for resource sharing and
intcroperahility. and %% ill have completed engineering assessments of radio requirements in the West Region for all components. In
l'N 20101. the D~epartmnent's elmirts %kill focus niatly on implementing the JWN. Thu Department has developed a regional
implementation Irainic%ork that sequecces ,ctivitics within regions. beginning with the West Region, which includes the states of
Alaska. llasaii. Washingioii. Oregon. Caltifornia, Idaho. Montana. Wyoming, Nevada, Utah, Colorado. Arizona, and New Mexico.
I he Department %%ill Ilieu move to imupleiment the PVAIN in [Ile Central, East, and Northeast regions. The funds will allow the
Department to fully implement the JWVN in the West Region in FY 2001. which has over 14,000 agents and officers, and begin
implementation in the Central Region (North D~akota. South D~akota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri,
Arkansas. Louisiana. Wisconsin. Illinois. Michigan. and Mississippi).

Specifically. $31,335.000 will be used for infrastructure investment such as base stations, repeaters, and receivers, and $16,420,000
will be used to fund system installation, engineering, integration, documentation, and training. The WMO is concentrating the
investment in infrastructure as this element is the most difficult, time intensive aspect to implement and is the critical success factr in
meeting the NTIA mandate. Additionally. $33,800,000 will be used to fund the acquisition of subscriber equipment including portable
and mobile radios as well as power booster adapters for vehicles. Including base resources, the Department will procure over 14,000
radios in FY 2001. All new radios will meet narrowband specifications and PAN standards.

Commercial Service

The Department is also requesting an increase of $7,000,000 in no-year funding for wireless commercial services.

Maximizing the use of comrnvercial services is central to the DOJ's strategy to minimize land mobile radio (LMR) investment
requirements and to provide the right types of functionality in the field to support operations. The types of commercial services
included in the request include cellular, personal communications services (PCS), specialized mobile radio (SMR), mobile satellite



services IMSS). and mobile data services. Altogether. they provide a complementary solution to meeting D0.1a wireless requirements.
By off-loading non-tactical wireless re-quiremnts onto commercial services. DOJ can reduce the investment in LMR solutions, both
by reducing the number of subscriber devices and I.MR traffic. Both of these factors significantly reduce investment requirements.
Commercial services. both voice and data services. also provide additional functionality needed to support operations. Voice
capabilities provide the ability to communicate directly with -off-net- parties such as the public and United States Attorneys, and
provide additional features such as caller 11) and voice mail features. Data capabilities provide formaotted computer-based data to the
agent which may include case history, deconfliction, biometric data, and other information stored and shared in criminal justice and
low enforcement data bases.

Of the amount reque-sted. $5.940.000 will be used to fund cellular, PCS, and SMR services. $450,000 will be used for MSS serices,
and S6 110) will lund thN use (if mobile data services.
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NARROVVSANO COMMUNICATIONS
Salaries end Expenses
Summary of Change

(Dollrs in thousands)

Poe. FiT Amourt
2000 Approposio Enacted 12 12 5103,166
Adustments lo bae

Lend Motile Rodio '12,771
FY 2000 resources supportin the Depermes Nerrowbanod Vfteiesa Communecetions Program, whic wera derived from the
Asfl Forleitura Super Surplus Fund, represented orntime resources Because the intetves of thi pogram e on-going.
appopriaedresoureseained inFY 2001, andbeyond to procirs and aain terequiredLandlMows Ra~dio infranur
ee'4 aubsaite equipwnt, swell as t conunercial wiees services and equtimnlfor t FBI, IDEA. USMS. INS. BOP. end OtO.

Pay Raise .......11 .... . ..... . 2-pch r -me e w . ..... . . ... .... 504
Puttic Law 104-134 authoried the Secretry of Commerce to charge Federa agencies for spectrum mawnagmet services The
National Telleommwunications end Information Adnunisration estimaes that th Departmenrt of Justic cost for 2001 lI ixnce
by 5504,139 stove the 2000 etimate of 5 1,403.824. based on the annual number of frequency assignment and initaives ta
are required by ft NTIA

Total Mandateory tnreese .. .. 13,277 -
2001 base. . ........ . .... 12 12 116,445

Program changs (See Program Narratve fo Detais) .. . .. ... 685
2001 Estimate . . . . . ... .............. 12 12 206,000

'Appraprowe e ec ns teanabra of M02545.000 from iwscm
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Public Key Infrastructure
Salaries and Exoenses
Summary Statemnt

FicYa r w2001

For FY 2001, the Department seeks no-year funding of S4,376,000 to begin development and implementation ofa DOI Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI). Funds will be allocated to the Drug Enforcement Administration (S2,976,000) to build DEA's certificate
authority and directory services, and to the Justicc Management Division ($1,500,000) for the development of the DOIJ-wide bridge
authority that will ensure the DOI PKI is fully functional across the Department and is compatible with the infrastructure being
developed by the Federal bridge authority.

Current legislation requires the Department of Justice and other Federal Agencies to consider alternaive means to accept electronic
transmissions from the public. The Paperwork Elimination Act mandates that federal agencies provide electronic fonna to the public
and a secure method for transmitting completed forms back to the government. The Office of Management and Budget has prepared
guidelines to help agencies develop electronic versions or forms to accept "electronic signatures The Department has focused on the
functionality provided by a Departmental PKI to assist in meeting the requirements of this mandate.

No-year funding of $4,376,000 will be managed centrally by the Department to ensure all components deploy and implement PKI
appropriately.



Ptttc Ke Io nfrastructure

just'fication of Propsed Chwrmeo in Ainrowiatlon Lmaeem

the Z001 budtei estimates include proposed chiaige,. in the appropriation languae" listed an cplainad below. Noew langua as italicized and underllned, and Lwimi

proposed for deletion to biecheted.

Salaries and Expenses

If

1. this language establishe, thr PulSIic Key lnfrasiri.cti,re accouit for Tt Departent of Justice.
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Public Kc% lnlrastrscturc

Jtiuisiioii pg Plrirani and Pecrfiormance

(Dollars in thousands)

Public Key lafrastruwere fri. ILk AunI
2000 Appoiato l~nacted.. .. ..

200I Busn ... .. ,. IL...~

lncrca-we/I)creas 0 0 4, 376

PK(X;IAM ILRll'TK):

list d%:plosisnt ofi a ltsll-liir-d l'uhmc k.-% lnlirssoscturc (P1(l) cosupled %%ith elTeclive security policies will provide the necessary means through which to
secure the. l[cisnmcnts% critical inlrastrtKclutre% Public Le% tt-chnotiig) pros ides a mechanism Io strongly authenticate users over closed or open networks.
ensure (end-user iw s-nd-user) the intcfrmt% of data iransmsitted over those networks, achieve technical nuts-repudiationr foe transactions, and allow strong
ctcypikti uif ifomaisn for prisac colidesialit orwscurii% purpose 'Ise strong athentication of usens is a critical element in securing die Departnment's

critical intraslructure I-tissrin; the inteltm ot data from end-ut ts end-uner makes it more difficult for data substitution attacks, P1(1 provides the capability
for technical non-repouitn. which lstdss user iti a iiansaction in a fashion that provides important forensic evidence in the event ofs a aer problem, mid
contidenialuiq which protects private inlitain frutit em divulged-

Curren legislation requires the Depanuent or Justice and nther Federal Agencies to consider alternative means to accept electronic umasmiumis fromithe
public. The Paperwiork; Elimination Act mandates that federal agencies provide electronic forms to tbs public and a secure method for truismintiig completed
forms back to the government. The 001ccofManaemetndBudgethas prepare guidelines to help agencies develop electronic versions of fortes to accept
"electronic signatures.- The Department has focused on the functionality provided by a Depanmental PKI to assist in meeting die requirements of this mandate.

To migrate to a secure. paperless electronic environment witin the Depnensief. a secure platform is required. The Depntien anticipa that many pape
transactions could be replaced with nmucht more cost effective electironic: trnsactions wiht a higher level of authenication and integrity which can be handled best
by the application of digital sigmaures. Digiwsi signatures, together with a viable PKI, will accelerate the migration to a secure paperless electronic organization.
In the future, to foster seamless electronic communications among the components and to ensure reliale and cost-effecive network operations, component of
the Departmn will need to improve network security, and strengthen service level management capabilities through a robust P1(1 capability.

For FY 2001, the Doertment seeks no-yew funding ofS4.376.000 for the P1(1 development wa implementation. The P1(1 funds will be centrally managed and
only used to Perform the FY 2001 actIvitiies tha have been identified in the Departmental P1(1 Implemnttmion Plan. The following summarizes the FY 2001
component effort tha will be accomplished in support of P1(1.
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I ie I h-parifliiiiial Ilk, I mek litliestirc %ih III'.~i t n 4.1 nctn~nL iiiiisl l it vnliiet fle'ihhst%. tcalahilnty. and inieriplerahility among the components of the
1Iiap~riini I l i l intmi iruile1ienrrw tili iokl- 'si III he~ ll ridge ('ertificale: Akiliril) (CA) concept, which was proposed by lhe Federal PKI
*.lcrint! LiiiuikvIiie lt tidee I A Lk 111l11C Wii'iluisii pafitipilii viuunpiunit certificate authlorities 7 he proposed architecture Incorporates the notion

l Iiu ruedinidanctl and tli-.iser skosei m~ th ie lXii liridige CA and otr cacti ccrnipineutt CA. the cosl to implement a Bridge CA includes, among other items,
hle hliliiii iletin in nsramisi klcsluuiuu 01 i olie sitep i ipraliui%. plsc}K slateinentn. certificate practice statement. Bridge CA secure facility;

di-..itier fct IelI;:k I urk it %.lio ji I i't w vl it ta t ie. irtuisc mnd iilriial lire%%sall

(imnsamt l'M't- IJIA

I aeli cNistuneiulilk 1%( isN-IC esiedii lisle k lie: tillissm igI trvins dc% el1iusni iof laipporting policy documents, design and integeaion services; secure facilities;
anvd eqiiipsnenil. deplot mcii Mid mnstilliiiu. artiisv inaguieit., luhiuspiire disaster recovery ste; user certificates; component directory and border directory;
iitial miva. infusie, reqired iiwr NisOsNO and 00011u Mitllare. andl item amid smart cards In FY 2001. DEA will become the first DOJ cosplonest to
impl-emn a certdilse iiuthorut atid hepin integratirg l5 1( incto eseral ofitis application areas, DEA has been chosen to go first because they have the moat
refined plan for lie uw and iinpleniention oI P1(1 u ithiii 1)0
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Deparbmt of Justice
eural Admllisiem

Teleeommumlaeas Carrir Compblauc Fund
Summary Stalaiat and Purnaa Plan

The FY 2001 budget request includes an enhancement of Vl05,000,000 in direct appropriations for the Telecommunications Carrier
Compliance Fund (TCCF). Additionally, the Administration is proposing that S 120,000,000 within the Department of Defense
appropriation be-made available to the TCCF through a reimbursable agreement between the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the
Departmentt of Defense.

2001 Pefoma- Plan and 1999 Accoun&&abIt Ranor

A. Mission and Goal& and Relationship to DOJ Strteic Plmn

The mission of the Telecommaunications Carrier Compliance (TCC) program is to preserve law enflorcement.s ability to conduct
lawful ly-authorized electronic surveillance in order to ensure national security and public safe-ty while remaining the public's right to
privacy.

The DOJ Sow&egi Plan (1998-2002) identifies seven "core" functions that establish the ltamework for the gbals and strategies of the
plan. Th-e TCC program directly supports two of these core functions: "Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses" and
"Assis'ince to Tribal, State and Local Govemnments."

Within the "Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses" core function, the program supports ail five identified goals:

Goal 1: Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and gang-related violence.
Goal . Reduce the availability and abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enforcement efforts.
Goal 3: Rtluce espionage and terrorism (sponsored by foreign and domestic groups in the United States and abroad when

directed at U.S. citizens or institutions).
Goal 4: Reduce white-collar crime.



Goal 5: Coordinate and integrate DO) law enforcement activities wherever possible, and cooperate fully with other federal
agencies that are critically linked to improved operation of the Nation's justice system.

Within the "Assistance to State and Local Governments" core function, the TCC program specifically supports the following goal:

Goal 1: Invest in the crime-fighting and criminal juvenile justice system capabilities of state and local governments.

B. Hfighights of 1999 Mission Critica Result

The DO) began reimbursement activity to the telecommucations industry diunng FY 1999. Using a CALEA software Right to Use
(RTU) license agreement approach, the DO) committed $101,810,000 of the $102,580,270 available in the TCCF to reimburse
industry for CALEA software solutions on four priority switching platforms. The DO) pursued software RTU license agreements with
manufacturer and their facilitating carrier partners on one or more of their high priority switching platforms. As a result of these
negotiations, on September 10, 1999, Ameritech Services, Inc., Nortel Networks, Inc., and the DO) entered into a software RTU
license agreement. The purpose of the agreement is to reimburse Ameritech for its purchase of the CALEA software RTU license for
the DMS-l100 wireline switching platform and to establish an agreed upon total license fee for four Nortel switching platforms: the
DMS- 100 and DMS-l10 wireline platforms, the DM.S-MTX cellular platform, and the DMSr-MSC Personal Communications Services
(PCS) platform switches. On December 30,1999, an agreement was signed between Nortel, AirTouch Cellular, and the DO) for the
RJ1J license on the DMS-MTX switch platform. As a result of this agreement, Nortel Networks will grint a CALEA software RTU
license to other carriers at no charge for all switches of the same platform type installed or deployed on or before January 1, 1995. In
addition, the DO) has worked with AG Communications, Lucent Technologies, Motorola, and Siemens, and has reached an informal
agreement relative to the nationwide RTU license price with each of these manufacturers; however, these agreements cannot be
finalized without additional founding.

The DO) has also initiate capability-related and capacity-related activities with the telecommunications industry regarding
technologies and services othor than wireline, cellular and broadband PCS, (e.g., paging, Mobile Satellite Services [MSS]; Speciaired
Mobile Radio (SMRJ; and Enhanced Specialized Mobile Radio [ESMRJ. Those activities included developing consensus law-
enforcement electronic surveillance requirements for telecommunications tocimologies required to comply with CALEA pursuant to
the assistance capability requirements of Section 103, and identifying, publishing, and ensuring deployment of capacity requirements
in accordance with Section 104 of CALEA.



C. FY 2001 Performance Goals AndIniclsM

The goal of the TCC program is to reimburse the telecommunications industry, in a cost effective manner, for the modifications
necessary to deployCALEA solutions. In 2001, it is anticipated that there will be two telecommunications technologies for which
capacity-related activities have been initiated.

D. New FY 2001 Intiative

An enhancement of $105,000,000 will continue the acquisition of generic software releases comprising the CALEA ;0 iuiion3 for two
additional priority wireline and two priority wireless platforms. It is expected that these acquisitions will make CALEA solutions
available in many priority geographic regions, including urban aea where significant crime levels exists. MAo included for high
priority CALEA coverage are the High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area and the Southwest Border Initiative locations.

E. Data Validaton and Verification Issues

DataCol ' ndlma:Data on the number of priority switching platforznsdintelligent network peripherals; undergoing systems
deployment will be collected through disbursement of TCCF funds, and dat regarding historical electronic surveillance activity will
be collected through the DOJ's Flexible Deployment Assistance Guide using both automated and manual collection anid input
methods.

DataVal~lson nd g~f=W:Data regarding historical electronck surveillance activity on specific switches will he validated with
respect to the switching equipment using the Local Exchange Routing Guide. To the extent possible, actual historical electronic
surveillance activity will be verified with law enforcement agencies performing lawfuily-authorized electronic surveillance within a
given geographic region.

~IL~iml~Dfl: Due to the competitive sensitivities regarding the provision of cost and price data, the DOJ has limited access to
substantiate CALEA solution price.

3



F. Ba m

1999 2000 2001
Dollas Dollas Dollars

Strategic Goal ($000) Pos. FME ($000) Pos. FTh (5000s) Pos. FTE

Investigation andl Proqecution of Criminal Offenses, Goals 1-5 so 0 0 I$15,000 0 0 $120.000 0 0
and Assistance to State and Local Government, Goal I I III

0. Summary 13 mnaf )oaf&QmnamuILI andl A QbM b



PROGRAM: TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER COMPLIANCE FUND
DEPARTMIENT OF JUST1CE CORE FUNCTION: Core Function I - Investigtioc Po rosecution of Criminal Offense and Core FunSction 2- Assistance
to Tribal, State and Local Goverrnents.
STRATIEGIC GOAL: Supports Gooas 1-5 of Core Function I and Goal I of Core Function 2.
COMPONENT ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: To preserve the existing capabilities of Federal, State and loca law onforcentnrt agencies to lawfully
conduct count-sthorinsd electronic suveillanice and to effectively articulate law enforcement's electronic surveillance requitrnents and deployment

-iisto dhe telacomnrm ications indlusty. ________________

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION

Performance Report Performance
Plans

Type of Actuals Enacted Actual plan Plan
lscor Performansce Indicator Dat Soun. plan

Inputs # of Embedded Base Switching Platforms Identified Analsis of 35 35 35 35 35
from Historica] Activity Hwsorical

Electronic
Embedded Base Switching Platforms Representing Surveillance 19 14 14 14 14
Priority Platform (ELSUR)

Activity Data
9 of Prior*t Platforms Identif ied for Solutions
Wireline 14 -7 7 7 7
Wireless. 3 7 7 7 7

Activities 0 of Priorit Switching Platforms/Intelligent Network Analysis of ... 4 6
Peripherals Undergoing Systems Deployamt Historical ELSUR

____(Cumulative) - Activity Dat_ ___ ____

Outputs Percen t of istorical wirtap activity covered by Historica ELSUR .. .. 20 45
solutions reident on switched Activity Data I



A: Data V@*Matha and Varlfieatl:2jjqk~~ja X: Data on dhe number of priority switching platformtmntelliget network peripherals
undergoing systems deployuna will be collected throesg disburemnett of TCCF funds, aid data regarding historical electronic surveillance activity will be
collected through the DOJ'3 Flexible Deployment Assitance Guide using both automte aNd manual collection and input methods.

Do Vtikistin w Verfict :Det regarding historical electronic surveillance activity on specific switches will be validated with respect to the switching
equipent using die Local Exchainge Routing Guide. To the extent posible, actual historical electronic surveillance activity will be verified with law
enforcement agencies performing lawflally-aushorirad electronic surveillance within a given geographic: region.

QJajj~nsrW Due to the competitive sensitivitles regarding the provision of cos and prc data, the DOS has limited access to substantiate CALEA
solution prices.

JM~k~j~rM- Results in deployment to georaphical1 area with higes need.

C lases Affeettag Salectien of FT 2W0 and 2001 Plas.
Induastry design and development of CALBA solution inependen of cooperative agreements.
Daes of solution availability.
Ma" rke establish by what the market will bears cariers purchase solutions.
The level of funding which will be transferred or available to she TCCF.



Telecommunications Carrier Compliance Fund
justification of Propsed Change in Aporooiations Languag

The 2001 Request to the Congress includes proposed changes in the appropriations language listed and explained below. New
language is italicized and underlined, while deleted matter is enclosed in brackets.

Telecommunications Carrier Compliance Fund

For payments authorized by section 109 of the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (47 U.S.C. 1008), [S 15,000,000J
$L20,000, QW, to remain available until expended. (Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 2000, as enacted by section 1000(aXl1)
of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, Public Law 106-113).

Exp~anaion ofC ng: The 2000 Justice Appropriations Act provided $15,000,X00 for the Telecommunications Carrier Compliance
Fund. For 2001. base level funding of $15,000,000 plus an increase of $105,000,000 is requested for payments authorized by the Act,
for total of S 120,000,000.
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Telecommunications
Carrir CompW"nc..

Thmn i os CwniKGomftsnc hod
Summary Of Rep-mn byprgrum

(Dollar in thousands)

2000 Appropriation
1999 Avallbebt 1999 Actual" Enacted 2001_Base __2001 Estimate Increase/Decrease

Pos. WY Anmnt Poo. WY Amount Poo. WY Arm" Poo. W-Y Amoun Pon WY Amount Pos WY Amount

- .. $80.000 .... $17,420 ....- $15,000 .. .. $15.000 . .. $120,000 .. .. $105,000

*In additon to the $80,000,000 unobuigated balance brought forward from prior years, $42,580,270 in reimbursable resources was
variable for a total of $102,580,270.

In addition to the $17,419,730 in direct obligations, $2,580,270 in reimbursable resources was obligate.
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Teleco..uleatima Carrier Compliance Fund

(Dollars in Thousands)

ACTV: TELECOMMUNICATIONS CARRIER COMPLIANCE

Perm.
Telecommunications Carrier Compllance EM Annua
2000 Appropriation Enacted .... $15,000
2001 Base .. $105,000
2001 Estimate .... $120,000
Increase/D~ecrease .. I..OS0,000

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The Communications Assistance for Law Efidorcement Act (CALEA), Public Law 103-414, was enacted in 1994 to~ lmstvve the
existing capabilities of federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies to lawfully conduct court-authorized electmoic aLrveillanc
and to effectively articulate law enforcement's electronic surveillance requirements and deployment priorities to the
telecommunications industry. CALEA clarified the responsibility of telecommunications carriers to assist law enforcement gecwies
with the lawful interception of communications and the collection of call-identifying information in a rapidly changing
telecommunications environment. This legislation was necessitated by the erosion of law enforcement interception capabil ides as a
result of the deployment of advanced telecommunications features and technologies in the public switching telephone net% tork.

To facilitate compliance by telecommunications carriers, CALEA authorized an appropriation of $500,000,000 to pay for reasonable
costs directly associated to modify eligible equipment, facilities and servces to establish the necessary capabilities and capacities
identified by law enforcement. The Attorney General delegated management and administrative responsibilities of CALEA to the FBI
in February 1995 (28 C.F.R. 0.85 (o)). The FBI ia implementing CALEA on behalf of all federal, state and local law enforcement
agencies.

The Omnibus Consolidated Appropriation Act of 1997 (Public L.aw 104-208) established the Department of Justice (DO)



Telecomimunctoma CarrieCompliance Fund (TccF) to make payments to telecommunications. cariers, equipment manufacturers
and providers of telecommunications support Service pursan to Section 109 of CALEA. Additionail1y, Conress authored any
agency of dhe United States with law enforcement or intelligence responsibilities to deposit into the TCCF any unoblipted balances
that we available until expended, consistent with congressional notification requirements for reprogramming of funds.

In 2001 base level funding is $1 5,000,000. Cumulative total funding in the TCCF would be $ 132,580,270 consisting of prior year
funding ofSl102,580,270, phus the 2000 appropriation of $15,000,000, plus 2001 base founding ofS ,000,000. These funds will be
applied to purchase the unlimited "right to use" generic software, upgrades containing t~eCALEA solution for priority
telecommunication switching platforms, required modifications to eligible intelligent network peripherals (INPs), and for solution
deployment on the remaining available priority platforms.

Justification for Resources Requested

Item: Reimbursements to Telecommunications Carriers, $105,000,000

The curent stae of CALEA implementation reflects a decision by the Fedeal Communications Commission (FCC) to extend the
assistance capability compliance date to June 30,2000. With this date rapidy approaching, the implementation of CALEA has taken
on a new urgency within the telecommunications industry. For example, telecommunications equipment manufacturers are finailizing
their development of CALEA solutions for the various switching plattforms used throughout the network. Based on the DOJ'a
discussion with several manufacturers, moat are in the advanced stages of CALEA s'ihuton de- elopment or have alrady begun
making solutions available to their customers. Having reached an agreement with Nortel Networks for a nationwide Right-to-Use
(RTUJ) license the DOJ is currently in RIV license agreement negotiations with the following manufacturers: AG Communications,
Lucent Technologies, Motorola, and Siemens. When considered cumulatively, the switches of these four manufacturers and Nortel
Networks account for approximately 90 percent of historic lawfully-authorized electronic survillance activity.

The activities associated with pursuing nationwide RTU licenses include anayzing the financial marits of a mnutfacturer's proposed
price in relation to the Governunert's commercial exposure of reimbursing individual cawrs on a switch-y-switch basis; detailed
contractual1 negotiations with manufactuersod theirasaciated carrier partners; and testing and evaluating a manufacturer's proposed
solutionL



With technical solutions available for carriers to deploy within their networks, the DOJ will conduct analysis of carriers' deployment
proposals. The analysis will consider how carriers' proposed deployment of CALEA-compliant solutions meet law enforcement's
lawfully-authorized electronic surveillance needs within the financial constraints of the available funding within the TCCF.

Additionally, a central tenet of the DOJ's overall CALEA implementation strategy includes allowing carriers to deploy CALBA-
compliant solutions in accordance with their nonmal business cycles, wheat such deployment will not delay implementation of
CALBA solutions in high priority areas. This strategy is the result of the DOJ's recognition of the issues facing carriers and represents
an attempt by the DOJ to minimize the costs and operational impact of CALEA compliance on the industry. To this end, the DOJ has
developed a Flexible Deployment Assistance Guide and will analyze carrier-provided Flexible Deployment schedules in coordination
with the FCC with respect to carrier petitions for extensions of the June 30. 2000 and September 30, 2001 assistance compliance dates.

Vendors of telecommunications switching equipment and peripherals began to make CALEA solutions available in calendar year
1999. Mzny of those were incremental solutions. Solutions providing all CALEA capabilities will be available in calendar years 2000
and 200 1. Previous TCCF funds have been applied to reimburse the telecommunications industry for CALEA software RTU licne
for limited numbers of priority switching platforms,

Base level funding is $ 15,000,000. The S 105,000,000 requested provides significant funding for deployment of CALEA solutions in
high priority geographical regions. Additionally, this funding will allow for the acquisition of CALEA RTU licenses on either two
priority wireline platorms or two priority wireless platforms.

The telecommunications industry has recognized the time requirements of the original law, as Later modified by the FCC, and
understands that capability requirements are to be available by June 30, 2000, and the capacity required by law enforcement is
mandated tobesavailable by Mah 12, 200 1.

Enhanced funding will provide the opportunity to addrs major portions of the country currently having difficulty in addressing
serious crime problems. An example is the High Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas and Southwest Border areas where significant drug
trafficking exists. Earlier deployment of CALEA solutions will provide law enforcement with the ability to conduct electronic
surveillance in priority area of the country, greatly maximizing the effectiveness of law enforcement agencies.

Witlout the required enhancement, reimbursement to telecommunications carriers for CALEA software and deployment wI not be
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Geera Administration
TJcommwaicatiort Carrier Compliance Fund

1. In accrdance with the Communications Assistanc for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA) of 1994 mnd the 1997 Justice
Appropriations Act (P.L. 104-208), an annual report to the Congress egarding deposits to, and expenditures from, the
Telecommunications Carrier Comnplianice Funid is required within 60 days after the close of the fiscal year. The CALEA annual report
for 1999 was forwarded to the Congress on January 6, 2000.
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GumSa Adn*Omtbn
Teleconuuictlna Gavin Companos Fund

Bwmayot Chang
(Dais. In thousand)

wok
Poe. ears Amount

2000 Appropretion En a c t ed....................................... ... ... 515.000

2001 Base.......................................... .............. . ... $15,000

Program Ch a n g es.............. ........I......... ........... . $105.000

2001 Es te................. m at........................ ........... . $120,000
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Department of justice
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Iua Year 2001

Xoen ission: To reimurse Departmental Components for extraordinary costs incurred in support of
countering, investigating* or prosecuting domestic and/or international torroriae to finance reward
paymet a i connection with such activities, and to restore the operational capaciti.es of offiLos destroyed
ar dmaged in any dmstic or international terrorist acts.

For 2001, the Department seeks $25,000,000 in no-year funding foe the Attorney General'sCo tetrrm
lund. In 2000, $10,000,000 in no-year funding was provided by the Congress.

The Counterterroriam lund has been utiLised by the Department of Justice since 1995. With 122,044,150 in
oerryovee funding and the 2000 appropriation of 910,000,000, the Fund should have sufficient funds to
respond to any terrorist threats/acts in 2000. in 2001. $25,000,000 would be used to replenish the Fund in
the event of emergency situations that could aris.

It is the Attorney General-a policy to approve the use of resources froma the Countarterrorm lund for
extraordinary costs only (coats such as base ealarie are not considered mextraordinaryO in exu) Since
its inception, approximately $76 million has been distributed from the lund far extraordinary costs. 7Me
Attorney General has approve the use of the Counterterror&= Fund to fund extraordinary costs related to
the Oklahoa City boming and trial, the 0-7 Rconomic Summit, the bombing of the Al-Khobar Towers in 8aa6di
Arabia, the 1996 litay Olympics in A tlanta, the Centennial Park bombing in Atlanta, the 1994 Political
convention, the Freeman Trial, and the investigation of the bcibnga of the U.S. Imaseies in Kenya and
Tasamia.



Justification of S aisadUns

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the app.rpration language listed and explained below.
New language is italicized and underlined, and language proposed for deletion in bracketed.

salaries and apensees

For necessary expenses, as determined by the Attorney General, ($10,000,000) 92S.000., to remain
available until expensded, to reimburse any Depertment of Justice organization for (1) the costs incurred in
reestablishing the operational capability of an office or facility which has been damaged or destroye as a
result of any domestic or international terrorist incident# and (2) the costs of providing support to
counter, investigate or prosecute domestic or international terrorism, including payment of rewards in
connection with these activities: Provided, That any Federal agency may be reiabrsed for aosts of
detaining in foreign countries individuals accused of acts of terrorism that violate the laws of the United
States: Provided further, That funds provided under this paragraph shall he available only after the
Attorney General not if is the Ooinitte on Appropriations of the House of Fnepesentatives and the Senate in
accordance with section 605 of this act. (Departeent of Justice Appropriations Act, F1 2000, P.L. 106-113)

Exulanat ion of Chances:
1.* No substantive changes proposed.
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Coogumedo am
2001 Preelmuts ApPORIdo hion Appropriatio
B~din M92us! 0030001 PAPm N m rmukts oat

fts Amun Zs a! hfml fs W! am fl In 611
1. Coammrrtm F uN d .......... - $27.00 - ... 517000 - - --- = .. - slim0

.. U27.000 -sn s *. .. ..- 560

P "esa -mo -tno
Funds erre -qulid0 to oveo esfordlnary costs iNcuAe In support of countng.Ivsdlng. or p gsa in do pm sa"lrkm fse
Itnwism, to finans reward peynit In connedflon wit such actvities, and to rors ftse ep Rld omecile of opes dmaboes or Imm
in anyd dowtc or Iitirnatonl terorois ats. (Thel traIina mission ofOw CT Fund). Funds evrs also roque"ta fortlspcoats of m mndadn a

Sea asasiS f edra aencesan Sltfslttis.coats associawt osenuring gwfits odnaneof aseSgovrmmmt Itxwlon
duringa 1mof amgancy. costs o dvtbes r1-1m to theprtctio of the Nations criticalnstrdecostw fonDomc
Preparedness Office, end the costs of designing the Fedeal IniasWc Datelan Natwork.

-opoowo Apprpiton Acton:
Funds provided vvere to cmr the traditional mission of Se CT Fund. vWil funding for the Natiom nal kstmudurstlon Conlmr t

ainlDomestc Praperadnees Office, end the Cwntnuflo of Operations (COOPVAouy of Govmnr (COG) provided to
-prpit agency snts.
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Counterterrorism Fund
2000 Appropriation enacted .. .. 10,000
2001 Mse........................ .......... 10.000
2001 UStieata A." 4A-. U

Zncrease/Decreas. over Bse .. . 15,000

mansmmmc seema ~ASES The Counterterrorism Fund baa bae utilised by the Departmet of Jlustie
since l9"5 mainly to reimburse extraordinary oosts, aboe and heyond base levels of DepartaI
components. These extraordinary cosets were incurred in support of countering, investigating, or Im Oeuting
dometic snd/or international torroirn, to finance reward payments in connection with much activities, and
to restore the operational capacities of offices destroyed or damaged in spiy doesticoor inte~vational
terrorist afts.

The personal lose and injury sustained in terrorist episode warrant a hoiohtensd, moe timely reasons. to
torrorise. Although Departmntal components have-ban funding to address terrorium coneernso thee.
resources have neither the depth nor the flexibility to ensure that unantiL4pated terrorist episodes are
a4drossed in the most rapid and effective manner possible. It is the Attoian eOnmral's policy to approve
the use of resources from the fund foe extraordinary ooets only (oetu mush as bas salaries arm generally
not considsred "extraordinary" in mature).* Sine its inceptioui. approximately $74 million has besw
dLstxibuatsd for funding of extraordinary expenese. The Attorney Genteralo after motif icaios of US enid
congroe, has used the counterterrorism Fund to ocoe extraordinary osts related to the Okahoma. city
boming and trial, the 0-7 Uonom~ie Smit, the boming of the Al-Ehebar Towes in Saudi Arabia, the 1996
Sumer Olympics in Atlanta. the Centennial Park bembing in Atlanta, and the 1"94 political Convention. in
addition, countrterrorism lund resources have alse been used for smch thing. an.

* Proative eeutereorr n efforts for the 2002 Winter Olympics ta Ogden, UT
" Tbs inwetatitoo of the araa" of If flight S00
* Cobting aiddla astern tarrorium

* The' renI Trial
* Investigation ot the boublgs of the U.S. Embssies in Esnys anmd Tnai
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Adndiatrative RevIew *ad Appeals

Summary Statement and Performaance Plan
Fhwca year 2001

The Department's Administrative Review and Appeals fujnction is comprised of the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EQIR)
and the Office of the Pardon Attorney (OPA).

The Executive Office for Immigration Review (BIOIR) is requesting a total of 1,140 permanent positions, 1,147 workyeas, and
S 162,822,000 for FY 2001. This request represents a net increase of 42 positions, 24 workyears, and $15,926,000 over the 2000
anticipated appropriation r)f 1,093 positions, 1,123 workyears, and $146,896,000. The request includes a base reduction of 20
positions and 7 workyear.

EOIR's total requested Mfor FY 2001 (62 positions, 31 workyears, and $4,979,000) support the continued
implemntation of the Administration's comprehensive immition reform effort and tie directly to enforcmentW increases requested
by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). A detailed explanation of EOIR's FY 2001 piogrfn-increse is described on
pages $-10, and.a correponding explanation of EOIR's base program is described on pages 21-26.

The Office of the Pardon Attorney is charged with the recipt and review of all petitions; focexecutive clemency, initiates and directs
the necessary investigations, and prere the Departmient's recommendations to the President in connection with all form of
executive clemency, including pardon, commutation of sentence, remission of 6nemfd reprieve. The OPA is requesting a total of 15
permanent positions, 15 workyeers, and $1,727,000 for FY 2001. TIs repre"t an increase of $1 27,000 over the 2000 encted

appopraton ofSl1,600,000. Both FY 2001 permanent positions and wodcf<ears; remain constant at FY 2000 budgeted levels.



L Summary Pwformanee Pta.

A. Ceom eat MJmI.. IU4'I f sa Rulatimbl to DOJ Strategic Mma

EOIR's FY 2001 requ ',erpfoomme plaa dire*d suppras muy of the imigration ad mafagemtpriorities general gpall and
gtrategic appehes inchadedin theDemtmeadof Jua l 'Strkei Plan, FY 1997-2002. In additioNk t Inororat n fcunimn
performance meaumnemnt which wiN continue to allow BOIR to identify ad repot p eftoa Pnm esta. The DOJ Stralegic Plan
under the Immigration core function, establimbs the connection between , egilc oals m a shoumr~em objectve. identfied
for FY 2001.

TMw Atcamey General is charged with doe addmstato nd maforanen of the Immigratiod N i litAct. as smnded ad
has delegate certain audarities to EOIR to administer and Inepet the ir amtc laws. Omieraily, BO " Mission is to Provide a
unitbrm interpretation and application of immigmaton law, eamuing fir tI Ien for all - invcifetA B m, s* 1E 's aeh
dlreedy mapperts the Attasus Gnerl. Dspartmintw e pal to "admlmlutsr an ife. so m jae inw ha fair
effeetive mourne." The adjudictive components of EOll are the Office of the Chief -- I- 1-d-; the Board of Imiatieon
Appeals (BIA); "nd the Off=c of the Chief Administrative Hearing Officer (AdministratzvWae)

3
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-iegasand objectives identified below we defined, of necessity, in quantitative termsn, However, at their core, AD1 of EOIR's
Adjudicative efforts rest upon the primuy goal of ensuring, maintaining and improving upon the quality ofjudcial decision-making.

1. To expedite all immigration came for which EOIR is reqxonsble including cues invlving detained Aliens, criminal aliens and
aliens seeking asybzm As a form of relief from. removal, while ensuring the standard. of due process and fir treaftent. for All parties
hnvolve&

This directly relates to the DOJ Strategic Plan, CORE FUNCTION: IMMIION, Goal 2: Dallvar sarelm the wPumbIn la
do*el, eambkstst fai And hight qit muaer, Goal5: Maximize deirewe to umkwhl saigraa sand shlm imadgralen
INws is the balerw thrnaug ffatve mud eseriba e e of reseures torase the hseetiva of umsatsas empeymem
and assletsuee reomv*, ' sA= exiall~ely- addresJ inle sm ft sd beme& sad
deemout fraud; mad hims intoe r e saial eaeperati an d the itagratils of aedlyi sung law amfsheammi sulldes
at all levl of gvermet*; and, Goal 6: Exp~edlis theAdjudicatien of inummlrten ease whil esarlg due proe nd fairk

"Uent fer al parties.
2. To achieve the mae processing and Adjudication goals of asylumi reomrnern mgation Judge decisions in all new
expedited asylum case within 180 days of the det of filing.

DOkJ Iuigrati Gs 2s 5 aad6

3. To achiev the eme proessing and adjudication goals related to the Criminal Alien Institutional Hearing Propram, rendering;
decisions in those criminal Alien caes Prior to each Alien's reaefrom incarceration

DOJ luaiaad Geab 2, 5 and 6

'While GoalS r ea larly ts the isreese huedeeis of the I&NS, W 's role As the adepeudMi oaddeaer of eases
brow&h by aeferceaes sales is a loy pan of the flaparlmms otaral slrstep Io interpt Anu b* edo heialade
laws



4. To productivity by steamlining prooeduees ad muagqmu. inovemmnts.

ThIis diectly relaln to several Depuznmt goals, includig DOJ Sttegc Mln, CORE FUNCTION: MANAGEMENT, Oal 2:
MNsd or esesd th e axpeet tow u euistsfsr; Goal 3: Achlere szeelles . angsoemt praedes an Goal 4: Make
effecti e - bfsuntls toehuoleg (MT

The strtegis octllned in the DOS Somso&i Plan under migrntion Goals 2. 5 end 6 include: tdo maintunmace of a firnd timely
asyhunprocess;"u& hehirin&- tiring ad deplyanwof ImnatosJudges in cities ad insittions inorer to ge
efietivel the projected caseload resulting from stengthened imivio nfiopt ZOIR's hpamdg emr gsah a"
objectives directly suppedt tus, DOl -a mmd sbtatgi.

L. Blgits of19,, Milo-CwlIeal Raest

EOIR hab chw e several notableresultsmisted to their Iatioofthe illegal Refrmmad Immir Re prosiiiy Act of
1996 URRA) nwwsbsquew isgssitioa, including die Nicauan eAjatmeand suCewal America Reief Act (NACARA). Thes
achievem anu d die pepanatoa of a variety of regulatiou ns mdoh modification of policies, yaocedwues ad ausomated systems
required by the iws. Howeve, the Jtuoe ofdths section is to highligh EOM's mlasloa-cxltca results as meamed against
perfonnuace tied to UPRA. Tbuse zemilt we presented below.

l. Adj of CdmWAlen Cas

Oal: Immlp 4tdges complete 95% of Institutional Hewing Progra (Criminal Alien) cams prior to the alium' mise for
incarnation.

1999 Perfrmunce: Immigraton Judges completed 91% of WH cuses prior to the ain'release. This compare to 94% in 1993and'
91% in 1997.



2. A4udicsiou of Detained Cuew

Goal: Immigratios Judges complete 95% of detained cuses. without applications for relief within 30 das ofredllpL

1999 Performance: Judges completed 84% of thes cues within 30 days. This ompines to 9 1% in I9"I nd 199M

3. Acoudication of Asylum Case

Goal: inigruion Judges complete 95% of expected asylum cues within the I180.day established tirneivm.

1999 Performance. Judges completed 88% of these case within 180 days. This a ampuF to 906A in 1998 mid 1997.

C FY =1 Puarce Goals saM Isileate

EOIR is proposing an FY 2001 Performance Plan which is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demnstrabl
results as shown below. These FY 2001 goals, organized around EOIRs ongoing priorites, will establish abaeline upon which
future performance may be tracked and reported a required by OPRA.

AU of EOIR's managanent, adjudicative and support programs, strategies and initiatives are tied to the central goal of a4udicating
imigaton case in a far and timly mane. As such, dhe performance pla targets outcomes in 1rmn of both quantiy and

timellwess. Of ourse, the quality of both the work environent and wort products is a critical consideration.



* EOtPriority: Adjudieadioe fCrimlumi Alg. Case

* EOIR will target sufficient resource to the a4udication of th~ immigrant status of W1inawee inecrnued in
federal, stae and local institutions. a result of convictions for criminal ofines (the Criminal Alian Instituional
Hewng Program.).

* Inmmigration Judges will complete 95 percent of these cases prior to the aliens' release fiom incareratihm

* OIR Pfiority: Adjudieation of Detahed Cases

* EOIR will allocate sufficient resotncw at or near INS detention fiacilities; to provide a level of adjudicative effort which
will allow for the optimum effective usage of bed spaces. In consideration of the increasing emphasis upon detention,
(e.g., the mandatory detention provisions included in the 1996 Act) the processing of detained alien caseload will
continue to be a priority.

* Immigrastion Judges will adudicate 95 percent of detained ceame, without upp1~tons for relief, within 30 days of

*EOIR Priority: Adjudication of Asyluss Cases

* EOIR will allow for a sufficient number of Immigration Court dockets to be devoted to asylum adjudications.

* Immigration Judges will complet95 percent of expedited asylum caes within the 180-day established tierae



D. New FY 2001 Initiatives

EQIR's requested program increases of 62 positions, 31 workyears, and $4,979,000 are tied to two INS enforcement initiatives and
grouped into EQIR's initiative to coordinate adjudications resources with those of INS enforcement programs. _

------- Potins ~ m

Coordination with INS Initiatives ..... 62 31 $4,979,000

IuitiaiordimaionithIS Iuitaives (62 positions. 31 workyears, and $4,979,000). INS has developed the following
initiatives for FY 2001 which, taken together, will increase Immigration Judge caseload by 10,000 cases and BIA caseload by 1,200
appeals annually: 1) Border Management and Coordination (5,400 cases and 650 appeals); and 2) Interior Enforcement (4,600 case
and 5 50 appeals). EQIR's portion of these initiatives includes 10 mngaon Judges, 6 BIA staff attorneys, and the required legal
and clerical support positions.

The INS initiatives ame fully explained in the IN4S FY 2001 submission. lpual, the Service is requesting additional Border Patrol
positions, and Detention and Deportation positions and bedspeces in support of a variety of enforcement goals, including the enhanced
capability to apprehend, detain and remove increasing numbers of criminal and non-criminal aliens. The INS initiative will focus
upon the border, criminal aliens, increased detention and alien removals, all areas directly involving EOIR operations.

Critical to the success of these initiatives will be the ability of EOIR to process the resulting Immigration Judge'and appellate
reload in-* timely fashion. INS removal goas are in large measure, inextricably tied to EOIR's adjudication process.
Similarly, the efficient utilization of enhanced detention capacity In dependent upon the expedite processing of the
Immigration Judge and appellate caseload, thereby maximizing the number of alienm INS Is able to process through detention
facilities This initiative directly relates to the following immigration goals in DOI's Strategic Plan:. Goal 2: Deliver servies to the
public In a timely, consistent, fair and hWO quality nnerw, Goal 5: Maximize deterrence to unlawful migration andeforce
Immigration laws in the Interior through effective nd coordinated m of resources to reduce the Incentives of unauthorzed
employment and assistan; move deportabke/undimll aliens expeditiously; address Interior smuggling and benefi and
documet fraud; and increase Intergow anmoental cooperation and the Integration of activities is"en law efrement entlss
at all levelsof government and,Goal 6: Expedite the adjudicatien of immaigratlen ease while ensuring duep psesad fir
tetment for nil parties.



L Data Valdom. sad V 'R i am lau

Data Colketion sad Stera: EOMR collects its data from a nationwide caaewracking and office automation system which is entirely
integrated with routine case processing operations at both the trial and appellate levels (ANS[R. - the Automated Natiowide System
for Immigration Review).

Data Validatio and Verficaite: Data is verified by on-line edits of virtually every daa field. Further, headquarters and field
office users and managers have manuals and handbooks which list the routine daily, weekly and monthly reports which check and
verif data. In addition, audits are conducted, using the system's random number genertor, comparing automated dat with the

corepodng hard can files. Finally, all dat entered by courts nationwide is instantaneously transmitted and stored at EOIR
headquarters. That process allows for the generation of timely and complete statistical and ither data. Data validation is also
performed on a routine basis iroug data comparions between BOIR, and WNS databases.

Data Limittons: The volume, nature and geographic concentration of EOIR's caseload is entirely dependenti upon external factors,
primarily the enforcement, adjudication, and detention policies and actions of the INS and legislative and regulatory changes to
immigration laws and procedures.

F. Resources

199900 2001

__________Goals _ Dela. oe F1 flars Pea. FF1 DeflanNs eer P... FF1

Im atos ase 1$175 s 1,675 IS146,89% 1,0" 1,123 1S 162,iM 1,140 1,147



G. DOJ Summary Performane Plan, Performnce Goals, Targets and Actuala

CORE FUNCTON 4: Immigration

Strategic Goal 4.6: Expedite the Adjudication of immigration Case While Eamsuing Due Process and Fair Treatmnent for All Parties.

1999 2000 2001
Key Summary Level Indicators 198 Actual Planned/Achua - planned Planned

Percent of Asylum Came
Completed Within Target Timeframes 90% 95% / 8% 95% 95%

Percent of MH Case
Completed Within Target Timefaums 94% 95% /91% 95% 95%

Percent of Detained Cases,
Completed Within Target Timeframes 91% 95% /94% 95% 95%



Thm 2001 bulde estmates incli~e ihanges in the aprpriation banuag Hated end explained below. New lanuag is nderscored

ind deleted mater is enclosed in brackets.

For expense necespry for t&a administration of pardon end clemency petitions and immigrtio related activities,
[S92,136,000J S164,549,O000. [In ulditioa, $50,363,000 for such pwposes, to remain avaiabl until expeded to be derived fro0m the
Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fundj (Dept. of Justice Approprian Act, 2000,.a enacted by section l00(aXl) for the
Consoliatd AprpitosAct, 2000 (PL. 106.113).

1. Languge for WCRIT is deleWed No apopriton from VCRTF is repeatd in 2001 because authrizaton for Iiis find exie in
2000.



AD&MME REVIEW AND APPUALS
Sdarumad apuu

CuwNMAof 9 Avlbity-

Rada and

Dbim 1999as Emcosd DTh& , &2rs
AM~ WY A L b WY AwL-I y -i M Tf M

EZ.GaiIWOfkfm dII..ImdonRvIWw I.Iff 1. RW 1327%3 4,00 .. 512 1,122 1.14 14.-W
Oft* eof lh s uoAbowy Is is I.0 m. . 0 0. . 15 Is I wO
Subsow 1Dw 520 077 73.312 .. ~ 4.005 3.1:6 S5i SW 34,436
SuboaIVCRP 617 378 soxi1.. 0 .. .. 0 617 573 59X25
TOWI 1.,13-7 1,15s 134.363 0 0, 4,00 0 5,126 113-7 1,155 143,6W



AD~WS~AV URVEW AND APPEALS

(DORMuin *Alam&)

200 takat 40MW AO~IW 0"run-w&.8 C2000 ppid

FIOL wy la, Os. WY !Zt Pik WY AiML. O Y tL b Y
EissctfliOfficftir asmhutim Rvisw 1,1WS 1,127 147,4W (7) ( 4) (537) -. (3) ... 1,096 1,123 146,89
Offimsof dwPudoitnwmy is is 1L9 0 0 m~ .. . .. *.. ... Is is 1.600
S*Ntsul Dd 503 564 39,901 (7 4) 1,23 ... 6 () 49R 560 96,133

617 M7 AM! 0 0 (!. .. 0 ... ... ... 6173 5785036
TOWi 1,120 1,42 149,152 (7 J() (656) ()1,113 1,133 148.496
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A&nnitrave Review sed Appeals-
RidmburabeRamoeas
Sumy of Raisuf
f.-oods u ilbhommkl)

1999 Acbmel 2000 Estimate 201IncsmNcremse
POe. WY Am m POO. WY AmomW ___ WY_ AMow Pot WY Amount

Cotlcdiom by Soteves:
Immami~ndNafalizio Service.. .. 120 .. .. 120 .. .. 1 . 0
Bwudeayasawose 120 1,200 I'm0 0

Executve Office, fiw iimirio Review. 1.2W .. .. 1.200 .. ..
Total I,20 I'm0 1,200

INS provides fwtds to the Exectgve Office for Immipraion Review for contract court interpreters for imnmijretioo rcedns



PERORMANCE PRESENTED BY DECtSM~ UHF? ORt PROGRAM

DECISON W4TPUOGRAWL Enscailve Ofice. for Immlgrake Review
Depeiae of Jaaic Cars Fvcdoa Immipsaim

Siuei Gal iaar ud ges ~Coughs AllIsmagmiHa Praga (I)Cuss Marsotb. Mlmi Raisnsmam -dausam WilleEasudagFai
Tres toADl Pes-

PERFORMANCE INDIATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Pabirmias ba*" PINhmin Pha111

Typeeof Psalameace ladcaftn Dae in -

Inatoer Seeret Adu"s ace Aels Pba Reubasd pin
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Psplan _

laIN. I IHP CumeReceived ANSIR 13,178 20,000 13,946 14.000 NIA 15,000

ChepW/Aciv*r 2. ne1 ComS caaaplaad ANSIX 14.2U1 20,000 12.794 14,000 N/A 15.000

launuedime 3. % of IHPCases Caaphed byUs Prior to ANSM 94% 95% 91% 95% N/A 93%
Outcamor 6he Ahim's Reease fm 311ms _________ ____ ___

End Oucoms 4. Increasd Nunmber of Crimmal Ahm..
'Remsovdtm d&e Uited SaWa e... INS V A

Incident of Crime Raead to'ihdee
_________ Alia.I ____

A. Dats Valislss sad Verldesats:
1) How di forana W coliscaid EOIR collect as df hoa asaloawude cas-Dacklog md abts anaul sya which asenirly kwefd wid roue cue

pormisug apsration at bodi dhe tilal and apsibls levels (ANDIR-da Ausemmed Natioawide Syfts far lmaaipabaa Rsvlsw
2) How doe klfwaon ma verified. Dom is verified by is- line adbs of virtally, every dam filW Farth. esdqamen ed &iel Office owlra ad motivs hIse masmal

mod handooks whic ha die roams, daily, weekly and moeckly jait which check ad verI dft Is aldlia. usd5 are conducted. uig die eysa's suede. number

"Mow.a. cas$asgauicamad d wit die casreqmosdug brd fleaRi Finasly, all dmf eatred by court mataida is imaioal vinked mad stored at EOM
hesiquarom That process alown far di eration of timely and completsstial ad ether da. Do valima is siso pa-rabe oRa rotine e is aug date
campariaosa haam EGIRsad IlS dahmea.

3) Daft liwladm: None.
See MNS far aed aesame due



DECISIO UNIT/PROGAM kteotve Office for lomrlpsoo Review
Deportme of I Ila Cam Function: lamigruua
Suo@&gCkL Oou v lenmule isile aompus AU lbsslau l leWHowSig (flP)CuesPeatoeAllen. Rese m mncwmtlmWhileE=maue aw

Tlmo lo ADl Portia

I. FT 1969 Pee h ee epeel:~
Dweig 299, of thetotaleberof IP ma aaodiwd to completonby Immipaios udge.91% way completed pior to the slim's release low hicorerstion~u
pimpmwdtoth9SMI IM % FtWIK

The WN icisaded 76 Nordmole ade end rmce prmo heer" locailem. nasty ell of which requshed *"d end *pport staff to toel to rem lan s the lad Soun
to conthact Immilyifo. Cowrt heship Aucs, the volume ofeluee cowlped wish the rioomews Wqpcte portemeunce. Amoter date wus the , am-ldIreble lend time
teqakWe torikm for IP detil ueilpmif The Iemil were phmd well in edvooce both to provide suMffIIen notice to the pertim ed to coordim"e IHP celendor with the
dockeft devlped for Jdes in te hoeboas cu. The e ber end duration of IN details wm boed W=o pen caseload tumi, the modified whenever pow"bl a the yew
proremed. Os occasion, it wee not olways pmb it'ft a sudedlie aodpoi amr poctiel boame cotehasourc peeqasdve lo schedule detail n don notice, for cues
liege which weje either seypiceJ i Was of voiemusiloe or involved slims whome relmas doee wore am in the More (the smoo of the romehiig on en slim's

I ,eat the time *he cwghig domms is fiMe with the cowt directly affect 601's Wllky to conapid the cue pior to reles 0th. fatr eft performance
included the meshes of contisnces for r; -ua-on deo illMomseict.

Notwitodigtheabovetherellvey sme l bwem perforeenc ed torgiw ca be closed by conauhg to review cueoed trends, sit-b-se. end ollocet~ag new
reecizamsedreellocoashhelevel Feore omgtfiaeod urthe, the countidwezpmsio of themeof video teleconfebrencigequlpoent will smeot EOMR's
10-ela so a4ssdlce an i. tioly bAsic..

C lm ANhet1e Seleetlem of F 2M end MI9 Phas
Tbs performace isidicese end wpgi selected for the FY 2000 end 2001 Plens rem.. tunchenged. The "dcalmr contimie to reflect E0111. priority a4sadcoboun. The
I-a-s while huh, reflect E0M'S colmmiten to achiev levels of performance, which exced thoseuqtd for FY 1999.



PERFORMANCE PRESEN71D BY DECISION UNIT OR PROGRAM

DECUOf IJNFTPROGRAbi: Executive Office for Immiprodoa Review
Deportment of~ueties Coa Facom: Ilnp"io
Struegic Goal: Asylum Reform: St- w inee Asylum Procesing to Eipeditiouly Complete All Asylum Cases, While Esrim Fak Tratment to All le

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AN4D PERFORMANCE.PLANS

Perheasew Raepewt Perbalmae Pas

Typeeof Peheusa Indicators Debs i 3M
Iaditaea sownc Actual loaded Actual P&M ERawbaa Plas

I"pu I Expedited Asylum Caen Receivedl ANSIR A0,536 30,000 26.143 25.000 W/A 26,000

OLq~puActlve 2. Expedieed Asyum Caaa Completed ANSIR 27.975 30,000 25,391 26,000 NWA 26,000

lemrmedt 3. % of Expeihe Asylum Cams Comphsed ANSIR 90% 95% 88% 95% N/A 95%
Outcome W"dl 180 Dips fl. Initial Roo*~, a die

Eod Oomeo 4. Nmber of Frivolous Claims Filed at
Asylum Office. Decoes ad Lagitindie INS ** * N/A 0

a. D ataVedott d Vvisatha:
1) How the information is collect SOM collects def he. a .a Iwde caewclg and office smtion systun which is mafrel kterawd with ratle cue

peocessingg o- rme a bodi dna trial ad oppeiha level (ANSIR-& Avaomed Namwle Sysemi for Immigrdon Review)
2) How the inforatieon is vw~Aril Don ie valfa by o- The edit of virtually snay dma filed. Further. beadqamtas aid fi" office wers and manageus have massns

and ha~book which fu die ruutine 4bily, weektly and aoaftl rp ate which check and vwai dewa In addition, madlt we coethaced, atia die systm's roadar u mber
aa 1m -e comperieg noiuwd dw with die FI oir~~ho d case films Finally, all &ma e ,re by coset valeewide is ioaloy &wuwluad ad stoed at EOll

hamasro im peoaee. allow hr die gaaralc of thaey ad complete sabcel ad other dewDate valdoo is alo performed co a rott~ bale frougla
IeMpa 1--etwe Bout ad INS dmbw

3) DOM hmbda Noaw

B. PY 1999 Ferbme aslpaet
Dwilg 1999 Imm~igrm Judps completed 88% ofal4 asylum cues whl die I80-doy &mgthuame. as cmImIdeo *a95% pwhunasgoal. As wl il
BOllCOMAsl die vokum soneadsoqhl ofava , Is de-dews op.. eAera ,ars - mliia~ruetda~dicaloa polliseand
actions of die INS. Widk regac to asylve a4.icmloa, DRmolrsreceipt tem ad pesei dwa an a cous-by-couat Imels ad etluopte io a4ust cn wdodoels as
aoemy. Review wase coabeesi dorin 1919 be ft cprlliary dala*owhng a sligh dalpadeia ofmee boleg 1999, a opposed to doi rpoeted for 1"I.

Ib~smiso. hmsddi. ce.qua oa ma.Assa eamos pufeimnca level hamased to 90% &bksdi dia clar of FY 2000. DOllwill udoule its

edildad~mp thee ad reamassiqhe fowad a aca aiacmlue

*So IMS had umssda
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710 A billoomm ad OWS slimod tar do r V ad 2001 rim nook onlowsot 7% imMomm =ad= a n6ma BOWs piwity o4abomim TM

auk no" 0=9 oomm*mw aleschimlevokof 0-1



FUFPORMANICIRPRESENTED BY DOScWOUNIT OR POGRAM

DRCU1OWUNITIIOGAA Exeuodw 045icm fr bhlsia Review
Departofmena~ mpnlstblaa
SVNuqi Goam Hudh AN Other bu~ada Own. for Which E01 Is Respossibb i a Tbuml Mauer, Whilm Bmuig: FeiThafat1 mA* Pail

POWMAMCI VDICATOBt IORMATIOI4 FIPOMAcKZ WEI A14D PZIRwOmKICZ FLNS

P * on Rpr PW*Fmmo IRM

Type of Fee inmme Enalmh Daft M
Inlesswm AImmm B~Iugld Adlt PINK Revi Plan

Pb. Plan __

IMPN I. TOWs Mans Resivsd AINSIR 297,10 310,000 263.174 28%,00 WA 290t0

OmmWAtdv*t 2. TOosm4m Cainpoisd ANSIR 294,687 30.000 266t743 280,000 WNA 240,00

bmmsdim 3. % of Deaid Cum W&~W ap11ctios ANSIR 91% 9594% 9 N/ A M5
Omoas. Fr W Caped W0130 dys by a

____ nui ,- I _ _ _ _ ___

WSad ,coss 4. Csm 4aicusd tiumy, di1modd
depatdesdmrmovstimely,b dNS * * A *

-icarf 11151 -atot

A. Daft VaJ~dmdesaid Vwsddm:
1) H~ow the informtio is coI~scss& EOMR coflm ts due om a mgianwidn cmasSckh and offic. msda ryysa whih aey bvSd with route tcoo

psotessimg opwuslamubosh shemsd appeimbh (ANSU.4ss Awasffd Nedamonds Sylm forar IiUram nRoris
2) H~ow is. 1fomstim is verltd Dis v.a~fe by am- tis Wdts of virumily evey das Ps"d Pw*er. husdqmus ed faid @45cv m somd umuqus be" amushs

axd huadbooks whichts iii rovmeu dwly, weekly &Wd stably Wpms which check end vrit da [a uddition, mtfade- camascw4d ofts the rswism random nber
genervior. coumpaing naumased dim with the cornepondin. hard tcs. AMw Fbssly, & all - by tommis malomad s sovuly --mia - m aa rowd stif
hamdqumsn 7W pots. infows fo the srstim of timsly and complin usiiiitl and other dae. Da valldiao is gom perfrmed onma routbis bosb Asoughi
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D9ct3Io UN17FJFROGRAM: Exesgiw Office ftr Imamlleleviyew
Doermem of Judtas Core Faiclim: Imalgrwlm
S&Miegi Goal: Aryhe Reform: Svemuhrne Asylum Pmoguehi to Expediously Compe All Asylum Cases, While EAmehig Fair TrulmieSto AUl Fed~

3a F 1999 Perbaeaee Report
Seveal lgilbdvitons ave dlecdy reakad itsadecreaioE h Oils overllcasoadfiguree Specifically,dieepeie removal provisiow of IulA have allowed INS
to remove allons who ea IeIgisl for my relil f o removal. to previm on mom of dies cases would have com to EOMl ki Oi diesied ara end would be
expeditiosly complesid a die fim hiesbg. 71e overall dedined caload dIopp P by 15000 cani In PY 199. Virtendly adl ofdwce cami would have heo cupieled
dauing die fse heerwW The procesing dmas for dii remaining dwland ameloed were vietmeily idemical born FYIM9 to FY1999.

Dwfti 1999, Immispedon Jides. compleled 64% o~f imd cairn wlsh 30 days of receipt. The peFeac goVal was 95% A review of die def idiaed two key poifts
1) while die 34% performuance level for all Pauha caim wai below BGll's al, as aveae died -ae were completed In less li. 17 days huh1 1999; 2) of toe coses
compiled outsde die30.sy goal,diegraK qm ma wer ,opee widihi Io 10day.ofidie goal. Case futndtons aid reyuss far ccathomaces, ai always, affected
perfoemanca. BO~lwillcooehxw o view performe ad to esget w reow en d reallocais boo level roreas. upon dsaeied cm adjudiaslm

C. Isen Agictleg Sileedoa sFY 2NO a"d 2"1 ?bum
The per foru--ce PhIIcI - aid turpg selected for die FY 2000 and 2001 Plas remain sechusgid. The idicare conthise to reflect BOlls priority adjudiations. The
Isrets. while high.. re Mct Rl's cammismena o achieve levels of perfemance which exceeddim rmeneae for FY199.
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ACTIVITY: Office of the Pardom Attorney

2000 A~jipriation Anticilated ......
2001 Base .............

2031 Estimate .....................
Increase cas e ....

M

15 15 S 1,600,000
1s 15 1,727,000
15 15 1,727,000

8M P mj~z~ka:The Pardon Attorney receives end reviews all petitions. for executive clemency, initiate and directs the
necessnly investigationsandprepere the Depsatment'sircommendations to the President in connection with all forms of executive
clemency, including pardon, commutation of sentence, remission of fine, end reprieve. OPA's mission includes, in addition to
processing requests for clemency, providing soctte end timely "lis on clemency-related issues to the President the Department
and other government agencies, and the public..

TU Office of do dois ANuM
3111111101 &NSA



In Amnnd

ACTIVITY: MIR

2000 Appropriation Anticipated....
2001 Ban . . .. . . . .. . . .
2001 Estimate .. . . . . . . . . .

Incas ~ Dm .. ....

1,098 1,123
1,078 1,116
1,140 1,147

62 31

-- Pm m Dngtdn:EO[R. headed by the Office of the Director, is responsible for the general supervision of the Board of
Immigration Appeals, the Office of the Chief Immigration Judge, and the Office of the Chief Administrative Hearing Officer. The
Office of the Director also provides legal and administrative support to the three adjudicative components. Operations include fifty-
tw field offices located nationwi ie.

Perma.

$ 146,896,000
157,843,000
162,822,000

4,979,000

AdadoWntive Rcvkw and AVqmk
IdAdKAnUaR

Emgm Perform
(I)g&rS J0 IMM,.-A.%



The Volumes, nature and qgrphIc concentation of Immigrazon Judge, Administrative Law Judge and appllat caseload is entirely
dependent upon extarmal factors, prhirily the enforcement, investigation adjudication and detentio policies and actions of the INS.

T'he following provides more detailed information concerning the responsibilities and activities of EOIR's components:

Under the direction of the Clhima the Boand bemn appeals of decision of Immigration Judges and certain decisions of INS officers
insa wide variety of proceedings in which the Goverrnment of the United State is one polty and the other party is either an alien, a
citiamn oata siness frm The Board is directed to exercise its independent judgement in hearing appeals for the Attorney General,
and provides a nationally uniform application of the immigraton laws both in terms of the interpretation of the law and the exercise
of the significant discretio vested in the Attorney General. The majority of came before the Board involve appeals from orders of
Immigration Judges entered in immigration proceedings.

Appeals of decisions of INS officers, reviewed by the Board. principally involve appeals from familial visa petition denials and
decisions involving administrative fines. nnw Board also renders decison on applications by organizations that have requested
permisio to practice before the Board, the Immigration Judges, and INS, and renders decisions on individual applications by
employees of such organizations.

The Board's missio requires that raional policies, as reflected in immigration laws, be identified, considered, and integrated into its
decision pro cess. The Board plays the major role in interpreting the immigration laws of this country, an are of law the courts have
characterized a uniquely complex Processing an increasing caseload has been a challenging task In atime of almost constant major
legislative action in the imigation Beldt The Board hs provided the principal inerprettIdon of the Immigratio Rfem and Conrool
Act of 1986 (iRCA), the Immigration Amendments of 1918, the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of I"$8; the Immigration Act of 1990
(IMMACT 90); the Anti4enrron and effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 (AEDPA),the Illegal Immigration Warm adImirn
Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRRA), and, the Nicaraguan Adjutment and Central American Relie Act of 1997 (NACARA). These
laws hav represented the moat fundamental restictuxin of the Immigration and Nationality Act since its enactmn in 1952, and
have presented a myriad of new issues of statutory coouction. The Board has issued intrpretive decisions and has then
reinterpreted the Act as do. laws have been redratled.



In reFsaonse to the continuusly incueasiateaseload associated with various Administration Initiatives and legislative developments,
the Board has initiated a varietyy of mangement and regulatory improvements desgnd to increase efficiency and productivity. A key
initiative has been the a esion of the Boardl from five to nineteen members, allowing the consideration of appeals using multiple
panels. Further, Board 4toomey staff have been restructured into eight discrete teams, each assige directly to a Board panel. These
structural changes have improved cased management, accountability and commuicatioL

In addtion to management initiatives, EOIR has continued to improve programs through the regulatory process. As an example, the
Motions and Appeals Regulation streamlined the motions and appeals practice before the Board by requiring that Wpeals of
Immigration Judge decisions and motions to reopen and reconsider decisions by the Board be filed directly with the Board.
These provisions have aglowved the Board to asme direct control of filings, replacing a cumbersome and decentralized system of
filing at INS District Offices. Furthr, die regulation establishes time and number limitations on motions to repe and on motions to
reconsider. More recently, EOMR has published regulaions which allow consideration of appeals using two enbowc Panels. A much
brooae regulatory proposal, "Regulations Streamlinig Appellate Procedures at the Board of Immigration Appeals," has been
promulgated and will be implemented during FY 2000.

The Board continues to experience a dramatic rise in caseload, increasing from the 12,774 appeals received in I992 to 30.789 in 1999:
Receipts for 2000 and 2001 wre projected to exceed 32,000 and 33,000 appeals, respectively, representing an increase of nearly 175
percent since 1992.

The Chief Immigration Judge provides overall program direction, articulates policy, and establishes priorities for the Immigrton
Judges locatd in fifty-two field offices throughout the United States. Generally. Immigration Judges hold removal hearings to
determine the immigration status of aliens. Immigration Judges may order aliens removed or gram relief suc as cancellation of
removal, voluntary departure, stispenisio of deportation, registry, a4usunent of status, polcal asylum or waiverof deporabllity.
if th omgration Judges deiethat removability has no been established, they may tInIate the proceedivas. Bond
redetermination hearings we held when an alien in custody seeks release on his or her'own recogmces or reduction in the amount
of bond.



With moepedt io crinsil aiim ajudimstons, do lnettouul Hewin Propu (Ml? provides the fImaeecu foI I higa which
d'suln the innilpion Natis of allow couvimld of cilmin ofibames who we * -c- ms- P In prison across tdo United StIes. In

Iocs with the MNS EOIX has r on I -ed'on th Federal ;Popen ad thoss in the sevn sties mmi affuid by Illsgal
Intakralon: Calfonim,. Tern., New York. Floride, AsimmNow Jauy ad iois. There uu also I ,puV in vh*ttly all od
swi the District of Cohnmis, Puert Rim o, lVisgin Iulands. aeed nmiipall"enmd Bureau of Prism fociltWe The soa
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Asy=m 0-for has aressolined tb po odu"- involved in -~cu neyhanocm insoopied INS .ad EM Vrc m rPP ad
elluinsed duaplicative a~udlauiom Clsinu*a am to approved by INS weu iioulcally -PfI-nPd to BOI's hroniguiion JUdges
who co=uc ful sayb... at~udicaos in t catie of removal pc veePdings. The nwuyha n F Pdwu- which bemnse: effective in
Jauary, 19I M nclude paoyso. limit the INS aproval. of enaploynxt wshaion to tow. alien who have gained asylum, or
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deenenpon lbe abiit of lnuulgrston Judges.to moqder decim within estblished tim Mr---s. Absenteitablity, th benefit
of work ughorlailon would accrue to thotooils of allim no othewise entitled. Currently, Im-igaloo Judges we 9tnlta 8
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BOIR has coordiosd thlb pmntto of expontlad propamno with lbe INS to ensur lbe optimal placcomiiofrsources hued
upion die voum ad Iigeo";qdc ooinfttimnof detned, asylum ad crimin alien worklod. 7bia includes lb extponnof a
mqorit of fiel offices ad the eabliabont ~of aerverai new offloes EOIR's ADP system has been modified to filtie lbe

mpluus0o of esylu ufqun bymahoun cuse trakin oqasbilitiae lb, theafckmn of cun e sa timthes adby allowing
all local ad regioal INS sylum offices scamn to lbe ays. Anmoe ohw boneft these vapioveonsaft Ism allowed the
Introductio of two key cue processing initiative First, INS poI 1111elm able to scoe.tlb ANS Rsymon ad schedule cues for
Inuitomt Judphwlngs naediey eonthirdecisio orefe aylumdea toEOIR. Second, INSveres mvloemodsu
wue oscam lbe ANSlldotabuemmaausinhe smusof cues in orderto daI e lb elgbtIfsimfruaonc
midxarwion. This oinissuctive scuniduling system hasbse mode available, for all cue types. to INS adoowide Further, BMi bas
cooadiraged with INS to eable the "downlond of a wide rage of cue bInrtion which will ssist sea Serve Iroug s



EOIR also he. beeii active in the regulatosy am publishing regulations which include provisions allowing the use of stipuimaed
deportaton&, thereby eambling the empedited deportation of criminal sliew in aprplicable cums Regulations alsohbve bee published
which codify the practice of Iznipotion. Judges conducting telephonic hewing end the authority of Immnigriion Judges to bold video
electronic hewinp Most recently, EOMR worke closely wit the Service in publishing regulations implerntng the 1996 Act and
NACARA.

Finally, in keeping with the customer service goals of the National Performance Review, EOIR has established -n electronic phone
system (1-BOO number) to provide ready access to Immigration Court information such a hearing dates times and locations, statua of
asylum cases, Immigration Judge decisionst ad cas appeal dates The systm, provided tn English mid Spauah, reduces the time
requizedl for the public to obtain information ad schedules. Thie system is curently receiving in excess of 100,000 calls per month.

Administration itiivscontinue to have a significu impact upion EOIR's [mmigraton Judge program. In 1999, Immigration
Judge workload approached 235,000 case receipts. [NS enforcement iniiatves plumied for FY 2000 and requested for FY 2001 will
bring an estimated 15,000 additional cams umually.

The Chief Administive Hearing Office provides overall prograin direction articulates policies mid procedures, and establishes
priorities for the Administrative Law Judges (AU.s) appointed pursuat to 5 U.S.C. 3 105 to adjudicate caes wismng under Sections
274A, 274B ad 274C of the INA. Section 274A provides for sanctions agaist employers or entities who: (1) hire, recruit or refer for
a fee or continue to ply unauhorized aliens; (2) refuse to comply with the employment veification syem; or (3) require the
executio of an indemnity bond to protect themselves from potential Liability for unlawful employment praes. ecio 274B
provides for the imposition. of pesilties against employers whodiscruim d agistmy individual (oth n munatrized alien)
In employment-reatmed itions becas of the individual's national origi or cktiiMhp sta'. ecio 274C provides civil

penltesfo mui io-woddocumnt flid. Such judicial proceedings em nittd by conmplaints file with the Office of the
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Coordination with INS Initiatives ........ 62 31 S 4.979,000

INS has developed the following initiatives for FY 2001 which, taken together, will increase Immigration Judge caseload by 10,000
cases and BIA caseload by 1,200 appeals annually: 1) Border Management and Coordination (5,400 cases and 650 appeals); and 2)
Interior Enforcement (4,600 cases and 550 appeals). EQIR's portion of these initiatives includes 10 Immigration Judges, 6 SlA staff
attorneys, and the required legal and clerical supor positions.

Thie IWS initiatives are fully explained in the INS FY 2001 subwnsaion. T'he Service is requesting 430 additional Border Patrol
positions, additional Detention and Deportation positions and 1,038 additional bedapaces in support of.a variety of enforcement goals.
including the enhanced capability to apprehend and remove increasing numbers of criminal and non-criminal. aliens. The INS
initiatives will focus upon the border, criminal alies, detention and alien removals, all areas directly involving EOIR operations.

Critical to the success of these lultative wIDl be th abiliy idE OM to pri the revukdig hmlgratlu Judge and appellt
caseload In a tiely faslas INS remwval go&l au% In Warg ineeure, btealy* tied to EOIR'a Adudleati.. press.
Shamilly, the efficleut ufiliuitlon of eathameed dieteutiou capacity Is depeaest up.. the expedited processing of the

Immlgruflo Judge and appeflate caseload, therby smimgtumber faf abusahbie topioe through- debeaton
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Bus Azoding klevl4 could non upot mzy of the addtiona worload generated by the increase INS enforcement effort Absent
reso0f ceceas many of the goals identified by thme efforts would be severely jeopardize by EOIR's inability, owing to resource
"im.quaIes, to yaoc ms the resulting caseload. As in the psi, EOIR would apply resources to u - when caseload volwne,

complexity and processing times we moat critical.

EOIR's initiatie includes 10 of each of the following positis required to support the judges requed law clerk Wfepreters legal
technicians and clerk typists. The 6 BZA attorney pztions requested will require the uqpor of 6 paralegal position.

IbTis initiative directly relte to the folowing ilmirafmo goals in DOJ's Straegi Plawn Goal 2: Delver services to the public In
a timel, consistent, hai and htIgh quality manner, Goal 5: Maimils dsbrrence to malswfil udradsa sad esfere
immilgration laws In the intriir thrvagh Weetlve and coerdimated us of reseuws to reduc the inentives of anuaoricad
empieysnt ad ambianmce; remove dep huAsbdalsb aime expeditiously; address iotero Imu age sad bemefi sand
docuamea fraud; ad incres Wn egoverumemtsl ceeperates and th aeputisa ef aedivitiss among law eaforesmeat eatdes
at &I levels of government; mnd, Goal 6: Rapedite the adjudication 9f Immigration case while hearing due process and fair
trestea for on parties.

00
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(Dakssim Thowmal)

Qvides
U- I t dm4................................
GS-13....................................
GS- II .....................................
GS-9.....................................
GS-7 ......................................
GS......................................
GS-5.....................................

Total Positions & Annual id e.........
L" e(-) ...............................

Total WorkyMr and
Pmonnel CwM~n$Md ................

Peronel Benefits .......................
Travel! & Trnsupotation.................
Comm., utilitis, and misc cha 3es ....
Fting......................................
Advisory & Assistanc Svc .............
Odwt mx m............................
Njiv l66J & vc...............

Opeaton Mintnaceof Facilities..

Operation & Manteance of Equspoen.
Spiesi and in hkas................

nP 'bws.... .........

Lavi and S~uWm .....................

Total propram wokyan blalu
chmp -wusi 2001 ..............

Loordffddo WII INs inititlv
BIA O

6 373

6 179

10 1329

10 442
10 365

10 269
t0 241

TOTAL

Poe. Amount

1329
378
442
365
179

269
241

* 12 537 50 2646 62 3203
-6 -271 -25 -1323 -31 -1601

* 6 279 25 1323 31 1602
75 357 432
0 109 109

*27 112 139
3 11 14
1 2 3

53 22265
15 62 77

23 115 143
*63 222 215

3 2 213 270
41 262 303
70 410 -------- 4N0

25 4174 31 49"
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INTRODUCTION

By Act of Congress, the Office of the Inspector General (01G) was establishield In the Department of Justice (DOJ)
on April 14, 1989. The 010 detects and deters waste, fraud, abuse, arnd misconduct among DOJ employees and DOJ's
many programs. In addition, the OIG provides leadership and assists DOJ managers in promoting integrity, economy,
efficiency, and effectiveness In It financial affairs and contractual anid grant relationships with others. By statute, thle 013
Is an Independen entity within DOJ and reports to both the Attorney General and Congress on issues that affc thle
DOJ's personnel or mission. This independence is crucial to the 01Gms abity to aggressively pursue misconduct fraud,
waste, and abuse In a Department with a $21.3 billion budget and a workforce of 120,000 employee.

The 010 carries out its multi-facetedt mission with a current wortcfo of appoximatel 390 Investigators, auditr,
inspectors, attorneys, aind support staff. The investigators are assigned to one of 17 oicsacross the country, while the
auditors serve in one of?7 field offices. In addition, our Inspections Division, Special Investigations and Review Unit
(SIRU), Management aind Planning Division, Office of the Genral Counsel, and the Inspector Generare immediate office
are located in Washington, D.C.

Specifically, the QIG: (1) Investigates violations of low and DOJ regulations for appropriate criminal prosecution,
civil htigation, and administrative action. (2) conducts, rasports, and fow up on financial anld performance audits of DOJ
program, contracts, grants. and agreements: aind (3) perorms timely Inspections of 001 progrun tha provide an early
warnig to the Administration wild Congress regarding potentially or existing problems. Each of these activities is crucial to
ensuring that DQJ manages its resources efficiently and effectively.

This IFY 2001 budget request Is predicateid on a fiscally conservative asssamnent of te requirements necessary to
enablethe010to canyot ItstatutoryresposbllitIn DOJ. Itis the experinceofInspeors Geneal hatrapi an
dramatic resource growth provides an invressed opportunity for waste, fraud, and abuse. To kilstrae fti point the
number of allegations of misconduct reported to the 010 has Incresased from just under 5,000-in FY 1994 to over 8,000 in
FY 1999.
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The biggest issue facing the QIG is DOJas unprecedented growth. From FY 1993 through FY 199. the
Department wi0 have doubled in Its appropriations and added more than 26,000 employees. Most of this growth has
taken place in the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and Bureau of Prisons (BOP), the two components tha
command the bulk of the OIG's attention.

In contrast to DOJ's unprecedented growth, the 010 imposed a hiring freeze In August 1998, which continues as of
this submission. As a result of the hiring freeze, the DIG began FY 2000 at a staffing level of 396, down from 453 at ft
beginning of last year, a loss of more than 12 percent of its work force. One result of this loss is an ibaino i size,
experience, and capabilities among 010 offices and components. Reduction by attrition does not permit a planned and
orderly downsizing. The effect of this Imbalance will be felt for some time to ome, and It is imperative that thi request
be approved in order to stop these losses. In the meantime, the OIG Is taking a number of steps to address this loss and
imbalance, which are detailed under Current Budget Authority.

CURRENT BUDGET AUTHORITY

The DIG operates with a direct FY 2000 budget authority of $40,235,0300, 342 full-time permanent positions and
328 workyears. In addition to direct appropriations, the DIG expects to receive $10,500,00 and 52 workyears in
reimbursements. We anticipate receiving $8,632,979 and 14 FTE for Financial Statemnent Audit (FSA) work, Including
$5,032,979 in "pass through* contract costs and $ 1,600,000 and 14 FTE for oversight costs:1 $2,500,000 and 23 IFTE for
INS User Fee account work. $1,250,000 and 15 FTE from U.S. Trustees for requested audit work; and $117,021 for other
audit related costs.

This level of funding is $1.3 M less than the 010 received fast year. In order to deal with this budget shortfall, the
OIG has obtained the authority to offer Voluntary Early Retirement to Its workforce. In addition, we are cutting our fleet
by one-third, have already cut our discretionary spending by approximately 10 percent from last years austere level, and
continue to look for additional cut.
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SUMMARY OF THE FY 2001 BUDGET REQUEST

The 01G.s request for FY 2001 totals $-42,192,000, 342 permanent positions, and 328 wortyears (not icbuding
52 reimbursable workyorrus), representing no change in positon and wortcyear and an Increase of $1,957,000 over the
FY 2000 level'. The principal element for the Change is:

$1,957,000 for adjustment-fto-bas. increases related to continuin FY 2000 current services, including FY 2001 pay
raises.

These addition resurces will onty allow the OIG to fulfi continuing FY 2000 current services and proid for
FY 2001 pay raises.

In addition, we proosc reimibursemrents in FY 2001 totalVn $10.5 Mi and 52 FT, ownitn of $6.15 M and 14 FTE for
FSA work, Includifg $5.0 M In *pens troughm contract costs and $1.6 M and 14 FTE In oversight Costs; $2.5 M and 23
FTE for oversight work of INS User Fee program; and $1.3 Mi aid 15 FTE for U. S. '.rustee for requested audit work;
and $0.1 IM for other audN related osts.
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FY 2001 Comnponent Performance Plan and 1999 Accountailitv Recor

A. Component Mission and Goals, and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

The OIG has two distinct roles. to promote efficient and effective program management and doter future
problems, and to find and report on current problems. Because the OIG stries for continuous improvement in
Department management and program operations, Its work affects each of t core nfuntn outlned in the DOJ
Strategic Plan. FY 1997-2002 (Strategic Plan). This budget request and the OlGas Performance Plan specficlly
support the mission priorities, general gosas, and strategic approaches that are Included In the Strategi Plan. in
addition, we have incorporated performance indicator information tha should lead to better accountability regading
actual results achieved.

CIG MISSION AND GOALS

The OIG promotes efficient and effective management within DOJ and detects snd deters wrongdoing in it
program and operations using the coordinated efforts of Its Investigative, audit. and inspection resources.

To fulfill its mission, the OIG has established the following goals:

1 . Detect and deter misconduct In programs and operations within or financed by DOJ.

2. Promote the efficiency and effectIveness of DOJ program. and operations.

3. Build relatonships with customers based on a shared commitment to imiproving pirogr am operates and
effectiveness.

RELATIONSHIP TO OJ STRATEGIC PLAN. IFY 1997-2002

Relevant excerpts from the Strategic Plan Include the following:
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CORE FUNCTION Management

GOAL $1: Strengthen oversight and integrity programs, ensure consistent accountability. and emphasize our core
mission responsibilities.

B. Highlights of 19"9 Mission Critical Results

IFY 1990 Goal: Focu an additional 10 percent of the Smecial Investigaions and Review Unit's (SIRU) staff (from a
basline of 60 2ercnt in FY 1998) on undertaking comodex special investigation ecrdina allegations of seriou
misconduct Mcinst DOJ emiples

The OIG exceeded this goal by focusing an additional 15 percent of the SIRU's staff on special investigating. The
following are highlights of SIRU's mission-critical successes during IFY 1999

* In September 1997. the Attorney General andi the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) learned tha
classified intelligence information pertaining to the Departments campaign finance investigation may not have
been appropriately dissminated within the FBI and the Depiartment. In November 1997, the Atorey Geneal
asked the OIG to review how this intaigence information was handled. In al. the 010 reviewed more tha 16,000
pages of classified information and conducted more than 120 Interviews. Our final report was Issued In July 1999.
We concluded that none of the problems in disseminating classified Infoirmation was attributabl to lIntentionail
malfeasance or purposefu obstruction, Rathe, the shortcomings in the Deprtmns handlxn of the Intelligence
information were attributble to multiple causes including: (1) legllirnatea poky disputes about disemrinatIng

crmWa and itelligence Infoton, (2) problems in the use and maintenance of the FBI' ompuler databse
systems, (3) poor communication among the variou parties, involved in the champaign finance Investigatn anmd
(4) the exercise of poor Audgment on the part of certain personnel. The 010 report inclue rcommndatins that
we belIeve wi help prevent the reoccurence of the problems we found.

* Kenneth Trentadue, an Inat being held at the Federal Transfe Center in Okkahomaw City, Oldahomw as found
dead In his cell In August 1995. The Bureau of Prisons (SOP) concluded that Trentadus comIted suie by
hanging, Howeve, allegation that Trentadue was murdered led to an investigation by the FBI end the
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Department's Civil Rights Division. The investigation concluded that there was insufficient evidence of a violation of
the federal criminal civil rijhts laws. Following that investigation, and at the Deputy Attorney General's request, the
QIG initiated a separate~ review focusing on whether BOP or FBI employees mishandled evidence or engaged ini
other misconduct in t, events surrounding Trentadue's death. The OIG's review concluded that Trentadue's
death was a suicide and that he had not 5een murdered by BOP correctional officers or inmates. We also did not
find that BOP or the FBI participated ir, any conspiracy to cover up the circumstances of his death. However, we
did find that 30P's response to his death was significantly flawed and that the FBI did not devo sufficient
attention to the case for several months and mishandled and misplaced important pieces of evidence.

* In August 199, the DIG Issued a report concerning t review of BOP's management of Inmate telephone
privileges. This special review found a significant problem with federal Inmates using prison telephones to commit
serious crimes while incarcerated - including Instances of arranging for murders, drug trafficking, and fraud.
Moreover, our review found that BOP has taken only limited and insufficient corrective actions to address this
problem. Based on our review, the QIG recommended that BOP take the following actions to curb prison
telephone abuse: (1) increase the percentage of inmate telephone calls it monitors, (2) more consistently discipline
telephone abusers, (3) restrict telephone privileges for inmates who have a history of telephone abuse, and
(4) emphasize the responsibility of its officers to detect and deter crinm by Inmates using BOP telephones,

FY 1999 Goal: Review 30 Immigration id Naturalization Service (INS) pmorams and activities identifed as high olrt
areas in the Stratea'c Plan or areas material affected by the llleoaI Immigration Reform and Immiarant Resoonsiblt
Act (IIRIRA) of 1996.

The OIG reviewed 23 programs and activities Identified as high prirt In the Sttegic Plan or ares materlaly anffected
by the IIRIRA. Although thee reviews encompass 96 percent of the work we performed In INS, we did not meet our goal
of reviewing 30 program. Due to the need to perform critical wourk In other ares of t Department and a shrinking
number of available staff, we could not begin more assignments in this area. The following are highlights of our work:

* We performed a follw-up audit of INS' management of it $2.8 bumo automatin programs, We friund that INS
stil does not adequately manage Its automation programs despite the fact tha It now has spent over $=)0 million
on thes programs. As a result, (1) estimated completion dates for some projects hae been delayed without
explanations for the delays, (2) costs continue to spiral ulprAm r wlth~ul jisa~ncon for how ft funds are spent,
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and (3) projects are nearing completion without assurance that they will meet performance and functional
requirements. We recommended a series of improvements to INS' management of the automation Initiatives.
INS concurred with each of the recommendations and prepared an implementation plan to correct the deficiencies.

* We performed an audit of the nation's asylum program, which allows aliens legally or illegally In this country to
apply to INS for asylum. During our audit, we found that while new regulations, implemented to address the
increasing backlog of asylum cases and public concerns over abuse of the, asylum program, steamlind
procedures and promoted efficiency, they did little to build in necessary protections and mechanisms to maintain
quality control. Also, INS did not ensure the asylum applicants identities were firmly established through
fingerprinting and FBI record checks. Further, we found that INS was not successful in deporting applicants that
were denied asylum. We recommended that INS strengthen the supervisory reviewof asylum officers written
case assessments, improve data gathering for denied asylum applicants, and establish a trackng system to
ensure that rejected or unclassifiable fingerprint charts are resubmitted to the FBI for complete record checks
before granting asylum.

* We identified ineffective enforcement and lack of sufficient controls over voluntary departure. The QIG found that
adequate criminal history checks identifying aggravated felons are not performed on all illga aliens granted
voluntary departure. As a result, INS district offirners. and Executive Offic, for Immigration Review Immigration
judges inappropriately granted voluntary departure to some aggravated felons. The OIG also found that INS lacks
an effective departure verification system anid, therefore, has no way of knowing which aloe granted voluntary
departure have left the country and which remain. Finally, the OIG review found that INS enforcement of voluntary
departure orders is minimal.

* We examined the potential for fraud and INS' efforts to reduce the risk of the Viso Waiver Pilot Program NVWP).
We found evidence of fraudulent activity related to VWPP using INS' records of Intercepted passengers. The most
serious instances Involved terrorists, criminals, and alien smugglers who attempted to use the VWPP as a means
to enter the United States. The OIG focused its review on stolen blank passports. Based on a sample of 1,0657
VWVPP blank passports reported to INS as stolen, the 010 found that almost 10 percent of these passports may
have been used for illegal entry into the United States. The report also Identfied specific problem with the way
INS' computerized "lookour database is maintained with respect to entering information about stolen VWPP
passports,
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FY 1999 Goal: Perform 150 Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund (VCRTF) grant reviews. includina Community Oriented
Policina Services (COPS). Violent Offender Incarceration and Truth-In-Sentencina (VOIfTIS). Violence 6ganst Women,
and Drun Courts. to determine whether the orantee's use of fth funds is in acordance with the rant iarovislons.

The QIG performed 105 grant reviews of these programs to determine if the grantee's use of the funds was in
accordance with the grant provisions. The OIG was unable to meet its target of 150 reviews for several reasons. Stsrin
in January 1999, the Audit Division began a pilot program to issue COPS audit reports in draft. The draft report process
requires responses to the report from the state or local government being audited as well as the Office of Justice
Programs (OJP) and the COPS office While this process results in an improved understanding between the suditee and
the 01G, the additional time needed to obtain and analyze responses routed in the division not being able to start more
VCRTF audits. In addition, the Audit Division has been involved in an Audit Resolution Committee effort that required the
compilation of significant amounts of data related to COPS audits. That said, the following are highlights of our work~ in
the area of VCRTF grant reviews:

* We issued the report Summary of Police Hiring and Redeployment Grants Audits, that consolidated the results of
149 audits performed from October 1996 through September 1998 of grantees receiving funds totaling
$511 million Although our universe of grantees was not selected randomly and, therefore, our results may not be
representative of all grantees, the frequency and magnitude of Issues identified In our grant audits Indicate that
significant numbers of jurisdictions audited were: (1) overestimating salaries and benefits or incldng unallowable
costs in reimbursement requests, (2) using federal funds to supplant local funds. (3) not maein a good-falth effort
to fill locally-funded sworn officer positions, (4) not submitting. or submitlinlte, status reports to COPS and OJP.
and (5) not establishing systems to track the redeployment of officers liito community policing. We also conckled
that some jurisdictions may have difficulty retaining COPS-funded officer positions with local funds at ft
conclusion of the grants.

* In our program audit Management and Administration of the COPS Grants Pvg.'n, we reviewed COPS' and
OJP's administration of the $0.8 billion community policin grant program. We evaluated (1) COPS abilt to meet
the President's. goal to put 100,000 additional police officers on the stree by FY 2000, (2) COPS' and OJP's
monitoring of grantees. and (3) the quality of guidance provided to grantees to assist them In Implemeanting
essential grant requirements. We found that the COPS grants will not result in 100,000 addhtioal officers on fth
streets by the end of FY 2000 because: (1) COPS projects that only 59,765 of the 100,000 officer funded will be
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deployed by the end of FY 2000, (2) law enforcement agencies had not accepted approximately $485 million in
grant funds for 7,722 officers for an average of 1 year after the designated acceptance period, (3) COPS counted
grants for another $96 million and 2,526 officers towards the 100,000 goal, although fth formal grant award
documents had not been mailed to the grantees, and (5) grantees had terminated at least 500 grants for
1,300 officer positions during the first 4 years of the COPS program, and COPS had not deoblgated 127 of thoe
grants totaling about $15.1 million.

. We fulfilled our commitment to the Attorney General by completing all planned site reviews of VOI/TIS grant
recipients to ensure that they are achieving program objectives and federal funds are spent in accordance with the
VOIfTIS Incentive Grant Program requirements. From May 4, 1997 through March 31, 1999, the OIG reviewed
and issued individual reports that evaluated the progress of 25 states in implementin and complying with the
requirements of the VOIrTIS grant program. In September 1999, the OIG issued a summary report of findings and
recommendations. Overall, the OlG found that the grant recipients generally had adequate administrative controls
for monitoring the projects and managing the grant funds, However, for some of the grant recipients, we noted
various shortcomings in accounting for the federal grant funds awarded, providing state matching funds, and
reporting the status of program implementation.

FY 1999Goal: The OIG will target resources on allecations that relate to fraud. br~bery. rkftit violations. drua violations.
and sexual cnmvs.

During FY 1999 the OIG did target rescurcez on allegations tha relate to the priorit Investigations below. In thie ares of
bribery, fraud, and sexual crimes investigations, the OIG exceeded t FY 1999 plan. The OIG inst its goal for prirt
investigations 'in an open status* and "closed" in all areas except rights violaion and drug violations. In the area of drug
violaios, our failure to meet our target was due to our July 1998 revision of the offense codes tha comprise acih priority
investigator category. As a result, there has been a shif in how some exist, as well as new, cases are classified and
tracked. Many cases tha formerly would have been categorized and tracked as a drug case are now reflected In the
bribery catiegory. While drug violation cases have decreased, bribery case for FY 1999 were 18 percent over our target
number. Our plans for FY 2000 and FY 2001 take Into consideration the revised categories. In the area of rights
violations, a June 1999 Intemnal poliy change has resulted in our opening a rights violations case only In circumstances
where fth initial allegation, on its own rmerit, appears to be prosecutable. This policy change, Instituted primarily due to
reduced staffing, has resulted in fewer rights violations case being opened.
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Highlights of these results are reflected in the cases below.

* A supervisory asylum officer and an attorney assigned to the INS Office in Rosedale, New York. were arrested on
charges of bribery and conspiracy filed in the Eastern District of New York. This joint OIG New York Field Office
and FBI investigation developed evidence that the asylum officer altered hundricds of decisions in INS' computer
system, thereby changing the original assessments written by the asylum officers from a court referral to a grint of
political asylum. Nine other individuals were arrested for their roles In this scheme; two of whom hav ed guity.
As a result of this investigation, INS has revised computer security by instituting procedures specificaly designed
to deter andi detect internal fraud and abuse. The investigation continues.

* A 39-month investigation by the OIG Miami Field Office, Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), U.S. Customs
Service, Internal Revenue Service, and the Florida Department of Law Enforcement resulted in the arret of an
INS special operations inspector and 12 codefendants for multiple violations of federal narcotics and money
laundering laws. This investigation established that the INS inspector used his position to faciliate the smggin
of drugs by the Francois-Ketant drug-trafficking organization through the Miami International Airport and obtain
confidential criminal intellience information in order to warn coconspirators and help them evade justice. To dat,
five codefendants and the INS special operations inspector were convicted in the Southern District of Flor~a.
Three of the defendants, including the INS employee, were sentenced to life In prison. In addition, an asset
forfeiture order was issued against the INS employee for $2.5 million. In total, thils Investigation led to the
conviction of 13 defendants for their involvement in the drug smuggling scheme.

* In the Southern District of Florida, nine former correctionl aides prevkisly assigned to Spectru Comrmunity
Corrections Center- a SOP contract halfway house faciity-were arrested on charges of conspiracy, bribery,
and aiding and abetin. Eight defendants pled guilty and received sentences ranging from home confinement to
30 months' incarceration and 2 years' supervised release; the Rinth defendant entered Into a pre-trial diversion
agreement. A 9-month Investigation by the Miami Fiel Office uncovered a widlespread. bibery and corruption
scheme in which several orrectionel aies demanded and received cash bribes from inmates so allow them to
leave the halfway house facility after hours and overnight without proper authorization. This WInesigation also
developed evidence that these correctional aides took cash bribes to alter an fsIinmates' urine samples and
inmates' sign-in and sign-out records.
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* A federal grand jury in the Northern District of California returned a 22-count Indictment against a former SOP
correctional officer, previously signed to the Federal Correctional Institution in Dublin, California. An
investigation by the 010 Son Francisco Field Offici, FBI, and SOP led to an Indictment charging the corronal
officer with 17 counts of sexual abuse of a ward and abusive sexual contact involvng four different female inrmats
over a period of several months. In addition, he was charged with five counts of perjury and false statemnt
made to both the FBI end 010 in connection with the investigation of previous sexual misconduct allegations
Involving two other inmates, as wait as in connection with his more recent alleged acts. The correctional officer
was arrested following his resignation from SOP. He laer pled guilty and was sentenced to 10 ffmts
incarceration and 36 months' supervised release.

FY 19S9 010 Goal: Devote 20 rent of the Corrmter Security and Informaion Technolca Audit Office (CSITA9g

effective. and secure operation of the systems reviwed.

The 010exceeded it goal by devoting 28 percent of the CSITAO resources to review the Departmients electronic
Information systems. Highlights in this area include:

0 We Initiated a review to determine the effectiveness of DEA Initiatives to address the Year 2000 (Y2K) computer
problem. At the time of our review, wa had concerns regarding the Ithooughness of the independe verfflcalon
and validation review proess because of inadequate or missing evidence to support that DEA's mission-ctal
system would be operable on January 1, 2000, We examined eight of DEN* m issIon-ctal systerms and found
Issues with six. At the time of our review, we vw@r concerned that the 26 systems we did not review may have
issues similar to fthos discussed In our report However, subsequentA to our review, DEA povie doownto
that mitigated our concerns about thes 28 system as well as Ithose we examind,

* We conducted a Y2K audit of the Justice Dat Centers (JDC) because many aspects of the Deperrbn nsmo
depend on computer procesin at the JDC9. The audit found that not ell JC maintie soar and utimle.
ware Y2K comnpliant; Y2K contingency plans ware not developed; and Y2K hasting of hardware, operate systemsa,
software tools, and software utiltis was not performed. As a result of these deficiencies, dat processing at te
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JDCs was at risk of failure on January 1, 2000, potentially impacting -mission-critical litigation, low enforcement.
and administrative systems. At the conclusion of our audit, Justice Managemnent Division (JMD) took step to
address the weaknesses identified in our report.

* We conducted en audit of the Joint Automated Booking System (JABS) computer security. JABS is designed to
tesi an automated prisoner booking process and Is jointly operated by the Deparbtens law enforcement
agencies. We found that certain computer security controls for JABS were not In place to protect the system and
its sensitive data from unauthorized use, loss, or modification. We recommended tha JMD adhere to and monItoor
compliance with existing policy, and, In some cases, develop and implement new policy to enhance the security of
this system.

C. IFY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

These FY 2001 goals, organized around several of the OlG's ongoing priorities, will establish a baseline upon which
future performance may be tracked and reported, as required by the Goveirnent Performance and Results Act. These
priorities and goals correspond to the Strategic Plan and to the Attorney General's Goals.

010 Priority: Allegations of Misconduct Against Department Employees and Officials

OIG Anna:

# In FY 2001. the OIG will target resources on allegations that relate to fraud, bribery, rights vIolatlons, drug
violations, and sexual crimes.

* In IFY 2001, the QIG wigl undertake complex special inivestiations (often at the request of Congress and the
Attorney Genrwal) resgardng allegations of serious misconuct involve highlel Depacrment official end majo
Department In~tatives.



Suinmarv Level Indicators

* Priort Investigations in an open status, and closed.

010 Prityt: Effioclency and Effectiveness, In Department Program and Operations

& In FY 200 1. the 010 will focus 5 percent of 1necio resources on follow-up reviews addressing DOJ programs
and operations to ensue positive change is resulting from ~nlmnalnof 010 recomndaos

# In FY 2001. fth 090 wiNlloc11afte up to 5 percent of Audit resources 10 validating comrponent performc
measures and progress mae vls-a-vis their stragic plans.

* Percent of work~days devoted to folw-up re~ws.

* Percent of resources used to valdate componet performance mesurse.

010 Prkoriy: W4S OverWh

* In FY 2001. te 00 will review 4 INS program or advNesintfe esRW high prlorly algae in ghe D0A Strabegc
Plan or wo materIally affce by the Ilegal Iammigrat Reform and Immigrant Responeblt Act (ISRIRA) of
1g96.



Summry Perfoqanance Indicators:

* Percent of workdays devoted to review of INS programs or activities.

* Percent of INS programs and activities reviewed that address high p"iut uses. in the Strteic Plan or am
rmaterialy affected by the IIRIRA

040 Priority, Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund (VCRTF)

* In FY 2001, the 010 will continue to focus resources on performing VCRTF reviews, e.g., COPS, Violence Agelinat
Women, and Substance Abuse Treatment Programs, to dtmine whether the funds are used In accordanc with
the VCRTF provisons.

Summv PflomyM xficto0

* Numnber of VCRTF reviews conducted.

040 Priority: Information Technolog

* In FY 2001, One 040 wil continue to perform security reviews of the Deperbnents myriad and dvrse elconaic
information systems to poote a more efficient, effective, nd secue ape-aIdon often syste seiwd

* Number of components receiving information system audits.
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BSe Program Description

The QIG achieves its goals by carrying out specific functions within several units: the Investigations Division, Audit
Division, the Inspections Division, and SIRU. Supporting these components is an Executive Directon and Control
function that establishes and issues policy and program direction for the DIG through the immediate office of the
Inspector General, General Counsel, and the Management and Planning Division. Specfcm reposbilities of the
Executive Direction wnd Control function Include policy development, legal counsel, legislative matter, planingV, budget
finance, quality assurance and valuation, personnel, training, procurement, information resource management, and
general support services.

Specific functions performed in the DIG's base program include:

* Investigate allegations against DOJ employees regarding violations of the law and regulations per*Vn to DOJ
and refer, as appropriate, for criminal prosecution, civil litiio, and administrative section;

e Conduct an Integrity briefings program to reduce employee misconuct and provide expanded fraud vulnerability
briefings to more contracting personnel;

* Conduct, report, and follow-up on financial audits of DOJ organizats, programs, contracts, grant, and other
agremnts

e Perform audits and Inspections of material weaknes aras and the ten most serious management citlegee
facing the DOJ;.

e Monito DOl's I Onfomatio Resource Managemrent proceses and ospebilis trough t CWf AO;

a Conduct or overse audits of DOJ finca stslsmnt in acoltince wih the Chief Fkinac oces Act of 19g0
and fte Government Management Reform Act of 1994;

4 Perform, inspections and program-Impact evatns of DOJ programs and activiie; and
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* Evaluate exist"n and proposed legislation and regulations affecting the prevention and detection of fraud, waste,
and abuse in DOJ programs and operations.

Performance Indicator Charts

The 010 has identiie a series of numerical and narrative pedlormance indicators to assess program performance.
The development of these performance Indicators has evoved over the past several yeas. We continue to improve our
performance, indicators and expect to further refine them, based on continued consultations with the Department. Office
of Management and Budget (0MB), and Congress. In addition, as reomormended by the Department and 0MB, we will
continue topid narrative indicators that will assist the Department 0MB, Congress, and our customers In assessng
our program performance (see "Highlights of Mission-Critical Results"). The aumnar level performance indicators tha
the 010 has identified to assess program performance for FY 2001 are in bold.

Consistent with previous budget submissions, because a significant part of the 010's work is fundled through
reimbursements, the performance indicators cover all of the 010's programs, whether funded fom direct appropriatn
or reirmbursemrents.
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0. tew 2001llntathrts

There are no new initiatives for the 01G.

E. Data Validation and Verification Wss

Data Collctin and Storac: The OIG uses several data sources to collect performance Indictor Ifnformtion and track
progress on the achievement of goals. These data sources Include both computer-besed and paper-bamed systems.

* The Investigations Data Management Systemi (IOMS) consists of eight computer-besed and four paper-based
systems through which the Investigations Division records and monitors the status of alegations, and the Proagress
of investigations. OIG agets or investigative assistants coletd the information via direct entry of Informati nto
IDMS. I

* The Investigations Division Monthly Investigative Actiit Report provides information tha is not traced in IDIMS,
such as types and amounts of seizures, integrity briefin activity, stc. The field ofestrack. order, and ensure the
valid~y of the data submitted to headquarters,

* The Investigations Division Administrative Database was, created specificaly to track the dlstblaon atd receptof
custom surveys tha are sent out to components with each completed Investigative report as wel n key
Inoratio onotained in the survey responses. Survey responses ome directy to lnvstgalow headquarters
and are manualty entered into the system by headquarters esnn.

* The Audit Division Managementl Informatin Systm consists =Iihtfomon "ha the riona Audk t provide
to hadquaters on the status of assignmentsand On. numberos okasepne monthl. This Inwfrmt Is
reviewed for accuracy, coanso l Idate, and analyze to determine trends and provide senio management with
information on the statu of the Audit Division's worigplan and the use of Audit Division resources.



* The Inspections Division Management Tracking System consolidates biweel end monthly reports submitted to
senior management.

QftVaidaio wWVeifiadn:We ensure the accuracy and reliability of our p. rwm nmsre tough perioic
internal staff auit and reviews of our dat systems. The responsible divisions conduct at lest a semiannual review of
the dat.

DoWUrrmbos:The IDM8 consists of eight computer-bsed and four paper-based systems through whlid toe
tnvestigatlons Divsion records andmonitors thestatsof allgations-adtheprogressof invets. The preen
cooplex of dat systems. lacking central indexing, hampers dat colecion and analysis because the multile systems
require duplicaedtenranifomto sntcosrfrcdbtwn systems, resulting in inaccurae or
irnmpeteanaysi. Although the 10has propsed a systemthatwouldprovide acomrehensive ,data syatum to
monito the investigation of misconduct allegato mad against employees A contracts of the Depairmnt, we hav
bean unabl to obain sufficient founding for t proposed system.

F. Resources

steglIC Goat 7.1 IM 2000 2M8
DeOlRM Pois PTE Dollars Pea. PT! Dollars POe. PTE

Strenthe overs igad
integity programs esure $37.696000 326 319 $40,238,000 342 326 $42,192,000 342 328

-omw socountebilty,
and wriphaslee coe mission

SkW kLe inv gftre~ adors, Ixprorm anl* aoft , a4n * supA 1110i e quire to oear utry i ielmo o
the CM0. For 0M fteff to be eumuceari 0"e require Iraingf In numerous ar kM ftkO inddln iarl wln h and iaroglo
telques~o , i eee , a wnl 1c dub,. rapowtw*4~g and itafl i bg ari compuer Wlk~ In addillbi wiina
I-vemfri require o*I in lga ad atduiory simamo f ai,fireams, andphcl rainin. 000 staff abc requIb
do management sysbm f*tht mod rediesecure, rancnistent repOOn ofMV,11f"f @"Aeemu k~n nrgrInke
a*#*"ie eSi results.
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0. DOJ Summary Pe.fo.. wece Plan, Performance Goals, Targets and Actuals

Care Function?7: ManagemntM

Strati Goal 7.1: Strengthen oversight end intsgutty program, ensure consistent sccountsfty, and emphasis
core mission responsbilthe.

7.1.1 OveSigh and Integrit

PeafemGa:In FY 2001. through the 01(3 anid the Mofce of Profeesone Asponablity, the Depertnent wi
reinorce empoe adherence to the highes ethical stendeide of conduct end stregthen program eccountabilty
an perfomance. Tha piorm ame depaiboent wide, and addtoess-the fundaental Issues of kinty end
eccounalty.d

Onow a" onpsa

Clow -.. ......I... 45 461 41? 45

7. 1 th a 41 amusww SON" UM by~ ev mv a1 ISni "a i" NOD~I

ONS ad~s Si 6 The Uls ON so bmsa 0 ubi m w
SiNO Is no -~ as ft E~ 60"mo of oftU Pus me"M4 "Sipwa bur P*0mui

New ~s o ANOSM Wwom o mmo "w wins 4 aftem WAs p.pM a g I
OW ade"w viumluA re WAINO OM 6 ElPWAM as bo CUM soGVaam"w

Def Lbmum ePnlao Oft s 9s ae uepu aM Wft @as knbs wn don oa
Oak Nt s af"Naam nsws u mea"O Wi N b ON ww~uma fm -pn To

uxmbInbeub w owg.f was Mem Ow04s pqed*so Awf p~tMnwopetd



Office of the Inspector General

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language Rasted and explained below.
Now language is italicized and underlined, and language proposed for deletion is bracketd.

Office of Inspector General

For necessary expenses of the Office of Inspector General in carrying out the provisions of the
Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, ($40,275,0001 $41tRL Including not to exceed
di1000ctionwme unforeseen emergencies of a confidetia character, to be expended under the

drcinof, and to be accounted for solely under the certificat of, the Attorney General;
and for the acqusition, lease, maintenance, and operation of motor vehicles, without regard
to the general purchase pnice limitton for fth current fiscal yeurf: Provided, That not less than
$40.000 shal be transferred to and administered by the Department of Justice Wireless
Management Office for the costs of conversion to narrowband communications and for fth
opeaton and maintenance, of legacy Land Mobile Radio systems]. (Department of Justice

AppopratinsAct, 2000, as enacted by section 1000(aKi) of the Consolidated - pprapriltlo
Act. 2000 (P.L. 108-113)).

This change dieletles language that transfers funds from the OIG to d"n Wireless Management
account for Land Mobile Radio systems.
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0tffig of the lfnagmec General
Salare and Expenaea

Crosswalk of 1990 Avorlabolity
(Dollsors in thousaindoll

1999 as Enacteod
Acryy1toa ft tf Amounz

Audits. Insectxons
"en rvestigatsons 326 312 034.176

~Tfwmfwa
E W Amouffl

Finally 1999

A. Wilbk

7 $3.621 320 319 1137.696

P4lmbursable,
Workyers

Total WorkV*ars 404

Other Workeors
LEAP t6
Overtime -2

Total Comoensable Wys 422

Tromforst This increase reflects transfers of 03,460,000 from Y2K fund" and 061.000 front High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
(IOITAI funding

Puimgaafmns:The net increase of 30 rssmnburssble workysars to due to a r*Wprrernn aoct ion to support 19 r*Wmbursabl workyear
for oversight of INS Exwns lee-related activities an ItI reimqxwaabl workyears for the CfttzsNsp U.S.A. MCUSA) InvstiatIon.

Approv*d
PAwourairrimirm

ftL W Amoun
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Office of the Inspector General
Salaries and EiWenae

Crosswalk of 2000 Chanaes
(Dollars in thousands)

2000 Presient's
Budgt aeIes

ActiWityProara ftL W ^mount

Congressional
Appropriations
Action on 2000 Appropriation
2000 Rmmst. 1!anuhes aormia Enmaed
EgL W Mom f W Amu ftL M Amount &L YWIAmu

Audits. Inspectionis
and Investigations 409 377 646.021 -87 -49 -114,746 -1140 ... .. ... 342 328 W4.235

Congresona Aporooiarion Acttons' Congres appropriated $4,746,000 below the 01(3's FY 2000 Preidentas Budge R11equeeit.

Iriamwo Language wee included to transfer $40,000 to the Wireleas Manaigemnt Account for narrowbend conversion.



pr"c of fte losoecWo eea

Summary of Reautrenient
(Dogmain Oxthosans)

Perm1

2001 Base 342 326 42,192
Ptogfam Chanea

2001 Estmale 3.42 328 $42.102
Nowe 2000 HIOTA &sn*Wet wre not b*Ng hOwn because rwM dvcasoft on amfomt hew not been mad

hn =Y 6uMmt tel Aly !aou i m b WY w am fL WM AM b W Am
AUMS, Iftspect"s 326 319 1137.6" 326 319 $36.621 342 328 840.236 342 326 "2.192 342 326 "42.132

- Ivesrgesan

LEAP 16 Is Is 16 I
Othu --

Total Compenweete. WY 422 469 3M 3" 3" .

11 It" AvuIt bwyl inkaft ffoAwew YZK hfta 0Oa' fmabee up -we of the fwum hetweew Enact" andl Achat

11 AppwoM' ianh degel PPWaM wa wwa~w asmbeR a usit of heua bmm rebswte to~ d. bat. Ohvct ma rubasa,.meaw owed Amin SOON"* ulasl ofe

&1 The FYIVM A wvai wad 19" Alk bel i WcW 01es.P6 W~e* 9,.. a apowmws m isa KVW taon 19 .urasi wovkrem IN ,wmew o onW Lea k*e4dmta
-m m d I I ha*.es - a vm -e Us te CL4A imoetagg
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INS Fee Accountsg
Violent Cnime Rteduction Trust Funtd
US Trustites
forM~sm Sltsote~t Audis a Ottwe
CUSA

Total

Obbinitons by Fwmcio"a Area

1999 Ac2ihstual.... 2000D Anmooren Ensicted

42 42 $4.600 23 23 $2.500
40 40 3,600
15 is 1.250 Is 15 1.250
14 14 10.263 14 14 6.750
1 - .
T122 0 21,433 52 52 $10.500

2 I Esiaem

23 23 02,500

15 15 1.250
14 14 6.750

52 52 110.500

Audit 75 i5 11605S7 36 38 $ 6.750 38 36 $1,750 .. ..
Invwestoglttons 36 36 4.17? 14 14 1,525 14 14 1.5

wni Pn t 11 1,193 J.L .2 225 .21 -2 226
Total 122 122 $21,433 52 52 $10,500 52 52 610sm5.. ..

Thems~ 1w 60couiaot untwih3Sdsn h Osiloiw t ts worian to&.x h "W 1 Faes 1,~ pmwwm~w frw omn ft
soerint. wtwdw WAIDWIS suits. mme~tqhiew "4~ w-onw performed an the poywiw funded by 4 ure IN Fee dloan F oneet ibeSe#i~6
Imsris fee uork ended as o FY 2000

Violent Qiii FbPap TinM -a Audit or @thu 5341155 1fo oysnt*VM of VCRtTF popan. 1he Attciy Goele mwtr to besow oeith of fam w mi Irom
VCRtTF to f1w 060 to .iiws&of pro" prolprownsnded as of FY 2000.

U.SLTumn Audit sws.tle N Oto Pea Does too detKO Pot " poblei NoOSee/ue4nweee eawdanneual, fltenca" anft Chmaimei 12 113 ktwtab, Tnmteaa
and pawfuwi revwi of Chepis 7 peng! Ormtess

FaurnalM -trnm In~ - -is I ,i e d w ith tw CFO ea GUMA Acts. thte 060 owes.. dd a, tui ta Mwit sudke for @M etwimei sua wWMi O~J.
tmn. f 060 esomD O iwuewfiailbrwes w forte i suppt of vearious wi awits,

An I i-oeeiw raledil to UgeI w I maew .4V sUe60 of frytpel mi d in paterw. OW stat slew oplina eae had boon pWas
Ptehue. We we be I swetiqlmfin gete I wVsi CUSA us an wtey is nira*e Inlduaiu ti tow ~4 in SIf 1M Mss'ui IN etelln, tha comtam!

firearetvr ier bs Sitpp " l vevsed in Ow fteturaluaown procss th S 34ahckgyowd SIngued of0 ft et .4mewa emAflm ant.d OM N 34 anw e at woo b stow
oba CUSA we reed ageis by 14"Pd ce Ns~e.thshaw d f4kw'*lF 20

OIk* Of MA lnspedw GOWN
RambLumble PlameLffm

Sum-lin of R
(DoNM in Vwunrld$)

wxwaman)scn
Amw"
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OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERA
Salaries and Eone

Status of Conoressionafv Reauested
Studies, Repofts. and Evalubn

The House Report relating to the Department of Justice, (House Report No. 106-479) requires the 010 to report on
extenuating circumstances for certain extraordinary cases for which the OIG cannot comply with the directiv on case
closing. The CIG is currently working on this report and anticipates having Nt completed by February 27, 2000. This
report wil include the status and estimated completion date for each case
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OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
Salries and Egipen
2001 Prioit Randing

RASP PRA~RAM PfflrWAM EdIAP-OARM

PROGRAM

Investigutions .. ........
Special Invests & Revnews .
A udits .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .

Inspections...................
Management & Plan~ong. ..

No program' Inr -s-m -.

I .

AAAF PRMRku ---- -- %.AaM61ff&MGMM6

RANKING-



OFFICE OF THE INMPCTOR GENERAL
Salaries and Experwss

DetaIl of Permanent Positions by CabgMr
Fiscal Years 1999.20M11

12001
199 2000 Prom ToW

cstogm ~ Aut Roeamb Auih Raw*i. nrawm A~h Ron*

PerSOnnuManggewwit j?00-299 7 a
Geiwo Admni & Cl ~3M03991 132 11 126 2 126 2
Accountin & Sudgel 1500-599 76 73 77 34 77 34
Afome" (M)5 9 2 9 2 9 2
h si *pbvoReewd An*"ys(10 1 5 5 .

44sm uvAsusW4 I Ion) 3 3 3
CAMe wiellvsgbabosvisrleijl ll 94 30 116 14 .. li6 14
TotW 326 i22 342 12 0 342 62

targo 34 50 140 21 0 140 21
U.S.Fk~ ..... ........ 0 72 202 31 0 202 31

ToW ........................... 32.. ...... 22...... MI 342 62 0 142 62



Salaries and Expenses
Summary of Ag9nts/Aftomeys and Support Posltons/Workyears

2000 -2001

APPROPRIATED POSITIONS
A2000 ~ vAftO XWG hncas and Dcrin 20 .s e

IAgeftI Aftorneysi S4Jpo I Total IIAgen" Aflorteys &VWppr Total ceta A0e s uvooiI Tm I
Poe FTEJ Pos FTE Pot FIEJ Pos FTE Poe F7.E Pos FT#E Poe FTE P~oi TE Ame FTE Poe FTi- Pot Fit IPoe T
lie iigj9 2 217 2001342 3281 0 01 0 0 0 at0 01li119 g V 217 2001342 320

REIMBURSABLE POSITIONS
I -Aplproprlalton Anedpete I 201 Increase and Decroese 201 Real"

Atow o ta I I Agerta AWtmeve SuptI ToW 1 etal Am* nemuj Supouti ToW
Poe FTE Poe FTEJ Poe FTEJ Poe FiT Poe FT Poe FTE Poe FTE Pes i o FTE Poe IE Po e FTE Po PIE
'14141 2 21 3361 52 5210 0h 0 a0 0 a1 01114 141 2 2138 361 52 521



OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL

Balartee and Ezpeneas

Schedule of Moto Voblles

1998 __ 9M _ 2000 _ _200V _

Metod of Acquisiio End-of-Year End-of End-of End-of
arid Ty96 of Veh~icle Inetr Dsoe Acuie Yew~ Aaluire Yew Dipoe Acjr Yarw

Oircl Purchase
van111111

Pickup ____ ________ ________

Sublota Purchased 12 _ ___ 12 .. . 12 '12

Compaciasedani 29 4 89 94 12 83 .. 3

Midsizae"dam 5? 40 2 13 11 2 2

Fuasiasedan a 8 0 . 0 .. 0

vane 5 1 4 4 .0 0

Utlty '18 5 __ _ 13 12 .. 1 _ _. _ _

SublINIIII Leased 111 581 71 Ik4 39 1 Be 0 0 eel

TOW Varhcd .......... 231 581 711 1361 39, 1 961 0 0 9

* FY 2001 rippresefta a new contiac yewr whichl may affethUe number of vehicles disposed and acquired
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Off"c of the Inhoector Gemeal
Sefane, and Exoens
Summary of Chana

(Dollars in thousands)

2000 AvdAobkty
Adlusbrom-to- Base Incrase

2001 Pay Roomo

Annuakib'o of 2000 Pay Rme

Wrtn-raft Increases

Inceased Fedeai HeaW Insurence Co*s

Least Expvsbooms
Accuden Convewns oon

General Services AdnhsMmu Biue Pages

Travel Manaevm Cete Fees

General Pnong Level Adjustunsnts

Total. Adpustment-io-Baes knceases
2001 Bae

Program Chanes.
2001 Esomaws

342 328 40.235

013

367

347

117
... ... 121

41

I

32 320 42,192

32 328 $42.192
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Justifton of Aduust*mf to Bs
(Collar in Thouwsans

1 2WilPay Rais 913
This request provides for fth proposed 3 7 percent pay race to be effective in January 2001 and is consistent
with Admnastretion polkyn inctdda the Prelminay Pay Rais Guidance for 2001 Budget Submissions. Thie
increase nctudeS localcy pay adpAustt as well as the general pay rise@ The amount requeste, M911.
represent the pay amrounts Wo thre*-qurter of ft fiscal year plusF aprpaV benfts ($671 for pay and
12UL, for benefits totalin If13,

2 Annualizaton of 2000 Pay Raien 367
This pay aualzton represents fis quarter amnts (October through December) of t 4 8 percent pay flaes
effetv in Januay 2000. and. for thee-quarters of a year. the diffeence between the 4 4 percent emte i it
2000 Presidenf a budget and fia approved increase of 4 8 percot Theaotrequste WLr . rempresnt te
total annualZato of pay amount fOr the fiscal year plus apwpropiat benefits (1ZL0 for coiqmne ind
IE9fl for ben efits)

3 Wfhtind tIcreases34
This reques provides for the expected nrase on oats of withi-grade Icreeses for stow or no growth component
for FY 2000 Thes increase a base on an accurate moa of the Departments employees population, that nkicles
numerous fajctm such as entcapla pay mpe, adjutmnt to include vse-year aont or seperuton re. end
career ladder senis to reflect prooion poliy foreesiiorganizaion The requesticludes3 $U Q or pay and
$67 for bents

4. mmidFdWHMImrns117
Thie request proved fo the irsee i sgancy contributons to Federal employees heat benit In 1999,
Federa Omei inurence praennis, uedb~de agency conttubons, borese appMroxael 10 2 percent
Because the Government absorbed a larger proportio of t tota costs. up to 75 percent, t total cost to
t Government has icreased aubsenisaly This inrase is based on ft Wnreser Government Cost
of Healt Insurance This request Wicludes &flL7, for these costs
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5 Lw* Em~ 121
GSA ro reqkus 1 gens O PaY eocaton t a0fs~oitd~ es e expir90 A*"bo Base ci nor
eqmrinc to i Dspernet aesW "ea 20 pemn of aillemme xpoatioswi eusulli eocabn
Thte reques provides for Vie coat associaed wod new oftek reocaonsx cause by fte expiatOn of lessee
inFy2001 Nc fundis requesme lor any buid-oA cest assocwatd awt see sqxwbons Fundingof

$11 i requesWe for ft Ois 9

Acudent41
Thew~ inse re owt ie steawe wV from toe Do puirMe of Labor for Vie ack* cas in I M of
ei Imyees acde compenselioi sfliah wi be hued in 2001 The 200 icise cal wE be S41.

7General Servcss Aciffralaa (GSA) BhLE X 1
Previousl GSA has paid kwt al w riaods Goverment tshsfion book ligar Virough Vie G-SA S pea en
FiS ceerhwe raws As a rseA of ftVie onel Psrtiesq tor Reuiver"i Gawaenveat (NPR 90SA Bk
Page Poel i hundeg Por Visas wns has beem ved fom Vft overhea MSut, end egarld"s we
beingbied fm o wcseinounud The Dopsrwwn FY22001 s e tlotelaU Fun~dio
51-00irequted Iw Vwie 1

a SrgMmmfv A*
In fte pm. Vrve manegernent weruiamer provie at no cast and Vie Depsakrsuw rIve rebats bemed
upon bd* Sme Howver current pracosm ie ifvel mduay hey ended ofe proaee. The new c mn', ci
we not prid rebstes endiwl carry Plos for eac di hoW.Pe~. ew end COW resevabon madeI The Dests

coa fo trvelmange aret cnte tes aestimatedsat 2,500,000. Fundin ofUMisarequasted PrVOi 9
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The FY 2001 budget request for the United States Parole Commson (UOPC) is 0.188,000.67 full-time permzanent positions and 69
workbyas. The request includes an increaes at positions 3 workyeas and $WOOD00 for the District of Columbia parole program, and
601soooIn adjustmentso-bess incremses. The folowing table sumrnarasse the change in the Commission's budget twoeso wa

(Dollars in Thousand)
21L M=i hNO

IFY 1999 Appreiaton.... 74 79 $P.400
FY 2OOAppropriaton ..... ft as Sim2
D.C. Parole InItia v e ...... 6 8 m2

64~tAnte........... -" - _=

FY 2001 PropoedfBudge.... 87 U0 9.183

7Ue FY 2001 budget proposal prorides for an increaes for the District ofColumbin parole prop-am while maintaining a stic Federa parole
prop-am. At the staff level, there is ne propaemmatic demarcation between the two propramig therefore.- roee s (6-e. shae Uwne) that aren
release from the Federal program are absorbed by the D.C. program caseload. The request represent the net increase necessary to
implement the ial Phues at the Federal aesmptiom atrespoasibiity for the D.C. parole program On August 5,.000. the D.C. DIN -ato
Parole will temainiate, and its remaining dedsonmaking resom-sibilils will be trandened to the Comnldn The Commiudon will Inherit
the parole revocation caselosa and It is expected that there will be asearious baiblog d warrant requests an" revoention heerings on August
S. 2000. Sine amsmiag responsiblity for the D.C. caseload in August 1206. the dimensions ofthe problems assciate with these -ae have
begun to overwhelm Commission staff at all levels. The reeo -oes requested ar eunresy to prevent the re-mergenie of probleme that the
Federal takeover oftthe D.C. parole system wee designed to correcL

In the Federal paoole program. the Comumission will be responsible (asaof eptember 30, IMW)for over 7.798 parolees and shout 8,681 Inmats
who are eligible for parole. At the beginning of FY 2001 (October 1, 2000), the Commission prajcta that there will. be a caseload of 9.140.
of which 2,905 will be prisoner. eligible for parole. 8.52 will be parole on active supervision, and 2,706 will be parolese en Lmetive

suevso. (Inactive cases are mad up of deportees. parolees serving state sentenose now law Federal prisoners and unepprehended parole
viltr)Although the number of Federa parolee and prisoers elgble for pale will continue to decline, many IeeS -I'Will rela

under the Covmmsion's jurisdiction for several years into the new millennium. Much of the remaining caseload is comprised ofparolees
and inmates who were convicted of serious offensee such as bank robbery, murder, espionage, se. and are spring sentences from 30 years



to life. The Cvommisson has heard many of these inmates, but because d their poor parole prgnS I and/or the srousnei of their emimes
have been denied parole. Many others have been on perole for varying perlods of time, but have violated the conditions of parole and hae"
bees recommitted to custody. All of these ess require regular interim hearings every two years and full beosdrto astings at-pme IntervaisL

Because of unrolial" data. a wide diqnriy exists in the estimates for the number of D.C. parolees and prisons. that hav beens pooie
to the Commimiun. Initial estimates fair the Distict of Columbia parole reqnmihility indicated that the Commission woul hadle about.
300 additional hearings per month. That stimate is probably very doss to the eventual total. The D.C. Board, of Parole has estimated the
currn parole, population, who are undr actve supervision. se, smewhere in a rapg from, 3,400 to 5,000. An earlier estinsa of 6,748 may
have included inactive supervision e

A. USPC Misio nd adso Reimdondsips to DOJ S9.utegl:oste The FY 1001 budget requs and performance, plan directly supports
the overall law enforcement priorities and coo'ton goals tbW are included In the Department of Justce's Osteioc Plan. The overall
mission of the USIC is to make decisions on r~ants and denials of paucle conditions dof ea, supervision ofparolass and mandatory reless.
recomimttal in event at violation of conditions of supervision, and termination of supervision as outlined in the Parole Comminion and

ReogansatonAct of 1976. Through the kinismlaltion of a tional parole system that enables the consistent application of rational
guidelines, the Conission contributes to thk Department's priorities by ensuring even-handedA decsinakIng that provides incentives for
good behavior while discouraging recidlivist auct.

While the Comulson's, role in the overall law -edoremenipbllc eafety effort at the Federal government has been substantially reduced
since the enactment of the Comprehensive Crime Conto Act of 1964 (PublIc Law 96-M0), over 9,000 parolees and parole-eligible inmates,
who are entitled toperlodic: hearings, remain in the corrections system. Furthermore, becaiuse of the seriousness of their offenses,. It I ikaly
that mn will remain In the system, over the neat two decades. Coupled with the increase in caseload frvm the DC parolee/inmate

ppltothe Commission will continue as important componesnt, in the corrections system.

3. FT 300 Perfrmncwe Plan and Samamey Level Peironew Indicate The Us Parole Commission is pooin an FT 3001
Perforac Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources ad with deniable results, as ehown below. These FT 3001
goals will establish a standard, upon which future performance may be monitored and reported, as required by the Government Petformanca
and Results Act (OPIA).

ORGANIZATIONAL GOALI: To esablish a national paroling policy and proota the consistent exercise of discretio in the paroling
process, including the development end application of epeciflc guidelins for decision-making so that the duration of terms ofimprisonment
throughout the Federal system will be equitable for those prisoners over whom the Commission has Jurisdiction.

To make decision regarding the great or denial of parole that both promotes justice end protect the public welfare.
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hA. Pang*e Co~mmissin

The TY 2001 budget estimates ladde. p upmd1 changes in the eppraprlalom language listed end explained below. Now language is
un erad and deleted matter is enclosed in brechats.

Salaries end Mqpaus

For usaomem7 ezpmes ofibh United States Pao Commission s authorisd by law, [6652,000 1 UI.

(18 U.SLC. 4202.4 421X 4.425,5041; PI, 106.11* DePartesA OfJustice ad Related Agencias Appropriations "u 2000. P1. 105100.
Nat~onal CepWa Revltaliation and SehkGavereinsd lnpmoememt, Ad t I196.)

No substantive changesV pr-posd
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U.S. Parole Comwmssio

(Dollars in thousands)
ACTIVrTY: PAROLE

22L WI mon
2000 Appropriation Enacted 81 86 $8,527
FY 2001 Base 81 86 8,855
FY 2001 Request 87 89 9,183

Jncrease/Decroass 6 3 328

BASEPRORAMDESCUM The7 United States Board of Parole was created by Congress in 193. The Parole Commnission and
Reorganization Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-233, effective May 14, 1976) renamed the agency as the United Stt. Parole Commission and
placed it within the Department of Justice for administrative purpose. Nine Commissioners, appointed by the President, with the advice
and consent of the Senate, for term of six years were authorized in the statute. The Commission is established in the law as an agency with
independent, quasi-judicial descisIon-snaking powers. The Commission has parole jurisdiction over all eligible Federal prisoners, wherever
confined, and continuing jurisdiction over those who are released on parole or as if on parole (mandatory release .

The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1964 (Public Law 98-M9) abolished parole for Federal prisoners and established a system of
determinate sentencing, in which convicted feons must serve at least 85 percent of their sentence. With the establishment of sentencing
guidelines, which went into effect on November 1, 1987, the Federal parole system has been gradually declining as the number of prisoners
eligible for parole consideration has decreased. Public Law 98-493 provided for the Parole Commission to be phased out by November 1992.
However, because of constitutional questions involving grants of parole for thousands of "old law" prisoners who would still be Incarcerated
at the termination date the Judicial Improvements Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-560) extended the life of the Commission to November 1, 1997.
With substantial numbers of inmates and parolees stll under the Commission's jurisdiction ansthe new termination date approached
legislation was enacted on October 2, 1996 (P.L. 104-232) that provided for the continued existence of the Commission until November 1, 2002.

Under P.L. 105-33, the National Capital Revitalization and Self-Government Imnprovesmnt Act of 1997 (D.C. Revitalization Act), Congress
reversed course with respect to the downsizing of the Parole Commission by abolishing the D.C. Board of Parole and tradrring D.C. Code
prisoners and paroles. to the Commission's jurisdiction. Although P.L.104-232 had reduced the number of Commissioners from nine to three,
two additional Commissionere were authorized for the D.C. caseload under the P.L. 105-33, bringing the total to five Cotmmnissioners. The D.C.
Revitelization Act mandates a two-stage transfer of functions from the D.C. Board of Parole to the U.S. Parole Commission. The first stage. which provided
for the transfer of authority to grant or deny parole to incarcetd felony offenders, was begun on August 5, 1993. The second stage. providing for transfer
of super-vision and revocation functions will take place on August 5. 2000. Resources to implement this stage of the takeover are included in this request.



lbs Commtissioen Mies on the services at Bureau of Prisons (SOP) arnployeas and U.S. Probaiont Officers employed by the Probation aid Pretrial Servics
DMiii of the U.S. Courts. SOP sl who we ussgetd to the correctional institutions throutgout the nation, prepare prograsseports and other reports
concerningpsroleaplieits. Fieldiarpervismo o1u1 ad prisoner. is provided by Probation Officer. of the Probation Service, who, pursuant tostaftAicton
as parole officers" for Federal prisoners. Reports concerning the adjustment of parolees sad nmndtory tel. are properd by thuse officers mid submitted
to the Comission. Supervision of D.C. parolees. is the responsibility of the Cowlt Services and OffadWm Supervision Agency that was reedunder the D.C.
Revitelbmion Act.

CueMaigaaIn conecelonal ation d uotthe natwnionpq prp propsu report id other report cerning pwooeqplicmd teiruatody. Hewing
ftimmers appointed by the Comnmilsli on ot in-prso parole hewing with prisoners eligible for parole and make recommendations, to the Commissioners.
Thes hearings we conduced by eaaniners at Federal prison wher peroe-lWgbl prisoners we held. Exantiners also conduct revocation hewrings at Federal
end Stats end local facilitis for peroleest who have vioated their conditions of patrol. Sumnaies of the hearing. um recorded, then transcribed md sent to the
Centrat Office for review ad decision of a Commnissioner.

1%e Sureau of Prisons (SOP) has continued to open new correctional, failties to accomumoate the grwing inmate population, mid a new facilities hav bow
opened, the Conuison aid BOP have agreed to concentrae peroeiglble iunmae in fewer facilities in order to minunluc the number of locations requiring
hewing dockets. As of July 31, 1999, there were 130,772 prisoners in BOP facilities. lbs parole eligible Federal population is projected to be 3,631 on
September 30, 1999.

When an individual is reeased on peroic, conditions of release we impoeed. The violation of mny of these conditions could result in revocation of parole. The
Commission has instituted a "uro tolarmce policy' of illegal drusg use by parolees. Any instance of illegal drug use by any parolee must be reported by the
Probation officer to the Comission. After the facts surrounding the violation we reviewed, a sanction or Intervention is prescribed to corrc or remedy the

Womanb issued by the Commission to initiate the revocation of an inmate's penis rmd the resulting revocation hawing&, have remained at relatively constant
levels over the pea several yaws. Timely processing of warraits and revocation hewrings we essential to the afety of the public and maintaining public:
confidence in the parole procs. Revocation cuss makes disproportionate demand on examiner and staff time because of their adversarial nature and because
a majority of parolees in these case are represented by counsel.

Initial hearings we due within 60 days of a newly-sentenced inmate's rival in prison. Statutory interim hearings are due at 18 or 24-month intervals, pursuant
to U.S.C. 4208(h). depending on the length of the sentence. Institutional revocation hearings are an important determinant of docket schedule. An alleged parole
violate who is returned to an institution must be given a revocation hearing within t 90-day statutory deadline. Statutory deadlines effectively impose a bi-
monthly docket schedule. Local revocation hearings we required to take place within 60 days of arrest at or near the location where the infraction or arrest
occurred. Witnesses are present and produce what wre the most work intensive hearings.

In 1974, the U.S. Board of Parole (as the Conmmission was then named) developed and implemented the first guidelines to be used anywhere to structure
incarceration and release decision-making. All parole and sentencing guidelines developed in the United States are, for the most part, an outgrowth of Federal
parole guidelines. The new Federal sentencing guidelines were modeled after the parole guidelines. The guidelines and the independence of the Federal parole



system west affirmed and strengthened by Congress when it passed the Parole Commission ad Reoritanimaion Act of 1976. The parole guidelines we built
around a two-dimensional matrix that considers offense severity on one axis ad offender prognosis (risk) on the other. For each combination of offense severity
and risk the guidelines indicate a range of time to be served. The Commsission may release outside the guideline range ifit determines thate is -oo came for
doing so. Inmates are furisheid a written notice fling the reason(s) for the Commission's determination aed a summary of the information relied upon. T1he
guidelines have playe a significant role over the past two decades in reducing sentencing disparity. Thbe act also enhanced due process, provided the right for
inmates to have a representative St their hearing, and required dhat the reans for denial be stated in writing.

Prisoner who wre dissatisfied with the decision rendered after thstr hearing may file an appeal with the Commission's National Appeals Board (NAB). The NAB
-a affirm, modify or reverse the decision under provisions sot fort. ir 23 CFR 2.26. The NAB must complete the action within 60 days of receipt of the appea.

The Office of the Chairman provides overall management of the Commissixn's activities ard functional supervision of the Hewing Examiners said Analysts.
This office also provides quality control of case decisions, coordinates the training program, and is responsible for publication of the Parole Commuission's Rules
anid Procedures manual (23 CFR 2.1 - 2.67).

The Legal office, headed by the Genral Counsel, advises the Commnissioners ad staff on interpretation of the agency's enabling statutes aid policy, drafts
implementing rules ad regulations and msists U.S. Attorney's Offices in defending the Commission against lawsuits brought by prisoners and parolees. The
office is a resource for staff on problems involving the processing of requests for information under the Privacy Act and oversees responses to requests submitted
under the Freedomn of Information Act. Additionally, the Office has the responsibility for analyzing applications for exemption from prohibitions imposed by
Federal law agaist parsons; who have heen convicted of certain crimes from occupying labor union, management or pension fund positions, ad enisuring that
the hearings under the Adninistrative Procedures Act are properly conducted. The Commission's legal staff also participates in the development of treaties and
implementing legislation for the exchange df prisoners with other countries.

An Administrative Office headed by the Executive Officeir provides administrative support in the -of personnel, budget and finance, procurenset, and
-property adW space management.

As mentioned above, the Congress enacted P.1. 105-33, the National Capital Revitalization and Self-Government Improvement Act of 199 (the D.C.
Revitalization Adl)on August 5, 1997, which tranisfesre responsibility for administration of the District of Columbia corrections, sentencing, offender supervision,
parole and othe functions so the Federal government. On August 3, 1991, the Commission assumed the jurisdiction and authority of the D.C. Board of Parole
relating to parole consideration for parole-eligible felons convicted under the provisions of the D.C. Code. When the D.C. Court Services ad Offender
Supervision Agency assumes its duties on August 5, 2000. the Parole Commission will assume the remaining powers of the D.C. Board of Parole including
issuance of warrants, conduct of revocation hearings and modification of conditions of parole, At that time, the D.C. Board of Parole will be abolished, and
D.C. Code prisoner and parolees will be handled in much the same way as Federal prisoners/parolees, but their parole consideration will be subject to the rules
and guidelines established under the D.C. Code. Parole hearings for D.C. Code prisoners ame conducted in she same manner as hearings for Federal prisoners.
Hearing Examniners appointed by the Commission conduct in-person parole hearings with prisoners eligible for parole and make recommendations to the
Commissioners. For field supervision of D.C. Code parolees. the Commission will rely upon parole officers on the staff of the Court Services ad Offender
Supervision Agency.



ACTIVMl: DiSM~CT OF COLUMBIA PAROLE CASELOAD
Poe ~WY Am2Mo

Parole Commission Incresase 6 3 $328

PropsedAAMA program Increase of 6 position. 3 workysara and $3M,000 is requested for the Parole Commueslon to continue the
responsibility of making perol decisions for D.C. Code prisoners, wa to maume its new responsibilities for D.C. Code paole on August
5,2000. Initial estimates for the Distrct of Columbia parole responsibility indicated that the CommIssIon would handle about 300 additional
hearings (ie. parole revocation hearings) per month. That estimate is probably very elms to the eventual total. but a definitive accounting
of the D.C. priasuner and inmate population is not currently available, bemauee ci the lack of adequate record and systean for monitoring
this population. Because of unrellable data, a wide disparity exists in the estimates for the number of D.C. parolees Ad prisonan that have
been provided to the Comnmission. the D.C. Board ot Parole haa estimated the current parole population, who are under active supervision,
ansomewhere in a rampe from 8,400 to 5,000. Much of the D.C. caseload includes individuals with very serious case hisetoriee whoee parole
supervision must be closely monitored. The Comsnnsion will need to rapidlyIncreaae Itsetaffin order to aauma responsibility for D.C. parole
revocation hearings that it will be conducting fromn August 5, 2000 forward. Bemauae of the deterioration in the capabilities of the D.C. Board
of Parole "a it appriAdjee its termination date, the Commission expects that there will be a aeuious backlog of parole revocation hearings
when that function is transferred on August 5, 2000.

Since assuming responsibility for the D.C. caseload in August 1998, serious problema with the D.C. prisoner caseload have become evident
to Commission staff. First, although it wee recognised that there would be aoune-problema with the quality of informnation in the D.C. Board
of Parole's filee, the extent and severity of this problem was not known. Mising flee, fltee with missing documents, and inadequately
prepared documents are much more frequent than was expected. This causes delays in oonductlng hearings (e.g., hearinga that have to be
postponed or continued to obtain required information). Extensive effort are required by the Comminion's ataff to obtain adequate
information, ao that decisions are be made that do not jeopardize public safety. Moreover, becmuse there can be no reasonable presumption
of regularity regarding the adequacy of the material in a D.C. prisoner's file, each caae must bm rigorously scrutinized to determine the
likelihood that any significant information is missing. For this reason, it takes considerably more time to review adequately the cases of
D.C. Code offenders than the cases of Federal offenders where problems with the information available are rare. Second, the Bureau of
Prisons, for appropriate reasons, in dispersing the D.C. offenders at the Lorton complex to various Federal and contract institutions at.a faster
rate than anticipated by the Commission. A consequence for the Commisaion ia that the ataff time and expense to conduct statutorily
required parole hearings has increased substantially because of the travel involved, and thus the average number of case that can be heard
by the examiner staff monthly has declined algn-icantly. As a reoult, there is no excess staff time than can be diverted to assume the D.C.
Board of Parole supervision and revocation functions without the requested additional funds.



The D.C. offender population transferred to the Jurisdiction of the U.S. Parole Commission under the National Capital Revitalisation and
Self.Oovernment Improvement Act of 1997 contains a large proportion of violent offendara. Similarly, the federal ofendere "tl under the
jurisdiction of the PaOle Commission are serving long sentenos, primarily for violent offense. Lack of adequat Conumission staff apn
jeopardize the public safety, since emrrs with respect to parole relese deciaions by overburdened etaff can result in the inappropriate releeee
of dangerous ofendars. Delays in hearings can lead to litigation, thereby increasing other costsaend the potential for the untimely release
of dangerous ofenders by the court for failure of the Commission to meet statutory or constitutional time limits or other procedural
requirements. The failure of the Comnmission to respond proenptly to violations by thoesuer eupervisiona, or the failure tomaed all statutory
sad constitutional requirements in conducting revocation hearings, can similarly jeopardize public eafety.

Consequently, the Commission haa experienced a subetantial and increasing number of delays in the holding of parole hearings and in the
issuance decisions after hearings are completed. Without adequate staffing, theee delays will continue to grow, and in turn wil add to the
increase of workload because of the need to respond to offcial complaints, complaints of inmates enid the inevitable litigation. With aD.C.
parolee population that has a large number of violent offenders delays in responding to warrant requesta or the modification of parole
conditions can poee an immediate and serious risk to public safety an theee offenders are left free to engage in new criminal activity.

Many of the prisoners owning before the Commission for rehearings ordered by the D.C. Board of Parole have point scores that call for parole,
but have prior convictions for such offenses as murder, rape, robbery and other assaultive acts. An illustrative example I othe type of felon
that the Commission has encountered in the D.C. caseload is the following case. The suldec was the "trigger man' in a robbery, which
resulted in the murder of.a female DC police offer. The crime occurred in 1975 and the suldject was convicted of Murder U as well am
Conspiracy, Attempted Armod Robbery, Assault With.a Deadly Weapon and sentenced to 15 years to life on the murder charge and 3 years
to life on the other counts. T7he subject served 18 years before being released on parole supereislon in 199. In spite of repeated arreets,
beginning within a year of his release, for DWI and possession of mijiuana and coa-ine with intent to distribute, anid violations of his
conditions of parole, his parole was not revoked until January 199. He was scheduled by the D.C. Board of Parole for possible reparole in
1999, but after a reparole hearing, the Commission denied parole and determined that he should remain in custody until at least 2006.

The Commission has determined that this request, is the minimum necessary to handlle a continuing caseload that will exceed 7,600 hearings
in FY 2001. USPC will be responsible for promulgating rules governing parole and parole procedures, conducting parole bearings, and
revocation hearings, making parole and revocation decisions, and overseeing the supervision of parolees under the Offender Services Agency.
Parole will be abolished for new D.C. Code offenders three yearn after enactment, but the prospective operation of this law will keep the
parole caseload at current- levels for at least three years thereafter before a decline commences.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY GENERAL GOAL

GENERAL GOAL To sade decistoas on greater and dis of paroi., conditions ot parole supervion of pa easas reommittal du t
-0.i.,. cmd .,AeL.of --- ,'L .a teraisaim of -*" me.as matllna. to Ow Parole Coama Raeasalloa Act of1IM (10 U.SC. 4291 44 seq.), -- - ---

PERFOMAANCE DAT 1966e of 1196 __ ry -m I SS r =lyM
INDICATOR DATAC Inicator Actual Enacted Actual Plan Plan

INFORMATION SORE IdctrPLan_ __ _

Total Hearing ................... W AM output 8.28 6,88 3,019 5,921 7,660

a. InT004. .... A .................... ac "output 712 2,188 L=02 2,264 2,844

b. Rescission. ............. .... . .... .. C/OA Outpu 146 1a0 189 164 160

eLocal Revocation. .................... tC4BAM Output 267 278 186 28 294

aInstitutlonal Revocation. ........ 0M output M9 810 45 a"______ 2A"1

f. Exeiteed Revocathon........... tspooAM output 371 382 404 394 410

g. ote........................... 1CAM output so 71 so 73 76

b. Statutory Raview/Rabsaing .... U A" output 748 1,706 4W18 1,747 1.817

L Termination Hearings ........ 1UDA Output 118 120 70 120 140

Pro-Releas Reviews ............... Mme" Output 1I66 1,706 1,706 1,750 1I'm

Analyst Workload....... Oe IOVA" Output 11,06 19,907 19,90 20,912 23,048

Total Appeal Decisions ........... UMOA" output 818 606 603 21 677

a. National .. .........11......... S AM Output 871 888 a 868 660

b. Administrative Review. ....... IEpcmeSA output 3 3 3 8 S

cOriginal Jurisdiction Deciaions- 1WCDA Output 12 12 12 12 4

A. Data Validation and VerlfiUtlca. The DRAM data entry system automatically vwei~as that all det items have valid valus, sand that related date items are
Internaly consistent with each other, and with Commision rules and procedures

B. rY U Perforaance Report USPC assumed run rspnsibility hor aDl initial and interim hearing. for D.C. Code Inmuates on August 5. 199. Because of
unreliable data, a wide disparity exiate in the estimates hor the number of D.C. parolees and prisoners that have been provided to the Commission. The D.C. Board of
Parole ha estimated the current parole population wider active supervision, as somewhere in a rang frxos 8,400 to 8,000.

C. Factors Affecting Selection of rY 2=6 and rY =I6 Plans. Includes approximatekY' 3A60 D.C Code cases in FY 199 and about 4,000 D C. came in FY 2000.
USPC assumes responsibility for parole revocations and supervision on August 6,2000 Analyst Workload consists of actions related to prisoners and parolees such as
pre-release reviews. parole certificates, requests hor warrant Issuance, modifications of parole conditions, and letters of reprimand
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This request proldeebrthe*;rpoeed 3.7 percent pay rmise to be efflctive in January of FY 2001 aNd is consistent
with Adminisrtion policy included in the Preliminary Pay Ralae Guidance far FY 2001 budget eubilssions. This
increase includes locality pay adjustments as well as the general pay raise. The amount requeted $180.000.
repreeenta the pay emounta for tlareequarteee of the fiscal. year plus appropriate benefits ($142,000 for pay and
$38,000 for benefits).

2. A uAsn o 2 00P r ......................................00................a.........................78. 7
Thia pay anualizatlc repreenas first quarter amount (October through December) ofthe anticipated VY 2000 pay
increase of 4.8 per-ent detive in January 2000, ad hor threeoquartea of a year, the difference between the 4.4
percent estimated in the FY 2000 Preatdenta budget and the appo.e lncreae o 4.8 percenut.Theamount requested.
$78,000. repe -1l the total annuallsation of pay amounts for the fiscal year plus appropriate benefits ($58.000 for
pay aid $19,000 for beneas)W.

This incese ideaot the etiniated billing provided by the Department of Iabos for the actual coste in 1MO of
employees accident compensation, which will be bled in FY 2001. The FY 2001 incresed cost will be $1,000,

In the peat. Mtae mnagement services ware provided at no coot, and the Depertmnent received rebatee beeed upon
ticket eals. However current practices In the travel induty have ended this It oces-. The now contract will not_
provide rebetee and will carry teee for each ticket, hotel, car end other reservaion mae. The Depertmentsa coat for
travel nmanagemnent center fees is estimated at $2,500,000. Funding of $5,000 is requeete for U8PC.

5. Increased Federal Health InUranc ....................I... I......................... ................................... ... 20
This request provided for the increased in agency contributions to the Federal Employees Health Benefits program.
In 1909, Federal health insurance premiums, including agency contributions, increased approzliately 10.2 percent.
Because the Government absorbed a larger proportion of the total coa, up to 75 percent, the total cost to the
Government has Increseed substantially. This request includes $20,000 for them od.
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6. Transfer of CMRS amnloveea to the FIRS retirement &ra........... s t e......... m,............... . 9
This request; provides for the increase in Federal Employee. Retirement Ssm(71)costs, ban on the trucer
of Civil Service Retirement System (0838) employees to "IM8 as authorized by the FIBS Open Enrollment Act of
1997, and the open season that ran from July 1, 1996 through December 31, 1998. This increase is besed on the
numbe of employee who have braderred to F318 the grade of the transferred employees and the increased cost
of FIBS bessfts The request includes $9,000 for them benefits.

OMB directed R'AMl to convert its direct-fnded recorAs center program to a fully reimbursable program by FY 2001.
This popceed legislation mndxate. that NARA la to remain the sole source for agency~e reordcnter services through
FY 2002 for agencies currntly using its services. In FY 2001, NARA advises that thin charges will be Increased
by 2.5 percent. The Department's FY 2001 estimate costs total *6,59954, an increase of almost $00.000 based
on current records maintained by NARA. Funding of $1.000 ia requested for thes U.S. Parole Commission.

S. P i ig8. d ~ n & .................................................................. .. 3
Thsrqetapplies 0MB pricing guidance to selected expense categories. The increased coast Identified result fom

applying a factor of 2.0 percent against thoe sub-obo.c classes where the price that the Government paya are
established through the market system. instead of by law or regulation Generally. the factor is applied to supplies,
materials, equipment, contracts with the private sector, printing cos, transpotaton cost and utilitee.

Total. lncretases/Adjustments-to-Base................................................................................. ... 828
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For FY 2001, the General Legal Activities (GLA) appropriation seeks total budget authority of 3,837 positions, 3,834 workyears
(excluding 374 reimbursable workyears) and $552,239,000. This resource level represents an overall increase of 160 positions, 92
positions an $16,519,000 above the FY 2001 base level. In addtion, requested aidjustments-to-base increases of $30,775,000 are
requested to annualize positions approved in the Department's FY 2000 appropriations act and to enable the appropriation to keep
pace with inflation. The FY 2001 program changes arm briefly discussed below. Specific details about individual program are further
discussed at the organizational level.

Tax Dh~ivil
International Tax Compliance (7 positions, 4 FTE, and $500,000): Addiional resources (7 attorneys) are requestr'd to expose and
attack the use of illegal offshore schemes that keep tax dollars from the Federal Treasury. The use of the Internet asid4 other electronic
technology makes the promotion and use of foreign trusts and other offshor schemes easier to accomplish and more popular, as well
as difficult to detect. This enhancement will combat this increasing problem and bring to justice those who illegally ai'us and
circumvent the Nation's internal revenue laws.

Abusive Trust Initiative (7 positions, 4 FTE, $500,000): Additional resources (6 attoneys) are requested to combat the use of illegal
domestic trusts. In recent years the Intertra Revenue Service has noted a substantial increase in the number of taxpayers utilizIn
illegal trusts in an attempt to illegally avoid or limit their federal tax liabilities. This addtional funding will allow the Tax Division to
assist the IRS in curtailing this activity, recover lawfully owed federal taxes, mid ensure that the American public is protectedl from this,
type of unlawful activity.

Litigation Support (no positions =Wd $1,020,000): Additional resources are sought to support the use of automated litigation tools for
trial preparation, electronic filing, and courtroom presentation. Automated litgation support has numerous benefits for t Tax
Division. Resources wfi fund equipment purchases, which wHi decrease the amount of time necessary to complete
documnent-intensive trials, allow attorneys and paralegals to analyze large volumesof documents quickly and more thoroughly, and
prepare the Division for electronic filing in the courts.
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Strategic Drug Enforcement (5 positions, 3 FTE, and S389,000): Additional resources (3 attorneys) are sought to enable the Criminal
Division to prove enhanced support to the DEA's Special Operations Division (SOD). Specifically, the requested enhasneat will
enable the Division to support the new money laundering component of the SOD initiative and to address the increasing number of
new wiretap relatin to narcotics enforcement, specifically from efforts such ws SOD.

International Crime (14 positions, 8 FTE, SI,197,000): Additional resowoies (7 attorneys) are requested to enable the Criminal
Division to bolster its international enforcement program Specifically, this request will strengthen the Office of International Affairs
ability to handle an increasing bilateral/multilaterali workload, and enhance the Division's international analysis capability to enable the
ICITAP program to develop proactive long-termi and strattegic planing.

Counterterrorism (I I positions, 6 FMh and $83,000): Additional resowces (6 attorneys) are requested to enable the Criminal
Division to maintain its leadership role in the Depatment's efforts to combat cyberaime/counteflerroism. This request will enable
the Division's Computer Crimne and Intellectual Property Section, which has become a nem for federal, state, local and foreign
agencies seeking guidance on how to develop reopnose to the theda of cbercriecbttom to keep pace with the rapid
increase- in cybercrime and cybenfenmoist attacks. In addition, this request will enable the Division to implement, update and track
progress towards the goals of the Fi'fe-Year Interagency Counterterroimi and Technology Crimie Plan. Fially, this request will
establish a victinitwitness assistance capacity within the Division and eaneits witness security F ramun

Protecting Communities (6 positions, 4 FME and $685,000): Additional resources (4 attorneys) am sought to enable the Crbima
Division to combat child pornography; to assist in the growing number of investigation and prosecutions of those who sell, buy, or
transport women ad children interstate or internationally to engage in sexually explicit conduct; to strengthen enforcemet effort
involving, international parental kidnaping; to provide finding to expand the Short-Term Protection Program, and to support the
Presidential initiative to improve law enforcement in Indian Country.



Defending Civil Environmental Laws and the Ptddic Fisc (14 positions, It FME and SI,153,000): Additional resources ( attorneys)
am requested to mipport the Division'. effout to defend federal progruins and regulations. in the distic courts mid courts of appeal.
This enhaincement will support. ENRIs increased waload associated with protecting mualti-billion dollar Army mid Department of
Energy programs designed to store, transport, and destruct hazardous materials, deending the largest end most complex
Comprehensive Envromental Respose, Compensatio nmd Liablity Act matr;handling challenges to the Enagrdspecie
Act; and enhancing the Division's capacity to utiize alternsle dispute resolution in appropriate.

Enfrcing and Prosecuting Environmental Laws (12 positions, 7 FME end S981,000): Additional resources (7 attorneys) we requested
to enable ENRD to address an expnding civil enforcement caseload, enIhance the Division's capacity to coambat environmental crimes.
and protect Indian Lend claims. The Nationsa environmental protection progrnndped on a stoing mid balanced criminal and civil
enforcement program to proot voluntary compliance and deter fuftre wrongdoing. Increased finding will provide the Division the
capacity to respond to on increasing caseload, and pursue violators of environmental lava appropriately.

Review of Presidential Emergency Action Documents( I position, I MTE and S93.000): Additional resources (I attorney) we
requeste to enable the Office of Lega Counsel to conduct a legal review of 48 Presidential Emnergency Action Documnents (PEADs).
PEADs am pre-coordinated legal documents designed to implement Presidential decisons or trusmit Presidential requests when en
emergency situation does not allow for routine staffing and distribution. PEADs have applicability during a national emergency when
the President requires immediate authority for, or direction of; emergency activities.
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Civil Efthb Qft11.3

Prosecuting Criminal Civil Rights Actions (8 positions, 4 FME and $482,000)- Additional resources (5 attorneys) are requested to
eradicate egregious criminal activities. This increase will provide resources necessary to enhance the Civil Rights Division's ability to
investigate, and where warranted, prosecute civil rights violations in the areas of hate crimes, color of law, and violence directed
toward health care providers.

Promoting Compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (29 positions 13 FTF, and $2,253,000): Additional resources (12
attorneys) arm requested to increase the Division's ability to enforce the ADA. including: (1) addressing an increasing number of
complaints filed under Title 11 and Title IIl of the ADA; (2) addressing increasing litigation caseload anticipated for FY 2001,
.ncluding employment caes referrd to the Department by the EEOC; (3) expanding efforts to certify that ot and local buildn
codes meet ADA requirements; (4) providing technical assisance and outreach to assist mall business and law enforcement officials
in meeting ADA requirements; and (5) ensuring that persons confined in public institutions have adequate mental healt services.

Civil Enforcement of "Pattern or Practice" Police Misconduct (S positions 3 FME, and $656,000): Additional resources (3 attorneys)
are requested to combat abusive, discriminatory, and other unconstitutional actions by law enforcement officials.

Combating Abuse and Neglect in Institutions (3 positions, I FTE. anid $389,000): Additional resources (2 attorneys) are requested to
carry out the Administration's initiative to combat abuse and neglect in institutions, to protc the rights of nursing horne residents and
youth in juvenile detention and correctional facilities and to address the mental health needs of individuals in correctional and health
care facilities. To this end this request will significantly enhance the Division's capacity to pursue investigations, settlements, and
cae and strengthen the Department's monitoring of settlements to ensure compliance.

Enforcement of the Voting Rights Act (6 positions, 6 FTE, and $1,770,000): Additional resources (5 attorneys) are requested to assist
in the review, required by the Voting Rights Act, of numerous redistricting submissions and other voting changes that will follow the



2000 Census. Specifically, this enhancement will fund positions required for the timely review of Section 5 voting changes and
redistricting proposal submitted by covered jurisdictions. In addition, this request will support required technology improvements and
tie conversion of data into the digital format compatible with the Division's Geographic Information System.

Fundamental Opportunities (19 positions, I I FTE, and $2,765,000): Additional resources (13 attorneys) are sought to expand
programs that seek to protect basic civil rights. Specifically, resources will fund improvements in the following areas: (1) to combat
illegal employment discrimination; (2) to attack in-school segregation insuring that desegregation has been achieved, promoting
diversity, and insuring that non-English speaking students have access to an effective educational experience; (3) to provide training to
federal agencies and state and local governments on the legal requirement and investigatory technique applicable under Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Tie IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as amended; (4)10o fund computer software anid
technical support required to enforce the Nationds fair lending laws; (5) to implement the American Competitiveness and Workfoee
Improvement Act; (6)10o fund the Division's litigation support requirements; and (7)10o handle civil rights appeals.

Providing Administrative Support to Civil Rights Enforcement (13 positions, 9 FTE, and $44 1,000): Additional resources are
requested to maintain adequate levels of administrative support to the Division's litigating sections. Additional fundin will provide
support in area such as financial management and planning, litigation support, information resource management and human
resources.

Office of Dispute Resolution (no positions and $350,000): Additional resources are sought to fully fund the operations of the Office of
Dispute Resolution. The Office promotes the use of mediation and other forms of dispute resolution for use in appropriate civil cases
involving the United States. It advises attorneys on dispute resolution strategies, identifies potential private providers of dispute
resolution services, conducts training in negotiations and dispute resolution, and serves as the Departments representative in dealing
with other agencies, Congress and, the public regarding mediation issues. The Office also represent ts the Attorney General in
monitoring and supervising the activities of the Interagency Working Group on Alternative Dispute Resolution, a Presidentially



eablished Task Force "ha promotes the use of dispute resolution throughout the Executive BranciL This enhancement, when

combined with the resources provided by Congress in FY 2000, will Muiy fund the operational responsibilities of the Office.



Salaipa& Enenpa.General Local Activities
JustiflcioofPoodChne in A~oronrito .nua

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and
explained below. New language is ~zardi adand deleted matter is (enclosed in
brackets).

Salaries and expenses, General Legal Activities

for expenses necessary for the legal activities of the Department of Justice, not otherwise
provided for, including not to exceed $20,000 for expenses of collecting evidence, to be expended
under the direction of, and to be accounted for solely under the certificate of, the Attorney
General; and rent of private or Government-owned space in the District of Columbia; C$357,016,0001
833.23.000t; of which not to exceed $10,000,000 for litigation support contracts shall remain
available until expended: Provided, That of the funds available in this appropriation, not to
exceed [$36,666,0001 812,217,002f shall remain available until expended for office automation
systems for the legal divisions covered by this appropriation, and for the United States
Attorneys, the Antitrust Division, ,b -",Ad -6--e Yzs-e3er.teUeuimO i O

Iminzatlm ~ ~ ~ ULMcif ,ei. h m t 1~tmSzi and off ices funded through "Salaries and
Expenses", General Administrationi (Provided further, That of the amount appropriated under this
heading $592,000 shall be transferred to, and merged with, funds available to the Presidential
Advisory Com vision on Holocaust Assets in the United States and hall be made available for the
same purposes for which such funds are available:] Provided further, That of the total amount
appropriated, not to exceed $1,000 shall be available to the United States National Central
Bureau, INTERPOL, for official reception and representation expenses.

(In addition, $147,929,000, to be derived from the Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund, to d
remain available until expended for such purposes.1

in addition, for reimbursement of expenses of the Department of Justice associated with
processing cases under the National Childhood Vaccine Act of 1986, as amended, not to exceed
$4,029,000, to be appropriated from the Vaccine Injury Compensation Trust Frund. (Department of
Justice Appropriations Act, 2000, as enacted by section 1000(a) (1) of the Consolidated
Appropriations Act, 2000 (P.L. 106-113).)



LeM&I ACtivitiem
Salaries and Expenses. General Leaal Activities

Justification of Pronosed Chanas in A22ropriation Langupagl

Explanation of Pronosed Changs

LAROA Changet The purpose of the proposed language change is to prcvide funding for the United
States Trustee Program, the Executive Office for Immigration Review, and the Community Relations
Service, which are 3CON organizations, but which have had no dedicated source of information
technology funding. By including these organizations in among the eligible LAOA components, the
3COM Program can better ensure that the systems in these organizations comply with the standard
architecture over time. it also will make it easier to pursue opportunities to consolidate or
collaborate on system management.
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(,Dolem mn Thousands)

Thia request provides for le proposed 3.7 parme pey roeetabs elto i nuary of 2001
aridisw cneelee wit Adniinlsio poliy flde intoe Pisilemy Pay Ris Gudenc for
2000 Budget Subnwaslorn This hmeres seclude localy pay a*uabnfl as wa ks fte gener
pay raise The amust requested eaee the pey aniouri for Owes quart of In fecal yaw
plus appropite benea t r teesa Items ($6,2 18.000 foroobenefts)$75,00 m -. A047

2 Annualzatno~ft200l ' as
This pay annuabaon rpreses Wrtquar anicuefs(D~tertroghDecanter oflde
arecpded 2000 pay hIcresa of 4.8 parcee eledMv in Januay 2000, and,

budget end hv ct aflprovd pay ralse of 4,8 percent The amourt requested represnthle pay arnouri
mnd appropris'b benlt fr teas Items (133,000O for coneanu ~ and 1204,000 ft benfis

This request provdes tar the aieded hicree me cost of wiliergrad hreses for sow& of no growi
conwnee Wa FY 2001. TheIs hcrea v- Is based on an acourals model of toe Depeelnrs aenloy
popuiscn which hiddes nierus federal sudi - aetdposd pay rais, aelsion to Iclude
teasyear aot or spersion rates, and caee tdd rmse to sre lIe prooicio poky for sect
ornzeon. The request hxkicd 11A,.000 for pay and 182,000 for bhenefit

4 Xmu&%Lobmf of additional aItlona mrove in FY 2000t

FYV 2001 AT! narmaliv for GLA. 12302600S101:2A 02IO&M at 10:51:32 AM



(001tm I Thousads)

TN. wwov fm oie ennuzon of 90 addlbnal poollons raq'*es~d in Vfi 2000 p oppreo forVi
CNNi Rigt iaOvewo.

Conipene A ion ....-... -.. ... ........I........ -.......- ...... 3.397
O ew Pauonne Corr wwaense r .............................. 27
Personn a - eI'm. ....... . . ........... . ...... ...... 918
T r v e l........ ....... - . .. . .......I. . ...... .......... 301
Transpoe lm of Thkig .................................... 26
G SA Rei .................V.................... ... ...- 212
comm* CoallonsPJUO ....I....... ...I.d.... ....... ..... 136
P ma ........... ..........I............... .............. 40
Q iw sew * m . .... ....... 1 ......................I..8 ........
a ~I~ as~ l. I W i 'I...... "..*..*..*.....*......... 55
EquLpm eet .... . ... .... *' . . ...... ....- - .... (1.212)
MWe A m mn4 a ffam .. ........... ...I ..... .....I-..... a

... .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. ..I .. .. .. ... ... 4 .. 0 14 6 , 1
5 Tr~Q M L(SRSsma ~ 8IDFR mutw m

Thls rqsL, psoweforito biee h-In Federa Enwiloeas Rairuw btm (PERS) oo,. base
an toe Owae* of CI servi Rdmmrw SYsm (CMRS) Oniloyi to FERS, a &Aiwatd by One FERS
Open Emrswt Act of 19I My, Vie Ow e season OWe ran from. 4 1. I9M ftougi Deowlr 31. 1996.
This hiavii is based on tii unbir of wnrooyea who hovw Nrmin lo PEAS, lii pad 1iopoes
mid V i hied ovmmom moa f FERS biiol. This equie n0Ids $141.000 fo binili.

... .... .. ... .. ... .. I .. .... ... .... .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .... ... .. .. 141..

FY 2001 ATS nerrlve f9w OLA.123 U16:2A02=020M at 1"1:32 AM



(Dollar in Thousands)

This requa provides for ft I reee ti agency conbift to Federa en~loyees heei benf. In FY IM6.
Fedaral he1i kwaxna pismiuma. htidtA agency oaef*oman, W=crese @primifa 10.2 percwt Beause
ft govrmnwt aabed a Wwge propontan oft UM olcsWe up to 76 percnt fte IoW oa ft wvenment ha

I Inrae si wAn-i1 1. nT Icre-s i based anftSW xxvuse(overmen coatof heeMeujras

GSA wN coe*mu to citwg rental r~s WWa mvpront Utose 1,M ter ged to conmmia anent for
equlvsist wowc and reatd services The requested Inrease is reuie lo nm owuronftent to GSA.
The coat associated wilt GAA rsu wer derived io St use oft i mmd syatmwld~ use te
Isea tvrhey df ndrats rsln aS peren Increaove 9 2000 ft toe

GSA now requku s al gencies to poy ' roc Ic caste associad wilt lae s~fron. Base on prio
experene.St VDeperwtr ftoftesfWat2Opercen olvAtbse expiration tell resiM .orlcel
This requsa prvida orfti oat associatd wilt nw alie reloatins causedby te ervraon ofbase
in FY 2001. No kendin is requested hbr any buil-cut cost sociate with ase egpIraion

Thisl Mnreesre ba t ealtd blVong e fts Daperttnt of Labor fte ash cosmb in 1996
ot enl. as accdet monpno , Mici w be bMint 2000.

Under ow CASS, en arim d hr w4l be mede by ft Ospei~nr of Saft (00S) hr edintilv

FY 2001 ATB nwrvhfr GLA. 12302610 a10132A0210MM at lt.51:32 AM



(Dolor, i Thousands)

support' bae on the oversaws sdaff of ach fedeal agency. I his request is based pn tie actual
1ggg OCASS kwoc lNg for post kwotoee and otter ICASS costs for ie DOS.

11 GA & Pes
Previosl, GSA has paid for & naowlde Govermentrlimlphon- book lislings tm*ug dw GSA 8 percent
FTS overhead ratse. As a rasuf of One Nabonal Pubaitirhp fo Reinviening GovemnmsetSA Blue Pages
Projeaftindhn for liee Nedrngshas been reoe torrn tie overheed rawe, and agencies we being
bille for a~ick t wbIncumed The Deperblinri FY 2001 I I~ coft koAml S28.000.

In te pst.frsvi mneg men ervices were provde at no coot and tie 0eparnuli received rebate
bsed upon 0"io sales. aHowever, curren practice In O ti orval Industy hoa endel process The
new contact eli not provide rebs w4d w carry ee for each Udi hotet cr and othe reeersflons
moede The Departments cost fo tevelimnagmn Mcenterflees e eabaIa ot 52.6 nVIm

This reque s oposs 0MB pricng giidence lo sled eagne cuagolee The inossed costs
'el il d ei frommpplng a bcloof 2.0percen against tose at~ obo~d cdeeon where ft
- ist tie Government p aeestabishd thoug i #*.-a system ineedof by loar

regidolo. Genrally. te eoris appliedto suplis mterals equOpmnt.coad wili lie
- ~fsector, printhn cot, arportskmo ONs and umonie

0MB directed NARA to convert odirectided reor dos Ids program toea ftiy reimbursabl program

FY 2001 ATS narrative for GLA-123 2S20st1.l3A02AMIM at IOSI:33 AM



(Ools in Thousands)

Sa dm~f:ER EMi Anm~f
by FY 2000 This proposed legealator mwandate tOa NARA is to remasin the sole source for agency
records cent ar vice, throughout FY 2002, for agencies ourrantt using Its wn in FY 2001,NARA
advises that tosee change vi be increased by 2.5 percent The Ospeilmns FY 2001 eslmnad oet
boW $18599,584 based orn currant records ainaned by NARA.

This request inckude a 2 porsion 2 FTE 5t*sfnen for OwS oo~ of Ol*f Realution.

16 A mnm
This request wIN restore part of Vig CrAv Divisons former suornatd lagaon support bae wfic has been

eroded in. reen yeas. Over toe les sevrl yea bass funds available for ALS has bean cut ahaqly from
$11.4nfoi n l96ol 89nir in Qlona WwIm ow oESmII.nlwfor2000. ThisdOmnwerspirsihes
coincidwvkth higfitese xpenitursforpersonnel Most ffthe minWin a su ed upsilon support
bes el be needed lo pery far s*daln spac eid mntAs i Ifstn dat baes mid eqipmrar. Toteweder
t hfnds wes avalable to meat case-sped Ic needse, they eli be used for a handRA of multlblilo doily auits brought
beforeteCourt ofFedera Clame.g., cisin oligtesraefspnnuarui caeivlig
Alaska Pupa breach of conilacl sasgalione: and debits arising fromiCnrssei~ of leg*slto precluding
fte prepaymt of HUDO mongage loans.

-~~ - - .... .*..I.... .. ..... .. 3,000

SUBTOTAL, INtEASES 2 46 3154

This decrease reslsthebMingproie by the Depertrien of Le bor for t acWMa costs in

FY 2001 ATB naradwe for G&A 123 OS20s 5:3A02902M at 1"1:33 AM



(Dolr I Thousands)

Sm dkmvlrft EL Em f
1999 of erloyee am df comnpetom , which wiN be biled i 200 1

................ ~~ ... .. .. .... .....I. . . . - 1 . .. . .. (1 13)

The Clvi mnd Cilminal Divisons permanenly reduced autouized posiio level so accuraty refet Ow nunter
of posftions tat can be seelticay fundied.

... .. .. .. .... ... .... .. ..... .. . ... .... .. .. ..... .. .. .... .. .* (10 ) (17). .

This decras woN realign GSA rest kondingi ie Clv# Rgts Division,

This decrease reflects Vie tansWe of $582.000 is Vie Prelestal Advisor Conmison on Holocaus
Asst in to Unted Sts fom fto Genera Lego Acivtie appopraton.

SUBTOTAL, DECREASE jum LM(sR

NU DJUTMNM O BSEm &I Hm

PY 2001 ATS nrofor GL.A123 OS00 013A020060M at 10-.51:33 AM
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OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR GENERAL
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Office of the sallea samuraI
Saaerlso ar Exue

1. PFdrl Apllate Actvty... so 50 5.501 ... ... 0 ... so 06 5"4

Total w ety .... ....... &

LE ..

Total Cmsmsale
Wi arr 5. ..............

eovadE~aari...the Attorney Ceora at Aited thme r rins of 045.00 fro the Legal Activities Office Autmtion ft, for office of ltme
loictr enealpaMeeum -I . .~
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geft~lirht aw-laion Action a 2000 Romumt. Caner.. r.ewed 0..e Off ice of the 8.4 kter merel's ia.*towi rgame by 8197.000.
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mission: Thme mjor ifunctioni of the Setliitiw Smmoratle Office Is to condut Ott litigtion an WImm of tong Vtted states in the owirsm Court of tho United
States -m to OWNorvisa * th " Ing of litigation in thme fmerat Wallts cwutm. lThe original Statutory Amaliorisetiom Act of #ew 22, 5020, stotes elbore
Sh.It be In the fmpotmin of Justice, an off ite leaein thm tiow.is to omelet thme Attorney ldesmeol Inm lmo parfomot of his di*1mm tmo e lled thm Wacliter
gmmmrst. As stted Inm 24 CFO 0.20, the sinsoal functimo of the Office wre sm follows (1) conuting Or m iumiag omi supmwiing inl Imsomm Court ceam.
Including appost patitimiw for amd In eoetsit to certiorori, brief, mmd ergmmmt, (2) d omf nims mwmlmor, and to what exttent, mpmoe rt 11e t*0t by
tme ommirmut to Ott apllmtte tauto (Including petition for shmoInig an huet md petitions to mmd cuts for tme lemmiem of aroardlsoary write); (3)
doenmi whether a brief mitt. ctuiee it be filed by tme gowmm Or mwinlne thme oermt Witl Interene, In my appalls cout. Or In my trial
cout In w*5th thme coustitutimnality of mm Act of Congress Is cetm I med (4) aseisting tim AtteruimV Somerst mnd time Dompity Attmmy lsomea In She

Imoelmet Of breed DprtmenP seo pet Icy.

OrSmOtmmwt01* &eMS

1. 1o represent fully tme Initerets of the U.S. overnment In comae before thme Siirem Court.

2. Is review appeliate comet to dotemis their suitailtity for appmmt to tm U.S. Smrinm Curt or to a tommr fmdorel aelaet cout.

3. To rmviews Federal and Stt litigattion In wich time United States Is not a party to datemmin wheotmor thme United Utotes should Interven or fil m brief
molems curies.
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Fedrat l Jolate Activity AI I
NM6 iAWpltion hasted 41 so 6,7m9
295 Satms 45 63 7,114

SCRPTI: Te mjorfwalenof the letterer Generales Office la te cordluct sit Litigation an behalf of the tUnited State In the suppos Cowrt

The orlalast statutory Authorization Art of * n .22,187, states: lhere wealt he in the hrofenc of Justice m offic earm In the ism, to aselat the
Atto wyW 05mar1 In the performance of his dales te be catted the Sot Ilter aoe.

M 
As state in U WIS 0.11, the general. futions of the Office me a

fllom: 4 1) condthling or eaigine and emserviair@ all Suprem Court cases, Including asts. potitimn for end in oppoition te tertiorari, brief. wd
erAsnts: (2) thtsnining whether, sal to what extent, appels wilt be thei by the gaoeett to all ~apli court tInstading petition for rehearing as
bont ond poitimn to much courts for the iasmene of astreerdlrenry write). (3) blterenlnng either a brief mimi.m aurso will be filed hpr the government, Wr
whether the gaven m' will interveme. In mW appllte cowl. or In any trial maut In thc the censttuionality of an Act of Cuwres is lbstengs ad (4)
assisting the Atiars-y Generel OW the limway Attorney low -1 in the develpmet of breed Sopesum pompre policy.

the Office of the tmelctor Geneal remts bee resowoees of 48 positions (in atternm), 10 asryesr ad S7,it8,S. Staring the "ON6 Tom of the Swire
Court (Ama 27 iM through Am 4. 19119), the Office Ad M3 berm Court setters pesaling at ths beginning of the TeWO wad resed On Mlttift 3.11

apr Court ountrs. Te Office teneineted 2,907 of these atters. Leaving a balance at the aid of the Teom of 23 Suprme Court matters. The Office aleso
ceapited apresiastet, I"4 a@tt* a ternmtiin., 419 certiorari dterinetiwm, ad 73 eiaeltensme reswamiltlms.' Appollte doteruimatia. Include
beth apea stahrlastts ad ne apea dotalim. Certisorr deterntttllns lIstle ertiorai matherle , no certiorarI decision. direct appea
authorizations W no direct appeal decisions. liolmlaessom decialam Includ mvicm partieipotien. awdmi, radeai, settl, halse, Stan., eto. The
figur for olmacetms recedtion does lst ietub oral argumnts, in the ateprm Cosrt. cfarwee correaudas, ae. "as attmflys In the office
participated In 61 oral arguments before the berm-- Courl.'

the Oflie* aecipates as Inrase in t MA6r Of 910r11 Court mattes. appelltle eteraintles, ertiorarI btermlten mad atsellanes
reI~lneI beth 2M3 &Wa Mi5. buring the ""9 Tors of the beprm Court (Ami 85 "go9 through JuaneS 30 3), the f Ies astisipatos betring

ainrseately 37 quie--- cowrt sectors pauading at tho beginning of the Toe receiving as aditioal 3,.7M bermgs Cour stters. teratinl Wpreesstay,

IThe figure* as datorml-loweand remmumtieno provided In this bceemt f et direttLy caer"spa with the figure& pro la as the
office's PerrcWano "Muwm'o Tales. Out P"feraw ONamo O im track orweribteed by cmi.. thes tftem trash Gee workload byr
f.or.1mfnAt in. often. ft Office of the bellellor Soeas will realve a reuet far taorisatias that lectidea owe then m palt"Ji a ea
for asmia, the Seliciter Gonerall my receive a neatest for --t erltetion for reherIng as here, or, in tho allr4tivo, fwar petition for a wit of
cewitiorr. In tket case, the Meluter Gentrl s ma tadet oereioktlesa (1) no reheerl" wad (2) na ortiorat. Ow Prfsat t-we lsmot
tablest reflect thaet as e single regaet; hors, Ws AMs provided a separate mcotnting for oat dtrisatien. Aditlently, the fiptos provided In
this decisast towraacalesamm royeistIcld requests f1w aitherisala of settlement. far ews, Od for mehms whit& the flute as tho
Perfarmieesan Ites~ do mat Inluett malt requsts.

Tbs figure for oral eram: participationt reftaste the nmar of ealmonto the Office pfeeta to the Swireaomimea party,
mioe oaesw owa wot I It boa oat ref last the total imurw of undartyima ow for ath of thaem LvVns.



3.416 of these etters. Ievir a helec. of Mt smes punding at t0w and of the ter. Ihe Offiee eta.m utlelpotes costle apereleawey "6 omyotlet
dtaersewtlw. an tearti *~tarmtlemIau M edsetamaA r-saretlown. ad wotlclpatlqg Int a.pmtety 55 ro "rae hera bthe d Siems ft.
swing tha no tewo af toe Sepess tail (MY 1. no Owe*~ Aim 30, MSII. the Officee aftlelpetes bovie apramety Mt 0epese Cawel mters iudleq st
the begnning at thei Twn reolving aen additional 3'b g m tail mattersa tarwilmatlq aprakeety 3.145 of these musers, lwasle * hoemse of 30
mottera goeedleW at the and of the Toms The Offic too ele tlpetee esete aprselastely M apete deterstlemlle 632 certlerl daermielam MU
inlaslloneaa timmiswm and peric cu~~e-~ltoly sa a target before dth opm Cant.

£llho the Office at the Setlletter tenses hes presided stimates for its mektlead le the tWO ad UNO er Cenertmi, the m . are piety
speultivte. Wret he of .4 s the ma of destiee , It" , the Wiflee of the Setleft. Somere dome ret IniIlte my pow or hoe wr"t ew the
eeeer at Sopem Cant comes It ts reqeired ao heat.. In the vaet marity of came filed in the Upm CoAnt let thish the United Stes Is a pett, a
petitise Is figlad bw an ediaroe party ad the Weite Staes Is alleged te caqeud. Addeity, the Office dem rot eemwtl the amer of aemm let thlat the
&Arm* Cawt farestly reqiimets the Soticitor Sanest toa mpre the viVA at the Uetted Iltates. the ee~c at ces to whieh the tillcter Sweate patitlla
the &*raw Ceat far reviem, esqisee len a potlties far a wit at ertieverl flied by em ad a perty. or peetielpetee m eman teimee or e molAd aiin
te "eecme emkle y 1w the Selter Sema'e detereiteetee dot It to let the hint Inteest at the Weited Stats to do so. Ale, t Offilee of the
IMot PO letsrmarl does et conetrol the teAle at e*Apete far apelk "Aaestem or interws to" aiherluem It eseles. Aomeserdley. the matimte P"mde
in0 a~ dwmt my et reOlect the actual eeehlsed of the Office.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TAKE: PRESENTED BY DECSOWN 11KW

ThU Office of the Solicitor General supports DOJas Straegqic Pla in Cote Fmac-o 3 ad lbs ar sgi oals 11 HOW

030 Orgutiorsal Goal: To represent fully lbs agin of tbs Unis, Staesn Goesua m isms hbarosd lsuqis Csmrt.

Name of Deabion. Unit: Depmeas of Jode. Office of dm Seadger Gmrol _________________

Pesfornssac InD&itr lntersiatls. - omm'..wgi

Type of PfomneIndicators Data FY im'i ft oSw 12W
Indicatwr _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ as Adoi Actal taatg

Input Came in which the Solicitor GealI Is required to participate ADS NIA3  NIA'
or in which the Solldtor General delervmane paslldpatlss is in
the interest of the United States:

1. Cases on the nueits inwhichtdo United Stseunis party 42 30
11. Cases at the petition ourg in which:

A. the United States has an adverse decision issued apied it
in the court below 21 f2

B. United Stases is n aa respondent in a petition for
certiorari filed by an adverse party 2,759 23859

IIH. Cates in which the United Stae is not a party, but
A. the Suprem Court invited the Solicitor General to prevent

the via" ofthe United States 16 1i
B -the United States has an interest supportinS its

participation as intervenor or snicus curiae
I . at the petition stage 2 2
2. at the mrits stage 33 35



Mome of Deeblen 11.11: Devmentije MI-etre M g of AtSdcbw Gmwal____________________

Ptfuueie In him r Wotrindevi Ito"3 m ~ k ~ ~

Type of pareemetem laicalen Daks FY am,6 F W 1999 FY 0 nor2

_ __dt"11 Sem Actua Advi 11011lk Uaw

output Comes In hc the Solictor Getera ptrticipated: ADS N/A' N/A2

IV. Cam on the merits in which the United Stew was a party 42 30
V. Cameat the petition stage in which:

A. the Solicitor Generral filed a petition for certiorar 21 32
B. the United Staine was responding Ondoh Solicitor

General:
I. filed a response to a petition for certiorsAr 412 382
2. waived response to a petition for certiorn 2,347 2.477

VI. Cases in whtch the United States was not a party. but
A. the Solicitor General responded to an invitation by the

Supreme Court to presmn the views of the United States 14 12,
B. the Solicitor General participated as antics curia or

inter-por
I . at the petition stage 2 2
2. at the merits tage 33 35

slimmure of VII. Number of case in which the Solicitor General
Perfeanmce participated. eepreset4 a a percentage of the total number

of case in which the Solicitor General is required to
participate or in which the Solicitor Genera determinies
perticwetiori ts in the interest oftthe Uunited Statmm 9".9% 100% 100% 100%

A. Pont Vulldstiam sod Vert~ali.

The Gflire o(Oth Solicitnr General sees the Automated Docket System (ADS), a Legacy Owale application, to track the mallen handled by its attoreys. Daasakaystt smisiy by eter the
Case Masagesatti System Supervisor or on of the Isor Case Msataet Specialists. For Supreme Court Mmr, all data aft verified by the Supeirvior oc her A@M. ead ehtted again;
Supresieoma Recortle. The Case Mansgmm System Superurtowenemimdaily ai"tle .eoateeracmttahaolohurmimnuem eep rnpristloeteappe1,
intereene. or particiate esiest curie. Additiseely. once at wetk the Case Maseat System SeperVisor dlttrbumea Melitlall zupore an aD ll r austinO to as" ussrPg' 6 Gise. The
attorneysthee rev ew the report toe aesarstme traeking of* theo forar which they a rseponsibk.

4/- - -



D. homes Afecho FY 1990 homp Pa~mfms
The Office f the Sulche OCemrl boo" Supsme Coat amwn s an eplPg hbds. nul ersmm.wevb e sbt b r ~ e *
GeminI My, Wall mm = ASU. ban t11e SaIPMm Coat to prMat te VieW of doe U-esa N k a Fmlo Ye.U 1999 feLg. le Jt90,
Pace)Ye.,2000(*.j. lo Omabe 19M9. Simekety 'heOffiemy mad- so atifts be etmtal lmemowopactY humlamlWevr'bW*omlb ts,~b
flamiyo. Accordingly. kbe vomrali to ep e do Ac saemmrm be "a"li 60l 1Wi 1o aqemi 101. 1011 LLhereceldu *Q1 ~ 0 f
cascm in u bhchte Umied Setan is required to petfeics, u Ia .10 o eu awath a irmadiusuacbob y .ipuu~si 0
memmeaucim sWnqil, reflocs th e thet, d the margis, a Snqom Coat ma.dbe ed W in .oes a ym my eatbe ie ftedo a 1r6p

c. ismom Mffat schetleor " 2m9 ited Fy ma9 Fe.
uijma .. my of the Depeamar of Juice cotmoncscs, the Office of be SaNchor Clual mide aft W" my iwouinsr Woro m u epbrflc mg4el owd
to hadle. In the ye majority 01 casm Maid, beO Supine- Cas I which be UAW ad ise l a pity, a petiio it be bye ndropes" 0,eda As IIII limbdlai a tW-WW NNW,

in wich the Sotichor Goecral pim thseScms Coa in toyha. ecqaleece ima putimo lot awrit of eaoret Mud by s ad-mneput, up alapmgt a'n ea h.
cames is Boveee uchsively by theSollec, Gemiidicemimueshu i thebeet hecoveaAUnbedSwe. todoe.. Tbe .1 ebb Olffila b. I e aaelst pli
carobs a, mumericl gosh Accordialyi. ths Off=cams orovid tomis or nesiia fir its wockload is PY 2000 and PY 2001.

D. Deflebloem of Term or Eaplaselee fa Imlaa.
Festmee I -Because the work of the Orre us pritrAauiy peveme by tba Supema Coart, echadule. the Officebe trct 'workload by Supremes Cat Term. Mmmc yaw soaily ctiupocodt a
Supreme Covet Term. which runs from July of the Term ymu thue lam of the newi year. Refucuc to fisal yam In "hi docmeac w mIStfia isfarmetion for be apicbl Simpuwe Con
Term. Areardiugly, IFY 199 crnuponds with lt. 1997 Suprome Court Term; FY 1999 conuspod. with the 1991 Surmo Cat Term; FTY 2000, co wed Onh be 1999 upem Coat
Term. and FY 2001 eorrespontds to the 2000 Ssu.rst Coat Teom.
Feotmae 2: Sec explanasnoc of FT 2000 saud IFT 2001 Place in Sootic C, below.
Foeet 3: Seecxplnation of Prosgram Pefo~rman in Seecicn 9. below.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT

The Office of the Solicitor General soppota DM's Strategic Pla in Coco Funcion 3 end the stategic gona [ined thmmi.
060 Orgnnloinal Gloas:

To review loercoart comes to dewiien their ruitmbility for appeal to the U.S. Smpesm Comaucofto a lowm IPPeIM Cowt.

TO review Federal ast State litigation in which the Unted Sonti in mot a polty to detnruata whither tha United Stan shouldWi haveat Me~ a

brief ancs curic

Nam of Decision Unit: Dr a/WN andrie 0hl ofh SelidW General_________________

Perorvmnc Indicator lafnoruttn Peirue e pmt adPeifaimanft1an

Type of Performanc Indicalofi Do"a Py-1996' iT 199 FY 20W9 Ny 2961'

Indkoator __________________ _ Sna Acta Ata" goIntka 111d"a PLO

input' Requests received by the Solicitor General for authoraion to apelADhSurm or o oalwrFdrlaplat or, ' ,5 /' W

or for intervention or participationt amictiscuae -in anyState or

Federal litigation

output
1  Requests to which the Soticitor GeneaW responded ADS 1.735 1.954 N/A' VA'

Menanre of Percentage of requests received to which the Solicitor Geneal 96% 100% 100% 100%

Perform ace ' fe ip n

A. atW V1,tNation mad Vedrilktie.

noe Ote of tie Sotlejor Oeneral wem the Aid ins- Docet System (ADS), a Legaey Orace application, to tcaek the mome handled by im ammmeys Dan is tye it

aidier Oue cani Moarmi System Sapervisor ordiem .ftslee f Can MANageSoutSpOilMe. For SIpenmi COWs aia tdt r etldb h eevnro e mtet a

checked agaistSireti Conit Reotd. The cuse Mamoeenee sysema spamvor ehata daily "tain"e repastS to enaus acso Owtaeh~ oit ste COWt laaPdtt

hr ato~satiesoappal hseren, r pitelateamete crie.Aditionally. oam a week the Coei b~maage meant SmSpavine diarit ftna I Ire rpetonm O V b
each estorwy inthe Offie. The anmy. shea reiew die reports to eniuw accurate tradi of the m ~ FW aththy awe ne aIn

a. too" Affecltin FY 1999 reera Parbfane
Ueesei he olchr enealseelv nqasI onenciping basisem requests promenad it the beg~mleg ea pestleal ar el yerw eadmhrd 4 eAnlal d4pi

apecitmd test year win rarely aqual 100%. The Setchor Genmma dona. however, impend so to"% *aw h requsa he m611u1"s dnp riase;ti6 7i~ i

at she =WArgne istheioiie may nit he goeeivnd end Proeesned ubii the name el year.

A-11



C. b Affedbg Sdwdw at FT 2W wd PY 2M raw
UNNN VMY O(OW DGPWt=d O(JNWM GOOPMUIM. IhO OffW Ofdw Samobot OMMM dm ON W" my I w&m*omhw6wd*
WamveRum awhwbmiom I Tlw werk of" Offim W dmahm so amen" a Wwds arpo or I pd& Aw p
larim -kb- imFY20OMmWFY20DI.

D. DdWklm d Tem or ZqAmadsm for Wksom
FeehwWl: B thw work ofthe Offink prkwRy p- a by the Supme Co"Is sdw** *A *me mwft 10

leaq 22Cc" T . w" = ftmJ* oftb* Tom yw&uw*hwof*a on ym
qp&" &* CoW Tom. Awm"*. FY 1"t wa as im swam cowt TWO, PY 190 ONO"
wkhdwl"gS*prmwC~Twm;mdFY2001 lotbO2=svpmwcmATGM.
FesteM t hwhWn roqwsds For mAhorhWom as vml to recomawndmiom qWe* appK I or pardpoWa udm oudmc "k a
mpuft. ymb " mwaft kw "6wh*i= of admmut. foe days. bt madmm. do.
Fesomit 3. bwhmin mqwwu for autborbatka io pdkion for rehearing en bw-
FestaW 4. See expkmien of PY 2000 mW FY 2001 Phim In Sadion C. h do io
F*mhwW 5- Som expWomm of Prop= Pa Ono In Smadon 0. below.
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OffICe Of thW Set4Itt Genera
velene. w andmpomes

"ell of hven .PeeItlem 1w Categmy
Fiscal Teao M9g - 2001
(MIMSan In Tbuun)

A- 13

1999 M 2m0

Total Total lintel

Authorived PAuttbalznd *aeua(

Attersv. (90) ..................................... a. 222

Paralegal "9th1(ste (9 5 0 ) .................................. 6

Accautilng and luftet ( 5 0 0 - 5 9 9 ................................ I

InforneIlan and Arts Grvp (000-1099).................................................. 2 2 2

Gan. Abmi., Clerical and OfIfice 5w. (300-399) .......................................... I? IT 1T

Tolat ............................................................................. 48 48 48

Va"etn......................d........................ 48 48 48
.A



Offieso tslim MftrOmet
kiwies OW Iw-ne

*A $Vo *ttknmy a Ol wt PeltlSdlwarw
a - am

n &aced amI lw-u 2I Amquat Level

] Total, Itoe Iw TortItal AtI Vf ToutI~ K'
a s. m PO. FI Ps O . 2*i POO 2E Poo. Ni I."

8 8 22 22 26 548

A-id



Office of the. SLiciter Send1

(kilner In tIsdo

aaL n aus S L C a~tmis ma
Positions a Positlio £ Paeflam & elta

ea NW Seaery ppk§W MWl mokae Ann vfm MML .. kya &E

Esectin tenot 111 11. ,1 .................... I1I
El-6 SINUM ................ ......
1-5 5130.30 . 1..................1..

1114 $130,200 . 4........4...........
St.. 5101Ws . 51 3 020 ........... ....... 1
411-15 s 6a 110.on .... 1...............

514 57 954 ".S3? ........ .... .. 44
13 $"0.no - 7 5 .........1 ..... 5... 2 2

05-12 S51.204 6, . .... ................ 3 4 4
65.11 S42.724 555S41 ................ a 7 7..
6W10 36 . 65 3 05................. 1
619 S35.310 $4.0 ......5 ............ 4 4 4
65-8 1131.001 ut l .. .5....... 7.... 0 f 1
GS-7 SaSSa" ur. m u ................ 2

Total. appropriated positions . ............... 48 46 48 0

Anes" is Salary .......................... S123,387 $125,90 5125.M
Antrage iS Salary............................................. I i 571.531 S74,321
Awnreg SI Greo................................................ 10.3u 10.42 10.42N

A-1S



1I. total .aorkye wW panne c action ....
13 Other then full-time permant...................

11.1 Other peroou comenation ....................
11.3 Spacial personal services priments................

Total .........................................

1.1191obobe workyoosro
full-time permesnt................................

12.0 Peronnoel benefits .............................
13.0 Beneafits to foor Peronnel.....................
21.0 travel and tramaatatio. of perso.n..............
22.0 travowoatimn of things ........................
23.1 09A rent.......................................
23.2 Rental fpsow ito to Others........................
23.3 Cm., utli.. S other misc. chags...............
246.9 Printing an ruprodwacl .........................
211.2 Other services .................................
2S.3 Pwrchase of goo* A soc fro Sov't mcconto ......
211.51 *osrch "~ cevlomnt contracts ........... ....
25.6 Radical care ..................................
25.7 Orsoiam and mointoaroe of oqwipent ............
26.0 24.9plieo med eteISIS ..........................
31.0 Equipmnt ....................... ..............

total obligotions.............................

Office of t waliia Id
lsmm" of aMaIrMIs byEM CImlims

(Doltons in Taimnds)

im12a AMI00 tiao MUMa- 111111
wo-nmr Am yokas AM Widk AR M~a AML

43 $3,321
7 302
2 15

'.3 $3,569

2 65

43 S3,700
7 "
2 65

3i
12 $3.803 52 $4,015 52 4164 ... 149

769 got83 . 72
0 1 . 0

21 27 27 ... S
212 274 27 4. I
158 687 71r.. 9
S5 0 24 ... 26

139 '1211 123 ... 0
294 277 281 ... 4.
371 29 294 ...
142? 122 12 ... 0

o 0 .. 0
4 4 ... 0

69 7319 .V
$11 62 6'. ... 2
22 11 ..

III 6.5a5 52 6'M7 52 ?,Ile ... 348

A-16



TAX DIVISION
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SUMMARY PERFORMANCE PLAN of the TAX DIVSION - FY 20101

Samnsary Statement:

TheTux Division requests a totalof6Wpermnent positions. 571 work yesrsand "I3,1,W) for its Fiscal Yes(FY)2001 Salaries
and Expenses Appropriation. This request serentsannsemofS , ove the 2Wac tdapprepratnof67,0%M00 Also
included are 14 positions and 8 FTE formajor new FY 2001 initiatives. Descriptions of these initiatives we found on pages 16 to 21 of ths
plan. The increase supports thecontinued implementation of the Department's prionityto ensure thatthe federal tax laws we enfoced firly,
correctly and in a uniform manner. The Tax Division's mission, goals, program initiatives, objectives, and performance measumnents are
set forth in this Plan.

A. Mission and Goa1l and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

Core Mission of the Tax Divislon: Theprimaryminsion of the Tax Division is to enforce the country's tax laws in federal and state courtsE
and, thereby, ensure the maximum legal collection ofrevenue by the Federal Governent. The mod significant result ofthe Divisns efforts
is obtained every time the United States Treasury collects a tax that has been cormecly and justly imposed and every time the Division
successfully defends against an unjustified claim for refund. The Division utilizes both criminal and civil prosecution to ensure that the
nation's internal revenue laws are fairly and uniformly applied and that tbcpublic complies with the nation's tax laws. In this way, the Tax
Division's accomnplishments contribute signiflcantly and directly to efforts by the Administration and Congress to protect the federal fisc from
unjustified claims.

Stsatory Respossbillty. The Internal Revenue Code is the major authorizing statute goverhing the Tax Division, wherebythe Division:
represents the United States in all civil and criminal litigation raising under the internal revenue laws, other thanproceedings inthe U.S. Tax
Court; litigates bankruptcy and Freedom of Information Act actions involving tax matters; and defends W=rt case involving internal
Revenue Service Personnel.



Critical Mission Functions:

(Support DOJ Strategic Plan Core Function 3: Legal Representation, Enforcement of Federal Laws, and Defense of U.S. Interests)

* Promote the fair, correct, and uniform enforcement of the federal tax laws in the nation's trial and appellate courts; foster thepublic's
voluntary compliance with the tax laws through vigorous criminal prosecution of and civil enforcement against individual and
corporate taxpayers that violate federal tax laws;

* Enhance collection of tax debts by the U.S. Treasury;

*Assist in the development of federal tax policy by (a) analyzing proposed legislation that affects civil litigation, appeals, and criminal
prosecutions arising under the Internal Revenue Code and (b) maintaining cooperative relationships with the Internal Revenue Service,
the Department of the Treasury, and components within the Department of Justice, including the United States Attorneys' Offces;
and

* Manage the Division efficiently and effectively.

B. Highlig~hts of Mission-Critical Resuls

Major results from the Tax Division's mission-critical programs (Tax Gap Project, Illegal Tax Protest Initiative, International
Compliance, end Workforce Restructuring) that directly link to the DOJ strategic goals, are highlighted below.

1. INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF CRIMINAL OFFENSES (DOJ Strategic Plam, Core Function 3)

- Reduce whife-eeJr crifie, inclddonpnbc crrptiwdfeimd. (DOi Stategic Plan, Core Function 3, Goal 4) This purpose is served
by the successful prosecution of criminal tax cases by the Tax Division. The criminal tax cases involve'diverse targets ranging from large
corporations to individuals who attempt to defratud the United States. For example, in UWWedSt~es Y'. Hogax, Michael Hagan and hisabrother,
Terrence Hogan, operated an airport and air cargo/air charter business, Miami Valley Aviation, Inc. (MVA), in Middletown, Ohio. Michael
I ogan had not fi led tax returns fcr over decade until September 1997. Further, Michael Hogan used nominees and over 50 bank accounts



to conceal income that he diverted from MVA. Teny Hogan, the president of 1MVA, created false corporate r e coad in uief~orla conceal
thediversion orincom to his brother. Michael Hogan sent over $750,000 to Guardian Bank and Trust in the Caymnan Islands using ashell
cosporation mid repatriated about half this sum to purchase &jet and house. Michael Hogan pleaded guilty on September 1, 1999, to a kin
conspiracy andl tax evasion charges, and stipulated to atax lossof more than $550,000. Heis now cooperating with the government. Terrence
Hogan also pleaded guilty on September I to filing a raise corporate return. He was recently sentenced to,,9 days in jail, I year in hom
dctcntion, 5 years of probation, a $20,000 fine and 500 hours of community service.

In UnitedStates v. Johnnsy Chung, the defendant entered a plea of guilty to tax evasion, bank fraud, and conspiracy to violate the
federal election Ioa. He was sentenced to five years of probation and 3,000 hours of community service. Chung was the fihstmajo tao"e
of t Depaimnt's Campaign Finance Task Force investigation to plead guilty and he received reduced sentence for cooperating with the
government. Chung visited the White House on 49 occasions and contributed almost $400,000 to Democratic partycauses. Headmittedithat
he attempted to evade his 1995 income taxes by rilung a tax return which he knew failed to report all of his taxable income.

Many of the case handled by CES attorneys are tax gap, or legal source income, case. In UnitedSiut. .RendBlackbunm, for
example, the defendant pleaded gji ity to a ive-count information charging him with evadingtOnepayment ofS72,Oooin fderl withholding
taxes. Blackburn controlled several companies and failed to pay their tax liabilities. In 1993, as the president of LLA, Inc., a firn that
rcfrurbi shed industrial machinery. the defendant receivedS74,000 in salary payments. To prevent the IRS from seizing these funds to satisfy
some of the withholding tax liability, heanranged to receive his salary paid in cash. Blackburn was sentenced to serve 37 months in prison.

-Reducee$q#~0aderrosm(spnsod byforgnr d egmsp ihfnedU Sa ndabd whdetudtUS, citens
or instiins). (DOJ Strategic Plan, Core Function 3, Goal 4) In Unted Stoweu. Verel Smith, an Idaho bullet-mold manufacturer was
convicted byajuryof faiiingto ile incometax returns, presenting fictitious financial instruments, failingto appear at acourt-cedered heuing.
resisting arrest, and assaulting two officers of the U.S. Marshal's Service. Smith was sentenced to 51 months in prison and five years of
supcrviscd release. This case was the first prosecution using a recently enacted statute that was designed to combat anti-govemnment groups
that employ fictitious financial instruments to commit economic terrorism against the United States.

- Cordinate and integrae DOJ law enferemeul .clitluds v~ev e mpndIfe a"dceeva rrjkl wfth ether fdei,& SONend Aecu
agmuces that are critically linked to Iraprawd oiperatio q/04 ef~Nwiv~uJusice syten (DO] Strategic Plan, Core Function 3) In United
States . Gin. GadU4t the defendant pleaded guilty tooa two-count information charging him with one count of tax evasion and one count of



receiving kickbacks. Garilli was a purchasing agent for Kaman Aerospace, a defense subcontractor. From 1993 through 1995, he received
approximately S220,000 in illicit payoffs and failed to declare the money on his income tax returns. The court fined Garilli $15,000 and
sentenced him to three years of probation. This prosecution resulted from an ongoing joint IRS Criminal Investigation Division/Department
or Defense investigation.

The Department's International Tax Compliance accomplishments are due to the cooperative efforts ofthe Tax Division, workingwith
an interagency delegation jointly led by the State and Justice Departments, with represent tatives of the Russian government. Continued
negotiations for a mutual legal assistance treaty (MLAT)tocovertax offenses resulted in Russia's agreement to provideassistance, including
access to bank records, for all United States tax crimes. The United States and Russia have formally amended the MLAT to cover all tax
crimes. Other international tax compliance progress includes informal negotiations with F-ance concerning proposed protocol to the United
States-France Extradition Treaty, to establish tax crimes as extraditable offenses. and with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, to improve
mutual cooperation in investigations and prosecutions of tax and money laundering offenses.

2. LEGAL. REPRESENTATION, ENFORCEMENT OF FEDERAL LAWS, AND DEFENSE OF U.S. INTERESTS (DOJ
Strategic Pan, Core Functio. 3),

- Prome the fair, correct and anofrm eufercmext of the Federal ftr low and the calevlan of I= debts. (DO) Strategic Plan, Core
Function 3, Goal4) Tax Division attorneysameguided bythepninciplesof fairandunifonntreatment forall categoriesoftaxpayersthroughout
all stages of case review, litigation, and appeals. This applies to the collection of tax debts. Specifically, during FY 1999, the Tax Division
succcssfullydefended against more than $441 million in tax refund claims ar -, obtained,. rughsettlaentorpost-judgnmt collection more
than $66 million in aflirmative recoveries.

As result of the IRS's focuson abusive ts," we havealready sucessully instituted an injunction proceedingagminst abusvetnas
promoters in California. That case, Vnkedme .x.EuaPrewveSerce, aLL was suit aginst them&*orpromoter ofthe scheme,
his corporation. a lawyer, and acertifiedpublic accountant who participated in the abusive proton. Thedefen&usaed anationwkdemuli-
level marketing network to sellI a non-grantor trust scheme. Inprooing the scma truurchaserereto among other thn that they
could transfer pptinto the trust, thereby receiving"&anew income tax basis" for the prpry which oud tenbe dpeciamL hIadditioa,
prospective purchasers were told that these trusts could be used for *income splitting", to generate deductions that would otherwise rot be



available, and to reduce or eliminate self-employment taxes. Thecourt. notingihe wide-spread natureof the scheme anthetypeof ftudulent
conduct, entered a preliminary injunction against all of the defendants.

In BelAdanfic Carp. and Subsidlaries v. UftedSwaes (E.D. Pa.) (app. pending), the Tax Division prevailed in a complex tax refund suit
involving the investment tax credit. Although~ the case itself involved some. $77 million, the issue is estimated to have a nationwide tax-
revenue impact (for all industries) ofaboutS$30 billion. In Lackheed-Mani Corp. v. United States (Fed. Cl.) (app. pending) the Tax Division
successfully litigated whether certain expenditures should be eligible for research-and-development tax credits, anothecaaewheretheissue.
presented involve several billion dollars of tax revenues with respect to defense industries. And in FloriddPregres Carp . UnitedStaes
(M. D. Fla.Xapp.pedn)thdititcutuhl h ovrmn'poiinOunegon evclncotmutesp iz atity
industry issue that is estimated to involve $250 to $300 million annually.

In in re Scom Cebk Coeaunlcadens, Inc. (Bankr. D. Conn.). the Tax Division succeeded in convincing the bankruptcy court to sustain
thc Government's objection to a pre-packaged bankruptcy plan which, ifwidely adopted, had the potential to allow corporate debtors to avoid
hillions in capital gains taxes from the sale of assets. In re Ndfse Banber Hunt and In re *1Mm Hawbet HOnt (Blankr. N.D. Tex.) are
two separate Chapter 11I bankruptcy proceedings in which the Goverrnent has, over a number of yars, obtained about $133 million in
satisfaction of individual federal tax liabilities. In FY 1998 and 1999, the Government. collected ovar $6.8 million and $1.7 million,
respectively. from these bankruptcies. The Government has collected 80% of the assets in the Nelson Bunker Hunt case, and 70% in the
William Herbert Hunt case. The Tax Division has also been successful in deterring abuse of the bankruptcy system. ForexunpleiebM
Perrs (Bankr. W.D. Tex.) (app. pending), the United States worked with the trustee to pierce a trust set up by the debtor to conceal over
$I million in assets from his creditors.

3. MANAGEMENT (DOJ Strategle Plain, Core Fumd.. 3)

*Acleeedlencinrmangeeaenkikces; en e a autivmddvw*#ewbrc*f~wagsw-ft andempwredtJO&
(DOJ Strategic Plan, Core Function 3, Goal 4) TheTax Division's resowutured workforce hasresulted inthe continued recraitmustofided
litigation assistants and paralegals. to promote the litigation team concept with ouarexpert tax attorfey. Enhuiced parfonnauce work plan
governing quality performance, productivity, uid output were developed and implemented. In addition the Dio's Utigation Support
Service Centers ame fully operational. Direct support to out litigatio team has resulted insa shift of much of the athninisbrative and cleticail
work from the litigation sectionsto centralized support centers. Lastly, to ensure that our management investment in resiructuungotues



to yicl returns for the Division. a Employee Utilization Coordinator is responsible for faicilitating continued team-building training and
coaching. and chairs the Division's Change Management Oversight Committee that recommends management improvements.

4. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (DOJ Strategic Plait, Core fumed..s 3)

-Ia smse caseloodreseIvedthreagk AftenmuitiDispaute Reoruto(ADR). (DOJ Strategic Plan, Core Function 3, Goal 4) The Tax Division
continues to increase participation in Alternative Dispute Resolution programs and expand the use of other settlement techniqes, where
appropriate. as an alternative to litigation.

Number of Case Completed Using Alternative Dispute Resoluton (ADR)

FY 1998 Actual FY 1999 Actual FY 2000 Planned FY 2001 Planned

94 120 100 125

C. Tax Divisin's EY 2001 Performance Goash and Indicators by Decision Unit

1. Introduction

Members of the Tax Division. the United States Attorney.' Offices, anid the Internal Revenu Service work closely to achieve joint
goals and objectives. Various cross-cutting initiatives (Tax Gap Project, Illegal Tax Protest [nitiative, International Compliance Initiative.
Abusive Trust Initiative, and Workforce Restructuring) focus on mutuallydesired outcomes arid esult by promoting the deterrence of tax
fraud. encouraging voluntary payment oftaxes, collecting tax debts, and managing these piogruin.efficimntiysWdeffctivly. With dwecn
Internal Revenue Service Restnicuring and Reform Act of 1998 (RRA 98"), radical adjustments hove bownmade to tefisncfiowsofthe IRS,
the Tax Division's principal client agency. The full effect of those changes is not yet knownua t IRS has spent much of 1999 continuing
to restructure itself internally.

The Tax Division encouraged the Department policy to avoid setting targets for indictments and convictions, pmrticuilary in the area
of tax litigation and enforcement. Even though the Tax Division is very proud of its 96.3 conviction rate, it is not thegoal of the Division



to set targets in this area; rather, the Tax Division's emphasis ison uniform and fair enforcement of t tax laws and the Division reports its
actual results and statistics at the end of each fiscal year.

2. Crosscutting Activities

As the lead component in the Department for Internal Revenue Code matters, the Tax Division has increased cooperation and
coordination on tax related issues. The Division's litigation managers (Section Chiefs) have fostered heightened cooperation with the U.S.
Attorneys and the Internal Revenue Service. The Section Chiefs regularlyneed with representatives from thee othe offices to develop and
coordinate law enforcement initiatives and to discuss other matters of mutual concern. For example, the four chiefs of the Tax Division's
Criminal Enforcement 'Sections participated in a meeting of IRS Criminal Investigation managers to explore workload priotities and tends.
A byproduct of this development has been more participation by Tax Division line attorneys in the policy discussions and litigation efforts of
cooperative law enforcement effort such as the Departmentoffransportation/Faewal HighwayAdministration Joint Federal-Swae MotorFuels
Compliance Project, the Department of the Treasury's Tax Refund Fraud Task Force, various health care fruaud task fomres, and the Organized
Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces.

3. Decision Unilt Goals and Inidicators

A. Federal Appellate

1)

The core mission ofthe Tax Division's Federal Appealsprogram isrepresenting the Governtnent in civil tax appeals. Attorneysmnthis
program litigate all federal civilItax cases appealed to the United Statesacourts of appeals and state appellateorts.Tegerlal
of the federal appellate activityof the Tax Division we reflected in the following performance indicators which mesmue our success
in protecting the federal fisc, in achieving fair results, anid in preserving our reputation for just and effective advocacy in the courts.

0 Input: Number of cases received from District Courts, Tax Court, the State Courts and the Cowr of Federal Claim



" Output: Percentage ortaxpayerappeals won, at least in pan, bythe Government. PercentageofGovemmmtappeadcoWa
appeals in which at least part of the relief sought is awarded.

" Intermediate Outcome: Number of cases in which oral argument is heard. Number rofaubstantive motions and responsesuand
oppositions thereto, and jurisdictional memoranda filed per year.

" Productivity/Efficiency Number ofbriefs rely briefs. petitions forreheuringik etc. filed per lines attorney work year. Number
of appeal recommendations, settlements, certiorari, venue, reheaing, conifession oferm,mandamus, and micus paticipation
memranda prepared per attorney work year.

H. Criminal Prosetulan

The central sized review aid authorizat ion ofallI crimi nal tax prosecutionsaddte provision ofl itigation assistance to theU.S. AftornMcysa
Offices advance the goal of uniform enforcement. Prompt review of criminal referras and enhanced public awareness ofcriminal tax C
convictions promote the goal of achieving maximum deterrence and foster volunitary compliance.

* Input/Output: Client Service: Number of requests received and honored for litigation asistance at trial and appellate ees
in targeted enforcement area (excise tax. drug enforcement, health care, illegal tax protest) and legal source booe cume

* Input/Output: Requests for and rate of participation in miscumews itcdultsxnitraxinnfor~u istatU.
Altorncs participate in task forces, advise on legislative proposals and amndmntst publish Criminal Tax Manual).

* Produclivity/Ericiency: Average number ofdayu to performn initialreviewsofadnrinistrativeandgrmndjuryoutgrowhcses



C. Civil Uftla.

The Tax Division's Civil litigation program promoted the protection of tax revenues while striving to muethe fair and consistent
treatment of taxpayers nationwide.

" Input: Number of civil case received.

" Output: Number of civil caes closed per ye.

" Intermediate Outcome: Number of civil came pending. Number of cases with decisions. Number of decialons Peroentage
ofrwina. Number of settlments. Number of concessions. Number of district court suits instituted! on behalf of the United
States. Number of district court suit requests declined by Division or withdrawn by IRS or other client agency.

* End Outcome: Tax dollars collected and dollars retained in tax refund suits (5 in millions) by cowrt action and settlements.



D. Major New FY 20(11 Imltlatlves

1. INTERNATIONAL COMPLIANCE INITIATIVE

In FY 2001. the Tax Division requests total of?7 positions. 4 FrE work yesm and S5OO,000 to pursue a Departmental kWd Division
goal or International Compliance. This initiative suorts DOJ Strateuc Plan Core Function 3.

PROGRAM DFsrRIPTION:

The use of tax haven countries as well mother offshore countries to evade United States tax has been a longstanding concern of the
Internal Revenue Service. That problem is increasing. Some of the growth stems from the decrease in the attractivenes of. mr traditional
domestic tax shelters occasioned by the tax law changes enacted in 1986. In addition, the use of the Internet and other electronic technology
makes the promotion and use of foreign trusts and other offshore schemes easier to accomplish and more popular, as well as more difficult to
detect. The common thread in all of these schemes is use of tax haven countries, which impose little or no tax, offer strict banksecrecy laws
not covered by treaty provisions, or refuse to agree to extradite fugitives charged with tax crimes. C

While abusive offithore schemes take on many forms, the use offoreigntnusts is becoming icreasingly popular. A taxpayer firstcreNe
a ttust in a tax haven country. Thereafter, he ostensibly transfers all ownership interests in specified property to the trus and supposedy
relinquishes all control over the assets transferred. A number of entities are created and the trust then engages insa series of transactions
designed to obtiascate (sometimes referred to as a"whirlwind" by the IRS), shifting the trust property around, and generating various 1fees
and expensee." The basic theory is that all trust income is earned in the tax haven country, and since the transfror has not retained any
ownership in, orcontrol over, the trust, no United States tax will be incurred. The reality of the situation is that due to" agreements andor
secretdocuments. the tavalseror never truly relinquishes control lover the budt assets or the income theygenerate and, thus, is liable for United
States tax on the trust income. A variety of methods is used to return the assets and the income they ponerate to the taxpayer, such a wire
transfers, the use of debit or credit cards, andi alleged loans. T'he taxpayer typically does not report tohes t and, becwi~se all of these
methodsrwe difficult todetect. substantial income goes untaxed. eUestimated cost to the United States Treasurys a ranklofthis behavior
is staggering. The IRS has consulted with expert Jack Blumn itn its attempt to address these poblem and international money laundering
schemes. Blum, aformer special counselto the Senate Fonign Relations Subcomnmittee on Terrorism,Narcotics andlnternationalOpmtaions,
who has testilroed before Congress on issues of international banking, has noted that offshore tax evasion is ahge hole in our tax system and
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estimates that 500,000 Americans improperly use foreign bank accounts, trusts, and business corporations to escape 55075 billion in taxes
annually.

The Tax Division initiative includes seven attorneys [one attorney Federal Appeals program; four attorneys Criminal Enforcementprogram; two attorneys Civil Litigation program) for the conduct of litigation to counter international financial crime.

To further internationW enfrcmen tgoas ofthi initiative, th~xDvso ed tonyeprecdi ii n iia alitigation and in obtaining foreign evidence or information, and knowledgeable about international agreements. to achieve international taxcompliance, such as tax treaties mutual legal assistance treaties, and extradition treaties. These attorneys would (1) review or handle theinternationally affected civil and criminal cases of the tax Division; (2) aaaist foreign tax authorities in obtaining information located, in theUnited States, in reaching the sets of foreign taxpayers located in the United States, and in extraditing U.S.-based fugitives chargd withforeign tax crimes; and (3) give expert advice to HtS agents and Government attorneys handling fiftt tionalty affected tax Cases both civiland criminal. These functions we critical toehnigoritrainltxefmnn ol k ol eacmlse nywt irfm
dedicated resources.

Crosscutting ActivitisI-
co

Tax Division attorneys will coordinate with other international components of the United States Government, such as the Office ofInternational Affairs (Criminal Division Departrmt of Justice), IRS Associate Chief Counsel (International), IRS Assistant Commissioner
(International), the Department of Treasury International Tax Counsel, and the State Department
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2. ABUSIVE TRUST INITIATIVE

In FY 200 1, the Tax Division requests a total of?7 positions, 4 FTE work years, and $500,000 for an initiative to curb abusive trusts.
This initiative supnrts DOI Strategic Plan Core Function 3.

PROGRAM DESCIPTION:

In recent years the Internal Revenue Service has noted substantial increase in the number of taxpayers utifizingtrusts inan attempt
to avoid, or limit, their federal tax liabilities. While trusts have many legitimate uses, they rarely lead to a legitimate reduction in taxes, The
IRS has found that more and more unscrupulous promoters are aggressively marketing abusive trusts using strained, and in momne instances
outright false, interpretations of the tax laws. Somepiromoters offer so called "asset protection trusts", ostensibly designed to protect a
purchased's assets from his creditors, but which can, and often are, used to improperly shift income and. to hide ownership of assets in order
to avoid paying proper tax liabilities. Promoter often target sole proietorshipsor professionals, promising that if the taxpayertransfersma
operating business into an entity variously called a "business trust," a "common law business trust," or an "uiopntd business
organi7.at ion." he can claim deductions for what are ceetially personal expenss shift income, and avoid self-employment tax, whilenever
really losing control over his business or its assets. These schemes elevate form over substance, and sometimes can be "layered" or tieredd" c
making them more difficult to detect and unravel. When the facts are uncovered, the purchaser is not entitled to any of the adveutsed tax
hecnefits.

The number of trust return filings with the IRS has increased by 11% since 1993, and is continuing to rise. More importantly, while
there were 3.300.000 trust returns filed in 1997, the IRS believes that over 11,500,000 trusts m not filing return These phenomena have
lead to substantial revenue losses. In order to combat this druin on the treasury, the IRS is increasingly focusing on the abusive busd oa, both
auditing retuu a that amre iled, and detecting situations where returns should have been filed anid taxes paid. in addition the IRS~s CrQ ia
Investigation Division identified abusive trusts as an emerging area in 1997, and has steadily devoted increased resources to this peoni.

Similarly, from a civil perspective. the Tax Division will be required to enforce an increased number ofadministnivesummnonses as
the IRS goes forward with its efforts in the abusive trust aea This will be especially true with repc to protnoters, of these schemes. who,
as we know from past experience, will resis every step of the investigation. And, as the IRS focuses more on promoters, there will be so
increase in the number of civil injunction suits we will be asked to bring. for as noted above, it isrmore effecive to stop these schernes before
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many purchasers become involved, than tomaudit trust purchasers later, ifthey can be detected, Indeed, asa result ofthe 13W&s focus on abusive
trusts, we have already successfully instituted an injunction proceeding against abusive trust promoters.

Additionally, as result of the IRS's efforts to curb abusive trust practices, the Division will be called uponl to litigate additional cae
involving: liability for penalties assessed against promoters of these schemes; liability for income tax and penalties msedx against trust
purchasers who have followed the promoters advice; and the collection of tax, penalty and interest from the promoters and the participants.

In sum. abusive trusts pose a significant problem for our tax system'. Coordinated efforts between the IRS and the Tax Division are
necessary to combat this situation. In that regard, there is now greatercoor-iination between the Division and the IRS with regard tothum issues.
In fact, the Division and the IRS have established a Joint Trust Tark Force Working Group to identify in advance, and to propose solutions
for, issues which affect criminal and civil actions in this area. While the Task Force will require considerable time by Division stiomwe,we
believe that it will, in the long run, result in more efficient and effective enforcement in this important area

As indicated sbove, abusive trust litigation, be it criminal, civil or appellate, is resource intensive. Some schemes are highly
sophisticated; some are relatively simple. All should be stopped. Additional resources will help ensure that they will be.

co
0"3. AUTOMATED LITIGATION SUPPORT INITIATVTi C"

In FY 2001 lthe Tax Division requessSI .02 million forthe supportof information technology advancaemntstoenable theTax Division
to move forward into the 21 st century, keeping pace with the technology available and used both within the courts and byopposingcounsel.
This initiative support DOJ Stratemc Plan Core Function 3.

PROGRAM t)F.SRtPTION:

This initiative represents a program inrc rease in support of information technology in the Tax Division in the Year 2001. Itwillbeused
to:

Create an organizational and technical infrastructure in the Tax Division to support the use of automated litigation support
(ALS) tools for trial preparation, electronic iling, and presentation in "typical," as well as large cases.
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0Bring ALS tools to the attorney's laptop personal computer for use in the office anod while on travel.

" Enhance the presentation of evidence in the courtroom through the use of presentation software and equipment.

* Provide training to all litigation team members (attorney and support personnel) on AILS tools.

Traditionally, the Division has made only limited use of automnated litigation support services. WhileALS has been used in extremely
large cases or by attorneys who are computer-savvy anid have developed their own applications, its use in smaller came has been discouraged.
The Division has not included ALS as part of its base, which would have allowed for widespread uae of this technology. Instead, funds fmow
a no-year account of unob igated funds administered by thecJuctie Management Division have been used as needed but this is not reliable
source of funds.

Internal and external changes in the litigation environment make it imperative that the Division enhance its ALS program. Internally, P"
restnucturing has put the Division in position to fully automate its workforce. This initiative will conmplemnent the establishment ofLitigation Ob
Support Service Centcrs throughout the Division, awell as provide the office automation and teleconferencing equipment needed to provide
Division personnel with a completeset ofautomated tools. Automated litigationsupportequipmentwill der eauthearnountoftimenecessuy
to complete docuznent-intensivetrials and will faclitaejuryconmelm nsio.. Theaditionofthesereaoiuewillalowitomeysandpwaieps
to analyze large volumes of documents quickly and more thoroughly. Additionally. Tax Division attorneys we becoming awe of the
availability of ALS technology and will have the office automation tools (iCON-1l) needed to support these technologies.

A number ofexternal factors also ameat work. For example, the Divisionnmust prepare itself for electronic filing, which is being piloted
by the United States District and Bankruptcy Courts. Electronic iling projects, in which the Division expects toparticipate, arm underway in
several courts. Additionally, the use of presentation technology in the courtroom is quickly becoming the norm and has proven tobe ofgrt
benefit in the presentation of complex litigation.
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The Division will conduct a pilot study in Fiscal Yewr 2000 with up to four litigation -ai--stodaminethe bestinbLoftedhoology
and training ror tire Division's workforce and to provide a basis foir beniefit/cost analysis. Based on the -eslt of this study, we usticipfts
redesigning worli processes to utilize effectively ALS technology.

To ensure that the Division mnses the Department's goal of interoperability and information slwing, the Di vision will continue its
participation in the Utigating Components' MLS working group; software will be integrated into the JON-1platform; andthe coraroor
prescntaton equipmnt wilt be interoperable with the equipment purchased by the Executive Office for United Sta Atuornys and by the
Administrative Office for the United States Combt. The Division will also continue to request funding for its officeutomation ifruncture
through the Legal Activities Office Automation account.

Funding, is requested for

" Training for attorneys and non-attorneys, particularly paralegals, approximately $250,000 in FY 2000; approxinatelySl00,000
in each subsequent year.

* Imaging and database capabilities - approximately 5200,000 each yewr.

* Presentation equipment - approximately $70,000 (or two kits for use in training staff mid trial preparstior.

" Contractor support - $500,000 per year to provide technical support

E. Data Validation &ud Verifcation Issues

The Tax Division began data validation and verification of performance measures at the onset of the enactment ofGPftA legislation.
On a quauterly bas. the GPRA statistics ame reviewed by the Tax Division's Performance Managenert Committee's sensor attorney
chairpersons. This Committee consists of attorneys, litigation support specialists, data management specialists, and budget analysts. The
majority of the statistics were contained ini the Division's existing Cas Management System. As part of the redesign of a new system,
-Taxfloc," which was implemented during summer 1999, the few remaining maniually-retrieved GPRA statistics will be generated
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automatically, It is envisioned that a refined performance measurement system may caus somec variations in the way some statistics we
calculated.

Date Catlectlets sad Storae

T1he Tax Division has relied on manual methods fo cording adrtivng performance data. In conjunctonwthdedeveopmnent
of anew case management system (TaxDoc), the Division has. recently revised the complemnt of indicators hataretacked.

Data Validation and Verification

There will be new procedures to collect and record pertinent data on activities related to specific issues, enabling the Section. Chiefs
to make projection aduset goals based on complete accurate, and relevant staistics. The Tax Division began data validation and verification
of performance measures at the onset of the enactment of OPRA legislaton. On a quarterly basis, the GPRA statistics awe reviewed by the
Tax Division's Performance Management Committee's senior attorney chairperons. This Conunittee consis of attomeys, litigstionupipot
specialists. data management specialists, and budget analysts. The majority of the, statistics were contained in the Division's existig Case
Management System. As part of the redesign of a new system, i'sxloc," which was implemented during summer 1999, the few remaining 00
manually-retrieved performance measurement statistics will be generated automatically.

Data imitatios

TheTax Division currently lacks historical data on somec activities. The newlyrefined informationmanagemnt slystemmaycaus some
variations in the way some statistics arm calculated
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F. lameui

. Strlele Goal ] 1999 2000 2001

14 lkrt  e dwfi' C %w ol Dollars Pos. IFTE Dollars Pos. IFTE Dollars Poo. IFFE

I&10".adhA'r CftIMaf Iaz $65,633 586 55 $67,200 586 563 j$73,011 600 571

All budgetary resources requested for the Tax Division, 600 positions, 571 FTE, anid S73,01 1,000, support Goal 4 of Core Function
3 Of the United States Department of Justice Strategic Plan 1997 - 2002: Prmt h Lcretad efroetfhf
laws and the collection of tax dabta.

In order to achieve the Division's performance goals in FY 2001, it must be able to secure the requested budgetary resources dbmaby

intended to defraud the Internal Revenue Service; (3) coordinate mnd integrate DOJ law enfntcent fhtwth eCriminal Diviiommad
the United States Attorneys' Offices; (4) coordinate international investigations, tax compliance issues and negotiate mutual asaie aud

tax debts and defend against tax refund claims.

Skills

The Tax Division requires experienced attorneys and support stall who are familiar with the procedures of fedesal District and
Bankruptcy courts and have the substantive and procedural knowledge peculiar to tax cases. ithe Division a"a requires that sooneofifibstaff
have speialized experience. For example, to further international enforcemest goal* the Division needs attony eim~icedW in civi umd
criminal tax litigation and in obtaining foreign evidence or information, and knowledgeable about itontioaal areaenset to achieve
international tax compliance, such a tax treaties, mutual legal assistance treaties, and extradition treatis.
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Informiation Teehnelog

In order to achieve the Department's FY 2001 performance goals related to tax enforcement, we are heavily dependent on having a
solid infrastructure for the Tax Division. Specifically. this includes: (1) fully implementing the new TaxDoc system; (2) ful implementation
of the justice Consolidated Office Network (.JCON2) system within the Tax Division; (3) access to adequate litigation support, including
courtroom presen tation technologies; and (4) the organizational and technical infrastructure to support the use of automated tools for trial
preparation, electronic filing, and courtroom presentation. Traditionally, theDivision hasamade onlylimited ueofautorated litigaionwstppot
(ALS) services. While some ALS has been used in extremely large cases orby attorneys who are computer-literate and have developed their
own applications, its use in smaller cases has been discouraged. The predecessors ofTaxDoc and JCON2 (the AS400 based cue management
system and the EAGLEIPHOENIX office automation sysem) were not accessible to all users and were not helpful in providing ALS.

G. Summary Performance Plan, Performnance Goals. Target and Actuals

Core Fuadlo.s 3: Lega Representation. Enforcement of Federal Laws, and Defens of U. S. interests

Strategic Goal 3.4: Promote the fair, corret and uniform eiorcement of the Federal tax las and the collection of tax debts.

NO TE: Inaccordance with Department guidance. targeted lewls ofperformance are notprojectedfor certain indicator types Wihin this goal

1.4 Percefla o~wyr ta peuIk woes. st lSe in put by 93% 92% Not P.oew Not Projene

-doc Goerom_ _ _ __ _ _

K .rwhoc fkdPIo gp w rli~usm i wded I " I " I. I :I
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Key Summnary Level lidicaten 1991 1999 2001 MI1 Plaumed
Actual Actual Planned

Cowl Dcteons (Civil) fall Ow")

A Number a( caues with decenons 2,737 2,336 2.390 V.90
8 Number ordecwmon 3,004 2,623 2,620 2.620
C Percentage of wms 93% 93% Not Projected Not Projected

Settlements mid concessions (CMl) (all couirtsj

A Numr otettlenient 733 633 640 640
B Number ofc c.o ; 134 124 120 120

Number (FY 2001) mid paernag of'reilests for 100% 100% 95% ISUM90
itigation assistarce Itomored in crimial legal suc
in'com cane.s

Number mid percintg of request for litigtion
asaitance at tria and appellat leVlS Wonre ill

-srgtsenn naforuinen areas (abusive trnsst
excis tax, drug enforcemn. healh care, and
protect .

Revised
indicator
foe FY
2001

Revise
indicator
for FY
2001

Resau
indicator for

FY 2001

32190%

Number (FY 2001) and permtW of requests for 95% 100% 95% 17Si95%
litipsan Omvestigiain advice honored us
internationalnues

Numbern (FT 2001) and Percentag of requmests for 100% 95% 90% 31
Pwisi ism iaelaiia aivitiesyr".
COndMc criina ta tram"in %r Asuiint U.S
Atnseys. participate Ai task forces advise on
legislative proposals mid amrendmient puliis
Crml Tax Manual and revisions etc ____
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TaE Diviuto
Salaries mAd Expenses, General Lega Activities

(Dollars in thousands)

Justifleatlo., of Program ad Performanc~e

FEDERAL APPEALS -

IPffitwe Ei Anmqh

2000 Appropriation Anticipated 70 66 $8,044
2001 Base 70 66 8,475
2001 Estimate zfll L

Increase/Decrease I I S75

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

Tax Division lawyers working in the Appellate Section litigate all Federal civil tax cases appealed to the United States cowlts of
appeas and state appellate couts. Theys&Igo draft pleadings and briefs riedby the Solicitor General in"th United Siaes Supremn Courtand
make recommendations to the Solicitor General regarding the advisability of filing: (i) appeals in civil tax cases where the Federal
Government did not prevail before the district courts, the Court of Federal Claims, the Tax Cowlt, and state cowlts; and (ii) petitions for
certiorari in civil tax case where the Federal Government did notiprevail inan appellate forum. In addition, atneys in this section handle
appeas generated in Freedom of Information Act and Privacy Act cases civil toil suits that involve IRS officials and emloyees, and cases
involving inter-Governmental immunity. They prepare amicus curiae briefs iled by the United States in private lawsuits that present issues
affecting the interests of the IRS and in other case where a court invites the Government to state its views on civil tax-relate questions.
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Case examples illustrate in substantive and tangible tor the nature ofthe *aork, its speci ficand genealdtrrntvlue,mad its effects
on revenues. In each of the casm described below, attorneys from the Tax Division's Appellate Section played a critical role bybriefing
and/or arguing civil tax issues that have a significant impact on the public fisc:

0 CUNA MxtNAl Life Ir0sarence. C&. . IUrled Stages (Fed. Cir., Feb. 9,1999) was the third in a series ofcaaes involving the
computation ofthe deduction ror policy holder divideds paid byrmutual life insuace companies to their policy holders. The Fedetl Circuit
joined the Seventh and Eighth Circuits, which had previously ruled in favor of the Governnent on this issue, in deciding that statutory
provisions did not permit an augmentation sought by the plaintiff. The Interns] Revenue Service has advised that, industry-wide,neazlyS6
billion in revenues are at stake in this on-going litigation.

* ACM Panxership. Commiuonw(3rdCir., Oct. 13,1998). This case involved an intricate tax sheltermarketed by Merill.
Lynch Company to Colgate-Palmolive Company mid 10 other large corporations. The scheme involved the formation of partnershps

btenteU.S. corporation and foreignecorpions and atempted tobring large paper losses within thecope permissible deductions
undr Treauy Regulations on contingent installment sale s(in this cue, attempting to allow Colgate a $98 million capital Iossadedution on
a transaction that involved an actual loss of less than $6 million). Although the court allowed a deduction for the actual loss, it concluded
that the paper losses on the transaction were not deductible. The case involved apprximately $30 million in taxes, but the IRS advises that
the total amount at issue in the eleven case in which the same scheme was used approaches S2 billion.

*Alumex Iota P. Commissioner(l Ith Cir., Jan. 21,1999). This case present ted the question whether the txpayerAunx,
could included in the aff iited group for which consolidated returns were filed by related taxpayer, Amax, Inc. Under the consolidated
return regulations governing this case, entitlement to be included in such a group turned on whether the common parent possessed at least
80 percent of the voting power of the affliated corporation's stock. The couri ofappeals ruled that Amau could not be considered to hold
80 percent of the voting power of Alumax 's stock, andi, thus, agreed with the Commissioner thad Alwrnax could not be included in the
consolidated returns. Approximately $400 million in taxes and accrued interest turned on this question.

-0 Lrcky Stee'si. Coammiusio~ner and Aiborne Freighs Corp v. Unked Staes (9th Cir., Aug. 20,1998); /Amoibm SOM
Y. Commilssioner (IOth Cir., Mar. 9,1999). These camepresented the question whether the taxpayers wer entitled to deduct, foreach of
the years in question. contributions made to pension plans for their employees in the following years, based 'on compensation paid to those
employees for services perforTmed after the close of the tax"bl year. Under the governing statute, cetincontriburtions made aftertheclose
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ofthe taxable year arc properly deductible if made "on account or'.theprvor year. Relyingonvariousprivate ng, taxpayercimed that
they were entitled to the deductions in question notwithstanding the fact that they were paid with respect to services performed in the
followingyear. The Ninth and Tenth Circuitsadisagreed, holding that the "on account or, requirement of the stat was not satisfied, and
that taxpayers could not rely on private rulings, even if they were directly on pbiat A total of $97 million was at stake on this issue in these
cases, and the IRS advises that more than St billion maybe at stake indutr-wide"

0ShellPetroeus., Inc.. UisfedSaW (3rdCir., Jue 24, 1999). At issuein this case was the definition of "tar sands" for
the~purposeof the credit allowed by Section 29 of the Internal Revenue Code for oil produced from tar sands. T'hecourt ofoppealtastaiand
the definition advanced by the Government, which was based on a Federal Energy Administration ruling which excludes deposits that can
be exploited byconventional oil well production methods, and rejected the more liberal definition relied on by Shell, which was based on
industry usage to include highly viscous oils, without repar dto whether they maybe produced using conventional productionmethd&. The
case directly involved $5.3 million, but the IRS estimates that this issue involves S4 billion on an industry-wide basis.

PROGRAM CHANGES:
Pew'..

1!2L ELLAmuam
l~era~oalCmp~ae lltaiv I I S 75

This initiative crosses all litigation programers in the Tax Division's budget. The description of this initiative is presented within the
Criminal Enflorcement program justification.

'This issue is als pending on a Government appeal recently argued in the Tenth Circuit)
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PERFORMANCE MILAS3JEMENT TABUE: PRUDENT BY ININATIV DECIUiO UNIT

IMMATIMEJDCSION UIJ~T: Fedeal Appmh
COMPORENT GOAL4S The com 0mn of Ow Tax Diviuioam Federa Appeals propen to ,spret die Gaveranmtr a tu appeak Afatueyi In th param hitgat
A federalcivil sax case paled to dweUIted Sonecourts ofappasad sweppellsaecowt w he gookl kotdaW qhft acivity o(deTx Divi s
seflectd mshe folwing pok"WMmc I"dac'M w*eds MOOM. em OMn pruag dliae fsl uc, in ackievia Whr rvnllts sad inPO pev OW e P1 ra arust
sad efftctiw advocacy i die comb.

DCI COM FaMtie J. Lapel RMapvaeaasi EAaftew of Federal Law so d D46var of U S l/Aru

PERFORMANCEINDICATOR INORMAION ERFORMANCE REPORT AN4D PERFORMANCE PLANS

"Y1999 Pmfrnne --- AWKe IPmde e ibM

Type of Pf honsaee Iadks Det " E11" IM M WI
Ivik Ata S Aetsab Final Actak Idwa Ccesat Plu

Inu I Nwwate o ca iieWd Ra lbs Daiac Cometik
she Tax Court. dwi Some s w nd the Coart of
Federal CUMw

A. Tax Comwlhni 309 350 200 300 300 350
S. Distnct Comet Sylan 523 430 396 450 409 450
C. Alleher COWSt (CM) 12 H 2 22

_____TOWa 1193 1 350 640 1000 750 3 50

Omsat 2 Pertm ewom"aas W" o kwnpark CMS 93% - 92% - - -

Aellettyby die Goverameal

3 Percesi of Go- aaw appeals ad ceosa-appeals CMS 77% - 89% - - -

ini Which at lknot part of Oie selef aosb is
___s w v I

Ialerinedlst 4. Nemeou1ainawbic toeawiis heard NewCMS 156 250 226 250 240 250

S. NuobeveslaamuwV6Mot6omdrepouaced NwCMS 135 90 100 90 Ito 115

wad Posiioa paps low per yew
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l1VlTIATIVI/DCVUO UiTs Fedeal App"h
CMPORMN OOAL4ft TW Om adaIpoaof 6w = D33 ir~ggg PadwlApepai s 1 11ad.5 6w VV O ai I= W paIL Aloe" in Ua Peron lie
all redera civilw tCapn jad w LWme Ui S s- eW fpakm aid WPH a lw couai. Thoa gaaal-of wFadwalApulhh aedvhy edw.Tax Diwloala
reflecte ~eflalgprawic idcau whc urn, air impas peamea dmFdr flacr Is hiv~m famirumolead simoevg apeI Ibr
aideffective advocacy ar I aS

OW Car. Fanoau 3: LqWl Reprosaa-ot Emorceaiuus of Fadera l aw. aid DO~rW of U Sho agw
Srewagk Godl 14h Pmawe Atwmir c~rwed -i aior vgcarn st~~ tom kwied dAt rnlCW&Co WAU eit.

PERFORMANCE INNUCATOR lINVORMATIN PERFORMANCE DEPO AND PERFORMANCE FLAPS

___ ___ ___ ___ ___FY l9 PerlbrammeRftn FU IN ruM SS

Typ of Ffturawmm siicaten Da LL3 OnM m M
tadleaterS Aduds Mod Achms Immal Curren nma

__ _ _ __ _ _Ple. Plan PIO

Predetht 6. A. Neaba ofappeal roemunmwiia. aid New 6.7 7.0 7.1 7.0 7.S 7.5
Efleacy mulenuat. C1r16or01i. VORIe. mehamiag. CIIS (312/46.5) (332/46.6)

Coulaij. otrerm,mme ai mucu
-mcpi mveimad pewad per

wolrmey wed~ )ea

B. Nunei eof bme reply brickspeeitimafor NcWCMS 14.5 15.0 12.9 15.0 13.0 14.0
rteea4uet., filed per line smeey work ym (516/35.5) (470/36.5)
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A. DaNa VaENOMtmd Vesletlm

These pegfirhmm ee " ia c relect I poke(i gashde Tax Divlso~ Applte Sati As ow care fason i s ,apeNInq Oi. (lovOaM in ta WuankI pelb e Wkisor #2 and
reflect our success A Pfmtcting die red"e fiac, in *chiev"infi resate and in§Peavi ow reIania. the and ahive oeso y in s mute

TT as Divisin hpisdmwvalatonan w voretuomm orpoefmmwenmeath na fte ia fO gda o n sarly book the OPICA masitebs review by o
Divi.ios PerkomemeMOnaPai Coiwiwfls's snior mtowy cbanpmn This onveatlee conist Of auiWA~ huaioa mppe -pilMo,daaismom~mospesliasmi an agThe nuenly f the statistcs were contained n i e hDvine.. e sting C t M 0, , Symoa As p rt 1116 i a ew syn. azDoc * which w as "ntm o ag mfm 1999.acatuacs we calculated

The Tax Division has relied on misnual viieds for rording aid retrievin pfoemic-e das lIn conjunctio with i dedvelognui of a mew cam iimiqerm oyam (TaiDoc), she Divieioa has
recently revisedie conylekrmi 1 andite mhtaracted 1

There mill be new procedures to collect mid recmr perinent do onuativit e tae o specific issus, nMiallgthe Secion (metto nuke prooto ai at ad cial aecuow, d
relevant owigics The Tax Divisonbepiidatvaltia mid verificaio ofehmoc aneamsat de oo th~deoaweneof OMIS abo. 0oaquimiutly bjadwI.ORAamloolcaw
revewd by the Tax Division's Perfoermance Mameernwie Conimmttes a m mwyl chupeot TuCna. int fom lti$ion support qiciti, - da mpw oods4
an~d budt aialysis The mspoetty of tie Mtinis oe coneaawd in the Divao s ost Can hwlaiegSin Syen As put of the rodeMgof a leu s lai 'WOC." Wich wasi Inqlmna
daring unsaw 1999. the few reirmamig ssawamlly-oreied peiroenmc nu rnstemtatat will be meeae Umwknaldy.

The Tax Diviaio Cutressly lacks historic dima.. - activate. Thteeawly 'Aimed uaenaio ~WAS~ Man ams, au m m lit the way soa smitm mr u lated.

L FY 1999 Perktmmo Resoirt:

Pei for mancev Indicato 01 am forth the numberm of cames received by the Appellate Serb..n fron the wmar & -ni Iot tor FY 99. The Secio reevd 640 emsm &a*n FY i
1999 While this figure is dowri fltni the peevious yew, the cam being appealed usm in genPe-altme qInylesm was doacm prirvionely whic fad Is ItA Iin lath

number or oral arguments (Poifonusance hedicasoie # 4). which we heard oaly in die ma- &hffale aid complex canes. The Appellse Section had 226 oral ugam.. aretag FY
1999. which is a 2 1.5% inicrasse over the preious yew. Performance Idicao - lmo ht the masher of ahatmsivie moa and Fepn andW gplo F"a-. -t,

jurisdictional .mmrand aid settle ont pop a positbon papers filed by Appela Section AetMey. Puo- FMdlcato-, #2 Slid 03 r"1p11t the10 "s of W"pYor
mid Goveimiment appeals in w hich the Govermmut preevailed at least ini pam Thes how pe1sP , tog of wins for Go wewa= appeals reflect, d th fc tht much appna me of
cases whese ohe CGovemnieit did"no prevail an the W coots. Thle Tax Divisiomas Appellat Sectin obtaine PeM doom om im, 92 pao~me iis bamyse appeals
ins FY 1999 aid 19 pescent of its Govertmmt appeals ding tie repoithn period. This later Figure evikmm an exradnye of omem a thewoma **Wi feat fo
Comenmtwi appeals flucuate fron 55 to 75 percent Plans for indicator N2 aid 03 we omnitt e -rithey my he vtewd masat a-ioi goal. which am m
cinvAslent with the Tax Divius i ssson aid goal ofkjus aid fair timi t of tespayers. Per formance biwdecalmor OGA mu forth the nmba of appeal esm aan Wo and
%etlemeist emrtei. venue, and other meoesd peep ed per attoeney work year. Similarly, Performmnce aIcAksot~ i *A1 i s mi neahobe lvd pot la. aftemy
wvort yewe While the awnhet of appeal rtcormmadslons aid other te Pnwd peepared during the reWetn peod wrs p (lim. 6.7 o 7.1 par atmfhy). tho seme of
tiefs was down (regas 14.5 lo 12.8 per attorney). As ameed above tis later dIte robelblymmiestr t1e Pnc-as, cyext (iordc io m ulquantityofthee

~ectnnswoeboadReaetacturin fthe Tax Diisso amppons taff dlarinlgthis period may also, have affected pimAudiity Io anem nmL Pacts. Sw athotili a w etl
of she Appele Section alto nclude IRS adnlistratlve wacsich as liato eferra. the type and saossi ofcirvil and appellam tigt bamqgh by umymsead
astheers ader the Interal Revenue Codek and the OMt~ of legislation afrocliag W m ad dw hetpoisa wing suder themn laws.
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The IRS is shfigisepai omr ope.large-dollar, cmpose cain. Apelmnseslgr is oyacinsq invwatouasy sim eait We epec 'to
Coftmue 10o me MOre otthes NWge. complesC~f c irna the YMs head. Thai while it nbe of bulef per imeiney is down sligiitly flos por yea. lWi i1 cain umr
more attorney hime an mrerap. We also expect tomwesa wue pe ceitag ofecairn argued, a has already bmr the cas, lhog the hw ip smaber of judicial vne~cia my
depes duat figure By FY 2000, we anticipate a marked imae is the noiher or Tax Cowl appeals asa twak of -uss'Tax Cowsj- *wiidicioude m da. tS
Restnuciswsng and Reformn Act or 1991. but this comaE be affected by budgetary conatusaints of themIS, wchcould limit IRS's collection activist a.d thus limift Tax Camt
4chialksPs to mach activities).

The Tax Osiiom i intir p mcess of implenseiitiiig its new case misgemas sysiem. By the sad of FY 1999, it is atipedoa all Federa Appeals statitcs wilt
be automated. A termned mresurensai system may camas some vsrsat'o in the way some statistics wre calcualastd
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CRIMINAL PROSECUTION

2000 Appropriation Anticipated 126 122 $14,887
2001 Base 126 122 15,747
2001 FEstlmtat W ~ W SI 1

Increase/Decrease 9 5 3634

BASF PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

Attorneys in the Tax Division's for Criminal Enforcement Sections inves.4ste and prosecute individuals and corporations that
attempt to commit tax evasion, willfully fail to file tax returns, file false tax retun an md otherwise illegally attempt to cirewnvutt their
obligations under the Federal tax laws. They alsoinvestigate and prosecute tax vioains ccn in thefotercrimd final conduct
such a financial institution fraud, nacotics trafficking, bankruptcy fraud, health ewe &rad, orgmuzed crime, and puliccorrution. The
Division seeks to promote a balanced program of criminal tax enforcement by investigating criminal conduct nationwide in a variety of
industry and occupational market aepwns as wel wain the interntioAl arena in mwen such a sabusve useofoffahorutruslipand accounts.

The Criminal Enforcement Sections (CES) receive IRS requests to initiate grand juy investigatons mid reqest I* prosecute
taxpyes keiroby theIRS as areslofitsoadiitrative inigtions Tax Diviuioneprosec~ review mdsam=emhm ilsa
to ensure that uniform st Ad-rI of prosecution are enmployed mid that all criminal tax violations warrnting prosecution am in Sit,
proscutd. This review of criminal tax cases byCri, :inial Enfotuent attorneys contee iouts hMg oveal qualiyof crI Ina tax
prosecutions mid resulsin bettertdm & 95 percen-- ce nvictiost rats both of which am ssential to 4, steiugtaxps) st r After &bs Tax
Divisionautoize ax clergesapinstaaxpsysr. posscatienwerhandled efthr bythUS. Anonise win comla aniifidnt cst
(or cases in which the US. Atne requests assstance), by Tax Diviso Criminal Eng ,, -, "utaon neys Ta Diviio atiouss sdo
provide lega advice to the U.S. Attome sOffices on a widera rmiofises. In PY 199, attoneys qsut 9peousetofewmidis
onlitigatingmets*.prpinfor or p smO-.3at umjuries or ials nfgSin plas nptiaions) W41 psrcstoflrlm s
reviewing case.
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Tax Gap Cases: Lqgal Seure [*come Proseematems.

Tax Gap cases are cases in which the tax crime involves income from legal source -suach sothe consultnt whorqortonlypart
orhis income. theretaurateur who skims fromthe cash reg .or thedoctor whokeeptwosetobookepnge c adso Tiat.owhite
collar crime erodes the tax but ad ascourages tax cheating. The publicsconfidence inthe faiisand integtyofthe incometax stem
is critical if the Government isato retain its ability to fund its operations through a voluntary tax *ern.

Briefly, t voluntary income tax system loses biflio nsofdollar annually in uncollected tax revens, La. the "ta pp.* To close
this pp and inres , evmaues, in 1995 the IRS and the Justice Depiartment launched mi effort to reinvigorate the Goverruneot tax
enforcement. The imperativetoclosethegi f-evidmthelRMStiateW - ceptablelevllsofoonoiepilance. IRSinehave
concluded that:

Is The annual legal lice sseree tax gpp has been estimated to exceed $164b~l~s.

* In 1994. the IRS stiles that there were 4.5 millllso iniYdal non-filem and 2.3 MOMm business non-filers 5
Ame bjrctive ofths Tax Gaspinittiv isSo incesste, nidetf i h-, vn p m andprosecutiomoflegal noreinota

prosecutions brought each yaw. These caesmut itass the owre of the Tax Divio.'s crminal poecutio. minsim "d becomsey Can
involve diMcral issues of law and complex mahob of prof'uasadnc..ewdhmd bankdepos, d e -M-esaecalakllsditTax
Divisonprosecutrs bring to heDepsitmen's - of rding whitcollarcamps.

Together, the Tax Division asldoh IRS estalisd a working poupI qi -ivism thiW slative comilpossi of do Ism Divisom's
Deputy AssisantAtkom y Osm (Culmins); tISAsistmC..I.ulu i r Crhmsl hvmoiplm heAe.im Coal
(Crimainal Tax); and isressuatives of the Allhruy Generm. Advisory Cwimlte of lhihs Slaes Afsransu. lbs ba eMs
Servce's Ctairmkedb gln Diviio(C)usrmpo-d11sda-kl III, toI ai wasostotetls eIn im lhsdwetsd
itolega Ism phnm -Tax Oisessam. C~massi gh. (inl .d iourebtus wmsitDivsleak lev 11"dgegeses
watis4O2inFY 1999. Ti m i fdllnlaftWintohsToDsiuooallsitively in- dp -1domminvolv Isgi.o',
of' ncome totaled 432. Over doe fbaryeperiod f.. 199S to 1996, legal ouw pdwyaes pewbpv95 mummdtheme
of defendants in leplseoscesalailsantvlyl livlp sdmi le-us- by Si psoem. While amnTo OVpconsemy not gm t
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signiri ct nalionaln attention, these prsectioa receive front pop newspapercoverage, in Icalco~ nte across thecoimtryand
serve to remind ordinary taxpayers of the price paid by those who choose to cheat on their taxes. These are the cae where maximum
deterrence occurs.

The majorityofthe caes handled by Ciminal Enforcement Section (CES) attoneyam rtax pap-cr legloource income-cases. For.-
example, in LUaftedSammw a GeeePW M. Bikp, a prominent Houston trial atuommy was found guilty otoveing approximatly $350,000
in personal incomtetaxes for 1991 and 1994, as well as for filing a false 1994 income tax return. Thejury kund thatfishop wllftilyomitted
gross receipts of $850,000 id S2 14,000, reqiectively, fromi his returns for the years in question. Tim defend provided misleadin md
incomplte inoration to hisreurn pad catiaed Wole books end rord tobermaintained forhislawprctce Bishopuisascheduled
to be sentenced in March 2000.

In UsltSn K. ReiaddBlackUrn thedefendant entered a guilty plea to a flvo-count inforatincharginghim with evading
the payment ofS?12,000 in federal withholdng taxes. Blackburrnconu Iledsev coesadofadtopyh rtailtWLeAsthe
prsidentoLUlnc.-atdreeimytebdefendmtrecav4wdendSrciv74,000inaypentm in993. Toprevait
the IRS frm seizingtheae finds to pay some ofthe delinquent withholing taxea, Blackburninged tohare Is ulaypsid in cash. The
defendant wa sentenced to save 37 months in prison.

In U~*dle~ v~E~.F. ,.E~, i~a. ~ IIind~pB.q~tedetndiswnaeteued~rism lin.of
60 months, 57 months and 46 months, respectively, and fines and reatitution peymemstotaiq over S1 miflion, Bemlley md Wsatwo msts
owned ad operated an ineeettsrueacy These sndividalplmced thir imu comnuasion income inwtO M puepotebtw
accounts, held in the wunes of nonexistent nominees to irnqede the Internal Revenume Service.

In Vaiidwnn Rkern*Dowes ajuyconvicl ithe dae -dom offadlngtoflletax -- --for 1992d 1993, uulofiallly
evadlingS3S3,O00ininaelr1994. Downsa medical tocicimopeated fbuwcinis wbK umainaumymedleatooaWere $ureuN
onpatietsrecniitedoffthestroot.Thedefadutthenhi~ldtheinm eoaniesup to $6.000 pervisk ig patieni d ituaWi
bewmSS0 .S250wiickeepingthrunmndorborimaEDf mwen tencedose3montheand eyorof'sopvkmuiles.

On April 13,I999,*agmsadjssyroatumnd1= indictt ,in thecm L#uvd* w*.ABebut? dAlinjwebes-
Perlmutter is t multi-miflionaire owner of a nationwide chin of arts ad craft stores. He ad Jaccbowltz, the umagar of ane of
Perlmutteras New York stores, werechargd withaoonapircytlm qama over adoke yeusmddurqwicmilioeofdllum i amb
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receipt from thecomspaflywas sllegallyskimmed. Specifially, Perlmutter ischarged withusing the diverted Rids tobuild a muuionin
South Florida arid with paying numbers contraclors working on his house in cash. To date, over ten auboontractors have plae gu APIlSWty
to tax violations. In addition Jacobowitz entered a guilty ples in July 1999 and has agreed to cooperate anid testify in the mater. No trial
dale has been adt.

A number of tax gap came involve the prosecution of accountants and tax return preparer who seek to defraud thagovernunuby
making false returns. For example, in Un S e AirshasoMdw4 Jr. the defendant pleaded pulty to aiding and ssisting in e
prepe aion of forty-six Weisetax returnsandbaRmcoutsofobstacting the due adiniisation often internal revamims The Oot tbUNI
that McLeod's conduct codt dhe United Statesimore than $7 million in tax losses He was sentenced to seov over 10 yessin pison. In
UN& Sown V. Rkhae'J.hva JosaA Ger, adGWrjA.Et.ajuyconvictedParis ontweveoiunts ofaidingin thsprqewaion
ormaterially false rieturnsanidtwo counts ofmail fratid. The charges a Posoutofthe defendants' involvinnWtha frmdud maketed tax
planning and return preparaion methods, the effect of which was to disguise non-deductible personal expames; as deductible business
expensl In connctionwith this progrun, several hundred clients pod the firm smounts ranging fruen $2,500 to S3,700. Parris lied to the:
clients saying that the progpinn had beow approved by the ORS.

Motor fadelexcise tax evasion remainimporltat=well. The BRS estimatesthat revenue losses eover~l biflionaminalyfromthia
tyipeof fAuid. The perpetratorsoftentuse faseexeniption rormniorrelyron fored voiceaanidthinly-4;pitalized shell coeporaionto Pa-in
a false impression that motor Ilsel excise taxes have been pai. These schane1 nerally genrt lagw tax loss fixfthegovuunrOO I
onern tcwUo ku~~uthded~ pleaded uilo stwcoudindictmnt for his iivovamegtinona
to defraud the United States orfep may m s 402ooo inumot furel ecstaxes. The Ade opetd two ouu . Wcoyuos. He
puecAsehoenheigol taxfteedaioa series ofaun ti neta-ksactimk oneudchan~dth nroldto 1e- atapid
dieselfuel. The anmounts dtud custuxuer paid to Fermsr for the fadl taxes was pocketed bythe defienduit The court seotncadFerr., to
serve 21 months in prison and pay $12,000 in restiuion.

In FY 1996. the Tax Division launched a mq* initiativeaspinst illepl tax protets Resources for this native werovided
in thel1998 Generl Lea ciiisaporain h idotx vso l ifio coxb~b ~ d~bo
tax is montutnathe tang ofshun 'vowsofpovei," and the hairsen- etof rtseniployesnhser 1i'amoftwoewpoitiuiof
Special Counse for Tax Protesters for both civil anid crmina matters in the Tax Division has provided the Division with he oswunto
coordinate with and assist the IRS and US. Attorneys in protester matters. For exosyle the Special Ciaus fmr Tax Pueas Milfers
(Criminal) has pticiped in ongoing case coordintionad overglit patofdw Depertofitce'sDometic Terrim Wokim
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Group(edmby theChifofheDomkTromand Vk Ci~mStion oth rmnaDivismdbuan osisd vun UL.S
Atkwnmeibyproviding timely ial iistece&litiationsppor. Such Tax DiviionoriprovkIdulocelpcuamwithabnaIt
pese dive ofthe prtse rblemn= a more detald waetI "ngoftheroleplayedby- -a individualsin thasemui !miad &FAMi
illegal organizations

Nadleatoaay,theTaxDivsiehonitigatedhominvevregwpm ton bU"Sio Y Verd~m* aIdho bid-
mold mamfcur waa convicted byajwryof riling o fle.oea itnpsstn ittosfmilaaufligops
ata coutrdedaing iingaes, a id =num king wofofi rs od US. Marl' Sevice. Smith was sentenced 10 5 moo"huin
priaon and five yeas of mzpervised reloee Thu was the firt pue using ma recenty mtdtIu 1 thisdesigud tocmbatusod-
soewon rueta mlyfciiu iaciltp-mI oair gis h ntdSe tdoswpaticularty,
Smithued "Sight Draft" which purported to be inmue- iinmiedhy h U.S. Treasury. And the eo Uxfb~ft r. D. Zoswro
Ckicoencoiesi nanestiologia dtaxproeeierwhoae o $ S.8ibioavdcigtosiaianad diclavemaen
between 1981 &Wd 1996. The jury found tha be attaniped to evade p $in 594,117 in tas, and the cor smiulsed Won to amv 36
miontha in jail and the syeas of upervised rPiemp, adlopaysSIS 0 fine sowell athe costs ofposeuio. Ahor the MRS atiwmpled
to collect axes due, the defendant fonned a corporation and two patnwh to conceal his me md motas and opened sawa
different bank accotat in their nurnes. He aiso purchased over $863, in cashier. cdocka to stynie the govuerrnw's effota

Tax Charges Arkiug fbe. 0egaM Soure imagineM

CES aftorney. also investigate wa prosecute tax violtioush" occurin the context orothe criminal conduct. The Tax Diin
categrizesthese matters as"illegl a ireincome"cses. The Tex Nvian reliuoon the ImalavmweCdethebode Irjwess ia
narcotica traffickers, forexurnple. lnomeinstancesthe taxviolatonsrelaed to hneodaiIpIParotooism~sasheolypevwloffofuusu

ohrcasm thetax charges complaewuthe evidenceoftbanoticscimes CESanorme er aaio..tobatmdRsvinmieo,
the United SateAttoey'ofehe Oaized Crme DigEnfbrceutTook Form(OCDEI),adotheragencyut tinthe
National Drug Control Strategy program.

Narcotics trafcking, however, is noot the only illegal smurcof" c ometa the Tax Divisiofln tgts PorumpIRiLl
Sm oAtwJd m dow~f~oddf~w aihagdiheeai ~kap-)acokoo
mail frud. mail Moud, andmone landering. The debadants, both emnployee of the Milton Bradley cany,uemawedmd IdarI
5500,00 in vendor kickback. On November 30. 1999, Peckhra and Seraflno weraConicled ofosuayo II-IOcamail ndni
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Klein conspiracy. Peckham wasalso convicted of evading his personal income taxes ror 199 "Itrough M99. Peckham md Seahnowr
convicted ofsixteen andix counts ofmail fraud. respectively, and six and Woucounts ofmoney laundwiniFre'peively. Thetotal tax due
and owing for the yeaws 1993 through 1995 was approximately 51 75,000. The sentencing date has not yet been a.

Internatioal Tax Treaty lNegsdadws

As part of the Tax Division's focua on international compliance imauem the division perticipstes in many activities to broaden
cooperation with foreign nations whos financial intttionswe used tocone ax"blinomees 'ndiathUnited Sats. Overtha last
yew. the Tax Division hasprticipated inegotiationsboth direct anddough the Offimof beliflaAfais.to P sid5SW baubl
LeApl AssistancefAgeement with other nations to include tax offenses within thdae of the treaties. Coutries wich have agreed on
mutual assistance with the United Stae to investigate tax offenses include Russia, Malaysia Egypt, Cyprus, and the Eastern Cmlibea
States. In addition. F.rmicehas agreed to anunmendment of the Extradition Treaty tocovertax offenses T7he Tax Division also putciptd
in a G-7 initiative to upgrade the sharing of money laundering infornnation for tax enforcement

PROGRAM CHANGES:

Iateradsal Complane Ilatiave 4 2 523

In FY 2001.theTax Division requestsatotalot7positions,4 FTE workywa. and S5OO,Oo0topuwsuesst iniistiveon hitainiional

Compliance. Ofthisunmount.4 positions. 2 FrE wodyersanmd S254,000weforsupport ofthis initiative withindie Criminl Enfanrcunt
Program. Qne position. I FTE workyear. and 575.000 are identified within the Criminal Enforcement Progrm. Two posions, I FF3
workyeu'. and 5141,000 are identified within the Civil Utigotion Program.

DREPARTMNT OF JUSTICE GOALS:

* Reduce traditional and newly emerging forns ofwhite-collar crime, including tax Mraud, both irn doeUnited Steae ad 1-rud

* Protect the federl fise through allinnative and defenive civil litigation.
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TAX DIVISION GOALS:

SMtonoecompliance with United Sta tax laws by litigation in the naion's tria and qellate coals, tayeaihmicingboth
.siic~ mid Sam deleffence

" Increase die collection of lawfily owed taxcs.

" Fostering international law enforcement cooperation by assitig other nations in developing tax onfoftmm teme mid
procedfft

The International Compliance 1iitve has the followig objectives:

L.To assist the Inrnal Revenue Sevice (IRS) in obtaining infornoneWdiithevmigwofswbutocois bt~,

and corporations to improperly evade the payment of United State income taxes.

2. To assist the IRS in reaching the foreign assetsaof U.S. taxpayersto satisfy outtnding tax liabilities, wheredomestic collection
measure fall short of achieving compliance.

3. To enjoin promoters or illegal offshor schemes such a those involving foreign tiusta.

4. To develop the means to procute wuccesafiilly those who utilize and promote illegal foreign sch" neud oprderuiiing
to Assistant United States Attorneys to that mid.

S. To assist U.S. prosecutors in the extradition of fugitives charged with criminal tax offen under US. law.

6. To foser the negotiation of law enforcea treaties that can further tax compliance in the international qberesuchiniasm
tax treaties mutual legal ""iwane treaies, and extradition treaties.
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7. To improve coordination and cooperation between the IRS and the Tax Division in achieving taxpayer compliance in the
international area including the formation of an interagency team comprised of representative fom, IRS Asaociute ChiefCounsel
(international), IRS Assistant Commissioner (international), Treasury International Tax Counsel, and the Tax Division.

8. To assist in effectuating the Administration's International Crime Control Strategy (ICCS), announced May 12, 1998.

To comply with our treaty obligations and foster the concept of reciprocity (thereby protecting oursability to obtain information abroad and
reach foreign assets for our domestic enforcement goals), the International Compliance Initiative also has the following three addtional
objectives:

1 To assist foreign tax authorities in obtaining information regarding the increasing use of facilities located in the United States,
including bank accounts, trusts, and corporations, to improperly evade payment of foreign income and other taxes.

2 To assist foreign tax authorities in reaching the asset of foreign taxpayers located in the United States to satislfyoutatainding foreig
tax liabilities.

3. To assist foreign tax authorities in extraditing U.S.-based fugitives charged with criminal ta offenses under their laws.
The objectives of this initiative are in concen with the Administration's International Crime Control Strategy (ICCS), which the

President announced on May 12. 1998. As reported in The Wall Street Journal, the President promised new steps to fight the increasing
problem of internat ional crime, stating that part of the "battle involves an intensified crackdown on tax related crimes." The ICCSlisaas two
of its eight goals and related objectives:

* Demy Safel Haven to International Criminals by (s) negotiating new international agreements to create asesalesaweb for the
prompt location, arrest, and extradition of international fugitives, ...(c) and promoting increased cooperation with foreign law
enforcement authorities.

* Counter International Fleanelal Crime by ... (b) seizing the assets of international criminals, (c) enhancing biliaa and
multilateral cooperation against all financial crime, and (d) targeting offshore centers of international fraud, counterfeiting
electronic access device schemes arid other financial crimes.
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PROGRAM DESCRIrFIOI4:

The use of tax haven countries aa well another offshore countries to evade United States tax haa been a longstanding concern of
the Internal Revenue Service. That problem is increasing. Some of the growth stemsu from the decrease in the attractiveness of more
traditional domestic tax shelters occasioned by the tax law changes enacted in 1986. In addition, the useofthe Internetand otherelectronic

difficult to detect. The common thread in all of these schemes; is use of tax haven countries. which imps little or no tax, offer strict bank
secrecy laws not covered by treaty provisions. or refuse to agree to extradite fugitives charged with tax crimes.

While abusive offshore schemes take on many forms, the use of foreign busts is becoming increasingly popular. A taxpayer first
creates a trust in a tax haven country. Thereafter, he ostensibly transfers all ownership interests in specified propeuty to the bust and
supposedly relinquishes all control over the assets tranferred. A number of entities are created and the bust then engages in a series of
transactions designed to obfuscate (sometimes referred to as a"whirlwind" by the IRLS), shifting the trust propertyaround, and generating
various "fees" and "expenses." The basic theory is that all brust income is earned in the tax haven country, and since the tranisferor has not
retained any ownership in, or control over, the bust, no United States tax will be incurred. The reality of the situation is that due to side
agreements and/orsec r P documents, the trenr never uly relinquihes control over theust asets ortheincoethey geerate and, thus,
is liable for United States tax on the bust incom. A variety of methods is used to return the assets and the income they geneirate to the
taxpayer, such as wire transfers, the use ofdebit or credit cards, and alleged loans. The taxpayer t)yicallydoes not repotithese transfers and,
because all of these methods are difficult to detect, substantial income goes untaxed. Tie estimated cost to the United States Treasurysa
result of this behavior is staggering. T'he IRS has consulted with expect Jack Blum in its attempt to addresthese problem and international
money laundering schemes. Blum, a former special counsel to the Senate Foreign Relations Subcommnittee on Terrorism, Narcotics aNd
International Operations, who has testified before Congresson issues of international banking, has noted dtaoffshore tax evasion is huge
hole in our tax system and estimrstesthat 5W.000Amercans impropelyuse foregn bank accounts, tusts, andbusiness5corporations to escap
S50-75 billion in taxes annually.

The Tax Division initiative will utilize seven attorneys [one attorney Federal Appeals program; fourasttorneys Criminal Enforcement
program; two attorneys Civil Litigation program] for the conduct of litigation to counter international financial crime.
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Litimation to Counter International Financial Crime

The Civil. Criminal and Appellate Sections oftheTax Division all havecritical roles to play inuon nterationalConpliancenititive.
Those roles are minifested in avariety of litigativeareas. The Civil Sectionswill be called upon toasek the enforcement ofRS summonse,
to bring repatriation proceedings, to defend IRS jeopardy assessments, and to seek consent directives and injunctions. The MRS will refer
criminal cases to our Criminal Sections for review and possible criminal prosecution. Our Appellate Sections would represent the United
Statcs in any appeals resulting from these case.

Ir. during the course of an investigation, an IRS revenue agent and/or revenue officer cannot voluntarily obtain information frm a
taxpayer, or from a third party who has information beating upon apotential liability or source of collection. the agent or officer may issue
an IRS summons. If the summoned party refuses to comply, the IRS may request the Tax Division to enforce the summons. If summuons
enforcement proceedings are appropriate, a summons enforcement action would be filed in a United States District Court.

*ReoStriation Proceedings

When the IRS learns that a taxpayer has assets located in a foreign country or that he may have accounts in offshore locations, the
Division may be asked by the IRS to institute repatriation proceedings. In these proceedings, we would seek an order requiring ataxtpawe
who has outstanding tax liabilities to return to the United States assets he has transferred to a foreign jurisdiction.

When evidence is gathered identifying violations of taw, the Tax Division might also be called upon to defend! the IRS's interests
in an increase number ofjeopardy assessment proceedings. As par of its approach to dealing with abusive offshore tranactions, the IRS
is beginning to include revenue officers earlier in the investigatory process, well before an assessment tsamade. This earlyinvolvutnent of
collection personnel. who are more attuned to and trained to deal with collection issues, is intended to prevent dissipation of assets during
thc timc it takes to complete an investigation, propose deficiencies, litigate the proposed deficiencies tojudgmnent in the Tax Court,snd then
make an assessment. It is believed that by involving the collection personnel earlier, more jeopardy assessmentswill be made, which will
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alho result in increased litigation responsibility for the Tax Division. Defendingjeopardy assessments requires intensive litigation efforts on
very short notice.

CnnLeci

As the IRS identifies more and more potential abusers of foreign ts, accounts and the like, the Division maybecalled upon more
freqently to institute suits in federal district coturt toobtanconsent directives from domestic taxpayers who transact. businiessoffubiore. These
directives require a taxpayer to execute documents directing the foreign entity purportedly having control over his documents to Send than
to the taxpayer, who then must turn them over to the IRS.

10ucto ActionL

As the IRS is able to gather information regarding specific promoters ofthese abusive offshore schemes. the Division believes it will
be asked to seek injunctions to prohibit the promotion of such schemes, much as was done with domestic tax shelter promoters in the mid
1980's. While the Tax Di vision has been quite successful in its previous tax sheter injunction work, these cases proved to be extresnely hard-
fought and resource intensive, and there is every reason to believe the same will be true regarding attempts to enjoin promoters ofoffishore
schemes.

*Criminal Proceedings

The IRS Criminal Investigation Division (CID) is responsible for admiinistratively investigating violationsofthecriminal.provisions
of the internal revenue laws tt are ultimately referred to the Tax Division for prosecution orfuther investigation bygrandjury. CID agents
also assist Tax Division prosecutors or Assistant United States Attorneys in the conduct oftax grandjuryinveatigalions. If CID believes one
or mome tax crimes may have been committed, it will begin a criminal investigation. That investigation ultimately may lead to areferral to
one ofthe Tax Division'sCiminal Tial Sections forsauthorzation to institute various actions including commencing agranidjwrypwceedin
or instituting a criminal prosecution. lfa criminalprceeding is authoized, the matter maybehadle by aoneyinthe apprpiate Ciminal
Enforcement Section. Often, theweinveatigationand prosecuions involve the need to obtain foreign evidence, sually financial infonatimn
or to extradite fugitives.
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The Tax Division is now devoting significant resources to litigation efforts in the International Complianice area. Based on time
rcportcd in its case management system. Civil Trial Sections devoted approximately four FTE to these efforts in FY 199, a doubling of
efforts from FY 1997. The Criminal Enforcement Section reported spending nine FT'E in FY 1999 on cases its attorneys identified as
involving International Compliance. Thisacomparesato 5 FTE reported in FY 1997. The Division anticipates the need to devote an additional
seven attorney FlE for these litigation efforts by FY 2001.

The IRS is also focusing increased resources in the offshore noncompliance arcs. Special agent resources devoted to criminal
investigation of foreign trusts or international fraud increased from 34 in FY 1997 (when these categories began to be measured) toF 104 in
FY 1999. Sixty-three investigations related to these two types of tax fraud schemes were initiated in FY 1998. As noted in its FY 1998
Annual Repor. National Operations, CID developed and implemented an International Strategy in 1994 to address international law
enforcement objectives. The strategy calls for the assignment of special agents to strategic foreign posts for the purpose of:

" Facilitating the development and utilization of in formaltion obtained in host foreign countries to support investigations over which
CID has law enforcement responsibility.

" Providing assistance to foreign governments in establishing or enhancing money laundering, criminal tax, and asset forfeiture
statutes.

" Assisting foreign governments in developing and improving exchange of information agreements.
" Conducting tax, money laundering and financial investigative techniques training courses for host governments.
" Establishing liaison contacts with foreign law enforcement officials in the regions where they are assigned.

In its FY 1998 budget. the Internal Revenuervice wasappropt ated an additional $1 million foritsoverseaCrimina lvesigaton
activity. DuringFY 1998. CID had special agents orattacha signed topermanent positions in Bogota, Colombia, Mexico City, Mexico.
Frankfurt, Germany, Ottawa. Canada, and Kong Kong, China. Special agents assigned to foreign post routinely handle formal requests
for information fo ititfie.Teerqet nld odcigrsacfcl~gh emrfw~odcig evesi
asisting in the extradition of fugitives. The Tax Division anticipates that as the IRS is able ta secure more aridmoteoffshore informatioN
there will be incivssed involvement bylIRS's Criminal Investigation Division, srdultimately, aaigniflcardtnumberofronunenaistions;for
prosecutions oftai crimes will be forwarded tothe Tax Division. TheTax Division will be required to processathese Kacommendaionsand4
in many cases, assign attorneys to asist in the prosecutions.
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An example of the anticipated volumeof high-dollar-potential criminal case is provided by information received in CbOdmimphe
D.Jehasses t. UmiedSlates(D.N.J.). FBIlagents investigating defendant on cable pircy charges came into poseion ofoputer tapes,
containing encrypted information regarding Cayman Island bank accounts. John Mathewson, 7I1.was the head ofGuardian Bank and Trust,
Cayman Islands. Mathewson promoted offshore bank accounts with features such as debit cards and ofshoe corporations to aid client
in hiding their money. In response to contacts with federal law enforcement, Mathewson provided information and computer tapes thal
provided detailed inside view of offshore banking. Mathewson subsequently pleaded guilty to money laundering and tax evasion in the
District of New Jersey. In 1999, because of his extensive cooperation. Mathewson was sentenced to 5 years of probation and &S30.000
fine. The New Jersey Di I t- office of the IRS Criminal Investigation Division (CID)) has already proceeded with several investigations

New Jersey. and further grand jury investigations ame expected. Another half-doze cae are being handled by Assistant United States
Attorneys in Newark. Approximately fifteen other case have been referred to the IRS Examination Division for civil action.

In addition to account holders being investigated byCID in New Jersey, several hundred accountholda' werereferredto individual
Criminal Investigation districts throughout the country. Todate, four indictments have been returned, nine prosecution recornilmndations
havebeen madethityone formal investigtions have beeninitiated ninetyopreliminry review have tad ndthityseven cmhave
been referred to the IRS Examination Division. It is probable that the Tax Division will be called upon to finish litigation support for a
substantial number of the cae that will result ftrm these investigations. Using the New Jersey camae sa benchmark, Tax Division CES
attorneys could be asked to assist on 30Oto 50 ofthese matters and will need to devote five toeight FTE to complete the litigation. Once the
criminal aspects ofthese cases are completed, the IRS anid the Tax Division will move forward to achieve maximum civil comipliance aswell.
The Tax Division requires additional resources to handle this large pool of potential case.

In Umined Swees P. Hogon, relating to another account holder at this Caymnan Island bank, the depositor placed approximately
5700,000 with the bank and repatriated about half thissmmto purchasea@jet and house. Over 1,600 attoeneyhours, plus travel tirne, w
spent on this matter. As a direct result of Tax Division's investment oftime and resources. Michael J. Hogan pleaded guiltycon Septeember
1. 1999 to conspi racy charges and evading his 1995 personal i ncome taxes. He is now cooperating with the government and bas notbeow
sentenced. Michael Hogan's brosher, Terrence Hogra also pleaded guiltyon September 1Ito filing abecorporate return for WuNW Valley
Aviation. Inc. (MVA). He was sentenced to 48 days in jail. I year in home detention., 5 years of probation. a $20.000 flue and 500 hours
of community service.
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As noted above. the IRS is increasing efforts to combat international noncompliance. This effort includes trainingmnot ofits aet
in detecting and combating this problem. In this regard, the IRS is developing an Audit Techniques Guide to assist its agents in dealing
with complex international issues. Its Foreign Trust Training Manual is also being rewritten. It is anticipated these materials wHi be ready
for use this rail to train a pilot group at IRS personnel. Thereafter, additional agents will be trained in this important area. The natural
outgrowth of this emphasis and training will be increased enforcement in the international compliance area, and subsequently, an increase
in the litigation matters over which the Division has responsibility.

To further the international enforcement goals of this initiative, the Tax Division needs attorneys experienced incivil and criminal
tax litigation and in obtaining foreign evidence or information, and knowledgeable about international agreements to achieve international
tax compliance, such as tax treaties, mutual legal assistance treaties, and extradition treaties. These attorneys would (1) review orbandle the
internationally affected civil and criminal cases of the Tax Division; (2) assit foreign tax authorities in obtaining information locad in the
United States, in reaching the assets of foreign taxpayers located in the United States, and in extraditing U.S.-based fuigitivesacharged with
foreign tax crimes; (3) give expert advice to IRS agents and Government attorneys handling internationally af~hteW tax came, both civil and
criminal; (4) participate in any negotiations which might lead to an agreement on achieving international enforcement goals; (5) propose
legislation that would enhance such goals; and (6) coordinate with other international components of the United States Government, such
as the Office of International A ffairs (Criminal Division, Department ofJustice), IRS Associate ChiefCounsel (International), IRS Assistant
Commissioner (International), the Department of Treasury International Tax Counsel, and the State Department These functions are critical
to enhancing our international tax enforcement goals and could be accomplished only with significant dedicated resources.

- In sum, the cases in the International Compliance Initiative which will involve the Tax Division, while extrernelyresource intensive,
will have a significant impact on tax compliance. A modest infusion of resources will enable the Tax Division to respond to thi growing
need to assist the IRS in developing its cases, and ultimatelyto enjoin and prosecute those who abuse both thetax laws and a numberofothet
federal laws. To the extent those who engage in these activities can be forced to pay the taxes they owe, and are enjoined or prosecuted, the
United States benefits.
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Absolve Trust Iskiltive 5 3 5350

In FY 2001l,the Tsx Division requests total of?7 positions, 4 FTE workyears, and 5W0.000 for an initiative to curb abusive tbusts.
Ofthis amount Spositions,.3 FTE woryears andS$350.000 amefor support ofthis initiative within the Ciminal Enforcement Program. Two
positions, I FTE worlcyesr, snd $150.000 are identified within the Civil Litigation program. This initiative would achieve the following
Departmental and Division goals.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE GOALS:

" Reduce traditional and newly emerging fors .af white-collar crime, including tax faud both in the United States and abroad.

" Protect Te federal rue through affimnative and defenive civil litigation.

TAX DIVISION GOALS:

" Promote compliance with Unitd State asbylitigatonin thenationsrial ad appellate court,threbyenhancingboth pe fie
and general deterrence.

* Increase the collection oflawfully owed taxes.

In recentI years the Internal Revenue Service has noted a substantial increase in the numberoftaxpayers utilizing trusts in an attempt
to avoid. or limit. their federal tax liabilities. While trusts have many legitimate uses, they rarely lead to legitimate reduction in taxes. T'he
I RS has found that more and mor uncrpulou promoters are aggressively marketing abusive tusts, using strained, andman ome instances
outright false, interpretations or the tax laws. Some promoters offer so called "asset protection trusts", ostensibly designed to protect a~
purchaser's assets from his creditors but which can, and often ame used to improperly shift income and to hide ownership of assets in order
to avoid paying proper tax liabilities. Promoters often target sole proprietorships or professionals, promising that ifthe taxpayer transfer an
operating business into an entity variously called a "business trust." a "common law business trust," or an unincorporatedd business
organization." he can claim deductions for whawe-i tially personal expenses, shift income, and avoid aelf-enmployment tax, while never
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really losing control over his business or its assets. These schemes elevate form over substance, and sometimes can be "layered" or "tiered"
making them more difficult to detect and unravel. When the facts are uncovered, the purchaser is not entitled to any of the advertised tax
benefits.

The numberof trust return filings with the IRS has increased by I11 percent since 1993, and is continuingto rise. More importantly,
whi le there were 3,300,000 trusteMums filed in 1997, the IRS believes that over I11,500,00trusts are not riling returns. These phenomena
have lead to substantial revenue losses. In order to combat this drain on the treasury, the IRS is increasingly focusing on the abusive trust
arcs. both auditing returns that are iled, and detecting situations where returns should have been iled and taxes paid. According to budget
projections, the IRS will increase the number of direct staffyears directed tonstsby230% from FY? 1998 to FY2000. In addition, the IRS's
Criminal Investigation Division identified abusive trusts as an emerging ame in 1997, and has steadily devoted increased resources to this
problem. increasing special agent FTE investigating domestic trusts from 35 in F'? 19971to64 in FY? 1999. Moreover, the IRS has begun
focusingon promoters ofabusiveaschemes from bothacriminal and civil perspective, considering criminal prosecutiwi civil injunction and/or
civil penalties to combat the problem promoters of abusive schemes pose. To the extent those who promote abusive trusts are stopped, the
numhcr of purchasers of such schemes will be reduced, ultimately reducing the burden on the IRS snd the taxpaying public.

The increasing emphasis ofthe IRS on the aaofabusive trusts will continue to require significant resource commitment by the Tax
Division to support their efforts. Attorney FTE spent reviewing and prosecuting criminal cases has increased from two in F'? 1997 to over
four projected by the end of FY? 1999. (This excludes FTE spent on foreign trusts that are reported in our International Compliance
initiative.) The Tax Division anticipates thet there will be a substantial increase in the number of prosecutions anid recommendations for
prosecutions that we will be called upon to litigate and to review.

A recent t case illustrates the necessity of the abusive trust initiative. United Slates . Ronald Clsappd, . aL, was reviewed and
authorized for prosecution by the Tax Division andtried by local prosecutors in the FAsem District ofCaliforia. Ronald Chappell (a former
CPA). Lloyd Winbum, Todd Gaskill (an attorney) and Martin Goodrich, sold abusive trust packages to clients and. advised than touse the
trusts to generate fraudulent tax deductions. More particularly, the defendants concentrated on wealthy clients who were advised to transfer
operating businc-ases homes and other assets into a series oftrusts. The trusts were operatO so that the clients maintained control over their
businesses and other assets. On the trust tax returns, the clients then claimed normally non-deductiblepernonall expenses, such as lawn care,
house cleaning and scholarships for their childrents education, as deductible trust expenses. They also depreciated the value of their
residences and passed paper losses from the trusts to their personal returns. Some clients, who had reported sigi~ficant taxable income in
prior tax years, actually claimed that they qualified for the earned income tax credit, which is ordinarily reserved for the wooing poor. The
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court held that this scheme caused a tax loss to the government in excess of S2.5 million. In Apil 1999, Chappell was sentenced tosee
87 months in prison; Winbumn was sentenced to 63 months in prison; Gaskill was sentenced 10 58 months in prison; and Goodrich was
sentenced to 37 months in prison.

This case has spawned a number of offshoot investigations in other pauts of the country. Some ofithe clients and "sub-promoters"
usedhbythe Chappelldefendants were targeted in morm than one investigation. A number ofTax Division attorneysareinvolvedinon-going
grand jury investigations, Due to the growing use ofithe Internet in marketing these schemes, most case against [aupepromoteraWill most
likclybernulti-jurisdictional. Purchasers in the midwest and the northeast may ind a web site which isrn fr-om aseaver in Virginia wid is
used by a promoter in Califomnia. The Tax Division's global view facilitates coordination of these came, so that inconsistent results are
avoided and investigations are not damaged through unknown targeting of the same individuals. Coordination of so many cases some
with their own offshoots, is becoming an increasing problem with the current level ofresources. Added resources will allow the Tax Division
to better coordinate prosecutions, and litigate more of these cases. As the Tax Division becomes better equipped to take the lead in
prosecuting more of these cases, unifornm prosecution and coordination will be greatly enhanced.

Similarly, from a civil perspective, the Tax Division will be required to enforce an increased number ofadministrative summons as
the IRS goes forward with its effort in the abusive trust area. This will be especially true with respect to promoters ofthee schemes who,
as wc know from past experience, will resist every step of the investigation. And, as the IRS focusesimore on promoters there will be an
increase in the numberofcivil injunction suitawe will be asked to bring, for a noted above, it is more effective to stop thewe schemes before
many purchasers become involved, than to audit trust purchasers later, if they can be detected. Indeed, as a result of the [RS's focus on
abusive trusts, we have already successfully instituted an injunction proceeding against abusive trust promoters in California. That case,
United States v. Estate Preservatloo Servce l. was a suit against the majorpfrmoterof the scheme, his corporation, a lawyer, and
a certified public accountant who participated in the abusive promotion. The defendants used a nationwide multi-level marketing network
to sellI a non -grantor trust scheme. In promoting the scheme. trust purchasers were told, among other things, that theyecould transferproperty
into the trust, thereby receiving "a new income tax basis" for the property which could then be depreciated. In addition, prospective
purchasers were told that these trusts could be used for "income splitting", to generate deductions that would otherwise not be available, and
to reduce or eliminate self-employment taxes. The court, noting the wide-spread nature of the scheme and the typeof fraudulent conduct,
entered a preliminary injunction against all of the defendants.
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PERFOrk. ANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTIEDDY INMATIVL .ClSION UNIT

INITlATIVFJDECISlON UNIT: Crhmuasl Promotion.
COM PONE11i GOAL(S): The C. inaI Sectionts of dhe Tax Divsion have three primary responali~liies: (1) conducting centalized review at all referee 6imtkrl tax
matters: (2) staffing the investigation. trial, and appeal olr many of Usese crnunal tax matters; and (3) providing litigation support services to both United Stiates Attorney s
Office and the internal Revenue Service, These activities advance the Tax Divisionts goal of umniformi and consistent national enforcement The pronpt review of crinnl
referrals and dhe handling of t litigation anid litigation nupport responsibilities also advance the Intesrnal Revenue Service' goaks of achieving rsuxius dterrence an
voluntary congionce with the Internal Revenue lawst.

DOJ Core Purna** 3: Legal Reprejentanoin. Enforcensent of Fe'dral Laws, and Defiense of U. S. ifteres
Srotegk G.id 3i. Pronwte thracirl, correct and urriform enfrcovNwenr ofthefederal mt a and Mhe collection of#a" debt.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PRRFORMAN4CE PLANS

*Indicates a reqasated TV 200 v pops. inVF 1991 Pafarmsae Report refm aalam
chaag.

Type of Perforsmance ladleatom Data LIU im
Indicator Souree Actuals FliaaI Aetuals ini1tIal Cureat Plan

____ ____ ____ ____ ___ ____ __ _ ____ PlanPlas Pla _ _ __ _

Input 1. Review Responsibilities: - New Cane Mgt
System

A Total imniser of cases received Fromt IRS (Tax~oc) 974
and USAO for authorization and review

it) Nurriber of supplemental reviews 527

4 21 Nunibe of legali source neorre cae 618
received

*V; Nunterst m sistre entoreeset
ees (abusive tt, excrn tax, drug 6

enfmxcereet. healt am, pti ) recessed

14) Nuinher of legal tax prolsmu came 35
rece ved
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INITIA11VE/DECISEON UNIT: C ebool Prow Ieut.
cOMPONENT GOAL(S): The Crisinel Sectionis of dhe Taxs Division have Omn prinary resoniilities: (I) cosithctisng centralized review ofa.c ii eutdcimisoItax
malters. (2) slatfing the investigation. trial, and appeal or miany of these crinal tax matters, and (3) proving litigation support service to both United Stame Attorney's
l0trsces and the Internial Revenue Service. These activities advance the Tax Division's goal of uniform mid consistent national eafortcanen. The prompt review of crhnaI
rermrals and dhe handin anise litigation m i tigation support responsiblte als advane the intena Revenue Service'. poals of achievsi tuxiomin detrei and
volusntary cossAwlee with the Internal Revenue laws.

VO) Core Fiveue. 3 Legal Repmeeuurao, Enforcement of ederal Laws, axd 0*,.:. of U S. Inwirt
Sw'esk GonE .4: Aasuooe the fair. corret and unifom exforcewm thiredir la and t collection of tax debts.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

0lediestes a requested FY 2961 pregrots FY 1999 Perfersmee Rapeet Pefernsee Plane

Type of Performanee indlesims Dais F EI1~
Indicator Source Aetuals Final Actub aita Camels Plea

B. Total numb"e of Ilitiati support Ts;Doi
aclivites-

(1) tnsiuyrem*es 103
(2) Searcth warayt reqisus 91
(0) tion-prosecotio sponnents NP

2. Litigation lesponsibiiies:

A. Nurnier of cases (by targets) handlled
wsiti trial dipositons: NP

(it POWs6c rtnia NP
(21 Nsn6aeofgutlies NP

tNurnkierofCGrand Jsy Investigatios N
cases (by targets) handlfed.

C. Nuntier or Indhctsnets NP
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I MITI ATIVEJDECISION UNIT: Crtmial Prietls.f
COMPONENT GOAL4S): The Cirnutsl Sections of the Tax Division have thre prnusy responsibilities: (1) conducting central md review fall refunrd crinaltax
notner; (2) staffing the invetgain, tril and appeal or tmny of these criminal tax nutters; and (3) providing litiation support services so both United States Attorney's
Olfices and the Inte -al Revenue Seovicet These activities advance the Tax Division's goal of usniformo and consist national enforcement. The pot review Of criminal
referr als and the handling of the litigation and litigation support. repnibilities also advance the Internal Revenue Service's goals of achieving nuxiasmo dmetemc and
voluntary conuiance wit the Internal Reveanue laws.

00) Core Fancohme. Legal Represtnwsrs. Enforcement of Federul Lawi. and Defestse oftU. SP Jwers
Stvatek God J. 4. Pr'omsote thefai, correct wnd unfora ejRdfceiis of dw federal umn laws and the coilocnsam of sax debts.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE RLPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

IIndlcates a raeasata FY MU program IF 199 Performane Report Performabe! Vsa
choose,

Type of Peirfan"e Indicators Data DJY I M1
Indkiattr Seurce Actuate Fiaal Actuae Ini1tia Currant Plan

________________________11m ______ liaPlan Piss___rim_

3 Litigation Support Responsibilities:

A, Develop a Litigation Resource Center to Develop&
effectively respond to requests foe pleadings, Expand
motions, research, and advise on tactics,
strategy, tsr issues, and legal matters.

B. Maintains Special Counsel for Tax
Protest Matters to coordinate urinal Iiiiprve &
prosecutions or illegal tax protestors. Conducts Expand
training and adlvises; USA'%. Responds to
legislative anod policy isattess involving illegal
I protest activity. Responds to new trend

and novel issset arising in WIx protest litigation.
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IN4MATVZ1DWcSOW UNIT: Cridima P assewis
COMPONENT GOAL(S): 71e Cibomil Section of &ie Tax Division have dmv prny responiblliis: (1) cuh centrcalid review ofs i fsad criinl iss
vnwce ; (2) stslliq the ineg tri Wi.nd appeal of many of theme ceImUal n nltenmd (3) provi igIoN suppoht serviweto both United Soaon Athimney's

OXFkvcs mad the Internul Revenue Service. These activities advance the Tax Deiion, goal of uifom and conistent national enforeuisat The prompt sview of crininl
refemrasand the ll'dii of th itgtion and iigtion support eesponsbltsalso advanceth InaReveneServices iok orachiving uuan -d atee d
vokintsey cnlw wtb the Iatrua Revenue hmw.

DOJ Cowe Foseteao 3: Legal Rqwesensweoa. E~rcenmi of Fnkdel Lmw and Defene of 1/ S Iansa
Smwsui God 14: Pluusoit tkefid. corretc A nd agw ofw the fi era a/a and Ats codaecao. of wx deb&,

PERFORMANCE 114DICATOR INYORMA1170N PZRPORM.ANCZ REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PL.AS

1 . ladles a rsqaata FT 2002 p ra p a F 1595 Potfaanes Raps" Pfemsise Plas

Type of Perfewrmnns E1dtentsrs Dats ".I
Inena Saso Aids ranw A"Mnb lewds Carrant Plan

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _PUaN P1014 rimn

C. Particiate is working groups compmsed
of DOJ and IRS peronnel to identify non-
copiac issues:

*(I) Interntioual -To incep and Develop A
pieven abuive .instioonI non- Epn
csWsryiac scheies befoewy heyhve
- oppoetisity tocase signifinn
danug to die tax system.

(2) Dornestic - To identify and effectively tquv&
deal With curven and eumering Rpi
domstic go nc R F" a esm

- (3) Abusive Tn"sa- To ientify d Devlop &
effectively"ds with coresi and Pan
anega non-conybiance noues
sch ew involving the am of mt
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INITIATIVE DECISION UNIT: CrInslual Pwsecutou
COMPONENT GOAL(S): lii' Crirsunal Sections of the Tax Division have three primary respotuiblities: (1) conducting centralized review of all referred crbnvna tax
rmacers. (2) staffing the investigation trial, and appeal or many or these criminal tax nuttet; and (3) providing Irdtigaio support services to both United Staft Attoney's
Offices and the Internal Revenue Serice. These activities advance the Tax Division's goal of uniform and consistent national enuforcemnt.L The psont review of crissunal
referras and the handling of the litgation and litigation support responsibilities also advance the Internal Revenue Service's goals ofrachieving mauxissum deterrence and
%-oluntary cosiince wish the Internal Revenue laws.

0O) ('er Faacwlai 3: Legal Represerslcfrom, Enforcemsent of Federal Laws, and Defense of U. S Interest;
Strategic Goal? 34: Proamote the fair. corect and uniform usjcnfn of the federal t low and else collection of ax debts.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Inicaetes a requested FY 2841 pram FY 1999 Ped'freane Ropeu" Parmanee Plas

change.
Type of Perfornmane Indleateors Data FY im j. M M
Indicator Seurc Aetuals Flida Actualls In"ta Curnt Plan

________________________________Plan Plan Pln _ _____

(4) Illegal Tax Protest Mattess - To Imnprove &
identify and effectively mnage Expand
current and eir issg non-corrqplane
Issues

0(5) Other - To develop training progras Develop &
and atratages to assist USAOs mall Expand
phase of crtinal tax hitigatso.

D Provide expesi technical assistance to siprove &
USAOs in the investigation and prosecution of Expand
criminal sat and tax-related natters.
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INETIATIVWRDCISION UNIT: Crtutaael Prsaseatt
COMPONENT COAL4S): The Crminal Sections of the Tax Division have three prinmary reaposibilitie: (I) conducting cersiraliand review of an cateed crifilbil WE
mnters, 12) staftro the investigation, tial. and appeal ofmniny or diewae i u al tax nttrvs;ad(3) providn litigation supot snervices to badi United States Ainarney'a
orrces and the Internal Revenue Service. These activities advance tie Tax Division's goal or uniorm mid consistent national enfarcernet. The prompt review of nins]n
rremles and the handling of the htsgation and litigation support reqiconsibilities als advance die Internal Revenaue Service's goals of achieving nssxn deterce and
voluntary compgliance with tie Internal Revenue laws.

DOJ Core Famavfu 1. Legal Repmewitoo. Eqfiweeet of ederal Lsws, and Defense of U S. toevs
Streak Gal 3.4. Promote thefair. correct dadndrist eitfocetu of the federal tlst and &We collection Wag ets.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION FKRJOMAJICI REPOjRT AND PWRORMIC9 PLANS

9 adicates a requested FT MI9 popra FTY 1999 Pwrfwmne Rapart Pfearia a hs

Type ar Prrfarmaaee lnalas Data [YI
lriildtar Saurese Actuate Plas Actuate Imidal Cutnaa POOe

Output/ 4. Number and percentage of request for Manualt 131/90%
Activity litigation assistance at tial and appeflate levels TaxDoc

honored in legal source inoecase.

5. Nute and percentae of request for Manual/ .2/0%
litigation assitance at trial and appellate levels TaxDoc:
honored in targeted enforcenent ares(abusive
trust, exctae tax, drug enforcement, health ewe,
and protest).

06. Number and percentage of requests for Manuaah 175/95%
litigation andl invesnpgaion advice honored in TaxDoc
intemasonl aters

07. Iniernaional cases handled TaxDoc10
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INITlAIVaDECJSION UNIT: CrIkinal Pieacutha
COMPONENT GOAL(S): The Crmwinal Sections of the Tax Division have three prinary respoaibilities: (1) conducting centralized review of all referred criinal tax
"Utters. (2) stating the imvestigation trial. and appeal oftmany of thes criminal tax matst; and (3) providing litigation aiqaposi services to both Unised Sumts Attorneys'
Wlkies and the Internal Revenue Service. These activities advance the Tax Division's goal of uniform and cot saen national enfowrceent. The prony review of crimmnal
referrals and the hanlig at the litigation and litigation support responsibilities also advance the Internal Revenue Service's goals of achieving nuxatuu detrence and
voluaray conqalsance with the Intertsal Revenue laws.

DOJ Cmr Faraed..e J: Legal Representaions. Enforcement of Federal Leer. and Defeuse of Ui S Intae e
Sirawerk G..l 14: Promote the fair. co~rc and upsdbnw exwfivcemesso thelederal ksax inse and hs. collection of au deba.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Indicates a requestedy FY 0 N r. Oser a FY 1"09 ?hAmaauea Rope" Perfaruanra PINES

Type of P wfrmme lud"Iamr Data FYIJ JfImMW
Indlesiter Seures Aetuark Final Aetu INNWia Co.en Ph.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _VMSa Plan non _ _ _

OWtpWa 9. Nu nber and percentage or requests tar ManusalV 11090%
Artivity participation . nuellaneous activities (i e, TaxDoc

conduct criminal tax training for Assistant U.S.
Attorneys, psticpat us task foces, advise on
legislative proposals and -a A esam, publish
Criminal Tax Manual and revisions, et.)



INITIATIVIDKISION UNIT: Crimina Presseaftos
COMPOtNf NT GOAL(S): Thie Criminal Sections of dhe Tax Divsion hove dvee pinmy respenimlitica: (1) conthacting centralird eewai m ani er t
MInstm. (2) stafrIlm the investigtiON. ti.!- OWd 8PPeal Of any of thei critial tax matters; aid (3) providing lifigtidon aupport servces lo both UoNli Sona Aamy's
(Wrces; and the ItenuI Revenue Service. Their activities advance the Tax Division's goal ofat tforns mid consiatent national essfoecesmut The Venow review of aimin
referrals and the landing of the litigation and litigation IFpo p romblstsea also advance the Intunal Revenue Service's goal of achiteving nuxasmin d1imreanmd
volusntary complieurc with the inlnil Revenuse baws.

DOJ Cmr Ferpe*n 3.: Iqa Represenatafion, Enfor'cement of ederal Laws, anfd Defense of LI S lnaraa
Surtek God 3.4of Promote thefaw. correct and antjbws nx fAtkelA law and te coacwo of t debb.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION 1'ZRVORMANCK REPORT AND P&R1ORMANCR PLANS

ladletaarreqqaIt WYM161progam T 1999 Perfarusae Rapas Porfewinam Plane
_______ thawe

Type of Pasfarmaee Indicators Data [YJ Im
Indicator Seuree Aetual Find Aetub lai" Carrat Ph.n

and Outcomte 10. Total nuster otati case authoized. Tax~oc NP

11. Total nwsiher oflall cases declined& NP

12. Total number of litigation support
activities:

A. Immunities
(I) ApprovedN
(2) Declined N

a. Search Warrants
(1) Approved
(2) Declined N

C. Non-peaaeculionaenets
__________ fl) Avoroved_____ __ __ _________
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INITIATIVMJECISIO14 UNIT: Criusial Prenaeuttea
(COMPONENT GOAL(S): The Crnsnal Sectins of the Tax Division have three printry responibilities: (1) conducting a centralizd review or &U referred cuitninal tax
Matters; (2) staffing the investigation, trial, and appeal of nmany of these crimnal tax rratem; anid (3) providing litigation support service to both United Statsa Attoeriey's
Orrices and the Intenet Revenue Service Th1ese activities advance the Tax Division's goal of unitoeni an consistent national enforcement . Thie pirn. review of cnmna?
reretals and the handling orthe ligation and litigation support responsibilities also advance the Internal Revenuse Service's goals of achieving nuzinaim dete. rence anid
Voluntary cotapliamice witls the Internal Revenue laws.

00) Cowe Fauel. 3: Legal Repreentation. Enforcement of ederal Lias and Defense of U S, Interests
Straftk Coed 3.4: Pronsore the fair, correct and unirformn enforcement of dhefederial t as and the collection oltax debts

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION _____ PERFORMANCE REPORT AN4D PERFORMANCE PLANS

Indicates a requested FY MI9 program FY 1999 Psrfa mae Report PsFWm'me Plan

Type of Perferanee Indiceators Data num 12"
lmdkleata Soore Aeuala Fla Aetuas la1t1a" Carrast Plan

_ _ _ Plnu Ph.n pusn _

Productivity/ 13. Average nunthber of litigation support T&%Doc To Be Deterninad
Eficeny activity cases (taret) handled per attorny (TBD)

work year.

14. Average umnier ofdays of couletion 4

tune to review cases.
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IA. Def. Voliil ad Veid ealm

The Tax Division be. &M valndearA vi erificomp of perfosmice iness @f t-see of dft ne~ of OPRA legito On a quarsely basis, die OPM staks am syvicwe by te
Taxn Div. 'os Pee raoncme Musageasen Conmaiteem's sunset attorney 0 anpg mt- This Consutfe cosists of anisieyn Wssiton nPport specialits. dess nmpom se cialists, mud budges
snalymu Thenwoneyoeu - tct were contained usthe Division'sex"gnCoseMamosusen Sysiei Aspuofthiedesign of sew sym "Taitoc," which wes ilesnmasddwrinaml;
1999. the w Iia wase rusinaly-eerieved OPRLA astisacs will be -ges-iwuedmsinticelly.

The Crn isii Eahiecsine sectsis have relied on s--a - oilodsI for recoedig sru esevag5s tsbmeathprpso of this report. Is eaijaniess with die develo weof. sew ca
snssm ewe systeni(TaiDoc). the ePine Ceniial Eutforcesnem GPA repiast Ian trevse far CM FY 2001 plu, Ahhoag the Crnwald Enforcueerm Sectiona orrety lock hisorwa deft on
tom ctv~m~witteteewNbe nw proceduresso colletmid reowd pesibnsseheon activtmseal o pecifi amernsO akln secti n mis o siepocionmid si - ulngcstlee
eI ,sil.mi relevuis -sirnisTe TsxDoc: sysit wsig Wnine mn July, 1999 with full usykms wto to be phusd s oveam the nsext twelve to -'Igas - isenthI Sam selberYFTN t eces

Woud as TUC (s be dewhiuaid)w*Ip a sw depeedet so o f h hea a dw dabt evssmla Ma On TszDoc systema The reairnyingl offthe section utiseson collecongt pro.. A - mid ceso is
expected torencus in own ri repeslssa The re vuad I expnde Crinanal GPRA repast will give a inoie din-So acscoasnag of Crbnsn Eusfarcesnew activiy. ft is -aisiosisiO ta ese
Peei ceX sI ieens systmny emse se varuito usie waym wewataism calcuslited.

There will be ne proeue -h tolle mid reco patient dozoon activities ess o specifisues, asking die Sectsoni Chiefs to woke projectiois mid so gos baud on eonyleee aceuins.
mid retvui stistics By FY 200. is is mieictipstsd dio alt Chsininal Easheceia -iuer wilt be suneess truid -p iios sinto a reftin shntsiteni a wugs i symmn whac will1 A-clud
GPtA perfosticernfsseinnesift Thle newlynrfused unia on amisaasss systemowill to see -extnt, Asdy the -ithd bry " "ic Mis e presmely calaliOO

Tat gosaid esedui are ehafis rsee learnur ps evaa 0ehet- beausey " my he vtawsd s setlag a 1arl gaoowk a ref ass sasm e we ise Timx0 Wss wAssi daua l-W isjest mid fasrt icadtoi of txpaynes Meanarig Icosse is diffltes i toentext, hi pmtiealy a in law enasn The Tax e~Divisionisguadadprincipaly by " oisigai m us
OWmd i "Wioes Wassuaan v oe ided Wnictent orl POeeP claim The TuxDivision ispeon -s dlistestinie le velsof pesforian (e. for conviction riss. ii an d
cessvsctsmots s becau-- paetf een o g oratceetlead to- laii ndedmdpossible advers -oeq e-e As atrnah the Tax Divisson wigl nid set qillia s Agsh aaie nsismd

Is. rT 1999 Psrh iia Ripoot:

FY 1999 is neo icliled in "hi eshibe
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FYV 2W00is not included in this eIht"

The ability of the Tax Division to mleet its projted goals depends, to a lare enwt, spothde number and types of cases recomencided for prosecouon, affing levels, levels of expertiae. mid
fluctuating cAaeloads in Ste Unted States Atiianey'sOfficrs aid ma the Tax Division'sCrimial Eniforcement Sections IRS policies and initiatives also affect the cottplexity mid volume prosecution
referrals New acess or non-conplince also inviac on the number mind coo vesity or case handled by the Tax Division

In April, 1999, die Intenali Revrsue Service Cnnana Investigation Division (IiD) received the resuhts ots review cotissio chared by William Webastee forer head oCCIA and die FBI The
'Webstee RepoeC reckoned significant changes in it oeganizamot or CID and the selection of its investigative priorites. The IRS accepted those eeconwteiadation and hasdevoited suibstantial

resijees o trplnseeinthrnoFinal ittplementation is pretoted to occur in June, 2000 Since the Tax Divisoiis crmial cane wmetlood is directly dependent an CID's investigations, this Process.
has impacted both the susesber and kind of crinvia cases handled by the Tax Division

In the see of illegal tax proest. referrals have risen significantly from 199$ to I99 However, because the IRS policy since 1993 has prohibited classifying individuals a illegal sax protestors.
matters involving illegal tax protestors require actual Tax Division identification and clasification after reept lasx protest actvity,"na used by die Division in bothicrimnal prosecutions ad civil
Iti gaton, is defasied as case involving trad itional illegal tax protest schenmes such as clais. that die incomei tax is unconstitutional, the taking of sni-called "vows of poverty," and die hisrasainent of
IRS enyloyves The Division uses the teistanology "illegal* lax proesters to distinguish individuals who declare tiemselves so be "tax pessers* outside die revenue systi Ad who cominnt tas
critres from thoseiridiiduala who are merely esercisinthee First Atmendivoeti rgigh to oppose aspolicieswhileotherwise obeying tlax laws Criminal proarcuiuns wrlooig t of illegal tax
protest aci ivity are a subset of t he legal source income prosecutions

In lae Mg.3 the Internal Revenuve Servicerannountcod titenion to emiphasire the investigation and prosecutioni ofeb-usivetriatcame Thesteasestenidlobecoaplerivolvingmittltipe individuals
madenttis opera ttn n itplejuuiadictioti The case also frequently involve octrionaon conducted outside the United States The Tax Divison is working closely with the Service to establish
standaeds for the prosecution of thewe cases and is sinving the Service and U S Antorneysin ihesuccesaful prosecution ofmnseriousoffrnders in this sees The Tao Divissondefinsessbusive trusts
as entities that while on paper take the forts ofra valid trust - iaraneen actually seek Is evade laxes because they have no object or purpose otlier than evading taxes. lin die typical abusive trist
mangenient, there is, ini fact. no change in any cogtiazbl economic relationship between a taxpayer and the source of income and/or property both prior to and after the formem of otle must, In
the typica abusive trust scheme, a taxpayer will naintain full control over his assess even though the documents reflect thst the taxpayehas liasferred away his interest to a Vast with an independent
trusee In addition to -trust-, these arrangenents go by mnsy different names, including. but not staed to Pure TrustOrguniztion (Pil. International BusoiessOrgamizalioin (1B0) Cotittlinsal
Trust, Inistionall Business Company (IB9Q, UnsancoPONse Business Organizatsin (UROl. Cottmioi Law Trust, Fore Equity Trust. Fualy Trust. and Residence Trust. Peeformnce indicator 03,
Abusive trus case handled. shows the number of abusive trist case with time reported to them darng the fiscal yew, but excludes cae counted as inteenusonial

The Tax Divisincainily defirnslegal source income ae shn hr h re of the proposed criminal lax charges is ticncoie doa is legally prdue distingished from incots euard
as a result of illega conduct Assa vast nujoryof the taxpaying public rams is income from legal sources, legal source income peosecutions; havesa itnificant desaau efeton the general public.

An Intrational Conlince Ianiiaiv" is another oe Criminal and Civil goa that the Tax Division has included in its atseg so promt cantpla-sce with federal tax laws.by liaiwng tax cae
with inateenalsonsl isues mn the nation'stril and appellate courts This activity enhanices bosh specific and general deterrence mad poot voluntary conqilsance Perkannsaew indicator 07,
International canes handled. shows the number of international cases with lime repote to them daring the fiscal year
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY IMMSTIT1VKC11SION UNIT

IMTATIV~IUEC1SIoI UNIT: Crimiail Pmeoue
COMPMWENT GOAL4S). t ent a med review anid reconwmimdueo .1.11 anme tax prosecutionr and em. povuan orltigmion mafnce to ldw US. AtsmeW Offk=e advmee
the Va o( weifrm e"Focenwmg Prong reew otennmel CFOml and aiumedulc waw ne of crinwe ta convtionh p o@nw Vale otaelmmevm umntm dintmnc ut

OW/ Cowu Fmm-en k: Le. Repmwetmmim. Eafonvwew of Federal Late. end Woent of U. S fimveu

PERFORMANCE INDICATXR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE ROeRT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

___ ___ __ ___ _ Y 199 P R e" Peeeomnee Plains

Typeeof Performance lodkoaeen Data Er'ff 19" 3m 3f
luaterw Seem Aelua Fled Actual Imlila Ceme Plan

PlaM _ Pla Ple

eetI Request ror litigatiomasstarce at rial miusa 157 151 166 151 151 3iSNbU
anid appellate levels in legal source Y
mncortie camt

2. Requests for litigation assistance at tinal mal 13 32 31 32 32
amid appellate levels in targeted
enforcement areas (excise tax, drug
enriciremeriL health care, piotest. and
iterittil)

3 Requestst(or litipto itandrvestiaton manual 175 175 196 175 175
A, vice lin irrlenaltonal frm

. Rqts foripariainin manual 141 68 147 61 It0
miscelaneus iittra anid inle-
govenmenta] activities

5. Reqtsrcied fotigtion and Manual 125 60 195 60 5
inveslmptom advice in illegal tax protest
Matlers

6 Appoitit a Special Counsel for Tax P.ees manual sustain sustain sustain Sustain Sustain
Matlets to coordinate criminal
Prosecutions, legslatve and policy
responses to illegal Wax pirotest activity.
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IN4MATI3IECSIO4 UN4IT: C - 'a -Pvaaaeute
COMPON LNT OOAI.4) The cam ttaired reviewt mid recamendatoo of all crnwmall tax proaaecution mid die peowsawoof htigainfthac to the US. Aftornes' Offie.avii
the goal of uniform armeies 110,04. rieoeuisaleftl idehicdPablIC wme of cenoiltocnitopoat the - lof achiev"ingnaxmundetemivice a

DO) Cawe Famcede" 3: Legal Re~prcesetaton, Eatfrieew~i of sslgal Lawt, ad D es of U S Interests
S'rk God 1.4. Piwmole tee ai, coseec aid UnsJiti enlorceiewlikahjnuder lasso aotke collino f tx dehes

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATiON PERFORMANCE WEORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

_________________________FY It999 imw Reor Pofwumm Mm

Type of Peeormsmc Waie on Data Dy lJ im -m 2fi
Imdtatr Sommt Actuala Ilual Aetmal Initia CmmU Phai

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Plan Pi. na" _

Onopat/ 7 PrcentI of requests for litigation assistance manual 100%/ 99% 100% 100%/ 95% 8" New
Activity at trial anid appllate levels honored in rVeni

Pia.
legal source 1inrm case Eshiel

8 percent oferequests foe litigation assistance manual 92% 92% 93% 92% 90%
at trial and appellate levels honored in
targeted enforce et Iaem (excise tat,
drug enforce weis. health care, protest. and
international)

9 Rate ofparicipation inmicellaneous manual 100% 100% 100% 100% 90%
activities (i r, conduct criminal tat
training for Atsitant U S Attorneys.
participate in task forces. advise on
legisla41tiv proosas mid amendments,
publish Criminal Tax Manual mid
revisions, etc)

10 Pe.rcent of requests for litgtion and manual 95% 95% 100%/ 95% 95%
investigatve advice honored in
international matters
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INITIATIVEjDECISION UNIT: Criminal Proaluia
COMsPON4ENT GOAL(S) The centralired rview and eeconaswridmoi ofall criminal tao pesmcutie aid ie priion of litisiMsoutace to die US. Attorey~ 'Offies mdvo
the goal of smtorsnenfsrcement Prompt review ofcriminal referrals omlidenced public atoseeses of criminal tax coovictions Promt die -oo ofacieviigiieitiwuiiiddielce mid
foum voluntay comptiance

IOW Coe Faarnei 3: LexaI Rrpresfurtioni. Enforcemieit of Federal Law. and Drfeue of U S Inerests
Snweglc GIo 3.4. Pm otoe the fair. corwec and uniformn enforreearoi rthe federal tiu laws and the collecaoin of tax debt

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INfORMATION PMRFOMAN4CE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

____ ___ ____ ___FY 19 Pfrmm flam

Type or Perkrmance Iavdkcators Data FYi M M M
Inadicator Source Actuala Flow Actual. inalw Curmu Plan

Pian Plan Pla

lateriedile IL Establish a system to publicize Criminal manual Systm Deterence Discoui Diacon- DMscon- Mascon-
Omt""m To% information to enhance public Planning Impact tinued turned ifmed tinued

awareness and promo te general
deterrence. _____

Ead Oateemim 12 Assist in maintaining IRS's voluntary IRS 32% 82% DMacon- Dicon- Diacon- DisCon-
comliance sate through fair and tinged isued ttnued ternd
uniform tax litigation aid enforcemeI I

Productivty/ I3 Avenge number ofdays to perform initial U 45 46 45 45 Sea Kow
Emetuy reviews of administrative mid grand jury S~W pls

outgrowth case SI II .. L &MN



A- Data odadls.e s VeutMk~sa

The Tax Diimo began dat validation aid veniflesuir oflperoe--nice meaue a Statu ords eammh of (IDA Iqoiaton. On aquoflut beena O SGMA saisic m -evlewa
by the Tao Division's Peirence Managmnt Comneumitt eeaiottosmydchairpersons. This Comirfteesomitof snomys, ItigA upspomIiiq-"id clfthlhmgms Weciaifa
and budget analyfts The nujonty of tue matituco were contained an dw Divisi's esiag Case Mutagoms Sytem As part of tte redeig of. m ew syowi TsaDmc, Muich wes
inletmented during stiner 1999. the few rerraung nualy-retrweds GIA whoma will he gnawead autrmetsedly

The Crnnal Enforcementl scton have relied ont muat meds roerecerdeS adrouuleving duciticsu t n~iettte evtsulof tiusreor h ncsurncefion St theevelopumeneofa
new cae rieagarriult "yem (TaiDoc), die entreCnimual Enfaieemu (IDEA~ heelim irevise foe theIFY 21 -i Although OhieCriuminial Eafsuuw muSectionuctirruiy lack
historical datgoun soure activities, tters will be flew proceduresoto collec ended pertitinedaasm aclovuirae d osusl ueuambmgiteoneestsomseprqeui, ne u
goals hased on conyleer. accutate, mid relevaint teAses. Tse TaoDoc system went oniine in July, 1999 ith M imple tuatc to heptteedlimos er e m eetltieo e'1hue it
The rennyriig of ts secions intfonuiain cotleciingprocedursmid conerolouespecial o ta ore acci rcw eporting The revid aid, tIdI Cuiinal (IILA report wilt gives
tire thorough accoustingofrnsat Esiforeet activity Iitwenvisoieddaserafspefa-eruieirisuiaaoyeaiiayceeuerstomineadewayom " "t- eclulated,

There wih be new prooeduaetocollecous ndwpertmneaikaonecnvtelmaetoqiecfic tomau enalighe SeconmCiefs to mteprsectione ad asgoalsbasdmoiotsueaue,
midrelevant stlis By FY 2000, it is anticipatedtiat itl Criminal Enforcemsent setisocewilt bemam-aedandmceuypemtedletsrefimlnforrvnmriean ytmMhch wil include
U5PRA perforreicte rasoutmets The newly refined information mnageursta system wilt, tontm estene, modify temetd bystichmstaics - renemtycelall

Targeetad odates seesete Froe sowe pe fteemee Isedlezahe betwateymy be viewede netting sueasl iuewttsaa mnamtM h a ~ h
SoteeL Thai goal stencid farIeanurwa of toxpayers Meassartouoes toi difficult it any context, bat putticitarly am ta lw euiocinewThe7aDivins a Aided priicipally by

"doing what just" and that includes not pursolngan untbunded indictrn moebetleectsint TheTas Diiomic acc-nethat anmed levelsofpefermnce (e 5, tagetsforcoivict"
rates. iridicisenus arid convictons)wnrbecomei perfornuetargeutorotherwiseled to unintende midpoenbladveiaconatencean Asa, remut. the Tax Divineon wilt not aesqetfied
itaito foe indictrments midl con victions

B. FY 1999 Pedrfaame Repewl:
As of Sep en be, 30.1999. the Cnirinat Enforcement Sections have honoed 100% or 166 requests for litigation assaced at idappellate levels an legal iou sicons-cetofrefeencet
Performrice Induction NI and a?) Webowoed 83% of reqoesto for litigation astaco t trial mid appellate levels an targeted eutfocernis are,(eoeeme Perfoesiwice lmdicsotsill aid
Nsl our roe orpwtucipataon innaiscellaneoss inrraoui inter government actiehooiurolt ethefl requestsdhefDivson hsproectednowagVal o te endsofie repoetos
period IreferersePerformmetridctort#4mid 39) The figure for requests received for litigtori mid uivetigtioadvc auto peiteattm(fen ece L indicaus 32 and 85) reflects
a significant increase over the requess received during the sants period in PY 199 This activity soan the rioe mid is expected to isueaa beyondsur cent aorn t itryeasavastabulity
in this arcs

Perforirarice Inicators Ott and a 12 have born discontinued in the torrent plan By publicizing the protection of las vioiltars, t Tax Division no dot ibues Ihepublit awaretnoaof
itstitgoionai rtforersntl~~ititha eaotsrdetnele~ec loweve, we con inither corroborate notedefendhe IRS' voluntarycomp! --mroweat-t-at Lackinthe messio Identify

statistically our deterrence impyact or thetrteoconpiancr,ilt Divs'ionconeticsdtthoetiese weowursngftit wmuas fb e psapotetioduurepon The Service iesiben tasked ifeenly
with improving its conmpliaince research The Diviiion inends us irmprove mod expaid eipaicpato in working groups with IRS midoeher DOIC0onataon a vaiey ofmom-conyletwce
issues tSes FY 2001 Plait 0317)

Though the dit e. I effect cano" benseasured with the resources available to t Division, tie prosecution ofetnutaat too law violwoeeohsaPo"tsve yt oncowr Iai ioi Am
importantt aspect of die crminal pesecalion oftao violators isthe impact: on dhe general public Taopsyeroedkatrotosweno teo'oeathesyatemed daall uxpayemarequit
to paylthir fair share The Tax Division's litigation aid! etforcenitenI efforts achieve OWueOInl goa with the IRS for citizens oifthns union to votuatanlytonylywidi tax laws which mn i,
advances the federal fiscal systemn
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(FVMI Phm we F I ip dw orw c"ff"w Earmemom ah&d-)

rft Aility to Wma P& I I I le a bw Cwm W" the wmwbw OW rygm -rm sc @ a ile br c -1, sWAP4 lavok kmM o(exputiw mW 11 cuslash A dw WAW
Stan A"ormyie Offim oW so dw Tax 1>"moWs CrwmW Ephoca Scomm IRS polKm and wWwmWc6q dwemouityawl *Iwo'-ofproommbw ofm ce ipli- of
pwhcwiwp=pofmxpoymwoohdwlou Revet Codc;dwoolw o(ragwalbrom im ood*Dwwim
for Pei man OWOOM

I"Aril.19".dw1orm doi ed by WiDmwn Webow, fon w hoW o(CIA and dw FBI.
rw"Webow Repon' occo em mpirKwdmSmmOworWu*iomofClDmddw A ofitainvemopOispoia Tbe IRS omm .. , -'. nwhm&l
m6aw" m"wvu to wWkww" *dm Fw.4 ovW4aiwpwm to I j 'ed lo omw m hot, 2000. Siam lk Tox Div SPH emworklowliadvWlydep, I- -coCID's
wvut*mmr* this pmem ho 0 , both Ow -w bev wd kwad dawnimil c hwt&W by dw Tax Divisim

AN, - -go C MV01"n ilkvw t" pmftsl adrv" c - - 1 "m1cwAly ftm 19" to IM dwT&x DMAm's -,-ds n4m adedwe m dwe cwedorftfiscW ym IM TWdedim,
:- A, - a fWa low, ts mnbwW to thg IRS *ahvdww4 Acl Rwndok foeoddwig IRS ftwn deWpmo% w4ni&wk m inW tox $ m i 716s 1 1 ' ho w v loi c --- dw
mpwn&lptyofdw Tax I>vtsm m On oraL w tk Specoal Commel for Tax P. Mom (Crimmil) a mw - p - wibl- for the onty netwoW ov"#A o(dwa cow nway of whid fwl
w4alheMindwo(doo ecorm The re.qm mr4t of this cWm w reflocied m the sWifocwA c -of mpm for fitilown wd oveseptim advw m i "%W tax proftst
wu By FY 2000. mo is wwxVoW dw dl CntmfW Enfwtemow sainlibe-m-, - wW wAmporoW oft am mrammko omqn symmi OPRApabom

"werawftnts Thm imm" mWsfocmvm nay cam sow vwwtm wdh On nw*4*d by whKh genbcs m powd y cakvioW.

falmel"ll.theloer Rev~ SmKc wmounced sts wftm toe"Whosim tke rnvestipmm wA prosecution ofabusive ow Thm con taki to be m. wrvolv*g Wahl*
wo&vo&mls wid mmm *Motu m wwt dw one pxmdctm They hoqmWy wmohv 0 - mdwom oufta& On Umod Swft TNT= Dino= to ww" domOy wNh dw Sa"m to ateNtilk
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CIVIL LITIGATION

P"101 M mu
2000 Appropriation Anticipated 304 294 $35,263
2001 Sase 304 294 37,237
2001 FAftlmste MMS37-28

Increase/Decrease 4 2 $291

BASF PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The Tax Division's Civil Litigation program represents its most comprehensive litigating function. The attorneys in the Division's
seven Civil Trial Sections litigate suits filed byand against taxpayers in the district cowls, the bankruptcycourts, theCowt ofFederal Claims,
and the state cowlts. All ofithese suits relate to the enforcement ofthe tax laws. The broad range of litigation handled by th~e Division's Civil
Trial attorneys includes tax refund suits challenging the IRS' determination of a taxpayer's federal income, employment, excise, and estate
tax liabilities; bankruptcy litigation raising issues of the validity and priority of Federal tax claims and the feasibilityoefreorganization plans;
actions to enforce IRS administrative summonses that seek information essential to determine and collect taxpayers'liabilities; suits tocollect
taxes and other monies often hidden by fraudulent conveyances, sham entities, and alter egos; suits against IRS and other Government
officials for torts allegedly committed inconnection with tax collection activities; suits against the IRS broughtpursuant to the Freedom of
information and Privacy Acts; and State and local inter-Governmental tax immunity suits. Although its prinmy function ishandlinglitigation
directly, Division CivilI Trial attorneys frequently provide advice, training and other asaistaneto the many (Special) Assistant U.S. Attorneys
handling the more routine civil tax cases,

Cameshandled by Civil Trial attorneys often govern thousands ofcaaea.pending administratively at the IRS and generate significant
revenue for the Federal treasury. Just as with its appellate and criminal prosecution functions, the Division's Civi Litigation program has
bothsadirect impact ontetaxpayer who is party to the litigaion and an indirect impact in promoting complianeith the tax lawa, thereby
enhancing both specific and general deterrence.
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The great majority of civil litigation (generally over 85%) handled by the Division is defensive in nature, i e., cases brought by
taxpayers or other person against the United States. The Division's representation of the Government in this litigation saves the Treasury

millions of dollars annually. Tax refund suits are one important component of the Division's defensive litigation. The Division estimates
that, In the most recently calculated three-year period. It saved the Government $37 for every SI spent litigating refund suits. In
addition to this direct dollar impact, thesecases. frequently have an indirect dollar impact. on othertaxpayers. and other tax years of the same
taxpayer. For instance, in BeflAdantic Corp. atadSubsidiaries v. United Stires (E.D. Pa.) (app. pending), the Tax Division prevailed in

a complex tax refund suit involving the investment tax credit. Although the case itself involved only $77 million, the issue is estimated to
have a nationwide tax-revenue impact (for all industries) of about $30 billion. In Lecheed-Martln Corp. v. l~uied States (Fed. CL.) (app.
pending) the Tax Divisior~ successfully litigated whether certain expenditures should he eligible for research-and -development tax credits,

another case where the issues presented involve several billion dollars of tax revenues with respect to defense industries. And in Forida
Progress Corp. P. United States (M.D. Fla.Xapp. pending). the district court upheld the Government's position that underground service

line costs must he capitalized, a utility-industry issue that is estimated to involve S250 to $300 million annually.

Defending federal tax claims in bankruptcy proceedings rep .-emts another major portion of the Division's defensive litigation. The
bankruptcy docket that the Tax Division handles tends to invol\, the more complex tax-related bankruptcy matters, many of which have
signi ficant collection potential. In lon re Scowt Cable Cemmunlcaenos, Ina. (Bankr. D. Conn.). the Tax Division succeeded in convincing

the bankruptcy court to sustain the Government's objection to a pre-packaged bankruptcy plan which, i widely adopted, had the potential

to allow corporate debtors to avoid billions in capital gains taxes from the sale of assets. In re Neisen Bunker Hunt and Ji re IWiia

Herberi Hunt (Bankr. N.D. Tex.) are two separate Chapter IlI bankruptcy proceedings in which the Government has, over a number of

years, obtained about $1 33 million in satisfaction of individual federal tax liabilities. In IFY 1998 and 1999, the Government collected over

$6.8 million and $1.7 million., repcively, from these bankruptcies. The Governm ent has collected 80% ofthe assets in the Nelson Bunker
Hunt case, and 70 '. in the William H-.rbert Hunt case. The Tax Division has also been successful in deterring abuse of the bankruptcy
system. For example, in In re~avid Perras (Bankr. W.D. Tex.) (app. pending), the United States worked with the trustee to pierce a trust

set up by the debtor to conceal over S I million in assets from his creditors. Moreover, during the past year. Civil Trial attorneys have also

secured a number of major victories in the U.S. Bankruptcy Courts by preventing the discharge oftaxes owed bydebtora who havtiwillflzlly
avoided payment or collciion.
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The Division defends the constitutionality of tax statutes, as in Ameriea Sedery of Assocdadan Executives v. flake. States
(D. D.C.), where, based on arguments advanced byTax. Division attorneys, the district cowrt dismissed a constitutional challenge to the proxy
tax provisions in the 1993 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act. This district court decision in favor of the United States was recently affirmed
on appeal.

The Division also defends the validityofTreasuryreglations. For example, in Frasex . Unvited Slares(E.D. La.), the district court
upheld the validity of a challenge to the validityof a regulation defining "passive activity." This decision was recently affirmed on appeu..
And, in Sreckler'v. U,,ifed Steren (E.D. La.). the district court upheld the Government's use of social security numbers, against a challenge
based on the Religious Freedom Restoration Act.

Another important area of defensive civil litigation conducted by the Tax Division is the represen ation of IRS officers against
complaints made by taxpayers who allege misconduct by government officials for activities related to tax collection. These lawsuits can
cripple morale i f employees who have not done anything improper believe that theycan be held persdnially liable for simply doing theirjobs.
The IRS workforce relies upon the Tax Division for a vigorous defense against spurious lawsuits.

The Tax Division's affirmative civil litigation program is an area that directlygenerates substantial revenues for the Treasury. In FY
1999, through its affirmative civil ltigation, the Divisions recovered over S66 million for the Treasury by court acion and in
settlements. TheTax Division received totalJudgmenta; and setents obligating taxpayer and others to pay $1"9 million. In the
first quarter of FY 2000, the Division already has received total Judgments and settlements IN excess of 550 milao dollars. The
D"We~o estimates that, I the moat recently enlenlated three-year period, ht obtained a return for the Governmiet of $17 forevesy
$11 spent litigating debt eollevtion eases Much ofthe affirmative litigation is verycomiplex andtfime consuming. Utigationactivitiesincle
seeking judgmnts to enforce IRS assessments against taxpayers, dealing with fraudulent transfers made by delinquent taxpayers attempting
to place their assets out ofthe reach of the IRS, and the enforcement/foreclosure of federal tax liens. For exaanphin (IkedSlat". May
Ckrine Hanlst (E.D. Mo.), the Tax Division succeeded in repatriating over S350,000 in proceeds offthesklofa wine collection auctioned
by Sotheby's of London which the Governmnent alleges was shipped overseas by a convicted tax fugitive. In Unktd StatsWP. Dal(E.D.
Cal.), Tax Division attorneys succeeded in setting asidesa taxpayer's allegedly fraudulent trust, which included a 30-acre ranch, to collect
$2.6 million in tax liabilities.
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The Service and the Tax Division have also begun to initiate more affirmative litigation against persons who employ increasingly
sophisticated means to unlawfully shield their assets from collection, as well as actions to prevent the commercial dissemination of abusive
tax schemes. In particular, beginning in FY 1998, the Division has been working closely with the Service to devise a plan to address the
growing problem of abusive international and domestic trusts. One fruit ofthis effort was the recent litigation and decision in UnitedSte
v. Estate Preservation Sen'ices (E.D. Cal.). in which the district court enjoined a promoter ofvarious abusive tax shelter schemes in which.
among other things. the promoter urged an abusiveascheme involving charitable contributions. Another success was the decision in United
States v. Robert R. Raymoend and Robert G. Beirnhofl, (E.D. Wis.Xapp. pending), in which the district court permanently enjoined the
defendants from organizing or selling the "De-Taxing America Program," an abusive tax shelter.

While manyof the cases handled by the Division's Civil Trial attorneys have deterrent effect, the growing number ofcases in which
taxpayers advance frivolous tax protest arguments (which currently make up about 10 percent of the Civil Trial docket) form a particulary
important pant of the Division's civil detertrnce efforts. These resource-intensive caaesare essential to keep illegal tax protest activities fron
increasing further. Honest taxpayers who perceive that individuals engaging in illegal tax protest activities have ..gotten away with it" will
themselves be discouraged from voluntarily paying ther taxes.

The Special Counsel for Tax Protest Matters (Civil) (who was first appointed in May, 1996) continues 'to serve as an information
clearinghouse, enabling attorneys in the Tax Division as well as Assistant United States Attorneys around thecoantry, to obtan readyaccesa
to pleadings and other information pertaining to frivolous tax protest issues. The Special Counsel has better enabled the Tax Division to
identify and address problems arising in frivolous civil tax protest case. In FY 1999, the Special Counsel developed a resource available
to all attorneys on the Division's intnet which discusses all recurrng tax protest issue and provides relevant case authority. In addition,
the Division has proposed legislation that would modify the automatic stay provision for serial bankrupcy filers, many of whom mak
Frivolous tax protest arguments and who atempt to manipulate the Bankruptcy Code in order to avoid paying tax debts. Allofthesrdforts
are designed to address the illegal and groundless activities which undermine our tax system regionally and nationally.

The Division's Civil Trial attorneys are concerned with more than generating revenue, however. Although the Division attempts to
collect all taxes that are legally owed, it is also committed to ensuring that taxpayers and other litigants are treated fairly, anid that any
legitimate clams against the Government are resolved properly, As part of their representation of the Service in the courts, Civil Trial
attorneys conduct, in each case, an independent review of the Services administrative determinations. This review process each yew results
in the Tax Division declining to bringcertain affirmative litigation, and in defensive cases results in some complete concessions, where Civil
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Trial atorneys determine that the Service's administrativeposition cannot be legally and/or factually supported. -This vital function promotes
the integrityofthe Federal tax system by insuring that taxpayers and others involved in trial-level litigation are treated fairly and consistently
nationwide.

The Division also plays an important role in monitoring case handled by the Internal Revenue Service and the U.S. Attorney's
offices. Approximately 20%/ofthe Division's civil data management function is devoted to identifyingarid ping mail received onlae
handled by the Service and the U.S. Attorney's Offices. The mail is then reviewed byattorney managers, to ensure that the interests of the
United States are appropriately represented.

PROGRAM CHANGES:
Perm.

pos. EEL
lmterustional Compliance Immtive 2 1S1141

This initiative crosses all litigation programs in the Tax Division's budget. The descriptionof this initiative is present ted within the
Criminal Enforcement program justification.

Pernn
EM M EIE

Abusive Trust Inktiative 2 1 S 150

This initiative crosses the Criminal Prosecution and Civil Litigation programs in the Tax Division's budget. The description of this
initiative is presenticd within the Criminal Enforcement program justification.
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A. Dlsa rItes sad Veettleatta:

The Tax D4rcistrn hegurn dais validatiom and verification of per fooeence noesn tithe onset aftie enactmrenti of GPRLA legrslatron On a qursatcybasisthe OPRA statrtics
are reviewed by thre Tax Division's Perforrrarrce Managemenrt Consrnnte*a sernice anteiney charpersotn s iCoeninriecconsistsof aionr, litiriroppout specialiss.
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of a new system. 'ltxDoc," whnch was irrrtleemnned durrrrg suhrmrer 1999. the few riersirn* mrnmatly-retiveved GPRA statistics will be genr:ate autorratically. 1lisi
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Mt. FYV 1999 Perleirmsaee "tpri:

In July, 1Q91, the Internal Revenue Service Restructuring and Reform Act of 199 ("RR A 9rI was enacted RRA9S eadical lyaltred the way die Tax Druson's principal
client ageny. the Internal Revenue Service, functions R RA9I also granted new rights int xaipayers both at the Internal Revenue Service adinnisseWtIve level and at the
audsiau'level The fsll effect of those changes is" noyet known, as the Internal Revenu Service spent much of 1999 imp~leritieg the new legislation mid continuing is
restructure iself iniersally The Division iself tis been expending significant resources to inienpeet the rumneroas new provsions of A RA",* wort with the Iniernal Revenue
%erv ice t isrive si consistent, fair positions and trasin ciiil litiigaiion program staff ro handle litigation involving these provisions Additional woek renains to he done in all
of there areas, an ew issues concnmue is arise

I he Internal Revenue Service's rnach-publicieed shift in resources away frrom wAodt and collection to Imiplenmenting the new legislation and trnipeovngcusloe servce
appears is have affected cas receipts Overall, the reported oticomses continue to reflect positively on the civil litigation peograns peodacitroity. debt collection, and other
resenue-enharcensieni efforts

C. titaws Affecting Setesis af FY 2009 sad 200t Plasts.

Iri 4tnrsil is make irforined projections aboui the imspaci of IRRA9I and the changes in Intseral Revenue Service operations, on its perforensce inditcasoen Thverefore,
The Division is changing its FY 2000 and 2001 Plans to reflect essentially straight-line figures from its FY 1999 actual figures Infoemaition available from the Service and
the media suggest varying and sowers conrradictory results, which make predicring the Division's litigation bond impossihle Additional Intemnl Revenue Service
adensistrative proceedings may satisfacionily resolve so many issues thai litigation would he reduced Oni the other band, if taxpayer choose to appeal the IRS'
aclmiIIsrat ive dec isronts. litigpAiton could increase Because many admiunisirative proceedings are pending the Division cannot acrarately predict: the volume afensamng
litigation Foe esxample, for ihe ninve-and-ove-half month peered ended Nave nber 30. 1999. the IRS AppealsOfficehad rie ind Approsimaely 6W0 requests foe collection
due process hearings Onely about W0 were aced upon us of thai daie Ai leaut 17010 of the baance hare the potential to lead is distnci-court litigation Moreover, the IRS'
hodget request foe FY 2001 derronrsiaes the need iso put more resources it curnipnce which, in tare, would probably lead toan increase in litigation



MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION

Poito E Amn

2000 Appropriation Anticipated 86 81 $9,006
2001 Base 86 81 9,532
2001 Estate ft31SU

Increase/Decrease ..... S 1,020

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The Assistant Attorney General, the Executive Office staff, and the Legislation, Policy & Management Analysis Unit of the Tax
Division provide leadership, policy guidance and direction, and administrative support to all components of the Tax Division. The Division's
executive leadership establishes appropriate and uniform policies involving appeals and civil and criminal tax enforcement, and promotes
and maintains communications with the IRS, the Treasury Department, the Office of Management and Budget, the United States Attorneys'
Offices, other components of the Department of Justice, and the public. The personnel in the Legislative, Policy & Management Analysis
Unit review and !nalyze legislative proposals that directly affect the litigating mission of the Tax Division, prepare all legislative reports
required by the Congress. the Office of Management and Budget, and the Department of Justice, and coordinate the Division's activities
pursuant to the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA). Timely responses also are prepared to satisfy the requirements of the
Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts.

TheOffice of Administration provides prices relating to general administration, fical/budgetary controls, automated information
--. 39=&d~k0 LqrspqewtWthrdministrative matters as required. It consists of three components: (i) the ExecutiveOffice, _____

which provides overall control and policy guidance; (ii) the Administrative Services Staff, which is responsible for accounting and financial
services, budget planning and evaluation, personnel services (including providing administrative support for the recruitment and hiring of
Division personnel), case records and file management, procurement, and facilities management. and (iii) the Information Management Staff,



which is responsible for managing and maintaining the Phoenix office automation network and for providing all otherinformation systen%
technology support required byTax Division employees, litigation support services, apersonalicomputer resource center, and apost-litigation
operation that tracks and monitors the Division's debt collection operations.

The Tax Division's senior management remains committed to maintaining and enhancing the standards of ecellence that have been
the hallmark of the Division since its inception. This commitment has resulted in improved internal management controls, better budget
development and execution, increased office automation, and successful programnsto improve employee training.

As part ofpursuing the Tax Division's primary mission -promotingthe uniform and equitable enforcement of the natiot 'stax laws -
the Division's litigation managers (Section Chiefs) have fostered heightened cooperation with the United States Attorneys and the Internal
Revenue Service. The Section Chiefs regularly meet with representatives from these other offices to develop and coordinate law enforcement
ir itiatives and to discuss other matters of mutual concern. For example, the four chiefs of the Criminal Miforcenient Sections participated
in a meeting of IRS Criminal Investigation managers to explore workload priorities and trends. A byproduct of this developnven has been
more participation by Tax Division line attorneys in the policy discussions and litigation efforts ofcooperative law enforcement efforts, such
as joint IRSIFBI investigations of motor fuel excise tax evasion, the Department of Transportation/Federal Highway Administaton Joint
Federal/State Motor Fuels Compliance Project, the Treasury Department's Tax Refund Fraud Task Force, various health cair fraud task
forces, and the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Foires (OCDETF).

The Tax Division's executive, legislative, and policy rsaonnel have participated in drafting the Division's position o4~ a variety of
ises related to the Department's and Division's operations. Thus, for example, the Assistant Attorney General has established aPerformance

Management Committee composed ofstaffj ine attorneys, and managersto develop and impleent the Division's response to t4obligations
imposed by GPRA. She also regularly meets with a Line Attorneys' Committee, composed of one elected representative froi* each of the
legal sections in the Division, and with another committee of non-legal staff. Among the issues that have beenaddresaed bythesi commnittees
and in writings and policy discussions have been: the appropriate ratio between attorneys and support staff; the increased use of par&-

proessonas. ndthe taxation of travel expense reimbursements received by Department attorneys on long-termjob-related assignments.

On the legal side, the Assistant Attorney General has sought broad input on many issues including proposed asset forfeiture legislation
and guidelines for searching and seizing computers. The Tax Division also has been exploring the potential applicability of Alternative
Dispute Resolution mechanisms to litigation matters. During the past year, the Division's Office ofTraining continued to offer educational
opportunities to managers,attorneys, other professionals, andl support personnel. The Training Office offers classes and videotaped sessions
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to enhance legal and technical skills. It also coordinates training mandated by the Department on such complex issues as sexual harassment
sensitivity anid AIDS awareness. The Office of Training provides the ethics and computer security training required by the Division of all
its ernployces and continues to offer its successful individualized word processing training program.

One of three planned litigation support service centers opened in the fall of 1998, the remaining two opened in early 1999. These
centers provide timely and efficient document and data processing for the Tax Division and reliable litigation and trial preparation support
to our attorney work force. They are open on an extended-day basis and are available when the attorneys need to respond to court-ordered
deadlines. The Offce of Management and Administration has also implemented a new case management system, TaxDoc, which will
provide comprehensive statistical outputs to our managers and allow them to use OPRA performance measurnts to help manage their
sections. The new system will incorporate case tracking, time reporting, records management tracking and all the elements ofa modeni case
management system. It will he made available tote users an well as to the technical staffofthe organization. This system will be compatible
with the other legal divisions in the Department of Justice.

In the fall of 1999, the Tax Division also implemented anewoffice automation system. JCON2. This upgrade included a newe-mail
system, updated versions of software packages, new desktop and laptop computers for all employees, new servers and upgraded computer
networks. The speed and computing capacity of the new system has allowed the Tax Division t9 catch up with recent technology innovations
and is fully expected to increase employee productivity. t

Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996:

Section 4307 of the Clinger-Cohen Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-106), requires agencies to develop workforce policies for
procurement education and training. It also directs agencies to "set forth separately the funding levels requested for education and training
of the acquisition workforce" in documents that support the President's budget Furthermore, the Act states that funds appropriate for
education and training under this section may not be obligated for any other purpose.

The Tax Division utilizes several contracts entered into bythe Department ofJustice. The Depsirnent has delegated a limited amount
ofmcrmn uhrt oteTxDvso to obtain goods and services under these cotat.Deegted fun s clude pn~ucip
necessary procurement documents, record keeping. and coordinaon with Department officials who have prmaryauthowitynd rsponsibiity
for contracting activity. Assistant Contracting Officer Technical Representatives (ACOTR) wihin the Tax Division we responsible for
monitoring contract performance. These officials are required to complete certain training courses before they can acceiv!the delpfaions.
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The Tax Division procures the pa inajority of needed goods and a vicesthouleercvise of small pube authoity. This is
also adleatdrqoaihiutyrequiincoelpltiooftraningaxamL Underdie Ditvision's ReuactuiM Project, office -ma prIwiths
the liigaion sections have ammedrTespo. ity for acqiringofflee supplies. Itis reqxomkblity will euallybe expaded o clude
procurement ofoflce equipment. This will P no de pWti re-dc ~pion ofprourmentasutauity now centralized wihi te Office of
Muiegenwen mid Administiution. The Tax Division estimates ... iW expenditure of approximiely ".,000 will be fhceuMy 10 enmia
ACOTRS receive mandatory train mduhd office nmaos receive the ttrinng ne ay to qualify then to hatidle delegated dues.

PROGRAM CHANGES:

11m ANEW
Awtomted Lidgatlem Sappert Imliltlve -- I2

In FY 2001, the Tax Division requests S 1.02 million for the sport or information tectulogy adviwncenet to enabl the Tax
Diviaionsomveforward into te2stcentury.kepngpce with theology avaiW& landued both witin hecouts nd by as~n
Counsel.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE GOALS:

-Ensure tha sufficien infiastnacture exists to sipport law enforcenm ds

TAX DIVISION GOALS:

* To promot the fair, correct, mid urifonn, enforneuen of the Federal tax lawm in the nation's tra md appelile Owlst; Nod

(rinl Wefciey

4 ..- 0- .



PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

kThis initiative represents & program increase of Sl.02 million in supportof information technology in the Tax Division in the Yew
V ~2001. It will be used to:

Create an organizational and technical infrastructure in the Tax Division to support tbe use of automated litigation support
W ~(ALS) tools for trial preparation, electric iling, and presentation in "typical," as well as larg case.

* Bring ALS tools to the attorney's laptop personal computer for use in the office and while on travel.

* Enhance the presentation of evidence in the courtroom through the use of presentation software mid equipment.

* Provide training to all litigation team member (attorney and support personnel) on ALS tools.

Traditionally, the Division has made only limited tse ofautornated litigation support services. While ALS has been used in extremely
large casmsor by attorneys who ame computer-mavvy and have developed their own applications, its use inusmaller camshas been dicouraged.
The Division has not included AtSas partofts bewhich woudhave allowed fatwideqxued ueofthi technology. Instead, funds from
a no-year account ofunobligated funds administered by theiJustice Managt Division havebenused neededbut this isno a rliale
source of runds.

Internal and extent changes in the litigation environment make it imperative that the Divis ioance its ALS program. Internally,
renzrcturinghas puthneDiviuon in *position to fully automate its worfo. This initiative will complement e eabimntrof~tiption

Division pesotel with a complete set of automated tools. Automated litigation support equipment will deceaue the amount of time
--nfacsryltitateet jurycomprehensioialsandwil Theaddlitiofthsenisourcewillsllow sorneys
and wperlgl to 1.11a111111 large tvohu11ne11s1 o1 doumni W m1yd1,nsl-u~iii~ssu sbea i-
aware of the availability of ALS technology and wI have the office automation tools (ICON-li) e1si1o uppst theetcbnologes



A number of external factors also are at work. For example, the Division must prepare itself for electronic filing, which is being
piloted by the United States District and Bankruptcy Cowlts. Electronic iling projects, in which the Division expects to participate, are
underwayin BanknuptcyCourls in the Southern DistiictofNew York,Arioa Southern District of California, Northern District of Georgia,
and Eastern District of Virginia, and in the District Cowrts for civil litigation in the Western District of Missouri, Eastern District of New
York, Northern District of~hio, and Oregon. At least four other districts (New Mexico, Idaho, Kansas, and Southern District ofrexas) are
operating independent projects. Additionally, the use of presentation technology in the courtroom is quickly becoming the norm and has
proven to be of great benefit in the presentation of complex litigation. 2

This initiative is consistent with the Department and Tax Division's goals of promoting the fair, correct, and uniform enforcement
of the Federal tax law in the nation's trial and appellate cowrts; enhancing collection by the U.S. Treasury of tax debts; and managing the
Department and Division efficiently and effectively.

The Division will conduct a pilot study in Fiscal Year 2000 with up to four litigation teams to determine the best mix of technology
and training for the Division's workforcc and to provide a basis for benefit/cost analysis. Based on the results of this study, we anticipate
redesigning work processes to utilize effectively ALS technology.

To ensure that the Division meets the Departmenit's goal of interoperability and information sh ang, the Division will continue its
participation in the Utigating Components' ALS working group; software will be integrated into theJCON-D platform; and the cowrom
present tation equipment will be interoperable with theequipment purchased bythe Executive Office for United State Attorneys and bythe
AdministrativeOffice forthe United Stae Courts. The Division will also continue so request funding for itsoffloeu asnaion infisructuum
through the Legal Activities Offlice Automation account.

'A study recently completed for the Executive Office for United States Attorneys (Awmu~ed Lk&gpi~ Suprpme No&*s
Asseumw ansd Ced 5euq* Axsafpz DynCorp, January 31, 1999) supports these assumptions.
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Comnents of the Initiative

Funding is requested for:

" Training for attorneys and non-attorneyuspsricularly paralegals, approximatelyS$250,000 in FY 2001; approximately S100,000
in each subsequent year.

* Imaging and database capabilities - approximately S200,000 each yea.

" Presentation equipment t - approximately S70.000 for two kits for use in training staff and trial preparation.

* Contractor support - $500,000 per year to provide technical support.

I. Training for attoney MWd non-attorney

Training will be provided by contract personnel on all aspects of the litigation support function to ensrem that the equipment being
procured is used effectively. Attorneys and paralegals will learn the most curent andmodernmtechiques. An initial course will familiarize
non-technical attorneys and parlegals with the use ofcomputer technology both in the investigtive phase and the litigation phseorboth
civil mid criminal nmters. The course will demonstrate available technology which can assist in the preparation aid trial of uny cue and
the type of technology already bein used by either investigative targets or oppcuing litigation parties.) Additiona cowes wifl provide
training on the we of imaging and database capabilities. full-text retrieval softwe, mid courtroom presentaton equipment.

Forplamingpurpoes, the followingcouwr-eahavbemidmrtdinoidsrloensetathe ftwrmidhwdwmtobepurchued
is utilized effectively. This requiremn will be ruined based upon the pilot project in FY 2000.

'The EOISA's OLE offers a comparable, course, which laow four days. We would antiipaeeasimilar requirement midwould
tailor the EOUSA curriculum to meet Tax Diviujon-specific rqinrenMe.
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Course Estimated Cost Total Employee Estimated
___________________ Per Person to be Trained cost

Information and Technology in Tax $40 340 $136,000
Litigation - an introduction fr non-
technical personnel (attorneys and
paralegals) - 4 days______

Triai Preparation. for Paralegals - 5 days. $1,500 40 560,000
To include use of database software
(including database design), scanning
software and equipment, 1.and presentation
software.

Using Technology in the Courtroom frr $1,000 40 $40,000
Parlegals - 3 days. To include the setup
and operation of the courtroom
presentation equipment._ _ _ __ _____

Trial Preparation ror Litigation Assistanits - $400 35 $14,000
3 days. To include the use of database
software, scanning software and
equipment, and presentation software. ______ ___________

Totals 5250.00

Training is a key enest otthis iniliative because without it the equipment and software to be purchase will not be Muly utilized.
Attorneys and support personnel must know how to best apply databases, document rnmapanen, graphicdu"IN mid techmology-bed
presentbons 6o the oveaell litigation fwncion, This will be an on-goin& efrort because o(changs in techology mod staff tumovar.
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2. Eouiomt anid Softwar

a. Imaging and database caoailities

The Division receives voluminous files from the IRS in both civil and criminal litigation. To the extent possible the IRS will be
encotaragedto provide information in anelectronic format. Nevertheless, we would anticipate continuing to receive adtninistratfive files with
mixed documents. which currently are copied upon receipt wnd in preparation for discovery. Electronic filinigs will sibstantallyiiicreaaethe
need for scanned documents because they will need to be included with the filings.

Commercially available scanners will be used along with offTteshelf imaging Anddatabase sofwre. The exact configurstion will
he determined during the pilot studies to be conducted in FY 2000. Experience in the private sector indicates substanial. savings from
electronic imaging of documents in copying costs, space savings, as well as in the preparation of deposition kits during discovery. There
are also a number of intangible benefits. including improved management of originals, concurrent and remote access to the documents and
better disaster recovery.

In addition to scanning requirements, there are requirements. for database applications. For example, the Division is currently
developing an application that will track information concerningcbecks and othe financial transactions associated with a bank account for
a specific case. It has been estimated that the Division requires appoximately a dozen standard dataases to ~ee moot of the attomerys'
needs,

#I* I



The following is an estimate of the software arid equipment to be purchased in FY 2001. Equipment will be located in each of the
trial sections in both Washington. D.C., and Dallas, Texas.

Item Quantity Estimated Cost

Database/viewing software (At a minimum, we will 400 S8O,000
evaluate the following software packages before making a
purchase decision: ATTView, Jury Link. Summation,
Trial Director.) _____

Scanners (large) - one for each section 11 $35.000

Scanners (desktop) - for use at trials and by attorneys on 10 $4,000
travel

CD Bumcers 2 $1,000

Server to store images I $60,000

Total $200,000_

Experience stigestatha in future years, additional funding will be neddin order to refrsh tochnologyand to meet expanded requirements.

hb fN II 2110

As the MItSA ALS stdy indiaed. automaed litiptitn support .qipmrwnt for tinal pcaaion will decrese the ainut of time
neceaary complete adocumentintensivs OW and will facifitate comp ton by the jury ofthe svsdenLs4pteserged at tnid Stumliashav
sh1OWn that pOL"AptI, intimpmtatin. sn'1 reention we suhetautally enhanced whai the visual sense is addrosaad ini c wtuIAo with th.c
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auditory sense. This equipment is available in an increasing number of courts anid the expectation of the judges is that it will be used. Tax
Division attorneys must be prepared to do so,

TheTax Division will need a minimum oftwo system fortrainingsnd forurialprepation purposes so that the attoreys arcprepared
to utilize the equipment in court. Each system, which must be easily tranisported, will include the followingcomponents atan approximate
cost of S35,000:

Item Description

VCR A VCR which allows any video to be played and displayed on system.
The VCR has a toggle remote that allows users to go frame by frame.

______Speed control allows for variable playback

Video Printer with Prints directly from the mon itor display for latw reference by thetore
supplies_______________________________

Multiple synch Allows users to draw, point and type on any image on the system.
Marker Drawing can be done on any monitor in the courtroom via lighipen.

__________Color changes can also be made to differentiate between markings.

Visual Presener This is a mounted video carnega wiuch allows display of documents or 3.
wtth autofix"W dimensional evidaeiu

4Atit Jue 993matln. he ud Cia nlrmnte Catwition Automatlion and Tedusokeg isqwW ONO dos AOVSC
4wvok*p aid ptapua a plan lot kwun4.rmr implementatiof a~eto -town. andoo~es approved an Intaim ftmndin policy OWNt will
pormi a lentud olimmn Wd #t~m bum ter~wkPWla to be oinafed. pute.auiy in vous*Wem tdrpOW4 cwlevas" Or iviti
.emuveila, A I9V% srvvy of les6.l )udge wanidusiad by tOe AfJJ( an 6uuunwn WwW~ey wi std t1110 siAMu IWUa-tbd Of lbs
O**r*dlng)Wads 0"ed t" IinjwoY Wa w*oe ineWle In ONO% If



Item Diescription

Touch Panel This device is programmed to turn the system on./off and to communicate
with most of the components in the system. It is a touch panel that al1w

-the user to switch between input devices and control output displays, e.g.
the user can control the image being displayed and the output displays to
monitors placed throughout the courtroom (controlling who gets to view
what at any given time).

Speaker System Allows audio output from the syate.

Scan Doubler with This device enhances composite, video, or S-Video signals by doubling
freeze frame the number of video lines.

6-in, 1 -out stereo This device works with the switcher. When the iniput is changed, so is
audio switcher the audio. This is essential for seamless court presentations.

3500 Series VGA This device is a high performance, high quality analog switcher, design
switcher to accept high resolution video signals from multiple sources and switch

them to a single display device.

Distribution This device allows the defense and prosecution the ability to use the
amplifier monitor in front of them for local computer view or court view with the

switch of a button.

Video switcher This is a high resolution video switcher, designed to provide the various
court participants in a trial video images of the courtroom presentation.
Each monitor can be turned on and of on demand.

Monstgms Monitors will be purchaed for mse in conducting dress rehearsals prior te
tisland for training We anticipate leasing monitors for use outside of

the Washingm 1C, area because they do not ship well.
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The configuration described above is the Courtroom Presentation System developed by the United States Attorneys. For planning purposes,
it was selected because we believe that it will meet the Tax Division's needs based on the experience the United States Attorneys have had
in presenting white collar crime and complex fraud cases tojuries and because it is less expensive then systems provided bycompanies such
as DOAR Communications, Inc., which cost up to S60,000 each. It is our intention to refine this configuration as part of the pilot project
during FY 2000.

3. conrwr tPDr

The Tax Division's Office of Management and Administration has streamlined its positions assa result of restructuring. It will assist
Division personnel in identifying the appropriate utilization of computer technology, selecting the appropriate devices for communicating
the information and its analysis to a jury, and performing inherently governmental functions such as developing statements of work for
contractors, supervising contractors, and acting as the agentof the Federal government in accepting and/or rejectingcontractor work products.
The $500,000 requested will allow the Division to utilize a small corps (3-5) of contract litigation support specialists and computer

15-87

Item Description

Barcode Reader This device, when combined with the use of a bar code for each page of
evidence, allows the user to select any page of evidence at random
without having to access the evidence file first, in order to enhance the
courtroom presentation process.

Video distribution This device is used to distribute video signals to up to 6 additional
amplifier monitors, when needed. The devices connected to this unit are not

separately controllable.

Shippable cases Cases are needed for each set of equipment in order to allow them to be
shipped to the Dallas office for training and trial preparation.

Cables and Various connectors and cables are required to attach the di fferent
connectors componentsidev ices. Different lengths and types of cables are used in

order to meet varied courtroom requirements.



programmers to assist Division personnel on an on-going basis, as well as for large cases. They willicustomize COTS applications for use
in Tax Division cases, assist in scanning documents, in setting up and keying databases, preparing courtroom graphics, and in running
courtroom equipment, when needed, for a large number of smaller cases. At the same time, we expect to receive requests for litigation
support in 5 or more large cases (ALS cost of $50 - 200,000 each) per year. Because of the cyclical and varied nature of this work, we
believe the use of contract personnel will provide the appropriate level of flexibility.
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Criminal Division
Salaries and Expenses, General Legal Activities

Fiscal Year 2001

The Criminal Division is requesting a total of 8 18 permanent positions, 823 workyears, and $113,959,000 in its Salaries and
Expenses appropriation for fiscal year 2001. This request represents an increase of $9,482,000 (includes adjustment to base and
annualizations) over the appropriated amount of $ 104,477,000 for FY 2000. The Division's total requested program increases for FY
2001 (36 positions, 21 workyears, and $3,159,000) would expand resources in certain areas to meet emerging priorities identified by
the Administration and the Attorney General.

SUMMARY STATEMENT AND PERFORMANCE PLAN

The Criminal Division FY 2001 Budget Request and Performance Plan directly support the Division's mission and the
priorities, goals and strategic approaches that are included in the Department of Justices (DOJ) Strategic Plan, FY 1997-2002. The
Performance Plan and the corresponding Governen Performance and Results Act (GPRA) workload exhibits are included as an
instrument for measuring program performance against established goals. The Criminal Division continues to define and identify
outcome-related performance results as a means of being more accountable and continuing to improve upon the Division's overall
effective use of requested resources.

A. Criminal Division Mission and Goals and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

The Criminal Division's mission is to develop, enforce, and exercise general oversight for faderal criminal laws, except those
that are specifically assigned to other Divisions. The Division oversees criminal matters under more than 900 statutes; supervises
certain civil litigation; advises the Attorney General on matters concerning criminal law; monitors sensitive crimin -al law areas
requiring coordination, such as attorney subpoenas, attorney fee forfeitures, and international law enforcement; establishes and
facilitates implementation of criminal law enforcement policy; provides leadership for coordinating federal-state-local law
enforcement relationships; and coordinates law enforcement issues relating to national security.

The first concise mission statement for the Division appears in a message from the President of the United States transmitting a
manuscript entitled, "Origin and Development of the Office of the Attorney General" to the House of Representatives in 1929. In t
manuscript, President Coolidge writes:



"An Assistant Attorney General has charge of a Division which operates ia connection with the enforcement of criminal laws
of the country by giving direction, where necessary, to the prosecution of cases involving crimes against the United States and
to all the other matters involving criminal practice and procedure, such as questions pertaining to indictments, grand juries,
search warrants, passports, alien enemies, extraditions, etc. Under the Division also come questions arising in connection with
crimes committed on the high seas, crimes arising under the national banking law, and under naturalization laws, and from
which is given, when necessary, advice and instruction to United States Attorneys in various districts respecting the conduct of
criminal cases."

There have been any number of expansions of the Division's responsibilities since 1929. While the basic mission remains
unchanged, the scope has broadened to encompass national security law enforcement issues that have taken us into the arena of
international affairs.

The resources being requested by the Criminal Division for FY 2001 will be used to achieve its goals which are in
conformance with DOJ's Strategic Plan 1997-2002. Criminal Division's goals directly support the Department's Core Functions and
Strategic Plan Goals as shown below.

DOJ Core Function 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses.

DOJ Strategic Plan Goal 1.1:
DOJ Strategic Plan Goal 1.2:
DOJ Strategic Plan Goal 1.3:

DOJ Strategic Plan Goal 1.4
DOJ Strategic Plan Goal 1.5:

Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and gang-related violence.
Reduce the availability end abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enforcement efforts.
Reduce espionage and terrorism (sponsored by foreign or domestic groups in the United States and abroad when
directed at U.S. citizens or institutions).
Reduce white-collar crime, including public corruption.
Coordinate and integrate DOJ law enforcement activities wherever possible, and cooperate fully with other
federal, state and local agencies that are critically linked to improve operation of the Nation's justice system.

B. FY 2001 Annual Performance Plan

The Criminal Division is proposing an FY 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with
demonstrable results, as shown below. These FY 2001 goals, organized around the Department of Justice's Strategic Plan 1997-2002,
will establish a baseline from which future performance may be tracked and reported, as required by the Government Performance and
Results Act (GPRA).



CRIMINAL DIVISION
FY 2001 ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN

CORE FUNCTION 1: lavestigatllan d P ow otaf Crimleal Offenas

OW Strategic Mla Gen[ CRM's Porformamee Geate CRM's Parferumesie lsidlisters

Goal IA1: Rediece alahft crime, Fully utilize asset forfeiture and money-laundering statutes in investigations Number of cases (sole/shared) litigated.
lacludilg orgavnizd crime mtad drug and prosecutions of organized crime to disrupt and dismastle these
and gaiiii-related violence organizations by attacking their financial underpinsnn and denying them

the profits of their crimes

Increase efforts against those who commit sexual exploitation offenses Number of agents and prosecutors trained to conduct
against children, including those who traffic in child pornography, investigations.

Investigate and prosecute known LCN members engaged in racketeering 0 Number of cesu and matters relaitedtlo the reduction in
activity through aggressive use of wiretap and cooperating witnesses. LCN membership.
Continue to disrupt operations of LCN crime families through investigation
and prosecution of LCN leadership

Devise national investigative and prosecution strategies targeting the most 0 Numb&r of son- LCN Strike Force case opened.
significant non-traditional organized crime groups operating in the United
States including Asian and Russian criminal groups Coordinate
investigations and prosecutions of major son-traditional, organized crime
group figures

Provide assistance to USAOs nationwide in vigorously prosecuting violent Number of viWent cri me prosecuions and
crime cases investigations.

Train federal prosecutors and agents about the us of various federal Number of training seminars and topics taughts.
offenses particularly suited to combating violent crimec.



CRIMINAL DIVISION
FY 2001 ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN

CORE FUNCTION 1: luoegdlo &ad Proaoeno of Crisalol Offeaso

DOJ Strategic Ptas Goal CRM's Performe Goals CRM's Perforace ladicaters

Goal 1.2: Redue the availability sod Fully utilize asset forfeiture and money-laidering statutes in investigations * Number of cases (sole/shared) litigated.
abuse of Ilgal draos through and prosecutions of drug-trafficking organizations; to disrupt wa dianatle
traditiomaI sad i..owafve these organizations by attacking their financial underpinnings and denying
eafoareeuerat efforts. them the profits of their crimes

Identify, disrupt and disantle drug trafficking organizations which ame Number of nationally coordinated investigrssons that
inernational. multi-junsdictional, or have as identified local impact. tead to the disruption ond dismantling of drug

trafficking organizations.
Indictnmts. obtained in OCDETF-level cases-

. Convictions obtained in OCDETF-level case.

Incorporate and coordinate domestic and foreign strategic investigative and b Number of drug trafficking organizations identified by
intc'ligessee information from all sources (including the law enforcement SOD
agencies, intelligence community, and financial databases)

Provide training and techncal assistance to foreign counterparts. Number of foreign governments, assiste with drafting
appropriate couriterdrug legislation, and extent to which
they are assisted.

P Number of foreign counterdeug investigations.
prosecutors, judges and legislators trained.

Support cohesive, multilateral pressure aganst governments that fail to take * Participation in the OASICJCAD and U. S inter-agency
sufficient action to combat international drug trafficking. effort to develop multilateral counte'drug monitoring

and evaluation program for the Hemisphere.



CRIMINAL DIVISION
FY 2001 ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN

DOJ Stsahlo Plan Goal CRM's Psrfrmssca Goals CRM's Perfumaee ladicaton

Goal 1.3: Radena mslosaap sad Folly utilize mset frlceiture and money-lowndeoq stauKs in invatisguaousenmd . Numnber of came lwIcshored) litignied
keoriess (sposared by lor&4 or prosecutions of espionage and terrorist activities to disrupt and dismante these
domastl: gromps In the U. sad~ pows by attacksg their Itnaiciui laiderpossaip aid denying them tie prorts of

almoadv Modisdetd at U.Se. ther cime

SCosmue thitgh rate of success in the Investigution and proeecion of espionage . Conviction fast of espionge em
cons

Continue efforts is esiice coordination and conmun in notional isecity . Numnber of cases in witels tie Classitied Informison
cues between dhe Divison and the ,neelligence commnimty, to esciude the agencies Procedure Act was scessholly employed
aid offices directly esged in counterintelligence acevkses mid investigation

Coninue to participue is trassag semsinars for agents mid peosecutors on rmwonal . Number of training sessions conducted.
security Inveitshamos law prosecutions

Coordinue nutioneide federal criminal ivestipuions and prosecutions of terrorist . Numnber of wetrot Nnadrsising eowestlgloes coordinated/
finaicWn activities -ouiic In

Work wit the FBI aid US Attorneys Offices to Ideseifb and diwat idividuals and * Numbher oresercses and tram"6 sessions participued ms
gp i gaed in domestic Wwrors activity. thereby demoing terrorism, enlumice
stautrey tools to combu terr01orisamd gain prosecio in nD isnm response

AWessively investtaue md prosecuteteerroris acts directed ogpim Aerican . Numbero ri is toi, wa Inveseigulonsanadproaecutsons
nationals mid interests a iow nic d overseas, aid also siappon mind unu conducted.
munuigusons and protection by fosreign law enforcement mihoities for sucht sets . Number of domesti lessoris adt Investlguon and
ecetnoted against Amnericans extuuerrinaly prosecution conducted mid supported.

Further thecaqibiltses to eoordm mied repon to cyber aid piysicathreus to . Number of cueshness handled.
the Notion's artica Inssctut., including ioragesey cooperation with the Dept
ottfkew mdother rsponsible fderi egencis Continueto identify mid
eliminsue key isfemlnctur vulnerabiities and esqirove knvestigiotk mid
protction through training mid dissemnisai Isformion and tools



CRIMINAL DIVSION
FY 2001 ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN

CORE FUNMiON 1: Imwumlptl.O and Pruumeution if Criamal Offeuam

DOJ S~tkl Plan Gel I CRM's Peurwnne Goobh CRM's Psrfm am ladicaan

Goal 1.4: Radim wlift-tclar crime,
Incldin public etwrtiptlu. mod fraudl.

Fully stieame forfeiture and money-launderinstatKutes i investigations mid
prsecutions of "hise-collar crimes to disrup mid dismanide thim cesisia
Ceep$se by atacking dhir finmictil midftpinninip mid denying diem die profit
ofthir co mes

. Number of cues (sole/isaed) Iltigaed.

Coemnue so increuct she capabdity of die FBI so acquire, examne and present . Number of agents &Wd prosecutors turned to conduct
computer ev Idri u onl ine pomopagsoy cuan andenhanmce die capebilIity of the investigadosmiss~ing to online pornogrphly.
United Sines Attorniey Offices to mvoeanmd proseut oien cmi.

Cosinue efforts to further devrlop capacity so respond to cyber-atsacks. computer . Number of agents mid prosecutors trained so conduct
theft mid intusboss affecting camuasers businesses aid goveenneod in Order to advaiced computer fraud inestignions relating to bodh
keep pace wis and successfully investigate aid prosecutse die new breed of high- federal coin and national Secitey
tech criminals

Week wmh ds euhe fudr agenisces to ovainue so ldsiieifr aid sags krad schemes, Number of Idictmiens aid convitisso n hi te collar crime
such us linmcua inistutiori, beadi cee and Internet Misd by succenrfully
prouresung and obtaining judgments md settleets

Continue to plc die , .ou emipiss on tie Ovenlgselon AMd prosecions of . Convsction rue in export cues
il legal exports, ne-exporsanmd diversbia of U S CONuoled weaopiM Mid nsraegic
dudan usoods mid seckmtogs= md an dim enforcement of die suai emibargoes
imposed imder the Iuiennuslond Emiergency Ecomic Power Act mid is
predeessor. die Trading with die Enemy Ace

Where neamssuy, mid appropriate, work with she relevant investigative mid export . Number of training sesions conducted
hornsing agencies in die develoipmente of expuors enforceane.i policy, aid continue so
participate in training senuws aid confeseee designed to educate federal agent
mid prosecutors about die conduct of export investigation and prouoioms

Select approspriate cues involving federal, state or local govervainet comiupeon foe . Appropriate handling of corruption hiveselgatiom n md
areestigmeion mid Ifwarranted. prosecution. prosecutions a reflected in die number of m a nmd cues

E ncourage .recognismton of pubf ic cornap!on uso DepwUvMn priori ty. mid encourage I paeticipation in shiared corruption cuen Jointly hsandled with
Depmrtnent-wide notice of avasaility, or headquuiensusistance on corruption USAQs when requested by USA
cams

Encourage mid participate in trusing events foe federal prosecutorsanmi vcstigatoes
addressing Corrutions sies mnvestigative techniques. mid Isoga&o Isue

Number of lectures so federal. state, or local prosecutors and
law enforcement agents



CRIMINAL DIVISION
FY 2001 ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN

CORE FUN4CTION 1: l.vestlgatloai sod Prouseutint of Crimal Offenses

DOJ Strategic Plan Goal CRM's Pesformaee Goals ICRM's Performance ladicators

Goal 1.3: Coordinate sod
integrate DOJ taw enforcement
activities wherever possble, aad
"ooperste fully with other federal
state and local agencies Chat are
critically linked to improved
operatioa of the Notiontsjuntkce
system.

Foste coopecratioin with federal. state, and local low enforcement aglencies to
Maximize the use of asset forfeiture mid miui-niey laundering activities in a
means to disrupt mid dismantle criminal enterprises

Number of stmartid local law enforcemet agecies provided technical
adviceomdfOefoWsm
Number of tOW mid local law ettnfercemei agencies thin participae In
die Equitable Sharing Fropuan.
Number of equitable shaing caes reviewed

Fnwre that the monies and properties recovered from criminals engaged in . Number of victims, petitions for rim i.procesied-
'criminal activities. helongmt; t0 innocent victims we returned t he vicim

Work bilaterally mid multilaterally with foreign soversmenw. to actively .N umber of fore ign countes recetvingdrllsssg asitance with mane
encourage foreign countries to rstif) treaties, implement laws, aid forfeitur aid money landerling legiltison and regulations
Wnernaional cooperative agresnents to deny safe havens to criminals, a well . Number of foreign coutme di basie isusfeered forfeited maos ti the
as thie pe- its of their crimes U S

Pro. ide asse' foreriture mid miti-money laundering training and tritining to . Number of domeKls mid foreign peoasestee si vesatlors. leglisr
donestic anid foreign peosecsions invesitgators. regulators, legislators, aid mid judges 0 Ane on MiK forfelite mid moneCY laundering "asMe

10te t cuttincr the cypenise neceded to successfully investigate mid . Number of money laundering mid mise foeoiaWm psubliesleesi
prosecute mnirey laundering eid asset forfeture statutes distributed

Continue to work with the Internet Crimes Againsot Children Tmsk Forces Cooedinsation mid pefcipstion in international meetings ne"lad o
staffed by State mnid local l&* enfomret to investigate heermes coinbeatiigcr ag eddldren,
Continue in work with idier ascien mid international law enforcemetato,
combat crimes against children on an international level

Continue to pmrticipate in the policy mid Iegtuve development process both - Piscipmtim indesaingrocssofpititional ageemwenemi
domsilly midinternaionally. toerlimeinvescigmive midprmecutnial protecolt relesed to hafficklag of women aid chidren
responses in child exploitation mid trsteking caes

Rev ise current mid negotiate new bilateral mid multilaeral agreementi willh . Numbder of new extradition snelist with othees countries I ,tern o
countries w hetm crucial to furthering U S isierest ij extradition mid mutual force, with a siew lewind die esioalto of n" oaS.
legal assitance . Number of new mutual legal mitdc ntes with other countries

a"int11ng at frce

Assist federal. sidec mid local efforts to develop mid implmen progw mid n Number of trsinig presetalons (11dard, aim mid local),
activities to reduce drug-related crime and violenceI

Vigorously *0t to denaturalize mid remove (deport) pmricspmst in Woild
War 11 win crimesicrn against hunmanity

SNumiber of preateatons md Iwmeuiatins.
"Numbe of cmcsltif"

" NumbIs of persons who lo citlienhip.
" Number of Personsa etowe



Work to esurtie die exclusion of people who have beein involved in the - Numnber of people gitcluded fim immlpuelen to the US tiha uve been~'rieresn of World Wit I I War Cnimeu/cnmn sginst Hinimity, ftm Ivolved in War Crimes.
immigrion into die United taies

Wort with die Simr Departmeint Office of Governner Ethsics, mid other . Participation in international conferences, proeVsedFinp., aid replied,
fedletal agesies aid*DOJ componesit on comriuon IName orcconsi at the imetisigs mid-ngoeltios J a ifrsbgpublic coriupelon ssues.
inenational level

Work with die Piesident'sCouciI on I nkpityand Efficiency aid its Inlegety - Appropriate resoltilon otnllegalsens an reflected in die nuntbeofniins
Committee on die handling of allegaions of wvongdolii by K~s ind their anmides,
senior ist'

Lecture to visiting forein officials at thr request of die Star Depwamimssor . No 6be of Addresses to forign otialo on U S laws addfressing public
other feda agencies or DOI components on U S laws addiessing, public corleplion.
corutio

Lecture to tase mid local election ofiials on the feeu laws addressing . Nuinber of inleosto stare mid local election ofiash
election ca nes and die election pscess

Review mid make recoinaendasion to aithoeizing official as to legality mid . Electronic Surveillance Originals reviewed
apropriateness of requests fom USAOs mid federal low enforcenses agencies * Electronic Sunveillace Exteiclis reviewed.
to use coutit-aidiorized electrome sunziltmo

Review applucoinlvolvingfedera (mid occasionally oft) investigaios . Witness security applscatsons
for witnesses to enter die federal Witness Security Prorm (WSP). . Witnesses; & family mnembers placed in WSP
Coordinar all goven- iest agencies' involvemsent in WSP Coardinne die . Witnesses Midind 111to) WS?
Divison's overall victun-witsess effort wit otherDepairi components

Serve a liaison among all government agencies - ohme Including both Mrionia ousfe requests reviewed
lcoreign id seine goveisonie agencies -withomiltet inspecific M .esse P. Prionn 0wisfe 6iot
transfers . Pesono tniaafrred-

Register mmelties as required by the G bI ng Devices Act of 1962. Gloing registrisam processed

Coordiae die Divislions reI m ses to requests fee dlselosue aidr don . FOIA inrs pending. r eelved, mid cosed
Freedo of Informnison id Privacy, Acts.

Proes S-Visa rquess idcoordiarwiltotharlawoo geeees spei In S-Va request processed.
seuigSVt mea eIdent statu Ir -pre wioesses

Coordmat with slier DO! compionent In ollealaig to disclows.s Reasi for Tax Disclonarets. Courtrom Closures, mid Preca Subpoens
-orto cloeses mid pres subpoenas.J Reviewed

Coosmi-i- e with USAOi mid odlie DO) com poneI ntit obtaining lninift
for witnesses fer trial mid grand jsry procedings.

.Wiftess Imemitsies lamted.



1999 Performance Report

Overall, the Division met or exceeded its projected performance outcomes for FY 1999. Listed below is a sampling of some of the
Division's major accomplishments. In FY 1999, the Division:

" Continued to combat computer crime and protect the National Information Infrastructure through efforts such as the new
Cybercitizen Partnership, the Intellectual Property Rights Intiative, and enforcement of the Economic Espionage Act.

* Served as the central point of contact for Federal, sate and local law enforcement, government entities, and industry for support
and expert technical advice on issues relating to computer crime.

" Continued to work with Federal, state and local law enforcement to identify', deter, and respond aggressively to domestic and
international terrorist activity. The Division played a leading role in the development of the Administration's Five-Year
Interagency Counterterrorism and Technology Crime Plan and played a leading role in the U.S. efforts to disrupt terrorist financing.

" Worked to reduce white collar crime, including: coordinating several multi-district health care provider cases throughout the
country, investigating and obtaining indictments related to bribery allegations in connection with Salt Lake City's bid for the
Winter Olympics, and handling cases to combat corruption throughout all levels of government.

" Worked to decrease the amount of ftrfficking in online pornography on the Internet and other online services by providing training
for law enforcement, working with Internet Service Providers to facilitate cooperation, and increasing training and coordination
with international partners to stem the flow of exploitation materials.

" Continued to work to reduce the availability y of illegal drugs by prosecuting cases and providing legal support to field components,
supporting the Southwest Border Initiative by prosecuting cases along the Southwest Border, and working to imj~rve international
narcotics enforcement efforts, including those in Colombia.

* Continued to attack major organized crime groups including La Cosa Nostra and Russian and Asian organized crime syndicates.

41 Worked with the State Department on bring new extradition and mutual legal assistance treaties into force and to negotiate several
new multi-lateral initiatives.

*Continued efforts to identify, prosecute, and denaturalize/deport alleged war criminals residing in the United States. The Division
also served as DOJ's representative to the Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act Interagency Working Group that is working to identify,
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locate, and make public all classified records pertaining to suspected Nazi war criminals and persecutors or to the misappropriated
assets of victims of Nazi persecution.

" Presented numerous successful cases to the courts of appeals and drafted many successful merit briefs in the Supreme Court.

" Provided support to many litigation efforts where asset forfeiture and money laundering laws were successfully used. Led the
Department's efforts in the development of the first National Money Laundering Strategy. Continued efforts to pursue the
forfeiture of assets abroad, providing training in asset forfeiture and money laundering to law enforcement personnel, and
administered the Equitable Sharing Program.

"Performed the Division's Title III review function, administered the S-Visa program, administered the prisoner transfer program
and provided a myriad of legal support functions for Federal, state and local law enforcement entities.

Additional accomplishments and more details regarding the following achievements are included in the Accomplishments Section
for each Section/Office later in the budget submission.

Of the over 100 measures the Division presented in its budget submission, only an insignificant number of targets were not met.
For those areas that did not meet their targets, none represent a departure from the Division's law enforcement goals or plans. For
example, the Division projected that 10 State Computer Telecommunications Coordinators (CTCs) would be in place in FY 1999.
The actual number of State CTCs in place in FY 1999 was only 2. While the Division did not meets its target for this program, the
Department contimies to promote this program; in fact the Attorney General recently called for the establishment of a 50-State CTC
network, and the Department expects more State CTCs to be established in FY 2000.

For the estimates not met, most are a result of extenuating factors or the fact that actual results did not meet the exact numerical
target, but are consistent with the target number set. The Division is not making radical changes to programs where targets were not
met, but continues to refine its ability to accurately define and measure performance outcomes for the future. For example, the
Division projected that by the end of FY 1999, a cumulative total of 16,709 witnesses and family members would be placed in the
Witness Security Program. By the end of FY 1999, the actual number of witnesses and family members placed into the program was
15,976. While the actual figure is not exactly as high as the estimate, it is very consistent with the general estimate. It is difficult to
predict the number of requests for programs services as the Division is reactive to the needs of the law enforcement community. Based
on the fact that this figure is consistent with the estimate provided, the Division does n ot see this as a problem and does not plan to
revise future year estimates. In addition, some indicators presented in 1999 are no longer tracked by the Criminal Division as they are
being reported on by other DOJ components.



Doi Swnrnar Performance Plan., Performance Goals. Targets and Actuals

1999 Actual

Dcpmnmn of ustioc
FY 2000 Sumnmary Perforvenct Plan

Fiscal Yeaws 1998 and 1999 Performance Report Fiscal Yewrs 2000 an 2001 Planne Pertomiasce

CORE FlJNM~ON 2: INVIESTlGATION AND PROSECUTION OF CRIMINAL OFITNSS

Sumay .A1996ow I Actual 1999 Actual 2W9 Naomd 299 Plammed

1.3.3 Total numberf U.. Attreys OffieeawthertsllurMPOaaePlaue (CRM. USMs) 10 20 6675

1.5.1 Number of sew extradltlea treatig with ethe countries ealtel Iate Frce, with a 1 4 3 4
view toward the estrdile of atemals. (CRM)I

1.5.2 Number ef ew mutual legal assitance treaties with ether coontrieu eueraS Wue I 1 10I 4
force. (CRM) __ _ __ _

Data Validation and Verification Iss=e

The Criminal Division recognizes the importance of valid data for the purposes of complying with the requirements in the
Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA). At present, the Division employs both electronic case tracking systems and
manual systems to report workload statistics. To ensure more complete and accurate data, this process will be automated with the
completion of the Division's case tracking system. Currently, GPRA statistics are reviewed three times a year for accuracy by the
Division's Section/Office management. Enhancements in these areas are supported by national strategies and by rising workload in
the Division Sections involved in the initiatives. As in the FY 2000 submission, this request recognizes, and strengthens
interconnectivity among the Sections of the Division. This approach was also extended to other components of the Department.



C. Major New FY 2001 Iitiatives

The Crimiaa Di;vision's total requested program increases (36 positions, 21 FTE and $3,159,000) support four of the Attorney
General's FY 2001 cross-cutting initiatives that were identified and developed within the Department this spring. Presented below in
order of priority is a brief overview of these initiatives. A more detailed explanation and justification follows in section VI: Program
Changes and Justifications.

Strneloc Drug Enforcement -5 3 3 $389,000

Internatioal Crime 14 7 8 $1,197,000

Counterterrorism 11 6 6 S888,000

Protecting Communities 6 4 4 $685 000

E poL~n TotalT 36 20- 21 S3,159,000

Stratefgic Drug Enforcement: In order to maintain our focus on the war on drugs, the Division is requesting 5 positions, 3
ETE, and $389,000. These additional resources will enable the Division to maintain a comprehensive approach to support the
Department's strategic drug enforcement priorities, especially the expansion of the Special Operations Division (SOD) effort. These
positions are critical for the Division to keep pace with the expansion of drug trafficking in this nation and abroad.

This request directly relates to the DOI Strategic Plan. CORE FUNCTON 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Crimiinal
Offenses: Strategic Goal 1.2: Reduce the availability and abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enforcement
efforts and Strategic Plan Goal 1.5: Coordinate and integrate DO) law enforcement activities w,'erver possible, and cooperate fully
with other federal, state and local agencies that are critically linked to improve operation of the Nation's justice system.

International Crime: The Division's FY 2001 international crime initiative consists of a request for 14 positions, 8
workyears, and $1,197,000. These resources will be directed toward coordinating an effective, long-term attack on international
crime. With these additional resources, the Division will bolster its international analysis and training and provide the capacity to



deliver the training funded by the State Department efficiently and effectively.

This directly relates to the DOJ Strategic Plan, CORE FUNCTION 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses:
Strategic Plan Goal 1. 1: Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and gang-related violence; Strategic Plan Goal 1.2: Reduce
the availability and abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enforcement efforts; Strategic Plan Goal 1.3: Reduce
espionage and terrorism (sponsored by foreign or domestic groups in the United States and abroad when directed at U.S. citizens or
institutions); Strategic Plan Goal 1.4: Reduce white-collar crime, including public corruption.; and Strategic Plan Goal 1.5:
Coordinate and integrate law enforcement activities wherever possible, and cooperate fully with other federal, state and local agencies
that are critically linked to improve operation of the Nation's justice system.

Counterterrorism: This request, I I positions, 6 FTE, and S888,000, is to be used to bolster the Division's abilities to combat
espionage and terrorism, including cyberterrorism. As a result of emerging computer technology over recent years' significant
attention has been, and continues to be, focused on the vulnerability of the critical infrastructure as a result of cybercrim and
cyberterrorist attacks. The Division has become a nexus for federal, state, local and foreign agencies seeking guidance on how to
develop responses to the threat of cybercnime/cyberterrorism. The additional resources would enable the Division to meet its mission
priorities and maintain its leadership role in these efforts.

Thii directly relates to the DOJ Strategic Plan, CORE FUNCTION 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses:
Strategic Goal 1.3: Reduce espionage and terrorism (sponsored by foreign or domestic groups in the US and abroad when directed at
US citizens or institutions); Strategic Plan Goal 1.4: Reduce white-collar crime, including public corruption; Strategic Plan Goal 1.5:
Coordinate and integrate DOJ law enforcement activities wherever possible, and cooperate fully with other federal, state and local
agencies that are critically linked to improve operation of the Nation's justice system.

Protecting Commuritles: Two areas related to protecting communities, Indian Country and crimes against children, are
addressed in this initiative. The request is for 6 positions, 4 FTh and $685,000. The additional resources would enable the
Department to have an effective voice in law enforcement and policy matters in Indian Country. In addition, the Division plays a
major role in protecting the children of our Nation. Additional resources are being requested to focus on enforcement efforts against
child pornography, trafficking of women and children, and international parental kidnapping. These additional resources also will be
focused on enhancing the Short-Tenni Protection Program.

This directly relates to the DOJ Strategic Plan, CORE FUNCTION 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses:
Strategic Goal 1: Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and drug and gang-related violence.
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CriieWDivslo
Salaries mad Enasen Genel Lena Actintle

Crosawalk of 199 A-vailabilt
(Dollars Is Thosnda)

Approved Usobligated Sae"*nt Finall 1999
1999 Exacted Reprogrvammtnga Tramafers Brought Forward Availability

Poe WY Amount Pos. WY Amount Pos. WY Amount Pos. WY Amount Poe. WY Amount
Orgnsozd Crime ANarcotcs 106 105 S13,572 .. .. .. .. .. .. ..;.. 56 106- l05 313,623
White Collor Crimne 219 212 26.292 .. 9. . . . . 772 219 212 27,064
Imteratloal 191 133 25,137 .. .... .. 6,016 2,801 191 133 33,954

(Office of Special 1mveat"gntIa 1511 [411 t5,763)]. . . . . . ... [511 (411 (5,7631
U.tigatlom upport 178 132 22,524 .. 593 1711 132 23,117
Managenest mad Admmtetratiom "1 101 12,807 .. .. 22 .. .. 200............103 91 101 13,137

792 790 SI00,332 0 0 M2 0 0 $6,216 0 0 34,330 79 790 S 110,900

Traansfr Detwee Accounts

The reprogramming reflects $22,000 for gur service.

The Division had the following additional funding available for FY 1999:
320,000 for Year 2000 conversion efforts;
$6,016.000 for international training and assistance of which 35, 103,000 is two-year money
transferred in the last quarter of FY 99 and available through FY 00.

The Division brought forward S4,330,000 in FY 1999 for the following:
$769,000 to fund additional positions to address cybervsime;
32,000 for FARA;
$593,000 for Indian country programs;
32,799,000 for international training and assets
3108,000 for mutornated litigation support mnd 93,000 for ADP equipsment;
$56,000 freon drug *X account. C.

Umobihated Balance BRouet Forw CL



Criminal Division
Salaries and Expenses General Leal Activities

!Crosswalk of 2000 Changes
(Dollars in thousands)

2000 Present's Congressional Appropriatlou FY 2000
Budget Request Action on 2000 Request Reprogrammiags Enacted

Pos WY Amount Pos WY Amount Pos WY Amount Pos. WY Amount
Organized Crime &Narcotics 112 109 S15,182 (6) (2) ($1,066) ... .... 106 107 $14,116
White Coflar Crime 227 227 30,402 (8) (5) (2.722) ... ... .. 219 222 27,680
International 197 196 28,670 (6) (3) (2,053) ... ... ... 191 193 26,617

IOffice of Spctial InvestlgatlnSl [511 [511 [7,1621 f. (324)] ... .. [51] [511 [6,8381
Utigatiom Support 188 190 25,087 (10) (8) (2,094) ... ... .. 178 132 22,993
Mnlsagement and Admixistratloa 112 122 15,402 (14) (14) (2,331) ...... 98 108 13,071

836 844 Si114,743 (44) (32) ($10,266) 0 0 S0 792 812 S104,477

200 Presdlest's Request The Division requested (a) 13 positions (9 attorneys), 9 workycars and $1,760,000 to augment the Division's cyberme/cybeerorism
programs and (b) 13 positions (9 attorneys), 5 workyears. and SI1,130,000 to supports its narcotics programs. The President's Budget
also included a proposed transfer of 18 positions anid S2,404,000 consistent with the Department's proposal to transfer resources from
the centralized Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces (OCDETF) account to participating Departmental components.

CoagMI~a Appogrition Congress denied program increasts (a) and (b) abiove. Congress denied the Department's request to transfer OCDETF resources to
Action on FY 2000 Maces components. Congress reduced the Division's base funding by $4,972,000 for IFY 2000.

Repro omhoThere are no reprobgrammings pending for the Division.
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Program Changes and Justification

"We must continue to do all that we can to protect our families and children from dangerous criminals."

Attorney General Janet Reno
Remarls at the National Law Enforcement

Officers Memorial Candlelight Vigil
May 13, 1999

Protection of families and children isai common theme for the Criminal Division's FY 2001 budget request. The initiatives
included are closely aligned with priorities articulated in recently released national strategies such as the International Crime Control
Strategy published in 1998. the Office of National Drug Control Policy's 1999 National Drug Control Strategy, the Department's
Strategic Plan and Drug Strategy as well as the Department's Counterterrorism Strategy. Significant segments of this request were
developed as a result of the Attorney General's Law Enforcement Review which fostered a systemic approach in formulating the
Department's budget to ensure that the Diviston's request complements the requests of other related Departmental components.
Portions of the initiatives presented below are also referenced in the cros cutting budget initiatives.

The request comprises four initiatives: Strategic Drug Enforcement, International Crime, Counterterrorism, and Protecting
Communities. Enhancements in these areas are supported by national strategies and by the rising workload in the Division's
Sections/Offices involved in the initiatives. As in the FY 2000 submission, this request recognizes and strengthens interconnectivity
among the Sections/Offices of the Division. This approach was also extended to other components of the Department. For example, a
portion of the resources sought for the Office of International Affairs and the Child Exploitation and Obscenity Section in the
Protecting Communities initiative were included as apart of a collaborative effort with the U.S. Attorneys. The Division's Child
Exploitation and Obscenity Section and various U.S. Attorney offices work together to assist in countering child pornography rings
with significant segments operating outside the United Stales or where the victims are located outside the United States.

As criminal organizations become increasingly complex and sophisticated, coordination at all levels of law enforcement has
never been more important. As simple tools such as computers provide an individual the capacity to disrupt or damage critical
elements of our nation's infrastructure, the requirements for preparedness and preemptive capabilities have never been greater. As
criminal activity weaves its way around the world via cyberspace, traditional tools for identifyig, apprehending and prosecuting
criminals have htever appeared so inadequate. This has foteed the approach used in tis request.



Many Offices or Sections of the Division are represented in each of the initiatives. This recognizes the complimentary but
interdependent roles played in rising to the emerging challenges of criminal law enforcement. Enhancements requested include not
only attorneys in the Section of primary focus but also for those Sections and Offices which support the activity. Enhancements also
would provide the analytical capabilities necessary to keep pace with the ever increaing sophistication of criinal activity. The total
request is for 36 positions, 21 FTE, and $3,159,000. This annualizes to 36 positions, 36 FTE and $4,858,000 in fiscal year 2002.

Strategic Drug taforeemeat 5 3 3 S389,000

InkAte dtonalCrime 14 7 8 $1,197,000

Contierterla Il1 6 6 $888,000

Prottioag Cinmualde 6 1 4 J 4 $685,000

Total 36 1 20 1 21 S3,159,000

FY 2001 Strategic Drug Enforcement Initiative

The Strategic Drug Enforcement Initiative was developed as a result of the Attorney General's directive to the Department to
develop a coordinated FY 2001 budget request which focuses on long-range planning and budget needs across. all Department
components. During the spring of 1999, the Criminal Division met with other Department components involved in the war on drugs
to identify and coordinate resources required in FY 2001 to bolster the Department's drug enforcement activities. This approach
afforded Department components the opportunity to analyze existing resource allocations and determine the most effective means of
utilizing current and requested funding based on input lr(,m across the Department. As a result of this cross-cutting process, funding
requests for FY 2001 to an unprecedented extent should complement other federal efforts and state and local assistance program in
the on-going effort to reduce illegal drug trafficking and increase our demand reduction efforts.



_ _ _ma! P .li.iow M~ra Iaa An"
Assd Forlfeture & 3 2 2 $254,000

Money Laundering Section (AFMLS) ____ _____________

Enforcemsent Operations (OEO) 2 l 1 J$135,000

Tota - 1 5 3 3 S389,00

For FY 2001, the Division is requesting 5 positions, 3 FTE, and $389,000 to bolster its strategic drug enforcement programs.
This request includes the following positions: 3 attorneys, I paralegal, and I clerical position. All costs were derived from the fiscal
year 2001 cost modules. The request annualizes to 5 positions, 5 FTE, and $611,000 for FY 2002.

T7he Criminal Division recognizes the integral roles that its Sections/Offices play in the Department's counter drug mission.
The Division's FY 2001 Strategic Drug Enforcement Initiative request has been developed to strengthen the linkages both within the
Division and between the Division and other Department and other government agencies in order to increase overall enforcement
capabilities. Thr initiative has received the support of the Department's FY 2001 Strategic Drug Enforcement Cross-Cutting Budget
Initiative and the OCDETF's FY 2001 planning process.

Narcotics enforcement continues to he a growing priority for the Criminal Division and the entire Department of Justice. As
evidenced by the Attorney General's February 9, 1999 speech before the National Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Counselors, the war on drugs is a strong priority of the Attorney Genera] that requires additional attention and additional resources:

"..illegal drugs are estimated to cost our society more than $67 billion dollars annually... if you make this
investment now, you can save this much down the line."

Attorney General Janet Reno
Februay9,1t999

Due to emerging priorities involving narcotics matters, the Division's Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering Section
(AFMLS) and Office of Enforcement Operations (OEO) continue to experience an increase in their workloads. In response to this
reality, for FY 2001 the Division has developed an integrated funding request for AFMLS and OEO, in order to maximize the
Division's ability to coordinate and facilitate national narcotic law enforcement efforts currently underway, such as the activities
ongoing at4h. Specia Operations Divisina (SOD)-
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SOD is a multi-agency national law enforcement coordinating entity comprising agents, analysts, and prosecutors fromn DEA,
FBI, USCS, and the Criminal Division. SOD's mission is to coordinate and support regional and national level criminal investigations
and prosecutions against the major criminal drug trafficking organizations threaeing the United States particularly the major
transnational criminal drug trafficking organizations operating along either side of the U.S.-Mexico land border, as well as major
C~lombian drug trafficking organizations. As a result of the successes achieved in the past year or so, such as Operatin Met, and the
disruption of the Carillo-Fuentes organization in Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) investigations
Operation(s) Limelight anid Reciprocity, SOD has been successful in identifying ad targeting the emerging trafficking; threats using
the Southwest border as the gateway into the U.S. This mission is routinely performed searniessly across both investigative agency
and district jurisdictional boundaries. Within SOD, no distinction is made among the participating investigative agencies -
coordination and cooperation are essential ingredients for its success. Where appropriate, state and local investigative and prosecutive
authorities are fully integrated into SOD-coordinated drug enforcement operations.

The Department is expending the mandate of the SOD, by adding a money laundering unit to this initiative. This new
financiall side" of the SOD will focus on cartel-related money laundering and financial crimes originating in Mexico and Colombia.
This new unit will woerk in concert with the existing drug trafficking operations side of SOD and will receive, analyze and disseminate
information pertaining to the rwnanial underpinnings of criminal organizations.

The profits realized by drug trafficking organizations fuel and expand their operations, and involve laundering such monies
through the financial systems and into legitimate businesses worldwide. It has been estimated that illegal drug sales in the United
States alone generate an estimated $45.6 billion annually in profits. To counter thisas mentioned above, the Department has
developed drug control strategies and initiatives to disrupt and dismantle these international drug trafficking organizations. Counter-
money laundering and asset forfeiture activities are integral to this effort- These activities strive to deny safe havens for drug
traffickers and to deny them the profits of their crimes and the monies needed to finance their operations.

It is essential that the United States concentrate on attacking the economic foundations of drug trafficking, operations through
expanded international laws, treaties, agreements, anid other methods necessary to remove the impediments to pursuing criminals who
commit crimes in one country and use other countries to move or hide their illicit profits or proceeds. AFMLS, which is responsible
for handling money laundering and asset forfeiture efforts and initiatives, provides centralized policy and program oversight, and
maximizes the law enforcement potential of laws designed to-dismantle and destroy criminal enterprises by denying use of ill-gotten
financial gains. Its many responsibilities include encouraging countries to adopt money laundering and asset forfeiture laws, providing
assistance in drafing legislation, providing technical assistance and training to facilitate the implementation of laws, coordinating
financial sector enforcement targeting efforts, providing litigation support for asset forfeiture anod money laundering cases negotiating
international cooperation and sharing agreements, sponsoring forums to promote international cooperation, and dveI~~ntoa
and ineinationa nagift-- --r - - -- "' -,- -,,,--,- - !1%ntoa



AFMLS' involvement has produced extraordinary results; for example, in one case more than $180 million was repatriated and
forfeited, and approximately $89 million was shared with the cooperating foreign government. AFMLS has worked closely with
foreign countries, including Colombia and Mexi~o, on vital money laundering and asset forfeiture legislation. AFMLS is now
assisting the Colombian and Mexican goverwmnts to implement their forfeiture laws, including providing technical assistance and
training to its prosecutors. These laws have betcn used most often in drug trafficking and financial crimes, serving as both deterrent and
purtisluenL

As discussed above, the recently approved 'financial side" for SOD will generate additional workload demands for AFMLS.
The financial unit in SOD will work-with tie existing SOD infrastructure to att ack the financial underpinings of the criminal
organizations involved in drug trafficking AFMLS currently does not have adequate staff to handle the workload responsibilities
related to this expansion. If the Departrw.-nt's expansion of the SOD to focus on financial issues is to he successful, an investment in
AFMLS is critical.

In addition to the SOD, AFMLSi' responsibilities continue to expand. For example, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF),
originally established in 1919 by the 6;-7 nations to promote international cooperation in fighting money laundering, is expanding its
membership to include countries frori Latin America, Africa. and, Asia. Further, implementing the international aspects of the
Department's Drug Control Strategy requires a substantial amount of AFMLS resources. Attacking the financial resources of criminal
organizations is a priority in waging; the war on criminal organizations involved in the drug trade. Given the increased workload
projected for AFMLS associated %*ith the SOD expansion and AFMLS's expanding role related to international drug enforcement,
additional resources for AFMLS ore critical for the Department's drug enforcement activities to succeed.

By law, all applications fir court-authorized electronic surveillance must first be approved by an appropriate Department of
Justice Official. It is the job of Vie Criminal Division's Office of Enforcement Operations (OEO) to review each of these requests and
make a recommendation to the authorizing official as to the legality and appropriateness of the request OEO attorneys, who are
experts on electronic surveillarc, work closely with federal law enforcement officials in the drafting and review of these requests.
OEO attorneys also work closi ly with the federal law enforcement officials on the myriad of legal issues that arise during the course of
investigations utilizing electrnic surveillance and on legislative andi policy matters involving electronic surveillance.

Because of efforts sts~h as SOD, the amount of new wiretaps related to narcotic enforcement is growing. The increasedf activity
in the are of narcotic investgations is reflected in the workload of OEO. In FY 1998, OEO processed the largest number of wiretaps
in its history, an increase of 13% over 1997. During the first half of FY 1999, the number of requests increased by 26% compared to
the number within the samnt time period in FY 1998. The complex investigations conducted by SOD are highly intelligence driven and
often require expedited treitment for Title III wiretapi which places even greater pressure on OEO's capabilities in this area



As part of the FY 2001 Strategic Drug Enforcement cross-cutting budget initiative, DEA requested additional funding to
support the use of Title IlI electronic surveillance in SOD investigations. If this increase in funding is ultimqwly approved by
Congress, it can be expected to substantially increase the number of DEA-generated Title III requests that must be reviewed and
approved by the Criminal Division before a court order may be sought. Accordingly, the Division is requesting additional resources
for OEO to support its burgeoning narcotics-related Title Ill workload.

The Division plays an active role in the achievement of goals identified in the President's anti-drug ebuse policies, the Office
of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) and the Department of Justice's recetly completed Drug Confrol Strat'egic Plan (DCSP).
The goals the Division specifically focuses on are:

ONDCP/DCSP Goal 2 - Increase the Safety of America's Citizens by Substantially Reducing Drug-Related Crime and
Violence,

ONDCP/DCSP Goal 5 - Break Foreign and Domestic Sources and Supply, and

The Department's Strategic Plan 1997-2002, Goal 2: Reduce the availability and abuse of illegal drugs through
traditional and innovative enforcement efforts.

In FY 2001% the Division intends to enhance its efforts to meet the above goals and objectives. With additional, rsurces, the
Division will be able to increase the use of asset forfeiture in investigations and prosecutions of drug trafficking organizations to
disrupt and dismantle criminal organizations by attacking their financial underpinnings and defying the profits of their crimes. In
addition, the Division will be able to more fully utilize the money-laundering statutes in investigations and prosecutions of drug-
trafficking organizations to disrupt and dismantle the financial operations which are often used to finance their crimes. Requested
resources for FY 2001 will enable the Division to focus on the identification, disruption and disamtlement of drug trafficking
organizations which are international, multi-jurisdictional, or which have an identified local impact. With additional resources, the
Division will be able to more fully incorporate an coordinate domestic and foreign strategic investigative and intelligence information
from all sources (including the law enforcement agencies, intelligence community, and financial databases).

Over the past year. with the resources provided, the Division has achieved several significant accomplishments in the war on
drugs. as highlighted below.

In May 1998, the Secretary of the Treasury and the Attorney General of the United States announced the culmiation of
"Operation Casablanca," the. largest, most comprehensive and significant drug money laundering case in the history ofi US. !&w
enforcement. This operation targeted professional money launderer for the Cali and !uare cartels. and numerous Mexican and



Venezuelan bankers who msisted in laundering more than $30 million in drug proceeds. In March 1999, two of the three
Mexican banks included in the indictment, pled guilty to money laundering and agreed to civilly forfeitsa total ofS$13.6 million.
In addition to msisting the Southern District of California, AFMLS filed the civil forfeiture complaint against approximately
S23.1i million that was sent from the undercover account to bank accounts in 16 countries.

" Much of the work of OEQ is directed at the priority area of dealing with the narcotics problem facing this nation. This is done
in part, through the review of electronic surveillance requests. In 1998, OflO reviewed 1,526 requests for electronic
surveillac approvals, the highest number ever received in any one year since the wiretap statute was enacted 30 yeaw ago. tn
the first six months of 1999. the number of wireta requests continued to come in at a record pace, and reflected a 23-percnt
increase over the same period in FY 1998. There continues to be a heavy emphasis on wiretaps targeting narotics dealers
often on the level of importers and distributors for the larg Colombian and Mexican drug organizaions. Many of these
requests have been part of the high-priority Southwest Border Initiative, which has targeted importers and distributors

- operating in that ae of the country. There were a mnber of arts and seizures resulting from these wiretap in areas such as
California, Texas, and New York, and the seizures included millions of dollars and tons of cocaine.

" Recently, as a result of a nine-month wiretap investigation in the Centra District of California, there were seizures of three and
one-half tons of cocaine and -m than S$15 million in cashk In sewries of wiretaps presently ongoing in multiple districts, law
enforcement has, to date. seized almost $20 million in drug proceeds and more than 10,000 kilograms of cocaine. Recent drug-
related wiretaps included the case (resulting insa hung juryjI in which a jury foreman allegedly took bribe to arrange an
acquittal insa high-profile drug case in Miami. Florida, and an I1I-month wiretap investigation in which 30 members of the
Mexican Mafia in California were indicted on RICO charges involving murder and extortion that included *hits" on rival gang
members. Most of these coses resulted in wrests and ongoing prosecutions in which the wiretap evidence is paramount.

* During FY 1993, no wiretap application submitted to a cowrt for approval after review in OEO was rejected, and there were no
distances of reversal of any OEO-reviewed wiretap for lack of probably cause in msuesion motions or on appeal.

In summary, in order to maintain the waron drugs, the Division is requestin S positions for AFMLS and OEO for FY 200 1.
These positions together represent a comprehensive approach to ensuring the Division is abl to support the Department's strategic
drug enforcement priorities, especially the expansion of the SOD effort These positions are critical for the Division to keep pace with
the expansion of dru trafficking in this nation and abroad. With these resources, the Division will be better equipped to attack the
criminal organizations that manage and operate this criminal activity. Denying the Divison's program increases would aigniflcant'y
hampe its ability to expand its current operational capabilt and response to emerging drug enforcement challenges and wmuld
seriously impede the Criminal Division's ability to fully implement and support many of the Administration's amid the Attrney
Genears highest pribiities in the areas of strategic drug enforcement.



To address the increasing workload assoiated with achieving the goals necessary to win the war on drugs, the Criminal
Division is requesting 5 positions (3 attorneys), 3 FTE and $389,000 for the fiscal year 2001. This request will annualize to 5
positions (3 attorneys), 5 ETE, and $61 1,000 in fiscal yeaw 24002.

* For AFMLS, the Division requests two attorney positions at the GS- 15 level and one professional position at the G- 13 level to
handle the increase in cases generated from this initiative. The total request is for 3 positions (2 attorneys), 2 FTE, and
$254,000 for FY 2001. The request will annualize to 3 positions (2 attorneys), 3 ETE, and $408,000 for FY 2002.

" For OEO, the Division requests one attorney position at the GS- 15 level and one clerical position at the OS-? level to handle
the anticipate increase in wiretap applications. The total request is for 2 positions (I attorney), 1 PTE, and S135,000 in FY
2001. The request will annualize to 2 positions (I attorney), 2 FTE, and $203,000 for FY 2002.

IFY 2001 International Crime laldladve

"Onldy through concerted efforts at home and with our international partners will we ensure the protection ofAmerica 's
interests today and in thefultwe.

President Bill Clipton
Intansienal Crime Straiea
may 1993

International criminal activity hW increased in scale and extent in the wake of globalization, becoming a complex worldwide
threat. International criminals today engage in a wide range of illegal activities, including drug trafficking, terrorism alien smuggling,
fraud, extortion, money laundering, bribery, economic espionage, on-line pornography, intellectual property theft, and counterfeiting.

- tmay alsoq resort to extreme violence to advance their criminal ente~rseqres. ine1aioa cr6nl1r1bnigt~thri __multi-national criminal syndicates epanding their activities in scope and range with i6org&R r~f~r Iiirtoma
crime is mote than a law enforcement problem. It is a formidable threat to Afmica's jcurity and it demands a concerted response.

In FY 1998, the President signed the first InritrAtional Crime Control Strategy. This strategy is the output of acombined effort
of the Departments of Justice, State and Treasury as well as many other U.S. stakeholder ag.ricies to develop and implement a
comprehensive national strategy to fight international crime and reduce its impact on Americans. In order to implement the goals and
objectives of the strategy, the Divinion requires additional resources in FY 2001.



The Division's FY 2001 International Crime Initiative consists of a request for 14 positions, 7 attorneys, 8 workycars, and
S 1,197,000. These resources are broken down among the following Sections/Offices of the Division:

Mumma"O L J~ ~I
Office of Interational Affairs 9 7 5 5758,00

Office of Poliey and LAgislation 1 0 1 $70,000

Interuadoal Criminal Inveallgative 4 0 2 $369,000
Traing Asaistance Program I___________ ___

Total 14 7 8 $1,197,0001

Bilaiteral mod Multilateral Issues

In developing its budget request for FY 200 1, the Division has recognized the need to bolster its int--rnational program in4b
order to increase its response to the growing needs in this -area. The Sections/Offices of the Division are seeing a consistently E
increasing level of workload related to crime that has impacts within and beyond our borders. The Division's Office of International
Affairs (OIA), which supports many aspects of the international federal law enforcement effort, continues to see a dramatic increase in
workload. Incoming foreign extradition requests numbered 329 in FY 1998, and 415 in FY '999 and are expected to climb to 480 by
FY 2001. Foreign Mutual Assistance Requests numbered 794 in FY 1998, and 883 for FY 1999 and will likely reach 925 by FY 2001.

Last October, the Senate gave its advice and consent to ratification of 38 new extradition and legal assistance treaties. Each of
these will require the labor-intensive process of establishing Law enforcement relationships with the United States' foreign
counterpart, so that each of theme treaties is brought into force and implemented efficiently and thoroughly. In addition, OIA's
cac Nac~~ri~to and mutual lega assstance treaties and matters continues to increase. Matters received in 1998
numbered 7,150, in FY 1999 those figures are ireC &hijTW0JaidWby 1-Y --u tney wr psjc dteeiO0 IAs- _ ___

responsibilities for staffing multilateral efforts such as the Gg meetings, the negotiation of the U.N. Organized Crime Convention, and
cross-cutting assignments such as "mapping the world" and aiding in reassessing our no "safe havens" strategy have escaae and will
require addlitionail reouresto properly staff. For example, there will, clearly be addtional extradition and legal assistance work for
the Division in support of the international criminal tribunals and in high profile cases such as Pinochet. Further. OlA requires



additional resources to increase outreach to state and local prosecutors to improve their awareness of, and to better coordinate, on
international criminal matters. To undertake this increase, the Criminal Division i,, requesting seven positions for OIA.

lmteruatioaal Analysis

International crime places additional burdens on the Division that it is currently not equipped to handle. The Division is
seeking resources to bolster its support for international programs by developing an international analysis function. In order to handle
increased responsibilities the Division is requesting resources for FY 2001 to support its role to implement, coordinate, and support
the Department's international crime programs. The Division is currently, and will be tasked, to a greater exent, to lead and staff
Departmental, governmental. and global initiatives. These initiatives are aimed at stimulating cooperation, coordination, and progiam
development across component, agency, government, and international boundaries. The Division will continue to be tasked to lead
and implement initiatives and asked to represent the Departmnent and the U.S. in the international arena. In order to effectively carry
out these responsibilities, the Division requires addtional resources. Further, because so much of the Division's work is international
in nature, many more Division employees are operating in the international arena, either directly in overseas locations or from the
United States. Given the increasing prevalence of international crime, the Criminal Division is requesting two positions for QIA for
the creation of an international analysis and training working group.

The Division also seeks to strengthen the analytical capabilities of the Office of Policy and Legislation (OPL) to better support
its international programs. As the Justice Management Division noted in its analysis of the Division's FY 2000 spring planning
request, the analytical work of OPL is widely acknowledged to be critical to the development of Criminal Justice Policies within the
Department. The Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General and Senior Division managers routinely call upon OPL to analyze
and interpret criminal justice information, statistics, and to conduct research for numerous projects. Examples include interagency
projects addressing racial disparity in federal sentencing; crime data analyses for the Special Cities project. Police Hirin Supplement,
and Community Oriented Policing Services Program; as well as analyses of U.S. Sentencing Commission data for crack and powder
cocaine defendants, white collar criminals, and juveniles. As the demand for the Division's presence in the international arena
continues to expand, it is clear that analytical support must follow suit. The mapping the world project currently underway has

- - iusat tl We jj alarahl 'pitist reivete bp on attorest un largely analytical
tasks that keep them from [ega work. To addreis this need, the Division is seeking one analyst for OPL towk ;iith l~
International Training Strategies Working Group allowing OPL to expand its role into the international arena to better allocace
analytical work within the Division.

lterastleaal Training

This request would provide the Criminal Division the capacity to deliver the training programs funded by the Stae Department



efficiently and effectively. To do so, the Division is seeking appropriated funding for the core management levels for the International
Criminal Investigative Training Assistance Program (iCITAP) which trains investigators overseas and which is also involved in
institution building worldwide.

In response to recent management issues, the Division has taken several steps to better manage the delivery of international
training programs. In November 1998, the Division filled the SES level position of Chief, Interational Training Development
Programs (ITDP). Organizationally, the Assistant Attorney General elevated the reporting relationships for international training and
development such that the Chief reports directly to the Assistant Attorney General's office and does not report through a Deputy. The
Division is also fr the process of reiterating the requirement that all requests for Criminal Division training conducted overseas he
coordinated by -. :Chief, ITDP. including requests for ICITAP training.

ICITAP was established as a component of the Department in 1986. Since that time, all of its funding has come from program-
specific transfers from State or USAID; it enjoys no Department of Justice (DOJ) funding except for modest support of four positions
starting in FY 1998 and all operating expenses, including salaries for all other headquarters core management and stafi must be
charged as "overhead" against State and USAI D program funds. -The Division's next critical measure in the international law
enforcement trading arena is to expand ICITAP's DOJ funded core management staff to further address management issues and to
better establish a stable base within ICITAP from which overseas training programs may be launched.

During the past seveal years, evety manager of ICITAP and a series of government and contract reviews of ICITAP
management issuesF haoe urged that ICITAP have an appropriated operating budget for core headquarters activities. In 1998, to
respond to these recommendations as well as persistent requests from State, the Division agreed to fund three management level
positions directly rather than charge these to overhead against State and USAID funded programs. In 1999, the Division devoted
another position to headquarters management activities focused on Kosovo due to the increasing demand for law enfomrceent support
for that ame of the world. This brings the present number of ICITAP core headquarters management positions funded by the Division
to four.

ICITAP has twelve years of extensive experience working with foreign police institutions, particularly in Latin America, and is
well acquainted with the complex interagency setting in which policies and programs are set for the United Staes administration of

-- -.- ----- -- tut AP has developed long-term and strategic approaches to criminal justice sector development that are important to
the Nation's objectives verseas. Drainfim-is experienceIC1TAP 1-wb 1i jli t lp rsore or in loso . WIMeazin
the potential benefits for planning and managing these types of training and assistance program is difficult as long as ICITAP must
devote virtually all its resources to fixed programs funded by other agencies. Those fixed programs leave little latitude to fund
important general international trnng-management activities that are broader than the individual programs for which the funds are
obtained. As a result, ICITAP's ability to plan and manage training program for which it will seek funding from State and USAID is



diminished due to limited staff resurces and expertise. Attempts to secure overhead funds from State and USAID to Finance these
headquarters management and planning activities has prompted State and USAID to complain that doing so makes [CITAP too
expensive and make. overhead charges too high. This lack of funding for "overhead" core management activities, in turn, inhibits
ICITAP's ability to secure training and development assistance program funds from State and USAID for the law enforcement and
criminal justice area As has been acknowledged by State, ICITAP's overhead - now about 12% -- has in fact bee reduced over the
years, in part as a re- ult of the direct funding of the 4 positions referenced above. However, without an expended base budget to draw
upon. ICITAP must iws back virtually all its operating costs to its founders in the form of overhead charges against program funds.
State has acknowlec god that its displeasure with ICITAPs "high overhead" is derived largely from the lack of an appropriated base
budget to fund headquarters management and planning activities.

We have co isulted with senior staff of the State Department's Latin Bureau for Western Hemisphere Affairs (W HA) and
International Narcc tics and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL) about this issue. Both organizations fund significant ICITAP programs.
Both Jonathan Wirer at lNL and Roberta Jacobson, Director of Policy and Planning t ARA, have confirmed that their organizations
strongly support a proposal for DOJ to secure a core operating budget for headquarters management and planning activities in ICITAP.

Under a solely reimbursable model, management is inhibited in effecting a coherent adequate headquarters staffing plan
because it has no zore, reliable funding to support its headquarters staff through potential ebbs and flows of foreign assistance funding
and the shifting priorities of its outside funders. Due to dependence on reimbursable, program specific funding, planning is extremely
difficult. Because of its funding structure, ICITAP is constrained to be largely reactive and limited in scope. In most instancs, it is
difficult tojustif; the use of funds dedicated to existing programs for much needed long-term and strategic planning. Internal
initiatives include such things as a specialized computer system to accommodate ICITAP's extremely complex financial andl reporting
requirements; e-stablishment of policies and procedures for office management and course and program development; preparation of
state and local e~cpersfor overseas criminal justice assignments; training and professional development of staff; and regular
conferences to Ibring field managers together; retaining independent contractors to deal with audit requirements anid the year-long
process of recoil npeting the offices' elaborate contracts. To do this would require conversion of select headquarters management,
administrative mnd forensic staff and related operating expenses from a reimbursable to an appropriated basis. This would involve 4
positions, 2 wcrkycars and S369,000.

-m, 1he-DW-ion itseg themaoel~-n progrr"' 2001_ _ _

CIA requests 5 attorneys at the GS- 15 level for bilateral/multilateral issues and 2 GS- 15 attorneys to work on the International
Training Strategies Working Group. Further, CIA requests I GS-l Iparalegal and I GS-7 clerical position to support its
bilateral and multilateral workload. T'he total request is for 9 positions (7 attorneys), 5 ITE, and $758,000 in FY 2001. T7he
request will annualize to 9 positions (7 attorneys), 9 FTE, and S1,209,000 for FY 2002.



* OPL requests I GS- 13 analyst to bolster the Division's international analysis functions. The total request is for I position (0
attorneys), I FTE, and S70,000 for FY 2001. The request will annualize to 1 position (0 attorneys), 1 FTE, and $108,000 for
FY 2002.

* ICI TAP requests 4 GS- 15 professionals to formalize its international training programs, The total request is for 4 positions (0
attorneys), 2 FTE, and $369,000 in FY 2001. The. request will be 4 positions (0 attorneys), 4 FTE, and $599,000 for FY 2002%

IFY 2001 Couterterrorism Iniative

"I think it is important that when we talk about terrorism we talk about all forms of it, We've seen the horror of
conventional terrorism in Oklahoma City. We can conjure the horrors of weapons of mass destruction, chemical
and biological weapons, and then there is a new weapon that we re just beginning to understand the threat of
cyber tools. If a person can sit in a kitchen in St Petersburg, Russia and stealfrom a bank in New York~ if a
I 7-year-old hacker can hack into military establishments, we have got to make sure that we are prepared to
fight back in terms of the cyber terrorism

Attorney General Janet Reno
Addressing the National Governors' Association,

Center for Best Practices and National Emergency Management
Febnszy 2, 1999

This Counterterrorism Initiative was developed as a result of the Attorney General's directive to the Department to develop a
coordinated FY 2001 budget request which focuses on long-range planning and budget needs across all Department components.
During the spring of 1999, representatives from the Criminal Division met with representatives from other Department components
involved in the Department's counterterrorism efforts to identify and coordinate resources required in FY 2001 to bolster the
Department's counterterrorism activities. This approach afforded the Departmnent components the opportunity to analyze their existing
resource allocations and determine the most effective means of itilizing current and requested funding based on input from across the
Department. As a result of this cross-cutting process, funding requests for F Y 2001 should complement to an unprecedented extent,
other federal efforts and state and local assistance programs in the oyn-going effort to prear the natioa to prevent and counter terrorist
activities.

This request attempts to address counterterrorism in all its forms. Thke increase sought for the Computer Crime and Intellectual



Proprty Section is included to addrs the thne to the nation's inftastrctur. Resources requested for the Terrorism and Violent
Crinwi Section would bolster its capacity to update and refine the Interagency 5-Year Counterterrorism. Strategy. Resources for the
Office, of Enforcement Operations would establish the capacity to deal with witnesses and victim of terrorist acts.

The DXiiion's FY 2001 Counterterrorism Initiative consists of.a request for I1I positions, 6 FTE, and S888,000. These
resources are broken down among the following Sections/Offices of the Divsion:

-."*- -

COMpar Cris'JatawmI ?Pqa'tp 7 S4 $586,0

TerrrhinlvshInt Crie Seeds. CS( I I 1 $92,000

Offif of lAreatOeratlsw (010) 3 0 1 S210,000

TOWa 11 6 U&

This request includes the following positions: 6 attorneys, 3 professional, I paralegl, and 1 clerical. All costs were derived

from the fiscal year 2001 cost modules. This request will annualize to IlI positions, 11I FTE, and $1,360,000 for FY 2002.

Cybercrime/Cyberterrarism.

In past submissions the Division has noted that the incidence and complexity of computer crime continue to increase rapidly as
greater nuinbers of people develop proficiency in manipulating electronic data and navigating computer networks, and as worldwide
access to tie Internet continues to skyrocket. It appears the intrusion rate per host site on the internet is fairly constant, but internet
growth will increase the number of hosts, and therefore, even at a constant intrusion rate per host, the number of intrusions cases will
increase commnensurately to the growth of hosts. Earlier in 1999, government agencies experienced first hand the vulnerability of the
critical infinstructure as a result of cybercrime and cyberterrorist attacks as hackers broke into many government Web sites and either
changed content or caused the sites to be taken down. In 1990, the National Research Council, an arm of the National Academy of
Sciences, reoied that "Tomorrow's terrorist msy be able to do more damage with a keyboard than with a bomb." (Report by the
National Rererch Council as quoted in The Washtington Thnmes, December 24,1990). Consequently, with the Computer Crime arnd
Mt1ettial FlT ety St*ony(EQP ) O-- AG~d pgtie high eCholapQ rimt and its ur%jbtihlit forj am 0 3O - -

Computer Crime Initiatives, the Section has become a nexus for federal, state, local and foreign agencies seeking guidance on how to
develop responses to the threat of cybercrime/cyberterrorism and how to address potential and suspected abuses and infiltrations.



For FY 2O0l, the Division is requesting 7 positions (5 attorneys) to maintain its leadership role in the Department's efforts to
combat cybercrime including cyberterrorism. As a result of emerging computer technology over recent years, significant attention has
been, and continues to be, focused on the vulnerability of the critical infastructure as a result of cybercrime and cyberterrorist attacks.
Dramatic increases in the number and variety of issues on which CCII'S is consulted as well as continued expansions in its client
base, have combined to create enormous workload demands that cannot be met without additional resources. Moreover, as the
Department takes the lead in addressing the growing threat to the nation's information infrastructure (including criminal attacks,
cyberterrorism, electronic espionage, and information warfare), CCII'S has been directed to broaden its responsibilities in several
areas. Resources sought for CCII'S within this initiative would allow it to meet its mission priorities and maintain its leadership role
in the Department's effort to combat computer crime/cyberterrorism. The following accomplishments are illustrative of the important
work that is done in the area of prevention of cyberterroism:

CCII'S provided expert legal and technical instruction and advice for exercises and seminars to senior personnel on information
warfare, infrastructure protection, and other topics for the Department of Defense, the National Security Agency, the Central
Intelligence Agency, and others. At the personal request of the DOD General Counsel, CCIPS answered several pages of
difficult legal questions r-.garding the roles, responsibilities and powers of the many different actors within DOD who protect
and defend DOD networks. Further, the Naval War College invited CCII'S to give a featured presentation at a high-level,
invitation-only conference on cyberwarfare and international law.

"CCII'S le the Department's efforts to counter cyberterorism. through work on PDD-63, the Five-Year Counterterrorism
Strategy, support to the National Infrastructure Protection Center, and extensive international work (including chairmanship of
the G-3 Subgroup on High-tech Crime, a leadership role in the Council of Europe Experts Committee on Cybercrime, and a
new cybercrime project at the Organization of Amnerican Stae).

" As law enforcement matures into the Information Age. CCII'S is a central point of contact for investigators and prosecutors
who confront investigative problems with emerging technologies. This year, CCII'S assisted with wiretaps over computer
networks, as well as traps and traces that require agents to segregate Internet headers from the content of the packet. CCII'S
has also completed a final draft of the Online Investigative Principles, guidance for agents and prosecutors on the many
problem of law. jurisdiction, and policy tha arise in this new environment. These Principles are the product of an interagency
group le by CCII'S, and all the participating federal agencies intend to adopt them when final.

r he Attorney General launched the Cybercitizen Partnership, created by CCII'S in cooperation with high-tech industries, to
accomplish thms large missions, to teach responsible computing so that children will learn not only how to use computers, but
how NOT to use them, to create a program that will support and foster personnel exchanges between law enforcement and
industry to improve expertise and awareness on both sides, and to create a directory of expertise in industry which law



enforcement may useto find the precise skills they need in an investigation.

* In countless sensitive meetings with industry representatives and other members of the administration on the issue of
encryption, COIPS continues to search for balanced solutions to the conflict between individual privacy and public safety. The
Section plays a leading role in law enforcement's efforts to ensure our continued ability to decrypt data or otherwise obtain
plaintext.

"We are now building tremendous databases. What would happen if the badguy Instead of having guns or instead of
knowing how to heunder money electronically, decides he is going to fUss with the information systems we develop.)I
don't think we have begun to consider how we protect those systems to insure accuracy... if a 1 7-year-old hacker can
break into sophisticated military networks, think of what he can do to some of our exposed information networks. We
must continue to adhess this and keep one step ahead of the bad guys.'

Attorney General Janiet Remo
Addeuing ithe Seffc Intenialona Cmonotium ani

Straegies mid Stvis
Fetmwwy 9, 1999

Five-Year laterageMr Couaterterrarim sod Techuvoloa Crime Plan

To support the efforts of the Division's Terrorism and Violent Crime Section (TVCS), the Division is requesting one
senior-level attorney position to support the Division's work related to the Five-Year Interagency Counter-terrorism and Technology
Crime Plan. This position is necessary to provide coordination and plunng among DOJ and government-wide components. Anmal
updatingi refinement, and course corrections of the Five-Year Plan require continued liaso both within DOJ mid government-wide.
Based on the DOJ Implementation Plan TVCS will monitor progress of specific components (FBI, NIPC, NDPO, INS, OIPR, CCOPS,
OIA, AM,. OLA. OUSA. OJP, and Tax Division) on assigned actions and accomplishment of milestones. Similarly, TVCS will
monior government-wie progress on assigned actions and accomplishment of milestones by the two dozen agencies which
participate in the development of the Five-Year Plan. To date, work in this important wee has been accomplished by detailing a
senior Deputy Section Chief to spearhead the effort. This short-term reponse has inherent limitations mnd it is necessany for the
Division to secure additional resources to properly staff this effort mnd maintain stafting devoted to other priority aren. The Attorney
Gaenrl his rejected a proposal to meet this demand via contract employee for this purpose given its sensitive natue and national
securitypoiyinrane

Adtional resources for T VCS to support its needs relatedl to implementation of the Five- Year Interagency Cowitertenoriam
anid Technology Crime Plan will allow TVCS to continue accomplishments in the counterterrorism area; for ample:



* TYCS has played a leading role in the U.S. effort to disrupt terrorist financing. Efforts in the international arena included

engaging memnber-nations of the European Union in debate on the issue of terrorist financing at their October 1998 Vienna

meeting, and assisting the State Departmnent in guiding the Organization of American States (OAS) through its Second

Inter-Amnerica Specialized Conference on Terrorism in Argentina. The OAS conference culminated in the Commitment of

Mar del PWa which created a new Inter-American Committee for Combating Terrorism within the OAS and endorsed

numbers TYCS-dralled measures designed to impede the financing of terrorist organizations. TVCS continues to play a

pivotal role in drafting anid advocating a G-8 Terrorist Financing Convention initiative introduced in the United Nations in

1999. TVCS has joined with the State Department, the FBI and others to create and staff an international terrorist financing

trading curriculum that is scheduled to be ready for presentation to prosecutors and investigators who will be asked to assist us

in bringing to justice terrorist finaniciers.

0 TVCS has continued the pretrial preparations in United States v. Mohammed Rashed, CR. No. 87-0303, (D.D.C), a major

international terrorism case pending in the District of Columbia. This case stems from the August 11, 1932 bombing of Pan

Am Flight 330, flying from Tokyo, Japan. to Honolulu, Hawaii, which resulted in the death of a Japanese teenaer on board

and injured a number of passengers.

* TVCS provided critical support to the Southern District of New York's (SDNY) prosecutions growing out of its investigation

of terrurist Usama Bin Laden and his role in the August 1998 bombings of the U.S. embassies in Nairobi anid Dar es Salsan.

These efforts involved the review and approval of the proposed indictments, as well as obtaining the necessary certifications as

required by13S U.S.C.§2332, that the offense was intended to coerce, intimidate, or retaliate against a government or a civilian

population. Considerable effort was also expended by TVCS, on SDNY's behalf, in order to avoid possible prejudice to the

criminal prosecution by the parallel investigation being conducted by the Department of State's Accountability Review Board.

0 Following a nine-week trial, a verdict of guilty was obtained on all counts against Chevie Kehoe and Daniel Lewis Lee in a

domestic terrorism RICO prosecution. Defendant Lee received the death penalty. This prosecution resulted from the activities

of the Aryan People's Repiublic, a white supremacis gang created by Chevie Kehoe, that committed murders a&d armored car

robberies in furtherance of their plan to initiate a racial civil war in the United States.

* TVCS has made significant efforts to improve federal laws relating to weapons of mass destruction and has recently developed

legislation to strengthen criminal statutes in the are of biological agents and toxins to maximize the ability of law enforcement

to intervene early in the chain of events that could lead to the use of such weapons.

a TVCS has participated in desgning and executing a number of exercises to test the effectiveness of federal procedures for



preventing and responding to terrorist incident particularly those involving weapons of mass destruction.

TVCS played a leading role in developing the Administration's Five-Year Interagency Counterterrouism and Technology
Crime Plan, coordinating input from 24 federal agencies as well as state and local law enforcement arnd academia.

Vketm/Itms Asalatamee

"It wasfiw years ago nd It will befsr yea's to coae,)br in this Alyand age terrorisnm as a reality tat we musity w itk
While, we camot ad will not let terrorism bofe on owfrredm, itis, vitally lnysoriw to bepvpw-ed ad orgawired in
evey hiutwtte of a terrorist attack both at home and abroadL We mast be ready to respond sway sensitivly ad to have a
pla ina place tol handle both the shou-trmeanawd long-term neecis of the victims."

Attorney Genera Jwda Reno
Aidreasls die Nsdoeal Symposium on Victim of Crto
Fekuuy 11, 1999

The 1999 suplemnental appropriations bill related to Kosovo included an emergency provision to allow the Office of Victims
of Crimes' terrorism funds to he used to assist the families of American victim of the PAN AM 103 bombing throughout the trial
process. The Office of Victim of Crime has turned to the Criminal Division to coordinate the delivery of assistance to the families of
victim of this terrorist act After the Oklahoma City bombing& the United State Attorney's Office (USAO) relied on its
victim/witness coordinators to wrk closely with the prosecution tearn to provide counseling and comfort to the feilies of victims
and to sueviving victims and coordinate with the various agencies involved to eame that victim/witness assistance was delivered in an
expeditious fashion. When a terrorist event occur outside of the country, then is no conterpds to the domestic USAO victim/
witness coordinators. At the suggestion of the Office of Victims of Crime, the Criminal Division is seeking to estaish this
victim/witness assistance capability in the event that U.S. citizens are victmized by terrorist, activities outside of the United States.

In doing so, the Division would co-locate this function with the Short- Tean Protection Pror within the Division's Office
of Enforcement Operations (OEO). M~O presently has a need for an additional security analyst to cope with the growth in dremnd for
Short-Term Protection servics, especially those related to the activity within the District of Columbia end related to the investigative
use of federal prisoners 050 has alto experienced a growth in demand for other victim/witness services. The deamd has been met
on an ad hoc basis by the unit chief and, given other important responsibilities, there is a growing risk that the Division will not he able
to provide the necessary repos. This request is for one victim/witness coordinator to focus on the victimlwltness coordination
demands of terrorist art which ocauw outside of the United States and which affect U.S. citizens.

OEO is - Vspone'ite for autthoriuing or denying the entry of all applicants into the federal Witness Security Program (WSP)



cwrdinating and administering matters relating to all aspects of the WSP among all program components, and approving or denying
requests by federal agencies to utilize federal prisoners for investigative purposes. Since the inception of the program in 1970, nearly
7,000 witnesses and 8,000 family members have been processed by the 050. The ongoing needs of these 15,000 program
participants, aswell as the new witnesses and their families that enter the program each week, have phace a severe burden on the
OEO's analysts. Serious delays in processing program applications have occurrd, and correspondence and other document processing
continues to take anywhere from a month to a year to be handled. Some finctions, deemed important but aoturgent, awe simply not
petformed because of staffing limitations. At this rae, the ability of the OEO to provide program services will coitnue to decline,
and the program will become less dependable, possibly resulting in federal prosecutors having to look to alternative means to handle
their witness protection needs. Quite possibly, the shortfal in the OEO's sWtafig will result in the security of witnesses and their
family members being jeopardized. In order to staff at an appropriate level and address its inability to handl its curret workload, the
Criminal Division is requesting two security analyst positions for PY 2001. Relate automated support needs for the Witness Security
Program are presented in the technology section below.

In order to strengthen the Division's counterterrorism program, the Criminal Division is requesting I I positions (6 attorneys), 6
ET'E and $888,000 for FY 200 1. These positions will annualize to 11I positions, I11 FTE, and $1,360,000 for FY 2002.

* For CCIPS, the Criminal Division requests 5 attorney positions at the OS-IS5 level, 1 paralegal position at the OS-l I level, and
1 clerical position at the GS-7 level to maintain the Section's leadership role in cybercrime/cyberterrorism. The total request is
for?7 pootionsi (5 attorneys), 4 FTE. and for $586,000 FY 2001. The request will annualize to?7 positions, 7 FTE, and
S936,000 for FY 2002.

* For TVCS, the Criminal Division requests I OS-IS5 attorney position. The total request is for I position, I Fti ond S92,000
for FY 2001. The request will annualize to I position, I FTE, and $150,000 for FY 2002.

* For OEO, the Criminal Division requests I GS-1 3 analyst to provide support in matters related victim/wit iess assistance and 2
analyst positions at the GS-13 level to assist in servicing witnesses. The tota request is for 3 positiops, I FTE, and $210,000
for FY 2001. The request will annualize to 3 positions, 3PmT, and $324,000 for FY 2002.



FY 2001 Fusetdst Conanmut m Inladve

-We hawe go( to continue to do andwork together to ochleve jedh reshft~ bewawe in convlne4 andyau
luveprawen this to me in yow conmweiti, tht If we work together. If we keep the preusee on with respect

to gus ... if we give ow children a s"ongWspstrfWaur we can howe a tremendous lat hNPOc on the
culrsee 0f vioence in this county"

Attorney General Janet Reno
Ad&m w odm Uahod Ste. Camfarec of MaWm
Javory 29, 1999

It is the belief of the Attorney General that law enforcement (at local and federal frvels) works beet when it works together.
This sentiment is reflected in the Criminal Division's FY 2001 Protecting Communities Initiative. In the Spring of 1999, at the_
directive of the Attorney General, the Criminal Division paticipated in a process with other Departmental components to identify,
develop, and coordinate initiatives linking criminal justice on a local and federal level in order to promote community sfety. As a
result of this prcsFY 2001 funding requests should be better coordinated than ever before and reflect the Depintment's unified
effort to assist communities in managing crime and improving community afty and quality of life for its citizens.

The Division's FY 2001 Protecting Communities Initiaive consists of a request for 6 positions, 4 FTE, and $685,000. These
MeOW wee e broken down among the following Sections/Offices of the Division:

Cum 0 - OW 2 2 1 $246,000

0Ueaill arfnds. 2 2 1 $314,000
fAs (01A)_ _ _

at Tau Psde 1 0 1 S55.000
(050) ____ ___ ___

______________ 6 4 4



This request includes the following positions: 4 attorneys and 2 analysts. All costs were derived from the fiscal year 2001
modular costs.

Indian Country Initiative

T'he Division's Office of Policy and Legislation (OPL) began its efforts to improve federal-tribal law enforcement coordintation
and public safety in Indian Country in 1995 with the Indian Country Justice Initiative. Based on this work, OPL raised early concerns
about overall public safety services in Indian Country. Ultimately in recognition of the public safety crisis in Indian Country, Presidet
Clinton issued a direcive in 1997 to anayze law enforcement problem on Indian lands and to provide options for improving the
crimiiud justice system on Indian lands. OPL helped prepare a response to this Presidential directive that documented the Indian
Country law enforcement problems and outlined possible action to address these problems. In response to this directive, the Criminal
Division formed the Executive Committee for Indian Country Law Enforcement Improvements, as part of the government's bust
responsibility for public safety in Indian Country. This accords with the Administration's commitment to the government-to-
government relationship with Indian Tribes. The Executive Committee consisted of senior agency officials from DOJ components, the
Department of Interior and six tribal leaders.

The Committee produced a final report for the Attorney General and Secretary of Interior in October 1997 documenting the
nature and magnitude of the problem and outlining options for the President to improve public safety in Indian Country. Working in
partnership with tribal, federal, state and local governments, OPL is helping to coordinate an effort to consolidate Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) law enforcement programs and to provide Indian Tribes with police officers, criminal investigators, training, equipment,
tribal court assistance, juvenile programs, and corretional grants with funds from the President's 1999 budget. Upgrading public
safety to acceptable standards in Indian Country is projected to take about four years.

The Circle Project derives from the Attorney General's desire to accelerate the efforts outlined above by establishing three
demonstration sites. This will improve law enforcement services and the quality of life in Indian Country. The Criminal Division's
Office of Policy and Legislation plays a key role in this multi-agency effort. By agreement between the Secretary of the Interior, the
Attorney General and OMB, the Indian Country Presidential Initiative and its derivatives are a coordinated, collaborative effort
between the two departments. For example, OJP's Correction's Office will build jails in locations mutually agreed upon by DOJ, BIA,
and the Tribes. Staffing theses jails, however, will be the responsibility of BIA. The COPS Office will fund officers hired by the
Tribes and trained at the BIA Police Academy. Among the major players are: the Criminal Division; OJJDP, the Corrections Office;
OTJ; COPS; NIL; BOP; FBI, the USA's Native American Issues Subcommittee; JMD; OJP's American Indian and Alaskan Native
Desk, BIA's training academy; BIA's Office of Law Enforcement Services; and DOI's Office of the Assistant Secretary for Indian
Affairs.



The Criminal Division has played a major role in the development of the Presidential Initiative to Improve Law Enforcement in
Indian Country. 'Io assist in continuing this role, the Criminal D~ivision is requesting one analyst Position for OPL. This Person would
be responsible for planning and conducting analyses of data related to criminal justice programs, policies, activities, and crime trends
in Indian Country. This person vvould vsork with IISA~s, ORJ and the Office of Tribal Justice ensuring that the Department would
have an effective voice in lass enforcement and Policy mnatters in Indian Country. Ihis request has been presented and discussed as a
compilonent of the D~epartment's FY 20)O C ommun cities crosF -cutting budget initiative.

Crimes Against Children

The Criminal lDivision plays a major role in protecting the children of our Nation. In the past year, the D~ivision coordinated
investigations and prosecution of numierouis violators of federal lasss in order to protect the welfare of children. This component of the
Division's initiative to protect comimnities focuses on enforcement efforts against child pornography, trafficking of women and
children, and international parental kidnapping. and reflects the tDivision's imipotlant role in the fight against abuse toward children

I lie D~ivision's Child lExploitation and Obscenity Sectioin (CFOS) is responsible for overseeing the Federal response to child
sexual abuse and exploitation. (LOS has dlirectedl a substantial amount of its resources to the prosecution of child pornography. With
the emergence of the Internet, child pornographers who previously were restricted to books, rnagaaines. atid mailings. now have the
technology to reach a far wider audience 'The Criminal tDivision is working diligently to decrease the use of computers, computer
bulletin board systenis, atud computer outline serve ices that traffic in child pornography> IHowever, additional resources are necessary
tor the D~ivision toi develop a capability to stay abreast of technological changes and developments and be able to target those who use
these media for illicit pornographic purposes.

The t I S. Attorneys are pursuing art initiative aimed at addressing these concerns. In order to support the U.S. Attorneys'
efforts, additional resources are necessary. 'I hie Division requires additional resources in order to dedicate people to keeping pace with
advances in technology, fonn partnerships with Intenet Service Providers llSl~s) to assist in identifying illicit activities, to develop
legal tools to combat the use of emergitig technology employed for illicit purposes, and to ensure that leading edge techniques for
detecting and prosecuting those engaged in this illicit activity via the Intemet is disseminated to the held on it timely basis.
Technology is advancing at such a swift rate, as is the sophistication of the criminals who are using this technology for pornographic
reasons that additional resources are necessary for the Division to keep pace.

'Also, as a part oh its mission, (FO0S prosecutes violators of the federal criminal statutes relating to prostitution, sexual
exploitation of minors, and cbscenity U.nder these statutes, the IDivision specifically prosecutes those who sell, buy or transport
women and children interstate or international ly to engage in sexually explicit conduct It recent years, this activity has increased as
has investigations and litigation of these crimes



International parental abduction poses olifticult challenges and obstacles for the law enforcement community at local, state, and
federal levels. Findings indicate that in recent years many children in the United States have been abducted hy family members who
are foreign nationals and living in foreign countries T he number of children taken to or retained in a foreign country by a parent has
grown over the last twenty years as the number of hi-national couples increases and our world shrinks due to sophisticated
communications and transportation.

The Office of(Children's Issues (0(CI) at the D~epartment of State is responsible for the administration of the Ihague Convention
on the Civil Aspects of Intemational Child Abdtiction.-an international treaty that facilitates through civil processes the return of
abducted or wrongfully retained children -- now in force between thle Ujnited States and 48 countries. OCI reports that as of May 25,
1999, it has as many as 430 open cases of children taken to IHague Convention countries and 635 cases of children taken ti) countries
in which no formal structures facilitate tile return of the child The overall rate of return for Ilague Convention matters taken to
completion is about 61%/. The overall rate of return foi children taken to non-flague countries is understandably lower, about 39%.

Although progress has been made in aiding the return of abducted childien, there is a need to reach agreements regarding child
abduction with countries that are noit parties to the Convention on thle Civil Aspects of'Inteemational Child Abduction. TVhe Office of
International Affairs, in cooperation with the above-ment ionted entities, is working to resolve those cases in which children in the
United States are abducted by family members who are foreign nationals and taken to foreign countries. For FY 2001, the D~ivision is
requesting resources to strengthen its ability to participate in the developing enforcement eflorts in this area. Our request for
resources is consistent with planning currently underway between the State Department and the D~epartment of Justice to develop and
implement a plan of action to address this problem,

The Short-Term Protection Programn

Over the past decade, the Department of Justice, largely through the United States Attorneys' offices, has become increasingly
involved in the prosecution of violent, often dnig-and gang-related, crime that historically had been the province of the states. One of
the results of this trend is that witness security has become a more serious problem. Witnesses to violent crime, particularly gang-
related violent crime, are often the targets of intimidation, threats, and assaults. I-ear of gangs can be pervasive in a neighborhood,
intimidating witnesses without any explicit threat needing to be made. Effective law enforcement requires that prosecutors and law
eriforcenment agencies be able to respond to the needs of threatened and intimidated witnesses.

The Short-i erml Protection Programs (the -STPP") was established as pilot project in thle D)istrict of Columbia in 1991. The
S I PP provides specialized services for threatened witnesses in criminal prosecutions for whom the Witness Security Program and the
Emergency Witness Assistance Program are inappropriate. In order to expand the STPP, Criminal Division is requesting one position
for the Office of Enforcement Operations.



prior to 1990., thle Witness Security Progtrm was thle only formal witness seemrity program in existence. In the late I 980s,
concerned by thle increase inl gang- anid d rug-related violent crime, tlie U nited States Attorney for the District of Columnbia urged the
Department to do more to assist threatened and intimidated witnesses. In response, in June 1990, the Mianagemrent and planning Staff
of, thle Justice Ma~nagefilen[t Division (JNIDI) cireulaled a pol cy options rnermoratiilum entitled "Short-Termi Witness Security". JMD
recommended thle creation oif ai three-tier system The first tier %%as thre existing Witness Security Prograrii. I-lhe second tier would
provides short-termn witness security, including temporary relocatioin anid 24-hour protection %khile in thc danger area. The third tier of
services would include temporary relocation to a relative's home or to a hotel and subsistence if necessary, hut no protection of the
witness JMI) reciommnended that a pilo: prograni providing 'Icre 2 and *1 icr 3 services be established iii(the D~istrict if Colurnbia with
the view of establishing a national program in the fiillowinig fiscal year.

As indicated above, F lIT was established in 1991 as a pilot project to provide Tier 2 witness security services,' 'I he sTrPP
operates under the same legal authority ( 18 U.S.C. § 3521 q~t scq.) as the long-termi WSP, provides a limited range of services.' An
Assistant tUnitedl States Attorney roust sponsor thle witness into the progrant. Ani application to admlit the witness is submitted to
OFt.) While tile application is pending, thle Metropolitan police IDepartinent is responsible for providing housing and other assistance
toi the witness. Once admitted to the program, participants (and family memtlbers, if necessary) are relocated out of town for a period of
time, usually six months to a year While they are out of toiwn, the Marshals Service provides subsistence to participants. While not
formally part of the program, the Marshals Service provides other services such as etnpliiynicnt services and access to drug treatment
to witnesses amenable to receiving Such services. 'I lie Marshals Service provides security for participants when they return to the
jurrsdictioii for court appearances. Participants are tenninated fromn thle program ninety days afler the case in which they were a
witness ends by plea or verdict or otherwise and are given an additional one month's subsistence. Participants are free, if they wish, to 0)
return to the jurisdiction after their termination front the program. hut they are provided rio services or protection if they choose to do
so. The 51 PP is available bnily if all otlier options (e.g., the UEmergency Witness Assistance Programn, HUD11 relocation) have been
explored and found wanting.

Since the inception of the program in 19 9 1, approximately 189 witnesses have been admitted into the STPP. In addition,
services have been provided to family meilsiers (ifa number of the witnesses According to figures provided by JMI), tire total direct
costs of the STPP for fiscal years 1992 through 1997 were approximately $4 million, or about $27,000 per witness. Direct costs are
the costs of providing services to thle witnesses and their families and do not include tile personnel costs of the Marshals Service and
OFt). Ibree categories of costs -- housing, subsistence, and relocation -- constituted upwards of 90 percent of the total direct costs.

IAs is discussed more fully below, the D.epartment created the Emergencv Witness Assuarice tPrograni in 1997 tu provide Tier 3 services.

2 The description thai follows !sot hosw the St Pt currently functions

IOEOi is responsible for the WSP as well as% the St PP. and the procedures go'-eming boih programs are similar.



In order to strengthen the Division's programs that support thc Nation's communities, the Criminal Division is requesting 6
positions (4 attorneys), 4 FTE and $685,000 for FY 2001. These positions will annualize to 6 positions. 6 FTE, and $971,000 for FY
2002.

* For OPL, the Criminal D~ivision requests I analyst position at the GS- 13 level to administer the increasing workload associated
with the Attorney General's Indian Country initiative. The total request is for I position, I FTE, and $70,000 for FY 2001.
The request will annualize to I position, I FTEi, and $108,000 for FY 2002.

a For CEOS, the Criminal Division requests two attorney positions at the (GS-IS5 level to keep pace with the increase in illicit
activities involving child pornography. The Division also requests $50,000 in funding to meet increased litigation support
requirements and to support travel and training requirements related trafficking of women and children. The total request is for
2 positions, I FTE, and $246,000 for FY 2001. The request will annualize to 2 positions, 2 FTE, and $353,000 for FY 2002.

* For OIA, the Criminal Division requests two attorney positions at the GS- I5 level to support IDivisidn efforts to better address
child pornography and international parental kidnaping programs. In addition, the Division requests funding for travel and
training to support the D~ivision's international parental kidnapping programs. The total request is for 2 positions, I FTE, and
$314,000 for FY 2001. '1he request will annualize to 2 positions, 2 FIE, and $432,000 for FY 2002.

0 For OF() to support the enhanced efforts of the Short-Term Protection Program, the Crinminal Division is requesting one GS-
I I analyst position for the fiscal year 2001. The total request is for I position, I FTE, and $55,000 for FY 2001. Ti~s request
will annualize to I position, I FTE, and $78,000 for FY 2002.



Program Perormance Inrormatlon

Criminal Division
2000 Enacted
2001 Blase
2001 FEstimate

Increase/Decrease

Peom.
F9. EI AMQ~wl

792 812 $104,477
782 802 110,8(0
818 823 113,959
36 21 3,159

1The Criminal Division includes the following IDccision Units: White Collar Crime, International, Organized Crime and Narcotics,
and Litigation Support. Program changes, program desciptions and highlights of the FY 1999 accomplishments are included below.

Decision Uinit: )YUITlE COLLAR(CRIMEL
Perm.

E9 0. msu
Criminal lDivision

2000 Enacted - 219 222 $27,680
2001 Btase -209 212 29,356
2001 Eistimate 218 217 30,188

lncreasei'lecrease 9 5 832

Perni.

UQ Lh
2

Amolmn
$246

Base P'rogram Description. The Child Exploitation and Obscenity Section-(('ES) prosecutes those who, uoder the federal
criminal statutes, possess, manufacture, or distrib 'ute child pornography; those who sell, buy or transport women and children interstate
or internationally to engage in sexually explicit conduct; those who travel interstate or internationally to sexually abuse children; those
who abuse children on federal and Indian lands; those who do not pay certain court ordered child support payments; those who
transport obscene material in interstate or foreign commerce either via the mails, common carrier, cable television lines, telephone
lines or satellite transmission; and those involved in international parental abduction. CEOS attorneys also assist United States

Program Changes



Attorneys Offices (tJSAt~s) in investigations, trials, and appeals related to these statutes. Additionally, CEOS attorneys provide
advice on victim-witness issues, a-nd develop and refine proposals for prosecution policies, legislation, governmental practices and
agency regulations,; in the areas of sexual exploitation of minors, child support and obscenity for USAOs, United States Customs
Service. United States P~ostal Scrx ice. and the FBtI (L'OS also conducts and participates jn training of federal, state, local and
international prosecutors, investigatois and judges in the arems of child exploitation and trafficking of women and children.

F)T 1999 ,fcconrplishrrints. (TOS woiked to decrease the amount of trafficking in online pornography on the Internet and
other online services. Ihis was accomplished by !he training of law enforcement to improve investigations and prosecutions and to
increase the number of cases, working with the Internet Service Provider (ISP) industry to facilitate cooperation in investigations, as
well as educating them about reporting requirements and to continue working on self-regulation; and increasing training and
networking with international law enforcement arid prosecutors to stem the worldwide flow of child exploitation materials. Working
closely with the Executive Office of the U nited States Attorneys (ELOISA), CEOS facilitated training of the Child Exploitation
Coordinators in the United States Attorney Offices (IJSAOs), and finalized the "toolkit" project to provide the Coordinators with a
laptop computer and software to assist them N%ith their investigations arid prosecutions of child exploitation crimes.

CEOS worked to increase the number of investigations and prosecutions of sexual exploitation offenses against children
through training of law enforcement to improve investigations and prosecutions in child pornography and trafficking of women and
children for sexual purposes, increased participation in international meeting;. and developed a network of international resources to
assift in working these cases Ii, idditioii, the Section worked on a major legislative package to create new offenses, amendments, and
other miscellaneous provisions related iu '-hild exploitation crimes.

CEOS worked closely with the Office of Juvenile Justice and D~elinquency Prevention (OJJi)P) on the establishment of the
Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC)Task Forces to ensure that state and local law enforcement can acquire the necessary
knowledge, equipment arid personnel resources to prevent, interdict and investigate ICAC offenses. I he Section provides legal
technical assistance to the task forces as well as training for the law enforcement personnel.

CFOS worked to facilitate cooperation between domestic and international law enforcement agencies to enhance capabilities in
conducting international investigations through participation in international meetings and development of a network of investigative
resources. Specifically. Cld)S worked with the United States Customs Service~the USAOs and international law enforcement
agencies on the Cheshire Cat project, an international investigation into online child pornography.

CEOS worked within the Child Support Task F-orce to de-velop a webpage on the Internet to provide information on child
support and post the "most wanted" list of parg-nts delinquent in payment of child support obligations. The Section also worked
closely with the Office of Child Support Enforcement in the D~epartment of Health and Human Services on the establishment of



regional task forces to address child support enforcement and developed a brief hank of'child support cases on Westlaw for the United
States Attorn~ey Offices.

The C9ower Crime and Intellectual ProerSection

Perm.
Program Change.% Pos. FTE Antount

7 4 $586

Base Program 1)evcriplion ]-he Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section (CCIPS) is responsible for
implementing the Department's Computer Crime Initiative, a comprehensive program designed to address the growing global
computer crime problem. including cyberattacks on critical information systems CCIPS' employees work with other government
officials. the private sector, academic institutions, and foreign representatives to prevent, investigate, and prosecute computer crimes.
At the same tinie, Section attomeys are working in many ways to improve the domestic and international infrastruciiire--legal,
technological. and operational--to pursue network criminals most effectively. In pursuing these goals, CCIPS lawyers regularly
resolve unique legal and investigative issties raised by emerging computer and telecommtunications technologies; litigate cases;
provide litigation support to other prosecutors; train federal, state, and local law enforcement personnel; comment on and propose
legislation, and initiate and participate in international efforts to combat computer crime. The Section's responsibilities in the area of
crimes against intellectual property rights are similarly multi-faceted. With the exponential increase in the number and importance of
information systems in modern society, it has become increasingly clear that intellectual property (IP) has fast become one of the
principal economic engines of the era. Assa world leader in intellectual products. the United States has become a--or even the--target
of choice for thieves of material protected by copyright, tradenisrk, or trade-secret designation (under the new Economic Espionage
Act in the U.S.). In this area, CCIPS is also prosecuting, supporting prosecutions by other AUSAs, training, reviewing legislation, and
working internationally to improve the effectiveness of our legal sanctions.

1999 Acr'omphishmenls C('IPS provided expert legal and technical instruction and advice for exercises and seminars to senior
personnel on information warfaree, infrastructure protection, and other topics for the Department of Defense, the National Security
Agency, the Central Intelligence Agency, and others. At the personal request of the DO[D General Counsel, CCIPS answered
rimerous difficult legal questions regarding the roles, responsibilities, and powers of the many different actors within DOD who
priptect and defend DOD networks. Further, the Naval War College invited CCIPS to give a featured presentation at a high-level,
in i#;ilon-only conference on cyberwarfare and international law.

CCIPS led '.he tj, part nnio' effort. to counter cyberterrorism throtigh our work on PI)D-63, the Five-Year Counterterrorism
Strategy, -)ur ,upport to the National Infrastructure Protection Center, and our extensive international work (including chairmanship of



the (G-8 Subgroup on High-tech (rime. a leadership role in the Council of Europe Experts' Committee on Cyb-L.rcrime, and a new
cybercrime project at the Organiz.ation of American States).

As law enforcement matures into the Infonnmation Age, CCIPS is a central point of contact for investigators and prosecutors
who confront investigativec problems with emerging technologies. This year. CCII5S assisted with wiretaps over computer networks,
as well as traps and traces that require agents to segregate Intemet headers from the content of the packet CCIPS has also coordinated
an interagency working group consisting of all the federal law enforcement agencies, which developed the "Online Investigative
Principles for Federal I aw Enforcement Agencies I That docunsent giv,,-s guidance to agents and prosecutors on the many problems of
law, jurisdiction. and policy that arise in the online environment.

Fhe Attomey General launched the Cybercitizen Partnershi -p, created by C('IPS in cooperation with high-tech industries, to
accomplish three large missions to teach responsible computing so that children will leam not only how to use computers, but how
NOTI to use them; to create a program that will support and foster personnel exchanges between law enforcement and industry to
improve expertise and awareness on both sides, and to create a directory of expertise in industry which law enforcement may use to
find the precise skills they need in an investigation.

In countless sensitive meetings with industry representatives and other members of the administration on the issue of
encryption. CCIPS continues to search for balanced solutions to the conflict between individual privacy and public safety. The Section
plays a leading role in law enforcement s efforts to ensure our continued ability to decrypt data or otherwise obtain plaintext.

('CIPS has also developed the "Intellectual Property Rights Initiative," a comprehensive plan to better enforce the criminal
laws protecting copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets both domestically and internationally. The Initiative is expected to be the
centerpiece of au elevated efiozi to combat this type of crime, and coordinate our approach with other agencies and within the United
States Govemnment and with other countries.

('CIPS is also) a key component in enforcing the "Economic Espionage Act." enacted in 1996 to deter and punish the theft of
valuable trade secrets. CCIPS coordinates approval for all the charges uisde: the theft of trade secret provision of this Act, and CCIPS
attorneys successfully tried the first jury case ever tinder the Act, culminating in guilty verdicts against a company, its Chief Executi- e
Officer, and another ermiployee

The Public Inteeritv Section

Base Program Description Public Integrity (PI) oversees the federal effort to combat abuses of the public trust by
government officials. I he Section investigates, and, when warranted, prosecutes. corruption offenses involving public officials at all



levels of government [he Section has primary jurisdiction over allegations of criminal misconduct involving feeral judges and also
oversees the investigation and prosecution of election crimes and spearheads the federal effort to address conflict of interest crimes. In
addition to prosecuting selected cases against federal, state, and local officials, Section attorneys handle corruption cases in which a
United States Attorneysb Office is recused Scction attorneys also participate in public corruption training events for federal
prosecutors and investigators, provide advice and assistance on the handling of corruption cases, and participate in international
conferences addressing public corruption. From '1978 through June 1999, the Section also handled the administration of the
Independent Counsel Act. In July, 1999, the Act expired and was replaced by Attorney General regulations, the administration of
which will be overseen -by the Section

H-' 1999 Accomplishmentcs. A scheme to attack the integrity of the federal court system by leveling false allegations against a
federal judge to disqualify the judge from presiding over a pending criminal case resulted in the conviction of all parties and a prison
termn of ten years for the lead defendant. A paralegal and two investigators were convicted of obstruction of justice and related charges
arising from their false accusation that the judge had engaged in improper contacts with a prosecutor on a pending ease in Fort Meyers,
Florida.

A successful eight-year fight to defeat defense allegations of prosecutorial misconduct concluded with the convictions of three
former South Carolina legislators originally convicted in connection with a public corruption investigation called Operation Lost
Trust The Lost 'I nist cases were prosecuted by the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of South Carolina in the early 1990s. In
1994, following reversals of five convictions obtained by the USAO and upon allegations of misconduct against the tJSAO, the Lost
[rust cases were reassigned to the Public Integrity Section After five years of litigation, including several appeals to the Fourth

(Circuit, convictions have now been obtained against all surviving defendants in the Lost Trust cases.

A senior official of the F~ederal Highway Administration (FIIWA) in charge of contracts involving millions of dollars in
I:II WA funds was convicted, along with a subordinate FIIWA employee, and a FI-IWA contractor, for concocting a scheme to steal
over $200,000 from the FH1WA through the use of unlawful gratuities and bogus invoices. The defendants pled guilty to multiple
charges arising from the scheme, including conspiracy to defraud the U.S., bribery, and money-laundering.

After a three-month trial, a former Ilfouston City (Councilman and a lobbyist were convicted on all charges relating to a bribery
and kickback scheme involving the Hlouston City Council. I he Councilman was convicted of bribery relating to the receipt of federal
funds, conspiracy, and mail fraud and was sentenced to 108 months in prison. 'I he lobbyist was convicted of bribery relating to receipt
of federal funds and conspiracy and was sentenced to 51 months in prison

An Ohio State Senator was convicted b) a jury of extortion and was sentenced to prison for I5 months for demanding personal
loans and campaign contributions front Cleveland-area grocery store owners in exchange for helping the store owners obtain various
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state and county contracts and permits

jtfraud Sectin

Base Program Descriputi 'I he Fraud Section conducts on-site investigations and prosecutions of national significance. This
litigating section handles complex investigate ions throughout the country and coordinates the federal effort against fraud and
white-collar crime. Fraud Section Inv estigations often involve business crimes such as financial institution fraud; Internet fraud; fraud
in thle insurance industry; iisternati~nal criminal activities in violation of thle Foreign Corrupt Practices Act; and multi-district schemes
that victimize consu iers, such as telemarketing scants and fraudulent bankruptcy mills. The Section's prosecutions also focus on
fraud involving government programs and procurement, including health care, HUD), and government regulatory activity in the
seetiritie-s and coin mod itics markets lit addition, thle Fraud Section develops white-collar crime policy for the Department through the
staffing of the Attorney (icneral's Council on Wlhtr-Collar (rinse. It also chairs a variety of inter -agency working groups to better
coordinate these activities, provides training to agents atid prosecutors in itis country and abroad, atid represents the United States in

FY1 1999 .tccooiphimennts As of Septensber 311. 1999, the Fraud Section opened 112 investigations, indicted 26 new cases and
obtained convictions of 50 defendants tC(ourt ordered fines, restitution, etc. to date were more than $243 million.

In the health care fianid area, the IFraid Section continues tii coordinate several niulti-district health care provider eases
throughout thle country' rte Section coordinated lte D~epartnient's global criminal plea agreement wvhich was part of an overall $61
million criminal and civil settlement agreement xvith Olsten Corporation and it's subsidiary. Kimberly Hlome Hlealth Care, Inc. In a
significant kickback and false claims case, tile Section participated in a closely watched trial against a health care prcivider that resulted
in the conviction of phvsician'nutrsing honmc owners wvho had obtained kickbacks from hospitals for referrals of patients.

[Fle Section began thle investigation of briber)- allegations in connection with Salt Lake City's bid for the Winter Olympics
with a team of four Section attorneys and n 131 squad. lit this continuing investigation, one conviction was obtained in July 1999,
and the son of a orionber of tile International Olympic Committee was indicted in September 1999.

An attorney from the Section was part of tile "Freemen" trial team, which obtained 22 convictions in three jury trials over the
past two years. fIn thle procuirensent area, the Section concluded its coordination of a successful two-year undercover operation that
focused onl aircraft parts \ eidors in four states [be operation resulted in 21 convictions by U.S. Attorneys from several districts and
more thart $2.5 million in monetary recovecries.

Ihe Section has worked closely with OSIIA to investigate and prosecute cases involving violations of OSI IA standards that
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have resulted in deaths or serious injuries. A construction company and its officials were convicted in Illinois in connection with a
workplace accidental death.

The Section assisted in obtaining the conviction afterla jury trial of a British citizen who was a former executive of a Dutch
company and of two American subsidiaries of charges of violating the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and the Travel Act. Guilty pleas
were entered by the two Americans on related changes.

Section attor-neys obtained ihe conviction of two organizers of a new international investment scheme that used fictitious
"prime bank" offen-ngs to defraud domestic and foreign investors of more than $5 million. The Section is seeking the extradition of a
co-defendant. a British citizen residing in the United Kingdom.

The New Enigland Regional Bank Fraud Task Force is winding down its operation at the end of FY 1999 after successfully
completing its mission. It opened in May 1991 and obtained 141 convictions in major bank frauds



PERFORMANCE INDICATOR TABLES

1The activities of the White Collar Crime Decision Unit dirctIN support the follows tg goals front the IDepartmnent of Justice's Strategic Plan IFY 1997-2002
Department oafJustice Core Function I Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal offentes

Strategic Goal I IReduce violent crime, including organi~cd crime and drug and gang-lielated %iblence.
Strategic Coal 1 4 Reduce siihite-cellar Crime
Strategic Goat 1 5 Coordinate and integrate DOJ lass enforcement activities wherever possible, and cooperate fully ssith other federal

agencies that are criticallsy linked to improved operation of the Nation's justice system

Name of Decision tiiit: WITES COLlAR ( R1116 his Decision V nit inctuc Gccir Sections the C hild Lsploitation and (ihucenits ctinit Itt Oi, the Compuier (rimec and
intelectualPi isScio iIIt h I taiic SctOin, and the Public Itrity scctiiir (fi'l

Performance Indicator Information I_____ Performance Report mod Performance Plant

- - - I I Perform an ce epor I eformance Plan,,-.

Type of Performace Indicators I Data FVs 1998 FY 1999 FY 2000 1 FY 2001
Indicator Source Actual j ctal Esimate j Planned

Input I W~hie Collart( tinit:( ases'eidiigland Recicell AC 1 181,[I Itt ) 157 ol 197 11591 2095 [1111
2 'ih iiiit~jat t tncime c ±.c't~5 di c ecdl - _____- AC1 I I 1' 11,8191 1,168 12,2931 1401 12,6181 1.426 13 .1701

Output I Wi~lje ( ,Iai ( 'rite ( atest ioed At. 11 IM 150t 147 150
4 White (iollar Itinie Matlc, liwcs'd Ml I S t,804 206 2it 2593 3.000

Comiputet C rune I raining SesslinS telt
a I riuetlciimnciisi ociii1'sou uulI 2 2
h Assi tani I'niltd Sltic Atires Mcanual 35 40 1 4o

cI edera! agencies Muul40 55 (in 65
dState and local agencc Manual 28 28 305( 30
cnriae Wn sent ties, mndulilies it I - anual 30 60 60 65

6 bunri4 AtI
t
SA ( Ii Is Desir'uuieditl iii Place) Mccuuiai 125 130 It0 130

7 Numbernofl tati t( stergnaclc i I l in I'ILC t114:1ca4 2 2 5 It0
Ininn Sssts ~ldinh I66 i tiniri S!Mallual I 5 5 5

_______9Nuniht it Public orruntion (. ane. ((ue __________________ Manual 3 _3 1____ 27 27 27
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Name or Dtcision 1Init: W#III7E COIL4Ril CRINE 1 his DSecision Unit includes four Sections the Child Exploitation and Obscenity Section (CI'OSI. the Computer Crime and
Intellectual Pro Section JCCIPS,) rhe Fraud Section. and tire Public nrc ri Sction (Pt

Performance Indicator Information j Performance Report aind Performance Plans

I Performance Repl Performance Plans

Tytpe of Performance Indicators Data Fly1998 FYl19" FY 2000 FY 2001
Indicator Soarce Acaual Actual Estasate Planned

End ti) Consiction Rate ofiliefendants in Fraud Cases Manual 91% 78%. NIA N/A
Outcae'.s t1t Court Ordered Fine. Restitution, Forfeitures in fraud Cises A CIS S75 Million, $243 Million N/A N/A

2 Conviction Rate ini Child Exsploitation and Obscenit) Cones Manual 65% NIA N/A N/A
3 Number of Agnts and Prosecutors Trained to Conduct Investigations Manual NiA 1,01M 1.200 1400

Relating to tin-line PomopraphN
4 0iit0 Settlements of Conflict of Intetest Mutters Pursuant to Itt 11 1 C §216 Manual 4 3 N/A N/A

15 Number of Public Coiirrtion (otis ict/uns Manual 14 21 N/A. N/A
16 Conviction Rate in tPublic Integrity (ones Manual 9 7% i)5*a N/A N/A

7 Coordination & Participationi in lntt'natiitral Meetings Related to Comhating Maniual 8 12 12 15
Crimes Against Children

8 Participation in drafting primess of international agreements and protocols ti Manual 0 2 2 2
trafficking of uometi and children

9 Nutohet, of lectures to tedceral. State. nt Local prosecutors and la%% enforcement Manual 19 t5 15 1S5

20 Nuimbr of addr esses tosvisiting foreign officials on US laos addressing public Manual 18 23 23 2?
corruption

21t Partiicipatton in international conference. proceedings. and related meetings Manual 3 10 10 t0

A. Definitions of Terms or Explanations for Indicators: Geneesl Nate 'NA' denotes that data is not anailable or thsat targets bane not been establalac.

Iemns I sod2 These item' tefer to cases ornmatters pending at the beginning of the fiscal) cear, and cass ot matcs received Liar the course of the fiscal y ear

Items 3ond 4l Cases closed and matters ecsolsed asecr the course of the fiscal year



Decision Unit: )RCANIZEI) CRIME ANI) NARl(A011(5

Pos. 1:1 Amount
Criminal Dirs ion

2000 L'nactcd 106 107 $14,1 16
200! Base 106 107 1 4,970
2001 [stimate 106 107 14,970

____________ ___________i;creasc'iDecrease000

Narcotics and Dangrus Drup ection

Bowi Program flescripnioit Since its to nation in April 1968, thle Narcotics and Dangerous D~rug Section (ND1)S) has
exercisedi super-s isors jurisdiction of those statutes pertaining to controlled substances I he Section's current responsibilities include
the des elopnlent and inmplenmentationi ot'domestic and international narcoitics law enforcement programs and policies, and the
pro% istun ofi direct litigation Support to thle ( igani,'ed ('rime Drug I"nforcement 1Task IForce (OCI)U IF) and I figh Intensity 1rur
I rafficking Area (II111)'l A) programs, to thle Southtern rontier arid other multi-agency initiatisves. anil to 11.S. Attorneys nationally in
recusal matters or in cises ssliere the Section's expertise is requested. NDI)S attorneys represent the Decpartmnt in developing and
administering other cooperative dnig enforcement Strateg'ies, initiatives, and projects conducted by the law enforcement and
intelligence communities. including thle National atnd International lDrug Control, ('rack Cocaine, Methamphectamine, I leroin,
Marijuana and Hlemispheric Anii-lDrug Strategies TIhe Section Chief and the Section's supers'soiy attorneys serve as the
Department's designated representatives cii several senior-level committees of the intelligence and law enforcement communities that
plan and coordinate' joint international ciiunter-nareotics initiatives and other sensitive law enforcement activities. Additionally, the
Chief acts as the designated representative of the 1.5 (lovernment in the implementation of the joint U.S.-Republic of Colombia
evidence sharing initiative, intended to facilitate tile successful investigation and prosecution of major narcotics traffickers in
Colombia NDDS plays a central coordinating rclc in a number of multi-district, multi-agency initiatives and prosecutions, including
tire Southwest Border Initiative (SWIl), the D)eparutment's priority narcotics enforcement programs targeting major Mexican trafficking
organizations.

FY' 1999 Accomplishmc'nis NDDS attomeys continue to support the Southwvest Border initiative by successfully prosecuting
major drug trafficking cases along the Southwest Border. In an ongoing OCDETF case in the Southern District of Califor-nia, 16
defendants were charged with conspiracy to import arid distribute more than 1000 kilograms of marijuana and multiple kilograms of
cocaine. The lead defendant is a helicopter pilot and former Mexican police official. The property subject to forfeiture includes a
1965 Bell helicopter, a 38-foot yacht, and residential property valued in excess of' $400,000.
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In another O(1)1 VF case it, the Central District of California, two defendants were charged with various offenses related to the
mianufacture and distribution of niethaiplitarine. T his ease is the result of a year-long wiretap investigation that led to the seizure of
s eseral large meihainphetanine and precursor chemical manufacturing labs in the Santa Ana, CA area.

In an O(lDl IT capital-eligible ease in) the District of Puerto Rico, an NDDS trial attorney successfully prosecuted two
defendants pursuant to a I 7-count indictment in a case involving conspiracy to distribute cocaine, cocaine base, heroin, money
laundering, eight murders. several attempted murders, weapons offenses, and obstruction ofjustice. The two defendants were the last
of the 53 defendants in thre "KID)S" eases who were prosecuted for various crimes in a series of five trials. Both defendants await
seiteniciig. which is scheduled for August 1999.

In an ongoing 0(. l-I I F case in the D~istrict of Columbia, I I defendants are charged w-ith conspiracy to distribute miulti-
kilogram quantities oflieroiir imported from Nepal, via Bangkok and New York, to Washington, D.C.

I fie United States and Coloinbia are developing improved procedures for transfer of evidence in maritime interdiction cases,
Mulich will iniprose proseclution of mnaritime drug smuggling suspects where United States forces have participated in their
apprehension Meetings were held in Bogota and the I S. with Section attorneys, representatives of the United States Coast Guard,
arid JIA 11: East and their I, scalia and Colombian Nasy, counterparts [be purpose of the meetings was to present the Coast Guard's
evidence gathering aind prosecution support guidelines that were revised to include the evidence requirements cited by their Colombia
co~unterparts s

NDI)S. coordinating closely with other components in the Criminal Division, I)FA tnd Colombian lawv enforcement have
begun an unprecedented Bilateral Case Initiative to investigate and prosecute the most significant narcotics traffickers iii Colombia,
including extraditing such individuals to the ItJnited States

Organized C-ime and Racketgeriny SKction

Bave Program IDe.scription [he Organized Crime and Racketeering Section (OCRS) coordinates the Departnment's program
to combat organized crime and labor racketeering. IThe principal enforcement efforts are currently directed against traditional groups
such as I a Cosa Nostra (L.CN) families. Asian Organized Crime Groups (AOC) such as Chinese Triads, ethnic Asian gangs, Russian
Organized ('rime (ROC), and Italian Organized Crime (IOC) groups, including the Sicilian Mafia. The Section supervises the
investigation and prosecution of these cases by Strike Force U, nits within United States Attorney's Offices in 21 federal districts
having a significant organized crime presence These cases involve a broad spectrum ofecriminal offenses, including RICO, extortion,
murder, bribery, robbery, kidnaping. credit card and other fraud, counterfeiting. narcotics, and labor racketeering. 'The Section is
involved in setting national priorities for the organized crime program by coordinating with investigative agencies such as the Federal



Bureau of Investigatioti (ilI). Drug Eniforcement Administration, and others, and by working with the Attorney General's Organized
(Crime C'ouncil, which is ultimately responsible fbr the federal government's policy in this area. In addition to its close supervision of
all federal organized crime c,;ses. the Section maintains close control ovcr all government uses of the Racketeer Influenced and
('orrupt Organizations (RICO I statute. which must be approved by OCRS, and provides extensive advice to prosecutors about the use
of this powerful tool for cases involving patterns of serious criminal conduct.

bT'1999 Accomj~liilmcn1% La Cosa Nostia 1E1leven individuals. including the acti ng boss of the Luchese L.CN. pled guilty to
Htobbs Act extortion charges relating to extortion in the garment industry. John A. Goiti pled guilty to RIC'O charges involving
gambling, extortion, loansharking, bribery, fraud, and tax offenses. I venty of Got's indicted co-conspirators base pled RICO)
charges and tax violations. Sixteen defendants have been convicted in a prosecution targeting the l.CN's inv olvemient in the securities
industry. The charges included RICO. securities fraud, cxf5Thfon, and wire fraud.

Iie acting boss of the Colortibo family, v an associate, and others pled guilty to RICO extortion relating to the carting industry
and in a separate prosecution also pled guilty to witness tampering obstruction of7justice ch-irges. l'Me plea includes $7 million in
forfeiture 1Ihe actig boss of the Persico fiction of the Colombo I CN family was convicted ron § 1959 murder charges and two
C'olombo capos were convicted ott RIWO murder, toansharking, and gambling charges.(

The self-described boss oif the Youngstown factioti of thle t'itssbuigh L('N family and a number of members, and associates pled ~
guilty to various charges, including RICO murder, extortion, gambling, and bribery charges. Three additional defendants were
convicted slier a lengthy trial I o date, ibis investigation into organized crime its the Youngstown area has resulted in the conviction
of 49 people, including lavs enforcement personnel, attorneys, and a Cotngressional aide.

Ru .sianL)gai:4d te- A leader of the organized crime group, Nizhny-Novgorad, based in Russia's third largest city was
convicted after trial (in charges including RICO, visa fraud, narcotics offenses.,extortioni, and money laundering. l 'his group is
considered by lass enforcement to be a very- significant Russuin Organized Crime group

Asian 0rgamved Crime: 'rhe Los Angeles and San I-rasncisco Organized Crime Strike Force Unoits have brought 12 indictments
charging over 120 defendants with offenses arising front the robberies of over 100 computer chip companies resulting in the loss-of
over $40 million. Over 70 defendants have been convicted, and charges against oilier defendants are pending. In a related computer
chip robber)' indictment brought in Seattle, Washington, six of eight defendants have been convicted.

In January 1999, the D)epartment of Justice extended its agreement with Laborers' Interniational Union of North America
(LIUNA) to conduct a prograni of internal reform directed at the removal of La Cosa Nostra (LCN) from within ILIUNA. OCRS
continues to closely tnottitor the program. During the three-year period since the original agreement was entered into in January 1995,



IIINA has achieved numerous reforms, including removal of over 100 persons from LIUNA for barred conduct, the adoption of an
ethical practice code for union officers. and the establishment of a permanent internal union disciplinary structure. Thus far, 13
members and 29 associates of the LCN have been removed from IJUNA.

Pension Abuse ()CRS also continues to oversee the activities of the Attorney (General's Initiative Against Fraud Abuse. In
the Northern lDistrict of Illinois the final two individual defendants pleaded guilty to false statement and obstruction charges in
connection with a racketeering prosecution involving pension abuse. Employers were charged with defrauding employees of $10
million in %%ages and benefits owed under collective bargaining agreements over a 20-year period and the submission of $6.5 million
in fraudulent hills to state, local and federal governments for Chicago area road construction projects.



PERFORMANCE MI ASURElEN I'TABILE: PRESENTED) BY DECISION UNIT

the activities of tie (irgatricd (rime and Narcotics Itecsion Unit directly support the following goals from the lDepartmcnt of Justicr's Strategic Plan FY 1997-2002
Dsepartmenit of Justice (_ore Functioin Ilnvstigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offennes

Strategic Goal I I Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and gang-related violence.
Strategic Goal 1 2 Reduce the availahiltv and abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enforcement efforts
Strategic Goal 1 5 Coordinate and integrate 11103 law enforcement activities wherever possible. and cooperate fully with other federal, State and

local agencies that tire citicallv linked to improved operation of the Naton justice system.

Namne of decision ( nit: OR(,4 'sIZE I( RIMf 4M') VtRC0)I1i I his liecision t'nut includes icvi eCtIipoS the (irganreed I riwec and Racketeering Siiin uiOiRSt and the
NucS-tic and ingf~jusec ionj 'C IKNTItYi_____________

Performance Indicator tInouetion Perfor_____ - l m neReort and Performance Plana

___________________________________________________ I __________ [ Performance Repo" Peirformance Plaans

Type nf Performance Indicators ItnSurce f Ft1 199 Ft 1999 Ft 2000 Ir'n 2001
Indicator ' I-4________ Actal Actual EsLtimsate I Ptanaed

Input I (&ses Pening land tcisedl t-IS 133 1511 121 1471 1
2

6i 1571 133 1651
2 klaite- tenditie lant RceiNieil ItfS1 985 13481 1,7 [ii 2851 1125 13041 1.154 13231

O rginizei iCnine ',ttinre ic Cae, leiiiii siui-oi-'cri land Rcccisrdl I is g82 1911  684 1100) 593 11o51 508 11051
4 hdrcdiirgaei~ rune C'awesi(rvnd I is 9 12 14 IS

Output sCases (io- Itis 63 4 Sf1 0t5
i6 Matiis ken iced I Is 263 230 275 293
7 iiryamicdt ( rne Stiisc rteeCasen s It 1,, l1 tF19 19 1Wi19
8 Natcnic I egal A54cir Mlitters Handled 'sitS 2 7001 2"t,8i 3.200 1,700
9 Iniemnationai Mtanrine I ass I Moi uuiinent %tantis Re, tced Asess, Dl tilt 145 175 2NO
10 inbcr oft Muitiistiric Naiconi i nei' (Otis i iordinaindl Access ilM 2S i16 20 20
it Nieteer it F useign oiurierdrug tnssieaio,s Itisecitins Judges ird M~anual S 10 15 I

1 episatars t rained
I tndsiinnnisiiiiametii( 9MIt ix-es As1 27 42 44 46
1 i 9 oons i iaiied il 111 inM I I ac 11 21 23 25

14 iub r Aaiap lien at s i sripeicd Nfl) 5 ) & 01 R5 AcL,,e itt 184 .7490 35
IS Nubrof11k I urT C Cases

ASuhesi Ilurdet ACi 57 401 50 Wi
1( rbecan Ilasin V 1 I 8 12 16

(Cosloticrs Ai- IS 1i 18_ 27 36



Name or Decision Unit: ORGANIZED CRIAI EAND NARCOTICS This D~ecision Unit incluides two Sections: the Organized Crin.! and Racketeering Section (OCRSI and the
Narcotic and Dangeous Drug Section (ND)lS

Performance Iadieator I Io n 0a~W Performance Report and Performance Plans

____ 'fo K 3Jnc? Report Performance Plans

Tyeosi1efolmnce Indicators 11Data i FY 1999' IVY 199" r iY00 FY 2001
Indicator "kt3 ~1

eiviol Actual Fall ate -Planned

Outpat 16. Sensitive tInvestigarive Applications Reviewcd by N1)DS Access DB 300 183 1 8.1t 1
17. Nunmber of Drug Trafficking Organizations Identified by SOt) Manuat ti/A 38 401 42
18. OCRS Labor Cases Reviewsed ITS 5 t1I 12 12
19 Section 1959 Case Submissinns Reniewed ttTS 16 53 63 68
20 RICO Subm'issions Rteviewed [ITS s150t 120I 125

Eaid 21. Organized Crime losses" indicted a Flit. 2
Oatromes 22 Organized Crime" [losses" Convicted" F B 1. 2

23 Organited Crime "Famity Members" Indicted* F B 1 26
24 Organized Crime "Family Members" Convicted" F B I. 34
25 LCN "Barses" & "Family Members" Remnosed from Htieiazchy FB 1 16
26 Asset Forfeitures Achieved Against Organized Crime Defendovici F R 1 155 155 155 t3

Lnterprises
27 dNimber oftI oreign flovermrvts Assisted with Drafting Countidrug Manual I5 6 20 30

A. Defilnsaof Termis or Estranattoat for IndicbI~fl i .eralNote *NA* denotes that data is not or tiiabn hos

Items I tlsru 4: These items refer to cases or matters pending at the beginning of the liiat3 yeai, and inset or matters received over the course of ike fiscal yeaz OCRS approves unit
overseen Strike Force cases, U S Attorney's Offices hanidle Strike Force cases

Items 5 1heal: Caser closed, matters resulted, and matters monitored over the cour se of the fiscal year. OCRS approves and oversees Strike Force cases, U.S Attrney's Oft-ices
handle Strike Force canes

SItems I I throw I3: The Orgnnized Crime Drug Caforcemeint Task Farces (OCOIE 1rF Program has been the principal coordinating mechanism for federal, state and tocal tamv
enforcement investigations and prosecutions aimed at high-levet drug trafficking and related enterprises Ikhe OCDETF gal into dismantle and/ar significantly disrupt the operations of
those enterprises by investigating, prosecuting, and convicting the organizational leadership
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B. Factors Affeeting fY 11"S end FY 1999 Program Performance and Fatar Ior n nuencing the Selection of FY 2000 and Ph' 2002 Trargets.
Meawiuring outcomes isdift'icull in any Lontexi, but paricularl) s o in law enforcement I he Criminal Division is guided principally by "doing what is just" and in some cases this tmeatns
not pursuing an unfounded indicanient oir baseless clami "'succes'" for us is % hen justices served fairly and imiparttolly; it is not reducible In simple numerical counts of arrests or
convictions "Success" for us is also w hun crime or wvrrng'vloing is deironed through effective law enforcement, yet quantitative measurement of the benefits of this deterrence is a
complex challenge In addition, it is extremely ifficult to isolate the parti-tular etfec~s of the Criminal Division's efforts from other factors Ithat affect outcomes and over which the
Division ht, little control, including the strength and itality of our social, economic and political institutions; the effectiveness and capacity of our law enforcement partnrs both
domestically and internationally, the effects o1 coittural altitudes nd practices, changing statutory responsibilities; developmtents overseas, and changing technology.

Ina number of aress we do notcstaislish tiumerical vargets the Criminal Ilisiston is deeply concerned that estimated levels iof performance (e glargts for conviction rate,
indictments and convictions) aul become hounvty'-huning targets or otherwise lead to unintended and possibly adverse consequences Rcent revelations of abuses within the Internal
Revenue Service uAdescore this concern A% rvuteilt although we wilt report after the fact, we will not set quantified targets for convictions, druig seizures and the like In some gout
areas, problems in estimating tesetsof perlortnance reilectthe paucity of available haselitie information, W ihiut such a hasel ine, it is imnpossi ble to predict with any confidce the
marginal changes tiat are titely to occur IFit example, there ore no general) accepted ita on, or means of measuring. the amount of illegal drugs ente-ring the United States or the
availability of specil'ic drugs



Decision Unit: INTERNATIONAL
Perm
Pos I-TI-. Amount

Criminal Division
2000 E-nacted 191 193 $26,617
2001 Base 191 193 28,227
2001 Fstimate 207 202 29,760

_ _Inereasc/LDccrease 16 9 1,533

The 1errorism akn iolent Crime Secion
Perms

Program Chaniges Pos FIE Amount
11 $92

Base Program D~escription T he mission of the Terrorism and Violent Crime Section (I'VCS) is to design. implement, and
support lasw enforcemeiii eftorts. legislative initiatives, policies and strategies reiaiing to international terrorism. dnmesic terrorism
arid domestic violent crime in coordination with other federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies, as well as appropriate foreign
counter-parts IThis includes direct participation in the investigation and prosecution of s irtually all international terrorism cases.
particularly critical domestic terrorism eases, as well as in selected domestic violent crime cases.

In the international arenia. TVCS, working in partnership with the U S Attomev's Office for the D~istrict of Colunmbia and with
other Ii S. Attorneys' Offices as appropriate. investigates atid prosecutes extraterritorial acts of terrorism, occurring anywhere in the
world, that impact significant US interests. I VCS plays a critical role in the investigation and prosecution of material support, of
designated terrorist organizations, coordinating its efforts with the Civil Djivision, the Departments of State and the Treasury, the CIA
atidthe FBI I V"CS is also involved in immigration enforcement efforts relating 1,3 alien tentorists.

IVCS develops, coordinates, and implements the federal' enforcement program to address domestic terrorism. Components of
this program include oversight of FIl full field investigations pursuant to the Attomney General's guidelines, systematic collection and
analysis of data related to the investigation and prosecution ofdonlestic terrorism-, prosecution of major cases; and chairing the
Domestic Terrorismn Working Group, comprised of representatives from the Criminal, Civil Rights, Ens% ironment. and Tax Divisions,
FOUSA, the AGAC, and the FBI, which addresses cross-cutting issues related to domestic terrorism. TVCS, inl conjunction with the
F-BI, continues to enhance efforts to anticipate and prevent terrorist acts within the U S. by upgrading procedures, consistent with
constitutional standards, for early detection, investigation, and prosecution of terrorist conspiracies,



TVCS is involved in the development, implementation, and administration of nationwide programs, consistent with the Anti-
Violent Crime Initiative, designed to upgrade violent crime enforcement efforts generally and to address evolving violent crime
problems. It undertakes the investigation and prosecution of selected domestic violent crime eases where appropriate due to the
importance of the particular case, its multidistrict nature, or the inabilit 'y of the pertinent U.S. Attorney's Office to handle the ease
because of a lack of expertise or recusal. Additionally. TVCS supports the efforts of field prosecutors through the provision of a broad
raiige of legal and policy advice and assistance.

Pursuant to the Department of Justice Crisis Response Plan, TVCS serves as a central coordinator for the receipt and
dissemination of information pertinent to ongoing critical law enforcement incidents. In this capacity, the Section is involved directly
in responding to such crises and in coordinating the involvement of other appropriate investigative and prosecutorialJ components.
Additionally, TVCS develops and coordinates crisis response preparation and training, concerning, for example, weapons of mass
destruction, in coordination with other federal agencies.

FY 1999 Accomplishments Terrorism and Violent Crime Section (TVCS) attorneys have continued to coordinate the Anti-
Violent Crime Initiative, the Department's primary strategy for reducing violent cnime in the U.S. With its focus on gang violence,
gun violence, and juvenile :rimne, the Section has provided guidance and training to AUSAs and helped to forge new initiatives and
legislation. Since the inception of the AVCI in 1994, violent crimes have declined as follows: 3% in 1995; 6% in 1996; 3%/ in 1997;-
and 7% in 1998 (preliminary). P

Followingsa request for assA'stance from the Central District of Califomnia, a TVCS attorney joined the prosecution of a major
Los Angeles gang involved in drug distribution in a number of U.S. cities. Fifty-two defendants were indicted on CCE charges. All
defendants but one either pled guilty or were convicted after trial; the lead defendant received a life sentence.

TVCS has played a leading role in the t.S. effort to disrupt terrorist financing. Efforts in the international arena included
engaging member-nations of the European Union in debate on the issue of terrorist financing at their October 1998 Vienna meeting;
and assisting the State Department in guiding the Organiz'atioii of American States (OAS) through its Second Inter-America
Specialized Conference on Terrorism in Argentina. The OAS conference culminated in the Commitment of Mar del Plata, which
created a new Inter-Amenican Committee for Combating 'Irtori Sml within the OAS and endorsed numerous TVCS-drafted measures
designed to impede the financing of terrorist organizations. TVCS continues to play a pivotal role in drafting and advocating a 6-8
Terrorist Financing Convention initiative introduced in the United Nations in FYs 1999. TVCS has joined with the State Department,
the FBI and others to create and staff an international terrorist financing training curriculum that is scheduled to be ready for
presentation to prosecutors and investigators who will be asked to assist in bringing to justice terrorist financiers.

TVCS has continued the pretrial preparations in lLnrjted States v. Mohianuned Rashed, CR. No. 87-0308, (D.I).C), a major



international terrorism case pending in the D~istrict of(Columbia. This case stems from the August 11, 1982, bombing of Pan Am
Flight 830, flying from Tokyo, Japan, to Honolulu. Hawaii, which resulted in the death of a Japanese teenager on board and injured a
number of passengers.

FYVCS provided critical support to the Southemn Distict of New York's (SDNY) prosecutions growing out of its investigation
of terrorist Usama Bin Laden and his role in the August 1998 bombings of the U.S. embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaarm. These
efforts involved the review and approval of the proposed indictments, as well as obtaining the necessary certifications as required by
I K U.S.C §2332, that the offense was intended to coerce, intimidate, or retaliate against a government or a civilian population.
Considerable effort was also expended by *rv('S, on SDNY's behalf, in order to avoid possible prejudice to the criminal prosecution
by the parallel investigation being conducted by the Department of State's Accountability Review Board.

Following a nine-week trial, a verdict of guilty, was obtained on all counts againIst Chevie Kehoe and Daniel Lewis Lee in a
domestic terrorism RICO prosecution. Defendant Lee received the death penalty. Thi; prosecution resulted from the activities of the
Aryan People's Republic, a white supremacist gang created by Chevie Kehoc, that committed murders and armored car robberies in
furtherance of their plan to initiate a racial civil war in the United States.

I VCS has inade significant efforts to improve federal laws relating to weapons of mass destruction and has recently developed
legislation to strengthen criminal statutes in the area of biological agents and toxins to maximize the ability of law enforcement to
intervene early in the chain of events that could lead to the use of such weapons.

TVCS played a leading role in developing the Administration's Five-Year Interagency Counterterrorism and T~echnology
Crime Plan, coordinating input from 24 federal agencies as well as state and local law enforcement and academia.

I'VCS worked closely, in 1999 with the newly formed National Alliance of Gang Investigators Associations, a group
representing 12,000 investigators across the country which is dedicated to the promotion and coordination of anti-gang strategies.
TVCS played a key role in improving relationships among law enforcement agents at all levels who are addressing the gang problem.
A Aational Gang Threat As.sevsmennt will be produced this year as a result of these efforts.



The Office of International Affairs

Perm.
Program Changes Pos. FTI Amount

11 6 $1,072

Base Program Deacriplion Tlhe Office of International Affairs (01A) supports the Department, including U.S. Attomey's
offices, and state and local prosecutors, by coordinating international legal matters and policy and by acting as the U.S. central
authorn for making all requests for international extradition and mutual legal assistance, both to and from the U.S. OIA also serves
as thle Department's liaisont to foreign law enforcement and prosecutorial entities including foreign ministries of justice, police offices
and embassies

In concert with the lDeparsment of State, the Office is responsible for the negotiation of bilateral extradition and mutual legal
assistance treaties. amid the fornnulation of country specific and regional law enforcement strategies. OIA also participates in
intemnatiomial organizations. such as the United Nations and the 68l Group, and provides assistance to the development of multilateral
treaties, studies, and similar efforts regarding international law enforcement issues. The Office maintains a pennanent office in Rome,
Mexico City, and Brussels. has detailed attorneys to London and Paris; and has received approval to establish an office in Latin
Amecrica

I'1999 Accomphishmeils 01IA, in cooperation with the State Department, is working to bring into force 38 extradition
treaties and mutual legal assistance treaties, which were approved by the Senate in late 1998 and signed by the President in early 1999.
OIA is also participating in the negotiation of several multilateral agreements, such as the U N Organized Crime Convention, and the
(i-9 Cybererime initiative.

OIA is involved in several prominent mutual legal assistance matters, including those relating to Augusto Pinochet.

An OIA appellate attorney argued in the U.S Court of Appeals for the 5th Circuit and prevailed against a constitutional
challenge to the ability of the U.S. to surrender a person to thle Rwanda war crimes tribunal. This is the first case in which U.S. courts
(district and circuit) have ordered the surrender of a fugitive to one of the war crimes tribunals.

OIA worked closely with the Government of Mexico in securing the extradition of Jose Luis Del Toro, Jr, ,charged in the State
of Florida with murdering tile mother of five children, including infant quadruplets.



The Inttrustional Criminal Investigative Training Assistance Program
Perm.

Program Changes Rol H Amount
4 2 $369

Base Program Description The International Criminal Investigative Training Assistance Program (ICITAP) was created
by Congress in 1986 to provide training in conducting criminal investigations to police forces in Latin America. Since then ICITAP
has grown into a global, law enforcement development program that works in more than 20 countries providing $35 million worth of
training. Today ICITAP provides police technical assistance and training for "failed states" within international peace operations and
for established law enforcement agencies in emerging democracies. ICITAP's mission is to support US foreign policy by providing
law enforcement development assistance that is consistent with internationally recognized principles of human rights, the rule of law
and modem police practices. ICITAP is located in the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice, but receives all of its funding
on a project specifi.. basis from the Department of State and USAID. ICITAP programs are harmonized with those of the Justice
Departnment's Overseas Prosecutorial Development, Assistance and Training Program to insure comprehensive development of the
entire justice system in recipient countries.

FT 1999 Accomplishments Countries receiving ICITAP training reached an all time high of t8; funding grew to $34,982,364.

In the Balkans, ICI [AP worked with the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe to establish a police academy
and begin training 3,000 members of a new Kosovo Police Service. In Bosnia, ICITAP expanded its successful community policing
program. In Albania, ICITAP began training 1,000 National Police in Civil Disorder Management

Under the Wye River Peace Accords. ICITAP provided technical assistance to the Palestinian Authority Civil Police in the
West Bank and Gjaza in the collection of illegal weapons. In Indonesia, ICITAP trained senior police officials in Civil Disorder
Management and Community Relations prior to the country's peaceful national elections.

Under the State Department, ICITAP delivered 42 police training courses its 2 countries and a police academy development
program and forensic training in five former Soviet republics.

ICITAP provided a Civil Disorder Management program and other types of police training, fulfilling the President's
commitment to provide a police assistance program for Ghana.

ICITAP implemented a technical assistance and training program that significantly reduced street crime in l Salvador, trained
criminal investigators in Gjuatemala and developed a comprehensive curriculum to unify all three law enforcement academies in
Columbia. ICITAP continued its successful program of developing the I aitian National Police,



Internal Security Section

Base Program Description:, Internal Security Section (155) supervises the investigation and prosecution of cases affecting
national security, for~n relations, and the export of military and strategic commodities and technology. The Section has exclusive
responsibility for authorizing the prosecution of cases under criminal statutes relating to espionage, sabotage, neutrality, and atomic
energy. It provides legal advice to U.S. Attorney's Offices and investigative agencies on all matters within its area of responsibility,
which includes 88 federal statutes affecting national security. It also coordinates criminal cases involving the application of the
C'lassitied Information Procedures Act. The Section also administers and enforces the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1918 and
related disclosure statutes.

FY 1999 Accomplishments: On January 22, 1999, a former Defense department employee and a labor union official were
sentenced to 262 months and 210 months, respectively, for espionage and related offenses. The defendants were convicted in October
following an eight-day jury trial. A co-defendant earlier pleaded guilty to conspiring to commit espionage on behalf of East Germany,
the Soviet Union, Russia, and South Africa, from 1972 to 1997 and was sentenced to 151 months.

On February 12, 1990 a former clerk typist was sentenced to 25 years in prison for committing espionage in violation of 18
U.S.C. § 794(a). Tho defendant who was recruited to participate in espionage on behalf of Hlungary and Czechoslovakia by convicted
spy Clyde Conrad in early 1987, pled guilty in November 1998, following exhaustive plea negotiations. This guilty plea signaled the
end of the investigation and prosecution surrounding the espionage activities of Clyde Conrad. As a result of this investigation, four
individuals have pled guilty to espionage in the United States.

A former U.S. Army sergeant was sentenced to 292 months imprisonment following his plea of guilty to conspiring to commit
espionage on behalf of the Soviet Union and the Russian Federation in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 794(c).

A New Jersey aircraft parts broker pled guilty to ten felony counts charging: a) conspiracy to sell Phoenix Air-to-Air Missile
parts to Iran through Singapore; b) completed shipments of F-5, F- 14, and Ilawk Surface-to-Air Missile parts to Iran; and c) false
statements to U.S. Customs. Pursuant to a plea agreement with the government, the defendant stipulated to a guideline offense level of
25 (57-71 months) and agreed to pay in excess of $2.6 million in fines and forfeitures. Sentencing was set for December 13, 1999.

Tit Office ofS ecial Investigations

Base Program Description: The Office of Special Investigations' (OSI) primary mission is to detect and identify persons
who participated in the persecution sponsored by the Nazis or their allies during World War 11. OSI is solely responsible for
originating, investigating and prosecuting all denaturalization and deportation cases against such persons. In the denaturalization



cases, U.S. Attomeys customarily assign AUSAs to serve as local counsel, but they rely on 951 to handle all of the investigative work
and virtually all of the litigative work, OSI is also responsible for the investigation of would-be immigrants or naturalization
applicants suspected of involvement with the Nazis or their allies.I

Although the Office's workload has been expected to decrease with the aging of its targeted criminal population, a number of
factors have combined to expand workload over what was previously anticipated. These factors include: I) the fall of Communism in
F urope. vhich has generated scores of new investigations and numerous new prosecutions by permitting direct investigative access for
the first time to archives thza collectively house the largest group of captured Nazi war documents extant, 2)051I development of the
expertise to investigate persons who participated in Japanese persecution during World War 11; and 3) OSI assumption of
responsibility in major Administration and Congressional initiatives, such as the massive inter-agency investigation into assets looted
from victims of Nazi persecution, in which 051 took principal investigative responsibility (and lead DOJ responsibility) and E-xecutive
branch compliance with the Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act, to which OSI has provided major logistical, historical and financial
support as well as DOJ representation. The Division anticipates that each of these factors, as well as the fact that 051 is virtually
certain to continue to be drawn into every significant WWII-related matter that arises within the Executive Branch, will continue to
expand the Office's workload.

1'1999,4ccomplishments OSI was undefeated in litigation during the FY 1999, winning court decisions and other victories
in a total of twelve cases and losing none. During the past year, 051 won four denaturalization cases in federal district courts and three
deportation cases in U.S. immigration courts. OSI also won its subpoena enforcement cases in New York and Florida and prevailed in
an important declaratory judgment action in Pennsylvania. In addition, OSI won both appellate matters that went to decision.
Moreover, OSI succeeded in actually removing four Nazi criminals from the United States during this period.

[During the review period, 051 also commenced four new prosecutions. This reflects 051's continued success on the
investigative front, particularly as it exploits its recently obtained access to archives in the former Warsaw Pact nations.

051's director is serving as the Department's representative to the Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act Interagency Working
Group that must oversee and report to Congress on the Federal Govemnment's compliance with the Act, which requires the
Government to identify, locate, and make public all classified records pertaining to suspected Nazi war criminals and persecutors or to
the misappropriated assets of victims of Nazi persecution. To assist agencies in identifying relevant records, OSI has compiled a
database containing the names and birth dates of individuals who may meet the definition of suspected Nazi war criminal under the
Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act. '[hat database currently contains approximately 57,000 records and is estimated to be 7O0 to 80%
complete. In addition, although its own records are exempt from the requirements of the Act, OSI is coordinating the efforts of the
Department's offices, boards and divisions to identify and review records that may be relevant under the Act. 051 has also provided
funds to the Interagency Workiti,, 9roup to cover the three public members of the Group and to finance contractor support to the
Group in tracking compliance v. +t the Act by individual agencies and compiling the results of the agencies' actions.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT

The activities of the International Decision Unit directly support the following goats from the Department of Justice's Strategic Plan FY 1997-2002
Department of Justice Core Function t Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses.

Strategic Goal 1, 1 Reduce violent crime, Including organized crime and gang-related violence.
Strategic Goal t1.31: Reduce espionage and terrorism (sponsored by foreign or domestic groups in ihe United States and abroad when directed at U.S.

citizens or Institutions).
Strategic Goal 1.4. Reduce white-collar crime, including public corruption and fraud.
Strategic Goal 1.5: Coordinate and integrate DOJ law enforcement activiJties wherever possible, and cooperate fully with other federal agencies that are

critically linked to improve operation of the notion's justice system

Name of Decisioa Unit- INTERNAT IONAL This Decision Unit includes four Sections tire Office of International Affairs (CIA), the Terrorisra and Violent Crime Section (TVCS), the
Internal Security Section (ISS). and the Office irf Speil tnsesti utions (5)_____________________________

Perfoesabe taidleathr htatiir" ..twi.doita ~tsk ad#Weratatte I-

Typeof " - Dta Fy i~d- t ~ FV'10 V IrY 2001
ladieatar . Piairuaaesatadleatoea . . ' ~g eIN 11t1",r . Pine

Input I Cases Pending land Received] Manual 89 1411 88 1531 94 1611 l05 [61]
2 Matters Pending land Received] Manual 7.150 [2,3261 8,001 (2,6631 9,026 [2,8751 10,204 12,9601
3 FederailState Esradition Requests Pending land Rccisedl AS-400 2,701 16311 2.929 17001 3,204 j770] 3,524 [8251
4 Incoming (Foreign) Extradition Requests Pending lmid Receisedl AS400 905 13291 1,078 141 5) 1,268 14751 1,493 14801
5 FcerrL/State Mutual Assistanice Requests Pending land Received] AS-400 1,346 [514] 1,535 1580) 1,675 16401 1,870 1640)
6 Incoming (Foreign) Mutual Assistance Requests Pendingt lReceivedl AS-400 1,805 17941 2,101 [8831 2,544 19001 2,9 95

Output 7 Cases Closed Tracking 42 47 50 50
a Matters Closed sy stem 1,473 1,638 1,697 1,747
9 FederaiiState Extradition Requests Closed AS-400 403 425 450 470
10 Incoming (Foreign) Extradition Requests Closed AS-400 156 225 250 260
It i ederaPt'Sate Mutunl Assistance Requests Closed AS-400 325 440 445 450
12 Incoming (Foreign) Mutual Assistance Requests Closed AS-400 498 440 445 450
13 New Registrants under the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA) Manual 74 80 80 75

Output 14 Total Registrants under FARA at End uf Year Manual 575 600 603 595
IS Domestic Training Sessionsnon Nationat Security Investigations/Prosecuions Manual IS 10 12 t0
16 Number of Violent Crane Cases Closed Manual 6 12 6 6
17 Number of DonesticTerrorist Investigations/Proseculions Manual 6 9 10 10
18. Number of Prosecutions Initiated Against Nazi War Criminals in U S Manual 3 2 5 5

,Quinagl 19- Total Naabeaof tISAUS wi th Crisis Resnonse Plan ~l.~



Name of Ditcision Unit: I/NTERNA T1iONAL This Decision Unit includes four Sections ihe Office of lnternalsona; Affairs (QIA), the Terrorism and Violet Crimse Section (TVCS) the1
Internal Secants Section IISS), and the Office of Sc'oib lncestigatinns (OSI)

Oulenmes 20 Number of Nesc Extradition Treaties with Other Countes,& with a View AS-40 1 484

21 Number of New Mutual Legal Assistance Trea ties with other Countries AS-400 1 8 10 4
22 Number of Cases in which the Classified Information Procedures Act Manual Is 20 25 25

23 Conviction Rate in Expor Cases Handled by ISS) Manual 90& 100We NIA 95%
24 Conviction Rate in spionage Cases Manual 100% 1000% NIA 100%
25 Customer Satisfaction with Services Provided by the Foreign Agents Manual 95% 95% ~ 96% %

Registration Act IFARA) Public Office
26l Number of Prsons Excluded from the U S based on Previous Manual 30 8 20 20

Involvement in the Perpetration of War Crimes
27 Number of persofts.emoed from thrUS baed on previousirvlieirnt in Manual 1 4 4 4

the perpetration of War Crimes
28 Number of persons drnaturatized based on Previous involvenient in ibe Manual 2 4 4 4

perpetration of Wan Crimes
29 Number of Persons Identified for Inclusion on the Japanese War Cnimes Mantual 35 35 35 35

Watch List (Cumulutise)
27. Number of Terrint Fundraising Investigations & Piosecotions Manual NIA 601 60 60
28 Number of violent crime investigations in which TVCS participates Manual N/A 7 8 9
29 Number of training seminar and topics taught by I-VCS attorneys Manual N/A 20 20 20
30 Number of foreign terrorist act investigations and prosecutions conducted Maisual N/A 63 60 60
31 S Nube of xeriss TVC" IanNZia1d i

A. Defnil.as of Terua or Enalazato.. far IalIoa Ooa ocNA'daaq4 gi aananl~~ rda dblvaio aaa4ct A .~-

liena itara 6 These iirna refer to cases oi manoers pendiril at tks beginning of the fiscal )car, and cases mr mattons received ovur the course of the fiscal veat

lirma7 ahrul2 Cases closed and mawnis irsolvedover the coxise of the fiscal )cer
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Decision Unit: LIMl.ATlLIONK1QBLL
Penn.

Criminal Division 
J E Ao

2000 Enacted 178 182 $22,993
2001 Base 178 182 24,384
2001 Estimate 189 189 25,178

Increase/Decrease 11 7 794

Thb Anpellatig Secion

Base Program Description 'The Apptilate Section (APP) prepares draft briefs and certiorari petitions for the Solicitor General
for filing in the U.S. Supreme Court; makes recommendations to the Solicitor General as to whether further review is warranted on
adverse decisions-in the district courts and courts of appeals; prepares briefs and argues cases in the courts of appeals; and briefs and
argues motions in district courts in cases of national importance. Section attorneys assist U.S. Attomeys in preparing briefs for the
cowrts of appeals and provide advice on the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act, the Commerce Clause, the recent adverse
Supreme Court decisions iii Bailey. Gaudin, and Staples, and a variety of other legal issues. In addition, the Appellate Section acts as
counsel to the D~ivision's Assistant Attorney General and Deputy Assistant Attorneys General, providing legal advice on a wide range
of issues and cases.

Fl'1999 Accomplishments. The Appellate Section garnered Ynany wins in the courts of appeals this year, including the
following:

Q nited States v. Hsia. 1999 WL 306862 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (reversing, in this campaign finance prosecution, the dismissal of an
indictment charging false statement violations);

S United States v. Derrick. et al., 163 F.3d 799 (4" Cir. 1998) (reversing order dismissing indictment for prosecutorial
misconduct);
United Slaje iv.Nichol , 169 F.3d 1255 (10"h Cir. 1999) (affirming the convictions of one of the two men responsible for the
Oklahoma City bombing);

' United States v. McVeigh, 153 F.3d 1166 (10" Cir. 1998) (affirming the conviction and capital sentence of the man who set off
the truck bomb in front of the federal building in Oklahoma City, killing 168 people);
~ i~~~i~sv. Trie% 162 F.3d 6 (1' Cir. 1998) (affirming the RICO convictions of two gang members who conducted dtive
by shootings of an innocent non-gang member);
U ~ nited States_'vAcLaghfin, 170 F.3d 889 (9"' Cir. 1999) (reversing the suppression of evidence seized from an automobile



incident to a lawful arrest);
-United Statesx. Scrivner, 1999 WL 31 1392 ( 9" Cir. 1999) (on panel rehearing, the panel unanimously reversed course and

overturned its prior decision, in which it had vacated the defendant's firearm convictions on collateral attack for a violation of
the Fifth Amendment);
United Staes . inleqoi, 165 F.3d 1297 (10 ' ir. 1999) (en banc) (upholding Prosecution practice of offering leniency to
cooperating witnesses);

S Ross v US. Marshal, 168 F.3d 1190 (101h 1999);
S United States v. O2weis, 167 F.3d 739 (1" Cir. 1999) (upholding RICO, murder, drug, firearms, and money laundering

convictions of defendant who from 1988 to 1995 ran a large scale drug enterprise in Massachusetts);
S United States v. Cardales., 168 F.3d 548 (1' cir. 1999) affirming convictions of three defendants for possessing marijuana with

intent to distribute it on board a vessel subject to the jurisdiction of the United States).

The Appellate Section drafted many successful merits briefs in the Supreme Court this term. Those efforts included:

Hlolloway v. United Satates, 119 S. Ct. 966 (1999) (carjacking statute does not require proof of an unconditional intent to kill);
S Minnesota v. arter, 119 S. Ct. 469 (1998) (an invitee who was present in an apartment to bag cocaine did not have a

legitimate expectation of privacy in the premises and therefore could not challenge the search of the premises);
City of West Covina v. Hiopkins, 119 S. Ct. 678 (1999) (when the police seize evidence pursuant to a search warrant, they need
not advise the owner of the procedure for seeking the return of the property);

S Wyomin v.I opuhton, 119 S. Ct. 1297 (1999) (police officers with probable cause to search an automobile may search
passenger's belongings found in the ear that are capable of concealing the object of the search);

S Unite State v.odrieuez-Mreno, 11 9 S. Ct, 1239 (1999) (venue in a prosecution under 18 U.S.C. 924(c) for using or
carrying a firearm during and in relation to an crime of violence is proper in any district where the defendant committed the
crime of violence, even if the firearm was used or carried only in a single district);

S Pegero v. United States, 119 S. Ct. 961 (1999) (a defendant who was aware of his right to appeal his sentence and elected not
to appeal may not have his sentence set aside under 28 U.S.C. 2255 because the sentencing court failed to advise him of his
appellate rights as. required by Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32).

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



The Assei Forfeiture and Money Laundering.Sction

Penm.
Program Changes Pos. [ TE mu

3 2 $254

Bawe Program Description -in late 1995 the Asset Forfeiture Office and the Money Laundering Section (AFMLS) of the
Criminal Division were merged to provide centralized policy arid program oversight, and to maximize the law enfoicement potential
of laws designed to dismantle and destroy criminal enterprises; to prosecute and incarcerate the leadership of such organizations; to
seize and forfeit the profits, proceeds and instrumentalities of crime; to destroy the economic foundation of criminal organizations; to
restore forfeited property to owners or to those victimized hy crime; to use forfeited property to enhance law enforcement priorities;
and to share with cooperating state and local enforcement agencies. While these laws have been used most often in drug trafficking
and financial crimes, they are applicable to many federal crimes, serving as both deterrent and punishment. Through program and
policy oversight, litigation and liaison assistance (domestic and international), AFMLS serves as the primary Department component
to initiate, coordinate and review litigation, legislation, policies, and procedures in association with other agencies and governments in
money laundering and forfeiture law enforcement.

Those responsibilities include (1) prosecuting and coordinating complex, sensitive and multi-district money laundering and
asset forfeiture investigations and cases; (2) ensuring uniform application of the laws, regulations, and policy directives through
litigation assistance and advice on laws and policy to other government attorneys; (3) developing legislative, regulatory, and policy
initiatives to maintain the highest standards of integrity and to sustain an effective and equitable program; (4) providing publications
and training; (5) adjudicating petitions for remission or mitigation of forfeited assets; and (6) distributing forfeited funds and
properties to appropriate domestic and foreign law enforcement agencies and to community groups within the United States.

FY 1999 Accomplishments - Ljitijstno- In May 1998, the Secretary of the Treasury and the Attorney General of the United
States announced the culmi-iation of "Operation Casablanca," the largest, most comprehensive and significant drug money laundering
case in the history of U.S. law enforcement. In March and April of 1999, three indicted Mexican banks entered into criminal peas
and/or civil settlements resulting in: $1 million in criminal fines; $25.7 million in civil forfeitures; and the implementation of
anti-money laundering programs and controls at each bank. Overall, the government initiated civil forfeiture proceedings against
approximately $66.7 million of drug proceeds wired into U.S. bank accounts. In addition to assisting the Central District of California
in every stage of the civil and criminal cases, AFIVLS filed two civil forfeiture complaints against approximately $24.1 million that
was sent from undercover accounts to bank accounts in 16 countries.

In May 1999, William S. Pegg, Vice President of Chaparral Boats, Incorporated, a subsidiary of RPC Energy Services,



Incorporated, Atlanta, Georgia, was sentenced to forfeit his interest in $46,463,460.20, thnat he pr-eviously surrendered to the Internal
Revenue Service, and whatever proceeds are derived from the sale of certain real property located in the State of Florida. Mr. Pegg
pleaded guilty in July 1997, in the Middle District of Georgia (MDGA), to an information charging conspiracy to commit various
offenses, a money laundering conspiracy, and a forfeiture count. The plea was entered pursuant to a plea agreement with the United
States Attorney's Office, MDGA, but AFMLS assumed responsibility for the case at the direction of the Office of the Deputy Attorney
General soon after Mr. Pegg pleaded guilty.

In March 1997, former Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) employee David S. Bowman was indicted on numerous
counts of mail fraud, theft of government funds and money laundering for embezzling over $6 million from the DEA. Because of
Bowman's failing health, the United States likely will never be able to bring him to trial. Without a conviction, criminal forfeiture of
property purchased with stolen funds is not possible; accordingly, the United States filed a civil forfeiture case against property still in
the hands of Bowman and other family members, which was litigated by AFMLS. In December 1998, the United States obtained
summary judgment in that action and Torfeited all of the property sought, which is valued at approximately $650,000. The IRS is
currently in the process of auctioning the real estate and other property forfeited. AFMLS also assisted the Civil Division, Commercial
Litigation Branch, in prosecuting a Faise Claims Act and unjust enrichment case against the Bowman family. In May 1999, the
United States obtained an $18 millio~i judgment against family members in that action, and is pursuing Bowman's government
pension, life insurance policy wid a family trust to satisfy' the judgment.

Money Laundering Strateig - On September 23, 1999. the Departments of Justice and Treasury publicly released the tirst
National Money Laundering Strategy. This Strategy marks the first time that the federal government has developed a blueprint for a
coordinated attack on money laundering and related financial crime. It establishes a Steering Committee, led by the Deputy Attomney
General and the Deputy Secretary of the Treasury, to oversee implementation. The Criminal Division will be leading the Department's
efforts to implement the new Money Laundering Strategy.

In December 1998, Claude Duboc, a major drug trafficker, received a life imprisonment sentence, $5 million fine, and a
preliminary forfeiture judgment was entered in the amount of $100 million, as a result of his conviction on marijuana importation and
money laundering conspiracy charges. A final order of forfeiture was entered on September 23, 1999. To date, the government has
realized approximately $49 million in forfeitures and anticipates additional forfeitures of real property and foreign bank accounts in
order to satisfy' the $100 million dollarjudgment. AFMLS will continue to pursue actions against foreign based assets to satisfy' the
uncollected portion of the judgment. The case was prosecuted by the United States Attorney's Office in the Northemn District of
Florida with AFMLS handling the international forfeiture aspects of the case.

Intemational Forfeiture - December 18, 1998, the Attomney Ge-neral and the Swiss Ambassador to the United States signed a
Memorandum of Understanding authorizing the transfer of approximately $89 million in forfeited drug proceeds to the Govemrment of



Switzerland. The f inds represent 50 percent of the approximate $178 million forfeited in connection with the 1995 prosecution of
Sheila Arana de Nasser in the Southern District of Florida. In 1994, at the request of the United States and as a result of its own
investigation, Switzerland froze funds and other property belonging to Sheila Arana de Nasser and her former husband, the notorious
Colombian drug trafficker Julio Nasser-David. '[he funds were forfeited in the U~nited States and the U.S. share was repatriated by
Swiss officials. Working with OIA, AFMLS negotiated the terms for the repatriation of the funds with the Government of
Switzerland. This marks the largest single forfeited assets amount shared with a foreign country.

In addition to the above transfer, the DOJ has shared approximately $11 million with 6 foreign governments during the past
year. One of these cases involved the shying of more than $5 million with the Government of Colombia, stemming from the
forfeiture of assets belonging to Jose Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha. Protracted negotiations took place between U.S. and Colombian
officials regarding the law enforcement purposes for which those fund should be used.

A bilateral committee developed a list of projects which was approved by the Colombian Vice Minister of Justice and Deputy
Assistant Attorney General Mary Lee Warren on September 29, 1999. AFMI.S has made further progress in its efforts to have more
international asset sharing and/or forfeiture cooperation agreements in place. Negotiations are currcntly underway in the U.K.,
Jamaica, Mexico, Singapore and Italy.

Training - AFMI.S organized 17 asset forfeiture, money laundering and financial investigations training conferences for federal
agents and prosecutors, including a May 1999. "Forlziting the Proceeds of Crime" seminar for the G-8 nations in Rome, Italy. More
than 760 federal prosecutors, 540 federal agents, 110 forfeiture legal support staff and 60 prosecutors from the 0-8 Nations attended
the seminar and conferences,

[he AFMLS State and Local Unit has trained over 1600 participants in 28 seminars and workshops. In addition, the Basic Asset
Forfeiture Curriculum has been revised, the new Asset Forfeiture Financial Investigations Curriculum has been test piloted, and 2
sets of training videotapes have been completed.

Equitable Sharing - AFMLS provide 's policy and operational oversight for the Department's Equitable Sharing Program. This
program encourages federal, state and local law enforcement cooperation by sharing the proceeds of a forfeiture with the state or local

layc-Qcm W~tatcptdi the investigation that resulted in the forfeiture.-The Dfpartmnt shared $2218.9 million ___

with 2,367 staie and local law enforcement agencies during FY 1999. Pursuant to memoranda of understanding with the U.S. Postal
Inspection Service and the U.S. Department of Treasury investigative agencies, the Department transferred approximately $6.3 million
to the Treasury Forfeiture Fund and approximately $5.0 million to the Postal Forfeiture Fund. AFMLS reviews all sharing involving
forfeitures valued at $1 million or more. In FY 1999 AFMLS Processed 26 such cases involving approximately $29.4 million.
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The Office of Enforcement Operations

Perm.
Program Changes Pos. EMl Amount

6 3 $400

Base Program Description -The Office of Eniforcemnent Operations (OFO) provides prosecutorial support, legal advice, and
statutorily required review/approval in almost 40 distinct subject areas. OEO oversees the use of the mast sophisticated investigative
tools at the Federal Government's disposal, including electronic surveillance and the Fedc7eal Witness Security Program (WSP).
Among the investigative and prosecutorial support services that OEO provides to the United States Attorneys' Offices and the various
Criminal Division components are: (I) reviewing all federal requests to intercept wire, oral, and most types of electronic
communications; (2) authorizing or denying the entry of all applicants into the WSP, including the short-term witness security
program; (3) reviewing and authorizing requests to apply for court orders permitting the use of video surveillance; (4) coordinating and
administering among all components matters relating to all aspects of the WSP; (5) reviewing and deciding applications for transfer
made through the International Prisoner Transfer Program and serving as liaison between all government agencies with an interest in
international prisoner transfer; (6) supervising the mechanism by which federal law enforcement officers or agents employed by the
Inspectors General may become Special Deputy U.S. Marshals; (7) coordinating requests involving the use of prisoners in certain
investigative activities, (8) coordinating requests to immunize witnesses, subpoena attorneys or the media, or search the offices of
attorneys who are suspects or targets of an investigation, (9) reviewing requests to engage in federal prosecutions following state
action; (10) serving as Victim-Witness Assistance Coordinator for the Criminal Division; (11) facilitating the imposition of special
administrative measures on inmate confinement conditions to prevent the inmates from continuing to engage in particularly violent or
terrorism-related crimes; (12) overseeing the operation of the FBI1 Laboratory Oversight Task Force; and (13) processing all requests
for registration under the Gambling Devices Act of 1962, as well as assisting federal, state, local, and tribal agencies on the
implementation of the Act. In addition, OEO provides legal advice, ineluuing lecturers, to federal, state, and local law enforcement
agencies on the above programs and investigative techniques, and assists in developing Department policy on emerging technologies
and telecommunications issues and in handling criminal aliens in the United States. Other areas include: reviewing all applications
for S Visa immigrant status; reviewking proposed legislation and Administration proposals to expand police powers of federal agencies,
providing legal advice concerning the exercise of federal jurisdiction in Indian country, on the high seas, and at U.S. military bases in
~foreign courieis, ad itrspttocisafcQ ovnm operations; and providing dea adice cocrigthe insanity
defense. OEO also responds to requests made to the Criminal Division for disclosure of information under the Freedo
Information Act and Privacy Act, and assists, upon request, in the drafting of reply brief's involving any of OEO's myriad functions,
especially those briefs addressing novel electronic surveillance issues.

FY 1999,Accomplishments: In support of law enforcement investigative effort,%, OEO processes requests from the Offices of



the Inspectors General for agent deputations and 'S-Visa" reqtlests from United States Attorneys and law enforcement agencies to
adjust the immigration status of cooperating alien witnesses. Recently, OEO briefed congressional stalfon the S-Visa program, and
set forth the Criminal Division's support of legislation that would prevent the program's imminent demise by repealing the legislative
"sunset" provision soon to take effect.

GPO has assisted many United States Attorneys by processing requests for permission to move for courtroom closures to
protect the identities of cooperating witnesses, requests to obtain tax information, and requests for permission to issue subpoenas to the
media. These included a novel request for a press subpoena by a foreign government, two relating to a major international terrorist on
the FBI's most wanted list, and one involving the interplay of the press subpoena regulations with the Department's policies on
immunity and the use of close family relations as witnesses.

GPO has been actively engaged in projects of federal and local law enforcement and industry to combat cargo and auto theft,
such as Operation Sudden Stop, and one of its attorneys has lectured industry organizations on those subjects.

GPO, together with The Consular Corps of Washington, D.C., sponsored a seminar for consular officials on the International
Prisoner Transfer Progranm, including the operation of the various bilateral treaties and multinational agreements that govern the
transfer of prisoners between the U.S. and other countries. The seminar was conceived as a means of explaining the mechanics of the
prisoner transfer program to foreign countries that already participate in the program, to expand awareness of the program to countries
not presently involved in a treaty relationship with the United States for prisoner transfer purposes, to relay information about the
guidelines used by DOJ in evaluating transfer applicants, and to provide specific suggestions regarding ways that consular officials
could assist nationals from their own country who might be interested in requesting a prisoner transfer.

Recently, the Department of Justice joined the Department of State and others to discuss establishing a prisoner transfer
relationship with the Governent of Japan. The Government of Japan, which has never conducted international prisoner transfers,
asked for technical discussions with GPO and others involved in the prisoner transfer process; the Department of State has a keen
interest in establishing a prisoner transfer relationship with Japan because of the number of Americans who are incarcerated in Japan
who might benefit from such a transfer arrangement

During FYI 1999, GPO has performed its Title-Ill review function and provided other assistance to the United States Attorneys'
Ofic~idi~T~?T~~ft'genies-in-tihnveigtton we~ovff-700 majonsina organizaions- Inone-.

investigation, involving a criminal organization that was continuing its crimes even while within prison walls, the government was
able to solve one murder and prevent several others. In the second matte; involving the investigation of a multi-district drug
trafficking organization, the government has, to date, been able to seize thousands of pounds of cocaine, as well as millions of dollars
in U.S. currency.



The Ofsige o .lic and Leggislation

Penm.
Program Changes Po. EM Amosiif

2 2 $140

Base Program Description- The Office of Policy and Legislation (OPL) analyzes policy and management issues relating to the
criminal justice system; identifies problems and emerging trends; develops options and recommendations; and provides research,
technical, and management support to senior managers in the Division and the Department. The Office develops legislative proposals,
legal memoranda, and Congressional testimony; and prepares comments on pending and proposed legislation affecting the federal
criminal justice system. The Office is involved in projects that require contact with U.S. Attorneys' Offices, the Office of Justice
Programs, and federal investigators, as well as other law enforcement officials. It works closely with the U.S. Sentencing Commission
and provides legal support to the Advisory Committee on Criminal Rules and Evidence of the Judicial Conference regarding the
F-ederal Rules of Criminal Procedure and the Federal Rules of Evidence.

f'Y 1999 Accomplishments: OPL conducted a variety of analyses to help to inform Department policies and develop the most
effective federal role in violence reduction. On an ongoing basis, OPL collected and analyzed criminal justice-related data from a
wide variety of sources, in particular, monitored data on federal offenders. federal and local violent crime and prosecution trends, and
emerging developments in crime, arrest, and sentencing patterns. The office conducted a special analysis of violent crime and
homicide trends that identified cities with aberrant patterns and also prepared an analysis of various aspects of Project Exile, an anti-
gun initiative in the U.S. Attorney's office in Richmond, Virginia. In addition, the office completed an examination of federal gun
prosecution trends and their relationship to state and local prosecution efforts that has become the core of the Administration's
explanation of its gun Prosecution practices.

OPL. provided analytic support to inform a variety of policy and legislative decisions and played a significant role in the
Department's efforts to refine its Drug Control Strategic Plan and to develop appropriate performance measures. In addition, the
office monitored federal prosecution trends for drug offenders, as well as a wide variety of data on drug abuse trends (particularly, the
recent growth of methamphetamine use) and supported efforts to assess recent trends in the use of asset forfeiture _6aianst drug

_tafa well as other types of offenders.

OPL participated in the design and implementation of the Strategic Approaches to Community Safety Initiative (SACSI), an
interagency demonstration project that builds on Boston's success in addressing its juvenile homicide problem. Thi5-, initiative is
focused on increasing the capacity of U.S. Attorneys - working in partnership with federal, state and local agencies and a research
entity - to collaborate on data collection and analysis and to design targeted strategies and interventions to prevent and reduce



crime. Five cities have been participating in the SACSI process, and we are working to expand it to additional sites.

In the past, federal law enforcement efforts in Puerto Rico have been fragmented and ineffective. OPL provided staff support
ant guidance to a new inter-agency, inter-departmental Puerto Rico Executive Working Group, established to coordinate limited
enforceaii.cnt resources and to help increase the stability of the fedvr&I workforce there. There is now full federal participation in the
all-source Information and Coordination Center (which was established in 1997 to coordinate the federal and Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico intelligence and investigative activities).

OPL actively participated in the D~epartment's expanding efforts to combat transnational crime. The office continued to work
%kith other Department components and outside agencies to implement the Post-Soviet Bloc Organized Crime Strategy and also
broadened its participation in the Department's international training and development assistance programs.

In partnership with tribal, federal, state and local governments, OPL is helping to coordinate an effort to consolidate BIA law
enforcement programs and to provide Indian Tribes with police officers, criminal investigators, training, equipment, tribal court
assistance, juvenile programs, and correctional grants. Upgrading public safety to acceptable standards in Indian Country is projected
to take about four years.

OPL played a major role in developing the Administration's omnibus crime legislative package. The package addresses, 0
among other things, federal prosecution ofjuvenile crime, gang violence, drug crime, and firearms regulation. OPL conceived of,
reviewed, researched, and drafted many provisions of the package, and had the lead role in developing the Criminal Division's
contribution to the proposed legislation.

OPL participated in numerous other Department legislative and crime policy initiatives and provided conceptual, drafting, and
research assistance to these initiatives. For example, OPL played a significant role in a Department working group focusing on the
use, availability, and law enforcement response to emerging encryption technology. This initiative resulted in a significant legislative
proposal that OPL had a major hand in drafting. In addition, OPL participated in Department initiatives addressing children exposed
to violence, crime policy for the 2 F" century, campaign finance, and race and the criminal justice system.

OPL responded to numerous inquiries from Assistant United States Attorneys and Department prosecutors regarding the
application of the federal sentencing guidelines and provided training on the use of the sentencing guidelines within various
components of the Department and at the National Advocacy Center in Columbia, South Carolina.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT

Toe w' tivitics of the Litigation Support Decision Unit directly support the following goals from the Department of Justice's Strategic Plant FY 1997 -- 2002.
The Department of Justice Core function 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses.

Strategic Goal 1. 1: Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and drug and gang-related violence.
Strategic Goal 1.2: Reduce tt availability and abuse of Illegal drugs through traditional and Innovative enforcement efforts.
Strategic Goal 1.3: Reduce espionage and terrorism (sponsored by foreign or domestic groups in the U.& and abroad when directed at U.S. citizens

or lnstitylions
Sizategic Goal 1.4: Redluce white-collar crime.
Strategic Goal 1.5: Coordinate and Integrate DOJ law enforcement activities wherever possible, mnd cooperate fully with other federal agencies that

are critically linked to Improved operation of the Nation's justice system.
The Departmtent of Justice Core Function 6: Protection of the Federal Judiciary and Improvement of the Justice Syttem.

Strategic Goal 6.2: Promote participation of victims and witnesses throughout each stage of criminal and juvenile justice proceedings as the federal,
state and local levels and In Indian country.

Name of Decision Unit: LITIGATION SUPPORT This Decisios Uris includes four Sections: the Asset Forfeiture and Money Launderisg Section (AFMLS). the Appellate Section

(APP), the Office of Enforcemrent Operw tons (OEO), and the Office of Policy -and Legislation (OPL) ________________________

Peerrnaae04 bdkastecotm6ai -OA NikW,,,h

OTypt 2 Epoleoic Sureillance OrgnlTteIl)Rvee

3. Electronic Surveillance Extensions (Title Ills) Reviewed Manual 615 641 680 750
4 Narcotics Title III Origisals Reviewed Manual 759 850 950 TBD
5. Narcotics Title III Extensions Reviewed Manual 499 400 400 ThD
6 OCDETF Title III Originals Reviewed Manual 412 481 550 650
7 OCDETF Title Ill Extensions Reviewed Manual 285 337 400 500
8 Witness Security Applications (Full & Limited Services) Manual 276 172 181 190
9, Witness Seuriy Applications (Short Term Only) Manual 30 31 32 33

1 1___ 10, Wfins Immunities Issued I Mzanul1 230 1l 22059 1 2,001 2,5



Nome of Deision Unit: LITIGA TIONSUPPORT This Decision Unit includes four Sections the Asset Forfeiture and Money Laundering Section (APMLS) the Appellate Section
(AP,the Officeof Enforcement Oeaions (OEO) and the Office of Policy and Legislation (OPt.

Output I I Number of Deputations in White-collar Investigations Mna 53 53
12 Ni-ssberof SVisa Requets Processed Manual 100 80 100 t0o
13 l'nso)ner Trunsfer Requests Reviewed Manual 1,423 1,355 1,490 1,639
14. Pisouer Transfers Authorized Manual 644 580 650 650
15 APP & AFMLS Cases Closed Manual 366 297 304 308
16 Equitable Sharing Mutters Resiesed CATS N/A N/A 27 28
17, Petitions for Remission Closed Manual 137 155 140 140
18 Int'l Asset Forfeiture and Money Launder-ing I ruining field Manual 41 80 83 83
19 Domestic Asset Forfeiture Training Hleld Manual 103 117 126 126
20 APP Briefs in Opposition (Supreme Court) Manual 209 250 250 250
21 APP Waiver of Responses (Supreme Cout) CATS 1,974 2,000 2,000 2,000
22 APP Merit Briefs and Certiorari Petitions (Supreme Court) Manual 30 30 30 30
23. APP Adverse Decision Memoranda Prepared Manual 801 950 950 950
24 Short-ierm Projects Completed Manual 55 50 55 55
25 Long-term Projects Completed Manual 12 14 16 27
26 Mujor Stud ie's/lnil iatives/Projects Manual 8 8 9 t0
27 AdministralivefManagemeni Projects Completed Manual 65 75 80 80

________ 28 Information & Review Projects Completed Manual 1 123 125 1130 130

End Outeuomes 29 Witnesses placed in WSP (cumulatii e) USMS 6,903 7,037 7.389 7,758
30 Witesses and Family Members Placed in WSP (cutnutstive) USMS l5,17-1 15,397 16,147 16,954
1t Witnesses Authorized into Full-Services WSP Manual 129 132 139 146
32 Witnesses Authorized into Short-tecrm WSP Manual 30 31 32 33

________ 33 Prisonrs ransfared Manal 547 492 550 550

End Outcomes .34 Equaitable Sharng Cases Successfully Distributed lover S I million) Manual 24 j 26 27 30

A. Deflmolo. of Teemaor Explanations far landica-tars: tGeueal Note 'NA' denotes that data is not available or that targets hose aot been sbl1e, ..

Item 1: Thin item refers to cases pending at the beginning of the fiscal sear, and cases received over the coarse of the fiscal year.

Items 21 Ibm23: These items refer to workload of the Appellate Staff which, supports many of the goals and strategies in the DOJ Strategic Plan.

Items 29 Ibm 32 Witnesses authorized for placement & witmesses placed int the Witness Security Program (WSP) Items 29 & 30 provide totals that are cumulative since 1970, not
including the short-term program



Item 34 Pertins to cotae huntmatters in excess of $1,000,000 Numbers expecd to decline substantially in futureyeas

I. Factors Affobi, FY 1"I add FY 19" 99 vk P~rmitisaeo £iid Psctrs Iaflseiciat O 9 etoaot 11 i Ili~ fa 4 A;26

means not MslP s Inn o ed indictment ot biwielcaim. bow,?(~u swentsit &e liyts uil i nL'dkbots~ oties
or convIetions. 4§Os lirs Is isc wWhen crlne or serog-otl " ;; dartdtu a elctivi* I Aw &sdeoosnt; yet quanititatIve mes Os~ ttlb a
complex chlletkilip In addition. It is etetreiety etlttlult to Isolate d*n paric -eftect6ft Cti hna C lyI~' ufot rmoitfciSta fhtot oe hc
Division has little tootrol, lnchdlng the strength and vitality orbur ao6IaI bb6onu and lW M r-tud te eflbeelvesiess add chioblt oirw or toienen lttat o6at
domestkcall a6d Inadoia.1l the effects of eulital &dltide AM praktel; cbing *tiutor' t &sibles; develptttso" avnd hj1141%

In a number of area we do not establish numerical targets. The Criminali Division is deeply concerned that estiated levels oi'pe'or (e3I. targets foe conviction males.
Indictments sad convictions) not become bounty-huntiog targets or otherise lead to unintended and possibly adverse consequentces. Recet rievelatlolts of Alss within the Internal
Revenue Sen+*vice derscome this concern. As a result. alliotgl we Will report afkrt die fact, we will not idt quantified targets ror conviclions, drug aelsires a2d die like. Inbotwilgoal
areas, problem In estimating levels of perforninc reflect the paucity of avillable baseline Iformatoon. Without such a baseline, it is Impossible to firedictiwith any cilefe the
marginal changes that are likely to occur. For example, there ame no generally accepted data or% or mneanis of measuring. the amount of illegal drugs entering the United States or the



Decision Unit: MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
Perm.
Pos. FTE Amount

Criminal Division
2000 Enacted 98 108 $13,071
2001 Base 98 108 13.863
2001 lEstimnate 98 i08 13,863

lncrease'fDecrease 0 0 0

Office of Administration

Buse Program Description The Office of Administration (ADMIN) is responsible for providing overall support to the
Criminal Division's Sections'GOfices in the following areas: management support ser% ices and the execution of management requests
in all areas of personnel management: facilities and security program which includes classified informat ion, physical security,
emergency procedures, personnel security, computer sectu-ity, security awareness, contractor security , watch officers, and operational
scurity; telecommunications; budget planning and preparation and the Gosemrment Performance Results Act implementation; budget
execution and fiscal and procurement services; automated litigation and records management; geographic information systems which
provide ongoing mapping support to the Division. the D~epartmsent, and other Federal, state and local law enforcement entities; and the
management information system which provides support to the Criminal Division's litigative efforts in field offices domestically and 0
abroad; Correspondence management; and training Nshich focuses on automated attorney training in an innovative Ititemnet laboratory.0

FY 1999 'tccornplishments ADMIN continues to enhance comrmuniications rDivtsion-wide through the development of the
Intranet AI)MIN developed a Division home .-sge in addition to developing pages tir the C'riminal Division's Sections and Offices.

To increase the Division's awr',cness and understanding, ' of the lIntemnet, AI)MIN has initiated a training curriculum which
offers hands-on experience and li'siiing of the Internet. TIhis course enables D~ivision employees to learn the basics and expand on
previous knowvledge ol the Internet anid assists ~In staying on tie forefront of technology.

ADMIN developed a Regional Crime Analysis Geographic Informnation System (RCAGIS) application and distributed it
amongst several! police departwnt- in the W~ashington, DC~ area. RCAOtlS is a crime analysis application that is designed to meet the
crise analysis, mapping, and reportng needs of police officers, crime analysts, and police managers. RCAGIS uses regional crime
incident, arrest, and release data to identify potential hc~t spots of crime, identify potential sustiects, improve resource allocation, and
identify and utilize indicators ot entie.



Salaries and tEWtinseski neral Legal Activities
Financial Analysis - Program C! hanges

(Dollars in thousands)

OT ganiTiedC Ci me T W14- Wit -Col Ia r-
and Narcotics I* Crime International I litigation Support

M anagement &
Administration I Total

Item Pos. Amount Pos. Amount Pos. Amount Pos. Amount Pos. Amount Pos. Amount

6S- 15 7 /1 4 $1,225 3 $263 24 $2,100

GS-14 . .. ... 0 0
jS- 13. t 63 4 252 5 315

GiS-12 .. I.... 0 0
Cr5-i 1 44 3 132 4 176

CJS-09 . ..... . .0 0
(35-07. 1 0 1 30 1 30 3 90

'Total Positions and Annual rate 0 0 9 686 16 1.319 1i 714 0 0 36 2,718

I-apse (-) 0 0 .4 -343 .7 -659 .4 -357 0 0 -1S -1,359
Other Personnel Compensation 0

-fotal Workyears and Personnel Compensation 0 0 5 343 9 659 7 357 0 0 21 1,359

Personnel Benefits 93 1719 96 368
Travel and I ransportation 98S 126 39 283
'Transportation of Things 4 7 6 17

GSA Rent 0 0 0 0
Otlier Rent, Communitatioto and Utilities 17 30 20 67
Printing and Reproduction 1 4 2 7
Other Services (2 5 2) 79 20 3 7 386
Otlher Services (25 3) 10 I1 3 13 41

Other Services (25 6) 1 1 2 4
Supplies and Materials 8 36 13 35
Equipment 165 221 357 543

Buildout I3 221 34 .49

1 0 01_ __ I 1 __831 9 $1.5331 7 S7941 0______ S 1 5,5

Total, Program workyears and obligation s
changes requested, 2001 .................... S01 21 $3,159



Initiative BAnin~ item

Drug Enforcement I Money Laundering
Title III

BASE PROGRAM

Organized Crime & Narcotics 1
International 2
White Collar Crime 3
Litigation Support 4
Management & Administration 5

Communities

BilateraLlMultilateral
International Training
International Analysis
International Analysis

Cyber-crime
C-T and Technology Crime Plan
Victim Witness Assistance

R~mng

3
4

2
5
7 -

6
I I

4 Child Pornography & Trafficking 9
Child Pornography & Parental Kidnapping 10
Indian Country 13
Short Term Protection Program 12

C-85

Criminal Division
Salaiv and Expenses. Gent al Legal Actiite

International Crime 2

Counter Terrorism 3

PROGRAM INCREASES

Litigation Support
Litigation Support

International
International
Interru -ional
Litigation Support

White Collar
International
Litigation Support

White Collar
International
Litigation Support
Litigation Support



Criminal Division
Salaries and Expenses

Detail of Permanent Positions by Catego~ry
Fiscal Years 1999-2001

1999 2000 2001 Request

Enacted Enacted Total

CategorN Authorized Reimbursable Authorized Reimbursable Program Authorized Reimbursabte
- Increases

Attorneys (905) 485 24 485 24 20 499 24

Paralegal Specialists (950)............60 5 60 5I 60 5

Gen Admin, Clerical & Office Services (300-399) 192 61 192 61 15 204 5t

Criminal Investigating Series (1811) .2 .. 2 ... .. 2

Accounting and Budget (500-599) . .. 5 6 5 6 .. 5 6

Other Legal and Kindred (986) ... 14 14 14....4

Witness Security Specialists (080) - .. 1 14 14. ... 14..

Information and Arts Gioup (1000- 1099) 2... 2 2 . 2

ULibrary and Archives Group (1400-1499). 1 1 1

Social Stiences, Economics & Kindred (100. 199), 17 17 .. 17

Information Management Specialist (3013) . 0 .0 0. -.

Total................................ 792 96 792 96 .36 818 86

Washington .................. 770 36 770 36 36 796 31

U.SField . ,. . . . 17 17 ... .. 17

Foreign Field .... ...... 5 60 5 60 0 5 55

Total............................... 792 9,6 792 96 36 818 86



Criminal Division
Salaries and Expenses. General Legal Activities

Summary of Attorney and Support Positions/Workyears

Approprijted Positions

2000 Appropriation Enacted 2001 Increases 2001 Request evel
Attorneys Support Total Attorneys Support Total Attorneys Support -Total

Decision Unit Pos. FTE Pos. FTE Pos. FTE Pos. FTE Pos. FTE Pos. FTh Pos. FTh Pos. FTE Pos. FTE

Organized Crime & Narcotics 84 85 22 22 106 107 0 0 0 0 0 0 84 85 22 22 106 107
White Collar Crime 152 155 67 67 219 222 1 -2 -2 -3 -1 -5 153 153 65 64 218 217

International ,124 126 67 67 191 193 10 6 6 3 16 9 134 132 73 70 207 202

Litigation Support 109 111 69 71 178 182 3 2 8 5 1I 7 112 113 77 76 8 8

Management & Administration 16 211 82 87f 98 108 0 0 0 01 -0 0 16 21 82 87 98 108

-Total 485 4981 307 3141 792 812 14 6 12 51 26 11 499 504 319 319 818 823

Reinmibursa ble. Positions

2000 Apptopriation Enacted 2001 Decreases 2001 Request Level
Attorneys iSuprort Total Attorneys Support Total Attorneys Support 'ota!

Decision Unit Pot. FTI Pos. FIE Pos. FTE Pos. FTE Pos. FTE Pos. FTE Pos. FTh Pos. FTE Pos. FTE

Organized Crime &Narcotics 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

White Collar Crime 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

International 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Litigation Support 0 23 0 9 0 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 023 0 9 0 32

Management & Administration 0 I 0 63 0 64 0 0 0 -10 0 -10 0 11 0 531 0 54

Total 0 4 0 72 0 96 0 0 0 -10 0 -101 0 241 0 621 0 86



Criminal Division
Salaries and Expenses

Symniary of Requirements by Grade and Object Class
(Dollars in Thousands)

123,170
64,234

1.1 1~o

128,069
67,404

13.01

133,064
70,271

13.04

C-88

1999 Actual 2000 Enacted 2001 Reguest lacreaseJ'~ecrease
Grades and salary ranges jPos/WY Amount Pos/WY Amount Pos/WY Amount Pos/WY Amount
Executive Level IV, SI 118,400 ........... _......._._..... III_ ..
ES-S. $125,900 ................................ .... ... 6 6 6
ES-4,S$125,900 ................................ . 14 14 14..
ES-3, $120,814 ............................ ........... 8 8 8..
ES-2, $ 115,529 ........................................ 3 3 3..
ES-I, $110,351.......... . .................. ..... I I___ 1 ___ I____
GS- 15, $80,65 8 -$104,8 51 ............. .......... 398 398 417 19
GS-14, $68,570-$89,142 .......... ... .......... .7 78 77 (1)
GS- 13, $58,027-$75,433 32........... .... 95 64 5
GS-12, $48,796-S63,436 ...... ................. 32 (1)
GS- 11, S40,7144152,927 ..................... 60 60 62 2
GS-I0, $37,0574148,173 ........................ I I 1 0
GS-09, 133,650.143,747............................. 27 27 27 0
GS-08, $30,465-439.600.......................... 37 37 37 0
GS-07, S27,508-$35,760 .................... ...I... 57 57 59 2
GS-06, S24,754-$32,181 ... ................... 5 5 5 0
GS-OS, S22,208-$28,868 .. .................... 5 .......... 5 _____ 5____ ____ 0 ____

I otal Appropralated Positions 792 792 _____ 88 ____ 26 ____

Average ES Salary
Average GS Salary
Average GiS Grade



Criminal Division
Salaries and Expenses

Summary of Requirements by Grade and Object Class
(Dollars in Thousands)

1999 Actual 2000 Estimate 2001 Request Iacrease/lDecrease
Object Ciass WV Amou;7t WY Amount -W-V Amunt WV Amount

11 1 Full-Time Permanent 632 $49,211I 707 $53,096 723 $57,523 16 $4,427
11 3 Other than FTP 103 4,196 103 4,508 103 4,607 0 99
I1, Other Personnel Compensation 2 657 2 569 2 600 0 31

(herrme 180 187 194 0 7
11 8 Special Personal Sem ices Payments 0 1,346 0 349 0 232 0 (117)

Total Object Class 11.0 737 53,410 812 58,522 828 62,962 16 4,440

Reimbursable workyears:
FulI-TIme Permanent ............. 1%961 1861 Poll1

Othetr Object Clas
12.0 Personnel Benefits 11.337 12,443 13,786 1,343
130 Benefits to Former Personnel 16 -1 7 0
21 0 Trascl and Transpoistation of Persons 3,566 4.349 3,999 (350)
22 0 Transportation of Things 543 388 403 Is
"311GSA Rent 12,449 11,703 12.654 951
23 2 Rental Pa nits to Others 530 426 391 (35)
23 3 Comm , Util . & Other Misc Charges 2,333 2,777 2,693 (84)
240 Printing and Reproduction 160 148 155 7
25 1 Conqulting SerN ices 0 0 0 0
252 Other SersiCes 12,716 13.054 11.745 (1,309)
25 3 Purchsui -t Good. Sscs from Gost Accts 1,223 1,461 L.502 41
25 4 Operruion & Mainlenance of Facilities 151 178 178 0
25 5Pesearch and N3eelopment Contracts 0 0 0 0
256~ Medical Care 47 59 63 4

-7 Operationand Maintenance of Equipment 013 13 0
25 8 Subsistenct and Support of Persons 0 0 0 0
260 Supplie. and Materials 1,404 1,418 1.403 (15)
31 0 Equipment 1,424 1.513 1,925 412
420 Cour ssards 39 31 80 49

Total Obligations S103,348 S108,490 S113,959 16 $5,469
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Sainmas Statemesit god Performance Plan

The Clvil Divblom represents the United States in any civil or criminal matter within Ita scope of responsibility -protetig

the public flee, ensuring that the federal government speaks with one voice In Its view of the law, preserving the intent of
Congress and advancing the credibility of the government before the courts.

Most Civil Division case involve monetary claims. Plaintiffs advancing contract claims, allegations of negligence, claims of patent
infringement s"dthe like seek to assign liability to the government in lawsuits where huge sums are at risk. It is our job to ensure that
only those claims with merit under the law are paid. in successfully fulfilling this mission, the Civil Division haa uaved the public fisc:
billions of dollars - S7 billion in unwarranted claims were defeated in 1999 alone. As huge as these savings are, the Civil Division's
impact is understaed because that figure does not reflect the consequences of the Division's successful defense of limiting provisions
in entitlement programs. Court challenges to such limitations involve billions of dollars of public fundAs annually.

The Civil Division also recoups money owed to the government. Hundreds of millions of dollars are recovered each year as a result of
the Civil Divisions successe in prosecuting fraud arid representing the government's interest in suits involving bankruptcy, loan
defaults and other commercial transactions. In 1999, judgments and settlements totaled $529 million. While some awards call for
long-term payment plans, collections in 1999 yielded more than $458 million. Affirmative litigation comprised just 16 percent of the
Civil Division's cases, yet yielded awards alual to nearly four times the Civil Division's direct appropriation. Few entities can cite
such a remarkable rate of return.

In addition to being one of the government's top fiscal bulwarks and top money-makers, the Civil Division serves an equally vital role
in litigation where the targets are the laws, programs and policies of the United States. New statutes, tyically enacted only after a
very painstaking legislative process, are often attacked in court. Our docket includes challenges to anti-terronism and immigration
statutes, telecommunications laws, and regulations governing the administration of the health care system. Beyond litigation, we serve
in an advisory role to other government organizations on potential litigation, For'exarnple, in this capacity, we advise the Department
of State, Central Intelligence Agency, Criminal Division of the Justice Department and others on matters arising under the Mid-East
Terrorism Order and the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act.

Attorney Work Product



While trial and appellate litigation constitute a major share of the workload, the enactment of two compensation programs - the
National Childhood Vaccine Injury Compensation Act and the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act - expwandd the scope of the
Civil Division's responsibilities. T'he Vaccine Program offers plaintiffs a streamlined, expeditious mechanism for reviewing actions
alleging vaccine-related injuries. The Radiation Program provides for administrative review of claims arising from atmospheric
testing of nuclear weapons and underground uranium mining.

LAMg-RaMge G22ki ad Statlegies

The Civil Division's primary goal is to represent the United States in all civil matters in support of the Legal Representation Core
Function set forth in the Department's Strategic Plan. The strategies employed by the Civil Division to achieve its long-range goal are
summarized beow.

Represent the United States in all civil matters.

a Protect the US. Treasury against unwarranted monetary claims; assure that the government pays meritorious claims; and assert
the federal government's commercial interest in defensive litigation.

0 Recover money owed to the United States as the result of fraud, loan and contract defaults, injury and damages to federal
property and unsatisfied judgments; combat health care fraud through the: vigorous implementation of the False Claims Act and
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

6 Defend against challenges to federal statutes, programs and policy initiatives; enforce remedies for violations of statutory-based
federal program requirements.

6 Protect consumers against dangerous products, adulterated or mislabeled food and drugs, and unfair or fraisdulent practices;
defend federal regulations restricting the sale and distribution of tobacco products to protect children and adolescents.
Continue to concentrate consumer litigation resources on those cases involving the greatest potential impact on public health
and safety.

a Resolve disputes where appropriate by using negotiations and Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR) and by administering
compensation programs enacted by Congress which offer non-litigation solutions to specific classes of claims. Actively
explore the use of ADR in conjunction with the private sector for major air disaster claims.

Attorney Work Product



* Organize resources to mem priorities - ensuring wherever feasible that casm involving the highest stakes, greatest potential
impact and most importat precedents have sufficient staffing.

a Recruit and retain a high-caliber legal staff with the expertise that will best promote sucessful litigation. Upgrade and
structure support staff to take full advantage of the new technologies to promote efficiency arid productivity.

* Invest in new technologies and upoti services to keep apace of court mwWanae and to ensure parity with opposing counsel.

0 Handle those trial and appellate casm requiring the specialized expertise possessed by Civil Division attorneys.

0 Improve information dissemination between the Civil Division and the U.S. Attorneys to promote And maintain uniform
litigation positions.

* Collaborate with client agencs in training, legislation, policy development and programmatic operations.

0 Enhance cooperation with foreign governments to identify and proseute international white-collar criminals and to seek the
forfeiture and repatriation of proceeds of their resources.

* Enforce the nation's immigration laws and policies by successfully defending statutes, administrative decisions and INS
programs and policies.

0 Fight terrorism through aggressive efforts to extradite or remove international terrrists; represent the government before the
Alien Terrorist Removal Court; handle appeals and litigation that may result from the designation of terrorist organizations.

* Support federal, state and local law enforcement initiatives by providing specialized expertise and a national perspective.

a Provide information to the public and to stakeholders in an open, timely and complete manner, as appropriate.

Attorney Work Product



Highlight, of Mission-CrltlcsI Results

In conjunction with the Department's Summary Performance Plan, the Civil Divi:;ion tracks six key performance indicators for Legal
Representation. We coordinated with the Executive Office of U.S. Attorneys to develop these indicators. The collaborative effort
resulted in indicators with outcomes common across both components, for which the data was readily available. Moreover, the
outcome indicators reflect jointly established criteria. For instance, favorable resolutions were defined to include court judgments in
favor of the government and all settlements.

The table which follows displays results and projections for cases personally handled by the Civil Division.

Summary Performance Indicators: 198 1999 2000 2001
Legal Representation Actualls Actuals; Proj. Proj.

1. Percent of favorable resolutions in civil cases. 94%/ 92% 90% 90%/

2. Percent or favorable resolutions in defensive monetary cases, 94% 93% 1 90%1/ 900/0

3. Percent of favorable resolutions in immigration cases. 94% 
9
O

0
/ 90% WQ/o

4. Percent of favorable resolutions in health care fraud cases." 100% 100% WO/o 90%

S. Dollar amount collected from affirmative civil cases,' S579 mil. $458 mil. NA NAN

6. Alternative Dispute Resolution cases - completed,~ 94 116 285 170
Alternative Dispute Resolution cases - ongoing. V ~ 56 206 98 104

Results for 1998 and 1999 were all setemnents.

LT'he Departmnent of Justice has established a policy not to identify future esitnies thai n-Ay be construed as esisbtshing "targets" for

investigative, litigative or oilier law enforcement activities

SSurge so 1999 and 2000 reflects the increase in arb~itrationa arising from the Deparrni of Agriculture's settlement with black
farnwlts

Attorney Work Product



In addition to the common performance indicators for LealW Representation, the Civil Division tricks summary performance indicators
that are directly linked to the goals in its Performance Plan. The first two indicators incorporate the fact that moat of our litigation
involves monetary claims. Specifically, we measure progress toward our primary goal to protect the public fiac through affirmative
and defensive litigation as follows:

0 At least 85 percent of monetary claims sought will likely be recovered in 60 percent or more of affirmative caae closed.

$ An estimated 85 percent of monetary claims sought will likely he defeated in 8o percent or more of defensive caes closed.

Hundreds of cases handled by the Civil Division involve challenges to the laws, policies and programs of the federal government.
With respect to these cases, our goals are as follows:

" Achieve favorable resolution in 80 percent of non-monetary trial cases.

" Achieve favorable resolution in 85 percent of non-monetary appellate cases.

The following table displays actual results for 1998 and 1999. Anticipated performance for 2000 and 2001 is based on historical

trends over the past five years.

Summary Perormuce ladlcaton: 199 1999 2000 2001
Civil DIvision Actual. Aetuals Proj. Pr

1. Pertent of affirmative cases closed
in which 85 percent or more of the
claim is recovered. 71% 68% W/o1 60%

2. Percent of defensive cases closed in
which 85 percent or more of the
claim is defeated." 81% 78% W0/o 80/

3. Percent of favorable resolutions in
non-monetary trial cases, 88% 82% 80%/ 80

4, Percent of favorable resolutions in
non-monetary appellate cases. 1 93% 1 89%/ 85% 85%/0

1A handful of clam with highly exaggerated amount sought arm adjusted downward to reflect the lead attoeoeys assessment of the govenmenfs exposure.

Favorable resolutions. include alt cowlt judgments in favor of the government Sttlement are excluded.
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Highlights of major achievements awe given below.

* In the Wirtar litigation, seven trials have been completed to date: Glendals ($909 million awarded out of S2.1 billion sought).
Calfed ($23 million awarded out of SI1.5 billion sought), LaSalle ($5 million~ awarded out of Sl.2 billion sought); damages
have not yet been determined in Suess, Landmark, Bluebonnet or Bank United. Our defeat of claims for allq.d lost profits in
Glendale, Ca ifed and LaSalle sets an important precedent, assa substantial portion of the dar-aigea sought by other plaintiffs
stem from lost profit claims. Glendale is not appealing the lost profits ruling. Also deftted were claims of restitution in
Cay,'d and LaSalle. T1he Calfed appeal may resolve the outstanding liability issue of whether regulatory documents alone,
without an admitted contract containing an integration clause, form a contract. NWle similar restitution and reliance claims
were awarded in Glendale, those rulings are vulnerable to the government's appeal. The appellate decision may promote the
resolution of liability, lost profits, restitution and reliance issues for the remaining Winstar css

Six favorable settlements have been reached in the Wnstar litigation, due in good panl to the governmt's painstakdig
preparation and ability to press its damage theories. These efforts were exemplified by the favorable settlement obtained in
States man during the fifth week of a six-week trial. The combined awards in the original Winstar case, Statesman, Dollar,
Union Federal, Maca and Vermon, Federal were held to $104 million, a fraction of the SI .5 billion in damages claimed.
Significantly, plaintiffs abandoned clams for lost profits.

* The Civil Division secured a momentous victory in the A- 12 stealth fighter case when the Federal Circuit overturned a $1.2
billion judgment ansd remanded the case to trial. The lawsuit arose from the termination of a contract between the Navy and
McDonnell Douglas and General Dynamics to build the A-12 stealth fighter. After the contractors failed to build the aircrfi
and insisted that the contract be restructured, then-Secretary of Defensi. Richard Cheney terminated the program and the
contracing officer terminated the contract for default. T'he contractors brought suit in 199 1, seeking $ 1.7 billion, in addtion to
the $2.7 billion already paid on the contract. The government countered with a demand for the return of approximately half of
the progress payments made.

A unanimous three-judge panel ruled that the trial judge had erroneously convened the termination for default to a "termination
for convenience" of the government - an action which potentially entitled the contractors to all of their costs plus a reasonable
profit. The appellate court also rejected plaintiffs' contention that the A- 12 contract did not permit a termination for default if
the contractors failed to make progress. The trial court will conduct a complete trial of all outstanding issues,
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* ColumbiaHCA is the largest health care fraud case ever undertaken by the government. Federal investigations cover the
nationwide operations of the country's largest for-profit hospital chain. In the first cowitroon test, two Colnbia executives
were found guilty of six criminal counts of defrauding Medicare and other federally-fuinded health insurance programs; each
has received a substantial prison sentence and was ordered to py criminal fines and restitution. As father indication of the
government's progress, Columbia obtained letters of credit totaling $1 billion in the event of the company's inability to satisfy' a
settlement or j udgment in the government's favor.

* The privacy of drives licens information was successfully defended in Condonw. Congress passed the Drivers Privacy
Protection Act after finding that many states. were selling personal information about drivers contained in motor vehicle
department records to marketers and others. Subject to specified exceptions, the Act prohibits states frm disclosing personal
information such as drivers. naes, addresses, social security numbers and medical information, without the drivers' consent.
The Supreme Court held that the Act is a proper exercise of Congress' authority.

* In the first court of appeals decision to consider the validity of the assault weapons ban, the District of Columbia Circuit upheld
the statute in all respects, including its restriction on simple possession, and held that Congress could regulate possession of
firearms even when there is no evidence that the gums have traveled in interstate commerce. The Court concluded that the
statutory ban was not a form. of historically recognized punishment; rather, it serves a legitte, nonpunitive purpose.

* in the largest health care fraud recovery in h:story, Freseius Medical Care North America agreed to pay S486 million to
resolve a sweeping, five-year investigation. Fresenius, the world's largest provider of kidney dialysis products and services,
agreed to paysa landmark $385 million civil settlement, including W6 million for whistleblowers and nearly S8 million for
Medicaid programs in all 50 states, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. Fresenius also agreed to pay a recn-setting
S 101 million in criminal fines.

The settlement resolves allegations of kickbacks and fraudulent claims against Medicare and other federal health care programs
by National Medical Care, which was acquired by Fresenjus in 1996. The recovery demonstrates the effectiveness of vigorous
federal enforcement and close coordination of multiple Department of Justice components; the Departments of Health and
Human Services, Defense and Labor, and the Office of Personnel Management.

* Abbott Laboratories, a drug and medical device manufacturer, will pay $ 100 million to resolve allegations that the company's
methods and facilities for manufacturing in vitro diagnostic devices are not in compliance with FDA requirements. These
devices are used to diagnose diseases and other conditions, including pregnancy, heart conditions and drug overdoses. Abbott
will be required to cease manufacturing and distributing almost 300 devices at two of its facilities and cannot resume marketing
until FDA is satisfied that Abbott is in compliance with the regulations. Medically necessary devices, including tests for
cancer, AIDS and hepatitis will remain on the market.
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0 The Civil Division has established a pilot web site that includes case summaries of immigration case, with links to can law
and immigration regulations, as well a the Office of Immigration Litigation's monthly bulletins. The site, which provides
uses with quick and easy access to numerous documents, became available to other government agencies at the end of 1999.

201 NhMM

The Civil Division projects the attainment of results within the requested level of resources. These projections will establish a
baseline upon which future performance may be tracked anod reported, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act
(GPRA). The 2001 indicators support the long-range goal of "Representing the United States in all civil matters" which appears in the
Department of Justice Strategic Plan.

0 Protect the public fisc through defensive and affirmative litigation. For all Civil Division cases involving monetary clams, at
least 85 percent of monetary claims sought will likely be recovered in 60 percent or more of affirmative case closed& An
estimated 85 percent of monetary claims sought will likely be defeated in 80 percent or more of defensive case closed.
(Summary-Level)

0 For all Civil Division case involving challenges to federal programs, policy initiatives aind congressional enactments (for b
example, Immigration, Consumer or Federal Programs litigation), achieve favorable resolution in at least 80 percent of non- t
monetary trial case and at least 85 percent of non-monetary appellate cases. (Summary-Level) C

0 Progress successfully in the Winsrrar litigation, avoiding excessive damage awards. In 2001. the Civil Division expects to
complete discovery in approximately 30 Winslar case and obtain decisions in or otherwise resolve up to 20 cases provided
that prompt appellate decisions in Glendale, CalFed snd LaSalle are f'irtcoming.

* Progress successfully in tobacco litigation. Establish an imaging system for the tobacco litigation team to include the Bliley
and Minnesota Select collections. Locate and load into the database all available transcripts and depositions from tobacco
litigation spanning the prior 30 ye~ars. Establish effective and coordinated tobacco litigation teams at all affected federal
agencies.

0 Initiate investigations snd prosecutions involving consumer fraud on the Internet, especially the illegal sale of prescription
drugs, approved medical devices and illegal fireworks.

a Continue to combat terrorism, seek to remove criminal aliens and enforce the nation's immigration laws by defending
administrative decisions arm INS programs and policies.
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" Expand efforts to combat health care fraud, including heightened emphasis on extraordinarily lapg case.

" Increase participation in Alternative Dispute Resolution programs.

* Continue to resolve case favorably at various levels of judicial review.

" Implement changes to the Vaccine Program without developing backlogs. Maintain a 25 percent termination rate.

" Work with federal, stale and local law enforcement to combat civil fraud by sponsoring or otherwise participating in training
conferences.

" Represent federal law enforcement program in foreign courts to recover money lost to perpetrators. of telemarketing and
Internet frva.

" Assist state low enfomrceent agencies with respect to prosecuting odometer fraud case.

Eu mzFaua

To a large extent, the Civil Division's ability to achieve its performance targets will depend on several key factors:

* The Civil Division has limited control over the composition and size of its caseload because, on average, over 80 percent of its
cases are defensive.

* In affirmative litigation, the defendant's ability to pay can have a profound impact on success. Although the government's loss
can be proved and quantified, the recovery is limited by the monies available, which can fall considerably short of the amount
sought.

* The court determines the pace of the litigation when it sets trial dates and discovery schedules. Absent the Civil Division's
timely and effective response, the government may face sanctions sod default judgments. Alteratively, bottlenecks in the
court may result in protracted litigation, higher costs and delayed resolution of disputes.

* The majority of cases the Civil Division retains - cases filed in national courts (Court of Federal Claims, Court of Appeals for
the Federal Circuit, Court of International Trade), cases filed in foreign courts and claims filed in connection with the
Radiation Exposure Compensation Act or the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act - fall within its exclusive jurisdiction.
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The primary source of data for measurement of the Civil Division's GPRA goals is the automated case management system (CASES).
CASES was implemented in 1987, enhanced extensively over the years and fully upgraded to year.2000 compliance, Because the
Civil Division relies so heavily on CASES for its management and planning, data accuracy is an important goal of the system. To
achieve data base integrity, the following steps have been taken:

" All data input screens have been programmed with numerous safeguards to preclude the entry of incorrect data.

" Contractor staff regularly reviews case listings and interview attorneys concerning the status of each case.

" Exception reports, listing data ihai is questionable or inconsistent, are generated and reviewed, In addition, attorney managers
review numerous monthly reports for data completeness and accuracy.

" The contractor executes a comprehensiN e quality control plan in which representative samples of data are yeni fed. Another
independent contractor is used to verify various aspects of the work of the case management contractor

Despite these measures, some data limitations do exist. Most significantly, incomplete data on case terminations and attorney time can
cause the system to under-report case closures and attorney time. Missing data is most often retrieved as a result of the contractor
interviews and the review of monthly reports. To minimize the extent of missing data, the Civil Division has made adherence to the
reporting requirements of CASES a performance element in all attorney work plans.

Crosscut of Resources by Strategic Plan Core Function and Coll

___________________1999 2000 2001

Perm Amount Perm Amount Perm Amount
Pox. FTE ($000) Pox. FTE (5000) Pox. FTE (5000)

Core Function 3: Legal RepresentationE
Goal 5: Represent the United States 1,054 11,0821 S146,692 1,034 1,062 $147,616 1,034 11,055 $157,092
in all civil matters.
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Civil Division
Salaries mod Expenses

Jostifleadee o erlroam and Performance
(Dollars In Thousanods)

Perm
rEQL E Amount

Federal Appellate Activity
2000 Appropriation Enacted 76 77 S 10.342
2001 Base 76 77 S11,207
2001 Estimate 2 22 SLLZ110

Inctease/Decrease......

The Appellate Staff represent the interests of the United States at the highest levels of judicial review. The Staffs broad and varied
litigation includes constitutional issues of individual liberties, issues of societal and. collective tight. exercised by the government and
issues affecting national security and executive authority. The Staff handles appeals on behalf of all Civil Division components and
the U.S. Attorneys Offices, as well as cooe appealed directly from administrative agencies; however, the responsibility may be
delegated to other litigating components. The Staff also ia a key part of the governunes litigating teamn in the Supreme Cowrt under
the supervision of the Solicitor General. This arrangement provides centralized jurisdiction over appellate litigation and ensures
uniformn treatment of issues affecting the government. The Staff helps shape the Department of Justice's litigating positions by
participating in working group. with the Ofies of the Deputy Attorney General, Associtte Attorney General and Solictor General.

T"he Staff protects the financial interests of the United Stan by defending against unwarranted claims involving hugle fianial stakes
- most notably, the successful appeal of the $1.2 billion judgment in the A-1 2 stealth fighter case - uid by preservingjudgmanto in
favor of the governments. Case involving new laws, mtajo initiatives or controversial issues are often appealed. C~oeuently, the
Staff handles appellate challenges to executive decisions and administrative policies that direct government prnons For example
the Stafflis currently handling an appeal brought by domestic utility companies challenging annual assessments levied by the Energy
Policy Act of 1992. The value of such future assessments is approximatly S I.1 billion. Suits als include constittional challenges to
major legislation such a the Teleconununications Act, the Prison Litigation Reform Act and the Violence Against Women Act.
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In 1999,57 percent of the caseload was affirmative, involving government appeals of adverse judgments at the trial cow or
administrative level, In defensive case, the Staff represents the government in appeals initiated by opponents who owe unsuccessful
in lower courts. Attorneys routinely draft memoranda to the Soicitor Genral on appeals of adverse judgments, prepare brdef on the
merits of cases an present oral arguments in the various federal cowlts of appeals. In addition, attorneys draft documents for the
Supreme Court such as certiorari petitions, briefs in opposition to certiorari and merits briefs. In 1999, Supreme Cowrt case and
certiorari petitions comprised 42 percent of the workload.

In addition to its role as the government's expert in cowlt of appeals litigation, the Staff also devotes significant time to advising and
assisting Civil Division litigating branches, the U.S. Attorneys Offices and client agency counsel in drafting appellate briefs and
preparing oral arguments. The Staffparticipates in special projects like the bi-annual redesignation of Foreign Terrorist Organizations
under section 219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act.

In 1999, the Appellate Staff handled 2,110 case. Attorneys spent about 76 percent of their time litigating cases. Case receipts grew
nine percent from 199 to 1999, led by defensive Supreme Court cases an petitions. Significant litigation is expected assa result of
anti -teiTorism legislation, the Food and Drug Administration's tobacco regulations and the government's continuing efforts to
administer the health care systemnimr successfully.

The Appellate Staff measures its performance by tracking its success at the various levels of judicial review. The chart which follows
4ahws historical performns=c data, as well as projections based on pat trends. In 2001, the Staff plans to increase paticipation in
Alternative Dispute Resolution proruns with the aim of resolving more case outside of litigation. In the 1999 Perform@=c Plan, the
Staff set the following goal: "Working assa friend-of-the-court, support state statutes ("Megan's LAw"*) which require registration
and public notification of released sa offenders living in the community.' The Staff successfully defended dhe cotnstitutionality of
Megan' Law as a fiend-of-the-court in eight appeals: two in the Federal Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit (Connecticut and
New York laws), thre in the Third Circuit (various aspects of the New Jersey law), one in the Ninth Circuit (Washington State law)
wa one each in the highest state cowlts of New Jersey and Massachusetts. Other notable accomplishments include:

The Staff played a key role in securing a major victory in the A- 12 stealt fighter case. The Federal Circut overturned a S 1.2 billion
judgment against the government and remandedl the case to trial. The lawsuit arose from the tennination of a contract between the
Navy and McDonnell Douglas (now part of Boeing and General Dynamics to build the aircraft. A unenimous three-judge -an ruled
that the trial judge had erroesously firund that the contract was "terminated for convenience" by the government - a finding which
potentially entitled the contractors to all of their costs plus a reasonable profit. T'he appellate cowrt also rejected plaintiff's contention
that the contract did not permit a termination for default if the contractors failed to make sufficient progress.
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In addition to obtaining the favonIe decision upholding the assault weapons ban, the Staff also deteste a constituoonal chaleng to
Weersj laws prohibiting feons fiom possessing firearms. In a related issue, the D.C., Seventh and Eleventh Circuits e uhold the

constitutionality orthe Lautenburg Amendment to the Gun Control Act of 1986 which bars peron convicted of a domestic violence
misdanemmo from posessing a fireu.m that has traveled in interstate commerce.

The Telecommwiications Ac! of 1996, which opened local telecommunications. markets to compefition was succesafily defended; in
two appeals. State public utilities commissions challenged the junaediction of the federal cowrts to review interonnection awemnents
between prevously existing end new cmniers. The Sixth Circut in Michigan Bell andl the Seventh Circuit in MCa upheld the judicial
review provision. Similar con are pending in several other circuit cowlts.

The aility of federal, state and local law enforcement agencies to detemt prevent and prosecute criminal activity was moomeeffoly
defended insa Federal Communications Commission (FCC) rulemaking proceeding. The FCC pane the Depuiment of Justices
petition to adopt new technical standards requiring telecommnunications careers to saist in authorized electronic sugvmllanco. The
Staff is defending this favorable decision in the Cowlt of Appeals.

T7he power of local governent to regulate the loctio of tobacco advertising was preserved in Fedeation ofAA4lslq Indus"y
Riemisetathm v. City of Chicago. Chicago, like many cities adopted an ordiinance which severely restricts. outdoor advertising of
tobacco products. Advertismr have challenged these city ordinances, claiming that they are pre-empted by federal law id are
prohibited by the First Armemnhnu lIa Second and Seventh Circuits have accepted the Staffs argwmnt that eam tho the feeral
Cigarette Labeling Act prem lp ts sate and local restrictions on the content of tobacco product advertising, it does not stop these
entities from regulating the location of such adverising. Similar case we pending involving restrictions itaposed by Masacuetts
and Other localities.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT

DECISION UNIT: Departma~t of Jusiticet - Civil Division - Appellate Staff

STRATEGIC GOALS:
* Represent the United States In all civil matters.

2001 PERFORMANCE PLAN:
* Continue to resolve case soraibir at various levelt of judicial review.
* Cootinue and increae participation In Alternative Ditpuae Resolution prottras "ith the aim of resolvina more cases outside of itigations.

PERFORMANCE IN'DICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plant

Type of Data Enacted Enacted -

Indicator Performance Indicators Source Plan Actualt Plan Actualt Eat. Eat.

Input 1. Number oif cases pending beginning of year CASES 634 534 814 637 763 358
_______ 2. Numrber of cases received durnz %,ear CASES 1,.%17 1,351 1,406 1,473 1.4-46 1,4

Output/
Activity 3. Number of cases innnted dunni year CASES 1.3%6 1,293 1,396 1,347 1,361 1,9

Intermediate 4. Percent or mermoranida to %hich Solicitor Crenctal sicevd CASES 911% 1111% 110%. 911% 90% 90%
Outcome 5. Number of petitions lor ceirtiorari led by the Staff CASES to 19 IS 17 13 15

1______ 6. Percent of opponents' petitons for certiorari defeated CASES "%V 19%! 95% 1 91% 95% 93%

Fad 7. Percent of closed Court of Appeals cases tescihed lavotably CASES 7OV% 79%' 70% 77%. 70/% 70%
Outcome 3. Petcent of closed Supreme Court cases resolved favorably CASES 65% 63% 65% 63% 65% 65%'

9. Alternative itspuite Resolution cases- completed CASES -~ 33 ... 43 53 5
Alternative Dispute Revolution cases -ongfoing C'ASE7S .. t ... 23 33 37

DOJ
Summary 10. Percent ot fssoeable resolutions in defenstve tlonetae) cases (CASES ... 93% ... 3% ~ -. 3%
Indicators 11. Percent of favorable resolutions in nil LIVII csCS CASES -. 39'! 11.111% .. 5%
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Tests Udgatlama
2000 Appropriation Enacted 199 201 $26,639
2001 ase 19 201 S31.829
2001 ElfiteM2Mt4 i

Lage-scale clam alleging govmenent neglec or wrongful conduct are handled by the Torts Branch Often the government's
involvement in the event triggering the suit is elusive. These suits frequently involve hundreds of plaintiffs, massive discovery
requiramnrts, Protnce tria schedules, arcane subect matter and substantial monnetary damages. In 1999, over S8 billion was st stake
insa workload of 3,043 case (exclusive of RECA claims). Traditionally, the Branch's affrmative litigation has been limited to ship
foreclosures and suts agis tOse who damage government property. The recenitly-filed suit to recover the fedeal health care costa
arising fron tbacco~related illness; builds upon the Branch's alftnative mission, Attorneys spend the majority of their time, 53
percent, litigating cae. Most of the remaining time is spent advising client agencies and the U.S. Attorneys Offices.

Where: traditional litigation has Proven ineffective, Congress has required the Division to paorticipate in novel specialized programs to
resolve complex suits. The enactment of the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act and the Radiation Eaposuie Compensation Act
(RECA) we prime examiples. The foinmer law create a program which established an Office of Specia Masters within the Court of
Federal Clairm to dMaerine entitlement decisions. The laeaw created a system more akin to an administrtive claim program tha
to litigation. (For detals we the RECA Trust Fund budget.)

The Torts Branch is comprised of ive sections: Aviation and Admiralty, Federal Tort Claims Act, Enivironmrental Toils
Constitutional and Specialized Torts and the Tobacco Litigation Team.

71wA~hM~mL~dJ~bSeeeshandles mantumei and aviation accident cases as well as various maritime tor Oid contract
clams. National security interest are protected in cae related to military siraft crashes, such as. the *friendly fire accident"
involving an errant Navy missile which damaged the Turkish vessel MAUVENET. Other case involve challenges by vessel onr
and crews to the boarding of vessels on the high seas during national security and drug interdiction activities. The Section also
handled high-dolWa litigation involving the Federal Aviation Administration's certification of aircrafk conversions and its sir traffic
motro when aircraft accidents occur. An important part of the Section's caseload involves niffirmative actions which seek -
comnsation- - for the loss of government carg, damages to locks. dam and natural resourcts, and the costs associaed with aritimre
pollution clenuaps.
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Receipts, which increased significantly in 199 and 1999. are expected to peak in 2001. Filinge associated! with the Kerau
Airlines/Guam aircraft accident and a Deparmt of Agriculture decision to pursue foreign aid cargoclaimishat'. spored the Inrease.

AtiatteAdmiraly Seetlo.: I M -2001

I lActualls Aetual RI lLl
L : 309 319 30 32

The Fednm art Ilam ActL rCAASKm litigates a wide army of cases alleging government liability wising under the FTCA.
The docket includes litigation involving federal law enforcement, the spread of AIDS and national security issues. Other FFCAcae
involve alleged negligence in connection with agency regulatory programs and medical treatment at government medical facilities,
lndian Self Deterination Act facilities and community health centers. The spike in 1"98 receipts resulted fronm filings relsted to the
Food and Dnug Administration's regulation of bone screw devices.

FTCA SetW: 198- 2001 Ct

IAetmasActuals a t e a
Receive 249 44 66 7

The K l & fid TU Se def eends the government against claims for monetary damages resulting from death, personal
injury or property damage caused by environmental or occupational exposure to toxic substances. Many caes arise from government
contractor or military activities, somec dating back to the World War 11 era, and from environmental regulatory activity. The case
often involve hundreds of plaintiffs alleging injuries caused by air, surface water or groundwater contaninatiori or by direct contact
with hazardous substances. The spike in case receipts in Mg9 was the result of an increase in asbestos-related lawsuits which. thus
far. have not resulted in any significant litigation against the United States. Girounodwater contamination case easing from the
operations of military installations and contractor-operated facilities, such as the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California and the
Longhorn Army Ammunition Plant in Texas, are expected to comprise the bulk of the Section's workload. The Section anticipates a
possible increase in case alleging exposure to beryllium and other contaminates from nuclear-rellated activities of the federal
government and its contractors.
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Itmvirsimetal Trts Sees: 1991- MI1

SAthtakIActuahI IlL u1l
Receim 281 159 19" 203

The Twft SwflaaaImiajgh defends civil actions filed under the National Childood Vaccine Inury Act,
adjudicates claims filed under the Radiation Exposure Compentsation Act (see separate RECA budget) handles Biwea suits end
handles vessel accident claims transferred from Ohe PanaimaCanal Commission.

The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act created the Vaccine Injury Compensation Programn to ensure dhe continued supply of
vaccines and provide an alternative to the tort syste for those claiming injury from immunizations. When a petition for vaccine
comrpensation is filed. a Special Mamae makes the initial determination on entitlement. Appeals am heard in the Cowrt of Federal
Claims and the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. Proram staff collaborated with the Deputment of Health end Human
Services on the 'Vaocin Injury Compensation Progrm Amendments of 19W tirm iued to Congresa in June. The draft bill
prooe modifications to the progam to streamline the process and better serve the interests of children mid families. Vaccine C
receiptsem than tripled in 1999 as a result of the addition of four vaccines to the Vaccine Injury Table. Hepatitis B, Varicella,I-
Hemophilus Influenza Type 8 and Rotovirus Gastroententis. The recent addition of Streptococcus Pnecumronia. vaccine* and the -
proposed addition of the Hepatitis A vaccine could expend the progrm even further.

Bivens suits involve the defense of government employees who am sued a a result of their official duties. Theses case am a
demanding component of the Sectionfs work and represent a critical line of litigation for the entire governmnt. They can be extremely
controversial, complex and time-consuming. The suits generally awise when plaintiffs claim that overnment employees have violated
their constitutional rights. Because individual federal officials ame defendants, Bivw liliption goos to the heum of the ability of public
servants to carry our their mision. These case involve a wide array of governinent employees including law enforcement officers end
Cabinet members as well as a great variety of subjects including personnel issues and matters of national security.

On December 31, 1999, the Section assumedl responsibility for pending ship collision case from the Panma Canal Conmmisaion when
the Canal was returned to the Republic of Panama. By assuming this responsibility, Section attoneys will able the United Statea to
fulfill its commnitment to Panamna that the Cianal be returned fre andl clear of liens. An initial group of Panama Canial cases has bean
transferred; a smaller number of additional filings are expected in 2001.
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C..shtlavrnSpedAlnd Torts Seed"a: IM91-2=I

1991 1999 20W M01I
Aeta Actush 1s. Mst.L

Vaccine Receipts 126 j415 211 214j

Bivens 49 26 38 45I

Pan am lReceipts 1 0 1 0 113M

The Io i ~ . m is handling the suit filed on September 22.,1999 alginst nine tobacco copan and two industry
organizations. U. v. Philip Morri. el a/ seeks to recover billions of dollars borne by Medicare anid other federally-ftwided healt
care prograrrks for anoking-related medical costa anM to restrain future misconduct by the defendants.

Tobacco Lipgtion Team: 1991- 2001

I Actuals Aetals KII Eat.

f 19 
0t 0M2"

A key Totis Branch performance measure tracks the value of claims defeated. Dwing 1999, the Branch defeated over S909 million in
defensive cases disposed. Examples ofe reet accomplishments follow:

Five yews of litigation, collectively involvig the defeat of over VI billion in clams, ended with S7 million final settlement in
Cucnawt Radaaoo Litigation. Claimants in the suit alleged tha terminally ill cancer patients were subject to radiation experiments.

The recent defeat of a M50 million aviation suit was secured through the dismissal of GA TX Plaintiffs alleged negligencre in the
issuance and la withdrawal of FAA approval for expensive aircraft modifications.
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Moean 5$7 million i clabas allegig exposure to toxic chemicals were defeated in Redlaad oiwudo Nedo. bi filtpon
spanning nisars. 171 planib sow&i to recover medical expenses they incurred fiom the alleged exposure on he si" of a IrWOM
Army dept.L [an - .precedate decion. the trial mid appellate emuat have areed do state rts lack jwrialeoo to adjuicat
einzuuental replatory cases splinet the Urited States,

The detest of over 555 million in claim in the Founding of the QE2 off the cout of Cqe Cod was upbeld on Wesl. I Me~iqene
Activities, a wake turbulence case, the favorable conclusion of over $30 million in claim wam assured with the dismiamal of plaintiffs'

Approximately 550 million in onibus vaccine litigtion was defeated when the Branch prevailed at thes Court of Appeals hr the
Federal Circuit in H&n., Plaintiffa claimed that their immunizations aggravated their Tuberous Sclerosis, a genetic condition.
However, baued on cutting edge medical roeeach, the Court rejected all claims and adopted the stuidard of provingl meical causation
tged by the ovaimuent. This decision resulted in the favoabke resolution of six similar camp

The plaintiff in Inser-astkaAdvocae. claimed to rqlresent over 100 Vietnamese surivors, heirs and successors of the victim of the
1969 My Lai Massacre and sought compensatory and punitive damages as a result of the United States' ivolvement. Thec Court
agreed with the Branch and diswased the came for Iack of jurisdiction.

Newly 532 million was recovered through the favorable resolution of a group of worldwide mdmirmlt case known a Big Z. These
action involved the foreclosure of tuna boa and fish processing plant mortgagee, the recovery of fishermen wages personal injury
actions and claim for Wue and supplies.
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PUPFORMANCZ MEASUREMENT TABLA, PRESENTD BY DECISION UNIT

DECISION UNIT: Dopartem o eJudo - Clvi Divtele - Torts Breech
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A. Deflmen of Term or Kaplasatlem Iw lindlicalera:

* ladlealen 141,11 and 12: ThbedaW moorce for thee dacasn %s CASES, the CivilDvumooa fully ausoim*4cawge ip syasem CDJSA reftaaio dveC" ivis~ion
ladgotwi and Selemmra Accmots a datbese which tracks nmnem y awards mad collecthome-,
OlIodleater 9: The u dar acee for" ik-I inia r e onthyjwmjis rpo provided by thw Depesuiri of Healt and mnm Services from doeirlm; iradeei daewbh
tck workload dab for both 'pre-Act md 'poel.Act* vaccine claum.I
* AN ledicerse: The i n w " IMe 1991 E d Plan' cosm anc as repose . the 1999 Congresonal budget subniaion.m
D AN ladklealn: The madea te '1999 acted Plan" colun amw as r epoue in tOe 2M0 Cooessomi budget subuinaice.
* ledlntera 1 2 and 3: Case coam- for dooe kdacalo were developed ina mumamer conaist with prime budgetsubmissions and refer as poreomily end joasly handled comes.
* Indleatens I Iesd 12: DOJ unimoy ndsnr isclude only persotalty bandied caae to avoid doubl counsting coea joindly banied wit die USAM' Setuu a
ewsaed an favorable rsollans.

B. torson Alfeetlng IFT V 1999 orpu veermane,:

0 Indleatar 3 and 8: Te nn we loss thuo the'Enacted Pine' due ao die lower pace at whicb vaccine and asbeae decisions wei rendered The vaccine terinaetion rate
was alec affected by mm ca m with incomplete medical recodAs and by a Pop-g of race** in dae fbmI quater.
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Commiercial Litigation
2000 Appropriation Enacted 364 374 $56,833
2001 Base 364 374 $W0,445
2001 Estimate 3M U14S645

Increase.. ..

The Commercial Litigation Branch represents the United States in litigation ansing from the government's buying, selling, lending and
other financial transactions. In 1999. S58 billion was at issue in the Branch's caseload. The majority of the ceams -7 pert in
1999 - were defensive. Affirmative actions recoup for the U.S. Treasury billions of dollars lost through fraud, baratciea and loan
defaults. Attorneys spend about 90 percent of their time litigating a workload composed of especially labor-intensive case.

Five sections comprise the Commercial Litigation Branch: Court of Federal Claims/Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit/Court of
International Trade, Fraud, Corporate/Financial, Intellectual Property and Foreign Litigation.

The Q~lainiUOM is the largest section and handles sonmc of the federal government's most resource-intenaive, high-stake. cases
brought in the Court of Federal Claims, as well as appeals to the Federal Circuit and claims brought in the Court of Internatiortal
Trade. For the better part or a decade, the Section has experienced notable growth in extraordinarily large Cowl of Federal Claims
cases, Well-financed companies are willing to pursue their contract claims aggressively, since the potential awards far exceed even
sizable litigation e-xpenses. Examples of extraordinarily large contract dispute case include:

"-2. The Navy's termination of a contract with Mcl~onnell Douglas (now part of Boeing) and General Dynamics for the A-
12 stealth fighter has spawned nine years of highly classified litigation. Approximately $4 billion is at issue for an airplane that
was never manufactured. In 1995, the trial court ruled in plainitifl's favor regarding liability. Following extensive litigation on
damages, in 1998 the trial court awarded plaintiffs $ 1.2 billion, in addition to the $2 7 billion already received. On July 1,
1999, the Court of Appeals reversed the Inat court's liability ruling, vacated the dan-ages; award anod remanded the case lo the
trial court for a trial on all issues.

W= zL. The Wnstar litigation is unprecedented in terms of size, complexity and potential stakes. Plaintiffs' claims are in the
vicinity of S30 billion, although we estimate the government's liability to be only a fraction of this amount. These 100-plus
cases involve more than 400 financial institutions throughout the United States and potenh yover one billion pagesof
government documents. The Wuinsar litigation is funded by the Department of Justice anid the FSUC Resolution landA.
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To date seven trials have been completed and three trials are in process. Up to 10 case am expected to go to trial in 2000.
Additionally, favorable settements have been reached in six cases. To continue this momentum, we have pursued formal
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) in six cases as well as informal settlement discussionsi in over 40 caes. civil Division
attorneys we working diligently to identify additional cases in which settlements would be spipropiate and ae developing an
overall settlemnt strategy.

The Winmea tesmn haa mae substantial progress in discovery arnd pretrial activities. Despite months of delays caused by the
plantiffs requests for extensions sand the chief judge's insistence upon personally deciding contract formation and breech
issues, fact discovery has been completed for all l2 priority cases and the first 30 cae. After identifying over 293 million
pages of potentially relevant materials. from 122 government and plantiff sites, we sanned more than 20 million pages,
Almost 17 million pages were converted from scanned images to searchable text (OCRed) and cddinto categories.

Expert discovery has been concluded in the 12 priority cases and is continuing in the first 30 came. To assist with these cases,
the Division less retained qppoximately 65 experts from 10 firms to provide consulting and testimonial services. Thes
carefully selected experts have proven to be invaluable in convincing the cowl of the validity of our defenses and in
discrediting the plaintiffs' claims.

A secornd& group of 30 cases began fact discovery in Augus 1999. Under the existing cowlt schedule, discovery proceedings
will corrnence for a third group of 30 case in August 2000 arid for the remaining 14 cases in August 2001. Consequently, the
number of case in various phsees of litigation may reach up to 95 in 2000 and nwly 100 in 200 1. Substantial resources will
be neeedulough 2001 to support the increasing workload.

hbIn tI e wake of WInrb , a multitude of breach-of-contract allegations have been made involving *War
on Poverty" low-income bowing projects developed with lo insured by the Department of Housing and Urtban Development
(HUD). Pursuant to the loani notes executed between the owners and their private landers, owner were permitted to preiy
thei loan after 20 yeas - in effect, freeing the projects of low-income use restrictions and allowin market-basedrs.
HUD) was no a party to the notes. In 198M, in an effort to forestall a possible low-incoome rental housing shortage occasioned
by massve prepaymws Congres passed legislation that placed restrctons upon pepayments.

Presanly, these am 25 HUD mortgage prqeymnent suits involving more then 800 plaintiffs and claims that exceed $600
million. In Ciempg Ganiew, after the Cowrt of Appeals for the Federal Circuit rejected plaintiffs aguments of a Cont
brech the plaintiffs we alleging that the legisation constituted a Fifth Amendment talking of thei housing project for public
use. An qapeilt decision in Gmir Apofsm~u will limit this shaMegy the court of appeals held that the prepayment
legislation did not, by itself amans to a taking of any property rdefts The court further held that the owners tskings claims
were not ripe for as~udiation because she owners bad admittedly failed to sel, srequire by the le~slatinafinal decision
from HUD as to whether they could prepay their *s In addition to thUD cues thseisafamly of similar oa
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prepaymnt came that stemn from the programs of the Farmers Homew Administration (FmHA). These FmHA comes involve
more than 270 plaintiffs anid claims of about $150 million.

Spo Nuelmear ui Yankee Atomic Elctnc and othu commercial nuclear utilities have attempted to apply lFiuiar-like
claims to maclw waste storage policy. Plaintiffi argue that the government has broken its promise to begin - q taicre of
commercial spent maclear fuel by January 1998. The utiities contend that they have been forced to store their own spent
nuclear fuel while still contributing to the Nuclear Waste Fund set up to find the federal storage effort. Eleve e. have been
iled seeking several billion dollar in damages; up to 40 additional case may be filed, raising total damages claim to an

estimated 50 billion. If the government is unsuccessful in pending appeals involving jwisdictional issues, the first trials could
begin in 2000. If 50 case are filed, this litigation could extend for yeaam The governueras F 1pons-e could be stagering
vwthout expert umalyiis ftom. the disciplines of nuclear facilities engineeing anid construction accounting and utility rate-
making. as well as substantial ALS.

Akuka.&I. Alaska Pulp Corporation (APC) claims that the government breached its contract whan Conpiss enacted, arid
the Forest Service implemented, the Tongas, Timber Reform Act of 1990, and when the governowas terminated for breach
APCs contract in 1994. Damage claims tota 51.6 billion plus interest. The government has prdcdover 2.8 million pages
of documents aid APC has made available an estimated four million pages. Fadt discovery is continuin sad expert discovery
is expected to be&i in early spring. Trial is expected to commence in late 2000.

NnnkrrmGruine -'SAM-. Claims of approximately $I billion arest stake over the Aiu Forces termination of a highlyC
classified prorm to develop a stealt missile. The parties have engaged in discovery involving more than 15 million Pages of 0-6
documents; the parties will soon present the court with hundreds of proposed stipulations of fa-t which may seve as the basis 0
for adjudicating a significant issue in the case. If the cowrt concludes it cannot proceed by stipuL'tion, a discovery phase of at
least two yers is likely to commence in March 2000.

In addition to the burgeoning contract dispute cases this section handles a mria of bid protests, fraud cowrixeelainis and suits under
te takings clause of the Constitution. The number of new bid protest cases, which we very timne-intensive, has nearly quadfrupled
since the 1996 elimination of the General Seirvices Board of Contract Appeals. Case in the Cowrt of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
include appeals from district courts; appeals of decision rendered by the Merit Systems Protection Board, the Court of Vetarais
Appeals and agency contrc appeals boar&a; as well as appeals from the Cowrt of Federal Claims and the cowr of hitetnational Trade.

Attorneys in this Section also represent the United Stane in the Cowlt of International Trade. The international trade caselad grew
significantly from 199S through 199 -sa result of filings protesting an increased harbor maintenance tax collected by the Custom
Service. Filings declined signtificantly in 1999 and will cease after the first quarter of 2000 when the statute of limitations expires.
Other international trade litigati involves dumping penalties, trade agreements, tariff classifications and a variety of other actions
milated to U.S. customs larws.
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Court of Federal Chb*OCooul .f Appeals for the Federal
Chvekl~ourt of 1atea atleaal Trade:I 19- Mt

I Utlad AreWach Aetaahj DeL G
ICourtof Federal Claims Receipts 14571 458 500 150
Cowrt of Apasfor the Federal Circui 705 840 845 M5

lCourtof Laterntional Track Rcipts 3,433 1,10561 7911 718
Seed" S41069181 4.S 1 ,54 1 .364 S

Tb. EzadW Imdle litigation to recover Ioeaes flea thoec who deftaud the govaiwnati.L Cam we fled in district courts and
fraud counterclaims us pwmsed in the Cowrt of Federal Claims.

Health cwe fruad litigmio is expandng rapidly. in both size nd yiel to the U.S. Treasury. Ceas involve healt cue provkIdu
carnaw M fiscal intermediaies that draud Medicur, Medumad and other feeral healt care Nogm The B ic heaurecovere
newly $2.8 billion in heafth care frad case since 1986, in 1999. judgment and soements in healt care fruul cases exceeded $237

New health eue froid caes in 1999 inr eaed 71 peat over tie number received in 1996- the yaw the Health huwrae
Pori fity aidl Arrountability Act was acted. Another 30 percent growth in new coses is exetdby 2001. CohuzbiaHA. the
lgea for-profit hospital chain in the country, is currently the subec of one of the most signficait health cue &mud investigations
ever loumcbed by the govannt Fraud Section attory are collaborating with the FBI mid multiple Deparbon of Justice
componafts as well as the Departnent of Health mid Human Services, MWat investigative organizations mid other law edforcenimt
agencies in this nationwide effort

Another fat-Vowing portion of the workload consists of case file on behalf the federal goverrnmew by pivf citiu knwa a
Orelamon ier the 1986 qul lm urnendinenta to the False Claims Act. In return for exposing fraud againd the govPmeat relatjor
slim in recoveries resulting from the cuses. Qui wm case now comprise 63 percent of the caseload. QWi on receipts use expected to
inlcrease by 14 percent fron 1999 to 2001. Procurement fraud cases continue to comprise a sugnificant sbare of the Section's wood
mid oocounte fbr recoveries topping $IS& million in 1999.
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Fraud Serdw: I1M96.M

291 344 1 382 1 406

TIM Chenhm les & wide spectun of lawsuits involving claims for money and propeny. Atorneysrepesent
thegovumnent finmcilmdregulatory itea in lagemd comlexChqater11buzkruptiesincluding t oseinoving demise
contrartora coommrcal airlines health cae providers, ,wal eletac coopatives end other major corporations.

The Section is writing with vaious U.S. Attorney' Offices to protwc licenses valued at S 1 billion issued by the Fedmul
Conumications. Coamisuion (FCC) for wireles teeconununicstions services. Seval licensees, who were ofted farvorable
psrnen torm as required by law, hav filed for bookniptcy claiming that they incured financial difficulties bessem of the dramatic
depreciation of thei biemue during the sevea months beween the inatio sid the date on whc the bosm wie swum.
Althoughtwomenses caned fvorskblerlngewhc silnificontly reduced their deb, to the govun, cue judpnmd was
recently reved on appeal and the other is pending ma ppellate decison, At risk is to c ly the WbWWWa value of dtheecaw aid
S I billion in down payments, but the iterity of the Conpessionally-muadated auction Fpracess the FCC usm to allocat moat of its
iconses.

The Depaltrmmit of Housing ad Man Development (HUD) is a reque client in bwaaknptcy cases initate by owners of housing
projects holding HUD-imed moelgges as well as in disbit court proceedings to enfoc H{UM interts ising So. mortgoges
and regulatory anses.L Othe cases. include suits challenging the enrorceability of student loss brought against the Depunent of
Education, schools, bmbk and state Omae aguaces The Section also xe epsnts the Rural Utilitie Sevice ad othe simiLar
agencis in all of the heg-dolla, lap-documnet cases in whic they are paties.

C. ~ ~ 9 1s eTssea eta 19961-2000 2
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Receipts are expected to increase due to a rise in bankruptcy filings. of health came provides and electric cooperatives. Increased
receipts also are anticipated from HUIs enhanced enforcement initiatives and in Medicare Secondary Payer litigation, where monies
ame recovered from third-party payers who have primary responsibility for paying health care benefits that have been paid by Medicare.

The IseitmlEp etmhandles a wid-. variety of litigation involving patents, trademark, copyrights. trade Secrets and
other related matters. These case are extremely complex, requiring miterisive technical and legs.! analysis of each aserted patent and
each accused syste or device purchased by the govci&.neit. The most significant suits are brought by major corporations seeking
substantial recoveries for the government's use of patented inventions. Attorneys defend the government in the Court at Federal
Claims and in subequent appeals to the Federal Circuit, as well as in challenges to actions by the Register of Copyrights brought in
the various district cowrts.

Affirnative litigitioei enforces government -owned patents. deposit requirements of the Copyright Law and patent indemnity
ag;eement. Other affirmstive cases secure government patents for inventions arising from government-sponsored research and cancel
patents issued as a result of frma. The intellectual pro1,erty workload also includes a variety of administrative proceedings before the
Patent and Trademark Office. In addition, the Section provides considerable advice almost daily to various agencies.

Intellectual Property Seetion: 1998- 2001

Actual AtulslEtl EAL I
RceipU 21 24 1 33 1 41

The Oflet of F-sg Litigatla represents then interests of the United States in foreign cowut- a stattory responsibility that has
been delegated exclusively to the Civil Dy'sion. Foreign counsel, under the Offices supervision represent the United States in over
1,200 lawsuits in as many as 100 natio~is al . y given timne. Supervision of European litigation is conducted from an office in Londowi
As the sole authority to reptesest the U..A,:i -tea in foreign cowrts, the Office must respond to all new overseas litigation in which
the govanmn is naniid as adefeAant. Ir 1999, more than 80 percent of the Soctim's receipts were defensive and included
niumerous commercial and tort cases.

The international telemarketing fraud caseload is growing as the Office repmresets. the interests of the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) and various U.S. Attorneys Office (USAOs) in recovering illegal profits for return to defrauded commonwe in the United
States. The.rcn Canadian crackdown on domesic telemwaketing fraud has reulted in the targeting of Amierican conmmr. Scams
involving sweepstake prizes, foreign lotteies, credit repair mid gemstones cost Arntai victims billions of dollar anally.
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Other affirmative litigation involves health cawe fraud, bid-rigging, student and medical school loan defaults, environmental pollution
violations. lardloni-tenant matters and admiralty anod shipping suits. Much of the affirmative litigation has a debt collection
component. These activities include ase searches in which the Office seeks to identify, track and recover foreign asset in orda~ to
satisfy United States civil and criminal judgments.

Ofie of Forega tLkgatlov: 1993- 2001

IAf~ lAcft al ULi e
Receipt 249 1 177 1816 1 194

The spike in 1998 receipts resulted from actions to recover delinquent disaster loans issued by the Small Busines Administration. We
expect that the increased mifomreient efforts of the FTC and the USA~i will generate a steady flow of internaiona telenatrketing
fraud case through 2001.

Pmm eromarc M MU

T'he Commercial Litigation Branch measures its performance by tracking its success in protecting the public flac. through defensive AdA
affirmative litigation. In 1999, the Branch defeated nearly $6 billion in unimeritonious claims. In affirmative cases, the Branch secured
$432 million. The chart on page D-37 shows historical data on the Commercial Litigation Branch's workload and outcomes, as well as
projections which are based largely on historical trends. Strategic initiatives in 2001 include: protecting the public fisc, progressing
successfully in the Wiruiar litigation and combating health car fraud.

The Conunerial Litigation Branich protected 'the U.S. Treasury against unwarranted claims and recovered money owed to the United
______ States in a variety of reet cases:_

" T"he Branch obtained a dismissal offRoedler, a $250 million spent nuclear fuel case. Custom of a nuclear utility brought a
clans "cton against the Departmoent of Energy (DOE) for its inability to begin disposal of dhe utilitys wafte. The cort found
that the utility customers had no contractual relationship with the United States and that they were not third party benficiaries
of the utiity's conact with DOE.

" Worrier-like claim wer reacted insa significant mortgage prepaymnt case. In Framcomua dAjsodiaw, the Court of Federal
Claims dismissed the claim of 23 plaintiffs and t partial claims of fiveplaitiffs who saswe WIua-type theories
regarding the prepayment of mortgages obtained frm the FmHA.
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* The Brunch obtained a $51 million civil setl-emenit and over S10 million in criminal fines from Oletes Corporation and a
subadi Kinmberly Home Health Care. T'he"se ction. resoved allegations in connection with sales of homne healt @@atees
to Columbis/HCA and subsequent management arrangements. As part of the settlement, Olena h agpeed to ooopate folly
in the government's continuing investigation.

* The U.S. Tresouwy is expected to receive approximately $20 mnilli an from State Farm Mutual Automnobile Insurance Company
in a Medicare Secondary Payer case. The settlement provides reimbursement for payments maide by Medicare when State
Farm refused to make primary payment on a class of plaintiffs medical expenses incurred fom afutobile accidents.

*In an FCC wireless license case. In re Pocket Communiations, the Bankruptcy Court seed with the govermnents objection
and rejected proposed setlenit The settlement would have risked a $143 million down payment fom Pocket, the second-

largest wiimer of the licenses.

* The Branch defeated several significantly patent infringement claims. In I)imd, a suit seeking over $100 million for the
government's use of la satellite communications systems&, the Cowrt of Appeals for the Federal Circuit disnisseW all claim.

1111C ~Over S23 million in claims were diunissed in Wicker. Plaintiffs sought royalties for the Trmurnys use of a new method of
preventin thL, counterfeiting of $20, $50 and $1 00 bills.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TADLE: PRTSENT1D BY DECSIOK UNIT

DECISION UIT : Depwtimeul of Justice - C"i Divivivs - Commercial Lidpies Branch
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2000 Appropriation Enacted 146 140 319,6U8
2001 Bane 146 140 S19,337
2001 Estimate 1-46IN l1
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The Federal Propumns Arnc defends the offrsm en agencies of the United Sts in a wide variety of suits challenging the
constitutionality end legality of Weeral statutes, prograna end initiaves. The Brnwch protects the public fixc by defending
government police end propui involving the distributionof monetwy resources or benefits, while preserving the intent of
congevnional erinoents ad aminiatration policies.

High--visibifity caes dud present imapetsm constitutional statuay end reguoy sues typify the Brnch's caes. Rewd litipion
has involved some of the most probing isues of our tini - gint contz 1, welfare reform, sqiation of church end stats, fine item C
veto, -nw litigation refrm end sexual berumnent in the %wplacot- Currntly, the Brich is defending the civil rigts section of the
Violence Againd Women Act (VAWA) end various provision of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Additionally, the Drnch is
defnding agmins awsconaid challenge to the Child Online Protection A0, which restrict the dissnain of tinnft
pornogesphic materals to dihkkui ovm the internet

Statutes such asthe pi Fednof Inwmatioa AcM the Privacy Act, Title VII of the Civil Rights Ad, the Rehabilitation Act, the Social
Security Acl, the Equal Pay Adt end the Federal Advisory Committee Act we the subject of swits hendle by the Brmh. The defense
of challenge rising under the Cormmitutia the Administrtve Procedures Act and other statute of general apliability comprise a
significent portion of the caseood.

While most of its cues am defenelvs, the Branch also initiates afrmative litigation to enforce fedeaml laws end repaltion. It
rersnsagencies in 6cii actions to enforce the Ethics in Government Adt against preen and form fedra officials, seeks judicial

enfrceIntoaornea uoeaed tgaecijinl tonwieavaeyoreeaiatuIcudgte
National HighwayTraffic Safety Act.
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The Branch is uanrn Afternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) to resolve approximately 138 casm resulting Itom a Depavoent of
Agriculture settletnan or.a nationwide class action brought by black fume,, in Piqord and Bmwingoms A similar clas action was
filed in November 1999con behalf of thousands of Native American farmers who allege they were wongflzly denied federal horn
loanm ad benefits and seek $19 billion.

FedPral Pa'ogruns' litigation is omprised of case involving novel questions where few PrecedenI exist and appease we inwviteble. In
1999, over 89 patent of the Branch's 891 cases were defensive. Attorneys upend the nqooty of their time, over 39 paent. litigating
case. Moat of the remainder of the attorneys! time is spent. advising client agencies and the U.S. Attorney Offices.

T'he Branch measures its performance by tracking favorable resolutions of its cane involving challenges to Weeral progyuns, policy
initiatives and congressional enactments. The cdun which follows shows historical performance data, as well me projections based on
Po trends. Exmptles of recen acopIabet olw

Concerned about the rapid rise in the cat of home health care to Medicare Congress sltered the method for calculatin payments
made So home healt care agencies. Conem projected that these chutes will ssve the Medicare bugt fund billions of dolas. The
Branch secured dismissal of two consolidated came to Texas when the court declared the statutory and nepaoy stas~s vald

The te of Californak West Virginma and Momn unscoessfialy challenged the Deautment of He&lt and Hum=u Services' efort o
recoup ovm S280 million for contributions to sot programs that fund pensions for stae employees working in joint federal-state
programs, The Branch obtained siomunuy juISp1a1t-in eech' case.

The Laitoonerg Ainndiasnt I* die Owa Comi Act of 1936 makes it illegali for persons conviced of stsin domestic viole cime
So ship, posereceive ortraxuport &ems The Branch has successfully deftsaded the constitutionlity of Use Anmm*es in
multiple chalengee brought by low anfbvuuet offom who have been terminated due So the stautes reatrictionL The D.C. Circuit,
the Seventh Circutit ad the Elevati Circuit hav affirmed diaic cour decisions.

An inapoituu objective of t)' Teleommniations Act of 1996 is to bring competition So the local murketplwe
To date the Branch ha secme over 30 favor"bl distict cow urtlings upholding the cosiuinlt f edral district coam review
of local competition order ismed by atae public service commissions, ns provided in the Act.

Regulations requiring buse to be made Mlly scoessible So individuals with disabilities, including thos who uwe wheelchairs,wu
uphe&d in Aamnrae Owi Aaodi. The com also upheld a provision requiring oompaniee that fall to comply with the regulations to

coaeni F is who am denied service.
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LUtigation enforcing federal consumer prtio laws, such a the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, the Consumer Prouc Safaty Act,
the Federal Trade Conunission Act and the Motor Vehicle bInttion mid Cost Savings Act is the responsibility of the Office of
Consumer Litigation. The Office also defends policies and propn of client agencies incuding the Food mid Dnag Admniartion
(FDA), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Cosuwner Product Safety Comsomisia Success wnthems case safegawd
consmers who we unable to protect thenuselvas ftos dangerous or worthless products mid ftnnmfair trade practices.

Affirmative cases bw&gh on behaf of client agencies often inivolve fud perpeotrae bymaniumsmd di&mibt f
misbranded. aduliterated or defective cosumer products, Othe rvolve hrad that exploits billons of dollars &koe n sosecting
coanwumer thdough ilOlegal& cut including sunfir credit practice r ad deceptive advetisementand askes. A key Office isitatve
involves the prosecution and prevention of consuner ft~ad violations perptated on the Internet1. Tao aflem of prescrIito
drup. impproved medical devices, illicit fireworks mid othe dengerous corner products will be the focus of such cybercritee
efforts.

Although most of the Offices litigation is affirmative, subsantial time is spot on defensive litgaton Today's defensive came fond to
be broader in scope and much mome lbor-inIensive. Wel-finuiced opponents protes FDA's actions though the high"s level of
judicial review because their potenial losses for outweigh eve extensve legal coms.

The Office is the only Civil Division component that litigates criminal matters. Longer setencee and inceased ast orfeitiass am
the aim of many of today's prosecutions, resulting in eve weste resistance by the Apeise and thus more protracte ;proeeiap The
Office also provides paidmice on consumer protection laws to state and federal agencies For example, the Office fiWideh state
nmo vehicle agencies mid investigative bodies with training mid computer softwat to stI nine lwpgoecale odomer tI--ig i
investiptici.
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In 1999, the Consmuer Litigation caseoad UMtWe 440 coe, inchiing 130 rew casm& Amorne" "i the malouiy of their tiM
sbot 75 pac, litigaing casm. Moat of the rema sling tine wa "is advising Mote md federal agmicies mid ew U.S. Atbamew
officaL

A similar level of receipts is Wl through 2001. The woekloisce spectad to be more conplex. lhor- -ve vmi long-tm a a
result of Iuvgiw crimiuel proceedings, a well as the FDA's chimin mu nfoicaeaqppmach and dbsbaiges to its regalationi.

Over S55S million inoria" fines and civil pmsies were obtained in 1999. The Office mewme its Vprfoeuo ,,by tacking the
placed geg of case f~aely issolved. For affirmative cases farnble meolutices irtlude case In which ivjumctive or moawy
relief smatined. For defaisve cases vic=is mesaxed by tie number of case in whicha- apmc)' policies or progmus
e fectively deeddMn1999,95 pact of the casesclosed wer reohved favorsisly. Ezauples of reatvictorie follow:

Thie lmrgem monutay siction ever ims ao amnacetical firm was levie agsan Genentech fo promotng a syatheti
growth hrmone for use tbtbad not been approved by the FDA. The eooniy pled guilty to a felony violation of die Food and Drug
Act midwsord to pay&scrimiml fan of=53 million plus 520 million in civil penalties

TheOffice ontiams ooosthaute investptione of numerous indlividuals who dIatue pmms hydioxybutyrfts(0113), on
wiqippoved and dmgemoua &4a that can put users in a cena. Moat recently, a guilty Verdict wasI obtaia Itd a adefIeIed in
southAr C alfria who &struotd 011 flo tempts at a arave pmry, imiAlting in the death of a IS y's-old hlo GIG iouication
mid hypothemia.

Aloe vets was ftiduluwlypromatad over diel Punu bya Virginisaotrid othes aatrnu o mcrADhre
other disoades1 - in viohaln of the Food end Drg Act mid die mail awad atate.Woeiting With the U.S. Atorney in Maylad, the
Office obtainedl die indictmer of all of the pertie involved in thi scem.

Severe! new cas ret low oum oia@ iswviatious inio the mutufctur aid sale of Rlah powder devices mid Wooep fireworks
that cause the death of one indvidua in 1996 mid critically injured others. Thilesteen w ruww hve been executed and
govewn aguds have seized mv dim 16,000 poundsof devices mid illepl flzssurLcs The Office obtsIed five conictions ilk
1999, mx! thus forhem built can spimut nune other inividusl in four Midsern states.
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PtRFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT

DECiSION UNIT- Deowoent of Joti CM DWokoe - Office of Coornmer Uiged.

STRtATEGIC GOALS:
0 RapoeOM the Ualted Shne Is Al dvfl aten

2961 PERFORMANCE PLAN:

*Lead assilosaes to stat low euaoresmoot agoma. wkth reep to preoecat odoer fruMoo
o ~.laftseotIgadoes mod pre-oeti - lnvolio ronofer treod sin the laterrot, opoA)dal teMagal eels of prenaptio drew. oaep Modndkal do~e andA

PERFORMANCE INDCATOR INFORMATION PEMRAC EORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

_ _ _ horossae -eo Ndlakomt plo

Type of Dota Ennetted loadled M
indfraor Perferaasn ladleaors SOW"e Pa" Aetoab Ple Aetee Ee1l E41L

Impel I . Nunim of coses paig begksm% of ye CASES 412 3211 422 316 286 29
_____L Ne ofe .com received wy etCASES 147 122 Ill 130 135 135

Acvf 3. Nvooba of cowm wmed wn ye CASES 163 148 114 154 12s 129

ilersoodlole 4. N-nudle of addbiod aft kw enarcaus ogefoes esisld
Ouw Ms by dtOfle wrA mped i rsoctoq c --Ifnd OCL - 13 16I 12 Is

_____S. Ninaber of keaiinmskbvtoened btovivlae fused CASES - to -0 3S28

Etw ole 6. Petcam of choedceses im wleck tepgva~ CAMe
abtased .. W~ w*d reopedt to u.accon of fekial

M -e low or ellecalvely defoded ane coer
pONiC es, Hmn Of iliWINVI CASES 35% 9% 39% 36% a%

""Miny 7. Purcemmgeo caeoadi~as CASES 3% 31% 21% 35% 30% 39%

[akee" L. Foae OVfv .1wr 16s ,ei to d ci caemAE - 9% - 96 6
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sledlaftnI.ImW13. lep A as mummor comminew widt pdorbodW v4xWsoWm ad raft wpwomoft adjoin* hendled am.
0 Imilefter St rw Offin is whe em do bommm utkh my combew m Ing m -of dw Food. Dws ad Cmmsdc Act. *A C Pi Sefey Act. dw
Pedwel Hmrdow Subminces Aci. do Fodw Tnde Commumbon AcL a vmd a dw wtm ad mW had smomm.
Ghmik*6w7. mom' daring 6o yar.
0 Isdialer Ik DO) ramon b6coms bd@6 ash =& balled comme ID evow dembb-cothaft-comm; INWI ba" "a do UIACM

IL lamme Affeding FY I P" hrfwmmbm

ladlemew 6: IN Im. do Offics ft a'

C, bromm Mkcdot Sdadw of FY 3W and 201 Udowles-
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lauftgrstlos Lktlgtlon .L EEA20

2000 Appropriation Enacted 122 130 $16,158
2001 Base 122 123 $16,677
2001 Estimate a2M 16.677

Increase/Decrease..

The Office of Immigration Litigation (OIL) is the last line of defense along an immigration enforcement continuum that involves the
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), the immigration courts, the Board of Immigration Appeals and the federal courts. By
defending the governments immigration laws and policies and administrative judgments regarding alien removal, the Office of
Immigration Litigation upholds the intent of Congress and secures the combined efforts of our immigration agencies.

Immigration litigation involves both individual challenges to enforcement actions and class action suits directed against the INS, the
Department of State and other immnigration-interesate agencies. The Office also handles cases challenging the denial of visas and
passports, the imposition of employer sanctions anod the government's response to applications for naturalization, political asylumn and
other benefits.

Anititerrorism litigation, including case in which suspected alien terrorists challenge orders for their removal firm the United States,
comprises a growing aspect of the Office's mission. The 1996 Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA) and the Illegal
Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Ao~ (IDURA) have expanded OIL's role in the fight against international terrorism.
The Office reptesents the government before the alien terrorist removal court, a tool created to combat suspected alien terrorists and
foreign terrorist organizations. OIL also assists the State Department an other agencies in designating foreign tororist organizations
and defending those designations in multiple lawsuits. The Office continues to collaborate with other Department of Justice
components in drafting and analyzing terrorism-related legislation.

In 1999, the Office handled 5,150O case before the United States District Courts srd Circuit Courts of Appeals - a38 percent increase
over 1998 and more than double the number of cases handled in 1996. Fueling this increase was a record number of receipts- more
than 3,000 in 1999. Congressional enactments, such as the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 and the 1996
immigration reforms, have spurred the rise in receipts. Additional enforcement resources for initiatives on criminal aliens and asylum
claims have increased the number of aliens facing expulsion from the United States. As the INS has brought more removal case
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before the immigration courts, and the immigration judges and Board of Immigration Appeals have increased the number of
determinations rendered, more aliens have sought judicial review before the federal courts, also increasing OIL's case receipts. While
most of OIL's case involve challenges to orders of exclusion, detention and expulsion in which individual aliens contest the
determinations made by immigration officials and the Board of Immigration Appeals, there was also an increase in the number of
citizenship cases in 1999. This rise is attributable to an influx of cases seeking to denaturalize those who wrongfully secured United
States citizenship. The Department of Justices heightened emphasis on immigration enforced ent portends a rise in the Office's
caseload through 2001.

OIL attorneys spend the majority of their time, about 77 percent, litigating cases before the courts. Their remaining time is spent
fulfilling the Office's mandate to provide nationwide coordination of immigration litigation. The Office has: (1) conducted training
programs in Washington and Seattle for attorneys involved in litigation arising under the 1996 and 1997 reforms; (2) counseled its
client agencies regarding promulgation of regulations necessary to implement these statutes; (3) published a monthly litigation
newsletter to all U.S. Attorneys Offices' Civil Chiefs and INS District Counsel; and (4) conducted weekly working groups on
defensive matters arising under the amended Immigration and Nationality Act (INA).

Prom efat a ndMAccomplsmnts

The Office of Immigration Litigation measures its success by tracking the percentage of cases in which favorable resolutions are
reached. In particular, the Office has secured the prompt removal of criminal aliens by defeating almost all of the habeas corpus
petitions and other suits challenging their detention and expulsion. In the 1999 Performance Plan, the Office set the following goal:
"Establish an electronic library with the most up-to-date information on statutes, regulations and case law.* A pilot web site -
including immigration case summaries, links to case law and immigration regulations, as well as the Office of Immigration Litigation's
monthly bulletins - became available to other government agencies at the end of 1999.

The Office has achieved significant success in obtaining favorable immigration-related decisions:

The S-upremne Court unanimously sustained the Attorney General's denial of asylum to a violent criminal in Aguirre-Aguirre. The
Board of Immigration Appeals found that prior to arriving in the United States, respondent committed a "serious nonpolitical crime" as
defined by the INA, and was therefore ineligible for withholding of deportation.

In American-Arab Ani-Discrimination Committee, the Supreme Court upheld the Attorney General's rejection of a selective
prosecution defense raised by alien supporters of a foreign terrorist organization. The Supreme Court ruled that the INA restricts
judicial review of the Attorney General's decision to commence deportation proceedings of aliens.
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The Attorney Genierrs. authority to detain criminal aliens pending their removal from the United Statess was sustained in Zkdvwdas, a
was her authority to denaturalize criminals who wrongfully gained citizenship in Gorbach. A key provison of the INA which requiias
that all challenges to removal be heard only in the courts of appeals was upheld in Richardron and LaGuerw.

Passport restrictions on "deadbeat parents were upheld in Euique. The Child Support Enforcement Statut Prohibits lining
a passport to anyne who owes more than $5,000 in overdue child support payments. Whent the State Depultmet reftued to issue
her a passport, plaintiff, who owednmor than $25,000, claimed that her Fifth Amendment right to international travel had been
violated. The court held that international travel is not a fundamental right and that such restrictions on nonpaying pars could
prevent then fimon escaping juiadiction and from spending money on travel rather than on child support.
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PERFORMANCES MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED 1Y DECISON UNIT

D&CIBJON UNIT; Department o a re - CM4 Djvb. - Offce of Immdgi tlon Utigation

STRATEGIC GOALS:
a, Ropreoent the Ualig Stmetian cir muatter.

202 PERFORMANCE PLAN:
* Coodswne to cowmbal torrorium, seek to moe crhOimuatM ali nd enforce the nation's Immilgration taws by defending admh*.lstfV* dedel... and INS

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

______________________Performance Report Performance plns

Type of Data acted Enacted W f1
Indicator Performanee Indicators Source PMun Actuals Plun Aetuak Eat. Eat

luput 1. Nwim eof camapeoding beganmqof year CASES 1.521 i,433 2,064 o,01 3,10 4.73
L_____ 2 Nwer of camer received karma war CASES 2,24 2,47 3.132 3.3 3A~

Output/
Ac~t 3. Number of cuage nmatni &mnf year CASES ... "L 1.724 L93 1.96 2.127 .... 218j

Frodutieftyl
Efiiny 4. Esuih en eleetrocgE enurein iwy NA . - *J f.M my 9M ~ - _ __

Enad outcome Percent of favorable resolutions m cases closed
_____ personallyy end Jointly handled) CASKS 90% 91% 90% 86% 96% 90%

DOJ Summary 6. P-rc of favorable resolutions in cases closed
Indicators - (personally handled. only) -CASES - 4 90% 9%
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A. De~lmof Tsea or Kaaathin for Inikators

" Imdleatsrs 1 2.3, 5 and 6- The dots sore for daes indicatrs ia CASES, the Civil Division's fully aulonued case nuammnt system
" AN ladleatons: The nmbers in the "1993 Enacted Plan" column awe as reported in the 1999 Congressional budget subisuion.
* AN Indicators: The nmbriers in the' "1999 Enacted Plan" column am as ureorted in the 2000 Congressional budget aubtiastion
* laotra 1, 2 ad 3I Caue counts foe these indicators were developed in a mnnmer consistent with priot budget stubmssions aud refer to personally and jointly handled css
Comit include case resting from the Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund resources.

I. loom Affeetl FY 199 Prowm Fwfrfmaee:

* Isdleatar 2: hicressed receips when compared to 1991 and the "nacted Plan columnr are attributable to litigation inpawned by alien challenges to orders ofexlusion,
detention and epulsiond Also contributing; to the increase are citizen denaturalnzation ad Maiel case, in which long-term Cuban detainees sam fling anita asking their release
fromn camody.

C. lssm Affectig Seection of FY 2M9 &ad 2901 Estimates:

Sladleater 2: Through 2001,mrceit will continue to rise asinmoe suits challenging alien exclusion, detention and expulsion, wa citizen denaturshnzalo are filed. However, a
portion of the increase: involves habeas corps petitions, which are not expected to be especially resource-intenive.
* ladieator 5: Percentage is based ton historical trends.
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Maaagemeet ad AdoIblisatem
2000 Appropriation Enacted 92 101 $11,929
2001 Base 92 101 $12,423
2001 Estimate 22 inl 112-423
IrcnaswDecreas

The workload of the Civil Division is as broad aid diverse as the activities of the 200-plus federal agencies we represet. In addition
to our role in defending and promoting the laws, policies and propams of the United States, we protect-the public fivc. Every year, the
Civil Division returns monies to the U.S. Treasury far exceeding its appropriation. In 1999, $529 million was recovered in frad

bankrptcies, loan default and other judgments and settlements. While some awards call for long-tern payment plans collection in
1999 yielded over 1438 million. Over $7 billion in unwarranted claims were defeated in 1999, across a wide spectrum of case
including contract claims, tort actions and patent challenges. For every S I of its 1999 direct appropriation of $ 142.7 million, the CivilI
Division secured nearly $4 in awards and $3 in collections, while defeating over $48 in clams by the governments opponents.

Part and parcel of such success is responsive nmagement capable of providing executive leadership and promoting performance and
fiscal responsibility. The Managermun and Administration decision unit - comprised of the Office of the Assistant Attorney General
and the Office of Management Programs (OMP) - serves this purpose.

The most direct way OMO fosters performance and efficiency is through its Auitomated Litigation Support (AIS) progrun. ALS
provides a practical means of making millions of pages of evidentiar-y documents available to attorneys quickly and efficiently. It
consists of document screening. imaging. c.smputerizationt and trial prepation services that are essential to the successful handling of
the Civil Division's largest, highest-stakes cae. As the majority of services are provided by contract staff, ALS provides a flexible
vehicle for responding to urgent litigation needs. ALS has provided indispensable support to the biggest defensive case such as
V*instar and A- 12, as w.-Il as major affirmative efforts such as Columbia and the Tobacco Utigation Teamn.

Successful management of the Civil Division's burgeoning caseload is essential to ensuring efficiency in all stages of litigation.
CASES, the Civil Division's automated case management system, maintains the basic data needed for nmagement of over 470,000
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open and closed case. Attorneys can access essential case-relate information directly from their individual workstations, saving
than countless hours of seaching through voluminous physical case files. With only a few keystrokes, managers can search and
update case files mnonitor caseload activity and time expenditures, truce litigation histories, analyze caseload trends and evaluate future.
resource requirements. In 1999, CASES' operating hardware and software were fully upgraded with a state-of-the-art year 2000-
compliant system. -

Office automation is a key festure of the technical support provided by OMP. The Civil Division's transition tosa new saver
environment called "ICO0N [I" has begun and is expected to be completed by the third quarter of 2000. Oldr Pentium PCs will be
upgraded with more current technology and printers that have reached the end of their useful life will be replaced. The Civil
Division's legal researh program links atorneysto WESTLAW and LEXIS. These specialized data bases provide up-to-the-minute
information on federal and state law, court decisions and the legislative activity of Congress. The centralized, recr management
program assists attorneys by directly maintaining and updating more than 1,650,000 of the Civil Division's case file section.

The provision of responsive administrative support services is just as crucial as the provision of technological su;-porl. These services
include: recruitment, hiring. employee assistance and tining. personnel tracking. labor relations, procurement, facilities management
and provision of office equipment and fwmnture. OMP has made major improvements in the timeliness and quality of personnel and
procurement services and ignificantly reduced coats over the last seveal years by assuming increased delegation of authority from the
Justice Management Division. Through careful design of office space and support system, OMP has also kept the Division's rent
costs under contl, while at the same time creating a productive, modem law office environment.

Sound fiscal management is another crucial OMP function. Each year, thousands of financial transactions are processed against a
growing number of accounts under the Civil Division's purview. Ten year ago, funding sources were limited to the General Leal
Activities appropriation anid a handful of reimbursement agreements. Today, OMP plans, executes and controls a proliferation of
reimbursement agreements, special accounts to administer the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act, a Violent Crime Reduction
Trust Fund qapropt stion, an allotment from the Healt Care Fraud and Abuse Control Account and two Fees and Expenses of Expert
Witnesses allotments. As the number of accounts has gown, so have the responsibilities which encompass fiscal managementL

OMP provides a service to the general public, coordinating responses to over 1,600 congressional and public inqutiries each year. In
accordance with the Attorney General's commitment to make the Department of Justice "mre open, responsive and accountable" to
the America people, OMP is committed to providing timely, acurate responses to all inquiries. The Civil Division receives and
transmits congressional and high-priority mail inquiries using electronic imaging technology. This advancement unites all Department
components under a central management system allowing for more efficient routing of incoming, inquiries and for more timely
responses.
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Management accomplishments achieved over the pest yea include the following:

" OMP cotnplettly redeveloped its case management system using LawPack, a state-of-the-sat year 2000-compliant software
package. New server hardware was purchased. The systems and converted data were tested, user documentation and training
were completed and the new system was successfully implemented in December 1999.

" The Division's delegate procurement authority has been increased to $500,000 (Federal Supply Schedules and Department of
Justice contracts) and to $100,000 (open market orders) - as a result of a very positive audit. Together with the existing
delegation for expert witnesses, this new authority should speed up the acquisition of consultants, experts and other support
services for the Division's high-stakes litigation.

" The process of assuming full authority from the Justice Management Division for non-SES personnel management was
completed. This transition has resulted in a reduction in the annual cost of providing Division personnel services and a So
percent reduction in processing time.

" In the A.-12 appeal, an ALSteam was instrumental in preparing government attorneys to win their appeal of a $1.2 billion
judgment. The Federal Circuits renmn to trial on all issues will allow the use of ALS' 20 million pages of fully computerized
discovery documents, over 1,000 depositions, hundreds of key e-mails, videotapes and demonsitrative exhibits.

* For the P/rnstar litigation in 1999, ALS provided discovery services for an active caseload which increased from 42 to 72.
AIS staff also supote six trials, including the precedent-setting defeat of plaintiff's "lost profits* claim in Calfed.
Courtroom presentation systems were provided for every trial, enhancing the introduction and discussion of evidence and
shortening the length of several trials.

* The trial of two ColumbisJHCA executives received extensive trial support, including complete courtroom presentation
services. Ajury found the executives guilty of six counts of defrauding Medicare of $3 million. ALS was also provided to a
closely-related qui win case, Olsten Corporoiion, which resulted insa $51 million civil settlement and $10 million in criminal
fines.

" The initiative to make "Summnation" available to Civil Division attorneys and paralegals has been on unqualified success. This
"do-it-yourself" litigation support tool for smaller cases now has 270 users who have created 234 databases. Summation has
also provided "real timne" cowrt reporting services, particularly at depositions.
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Civil Division
San id -WE~u
2001 Priority Rankings

RASW PROGRAM PROM INCREASES

Ems= BAn U tnmm Rn

Federal Appeluae ActivityI

Commcia] iiato 2

Torts litigation 3

Inpiaton Litigation 4

Feal Program 5

Cone Litigtion 6

Management end Adminiastrtion 7
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Civ*lDivision
Salaries and Expenses

Detail of Permanent Positions by Cateory
FY 199 -2001

FY____ 1999_________ 2000___ 2001

Category Auth. Reimb. Auth Reimb. Increases Auth. Reim.

Attorneys (905) .. ..... 731 0 7 .. 751
Paralegal Specialists (950) .... 6 35 .. 6
Gen. Admin. Clerial and
Office Services (300-399) . .. 277 14 266 14 . 266 14

Total . ... .. . .. . .. 1,054 36 1,034 36 .. 1,034 36

Washington ...... .. 1,014 36 994 36 .. 994 36
U .S. Field .. . . . .. . . .339..9..
Foreign Field .. .. . . . . .III

I Total .. . ....... 1 1,0541 361 1,0341 361 ...__ 1 1,034 1 - .36
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Sumamary Statement and Performance Plan
Fiscal Year 2001

The Environment and Natural Resources Division (ENRD) is requesting a total of 478 permanent positions, 494 FTE workyears, and
570,844,000 for 200 1. This is an increase of 26 positions, 15 FTE workyears and 55,635,000, including $3,494,000 for adjustments
to base and a program increase of $2,141,000. Program increases are requested for two significant initiatives:

Eff AIunt

Defending Civil Environmental Laws & the Public Fiac. ... .................................... 14 S1,153

Enforcing and Prosecuting Environmental Las.....2. .. 98

Total 26 S2,141

A. Component Mission and Goals, and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

The mission of the Environment and Natural Resources Division is to enforce civil and criminal environmental laws to protect the
health and environment of United States citizens. The Division defends mvironmental challenges to Government programs and
activities and represents the United Stae in all matters concerning the protection, use and development of the Nation's natural
resources and public lands, wildlife protection, Indian rights and claims, and the acquisition of Federal property

In conformance with the DO] Strategic Plan and the Attorney General's statement of Department-wide goals, the ENRD works to

* Protect the federal fisc
* Champion greater protection of the environment and the Nation's natural resources
* Reduce white collar crime.

The Division also seeks to foster comprehensive, community approaches to environmental law enforcement and to ensure that
victim of environmental crimes can meaningfully participate In the judicial process.
The work of the Division centers on eight core objectives.

(1) Protect the natural environment and our citizens;
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(2) Entforce the law fairly and effectively;
(3) Maintain and promote a high level of statutory environmental protections;
(4) Defend government pollution abatement programs;
(5) Protect the public fiscal buist;
(6) Acquire land in a fair and efficient manner,
(7) Further the United Stats' trust responsibilities for Indian tribes; and
(8) Make the Division work better with available resources.

B. Highlights of Mission Critical Results
To evaluate the achievement of mission critical results, ENRLD has established a number of summary level performance indicators
which are outlined below and illustrated in quantitative form on the table which follows (p.6):

* Secur a substantial percentage of convictions in environmental and criminal wildlife cases

* Achieve favorable results in the bulk of affirmative and civil defensive cases brought.

* Limit payouts in defensive and land condemnation suits brought against the government to appropriate or fair market
values.

* Achieve favorable results in water rights cases and other matters brought on behalf of Indian tribes and individuals.

* Respond quickly to public queries for information.
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Summary Level Performnce Indicators
(Dollars Is Thousands)
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C. FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

To meet its objectives, the Division is proposing an FY 2001 Performance Plan attainable within the requested level of resources and
with demonstrable results, as shown below. This FY 2001 Plan will -stablish a baseline upon which future performance may be
tracked and reported, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRLA).

GOAL. Restore and Maintain Federally Managed Lands, Waters and Renewable Resources

6 Ensure clean safe water by restoring and protecting America's waterways. In particular, ENRD will focus on -

the Mississippi River

* In conjunction with the Departments of Agriculture and the Interior, bring suit to reclaim abandoned mine sites.

* Work closely with client agencies on "ecosystem management," an approach to enhance protection of wetlands,
forests, public lands, and waterways by considering ecological systems on a broad scale.

* Acquire environmentally-sensitive land for the government at the best price possible, including in and around
Ever~glades National Park.

* Work with clients toward successful implementation of the Transportation Equity Act for the 2 l' Century
("T2 1"), especially as it pertains to National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) considerations.

* Ensure that the Federal Government receives appropriate royalties and income due from leasing and mining
activities on Federally managed lands and waters.

GOAL. Defend and Enforce Vital Governsmt Pollution Abatement Laws and Programs.

* Protect human health and safeguard the natural environment - air, water, and land - upon which life depends.

* Defend the operating programs, permitting decisions and regulations of the federal agencies that protect the
environment and natural resources.
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* Working with EPA and the Department's Office of Justice Programns, expand the *Brownfields" initiative to
promote the safe and sustainable reuse of properties that are idle or under-used due to toxic contamination

* Keep illegal pollution ranging from raw sewage to industrial waste out of the Mississippi River and restore the
River and its surrounding communities

* Work with communities, HUD5 and the USAOs to enforce at new law designed to protect children from the
hazards of lead paint (*Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act")

* Use ADR and other litigation streamlining techniiques t-3 achieve faster and more comprehensive resolution of
complex cases

GOAL. Improve Detection and Proseution of Envlrenmeistal and Wildlife Crimes.

* Identify-and aggressively prosecute environmental crime that threatens human health (e g., illegal asbestos
removal, methyl-parathion, CFCs), the environment (e.g., transportation of hazardous materials, vessel
pollution) and species diversity (e g., Operation Chameleon).

* Improve training of, and coordination with, other agencies that enforce environmental laws, including the Ftsh
and Wildlife Service; National Marine and Fisheries Service; U.S. Customs Service; Internial Revenue Service;
the Department of Transportation, and our international counterparts.

GOAL: Safeguard Tribal Trusts.

* Litigate on behalf of tribes and individual Indians to: protec tribal regulatory, adjudicatory, and tax
jurisdiction, secure tribal resources including water rights and land; establish and protect treaty-based hunting
and fishing rights; and dete and remediate pollution problems on Indian lands.

" Participate as aig or intervene on behalf of tribes and individual Indians in appropriate cases (e g., land
claims caes in New York State).
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0. New FY 2001 Initiatives

1. [fendinst Civil Environmental Laws and the Public Eisc 14 positions & $1,152,746

This is a broad initiative encompassing the full gamut of our non-discretionary civil defensive caseload and seeking additional
litigation resources to handle the workload associated with.

* Defending EPA's National Ambient Air Quality Staindards (NAAQS) Although the direct challenges to the
new NA.AQSs for ozone and particulate matter were briefed and argued previously, a recent adverse decision
threatens to upend the program Minimally, the new standards will generate extensive litigation and EPA is
already promulgating the next generation of auto emission standards which are expected to cover sport utility
vehicles and impose controversial new limitations on gasoline,

* Protecting multi-billK'in dollar Army and Department of Energy programs designed to store, transport and
destruct hazardous matrials, both chemical and nuclear, from complicated legal challenges in multiple
emergency proceedings,

* Defending the largest and most complex CERCLA defensive matters (e g, Dupont, Lockheed) At present, the
Environmental Defense Section does not have sufficient resources to both adequately defend these resource-
intensive cases and handle the rest of its diverse and growing caseload Since FY 1 998, the Section saved the
public treasury over $270 million,

* Increasing our partcipation in court-mandated Alternate Dispute Resolution (ADR), which will require more
time than traditional Appellate litigation,

* Handling challenges ta L.'e FEcJangered Species Act (e g,, salmon), increased demand for land appraisals, and
Indian trust issues

2. Enforcia. and Prosecuting Environmental Laws 12 positions & S988,068

This, too, is a broad initiative which encompasses both criminal and civil litigation activities and includes several of the
Department's Crosscutting Budget Initiatives for FY 2001

The Division's environmental protection efforts depend on a strong and credible criminal program to prosecute and deter
future wrongdoing The Division has a 90+ percent conviction rate in criminal case to date, making real the threat that those
who commit environmental and wildlife crimes will be prosecuted and punished for their deeds. However, to maintain that
success rate in the face of an increasingly sophisticated defense bar and to build on this past decade's efforts to curtail
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environmental and wildlife crime will require a commitment of additional resources.

Our environmental and wildlife crime programs have enjoyed tremendous success over the past two years, e g.. we secured a
$27 million fine against Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines after exposing a fleet-wide conspiracy of dumping oil into the ocean
and lying to cover it up and we successfully prosecuted an international endangered reptile smuggling operation However,
additional resources are needed to address the significant number of new environmental criminal matters, both national and
international, as a result of these successful prosecutions We need mare resources to extend training outreach and devise new
initiatives and operations

In civil litigation, the Division urgently needs additional resources for our environmental enforcement cases, where the
backlog of ref erred but ainfiled cases is the highest ever. Environmental non-compliance problems need to be attacked on a
"whole sector' basis, such as they were recently in the diesel engine sector, We also need resources to work in partnership
with general counsels at various federal agencies to assert claims for response costs and natural resource damages, as we have
done in Bunker Hill and Motrs This initiative will also e -nable the Division to respond to the increased litigation
associated with the multi-agency implementation of the Administration's Clean Water Action Plan, e g-, by reclaiming
abandoned mine sites, regulating Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAF0s), enforcing new Underground Storage
Tank (UST) requirements, and restoring the Mississippi River Other community-oriented enforcement actions will focus on
children (lead paint) and Indians (land claims)

E. Data Validation and Verification Issues

Much of ENRD's performance data is generated from our LawPack Case Management System (CMS), implemented in March
1998 CMS provides a level of quality and accuracy not previously achievable with the twenty-year-old Lands Docket
Tracking System (LDTS) that it replaced, We continue to work closely with our section case managers to identify and correct
inaccuracies Further, the Division's formal data quality assurance program ensures a quarterly review of its docket As&a
result, we believe the quality of our case management and performance data is better and more reliable than ever before

The remaining performance measurement data is generated from the Department's Financial Management and Information
System (FNUS) Although we have little control over this data, ENRD feels confident that it is as accurate as possible Any
inaccuracies in the FMIS system most likely stem from minor delays in the filing of paperwork (e g, delays in deobligating
funds for scheduled travel which was canceled)

Attorney personnel numbers (reported as Full-Time Equivalents (FTh)) are calculated based on attorney timekeeping system
data Non-attorney personnel numbers are calculated from reports generated by the Division's personnel system We consider
both of these sources tobe reliable
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F. Resources

Core Function 3: Legal Representation, Enforcement of Federal Laws, and Defense of U.S. Interests

3.2 Safeguard America's Environmental and Natural Resources

Goal FY 1999 FY 2000 FY 2001

Pos FTE Amst Pos FTE Amt Pos FTE Amt

Enforcement of Natural Resources Laws 452 479 $62,621 452 479 $65,209 478 494 $70,844
The Environment and Natural Resources Division supports Core Function 3 and goal 3 2 1 of the Department of Justice Summary
Performance Plan All resources within the Division are dedicated to this goal

" 5kjIji The breadth of ENRD's legal practice is vast, requiring a workforce with a wide range of skills, Not
only do our lawyers practice civil, criminal, administrative and appellate law but some must argue before
various state tribunals in wate; rights cases and others are versed in the nuances of Tribal law We handle
many cutting-edge legal issues, variously involving complex sciences, billions of dollars in cleanup and
remediation costs, international trade agreements, acquisition and valuation of vast tracts of land, public health
and biological diversity We work with numerous tLlient agencies, many of which have competing interests
Much of the law we practice is still evolving, with precedents being set then reshaped To cope with this ever-
hanging landscape, our litigators must not only know the law, but competently master other skills as well, such
as drafting or reviewing legislation, counseling client agencies, negotiating multi-party settlements, devising
alternative resolutions to disputes, strategizing with investigators to detect and prosecute crimes, spearheading
multi-agency workgroups, and training our counterparts at the state, local and even international levels

* Reor We have a recurring need for additional personnel As discussed separately in the initiative portion
of this document, the ENRI) is seeking a program increase of 26 positions to address the fall range of litigation
activities in which the Division is involved
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G. DOJ amamry Performance Plan, Perferasuce Goals, Target Wttash
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Environment &. natural Resources Division

Relmbnable Resources
Summary of Requremnt

(Dollars in thousands)

2000 Awprpitaton
I M9 Actul &XlshtPoe. WY Amnout Poll Wv' Amount

oltectoni y Zbu,%rce

Asset Forfeiture Fund
Department of Agnculture
Departrm of Commerce
Departmen of Defese
Departmnent of the Interio
Department of Justice
Deparment of Labor
Environmntal Protection Agency
Equal Employmen Opportunit Commnissin
General Services. Admrnistraio
Ofie of the Independent Counsel
Secunties endl Exchange Commission
Social Security Adrministratio
US Court of Appeals
Wshlangton Meb opoltan Vem Transit Authorty
Veteran's Administration
Alt Othes

Total

Otiligations !!y Program
Apeals & Policy
Environmental Protection
Natural Resources
Managemnent & Administration

Total - .

$171
657
156
351

4,268
8,145
1,273

187 32,10D9
114
123
98

900

a
55

499
__ 225

1857 49,150

187 29.490
49,150

187 49,150

$419
500
106
500

4.2W0
9,000

9o0
239 28,109

105
50

100
1.200

100
300
so

239 45,639

239 27.383
45,639
13,622

239 45,839

2001 Estimete IlncreseDecrease
Poe WY Amount Poe WVV Amount

5w0
106

4,200
9.000

900
239 28.109

105
50

100
1.200

'100
300
50

239 45,220

239 27,132
45,220

239 45,220

(419)

(251)
(419)

- - UZ§
(419)
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Environment and Natural Resources Division
Salaries and Exoense Genera Legal Activite

Justification of Proeram and Performance
(Dollars in thousands)

Perm.
~iL F~Amou

Appellate & Policy

2000 Availability 47 50 S5,703

2001 Base 47 50 $6,008

2001 Estimate 49 51 $6.173

Increase/Decrease 2 1 $165

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION This decision unit includes two discrete sections the Appellate Section and the Policy,
Legislation and Special Litigation Section.

The ApRIIh Scto of the Environment and Natural Resources Division is lead counsel in 95 percent of Division appellate cases,
and works closely with tite U S Attorneys and Division attorneys handling the remainder, Most work involves preparing briefs and
oral arguments This requires independent research as well as coordinating the legal and factal positions of client agency staff and
trial section attorneys, analyzing the bases for appeal, and seeking permission from the Solicitor General's Office to appeal adverse
decisions The uiiit also prepares draft briefs for the Solicitor General

In the Environment and Natural Resources Division, cases on appeal usually involve specialized statutes and frequently involve 4

challenges to discretionary decisions by high officials - particularly in the Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of
the Interior Most of our work involves complex civil litigation which cannot be handled on a routine basis. Because of the
especially great need for coordination with the headquarters offices of our client agencies, the Appellate Section handles the vast
majority of its work out of Washington Typically, a case is briefed (and argued) by a staff attorney, with review provided by a more

exp!n~eartoneyand by the Section Chief or an Assistant Chief. Except for petitions for review of EPA rules (which are handled
by the EnvironmeniiIees r eto) h ApeTiS~tttntsiepuiimik - .1 1ifhliiM h4 L 5Jl___
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Accomplmshnaents Four seminal appellate rulings this past year underscore both the variety of cases and the skill of the
litigators in this section The first two examples are defensive cases which illustrate how the section works to protect the
federal fisc and national interests

United States v. Beggerly arose from the Beggerlys' attempt to set aside a consent judgment entered in 1982 which had
quieted title in the federal government to lands on Horn Island, Mississippi The Beggerlys claimed that their subsequent
discovery of a document in the National Archives demonstrated the superiority of their title over the lands and sought "just
compensation" of 5 14-30 million for an alleged taking of their property. The district court dismissed the case for lack of
jurisdiction The court Of appeals reversed, finding subject matter jurisdiction over the claim under the Quiet Title Act (QTA),
and further holding that the QTA's statute of limitations was equitably tolled until the Beggerlys' discovery of the document
in the Archives We petitioned for certiorari because of the significance of this case for other potential claimants against the
government The Supreme Court reversed. The Court's holding that equitable tolling is not available in a QTA suit represents
a major success for the Division. reversing contrary holdings by both the Ninth and Fifth Circuits, The ruling is important
because it will pre vent other disgrundledplainiffsfromn initiating stale quiet title suits against the government, thereby
potentially saving the government many millions of dollars.

In Kassa v. Browner and Fros jv, Prry, we defended strategic government operations, resulting in a significant victory for
the Defense Department The plaintiffs alleged that the Air Force had committed violations of the statute on hazardous waste
management, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) at a United States Air Force operating Incation near
Groom Lake, Nevada Plaintiffs also alleged that EPA had failed to conduct a RCRA inspection of the operating location and
to require the Air Force to prepare and submit a RCRA inventory of hazardous wastes The Secretary of the Air Force
invoked the military and state secrets privilege as to virtually all information concering the operating location After EPA
conducted a RCRA inspection on the operating location and the Air Force submitted a RCRA inventory, the documents were
classified and withheld by order of the President. The district court ruled that the action against EPA was moot anti that the
suit against the Air Force must be dismissed On January 8, 1998, the Ninth Circuit held that the Secretary had properly
invoked the military and state secrets privilege and that the district court had correctly concluded that the action against the Air
Force could not proceed due to the Secretary's invocation of the privilege. The court of appeals also held that the suit against
EPA was moot because the RCR.A inspection and inventory had been perforned and because the President had properly
exempted the classified inspection and inventory reports from RCRA's public disclosure requirements, but remanded the case
to the district court on two minor issues The plaintiff filed a petition for Supreme Court review, which the Court denied on
November 2, 1998

In United Staites Y. Deatfoods a unanimous Supreme Court held that a parent corporation which actively participates in, and
0xereisoptova 4pwtoif*plWtyoAndq owedia-4bsidy, may be helA iezy ba-einjs uv

right as an 'operator* of the facility The Court endorsed the federal government's position that state laws on piercing "the
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corporate veil' were irrelevant va the issue of direct liability under the federal statute The Court also concluded that the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals had erred in limiting direct liability to a parent's sole or joint venture operations. Thuscase is
important because it is the first time that the nation's highest court has reviewed the expansive liability provisions of
Superfiind

State of Minnesota Y. Mile Lacs Band of ChinpRwa Indians, decided by the Supreme Court on March 23, 1999, is a major
victory for Native American rights The Court affirmed an Eighth Circuit decision holding that the Mille Lacs and other
Chippewa bands retain treaty rights to hunt fish and gather free of State regulation on certain lands in Minnesota. The United
States entered a treaty with several bands of Chippewa Indians in 1837, in which the bands ceded timberlands in Minnesota
and Wisconsin to the United States, but were guaranteed the right to continue hunting, fishing and gathering wild rice on the
ceded lands, during the pleasure of the President, The State of Minnesota asserted the right to regulate the bands' hunting and
fishing on grounds that in 18$50, President Zachary Taylor had issued an executive order requiring that the bands remove from
their ceded lands and revoking their rights. It further argued that even if the executive order did not rescind the rights, the
rights were terminated by a subsequent treaty in which Chippewa bands ceded all of their right title and interest in and to lands
in Minnesota, and/or by the Minnesota Statehood Acm admitting Minnesota on an equal footing with all other states The
Court rejected all of these theories that the rights were revoked in a far reaching opinion on the rights of Native Americans.

The Policy. Ldlislation and S~feja Litigation Section (PLSL) advises and assists the Assistant Attorney General on policy issues
With the Office of Legislative Affairs, it coordinates and directs the Division's legislative program, including representing the
Department on interagency groups that develop the Administration's position on legislation and at meetings with congressional staff,
Other duties include drafting speeches, monitoring and participating in citizen suits, responding to citizen mail, congressional and
FOTA requests, and serving as the Division's ethics officers, PLSL attorneys also coordinate the Division's activities regarding
international environmental matters and environmental justice matters and serves as the Division's Alternative Dispute Resolution
coordinator, an important function given the priority attached to ADR within the Department. PLSL also litigates amicus cases and
undertakes other specially assigned litigation projects at the trial and appellate levels

Accpisjhentsh In addition to the Congressional, FOIA and citizen suit duties cited above, the PLSL and the
Environmental Eniforcement Section joined hands this past year to coordinate an interagency lead paint enforcement effort
with HUD, EPA and US Attomneys Offices lo protect children from lead poisoning in three pilot areas. District of Columbia,
Chicago and Los Angeles The outcome of these first-ever enforcement efforts includes making lead-safe more than 200
buildings containing in excess of 5,000 residential units in the District alone After extensive investigations and analysis, the
first settlements of these cases in were announced this Spring (1999) In addition, PLSL spearheaded the Division's efforts to
promote appropriate use of ADR techniques in civil litigation, including working with attorneys to identify cases that are
appropriate for ADR,. identifying and selecting neutrals, publicizing "success stories" that illustrate how ENRD attorneys can
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take advantage of ADR processes, and providing extensive ADR btining to all attorneys whose practice is primarily civil Un

a different front, PLSL's involvement in the negotiation and the implementation of trade and investment agreements has

increased dramatically this past year, Their work in the investment areas has been in two different forat the ongoing

negotiations of an Investment Chapter in the Free Trade Area of the Amnericas and the operational review of the Investment

Chapter of the North American Free Trade Area of the America. In the trade context PLSL has played significant roles in the

World Trade Organization High Level meeting in March of 1999 and in the run-up to the 1999 WTO Ministerial to be held in

Seattle an November of 1999 and the new round of negotiations in the WTO
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Enviroment. and Nab"ra ReMQUr Division
Saare ad IxeiesOta LOWa Activities
Jusifctin f = nPdkf na

(Dollars in thousands)

Perm.
frL EliAmove

Environmental Prtecoion

2000 Availability 212 221 S33,699

2001 Base 212 221 $35,494

2001 Estimate 228 230 S36,811

lncrease/Decresse 16 9 $1,317

BASEPRORAMDESCIPTON:The Environmental Protection unit is comprised of the Environmental Crimes, Environmental
Defense, and Environmental Enforcement Sections. While each is distinct, increasingly their work intersects

The Envireeameatal CriM Seegiog serves, two primary purposes: First its attorneys investigate and prosecute criminal violators of
federal environmental statutes Prosecution is part of an increasingly integrated approach to ensure broad-based environmental
compliance by maintaining a strong, credible deterrence against knowing violations of the law by individuals and corporations,
Second, as a result of that litigation experience the Section serves as a unique resource to support the work of USAOs and
investigative agencies such as the EPA and FBI by providing highly trained and experienced prosecutors to assist in resource-
demanding trials and prosecutions; by providing advice and litigation assistance to AUSAs and agents in those cases that do not
justify direct Section involvement; and by providing training and policy development to help expand and improve the federal
environmental criminal enforcement program. In addition, the Section works with state and local enforcement agencies through
participation in joint task forces, training for state and local prosecutors, and the publication of the Environmental Crimes manual and
the quarterly Environmental Crimes Bulletin.

Accompllsbmeuts Two of the most noteworthy ECS cases this past year were a RCRLA case, Ulled States v. Allan Elias
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(D Idaho) and the prosecution, for the second time, of.a major cruise line,

On May 7, 1999, following a three and one-half week tria and four hours of deliberations, a federal jury found Allan Elias
guilty of knowingly endangering the health and safety of his employees during illegal hazardous waste storage and disposal
activities that left a 20 year-old employee with permanent brain damage from cyanide poisoning In addition to the knowing
endangerment charges, Elias was convicted of the remaining three counts of the indictment, which charged him with illegally
disposing of hazardous waste on two separate occasions at his fertilizer manufacturing facility in Soda Springs, Idaho, and
making false statements to OSHA inspectors in an effort to conceal the knowing endangerment of his employees

During August 1996, Elias had ordered his employees to clean out a 25,000 gallon tank that contained cyanide waste from a
mining facility that Elias previously operated in Pocatello, Idaho. Elias did not conduct any tests to determine whether the
atmosphere inside the tank or the waste materials stored inside the tank were hazardous, and failed to provide adequate safety
equipment to his employees, despite years of warnings from OSHA. about the dangers involved in similar tank entries. After
one of his employees was critically injured, Elias denied that he had ever stored cyanide in the tank and prepared a false,
backdated safety permit claiming that his workers had been provided the required personal protective equipment for the tank
entry In October 1996, he ordered another employee to bury the remaining waste stored in the tank

On July 21. 1999, the Attorney General announced a plea agreement with Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd ,whereby the
company agreed to pay an $ 18 million criminal fine and agreed to p1ea guilty to 21 felony counts for dumping waste oil and
hazardous chemicals and lying to the U.S. Coast Guard, The plea agreement was filed in U.S. District Court in six cities.
Miami- New York City, Lo Angeles; Anchorage; St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands; and San Juan, Puerto Rico. In it Royal
Caribbean admitted that it routinely dumped waste oil from its fleet of cruise ships, such as in the environmentally sensitive
Inside Passage of Alaska (Oil Pollution Act violations)

Royal Caribbean will also plead guilty to charge. that it deliberately dumped into U.S. harbors and coastal areas many other
types of pollutants, including hazardous chemical. from photo processing equipment, dry-cleaning shops and printing presses
(Clean Water Act violations). Additionally, the company wI plead guilty to presenting materially false statements about its
oil discharges in its Oil Record Books to the U.S. Coast Guard. Royal Caribbean will also plead guilty to deliberately storing
waste from its ships at a Port of Miami pier without a permit in violation of RCRA

The 21 new charges follow a guilty plea by Royal Caribbean in June 1998 for similar environmental crimes in Miami and San
Juan. The 1998 pleas - which resulted in a $9 million criminal fine-- involved charges that the company engaged in a
fleet-wide conspiracy to dump oil into U S. coastal waters and lied to the U S Coast Guard to cover up the crime
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The Eavironewtal Defense Section defends rule-making, regulatory and permit actions and decisions by federal departments and
agencies, notably the Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of the Interior, the Army Corps of Engineers, and the Coast
Guard It also represents federal agencies sued for violations of environmental laws The Section's cases include petitions for review
of agency regulations in the appellate courts, district court cases involving permit decisions and other agency actions, and federal
facility lawsuits In addition, the Section has responsibility for affirmative litigation to enforce the wetlands laws

Accomplishments: The majority of EDS's litigation docket involves defending millions of dollars and critical government
programs Among their achievements this year were

In Aluminum Corpration of Amefica v. United States (W D Pa ), EDS negotiated a favorable partial settlement in one of the
Section's multiple-site "mega CERCLA" cases Alcoa's contribution claim sought to recover the cost of cleaning up six
highly contaminated mining and manufacturing facilities locate in various states around the country The principal theory of
liability is that the United State operated Alcoa's facilities by virtue of the government's intensive regulation of the aluminum
industry during World War 11 The lawsuit has been bifurcated and the partial settlement covers three of the six sites. Initial
estimates of the government's liability at the three "phase one" sites ranged as high as $95 million Under the settlement,
however, the federal defendants will pay only $14 million to resolve this portion of the lawsuit

EDS also successfully resolved a pair of challenging contribution claims brought by companies that provided nuclear fuel for
the Department of Energy and the Nuclear Navy The companies alleged that the federal agencies were liable as "operators"
and "arr-angers" under CERCLA for the costs associated with decommissioning the former processing facilities In ~L
Techolostits Inc v. Department of Energy two contractors sought to recover the estimated $101 million cost to clean up a
nuclear fuel fabricating facility in Parks Township, Pennsylvania The vast majority of the fuels produced at the site were
supplied to the federal government, which also retained title to the nuclear material used in the processing The Section
negotiated a settlement under which the government will pay approximately $40 million toward the cleanup, reducing the
original demand by more than $60 million Texa Instrumenits v. Deoartent orEnerev involved a similar claim There, the
Section negotiated a setlement in which the government will pay SB 2 million, after reducing the plaintiffs S27 million claim

'by some T11 iion

EDS has also successfully defended, and is continuing to defend, several pieces of litigation brought by New Mexico and
environmental groups to halt shipments of waste to DOE's Waste Isolation Pilot Plant ("WIPP") -- a low-level radioactive
waste disposal faility near Carlsbad, New Mexico The radioactive waste destined for WlPP is left over from federal
weapons production and includes clothing tools, rags, and other contaminated material EDS successfully defeated multiple
efforts to halt the first planned shipments from Los Alanmos National Laboratory, and the first shipment arrived at WIPP on
March 26, 1999, making WIPP the first permanent repository for radioactive wastes in U.S history
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In a suit pending in district court since 1991, New Mexico -,d several citizen groups argued that W[PP does riot have RCI,
interim status or a permit, and sought to enjoin shipment of any waste to the facility on that basis On March 22, 1999,
District Judge John Garrett Penn denied the plaintiffs' requested injunction, holding that the plaintiffs had demonstrated
neither irreparable injury nor likelihood of success on the merits. Most significant is Judge Penn's conclusion that WIIPP
qualifies for "interim status" under state and federal hazardous waste laws, allowing disposal of radioactive waste mixed with
hazardous waste prior to final action by New Mexico on DOE's permit application, which was submitted in 1991 While
Judge Penn's decision involves only the first shipments from Los Alamos, this ruling should open the way for shipments of
waste to WIPP from other DOE facilities nationwide The day after his decision, the citizen groups filed a notice of appeal
and emergency motions for stay pending appeal. Both Judge Penn and the D C Circuit denied the motions for stay pending
appeal

' The Environmenal Enforcement Section conducts affirmative civil litigation to control and abate pollution This Section is
responsible for judicial enforcement of most of the Environmental Protection Agency statutes and rules which regulate discharges into
the Nation's air and water, and which govern pesticide operations, solid waste storage, and nuclear waste, Finally, the Section brings
natural resource damage actions on behalf of the federal inuatees (Deparments of Commerce, Interior and Agriculture), claims for
contribution against private parties for contamination of public lands, and the recoupment of money spent to clean up certain oil spills
on behalf of the Coast Guard

AcomDlish meats: Results of EES litigation in FY 98 demonstrae a significant return for the dollars invested in Section0
activities Over 3310 million was recovered from defendants in CERCLA cost recovery litigation Defendant companies and
corporations spent over $684 million to come into compliance with the regulatory statutes and $229 million to clean up
hazardous waste sites Nearly $53 million in supplemental environmental project (SEPs) designed to improve the quality of
the environment in designated localities were implemented and paid for by defendants who would not have otherwise been
requested to do so as a result of civil judicial litigation. Over $71 million in penalties was assessed in civil enforcement
litigation, the second highest figure in history. Excluding non-Superfiand injunctive relief and SEPS, the total recoveries in
EES litigation amount to approximately a S$16 return for every dollar invested in the Section

FY 1998 saw thse largest pei'vjties ev'er agreed to inra civil envIronmental case (the seven consent decrees with heavy-duty
diesel engine manufacturers (D D.C )), the largest aiudicared Siperfssdjudpsent in any given case (SI03 million in United
States v. Vertac Chemical Con,. (E.D Ark )), the lArgest chIpenoity ever agreed to tendr t& Resoarce Conservation and
Recovery Act (S 11.9 million in United Stune v. FMC Corn (D.Idaho)), and precedent-setting settlements in the massive Clark
Fork Superfund litigation in southwestern Montana ($101 million in response costs and $143 million in natural resource
damages in Uai State Y Atlantic Richfield Co. (D.Mont)). This collection of cases is indicative of the work of the
Section in protecting our environment and reioverizrg federal funda spent to abate enVronmental contaminaton.
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Environment and Namural Resorce Division
Salaries and Exense Genera L"Ana Activities

Justification of Progrm and Performanc
(Dollars in thousands)

Perms.
EmL M Amont

Natural Resources

2000 Availability 149 156 $20,131

2001 Base 149 156 $21,210

2001 Estimate 157 161 S21,869

lncrease/Decrease a 5 $659

BASE PROGRAM DESCRION This program includes four sections General Litigation, Indian Resources, Land Acquisition,
and Wildlife and Marine Resources

The General LDtigation Section is the largest of the four sections in this decision unit, its cases span over 70 statutory areas
administered by several dozen client agencies Traditional General Litigation cases involve inverse condemnation, in which
government actions are alleged to have taken private property, Indian claims for monetary relief from government inaction or
mismanagement, defense of federal programs challenged for faulty environmental impact analysis, and mineral leasing and mining
cases on land and in the Outer Continental Shelf

The spectrum of program initiatives exposed to statutory and constitutional challenge is as broad as the federal portfolio on
environmental and public land issues - and growing It includes siuch programs and projects as biotechnology research, missile and
tubmarine defense, bhigh ys, dam, and nucear weste rnprinadseuet challenge to-agency actions under the National
Environmental Policy Act, decisions regarding Indians and Indian tribes, agency action under the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act, water rights litigation affecting federal interests including defense of the United States' interest in general stream adjudications,
and the federal surface mining program It also reaches to litigation affecting mineral resources and seeks to obtain federal royalties
Finally, it extends to include those interest related to adjacent sea and seabeds and the determination of the location of the coastline
and other maritime boundaries of the United States
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Accomplishments, The breadth of General Litigation's caseload is best underscored by citing a handful of cases handled this
past year The first involves what has been described as the most complex negotiated public land transaction this century
Pacific Lumber v. United States, (Court of Federal Claims)

On March 1, 1999, the United States, the State of California, and Pacific Lumber ("PL') and its parent company, MAXXAkl,
Inc settled Completion of the transaction also resulted in the dismissal with prejudice of a landmark claim for a taking
(claimed to amount to as much as $I billion) resulting from application of the Endangered Species Act (ESA)

This transaction, the culmination of the efforts of several Congress' and several Administrations, resulted in the permanent
protection (through public ownership) of the world's largest remaining old growth redwood trees The federal- state purchase
of the roughly 7500 acres (known as "Headwaters") in Northern Caltfornia assures the preservation of the unique ecological
habitat offered by this old growth ecosystem for, among other protected species, the marbled murrelet The transaction,
however, did much more Through its terms and the provisions of the ESA and the Cali fornia endangered species statutes,
agreement also provides demanding environmental harvest protections for PL's remaining 2 10,000 acre mixed age redwood
forest Those protections will extend for S0 years and protected all ESA listed species

Secretary Babbitt has likened the results of this $380,000,000 transaction and the protection of Headwaters to the addition of
another Yosemite National Park to public ownership.

In Pechan Elad of Loise Mission 1ndi=n: San Manuel Band of Serrano Indians y. United States of America and
11ruct BabbiM Civil No. 1:91CV01020(D.D.C.); Twenty-Nine Actions iled in Califoria. two California Tribes sought so
bar the Secretary of the Interior from considering and taking final action regarding the approval or disapproval of a compacts
negotiated and executed between eleven tribes and the State of California The action was part of a strategy to forestall
enforcement actions against illegal gaming operations located on more than thirty California Indian reservations The
plaintiffs requests for emergency relief was denied despite the substantial equitable arguments the Tribes marshaled and the
action was dismissed upon motion by the United States Requests for emergency relief to preemptively stop the initiation of
the enforcement actions were denied in three other actions filed in California. This action permitted the United States to file
29 enforcement actions in three judicial districts in California. The imminent threat of enforcement actions led all the tribes in

___ t Southern District to come in-to compliance with the law. The actions also were succesful in securing an injunction against
the unregulated casino operatons of nine Tribes. in the MEWtrl iose. wntseusai~e ocesy3!situiwsuffftftiosha.-
beer, difficult and delayed a California voter initiative, the enforcement actions have been instrumental in bringing illegal
operation of thirteen Tribes into compliance with the law, It has also set the grouindwork for bringing all the Cal ifornia tribes
into compliance with the Indian Gaming regulatory Act, while preserving the benefits of regulated gaming to all tribes who
seek to game lawfully.
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With the dismissal of Frieuds Of T1he Wild S12u0. Inc. v. United States Forest Serice (D Ore ) last June, GLS successfully
concluded the district court phase of our defense of interagency efforts to conserve wild salmon and trout while managing
Forest Service and BLM lands in the Columbia River Basin of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana and parts of adjacent
states 'The defense of interim standards for the protection of salmon and trum has avoided judicial restrictions against forest
health projects and grazing permits on BLM and Forest Service land (over half of the 144 million acre watershed) In this
case, and in their pending appeal, Plaintiffs challenge the adequacy of these interim standards to protect native bull trout on
Forest Service land (22 Natioba] Forests encompassing 24 percent of the National Forest System) in light of delays in
completion of the long-term stadards of the Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project (ICBEMP

The United States has established trust relationships with various Indians and Indian tribes through a myriad of treaties, statutes and
Executive Orders Under these authorities, the government is obliged to perform a number of functions on behalf of thome tribes,
including litigation to establish and defend their rights. The Indian Resources Section handles these cases, including critical
litigation involving water ights Many Indian reservations lie in arid portions of the country where competition for water is fierce,
and tribal ights to water must be established before reservation lands can be developed. Over 50 million acres of reservation lands
and the rights to major water systems in dry western states ame at stake. Other cases in which the government represents the interests
of Indians involve the establishment and protection of hunting and fishing ights and suits to answer questions about tribal ights to
self-determination

Accosplishmeiats An action in trespass [United Slates y. Citys ofTacosna (W.D. Wash)] was lodged against the City of U
Tacoma for building and maintaining electrical transmission lines across 5 Indian allotments that were unlawfully condemned
in state court without naming the United States as a defendant J On November 20, Judge Burgess grunted our motion for
summary judgment on liability and denied the City's cross-motion for summary judgment We now begin the damages phase
of the case

San Curios Agache Tribe Y. Snoesior Court (1999) On January 7, 1999, the Arizona Supreme Court issued its opinion in
this special action proceeding Sustaining in major part the determinations of the water court judge. the Arizona Supreme
Court declared unconstitutional and struck down numerous provisions of two recet Arizona legislative enactments concerning
water rights and water rights adjudications. The court found that the contested provisions failed due process scrutiny because
they purported to effect retroacive changes in the substantive law regarding the perfection and abandonment of water rights,
The court ruled that substantive rights, such as water rights, cannot be determined by statutes subsequently enacted, especially
- -. sasba, tbasesih -a dogeinedinangiiaidca rceig The legislative chages, if.!upheld, _ _

would have worked to the disadvantage of the federal and Indian water rights in the curent Arizona general wter~i
adjudications. The Arizona Supreme Court also invalidated, on due proeas anid separation of powers grounds, certain
provisions regarding the summary adjudication of de mininius water rights which also would have worked to the disadvantage
of the federal and Indian water rights claimants. (Ibis case was worked ointly with the Appellate and General Litigation
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sections

Arizona v. California. No. 3. Original (UJS Supreme Court) Successfully settled the United States' reserved water rights
claim for the Fort Mojave Indian Reservation in the 45-year old dispute over waters of the Colorado River in Arizona v
Cal iforrnia, No 8, Original (United States' Supreme Court) The parties are awaiting review of the settlement by the Special
Master in Anzona v California, and approval by the United States Supreme Court

The Land Acquisition Section is responsible for filing and prosecuting condemnation actions to acquire properties needed for
Congressionally authorized purposes which acquiring agencies are unable to acquire by direct purchase In these condemnation
proceedings, just compensation, the amount of which is usually a highly contested issue, is determined and paid to property owners
Acquisition by condemnation is a means of last resort, agencies are required by law, to the greatest extent practicable, to make every
reasonable effort to acquire property by negotiation and direct purchase before requesting condemnation A top Division pricrity is to
move these high-exposure cases expeditiously

Accojgfikmeas: The Land Acquisition Section was instrumental to the success of the Headwaters (Pacific Lumber Co v
U S (CFC) trnsaction , the purchase by the federal and state governments would not have occurred for approximately
S380,000,000 without the input of the Appraisal Unit. The work involved advising government attorneys and their client
agencies on the complex appraisal issues confronting the United States in this regulatory takings case, drafting appraisal
instructions, anal the review of twenty-two appraisals with values which added up to over S5,000,000,000, In addition to the
appraisal work already mentioned, the Title Unit provided extensive technical assistance and advice on title problems and the
structure of the transaction as well as on conveyancing issues,

Indeed, the section's Title Unit which checks the title opinions issued by agencies to whom the Attorney General has
delegated authority, is worthy of special mention. It completed 24 preliminary opinions and 136 final opinions; it drafted 8
easement deeds and was involved in two airt conveyances; and it checked 1,086 delegated title opinions. The success
stories for the Title Unit during the past fiscal year are particularly reflected in its special projects. The CEQ has touted the
government's purchase of the New World Mine properties, just north of Yellow Stone National Park, as an excellent example
of the government and industry working together to save and protect national treasures. The Title Unit was very much

-~~~U_ wereol~ _ipol ±± --.-- qi
addition, it was instrumental in the drafting of the various transactional documents, which ranged from escrow agreements and
deeds to ceremonial documents

Another success story during the last fitscal year was Section's role in Utah y. Unitd S=aa (D. LIT). This litigation,
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brought pursuant to Public Law 103-93, the Utah Schools and Lands Improvement Act of 1993, involved the valuation of
thousands of acres of State-owned lands within national parks, monuments, and forests, and Indian reservations, The Land
Acquisition section led the trial team, which also involved attorneys fromt the General Litigation and PLSL Section Having
received appraisal reviews, the team was actively seeking to hire new valuation experts and to bring the matter into mediation.
During the course of these efforts, Secretary Babbitt and Governor Leavitt reached a settlement agreement which has just been
approved by Congress in H R 3830, the Utah Schools and Land Exchange Act of 1998 As the President in his signing
statement points out this results in an exchange of over 425,000 acres of land and interests therein between the United States
and the State of Utah and is the largest such land exchange in history. Furthermore, the agreement will be worth, per
Governor Leavitt's estimate, at least $I billion to the State's school endowment over the next 30 years, and it ends more than
six decades of controversy surrounding state school lands.

Finally, the Land Acquisition Section committed significant resources to assist the Department of the Interior and the
Department of Agriculture in the acquisition of a proposed gold mine known as the New, World Mine in Montana.
Representatives of the Section participated in numerous task force meetings providing counsel on valuation and real estate
issues. The Title Unit conducted the review of title, a process that took months. The attorneys in the Title Unit also assisted
in the preparation of documents and the closing This proposed gold mine in the historic New World Mining District of
Montana at the nort',zast corner of Yellowstone National Park, posed an environmental threat to the park. The agreed upon
solution was the acquisition by the United States of an interest in the site sufficient to prevent the development of the mine
The closing took place on August 7, 1998

The Wildlife and Marine Resoarme Section has responsibility for both civil and criminal cases arising under the federal fish and
wildlife conservation statutes Litigation under these statutes can play out in any of three different contexts qivil defenive litigation.
in which the Section defends federal agencies whose programs are challenged as inconsistent with the requirements of federal
conservation statutes, civil enforcement actions principally in which we seek to enjoin persons (which can include private, state, or
local entities) from violating federal conservation statutes (these typically are to stop a developer from destroying habitat that is
essential to the conservation of protected wildlife), and crmnl g ou The principal client agencies of the Wildlife Section
are the Interior Department's Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and the Commerce Department's National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS), a branch of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

---- -- rdimkowhOb Ib J SoM 0 4for te civilcase docket have been devoted largely to defending
government actions taken under the Endangered Species Act and -NEPA. 6w-R
MgikaIlf v.uhg (W.D. Wash,) The Makah Indian Tribe of Western Washington is the only Native American tribe with a
reserved treaty right to take whales, a right guaranteed by the Treaty of(Neah Bay in 1855. After not exercising this right for
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about seventy-five years. the Tribe approached the United States in 1995 in an effort to reinstate a limited subsistence and
ceremonial whole hunt for California gray whales, which had been delisted under the Endangered Species Act in 1994

To assist the Tribe in exercising its treaty right, the Un ted States agreed to seek an aboriginal subsistence quota from the
International Whaling Commission (IWC), the international body charged with setting whiling quotas under the International
Convention for the Regulation of Whaling. After conducting an Environmental Assessment under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA), the Department of Commerce determined that the decision to seek a quota would not have a significant
impact on the human environment

In October 1997, the lWC established a five-year subsistence quota of California gWay whales based on a joint applicasicn of
the Russian Federation on behalf of the Chukotka people and the United States on behalf of the Makah The United States
subsequently determined that the Maka may take an average of four whales a year from this q~zta, with up to five whales
taken in any given year, over the next five years

Plaintiffs challenged the United States' actions in seeking a subsistence quota. from the IWC, alleging violations of NEPA, the
Whaling Convention Act, and several other federal statutes. On Septemnter 21, 1998, Judge Franklin D. Burgess dismissed all
of the plaintiffs' claims and granted the government's motion for summary judgment

Continuing the effort to pursue international live reptile smuggling rings, which supply the U.S. and other world markets with
a $6 billion dollar yearly black market in live animals and animal products, WM-R criminal attorneys indicted Anson Wong
(United States v. Kevg 1.1ang "Amion" Wong et &L (N, D. Cal.) Wong and two of his confederates were arreted
September 14, 1998 In the United States, authorities apprehended Jam.s Michael Burroughs of San Francisco, California,
and Beau Lee Lewis of Buckeye, Arimon. Wong himself was lured to Mexico City and arrested there, Wong, from Peniang,
Malaysia, is alleged to be a notorious reptile smuggler. The thrm men are named as d efendants in a 5.count federal
indictment which alleges violations of conspircy, smuggling. mrinci isadering, false statement and wildlife laws. A fourth
defendant Yuk Wah "Oscar" Shiu of Hong Kong, China, remains at large. We have formally requested Wong's extradition
from Mexico The Mexican cowlts have rsanted our request and Wong has appealed.

The indictment alleges tUa between January 1996, and August I5, 1993, the defendants illegally smuggled more than 300
animals, worth nearly half a million dollars, into the United Stane using human couriers, Federal Express shipments with false
invoices and shipping documents, and the concealment of illegal animals within larger shipments of legal animals The
internationally protected reptiles were smuggled from Malaysia, Hong Kong, Indonesia, and the Philippines to the United
States
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Environment and Natull Resorce Division
SalAries and Exoense Gersl LOWa Activities

Justification of Proaram and Petformance
(Dollars in thousands)

Per.
EmL m Amontl

Management & Administration

'000 Availability 44 52 $5,686

2001 Base 44 52 $5,991

2001 Estimate 44 52 $5,991

Increase/Decrease

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION The Management and Administration decision unit includes the Office of the Assistant Attorney
General and the Executive Office This program provides overall! direction and management to the Environment and Natural
Resources Division, and supervises and administers operations necessary to support the Division's litigation mission. Responsibilities
of the latter unit include budget preparation and execution, financial management, development, operation and maintenance of
management and automated support systems, coordination of automated litigation support services, workload and resource
requiirements analysis, recruitment, processing of personnel actions; management of space and facilities, provision of office
equipment and supplies, processing mail, and the provision of messenger, copying and printing services

Accomplishments: The Executive Office spearheaded a number of successful projects this past year to enhance the
effectiveness and cost-efficiency of Division operations, Specifically, the Division built on the infrastructure established in
FY 1997 with the implementation of the Justice Consolidated Office Network (JCON), by adding a fully integrated desktop
case management and attorney timekeeping system (CMS), The new system replaced one developed in 1978, fully four
computer generations ago, which had become unwieldy, antiquated and very expensive Attorneys in the Division will be able
to work more efficiently now that they have direct access to all their case information Implementation of the system will save
$600,000 per year as it now resides on local servers rather than the costly Justice Data Center mainframe

In conjunction with the replacement of the old case management system, the Executive Office also replaced the Division's
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records management system. Tae new records management system is a module on the case management system and sllow.s
attorneys and other staff to review and request, from their desktops, case files maintained in records management units
throughout the Divisin, as well as at the Federal Records Center. This system reduces records management costs by
streamlining the requtst process, requiring less space, and significantly reducing the number of file copies needed

Also added to the deskvops were new software applications, which feature reusable modules rather than more costly one-time
applications. A standai dized Access database and training program is underway for use by the entire Division to further
enhance the database capabilities in each litigating section and eliminate some of the need for costly contractor support

The Executive Office created new ways to increase Division productivity by improving the mix of attorneys and support staff
through a new project "Support 2001 " recognizes the changing roles of attorneys and support staff resulting from advanced
technology, This initiative aims to improve support service delivery, enhance technological tools for key litigation functions,
and more fully involve support staff in litigation activities Secretaries ame currently being retrained with a greater focus on
technical and legal skills and are then reassigned as Litigation Support Assistants (LSAs) State-of-the-art service centers have
been installed to ensure that attorneys and support staff do not spend their valuable time copying, faxing and filing Feedback
on the services has been quite positive, and saves the Division $250,000 annually.

Budget planning, hiring, performance reporting and expert witness coordination have all been improved for more cost-
efficient use of fiscal and staff resources. Improvements included an open budget formulation process involving section
management earlier, a quarterly hiring process providing flexibility while still meeting staffing needs, and a new performance
appraisal system which enables managers to conduct simpler employee evaluations against less cumbersome performance
work plans
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Environment and Natural Reaources Division
Salaries and ExsRnse

Justification of Proera and Performance
(Dollars in Thousands)

PROGRAM CHANGES BY INITIATIVE
Initiative I:Defendi'ng Civil EnvironmeoWa Laws and the Public Fise

EcMaM Posiion Wilan Amount

Appellate Section.............. ......... 2 1 $165

Environmental Defense Secio_ 5 3 At2

General Utigation Section. ................... 7 576

14 8 S1,153

This request includes 8 attorneys, 3 paralegals and 3 legislative support analysts (LSAs) Funding was derived from the Year 2001
modular costs

Principal Client Agency Stakeholders:
Departments of Agriculture (Forest Service), Commerce (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), Defense, Energy, and
Interior (Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Indian Affairs, and Bureau of Land Mantagement).

Problem:
Significant ares of the Division's non-discretionary practice, which focuses on protection of the public fic and defense of critical
government programs, are expanding and changing in scope, most notably:

0 Storage, transport and disposal of toxic substances (chemical and nuclear)
0 Clean Air Act implementation
0 Defense of federal agency liability under Superfund
0 Defending other vital federal programs
* Court-ordere Alternative Dispute Resolution
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" FERC appellate cases.
* Defending ecosystem and forest plans
" Everglades restoration
* Indian land trust issues
" Protecting federal water rights
" Challenges to the Endangered Species Act
" Growing demand for land appraisals

General Background

Environment Division attorneys are often charged with defending client agency programs, actions and regulations in the district courts
and courts of appeals A, any given time, 700/ of the Division's Ronding caseload is comprised of non-disretionarv cases, We
simply have no choice but to participate in these cases in which opposing parties are usually represented by high-powered law firms,
frequently several at a time working together Many of our defensive cases involve millions of dollars in claims against the public
fisc These claims place on our attorneys the responsibility of protecting the public treasury from unwarranted expenses or
uncollected revenues (e g, mineral royalties owed to the United States), Because these demanding, resource-intensive cases are both
non-discretionary and pressing, they must be handled. Although the Division has been highly successful to date in defending the
Treasury from hundreds of millions of dollars of claims (e.g., more than 901! of the amounts claimed in takings cases), the
Government's financial exposure is increasing and additional resources are required to continue properly defending the public fisc

Defense of Agency'Storage, Transport and Destruction of Hazardous Chemical Materials

The Environmental Defense Section is responsible for defending the Army's S$15 billion Chemical Demilitarization Program from
complicated legal challenges in multiple emergency proceedings Working closely with the Army, EDS has fended off numerous
attempts to shut down the Army's first operational chemical weapons incinerator, located at the Tooele Army Depot in Tooele
County. Utah, and has ensured that this important national program will proceed in a safe manner, protective of both the citizenry and
the environment

Congress directed the Army to destroy the United States' stockpile of lethal chemical agents and aging munitions by 1994, a deadline
later extended to 2004 The U S stopped manufacturing chemical weapons in 1968, which means that the stockpile is more than
three decades old The age of the stockpile increases the urgency of the chemical weapons destruction program, since much of the
agent is stored in tanks with corroding valves or deteriorating explosive devices becoming more and more unstable

To ensure that the incineration of chemical agent stockpiles within the continental United States is as safe and effective as possible,
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the Armny first constructed a prototype full-scale incineration facility at Johnston Atoll, in the middle of the Pacific Ocean After
extensive planning, testing and operations at Johnston Atoll, as well as considerable review by independent peer groups and state and
federal regulators, the Army constructed the Tooele Chemical Agent Disposal Facility (TOCDF) in Utah, a $450 million complex of
ive incinerators where approximately 40 percent of the Nation's chemical agent stockpile is located

Opposition to the disposal facility has been fierce and well financed However, the Section has continued its success in defending the
Army's program from legal challenges in multiple proceedings

Since July 1996 EDS has been required to defend no fewer than six separate proceedings for injunctive relief in state and federal court
in connection with Toocle

Another major stockpile is located at the Umatilla Chemical Depot in northeastem Oregon, where approximately 3,700 tons of
chemical warfare agents are stored The Section is currently defending a challenge to the Depot's operating permits in Oregon state
court, and additional litigation is expected as the construction proceeds

In addition, with the recent approval of a destruction plan for a stockpile of mustard gas at Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland,
still more litigation is expected Aberdeen contains a stockpile of 1,625 tons of deadly mustard gas The Army recently received
federal and state permits to construct a S306 million facility to neutralize the agent Destruction of the mustard gas is scheduled to
begin in March 2003 Despite extensive public involvement in the planning stages, the project is likely to be the subject of at least
one court challenge in the coming year Finally, in addition to these three Sites, five other domestic stockpiles of chemical weapons
must be destroyed Each of these additional sites will likely be the subject of intense litigation

Defense of Agency Storage, Transport and Destruction of Hazardous Nuclear Materials

The U S must also dispose of decades' worth of nuclear waste at the nation's 17 principal and 100 secondary nuclear weapons
factories, a legacy of the Cold Way More than a million tons of radioactive and toxic waste has been dumped or stored at the
Department of Energy's weapon-making facilities. To clean it tip, the government will have to embark upon the lsirgest public works
project in U.S history, an effort estimated to cost S200 billion over the next 30 years.

EDS has successfuly defended and is continuing to defend several pieces of litigation brought by New Mexixs and environmental
groups to halt shipments of waste to DOE's Waste Isolation Pilot Plant ("WIPP"), a low-level radioactive waste disposal facility near
Carlsbad, New Mexico The radioactive waste destined for WIPP is left over from federal weapons production and includes clothing,
tools, rags and other contaminated material, EDS successfully defeated multiple efforts to halt the first planned shipments from Los
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Alamos National Laboratory The first shipment arrived at WIPP on March 26, 1999, making WIPP the first permanent repository
for radioactive wastes in U S history

Other sections are involved in this defensive work as well The General Litigation Section anticipates a continuation of the litigation
brought by anti-nuclear and environmental groups regarding the treatment of nuclear materials by the Department of Energy We
expect that challenges will be brought involving Environmental Impact Statements and Records of Decisions scheduled to be
completed in 1999 or 2000 at Yucca Mountain, Argonne National Laboratory-West, Los Alamos National Laboratory and Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, among others

Defense of New Lqislation

In 1990, the Clean Air Act was amended, completely revamping the regulation of hazardous air pollutants The Clean Air Act,
because it affects nearly all Americans and all businesses, is the most sweeping of the nation's environmental laws The original
twenty-year-old scheme for regulating air toxins failed EPA spent years revising it and promulgating new standards for soot and
urban smog Nevertheless, last year the American Trucking Association, a wide consortium of other business groups and three states
opposed the new EPA standards And in a decision that had a dramatic impact on the Clean Air Program, this May a three-judge
panel struck down EPA's new air-quality standards as unconstitutional The case is likely to go to the Supreme Court The stakes are
very high if the decision is upheld, it could establish a precedent and upend a wide variety of federal regulatory programs, including
many at EPA

The Environmental Defense Section (EDS) has already devoted significant resources (over 6,500 attorney and paralegal hours) to the
vigorous defense of the new National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), one of EPA's most significant public health
initiatives in recent years The revised ozone and particulate matter standards provide health protection for millions nationwide
(particularly children) and are a major component of EPA's Clean Air Act program The new standards prompted 26 challenges to
the ozone standards and 39 petitions for review of the particulate standards, filed by various industry groups and several states. The
cases raised complex legal, constitutional and scientific issues requiring briefing and analysis at the highest level of sophistication

The Section also devoted significant resources to defending against petitions for review of EPA's ozone control requirements EPA's
implementing regulations impose detailed requirements for states to adopt State Implementation Plans ("SIPs") to control emissions of
ozone precursors In a number of cases, states or local industry groups have argued either that EPA has misclassified the severity of
their in-state ozone problem or failed to require stricter ozone controls in other states, resulting in more stringent in-state controls

We have successfully defended EPA's approach in dealing with the thorny issues of interstate ozone transport, but we expect that
EPA will continue to publish new regulations under the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, and that these new regulations will
generate substantial numbers of petitions for review EPA is currently promulgating the next generation of automobile emission
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standards, which are expected to cover sport utility vehicles and impose sulfur-content limitations on gasoline The new regulations
will be controven,J~ and are certain to be challenged by many interested parties. Because the science underlying EPA's air quality
protection rules is technically complex, these cases tend to be far more time-consuming than other petitions for review, requiring
many hundreds of attorney hours for adequate briefing

The good news ts that EDS's overall rate of success in defending federal regulations and programs is consistently over 804/, and has
improved in each of the past three year
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PETITION FOR REVIEW RESULTS

FY 1996 FY 1997 Fy 1998

Total Outcomes 85 100% 101 100% 120 10011

Partially favorable 10 11.8% 8 7.9% 9 7.5%
judgments

Unfavorable judgments 6 1.% 6.9% 5 4.2%

Favorable judgments 23 27.1% 25 24.8% 54 45.%

Settlements and 46 54.1% 61 60.4% 52 43.3%
voluntary dismissals

Total favorable 69 81.2% 86 85.2% 106 88.3%
Outcomes

To put these figures into context, the Section's petition for review practice is strictly defensive EDS does not choose its cases, and it
is not unusual for the Section to defend a client agency's regulatory action for policy or programmatic reasons even where a case
presents substantial litigation risk

All to14 we expect that EPA's regulatory activity under the Clean Air Act alone will generate at least 100 pait~ions for review in FY
2000 and 2001,

Defense or Federal Agency Liability under Superfund

Many of our defensive cases involve millions of dollars in claims against the public fisc These claims place on our attorneys the
responsibility of protecting the public treasury from unwarranted expenses or uncollected revenues (e g, mineral royalties owed to the
United States) Because these demanding, resource-intensive cases are both non-discretionary and pressing, they must be handled

The Environmental Defense Section defends many counter-claims filed under the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
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Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA, or Supetfund). These cases, which comprise almost one-fourth of the EDS practice, am
typically multi .party, document-intensive suits which demand significant attorney, paralegal, secretarial and outside litigation support
resources The payoffs are high, however, and have resulted in large savings for the Treasury In this expanding area of the docket,
the Section provides important services to aid in the resolution of federal agency compliance and ensure that federal liability is fairly
resolved, thereby protecting the federal fisc against excessive claims.

The following table shows our impressive case results from FY 1998 and the first part of FY 1999 alone

CERCLA CONTRIBUTION CASES AGAINST FEDERAL AGENCIES
INVOLVING PRIVATELY-OWNED IFITES, RESOLVED IN FY 19"8-99

Case Name Basis for Liability Plaiedifl'; Owed by Amount
__________ Demand the U.S. Saved

U S v Iron Mountain Mines Ownser/ Operator 3100,000,000 so S 100,O0,0

BWX v U S Operator/Arranger $100,000,000 S39,S00,000 S60, 500.000

U S v Atlantic Rschield Owner/Operator $25,000,000 S2.000.000 $23,000,000
Generator

Idaho v M A Hanuna Mining OwnierlOperator 325,000,000 37,012,500 $117,97,500
Generator

Texas Instniments v U S Generator $26,000,000 $3,230,000 S 17,770,000

U S v Asarco Generator 315,000,000 3861,400 $14,133,600

Evaready Battery v U S& OwnewAperator 311,025,000 32,962,919 $3,062,031

Muskegon Amny Engine Plant OwnerAOperaior $9.000.000 33.800.000 $5.200,000

Standard Steel Salvage Generator S55,000o S1,268,331 34.231,669
__________________Owiter/Operator _______________

U S v Atlas Lederer Generator S6,077,964 32,400,000 $3,677,934

Air Force Plant No 28 Owna'iOpertor 310,000,000 36,406,400 $3,593,600
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Defending Other Vital Federal Programs

From timber harvesting and grazing on federal lands to defending natural resource damage assessments and endangered species
listings, federal programs are challenged constantly by those who claim violations of environmental and natural resource laws
Challenges anise from many quarters, including industry, perminees, environmental organizations, and neighborhood interest groups,
The Division represents over 70 agencies in challenges against myriad federal programs. Our objective is to assure that such
challenges are properly defended so that these necessary and importat programs can continue

In recent years. the work of our various sections has become more and more intertwined. The best recent example of this
phenomenon was the Division's work this past year on the Headwaters litigation, where we avoided a corporate forest company's
claim for $1 billion under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) The company contended that application of the ESA precluded
economic harvesting of a pristine and ecologically signiticant old growth redwoods forest. Working cooperatively, three different
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Case Name Basis for Liability Plaintifrs Owed by Amount
___ __ __ __ _ _ __ __ __ Demand the U.S. Saved

Adaitic Wood Ind Site Gascrasr 54,000,000 SI,300,000 S2,500.000

IOperator _____ ____

U S v Akwo Nobel Coatings Geneator 510001000 $2,611,030 52,283,970

U S v Eastern Co Amnger $2.000,000 50 $2,000,000

PFeal Labs Site Amn'ager 57,250,000 3,500,000 51,750,000

U S v St Juliani Corp Geamor $2,300.000 $1.239,327 $1,260,673

Yeoman Creek She 'Genermor 51.500,000 5400,000 $1,100,000

Califortuav Defenseteutti and Asfusger 51,-900.000 $1,056,338 $943,612
Marketing Service ______

Spruce Street Site Geneator 53,750,000 $2,999,935 $750,065

Tulalip Landfill Generator Owner $2.000,000 31,230.000 $750,000

OperatorI
L_________ TOTAL I SM,02M J 3," 271,404,7541



sections (Wildlife and Marine Resources, Land Acquisition and General Litigation) laid the groundwork for the litigation to be stayru
while ihe parties worked out a $380 million purchase by federal and state agencies of 7,500 acres of old gmwa, i redwood forest for
permanent protection This trend of multi-section involvement in litigation is expected to continue given the recent emphasis on eco-
system management and habitat conservation Such litigation requires close coordination, not only among the affected sections, but
also with clients having %%idely divergent interests It also necessitates considerable investment in time spent on pre-litigation
counseling

Rising to the Defense of Natural Resources

The General Litigation Section (GLS) addresses a whole host of natural resource conservation issues The Section has defended
numerous multi-agency federal land and ecosystem management inquiries requiring close coordination in recent years and, as now
outlined, expects many more Following on its success in defending the first ecosystem-wide plan, the Northwest Forest Plan, the
section has continued to defend federal land management decisions in the Pacific Northwest from lawsuits on all sides One of these
challenges, before the judge who approved the Northwest Forest Plan, challenges the plan's continuing adequacy in light of changed
circumstances, such as the listing of salmon runs uiider the ESA and the effects of the Emergency Salvage Timber Sale appropriations
rider, which temporarily exempted timber sales from environmental laws, and continues to generate additional challenges to acti% ties
in the Pacific Northwest

* Protecting Ecosystems

OLS is called upon to address broad-reaching efforts to fashion a new approach to salmon and native trout conservation in the
Columbia River basin of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana More than half of the 144 million acre basin is federal
land with a wide range of ecosystems and ecosystem health problems Building on an extensive scientific assessment and
public comment period on draft land management plans, the FWS and BLM's new approach to basin-wide land management
problems will be analyzed in a supplemental Environmental Impact Statement this year, with litigation highly l ikely in 2001
Already, four suits have been filed, by both environmental groups and natural resources industries, challenging the federal
land management in the interim before completion of a basin-wide plan

In the meantimc, federal land managers are relying on interim strategies for the conservation of specific species The
PACFISH Initiative, the INFISH Initiative, the California spotted Owl Initiative, and the Mexican Spotted Owl Initiative have
all caused intense litigation Accordingly, the GLS continues to litigate the adequacy of these interim plans to protect salmon
and native trout

* Protecting the Everglades "River of Grass"
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In addition to being amorig the most biologically significant subtropical wetlands in the world, the Florida Everglades is the
key to water supply and flood control for a growing population of over 6 million people The Everglades restoration has been
termed "the most ambitious environmental restoration project ever attempted" it is expected to cost S7 8 billion over the next
20 years in addition to the S 12 billion already spent by the federal government The General Litigation Section's
commitment to the federal/state Everglades restoration effort requires significant investments in client counseling and
representation

This year, we successfully defended City of Belle Glade, Florida Y. Babbit a lawsuit challenging the Talisman purchase, the
largest public purchase of Everglades agricultural land for restoration purposes. Interior Secretary Babbitt characterized the
Talisman purchase as "a conservation legacy to future generations." We also completed two weeks of evidentiary hearings on
the consent decree in United States v. South Florida Wate Managemnent District, the historic federal lawsuit to end
agricultural pollution of the Everglades

We expect new complex and nationally significant NEPA litigation on multiple aspects of the restoration, including
Homestead, the Restudy, and one of the first major new projects comprising the restorrion - the Modified Water Deliveries
Project Additional NEPA litigation is anticipated concerning the Cape Sable Seaaide Sparrow, which will also raise difficult
issues at the intersection of the Fifth Amendment and the ESA In addition to this new litigation, we expect escalations in
continuing proceedings involving the consent decree and the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida which will, among other
things, involve issues raised by the anticipated State promulgation of a new water quality standard for phosphorus in the
Everglades

* Protecting the National Forests

Challenges to land management programs, in general are becoming more intensive. For instance, we have experienced a new
signifi cant increase in the number and complexity offorest management cases. In 1998, 80 new cases were filed against
Forest Service decisions in the management of the 191 million acre National Forest System That is nearly twice as many as
were filed in 1997 and consistent with a long-term increase in the number of suits against federal land management, These
cases are also increasingly complex, both faually (involving issues of biology, hydrology, and economics) and legally
However, recent Supreme court rulings have tended to break down the distinction between large challenges to plans and
challenges to individual projects (such as timber sales), a rationale previously used for assigning smaller cases to USAOs. As
a result, many challenges now present larger issues requiring GLS involvement Current staffing is insufficient to address this
increased workload,

Both GLS and WMRS frequently experience parallel workload increases because many of the environmental and industry
groups challenging the WMRS on ESA grounds also challenge the GLS on NEPA grounds, Similarly, together with the
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WMRS, the GLS is also preparing for litigation in other arenas, e g , proposed ESA listing of the Canada Lynx, the Tongass
National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan, (finalized in May 1997), litigation relating to the management of
Yellowstone National Park, and working with the Park Service, the Forest Service, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service and the State of Montana on a joint federal-state grazing range management plan for the Yellowstone Bison Herd

Protecting the Basis or Lire - Water

OLS litigation over water rights involves three major types of litigation First "general stream adjudications" are lawsuits in
which the courts decide who "owns" the water of a watershed. These adjudications often involve thousands of parties and tens
of thousands of claims Such large adjudications are underway in virtually all of the far western states The second major
type of water litigation involves the operation of federal irrigation projects, The Bureau of Reclamation is often faced with
lr-vsuits challenging its actions as it attempts to balance its contractual obligations to supply water to farmers with other
obligations imposed by the NEPA, the ESA, and other preservation statutes The third and last major type of water rights
litigation concerns original actions brought before the U S Supreme Court involving the allocation of water in interstate
watercourses In KaUsM v Nebraska. the Supreme Court accepted jurisdiction and the case will move into a more active
phase beginning this year Although we successfully negotiated settlements on a number of issues in Nebraska v Wvoin
the case is still proceeding to trial on certain claims made by Nebraska_

We anticipate that our water rights workload will increase in FY 2001 In Idaho, appeals being lodged on numerous issues
will lead to increased trial work in FY 2000 and 2001 In Arizona, trial work will intensify in the Little Colorado and Gila
River Adjudications, these adjudications had been delayed while the state supreme court considered various procedural issues
In Oregon, our workload in the Klamnath Basin Adjudication will increase, beginning in FY 2000, when the proceedings there
move into active litigation, In Nevada we expect similar increases Just this year, judicial proceedings began in one
adjudication (the first in decades to be filed with a state court) and the State Engineer has scheduled several more state court
filings over the next few years Meanwhile, our workload in all other western states, including California, Colorado, Montana,
New Mexico and Washington, shows no signs of diminishing

We remain understaffed to meet our existing adjudication needs To date, we have managed to handle our cases by having
agency counsel act as full-time Special Assistants on adjudications (two in Idaho and one in Montana) Continued agency
funding of these positions is doubtful and, even if this arrangement does continue, our projected increase in workload over the
next two years will require additional staffing

Protecting the Federal Fisc
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6 Protecting the Fist in Indian Trust Cases

In breach of trust litigation, Native Americans challenge government actions affecting the gamut of Native assets -money,
timber, water, minerals, oil and gas The defense of these suits can be especially time consuming and resource intensive due to
the number of Native Americans affected and the broad span of years often at issue, These cases require the balancing of the
government's dual obligation to defend agency action while at the same time ensuring that the United States' trust
responsibilities to Native Americans are fulfilled,

This type of litigation is best exemplified by the jjjllv. abit litigation, a class-action lawsuit brought on behalf of
Individual Indian Moneys (IMA) account holders On June 10, 1999, the first of two trials in Cobeit began We are defending
the Interior : , artmnent and BIA which are responsible for fulfilling the United States' trust responsibilities to tribes and
individual Indians, including managing about $3 billion in Indian trust funds and administering about 54 million acres of
Indian tribal land - tribal accounts that date back to 1887 In addition, we are defending the Treasury Department, which is
responsible for making disbursements from the fund and investing funds prudently, Interior and BIA oversee the management
of the tribal lands, including leasing the lands to generate revenue, collecting the proceeds from the leases, depositing the
proceeds in the [TM accounts, serving as tnvstee of those accounts, and disbursing the proceeds to the beneficiaries There are
currently approximately 300,000 holders of such accounts, and approximately $250 million flows through the accounts on a
yearly basis Plantiffs' claims have been bifurcated into claims seeking "retrospective" relief - to correct alleged errors in
past account balances - and "prospective" relief - to correct current alleged deficiencies in the administration of the IM trust
system In their claims against Secretary Rubin, plaintiffs allege that Treasury also violated its duty as custodian of moneys in
the 1IM accounts, failed to maintain certain records relating to the IMA trust system, and did not satisfy its investment
responsibilities In their prospective claims, plaintiffs allege that DOI's reform efforts are inadequate and that DOI cannot be
trusted to carry out reforms They seek the appointment of a receiver to assume BIA's functions

This is a massive case, requiring the diversion of considerable Division resources for the foreseeable future (to FY 2001 and
beyond) - resources that might otherwise be deployed to defend water rights, takings and Indian defensive cases, all of which
themselves are inadequately staffed and require additional resources

a Protecting the Fist in Natural Resource Programs

Just as the Division's breadth of natural resources cases has expanded, so too has that of the Tucker Act docket which now
includes an increasing number of multi-plaintiff regulatory taking cases, natural resource based contract cases and Native
American breach-of-truss disputes This docket includes the mammoth lHeadwvaiu case mentioned earlier, These complex
monetary damages claims increasingly raise first imspression constitutional and statutory interpretation questions and involve
almost all federal agencies Over the years we have had an enviable track record, protecting the Treasury from more than 90%
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of the amounts claimed in these takings cases, At the same time, we have sought to sustain the confidence of government
agencies and the public in the balanced and equitable disposition of claims and in the availability of a fair process

* Protecting the Fisc in Wetlands, Surface Mning and Natural Resource Takings

Physical and regulatory takings claims dominate our takings docket and we continue to work with the Court of Federal Claims
and the private bar to fashion innovative and cost-effective resolution techniques In physical claims, property owners contend
that the government has physically occupied their property and displaced their ownership interest, The landowners then seek
just compensation (market value) for property interest taken. Regulatory takings claims seek the same end (a conclusion that
government action has taken a title interest in private property for which just compensation is due) but there landowners
contend that the regulatory restrictions imposed (e g, by the Clean Water Act's Section 404 requirement for a permit before
dredging or filling in privately owned wetlands) diminish the economic value of the property These cases tend to focus on
Section 404, surface mining control and reclamation restrictions, and land use management restrictions on the private use of
public lands

This past year, we also saw a significant increase in takings cases stemming from the 'Rails-to-Trails' Act. This program
effectively allows the creation of interim "trail corridors" by using railroad rights of way which railroads would otherwiseCP
abandon The rights of way are "rail banked" until some futture point in time when they might be needed by the country's
transportation system In takings suits under this program, landowners contend that, under state law, the conversion of a 5
railroad ight of way to 'trail use' does not fall within the "railroad use' restriction originally conveyed to the rairoads Thus,
they allege that the trail use creates an additional burden causing a taking. Rails-to-trails cases now host two nationwide class
claims Because takings disputes turn on the factual nuances of a particular property (for example, its use or date of
acquisition), multi-plaintiff suits create intense case-management challenges

Protecting Approaches to Effective Resolution

Takings disputes are fact intensive and consume significant resources. Often it is best to "head them off at the pass'" The
Navy, for example, has requested that GLS employ "transactional" tools to settle a spate of cases they anticipate as a result of a
base closure and realignment this year In that instance, a large number of new jet fighters will be relocated to NAS-Oceana,
adjacent 'to Virginia Beach, Virginia The aircraft are noisy and will expose nearby urban developments to a drastic change in
environment, an estimated 14,000 and 45,000 residents in two areas will be effected. We hope to intercept these potential
claims before they reach litigation

Use of Alternative Dispute Resolution in our Appellate Cases
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An increasing proportion of the Division's appellate caseload is subject to alternative dispute resolution (ADR), typically
mediation, either at the instigation of the appellate courts' mediation programs or at the suggestion of one or more of the parties
Circuit courts around the country have ADR programs with court-provided mediators for resolution of appellate cases, either before
or after briefing and oral argument ADR is not discretionary Currently, all but one of the 13 circuits have established ADR
programs ADR is desirable because a settlement is often in the best interests of the United States For example, the government may
need to move forward to implement an important agency program or project, making litigation delays costly, ADR may resolve all
aspects of an underlying dispute, while litigation may only address a portion of the real dispute, ADR may strengthen ongoing
relationships for future interactions, and ADR may foster the exploration of creative solutions affording mutual gain and a high rate of
compliance

However, while ADR may lead to a better result than an appellate decision, it does not conserve appellate resources For appellate
attorneys, ADR is labor intensive and often contemporaneous with briefing Environmental and natural resource cases are considered
textbook examples of disputes ripe for mediation If the initial mediation conference comes early in the appellate process, lawyers
must delve into the record, learn the case facts quickly, and work with agency counsel and trial counsel to develop a negotiating
position Sometimes, a case is put into mediation after briefing and argument

One example of ADR this past year illustrates the intensity of the work and the creative benefits of ADR Pueblo of Sandia v. Babbitt C
(D C Cir ) This is one of the most resource intensive appellate cases to date and concerns the Pueblo's claim so 10,000 acres of theW
Sandia Mountain Wilderness on the basis of an ancient Spanish land grant. The land is currently administered by the Forest Service 0
as part of the National Wilderness System The federal government and other defendants contend that the Pueblo's claim is time-
barred The district court ruled for the Pueblo and defendants appealed Since the case was put in mediation seven months ago, one
appellate attorney has charged over 860 hours. The effort is labor intensive for the Division because, among other things the parties
decided to select a private mediator, the federal mediation team includes members from three federal agencies and bureaus within
those agencies On the positive side, the mediation is attempting to resolve issues critical to a lasting resolution which would not be
addressed through litigation

By fiscal year 200 1, we estimate thai 25 percent of new appeals will involve at least one ADR session and most will have multiple
mediation sessions For this growing practice area, we will require additional staff, based on the following

We anticipate that by 2001, all 13 circuits will have well established ADR programs with fully staffed mediation offices,
which will evaluate all appellate cases for ADR

ADR is additive and usually does not replace briefing in appellate cases In the first half of 1999, six cases in mediation were
unsuccessful and briefing commenced,
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ADR work will continue to be labor intensive In 1998, three of Appellate's top 25 cases by hours recorded involved ADR
For the first six months of 1999, six of the top 25 cases by hours billed are in ADR
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The following chart illustrates the actual and projected workload for ADR

APPELLATE ADR WORKLOAD

Actual FLEs.Est.
198 1 99 2000O 12001

Civil Cases received in Appellate 278 2035315

[Cases with at least one ADR Session 47 (1 7-/o) 1 4(9/ 6(21%) 79(25%)

Cases with M~ultiple ADR Sess Ions 28(1% 32 (111,'6 1 52 (17%) 69 (22%)

For all cases evaluated for ADR, we estimate :hat an average of three days of work is required at the outset, to prepare for and attend
an initial mediation session Compartng fiscal year 2001 to fiscal year 1999, we estimate an increase of 25 cases with one ADR
session That incremental work represents an additional 600 attorney hours in fiscal year 2001

When a case remains in a meoliation program for the purpose of negotiating a settlement, our best estimate, based on current data, is
that this work is likely to require at least an additional 95 hours of intensive work Comparing fiscal year 2001 to fiscal year 1999, we
estimate an increase of 37 cases in extended mediation in fiscal year 2001 That incremental work represents an additional 3,5 15
attomey hours in fiscal year 2001

License Renewals U~nder the Federal Power Act

Litigation over hydroelectric licenses issued by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is by direct appeal to the courts
of appeals Therefore, this is an area of practice unique to the Appellate Section As the result of a large number of licenses up for
renewal and new licenses, as well as an increasing interest in the conditions that may be put on these licenses by federal resource
protection agencies such as the Forest Service, NOAA, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, we anticipate
the need to gear up litigation over FERC licenses,

In FERC cases, the Section represents federal natural resource agencies after the conclusion of administrative proceedings
before FERC The administrative stage consumes approximately three to seven years or more, after which FERC issues a
decision A request for reconsideration by FERC is a prerequisite to judicial review In the courts of appeals, these cases are
of two types cases in which we file a petition for review on behalf of the resource protection agencies, contending that FERC
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has not imposed sufficiently protective provisions in licenses, and cases in which we intervene on behalf of federal natural
resource protection agencies to defend conditions developed by them for the protection of reserved lands (including national
forests, Indian reservations, and military lands) that are included within hydroelectric projects

FERC had pending 134 applications for original licenses and license renewals as of April 8, 1999 FERC predicts that there
would be pending 130 at the end of fiscal year 1999 and 110 at the end of fiscal year 2000 FERC issued 28 licenses and
renewals in fiscal year 1998 Our client agencies have imposed conditions on almost all of these licenses We anticipate that
some of those conditions may be the subject of litigation

Anticipated increases in FERC licensing actions did not materialize in fiscal year 1998 The delay in licensing decisions
appears to be due to an unexpected, time-consuming effort by FERC on a few cases in particular, which has delayed
consideration of many others Thus, the increase in FERC cases wI likely materialize later than we projected last year

The Department of Agriculture, our major client in this area, is gearing up for a major initiative on litigation of FERC
licenses Other federal agencies, including the Department of the Interior, will also be requesting our assistance regarding
conditons on FERC licenses Interior reports that it will be taking an increasingly actve role in asserting the authority of the
Secretary under the Federal Power Act to~ impose conditions on FERC licenses for the protection of fish and wildlife and
Indian resources

00
Data show that the number qf petitions resulting from licensing decisions increased from eight percent in fiscal year 1997, to
18 percent for fiscal year 1998, to an estimated 20 percent for this fiscal year While FERC is experimenting with
collaborative administrative processes, the effect of these processes on the rate of appeal is uncertain At this time, we
estimate that 30 percent of FERC decisions will be appealed for fiscal years 2000 and 2^001 The following chart illustrates the
projected increases in FERC decisions, which typically reach the Appellate Section the year after the licensing decision
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ACTUAL AND PROJECTED CASES ON FERC LICENSING DECISIONS

ACTUAL ACTUAL Est FY Est FY Est FY
FY 97 FY 98 1999 2000 2001

'o of FERC Decisions on 49 29 50 50 50
Licenses/Renewals______

Iof FERC Decisions Appeed 8% 1 18% 20r/a 30%' 30%/
ew Cases on Apal 2 4 5 10 Is
ending Cases onpea 2 4 9 - 15 25

period, for a total of 400 hours per case. Assuming 10 new cases in fiscal year 2000 (representing 20 percent of FERC decisions) and
15 new cases in fiscal year 2001 (representing 30 percent of FERC decisions), these cases will consume 5,000 attorney hours, or
slightly over two attorney FTEs. in the year 2001

Other Troubling Developsmts

We are witnessing an akarming trendamomg lit igans in environmental and tral resources cases to seek emergency relief to delay
or hall Implementation of gownumenwal activiies. Litigants are also expending huge sums to exhaust every possible avenue of relief,
such as filing petitions for rehearing when an appellate court issues an unfavorable ruling. Assa result, there has been a dramatic
increase in the number of emergency motions for stays and injunctions pending appeal and requests for filing or responding to
petitions for rehearing and similar substantive pleadings that the Appellate Section must handle. Based on available data (through
March 1999), the Appellate Section will file 120 such pleadings in fiscal year 1999, representing a 33 percent increase over the
number filed in fiscal year 1998, and a 6 percet incrase over the number filed in fiscal year 1997. All of these submissions must
be prepared on short notice and are very disruptive of ongoing casework.

An adverse Tenth Circuit decision (December 1998) in Forest Guardians X. Babbitt will result in substantially more appellate work for
the Division At issue in Fest Guardiaswas whether a district court was required to compel the Fish and Wildlife Service to
designate critical habitat for the Rio Grande Silvery Minnow even though Congress had not appropriated sufficient fnds for the
Service to coplet all of its mandatory listing and critical habitat obligations within the time frames imposed by the Act, The Tenth
Circuit held that the district waurt must issue an injunction mandating immediate compliance with the statutory deadline, According
to the Tenth Circuit, neither the program agency nor the district court had the right to prioritize the manner in whih limited funds
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would be applied to mandatory obligations The agency's reasons ior failure to meet a deadline - including a lack of funds to meet.,
mandatory obligations in a statute - can be considered in the context of a contempt proceeding for failure to meet a court deadline.
Because this decision was based on an interpretation of the Administrative Procedure Act, it has far-reaching implications for all
federal agencies operating under mandatory deadlines imposed by Congress This decision will likely result in additional litigation
against all agenciesfacing mandatory deadlines, with each interest group rushing to the courthouse to compel agencies to take action
on theirfavorite projects The government filed a petition for rehearing en banc but was denied
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1nitiati e 11, Enforcing and Prosecuting Environmental Laws

Pragrai Positions WYrkyea Amouni
Environmental Crimes Section ............... 3 2 S247

Environmental Enforcement Section ..... 8 4 659

Wildlife and Marine Resources Section 1 1 82

Totals ... 12 7 S988

This request includes 7 attorneys, 2 paralegals and 3 legislative support analysts (LSAs) Funding was derived from the Y'ear 2001
modular costs

Principal Client A-ency Stakeholders: F51, EPA, Coast Guard, Fish and Wildlife Service, Defense, Customs, FAA, DOT,
Commerce (NOAA)

Problem:
The Division's environmental and wildlife crime programs are at a critical crossroads - an infusion of resources is desprately needed
to capitalize on the critical momentum they have created in recent years as a result of successful prosecutions, training outreach and
innovative initiatives or undercover operations. Similarly, we must commit additional resources to civil enforcement where the
caseload pipeline is clogged, stymied by a record number of unf iled cases and insufficient attorney resources

The rationale for this request in presented sequentially, in tour discrete parts

* National Environmental Prosecutions
* International Environmental and Wildlife Prosecutions

* Environmental Enforcement
* Protecting Indian Rights
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National Environmental Prosecutions:

The Environmental Cnmes Section affects people's lives in unexpected ways and the breadth of its work can be difficult to capture
While it is well known that the work of the Section has resulted in cleaner air, water and lands, less well known are matters such as
these in which the success of the Section has a profound impact

* Prosecuting individuals who sprayed the homes of poor people with a dangerous crop pesticide, claiming it was
safe for home use

a Convicting individuals %kho were preying on homeless people, abusing their desire to work by exposing them to
the dangers of an illegal asbestos removal operation

* Spurring some of the largest corporations in America toward better compliance measures, such as improving
the operation of the longest oil pipeline in the U S , and the complete overhaul of the environmental practices
of one of the world's largest cruise ship companies

* Training the District of Columbia's first-ever police environmental crimes unit, a unit which is already having
an impact in communities throughout the city

* Spearheading a CFC enforcement initiative to help protect the earth's ozone layer which affects the entire
planet's well-being

* Devising new ways to protect communities from the dangers posed by clandestine synthetic drug labs

In the past three years, the number of ECS prosecutions, as well as hours per attorney devoted to cases, has increased steadily, so too
has the amount of time and resources dedicated to policy and legislation, and to
training prosecutors and investigators from around the country and the world The
section's pending cuse load and equally important training and policy responsibilities Tbis pant year, ECS achieved a 99
have increased accordingly, and the Division has obtained great results. The number percent conviction rate.
of convictions has increased, in FY 1996, ECS obtained 40 convictions, that number __________________

grew to 57 in 1997 and again to 76 in FY 1998. Only half-way through FY 1999, the
section has already won 65 convictions From FY 1996 to the present, ECS has secured prison sentences amounting to over 76 years;,
home detention of over 5 years; probation of over IS81 years, and supervised release of over 54 years, in addition to fines and
restitution totaling over $150 million
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Looking forward to 2001, ECS has set forth an ambitious environmental agenda and is poised to spearhead a nationwide effort to
combat environmental crime - but it needs additional resources to capitalize on the critical momentum created in recent years The
momentum is attributable to three distinct developments -the section's cooperative involvement in highly visible criminal litigation, its
identification and development of new initiatives, and its demonstrated commitment to training a new generation of prosecutors and
investigators - be they federal, state, local or international This three-pronged approach is discussed in more detail below

Coolgrative Involvement in Highly Visible Criminal Litistation

Sound lawyering, hands-on knowledge and experience are the backbone of the Environmental Crimes program It is critical to
the program's performance and credibility We continue to receive ever more requests for assistance from U S Attomney
offices and expect a significant increase in such requests by 2001 Some ask that ECS simply assign an attorney to assist in a
major investigation while others seek attorneys to spearhead a multi-district task force, Such requests come both from offices
with established environmental crimes programs and from districts that lack the resources to prosecute such resource intensive
cases without support from ECS ECS views its responsibilities to support United States Attorney's offices as central to its
mission Participation in task forces and environisiental crimes sub-committees of Law Enforcement Coordinating Committees
(LECCs) has bern an ECS priority since the section began

New Initiatives

Over the past few years, ECS has transformed criminal environmental enforcement efforts through its emphasis on initiatives
to prosecute areas of environmental crime that previously have received inadequate enforcement Our game plan is to get an
initiative up and running, train and provide back-up assistance to AUSAs so that they can handle the prosecutions by
themselves, and then redirect ECS attorney resources to launch other new initiatives

Two recent initiatives demonstrate the degree to which this approach contributes to the success of the environmental crimes
program Over the last four years, ECS has led a national enforcement initiative to curtail the illegal importation of CFCs into
the United States Before the initiative began, a major black market had developed in this country, undermining EPA's efforts
to prevent ozone depletion Similarly, the Vessel Pollution Initiative demonstrated the strong leadership that ECS can provide
to help energize and direct'enforcement efforts in a critical but neglected area of environmental regulation Before the
initiative began, little if any enforcement of vessel pollution had occurred. Through FY 1998, the ECS-led initiative on vessel
pollution had resulted in dozens of conviction-, and millions of dollars in criminal fines, including a record $75 million in one
case By FY 2000 and 2001, US Attorneys will handle the majority of cases in these areas

The following additional initiatives are being developed by ECS attorneys in coordination with United States Attorney's
Offices and investigating agencies. National Underground Storage Tank Initiative; Laboratory Fraud Work Groiip;
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HAZMAT Initiative; Pretreatment Initiative; Mtississippi River Initiative and a Clandestine Synthetic Drug Lab
Initiative

While plans for other initiatives exist, there are currently insufficient resources to undertake the work needed to launch these
efforts Additional attorneys are sorely needed to commence new initiatives, sustan communication with federal and state
agencies and U S Attorneys offices, prosecute cases generated by the initiative, and analyze legal issues that arise in the
course of the investigations and prosecutions

The need for training of federal, state and local investigators And prosecutors has grown substantially in the past several years
and this trend is expected to continue into 2001. A review of recent activities provides ample evidence of the Section's
commitment to this important component of its criminal enforcement program ECS attorneys regularly

" Organize and teach environmental crimes courses for Assistant U S Attorneys, EPA aetorneys,
and FBI and U S Coast Guard agents,

" Provide in-service training around the country to law enforcement personnel from such agencies
as the FBI, Defense Criminal Investigative Service, Coast Guard and NASA,

" Lead quarterly meetings of working groups for existing initiatives such as CFC Enforcement,
involving investigators from EPA, Customs, IRS, FBI, and Canadian law enforcement,

" Lead quarterly meetings of working groups on potential initiatives such as Underground Storage
Tank Criminal Enforcement, involving investigators from EPA, FBI, the U S Postal Service,
and the Department of Defense, and,

" Provide a wide variety of basic and specialized ,,riminal enforcement training to state and local
law enforcement officials throughout the U S , as well as neighboring Canada and Mexico

In addition, ECS

a Serves as a clearinghouse for expertise and infoi-mation on environmental crimes prosecution by
answering numerous inquiries from U.S Attorney's Offices, state and local law enforcement
agencies,
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" Regularly updates its two-volumeEArgeW d y a &comprehensive. practical
reference guide for the investigation and prosecution of environmental crimes, which is
distributed to U S, Attorney Offices and other federal and state law enforcement agencies, and

" Distributes TeE rymw ia1Weda quarterly bulletin summarizing current case,
policy and investigative developments, to over 1,000 law enforcement personnel

International E~nvironmental and Wildlife Promoetions

The ENRD is seeking increases in 2001 for both of the Sections that handle its international criminal work (Environmental Crimes
and Wildlife & Marine Resources) The additional resources will enhance our ability to combat international crime and allow the
Division to affirmatively pursue international outreach efforts, e.g, conduct training overseas, participate in international conferences,
and pursue new initiatives such as trananational shipment of hazardous waste and expanded vessel pollution detection

Both sections are strongly committed to pursing international prosecutions because.
- Absent ENXD involvement, international environmental and wildlife crimes all too often go undetected and unpunished,
- While the offenses truly threaten our global environment, they also often threaten our domestic environment,
- More enforcement effort on the part of the U S, will encouage our foreign counterparts to adopt stricter domestic measures

themselves, and,
- The U S , as a party to a host of multilateral and bilateral treaties, has an obligation to lead by example

Additional staff and funding are necessary because:

* International prosecutions are often expensive, requiring additional resources to address international
coordination, tse obtaining of witness and evidence, and the extradition of defendants. In addition,
prosecution of crimes in this arm often involves coordination among multiple United States agencies, as well as
complex white collar criminal investigative techniques including undercover work, intensive covert
investigation, and intelligence inaysis. This in-depth approach is typically only possible through the use of
special multi-district groups of attorneys and agerta committed to a particular ae of investigation for a
relatively long period of time. But such prosecutions do not come-cheap, They require time and travel and a
dedicated commitment of both funding and personnel.
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* The ENRD is committed to aggressively increasing and improving our educational outreach. Frequently both
our foreign counterparts and their investigative agencies have invited us to soae our knowledge with them. We
can and should provide such training. One such efort now underway ;% an outgrowth of a recent series of
prosecutions for smuggling endangered and protected reptiles from Madagascar. That experience proiypted a
request for interdisciplinary training in Madagascar in cooperation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
U S. AID. As a result of exchanges with Malagasy personnel, this training included presentations by wildlife
officials from the Netherlands, France and Madagascar as well as from the United States. This kind of Ctllow-
up and cooperative effort needs to be increaed as policing our own borders only addresses one end of the
problem. We must assist developing nations in learning how to preserve and protect their own wildlife
resources in situ In wildlife smuggling case for example, once the animals reach tte United States they can no
longer be returned to their native habitat as they will have been exposed to pathogens that pose a serious risk
for wild populations if the animals were reintroduced.

* Likewise, we need to increase attendance at various international conferences and gatherings, They provide
opportunities for cross-fertilization of ideas and strategies and foster better relations in international
enforcement Examples of conferences we've failed to attend for lack of money this past year include CITES
COP 10 in Zimbabwe, G7 in England, INTERPOL in Lyons. France, and the North America Wildlife
Enforcement Working Group (an offshoot of NAFTA) in Vancouver

Over the past couple of years, the ECS has conducted a variety of activities with representatives of many nations including

Ministers from Russia and the Group of
Seven leading economies agreed today to
step up their cooperation against
environmental crime, a market estimated
at $20 billion a year. "We want to declare
war on the smugglers who trade illegally
in banned products such as endangered
species, the ozone-depleting substances
and hazardous wastes." -TN, rv n.,

A4pW6IM 9

* Provided training to the Italian National Police's
(Carabinieri) Environmental Crime Unit regarding
the development of environmental criminal
enforcement programs;

* Conducted a program sponsored by U.S AID for
15 high-level Russian federal environment
ministers, elected officials and regional
environment ministers,

* Participated in the American Bar Association
Central and East European Law Initiative
(ABA/CEELI) in environmental prosecution
workshops in Moldova and Ukraine;

* Spoke to USIA Young African Leaders about
Environmental Protection in a Developing
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Economy with attendees from IS African nations present,
0 Met with representatives of Environment Canada and Canada's Departri~crt of Justice to discuss possible joint

environmental criminal enforcement initiatives

The Wildlife and Marine Resources Section is likewise increasingly involved in international enforcement activities, most recently
involving the international reptile trade, Operation Chameleon (the family of criminal cases investigated by the Fish and Wildlife
Service's Branch of Special Operations) is now winding down, having resulted in the successful prosecution of more than two dozen
smugglers and reptile dealers in three countries It provides a model for future successful long-ternm covert investigations. The
Section works with its overseas counterparts to obtain or exchange evidence and sometimes to extradite fugitives to the U S or at
least expel them from a country from which they cannot be extradited, These activities are accomplished in concert with the State
Deparvnent and the Office of Internationa Affairs in the Criminal Division. Over the past couple of years, the Section has collected
evidence' or sought search warrants under the terms of mutual legal assistance treaties (MLATs) or letters rogatory in the Netherlands,
Indonesia, Belize, Madagascar, Germany, South Africa and Canada. In each instance, whether we are initiating or responding to
requests formal documents must be prepared in both languages spelling out precisely what is being sought or agreed to

A new wr nkle in the international environmental crime scene emerged this past year at the biannual Convention on Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES) meeting An entire order (Acipensiformes) of sturgeon and paddlefish was listed on the CITES
appendices, thus significantly limiting trade in these species. The new trade restrictions, which became effective in the Spring of
1998, affect commercially valuable sturgeon from the Caspian Sea region. These sturgeon are generally regarded as producing the
highest quality caviar, accounting for tbout 908/ of the world's caviar trade The new restrictions will not only encourage smuggling
of caviar into the U S., but, based on recent intelligence, encourage illegal exploitation of U.S sturgeon and paddlefish, where the
eggs are used as surrogates for, or mixed with, the more popular and expensive European and Asian caviars, The FWS is already
drafting an ambitious enforcement plan Russian organized crime rings are expected to become involved in illegal importation and
distribution of both Caspian sea caviar and U.S. "look-alikes.'

The Division also engages in other international activities in support of its core functions Some of these activities involve supporting
the efforts of agencies engaged in the negotiation of international agreements In some instances this support involves reviewing draft
agreements tw ensure that they do not interfere with the enforcement of existing law or otherwise reduce the protection provided by
existing law Draft agreements are also reviewed to ensure that, where appropriate, they create enforceable obligations on the parties
to the agreement so that the U.S. has the ability to seek redress where it is complying with its obligations while other countries are not
complying with theirs In addition, the Division seeks to ensure that such agreements will result insa meaningful improvement in
environmental protection,

Other efforts have focused on the domestic implementation of thse environmental protection agreements entered into by the U.S.
ENRD has worked very closely with other agencies and with the governments of Mexico and Canada to develop and support
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cooperative efforts to enhance compliance'with, and the enforcement of, domestic environmental laws. These efforts have included
looking for mechanisms to improve the cross-border sharing of information about violations, the return of illegally imported wildlife
to its native country, and helping law enforcement officials working on either side of the U S. borders work better together

Environmental Enforcement

Not all our enforcement activity involves criminal prosecutions. Our Environmental Enforcement Section (EES) is responsible for
handling most affirmative civil litigation brought on behalf of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), claims for damages to
our natural resources on behalf of the Departments of Interior, Commerce and Agriculture, claims for contribution against private
parties for contamination of public land, and the recoupment of money spent to clean up certain oil spills on behalf of the Coast
Guard. The Section's goals are to support the regulatory programs of its client agencies through litigation to: obtain compliance with
environmental statutes, obtain appropriate redress of past violations that have harmed the environment, establish a credible deterrent
against violation of those statutes, obtain monetary civil penalties for past violations, recoup federal funds spent to abate
environmental contamination and obtain money to restore or replace natural resources damaged through oil spills or the release of
hazardous substances into the environment

FY 1998 was a banner year in terms of achieving these goals Record filings and recoveries were achieved while specific geographic
area in the nation can look forward to a cleaner and healthier environment as a result of civil environmental enforcement Total
judicial referrals from all client agencies in FY 1998 totaled 374, the second largest number of referrals in six years. In addition,
requests for approval of EPA administrative actions were the highest in history, The total number of matters received from client
agencies for EES action in 1998 was 18% greater than 1996 and 40% greater than 1993. Based on the number of referrals received so
far this year and on client agency (especially EPA) projections, we expect these high numbers to continue for the next several years

As has been true for a number of years, the results of EES litigation in 1998 demonstrate a significant return for the dollars invested in
Section activities, including the largest penalties ever agreed to in a civil environmental case (the seven consent decrees with heavy-
duty diesel engine manufacturers (D.DC,)), the largest adjudicated Superflind judgment in any given case ($ 103 million in Un~ited
States v Vertac Chemical CoIR (E.DArk )), and the largest civil penalty ever agreed to under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery AMt (SI 1 8 million in United States v. FMC Corg. (D Idaho)).

EPA Sector Enforcement

The majority of the over 1,000 active cases/matters currently being handled by EES are referred to DOJ by EPA, the agency with
primary responsibility for administering the Nation's environmental regulatory laws In 1998, EF-S received the largest number of
total E.PA referrals for any, given year.
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EES works in partnership with EPA's Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA) in the development of strategic
enforcement actions specifically targeted to achieve widespread deterrence and to encourage future compliance across whole industry
sectors Over the past several years, in the wake of serious resource limitations, both EES and QECA sought to utilize civil judicial
enforcement tools in the most efficient and appropriate ways. Therefore, EES and QECA judiciously spent each enforcement dollar
on those actions that promised the "highest rate of return" community -to-comm unity, either in dollars recovered or in deterrent effect
The results have been striking EES, working cooperatively with EPA, has achieved record successes in the areas of air, water and
hazardous waste enforcement, obtaining significant penalties under those statutes along with injunctive relief that protects both public
health and the environment

EPA has also found that often the most effective way to address environmental non-compliance problems is on a sector basis An
extraordinary recent example of tie effectiveness of this "whole sector approach" occurr ed in this past year when the EES and EPA
reached an enforcement settlement with the seven heavy-duty diesel engine manufacturers which culminated the largest Clean Air Act
(CAA) enforcement action in hisory, The settlement resolved charges that the companies violated the CAA by installing software that
allowed engines to meet EPA emission standards during testing but disabled the emission control system during normal highway
driving When such engines are running on the highway, up to three times the limit of nitrous oxide (NOx) emissions result The
settlement is expected to prevent 75 million tons of NOx air pollution over the next 27 years and reduce total NOx emissions from
diesel engines by one-third by the year 2003 We estimate that the seven companies will spend collectively more than S850 million to
introduce cleaner new engines, rebuild older engines to cleaner levels, recall trucks that have defeat devices installed, and conduct
new emissions testing The initiative also resulted in a $83.4 million penalty payment to the United States and an agreement to spend
SI 110 million on other projects to reduce emissions

Based on the success in the heavy-duty diesel engine enforcement action, EPA has identified several additional sectors for priority
attention over the next several years based on such factors as compliance patterns and the importance of the sector to achieving
environmental goals These national sectors include Petroleum Refining Facilities, Industrial Organic Chemical Manufacturers,
Primary Nonferrous Metal Smelters, Coal-fired Power Plants, Automotive Repair Shops and, in accordance with last year's Clean
Wawe Action Plan, EPA will also focus on Wet Weather Discharges from Municipalities (including combined sewer overflows,
sanitary sewer overflows, and storms water) as well as Concentratted Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs are a known significant
source of water quality degradation which can threaten drinking water supplies, posing a direct threat to public health.)

Protctina Children from h aad of Lead Paint

The Real Estate Notification 4JDisclosure Rule (promulgated under the "Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of
1992"), requires realtors, sellers, and lessors of pre- 1978 housing to disclose the presence of any known lead-based paint or-
lead-based paint hazards to prospective buyers and renters. This is the primary federal tool to address the approximately 960,000
children with elevated blood lead levels. Violators of that Rule and a companion Training, Certification/Accreditation and Work
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Practices Rule, are subject to civil penalties, injunctive relief anod criminal sanctions. Two litigating sections of the ENRD are serving
on an inter-departmental (HUD, EPA and DOJ) Task Force to jointly enforce the federal lead-based paint disclosure rule and provide
assistance to local and state governments in enforcement of their hazard control regulations,

Investigations indicate there is widespread non-compliance with the Lead Hazard Reduction Act. To combat the situation, the Task
Force is currently executing three large pilot enforcement projects in Washington, D.C , Lot Angeles and Chicago. The success of
this effort in the District demonstrates the effectiveness of these enforcement actions and the value of expanding to other cities HUD
has proposed increasing their enforcement resources with 20 new FM~ (ten attorneys and ten investigators) to develop and prosecute
cases. The Environmental Crimes Section has already cotmmce two criminal investigations.

With additional resources the ENRD and the US Attorneys will be aWe to conduct an aggressive and effective environmental
enforcement program that deters illegal conduct and protects communities and their most vulnerable members - children.

Mississiopi River Initiative

EES is also seeking additional resources for the continuing Mississippi River Initiative On September 9,199S, the Attorney General
announced that 54 criminal defendants, S 10 million in criminal penalties and restitution, IS civil judicial actions, SIB8 million in civil
penalties and 93 administrative cases were obtaned as a result of a continuing comprehensive, coordinated federal effort known as the
Mississippi River Initiative The cases addressed violations which included illegal dumping from barges, illegal filling of wetlands,
spills of oil and other hazardous materials, and discharges of chemicals such as cyanide, heavy metal and hydrofluoric acid into the
Mississippi

EES is one of three litigating sections of the ENRD (working with others) to focus enforcement efforts on improving the
environmental quality of the Mississippi River and its tributaries in 2001. Additional resources will enable EBS managers to continue
its participation in multi-agency planning sessions, and contribution of resources in an effort to generate additional enforcement
actions in this multi-media, multi-facility litigation in FY 2001.

Other Client AeeCvLjiiAzio

EES also works in partnership with non-EPA clients including the General Counsels' Offices at the Departments of Agriculture,
Commerce, Defense, and Transportation the U. S. Army Corps of Enineers and the Solicitor's Office at the Department of Interior,
among others, to develop straegc enforcement actions in facilities under the ownership or management of these agencies These
actions involve the collection of response costs incurred by these agencies in cleaning up CERCLA sites on lands under their
administrative authority as well a recovering natural resource dam-age. for injured resources under the trusteeship of these agencies.
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Recognizing the threat that hard rock mines pose to water supplies and aquifers, the Departments of Interior, Agriculture and
Commerce, for example, have embraced their role as natural resource trustees and are pursuing Natural Resource Damages claims
against mining concerns These cases are among the most resource intensive cases to litigate in the section In fact, threeof the
largest cases currently being handled in EES in terms of both the total number of professional hours spent and the litigation
expenses/support needs, are cases involving damages to natural resources -Bujnker llJ Montrose Chemicals and ARCO/CarkFork
In FY 1 998, EES attorneys and paralegals put in 34,156 hours (or over 16 attomey/paralegal years) on these three cases

The Bunke Hill~ case is illustrative of the huge stakes involved and the resources necessary to
litigate these kinds of cases In 1996, the Section sued eight companies under CERCLA and the
Clean Water Act for damages to natural resources under the trusteeship of the United States which
occurred as a result of extensive releases of various hazardous substances, pnmarily heavy metals,

from 100 years of mining operations at the Bunker Hil facility in the Coeur d'Alene River Basin inI .'.Northemn Idaho The cost of restoring the Coeur d'Alene River and surrounding area (including
Lake Coeur d'Alene), which stretches over 1500 square miles, is estimated in the hundreds of
millions of dollars DO[ and USDA, along with the Coeur d'Alene Indian Tribe and the State ofIdaho, are natural resource trustees for the resources injured in the Coeuir d'Alene Basin

rqurelf-olonial pipeline
Case: Photo depicts
pipeline ruptures at the
Rio Villa Subdivision
Houaton, Texas. The flood
related rupture of three
pipelines spilled
reformulated gasoline,
diesel fuel and crude oil
into the San Jacinto
River, which required
cleanup.

The Distict Court recently issued a C inc Management Order that sets a heavy schedule of
depositions, expert witness prepiuoni, pretrial motions practice and other litigation-related
activities, leading to a trial of certain "Phase V" issues (including liability for releases, causation
and damages) in November 2000 A second trial of the selected remedy, amount of natural
resource damages and contribution will be scheduled after the first trial, Under the Case
Managernen' Order, fact depositions begin at once Defendants have been allowed up to 320 fact
depositions and we expect that defendants will likely schedule 100-1ISO fact depos itionts before the
deposition cutoff date in December 1999. We will likey conduct at least go fact depositions
Expert reports are due in June 1999, and we expect to have to prepare at least 30 or more expert
reports Piven that each of the defendants and our co-tustee, tne Coeur d'Alene Tribe, will also
identify experts, we expect to have to take or defend the depositionw of 75-100 expert witnesses

Thus, deposition practice will extend through the rest of 1999 and heavy deposition practice will continue well into 2000 We will
then work on motions for summary judgment and other pretrial motions into 200 1. The first trial, which is scheduled to begin on
November 6, 2000, will probably last 6-10 weeks, or into January 2001. We expect that a large number of attorneys and the 30+
experts for the United States will thus be working hard at the trial in the first half of 2001. Scheduling of the second phase trial wil
take place at the end of t first trial and similar preparation activities will commence at that time

We have gone into some detail reading the BLkezr MH case to show the extraordinary resources required to litigate these kinds of
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cases Similar wok will likely be required in other WAD cas such as tmnmimand Foxliver The point to be underscored here is
that litigation of Natural Resource Damage Cases can severely tax the resources of dhe Section. But properly staffed, we can expect to
remove the threat, reclaim the land and recover millions, even hundreds of millions, of dollars.

W1
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Environmelnt and Natural Resources Diviso
Salaries and Expenses, General Laga Activities

Financial Analysis - Program nge
(Dollars in Thousands)

"tem
GS-14 Stop4.
GS-11
GS- 7
Total poatmn and annual rate

O1wpua -Compeneason
Total, woilcyeas and -won
Personnrel Benefts
Travel and trunaporltion of persona
Trarnpotaton of UItngs
Rent. Conmmecations & Utities
pew""gan Communiycations
Ottw seroes
Purduaees, goods & "eries from Govt acutf
Mdca Cars.......
Supphes and wterial
Equipmerill..........
Total, program wotttygas end! obligations

dhances ied . 2001 1651 2 2471 4121 4 6891 4 5761

~nwonent~ Pr~e~.on NUtufUl MeeflWceS

a PONky
TOtW

Environmenta Envirwwvnental Environmental Genera Wildlife
Apefl C41mes Defentse Enforcementl Lfao and Me**e _______

Poe Amountl Poo Amount Poe Amount Pos Amounit Poe Amourt Poa Afount Pos Amount
1 832 2 164 3 245 4 327 4 327 1 82 15 11.227

1 49 2 97 1 49 4 $194
1 49 1 36 1 36 2 72 2 72 _ __ 7 126
2 13 3 199 5 330 8 496 7 447 1 812 26 1,65
1 65 2 100 3 165 4 248 4 224 41 14 842

_ _ _1 903 2 2 -_ _ 906

1 65 1 101 2 166 4 250 3 226 1 41 12 848
18 27 45 67 -. 60 11 227
4 8 12 17 17 4 62
1 1 - 1 2 .. 2 7

14 21 36 57 *. 50 7 185
1 1 2 3 3 10

39 55 94 175 142 7 512
5 7 11 18e1 2 58

2 2 4 ... . 5 1 20
17 . 23 40 84 .. 55 9 206

15 2.141
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Environmentl and raW Resources Division
Satensa and Expens General Lego Acivtfes

2001 P_"ot' Ranking

BABE PROGRAM

Program

Envronmental Protection

Natural Resources

Appellate & Policy

Management & Administration

Ranking

PROGRAM INCREASES

PROGRAM INCREASES

Defending Civil Environmental Laws and the Publuic Fisc

Enforcing and Prosecuting Environmental Laws

Ranking

2
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Environment and Natural Resources Division
Salaries and Expenses, General Leoa Actvftis

Detail of Permanent Positins by Category
Fiscal Years 19992001
(Dollrs in thousands)

1999 2000 2001
Reimbiur- Reimbur- Roimbur-

Authonzed j~jj Total Authiorized 2&W Total Increase AutOWUed saN. Total

Altorneys (905) 288 124 412 288 124 412 is 303 118 419
ParalegulSpecialists (950) 48 39 87 48 39 87 5 53 37 90
Othor Legalsand Kindred (90-998) 18 is 18 18 18 18
General Adniin and Clencel (300-399) 91 76 167 91 76 167 6 97 71 168
Acounting"Budget (500-599) 4 4 4 4 4 4
SusmessandlIndustry Gup (1100- 1199) 3 _ 3 3 3 3 _ 3

Total 452 239 691 452 239 691 26 478 224 702

WsPngton 401 227 828 401 227 8281 26 427 212 639
U S.Field 51 12 63 51 12 631 :_ 51 12 63

Toa13229 61 452 239 691 26 478S 224 702

FY 199M Enacted rettcts a pending FY 1999 reprogramming. whichi increased totals by 3 positions and 3 wortiyears

Our FTE cAttng was reduced by 15 reimrable FTE in FY 2001I
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E nviromnt wnd No. Resources Division
Sian., ew4 Expenes. Geneal UM Acblies

Summary of Attorney end Support Positionts by Category
FY 2000-2001

Appeals & Pokiy
Eniotnne Pfotecbons
Natur" Reecurces
Management "n Adn

ToWa

AppeOaW & Policy
E wvorvn-w Protection
"Ok" Rere
M *Manm and Admn

TOW

TOW PoSition

APPeW A Policy
Ewirwwe Pfoisbon

Neen - Anros
TOwwwwadA m

20DOAowDr~fn 12001 Irnrese 2001 ROQiW Lava
Attorney Support O Atrny Total Awfy UW TW Atoreys Support Tota
Poe FT! Poe PTE Poe PT! Poo FT! Poe PT! Poe PT! Poe FT! Poe PT! Poe FT!

35 3 1 3 4 5 1 1 2 1 134 5
147 153 66 6212 221 9 5 7 4 16 9 156 158 72 72 228 230
96 105 51 51 149 156 5 3 3 2 a 5 103 106 54 53 157 161

a 7 36 45 44 52 6 7 36 45 441 5211268 302 164 177 452 4791 15 9 1 6 126 15 1303 311 175 183 476 494

2000 Approorm~~ort 2001 Increases201fgeLvl
Atm"o~rotleyera Support TOW Attorney Support Total Atre. Spot O
Po T o T o T Poe Fr! Poe PT! Poe FTE [PosEJ Poe YIPos TE

11a I16a 63 831 201 2011 -8 -8 - 7 -15 -15 110 110 7 6 166 166 le

2 2 31 31 33 33 _2 2 31 31 33 33
124 124 115 115 239 239 1 -6 -8 7 7 -15 -1i 5 116l 1161 10-6 10-6 224 2241

2000 AprpoinAb W2001 Incrassa 2001 LajWUK
Atorey Su ToWa Atorys support ToWa AttneyISupr Total
Poe FrT! Poe PT! Poe PT! Poe PT'! Poe PT! Poe PT! Poe PT! Poe PT! Poe FT!
39 41 1314 52~5 1 1 1 2 1 40 42 14 14 54---

M26 271 148 151j 413 4221 1 - 3 1 -6 266 266 148 148 414 415
9815 3 519 18 5 3 3 2 a 5 103 106 54 53 157 161

10 1 67 76 77 5 - 0 9 67 76 77 6
4242i 27-29 1 A F 6 7 -1 4 11 11 419 427 28 291 702 716

FY 1999 Ence retect aPendvi FY 199 epo~eirfn. ttdie~rseed tsby 3positonsend3 workyesrs
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Salaries and Expenses
Summary of Chano

(Dolfars in thousands)

Adjustments to Se"
Perm Worki-
-os yas Amun

2000 Presidents Request 452 479 $65,209

Adjustmients to Base Increases
2001 Pay Raise 1,237
Annuaizatio of 2000 Increases W
Wdthin-Grade Increases 418
Increasedl FERS Cott 18
Federal Health Irreuranca Presmiumns 178
Lease Exprations - 18
GSA Rent 557
GSA Blu Pages I
National Archyse & Record Propsctons 6Travel Management Centers Contract Fees 106
General Pricing Level Adjustment,.. . 223

Total Increaes .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,533
Decreases-

Accident Compensation . .(39)

2001 Bass 452 479 68,703

Program Increases (See Program Narrative for Details) .. 26 15 2,4
200 Estimate 478 494 70844

Our FTE ceiln was reduced by 15 reimrbursatile FTE in FY 2001
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Environment an Natural Resources Dmvamo
Salanes and Expensea. Genrwal Laeo Actvfet

Summary of Requiremets by Grade and Object Class
(Dollar i thouanda)

Gradles and Salary Ranges
1999 Actual 2000 EstifMe 2001 Request _ Increase/Decrease

Poe Amount Pos Armount Poe Amount Poo Amount

Executive Level IV. $122.400
ES-5. $130.200
ES-4. $130,200
ES-3, S126.825
ES-2. 5121.254
ES-I. $115,811
OS-IS5, $84,638-110,028 (eat)
OS-14, 571,954-93.537 (eat)
GS- 13, 560,890-79.155 (al)
05-12, 551.20446.56 (eel)
05-11, 542.724-55.541 (ea)
GS-iO. 538,885-50,554 (eat)
GS-9. $35,310-45,900 (ea)
OS-a, 531.96841,557 (est)
05-7, 528,886-37.522 (eat)
0546. 525,967-33,788 (at)
OS-S. 523,304-30,292 (sl)
05.4, 520.829-27,080 (eat)
GS-3, 518,555-24,120 (eat)
Ungraded posdtona

ToWl sppmpiewedoeawono ... ..

Average ES Salary
Average GS Salary
Average GS Grade

.452- 452

5122,9
U~1,895

1256

$127.676
55282

12 61

5132,528
587.311

1258
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Environment and Natural Resources Division
Salaries and Expenses, General Legal Activities

Summary of Requirements by Grade and Object Class
(Dollars in thousands)

Objct Classes11 1 Total workyears & personnel compensation
11 3 Other than full-time permanent
1i 5 Other personnel compensation
11 8 Specti personal services payments

Total

Reimbursable woriiyears
FuN-tini permanent
Other than full-time permanent

Other Objct Classes
12 0 Personnel benefits
13 0 Benefit to former personnel
210 Travel aind transportation of persons
22 0 Transportation or things
23 1 GSA rent
23 3 Comm, ut1, & mnisc charge
24 0 PrnngN and reproduction
25 1 Advisory and assistance services
25 2 Other services
25 3 Purcthases of goods & svcs from Gov't accounts
26 0 Supplies and materials
31 0 Equipment

Total obligations

1999 Actual

M I Amount
410 syT-W
67 4,038
6 297

441
483 36.701

2000 Estimate

67 A,296
6 441

404
485 38,469

[187]

8,285
36

2,676
344

6,599
1,607

345
608

3,455
697
715
588

62,86

8,808
36

2,14 1
294

6,600
1,727

347
1.258
7,016

741
721
842

69,000

2001 Estimate

67 4,296
6 441

404

[214)
f20)

9,751
36

2,379
306

7,670
1,773

357
467

4,193
808
741

1,065
70,844

I ncrease/Decrease

Ms Amount
15 52829

0
0
0

15 2 829

943
0

238
12

1,070
46
10

(791)
(2,823)

67
20

223
1,844
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OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL

Doe;t

M= wisps,



a

Legal OPuuoa

Reimbwrsable Worymn.....
Total Wotkyemn.... ...

Other Wottyan.
LEAP . . . . . . . .

Total Compeosablc
Wouicyear . . .. . .

5 10,000 from rwplua puard wcvice Nfu~ng
570.000 from LAOA

37 41 4,512

37 41 4,512

Fina 1999

fin. WX t

so 37 41 4,592

.. 8 37 41 4.592

AppnYVW
Bamammiul
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Office of LetAl Counsel
Salanes and EmD~mWC

Crosswlk of 2000 Chanie
(Dollars in Thousands)

Reorogramniins

Aivtt2y/Prormm -Poa WY Amun E WY Amount

Legal Opinions 37 41 S4,828

Pos Amon2n PoL WY mo

37 41 54,698

Congressional Aporoaton Action on 2000 Request, Congress reduced the Office of Legal Counsel's base level request by $130,000.

F- 3

2000 President's
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Congressional
Appropriation
Actions on

2000 Reoucat
2000 Appropriation
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Salaries and Eimes. Genemi Legal Activitie

Adimams o as.

2000 Appropriation Enacted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Adu~et-obs
Increasess

2001 Pay R a ise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Annualization of 2001 Pay Raise .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W ithin-Grade Increase . . . . ..s. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .... . . . .
Federal Health Insurance Pretmiumn . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..i. . . . .

G SA Rent . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Accident Conpensation .................................

General Pricing Level Adjustments .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tota Increases . . . . .4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2001IB ase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Program Changes (See Program Narrative for Details) .....................

2001 Estim ate . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

t999 AMiiaWftl . 9 A
Eawja by Puiim Pea.

6 t~aW pmeam 37 4

2000 APVNLM lnasu
Fj~jj 201 m 201 E~W Dr

Pem pawm Pam
ra nX Am- ta M *-M fL &X A L M A

3741 34,69 3IT vt 94.9T -M 42--99.%0--- -+- -1444-

Pern. Work-
E2 X90

37 41 $4,698

a
269

$4,967

93

$5.060
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Office of Legial Counsel
Salaries and Exnenses

Program Performance Information

To assist the Attorney General in her role as legal adviser to the Executive Branch, and
to provide timely, thorough and reliable legal advice in response to requests from the
President, the White House staff through the Counsel to the President, the Attorney
Gerie.'al, Justice Department components and Executive Branch agencies.

OR!;ANIZATIONAL GOALSt

To provide general legal advice to the President and Executive Branch agencies.

To resolve intra-Executive Branch disputes over legal questions.

To advise other components of the Department of Justice where litigation or proposed
legislation raises constitutional issues or other issues of general concern to the
Executive Branch.

To testify and prepare testimony in connection with pending legislation of interest to the
Department and the Admrinistration, and to assist ip the drafting of legislation.

To approve the form and legality of Executive Orders and Orders of the Attorney General.
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Of fice of Lecral CouAnsel
Salaries and E2pensea

Justification of Program PerforMj~nc
(Dollars in Thousands)

Perm.
Legal Opinions ho. PT mount

2000 Appropriation Anticipated 37 41 $4,698
2001 Base 37 41 4,967
2001 Estimate 38 42 5,060

Increase/Decrease 1 1 93

BASE PROGRAM DESCRZPTIONi

The authority for the Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) is provided in 28 C.F.R. 0.25. The
principal duty of OLC is to assist the Attorney General in the role as legal adviser to
the President and Executive Branch agencies and as arbiter of legal disputes within the
Executive Branch. OLC also provides general legal assistance to other components of the
Department, especially where litigation or proposed legislation raises constitutional
issues or general issues of executive authority. It reviews for form and legality all
Executive Orders and Proclamations proposed by the President, as well as all proposed
Orders of the Attorney General and all regulations requiring Attorney General approval.
In addition, QLC is also involved in coordinating the work of the Department regarding
treaties, executive agreements and international organizations, and performs a variety of
special assignments referred to the Office by the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney
General or the Associate Attorney General. The Office also has responsibility for
advising the office of Government Ethics on matters of law in the area of conflict of
interest.

At the direction of the Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney General, OLC has convened
meetings of General Counsels, consisting of the general counsels of the principal
Executive Branch components and chaired by OLC. This group has been and will be utilized
to improve coordination and consistency in handling important legal issues of concern
through the Executive Branch, particularly legal matters bearing upon the President's
constitutional responsibilities and authority.

Currently, it is a rare occasion that requests are considered appropriate for formal
Attorney General opinions, which are drafted in OLC and reviewed, revised and approved by



the Attorney General. Instead, requests result in the preparation of legal opinions
signed by the Assistant Attorney General or one of the Deputies based upon the research of
one or more of the Office's staff attorneys. Other requests result in the provision of
oral advice to the client agency. Since 1977, at the direction of the Attorney General,
this Office has published selected formal opinions. Volumes covering the years 1977
through 1989 have been issued in hardback. Softbound volumes covering the years 1990
through 1992 have been issued as preliminary prints. Production of hardbound editions for
these years is in progress. OLC has released in looseleaf form the opinions of the Office
from 1993 through February 1996 as an interim measure preliminary to publication in hard-
bound volumes.

OLC's role in the Department's legislative program has increased dramatically in recent
years, and includes drafting legislative opinions, testimony, and preparation of
Presidential signing statements. OLC has taken a major role in either testifying or
preparing testimony in connection with pending legislation of interest to the Department
and the Administration, and has assisted in the drafting of legislation.

In addition,.because of its expertise in certain areas, OLC has assumed an on-going
advisory role to other Department components, including to the Solicitor General and the
litigating divisions on issues relating to separation of powers, executive privilege,
national security matters, federalism, and immigration matters.

OLC generally does not initiate any programs nor does it have control over the volume of
its work. The work results from requests for opinions and legal advice from the
President, the White House staff through the Counsel to the President, the Attorney
General, members of the Cabinet and heads of Executive iBrarch agencies and other
Department of Justice officials.
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Program Changes:-

Perm.
ka~ Amount

PEADS Projects ............................................... 1 1 $93

At the direction of the Attorney General, and over the next two years, the Office of Legal
Counsel will be responsible for conducting a legal review of a series of 40 presidential
emergency action documents that were prepared by OLC over a decade ago. The review will
involve original legal research, review of other agencies' legal work, and a substantial
amount of legal writing. The Offices estimates that this review will entail hundreds of
hours of legal work involving attorneys at all levels within the office. Part of longer
term plan for these documents is an ongoing legal review to ensure that the documents
always reflect current law and that they have been prepared. This ongoing review will
require the commitment of one full time attorney or one additional workyear. Accordingly,
the Office will need an additional attorney position in order to properly perform this
newly added responsibility.
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Office of Legzal Counsel
Salaries and Expenses. General Legzal Activities

Detail of Permanent Positions by Category
Fiscal Year 1999 - 2001

F. 9

1999 2000 2001
Authorized Request Estimate

Attorneys (905)...................................... 22 22 21

Paralegal Specialist (950) ................................ 4 4 4

Secretaries.......................................... 8 8 8
General Administrative, clerical & oflce svc. (300-399). . ... 3

3 3
Total............................................... 37 37 38

Washington......................................... 37 37 18

Total .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 3 7 38



Office of Legal Counsel
Salaries and-Expense

PriortRankig
Fiscal Year 2001

Program Changes

Program

Legal Opinions

Program

Base Program

Legal Opinions

Raning Enhncnn

Legal Review

Eankiny
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. cmcnitnls b~ 804d 9nd 19U.QCAUJ
(Dolltrs in thousands)

29( Lo-Rsai IM Petc Z2-UM!0
i~n &O- Kos & Pos &

Grades and 5ao Ranvc§ WN AOtt WN ioti mr s Amoun i

FE,,cuuvc Lc~c1 IV. SUAN2400

G14, $11.5491, 1 4 4 4 '

Gs- 13. $601990-79,15 5 3 -1

(0S.12, $5l.21i4-66,564 2
GS.-I), S42,724-555S41 4
GS-I0, 0915-0' 55'4 I 1

GS-8. S31,968-4.51I
GS-'. $2806-17,522 0(3)

Total, apptopnaled posziins 37 S

AMcrag FS SAW)r 1' 1.2, 1" 6 12,

A~crag~ GS Salar% S46,1 f l $ 49*)fw 51,140

AvetAge GS Gradc 1149) 11 60 1160

BEST AVILABLE COPY



Office of Legal Counsel

Salanes and Expeoeae
SunarN of Rawuremeiss b), Grade and Obiect Class

Object Class

I1 I1 Total -,orkh'ears & per sonnel compensation

113 Other than full-time permanent

115 Other personnel compensation

11 8 Special personal services pavnicnts

Total

1"20 Personnel benefits

13 0 Benefits to former personnel

21 0 Travl and transportation of persons

220 Transportation of things

23 1 GSA tent

23 3 Commn util &other misc charges

24 () Pttng and reproduction

25 1 Adslsor-, and assistance services

22Other services

25 3 Purchases of goods & sscs from Gov't account

2156 Mledicdl Core

26 0 Supplies and riatnal,

31 0 Equipment

Total obligations

Pos &

Il S2,491

3 186

0 153
150

34 2980

Pos &

W-2IL ArUnu
37 $2,391

4 2120
0 80
0 317

41 1008

610

25

518

125

12

35
10

100

4580

2001 eyc
Pos &

WaL Amun

38 $3,015

4 211

0 60
0 0

42 3286

540

2

30

614
101,

10

50

M3

80

98

4698 5060

-Pos. &

W-IL AmQuil

1 $624

0 9)
0 (20)

0 (
3
1
7
)

1 278

0

362

F -12
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CivilRigh j is
Salaesad pes

Crosswalk of 1999 Avoftilatiy
(Dollars in Thousands)

Acttvity/Program

7 Crvii Rights
Federal Appellate
Civil Rights Prosecution
Special Litigation
Voting Rights
Empioyme*nt Litigation
Coordination and Review
Housing and Ciis Enforcement
Educational Opportunities
Disability Righta
Office of Special Counsel
Management
arnd Admi"nistration
Total

Approved -Final 1999
1999 Enacted Reprogramrnings Transfers Availabtil'v

PoL WY Amt Egj, WY Amt Pos WY Amt EM WY' AM-i

29 28 $3.310
61 61 6.690 8 8 $800
37 34 3,967
82 86 8,281
82 61 6,121
20 18 2,708
91 86 10,063 -8 -8 -800
30 31 2.98
74 73 10.785
26 27 5,517

29 28 $3,310
69 69 7,490
37 34 3,967
82 86 8,281
62 81 6,121
20 19 2,708
83 78 9,263
30 31 2,968
74 73 10,785
28 27 5,517

89 83 8,827 ________ . 8,030 89 83 16.857
581 589 89,237 .8,030 581 589 77,267

Reprogramming. The reprogramming of positiona and budget authonty reflects"th 1999 effect oftme September 14,99 reprogHrammng.

Transfers This column deplays the Y2K Transfer of $3,805,000 ($3,579,000 and $226,000) provided on a one-time basisarid $4,225,000 for Japan
Redress payments

0-2



Crvit Riahts Diviion
Salene end Expenses

Crosswalk of 2000 Chranges
(Doltals in Thousands)

Congressional
Appopriation

2000 President's Actions on 2000 Appropriation
Activiltlrogram - Budget Request 2000 Request tleprogrsmmings Enacted

PosL AiL ELOL WY Ant_ Pos _D Aoti Poo WYL Amt
7 Civil Rights

Federal Aptpellate
CvI Rights Prosecution
Speoel Litition
Voting Rights
Employment Litigation
Coordiation and Review
Hwoiiag and CMvi Enltcermentl
Educational Oppoiturtiies
Disabtildy Rights
offic ot Spec*a Counsel,

-aigert
and Adimnistration
Tota

29 28 $3.557
81 71 8,385
60 50 5,978
94 92 10297
62 61 6,524
22 20 3,085

107 90 11,850
36 34 3.589
82 81 13,389
29 29 6.027

29 28 $3,557
81 71 8,385
60 so 5,976
94 92 10,297
62 61 0,524
22 20 3,05

107 90 11,800
38 34 3,589
82 81 13,389
29 29 6,027

0
§2I U !~ _1 H_ U_ LM

671 639 82,200 -50 671 639 82,150



2000 Appropnaton, Enacted
Adjustments, to base (ATB) increases

2001 pay raise
Annualization of 2000 pay raise
Vthngrade increases
Annualization of 2000 poertions (FTE)
Annualization of 2000 positns (dollars)
CSRS Employeesaend FERS retirementl systems
Federa Health Insurance Premiums
Accident Compensation
GSA Blue Pages .
Travel Management Contract Fees
General Pricing Level Adjustment
National Archives and Record Projectionis

Total, increases
ATB Decreases (automatic, non-policy) (GSA Rent]

2001 Base
Program Changes (See Program Narratives for details]
2001 Estimate

Civil Riahts Divi
Salaries and Exei.4

Summary of Reauirement
(Dollars rn thousands)

Pernm. Work-

671 639 $82, 150

* . 1,736
754

... 389

4,018
24

* ., . .166

.. 27

64
203

* . -... -- 44

671 727 01W
O2 !L7 LM~

...... 754 774 97,922

2000 Approprlation
Enacted 2001 Base 2001 Estmate lncreaseiDecreaa

Estimte by udge actvity, Poo WY Amount Pos WY Amount Pos. WY Amunt Pos. WY Amount

Federal Appellate - . . . .. 29 28 $3,557 29 28 53,756 31 29 S3.899 2 1 $143
Civil Rights Prosecution- 81 71 8.385 81 81 9,719 89 85 10,434 8 4 715
SpecilLitigation.. 60 F50 5,978 60 57 6,918 71 62 8.269 11 5 1,351
Voting Rights. 94 92 10,297 94 98 10o,822 100 104 12,928 6 6 2,104
Employment Litigation 62 61 6,524 62 61 6,844 65 63 7,210 3 2 36
Coordination and Review .. 22 .10 3,085 22 21 3,335 25 23 3,524 3 2 189
HousmgaMWdCivil Entorcement. 107 9go 11,800 107 102 13.367 107 102 13.658 0 0 291
Education Opportusute... 36 34 3,589 36 37 4.W4 39 39 4,237 3 a 1a9
Disability Rights .... .. 82 81 13,369 82 85 14,162 108 97 16.556 26 12 2,394
OftscOf SpecialICounsel 29 29 6,027 29 30 6,333 37 34 6,906 8 4 573
Managemenanddinsraton, U-1 2 61 f W M 12 IM J1 1 ~ 9

Totat ..... ... ... . .. 671 639 62,150 671 883 89.166 754 730 97,922 83 47 8,756
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cmP"Pnn en.P
Mom of Mi by Pom

F 14- - App~ft... ...... 29 28 13.310 29 26 13.282 29 26 13,557 29 26 83,756 31 21) 13,899 2 1 1143
CM 4RI9I4SPmgIian ... .. .. . 61 di 6,690 61 61 6.63 61 71 6.365 61 $1 9,719 69 6U 10.434 6 4 715
Spole igilaon .. ...... ....... 46 43 4,767 46 43 4,727 60 50 5.976 60 57 6,916 71 62 6,269 11 5 1.351
VeongRl ... .......... ......- 62 66 6,261 62 66 6.211 94 92 10,297 94 8 10.622 100 104 12,926 6 6 2,104
Ehfgi~vwd LOsU Mg.Io 62... ... .. U 61 6.121 62 61 6,069 62 61 0.524 62 61 6,644 65 63 7,210 3 2 36
Ccmrdono~n Oe vifeww ........ 20 19 2.706 20 19 2.M65 22 20 3.065 22 21 3,335 25 23 3.524 3 2 169
Houift &WCMe6Eonmsnt 6 . 2 77 9,26 62 77 9,165 107 90 11.000 107 102 13.367 107 102 13,666 .. .. 291
EducifonaOppoetun ..... ...... 30 31 2.966 3031 2,943 36 34 3588 36 37 4,046 39 39 4,237 3 2 169
Di~sAY Ri".h.b... . . 74 73 10.765 74 73 10.694 62 61 13,369 62 65 14,162 106 97 160"6 26 12 2.394
Off" of SPecOaCow .... ..... 26 27 5,517 26 27 5.471 20 29 6.027 29 30 6,333 37 34 6.906 6 4 573

WAndMinol on .f ...... 7 21ft 1M 2 a ft "1 UJ 2 f 11 us MZ R U 2m Dl 2 i
TOW .... .... 561 569 77.267 561 569 74.821 671 639 U2.150 671 663 69,166 754 730 97,92 83 47 8.756

ToalWoAkeara 602 602 652 696 746 so
Odw -wk~r
Ouaelkne ...... 4444
TOWa ownpenaabls workyoar 606- 66 656 706 750 50

0-6



Civri Riohs Divisio
Reimtursab Resouvces
Surrimer of Reguirementa

1DolrM in llwlaonda)

1999 Actual 2000 Estanate 2001 Requiest lnceae/eloreaue
C~Ollns by Source Pos WY- Amount Pos WY Amount Pos WY Amount Poe WY Amount

Bureau olPnsons 632 712 712
Immigration and Naturslmzation
Service 2647 937 937

Federal Bureau of Investigation 235 394 394
Drug Enforcement Adminstration 51 165 165
Exrec Off oftU S Atlomeys 41 137 150 13
US Marshal Service 33 100 100
Community Relations Service 5 5-
Office of Atty Personnel Ugmt 6 6
Office ofJust"ceProgramn 636 369 350 (19)
Justice Managemient Divison 18 15 15
Executive Office for Immigration

Review 20 20 20
US Parole Commission 8 B
Envvronmentsl Protection Agency 553So 50
Dept of Education 27
Office ofDAG 73? 350 (350)
Deb Collection 100
Department of Enrwgy 32 40 40)
Department of Transportation 48 67 (67)
Office of Inspector Genrwal 4 6 6
Interpol 516 49 (49)

Tax Oiviion 43
While House 6
Social Securty Administration 125 154 154
Departivit of inten 112 32 132)
Geneal Service Adnirnistrabon 20 (20)

Budgetary Resources 13 13 6.611 13 13 3,432 is, is* 3,522 3 3 90

*Postt m An womlitears cannot be isolated to ind~dua activimas end are devoted So1l* to support soloneis and administiative costa associated with the processing of
Equal Employment Opportunity complaints by the Civil Rights Divison's Complaint Adjudication Office



Civil Rights Division -

Sumary Statement and Performance Plan Fiscal Year 2001

The Civil Rights Division (CRT) is requesting a total of 754 positions, 730 workyears and $97,922,000 in its
Salaries and Expenses Appropriation. This request represents an increase of 83 positions, 47 workyears, and
$9,756,000 over the FY 2001 Base level of 671 positions, 683 workyears and $99,166,000.

CRT'a total requested program increases for FY 2001 would support an effective civil rig _hts enforcement
program and provides additional resources required to support enforcement efforts throughout the Divisio.
Detailed explanat 'ions of CRT's F'Y 2001 program increases are contained in the Program Performance portion of
the budget justification.

A. Component Missions and Goals, and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

CORE MISSION: The primary mission of the Civil Rights Di'ieion is to enforce in a fair and uniform manner
the country's civil rights laws. The Division's civil rights enforcement mission has two significant
prongs: (1) to fulfill the promise of federal laws entitling all persons to basic civil rights protections
as they engage in everyday conduct throughout the United States; end (2) to deter illegal conduct through
the successful judicial enforcement of these federal laws. The Civil Rights Division considers its most
significant results to occur eacn time a statute has been enforced by remedying discriminatory conduct and
providing a victim a remedy for any harm suffered and when our education and outreach programs prevent
unlawful conduct through voluntary change. By allocating its resources among civil and criminal enforcement
activities, and adjusting as necessary for newly emerging and unique patterns of unlawful conduct, the civil
rights enforcement litigation conducted by Division attorneys ensures that the nation's civil rights laws
are fairly and uniformly eaiforced. in addition, through the media and other outreach, informational and
training efforts the Civil Rights Divisiooi informs the public and covered entities of their obligations
under federal civil rights laws.

3. Highlights of Xioaion-Critical Results

Following are some examples of Section FY 1999 activities in meeting our mission and addressing Core

Function responsibilities:

Appellate Section- -filed 117 papers of substance in the Supreme Court and in the courts of appeals.
Seventy-three percent of all merits decisions for FY 1999 have been in full or partial accord with the
Division's contentions. The Supreme Court reached the merits in 12 cases, nine of which were favorable to
the Division, and consistent with the position taken by the United States an amicus curiae.



Criminal Section- -72 new investigations were presented to the grand jury and 66 cases were filed charging
102 defendants. Trials were conducted in 31 cases resulting in the conviction of 26 defendants and the
acquittal of 23. In addition, guilty pleas were entered from 72 defendants.

During FY 1999, 31 racial violence cases were filed charging 46 defendants in connection with hate crimes
such as cross-burnings, arson, vandalism, shootings, and assault and six cases involving arsons at houses of
worship wure filed.

Since the enactment of the Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances Act in May 1994, the Section has received
numerous complaints of possible violations of the Act, all of which have required investigation, review and

response. To date, the Section has opened 37'? reproductive health care violence and obstruction
investigations, 34 of which have become prosecutions.

Special Litigation Section- -Under the Civil Rights of institutionalized Persons Act, the section opened
investigations of six facilities in FY 1999 and continued its investigations of an additional 59 facilities.
In addition, during FY 1999 the Section obtained settlement agreements which addressed violations at six
mental retardatign facilities; six correctional facilities; one facility for the visually handicapped; one
mental health facility in Virginia; and, local jails in two states. In addition, the Section successfully
negotiated settlements of issues involving sexual misconduct by officials of six Arizona and Michigan women
prisons. The Section monitored jurisdictions' compliance with settlement agreements in 116 facilities.

In FY 1999, pursuant to the pattern or practice authority under the Violent Crime Control and Law
Enforcement Act of 1994, five additional police misconduct investigations were launched; the Section began
or continued preliminary inquiries into approximately 25 law enforcement agencies, and Section staff
reviewed or fielded several hundred allegations of police misconduct. The Section is continuing
investigations of racial profiling in traffic stops and post-stop searches in five states.

Voting Section- -the Section helped to resolve challenges to Congressional districts in Louisiana and to the
senate districts in Florida end reviewed 3,900 Section 5 submissions containing 12,900 changes of voting
practices and procedures.

Roloyent Litigation Section--the Section has handled nine new lawsuits that raise Adrn issues. in
post-Adazxad litigation, we have responded to applications for temporary restraining orders, motions for
preliminary injunction and conducted evidentiary hearings.

The Section al3o, represents the Department of Labor in challenges to its authority to enforce effectively
Executive Order 11246, Sectiodn 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the Vietnam Era Veterans
Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974. Two challenges to Executive Order 11246 have been filed in fiscal year
1999.



Housing and Civil Enforcement Section--in 10 court settlements filed in FY 1999. we obtained $1,000,000 in
monetary relief to compensate victims of discrimination and provide for increased housing accessibility

through, among other things, retrofitting of existing units and construction of new units. In a lawsuit
combined with private litigation alleging egregious racial harassment of, tenants by the Boston Housing
Authority, we obtained important injunctive relief as well as $1.5 million in monetary relief. The Section
filed 19 pattern or practice cases in FY 1999.

Educational Opportunities Section--the Section intervened in =j and United Staten v. Denver Public Schools,
and negotiated a consent decree providing for services to 14,000 non and limited English speaking students.

The relief includes an enhanced curriculum, additional materials and resources, and monitoring to ensure
compliance. The Section also settled the longstanding St. Louis school desegregation case, Liddellan
Unt Sae v. Roard of Education of the City of St Lou1is. The settlement agreement reached in that case

provided for desegregation transfer opportunities for approximately 9000 city students new facilities in

the city in excess of $200 million, and funds to continue and expand remedial programs, including pre-
school, full day kindergarten, and desirable class sizes, at a cost of approximately $60 million per year
for ten years.

Disability Rights Uection--participated in over 100 lawsuits, over 1,500 investigations, and 345 referrals
for mediation. A total of 13 states had submissions of building codes for certification with the Americans
with Disabilities Act (PDA) standards, and Feds-al agencies submitted more than 40 policy review requests.
Our extensive ADA educational efforts through t.chnical assistance delivered over 5,000 small business
inquiries, over 106,000 intormation line responses, almost six million website "~hits" (primarily downloading
information) and over eight million documents for distribution.

The Section's efforts result in hundreds of formal and informal resolutions of individual complaints a year.
We have over the past year filed suit and obtained favorable rulings on such diverse subjects as failure to
design, construct, and operate stadium style movie theaters (wheelchair seating only in front rows), and
modification of day care *no meds' policy to accommodate children with asthma who use inhalers. We have
also entered formal settlement agreements resolving a title I complaint alleging a hospital discriminated
against a nurse with HIV by suspending him because of his disability; providing for the upgrade of 9-1-1
equipment after failing to respond to a 9-1-1 TDO call; providing access to a city council chamber and
related offices; providing a sign language interpreter for a driver training course; and providing assistive
listening devices in a theater. In one settlement over $560,000 in damages was paid by a respondent that
refused to lease office space to a nonprofit organization that serves people with disabilities.

C. VY 2001, Performance Goals and indicators

- -Reduce illegal use of force by state and local law enforcement officials under color of law- -this
purpose is served by the successful prosecution of law enforcement misconduct cases.
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- -Reduce hate crimes and modern day slavery/involuntary servitude as activities that occur within the
United States--this purpose is served by the successful prosecution of hate crimes involving race,
church arson, abortion clinics, and worker exploitation.

- -Promote snd.advocate the fair and full enforcement of federal civil rights laws- -all Civil Rights
Division attorneys pursue proven violations of civil rights laws to ensure tout end results: an end to
the discriminatory practice; relief for victims; access to information to assess compliance during a
period of oversight; and, a mechanism to enforce compliance.

- -To maximize use of resources, the Civil Rights Division is committed to apply its broad pattern or
practice authority to vindicate the public interest in ensuring compliance with federal civil rights
laws- -this purpose is served when we file pattern or practice cases to end systemic violations of
federal jaws in housing, lending, employment, education, and the rights of institutionalized persons.

--Encourage the voluntary compliance with civil rights laws through both vigorous criminal and civil
prosecutions of alleged violations and through programmatic outreach and education efforts;

- -Coordinate end integrate D03 law enforcement activities whenever possible and cooperate fully with
other Federal, State and local agencies that are critically linked to improved operation of the
Nation's )ustice system--this purpose is served by our participation in task forces involving church
arsons, abortion clinic violence, and worker exploitation.

--Improve development end effectiveness of, as well as compliance with, the Nation's civil rights laws
through participation in appellate litigation addressing issues with broad impact or first impression-
-this purpose is served by our participation in appellate litigation where desired results are
achieved which impact broadly on the civil rights of all Americans.

- -Defend against challenges to laws and programs that promote opportunity for traditionally excluded
individuals.-

- -Assist in the development of federal civil rights policy by (a) analyzing proposed legislation that
affects civil litigation, appeals and criminal prosecutions arising under federal civil rights
statutes and (b) maintaining cooperative relationships with all federal agencies with civil rights
enforcement responsibility, and components within the Department of Justice, including the United
States Attorneys Offices,

- -Use Alternative Dispute Resolution, where appropriate, to resolve cases and other matters;
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- -Achieve excellence in management practices by aeek~ng to standardize case and matter reporting,
implement time reporting requirements for staff and improve public access to information about the
enforcement and outreach program of the Civil Rights Division- -this purpose is served by the design
snd implementation of management systems that are integral to doing our job better.

D. Major TY 2001 Initiatives

CRT'. program increase request will support the following program initiatives:

Fighting Crimse--$482,000 and eight positions to eradicate egregious criminal activities. This
increase will provide resources necessary to enhance the Division's ability to investigate and, where
warranted, prosecute civil rights violations in the areas of hate crimes, color of law, and abortion
clinic violence. (Civil Rights Prosecution/Criminal Section)

Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)--S2,253,000 and 29 positions to fulfill the promise of the ADA.
The year 2000 marks the tenth anniversary of the enactment of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Congress charged the civil Rights Division with the responsibility to open the mainstream of American
life to over 50 million Americans with disabilities and their families. The first decade of ADA
implementation has opened opportunities for millions of Americans. To fulfill the promise of this
historic legislation, the Civil Rights Division's FY 2001 budget request seeks program enhancements
for a comprehensive initiative to meet the remaining unmet needs of people with disabilities
throughout the nation. (Disability Rights and Special Litigation Sections)

Police Misconduct, Civil 3nforesent--$656,000 and five positions to combat ahusive, discriminatory,
and other unconstitutional actions by law enforcement officials and strengthen the capabilities to
conduct investigations of complaints of police misconduct. Through *pattern or practice*
investigations, lawsuits, and settlements, the Division is implementing remedies for specific law
enforcement agencies engaged in illegal conduct. (Special Litigation Section)

Abuse and neglect in Institutions--$399,000 and three positions to carry out the Administration's
initiative to combat abuse and neglect in institutions, to protect the rights of nursing home.
residents and youth in juvenile detention and correctional facilities, and to address the mental
health needs of individuals in correctional and health care facilities. To this end, the Division
will enhance significantly our law enforcement efforts by increasing the number of investigations,-
settlements, and cases and by strengthening our monitoring of settlements to ensure compliance.
(Special Litigation Section)

Section 3 Post-Census 2001 reviews and litigation--$1,770,o00, six full-time positions and-five
temporary positions to assist in the review, required by the Voting Rights Act, of numerous



redistricting. and other voting changes that will follow the 2000 Cenaua. Specifically, $690,000 will
provide the funding necessary for the positions that are required for the timely review of Section 5
voting changes and redistricting proposals submitted by covered jurisdictions. The remaining
$1,080,000 will be used for technology improvements and funding to acquire technical expertise for the
conversion of date Into the digital format compatible with the Division's GIS system. (Voting
Section)

Fighting for Fundamental Opportunities -- $2,765,000 and 19 positions to expend programs fighting for
basic civil rights in priority areas. This funding would provide resources necessary for improvements
in the following areas:

Appellate--S143,O00 and two positions. Since the work of this program is closely related to the
activity of the litigative programs within the Division. we anticipate over the'next few years
that more litigation in these areas will result in a greater number of appeals.

Moloymsnt Litigation--$189.000 and three positions. As a result of streamlining operations at
the Equal Employment opportunity Comission, the number of individual charges of discrimination
referred to the Section is expected to increase dramatically. These resources will provide the
Section with adequate personnel to address this increased demand.

Educational Opportunities--$189,000 and three positions to attack in-school segregation,
insuring that desegregation has been achieved, promoting diversity, and insuring that
non-English speaking students have access to an effective educational experience.

Coordination and Roviev--$189,000 and three positions to provide training to federal agencies
and state and local governments on the legal requirements and investigatory techniques
applicable under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972.

Rousing and Civil gntorcent--$250, 000 for computer software and technical support to assist
the Section in the review of records of lending institutions.

Reach out to under-served immigrant comnanities--$530,000 and eight positions to fight
immigration fraud and inform the immigration communities of their rights under the law and
address new legislative requirements under ACWIA. (office of Special Counsel)

Division-wide technology and mediation requiremenats- -Additional resources are sought to meet
litigation support requirements ($1,27S,000). This will provide a flexible vehicle to respond
to urgent litigation needs and support a diverse, array of services throughout the Division.
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kdainistrative Xanagement Iection--$441,000 and 13 positions are required to maintain adequate levels
of support to the Division's litigative components and meet new and increased reporting requirements
as a result of legislation.

2. Data Validation and Verification

Civil Rights Division (CRT) performance data is captured from Section records, consisting of case management
and correspondence tracking systems, docket records and files. Information is supplied by each section and
verified end validated by Section managers. The present system has data limitations. Most significantly
the Sections do not uniformly report information to the case management system, instead relying on internal
auxiliary reporting systems.

CRT is in the process of completing the design phase of a .:ew Interactive Case Management (ICM) system which
will be operational in all CRT sections by July 2000. This new 1CM has been introduced into our Housing and
Civil Enforcement, with pilot testing to follow later this fall. When fully operational the new ICM will
have three components: case and matter information, correspondence tracking and time reporting. From a
functional standpoint, ICM will:

--provide consistent, timely and accurate information to Division managers;

- -have internal controls for quality assurance, including: procedures for the routine review of the
timeliness of case data and listings; generation of exception reports, listing data which is
questionable or inconsistent; and, monthly reviews of reports by attorney managers for data
completeness and accuracy:

- -be a primary source of information for meeting the reporting requirements of the Government
Performance Results Act through time reporting by case or matter activity for all attorneys and
professional staff within the Division.

T. Crosscut of positions, VTN and Dollars

Core Function 3: Legal Representation, Enforcement of Federal Laws, and Defense of U.S. Interests
Civil Rights Division

Amount
2oa±tions naO0

PY 1999 581 589 $74,821
PY 2000 671 639 82,150
FY 20Ul 754 730 97,922



All budgetary resources requested for the Civil Right. Division, 754 positions, 730 rTE and $97,922,000,
support Goal I of Core Function 3 of the United States Department of Justice Strategic Plan 1997 - 2002!

protect the Civil Rights of All Americans.

In order to achieve the Division's performance goals in FY 2001, it must be able to secure the requested
budgetary resources thereby enabling it to: (l) address the massive influx of workload it will be confronted
with in reviewing redistricting submissions, as mandated by Voting Rights Act (as a result of the 23000
Census) ; (2) step up the fight against hate crimes, police misconduct and other priority criminal civil
.ights matters; (3) continue to expand Americans with Disabilities Act initiatives; (4) enhance efforts in
the battle against housing and lending discrimination; and (5) protect fundamental civil rights
opportunities in the areas of education, employment fraud, and the treatment of individuals in nursing home
and other institutions.

In FY 2001 the Division will continue to dedicate increased resources on broad pattern or practice
litigation. This type of litigation not only has a broad impact, but often results in systemic changes to
defendants practices and serves as a signal to others to voluntarily review their practices to determine
compliance with civil rights laws.

To carry out these responsibilities, the Division will be heavily dependent on having a solid
infrastructure, Specifically, this includes having: M1 an automated Georaphical information System fully
implemented; (2) adequate litigation support resources to foster maximum performance and efficiency thereby
providing a flexible vehicle to respond to urgent litigation requirements; (3) full implementation of an
upgraded office automation system, thus providing the Division's attorneys and support staff with the
required desktop automation tools; (4) a fully implemented Interactive Case Management system to track and
monitor case-related activity; and (5) prior year section 5 microfiche submissions converted to an imaging
system, thereby enabling the Division to perform compulsory tasks of researching and analyzing historical
redistricting document.

Further, CRT will require tri~ined staff on-board with the legal and analytical skills necessary to address
the increasingly complex litigation the Division is expected to be confronted with in FY 2001. Specifically
in the Voting Section, in order to meet the mandated responsibilities associated with Section 5 or th'e
Voting Rights Act, the Division will need additional staff, hired and trained to analyze the overwhelming
flood of rediatrictings submitted to the Attorney General.

0. Sus~ary-level Performanice indicators

Core Function 3z Legal Representation, Enforcement of Federal Laws, and
Defense of U.S. interests

0-i.



Department of Justice
FY 2001 Summary Performance Plan

Fiscal Years 1998 and 1999 Performance Report Fiscal Years 2000 and 2001 Planned Performance

CORE FUNCTION 3. LEGAL REPRESENTATION, ENFORCEMENT OF FEDERAL LAWS, AND DEFENSE OF U.S. INTERESTS

Clvii Rights Division
Keyr Summary Level Indicators

3.1 Number of investigations and prosecutions of hate crimes and
cooperative efforts made with state attorneys general, local
prosecutors and law enforcement officials, and community groups (CRT)

Hate Crime Investigations
Hate Crime Prosecutions

2000 2001
1998 Actual 1999 kclu! Planned

461 615 676
17 31 34

Percentage of increase In pattern or practice cases. (CRT, 176/13%[ 7810% 182/8% 195)16%
USAs, FBI) I II
Number of complex voting cases successfully litigated.
(CRT and USAs)

3

Planned

743
50

0-16



Civil Rights Division
Salaries and Expenses, General Legal Activities

Program Performance Information
(Dollars in thousands)

Permh. Amount
2gn~ flZ flQQQ

Appellate
2000 Appropriation Enacted 29 28 $3,557
2001 Base 29 28 3,756
2001 Estimate ,,,,f -,2dI 9

Increase/Decrease 2 1 143

BASE PROGRAM nESCRIPTION: This program has primary responsibility for handling the Division's work before
the United States Supreme Court and the courts UE appeals, [or giving legal advice to federal agencies and
other organizations within the Department and the Division, and for resolving appeals of decisions rendered
by the Division's Office of Redress Administration. Most of our work consists of preparing briefs arid
presenting oral arguments in the courts of appeals and preparing briefs for filing In the Supreme Court in
civil rights cases in which the United States participates as a party or as amicus curiae, These tasks
require a thorough and independent examination of the entire record and the relevant legal authorities in
each case.

The Appellate Section has continued, over the past few years, to maintain a significant caseload and a very
high rate of productivity. From October 1, 1998 through September 30, 1999, the Appellate Section filed 117
papers of substance in the Supreme Court and in the courts of appeals. This is comparable to our output
over the last three fiscal years, and represents an increase over 83 such filings in FY 1994 and similar
numbers in prior years. Seventy-three percent of all merits decisions for F'Y 1999 were in full or partial
accord with the Division's contentions. The Supreme court reached the merits in 12 cases, nine of which
were favorable to the Division, and consistent with the position taken by the United States as smicus
curiae.

The courts of appeals rendered 68*merits decisions, 49 of which were in full or partial accord with the
Division's contentions. we have had particular success during this period in cases in which we intervened
to defend Congress's abrogation of the States' 11th Amendment immunity in various civil rights statutes.
We have also had success in the courts of appeals in cases construing the Americans with Disabilities Act.



PROGRAM CHANCES-:
Amount

Federal Appellate 2 1 $143

A program increase of two attorney positions, one FTh and $143,000 is requested.

The Appellate Section's caseload and productivity has increased steadily over the past few years due to an
increase in the number of criminal prosecutions we continue to defend, as well a rise in litigation under
Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances, the National Voter Regiatration Act, and the American with
Disabilities Act. In addition, the Division continues to intervene in cases to defend the constitutionality
of various abrogations of civil rights statutes as valid Section 5 legislation. Since the work of this
program is closely related to the activity of litigative programs, we anticipate over the next few years
that more litigation in these areas will result in a greeter number of appeals and a significant increase in
this Section's attorney workload as well. Without these additional attorney positions, it will be
increasingly difficult for the Appellate Section to maintain its caseload, and might make it necessary to
reduce the number of cases in which we participate as amicue curiae.

Perm. Amount

flU, £12221
Civil Rights Prosecution

2000 Appropriation Enacted 81 71 $8,315
2001 Base 81 81 9,719
2001 Estimate 12 Ul 10434
Increase/Decrease a 4 715

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: This Section is responsible for the investigation and prosecution of violations
of federal criminal civil rights statutes which were designed to protect personal liberties, including:

Two statutes, paess-- d ing Reconstruction and amended in 1988, that prohibit persons from acting
under color of law, or in conspiracy with others, to interfere with an individual's federally
protected rights;

Criminal provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, which prohibit using force or threats of force to
injure or intimidate any person involved in the exerciie of certain federal rights and activities;

A law which proscribe@ interference with persons in the exercise of their religious beliefs and the
destruction of religious property. on July 3, 1996, the President signed the Church Arson Prevention
Act of 1996, which amended 18 U.s.c. 1247 strengthening the criminal law against church burning and
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desecration by lessening the interstate commerce requirement, adding a racial motive element, and
eliminating the $10,000 damage requirement;

Criminal provisions of the Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances Act ("FACE"), which prohibit conduct
intended to injure, intimidate or interfere with persons seeking to obtain or to provide reproductive
health services; and,

other statutes that prohibit the holding of individuals in peonage or involuntary servitude.

During FY 1999, the Section received more than 12,000 complaints alleging criminal interference with civil
rights, approximately 3,600 have required investigation by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, A
substantial majority of the complaints involved allegations of official misconduct, e spe cially allegations
of physical abuse by law enforcement officers. This year. 72 new investigations were presented to the grand
jury and 89 cases were filed charging 139 defendants. Trials were conducted in 33 cases resulting in the
conviction of 26 defendants and the acquittal of 23. In addition, guilty pleas were entered by 72
defendants.

Allegations of police abuse and other official misconduct, which comprise the majority of complaints
reviewed by the Criminal Section, continue to be a high priority. Many officials, including police
officers, deputy sheriffs and state and federal prison correctional officials have been charged with having
used their positions to deprive individuals of constitutional rights, such as the right to be free from
unwarranted assaults and illegal arrests and searches. For example, six police off icers with the Honolul-
Police Department were charged for allegedly striking, kicking and assaulting the victim inside a cell at
the receiving station as well as conspiring to cover up the beating by filing false reports and holding
meetings to discuss the continuing cover up In addition, one of the officers was also charged with
obstruction of justice by using threats to gain the victim's silence about the beating. Two of the officers
pled guilty to beating the victim at the receiving station while the four remaining defendants are awaiting
trial.

Incidents of racial/religious violence (also known as hate crimes) remain another priority area for
prosecution, especially when hate groups are involved. During FY 1999, 31 racial violence cases were filed
charging 46 defendants in connection with crimes such as cross-burnings, arson, vandalism, shootings and
assault. Thirty-eight defendants, including some defendants charged in past fiscal years, have been
successfully prosecuted either by conviction or guilty plea. For example, four defendants, two of whom
identified themselves as white supremacists, were charged in connection with two separate incidents of
criminal interference with the housing rights of an Hispanic family living in Lake Havasu City, Arizona.
Three of the four defendants entered guilty pleas while the fourth defendant was convicted at trial.
Similarly, in Kansas, two defendants pled guilty and a third was convicted at trial for constructing and
igniting a wooden cross in the driveway of the home of an African Amierican man and his family in an effort
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to threaten and intimidate them. Recently, defendant Butford O'Neal Furrow, Jr., en avowed racist and anti-
Semite, warn charged with federal criminal civil right charges following his August 10, 1999, premeditated,
hate-motivated plan to murder Jews, people of color, and nonwhite government workers in order to send a
message of intolerance across the United States. As a result of his actions, five members of a Jewish
Community Center were shot and injured and Joseph Ileto, a Filipino-American postal worker was fatally shot.

In June of 1996, at the direction of the President and the Attorney General, the National Church Arson Task
Force (NCATF) was established to address the recent rash of fires across the nation, many at predominately
black churches. On October 1, 1998, the National Church Arson Task Force's (NCATF) prosecution
responsibilities were absorbed formally and entirely by the Criminal Section. During FY 1999, six cases
involving arsons at houses of worship have been filed,

The Section is also tasked with enforcing the criminal provisions of the Freedom of Access to Clinic
Entrances Act (FACE), whereas the Special Litigation Section within the Division enforces the civil
provisions. Beginning in April, 1996, with the conclusion of the FACE Task Force staffed by attorneys from
both the Criminal and Civil Rights Divisions, all pending criminal FACE investigations were integrated into
the work of the Section. All criminal investigations relating to FACE are handled and/or monitored solely
by the Section. However, in response to a recent wave of violence directed at abortion providers, including
the fatal shooting of Dr. Barnett A. Slepian. threats of anthrax exposure at several clinics in Indiana,
Tennessee and Ktentucky, isobutyric acid attacks at approximately 20 health care clinics in Florida,
Louisiana and Texas, and arson and attempted bombings at two clinics in the Fayetteville, North Carolina
area, the Attorney General announced the establishment of the National Task Force on Violence Against Health
Care Providers to coordinate the investigation and prosecution of those responsible for these attacks.
Since the enactment of the FACE statute in May 1994, the Section has received numerous complaints of
possible violations of the Act, all of which have required investigation, review and response. To date, the
Section has opened 377 reproductive health care violence and obstruction investigations, 34 of which have
become prosecutions.

The Criminal Section continues in its efforts to deter the victimization of migrant workers and other
minorities in violation of the involuntary servitude and peonage statutes. in April of 1998 the Attorney
General approved the creation of an Inter-Agency Task Force to Combat Worker Exploitation to be co-chaired
by the Acting Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights and the Solicitor for the Department of Labor.
This task force which is spearheaded by lawyers from the section is designed to aggressively combat worker
exploitation in a systematic, proactive fashion end to enhance the investigation, prosecution and prevention
of worker exploitation cases throughout the United States.

in this area, seven defendants in Florida were sentenced to terms of incarceration ranging from 30 to 100
months in prison for their guilty pleas to federal violations including involuntary servitude, harboring
aliens for prostitution and alien smuggling in connection with a scheme to smuggle juveniles and adults from



Mexico to south Florida with the promise of work as seasonal agricultural laborer., in domestic services, or
in restaurants. Once in the United States, however, the victims were forced to work as prostitutes to pay
off their smuggling fees. In another case, after an extensive investigation by Criminal Section lawyers,
three defendants recently pled guilty to federal charges for involuntary servitude and related offenses
against ten Chinese-Korean women who were brought to the commeonwealth of the Northern Mariana islands under
the false pretense of being employed as waitresses and forced into prostitution and debt servitude by the
defendants.

Lawyers from the Criminal Section continue to participate in many training and outreach programs relating to
criminal civil rights enforcement. For example, we participate in training of border patrol agents along
the southwest border, FBI In-Service Training of local law enforcement supervisors from across the country
at the FBI in Quantico, prison off icials in a program sponsored by the Texas prison system, and in the Hate
Crimes working Group as well as a newly formed Excessive Force working group. We also participated in two
separate International programs in Budapest and Russia.

Amount

Civil Rights Prosecution a 4 $715
Hate Crimes 5 3 293
Official (Police) Misaconduct 3 1 19

M4ulti-Activity- -Litigation Support .. .. 233

The Section is seeking eight positions, four FTE workyas and $482,000: Hate Crimes, five positions (three
attorneys, one paralegal and one clerical), three T' workyears and S293,000; Official (Police) Misconduct,
(two attorneys and one paralegal), one FTE workyear and $189,000.

Hate Crims

The effect of increased attention devoted to the incidence of hate crimes under reporting provisions of the

Hate Crimes Statistics Act, has resulted in a continued increase in complaints received by the program.

Legislation is still pending to broaden federal jurisdiction by amending the civil rights statute that makes
it a crime to violently interfere with certain federally protected activities. The now proposal would add
sexual orientation, gander and disability status to the categories of bias motivation that could form the
basis for federal prosecution, as well as remove the federally protected activities provision that limits
the reach of the statute now. Cooperation by state district attorneys and attorney generals following the
approval of a memorandum of understanding involving those parties and the Section has resulted in increased



coordination efforts in this area. The Section's ability to investigate and prosecute hats crimes in
compliance with the newly enacted statute in addition to investigating and prosecuting incidence of police
brutality, violations of the Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances Act and violations of involuntary
servitude and slavery laws in a timely and effective manner will be seriously impeded without the additional
requested resources.

Additionally, the effects of the expansion of the Civil Rights Division's hate crime responsibilities
relating to church arson in the wake of the enactment of the Church Arson Protection Act has increased the
number of investigations and prosecutions brought under those statutes. On October 1, 1999, the National
Church Arson Task Force's WNCATF) prosecution responsibilities were absorbed formally and entirely by the
Criminal Section. Two section attorneys have been devoting their full time attention to prosecuting one
defendant in several judicial districts in connection with the religiously motivated arson at a total of
nineteen churches across the country. The investigation is ongoing to determine-how many other church
arsons may be attributed to this man.

The Civil Rights Division was given additional resources during Ft 2000, translating into approximately 13
new attorney positions for the Criminal Section. This increase marks the first increase in approximately
five years. Given the 40 percent increase in complaints received from the FBI during that period, the
increase merely allows us to keep pace with the greater number of matters for which the Section is
responsible. In fact, our current staff has been operating under a maximum workload, making it difficult for
lawyers to focus as quickly as needed on prosecutable matters. Most Criminal Section lawyers are
coordinating and developing an investigative docket of well over 100 matters. Even with the increase,
lawyers will only see a slight drop in their docket responsibilities. These responsibilities are combined
with extensive prosecution duties as well as training and outreach efforts.

An increase of two paralegal positions would ensure the availability of paralegal assistance in connection
with complex grand jury investigations and prosecutions without impairing the ability of the Section to
review and respond to citizen complaints in a prompt, thorough manner. The additional secretarial positions
are needed to accommodate existing clerical shortages as well as to accommodate the strains which will be
presented by the increase of staff members.

Official (Police) Misconduct

The number of grand jury investigations initiated during 1Y 1999 was the highest number of grand jury
investigations ever initiated in one year and nearly half of those investigations related to incidents
involving official misconduct. During that same year, a record number of law enforcement officers were
charged with criminal civil rights violations. During FY 1999, the Section filed a total of 10 more cases
than were filed in FY 1998. Nevertheless, fewer total law enforcement defendants were charged,
demonstrating the need for additional resources to investigate and prosecute incidence of official
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misconduct. The simultaneous demands of presenting new matters to grand juries for indictment, and of
conducting those prosecutions once indictments are returned reduces the time available to review and to
develop other incoming incidents that warrant prosecution. To be successfully prosecuted, complex end
thorough grand jury investigations must be conducted. The victims of most official misconduct cases tend to
be unsympathetic while the defendants are often well respected members of the community. As a result,
virtually all of these cases require extensive and time consuming investigative efforts on the part of both
lawyers and investigators. The Attorney G3eneral continues to express interest and concern in incidences of
police misconduct occurring across the country. As a result, we anticipate even sore law enforcement cases
to develop and more law enforcement officers to be charged.

Additionally, the defense bar has become increasingly aware and aggressive on the Gaxxrit issue in
connection with prosecutions of law enforcement officers. In 1963 the Supreme Court in the Garrit~ case
addressed the Fifth Amendment rights of public employees, holding that if employees are compelled to make
statements as part of an administrative investigation, those statements cannot be used against them in a
criminal prosecution. The Supreme Court again addressed the ise in the appeal stemming from the Rodney
King case, resulting in a higher profile of this defense-oriented theory. Consequently, we have had to
spend considerable lawyer resources on many complex official misconduct cases to meet these challenges. The
Criminal Section often must now designate a g*.~il~y team of lawyers to review GarLit5 documents and issues
which arise and to represent the government during court hearings. in some complex prosecutions, the

QaXLLi.. issue requires a parallel team of lawyers and paralegals, essentially doubling the staffing costs.

Participation in training and outreach programs relating to criminal civil rights enforcement issues is
becoming more and more demanding for Criminal Section attorneys. For example, two attorneys participate in
monthly training of border patrol agents along the southwest border. Several senior trial attorneys also
participate in FBI Ir.-Service Training of local law enforcement supervisors from across the country at the
FBI in Quantico. These training sessions include multiple sessions held on a quarterly basis covering
various criminal civil righte issues. we also participate in the training of prison officials in a program
sponsored by the Texas prison system, and two attorneys participate in the Hate Crimes Working Group as well
as a newly formed Excessive Force working group. As our training and outreach obligations increase,
additional attorneys resources must be allocated to allow the Section to continue aggressively pursuing
prosecutions and investigations while at the same time providing appropriate and much needed training and
participation in community outreach programs.

MULTI -ACTIVITY PROGRAM CHAN~i2

The Section is also seeking $233,000 for Litigation Support activities. Narrative information is contained
in the Multi-Activity justification.
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Pers. Aniount

Special Litigation
2000 Appropriation Efnacted 60 so $5,970
2001 Bass s0 S7 61915
2001 Estimate 1 ia. 8L299

Iracrease/Decrease 115 1,351

ELSEPEORMDESCRIPTIONI: The Special Litigation Section enforces a variety of federal statutes to secure
and protect significant constitutional and statutory rights of the nation's citizens. Section staff
safeguard the health and safety of individual. confined in state and local institution. across the nation;
enable unimpaired access to reproductive health facilities and places of religious worship; protect citizens
against a pattern or practice of police misconduct; and prohibit discrimination in public facilities on the
bosau of race, religion, national origin, and disability.

The specific statutes the Section enforce. include:

Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persona Act ICRIPA): This Act authorize. the Attorney General to
investigate conditions of confinement at certain state and local residential institutions jaill, prisons,
juvenile facilities, and facilities for the mentally ill, developmentally disabled, and chronically ill) and
to initiate civil suits to ensure the protection and full enjoyment of constitutional and federal statutory
rights where reasonable cause exists to believe there is a pattern ot practice of denying persona confined
to such facilities of their rights.

Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances Act of 1994 (FACE) : This Act authorizes the Attorney General to
investigate and initiate civil litigation to obtain temporary, prelimirary, and permanent injunctive relief,
civil penalties, and damages in cases where force or threats of force, physical obstruction, or property
damage interfere with persons seeking z'r providing reproductive hesiLth services or where such activities
interfere with the exercise of religion at places ) wourship.

Section 210401 of the Violent Crime Control -aw Enforcement Act of 1994: This Act authorizes the
Attorney General to initiate civil litigation remedy a pattern or practice of violations of
constitutional and statutory right. by law en,'eoztement officials.

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended: This Act authorizes the Attorney General to
initiate civil litigation to remedy a pattern and practice of discrimination based on race, color, national
origin, gender or religion involving services by law enforcement agencies receiving federal financial
assistance.
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Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964: This Act prohibits discrimination in public facilities on the
basis of race, religion, or national origin.

Under CRIPA, the Section protects the civil rights of persons institutionalized in state or local
psychiatric hospitals, nursing homes, mental retardation facilities, prisons, jails, and juvenile
correctional facilities. As required by CRIPA, the Section's focus is on widespread "egregious and
flagrant" conditions that pose life-threatening risks to the residents of these facilities. Recent media
exposes have examined the Section's work in a variety of institutions across the country and have lauded its
work in curbing abuse, neglect, and other dire conditions. CRIPA investigations and cases are extremely
labor-intensive. The Section conducts preliminary inquiries, investigations, site visits, statutorily
required pre-filing negotiations, as well as all law enforcement activities including post-judgment
monitoring, compliance reviews and compliance actions.

The Section opened CRIPA investigations of six facilities in FY 1999 and continued its investigations of an
additional 58 facilities. In addition, during FY 1999 the Section obtained settlement agreements which
addressed violations at six mental retardation facilities in Puerto Rico; six correctional facilities in the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana islands; one facility for the visually handicapped in New Mexico; and
one mental health facility in Virginia; as well as local jails in Arizona and Georgia. In addition, the
Section successfully negotiated settlements of issues involving sexual misconduct-by officials of six
Arizona and Michigan women prisons. The Section monitored jurisdiction.' compliance with settlement
agreement in 116 facilities. During the fiscal year, the Section sought and obtained contempt findings in
two cases involving persons with mental retardation -in Tennessee and the District of Columbia. The Section
continues to participate in a number of pre-CRIPA cases including Wyatt v. fiW (M.D. Ala.)in which the
United States is litigating a± maanregarding all the public psychiatric and mental retardation
institutions in Alabama, and Btl nthUited states v. SA~LU& (E.D. Okla.) regarding Oklahoma's prison
system.

The Pr'on Litigation Reform Act (PLRA), enacted into law in 1996, continued to increase the Section's
workload under CRIPA. The Act changes the standards for entering prospective relief in cases involving
conditions in correctional facilities. The Section is currently investigating, litigating, or enforcing
consent decrees in more than So prisons, jails, and juvenile correction facilities affected by the Act.
Defendants have filed PLRA mot'-ons in cases affecting a large number of these facilities. These motions
have increased the Sectip;, s workload. They raise issues about the constitutionality of the Act as well as
substantive aspects of consent decrees and court orders. Attorneys and paralegal specialists often must
tour the affected facilities to gather current information. we anticipate that the PLRA will continue to
increase the Section's work at least through FT 2001.

The Section has implemented a number of measures to maximize its CRIPA efforts and ensure that resources are
being used in an efficient wranner. First, the Section has focused on securing statewide relief. For
example, in FT 1999 the Section entered into a consent decree involving six public mental retardation



facilities In the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The Section also obtained a settlement agreement in FT 1999
concerning the provision of services to inmates of six correctional facilities in the Northern Mariana
Islands. Second, the Section has developed and utilized a variety of enforcement devices to expand the
effectiveness of its monitoring activities and facilitate compliance with outstanding decrees. in
particular, the section has utilized advisory panels, expert advisors, monitors, and special masters to
as*iet with monitoring, provide technical assistance, and resolve disputes between the parties. Third, the
Section has continued to use alternative dispute resolution techniques, including negotiation and mediation,
to resolve CRIPA matters. For example, the Section participated in mediated settlement discussions before
the Eleventh Circuit and the federal district court in My=~, v. A&M (M.D. Ala.). Despite the Section's
initiative, to maximize its efforts, request. to initiate new CRIPA investigations continue to far outweigh
current staff resources.

in addition to its CRIPA enforcement responsibilities, Section staff handles the civil enforcement of FACE.
The Section has devoted substantial resources to the development and litigation of civil FACE cases
throughout the country. Thum far, 17 civil FACE cases have been filed. in FY 1999, section staff evaluated
approximately 30 complaints of threats and interferences with access to facilities offering reproductive
health services. The Section has been extremely successful in each of its civil cases, with the courts
upholding FACE's constitutionality each time it has been challenged. Civil PACE actions have resulted in
permanent injunctions which prohibit further unlawful activity and protect patients, doctors, and staff.

The Section has obtained injunctions prohibiting defendants from blocking clinic driveways and entrances and
ordering defendants to stay a certain distance from doctors, their spouses and children. Restrictions have
been obtained on the use of bull horns. in all, the Section has obtained nine preliminary injunctions,
twelve permanent injunctions, and six orders of contempt.

The Section remains firmly committed to investigating and prosecuting to the full extent of the law all acts
of violence against those who provide and seek reproductive health services. In view of the sensitivity of
this issue and the potential for violence which exists at certain clinics, this workload will continue to
require ismmediate response by Section staff.

The House Judiciary Coemmittee Report on the parent legislation to the Violent Crime Control and Law
Enforcement Act of 1994 underscores the dramatic need for federal intervention in dealing with the Issue of
police misconduct. That report cites testimony from police chiefs of ten major American cities that Ithe
problem of excessive force in American policing is real." Further testimony to that C-muittem asserted that
'police use of excessive force is a significant problem in this country, particularly in our inner cities."
because the Department of Justice lacked pattern or practice authority to address such police misconduct,
Congress granted authority in 1994 to remedy pattern or practice of police misconduct through civil actions
for Injunctive relief. Under Section 210401, Section staff review complaints of misconduct by law
enforcement officials and determine whether a pattern or practice of such activity exists. This statute
covers a variety of concerns about police misconduct including excessive force, failure of departments to
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investigate officers and discipline misconduct, discriminatory harassment, stops, search, seizure and
arrest. coercive sexual conduct and retaliation for the exercise of rights. The Section is also using this
statute as an adjunct to its CRIPA cases in juvenile detention facilities where there is a pattern or
practice of abuse by juvenile detention off icers.

The Special Litigation Section has developed a plan for enforcement, specifying that it will investigate
both large and small law enforcement agencies based on a broad array of allegations of police misconduct.
in 1991, the Section filed its first complaints and consent decrees addressing a pattern or practice of
police misconduct by the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Bureau of Police and the city of Steubenville, Ohio. The
agreements specify a variety of remedies which will improve supervision of officers, community complaint
procedures and internal investigations of misconduct by defendants. In VY 1999, five additional
investigations were launched; the Section began or continued preliminary inquiries into approximately 25 law
enforcement agencies, and Section staff reviewed or fielded several hundred allegations of misconduct. The
Section is continuing investigations of racial profiling in traffic stops and post-stop searches in five
states. In FY 2000, the Section filed a complaint and settlement agreement in Uite ±Sthatas v. at& of Hewa
JLaiu (D. N~.J.) regarding racially discriminatory traffic enforcement by State troopers. The decree in
this case requires the appointment of an independent monitor to review and analyze implementation of the
agreed upon relief. Also in FY 2000, the Section filed a complaint in Unted State& v. Ct fClmu

(S.D. Ohio) regarding excessive force and related allegations of police misconduct. The Section is also
participating in the Department-wide review of the policies followed by Department components in addressing
the use of race or national origin in conducting law enforcement activities and in the Department-wide
Police Misconduct Task Force. National media attention and outreach by Section leadership to citizen
groups has led to an increased volume of complaints which is expected through FY 2003.

Amount

Special Litigation 11 5 $1,351
Police Misconduct 5 3 656
Civil Rights of Institutionalized
Persons Act (CRIPA) 3 1 389

ADA Initiative (CRIPA facilities) 3 1 200
P~ulti-Activity- -Litigation Support ... ... 106

The Section requests a program increase of eleven positions, five PT! workyears and $1,245,000 to carry out
three Administration priorities: (1) protecting citizens against a pattern or practice of law enforcemnt
misconduct; (2) ensuring institutionalized persons are receiving adequate rental health services; and, (3)
continuing and expanding the initiative under the Americans with Disabilit..e Act to secure for
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institutionalized persons access to full enjoyment Of coemlnity services. The eleven positions include seven
attorneys. one paralegal specialist, one investigator, and two program specialists. In addition, we request
a budget of $S00,000 to hire pre-litigativa technical advisers to support our activities.

* Three attorneys for law enforcement;
* Two program specialists for a new prevention unit; and,
* $300.000 for pre-litigative technical advisers to support our police misconduct work.

In 1994, the Special Litigation Section was given new civil enforcement responsibilities to investigate and
remedy patterns and practice. of police misconduct. Section 210401 the Violent Crime Control and Law
Enforcement Act of 1994 authorizes the Attorney General to seek equitable and declaratory relief to redress
patterns and practices of illegal conduct by law enforcement agencies as well as agencies responsible for
the administration of juvenile justice. At the same time, the Section also was delegated responsibility for
enforcing 'pattern or practice* authority contained in the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of
1965. which authorizes the Attorney General to initiate civil litigation to remedy a pattern or practice of
discrimination based on race, color, national origin, gender or religion by law enforcement agencies
receiving federal financial assistance.

The demand for *pattern or practice' investigations of major police departments is growing. A smell number
of police departments are contacting the Department to request an investigation of their-operations. Also,

a series of violent events in other jurisdictions have necessitated investigations. Additionally, the
Section is increasingly being called upon to identify and disseminate law enforcement 'best practices' to
assist law enforcement agencies in preventing patterns or practices of misconduct from developing. This
includes the development of policies and training concerning permissible and impermissible use of race in
police work, the development of *use of force, policies and monitoring techniques, and the development of
so-called "early warning* systems to assist management in identifying at-risk officers, units, end
situations.

The Section is requesting an increase in FT 2001 of five positions (three attorneys, end two program
SpecialiaLSl to ensure a reasonable response to the demands of citizens throughout the nation for the
Department to expand its efforts to investigate, remedy, and prevent police misconduct. Three attorneys end
one program specialist would be assigned to conduct new 'pattern or practical investigations, bring
lawsuits, and monitor consent decrees. The Section would use the other resources (one program specialist)
to establish a 'best practices" unit that would help to coordinate the development of model policies end
practices described above and would disseminate those policies and practices by engaging in outreach,
training, and consultation to assist law enforcement agencies in preventing misconduct from occurring. The
Section estimates that it will require $300,000 during FT 2001 to hire pre-litigative technical advisers to
assist in this work.
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With the five additional positions added to the Section. the Section anticipates opening 12 nov police
misconduct investigations during I"Y 2001 and fifteen new police misconduct investigations during FY 2002.
These investigations would cover state and local police departments where the Section ham received
allegations of widespread, egregious violations of constitutional and federal statutory rights. The Section
will focus on jurisdiction with the most serious allegations of unlawful activity and will concentrate on
investigations that pose an oppcrtunity for a significant precedential impact. In addition, the Section
Will utilize some of the resources to develop investigations of alleged rccial or ethnic profiling by law
enforcement. With the additional FY 2001 positions, the Section anticipates filing lawsuits or settlement
agreements to resolve unlawful practices in three police departments during FY 2001 and seven settlement
agreements in FY 2002.

The additional positions for outreach, training, and consultation will enable the Section to establish a
comprehensive program for assisting law enforcement agencies and local communities in promoting police
integrity and preventing misconduct.

Civil Rights of institutionalized Persons Act

*Two attorneys and one investigator to enforce CRIPA (focusing on mental health issues in all
institutions subject to CRIPA);

*one attorney to enforce CRIPA and ADA (focusing on community access issues);
*One attorney and a paralegal to staff a new CRIPA prevention unit; and,
$ 200,000 for pre-litigative echnical advisers to support the section's institutional work.

The Special Litigation Section has responsibility under the Civil Rights of institutionalized Persona Act
(CRIPA) for investigating conditions in public residential facilities and filing civil suits to ensure that
residents are protected from harm and receive adequate care and treatment. The Section's work in this area
cuts across four major initiatives of the Administration and the Department: nursing homes; juvenile
facilities; protecting institutionalized persons from abuse and neglect; and, ensuring tc;z
institutionalized persons received adequate mental health services.

The Section will use two of the additional attorney positions and one investigator position to help carry
out the Administration's initiative to address the mental health needs of individuals in correctional and
health care facilities. One of the additional attorney positions will help enforce the ADA's comminity
access requirements for persons in mental retardation or mental health facilities, or nursing homes who are
determined by professionals to be able to receive appropriate services in community setting. In addition,
we will create a new CRIPA prevention unit for outreach, training, and consultation and to coordinate the
multiple and varied federal efforts to protect the rights of institutionalized persona.

Currently, the Section is investigating, monitoring, and litigating condition in morei than In fl0 itu'Aons
nationwide. Because CRIPA matters involve systemic deficiencies in multiple areas, both voluntary and
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coerced remedial efforts often take many years to accomplish. The Department's increased eimhasis on
comity placement has created an obligation to ensure that when institutionalized persons are transferred
to the community, they receive safe and adequate services. Ac a result, the Section is now reupovm-.o4be for
monitoring hundreds of community group hones. In the District of Columbia alone, we are responsible for
monitoring 200 community homes for persons with mental retardation.

CUXPA/ADA Initiative

This initiative will focus enforcement efforts on lowering barriers that remain to basic coimmuity services
for people with disabilities. Although most Americans rely daily on basic government services, persons
confined to institutions are unable to access these services. Denial of access to these services is a
violation of the Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. 12131. Persons with mental illness or mental
retardation vho reside in public facilities are frequently denied access to healthcare, vocational services,
and community residential services which would permit them to live more meaningful lives. The Section will
concentrate the efforts of one new attorney to develop issues of community access.

In addition, the Section will launch an initiative to assert the rights of persons confined in public
institutions to adequate mental health services. Two attorneys and one investigator will seek to obtain
relief on behalf of Institutionalized persons who are being denied needed mental health treatment. The
initiative will review services provided in civil and correctional settings under CRIPA investigation or
enforcement. We anticipate that two new institutional cases and six new investigations will be initiated to
vindicate the rights of institutionalized persons to adequate mental health care and cmnunity
participation.

We propose hiring an attorney and a paralegal to staff a new CRIPA prevention unit. This unit will be
responsible for outreach, training, and consultation. It will coordinate with other federal agencies and
fulfill CRIPA's requirement of apprizing jurisdictions of federal technical assistance that may be available
to remedy unlawful conditions. The unit also is in keeping with the Attorney General's emphasis on
prevention and collaboration to address problems in institutions nationwide.

In addition. resources are needed for the retention of expert, pre-litigative technical advisers to assist
with CRIPA investigations and in particular with investigations of mental health services. Such advisers
are necessary to assist the Section in effectively identifying violations and in developing appropriate
remedial measures to be shared with states and other jurisdictions.

There are no alternative ways to meet the Section's need for additional personnel for its CRIPA law
enforcement activities, The Section has used U.S. Attorneys offices to the greatest extant possible, and
will continue to do so. However, given the specialty nature of this area and its high visibility, there are
l imiiat ion's to us ing the U. S.- Attorneysi offlces .
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With the increased resources, the Section anticipates opening eight now CRIPA investigations and filing four
new cases in TY 2001 and ten new investigations, two settlements, and three now cases in FY 2002. The now
staff will screen complaints, review thousands of documents, conduct tours of Institutions with expert pro-
litigative technical advisers, interview staff, prepare findings letters to describe the violations
identified, if any, propose minimum remedial measures to address the identified deficiencies, negotiate
settlements, and litigate against jurisdictions that do not correct deficiencies.

MUT AtVITY PROGRAM rHAIGR

The section is alao seeking $106,000 for Litigation Support activities. Narrative information is contained
in the Multi-Activity justification.

Perm. Amount
Pon- ZZ £1~a

Voting
2000 Appropriation Enacted 94 92 $10,297
2001 Base 94 96 10,322
2001 Estimate Ilu Ift ,...2fl
Increaae/Decrease 6 6 2,104

KAEPOGRAM DESCRIPTION: Section staff enforce laws designed to safeguard the right to vote of racial and
language mincritie and members of other specially affected groups, and designed to remove barriers to voter
registration.

Enforcement responsibilities include:

" Rights Act of 1965 (VRA), which safeguards the right to vote of racial and language minorities and,
in particular- -

" Prohibits practices that have a discriminatory result,

e Requires federal preclearance of changes from specially covered jurisdictions to prevent
discrimination, and

" Requires the use of minority languages in the electoral process in certain areas;

e National Voter Registration Act (NVRA), which facilitates voter registration for federal elections by
allowing voters to register by mail. when they obtain drivers licenses, or when they obtain services
from various government agencies, and requires voter purges to be conducted under very controlled
conditions; and
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* Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Act, which provides a remedy for the late mailing3 of
absentee ballots to members of the Armed Forcea and to other citizens who are abroad.

The Section brings lawsuits to ensure that minority voters are not excluded from the electoral process but
have a fair opportunity to elect candidates of their choice. in May 1999, for example, we obtained a
settlement order requiring Day County, South Dakota, to create a new sanitary district to replace the
distrcit with boundaries drawn to exclude Indiana from participation. As part of this effort, the Section
participate* in redistricting challenges brought under the standards enunciated by the Supreme Court in 6j3W
v. R=~ and related cases to assure that minorities' rights are protected and that race is properly
considered in the redistricting process. For example, during FY 1999 we helped to resolve challenges to
Congressional districts in Louisiana and to senate districts in Florida.

The Section reviews thousands of changes required to be submitted to the Attorney General each year under
Section 5 of the VRA, defends Section S litigation in court, and brings lawsuits to enjoin the enforcement
of changes that have not received the required Section 5 preclearance. During 1999 we reviewed 3,800
submissions containing 12,900 changes of practices and procedures, with each change receiving individual
attention, to make aure that discriminatory practices are not implemented. The Attorney General objected in
February 1999, for example, to a change in the method of election for members of community school boards in
New York City that would have made it more difficult for minority voters to elect candidates of their
choice. And in response to the Attorney General's objection under Section 5 of the Rights Act to the State
of Mississippi's exclusion of NVRA voters from participation in non-federal elections, a federal district
court In October 1998 ordered the state to permit all persons registered under the NVRA to participate in
all state and local elections.

In continuing our implementation of the congressional mandate to assure that minority language citizens are
able to participate in the election process on an equal basis with native "nlish speakers, we obtained
settlement orders during 1999 requiring Passaic County, New Jersey, and Lawrence, Massachusetts, to create
Spanish-language election information programs designed to make effective for Spanish-speaking citizens at
every stage of the electoral process.

where possible. we achieve compliance with the requirements of federal law without filing lawsuits. For
example, during 1999 we persuaded the State of New Mexico and San Francisco County. California, to improve
their bilingual election programs, for Native American and Chinese American voters, respectively; we
convinced a Georgia county to discontinue reliance on an all-white club for staffing a racially-mixed
polling place, a Mississippi county not to move a polling place to a location loe accessible for the
precinct's predominantly black electorate, and a Texas county to restore an early location in a majority
Hispanic neighborhood.

During 2001 the Section will give priority to the following3 enforcement areas

0 Enforcement of prohibition of Section 2 of the VRA against practices with a discriminatory result.



Uncovering and remedying redistricting plans and methods of election, anywhere in the nation, that
prevent blacks, Hispanics, and other minorities from having a fair opportunity to elect candidates of
their choice.

* Defense of racially fair redistricting plans. Ensuring that redistricting plans properly designed to
provide minority voter. fair opportunities to elect candidates of their choice under constitutional
standards are upheld.

" Enforcement of Section 5 of the VRA. Reviewing thousands of change. submitted under section 5 and
objecting to those found to be discriminatory, bringing lawsuits against Jurisdictions using illegal
practices or procedures, and defending Section 5 leclaratory judgment action.

" Enforcement of the minority language requirements of the VRA. Assuring that United States citizens
who rely on Spanish, Chinese and other Asian languages, and American Indian and Native Alaskan
languages have the same opportunity to participate in -related activities as English-speaking voters.

" Prevention of election day discrimination, vote fraud, and voter intimidation and harassment.
Assuring that minority voters are protected from discrimination at the polls, denial of needed
assistance in , fraud, intimidation, and harassment.

In addition, the Section will continue its vigorous enforcement of the NVPJA to assure that voters are able
to rk.ister to vote and to remain registered without interference or interruption and the Uniform and
Overseas Citizens Absentee Act to remedy the late mailing of ballots to military and overseas voters and
will continue to monitor the need -for litigation under the Assistance for the Elderly and Handicapped Act
to remedy the exclusion of disabled voters from polling places that do not satisfy accessibility standards.

In short, the Section has a crucial role in out society in assuring that the cornerstone of our democracy--
the right to vote- -is made available to all citizens, regardless of race, color, language, literacy, or
other irrelevant factors; it must have the resources that will enable it to continue to carry out its
responsibilities with vigor.

In order to provide the Section with the personnel and technology resources necessary to meet
responsibilities associated with census 2000 redistrictings, program enhancements totaling $1,770,000, 11
positions Isix full-time permanent and five term), and six IT! workyears are requested. The areas requiring
additional resources, are: Section 5 and litigation personnel related expenses, imaging technology, and
microfiche conversion. The program enhancemient narrative addresses the specific requirements of each of
these categories,
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Amount

6 6 $2,104
Section S and Litigation 6 6 690
Section 5 (Geographical Information System~
Contractor Support) . 850

Section 5 'Technology Upgradel . 230
Multi-Activity Program Changes:
Litigation Support .. .. 334

A program increase of $690,000, six full-time permanent and five other-than-permanent positions (five
attorneys, four paralegals, one program analyst, and one clerical) and six MT workyeara is being sought to
provide the Section with sufficient resources to address litigation and Section 5 workload demands resulting
from the 2000 Census. In addition to the personnel resources, $850,000 is requested to obtain personnel
support necessary for converting data into the Geographical Information System (055); and, $230,000 for 0I5
technology upgrades.

SECTION 5 AN~D LITIGATION

With the addition of five attorneys and four paralegals, the Section will be able to respond to a greater
than ten-fold increase expected in redistricting submissions under Section S of the Rights Act, including
4S statewide redistrictings; reduce average Section 5 response time by at least twenty days when expedited
review is appropriate and by at least ten days in standard situations; and handle a redistricting litigation
docket that will more than double.

With new population date available from the 2000 census, states, counties, cities, and school districts
throughout the nation will be undertaking redistrictings to comply with the one person, one vote
requirement. The primary mission of the Section during 2001 and the following few years is to enforce the
VRA in a way thast will facilitate the redistricting process - to enable jurisdictions to complete the
redistricting process in a timely manner while assuring that minorities will have a fair opportunity to
elect candidates of their choice under the newly adopted plans.

We expect in 2001 a dramatic increase in the number of redistrictings that are submitted for Section S
review. while we received only 60 redistricting@ in T 1999 and expect to receive only about 50 in FT 2000,
we expect to receive more than 1,000 redistricting plans per year to review under Section 5 in FT 2001,
2002. and 2003. in the last few years before decennial census results are released, redistricting activity.
falls to very low levels, But once 2000 census data are released in April 2001, jurisdictions will rush to
prepare, adopt, and obtain VRA preclearance for new plans, so that elections in 2001 and 2002 can be held on
schedule under new plans that satisfy the one person, one vote requirement of the Equal Protection Clause of
the 14th amendment.



our lawyers will be faced with now and far more difficult demands following the 2000 census than has been
true of any preceding post-census period. The decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States in Abma
v. SAM "n Mifller v. JZgan have created a complex and challenging legal, political, and policy setting
for the redistricting plans. The restriction that the Supreme Court hae imposed on the extent to which
jurisdictions can rely on racial considerations in drawing redistricting plans has not been well defined by
the courts and in poorly understood by jurisdictions.

Following the 1990 census, the Section's litigation staff was heavily involved in the administrative review
under Section S of redistricting plans, and as a result the Section's litigation capacity was diminished for
several years. Following the 2000 census, we will need to have attorneys even more heavily involved in the
Section 5 administrative review of redistricting plans, because of the difficulty and sensitivity of the
legal and factual issues involved and the likelihood that the Section 5 review process will be followed by
litigation. During FY 2001 we will have as many as 40 statewide redistricting plans to review. The more
complicated and sensitive of these plans will require teams of lawyers end civil rights analyst&, with
significant involvement from Section and Division management. The five new attorneys will enable the
Section to handle the increased number of redistricting plans.

Not only will the volume of redistricting and related submissions be at an unprecedented level, but election
schedules and the exigencies of the legislative process will require tha Section to handle a large
proportion of these submissions on an expedited basis, while under the VRA, the Attorney General is given
60 days in which to make a determination (and that period can be extended if the jurisdiction does not
provide sufficient information to permit a decision on the merits), we need to be in a position in which we
can allow the election process to proceed on schedule by making more rapid decisions.

The receipt of submitted redistricting plans on electronic media and the use of a Geographic Information
System (G1S) will speed our analy3is Of submitted plans, and our (315 capacity will enhance our analysis of
submitted and alternative plans. But our experience has been that these technological advances do not by
themselves reduce staff or time requirements, but rather they enable us to keep abreast with the technical
sophistication of jurisdictions adopting plans and of other interested parties, which has resulted in a
greatly increased complexity in the plans that are submitted for review. The Section 5 review of a
redistricting plan requires a comparison of the submitted redistricting plan with the prior plan; a
determination of the legal benchmark to be used in this comparison; an examination of why district lines
were drawn the way they were, of the consequences with respect to minority voters of the use of the plan, of
alternative plans that were or might have been prepared, of voter registration data, and of election
returns. To obtain the information required and to perform the necessary analysis interviews are needed
with those responsible for the drawing and adoption of the plan, with minority group leaders, and with
representatives of interested organizations. In addition, coments from interested persons and
organizations must be read, and the information they provide ust be weighed. After the factual analysis
has been completed, then a legal analysis of the facts must be undertaken, and a decision =ast be reached.
A compressed time schedule adds to the difficulty of the review and limits staff scheduling flexibility.
Howver, we already have begun preparing for this task, and with the additional resources requested here,
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our goal would be to tell jurisdictions that we respond within 50 days to the submission of redistricting
plans in standard situations and within 40 days where special circumstances warrant expedited review.

The salience of the redistricting process also will result in increased scrutiny by the media, by
organizations, and by Congress. As a result, we must be prepared not only to give expedited consideration
to submissions but also to respond promptly to requests for information with respec. to submissions. one Gf
the four new paralegals will enable the Section to respond to such requests.

Beyond the substantial needs of the Section 5 review process, we will need increased staff so our lawyers
can handle a much larger redistricting litigation docket as well. Three types of litigation are anticipated
in TY 2001 through 2004, relating to rediatrictinga: M1 &ba actions in which we participate as defendant-
intervenor to protect minority rights from unjustified challenge, (2) Section 5 declarator-y judgment
actions filed by jurisdictions following a Section 5 objection to a new redistricting plan, and (3) Section
2 enforcement actions to challenge plans that do not afford minorities an equal opportunity to elect
candidates of their choice. Bach statewide litigation lawsuit requires two or three lawyers and two
paralegals. The demands of county and city redistricting litigation are proportionally smaller but still
substantial. Three of the four new paralegals will be assigned to assist with this caseload.

If the opportunity of minorities to elect candidates of their choice is to be preserved, we must participate
in redistricting litigation where minority rights are at stake. Indeed, our experience suggests that the
courts will frequently demand our participation in redistricting litigation filed by private parties. We
expect the post-2000 census litigation to reach its maximum level during FT 2001 and remain at that level
through FY 2004. Thus redistricting Section S reviews and litigation will continue to be the highest
priority of the Section through 7? 2004.

The Section maintains copies of all the submissions of changes received pursuant to Section 5. These
records are used, among other things, by Section staff for purposes of research and investigation, as well
as by members of the public, including civil rights organizations and groups. In November 1996, we
implemented an imaging System for storing and making available submission materials. Currently, we have
several work stations for scanning and indexing the thousands of pages of submission materials that we
reeaeivrav" ?Iearl, and expect to add two additional stations during PY 2000 In anticipation -of the inc'ease'
in our workload that will follow the release of decennial census data and redistricting efforts by Section S
jurisdictions. Since its implementation, the technical aspects of the system administration function for
the Imaging System, by and large, have been performed by the Division'. 018 staff.

There are a number of administrative functions, however, that the Section should perform to ensure that all
aspects of the Imaging System function smoothly. To that end, we are requesting funding for a permanent
-boaition for a Coordinator for the Imaging System. The Coordinators functions would include, for exa-ple,
r*,es-Ing scanned and indexed image& for quality control; monitoring indexing and quality control queues for
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problem. In the Imaging System end correcting stored files, en needed, monitoring disk usage an the UX
servers uploading documents to the jukebox, changing tapes and insuring back-ups are co~1eted correctly;
notifying appropriate persons (the System Administrator or vendor) about the functioning of the system and
possible needs for assistance or repairs; developing new indexing scheme for system expansions, profiling
users on the imaging system, including new employees; coordinating system development, software upgrades
and the selection of new components with the System Administrator; coordinating training for section S
records/imaging staff regarding system expansions and upgrades; training new Section employees (attorneys,
analysts and paralegals) regarding the use of the Imaging System for researching and reviewing Section 5
subsmission records; and, In response to requests from the public, coordinating public access to Section 5
submission records maintained in the imaging system.

The large volume of Section 5 submissions that will follow the 2000 census (not only redistricting
submissions but also related precinct end polling place submissions) will substantially increase the
workload of ths Section's clerical staff. Not only will the number of letters that have to be prepared
increase by more than a third (we expect the number of submiasions to increase from 3,600 in 1999 to 5,100
In 2001), but the proportion of these letters that are complicated will increase greatly. As a result, we
will need to increase the number of secretaries assigned to Section 5 work from three to four. Because of
the increase in redistricting litigation that will result from the census, we will not be able to reallocate
secretarial resources within the Section. We are therefore requesting one clerical position for a three-
year term.

In FY 2004 we expect to be able to begin to reduce the staff Ing devoted to redistricting litigation. The
paralegals and secretary are requested as term positions.

An increase of $850,000 is requested for additional contractor support for the Geographic Information System
101S). This additional support will be used to assist the Section staff in developing alternative
redistricting plans and to convert plans received on paper maps into a digital format. This contract
support will be phased in durir.j FY 2001 with three contractors in the first quarter, two additional
contractors in the second quarter. and the final two coming on board in the third quarter for a total of
seven. The seven contractors are expected to continue throughout PY 2002 and TY 2003 at a cost of $1.1
million is FY 2002 and $1.2 million in PY 2003. At that time, the number of contractors will be reduced as
th. nuwmbar of redietrIctimg aubciasiona slows. without this. support, -the Arawing of alternative plans will
be curtailed, negatively impacting thie Section's ability to complete their analysis of redistricting plans.
Conversion of paper maps to the G!,; is a critical activity. Without this support, it will be impossible to
provide timely GIS support to tV;e Section.

SECTION S.. Technolngv Upgrade

An increase of $230,000 is requested for 85 Intel-based dual processor Workstations with 21 inch monitors
for the Section and support staff to handle the analytical processing requirements resulting from the
redistricting workload from the 2000 Census. These machines will necessarily be the current workstation-
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level PC available in the marketplace in 2001. This level of performance is required because of the
extremely high computational and graphics capabilities needed to run Geographic Information System software
that will quickly compute and display the massive amounts of data needed for state-wide redistricting plans.
Standard office automation PCs will not be capable of running this software and handling the data
requirements of the software. In addition, these Workstations will be used to facilitate delivery of the
Section imaging system to all of the desktop. in the Section. Currently, imaging users must go to dedicated
workstations to access information from the imaging system which slows down the processing of Section S
submissions. Failure to provide this level of computing power for the analysis of redistricting plan will
cause delays in the processing of submissions due to performance problems and endanger the Section's
ability to respond within the statutory 60-day deadline.

The ramifications of our not receiving the Increased funding are severe. We would have to seriously curtail
our other rights enforcement litigation and severely limit our election coverage program under the VRA.
This request would help further the goals of the Attorney General's Strategic Plan, under which increasing
compliance with civil rights laws in the area of is a priority.

M4ULTI -AIVT PROORAN CHANGE

The Section is also seeking $334,000 for Litigation Support activities. Narrative information is contained
in the Multi-Activity justification.

Permi. Amount
RL Em 900

Employment Litigation
2000 Appropriation Enacted 62 61 $6,524
2001 Base 62 61 6,644
2001 Estimate fa Al 7.210

Increase/Decrease 3 2 366

RAREPSODAN ERCIPTION: The Emloyment Litigation Section enforce@ against state and local government
employers the provisions of:

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, a amended by the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972;
the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1976; the Civil Rights Act of 1991; and, other federal laws,
orders and regulations prohibiting_ employment practices that discriminate on grounds of race, sex,
religion, and national origin.

The Section also represents other federal agencies that are sued in relation to their enforcement of federal
affirmative action programs and equal employment opportunity laws and regulations.

In FT 1999. the Section filed eight Title VII complaints, settled 7 Title VII cases, obtained 24 out-of-
court settlements of Title VII charges and recordkeeping violations, and handled eight new cases implicating
the constitutionality or lawfulness of federal statutes or programs.
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The Section's pattern or practice litigation often result. in systemic changes to defendants, employment
practices and serves as a signal to other employer, to review voluntarily their practices to determine
compliance with Title VII. Importantly, this litigation provides substantial make-whole relief, in the form
of back pay, jobs, pensions and seniority, to large numbers of victims of discrimination. Under this
authority, the Section has challenged, for example:

s the hiring and/or testing practices of state and local police and fire departments as being not job-
related and consistent with business necessity and discriminatory against minorities and/or females;

" the hiring and assignment practices of state and county penal institutions that discriminate against
female applicants for correction officer positions and female incumbent employees in assignment and
promotion practices;

* the ineffective and inadequate handling of sexual and racial harassment complaints by state and local
employers;

a gender segregation and discrimination in pay against women in non-traditional public service jobs,
and,

s discrimination in pay and benefits against ethnic minorities.

because pattern or practice cases frequently affect the rights of hundreds of victims, a great deal of
attention is given to identifying and providing make-whole relief to victims of discrimination in
proceedings coiiuionly referred to as "Stage 110. The Section frequently obtains jobs with retroactive
seniority for victims of hiring and promotion discrimination. For example, during FTY 1999 the Section filed
its report on individual Stage II relief in Unitad State. v- Rast faton &=c oisaaPrihSho

Haaxd. In that case, the School board denied female employees access to higher paying jobs as janitors,
just because they were women. in resolution of our suit, a $95,000 back pay fund was disbursed to 56
claimants, and ten women were offered higher paying positions. In United States v.taSaeofAkna
Department of cogratio, more than $7.6 million in back pay was distributed to 910 femiales who were denied
employment opportunities because of their sex. During the year, an additional $350,000 in beck pay was
distributed to claimants in antd States v- Orlaans Pariah Sherif. The decree in that case, which was
entosed-Aanuary 1997, provide, for the payment of $2,000,000 over a five-year period to 343 claimants.

As directed by the Fourth Circuit, in September 1999 the district court entered a consent decree, that had
originally been agreed to in 1995, in United States y_ orthcrln lnrin fCrat ta The
decree provides for payment by the State of $5.5 million in back pay to a yet to be determined nmber of
women who had unlawfully been denied correctional officer positions or promotions, priority hiring of up to
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464 female correctional officers; priority promotion of 35 female correctional officers; retroactive
seniority; and pension relief.

The Section continues to work cooperatively with a number of state and local governments to implement police
officer, fire fighter and other employment examinations that have been demonstrated to be job-related and
which minimize, to the extent possible, adverse impact on women and minorities. Section staff have made
substantial outreach efforts during the fiscal year to educate law enforcement and tire fighter
organizations of the availability of new selection criteria. This effort has particular applicability to
law enforcement organizations in light of their need to select police officers who possess the appropriate
personality traits. It is our belief that job-related selection criteria can screen out police officer
candidates who are likely to use undue force or engage in other inappropriate behavior. In United states v-
RpfleilU.., we worked with the City to develop a new selection procedure for entry-level police officers
that included many of the selection criteria we have been advocating. During the past year we have also
worked with Jefferson County, Alabama, the State of New Jersey, Suffolk County, New York, Buffalo, New York
and Milwaukee, Wisconsin to develop new selection procedures for protective service positions.

The Section also enforces Title VII by filing suits based upon individual charges of discrimination referred
to the Department of Justice by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Charges are filed with the
EEOC by individuals who believe that they were unlawfully denied employment opportunity or otherwise
discriminated against by a state or local government employer. If, after investigation, the 82OC determines*
that a charge has merit and efforts to obtain voluntary compliance are unsuccessful, the EEOC refers it to
the Department of Justice for litigation consideration. In FY 1999 the Section received 573 such referrals
and commenced thirty investigation of charges with litigation potential. only the Department of Justice has
authority to initiate litigation against state and local government employers under Title VII.

While small in scope when compared to pattern or practice suits, these are cases that might not be pursued
without the Section's participation and they often address types of discrimination that may not be
remediable through pattern or practice suits. For example, suits initiated under this authority have
involved Allegations of harassment, retaliation, failure to promote, discrimination on the basis of
pregnancy, religious discrimination and unlawful discharge. During Fiscal 1999, we obtained a consent
decree in United States v. Willis. Texca. There, a black employee of the city's police department had been
subjected to racial harassment and his white supervisor retaliated against for assisting the employee. The
City agreed to pay the employee $25,000, and the supervisor $35,000. in United Statg&_yv Hamshira Conunty,
Went igginia, we obtained a settlement agreement providing $35,000 in relief to a female applicant who wa

noot hired for position aa a jailer for which she was very well qualified. In Uria Sae v Sheriff mf
McClennan County. Texas, the consent decree approved by the court requires the Sheriff's Department to
provide compensatory Field Deputy training to eligible female employees who had unlawfully bean denied such
training.
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Ne also seek to resolve allegations of discrimination 01 rough alternative means, without Involving the
courts. Such resolutions are appropriate where it is determined that neither injunctive relief nor court
supervision Is needed to remedy violations of the 1aw and to provide full relief to the victims. inl FY
1999, for example, ye entered into a settlement agreemnt with a Georgia county, resolving two
discrimination charges. one charge alleged that the county's Department of Public Works had discriminated
against an employee on the basis of her sex by failing to promote her. The second charged alleged that the
county retaliated against the employee by failing to hire her for several subsequent promotional
opportunities. Under the out of court agreement resolving both charges, the county agreed to promote the
charging party immeediately and to provide monetary relief. In another out of court settlement, the charging
party alleged that an Ohio County Juvenile Court denied him a reasonable accommsodation of his religious
beliefs and practices as a Jehovah's Witness end as a result, he was forced to resign. The settlement
provided the charging party with a monetary settlement, as-he vas not interested in reinstatement.

During FY 1999, the Section also had 25 suits authorized against state and local government seeking
compliance with reporting requirements under 1 109 of Title VII. Section 709 and its implementing
regulations require jurisdictions subject to Title VII to file reports with maintain and file with the ZDOC
records so that compliance with the statute may be evaluated. As a result of our involvement, each of the
2S delinquent jurisdictions has come into compliance.

Another important aspect of enforcing Title VII and addressing ongoing employment discrimination is the
Section's commitment to monitoring compliance with almost 100 extant pattern or practice decreeal seeking-.
supplemental relief or orders to enforce; where necessary, defending third party challee to their
efficacy and lawfulness; and seeking dissolution of decrees when their purposes have been accomplished. The
Section devotes substantial resources to thia effort. Recently, for example, after discovery and an
evidentiary hearing, we obtained an order prohibiting the City of Belleville, Illinois from violating the
terms of a consent decree. We also obtained $121,419 in supplemental beckpey for a claimant ia a"..
Commngalth of Mas~ua~. The backpay amount reflects the claimant's backpay and interest losses from
May. 1992, when she should have been hired as a correctional officer, to March, 1996, when she was finally
offered the position.

The Section issues notices of right-to-mue to individuals who have filed charges of employment
discrimination vith the SCOC under Title VII and Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act against
state or local government employers. In FY 1999, 4,326 notices of right-to-sue were issued.

The Section is responsible for representing federal agencies in litigation that challenges the lawfulness of
their affirmative action programs. The Supreme Court's decision in Adrn oa~ re. nee-. v en, 515
U.S. 200 (199S), clarified the standard by which the lawfulness of congressionally authorized programs that
provide a racial preference are to be evaluated. In Fiscal 1999, the Section handled nine new lawsuits and
one matter that raised AdALOW issues. in post-I&darw~g litigation, we have responded to applications for
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temporary restraining orders, motions for preliminary injunction, filed and responded to motions for siammry
judgment, and conducted evidentiary hearing.

Amount

Employment Litigation 3 2 $366
Enforcement & Prevention 3 2 189

Multi-Activity--Litigation Support .. .. 177

The Employment Litigation Section requests an increase of three positions (two attorneys and one clerical),
two FTE workyears and $189,000 in order to maintain vigorous and effective enforcement of Title VII. This
increase is required because of the demands placed on attorney resources by: (1) an increase in the number
of referrals of charges from the Equal Employment Opportunity coqtision (EEOC) with recoemmendations that
litigation be initiated, and (2) the large number of complex defensive cases the Section is called upon to
handle. In particular, the demands placed upon the Section by defensive litigation have resulted in
personnel being diverted from investigating and litigating affirmative Title VII cases. As a result, the
enforcement of Title VII has suffered and has been less effective than it should be. This is a particularly
important time to maintain a viable and effective Title VII program, especially with regard to pattern or
practice investigations involving public safety agencies. The Section's pattern or practice program is
designed to encourage law enforcement organizations to self-analyze their employment practices so that
individuals with the requisite qualifications, skills and temperament are hired to be police officers. The
Section believes that many problems rcently experienced by law enforcement agencies, such as the undue use
of force, can be prevented by using more job-related selection instruments.

The EEOC has streamlined its processing of individual charges of discrimination. The net effect of those
changes is that during FY 1999 the EEOC referred more than 500 charges to us, up from just 253 referrals in
FY 1993. While not all referrals are accompanied by a recommendation for litigation, many are, and because
of the lack of attorney availability we unable to investigate a number of potential referrals. These
referrals often involve unique issues of law that go unremedied without the participation of the United
States. Since July 1995, the Section has seen its defensive caseload increase dramatically, from loe than
one or two defensive cases a year to an average of ten or more ca-es annually. The single most important
factor for this increase was the Su.preme Court's decision in Adarand construrors Inc- v._P55., 515 U.S. 200
(1995). These post-dXad~ cases raise complex and important issues of constitutional law, and staffing
them requires an intensive commitment of attorney resources. Moreover, we anticipate an increase in post-
Adaxrand cases because federal agencies recently have promulgated new regulations designed to "narrowly*
tailor their statutory affirmative action programs. In our experience, substantive changes to regulations
lead to new and complex challenges. indeed, we have already had two such challenges. Another important



factor that has resulted In an increase in defensive litigation are challenges to the authority of the
office of Federal Contract compliance Programs of the Department of Labor to enforce executive Order 11246
and Section S03 of the Rehabilitation Act. in the past, such challenges were rare. Now the section
routinely receives three or four challenges a year.

The Section believes that an increase of two attorney positions will permit it to enhance its Title V11
enforcement if its defensive litigation caseload remains stable, as aniticipated.. An increase in one
clerical position is necessary to support the additional attorney positions.

The Section is also seeking $177,000 for Litigation Support activities. Narrative information is contained
in the Multi-Activity justification.

Peru. himxt
2m. M (60

Coordination and Review
2000 Appropriation Rnacted 22 20 $3,05
2001 Sase 22 21 3,335
2001 UStimate 21 U. 3-52

Increase/Decrease 3 3 153

m~z ~snma nacal~ra: The Section enforces executive Order 12250, which directs the Attorney General to
coordinate the enforcement of the various civil rights statutes that prohibit discrimination in federally
assisted programs. Twenty-eight agencies administer hundreds of programs that provide funds, technical
assistance, training, and other assistance to State and local governments and private organizations. Theae
recipients, in Lurn, operate program that deliver services end benefits to individuals in broad and diverse
areas that impact the lives of all Americans, such as education; health care, social services and welfare
transportation and infrastructure; natural resources end the environment: park@aend recreation, agriculture
and nutrition, housing and comnity development, emloyment and job training, and, law enforcement and the
administration of justice. Bach federal agency is responsible for assuring that its recipients do not
discriminate in their ume of federal funds. The Section provides policy guidance, coordination, technical
assistance, and traini7V, in order to assure the effective and consistent enforcement of these grat-related
statutes and to eliminate overlap and duplication where it may Occur.

The section coordinates the enforcement of two major statutes: Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1944,
which prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin in federally ssisted
programs, and Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of
sex in federally waitedd education programs. The Section also coordinates the enforcement of the
nondiscrimination provisions of more than G0 program-specific statutes, which prohibit discrimination on the
basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or religion.



The Section also undertakes administrative enforcement activities to strengthen the Department of Justice's
(0033 enforcement of theme statutes in its own federally assisted programs. Under agreements with the
Office of Justice Programs 4OJP) and the Criminal Division, the Section conducts compliance reviews and
investigate, complaints of discrimination in services on the basi, of race, color, national origin, sex,
religion, or age against Doi recipients. Most of these complaints involve allegations of discrimination and
misconduct by police departments. The Section continues to participate in the Doi police misconduct
initiative and assists in setting policy and establishing investigative approaches in this top priority area
of Doi enforcement.

The Section continues to implement President Clinton's announced plans to reinvigorate the enforcement of
Title IX, In 19599 the Section coordinated the publication of a joint proposed Title IX regulation by the
24 agencies that do not have Title IX regulations. The Section will coordinate the issuance of a final
regulation late in 2000 after completion of the review and comment period. The Section also will coordinate
the negotiation of a delegation agreement it developed between the Departments of Education (ED), Health and
Human Services (1045k and Veterans Affairs (VA),* and other granting agencies, concerning the referral of
Title IX and Title VI complaints against recipients funded by more than one federal agency to ED, HHS, or
VA, following the completion of the regulatory process late in 2000.

In 1999, the Section widely made available its new, comprehensive Title VI legal and investigation
procedures manuals, including on the Division's Internet web site. The legal manual addresses the legal
principles and issues, from a federal agency perspective, regarding the enforcement of Title VI and received 0
approval to distribute them to agencies in draft form. The investigation procedures manual, which can be
used as a model for federal agencies with Title VI enforcement responsibilities, includes sample
investigatory products such as letters of findings and settlement agreements. The documents also are used in
the Section's intensive program of Title VI training and technical assistance, which was inaugurated in
1996. This program uses hands-on small group workshops and is customized with examples relevant to the
participating agencies. This well-received training program is fully subscribed through 2000, and the
federal agencies' need for training continues to exceed the Section's resources available to provide it.

The Section continues to publish the Civil Sihi ou, a quarterly newsletter covering policies,
practices, and legal and programmatic developments, that is distributed to more than 6,000 federal civil
rights personnel, civil rights and community organizations, and the public. The Section also continues to
exhibit at national conventions of civil rights, community and beneficiary groups, providing material and
information about the Division's enforcement activities.

In 1999, the Division Issued a major Policy Guidance Document entitled "The Enforcement of Title' VI of the
Civil Rights Act and Related Statutes in Block-grant Type Programs.0 it is anticipated that in 2000 the
Division will issue several other Policy Guidance Documents developed by the Section.

In 2000, the Section will review Title VI and Title IX enforcement plans from the federal funding agencies,
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as required by the Uxtecutive order. These plans include agency enforcement goals and priorities, planned
activities, progress reports, and workload and performance data.

In 1999, the Section undertook an intensive review of Title VI enforcement program of the Department of
Transportation's Federal Highway Administration, which will be completed in 2000. In 1999, the section also
provided technical assistance to the General Services Administration to implement the recommendations
continued In a Technical Assistance Review of that agency that was completed earlier. The Section will
undertake two to three additional Technical Assistance Reviews of a federal agency's enforcement programs in
2001.

The Section undertook activities to strengthen the enforcement of Title VI and related statutes in DO.Vs own
federally assisted programs. The addition of two attorneys in 2000 to focus on the investigation of complex
police misconduct cases is anticipated to result in an increase in case closures, from 155 in 1999, to an
estimated 313 in 2000, and an estimated 250 in 2001, despite a continuing increase in new complaints files,
up from ISO in 1999 to an estimated 200 in 2000, and 250 in 2001. In 1999, the Section also developed and
distributed over 15,000 brochures describing the various criminal and civil statutes that address police
misconduct. The Section further anticipates that several additional memorandums of understanding will be
negotiated in 2000 and 2001 with other DOJ funding components (e.g., the F3I and the Marshals service) thus
increasing the Section's investigation and compliance review workload. The Section also may begin
investigating Title IX complaints for DOJ components in 2001.

fl~3hM~&01
Amount

Coordination and Review 3 2 $159

The Coordination and Review Section requests a program increase of three positions (two attorneys and one
program specialist). two workyears and $159,000 to- (a) provide training to federal agencies, and state and
local governments, on the legal requirements and investigatory techniques applicable under Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in federally assisted
education programs, and 1b) to perform two to three additional intensive Technical Assistance Reviews of
Federal agency civil rights enforcement programs and to increase coordination. efforts of recipients that are
funded by more than one Federal agency.

In 1993, the Section undertook a highly successful and well-received ongoing program of legal and
investigatory training for federal agencies on the requirements of Title VI. Based on this experience, the
section wants to be able to respond to these agencies in a similar fashion as they look to the Department of
Justice to provide training on the legal principles and requirements of Title IX, and on the investigatory
processes an procedures needed to conduct an effective Title Ix compliance program.
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With the anticipated issuance in late 2000 of final joint Title IX regulations by the 24 federal agencies
that do not have implementing regulations, these agencies will begin in earnest to develop a comprehensive
Title IX compliance program. They will need to train their civil rights staffs and program personnel on
Title Ivas legal requirements, and on their specific compliance and enforcement responsibilities. This
increase will provide for the development of such training, and for the training of trainers to maximize the
number of course offerings available to federal agencies and their recipients.

This increase will allow the Section to perform two to three additional intensive Technical Assistance
Reviews of Federal agency civil rights enforcement programs. These reviews are designed to identify
policies and practices that agencies are using which are successful, and to uncover problem. COR provides
assistance to rectify discovered problems in civil rights enforcement programs, and shares recommendations
and successful policies and practices, as appropriate. in addition, the increase will allow COR to
coordinate more cases when complaints are filed against recipients that receive funds from more than one
Federal agency. Agencies often ask COR for assistance in coordinating multifunded recipient cases as
agencies may disagree on approaches, remedies, etc. COR will be able to respond to more of these requests
with the increase.-

if the Section does not receive these resources in 2001, its exercise of the government-wide coordination
responsibilities under Executive Order 12250 will be substantially hampered. Specifically, the Section
would be unable to develop and offer initial Title IX training to those federal funding agencies who need
training and technical assistance as they set up their own Title IX enforcement programs. Further, the
Section would be unable to expand its Technical Assistance reviews of agencies end coordination of multi-
funded complaints.

Perm. Amount
ksut M BO

Mousing and Civil Enforcement
2000 Appropriation Enacted 107 90 $11,600
2001 Dame 107 102 13,367
2001 Estimate 10. int IIJ.A
Increase/Decrease ... ... 291

easE DOO DESRfIPTrION: This Section enforces federal statutes prohibiting discrimination in housing,
consumer credit, and public accommodations. Enforcement responsibility in this area includes:

- - The Fair Mousing Act of 1968, as amended by the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1986. The 1968 Act
prohibits discrimination in housing on the basis c~f race, color, religion and national origin. In
1974, this was amended to add sex as a protected class, and the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1986
added disability and familial status as protected classes. The 1961 Amendments Act also substaLntially
expanded the Section's enforcement authority to combat housing discrimination by enabling it for the
first time: 11) to initiate cases, after referral from the Department of Housing and Urban Development



(HUD), on behalf on individuals who have been discriminated against, and (2) to seek both actual and
punitive damages for aggrieved individuals in both the HWO-referred cases an well as in the pattern or
practice coses the Section has had authority to bring since 1969, as well as civil penalties in
pattern or practice cases.

-The Equal Credit Opportunity Act, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin, sex, marital status, ago, or on the basis that an applicant's income is
from public assistance, in all credit transactional and

-Title 11 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of race,
color, religion or national origin In certain public accommodations, such as restaurants. hotels and
motte, and places of entertainment.

After the 1986 amendments to the Fair Housing Act, which became effective in 1999, enforcement activity of
the Section increased dramatically, with case filings increasing as much as ten-fold from pre-1969. A major
portion of the increased enforcement activity since 1989 was the result of referrals required by the 1983
Amendments of cases Involving individual cases of discrimination from the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) which require case filings by the Section -- known as election cases because the Act.
permits parties to such MMD proceedings to elect to have HUD findings of reasonable cause litigated in
federal court.

The Section has discretionary authority to bring broader, higher-impact cases when the Attorney General -
determines there is reasonable cause to believe that persons have engaged in a pattern or practice of
illegal discrimination or have denied a group of persons rights guaranteed under the Act and such denial
raises an issue of general public importance. in addition, the amended Act requires MUD to refer to the
Attorney General pattern or practice cases, as well a any cases Involving alleged discrimination in zoning
and land use decisions; the Section has discretion as to whether or not the referral warrants the filing of
a lawsuit. Because of their broader impact and the independent authority conferred on the Attorney General,
the discretionary pattern or practice case filings are the highest priority of the Section and the mot
important that it brings.

In recent years, many cases in this discretionary category have been developed as the result of the
following important Initiatives: (1) the fair housing testing initiative, established in 1992 to increase
the ability of the Section to combat discrimination In all parts of the country, especially race and
national origin discrimination; (2) the fair lending program, designed to combat discrimination in lending,
especially mortgage lending since initiating this program, the Section has received an increase in
referrals of matters from bank regulatory agencies which also have responsibility for enforcing the fair
lending lawe), (3) cases attacking property insurance discrimination; and, (4) cases to enforce the
disability accessibility provisions of the Fair Housing Act.

In its teat ing program, the Section employs fair housing testing coordinators who plan such investigations
and have trained amy persons in the Department who have volunteered to be testers, Testers, are individuals



who, without the intent to rent or buy a dwelling, posne am renters or purchasers for tha purpose of
collecting evidence concerning whether or not unlawful housing discrimination is occurring. Since the
paussage of the Fair Housing Act in 1968, fair housing testing has been a major tool for gathering evidence
of housing discrimination. Since its creation in 1992 through FY 1999, the Department's testing program has
resulted in the filing of S9 pattern or practice cases, ten of which ware filed in FY 1999. it has proved
to be a very cost effective enforcement mechanic. As of the end of FT 1999, 55 of the 59 cames had been
resolved and the total monetary relief obtained in theme cases is over $6.4 million. In the view of a 1997
report by a bipartisan private organization established to monitor civil right. enforcement, this testing
program has been 'a remarkable success story, which ham enabled the Department to better fulfill its mission
of enforcing the Fair Housing Act from coast to coast.

The fair lending and property insurance initiatives involve some of the most complex investigation and
litigation in the Civil Rights Division, and have required very significant resources. Cases in both areas
have had a significant impact on improving both lending opportunities for minorities and the availability of
property insurance in predominantly minority communities. For example, a Wall Street Journal article
published In early 1996 made note of this progress, emphasizing more vigorous enforcement of fajx.rAending
laws by both the Justice Department and the bank regulatory agencies. The Housing Section's enforcement
program ham been in the forefront of this federal effort. Since 1992, 15 cases have been initisted
attacking discrimination by financial institutions In the underwriting, marketing and pricing of loans,
including one In FY 1990 and one in FY 1999. All but one of these cases have been resolved by consent
decrees in which over $36 million in monetary relief has been obtained. -

00
In the last two year., the Section ham increased efforts to enforce the accemsibility provisions of the Act.
During FT 1996 and FT 1999, we tiled 18 pattern or practice cases alleging violations of these provisions.
Four of these cases, and several case. filed the previous year, ware settled by consent decrees in FT 1998.
In addition, out-of-court settlements ware reached in a number of other matters. The consent orders and
other settlements have contained important remedial principles and standards for cames such as these. In 10
court settlement. filed in PT 1999. we obtained over $1,000,000 in monetary relief to compensate victim* of
discrimination and provide for increased housing accessibility through, among other things, retrofitting of
existing unit. and construction of new units. Included in the out-of-court settlements was one with one of
the nation's largest homebuilders -- the Pulte Corporation.

The Section's enforcement program ham also achieved several other significant accomplishments. The Section
filed 19 pattern or practice cases in FT 1999. Consent decrees obtained in FY 1999 in pattern or practice
case. have been especially significant. In a lawsuit combined with private litigation alleging egregious
racial harassment of tenants by the Boston Housing Authority, we obtained important injunctive relief as
wall as $1.5 million in monetary relief. In a Moead case alleging race and familial status discrimination
in the rental of apartment units, we obtained $397,500 in damages for victims of discrimination and civil
penaltiem. In a came referred to the Department by a federal financial regulatory agency, we obtained
$600.000 in civil penalties for that agency for ECQA and other legal violations. In New Orleans, we
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obtained important injunctive relief and $180,000 in damages and civil penalties against an apartment
locator service that we alleged engaged in racial discrimination. in a race discrimination case against a
Richmiond, Virginia landlord, we obtained $475,000 in damages for discrimination victim and civil penalties.
in Idaho, in a lawsuit against a large landlord, we obtained a settlement providing for injunctive relief
and $105.000 in monetary relief for victims of alleged familial status discrimination.

In 2000 and 2001, the Section will continue to place emphasis on initiating broad pattern or practice cases.
primarily In the four high-priority programs discussed above. Moat of the non-discretionary cases referred
from HUD will continue to be handled by local U.S. Attorneys, offices pursuant to the Attorney General's
1993 directive designed to involve these offices in the responsibility for litigating fair housing cases.
This program has been very successful. A smooth and efficient working relationship is now in place between
the Sect ion and the various U.S. Attorney offices, and we expect increased participation of these offices in
fair housing enforcement in the future.
The program's activity is consistent with priorities for fair housing, fair lending, the emphasis of pattern
or practice cases to pursue effective remedies within existing laws, and the active participation of U.S.
Attorneys In enforcement actions, as set forth in the Doi strategic Plan.

~enaamcmaiA
Amount

22. EM (on
Rousing and Civil Knforcement ... ... $291

Fair Lending ... .. 250
M4ulti-Activity- -Litigation Support ... ... 41

The Housing and Civil Rnforcement Section requests $250,000 in funding enhancement for computer software and
contracts to assist in analysis of files of financial Institutions. we have found that fair lendin
invest igat ions require probably the most intensive docustent review process and statistical analysis in the
Division. The enhancement seeks additional resources to assist in examining records of lendin
inatituciona. including (1) Lhe purchase of computer software which will greatly increase the staff's
ability to examine bank records more quickly and efficiently, and 12) the contracting with outside experts
who specialize in the examination and, analysis of such records. we have had som experience with such
resources in the past and have found that they are both of significant asistance to staff analysis of
records, as well as providing a resource which is more efficient than doing the required review and analysis
with full-tim staff.

Fair lending enforcemet is a high priority in the Division's enforcement program. The Section ha had
significant impact on attacking discrimination in the fair leading area. In order to continue to meet this
important Division priority and to increase the deterrent effect on discrimination in this area, It is
crucial that the Section receive the requested enhancement. Without such enhancement, achievement of
increased enforcement in the high priority area of fair lending will be impedied.



The Section is also seeking $41,000 for Litigation Support activities. Narrative information in contained
-in the Multi-Activity justification.

Perm. Amount

Educational Orge~.rtwnities
2000 Appropriation Enacted 36 34 $3,589
2001 Base 36 37 4,049
2001 Estimate 12 U. 4,237.

Increase/Decrease 3 2 189

BE PROGR1 DESCRIPTION: The Educational Opportunities Litigation Section enforces Federal statutes which
prohibit discrimination in public elementary and secondary schools and public colleges and universities.
Section enforcement responsibilities include:

Title IV of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which provides that the Attorney General may initiate legal
proceedings to further orderly desegregation Mi upon receiving a complaint from a parent that his or
her minor children are denied equal protection of the law by public school officials; and, (ii) with
respect to public institutions of higher learning, upon receiving a meritorious written complaint
alleging that a student has been denied admission to or the opportunity to continue in attendance at a
public college or university on account of the student's race, sex, national origin, color, religion;

Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974, which prohibits school officials from denying students
equal educational opportunities on account of race, color, national origin, and sex, this includes the
failure to provide non and limited English speaking students appropriate service to enable them to
participate in the educational program;

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits school districts and institutions of higher
education that receive federal funds from discriminating on the basis of race or national origin in a
program or activity, upon receiving a proper referral from the U.S. Department of Education, Office
for Civil Rights (OCR); and,

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which prohibits school districts and institutions of
higher education that receive federal funds from discriminating on the basis of gender, upon receiving
a proper referral from OCR;

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), and
Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), which require that public school officials



provide handicapped and disabled students appropriate educational opportunities, upon receiving a
proper referral from OCR, and Title III of the ADA with prohibits similar discrimination in private
schools.

Am reflected in previous submissions, the Section continues to maintain a large non-discretionary workload
and, therefore, is limited in the use of its resources. TY 1999 was a typical year for the Section.
If forts were focused on monitoring the more than 500 school districts covered by desegregation orders in
over 212 desegregation cases in which the United States in a party, and responding to motions, citizen
complaints, and court orders. To ensure that distr4cts comply with their obligations, the Section
investigates complaints regarding student assignment*, faculty hiring and assignment, tha availability of
equitable facilities and programs, and the allocation of district resources. The Section responded to 220
citizen inquiries and 30 Congressional inquiries or referrals regarding complaints of discrimination. The
Section also responded to numerous motions and requests by school districts to modify existing court orders.
The Section also responded to several requests by school districts for a declaration of unitary status and
has initiated a review of 20 cases, at the request of courts, to determine whether the school districts have
achieved unitary status and should be dismissed.

As a result of its activities in FY 1999, the Section obtained significant results in several cases. For
example, the Section intervened in C143 and United States v. Denver Public Schooln, and negotiated a consent
decree providing for services to 14,000 non and limited English speaking students. The relief includes an
enhanced curriculum, additional materials and resource., and monitoring to ensure compliance. The Section
also settled the longstanding St. Louis school desegregation case, Liddall and''ie Sae v. lmcd~.QL
Education of the City of St ,Louis. The settlement agreement reached in that cas provided for
desegregation transfer opportunities for approximately 9000 city students, new facilities in the city in
excess of $200 million, and funds to continue arid expand remedial programs, including pro-school, full day
kindergarten, a desirable class sizes at a cost of approximately $60 million per year for ten years. In
addition, the Section was able to enter into a consent order with the East Baton Rouge Parish, Louisiana
Parish school district which ensures that Parish's virtually all-black schools obtain technological
enhancements in a timely fashion. The section also has undertaken reviews of 16 school districts in
Alabama, in which over 117,000 students attend school, and in which we sent issues letters setting out areas
that need to be addressed. We also litigated several-come, including Madison, Mississippi, where we are
awaiting a decision, and In Virginia Military Institute and Midland, Texas, where we persuaded the court to
retain jurisdiction of the cases.

This Section has a large non-discretionary workload because we are responsible for monitoring and
enforcement in approximately 500 elementary and secondary school districts and four statewide syetsms of
higher education which operate pursuant to court orders in cases in which the United States is a party.
Accordingly, we commit approximately s0% of the attorney staff resources to activities such as responding to
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motions from school district. for unitary status, motions from parties seeking to intervene, or motions for
modifications of the extant desegregation plans to accommodate new school construction, overcrowding,
underutilization, magnet schools or other issues. The remaining resources are devoted to other Division
priority issues much am gender equity, disability rights, equal access to educational opportunities, arnd
issues affecting non and limited English speaking students. We also expend resources coordinating our
enforcement ef forts with those of allied federal agencies and/or other sections in the Civil Rights Division
to ensure that there im no overlap of efforts causing undue burdens on the school districts.

we anticipate an increase in the number of motions for unitary status. In addition to school districts
seeking such status on their own, the courts are requiring that we review and determine whether school
districts have achieved unitary status and, if not, put th 'e district on track to achieve that end.
Currently, we are reviewing more than 25 districts, as well as ten trade schools and junior colleges
regarding unitary statue. These activities are not insubstantial and compete with planned new initiatives.
We anticipate-a continuing stream of future directives from the courts as well as direct requests from
school districts seeking unitary status. The timing of these requests during the year cannot be predicted.
Review of these cases, which are usually multi-party cases, is labor intensive involving issues of student
and faculty assignment, employment, facilities, transportation, extra curricular activities as well as
quality of education issues. The cases usually require extensive negotiations and in some instances, a
trial.

PROGRAM CHANGES:
Amount

- ki E .(L000

Educational Opportunities 3 2 $159

The Section seeks an additional three positions, three workyears. Specifically, we artf requesting an
increase of two attorney positions and one paralegal specialist positions. This request is consistent with
the Department of Justice Strategic Plan to improve educational opportunities by expanding programs that
promote compliance with the country's civil rights laws in priority areas such as education, and obtaining
effective remedies within existing laws. Such efforts include combating: discriminatory student assignment,
including within school assignments to special education, gifted and talented programs and higher-level
academic programs; sexual and racial harassment; and the misuse of tests. The efforts also include ensuring
non-discrimination in emerging areas such as appropriate test use and pursuing statewide initiatives by
working cooperatively with other federal agencies, state departments of education and state attorneys
general, as well as coordinating enforcement activities with other sections within the Division.

The additional persons requested will assist the Section in meeting the Division's objectives, by meeting
our non discretionary responsibilities while taking a pro-active approach in reviewing our existing docket
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of case. and also addressing the emerging civil rights Issues with respect to teat ing requirements for
graduation, approaching, on a statewide basis. the disproportionate assignment of minorities to special
education and under representation of minorities in gifted and talented programs, pursuing anticipated
referrals from the Department of Education regarding the individual, with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA),
involving the rights of the handicapped.

The issue of the discriminatory use of tests and resource comparability are also on the horizon as more and
more states institute graduation and promotion standard. that include testing. We attend conferences where
the adverse impact of theme tests are discussed and it is anticipated that litigation will arise challenging
the use of tests. Such challenge. may include attacks based on the inadequate preparation provided by
racially segregated elementary and secondary schools and lack of resources provided to those schools. A
related issue is whether there is equitable access to higher level academic programs either between schools
within a district or within the same schools which would better prepare students for these teats as well as
for posnt-secondary education. Currently, we do not have the necessary resources to address this issue. In
addition, we are currently developing a statewide approach to dealing with issues regarding disproportionate
assignment of minority students to certain special education tracks and under representation of minority
students to gifted and talented programs. Increased personnel will permit us to expand our efforts in this
area. We anticipate developing a statewide approach in an additional two states regarding special education
issues, and participating in a resources equity case during PY 2001.

The amended individuals with Disabilities Act (IDEA) now provides for referrals from the Department of
Education to the Division to prosecute any found violations of IDEA. This is new and should expand greatly
our workload. we are currently working with the Deportment of Education to coordinate these activities and

-providing DOE advice on the type of information we would need for a referral. We anticipate that referrals
will be forthcoming. Since the referrals may involve statewide practice., a substantial investment in
attorney time will be necessary. we anticipate participating in one review in FY 2001.

The Section has approximately 350 cases that are not currently assigned to attorneys. in many of these
cases, the school district is not required to report to the Court regarding its compliance with the court
order. The purpose of the case review project is to conduct a comprehensive review of those districts in a
systemic way to ensure that the district, are complying with their extant desegregation orders, obtain any
additional relief, if it is warranted, and to update and complete our files. The Section has also
established several working issue groups which focus the issues of affirmative action, Native-American and
language minority rights, disabilities, funding and resource comparability, Title IX and harassment, and
within school segregation. The purpose of the groups is to monitor current developments in these areas
including court cases, snd to develop, consistent with Division priorities, new case.. In addition, the
Section has also embarked on a major outreach project to ensure that interested person and organizations
sre aware of our authority to investigate and resolve civil rights violations. Efforts in this area should



result in our receiving con laints and our bringing new cases. The requested personnel will enable us to
intensify our efforts in these areas. We anticipate reviewing 40 inactive cases during FY 2001, should we
receive the requested enhancement.

The requested additional personnel will also better enable the Section to continue its efforts with regard
to ensuring that diversity say be maintained at both the elementary and secondary level and in institutions
of higher education. We anticipate continuing our participation in this area and anticipate participating
in at least one such case during the fiscal year.

The ramifications of not receiving any increased funding to address these new initiatives and maintain and
expend existing projects are significant. However, if fully funded we anticipate the results described
above, while maintaining our non-discretionary activities. once the programs are up and running fully, in
FY 2002 we anticipate ongoing results. These programs are intended to be ongoing.

The described activities and initiatives will also place a considerable demand on our limited support staff.
Much of the work will be fact intensive. The requested paralegal will relieve the anticipated workload on
our support staff and enable us to pursue these new initiatives.

we cannot overemphasize the importance of these program initiatives to the mission and orderly operation of
the Section and the Division. Moreover, they are consistent with the Attorney General's comitment to
improve educational opportunities for students at the elementary and secondary level, thus, facilitating
broader access of minority students to post secondary education. Finally, the allocation of the requested
resources for these endeavors will clearly demonstrate the Department's recognition of the President's
directive that education is the number one priority of the administration.

Perm. Amount

(Soo
Disability Rights

2000 Appropriation Enacted 92 91 $13,389

2001 Base 92 85 14,162
2001 Estimate la 22iLU

Increase/Decrease 26 12 2,394

RA&R PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) extends to people with disabilities the
promise of equal access to everyday life. Through its multi-faceted approach toward achieving compliance
with the ADA, this Section works to make this promise a reality. The Section's enforcement, certification,
regulatory, coordination, and technical assistance activities, required by the ADA, combined with an
innovative mediation program and a technical assistance grant program, provide a cost-effective and dynamic
approach for carrying out the ADA's mandates. The Section also carries out responsibilities under Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act, the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act, end Executive Order
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12250. Section activities affect six million businesses and non-profit agencies, 80,000 units of state and
local government, over 50 million people with disabilities, and over 100 other Federal agencies and
comsmissions in the Executive Branch.

Enforgement responsibilities cover a broad spectrum of potential actions to encourage individuals and
entities to comply with the requirements of the ADA. The Section seeks access under Titles 1, 11, and III
of the ADA. Under Title 1, the Section is the only government entity with authority to initiate litigation
against state and local government employers. Consequently we have intervened in cases where States are
arguing that it is unconstitutional for Congress to permit ADA lawsuits directly against State governments;
and, under Titles I and 11, have entered into litigation and complaint investigation that have resulted in
numerous formal and informal settlement agreements throughout the country against local governments whose
policies violated employment and access regulations. The Section also coordinates Title 11 administrative
enforcement by seven other agencies' and for the Department's own complaint investigation and compliance
review functions. The Section's efforts here result in hundreds of formal and informal resolutions of
individual complaints a year. Under Title 111. the Section initiates litigation where there is a pattern or
practice of discrimination or discrimination involving an issue of general public importance involving
public accommodations and commercial facilities. The resolution of these complaints has resulted in the
removal of physical barriers, the provision of auxiliary aids, and the elimination of discriminatory
policies in a wide variety of settings, including hotels, restaurants, retail stores, stadiums, town halls,
courts, and prisons. Recent accomplishments include Supreme Court decisions in Olmatead v. L.C_ and
Cleveland v. Policy M4anagement Systems. Inc- and settlement agreements with the City of Toledo, Ohio;
Greyhound; Holiday Inns; Avis Rent-A-Car; TrizecHahn Corporation; and the MGM4 Grand Hotel.

FY 2001 activities promise a continued mix of litigation (although litigation is resource intensive, it is
an essential tool for credible and efficient enforcement), amicus briefs, formal settlements and mediated
resolutions. FY 2001 priorities will focus on four areas, as detailed below under Program Changes. This
initiative seeks to improve convrmnity access, access to leisure and cultural activities, provide specific
law enforcement training, and continue the Sectionsa effective distribution of ADA compliance information.

Additionally, as it has since FY 1994, the Section will emphasize Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR). The
Section continues to operate a project to provide mediation services to resolve ADA complaint* filed with
the Section. This has provided such an efficient means of resolving complaints that in FY 1999 we switched
from a grant to contract mediation services, allowing us to greatly expand the program.

Under Section 308 of the ADA, staff continues to respond to requests from state and local jurisdictions

IODpartments of Agriculture. Education, Health and Human Services, Housing and Urban Developm.ent, Interior, Labor, and
Transportat ion.
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seeking certification that their building codes meet or exceed ADA accessibility requirements. Program
enhancements in FPY 2000 has allowed the Section to expend its activities in certification.

gxecu~tive Order 12250 requires the coordination of Federal enforcement of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act and other Federal statute@ that prohibit discrimination on the basis of disability in programs that
receive Federal financial assistance. In addition, the Section represents the Attorney General in her
statutory role as a member of the U.S. Architectural and Transportation Derriers Compliance Board (Access
board).

The Technical Assistance Program, mandated under Section S06 of the ADA, provides answers to questions and
free publications to businesses, state and local governments, people with disabilities, and the general
public. The Section's toll-free ADA information Line receives up to 160,000 calls a year. The Section
develops end disseminates free ADA publications; provided training at meetings nationwide; and reaches out
to audiences affected by the ADA including mayors, local Chambers of Coqmmerce, local disability
organizations, and more than six million businesses. The Section's technical assistance publications
include detailed technical assistance manuals addressing all aspects of Titles 11 and III of ADA, basic
Qusetion-and-Anawer booklets, and illustrated guides addressing specific topics. Publications can be
obtained 24 hours a day through a toll-free fax-on-demand service or electronically through the ADA Web
Site. This web site receives up to 130,000 hits a weesk. In FY 1999, the Section republished its guide for
smell businesses in Spanish and eight other languages, and published a fact sheet on providing assistance at
self-service gas stations.

Through its grant program, the Section works with trade associations and other groups to educate small
business owners, hotel and restaurant owners, builders, mayors or other government officials, law
enforcement officers, people with disabilities, and others. In FY 1999, the Section awarded a new grant to,
educate court personnel on the ADA and ensuring access to the courts. Through grants awarded in previous
years, the Section completed training materials for building contractors, a self-training guide for members
of historic preservation boards and commissions, as well as training materials for people with mental
retardation.

The Section also chairs an ADA Technical Assistance Coordinating Commaittee and reviews materials developed
by other agencies to ensure legal accuracy. In FY 1999, the Section initiated a project with the small
business Administration (SWA to disseminate ADA publications through local SBA Small Business Development
Councils, Women's Business Centers, District Offices, and other SBA forums, and disseminated information
about its ADA tax incentive packet to more that 6 million businesses through an IRS newsletter.

In FT 2001, the Section will build on its basic technical assistance services and, with a program
enhancemnt, will expand its efforts to educate people about the ADA in minority comznitios and in rural
areas.



Amount
Ut L1221

Disability Rights 26 12 $2,394
Rn forcement 22 10 1,308
Code Certification 2 1 143
Technical Assistance 2 1 602

Multi-Activity--Litigation Support .. .. 341

Enfocemnt - Puifilling The Promise of the Amricans With Disabilities Act

Overall, one priority of the Department's Strategic Plan is to *increase compliance with civil rights laws
in the areas of..persone with disabilities. - This request correlates closely with the Plan's first goal
of guaranteeing 'the civil rights of all Americans" by promoting compliance with our civil rights laws
through coordinating enforcaesnt actions, working with other Federal agencies, pursuing pattern and practice
cases, and continuing cooperation with U.S. Attorney offices.

The Section requests an increa6e of 51,308,000, which includes 22 positions (sight attorneys, eight
investigators, three paralegals, one legal technician, and two secretsries), "n 10 workysars in order to
target enforcmnt ef forts both in aroma in which the requirements of the Americans with Disabilit~is Act
(ADA) will take effect for the first time in FY 2001, s well as those in which we know that enforce sme nt has
been inadequate -- specifically in transportation, smployment, and access to cultural institutions. We term
this initiative Conmmunity and Cultural Access -- This effort will focus outreach and activities on removing
barriers that remain to basic community services for people with disabilities. Most Americans take for
granted the ability to use basic government services -- to call 911, to ride public transportation, to vote,
to seek and obtain public employment if qualified, or to fight a traffic ticket in court. Yet millions of
people with disabilities are not able to successfully participate in the life of their communities because
building architecture, conununication systems, public mass transit systems, and biased policies and practices
continue to exclude them. Simultaneously, this effort focuses on ensuring that people with disabilities are
no longer denied access to transportation, American cultural institutions, historic sites, and tourist
attractions.

For example, people with disabilities have fought hard for decades for access to private Intercity
trnprtto and public moss transit, which is often the only type of affordable transportation between
cities; to vacation travel provided by charter companies and for transportation to and from airports and
other locations as provided by shuttle services. The existing Department of Transportation (DOT) rule, in
effect since 1992, covers only limited aspects of their operations. my statute, the provisions requiring
wheelchair accessible "over-the-road" buses, those used by the types of entities mentioned above, do not
become effective until October 2000 or October 2001, depending on the size of the entity. The Department of
Justice, as the sole agency charged with enforcing the implementing regulations issued by DOT in September
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1993, will need increased resources in order to devote appropriate attention to this new "equiree. we
expect to receive approximately 300 complaint@ about noncompliance with the new rule within the first year
after its effective date.

The Section also requires additional resources in order to increase enforcement of the ADA provisions (title
1) banning dicrimination in emoloyment. The Section is the only Federal government entity that can
Initiate litigation against a state or local government charged with employment discrimination based on
disability. The Section relies on referrals from the Iqual employment Opportunity Comission (3300) for
cases against state and local government employers. over time this has resulted in almost 600 referrals, of
which 314 are currently open and awaiting a decision to Issue a right to sue letter or to undertake
litigation. The number of referrals from the 330C has increased significantly in the last few years and
will continue to grow exponentially. For example, from FY 1992-1995, we received 108 3300. referrals. This
number has substantially and steadily Increased sine 3300 streamlined' its investigations process in FT
1996 alone we received 861 in FT 1997, 1201 and in FT 1998, 170.

Code Certification

A program enhancement of two positions (two attorneys), one workysars and $143,000 is requested.

One of the Divisions& major goals is to achieve compliance with the ADA's mandate to ensure that new or
altered public accomdations and -srcal facilities are accessible to people with disabilities. The ADA
established two methods of achieving compliance with the ADA's design requirements - litigation and
certllcation. Certification, which emphasizes voluntary compliance, is far loe coetly than litigation.
Under the code certification process, a State or local government may ask the Attorney General to certify
that Its accessibility cods meets or exceed the requirements established by the Department's regulations.
Code certification is a totally voluntary process that preserves the traditional role of state and local
officials in the Implementation of building-related regulations, while at the same time furthering the
Federal objective of ensuring uniform levels of accessibility for citisens with disabilities throughout the
United States. in a jurisdiction that has a certified code, compliance with that cod my be offered as
evidence of compliance with the ADA in judicial enforcement proceedings.

Secause accessibility code certification can play a major role in promoting voluntary compliance in new-
cxotruction, the Attorney General directed the Disability Rights Section to conduct an extensive outreach
program to encourage state and local goverments to revise the accessibility requirements in their building
codes and to seek certification. This Initiative is intended to advance the Department's goals of
protecting the civil rights of people with disabilities while at the same time reducing reliance on costly
litigation as an enforcement tool.

The Section's goal is to achieve certification of all state accessibility coe - but to date, achieving
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the goal has been beyond the Section's reach. To date, four State codes (Washington, Texas, Maine, and

Florida) have been certified. Nine states (New Mexico, Maryland. Minnesota, New Jersey, California,

Indiana and North Carolina) are being reviewed. Some of these requests have been pending for years.

Because of the consistently high demands for resources in the other areas of the Section's

responsibilities, the Section's ability to allocate staff to the certification function has been severely

1lieited.

FY 2001 will be a significant year for code development activities. Both the Department's revised ADA

Accessibility Standards and the private sector's International Code Council's model code will have been

published. As a result of these new standards, State and local codes will be subject to extensive

revisions. If the goals of the ADA are to be met, the Department should be able to encourage States to

adopt codes that are ADA-equivalent and to seek certification. If the Department is unable to respond in

a timely fashion, the effort will fail and our relationship with both the State and local governments and

the national organizations that are laboring to promote accessible design will be severely damaged. The

requested resources should enable us to meet our obligations to the entities that are promoting

accessibility by seeking code certification.

Technical Assistance-

A program enhancement of two positions (two technical assistance program specialists), one workyear, and

$602,000 is requested. To develop training and outreach activities to ensure that law enforcement
agencies comply with the ADA and to increase outreach to under-served populations (small towns and

businesses in rural areas, non-English speakers and minority populations and urban centers).

These initiatives will develop highly-illustrated tools to educate law enforcement, community, design,
construction, and facilities professionals on the new ADA Standards, and will take advantage of

electronic technology, compact disks (Cos) , the Internet, and interactive meetings/teleconferences to

disseminate information into every corner of our diverse nation

These initiatives cannot be accomplished with existing resources. Resources for technical assistance

have declined or stayed level in recent years, while dk-mand for services, the number and types of

materials disseminated, and the number of people served, have increased Without new funding for this

initiative, the Section will not be able to meet the anticipated demand for technical assistance, and

professionals in law enforcement and rural areas will not receive the information they need.

MULTI-ACTIVITY PROGRAM CHANGE
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The Section is alsa seeking $341,000 for Litigation Support activities. Narrative information Ls
contained in the .Ilulti-Activity justification.

Perm. Amount
22s. EM 00

office of Special Counsel for Iummigration-
Related Unfair Employment Practice. I08C)
2000 Appropriation Enacted 29 2i $6,027
2001 Dase 29 30 6,333
2001 Etimate U 1 690

Increase/Decrease B 4 573

RASR PROGRA14 DRSCRPTION* osc was created by the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) to
prevent and combt employment discrimination associated with employer sanctions for knowingly hiring
an undocumented worker.

Pursuant to * U.S.C. 1324b, OSC investigates and prosecute. cases of discrimination in hiring, firir
or referral f or a f ee based on an individual's citizenship status or national origin. Section 2324b
covers all employers with four or more employees. However, osc does not have jurisdiction over
national origin claims already covered by Title VII, i.e., employers with 15 or more emloyees.

In FT 1999, OSC experienced successful outcomes in its two-pronged mission of enforcement and
prevention. In VT 1999. OSC increased its number of settlements (72% over FY 1995), back pay obtained
1290% over FT 1990) and civil penalties awarded (350% over PT 1998).
Am part of its prevention work and public outreach, OSC has continued to collaborate with other
federal agencies such as the Equal Employment Opportunity Coamuission (28OC), the Immigration ar!
Naturalization Service (INS).* Social Security Administration (SSA) and the Department of Laboi. 08C
provides grants to educate employers, employees and the general public and in FTY 1999, expanded the
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reach of its grant. program through consolidation of existing grantees' budgets and initiation of
projects in previously underserved region. to cover the changing demographics. Staff attorneys and
grantees continue to make educational presentation. at employer and community conferences and
workshops across the country.

In VY 1999, increased prevention work, presence in non-traditional heavily populated immigrant worker
communities (including Nebraska, Massachusetts, Iowa and Arkansas), and presence on the World Wide Web
have resulted in an increase in outreach requests, surpassing figures from prior years. In addition
to the focus on new regions, the launching of new print, television and radio public service
announcements, and new community-based organization (CR0) target marketing strategies such as the
successful Asian Pacific American Heritage outreach to more than 250 CR05 nationwide, has increased
and will continue to increase demand for discrimination prevention outreach.

in addition to charge referral through its Memorandum of Understanding (M-OU) with the EEOC and the
Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OPCCP), OSC has reinvigorated 41 MOUs
with state and local human rights agencies throughout the country. These MOUs are referral agreements
aimed primarily at increasing OSC's presence around the nation and stretching enforcement dollars by
educating state and local government fair employment agencies who can then refer charges to OSC. OSC
is more fully implementing existing agreements by conducting local training and signed new MOtis with
the cities of Chicago and Seattle. Continued expansion is expected in 2000, especially in the South
and West.

OSC will continue to focus investigative resources on illegal discrimination against lawful immigrants
and citizens in hiring and firing based on national origin and/or citizenship status and address new
barriers to employment facing legal immigrants and "foreign looking" individuals.

PROGRAM CHANQRA.

Amount
fla £natl

office of Special Counsel 8 4 $573
Civil Rights Policy and
New 14-19 Civil Rights Enforcement 9 4 530

Multi-Activity- -Litigation Support ...-- 43

OSC requests an increase of eight positions (five attorneys, two equal opportunity special 'ioa and one
clerical), and four 771 workyears and $530,000 to enforce the new *fail to hire' provision of the
American Competitiveness and Workforce Improvement Act of 1990 (ACWIA) and to expand efforts
addressing immigration-related civil rights policy matters.
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OSC will receive and review "failure to select* complaints from U.S. workers under ACMIA: ACHIA
temporarily raised the statutory ceiling for H-li visas, which are used to admit skilled foreign
professionals to the United States to wosrk on a temporary basis. OSC expects to be delegated the
Attorney General's authority to protect qualified U.S. work authorized individuals who are not hired

asa a result of an employer's preference toward. hiring H-li workers. In PT 2000, OSC will conduct
research and draft the implementing rule and perform enforcement activities similar to what it
currently doesfe.g. investigation, intervention, cause determination, referral, arbitration and
outreach). This effort should be operational starting in 2000 pending the Attorney General's
designation.

Pivotal to OSCse planned Implementation of the Department's responsibilities under ACNIA is training a
new and non-traditional community of employers and employees- -the most effective discrimination
prevention method. H-lB related cases Ste also expected to rise as a result of OSC's partnerships and
educational outreach and because of the increased attention given to discrimination and *failure to
hire, complaints, both by members of the public (potential aggrieved individuals) and by other
agencies (e.g., Department of Labor, Department of State and Immuigration and Naturalization Service).

VOL notes that approximately 300,000 H-lB labor certifications are filed each year. Under ACWIA, the
number of available H-li visas almost doubles and employer petitions are expected to be at an all-time
high in FT 2001. Now that U.S. workers may obtain a remedy and the available number-of N-lB visas
will be increased substantially, far greater numbers of complainants are also expected to come forward
to QSC. Because of OSC's limited resources and increases in caseload, successful outcomes and demand
for services, delegation of new enforcement responsibilities requires enhanced resources in order to
maintain, and not jeopardize, OSCas core mission to investigate and prosecute imigration-related
unfair employment practices.

increase in Civil Rights Policy Work

The Attorney General, in consultation with the Acting Assistant Attorney General AAG for civil
Rights and the Special Counsel, has also directed OSC to increase its involvement in various
immsigrtion-related issues that involve imsmigrant civil rights and are closely tied not only to OSCa*
mission in the employment area but the overall USD03 Strategic Plan.

Increased staff are necessary for OSC to continue and increase its efforts in working with offices and
compnents and advise on many critical areas, such as:

* Monitoring implementation of INS initiatives such as Operation vanguard, where 08C has focused
on ensuring that work-authorized individuals will not be erroneously discharged from employment,
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and the INS Quick Response Teams, where OSC in working with INS to protect the civil rights of
immigrant and minority communities in light of increased interaction between INS and local and
state law enforcement agencies;

0 Conducting in-person training of employers participating in, among other things, immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) electronic employment verification pilot project. to avoid
potential discrimination;

* Monitoring implementation and review of programs to ensure non-discriminatory and fair treatment
for non-U.S. citizens (or those perceived to be foreign) where immigration or citizenship status
may be a qualification for benefit.; and,

" Formalizing our role in monitoring immigrant civil rights policy matters; working within the
Department and with other government agencies to ensure that assistance is available to victims.
of unfair treatment, including mechanisms for enforcement and the provision of appropriate.
remedies.

OSCIs increased partnerships, new initiatives and work resulting from anticipated INS program
necessitate increased resources to train, update and educate employers and employees on their rights
and responsibilities under the immigration laws, and to monitor and evaluate compliance with,
including complaints of violations of, immigrant civi. rights.

Increased resources will enable OSC to promote compliance with civil rights laws; enforce new
protections for U.S. workers not selected for jobs that are filled by certain non-immigrant workers;
improve coordination and partnership between OSC and other civil rights agencies, between OSC and
state and local governments, end between the government generally and the business and community
sectors.

MUaaLACTITY PROrGRAM CHANGE- -Lit ication sRn"r

The Section is also seeking $43,000 for Litigation Support activities. Narrative information is
contained in the Multi-Activity justification.



Perm. Amount

P~s, EI (0)
Management and Administration

2000 Appropriation Enacted 69 83 $ 9,519
2001 base 69 83 96862
2001 Estimate 32 U 32
Increase/Decrease 13 9 441

This budget activity includes resources for Executive nirection and Control (which includes the office
of the Assistant Attorney General and the Administrative Management Section).

RAS PRGEA4 lE~ETPI~: The Assistant Attorney General and Deputy Assistant Attorneys General
establish policy and provide executive direction and control over litigetion enforcement and
administrative activities of the Division. Rach of the Deputy Assistant Attorneys General oversees
specific program-related Sections.

The Administrative management Program provides a diverse array of management and technical services.
These services include, but are not limited to, personnel administration, procurement, budget
formulation and execution, litigation support, facilities services, mail and file operations, and
automated systems.

Significant accomplishments in 1999 include:

-continued operation of the Department's office automation system, Justice Consolidated Office
Network 13COM) throughout the Division, and began plazv ng for a technology refreshment to JCON
11 pursuant to the Department's standard architecture;

-expanded use of continued improvements to the Geographical Information System CQIS( as a
management tool for the Justice Management Division;

-began the requirements analysis for re-engineering the 018 in preparation for the 2000 Census;

-began final implementation of a sophisticated and critical Section 5 case tracking application
consistent with the migration of systems from the Data General-based automated office system
environment to a Windows-based client server application with a Unix database platform to be
integrated with JCON;

-e;panded to four additional Sections a correspondence tracking system within the Division as a



prototype. and have redeveloped the application with a graphical user interface compatible vith
the 3COM environment. Users have the ability to define, record and report categories of
correspondence; and,

the Division's came management system was succeasfully moved from its outmoded platform on the
Data General to a Sun platform. we are currently developing came management, uaing an of f-the-
shelf product which will satisfy the Division's need for industry standardization and help to
easily facilitate Department-wide reporting to the Attorney General.

During the next two years, the Division plans to consolidate our two remaining isolated networks into
the 3CON system: the Geographic Information System network and the Litigation Support Network. These
now exist as separate systems for the use of specialized and case-specific applications. The resulting
system, 3CON 11, will also incorporate changes to make the overall system compatible with the
Department's 3COM standards. Additionally, we will begin to implement necessary upgrades to the GIS
system for our Section to handle the demands of the Year 2000 Census and resulting redistricting. As
funding permits, we will also enhance the 3COM system by adding low-cost digital imaging for easy and
real-time retrieval of the Division's files as well as to increase the productivity of our FOIA
efforts.

The Administrative Management Program also contains the Freedom of Information/Privacy Act (POX/PA)
Branch. The Branch's principal function is to ensure that the Division complies with all aspects of
the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts. The Branch also provides procedural guidance to citizens
and legal counsel to other programs of the Civil Rights Division regarding 701/PA requests and
coordinates and represents the Division's interests in FOX/PA litigation and in the administrative
appeals of request denials.

The workload of the FOX/PA Branch on requests (without regard to appeals and litigation) has beci a to
stabilize in terms of incoming requests but still at a higher level of incoming requests. For Fiscal
Year 2000. the number of projected incoming For/PA requests will total 650-875. The continued decline
from 1039 in FY 1991, 914 in FY 1998, and 836 in PY 1999) in incoming requests is attributable to
several factors - the primary factor being the posting of numerous records pertaining to the Americana
with Disabilities Act on the CRT Website. The current backlog (i.e., requests pending over 20 days)
totals 68 FOX/PA requests. Of the 845 FOX/PA requests closed during FY 1999, the median time for
completing 921 of these closings was lass than 20 days. The FOr/PA branch will continue to make
reductions in the backlog at a rate that allows for significant amounts of resources to be directed
towards the larger volume requests. The Branch will come very close to eliminating its backlog in FY
2001. During FY 2000, the FOX/PA Branch will also be placing substantial staff time into a complete
revision of the Civil Rights Division's Privacy Act !*.tice Systems of Record for publication in the
ftaal Rgia1tsx.



The Litigation Support Group (L8G) continued Division-wide support of cases during FTy 1999. This
support ham been varied in both the type of service and case low, as LSO provides assistance for cases
throughout the Division. L8S3 is currently providing support to many important initiatives such so the
Investigation@ of police misconduct, processing of Freedom of information Act requests, the
investigation of cases under Title 11 and III of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the
enforcement of ADA regulations, and the prosecution of fair housing and lending discrimination. Loa
will continue to support many of the types of cames it worked on in FY 1999 throughout FT 2000 and FT
2001. In addition to theme cases, LSO will also continue to support initiatives such as hate crime
and violence against health care practitioners.

PROGRAM CHANGES-.

Amount
22,EM £Afl

Management and Administration 13 9 $441
Administrative management 13 9 441

A program increase of 13 positions, nine FTE workyears and $441,000. Four of the positions and
workyears (two OS-13s and two GS-12&) do not have any funding increases associated with them and are
necessary to mast responsibilities associated with new personnel authority that was previously the
responsibility of the Justice Management Division.

The remaining nine positions are required to address increased responsibilities in the following
areas: personnel (two 05-12a), budget Cone 05-13), financial operations (two GS-98), facilities Cone
09-9), procurement (one GS-I), systems support and development (one 08-14), as well as litigation
support (one OS-li).

In FYs 2000 and 2001, the growth of the other Division components has put, and will continue to put a
severe strain on the Administrative Management section's CAMS) ability to keep pace with providing
services for the increased staffing level. During these two years alone, the Divimion is expected to
increase in excess of 124 positions, a 21% increase over its FT 1999 authorized position level.

The Division's authorized personnel level has increasedtrfrom 425, in FT 1989, to 705, or 40 percent,
with respective funding increasing from $27,755,000 to f95,101,000 or a 234% increase. During this
same 12 year time frame, the authorized position level for the management and Administration decision
unit has decreased by 10 authorized Rgsitions, despite substantial new responsibilities associated
with the Division's growth, and new responsibilities associated with legislation passed: Government
Performance Results Act COPRA), Debt Collection, Consolidated Financial -Statements, Financial
Management Federal Integrity Act CFI4FIA), Government Management Reform Act. as well as other



responsibilities including delegated personnel authority and increased procurement authority from
$2,500 to $25,000.
it has only been through the use of automation and streamlining of operations that AMlS has been able

to address theae issues without programmatic increases. ifowever, it haa now reached a point in time
when the economies of scale have been maximized. Program increases are essential to address the
influx of responsibilities associated with the Division's expansion and increasing Administrative
requirements.

AMlS plays an integral part in ensuring that each of the respective components have the respective
resources, both personnel and non-personnel, they need to accomplish their mission. Absent this
essential commensurate funding for the administrative functions will create a bottleneck for the other
Division programs ability to acquire adequate facilities to staff the new hires, bring the personnel
they need on-board, procuring the services required, etc.. The additional personnel will be required
to modify the existing information systems to accommodate the influx of personnel, track the
expenditures associated with the increase funding levels, and provide an increased level of
administrative support for its litigation support function.

Multi-Activity Prooram Change.

Perm. Amount
2a MZ £&OOO

Litigation Support initiative ... ..-. $1,275
Civil Rights Prosecution ... ..-. 233
Special Litigation -. ... 106
Voting ... ... 334
Employment Litigation ... ... 177
Housing and Civil Enforcement . .. ... 41
Disability Rights ... ... 341
Office of Special Counsel for

immigration Review ... ..-. 43

A program increase of $1,275,000 for litigation support requirements for FY 2001, in order to meet the
Division's ever-increasing demand for a flexible vehicle to respond to urgent litigation needs. This
level of resources is based on the actual level of litigation support resources CRT used The
Litigation Support Services Group (LSSQ3 supports a diverse variety of services in a wide range of
civil rights case law. These services cover areas from hate crimes prosecution, investigations on
police misconduct, to the enforcement of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and the



prosecution of fair housing and mortgage lending discrimination. These areas are directly related to
the Attorney General's Department-wide goal of reducing societal divisions and the DO3 Strategic Plan
goal *Protect the Civil Rights of All Americans'.

The 1.880 provides a way for the Division to foster maximum performance and efficiency, while
maintaining a flexible vehicle to respond to ever-changing litigation requirements. In addition, the
LSSO provides methods by which the litigative components can streamline their investigative and
litigative efforts, take advantage of coat savings, and enhance their court presentations. Services
provided consist of, but are not limited toi trial support, exhibit preparation, statistical analysis,
customized databases, development and implementation of imaging systems, workf low reviews, and
temporary contract paralegals. All of these items are essential to the success of the Division's
investigative and litigative efforts.

The Division has been able to realize substantial cost savings as a result of the implementation of
litigation support contracts in almost every one of its cases. In addition, the implementation of new
technologies and being able to hire individuals with specialized training has increased productivity.
without listing out each individual case and the resulting savings, the main concepts behind the cost
savings and increased productivity provided by the Litigation Support Program, are as follows:

" Provides a flexible vehicle to respond to urgent litigation needs;

" Is able to address a broad and diverse array of requirements;

* Able to foster maximum performance and efficiency, as contract personnel have very
specialized training and expertise, are hired only f or the duration of the project, and
are very easily released if their performance does not meet expectations;

" Provides expertise to various sections to streamline l'itigative efforts (e.g.-- the
development of an imaging system for the potentially thousands of documents retrieved in
the investigative stage in a case, thus making it extremely easy to search and locate
respective documents, enhancement of the court presentations by the litigative team and
realize substantial costs savings to tran spo rt and store the documents);

" Provides the expertise to develop customized databases in house, that previously had to be
performed by very expensive experts;



" Provided expertise to streamline the day-to-day operations of the Section. (e.g. - the
Employment Litigation Section'. issuance of right to sue letters issued, itnd other
workf low reviews.

" The annual caseload for the LSSO is as follow.:

Eiaal-"XaAA1Q ~ Fsca Yar caMam
1994 31 1998 101
1995 45 1999 121
1996 55 2000 (est.) 163
1997 73 2001 (est.) 196

For the first seven months of FY 1999, LSSO has continued to provide support to over 85 cases. This
represents an increase in excess of 20% in case workload over FY 1996. This trend is expected to
continue into both FY 3000 and FY 2001. The Division has never been provided resources to support this
essential litigation support effort and has been forced to absorb all costs associated with this
program over a period of several years when we were also required to absorb significant base level
reductions. Additional resources are necessary to enable LSSO to meet existing and increasing needs of
our litigative components. the Civil Rights Division has not received litigation support related
funding to-date, thus does not have funding in its base* for these critical expenses. The Division's
Litigation Support program has been funded by the activities requiring services, from their respective
allocations, at the expense of having to reduce funding from within other viable activities from
within their program.

The average cost per case or matter varies significantly, depending upon the levUl-f support
required. The average cost can varies from a few hundred dollars to hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Dropping out the real expensive cases. the average cost (based on actual cases and costs for FY 1998
and 1999) works out to be approximately $35,200 per case.

In order to maintain flexibility in responding to changing litigation priorities, resources will be
managed and reflected in the management and Administration Decision Unit total resource availability.
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ACTIVIT'Y Su*.bsIw sPapers Find Appelaie 26 29 31 26 35 40
a AwOQMdaes 11 9 9 a 13 19'
b BrWftOpposloto Cafto'e t0 13 16 11 20 25

3 Cowls ci AppUO us &
Subtlw*#vPaper Food Apesias 96 95 m6 98 105

a AnkusS &if% 22 21 26 21 30 3.53M
b, StsAppmfts 22 20 19 25 22 26'.

c. Sulls as RespondaN
- (6A 1 09 AUadeaieims 2 0 0 3 2 2
d. Oims sas hosonor 24 17 13 17 Is 23'-

4 RaeonswwdaSO" to ftSo~o Ganr Appalle 63 55 58 8 60 64
* Ormi Agwwwwa Appelaft 50 36 45 50 50 so8

* ck N ofcApp0Fld Appe~aft 13 7 9 7 10 10
7 MUD 0Er vm w Amans Appelaas 0 0 0 2 1 1
* LaM Cow" & Rneawch AalS m AppelaWs 67 90 116 74 97 107

INTERMEOLATE 9 spama~ cola Appel@%
OUTCOME a CweloWrwogd 3 7 7 3 66

b Stay Oreae d 1 0 0 1 2 2
10 Cowl of Appeade Aplalu

a Remwso" Grana I I 1 1 2 2
b Slay at~s 0 0 0 1 2 2

END OUTCOME 11 Suuww~sCoA wat Desblos Appomal 9 12 12 10 Is 16

a I ko w f w n Vaaaa (Fuw wPat Suwns) 7 9 6 6 12 12'
b Sum"a Ral (11) 76% 75% 75% 60% 75% 76%

12 coatr%.4App~als Msrwf l Do" Appellee 4U 50 U8 46 60 68*

a FNwwo CaaWon(Fuwdor Pwa Sucom) 42 30 49 36 48 51'
b SusRe*(%) 66% n2% 72% 75% 60% 78%

13 &wptmm C"~a Nmn-Mwfs OesssoW4 (mo *cadW"
wserspAfledSis " *068 Oulconv) Appall* 24 25 17 21 22 22

14 Cowlt of App^ Non-Mauls Dadaism 00a
#Wsdaq hfse rpo-ad as hsm OSWA mes( Appefti.

1S 0400UDA mswa Eordw APPOSMl

caies " anuu 6 ussd P0901e cdin.

7 10 S 10 1 10
0 0 0 1 0 1
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APWFLLATE SEMfOK

Det Sewe : All data was obtained from records maintained by the Appellate Section of dhe Civil RihsW Division.

A. Defisikins or Terma or Explasatlo.. for lmdlcaots: Clarify potenialy confusing term. Asumne a low level of famiiaity with your program.
01. Case: Supreme Court and courts of appeals cae in which the Division is a Part or ansicus,

Mm'ters: Work performed on lega issues principally handled by other Division and federal agenies, internal research assistance, and case wi consider but
decide not to participate in.

92. Substantive papers: Non-procedural filings or applications to courts requesting an order or ruling affecting either the *Intermediate Outcome" or *End
Oucome' of the case. The subcategories of briefs and substantive papers (eg. amicus brief. appellee brief, brief as respondent) do not include filings as a party
(petit *nerlappellant) in the Supreme Cour or courts of appeals. The following definition are provided for only the briefs indicated on t Performance
Measurement Tabl (PMT).

Amicus Brief: A dtscumnent rled with the cotsrt's permission by one who is not a party to the lawsuit and provides information and argument to aid a court in
reaching a proper decision or to urge a particular result. Amicus curiae mean friendlyl of the court.'

Appellee Brief: A document filed in an appellate court by the prevailing party in the cowrt below arguing against setting aside the Judgment. This document is
riled in response to brief iled by the Appellant.

Respondent Brief: An answer or respone to a application to review a prior judgment. In this bietanice, review of a decision by an administrative law Judge.

Iniervenor Brief: A document iled in federal court by one who is not a party to the suit, but claims an Interest in the subject matter and comes into the case in
order to protect his interest or right.

93. Recomnmendations to the Solicitor General: Memoranda to the Solicitor presenting the units legal Judgment for or against an appeal. petition for certiorari, or
amficui partcipation.

V2. IIUD Enforcement Action: Cases involving judicial enforcement of final administrative orders.

FS. Legal Counsel and Research Assistanice: Formal comments (written and oral) to other Division, agencies, or the Solicitor General concerning case bandied by
others, as well as other legal and policy memoranda not connected with a particular Division case, prepared at the respect of the Assistan Attoney Gencru.

99. & 110. Non-Merits Decisions: Determinations of courts which do not affect the substance of a litigant's claim. These decision arn made on procedural motions
and can be intermediate or final in result. See 013 & 014 for 'End Outcotne' non-merits decision In which the Supreme Count deidcertirati or gay, andi theY
courts of appeals denied smay.



09a. Certiorari: A means or obtaining review by die Supreme Court.

0%. & l0b. Stay: A postponement by the court of t right of the wining Part to enforce Its judgment.

010m. Rehearing: Reconsideration of die Issues by the sam court.

B. FY W P.ogra Performance Report. Categories reflect increases due to increased litigation in Disability Rights, Voting and Housing am. 1This fisal year. we
continue to defend a nwrnber or criminal proisecutins and to successfully defend the constitutionality of the Freedom of Acces to Clinic Entans Act (FACE).
Sectmion responsibility has increased as we inree in cases to defend Congiress's abrogation of states Eleventh Amendment immunity under various civil rights
statutes (Americans with Disaibilities Act (ADA), Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), ride IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 and Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Equal Pay Act). See OurputiActiviiy #3d and 14. Although activity in the Housing areai (involving straight forward attacks on
illegal housing practices based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin) has incrased, judicial enforcement of fival administrative orders has declined. See
OutputlActivity V7, and see *C below.

C. Fascton Affecting Selection of FY 2000 ad 2001 Targets. Estimates or projections for future years in all categories are based on considerations of staffing,
production in previous years, and the level of activity in the trial sections. It should be noted, however, that the work of this Program is closely correlated to the
Output/Activity of titigative programs, and ftht its Supreme Court activity is dependent uponi the types of cases which te Court decides to hear.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE
NAME OF DECISION UNIT. CIVL RIGHTS PROSECUTION
Strateic Plon FY 1997.2002
Department of Jubce Core Furichwm Lega Represenation. Enforcement of Federal Laws, and Defens of U S IteWt
Stalgic Goal Protect thle clvil rights of all Americans

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORM . kA.CE PLANS

FYiM9 FY2000
Type of Data FY1996 Fina Initial -Curnt FY2001
1 dicator Perfomance Indicators Source- Actuala plan Actua Plan Pion Plan
Input Permanent Poslitionrs 55 81 5T 111 ~R

FTE 54 61 60 71 71 65'
Amount $5,345 $8,1590 $6,634 58.365 58,36 010 434

Worldoed 'I. Number of Complaints Received 12,18 12,186 12,132 12,186 12,36 12,666-
a from citens 8,386 8,366 8,468 8,386 8,466 6,466
b from the FBI 3.602 3,602 3,664 3.602 3,916 4,196

OuqxWiActil 2. Number of Comnplmts RevWed7W 13,152 '12,152 12:353Y 13,961 2.512 13-f,707
3 Number of Mater Investigaed 2,955 2,955 2,547 2,955 2,601 3,061
4 Number ofeMtters Coed -2,951 2,951 2,390 3,760 2,549 3.744*
5 Numrber of New Matters to Grand Jury 76 78 72 961 76 112*
6 Number of CamesFkdDeendatBCharged 79/153 79 89/138 100 95 '139*

a Official Misconduct 39/74 39 36156 45 39 57*
b Racial/Relious Violence (Hate Crimes) 17/30 26 31/46 40 34 50*
c. FACE 02102 4 0616 4 69
d Involutntary ServitudelOther 03Y20 3 06/16 4 6 9
a House of WorshpArsonlDeseavtlo 18/27 7 1011 7 10 14

I Outreach and Prevention Efforts 70 70 74 86 78 76
a t!m= hours 210 210 225 267 240 240

InediateM 6 PoodingMallets 2,617 2,621 2,a60 1,82 2,932 2,26
Outcome 9 P!2N iG3rand Juries 55 55 62 69 86 97
Productrvy 10. Success Rat of COMe- Overall 95% n/0 W0% n/s n/a n/a
Efiecy a. Official MisConduct 69% n/a 60% nWa nWa wea

bi Radalagiou Violence (Hate Crime) 96% n/aN 93% N n/a We
c. FACE 100% NOa 100% n/e n/a n/a
d Involuntar Servltude/Ottier 100% rig 100% n/a n/a n/aN
a. House of Worship AsonlDesecration 97% nWe 100% n/a n/a Wea

*Designates an hndicator covering a requested, 2001 program change.
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C311UZUAL sammO

A. DosfIites of rae or ftplsaatise for Zadloateres

-- Data Source~?-"h Crifflpal section's esae Maagement systm is the date seerce for the statistical imformatiem.
itse i--This figure refliects the total of Its". 1la) and lib).

3tes, 03441- The 'Nmber of Complaints Received from Citizens' Include* letters received from citizens as veil as telephone comlaints
received end controlled mail referred from the White House. Congress and the Attorney General for review and response.

Item sItbi --The "N I r of Complaints Received from the FillI Includes loe serious, non-brutality complaints called Oil*, that are reviewed
by paralegals. The remaining comlints are FBI Investigations WeMttera Investigated' Item 3) which are assigned to attorneys.

Item e2- -This figure includes the total of all form" of coWsIsitS reviewed by the, Program Including PSI Investigations, citizen omplaints.
citizen cells and controlled correspondence such as letters from Congress and the White House Am well am letters addressed to the Attorney
Oenoral - This total may exceed the number of complaints received becauae It includes complaints received during prior fiscal years.

Item $l- -This figure Includes investigations conducted by the FBI and referred to the Program for proscutive review an well as complaints
received directly by the Program and referred to the P191 for investigation. This figure is included in lIbi above.

Item ee- -This figure rsflecta Ali PSI investigations reviewed and closed in a given fiscal year including incidents prosecuted and closed
upon conclusion of Ilit igat Ion. This number may exceed PSI Investitgetions received because it includes Investigations received during prior
fiscal years which remained active for various reasons, e.g., awaiting results of local/stae prosecution to esurer federal Interests
vindicated. waiting resulted of additional investigative developments. awaiting fedarai prosecution and appeals process.

Item sn--This figure reflects the number of grand jury investigations initiated during a given fiscal year.

Ftem 6d- -Thie performance Indicator vas modified to include the actual number of defendants charged by type of case.

Item 96(ai.--ffficiel misconduct caes reflect cases involving law enforcement officials including, for example, police officers, deputy

sheriffs, stats and federal prison correctional officers, INS border patrol "gonto or detention enforcement officers, magistrates or judges.

(d) - - other' are cases Involving offenses not related to rectal/relgious violence which grew out of recial/religious violence casesaI

Involuntary serv itude cases are also Included on this line.

Item 4a lel- - Church Arson /Desecration e re caes involving fires or deasg to churches. These types of cases were categorized as
racist/religious violence (hate crime@) In the past. The creation of the National Church Arson Took Force (KACTFn end the espension of
the statute uaed to enforce damage to religious property necessitated the need to list this type of case Separately.

Item 87--This figure kndiraras t ha number of training and outreach programs in which lawyers from the Criminal Section participated, 9.g..
training law enforcement agencies In an effort to prevent abuse, FRI and 11NS program targeting federal, state and local law enforcement
supervisors for training on civil rights Issues, conferences designed to commminicate hate, violence activities to public Interest
organizat ions

Item ea- -This figure Indicates the number of Criminal section attorney hours spent conducting presentations at training sod outreach
programs.

item W@-.-Thie figure reflects the number of invest-.gations pending review and disposition at the end of a given fiscal year. This npimer
Includes cases charged but pending litigation.

ftee ,g.-This figure refers to matters awaiting presentation to a federal grand JAry or outcom of an on-going grand jury Investigation.



item M1- - *success Rate, . IConvictions * Pleas)/ lConvictions # Pleas # Acquttael. + Dismissals)
Niumers reflect all activity occurring or projected within a given fItcel year. for eample. asme of the actual convictions, pleas and
acquittal* occurring In a given fiscal year. which are used to calculate 'success Rate., "suited from cases tiled In prier fiscal yeas.

Itema oi, l. M 6 111- -Productivity/tfficiancy, Indicators were based on the numer of line attorney. authorized for that fiscal year (or
.1. For exempt*. the actual number of IInvestigations Closed per Attorney' for rI 97 (961 Wa, derived by dividing the ner Of lmttara
Closed, 13101) by the numer of lina attorney. flab.

3. Prot Proprom Perfesmance Report

lItme* It and 9--PT 190 figures reflect the actual number of comlaints received and matters investigated during IFF03. Although we hae"
no cont rol over the number of complainta received and matters Investigated during a expect c tie period, the number of ME Iinveetigations
awd citizens complaints recelved during P7 190 were approximately 101 higher than the number received during fiscal year 37.

Item 03--A large numbr of citizen complaints ware resolved by the paralegel staff during P795 resulting In a higher the. usual total.
Citizen complainte continue to be handled at a high rate moan though the P799 total number of comlaints reviewed did not exceed Ifl35
figures.

Itam e--Renewed Initiative to review and resolve Investigations promptly resulted In an Increase in the numer of matters dlomeduAring
MsO. "e have been unable to sustain the as"e pace Airing irCO with increased responsibilities, e.g.. participating in training end.

outreach progress, expanded church arson jurisdiction, worker exploitation task force.

Its"e I--Pr 90 Output Activity reflect. actual activities and accomlisments Airing IF109. oe have bean unable to initiate the Sae m ser
of graed jury inveatigations as during ma0 but have devoted extra attention to resolving some of the ogiggrand jury inveetigatione

resulting in an Increase In the number of caes filed Airing MI9.

tee SO. -The nuer of Investigations approved for grand jury but not yet charged or closed ham Increased So attorney. omtias to he
required to handle many assignents Simultaneously.

C. Pactors Affeetiag eleetiomi .0t P@ 0 sad 01 Flas.

IThirteen additional attorney positions vera authorized for P700 to handle Increased Incidence of official misconduct ond hate crimes
activity end to coordinate an Initiative to comat increased incidence of worker eapio~tation across the nation as wall as to Participate
in training end outreach programs relating to criminal civil rights enforcement and to continue to tce non-meritorious invastigatione
while at the se time developing cases for prosecution. M10 projections are based on benefit of the full increase of 13 attorneys
authoris.o

4 
during Mot0o am vell as two of the five attorneys requested for P72001.1

item 116 *Weile it is difficult to estimae how many complaints will be received from citizens, ve have baeed our IFT00 and P701 eatimetee
on the actual numer of citisen complaints received Airing P790.

Item. sib and 13- -M Increase In the number of investigations received from fl1 was mean when comparing the number recived Airing P194
to reant years. Although it ia difficult to etimate how many Investigations sill be received from 7e1 eacli year, P700 end ME0 VIenS
ref lert a 10% increase based on prior trends.

Its" 13 ond 84--fl of Current Plan Is based on activity Airing r700 with full benefit of 2 of the 13 attorneys authorized A1aing PMO.
MrI plan is based on 13 attorneys authorized during MOO*0 with allowance for requested enhancement of five additional attorney. for MS0.

Although an increase of 13 attorney. we. authorized during P72000. ve anticipate the benefit of 2 of the 12 attorney, during M09. fe do
not anticipate the full I trength benef it untilI at least PY2001. P700 targets derived by subtracting 34 from 3 from P7 99 Actube to obtain
romplaints reviewed by non-attorney staff end adding projected numer of setters closed durtng PY 00 for total complaints reviewed. The
some faoula was followed for ?Vol.



Items Is end 54- -Current plans for FMe a"d Fy01 are based on frojection of performance during M9 with alloaence for enhancements.
However. due to the comlex nature of meet caese and the uncertatnty of the amont of attorney time spent to bring the caae to trial, it
to difficult to predict exactly how many cases will be filed aid how a" defendants mill be charged each year.

Item @T- -F @P 0 and 01 targets baeed on performance during FT 19 with minimal increase allowd for enhancement .
Although I) attorneys were authorized during FPY00 end 9 dditioial attorney. mere requested for 1Y01, it Is likely theme attorneys will
be able to assist with training and outreach efforts imeediatel o. Generally, menior attorneys who have prosecuted federal criminal civil
rIglita cases are utilized for thee types of assignments. As newer attorneys gain experience in this area, the group of attorneys enlisted
to conduct training and outreach seminars will expand and outpilt activity sill Increase.

Ito"e 48- -Targets for 11Y 00 and 01 are derived by adding pending matters 14s) finm prior year to mtters Investigated (13) during current
year and subtracting number of matters closed (94 during that year.

Itow 49--Targets for FYn 00 and 01 ae based on projections of actual performance during FY 00. However, it is difficult to predict the
cosplexity of each grand jury Investigation and therefore difficult to determine an Investigative timetable.

e~xcept wora noted above, all FT 00 and 01 targets are based on IFY 00 Indicators with reitusted anhancemsta.

De*Oirn M hACWM cown~ * uvmnr 0*4WO 2001 P oil &
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FISCAL LIToatiON SeCTION

A. Deftilimees af Termse or P"7,a.tioa for ladiostoram

N 11. Oats in this chart regarding Inutitutional facilities Includes data from seven pre*CNIPA cases still monitored by the section.
Dats for target categories ars rough eatisates.

62 In view of the workload demands of already open CUIPh investigation and litigation in progrssa, it is sxpectsd that completion of
investigations will taks sverai fiscal years. Fewer PACtI investigations are expected bease of the chilling effect the statute has
had on violative activity nationwide.

a) cRIts enforcement allows a period of time for voluntary compiance by subject institutions. This period includes time for the
promised improvement to be estsblished, re-*esluetion tours by consultants, review of the institutional remedial plans. and evaluation
of the Institution's progress In eliminating identified contitutional deficiencies. Aditional findings letters may be issued when
unsatisfactory progress is made. Formal settlement agreement negotiations may coemme and may take one year or longer to conclude.
each investigation Ia considered individually and specific responses are made to institutions as required by the fact presented. New
CRIiA investigations are, taking longer to complete due to the allocation of ataff resources to older investigations, PLSA requirements

nd eotiation of Seattlement agreements.

The development of coses pursuant to police misconduct authority Is delayed by the enormous volue of materials reviewe in the
Investigation stags. These matters are taking longer than expected to reach the comlaint stage.

56 Due to woriload demands of CUIPS. police misconduct and FAWt, the Section has filed fewer suits than it would if there were more
staff resources,

if Compliance reviews analyse. jaLgz..s-". Incidents of harm end neglect, medical &Md psychiatric care, use of restraint, staffing
ratios, adequacy of professional staffing, staff training end conmnity placement.

09 we ace Interpreting a technical asaistanre unit to mean an Instance where technical information on either police practices or
institutional policy or practice has been provided.

31 Speeches and conferences, are utilized as outreach to explain to interested groups and pertis about Department policies and, to
solicit views.

esit Referral* are usually made to the FBI for the purpose of providing criminal history checks or locating present addresses of
witnesses In FAt a"d police misconduct matters.

oll Initial findings letters are Sent at the end of the investigation period of ClIPS enforcement, as statutorily required. Delays
in completing Investigations are caused by the time required to schedule consultants for tours, conduct of on site evaluations. review
of voluminous Institutional documenta, Interviews of Staff and other Interested parties. etc. Often the tatwillinp-s of state or
local off icials to cooperate results In nerous negotiation sessions to resolve questions on the spprcriatenss of the method of the
Investigation.

51) Contempt actions are filed whe defendants fail to comply with ordered relief. Typically, they occur after a protected period
of non-compliance.
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#IS Cases are not closed until minisu constitutional standards of care have been achieved. Lengthy negotiations over the terms of

estt laments and the degree to which facilities achieve compliaince with those tens often takes several years, depending on the efforts

made by the defendants. When compliance is achieved, consent decrees are terminated, or orders of dismissal ae sought.

1. PT 2060 Program Parformasce Repert.

Ice Police misconduct complaints are Increasing due to Increased public visibility and Section outreach. The $action is compiling a

log of alleged violations by law enforcement officials to determine where investigation is warranted. when approved additioal staff

comes on board, we anticipate that all performance goals will be met in IFT 2000.

54 The Iutr of facilities monitored pursuant to settlement agreements is Increas ing. Substantial staff resources are devoted to

compliance review end progress evaluation. Due to the volume of information to be anialyzad, we are facing Increasing difficulties in

maintaining an effective and thorough compliance review progra. Additional approved ataff will assist in meeting performance goals

set forth in OKAP table.

C. Factors Affeotleg aelsotisa of PT 2001 sa 2002 llama.

so The numer of facilities monitored pursuant to FLSA reguiremanla will decrease in PT 2001 due to expected dismissals of some

prison and lail cases.

I-1
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE
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we section

Sets Semme$,
4 Voting Section staff calculation based on infoevitiom In section S database (Subimsens Trealtiag and Prooeaaisg system

or *SThPS*)

S voting Section staff calculation based on 20 CPR Part IS Appendix.

* Votingo Section records of certifications by the attorney General pursuant to Section 6 of the Voting Plights Act (WA)
sand of Court orders pursuant to Section 3(m) of WRA.

7-16. 1) a 1s Voting Section litigation records.

it. 1 is 1 SMAS

12 voting Section election coverangs records.

l7-1S Voting Section stuff calculations based on STAPS sad personnel records.

a. Defisitises .1 Trer at Bplamatism far Inicator 4
4 Entities that make Section S preclearance submissions are theme that hae" made submissions since 1030 end include stateS end

counties cowered usndmr Section 4 of the Voting Rights Act (WA) Countis subject to preclearance as a result of Section l(c),
and cities, school districts, and other such antitis within the, all of which are counted Individually in tbis measure, eLaom
each submits changes ind1pendetly of the others.

S Coutism subjet to minority language requirementsasre Com~tism end other political subdivisionesSubject to Sectiom 4 (f) (4) or
Section 251(c) of the WRA.

6 Countisesligible for federal observer election *average ae omtis and other political VaubriioLMS Oertifimd undr Section -
6 o1 the VRA or under Section 3(a) court ordar. c

In. Section 2 of the WRA probibita precticas that hae -s discrisintory result, we usa It especielty to challenge methods of
election end redistricting plans that deny minorities s fair opportunity to alect candidates of their choice.

7b Section S of the WRA requires the federal review of voting changes def by specialty covered states and Countism. cities.
scoldistricts. end other political entities to asure that they e"e not discriminatory. Us bring Section S enformnt

act ions to enjoin the enforcement of changes to which an objection has been interposed by the Attorney Sinral or whichbhere
not been received for the required review.

' A jurisdiction can seek a Section I declaratory judgmet that an objected- to voting change Is not discriminatory. ?hese oases
usually are c=lee. and their defense is a nondioeretieinary responsibility of the Pregsaw.

7d sections e4l (4 and 202 of the WIA require rrtain jurisdictions to use specified minority languages in their electoral
processes.

7a The National Voter Registration Act MYRA, or *ootor voter, low) requires the states to conduct voter registration by sail. to
permit voters to register whso they obtain drivers, licenses, and to conduct rotar registration at specified gorviezt
agencies, and require voter purges to be conducted under rery controlled conditions.

7f. The Pcegran meeks to defend redistricting plans that provide minorities fair opportunities to elect canodidete. *2 thair chice
end In which race has been properly used. where such pleas hare been unfairly cherecterigad as rasial gerryrndes" Prbibited
unde r am V. - m, v.he V en bibms -A am -=

11 ThM Uniformd and Overseas Cititen. Abeente Voting Act EOOCAVA) provides a remedy for the lata mailig of abotse ballots far
federal elections to senders of the Armad forces ma other citizens vho are abroad.



7h billout actions are actions 111.4 under Section 4(a) or Section 203(d) of the VRA to remove a jurisdiction fro coverage under
special provisions of the VSA.

I An active case is a case with activity or significant compliance aonitorinag at soe point during the year.

10 Trials Includa evidentiary end summary judgment end other dispositive hearing. and aajor substantive status conformal a.

lle.b* Each Section S submiAsion contains one or orce voting changes.

11c. Redistricting plans for &tat**, counties, cities, end school districts are onng the complex and tie-onsuming voting changes
that are subject to Section 5 revise.

is Under Section I of the VWA federal observers selected by the Office of Personnel Nanageeent monitor elections where the Progree
has determined that observer* at* necessary to dIt-onnt and dater discrisination. In determining the numer of elections
monitored by federal observers, we count each time an election conducted bry a county, city, or school district is monitored by
federal observers.

is Included under Output/Activity are Important but nondiapositive court decisions, for exmpe, with respect to motion@ for
preliminary relief and smmiary judgment.

10 nore information f roe submitting authorities with respect to Section I submissions is requested when necessary to enable us to
determine whether or not the submitted changes are discriminatory. Section 1 objections are frequotly preceded by *vore
Information' requests.

is Cases are classified complex by supervising attorneys based on the legal and factual iSsues involved. Cases are classifid a
successfully Jltlflted by supervising attorneys when a consent decree Is filed with the complaint, W1 a court grant the
relief that we have sought, or when we otherwise accomiish the objectives of the litigation. CAses my be included even If
appeals or complance monitoring are not completed. Solti-phase cases may be Included more then once either in the sae ymar
or in different years) where multiple inclusion is required to accurately reflect the work a"d acoowlishets of the Proo.

155.b Section S objections almost always lad to compliance by the submitting jurisdiction. If the jurisdiction refuses to comply,
en enforcement lawsuit can be brought, in which It Is not necessary to prove that the voting practice In question is
discriminatory. Jurisdictions that respond to en objection by requesting reconsideration or fiing a declaratory judgent
action normally comly with the objection until It is withdrawn or the declaratory judgmnt ie granted.

I~c.d b y precleering a proposed voting change submitted under Section i, the Attorney General makes the change legally enforceable
under federal law. The numers presented are based on Oil & b and Ills & b.

17 Attorney-reviewers ae Program attorneys assigned to supervise Section S analysts in the review of voting changes and to
prepare legal analyses of submissions.

to Section S analysts else assist in litigation support and in ele~'tion coverage preparation.

a. TV It Pregrma Ferermesee Report

4 The nuember of entities subject to Section S has Increased as new special districte are crested, municipalities are

incorporated, end entities that have niot In the pest made submissions submit voting changes for review.

6 The need for greater than expected federal observer activity Pses 11) necessitated additional section 6 certificatioans and
Section I court orders.

71 - The numer of cases filed was lower than expected because we decided that our participation in emw private iaseuita would be
In appropriate and because the filing of *a authorized lawsuits ws postponed to provide oportunity for a negotiated
settlement.

4.11



I The numer of active taes wee lower than expected because the -nier of cases tiled was lower (see #7).

I0 secawee, mare jurisdictions then anticipated agreed to consent decrees, ad because of the nature of the litigation med the
phass of the litigation that predomiaed during the year. fewer trial have been neceamary then wee mticipaced1.

hla.b- The reduced numers appear to be the result of a greater than expected decline in voting precinct chains as bomndaries arm
frazen in anticipation of the 2000 census and a greater than expected reduction in changes In voter registration procedures a
a result of the expanded registration opportunities provided by the OFWM.

12 more elect iona were monitored by federal observers and more federal observers mere used than expected primarily because at
increased coverage in Wi1asisaippi for the quadrennial primary election, which was the result In pert of our first ever
monitoring of Choctaw language assistance in S counties covered under Section 203 of the Act and lose progwe" than expected by
the state in providing a discrimination free election Lay experience for black voters.

14 The nter of requests f or mare infacmation reflects the nature of the subeissions received during the fiscal year.

1i. 10 The reduced number at aubmiseions and changes (ees Illah) resulted In a loe burdensaee workload for attorney- reviewers andl
analyat@.-

C. Petters Affecting selection, of ftl go and @1 Plas.
4 The number of entities subject to Section 5 will continue to increase em new special diatricte are created. wAsicipalitma are

incorporated. and entities that have not In the pest made submissions submit voting changes foir review.

7' The* number of new caeai will be higher in 2000 then In 1999 because of conclusion of a numer of cases during 19CC med
investigations during limo that ace likely to lead to new litigation In 2000. Another Increase, In cases is expected In 2001 as
redistricting plane based on the 2000 census are adopted and become the subject at litigation.

O eased on the higher than expected use of federal observers in PY 1000 (se 6123. me have Increased our predictions for Fly 2000
ad 2001 tar the use of federal observers sad thus for election investigation. 0

it- we expect, baed on pest experience In comaable years. to have wore Section 9 submiseions and changes In 2000 than in 1999
and mare in 2001 than In 2000. The mast dramatic increase (in 2001) will be in the numter of redistricting@ that are
submitted. In the last few years before decennial census result are released, redistricting activity fales to very low
levels. Once 2000 caeneu Late are ceieased, however. jurisdictions will rush to prepare, adopt. ad obtain preclearmace for
new plane. so that elections held in 2001 and 2002 can be held on schedule under nov plane that satisfy the eNs person, oe
vote requirement of the tguaI Protect ion Clause of the 14th amendment. "ulls me expect to receive only Io a00S reftemittteg
in PT 2000. following the 19n0 rensus me received Sll in PT 1911, 1.274 in ft 192. and 014 In ft 101, a total of 2203 for the
three years. We expect even larger numbers after the 2000 census. Not only will all the jurisdiction* that redistricted
following the 1990 census reed to cediatrict again, but also at least 900 jurisdictions that changed Awing the 19119s fron
electing their governing bodies at large to electing from districts will need to redietrict. In addition, other jurisdictions
with Single-me1,er districts that did not rediatrict following the 1090 census (including those that had changed from mt-larg
to mingle-matber district election during the mid or late l900s) will adopt new plans. Thum me expect to receive shout 2.0oO
redistricting plan in the first three fiscal years after census results are relased (fTT 2001, Fly 2002. end ft 20g2).
rinaily, because ot greater awareness and leproved technology, we expect jurisdictions to react more quickly then they hae" in
peat decades to the release of census dote and tus to receive a higher proportion at the 2,000 place me anticipete during
earlier pert of the three year period.

12 we cannot actually set tar-goto but can only project based on pest experience the amount of federal observer election ovrege;
me react to the actions (or Inactions) at others. While the amount of federal observer election Onverage will Very dependin
on the Solvnt ed lctn-ltd tiwity, long tern tende iJodime"e Whthee diaorbaaati La etiLa increasing (it the
stumber of federal observers goes up) at declining lit the number of federal servers "m dowel . The resources that we west
devote to election coverage are only partially reflected by election coverage statistics m e are required to investigate and
sort out problems f or which relief under the VIA is required from those that are political is nature or for mhich a semedy
under etate law is appropriate Ca 6o, election coverage - investigational . fsod on the higor then expected use aftfdea
obeervere in PT 1§99. we have increased our predictions for ftY 2000 and 2001.



14 The number of requests for more information reflects the nature of the Submissuion& received during the fiscal year.

21 because a substantially higher proportion of the voting changes to be reviewed in 2001 are redistricting planes o SIlie),
which ore for more tie-consuming than most other kinds of changes. the number of subiaeienoe reviewed per attoueay-reviever
will decline from 2000 to 300ih this will require that att~rneys who otherwise would be available to work on litigation will,
instead, be used for Section S review supervision.

10 because a substantially higher proportion of the voting changes to be reviewed in 2001 are redistricting plane Ieee 1li0,
which are far more time-consuming than moot other kinds of changes, the numer of changes reviewd per §0 analyst will deeline
from 2000 to 2001. -

Deelputt@ &A lodICetor Coverng 2 r*VA~tod 150I Program rhunte.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE
Decision Uv* Housing and CMv Enforcwmnt
Strategic Plan FY 1997-21M2
Deputmnent of Justice Core Fution: Leoa Reprsentation, Enforcement of Fede-al Lawrs, and Defense of U.S. lintet
Strati Goal Proec tho civil rihts of al1 AMercan

FtRFORMANCE INDIATOR INO AiN PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PMRORMANCE PLAN!
Performance Plans EType of Pefformance [ndicator Data EY

Indicatlor Source Actual Final Actut Inital Current Plan
Plan Plan Plan

Input Perm Poe 91 91T 832 107 107 107
FTE as8 77 99 99 102
Amount ($00) $9,742 $10,063 $9,185 $11,800 $1 1,8W0 $13658

VWbritioadl 1. HUD Iteferreft CIVS
AL Eleton 36 s0 24 50 30 40
B Pionq JudclAction 3 5 3 5 4 4
C. Zoning 10 5 20 5 20 20

2 Refforalfrom B"niRegula" rAgencies CMS 10 20 7 20 15 20

Outpwt 3 Non-Deetonavy case Filigs CM5
Acivity A. MUD Election

bi HUD Prompt Judicia Action
C. Defensive Cases

4. Discretionary Case Fling
A. Pat or PractceZonlng Housing Cases

1. Testing Pattern or Practice
2. Faor lending Pattern or Practice
3. Insurance Pattern or Pratc
4. Zontng
5, Other Pattern or Practice

B, Arnicus Curiae or Interven tion in Housing Case
C Pub~ Accommiodation Cases

5 Election Cases Referm, to U S. Attornes

CMVS

I CIVS 28 40 15 40 20 25

a-04



NAM OF DECWON UNIT: osngad C"e Entoroement
TypS OF rwvoormeno eao DebA ~Fl 1

hctrSource Ack"t Init Adust lnSe Cuwsnt plan
Plen Pio plan

0 Me~n 1Pm
A, Number of StsTesMe 120 250 125 250 325 375
B. Number of Tests , 50 300 154 450 450 825
C, Number ofConracts 1 8 0 12 10 10

7. Trwswmmervvg CF 33 35 35 45 45 s0
A- Trk*eanson Mevs 3 5 4 7 5 7
B. Otteiealngs 30 30 30 so 40 43

8. kwsslgsbots Conducted CMS 157 210 100 250 120 ISO

*tflh V %AM IKUOWMOO
*Oulcoms A. MWU Non-~odmonury Cases

x I. Consent Decreee and Oter Setdflet in
Election Case

2. Trkisn E'ecton Case
3. Oter Litgatd Judgment (e.g. summery

-One poor -uiM c
B. Patr or Prsctice Case

A1. Consen Decrees or Olver Seement
2. Tr~al
3. Ofter Ulgated Aipnent

C. Ai'cus Curiee Case

10. Total Moetsry Rset(In,,dft
A HUD Electio Cases
S. Patr or PrecotloeZoning Cases

CF 28

CF 32
28
3
3

CMS 4

CUS $3.26
50.23
$3.03

as MVA M1% MA
36 NWA WA NIA

24 N/A W/A NIA
4 N/A N/A WfA

6 N/A WA NWA

28 W/A WA W/A
27 NIA W/A MIA
I W/A W/A WA
0 W/A WA W/A

4 WA M/A WA

$3.25 W/A WA W/A
50.25 MPA W/A NIA
52.97 WA WA WA

o% Sews. C5.CaM sp W Syft Tem 755.wa feft~ P ap- Om~fse
C,4.OM RNOi. Cafe no

60
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A. bfistitlees of TongOl oratee ter ?adIcaterau

Item91 Ii n the workload category, the nmer of election and prompt judicial action referrals has benslightly greaer than the caases
filed. This ts because awen though such referrals are required to be filed by the Fair Houeing Act, there are occasions when they ae
not filed eWg. when the case settles before filing In court when nely discovered evidence Indicates the referral should be returned
to "UP3 for reconsideration.)

2tee"4 2. 111 refer to *fther pattern Or Practice, cases. This category Includes the pattern or practice cases we file that do not
fell into one of the priority categories listed before thee, I.*. testing, lending, insurance or toning. prior to FY 1155, we did not
include In this category election coss In which a pattern or practice count was added. In TY 1MI. we started counting such @&a a
both election roses end 'other* pattern or practice cases. an this better reflects our workload.

Its. M5 inwetigattions are defined a. otters opened and requiring investigative activity by an attorney or paralegal.

0. FY to progrm Periermeace seperi.

The number of nondiecretionary cos filings hae continued at lower levels in FT 1999 because of continued low wTer of referrae
from NW.. KM2 had announced at the beginning of FT lees that it expected to double the ntIer of enforcement actions It brings under
the Fair Housing Act, Including referrals to the department of Justice, but this has not yet inaterialiaed. Thus, we have lowered all
our projections for 1123 referrals and nondiscretionary cases which are virtually all bus"d on MW2 referralel for 2000 and beyond. The
section expended resources dealing with I potential prmt judicial actions f roe M03 during the fiscal year. Nowever, we did not file
In court any requests for prompt judicial action because. in two of these Cases, and as is our practice it possible, we were able to
resolve the Issues without report to court action and, in the other case, we advieed U1M. that the fact* presented to us did not warrant
proceedings with such a request. The Housing and Civil enforcement Section filed it pattern or practice cases in Pc 1935. which is
below the projected target of IS such cos@. A number of factor@ explain this result. First, resources hae" been dedicated to
handling a number of large cases that have been contested rather then Immediately settled, These cases include a suit alleging race
discrimination against the City of Hilford CT, suits alleging race or national origin discrimination spainet landilords In Laa Vegam,
Mlcond. Idaho, New Orleans, and Spokane, suits alleging sexuaal hareseent of tenants against landlords In Ohio. taxas, and
Mississippi. Som of these cases eventually settled, but often only with the use of AM, after extended litigation and pre-trial
preparation Staff assigned to thoe cases had little available tie& to develop new cases. Second, a numer of additional case were
outhorited duing VT 99 but were not filed Airing that tise because we gave the defendants the opportunity engeg In pre-suit
negotiations, which extended the filing date past the end of the fiscal year. NO5 also have a nte r of investigations in which we are
alleging that multi-family housing was built without the accesibiiity features required by the fair Housing Act. The conclusion of
those investigations ham been delayed In large pert because we hae had to rely on outside experts to review blueprints. Me anticipate
that with the hiring of en In-house architect that these Investigations can be concluded, and the cooe" filed or resolved, more
quickly. Thes sections0 FT 2000 performance plan taflects an increase in discretionary case filings based on FT 2300 enhanemmsits to
Section *telf recently approved, The Section has begun the process of advertieing the new poitiona and making hiring decisions.
However. it is anticipated that only a portion of the approved Section ennancoeat will be in place at the end of the fiscal year.

C. Factrs AfSaio Sae lectiof Pr JIM saw0 e0d Plowns.

Me have significantly lowered our projections for the nqeIr of non-discretionary cases thet we expect to file In light of tbe actual
referrals received from 203. Prior projections have been significantly higher based on announced IM plans to bring oam esiforomeet
actions, but actual experience indicates MW has fallen far short of their goal.

With respect to discretionary case filings. we aspect an increas In pattern or practice cases to be filed in rT 2001 as a reeult of VT
26es - ,acto of this progon. Those emoaoeenta were designed to provide additional reeouros for these important oee.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE

NAME OF DECISION lAST: EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNfIiES LITIGATION SECTION-t% PWn FY 1997-2002
Deperteir of hidas Cam Fi dlin: Legal Repseenion. Enfrdcenen of Fedn I Law. end Defense of U.S. hlre
$Vasle* Goo: PINm On dvi d" of ONAmerican

PERFORMANCE 00DCATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

FYIUSM FY IMU FY 2000 FY 20I
T~seof ow" Fie A ww
km$cei Palo nW * hvicew Source Ackof Plen Adisk Plen Plan Par

Ipw Perm Poe. 30 30 30 36 36 3V
PIE 30 31 31 34 34 30
Ajmair $2.8211 $0" $2,043 !10 $1 $4,2374

WRKcLOAWr I. Numberof Cam" Pakdn CMS 212 212 213 210 212 213
ACTIVITY 2. Numer ofSchool Distrits hwaled inCaee CMS 512 612 503 51Q 512 613

a.Auegned loAlloieye 175 170 176 280 196 20W
b. Anslged tot LSS 337 342 337 26 316 307

3. Nut w @1 Conybh*&uqmfts Rucle EDO 332 366 331 3W0 346 36W
a. CJ11zene0Cor-w*hl Groups 267 300 279 246 290 30
b. Co visloneRefeles 48 56 82 56 56 6.

4. Number of MuflerRscrived CMS 9 5 Is 7 20 20
S. Nwif6w of OCR Refenin or Fbdngs 8am

OCR CMS 3 3 2 4 3 r
S. Nubrof Complenc Reporte Reeid CMS 166 210 120 100 120 160r
7. Number of Moilcalon Prpee

Reooi'e m WK AOR 30 30 17 26 17 2(0
S. tum~er d Ltl~uy Sine kwqmrle

Received ACIR 20 30 21 24 23 23
0. Number of On-go"n hw"eeione Pendin CUS 29 340 266 273 290 m

of D0J COwl Ordered School nei
10. Cm issoance Review- Pvaje

Numer f doDiwirictsWoavd CMS 65 10 150
11. Nwnftrof MaiherPendiry CMS 37 46 4 43 51 so

0-el



7"pe of
pedwkm fi LIC M

OUTPUTI 12. RqW'su Of &SePORwa W LEV
ACTMTY Commuft rouCm skle EDO

13. Number of Responses to. ConVide or
Conges"Wio Correspondence EDO

14 Numbler of N"w Msome Oped
a lrrveelgsllone Iid CMis

16 Number of Conipleln Refere to Olver
Agenciesjedlonts EDO

18. Number of Now Came Filed CIAS
a- Mom"n lohkdeen
bi. SuLemenWa ReWe Sougt

1?. Number of Responses to Pvoposeaw VW( ADA
Pedd"n to Modif Desgregslon Plan

18 Numberof Resposes o OCs Findin to:
Inveetigabon of DOJ Caes ADR

1g. Nmbsr6 of Motons Ptedng mud
P.ooe Orders Fled VW, ADA

20 Number of Latters to ScooleiDbkk to:
C" So" EDO

21 Number of F~ags nerte Through
Coseborew, Elbt wliOle
Federal Agendee or Sedans Vft
MsAWs Rssponsfhlles VAC. ADA

22. Copfts Rewi od
Numbler of Souaf lidis Rslewe CM3

23. Nwusr of Coeedee Aco Plen

OUTCOME a. Einfoenrti ~ e 1 S
b.Aimlkevl Closed

25. Nwfter of Faewal Court Ordered Oelons wAC ADA

26. Number of Consera Dsoom Entre M~ CS
2?. Numbfer of TrtalEvldenfty 1earing VVt ADA
25. NWr1er of Meters osed CMIs
21 N-we of Cows Pandw at " End at yew CMS

FY ING FY IN FYZO2= FY 20I

Ani Plen Auk Ple Pion fle

230 24 200 30 250 30

45 58 42 70 so 66

0 6 Is 7 20 20

25 26 20 25 23 25

3 S 2 4 3 4

96 100 87 110 91 100

25 40 34 70 40 48*

1 3 0 a s*
ide nde 5 10*

1 53 a 3 3

nfl eft ide ndfl nfl
MNf efft nde IS nde

36 Iva
16 ide
20 Idet

I ide
213 rde

40
20

212

i~a ide efe
eva ide r6%
nfl Ife ede
Ive eve ea
e~e rils eds

Dew
source



PERFORMANCE WCATOR INfORMATION

Tweet o
FY IN@ FY IM - FY 2OO0 FY 200I

OWb Fin!IW uf
Peroirem hdio- Soure Am Po Aclul Pion Pen Po

END OUTCOME 30.4Nmrilwf Cese Dders Uvialy wiorOm e DWiVW ADR 5 We 2 ole nia "is
a. Numb~er of Softoat DW6s bahle 0 nle 2 wle rig ida
b. Number al 0#4vaellkw~aleges kwhe v

31. Nuwber of Cases (Puld Unty Obbened) Mi AOR 2 ole I NMs ame nf
a Nunbw of caaDsblanvlved 10 Wle 12 We We nfe

32. Num of SdtolI it Aitlaed by ADR
Favorbl Judgmntiwoaa Dseel
Areemnant 50 rig 35 ft nle nk

33, Outreadi Actvites (Worshops. eMc.) AOR
CobecsConducd anot

Pa-flicpipee i Int Educase the Pubic
on lie Work of goe Section and Sho
Ds~regetioi Laes) 5 we 4 rib roe NM



EDUCATIONAL. OPPORIUW?1135 LIIGATION SECTION

FT 2001 Plan Column~ - The asterisk (*) in this columni indicates those activities projected to be affected by

the FY 2001 program enhancements.

**Tho data provided in this table is taken from various sources to include the Sections case mavagement
system, weekly reports, congressional submissions and attorneys.

A. MefstMes of rea or zwletae for s"mtoral (Clarif 11otmusaily eseftalsw tea. same a low jewel of familarde vimh
"oar Ffefow )e

12b. LSU refers to the Litigation Support Unit of the Idur'ational opportunities Litigation Section. In the
latter part of 1996, our support staff was reorganized t~o, among other things, provide the maximum
litigation support to the attorneys In the Section.

1e. Matter refers to any correspondence given a 'good' DJ3 number; however, the school district involved Is
not operating under a desegregation order to which the United States is a party. Also, the issue(s)
involved has the potential to generate a new case.

IS. OCR reform to the office for Civil Righta of the U.S. Department of I9ducetion who has primary
responsibility for enforcing Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits public school
districts that receive federal funds from discriminating on the basis of race or national origin in a
program or activity. LOF refers to Letter of Finding re: investigation initiated of Doi3 case.

St. includes those school districts that are being actively monitored.

610. This is a high priority program initiative for the Section. The purpose of this project is to
systematically review the unassigned school districts on the Section's active case docket in an effort to
seek compliance of those school districts ''utt ore in violation of their extant desegregation orderal and to
administratively close those districts that are in compliance, thereby, reducing our massive case docket.

016. The bulk of our workload - - in addition to the higher education cases - - involves enforcement
activities seeking compliance with extent desegregation orders and/or supplemental relief under tboee plans.
Case activity necessary to obtain compliance with the existing court order and/or supplemental relief is
prosecuted in the same manner as 'new' litigation; and, thus, will be counted as such.

125b. A school district is *admnistratively closed* when the ,review of the report to the oourt over a five
year period has reflected no significant problems In the district.,

826. A favorable decision" is a decision by the court which affirms the position advocated by the United
States.

4-44



a. Pr t9 P Oplas Pas~smoaspect

The Setion's heavy non-discretionary workload continues to have a significant iffact on efforts to
aggressively pursue now program initiatives, I.e., with the perf ormance goal of generating new cases. For
"71 f. the Section has had to commit Its staff resources to handling our enforcement activities, such as
investigating citizen comlaints In our extant school deegregation cases evaluating and responding to
various motions, including petitions to modify the desegregation plans imposed by the extant court orders;
conducting extensive discovery for trials and evidentiary bearings; managing the preparation of
demonstrative exhibits, participating In trial and hearing procedures and many status conferences; and
conducting extensive records and facilities, inspections. -including reviewing and gathering hundreds of
documents and touring schools. In particular, the courts have placed demands on our discretionary efforts
by requiring that we review and determine whether a number of districts have achieved unitary status and, if
not, put the districts on track to achieve that end. Currently, we are conducting labor intensive reviews
of 1s such districts in addition to ton trade schools and junior colleges, while continuing to litigate end
monitor the 12 Initial school districts. Data for FT 93 reflect the actual workload/output activities to
daea.

C. P55esorf tesegag selsis of 970 ofi Fa" Ps tsamass tszyet(s)

Should the referenced factors - - including the expected increase in directives fro the courts to determine
the unitary status of school districts on our active case docket, as well as direct requests from school
districts seeking such status -- persist for FT 2000 and VY 2001, it is conceivable that the Section will
continue to have difficulty in meeting its performance projections for 610 and 61g, eve with the proposed
enhancement* in FT 2000. Accordingly. we have lowered our projections for the referened workload/out put
activities for FT 2000 and rT 7001.



PERFORMANCE MASUREMENT TAKE!
09AME OF DECtSIOW UWT: Oftabifi NOigW
$bwagic Plant FY 1007.2002
Ospeibiwie co Angles Core Funcdmi: -" Rwprwftbmn bjocmUwi of Fedwal La, &W Dn of U.S. ksoresb

PERFORMANCE WNWATOR MWORATWM
FYrIM FY 2000 FY 2001

'Typ of Dots FY 19t" 48848 CANT"W Inva
WK*Wcao Pailimo e dallo, ors source Achaof Plin Ach"a PiM Plan Plan
w4PUT PWMn POO 56 74 74 82 82 108'

FT! so 71 73 M1 81 91'
Arttow (OD0) 59,490 Si0.765 $10.094 S13.308 813.300 8161568

VOftLOAD I Lkqa~o Pnd"n Cats so 35 66 ?1 75 To
2 LkigattoSltad CUS 20 25 35 27 20 37'
3 IoeentiottoPwwkvn CUS 2,707 2307 2,046 1.598 1,637 0.17
4 kwtvsatosStale CatS 922 1200 828 1,200 300 375*
8 Oigi Mewsm Peaidn CTS 300 200 300 300 100 100
8 Ot0ig Mafm Recatwed CTS 9.464 4.300 8990 10,500 10,500 11,000
7 Cartiocalin Maoesm Pending DRS Stab, Is 15 18 20 15 25
a twcagncy Coon) NMm tat en atgulsboons RcodORS Sut 50 s0 80 so 70 s0
S TedwicM Aaaagance (TA) Requet sp"k 1201 100k 107k 125k 110k 120t
10 Sm Ent"~ Guidane Requests AGA 06 8,040 4.000 5.182 4,000 4.500 8.000

OUTPUT) I11 LRS~ ioCwoftudd Cms 12 20 26 22 28 31*
12 wktwb"gt~n Condwd
13 Othgnmuoo"

s DeOcamitNo4to flelshple CTS
b Relatruls W o .panttO Urisi CUS
c Relatis fo PMediation- OR$ Shoe

- -ornW Ropo5s onsto
14 Cendicegmi Rospoiees DRS Shat
IS khlmgsnc Cooedlatlo e" Relaory Responses MR St

cats 1,583 1,300 1,337 1.40w 620 880

900 912 1,000 900 600
5w0 823 400 5w0 580
200 346 225 480 528
1.200 781 1 20 1,000 1,200

a 0 12 8 10
40 34 50 so s0

ACTMTV



PPKWAN 0 SOATOR 00ONATM2

FY INS FYI P9 fy mm FY 2001
loss IV O0 1" COrMA k"U
-wm Pg13eeOMn 1m u 0 $owe Admi PIN" A3W Pim Pip mn PIN"

it. ADAMd kgoft L.W* Coa
a RSo"e by Aukwmiad Sy~oW Swim4 122k 100k 105k 1206 1ook 12thk
b Ruved by 513 ACD 42k 3a 4ak 35k 40k 4w

17 ADA DuiSs~neJiibOR& Swi so TO To s0 50 1
it TA ~Maftfumi&Wkbm esipmuw ORS ista 5 40 43 40 40 40k
19. Cigiedwm Body o hTA 0oammeous Deineaped ORS SW 219 220 235 220 240 248
20 TA hftp oft &Wd Ocmemsf DoinWdd ODRS Stab G 3m 8.1 .3m" 8.01 8.0m &W
21.P ADA Wbwif Adly W#Mw9mf 3.& rim &or" 4.01" S.01 Sw
22 Suma ErMy 0'Maonce Palde ADA OS 5.040 4.000 5,192 4,000 4.50W sw0

EmD outcome 23 F -vuu bimeat RAhi ORS Stab 1 V IV IV n Is "s rm aft
24 CommwdlDa~se DRS S" ~ 12 we 0 wV. Vs we.
25 Fomiieemamto AN m 1 w1 V ~ rim we we
2 N kimw soSmmnI. OR$ imil 52 Noa 21 No im im
27P woe Rumulde~fto onR staw 101 IV, 20 wa rim wV.
U8 T69M1 CWNSPws OR$ SiNS ".5w0 e 66.000 3w V. V.g
29 iMae" POW 1 alo ti V medo Einloim OR SIS 503.000 w 54A25 f"a we w
30 INge*udosulkma or Poop-n Afamfd ORS SVAN 6.500 IV. 4.500 We e we
31 F"i Cwucob Docklis OR fim 2 e 0 e oft ea
32 Fknd Ra9IM~bee Moed DAS Swi 0 wem 0 rds wea I
33 *~ of Poea Rc" imTA ORS imft 18dm" 1.5m um8 1.m Ieu 1~w

3d People Remluk TA Par TA StmN Puant ORSimNO 114,053 90,000 11562" 90,000 $0.0m0 111.75

I~n ie I , eae seik1 om a eequeebW 2001 popgme deemS.
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OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL
A. Deillaees oftTerus or Esiplamatloas for ladirators"
Items N1.2 & 3. A "Charge is she wristn accusation that a person who thinks he/she has been discriminated against files with OSC. This lnchsdaa charge" that
OWC initiates,

1, "Charges Investigated" or "Complete Charges" is a subset of the total number of charges received, mid isncludes chage which priced die conpWlss
and/or settlement stage. "Charges Inivestigated" are charges for which OSC has jurisdiction or reasonable caus to believe thee a person or entty has engaged or
is engaging ,n an immigration related unfair employment practice.nTis includes ACWIA-related charges as described in 04.

2 As Independent Investigation" is an investigation conducted on the Speci Counsers own initiative where diee Is reasonabl case to believe doat a person
or entity has engaged or is engaging in an immigration related unfair employment practice.

3 'Charges Reviewed" are those charges that have been submitted aind OSC has are inadequate to constitute a charge.a defined In 281 CFR j 4.101(a), after
pretiminary rev iew/or consultant ion with the charging party This item was renamed from "non-actionable charges" because is some iinstances OSC concludes
that the charging party has stated a cause of action, but under a different statute. Those charges are referred by OSC to the appropriate enforcement agency.
Some non-actionable charges may he made complete at a later date, and thus, become actionable in the nest fiscal year. ibis includes ACWIA-related charges as
described ts 04

4 Tis is the total number of charges its.estigsted. initiated and reviewed. In F's 00, OSC expects to be delegated the Attorney General's authority under the
American Compet it iveness and Work force I mprovement Act (AC WIA) to begin investigating charges expectedd to peak In FY 0 1) of U.S. workerm whom H-lB8
dependent employers filed to elect for jolts filled by H- 18B visa holders.

7 &g "Worker" and "Employer Hotlines": OSC operates two nationwide toil-free telephone hot lines specifically designed to assist works and employers
iith questions about immigration reisted unfair employment practices The worker hotline can be quickly linked with AT&T's translator service to enable our

professionsl staff to assist callers tn a language other than English The employer hotline, which was created in 1994, is fully automated (however, the caller can
easily reach an OSC attorney) and includes a 'fax back" feature which allows the catler to receive the latest information on INS Formn 1-9 requirements. etc.

9 'Grants" OSC conducts an annual grat program for governmental and nonprofit organizations throughout die country for the development and
implementation of public education programs designed to address the unique needs of employer and communities with high alien and minority language
popsulations.

10Oc Under ACWIA (see definition N4), OSC witl initiate binding arbitration proceedings in FY 01 through the Federal Mediation Conciliaition Service(FMCS)
where OWC finds reasonable cause to believe a failure-to-select violation has occurred.

12 "Grants Awarded" Each year OSC publishes a notice of availability of funds in the Federal Register announcing our annusal pants program. Is response to
this announcement OSC receives more than 60 applications from agencies (described in *9) throughout the country. OSC conducts an extensive grant review
process involving much of OSC's professional and support staff in order to determine which agencies will be awarded grants.

I3c "National Contractor". OSC also conducts a national outreach campaign through a private contractor which Includes television and radio announcements
naionwide, as well as production and distribution of materials in many languages. 'Outreach provided by the national contractor" is the number of times each
paid advertisement lis been aired. Is should be noted that these advertisements are then often repeated several times free of chare as "public service
announcements."
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20 'Telephsone Intervention%* refers to each time ass OSC attorney or other professional prevents discrimination frost occssrrlsg/consln ulng by providing
coustselinformaios scan employees or employer via our "1-800" telephone lines without a charge having to be filed. The usformsal instervenstios cans eithe
prevent discrimination against a specific individual or can stop an employers ongoing illegal practice by providing t employer wish informsation shout proper
employment eligibility verification practices Ass result of exam inin R data and calculation formulas from she pass three years, OSC in FY 99 implemented
more stringent definitions and guidelines for activities which fall under the category *Telephone Inteirventions" in order to obtain a more accurate assessment of
time and resources invested inio this process

B, FY "9 Program Performance Report

The number of actual charges received in FY 99 does not yet approach earlier levels of years prior to FY 93. We believe this is caused by else following three
factors 1) increased public attention on illegal imnmigraiion has discouraged members of legal immigrant communities frosts coming Tot-ward to exert their rights
under the law'. 21 ihe success of our public outreach program so employers and employees informsing them of INAns antidiaceimination provisions; and 3) the
success of our early intervention program which addresses and prevents discrimination prior to, and in lieu of, a formal charge being flied. In addition, the
Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRIRA) included an "intent" amendment which now requires charging pasties who
allege document abuse to prove that the employer intended to discriminate against them based on their national origin and/or citizenship status. The imposition
of this higher burden of proof upon charging paries who allege document abuse (our most frequent charge) may also deter immigrants fom asserting their
t ights by iling charges wiih OSC. As AL~a interpr et the intent standard, OSC is including it as a topic in its public education effoess.

Assa result of its public service announcement campaign, increased number of educational outeah grant recipients, and its increased partneship efforts with
tLLC and state and local civil rights agencies--particularly in states with new or large immigrant populations, OSC anticipates an increase in the t'umher of

actual charges received and level of prevention work in FY 00,'-
C.,

The number of charges is not always an exact measure of the performance of the office. First, it does not reflect the prevention work done by the office throughC7
increased partnerships with butinds associations, counseling of employers and educational efforts cosponsored with other governmental agencies. Second, the
office has fostered early intervention and settlement of matters before they reach the complaint or litigation stage. Already in FY 00, although they are not
separately counted, job reinsisiements by early intervention exceed reinstatements through litigation.

C. Factors Affecting Selection of' FY 2000 and 2001 Plans.

The data above are derived from OSCa case management system and extrapolations from the case management system. The targets for 2000 and 2001 reflect
OSC's expectations regarding demographics, public sentiments regarding immigration, and she unique characteristics of our target populations based on OSCs
prior history and experience

The record number of It-lIB visas granted 3e the high-tech, medical and other industries will inevitably result in QSC receiving ass increase in charges of
imm igrat ion- related job discrimination either under existing OSC law or the new H-I B law. In addition to the anticipated peak in these types of case in FY01,
OWC will be receiving a substantial increase of cases through referrals from new or reinvigorated partnerships with federal agencies (National Labor Relations
hoard. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission) and with state and local civil rights enforcement agencies in area of traditionally-high immigrant
concentration (California. Illinois, Florida, Arizona) OSC has stretched its dollars by creating these partnerships to increase reach, accessibility and education
nationwide The effectiveness of these partnerships is contingent upon OSCas ability so be responsive so the case generated from this Increased otuevach.
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Civil Rights Division
Salauies and expenses

Detail of Permanent Positions
Fiscal Years 1999- 2001

1999 Enacted Enacted Tota
Auhr Rem Auhr Ren Programn

Category ized bursabl Ized bursable Increases Auth. Reaft.

Attorneys (905) ............ .... 261 12 301 12 40 341 151
Paralegal Specialists (950)-... . 86 ... 94 a. 102
Other Legal and Kindred (900-M9 ) ....... 10 .. 10 ... ... 10 ..
Social Sciences, Econorm and

Kindred (100-199) .. ...... 23 .. 23 . ... 23
General Adrnin. Clerlca ad Ofie

Service (300-399) ..... .......... 185 1 223 1 32 255
Accounting and Budget (50W599), ........ 5 .. 5 .. 3 8
Architects (8 O).. ... ... . ..... ....... 2 6 .. 6..
Information and Arts Group (1000-1099) 3.... 3 ... * 3 ..
Mathematics and Statistics

Group (1500-1599) ......... ...... . ... 2 . 2 2. 2.
General investigating (1501-1610) ........ 4 . 4 ... 4

Tota ..... .I..... . .... .. . .......... 5 1 - 13 61 1 3 5 1 1

Total, . ....... ................ 13_7_13___74__
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A P P R P L ~ T E 0 P O S I T l O N S P M r O p l dW i s eK N W

Decision ULkM Poe FTE Poe FTE -Poe, FTE Poe. FTE Poo. FTh Poe. FTE Poe. FTh Poe. FTE Poe. FTE

Fed" eAppelate Acbit Is1 1110 t 29 28 2 4 . 2 1 20 10 11 10 31 29

Cm ~RI9It ProPOJ8W 50 43 31 26 61 71 1 5 10 3 4 6 14 155 53 34 32 69685

VobN Rt 36 36 56 56 94 92 5 3 1 9 6 12 41 39 56 66 100 104
EmpiaintwUo LWOOM 33 32 29 29 62 61 2 1 1 1 3 2 35 33 30 30 65 63
Coordwmn od Review 7 7 15 13 22 20 2 1 1 2 3 3 9 a 1615s 25 23
Houamngv4dCWvEnforoeMef 43 36 64 54 107 90 . 5 7 ... 12 43 41 64 81 107 102

DlsbY Rg" ~ 37 36 45 45 62801 to 7 16 9 26 16 47 43 6164 106 97
Offta of SpCombei 13 13 16 16 29 29 5 2 3 3 8 5 16 15 19 19 37 34
Martagerwednerg"A srwllon 1 12 12 57 71 6 9 83 1 -.. 113 9 13 9 12 12 170 80 82 921

Tota 301 279 370 360 6716391 40 39 143 52 63W91 1341 316 413 412 75473

REM"MOSALE POSTIONS00Apo~vlo 01kis" 20 eus ea

Deciion Unit rPoFTE PoeFTE Poe FTE Poe FTE PooFTE PoeFTE Poe FTE Po.FTE PooFTE

Crv* Righl Prosecution

VoWVn RIVa
EmploymentLigaton 12 12 1 1 13 13 3 3 3 33 15 15 1 1 1618s
CoodWn "n Review
Hou"V srW C" Enkbosmant.. ..
EducelionalOpporluailles
DOeatutyR" .. ..
Office Of Specia CoWWes
Msrnigenet an Admr~t~o _ _ .__

Tota 12 12 _ 1 .1 13.13 3 3 33 15 15 1 1 1616j
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Sumary of RauMnWM by gWad wW bidCm
(Dollars In thousands)

1999 Actual 2000 Estimtate 20015Rqee na/.ca

Poas. Poe. PO Po
Grades and Salary Range, W1 ~ WA 2 &ad WA i W3

Executive Level IV, 0122,400 .... 1 1 0
ES-4. 0 1 30,200 .................. 14 I6 16 0
ES-3. 6126,825 ........................... 2 2 2 0
ES-2. $121.264 ........................... 2 ... 0
ES-i, 0115,811 ................... ...... 0
SL-00, $116,811-4130,200 .............. 4 4 4 0
GS/GM-15, 184,039-11110,028 .......... 179 183 163 0
OSIGM-114, 01719540-1193.537 .......... 76 119 129 10
GS/GM-13. $60.890-079,155 ............ 60 57 100 43 -
0S- 12, $51.204-1166.564 ................ 53 75 86 11 C4
OS-11, $42.724-055,541 ................ 61 58 59 1 t

09-10, $38,885-0150,554.................6a 6 6 0
GS-9, $35,310-045,900.................. 29 49 61 12
OS-S. $31,9684041,557 .................. 19 19 20 1
09.7, $28,86-1137,522.................. 64 73 73 0
OS-C, $6,5976-633,768 .................. 6a 6 11 5
09.5, $23,304-430,292 .................. 3 3 3 0
05-4, 020.829-1127.060 .................. 2 ... .. 0
09.3, $18,555-024,120 ........................ ... ... ... 0

Total, appopriatd positionsa....... ....6 6e 71 754 83

Average ES Solar $119,579 $125,319 $130,200
Averae GSIOM Salar N$688 $72,196 $75,011
Aver*"geSIOM Graft 13.06 13.06 '13.10
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Object Class
I1I1 Fuli-Sine permanent
11 3 Other thaul-time permnen
11 5 Othr personnel compenation
116 Specalpersonalsevcspayents.

Total
Recriburseble workyearu
Full-tim permanent

Other obpnt
12 Personne benefit
13 Benetits foroarnier persoviel
21 Tra"e and transporaio of persona
22 Trsnsporstlon oftlhin
231 GSA reat
2 32 Rantulpayments to otheas
233 Commnunicationa, utiltie and miscellaneous

rwges
24 Printin and reproduction
25 1 Adirsory & Assistance Services
25 2 Other Service
25 3 Purchases Irom Govt Aoounts
25 4 Operation & Mainnne,
25 6 MedicalCe a
25 7 Operation & Maintenance ot Equipmen
26 Supplies end materials
31 Equipment
42 insurance Ctaamnea & Indenn

Total obligations

502 533N 562 S"9.067 63 547,146 62 68.061
67 3.1563 87 4,633 96 5.033 9 200

4 517 4 667 4 721 0 54

59 37,788 643 44,567 734 5 2,902 91 6,335

7.680

335
5.934

243

1,512
463

3.M9
7.490
5,758

13
38

279
929
295

0
74,621

[131

10,003
2

2.725
36

7,627
435

i'e
504

2,02
9.419

744
62
45

703
977

2,162
17

4,07

1161

12,322
2

2.319
0

621
64
73
6

274
112

2.006
266
476

0
6

55
170

(1.034)
27

13.&3S

1.940
616

4,08
9.684
1,220

62
51

758
1,147
1,148

44
97,922
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United States National Central Bureau
International Criminal Police Organization
Summary Statement and Performance Plan

Fiscal Year 2001

The United States National Central Bureau (USNCB) is requesting a total of 62 permanent
positions, 64 work years, and $7,686,000 in its Salaries and Expenses Appropriation. This
request does not represent an increase over the 2001 base request of $7,686,000. It is an
increase of $326,000 over the 2000 appropriations anticipated.

USNCB's 2001 anticipated appropriations of 64 positions, 62 work years, and $7,696,000
supports continued implementation of the Administration's comprehensive criminal
prosecution effort that began in 1996. A detailed explanation of the USNCB's FY 2001
base program is described on pages 7-8.

2001 Component Performance Plan and 1999 Accountability Report

A. Comonet Mission and Goals, and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

The USNCB's FY 2001 budget request/performance plan directly supports continued
implementation of the Administration's comprehensive international criminal investigative
effort that began in 1996. In addition, it incorporates information on performance
measurement that should lead to better accountability regarding actual results achieved.

The mission and goals of the United States National Central Bureau are to:

Communicate and exchange criminal investigative information between domestic and
foreign law enforcement agencies through the International Criminal Police
Organization (INTERPOL);
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Ensure that the common interests of U.S. law enforcement are represented in the
nternatijonal enforcement community;

Provide leadership and expertise for global law enforcement symposia, conferences and
meetings.
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B. Highlights of 1999 Mission Critical Results

INTI3.POL Channels racili tate Capture of Trananational Vuitives:

On July 8', Jamaican officials escorted a U.S. drug fugitive from prison and turned him
over to the U.S. Marshals Service. The subject is alleged to have been one of three
leaders of a major drug ring responsible for as many as 1,400 deaths throughout the U.S.
He escaped to Jamaica and was placed on the FBI's Most Wante d list. Jamaican authorities
arrested him in 1994, remanded him to custody, and rendered him extraditable in 1995. His
return to the U.S. followed the rejection of his extradition appeal.

In 1997 INTERPOL Moscow requested the USNCB's assistance in locating a murder fugitive.
Information regarding his possible location was provided. The USNCB forwarded the
information to its domestic colleagues. U.S. Immigration officials subsequently arrested
him in Massachusetts. The USNCB coordinated the exchange of deportation evidence. A
lengthy hearing resulted in the issuance of a deportation order. He was returned to
Moscow on June 25"', accompanied by U.S. Immigration officials.

Colombian authorities facilitated the capture of a multi-million dollar can artist by
denying him entry, immediately placing him on a flight to the U.S., and alerting U.S. law
enforcement. The subject had eluded capture through international travel. Federal
auth orities immediately arrested him upon his U.S. arrival. The expulsion and capture
punctuate renewed levels of cooperation between Colombia and the U.S.

INTRPOL Channels Facilitate Multi-Million Dollar Recovery - In April USNCB sought the
assistance of its INTERPOL colleagues in recovering $4.5 million which had been
transferred to banks in Germany and the Czech Republic prior to the U.S. bank's discovery
that the funds were from fraudulent deposits. INTERPOL Prague was instrumental in the
recovery of $2.2 million and the arrest of 4 persons. INTERPOL Wiesbaden was instrumental
in the recovery of another $2.2 million and the arrest of 3 persons. The USNCB remains
grateful for the prompt and professional assistance provided.
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INTZRPOL Red Notice Subject Deemid Xxtraditable - An African priest faces extradition to
the international.CrimPra1..'rribunal for Rwanda, which has indicted him for alleged war
crime.

In a precedent-setting ruling, a U.S. federal court ruled he extraditable even though the
U.S. government has no treaty authorizing the extradition. While acknowledging the
historical practice of extraditions conducted pursuant to treaties, the court held that
the Constitution does not require one. The priest is the former head of the Seventh Day
Adventist in Rwanda, and has been indicted for alleged participation in the genocide of
ethnic Tutsis during the country's 1994 civil war.
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C. FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

The USNCB is proposing an FY 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested
level of resources and with demonstrable results, as shown below. These FY 2001 goal will
establish a baseline upon which future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as
required by the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA).

Summary Level Performance Indicators

0 International criminal investigative cases and assistance in support of U.S.
federal, state, and local law enforcement.

USNCB Long Range Goal: Increase the international criminal investigative effectiveness of
U.S. Federal, State, and local law enforcement through the use of the INTERPOL
investigative services.

D. Data Validation and verification Issues

Data Collection and Storage: Data on investigative cases statistics are collected
automatically; however, reports on the statistics must be manual developed from printouts.
The USNCB is planning to develop report generators.

Data Validation and Verification: Data on investigative statistics are reviewed and
reconciled. Investigative cases are reviewed for quality by division managers and the
compliance officer.

Data Limitation: Under the development, the automated compilation of data is incomplete.
Further development is required for the collection of data, development of management
reports to identify internal status and changes in the external users, such as what users
are requesting investigative service and what types of criminal activity is emerging.

H - 6



E. Resources

Strategic Goal 1999 2000 2001

Dollars Poen FTE Dollars fPon IFTE Dollars PonIFT

Investigative Cases $8,068 62 64 $7,360 62 164 $7,686 62 64

F. DOJ Summa'ry Performance Plan, Performance Goals, Targets and Actuals

Core Function 1: INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF CRIMINAL OFFENSES

Strategic Goal 1.5: Increase the international criminal investigative effectiveness of
U.S. federal, state, and local law enforcement through the use of the INTERPOL
investigative services.

1998 1999 2000 2001
Key suary level indicator Actual Planned/'Actual Plann.ed Planned

Number of investigative cases opened 114,976 1 17,200/1S,1001 20,000 122,000

EsKtimated number of investigative cases opened. During this period, the U=C syst&
underwent Y2K upgrades for the investigative case database.
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Program Performance Information

USNCB

USNCB PermL Pa, Imon

2000 Appropriation Enacted 64 62 $7,360

2001 Base 64 62 $7,686

2001 Estimate 62 62 $7,686

Increase/Decrease 0 0 $0

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The USNCB has a base program of 64 positions, 62 FTE, and
$7,686,000. It is located in Washington, DC. It consists of four major initiative.

Initiative: Interwol diffusinns and Notices U.S. originated INTERPOL Diffusions and
Notices represent less than 20% of Diffusions and Notices processed. Federal law
enforcement agencies generated most of these cases. Now, the USNCB is working to raise
the awareness among the U.S. law enforcement community, of its unique capabilities. The
result of this effort will be a substantial increase of the number of diffusions and
notices requested by U.S. State and local law enforcement agencies.

Initiative: International Investioative Assistance The demand for International
Investigative Assistance services will increase due to the development of user-friendly
investigative tools and by raising the awareness of the U.S. law enforcement community.
In addition, the complexity and scope of international crime, which is inherently
multidistrict and multinational, is burgeoning and will add to USNCB's workload.

Initiative Strategic Partnershin The Strategic Partnerships enhancement will enable the

H - 12



USNCB to augment its continuing efforts to educatE state and local law enforcement
agencies about the important and unique services available to them. Domestic law
enforcement generates 30% of USNCB's caseload. Studies (surveys) show that this is due,
at least in part, to a lack of understanding of the USNCB specifically and INTERPOL
overall. The Strategic Partnership strategy will seek to rectify this situation by
providing funding for outreach programs that will result in enhanced state and local law
enforcement participation.

Initiative: Information Technology The information Technology program will provide the
means to leverage the USNCB scarce detailee and analyst resources by incorporating
automation tools. Computer-aided techniques will be used to process and store incoming
electronic messages; macros will be used to ease the outgoing response process; and an
advanced search capability will be extended to retrieve case specific data and related
cases or investigative data. Internet technology in the form of Intranet tools will
exchange internal communications and provide access to information. This enhancement will
also provide funding to upgrade and implement automation.
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Performance Measurement Tables Presented by Decision Unit

00. Core Function: rNVESTI.A?101 AND JPRAXM=XC Or CPJCrA. WNuW=

Actual Performance Goal- Increase the international criminal investigative of fectiveones of U.S. federal, state, and
local law enforcement through the use of the flITIUPOL investigative services.

Verfozuanoe Plans

Indicator Vezforasnce tndicators hmr0 actwa Reacted Actuas lan lan

Input 1. Usm budet (millions of dollars) bwAftt 6.9 $ 7.1 67.1 67.4 87.7

2. Come Waork: budet so so 57 so so

att/Acti.it. 3. New open" Cases (000) ICTS 1MO 17.2 I6. 1 20.0 22.0

Zntacnsd.ats 4. Open Cases (000) ICIS 24.4 27.3 24.4 19.9 31.0

Sod oulom S. Locations at fuagitiv.es, stolest ICTS 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
articles or Indlividals based an a
humantarian zsre~st. (000)

productivity/ S. Pmbar of cases per CAse Worker Ratio 420 47-0 4926 464 534
Uflicincy

A. Definittos at Terms or Zsplanatlans for Indicators ad data sorces!
:CTS - Z5TRP Case Tracking Bystas kep track of all cases an thir status.
WNUAPOL Diffusion* - Sillax to U05. sall points bulletin bat provides sorlide sowaage.

ZWT1VOG. Notios-laral international. carLal notice askingg th attest of tugitiv" .n recovery of stoles. property mdlamastd Mi"S.

N Ises Affecting rF 1931 Program Performance. The U80M aboced. no"w expesee is 11 1183.

C, Vectozs Affecting Selection of 112000 an 112001 Plans. Pro"rs aIs depndet on improvements in ths mll P 'a information technlogy end the increased
awareness of state amd local law enforcement in the use at the ZflffIC. international investigative services
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United States National Central Bureau
Salaries and Expenses
2001 Priority Rank'ngs

PrgE anking raa Ranking

USNCS 1 Interpol Diffusions and Notice 1

International Investigative Assistance 2

Strategic Partnerships 3

Information Technology 4
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Department of Justic
Legal Actirntaa Ofioc Automation (LACA)

Sawaica and EMMMse
Cromalk of 1999 An~ikability

(Dollars in thousands)

Approved
199" As Enacted .. BReprmmminmL

E2L X Amun EsL U Amun

I Legal Actiwites
.- Office Autormaton

- - $17,814 - - 4$63

Unoblpte Balanc Fiol 1999
Trainsfrs BmM&M.ZK Fow yiaW

- - - - so - -S17,769

Apoovd Revrograrrninsts The Attomney General authorized the reprogramming of $65,000 ftrm the Legal Actimesi Office Automation ftnd for the Offic of(The Solicitor
General person needs



Department of Justice
Legal Activities Office Automnation, (LOA)

Salaries and Expenses
Crosswalk of 2000 Chater

(Dollars. un tousands)

CongMreoa Appropnations
2000 President's Action on
Budieet Reuest 200Reis

Pin5 A- Amuni EM. )K- 2

2000

Transfers Rpornu aa

I Legal Actnflses - $55,166
Office Autoemations

- - -S36,595 - - so - - w0 - - 5183571

Cocurrsstonl AoorvoatsoM Action ont 2000 RecUeut, Congress provided Sl8.57 1,00approximately bane evel findi for L.AQA.



Deparment of Justice
Legal Activities office Automation (LAQA)

Summary or Reavlreta
(Dollars in Thousands)

Perm Work-

2000 Appropriation Enacted .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . S-.7

2000 Availability
Adjustnients-to-base increases:

General Pricing Level ................................................... 0
Total, Increases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 306

2001 Base............................. I.................................... ...................................... 18377
Program Changes (None) ........................................................................................

2001 ELtimate ... .................................................................... 18,77

2000 Appropriation

IM Avilabilt 9 Actul Ente W 00 Bs 200 Etn= aai~ces

Estimates by budeet Activity Egg. _Wy Amount EL WY Amount FaL -X. &mount Ega. f Amun & L mun Eg.. WX.- Amun

1. Legal Activities $ 17,769 S 13,489 - - $18,571 - - S19877 $ 13,3771 - - so

Office Automation

1Should funds be available from Working Capital Fund unobligated balaces 550,000,000 will be provided to the Legal Activities Office Automaition
Fund for )CON deploymnt. recapitaization, ard infrastructure enhancements.



Depaslmnent of Justic
Legs Activities Office Automation (LAOA)

Activity iCON

Penrm

LAQA
2000 Appropt-tation Eniacte a-33,7
2001 Base - 1,377
2001 Estimate -- 18.377

Basoc Program Descrtfliori For the pest three years. the LegSal Activites Office Automation (LAQA) fund has beew focused on the iiding requirsimit for tie Justice
Consolidated Office Network (ICON) Program JCON isan enterprise information technology infrstructure program which fulills the Dqurtinetst's reqiuunAu for reliable
robust, standard office automation platform upon which DOJ litigating end managemnent Comnponerits operate their mission critical applications. The JCOI Programn is an
important strategic investment for DOJ and a&sound butneis practice because office automation systems are mnioncritice] tools for DO) attorny and maprs to fuicion
effecively. Simply stated, iCON provides DOJ's legal anid management offices the tools to perform their jobs

JCON Program participants include the Antitrust, Civl, Civil Righits, Criminal, Environment and Natural Resources, and Tax Division; the United States Attory; tdo
Executive Office for Immigration Review the United States Tnistees, the Community Relations Service, the Justice Managemnent Division; and the Depertineit's sno
management offices (e g Attorney General, Deputy Attonsey Gkeia, Solicitor General, etc )

In 1991, DO) conducted review of the ICON Program Based on this review, a new standard architecture as developed for the JCON Program in iON standard architecture
is comprised of Intel-based servers arnd workstation runinig Microfi NT operating sywte and electronic mail services caiplinted by seveal thid-pett sys".
management and security enhanicemen tools The network protocol is TCP/IP risuisi over a Fast Ethernet backbone. In addition, iCON Ckaponests will confitae to use the
Corel Office Sutew for basic office applications (word processing. spreadsheet etc.) and the Netscape Internet browser. Though the ICON inatatsCbmzqxats will fulfill
their specific office automation requirements with other third party clietsawv applications and legacy sysm

One ofthe Attorney General's highest priorities is to ocsrpkte the roll-oit of the JCON standard architecture as soon as possible. The urgad need to qiiaycl ro iCON is
based on the fact that several JCON Components including the United States Attorneys are currently operating old office automation systatns that are isUMIeble lac* F OF
security controls, and can not meet mission orstica requirements for data processing and electronic communication, In other %wds, the curea infrstamtin kashisi s
collapsing. The United States Attorneys a" our specialized litigating Components have been hinidered by antiquated, inadequate, and unituppostakile office actmatson



systerns, The U S. Attorneys can not coamamicate electroically in a timely, reiable manner within thmselves, nor with othu Governnssew agscift that asist is our
nvutsstions. pwoqeutPAX and od thrltigation Attorneys have severly resticted access to the Internet and other ehetrim meda which iqid i Afilt to -esseA

issues a&W otmsin acces Io thn AMl rwo of investigations related infomisti Most of ou current equipmt a&d software can nith. upoot, nor be med. ooeia s with.
basic computer sacurity standard. The products also ame no loge supported! by the vanior The uslsamtty of out ciuus syst inn s a owistam thia to thu siaosoessy'
ability to file briefs and other court papers in a timly. complete mamas. la surn, continued use of these systems threatens the Deparums ability to enfoe the ations laws
and protect tse interests ofthe United Swaes, t coe nusio of this Depmmt T1e Departmient of Justice attorneys must have crrent office automation tedusologly
functmionin on a secure, reliable network iaslttrm. We will fUlfl this requirenist dsough).COt4.

By 200 1, it vollbeihree years from the tune CON was initially implemainted in seseal of the Componients To mianthe reliablity and scuryof heinstaedsytm
ICON must be recap uad on a scheduLed inoricrntal basis so that equipanet and software does niot becom antiquated However, befor ecapitlization can begi the
initial deployment of(JCOt4 must be omplete in all participating components.



11w JCONlPropsa is requstiM a wnelo(S l3,87hCKIO of bane lvawI m aprntadi m cps to siqipontthu operation ofthProgr m 2001. NoPr a inases we talea
raq@acd oww to anticiappropeMwwuon

Ax ja02em Cinmld~td Offes hm*s (JCON) isaim and Geak mbd Ra~kad *l so DWJ Stralloe New:

-Misaim., To provide mussmo critica legal and numa nerit tools dircotw) a hhi reLiabe, ftinitiouwliy complete. and coat effeenve offim automation system.

-I-W Gals:

*Provmde DOJ awnsy and nn the ability 5,:

colal, organmmra. nalyu. end dissuoisate ir fomton,.
masintain data and inbAsnation issiegrity- anid

comnes.esily mid reliably

-Euwwe DOJ Comenqt ameipliamr with the Attomey Goeneal's policy of standardizing; the leg and law enforownent tools waed throughowa the Dopwreust.

-Obam ilermstio. operabon and miniuewnm at efficiences.

-Suppoeta DOJ Misadm.: The JON will alkow DO) litigting ad mapegent Components to oome to Mfill their evolvin grassis rmiunma nd ecayly with
alwging Federal magemt mandates consistent with the direction ofthw Atornwy General, By providing the basic ammaion taciogy (171) isrwta fw dima
Coenpoints. 8w JON Propa plays n negrl roio in 8wMfihzwWof twoof 8worefisraw ienifedithe DepL-mr~sSsegi Pb. lega empeaoumie
enforcement of dlds laws. end Montae of U.S. imrts. and emcative ammoowgn

11e JCON Conionents' 1 a the DOJ organizatisow whso represent thw Unite Staein mhtigation and odmtJaI matters, and who performn the Dpttisms basic inomet

IJCON MW=pa participants include thw Antiust, Civil, Civil Rights, Cdimwil Evircnnaft and Natul Rsmma, end Tax Diviscne Sa
United Stae Anomneys, the Exetiw Offoa for hb--ilpat6e Review. dw United Statn Tho~ms thu Conmait Relatinsw Sarvic. w Jutices 14wg
Division; sod the Departinmue senior maamoso officas (a&. Attrawy GaiaL Deputy rAntcuy Ounaral, Soboilar GeaL, me).



activities DOJ attorneys and managers must have the ability to collect, organize, analyzea, and disseminate information easily and reliabl. Because the 1e%9 practice undy
requires these Waks be performed electronically, office autoniation tools ame mission critical tools for DO) attorneys. )CON is the facility upon which all litigating and
management Comnponentl comiputing resources will reside or through which they will be accessed. Likewise. through, the Departnient's office automation and Mnaget
systems {e S, Financial Management Information System, the AG's, Correspondenca Management Systems anid the Peronal Compuser Tiae A Attendemie Rano'a Entry System

PCK.TARE), DO) is able to complete the myriad of admuisstrative and managessit responsibilities mandated by law, Executive Order and polic.

JCON is a sound IT investment that will allow the ICON Components to maximize the use of information teclusoloM a DOI strategic #Wia within the maiiagunet COre activity.
The )CON archiutacture is robust enough to hoet most Component administrative and management applications aod Flexble enough to provide amoem to all required external
sysems The architecture integrates proven entesrsrise4evel, commercial off-the-shelIf(COTS) products. It also promotes; tntercperabslty, a strategic IRM goal by cotirmng to
all networking standards identified in the DO) Informstion Tedmnolog Architecture The system design and mangmt strategy were developed to Wulill user fessetionality
and system security requirements while holdig downs the total coat of ownership. In addition, the ICON Program is designed tofcilttea inon itaiqlessitation of
new mission critical tecluolog

& H&l~ists of 19 Misalams Crftical Result

During FY 1999. the ICON system wes succesfuly deployed in the Enviroimient and Natural Resources Division and the United States Trustees. Additonally, ICON
deployments were initiated in the United States Attorneys and the Civil and Civil Rights Divisions Tse Communmity Relations Service depilymet was completed in Octor
1999 arid the Tax Division deploym was cusipleed in Decemtber 1999.

C. Summaoary Leverl Perfecsanee hafer- The ICON Prograst has esustabih J~ following performance goal which was tied to establish a baselin iqmo which the
progresof the ICON proctis monitored The )CON Performance Goal relates to the percentage of ICON 13 Desktopa depoyeu4

IFY Il FY 199 FY 2000 FY 2001

% ICON Desktops Deployed 1 7% 14% 1 34% V7%I

D. New M I lildeeles: No new iitiative are planed for Z00 1. The primary goal of die ICON Program in 20OOI is to continue deploying ICON in the perticipating JCON
Components

L- Data CeloctioelValldahas Praoms The )CON programs Managesnem Office (PMG) manages, the LeAl Actvities Offmc A utomation (LAOA) acooosnt which is ued by
pastpdgXoN omnonests to obainhardware,sollwe an service sqpoetofhir ICNfl systm deplwtoym ts As pestafthis w prces Compoombt mut obtain
PUG approval prior to expending any of their ICON LAOA resources This intenal ICON budget promes provides the PMG witi acrum to omiew. towaly and raelable deta
which will be used to track the performance of the abowve ione indicator. In addition the ICON PUG has oversight reponibility for dou XM depifyoa in sach of the
Conmponentes As a reac, the PUG closely monitors the prom of each ICON depl-11s)si
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2000 Presidents Reqs t ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... $35,1I6
Con~usxmmi Apprprations Action .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 4 4.593

2000 A ppropriaton Enacted .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 1m
Ad4rumets-o-bm' , 1aa:

Oumat Prira & L . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 306

2001 B an . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II M
Propun Changes (N on ) ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2001 Estiiaia .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M
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Logal Activkte Ofie Atinmation (LAOA)
State and Eiipense. Geru Lega Aclvhie

3umnmy of Requkoment by Ga de wad Objec Cbas
(Dolls! In touiiands)

19W9 Adua 2000 Estimate 2001 Request lncreaso/Dooeae.
_Y Amoun wi Amunt WY Amount

od Clase
11.1 Fufl- m porm wn t .. ... .. .. .. ... ..
11.3 O1terthen Ful-time permaentM.. ..... .. .. ..
11 5 Other personnel =ompnsation .. .... ... ... ..
I1 Specia personal series payment .... .... .. .. .. .

Total .. ...... ...... .....

Reimbursable Woiryesm:
Fu#I-tim permanent

Other Objct Claim:
12 Peronnel benefis ......
13 BoeftstxIow riepersonnel ...... ....... -
21 Travel and tronsotation ofPONrSons 2 3 3... -
22 TronspoIation oftlnge .... ....
23.1 GSA Rent 100 1SO 185 ..
23.2 Renta Payment to Othes
23.3 Commnunicatdn. uites & "fsc. chargs 37 200 225 ..
24 Pnntln and FePrOdUot ........
251 Adisoiy andaesiulsnceeeVicee 41 237 245 a
25.2 Othe eiw u 7.627 11,460 7,372 -4,066
253 Pwchemeof goodsendWarvoefom GOOtac 414 664 600 ..
25.4 Transportation of thinS.....
255 Research and development con*t ..a..... ..
2564 Mdcsl core .. ....
25.7 Operation and malntenoece of equimen I 1 1
256 Subsistence &Support of perso
26 Seupls and nmtrel1. 2.500 2.249 .251
31 Equipment 3.1 11.162 I -. 15

Total Oblgatone 13.406 26.4471 16,677 16,57

TV"s bIdct $7.676.000 in cu. y" fnds.
Pope -11-
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Office gf 0'Soutj egjRgSj3MI
Salaries *no eApnnses Qgeneret Legal ciii

Sisary of RejqWir~t
G()lain ini Ithousands)

Per*.
5.4tus1U*t5j to baSSZ zL

2000 Appropriatn Anticmoted. ...............

2901 Pay Raise . .. . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . .
Within C'ade incrteases, . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. ..
Poslt o.'i E Adj.,stre tt ... . . . . . . . . - . - . . . . . . 2

2001 Base .. . . . . . . . 5

Pngamr ress (see program narrative for ietails ...i... .......t) ............ .

1999 1999 2V0 Appropriatior
.As Eat lted -Ac tat - Anticoated .....2001..Bse..... 2001 Est owet

Peav. Perm. Pee. Perm. Per.

0tt'ce
t

0n. 9 9 seRsoQt'o 3 30 3 274 3 5 5312 S5 5320 5 5 $670

oorkyoo's

Vann-

5 320

350

5 630

Itte

$353

lhse o'kysa'S, etisot soItoad penloneti tI ALDR sot -t ties andi ate oroo ded for 1,tsltl'e prco;S. The etoyees are ovnietky bemng
re'efto -elid t the Ospaeteeel and all beom otficiat OCR eseployees in Fi 2000.

-7-



Office oftsotaR otlr
oSaeries and Easmma General Leaal Actiol tina~jjjjfictijjo Progres "i Parfrt mane

(Colars In Thousaands)

Dispute Resolution
2000 Appropriation Enacted 3 3 S312
?001 Rate 5 5 320
2001 Estimate 5 5 5620

tncreiasetc rease . .. . 5350

ROSA FROGRA04 DESCR IPT ION: lT aior fuantion of the Office of Dispuite Resulutlon (CID*) Ia to develop policy for adpromte the use of alttrnativet dispute
iesnl~utioni withine the department of Justice end in other Federat agencies.

The Office of Dispute Resolution promtes the use of mediatiun and other form of dispute insoktion for usea in appropriate cioll cases frnvoLoing tile United
States ODR advises attorneys on dispute resolution strategies; Identifies potential private providers of dispute resolution services; coetaucts training in
negotiations arsO dispute resolution; arid serves as the Department's ACR representative in dealing with other agencies, Conigress arnd the public. 004 also
iepresents ihe Attorrney Cerieral in ennmitoring and super-viming the activities of thle Iriteresaincy Working Group on 005, a President ially-establlIshed Task Force
that promtes the use of dispute resolut ion rlirocglhoit the Eoecut ins Iranci of the iedoc-at government.

Ire Position of Senior Conrsel for Alterniative Dispute Resoluition ws established within the Office of Associate Attorney Generoi (fOGl in. July 1995. Fiura i ng
for the Senior Counsel , his staff and toe operet ing oxoences of him office hem come from a cmbination of sources Includ ng direct funding from the Department'
General Aomilnstrat on accouent aid a variety of nos-rimtursabtlf feting arrerigeeants oith headquarters Litigat ing coavrris, the U.S. Attorneys, arnd others.
Purmuant to a reptoereminpg in Junie 1990, tile Senior Coungsel ws mooed from the Office of the Associate Attorney Genrarl sed establliihed as e separate and
dtiront Office Of 0sPUte Reasolution reporting to the 000. At the directions of Congress, the Office's operational fitniing is nos derived from tile Gerteral
Legal Ativities appropriation.

founding for the services of dispute resolution neutrals ii, fiscal years 1996-1998 was derived from a SI eili Ion reprogrinming from the Fees ari Expenses of
Witnesses appropriatiron upon enhaustion of Iliac funding so FT 19911, the participating copoents advanced aocirtional fit-ding for this purpose in anticipation
ci the apioca of another funding trellefer for this purpose, House ob~ection to such a request In FY 1998 left thene activities without a forVAl finding
source. Another request to make funins acailable from Working Capital Fuend irob; gated balance transfer for ohe emeryvices of contract neutrals in Ft 1999 ws
also rejected it he louse recommre that funding be transferred from the Fees arnd Eopernses of itnesees apropriationl . In the Ft 2000 budget request, a
recu;rring activity within the Fees end Expenses of Witnesses afapiopriationi all sake founding for neutrals in the smoirnt of St eililion available In FT 2000; Anid
ire 200? reqfueat increases then amount to S2 million.

In Noveber 191, the Aitorrney Gene-al established withini the ODA the position of Director of Comirity Dispute Couoiution. The function of this position is to
provide pol 'cy guidance end Coordinate efforts scurrently underway within the Department of Justice concerning much ini tiatives as peer mdiation, coflmiity
po. it in, the quelling of racial tensions, ari promtion of cmuity mediation centers, The Attorney Gjeneral has expressed particular interest in ensuring
that the Departmentis efforts focus on, among other things, enaijring that school teeth era are trained bo10 in hns to use dispute resolution techniques to
resolve disputes apri their tdeents, and in how to teach their students to incorporate dispute resolution into their oet lines.

FOQRAM CMIAAS. 
T

he lv 2001 program Increase of 11350,000 oill ensure foil finting for trim fiuection am an independent Office reporting to the 000, witlce
receiving its operational funting entiretn from within tile resources of the GLA appropriation. Thia oil

1 
porait 004 to function sdeinistratis'ely in the manner

spproied ir. t"n reprogseeing herein Congress directed that the Office's staff "be finied from within amounts available in thn General Legal Activities



Offtc* of Ofspato Resolutifon
Salaries aex *opsts

Diptai of Petuwemet PosItions by Category
F Iscat Years 1999 - 200
(Dollrs in Thosands)

199 ?00 Adjustmnts ini Perm. 2001
Pot. snl FTP _____

TotaL TotsL Total

AtOealAuthorized Authorized Ropuat

r t . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .3 5 5

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . .3 3 25



Office of Oispot*eolution
Wolries and Expttwot

Swomry of Attarrw' and Support PositionsA/o&Irears
FY ?000 -2001

? 000 Approprotion Enacted1 2001 Increases 2001 Request Levvi

Attorneys Support fetal Attornhys Support Total Attorne~ys I Support Total
Decs-o U-), Pos FIE Pos. FIE Pos. HTE Poo. FIE Pos. FIE IPos. FT? Pos. FIE Poo. FTE Poo. PIE

D sptv efteiloton 2 2 I 1 1 3 3 I 2 2 1 1 3 31 3 3 2 2 5 5

To.I 2 2 1 1 3 3 I 2 2 1 1 3 3 3 3I 2 2 5
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1999Actal, siu 20a a Avfa nrae~c
Pouitions & Positions 9 Positions £ positlaw &
fluyar hmLn flurar AacLt fluyers AmcWL- flur AmounVcs and stary ifanmors

FA~~eLevv Ill $1 3 0 00............ .....
1ES,6 3130,200 - .1 .................
ES-S 3130,200 . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
ES 4 5130,2W . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
E1 3 $126,825 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SL-0 $01566 -sl . .. ........... .....
Gs-15 184,638 S110,21 0 2.......... ......
as i4 %71.954 $ 93 .537........... .....
Cs 13 1160,690 37 9 , 1 35............ .....
"5-12 151,20A4 " . ........ ...... . ...
CS 11 342,726 S5 5 51. ........ 1.. ......
GS-1C 138,88 us S 5 0 5 5.. ..... . .. ...
CS $ 335,310 5 45,900 ...............
Cs a 131.9.8 'S ... .. .. . 5 5.. .. ... . ..
CS 7 23,366 3,2 ... 3 3 7 , 5 2 2... ......

lotas[, apoiopiiated pos it I oms ................

A ocrago ES Salary
1

. ... . . . . . . . . .  .......
5001900 CS Salary...........................
Aot'sge CS Cradoa.... ......................

1122,&824
"2,8

12.50

S130_2000
U58,569

12. DO

3130,200
$65, 659

12.00
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

he Antitrust Dii sin desperately needs additional resour-Les to keep up with a crushing wiorkload that is without
historical precedent Fundamental changes are occurring in the marketplace. including increasing economic
concentration across industries. globalization of markets. said rapidly ads, ancing technology These factors, added
to the existing number and complexity of our investigations, have significantly increased the Division's overall
wsorkloiad, and additional staffing is needed to keep up The continuing merger waive is substantially
overwhelming current Dii ision resources, anid, in all oiur enforcement programs, the Division is litigating more,
larger, and more complex cases than ever before indlicators of this increased workload include

* The Antitrust Di% ision currently has the largest number of tnals pending in recent history With six trials
pending (or ongoing in CX' 2000, our litigation activity is at least inple historical levels This trend is
espeeted to continue, as the rules of global competition are being redefined by the application of U S
antitrust law to foreign corporations %shose illegal beha,.ior affects Amencan consurners and businesses, and
through the increasing interinationaliiation o1 commerce-

00
* he lli sii is facing incasingly large and poswerful corporations and conglomerates in its insestgations (

thcsr comnparrics. including American Ai-rlies. VisaMastei-ard, Comnputs.arecNiasofl, arid
C ontinert'al Nor1i~est are able to hire siibstantial legal counsel, both in terms of stature atid nuniher I he
Oii Skin -s no,,% co)sstenil, dealing ok ith leading national and inieMa: )nal ass firms

C companiess involved in discussions A itli the iiion are apparently increasingly emboldened by their si?e
and stature and less %k illing initially to Ireels negotiate oA ith the Division Nccordingly, dtsussions are
fresluenils taking longer and requiring more proof in order to reach amicable resolution

* hc husiness, Iranacmoss eniiuritrc h , the ti~isito are more arid more tumpics and interssitried,
freqsenil\ inolo ing multiple companies and ciiunscl As such. niore investigatory effort is required, and
discussions ncgontionv are incrcdasingl\ cwi~iples

Execslwve Summrrary 2



Based upon ihe increasing si/e and complexity of matters, larger amounts of data must be reviewed.
commonly involving millions of documents and huge quantities of pneing and other relevant information.
In addition, the number of electronic data fonmats being encountered is exploding, with attendant
requirements for ereatis.e hardware and soflA are solutions for handling tncomtng information.

The commodities and issues invokved are raising more difficult issues, frequently in areas that have just
undergone deregulation and in which little or no precedent exists (e g., energy, utilities), or in which
behavior is difficult to prove (e g , monopolization), or in which markets and the competitive issues they
raise are changing rapidly le g , information technology, electronic commerce, telecommunications)

t he matters encountered increasingly have international aspects and are more complex due to the need for
divcussiorv and coordination with foreign governments and emerging international organizations (e g ,stir
U urortean I nion 1FU.0. foreign document discover-y, electronic data sharing (involving myriad hardware
arid soIls arc). fircign teasvel. and translation of documents from niany languagcs.

-Z1
the wAork of the Antitrst Division in the international arena is increasingly important to the establishment -4
if global trade pcilics and is helping set the worldwide standards for fair and open business behavior to the
benefits of Amecrican consumers and businessesI

1 he ncrcamiigiv large. cirniples. and international iiature of the matters encountered by the Div ision is
d&nir~ratrd by tiany of the Div vision's cur-rent and recent matters, including

Chtva 1-.MVLrcrtnk un Cu

* isa J'Astir ant in the financial sers ices iidusirs - -trial scheduled, June 2000

* American AirlIies in the airline induistr- -trial pending, October 2000

Executive Summary3



* Microsofi in the high-technology industry--trial ongoing

* Dcritsply International in the health care industry--trial pending In Fail1 2000

* Federation of Physicians & Dentists in the health care industry--trial scheduled, Apri1 2000

Criminal Enforcement

* F Hoffmann-La Roche--Iargest criminalfine in D)epartment history, (S500 million) and BASF ($225
million line) (vitamins)-- additional matters successfully, pursued and pending

* UCAR International--$I/ 1 million fine (graphite electrodes used in making steel)-- additionatI
matters successfully pursued and pending

* Archer Daniels Midland Company (ADM) --$100 million fine (food & feed additives)--addltional
matters successfully pursued and pending

Merkrggx1n[Qrcenti

* Noiihv ,esuContincntal in the airline iadustry--itrial scheduled, October 2000

* CompuwareiVrasoft in the high-technology industry-- merger abandoned in February 2000; trial
had been scheduled for April 2000

* WorldCom MCI/Sprint in the telecommunications industry--largest merger in history (S130 billion)

I lockheed Martiti orihrop Grumman in the defense industry--largest merger challenged in US
historic ($1! 5 billion)

Executive Summary 4



* Pnimestar/Ncvs Corporation et al. in the telecommunications industry--tlre proposed acquisitions
uoriuld have allowed five of the largest cable companies in the US. which control Primestar, to
protect their mionopolies and keep out new competitors

L Iockheed Martin/Comrsat--satellite network-based solutions and terrestrial networking technologies
thrat are altering the landscape of data transfer and setting the standards for future communications
solutions

* USA Waste ServiceslWaste Management in the wastc managenienti industry- -largest merger the
Oni in fi'l sua to bloc A hi size of ti emi cantion (5 13 5 hit/coi)

* Paci fic Entcrprisc/Enova--first challenge of/a merger between a gas antdi electric utiliis'

* \orld('oni NMCI and NatiionsBanki'Barncit- hirgic t li eciluri' of a criptati in LTS liistors (5i 75
hflioii anid set ond largest div'estiture rS4 I billion in deposits associated with 124 branch bunks)

* SBC/Arneriiech, Bell Atlantic/GTE, AT&T/British Telccom--telecommunications mergers thrat art,
redefining the industn,

* (argilI'Conuinental Grain and biotechnology issucs--agriculiiral issias of critical importance to
.4 nirican farmers and their future competitiveness

At the beginning of FY 2000, the Division had 166 preliminary inquiries, 89 Grand Juries, 104 criminal
investigations. and 30 civil cases in progress. This represents a phenomenal 20 percent increase In our caseload
since the start of FY I11 This pace is continuing and can not be sustained without additional resources, As a
hasis of comparison, Antitrust Divisiorn staffing in FY 2000 is less than in FY 1980, when the transactions under the
Division's junsdrction were fewer in number, smaller in si7te, and less complex than today

Executove Summary5



Between premerger filing fees collected and criminal fines obtained from FY 1997 to date, the Antitrust Division
broughti In five times its appropriations during the same period Investing in Antitrust Division resources will
continue this trend and allow for additional returns to the Government and the Arnencan public

The current globalizat ion and consolidation of businesses, both U S -owned and foreign, is expected to continue
The resulting markets will be the ones our children inherit. The importance of preserving econornic competition in
the global marketplace cannot be overstated, The threat to consumers is very real, as anticompetitive behavior
leads directly to higher prices and reduced eMciency and innovation. The Division must have additional
resources to meet tWese challenges and ensure the responsible enforcement of U S antitrust laws

For FY 2001, the Antitrust Division requests a budget totaling 1,001 positions, 990 workyears, and S134,224,000
The increase of $20,955,000 over the FY 2001 base level will fund an additional 177 positions, including 61
attorneys and 116 paraie~als, which are urgently need-d as the Division strives to meet the challenges presented by
the fundamental ~Iructural changes occurring in the global marketplace

Executive Summary6 6



JUSniFICATION FOR FY 2001 PROGRAM INCREASE

The requested funds are cntical to achieving the Division's three Goats

* Enforcement Decreasing anticompetitive behavior affecting Ui S businesses and consumers

* Environment Increaing the procompetitiveness of the national and international environment

* Education Increasing the breadth and depth of awareness of antitrust law

These Goals support the Division's Mission and Vision and relate directly to departmental goals

The funding increase for the Antitrust Divis'on is urgently needed to assure that the antitrust laws are adequately
enforced With multi -billion dollar mergers being announced every week, the Division's resou rces are being
stretches beyond the limit and corporate America knows it There is a danger that corporate counsel will try to
exploit this weakness In October 1999, The Washington Pose noted "The nation's trusthustems are simply
overwhelmed, and Corporate Amenca is catching on "' According to tts. Post, "mergers and acquisitions
specialists are whispering that this could be an ideal moment to slip 0irough deals that might otherwise nng alarm
bells "'

As Chart I indicates, the Division's budgetsr, resources have not kept pace with our rising workload The
level of funding has been essentially constant over the last five fiscal years, with only marginal increases, white
merger filings a..d major litigation has skyrocketed.

SegalI, Devid "Merger DealIs Swamp AntiLruit Regulators The 14ahirgroR Posi. October 21, 191", p E01
2 SegemI, Da'.id "Justice Depanrnent Scales a Mountain of Woirk, The Washington Posi, May 29, 1998. p F I
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Io renred)s th;s problem, the Antitrust D~i% sion's [-Y5 2001i bidget request includes a program increase of' 177

1 wi Irions, I a-% orks carrs, an d S2r1,9S55,()ik) I-hese resources woulJd be allocated as follows

* Preser\ anion Ala(C ompetiti e \larkct Structure Program 113 positions, 113 workNcars. and$ 1I3,292,000

* Termination & Prusention of Prixate Cartel [lehasror Program. 64 positions, Cr4 Aork,,cars, and 57.663,000
- (spec:ticirllv for in' estigating and prosecuting international criminal cane!l actis6ityf

Ic hF'1 new& hire, \kill consist of 01! attorney, s and 11Cr paralegals Tbis hiring plan is in accordance with the
DIosiori s effort to increase our efficiency bs, uriliing lower lendc paralegal staff where feasible, thus allowing our
attornc,,s nore time to interpret and appls complex antitrust law (Given that paralegals are hired for two-year
iroins, the Dirn inron's icreasedf use of this staffing pool enables us to more flexibly manage our resources

" ith w irrkload increasing at a rapid rate, the Din isicm has not estimated a lapse for recruiting efforts It is
anticipated that preliminary recruiting efforts w6i be made pnor to ihe start of the fiscal year with new hires coming
on bo~atd early in [-'I 20A) .

T he Antitrust iisisn's work toward our three f'inals-- Enforccntett Environnient and Education--w'hich impact
I* S urnipetitinenens in its broadest sense. is tremendously dependent upon outside factors Sevcral external
trends hase been identified which add to the level and complexity af the Dis*ision's workload and ultimately
increase costs These trends include

* Increasing economic concentration across industries
* Clobal,'ation of markets
* Rapidly advancing technology

A looxk at the unique challenges presented ito the IDivision by each of these trends follows

Executive Summary 8



INCREAsIN Ecowmtc CONCEW1-MTioN ACROSS INDUSTRIES

New Records Set in FY 1999
The value of mergers occurt-ng globally continued Co climb to record levels, reaching $3.4 trillion in CY 1999, a
36 percent increase over CV 1998 (itself a record year). According to I homson Financial Securities Data, this is
seven times the value of worldwide mergers in 1990. The steady annual climb in merger value reflects increasing
consolidation among industry leaders The merger fren~zy "in this country translated into more than one merger an
hour for the past 24 months - land) established sweeping, global powerhouses in critical industries such as oil,
telecommunications, media, and defense -)

In thre U S . although the numb-er of merger deals in CV 1999 declined slightly from CY 1998, their value surpassed
S1 79 trillion, topping the St 6 trillion in announced U.S, transactions occurrng in CY 1998, which itself
represented a 78 percent increase over CV 1997 Between FYs 1995 and FY 1999, the value of U.S. merger
transactions increased 357 percent (See Chart 2. "'Value of U S Merger Aczivir 'y ") According to Thomson
Financial Securities Data, "more than half of the value of all announced domestic mergers in the past decade have
occurr ed in the last twenty- four months '

Although merger actisity abated somewhat in the beginning of FY 1999 which resulted in a slight decline in
premerger filings from FY 199 levels, it has since regained momentum In FY 1998. premerger filings increased
over 30 percent, setting a new record and following increases of 20 percent in FY 1997, and 10 percent in FY 1996)
Since FY 1990, chargeable premerger filings have more than tripled. (See Chart 3. "'Chargeable Harr-Scou-Rodino
Premierger Filings -) Merger reviews under the Hani-Scoti-Rodi no Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 (HSR) are
conducted under statutorily-mandated time frames This workload is not discretionary, it results from the number
of prer-erger Filings we receive

)Sugawara, Sandra "Merger Wa~e Atccertrtd is '99." Ore Wai/rurgrorr Porri, Dercember 3], 199. p 1']

'Peierson, Richard -T'he Wor~d IsNot Enough To Merge - OrorriI (iint wlM ii under l1iri Pt, o R~ 'r'r, Januar 5. 2000
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HSR Premerger Investigations
Between I'Y 1990 and IFY 1999, HSR investigations increased from 59 t, 172, an increase of 191 percent Of the
six largest mergers in history, the Antitrust Division was responsible for reviewing five In two other merger
maters, Lockheed NMartin Northrop Grumman and PnimestarNew.s Corporation et aL, the Division was prepared
for litigation against substantial legal representation for the parties Of the ten largest merger deals in 1999, as
recorded by Mergersat. the Division has been involved in the review of seven,

Record Number of Merger Challenges
In the midst of a record-breaking merger wave, the Antitrust Division challenged 48 mergers either formally or
informally in Fe 1999, close to the record 51 merger challenges in FY 1998 In "Y 2000, the Division is on pace
to meet or exceed t he Fi' 1999 level

Unprecedented Workload In FYs 2000
In FY 2000, the Ditvision's workload includes many large, proposed mergers which will have a profound impact on
the structure of their respective indusines For instance, the Division is currently reviewnig WorldCom MCI/Spning
telecommunications) , A'TfMedia One telecommunicationss), CBS/Viacom (media), Alco-ilReysolds (energy),
and numerous proposed mergers in the agn( future, utility, and banking indusines In the first quarter of IFY 2000
alone, lawsuits have been filed to block 10 mergers. This is significantly higher than FY 1999 when, for the entire
year,. 21 lawsuits were filed to block~ proposed niergers, At the current rate, the number of mercer lawsuits filed in
I'Y 2000 will be almost double that of last year

As trade bamers fall and deregulation across indlusines continues, corporate consolidation is expevied to remain
rapid throughout 2000 and into 2001. -The dealmaking frenzy is a reflection of a brave new busin,!ss world in
which most things happen at Intemnet speed, acquisitions are funded by stunning stock market nehe; and
boardrooms are in a panic at the thought of being left behind ... ..You think you've seen merger maia" Well, you
ain't seen noihin' yet By late this year. the odds are high that buyers will] be chasing new partners a' a pace that

3Sugawara. Sandia "Merger Wavec Accelerated tn '99', The 14,;hing'n Potf, December 31 1999. p FtI
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could make today's hrisk niating dance look stately by comparison "' Mergers ini the media, telecommunications
and high-teehnoloyv sectors are expected to lead the Aay

Clvii Non-Merger Enforcement
I he Division is etlitrsied with the responsibility of enforcing the Sherman Act in civil non-merger cases where the
anticompetitiveC activities typically pursued include group boycotts, exclusive dealing, and tying arrangements
Within the ciN ii non-mereer enforcement area, the Division has been involved with, among other things.

* investigating (and now litigating) alleged predatory conduct in the pineing and scheduling practices of
American Airlines, against sniall, lowk-cost airlines.

* pursuing the ong~oisg ease against Mmcrosofl,
I nveCstIvtrz V,( I]$- and now litigatingt an arrangement between Visa and MasterCard, and

* nestigating lad now, litigatingt the conduct of both Denisply intemaional and the Federation of
Physicians and D~enists in the liealth care industry

1 he lesel of civ il litigation activ ity sinderwam at the Division is unprecedented in the last 20 years lf the
schedules for these pending cases hold, we will have at least six large civil matters at trial in F-N 2000, and more
cases are in the pipeline.

GLOBALIZATION OF MARKETS

More Cases Against International Cartels
[he effec! of increasing inteniatiooaliation on our C'rinminal Enforcement Strategy is reflected in the fact that over
30 percent of grand juries in FY 199" are associated with investigations having subjects or targets located In
foreign countries

'I nits, Shu"ni It' Io oTI 1lerper '-tania 11 !rirr' une 7 119 1ii Itp a "A pathfinder corn fortune inCSI mIn i99 06? 0
7
vmr htmt(
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As recently as FY 1 991, only one percent of corporate defendants were foreign and no foreign individuals were
charged that yedr In FY 1 997, 12 percent of the corporate defendants in our criminal cases were foreign-based. and
in FY 1998 and FY 1999, roughly 50 percent of corporate defendants were foreign-based

Chart 4, "Locations of International Carte! Meetings Affecting United States Commerce' (Febntarv 19991, lists 30
counines and 77 cities, up from 24 countnes and 60 cities one year earlier, The map shows conspiratorial
meetings occurring in nearly every country in Western Europe and most of the Far East, including 31
European and 15 Asian cities The actual number of international cartel meetings affecting US commerce is
actually tar greater than even these numbers reflect, because the map does not reflect the fact that more than one
intemattonal cartel may have met on one or more occasions in any given city

Costs of Internastlonalization
Since our work no longer takes place solely within the geographic borders of the U S ,we find parties, targets.
w itnesses, and potential evidence in foreign countnes As a result, the Antitrust Division must spend more for
translators. interpreters, and communications Division staff must travel greater distances to reach the people and
information necessary to conduct investigations (See C'hart 4, "Locautions of International Cartel Meetings
A'ffeciing U nifed States (Commerce '') Estensive inter- governmental negotiations are required to depose foreign
national-, obtain evidence and have searches and seizures conducted on our behalf All of these elements of
coniplexity add to the funding, personnel, and time required to enforce the law.

The effect of increased tntematnonali~atton on the Antitrust Division's workload manifests itself in several other
ways 1he number of meTgcr transactions and opportunities for conduct that adversely affect US. consumers and
businesses also increases, so the Division must be more vigilant Also, as indicated above, the value of merger
transactions and the scope ofcnmtnal conspiracies are larger. Most importantly, the complexity of these
investigations significantly increases the resources necessary to enforce the law effectively. In Ps' 1999, 27
percent of the preliminary Investigations Opened in the Division's merger enforcement program and 31
percent of those opened in the civil non-merger enforcement program %ere international.
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Fines froin International Cartel Prosecutions
LDunrg the past seseral years the IDivisioin has unc osered international cartels operating in a broad spectrum of
commerce, including vitarnins, food) and feed additives, cherno al, graphite electrodes (used in making steel), and
manneT,, construction and transportation services In many of thec prosecutions, the conspirator corporatiotns were
fi7cd T- IIIr ItpC n1iil1i(n So0filolla [rs

F- loffmrann I a Roche and BASF- agreed to pay a iota, of S72S million for their participation in the
,itamins conspiracy I Ma 1999).

* S6[ vl as fined St 15 million for its role in the graphite clec tromlcs tonspirdex,
* I ( SR pait a St I0 million tine for its participation iii the erapliitc electrodes conspiracy, and

\D \1N1iss to Slii smillioni or it, role in thme I\Riie andm citicI aKi onspiiac\

Oft the criminal antitrust flues secured hK the flitision since IA5 1997. -Aell oser Q0 percent were imposed in
connection Aith the prosecution of international cartel mctiityI, and the -,alue of each line has steadily been
increasing from tens to hundreds of millions of dollars I he impact of this heightened penalty has been an -
increase in the participation of large lirmit in the lDtv sionfs C orporate L eniency Program, bringing niore and larger t
conspiracies to the lDi% immo's attention iSte fChort 5. '/icmririii -c t Vitolations ielding ta Fine of $/0 Mltion or
More ''

RAPIDLY ADVANCING TECHNJOLOGY
In addition to the complexity resulting from globalization, rapidly, changing technology poses special challenges to
the D~ivision (isen that the pace of information flow has greatly accelerated, the collection and review of evidence
has become eten more labonous In addition, aa the niar kei place becomes more technologically sophisticated, the
methods used to constrain competition become more complex

On a mote fundamental level, the emergence of new, technologies at breakneck speed has created new tndlustnes
virtually overnight A pnme example of this is the global cLonomny's growing dependence upon sophisticated
Internet technology. "The (Internet] industry is graduating from a speculative casino into a measurable force that is
changing nearly every comer of modem capttalism, The precise impact of the Internet is still hard to quantify,
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th)e reasonr is its '.lecr tece of srorsif I~-ses second, another seen people around the globe tap in for the first tinie
Bunt enough data have begun to) emerge that the glimmennigs of a new business era are becoming visible, one that
should enilUre throuvb ceerial recessions, I' he Antitrust Dir iston must keep abreast of all new developments
appisnF our expertise and ensuLnng a fair and eomnpetitLve marketplace Ahere innovation is fostered

.Additional lasers of ornple.itsr reslt11 front the increasing burdens on the Antitrust Dsison For example, the
rls ace itieasinvl> demanding stronger "proof" of the anticonipetitis e effects of transactions, estimating the

potential price inc reasec from a prospeclite traitsaction requires large quantities of data and sophisticated
CConi~jCir!c rodc Ii re Inle 11I, ass 1,ne t Ic aht\ arid( C iopetitis e effects of a variety of types of'
lrrrisaciirr. is ine .ini p1ore cinitiplictied hr anl escr-ch~wircii iricreisinel>, inter-u oren .s eb of national arid
inrecmitiol nia mi es.reenliar a coc ics, Arid inter- arid inina- cot enrineital bodies, all of which may has e hearing

an. panlictilar irarisacltil I here coorples ties, translate Into additional expenditures of time and money' hr the
Iri i on, andc the need tiir addc itioriai staff

REVENUE ASSUMPTIONS

i-iIi ng fces inf $45('IO are paid hr persons acquiring citingg setunihes or assets sshir are required under MIR, 15
* S ) I ISa, anid the recnlatitirts, rriUlL~Inate thereunder, to) tile premerger notifications The filing fees are dis ided

c% err1 Is he r1 Miiid cre il i' the ap~rprr ii sri'sof tire A ntilrt i i isron anif the Feileral I rade Conimissiont

01 ()

In terms, of- res enuc projections, the asecrage annual growthIl in prenrerger filings from FY' 1993 to F Y 1998 has been
apprirsiirnatel> 14 percent Because merger aetisity abated soress hat in the beginninigof FY 1999, wke realized a3
perch ent dec lice in prenrerger fi lings Ini I- Y I999 below (ire [- Y 1998 les el foerthe rate of fi lings baa since
regained its earlier nionertun The strength of' the U.S. economy, and continuing consolidation across
industries lead us to estimate a 14 percent increase in Miings in both FY 2000) and F8 2001.

Ic^,ssih Mark 'Smari t m andi tuisij lantie Jeanne 'Internti F-,r'rnrnis Oens Real [ci iI.~/irnirr fsri J une 20, 19q, AlI
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Our CreCTnLJ CsilnIut or I1 2!HI reftcts a rcsiructuning Of the llSR prernlerger Filig fee structure which has been
proposed in the F T("s hudgct request Ile resnicturing proposal would replace the current tOat fee A ith a

ieraduated fee scale based on transaction alue We has e a:,sumned (hat this proposal would he imiplemnented at the
start of FY 20151

SUMMARY
I he exponential gross ( in Aorkload experienced h the ilivislOn in recent wears as industries cOjisOilidate,
companies espai d their reich across geographic botrders, and new, industries and priaiucts gro\A out (of

eChnologi-at ads0 anWtt'tshssnCrels, ,trained c.urrent resorrS Our staif ha, been stretched thin as the

res111t ot u -rid Ti les c!N .s1'1 IiC aelot kept patse ustitt Aorkload ircitese, I he requested F N 200l1 budget (it

St N .224.1 MXi "otuld almos the DiUs su to increase stalling by 177 positions (61 attorneys andi 116 paralegals
Itcal\ti-ded to c' mitittue C he eftlecie enhtircenent oni the Natio n", antitrust laws W bile the Dihs sion is

seeking a 22 perccnt tutucing incase (3 percent adjustment toi annual base co)Sts and 19 percent to address
ssrkoaii. in the List isct %cam t Iis sloe 01's Irerall .j,'eload has inci eased siihslartial\ ,s Aith (tur trial

,LIitN at [cast triple h i toic atle OIs Outr tending incase reflects, the tact that, os er the last le\a ears,, the-

Iv~si nrt rest crc,- les c~s his e not kept pace with this sk~ rocketing A irktinad
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Charl 2

Value of U.S. Merger Activity
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PROGRAM CHANGES BY INITIATIVE_____________

INITIATIVE 1: MERGER ENFORCEMENT STRATEGY
S.upponn~ DOJ Coe F~jncl a" 3 Si'a'04o Goa, 3' Y'2,-:1 Ar,alPerlc"'sarre C-D&' 53

Program Area Positions Workyears Amount

Presersation, 0(9 69 S8,0 53.0(X0
( ompewtitis r Market
Structure

The speed at Ashith o.ompantes are merging coupled Asith rapid ad inc-es in technology hase served to increase
not .inl tse amount of' Asorle facing the Ant-trust rDiistion hut also w, complexity The Division must strive to
keep abreasti ol ness technologies as exisitg industries are transformed and new ones are created We request
3d-Jitional funding ofi S8,053,000J to support the hiring of 23 attornes arid 46 paralegals This request is based
on FY' 2(X)! nissiular .ost estimates for these staffing groups; [3eause workloadd is increasing at such a rapid
rite. the lDis siotii has not estimated a lapse fir rCruiting effort,, It is anticpated that preliminary recruiting
elfkin, %illi he made ptior to the start of the fihscdl year sAith niess hires coming on board early in FY 2001

\Ithough the number iof staff a',signted it Ai particular case sartes, aCcfrding to the phase of the insestigaio and
the sc ope ansi citrupleshV if the matter, the -ierage staffing ledc per tmatter is approiiately 5 psotiions
IDur ing iritris' phase, such is, the prelitinars Ins citigat sin the as erage staffing le el is closer ito 9 pOsitions
(if ciiurse. for pirti~ularly large and ciirplicatjed cases like Loickheed Martin Northrop Girumnman and
Norihsset C ontinenital Air]~ttes, is hich are rapidly becoming the Dii 5100's "standard" tuerger matter, the
number of staff iin the teans has reached 20 sor more Wc has e ohbsersed that. iii most cases, for each attornNy
on the team, there are iii paralegals it calculating the budeet reijueci for sur Merger L-nfiicement Strategy .
sin base estimated that at leasi three additional major cases uiser the number handled in FY 20fX(b %s Ill he
urideris as F iii '00~1 seCesitat ing an adilti tonal 210 alttrne s and 40 paralegals The retmaininig 3 attiirsess atid
6i paralegals %i il be neede-d iii statlf Iiio acdiinal cd",eS of smaller su/e atnd scope
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A key, e1h, 1'iient ot t"re A ntit.ust Distons work to preserve e the competitive forces that have shaped this
coutirs~ cninom inivolives the rci tew% of propoisedf mergers Sction 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended by
FISR, requites certain eniterprises that plan to merge or to enter into acquisition transactions to notify the
-Nntitrust 1)is iain an'd the FIC oif their intention, and to submit certain information to us These notifications
allowA the Dis sia ?o Jdentily and block any potentially anticompetitise transactions before they are
consunmmated Sinse these HISR reviews must be completed within statutorily -mandated timeftarnes, the
Dis sin s wolrkload is not completel% within our control In addition to FISR merger reviews, the Division also
reviews winn ISR transactions; which are not subject to I-SP reprting thresholds, as well. as hank mergers

INtiATiVE 2: CIVIL NON-MAERGER ENFORCEMENT STRATEGY
Suppofis 003 Core Fuaeica 3 Sirareqc GoatS3 3 F Y 7090 Annual Perlormaace Goat 3 3 1

Program Area Positions Workyears Amount

Presers anon oif 44 44 $5,239,000
('ompetiive Market
Structure

Io ensure our capasiTh to appropriately conduct iiur 0i vil Sun-Merger Enforcement Strategy, wve request art
additional S5.239(K wh1h w LII support the hirtng of 10 attorneys and 28 paralegals This requci;t is baaed on
FYs 2001 rrridular cis estimates for these staffing groups Bec-ause workload is increasing at such a rapid rate,
the Antitrust DIiisvion hay nit estimated a lapse for recruiting efforts It is anticipated that preliminary recruiting
efforts wll be niedec prior to ihe start of the fiscLal year with new hires coming on board early in IFY 2001

As mentioned prey, ously, although the number of staff assigned to a particular case vanita according to the phase
of the investigation and the scoipe and complexity at the niatter, the average staffing level per matter is
approsimatrly 5 positions During intense phases tif investigation such as the Civil Investigative Demand
process, the average vialfiner level iv, d~oer to 9 pistilns Oft iturse, fir particularly large and complicated
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cases, which are raptdlN becoming the 1)ition's "standard," the number of staff on the tetams has reached 20 or
more, and the matters ate- still rot full staffed We have oibserved that. in most cases, for each attorney on the
teamn, there are two paralegals In calculating the budget request for our ('i i Non-Merger Enrforcement
Strategy, we base estimated that at least two additional major cases (oser the number handled in IFY 2001) will
be underwray in FY 21)(1 necessitating in additional l6 attorneys and 28 paralegals

1 he Antitrust fis ision pursues Matters, under Section I (it the Sherman Act in instances where the allegedly
illegal behavior falls outside the traditional pErsg- violations that fall under the Criminal Fnforcement Strategy
T he anticonipetitise activities typically pursued under our ('isil Non-Merger Enforcement Strategy include, for
example, group boycotts and exclusive dealing arrangements (Given the worldwide business restructuring going
on today, the application of antitrust laws to rapidly realigning industries presents new challenges The level of
cisil litigation activity underway at the IDivision presently is unprecedented in the last 20 years Today, in
addition to- the Microsoft case, we siave acine c:%il litigations challenging the conduct of Visa and MasterCard,
the Federation of Physicians; and Dentists, and Dentsply The Antitrust Division must scrutinize these deals to 0
ensure that predatory pricing and collusion does not occur and fair competition is presersed o

INITIATIVE 3: CRIMINAL ENFORCEMENT STRtATEGY--INTERNATiONAL CRIMINAL CARTEL INVESTIGATIONS
Supports 003 Core Function 3 Strategitc Goal 3 3, FY 2000 Anrual Performance Goal 3 31

Program Area Positions Workyears Amount

I'ermination & 63 62 5 $7,569,000
Presention of Prisate
Cartel Behavior

The Antitrust IDivision requests a program increase of $7,569,000 to support an additional 21 attorneys and 42
paralegals working against international criminal cartels Thos request is based on F-Y 2001 modular cost
estimates for these staffing groups Because wuirklosd is increasing at such a rapid rate, the Disvision has not
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CS! Lituted a laips tor recruiting cltftt It is anticpared (hit prel iniir% et'utring ci torts, will be matte prior to
the start 'it the fiscal s ear with new hires ciiiming on hoard earl.% in. IY ' Ki

As mentioned press tush,. although the number of staff assigned toi a particular case sarics actirding to the phase
(i the insesticalion and the scope and ciimplesitt of the minter, the as erage staffing level per matter is
appriisimatels 5 positions [During intense phases of ins estigattin such as, grand jury ins.esrigations. the as.erage
staffing lesci is closer io 9 positions Of! course, for particularly large and complicated cases ltke ADM. which
are rapidly becoming the 1)i~isrn's -siansdard" criminal mandtter, the nuntber of staff on the teams has reached 20
or mtire. and the matters are silnot lulls staffed We ba.c obtersed that, in most cases, for each attorney on
the team, there are twit paralegals In ca'lulating the budget request for iiur Criminal Enforcement Strategy , we
hase estimated that at least three additional major cases loser the number Currently being handled in IFY 20001
wAill be underway in I-Y 20011 necessitating ati additional 2 1 atorneys and 42 paralegals

As part (if our Criminal intircement Strategy, (lie Antitrusli [is sin pursues. illegal behasitir as outlined under 0
Section I of the Sherman) Act, including price fixing. btd rigging, and horionral customer and territorial Q
allocations [ges beaiisae vi iolations tif the antitrust laws%, meaning that they, are always considered
toi be illegal gisen the economic harmt they inflict on consumers As industries undergo global restructuring and
endure es.er-increasing contpetition, the prevalence and coruplexit~ tiNf these schemes increases State and local
lass enforcement efforts, while1 cosntributing to the preseuttomio ilotially -oriented cartel behavior, cannot cope
with the complex interstate and international nature if ciitrLes, and thus the responsibility for enforcement
falls to the Atiitrust [is sum

Crosscutting Budget Commnittee--International Crime
This Initialise supports Goal 5. 'Pres ent Criminal 1- plottation (it Internatitnal 1 rade," and Goal 8, -Optimize
the F ull Range of U S Fffstrts. of the President's International Crinme (Control Strategy Although the Antitrust
Pisision coordinates with sartous FDepartment cimpornents in these ins estigattitus and cases ie g . the Criminal
iis ion, the Federal [Bureau tif Insestigamion, and the U S Atiirtieys) mt utit of Inittatise 3 does not rise to the

lesel if a criisscuttting issue Flosseser. $361 .0KM0 if ihis TlnLiamise is, included in the Dlepartmnent's Internatitinal

Program Changes By initiative



Crim Crosscutting Budget Committee's resource request for IFY 2001 to fund ihe increasing amount of
translation and interpretationi related to ihe burgeoning number of international criminal cartel investigations and
cases

INImATtvE 4: CRIMINAL. ENFORCEMENT STRATEGY-NTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
Supports 004 Core Funclhr? 3 Strafegic Goal 3 3. F Y 2000 Annual Performnce Goal 3 3 1

Program Area Positions Worftyears Amount

Termination & 1 0 5 $94,000
Prevention of Private
Cartel Behavior

The Antitrust Division requests a program increase of $94,000 to support an additional attorney to handle 0
increasing workload related to existing and new international enforcement agreements as our overall workload"
becomes increasingly global in scope. As discussed previously, the Division's workload is becoming increasingly
global as trade barriers collapse and cross-border deals proliferate. In order to protect competition in the Uniied
States and encourage similar protection outside the country. the'Division seeks to establish international
enforcement agreements of various types. The increasing number of international matters across all of the
Division's enforcement programs and the amount of coordination required to Utilize an existing enforcement
agreement in any one matter necessitates additional resources It is anticipated that the new hire will come on
board halfway through IFY 2001.

Crosscutting Budget Commiittee--internatonal Crime
This Initiative supports Goal 3, 'Deny Safe Haven to International Criminals." of the President's International
Crime Control Strategy, and is included for the Antitrust Division in the Department's International Crime
Crosscutting Budget Committee's resource request for FY 200! Our efforts support the President's goal of
fostering international cooperation,
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SECTION A: ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND WORKLOAD IMPACT

INTRODUCTION

[he Dis ision is, tisecl 'Aith Larry ing out its, Miss;ion in the face of set ral environmental trends that affect
eserthiiig front the ,cope 01 criminal ins estigattons. xhich routmnely hate international ramifications, to the
number of merger transacricn, that require ret tew, to the amount of resources required to provide timels'
feedback to the 1 ederal Comnuncaiions Commission (FCC)' with regard to transactions in the ssake of the
1 elecommutticatiiins Act of 1996 These are hut a less of marty critical areas that must be addressed Folitiw tug
is a description of the most important anld challenging trends. and a di .scsion of hott each Impacts tuth the
stork and the oscrall wirkiuad of the Antitrust Dix slim

ECONOMIC TRENDS

Globalization of Markets
Today the definitions of the "Ui S economy" and the "t r S market" are less Straightforward More and mote
there is a recognition that ec onomic active ity. whether initiated iii the IT S or abroad, is global in scope, More
fluid capital markets and the advent of instantaneous. worldwide communications are two of many reasons for
this trend Otiher citrihuting factors show no signs of waning We already, See regional economic alliances.
such ak lie FL. the Asia Pacific F-conomic (noperation-IAPFC), the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAl TA). and the still developing Free Trade Area of the Americas iFT1AA). replacing strictly national
economies All signs point to the increasing interconnection amotig all national economies as part of an
enormous international wkeb of markets

l1bhs trenil is has ing veral mrajour impacts on the wotik of the Antitrust Division First, it means that our wkork
no longer takes, place solel> within the geographic borders of the U S In our enforcemen efforts we find
parties, potential es idence. and even impacts abroad, all of tshir:h add cionplexity, and ultimately cost, to the
pursuit of matters Whether that coniplexicy--and cost--results from having to physically collect evidence
overseas or from has ing to undertake extensive inter -giisernntental negotiations in order to depose a fiireign
national, it makes for a \ery different, and generally more difficult, investigatory process than \vould be the case
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it our eltorts were rcsiricted to conduct and individuals in the U S The markets and competitors affecting U S
b~ucines' and Lon~uumers are more international in scope. and the variety of languages and business culrures which
the Ilis i:on encounters has increased Consequently, the Disision must spend more for translators, interpreters,
and communications, and Di%. iiion staff must irasel greater distances to reach the people and information
required ieito se .oniduc! an investigation, and expend niore resources to coordinate our International
etitisi5emen: effsrts \s ith other countries and international organizations

s -o-ni, it means that our matters ins lse companies and industries that are bigger and affect more dollars of
.'mnr:e than eser before Whether investigating an alleged international conspiracy or analy cing a
iian',nasiin.il merger, tho Di'. ir is dealing ss iih businesses of a scale and scope not previously encountered
I here arc 'igi.'tl A workload Impacts. such as, more documents to resilew. more employees to interview, and
Tno re iIIrt110rs i0 SurseyC In such cases there are (learls more resource costs time, money and staff--
inwlised in pu;'uing these matters

Economic Expansion and Growth Through Mergers-
T he V S is, in the midst of sine of the must sustained periods of economic expansion in its history Existing

itirpanies arc groinrg in size and profitabilsis, and Start-up companies are emerging at an astonishing rate One
sAy companies are grossing, be the. large s ertical oit horizontal conglomerates, or small single- Industry
businesses, is through siraregsc merg-ers Companies of all stripes are seeking to gross and enhance owner or
.harehilder s aue through combination 'Aith other concerns s%%here there is, some relationship between or among
the gossis and or 'ers &es created n the l- S .the %alue of rsergers t.'gplace in CY 1999 surpassed $1 79
irilon. ., pins! be Si r trillion in annoiunced I- S trratooccurnine! in C'\ 199S. which itself represented a -8
pcxr es incrc.,sc 05cr ( l'. cmers eeo FYN 1995 and FN' 1999, the s loe oft' S merger transactions increased

c3t 'e-en See ctidfl alu ao fs', S Merleer A.outs, in rte xercuie Suonnran- Areas ss ith the largest
wluine of a..tisity in ( N l1999 Included tCeL~mnl Ln ic.a iisn and lininLial sets ices Actisity likely will continue

in the'v sectors, ,, iscll as In te.bnuilog and energ In fact, "infiriiation technology. cotninunications and
nicd s sisspanie' announced 2,900 deals, alurd at $545 billisin in the first six months of [ 19991 That exceeds
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the SOS hillion it, tech-related deals for all of las t year and is nearly double the $283 billion in mergers and
a3qsiic'11ns in the first six Months of 1998 "'

I his trend significantly rttpacis the work of the Antitrust IDivisioni in several ways First, there is the impact on
,Ao r kIoad As one of two bxiies in the UA S charged %k ith res iewing all merger transactions of a certain size or
scope, there is a correlation berwren the number -of mergers taking place and the amount of wkork the Division
miust handle It is worth notate. tn addition, that the bulk oif the Divisions Merger Enforcement Strategy must
het executed v% jibm statutorils -mandated tnme frames, so resource requirements to fulfill our obligations are
esiernill> drt en Ibis w orkload is not discretionary , it results from the number of premerger filings we
recrisN e Se Chait-, 'Charehle 11ari Secm thshin Prertterer Fdin,i in ste Lxecutive Sur~marn ) Second,
wAith the sitrairet. flircr, (if the lQ()Vs, w here there is a competilite relationship between or among the goods
atid ir sr tsprodiced bs the patles;. the aiialysis ne,-essars for thorough merger resview becomes more
c.onipies ( onpetiiise issues, and. efficiency defenses are more likely, to surface in such res iews, adding
LOF]ples its andi cost to the liioitn's work

TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS

Technological Change and Information Flaws
I eshn'lt'gical change is, occurring at a blisiening pace, whether stiewed in the capabilities of faster, higher-
.capaCti> ~Ompuiers, that render the ones produced sit, months ago obsolete, or in the ability to hold an
nriernittonal meeting using tele.onferencitig equipment that allnows siniulianeous soice and data transmission

PIVyl',1 and gosds mno e at a fixed speed, hotses~er, inforrriaijon, ideas, and data mont- with almost imieasurahie
speed

I hi' i a Ircnd thai shots, up in the techniques of ant:coni1pctite hehas or taking place As the tools of the trade
he,:omie more sphisi1Lsted. there appears to he a c.orrespitndinig growth in the subtlety and coniplexity, with
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,A hi( h Prices ire tsed. bid, ire rigged, and nirket allioariton suheittes are des 'Cr] (ine way in which thr.s tirst
tarrr to light s -as e. r rased u',e cf electronic mail ic nwn r, and vs enfstr more direct mierhieis of
communfiflcaition I he es lutiiit of elecicirinic cotffluflicaiiiii also) resulis, in an inc ase in the amount and sat letN
ot data and rmerial' thart he .\ntttrust lDis sun niust oMain arid resc ies tilte ciiurse of ati irsestigatron In
addition to hard oopw dociaments, telephone logs, and other infornition from publ sources, inncudittg the
Internet the 1i u 'i~in frequentIsI rcceii v magnetic tapes., computer disketes, and ( 1) RONs of a coinpany's e-
nt iii talk.-I .il ii i nici

I hese ft Tree.- in rhe tcn'ho iii e f ens, itOnrrent bring Aaih. therm a whole nc10 w: set Ldilenges , toe the Ant 'rust
D ni ts it, e n, -:'v data sfrjz irac' as e seek tih oba in an d res tess es- dne ifC anrtucIt11rpeI it . e be ha,, r At the same
tryl the in5 ctea rg attn rts arid newk foems, o in foidrmrtion preieni the I isistion A ilt additional opportunities for

L"re'-trie and it raieposs'ible s irilarnor tso the antitrust laws Meetiiur tire challenges and taking advantage
it! the Oppi itiu nlir 1(s Nih add tithe Di% ;on's, en 'tirig Ao rk and increase the his irirn's need for additional
'tilfing xirir which to, successlull pursue iur fioals

Technological Change and the Changing Face of Industry
.Aniother oaitgrowthi (it the speed Aith Ashich technological change u' happening is the number and type itt nest
industries ernergirg Oine exanple is, the rapid esitoluttirn frrom new businesses dealing in computer software to
rianarge e nail s' sITer1 to nest businesses dealing with rite retiratriin o!i OI acidetally or ircherw isef deleted e
niadrl niesages, A\ 5 !,ond example is seen in the scerningiN is crrgr espans int (t the Internet, where tine
miirient uuri s r'we the si Ile prac r ir, tier nd prm ders, it tine ems iLc aInd [ie tuest pens ate Internet seesrice
ps ie dr, sprang up lincaill> , tnattotiaslis arid riwriatinall>

I ejhitirlial chan1 'e v, ..reatne resthutes anti rrdutrtes, \ irruulls 4iscrniglnt 'jliiiruairn teclritrlog
indi 'tries. are has ing a he ILC irnpaI. ont the, cL rn, ri i n nlitrg tiolie tin oritircd (if I 'S ec inuronic grciss Ih
berw ecn 1995 and I ilH ' eriarirls we still see es en itt ire ads arics In tint area iii circing years -1 he

5,jv 'r,,m. rii t ii'i 
2  

i 1it4
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Ilnterneti Industry IS graduating from a speculative casino in a measurable force that is changing nearly every
corner of modern capitalism The precise impact of the Internet is still hard to quantify One reason is its
sheer rate of growth Every second, another seven people around the globe tap in for the first time Buttenough
data have begun to emerge that the glimmerings of a new business era are becoming visible, one that should
endure through eventual recessions "'

This trendJ poses quite a challenge to the work of the Antitrust Division Familiarity with and knowledge of an
industry allows our staff to effectively and efficiently identify, investigate. and prosecute anticompetitive
behavior Industry expertise takes time to acquire. and while we believe we have significant strength in
emerging areas, there is an unavoidable learning curve that comes with each new, industry springing up as a
result of rapid technological change There is clearly additional work involved in traveling that learning curve.
along with concomitant costs, particularly in terms of staff time

LEGAL TRENDS 
0

Increasing Deregulation Cn
Recent years have seen an increase in the number of key industries deregulated in whole or in part
Telecommunications, banking, and transportation are just a few examples The trend is expected to continue,
with major deregulatory efforts underway in the energy/utility Industry, for example 'After an uncertain start.
energy deregulation is finally picking up steam in the U S with an increasing number of what were once heavily
regulated gas pipeline companies re-creating themselves as gas and electricity rmarketing compianiles II

This trend is having two major impacts in the work of the Antitrust Division First, in newly deregulated
industries, the Antitrust Division often shares responsibility for the oversight of compeive market development

0
Leibo-,ch, Mark, Smart. Tim and Dugar. lanite Jeanne Itrretis E-conomny Gets Real," The gashii.gon Prost June 20, 1999, At

' 'Morton. Peter T o* Piices Dniving Energy Mergers $1 itlion of tDeals Announced." A'atonart Post, February 23. 1999. (i10
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with other F ederal or state agencies Uinder the Telecommunicat ions Act ot 1996, for example. the Division has
a statutory t ile in res ieAing certain transactions and providing ad% ice and guidance to the FCC wnh regard to
those transactions While our rarlicipation in such interagency processes entails analyses we are Used to
conducting, the level of cooirdination and interaction, not to mention effort in terms of sheer volume of work, is
something quite new Second, newly deregulated industries, esen those w-hose deregulation is done vta lengthy,
legislation w ih proscribed miles and regulations, face a degree of uncertainly as they venture oul in a newly
competitive environment The Antitrust Disision is presented with questions and concerns about what will and
will not pass antitrust muster in industries in which such questions hasec not previously been asked The
[Disvision is thus called upon to devote time and resources to providing Informaion and clarifying the new rules
of the game

Doctrinal Abyss
The foundation of antitrust law, rests on the Sherman andi~ 'layton Acts, both of which are broadly phrased As a
result, case law developed through the years has had a significant interpreise effect on those Acts, establishing 0
parameters of acceptable and unacceptable behas toe In recent yecars, however, the trend h.as been toward
settlement of matters prior to reaching court While in somne cas es settlement IS clearly an, appropriate course of
action, in either c-ases it only addresses an immediate issue while pro\s iding no longer-term guidance For
example. "By settling now, the 1-if' can mitre quickly force Intel lit change some of its practices But without a
judicial ruling, the larger question of how to apply decades-old antitrust statutes to today's fast-moving tech
industry remains Perhaps the Microsoft case will offer an answer " "I here iias been little evolution of
antitrust doctrine in the recent past, and the discrepancy between what existing case law covers and what today's
businesses face in an international environments is growing eser larger

t his trend requires a thoughtful and thorough response from the Antitrust [vi.stort ('barged with enforcing the
antitrust laws, wke have a resrinsibility to comnbue to the continual esolutiorn of antitrust doctrine and to ensure

'5ilke iritn R 1 akahashr D tar andJ Perite Keith Shnr i iri. ed 'Sk c:' d I cis Intel % ir riat 3nd a tlirna' ,u b as \Iicsosi'it is t asking' i'

A l Ii ( O I _h,ui ii;. %latLh 9, 1999, AtI
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thai the development of case law proceeds in a coherent manner that demonstrate applicability to current
economiL trends and industry practice At the same time, litigation is a tool that we must strive to use only when
and where illis appropriate The challenge for the Division is finding appropriate ways to advance antitrust
doctrine in the course of our work without making it the point or our work In the Microsoft case,
"Although any sanLtions the judge orders could be delayed iwo or three years by appeals--many in the
computer business believe the courtroom battle itself has already helped to fundamentally reshape the technology
industry "

PO~m'CAL TRENDS
Increasing Democratization and Capitalism Worldwide

In recent history and sinie the fall of the Berlin Wall and the break up of the former Sos i Union in particular.
the world has seen the spi cad of democracy and the beginnings of capitalist economies in a number of countries
Central Europe is one area that stands out as making these long-temi. difficult transitions As these processes
take place, we often see infusions of foreign capital and businesses New regimes generally welcome the
investment, and are pleased to have the products and services of existing businesses available to their
populations

This trend affects the workload of the Antitrust Division. primarily in increasing the demand for technical
assistance As newly -democratized countries take their first steps toward establishing free market economies,
there is a recognized need for rules and regulations to promote open and competitive international markets. The

Antitrust Division receives requests for government-io-gNverrment assistance, including everything from giving
speeches aid seminars to drafting competition laws to providing resident advisors, and must weigh the resource

and aliernauiive-use costs of undertaking this work against the benefits of helping to increase the competitive
environment in which businesses, including U S businesses, operate

khaundaseitaras, Rapo 'M~cnosofi Trial t-sds xiih Fimhasirsed " Th Kihringmon Piii, June 25. 1999, Al
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International Governing Bodies
As the business community, watches its horizons spread across the globe, the political community recognizes both
the challenges and opportunities of increased interconnectedness and interdependences on a scale not previously
known The resulting approach to managing this growth has been an increased emphasis on existing
international governing bootes, such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation andJ Deselopnwnt (OECD),,
and the development of news international governing bodies, such as the World Trade Organization (WTO)
These groups have begun carving out issues and making their presence felt It is clear that the work of these
bodies w ill have impacts far and wide for all businesses competing in the international arena

The Antitrust Division has an important role in response to thts trend, as these organizations prese it both
challenges and opportunities On one hand, we certainly do not want to be in a position of having competition
policies or practices that fly in the face of or dilute U S antitrust laws dictated to us by an international
governing body. On the other hand, to the extent that we can influence other countries to adopt policies and
practices we feel advance competitive principles on a world scale, our efforts pro' ide major benef~ts to the U S.
and other countries F inding the right balance between these two positions means devoting time and resources to
the issue V briber increasingly pressed to attend key, meetings of such organizations or to research and develop
riositior papers on the U S position vsisa-vis such organizations, the end result is additional work for the-
D)ivision The investment of time andJ effort at this point is money well spent in attempting to limit violations isf
anitirusi lass in the future, and in establishing level international playing fields for U S businesses.

In response to the effects of increasing globalization, in Nosembee 1997, Attorney General Janet Reno and
Assist(ant Attorney General Joel Klein announced the formation of a new committee to help tackle the
international antitrust prohlenms of the 21st Century The International Competition Policy Advisory Committee
(IltPACj is lie first-eser on competition-related matters It will ads ise the Attorney General and the Assistant
,Attorney General on international antitrust issues, including attacking transnational cartels, managing merger
res tewks across multiple jurisdictions, and dealing with anticompetitive practices that restrict international trade.
Its report is due in early 2000, and it is expected to strongly underline the critical importance of international

antitrust cooperation and enforcement to ensuring that global markets are open and freely competitive for US.
businesses and consumers
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SUMMARY
the confluence of these environmental trends has crea;"d a surge in the Antitrust Division's workload of
unprecedented portion Although the spike in merger .cIivity has been widely noted, it should be pointed out
that the lDivision has experienced a slignifikant rise in workioso 'n all three of its enforcement areas:
merger, criminal, and civil non-merger. Keeping pace with this crushing workload has substantially strained
the Division's resources, highlighting the need for additional professional staff.

User ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 th alt":cs h )ivision has been doing more with relatively fewer resources However, the
inexorable rise in the incidence and complexity of anticompetitive activity occurring both domestically and
internationally muakes the continued effective enforcement of antitrust law impossible. Our ongoing
investigations and pending litgation in such global industries as telecommunications, airlines, and vitamins have
required a phenomenal amisunt tif resources, and we expect our caseload to continue to grow in FY 2000 and c
beyond To ensure that the lDivison is prepared to meet the challenges of tomorrow, we must have an additional
$21ja55X,'0 and 177 pINSItnIn in FY' 2001. providing an annual budget of $1 34,224,000 and 1.001 positions
Without these resisurLceS the li'.isiori will he unable to adequately protect the U S. economy and consumers 0
Iroitt anticoolpetiie behas tot which would endanger economic growth and cost the American people millions ofP.

CD
d(IllarS thriough higher prices and reduced innovation
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SECTION 8: ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN

While the Results Act has been in force for seven years, it is fair to say that agencies across the Federal
Government Still are struggling with its implementat ion to varying degrees Law enforcement bodies, in
particular, have been singled out in a variety of fora as having special challenges in their attempts to measure
results One of these challenges stems from the fact that most lasw enforcement bodies share the ultimate goal of
deterring behastor. and thus ideally would capture as results the absence of that behavior Another challenge
arises as law enforcement bodies make thoughtful decisions about what to do and, equally important, what not to
do, quantifying or even describing anecdotally the often important results of action not taken is difficult, at best
The Antitrust D~ivision faces both iif these challenges Sin,;e there is nii "antitrust crime rate," there is no single
or simple was to mrasurc antitrust[ %cinies" and thus nio easy Aay iio portray the effectiveness of the Disision's

Despite these challenges, the Antitrust D~ivision is ciimrmitted to fulfilling the letter of the Results Act and to
implementing it for the benefit of the D~ivision aiid for a wider audience. Although we base had to step back
from the notion if deterrence toi develop a more ssiirkable paradigm for s iewing our work and the results of that

work, we base done so in a thoughtful way We base surveyed our external operating environmental to idenitify0
current trends that impact our work We has'e taken an approach that looks not only at what we can measure,
but also at what we should measure, whether it be for internal management or external review purposes, We
continue to address the processes through which we will measure results in a more meaningful way over time
We believe that our efforts- -however hampered by limited resources, inadequate data, or other obstaclcs--
ultimately will make a difference to the Division and to those who care about effective antitrust enforcement

The framework that has been developed--as set forth below and presented on the chart following this Section--
starts with Mission and Vision Statements for the Division Cascading from these, we have articulated Goals
and related Performance Indicators at several levels, which provide both institutional constancy and the
flexibility needed as out operating environment changes The three High-Level Goals and associated
Performance Indicators speak to the long-term, and each is supported by a list of Strategies that comprise the
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took, needed to achiese that Goal "The High-Priority Strategies and associated Key Performance Indicators
speak to the short-term, and represent the current focus of the work of the Division. In addition, we present
Annual Performance Goals and associated Performance Irdicasors, which address just the fiscal year for which
wke are requesting funds We nose that this framework comports fully with the Department's Strategic Plan (IFY
149)7 - 219X)2) and I Y 21A31 Summary Performance Plan, and with the Deparsmntwide Goals set forth hy the
Attorney (General '" (See the Ereusse Summary/for highlights of mtsson--ritie-ai results

''the Anuiiri i% monul i I crtir'iance Plan anid Pcrflorosanwe \Measuremnent Tables complement 1he tlepariment's Strategic Plan (F-Y 1997 - 2002) and
I' 200[ SummatN Pc-rh mnianeC Plan We cnoie, boorthere Aire two high-Lesel Performance Iniatr listed is ihe D~epartment's Strategic Plan that do 'iot
apeal toi 'in. In iih , it rcse-nlain (I I iudcicntswn cui ois, tor setiLeisents in bigb-pnioriiy entriremcnt areas that mpact consumers, and (2) use oft
A I ernatic [D-ipote Re- I' on (,%IJ)Ri and other set'lcenn itechnriqo sohere appitiprLaic, as an a Iternarise to Iit igation Ibe Dis is ion's Performance
iersuiemen lablIe for tar(I itnn[ I. ifoicenreni 'rmiatehis includes. a s a iety of I ntermediate Outcome Indicators that address the former issue, the
'eiirno- 'eastirement Table lkii our %lnerc I titicrceent Strategy includes a sarreip of Intermediate Outcome indicators that address the latter

"'he tDepartmnent's Strategic Plant 0-' l9,)7-200t2), Departinntide Gjoals (FY 1999-2001), and FY 2001 Summary Performance Plan include
relereoces io the work of the Antitrs~r Di)isron In the Strategic Plan, the tiision is represented principally under core fianction 3, "Legal Represenraion,
I niforcrnent o- F-ederal I awl, and tDefer se of U S Interests," and specifically under goal 3, "Promote competition in the Ut~red States economy through
reinforcement of, improsemenis to, and education about antitrust laws and principles " In the LDeparunsentwrde Goals, the Division is represented in goal)3
'Pi'diiirpmonstl andS neo/i. cmivt-iiwg feirrr of a- hue collar crime, including cyber crime, health care fraud, pension fraud, telemarketing fraud, tax fraud, and
ii'iiiirrsi 1io/tiinr" (eripiasis addsedi lIn the F-Y 2001 Summary Performance Plan, she Disision is represented in strategic goal 3 of cure function 3
1 corresponding to the Sraltegc Planl, and the t)s ision is cited is the nanraivse for cote function I,. investigation and Prcsrcution of Crtminal Offenses"- In each
instance h~ere is a cleat, direct relationship between rhe tDeparnrnent's as erall mission and goals and the Disisitot's Mission, Vision, and troals
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MisSIOW STATEMENT

The Mission or the Antitrust Division is to promte competition in the U.S. economy through enforcement of,
improvements to, and education about antitrust laws and principles. The statutory authority for the Division's
Mission includes Sections I and 2 of the Sherman Act, Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended by HSR, and a
variety of other competition laws and regulations.

VISION STATEMENT

The Vision of the Antitrust Division is an environment in wh:Lh U S. consumers receive goods and services of
the highest quality at the lowest price, and in which U.S. businesses compete on a level playing field nationally
and internationally

Hioti-LEvit. GOALS. PERFORMANCE IWOCATORS, AND ASSOCIATED STRATEGIES

Goal 1: Decrease anticompetitive behavior affecting U.S. businesses and consumers. [Enforcement)

High-Level Performance Indicator: Tot.al dollar volume or U.S. commerce affected in instances where the
Antitrust Division has taken specific action that resulted in less anticompetitive behavior.

High-Level Performance Indicator: Total dollar value of savings to U.S. consumers in instances where the
Antitrust Division has taken specific action that resulted in less anticompetiive behavior.

Strategies in Support of Goal 1:
* Merger Enforcement
* Civil Non-Merger Enforcement
* Criminal Enforcement
* Establishment and Use of International Enforcement Agreements
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* I ihancement of AnaI',ical ranievork
*Cooperation isith Fed'eral. State. anid local L~ass Infortcemrnt Agencies,
* Speec-hes. Publications, and Press

Goal 2 Increase the procompetitiseness or the national and international env ironment [EnvironmentJ

Hiigh Lesel Perforniance Indicator Number and reach of national and international laws, policies, practices
and procedures in instances, heree the Antitrust i isb~n has plA\ ed a rile in the establishment or development
Of such laos P0ii. es, i,).0 .S or rr ipedubres that resul ted in iii Cii id proimuipetiouenps s rJ e natioiial or
oitu'rJie iii ii 5 l i~i

Stratiegies iii Suppori of G$oal 2
* Parti~ipaiion in lnieragens Pegalatoin Processes
* Des eloprnent oit Crc nett eIase las

* Parti..ipmtion in Interagency Rulemiakings. task F aces,'and Pol l~ecliipment [[torts

* Participation in Legtslawue Lleselopment
* Paricipation in National and International Organizations
S ('nsultation and Coordinatiiin is iih International .A1nitrust Authiites
* Spec'hes. Puh]l.aions. and Press

Goal 3 Increase the breadth and depth of awareness of antitrust lass IFducationj

fligh-Lesel Pet tormance idcator Size and scope of audiences reached in instances where the Antitrust
it ision has undertaken actis ties that resulted in a greater awareness oif anitrust last

Strategies in Support of Goal 3
* Guidance to the Business Community tat the Business Res tess Program
* Outreach Efforts to Federal, State, and Local Agencies. Business Groups, and Consumers
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* Dev elopment and Publication of Antitrust Guidelines and Policy Statements
* Speeches, Publications, and Press

Hto.Prnorrv STRATEGIES, KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS, AND EXEMPLARS

The High-Priority Strategies represent the current focus of the work of the Division and, as such, are the
Strategies against which we intend to measure progress in the short-term, The Division has thus gathered a
variety of Key Performance Indicators for thestjligh-Priority Strategies, which are listed in the Performance
NMeasurement Tables in this document Unlike the Division's Mission and Vision Statements, High-Level Goals,
,sssisiaied Performanc-e Indicators, and related Strategies, which are desigited to be :stitutional and timeless, we
fully anticipate that the suite of igh-Priority Strategies will change over time, as will the Key Performance
Indicators for each Strategy, providing maximum flexibility for the Division to respond to changes in our
operating environment and in identified priorities Included in Sections C. D, and E of this document,
[sxemplars demonisirate the ways in the which the Antitrust Disision employs a saricty of Strategies in light of
the changing operating environment in order to achieve our Goals

IFY 2001 PERFORMANCE GOALS AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

The Antitrust Divs ion has developed Key Performance Indicators for OUr igh-Priority Straegies. as discussed
above. In qompItance with the Results Act and departmental instruction, we provide four FY 2001 Performance
Goals anid indicators Drawn from she universe of Key Performance Indicators for our Mign-Priori~y Strategies.
these Annual Goals and Indicators establish expectations for IFY 2001 for critical activities in out Merger, Civil
Non-Merger, and Criminal Enforcement Strategies in support of our Enforcement Goal, for which we are
seek-rng a program increase in IFY 2001. (See "Program Changes by Initiative. ') Thus, the Division is
proposing an FY 2001 Performance Plan that we believe is attainable within the requested level of resources and
with demonstrable results, as shown below. We expect these FY 2001 Performance Goals will establish a
baseline upou which future performance may be tracked and reported, as required by the Results Act
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ivy APW~dPsrmaixod Ama Pwb bd4 A~na arZ, %

Achiene a vxce rinto so ast "~9 pemt in zeca cr Success rate for merger ransactins. challengedi Successes include
, raking rnto account corntinued icreases on die runrole of mergers dial are abandoned, 'fixed first." filed ao; cam witk consent

troasse-vtto aking plac drat we arr reswired to review. as well as decrees. iled as case bte settled prio so Irogatmo. or filed ai caas"
cowksosed growth in dhe value. incernaunal: scrIr. anid inorsiigxloe and liigted successfully-
comfilxiy or dhose transactions

Achieve a pm roancof at kw 90 pert in cii nomar er Success rare for civil rani-roerer maten wher dhe nttio expresaed
mom~n wherethe Dtorsai entreesed cmffer, taking io ascceums concern Successes include martes where pracice changed thlee
courmosued growdi in die value. interrnsalil scope. and inovevrigaory ronestogor moaned, riled no case with conset decrees. flied as
corifleolly of dicow ciil win merger martens cawes bto settled rproc to litigaron, or iled as cases and Irrigted

rocceisiflly "

llrnml')itor foiiose ,n ig andocLCI~krm4morairnAi~i Dollarilune of ULS (I)MIMCr affected inrelevarnirairkes where
criinal onam c that affect mao mrketn and ultimately harm fxosirive ourcome schiered in t iria matters
sigsuficoanurissesfen U S consuniers, demontig a 15 permit
hserua in lbe datar rolacee if Ui S comesarcn affected in relevantl
isarkeis where positive nutcomres are achioeed 00cr 199

ContinuertopM e hiesnlrial isaoirigq I* U S cratiuee a, ro,% all TiotaI dollar ialue if( savingi toi U S consumers in inacsen whiereithe
dire. of stur Entfrienerm Storawilcs Merger. Ciil NitMergerr, andl Anrtitrust Disisan has taken a specific &Ltanr dial resulted in less
Crorsosall Inioned behraviore

"SSe the Perfonnnance Measurement Tuble for our Merger Enforcement Srrategy in Section C for the complete suite of Key Performance Indicators
related fo tils FY 2001 Perior-mance Goal

"Se the Performance Measurement Table for our Civil Non-Merger Enforcemetl Strategy in Section C tor the complete suite of Key Performance
Indicators related to this FY 2001 Performnance Goal,

See the Performance Measurement Table for our Celmnal Enforcement Strategy in Section C for thre complete suite of Key Performance Indicators
related to thit FY 2001 Perfoetunce Goal.

Ifl5e High-Level Performance Indicator 4 and Footnote A in the Perforiance Measurement Table for our Generl Goals in this Sectton for a
comprehensive descnption or this FY 2001 Performance Goal
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CROSSCUTTING PROGRAMS AND OTHER COORDINATION EFFORT Z

Based on our understanding of the Results Act, the Division participates in just one interagency crosscutting
program: by law and in practice we share responsibility for merger enforcement with the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended by HSR, requires certain enterprises that plan to
merge or to enter into acquisition transactions to notify the Antitrust Division and the FTC of their intention, and
to submit certain information to those authorities. Once premrerger notification has been made, the Division and
the FTC employ a clearance process, based largely on complementary areas of expertise, in order quickly to
determine which body will review a particular transaction. Following clearance, the transaction is reviewed to
determine whether there are any competitive issues at stake

While we work closely with the FTC on an almost-daily basis, we exist as separate entities with all the
differences that implies. Accordingly, it is not surprising that we have taken separate and different approaches to
implementation of the Results Act. We have, nonetheless, ended up with very similar frameworks for measuring
the results of our work; we believe this provides a significant level of confidence in our individual approaches.
We have also maintained communication throughout the development of our respective Performance Plans, and
expect that we will continue to define and refine common and complementary Performance Indicators as these
plans evolve.

With respect to other coordination efforts, the Division has cultivated and will maintain contacts with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the Criminal Division (CRM), as well as the Justice Management Division
(JMD), to discuss and coordinate approaches to performance measurement in such areas as our Criminal
Enforcement and International Enforcement Agreements Strategies. Most recently, the Division participated on
the FY 2001 International Crime Crosscutting Budget Committee. (See "Program Changes by Initiative. ")
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FY 1999 DOJ SUMMARY PERFORMANCE PLAN, PERFORMANCE GOALS, TARGETS, ANo ACTUALS

(as modified by the FY 2000) DOJ Summary Performance Plan)

Core Function I. Legal Representation. Enforcement of Federal Laws, and Defense of U.S. Interests

Strategic Plan Goal 3.3: Promote competition in the United States economy through enforcement of,
improvements to, and education about antitrust laws and principles.

Key Summnary Level Indicators FY 1997 FY1998 FY 1999 Py 1999 FY20 FY 2001
Actual Actual Planned Actual Planned Planned

Success rate for merger transactions challenged Succsses include mergers dhat are "ixed
first," filed as cases with consent decrees, filed as case but settled prior to litigation, or filed 94% 98% 90% 97% 90% 90%
as cases and litigated successfully.

Success rate for civil sou-merger matters where the Antitrust Divtsions expressed COncMr.
Successes include matters where practices changed after investigation initiated, filed as cases N/A 93% 90% 100 90% 90%
with comsesit decrees. filed as cases but settled prior to litigation, or filed as cases and
litigated successfully.

Dollar imouni of U S. commerce affected in relevant markets where positive outcome was NA S2 .32 S2.45 N~ot Not
aclievc

1 
in cruimnal mattersX billion billion Prciea Prv-eWa

2flse dollar amount of U.S commere affected sit crnsissal matters is estimated by te Antitrust Division based upon the best available issfornsastocia
from investigative and public sources It seres as a proxy for te potential effect of aniconmpetitive behavior, Suspect conspiracies usually are more extensive,
sometimes. fair more extensive than ame foesnally charged in an indictment, hence, we believe that the dollar amount of comtinece affected is significantly
understated These values are estimates for the specific fiscal year and reflect only U.S. commerce. Previously reported data (foe FY 1997 Actual, FY 1998
Actual, and FYs 1999 Planned) included estimates of the dolla amiounit of commerce affected over the dutrationt of the conspiracy and included global commerce
Our methodology for estimaiting the dollar amount of commerce affected in criinarul matters changed tn order to be consistent with calculations for dollar
amount of conmmuerce affected in merger and civil non-merger matters. The 'N/A" for FY 1997 Actual and FY 1999 Planned result from this change, since we
lack revised data for FY 1997
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"'Though thar planned level of performance was not achieved due to external factors, there was no effect on overall program performance as a result
Indeed, as noted in Use Executive Sunmmary, the Division experienced a record year us international antitoust enforcement. The decline in Division requests for
r distance in FY 1999 was due in part to an increase in the use of the Division's Corporate Leniency Program, Instituted in 1993, this program accords leniency
to corporations reporting their illegal antitrusnt activities directly to the Division at an early stage, if certains conditions are met. The major of intertiassonal
matters-ticluding the record-setting vitamins price-fixing prosecutions-had one or more conspirators use this program ian FY 1999. This had the practical effect
of reducing the number of Division requests for assistance from foreign government authorities as the Division waa able to work closely slnd cooperatively with
many of the identified conspirators.

Other external factors contrthuting to this level of performance include the ftctr.%t international antitrust enforceawat-c6*c~zmton is in its early stages
is many respects Thus. eves though assistance from a foreign country might otherwise be desirable, we may not haves aFormal mechansm. available so use to
pursue evidence, witnesses, or informtitos that msy be critical to the investigation. International enforcement agreements require a considerable amount of time
so negotiate with foreign governments, and to coordinate within and between the executive and legislative branches of each governments, Certain formal
agreements require public comment penods. or, in somec cases, Senate approval Indeed, a formal enforcement agreement May result from years of discussion,
negotiation, coordination, and approvals

In addition, this Performance Indicator is extremely difficult to estimate since the number of requests are in part determined by the facts of each
international master the Division invesisgates and how the alleged conspiracy is identified to the Division. While the increasingly international nature of the
Division's operating environment suggests that the need for foreign-located information should increase over time, "requests for assistance" are only one
indicator, and it may not be the most appropriate performance measure Performance levels for this indicator are being adjusted downward us future years to
reflect actual performance in FYs 1999. and possible alternate indicators are being pursued.
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Total dollar value at savings so U.S. consumers in instances where the Antitrust Division has NA $4.4 11 28 Nt F,:!.
taken a specific action that resulted in less anticompetitive behavior!2N/ billion I billion I r Pos-sd

VERIFICATION AN VAUDATION OF PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND OTHER DATA ISSUES

The Results Act poses formidable measurement and analytical challenges. The Antitrust Division continues to
engage these myriad opportunities. As discussed in Footnotes B and C for each of our Performance
Measurement Tables, it is extremely difficult to isolate the effects of Division Strategies from other events and
external factors that affect outcomes and over which the Division has little control. As a result, we remain
concerned that performance information iit interpreted and used with appropriate caution. Nonetheless, this
section of the Division's FY 2001 Perforriance Plan highlights our measurement challenges, existing and initial
efforts, and future plans.

The Results Act emphasizes outcome measurement. However, frequently it is not feasible to establish realistic
outcome indicators on an annualized basis. This is particularly true in the area of law enforcement, where many
outcomes occur over a longer timTe horizon than one year. As a result, some of our FY 2001 Performance

2his difficult to fully or precisely capturec ins& single number, or even a variety of numbers, the ultimatse outcome of the Antitrust Division's
enforcement efforts. it is not always clear pust how far-reaching ame the effects of a partcular conspiracy or a proposed transaction or an anticomnpetitive
behavior, Nonetheless, we believe that an end outcome. iftnot the ultimate outcome, of our work is the savings to U.S consumers thai arise from our successful
enforcemnt actions. in calculating consumer savings across our enforcement areas, key input measures, such as market elasticities of dernand, ifnot actually
estimated in the investigation or case, often had to be estimated based on anecdotal information and obserations. These values are both conservative and
consistently estimated over time Note thAt we believe our consumer savings figure to be a very conservative estimate in that it attempts to measure direct
consumer benefits. That is. we have not antempted to value either the 'spillover' effects; or the deterrent effects of our successful enforcement efforts, though we
and those who have wntten on the subject believe that such effects exist and are sigrifficant Although there are significant limitations to thia estimate (as with
any esnimate), we believe it goes a long way toward describsng the outcome of our work and ties directly to sut vision of an environment in which U.S
consumers receive goods and services of the highest quality at the lowest prie, and in which U.S. businesses compete on a level playing field.
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Indicators are outputs, not outcomes. We believe chat, aver fime, experience will improve our identification of
Performance Indicators that provide program managers, policymnakers. and taxpayers with information on our
performance.

In accordance with departmental guidance. we have not established numerical targets in a number of areas. We
are very c6ncerned that estimated levels of performance not become bounty-hunting targets or otherwise lead to
unintended and possibly adverse consequences. As a result, although we will report actual data after the fact, we
will not set quantified targets for convictions and fines, in particular. In many areas, however, we have made
projections for outyear data In doing so, we have relied on a '.ariety of tools and information. We started with
a basic formula that captures factors for changes in productivity, FTE, inflation (where applicable), and trend,
and then tailored this formula to individual Performance Indicators. We have relied largely on historic data in
our analysis, and supplemented that with information gleaned from relevant program managers. We
acknowledge that we are in t early stages of working with this projection methodology, hut anticipate that this
fairly objective approach--which delivers projections, rather than targets--%vill be fine-tuned over time and will
allow us to more accurately describe the direction and magnitude of anticipated changes in performance.

Emphasis on Time Reporting and Other Data
In the short-term, we will continue to rely significantly on existing sources of Division statistics. These internal
system principally track workload, time reporting, and administrative activities. however, some outcome data
also is collected. -ot the most pars, baseline data exists for our Key Performance Indicators, which is used in
the ordinary course of business. Much of the data comes from our internal Matter Tracking System (MTS), an
Oracle-based system being phased in as a replacement for the Antitrust Management Information Systm
(AMIS). We also rely upon forms generated by staff as matters are opene and closed. We will continue to
improve existing data collection systems, including their accuracy and reliability.

We are developing a new, online, daily Time Reporting System (TRS) designed to provide comprehensive data
for all Antitrust Division employees. It will interface with the Division's budget structure, and our performance
measurement and management initiatives. A phased implementation of TRS began in IFY 1999, and it has
replaced ihe paralegal Time Accounting System. In January 2000, TRS also replaced the time reporting function
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of AMIS. Currently, about 90 percent of Division staff uses TRS. We expect all Division staff will utilize TRS
by the end of FY 2000. We have seized opportunities to improve other data collection systems, from adding
new data fields to existing online forms, to establishing online systems for tracking Key Performance Indicators
for certain Performance Measurement Tables. We are working to better integrate our financial reporting systems
with our performance measurement and management initiatives.

Development of Additional Measures
We are also working to develop definitions and quantifiable measures, or at least more advanced qualitative
methods, to track certain inherent aspects of the Antitrust Division's work, such as, "complexity," "savings to
the consumer," and -deterrence." Several years ago we established groups in each of our three enforcement
areas: merger, civil non-merger, and criminal. Comprised of the appropriate Deputy Assistant Attorney
General, a Chief from one appropriate section and an Assistant Chief from another, the Chief of the Division's
Economic Litigation Section, and other tey individuals, these groups have served a variety of roles in our
performance measurement efforts.

Complexity
These groups participated in the development of a complexity matrix that was designed to identify specific
attributes of matters in each enlorcemeni area that suggested complexity on either an intellectual or resource
level, or both. This was the starting point for ongoing efforts to objectively quantify both the increasing number
of complex matters handled by the Division and the increasing complexity of those matters.

Armed with our draft complexity matrix we designed and executed a test. We asked mid-level managers across
the Division to review a number of largely historical matters and rank the ten most and ten least complex of
those. We then contacted lead attorneys who staffed the matters and asked them to complete checklists, noting
which of a list of specific attributes applied to those matters. (Those specific attributes were developed as part of
the complexity matrix. described above.) An in-house economist then used several statistical and econometric
software packages to analyze the results of the managers' rankings and the attorneys' check'ists.
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Our second test was designed to mitigate somewhat our concerns about sample size and a number of other
variables that may have adversely affected the results of the first test. We recently asked high-level managers in
our enforcement areas to review a number of more recent and mostly current matters and rank the most and least
complex of them. We contacted lead attorneys for more detailed information, and asked our economic staff to
analyze these results both in isolation of the first test results and in conjunction with them. We anticipate that
this latest effort will give us a greater level of confidence in moving forward with lists of attributes in each
enforcement area that suggest complexity, and we hope to begin surveying the Division's workload for baseline
complexity data in FY 2000.

Savings to the Consumer
The Division has consulted with the FTC on its methodology for projecting a true outcome measure in the
crosscutting area of merger enforcement, savings to the consumer, and we are actively developing a
methodology for each of the Division's three core Enforcement Strategies. As a result of the Antitrist
Division's actions In FY 1999, estimated savings to the consumer totaled $2.8 billion across all three
enforcement areas. This represents a decline in consumer savings from the FY 1998 estimate of $4.4 billion
caused by the fact that the abandoned merger between Lockheed Martin and Northrop Grumman accounted for
nearly 40 percent of the FY 1998 estimated savings.

Deterrence
We firmly believe that deterrence is perhaps the single most important ultimate outcome of the Division's work.
We are just as sure that it presents the most significant measurement challenges, both to us in the area of
antitrust law enforcement and to others across the Federal Government and acros* the globe in myriad contexts.
Our determination to make some progress in this difficult area of performance measurement has led us, however,
to something "soft' but nonetheless quantifiable. We spent time reviewing both antitrust and economic literature
for clues as to how to tackle the measurement of deterrence, and we generated and discarded a number of "new'
approaches. We were pleased to discover an external resource to devote to the question: a master's degree
candidate at an Ivy League university participating in a thesis program that essentially lends students out to
organizations to consult on public policy issues.
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Our highly -qual ified "consultant," paired with a leading antitrust scholar who is also a professor at the
university, researched measuring deterrence in the field of antitrut law enforcement and decided that there was a
clear gap between near-universal recognition of the so-called deterrent effect and its quantification. He set out to
begin building a bridge by designing a survey of very specific questions intended to elicit numbers, however
broad, describing the effects of the Antitrust Division's enforcement efforts in the criminal area over a particular
time period. Attorneys in private law firms across the country who specialize in criminal antitrust law were
targeted, and they were asked to complete the two-page survey designed by our consultant. While
acknowledging a fairly low survey response rate, we nonetheless feel there is a great deal of general value to the
Specific results of the survey: primarily, that If the Division stopped enforcing Section 1 of the Sherman Act
there would be an estimated 150 percent increase In the number of conspiracies over the next five years,
and an increase in the aggressiveness of those conspiracies.

It is perhaps the general thoughts and ideas behind the survey and the results it garnered, and the momentum
gained by having gotten this far, that are the most valuable outcomes of our efforts to measure deterrence, to
date. We learned perhaps as much as our consultant did through this project, and have a number of ideas -for
follow-on research. Whether we are able to devote in-house resources to pursuing these ideas, or we reach back
into the pool of "consultants," our hope is to refine both the questions about the Division's deterrent effect and
the resulting answers in order to demonstrate more clearly the very strong link between both our presence and
our enforcement activities and their very real deterrence of anticompetitive activities.

Data Collection & Storage'
Data is collected and stored on Antitrust Division's management information systems, primarily in the MTS and
its companion user interfaces. Data is collected both manually and electronically using various foims,
memoranda, etc.. as well as on an ad hoc basis.

Data Validation and Verification
Data accuracy and validation for the Antitrust Division's management information systems occurs on three
levels: manual, procedural, and automated. These levels include user training, software user's guides, on-line
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data validation, batch data analysis, and ad hoc reviews. One of the most important automated solutions is
on-line validation. Any errors which the system detects at this point can be quickly and efficiently corrected.
Types of instantaneous on-line data validation employed by Division system include date validity, inter-element
cross-checks, numeric range checks, single element list-of-value checks, multi-element list-of-value checks, data
type checks, and mandatory data elements. Systematic data validation checks are performed as part of the
normal systems development l-ife cycle, or an Wd hoc basis.

CRosscu OF Poemott, FTE, AND DoLLARs By CORE FUNCTION AND STRATEoic GOAL

For fiscal years 1999, 2000 and 2001, all Antitrust Division resources are attributable to Core Function 3 and

Strategic Goal 3.3 in the DOJ FY 2001 Summary Performance Plan.

SitCC FY 199i Y20l l W

3.3. Promote Competition $ 10 1,427 1 766 1 800 1 $110,000 1 824 813 $134,224 1,0)01 990

The-accomplishmentt of this Strategic Goal requires experienced attorneys, economists, paralegals, and support
staff. It also requires the Antitrust Division's MTS and its companion user interfaces; office systems, including
ou r network k and infrastructure; litigation support tools and applications, including those for courtroom
presentations; and data storage capacity related to all of these technologies.

Manapnt Challenges
No "high-risk* or other miss ion-critical management problem affecting our FY 2001 Performance Plan.

Futurj Evalmations
There are no ongoing or planned evaluations bearing upon our FY 2001 Performance Plan.
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Performance Measurement Tible Preseled by General Goal
Supot DOJ Core Functin 3, Sttgkc Goal 3.3, FY 2001 Summary Performanice Plan Strategic Goal 3.3

General Goal I (Entforcement): Decrease anticiompieltiv behavior affecting U.S. businesses and consumers
General Goal 3 (Educatdon): Increase the breadth and depth of awareness of antitrust law.

n PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performasnce Plans

FY I EYJ YX F 20
Data

High-Level Performance Indicators source Actuals Final Plan Actuals Plan Ravised Pian
Plan

Goal 1 60.&30 91.168 83,727 t08,703

1. Enforcement Dollars ($ in thousands) Budget & 78,807 -77,180 50.423 -100.7e4 -592,541 .120.431
Fisca Unit

2 Enrorcement FTE Budget & 819 811.8547 - 40 W87.707 640.845 840.8&2
Fiscal Unit

3 Total Dollar Volume of U.S. Commerce Affected in MOWS 47.9N9 140,135 20,084 TOO Not NW
instances where the Antitrust Division has taken specific Tnkdiv -IIA,587 12miected Pmicbld
action that resulted in less anticompetitive behavior soc8e
(in millions) arid Fiel

Offices

4 Total Dollar Value of Savings to the U.S. Mafla 4,389 W/A 2.806 TUD NO Not

Consumer in instances where the Antitrust Division has riUdiin Prolisd Piviecisd

taken specfc action that resulted in jo .jc li Sios
behav. in millions) aind Fiold

OffIc _ _ _ _
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EY JM P 9 EY 20 Y20
Data

High-Leve Pfrfimanca Indicators source Actuals Fina Plan Actuals Plan Revised Plan
____ ____ ____Plan

Goal 2 12,278 11.596 '11,927 12,4090
5. Environment Dollars (S i thousands) Budget & 13.940 .13.570 11.704 -13J148 -13,182 -13,715

Fiscal Unit

6. Envionment FTE Budget & 101 99-104 66 87-91 8e-ai s- 9t
Fiscal Unit

7. Number and Reach of National and International Sectiona 20 150 20 19.21 - 19-21
Laws, Police~s, Practices and Procedure* In instances 9M Fiel
where the Antitrust Divsion has played a role in theofie
establismet or development of such laws, policies,
practices or procedures that resulted in increa

oftenaia r-.erutoa

Goal 3 7.543 6.713.49 5,513 5.501 5,8561 5,897
8, EducatioDollars ($In thousands) Budget& .6.190 -6257 .6,518

Fiscal Unit

9. Education FIE Budget& 57 57 -60 42 ---- 41t-45 42-43 42-45
Fiscal Unit

10 Site and Scope of Audiences Reached in Coiine The Division performs a variety of activities to educate the business
instances where the Antitrust Division has undertaken inbtnai, community, Federal, State, and local agencies, consumers, and others
activities that resulted In a greater awareness of antitrust Om of about antitrust regulations. These activities include but are not limited to

opewaimmn preparing Business Review letters, responding to requests for public
Fiel information and FOIA inquiries, disseminating program literature through

0ffion. "i t Consumer Infonmation Center. delivering numerous speeches -and
Dfyisn
W.b~f presentations, and developing a Division website. See Footnote A for FY

_________________________1999 workload dais regarding our Education efforts.
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A. Definftdone of Terms or Ezplnatlons for Indicators.
Dollar Range for FY 2000 RevIsedl Plan and FY 2001 Plan: The range of Dollars for the FY 2000 Revised Plan and FY 2001 Plan represent our anticipated
reaource comnmitmeont to each Initiative in each of those fiscal years, plua or minus Nov percent. Hence, the lower enid of the rag is five percent less than the
estimated! Dollars, and the upper enid of thes range is fiv percent more than fth etmated Dollars.

FTE Range for FY 2000 RevIed Pion and FY 2001 Plan: It Is unlikely that FTE levels wi decrease for any of thee Intistives In FY 2000 or FY 2001 given
fth oversll rise in the Antitrust Division's workload. Therefore, the range of FTE for ft FY 2000 Revised Plan and FY 2001 Plan includes the FY 1999 Actual

FTE for the lowe eind of the range, and the upper end of the range is based on Projected FTE commitments to this Strategy, assuming maximum utilization of
authorized or requested FTE.

Go&al Decreas anticormetitive behavior affatin U-S- business end cosumers.

*Efforts to kiprove the accuracy and completeness of the Division's time reporting data aind the roll out of a new Time Reporing System Is enabling the
Divion to more accureaty relate our resource expenditureas The dollars and FTE shown on this Performance Mesuremnent Talble for FY 1998 - F
2001 is based on actual hours reported by program are In FY 1998.

*There is no antitrust crlme rate" against which to measure the Division's achievements In Enforcement. There Is, likewise, no easy or established
methodology for calculating the deterrent effect of our Enforcement Strategies, though we firmly believe In the existence of such an efec We are thus
using-as a very high-level proxy-t Total Dollar Volume of U.S. Commerce Affected by our Enforcement Strategies to measure our effectiveness
in achievin Goal I -a decrease in anticompettive behavior effecting U.S. businesses end consumers. While not an exactly correlated measure, Total
Dollar Volume of U.S. Commerce Affected does give some Indication of the magnitude of our Enforcement work, aind speaks in peel to ft economic
reach of our efforts.

* This indiato is an aggregate value comprised of the Total Dollar Volume of U.S. Commerce Affected for our ^wlns (Instances where we have taken
specific action that resullted In less anticompetitive behavior) In all three enfoircemnt area Including bank merger enforcement activities. Although we
we aggregating several diferent values, we belve that we hae selected the most meanigul sub-mesure for each type of Enforcemnert Strategy,
given the nature of the program, be It Criminal. Civil Non-Merger, or one of several type of Merger Enforcement.

*Whie we have used existing dat sources, in the Division to compil this High-Level Performance tIdicator, we acknowledge some* limitations In our
data tha resul in the cumulative underestimate of the value presented here. in the HSR merger and bank merger area, we are required to review a
significant number of applications, many of which e determined to pose no competitive issues. No Investigation Is opened In fthes cases but
Division resource are stil employed to ensure that te transactions being proposed witl do no harm tu the competitive environment. We currently do
not include any, measure of our Enforcement actvitly for these 'quick looks." which are noneteess critical to antitrust law enforcement. For the al
thres of fth Divion's Enforcement areas, we hae" Inmproved our data collection efforts and no longer rely upon a central database which historically
held Incomplete information to collect Volume Of U.S. Commerce date. We collect data directly from t attorneys end economists who work on the
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cam and therefore have greater confidence in its accuracy,

*For our Merger, Civil Non-Merger, and Criminal Enforcement areas we include the annualized U.S. Volume of Commerce affected fin our "wins.* The
FY 1999 Acitual is signicantly below th FY 1998 Actual since the latter Inclue the abandonment of the proposed merger between Lockheed Martin
and Northrop Grumman which, by Itself, accounted for neerty 25 percent of the estimated volume of commerce for FY 1998.

a ft Is very d~ffcult to quantify the seemingly apparent market effects of our Enforcement actions; so many factors determine prices that It Is extremely
chuilenging to determine the precise effect of our intervention, However, we have developed a methodology for determining the appropriate data to
estimat the Totl Dollar Value of Saings to the U.S. Consumer from our Enforcement Strategies. Data for FY' 1998 and FY' 1999 ane Included i
this Pieufcmance Mea11suremntf Table. Please alof* rate to 1te Peonnoance, Measuremient Tables foruoir Merge Civil Non-Usergar, andf
Crimlnal Enftrceiment Statogles In Section C hbr comprehensv desc~tlons of this Key Poodormanceimiator.

0 It should be.nte that the quantitative projections shown in this and the other OPRA charts In the Enforcement area rely upon internal calculations
besed upon prior year dat and assumed trends as well as the subjective predictions of subject matter experts We have combined these two
methodologies to maimize the meaningfulness of our outyeeor projetions. We continue to refine our projection methooogies as actua data Indict
. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Goal 2 truwass the oroamtltlvanes of the national and international onvfronmant.

* The Division undeartakee a wide variety of activates that we believe contribue to the procompetitiveniess of the Environment both here end abroad, from
participation i interagency rulemak"ng and task forces, to proactive contributions to the development of legislation or case law, to integrated efforts
with national andrnationai orgaizations or antitrust enforcement authorities. In all these Instances we strive to Influence the laws, policies.
practices, endl procedures discussed and implemrrented to the benefit of competition. We do so in fore both in the U.S. and overseas, knowing th as
the world gels smaller and smaller. activities hare afec others, and events elsewhere affect us In significant ways. We think It is valuable to attemt to
measure our progress in effectively making our global Envionment more conducive to competition.

* This Hligh-Loael Peormance Indicaor s a tally of the Numnbe? and Reach of Natinal and International Laws, Pollcles, Practices, and
Proceures which the Division has had some role in establishing or developing. We have not Included every submission of comnints to the FCC, nor
have we cout ed every interagency task force in which we participate. We have instead tried to capture in this Hig-Levell Performance Indicator
situations in which we believe our comments were adopted and have resulted In a ru.e that encourages competition, and in which our task force
participation led to a policy tha promotes competitive behavior. In other words, we are attempting to capture the intermediate outcomes that arise from
Division participation In a large number of fore and on a variety of planes, which we believe make the world a more competitive place end ultimately
ensuire the beoneft of competition for consumers.
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Goal 3& Incs ifis f breadth aid deoth of awnes of antitrust Law.

*The Division supports our Enfotcement and Enviroinei Goals with our Education Goal, In providingp juidance to the business community through our
Business Review program, in conducting outreach to Federal. stats. end local agencies, business gr. Vs, end consumers , In developing and publishing
antitrust guidelines and policy statemrent, end In speaking, publishing, and generating pr*Aes about our activities, we believe we deter would-be antitrust
violators aind educate wel-itentioned businesses en interested consumers alike. We view these activities as an integral component Ud our work that
enhances our efforts in the Enforcenwnt and Envonment aroes.

* Since we do not believe it Is possible nor particularly Informative to develop one numerical measure for the Size and Scope of Audiences Reached
given the breaidth of fth Divisions activities, we have taken a more qualitative approach. The development of a qualitative measure combined with
specifc quantities data on our activities is in accordance with 0MB guidance end in tine with the plans of other agencies. We have expanded our
effrt to rmeesure the specific; Education activities undertaken by our staff. Although our existing data collection systems have limitations which make
the capture of accurate end specific information on our Education efforts dlftcutt, we have endeavored to provide data on several activities which witl
give the reader the flavor of our work in this area. However. due to the difficulty of tracking oi1 forml and informal outreach efforts and esimtin t
multiplier effect of these efforts, such athe number of clients who benefit firom the information insa single Business Review letter sent by the, Division to
an atiomey ina law firm, we asaerl thast ft ful size anod scope of our audience exceeds that which we are capable of tracking. The number of websie
hit Is based on date available on muscM* gov/sVrl*dmn which Is slightly incomnplete due to the fact that statistics for several weeks during FY 1999
are unavailable The following Information reflects actual data from FY 1999. It should be noted that the Division's outreach efforts have bean severely
curtaed during this period due to funding constrints. 0Number of Internet websit hit 7,879,013 i

Number of requests for public information (non-FOIA) 8,788
Number of -MAnttn Enforcemesnt end the Consumr pamphlets
distributed: by the Consumer Information Centert 1800

Number of FOLA requests received 247
Number of speeches given by headquarters staff 56
Number of Business Review leter issued 6
Field Office Outreach Efforts:
Number of mailings 7
Number of present tationts 65

Number of Investigation referralteed resulting from outreach efforts 8
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B. Factors Affecting FY 111119 Program Performance:
QW : The FY 1999 Actual for Tota Dollar Volume of u S .Comrce Affected is lower than the FY 1998 Actual since FY 1998 data Included tem proposed
"Negamrger between Lockheed Marti and Northrop Grumman which was ultimtely abandoned . This single case accounted for nearly 25 percent of the total
FY 1998 volumne of cormmerce.
Qg2: Final dat supporting the FY 1999 Actual for the Number and Reach of National end International Laws, Policies, Practices and procedures Is reflected
here.
QR3 Final data supportin fth FY 1999 Actua for the Size and Scope of Audiences Reached is listed Mn Footnote A, Howeve, the dat does not reflect the
muMpOlrefet of our work which we believe are sigrifcarit It should be noted that the Divislon's outreach effort hae beew severey curtailed during this
perid due to funding constraints.

C. Factorq Affecting Selection of PY 2000 and FY 2001 Plans: Mis exceptionally difficult to predict FY 2000 and FY 2001 Performance Plan values due to
the siginican number of external factors affecting each of t four i-gh-Level performance Indicators. Many of the matters that result in Enforcement actions,
such as HSRimergers are genierated indlepenidantty of Division activites and come to us in numbers beyond our control. In addition, Total Dollar Volume of
Convnerca Aflected dties not always approximate the significance of an Enforcement action. Our work with others, both in the U.S. and oversees, on laws,
Policies, arcie nd procedures that contribute to a procompetitiva Environment, is largely dependent on the processes and politics of Ithose wtth whom we
work. A myriad of other factors-also beyond our control-dictate te level of outside interest in our work and the magnitude of our Education efforts. The
Division has nonetheless attempted to employ an objective model in arriving at these estimates, where appropriate We expect to refine this inethodougy over
time to allow us to project with greater confidence t outcomes of activities In support of each of our three Goals.



SECTION C: GOAL I - ENFORCEMENT

In order to decrease anticompetibe behavior affecting U.S. businesses- and consumers, the Antitrust Division
employs a number of Strategies, including pursuing our three core Enforcement Strategies--Merger, Civil Non-
Merger and Criminal. Certain Strategies, such as Establishing and Using International Enforcement Agreemnents
and Cooperating with State and Local Law Enforcement Agencies, are initiatives devised by the Antitrust
Division to further efficiency and effectiveness in achieving the cessation and deterrence of anticompetitive
behavior in all its forms. Given the continuing expansion of the economy and the continuing rise in the number
of mergers, especially strategic and transnational mergers, the Division currently is emphasizing our Merger
Enforcement Strategy. (See Chart 3, *Chargeable Hart-Scott-Rodino Premnerger Filings, ' n the Executive
Summary.) The Ctvil Non-Merger Enforcement Strategy is another strategic focus under this Goal. In addition,
in response to the increasing globalization of the economy anid the necessity for international antitrust
coordination, the Division currently is targeting international cartels through our Criminal Enforcement Strategy
and Establishing and Using International Enforcement Agreements.

The full complement of Antitrust Division Strategies employed in pursuiL of this Goal is listed below, and each
Strategy is subsequently described more fully. Following that, four Exemplars demonstrate the Division's use of
these Strategies in response to environmental trends and in pursuit of the Division's overarching Goals, and show
the wide impact of the Division's programs. Finally, there are more specific Performance Measurement Tables
for each of the current high-priority Strategies being pursued in support of this Goal, as indicated in the list of
Strategies by an asterisk.

STRATEGIES
" Merger EnforcemnentI
" Civil Non-Merger Enforcement*
" Criminal EnforcemrentO
" Establishment and Use of International Enforcement Agreemnts*
* Enhancement of Analytical Framework
* Cooperation with State, Federal, and Local Law EnforTcement Agencies
* Speeches, Publications, and Press

* Indicates a High-priority Strategy



STRATEGY DEacMPTHMw

Merge Euroreement*
The Division's merger work is performed by six Washington, DC, Sections and two Field Offices, although the
bulk of the work is handled by one Section in Washington. Our Merger Enforcement Strategy serves to maintain
the competitive structure of the national economy through investigation and litigation of instances in which
monopoly power is sought, attained, or maintained through anticompetitive conduct and by seeking injunctive
relief against mergers and acquisitions that may tend substantially to lessen competition. Work under the
Division's Merger Enforcement Strategy can be divided into roughly three categories:

a review of HISR transactions brought to our attention by statutorily mandated filings;
0 revir-w of r'on-HSR transactions (those not subject to HSR reporting thresholds); and
0 review of-bank merger transactions.

Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976,
requires certain enterprises that plan to merge or to enter into acquisition transactions to notify the Antitrust
Division and the FTC of their intention, and to submit certain information to us. These HSR premerger
notifications provide advance notice of potentially anticompetitive transactions and allow the Division to identify
and block such transactions before they are consummated. I-ISR premerger reviews are conducted under
statutorily -mandated time frames. This workload is not discretionary; it results from the number of premerger
filings we receive. (S* Chart 3, "Chargeable Han-Scotf-Rodino Premerger Filings, *in the Executive
Sfwry.)

The number of HSR transactions reviewed includes all HSR filings the Division reviews, not just chargeable
filings which provide revenue for the Division. HSR and Non-HSR transactions may be investigated and
prosecuted under Section 7 of the Clayton Act, or under Sections I and 2 of the Sherman Act. Referrals for
Non-HSR matters both come from outside the Division, via competitors or consumers, and are generated from
within the Division, based on staff knowledge of industries and information about current events. Bank Merger
Applications, brought to our attention statutorily via the Rank Merger Act, the Bank Holding C~ompany Act, the
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Home Owners Loan Act, and the Bridge Bank section of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, are reviewed
through a somewhat different process. It is the Division's statutory responsibility, under three of the four
statutes, to provide appropriate bank regulatory authorities with a report on the competitive effects of all
depository institution merger and acquisition transactions that are submitted to those agencies for approval.

Civil Non-Merger Enforcement*
A single Section in Washington. DC, performs the majority of the Divisic's activities under the Civil Non-
Merger Enforcement Strategy. Another four Sections located in Washington also support this Strategy. The
Civil Non-Merger Enforcement Strategy picks up. to some degree, where the Antitrust Division's Criminal
Enforcement Strategy leaves off, pursuing matters under Section I of the Sherman Act in instances in which the
allegedly illegal behavior falls outside bid rigging, price fixing, and market allocation schemes, the areas
traditionally covered by criminal prosecutory processes. Other behavior, such as group boycotts or exclusive
dealing arrangements, that constitutes "...contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy,
in restraint of trade or commerce...' is also illegal under Section I of the Sherman Act. It is typically
prosecuted through the Division's Civil Non-Merger Entorcement Strategy.

A distinction between the Criminal and Civil Non-Merger Enforcement Strategies is that all conduct prosecuted
through the Criminal Enforcement Strategy is considered a psz:= violation of the law, whereas conduct reviewed
under the Civil Non-Merger Enforcement Strategy may constitute a pcr se violation of the law or may be brought
using a rule of reason analysis. BEjLK violations are, in and of themselves, illegal. They are violations
considered so clearly anticompetitive that the Division must prove only that they occurred. Violations brought
under a rule of reason analysis, on the other hand, are those that may or may not, depending on the factual
situation, be illegal. In these instances, the Division must not only prove that the violation occurred, but must
also demonstrate that the violation resulted in anticompetitive effects. In addition to picking up matters under
Section I of the Sherman Act, the Civil Non-Merger Enforcement Strategy also prosecutes violations of Sect-on
2 of the Sherman Act, which prohibits monopolization and attempted monopolization, and Section 3 of the
Clayton Act, which prohibits tying. Whether pursuing matters under Sections I or 2 of the Sherman Act or
Section 3 of the Clayton Act, the Civil Non-Merger Enforcement Strategy relies on civil compulsory process to
investigate the alleged violation.
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Criminal Enforcement*
Utilizing seven geographically dispersed Field Offices and one Section inWashington, DC, the Antitrust
Division deters private cartel behavior by investigating and challenging violations of Section 1 of the Sherman
Act. including such Vc s violations as price fixing. bid rigging, and horizontal customer and territorial
allocations. A wide range of investigatory techniques is used to detect collusion and bid rigging, including joint
investigations with the FBI and grand jury investigations. Staff economists collect and analyze market and
pricing data, and provide expert testimony where appropriate. Once we detect and successfully prosecute
collusion, we may obtain civil damages, criminal fines, or injunctive relief. The Division must monitor the
firms subject to injunctions to ensure that they abide by the injunctive provisions of such relief. (See Chart 4,
"Locations of International Cartel Meetings Affecting United States Commerce. "and Chart 5, "Sherman Art
Violations Yielding a Fine of $10 Million or More,"' in the Executive Summary.)

Establiast and Use of International Enforcement Agreements*
With the passage of the International Antitrust Enforcement Assistance Act of 1994 (IAEAA), the Antitrust
Division's Strategy of international cooperation entered a new era. Through the establishment of international
enforcement agreements, via the IAEAA, Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs), letters rogatory, and other
types of formal and informal accords, the Division and our foreign counterparts more effectively combat
anticompetitive behavior. These agreements provide for depositions of foreign nationals, search and seizure of
critical evidence located in foreign countries, and punishment of foreign companies and individuals who act to
harm U.S. businesses and consumers. The Division and the FTC completed the first enforcement agreement
under the IAEAA with Australia, and also have been successful at trial against Canadian and Japanese companies
and individuals. This Strategy of establishing international enforcement agreements provides Division staff with
a critical tool for fighting and deterring anticompetitive behavior internationally.

Enhancement of Analytical Framework
In conducting our Merger Enforcement Strategy, the Antitrust Division strives to enhance the framework of
analysis while ensuring against undue burden to the business community whose transactions are subject to that
framework. Generally, to reach a decision about a particular matter, the Division looks at certain factors to
anticipate competitive outcomes, such as product and geographic markets, substitution, market share,
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-fficiencies, innovation, entry, competitive impacts (e.g., volume of commerce affected and price data), and so
forth. In each of these areas, the Division seeks to improve the collection of relevant data, refine methodology,
and develop new means of analysis. This is due to the Division's own emphasis on quality in our investigatory
efforts, and in response to the changing environment around the Merger Enforcement Strategy. In response to
changes in the law and judicial emphasis, the development of competitive effects theories, and technological
advancement, the Division continuously strives to enhance the framework of analysis, and our efforts are on the
cutting edge. As the courts have changed over time, and have more strongly emphasized price data and
efficiencies analysis as critical to their deliberations in certain cases, the Division seeks to address these new
issues and further our own analytical methods. In doing so we strive to maintain currency in our approach to
antitrust law enforcement and adapt to the changing nattureof competition. At its core, merger analysis is
economic analysis, and the Dtvision's economists play a central role in our enforcement efforts. The Division
enjoys the benefits of an economic staff that is well-regarded by professionals outside the Division, and which
includes specialists in particular industries andi cutting-edge methods of analysis.

Cooperation with Federal, State, and Local Law Enforcement Agesscies
An essential Strategy in support of the Antitrust Division's work is the establishment and ongoing deveiupment
of cooperative relationships with other Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies and officias who play
critical roles in the processes of identifying and prosecuting anticompetitive behavior. With respect to the
Division's Criminal Enforcement Strategy, through the Division's Quality Criminal Cases Initiative (QCCI), we
actively seek to educate other law enforcement agencies about the antitrust laws, to encourage them to refer
possible cases to the Division, and to enhance communication and cooperation between and among agencies.
With respect to the Division's Merger and Civil Non-Merger Enforcement Strategies, cooperative efforts are no
less imnportazit. In these enforcement areas, too, the Division proactively works to share information and even
pursue mattes jointly where the synergy between state or local and Federal resources means better results. All
ot these efforts have proven very effective, resulting in a more consistent and efficient Federal and state antitrust
enforcement presence across the country, serving to assure conservation of government resources at all levels,
deter violati9ps of the antitrust laws, and provide greater consistency in law enforcement policy to enable
businesses to flourish.
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Speeches, PubI~caionis, and Pras
The Antitrust Division routinely communicates with the media and the public through the issuance of press
releases describing significant matters such as case filings, consent decrees, and judgement terminations. In
addition, Division officials give speeches and grant interviews that relate to activities in our three core
Enforcement Strategies (Criminal, Merger. and Civil Non-Merger), or that address enforcement activities in a
particular industry. Through these mechanisms the Division publicizes the active enforcement of antitrust law
and deters future anticompetitive behavior.
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EXEMPLAR I - VITAMINS

Introduction
An outstanding example of the Antitrust Division's commitment to combating illegal private cartel activity is our
investigation of a worldwide vitamin conspiracy which artificially inflated vitamins prices, harming consumers
around the globe. The vitamin conspiracy is the largest and most pervasive carte] ever prosecuted by the Justice
Department. By September 30. 1999. 14 criminal cases had been filed. Affected vitamins, specifically, A. B 2.
B1, B,. Bs, C. and E, are among the most essential vitamins and those most commonly used as nutritional
supplements and food enrichers. These vitamins, and especially mixes of them (vitamin premixes), ind their
way into the daily lives of every consumer in the United States. This cartel affected anyone who ever ate a bowl
of cereal, drank a glass of milk or orange juice, or took a daily vitamin supplement.

Participants in the cartel included somec of the largest multinational companies in the world, including companies
headquartered in the United States, Japan, Germany. Switzerlar-1, France, and Canada. As a result of
widespread price fixing and sales allocation, U.S. businesses and ultimately U.S. consumers paid more for a host
of F oducts than they would have in a freely competitive market. The vitamins cartel was a highly sophisticated
and elaborate conspiracy in which members took pains to conceal their illegal activities from detection in order
to continue colluding and avoid prosecution.

Total fines assessed in our ongoing investigation amount to more than $875 million. The Division's work has
generated record-level criminal fines levied against leading chemical and pharmaceutical giants F. Hofftnann-La
Roche Ltd. of Switzerland, and BASF of Germany. These fines will be deposited into the Crime Victims Fund
used to fund block grants to states.

The Investigation
The Antitrust Division's vitamin investigation began several years ago after a team of Division attorneys and FBI
agents uncovered evidence of an international price fixing conspiracy. As the investigation progressed, the
Division's Dallas Field Office and the FBI conducted approximately 100 interviews in nearly 20 states across the
country, using teams of FBI agents and attorneys. In pursuing the investigation and collecting evidence, a Dallas
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Field Office attorney-FBI agent team traveled abroad to deal with and obtain necessary information from key
foreign executives of cartel companies who would not subject themselves to U.S. jurisdiction for these purposes.
This effort is ongoing.

Initial Resuilts
In March 1999. the Division announced the prosecution of six cases involving vitamins B) (niacin/niacinamide)
and B, (choline chloride) resulting from the vitamins investigation. One of these cases was U.S.LJ. onza.AG
which was filed in September 1998 but held under sea] pending continued investigative activity. Pursuant to a
plea agreement, this major Swiss chemical and pharmaceutical firm agreed to plead guilty and pay a $10.5
million fine for its role in an international conspiracy to raise and fix prices and allocate the market for vitamin
B3. High ranking Lonza executives agreed to cooperate with the investigation as part of that agreement.

The five additional cases involved vitamin B,. Three executives of Ducoa, Inc., a U.S. vitamin manufacturer
based in Illinois, and two executives of Chinook Group, Inc., the U.S. subsidiary of a Canadian vitamin
producer, agreed to plead guilty for their roles in an international conspiracy to raise and fix prices and rig bids
to U S. customers for vitamin 84. All of the executives agreed to cooperate with the Division's investigation and
all agreed to sentences requiring them to pay fines and possibly serve jail time. Jail terms totaling over three
years have been imposed, or are pending sentencing, in these five cases.

In May 1999. F. Hoffman-La Roche pleaded guilty and was fined $500 million for its leading role in a
worldwide conspiracy to raise and fix prices and allocate sales of vitamins A, B2 (Riboflavin), B5 (Callian), C,
E. and vitamin premises. The half-billion dollar fine was not only the largest criminal antitrust flinn
hbstory, It is the largest fine ever obtained by the Department of Justice In any criminal matter. The same
day. BASF agreed to plead guilty to raising and fixing prices and allocating sales of vitamins A, B 5. C, E. and
vitamin premixes and pay a $225 million fine, the second largest fine ever obtained in an Antitrust Division
prosecution These prosecutions send a message around the world that if companies are involved in international
cartels that hurt U.S. businesses and consumers, they will be investigated and prosecuted to the fullest extent of
the law.
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In addition to the corporate charges against F. Hoffman-La Roche and BASF, Dr. Kuno Sommer, the former
Director of Worldwide Marketing for the Fine Chemicals Division of La Roche, agreed to plead guilty,
voluntarily subject himself to U.S. jurisdiction, and spend four months in a U.S. prison. Sommer also agreed to
pay a $100.000 fine for his role in the worldwide vitamin conspiracy and for lying to Antitrust Division
investigators. He was the first European executive to submit to such punishment for-an antitrust offense.

Subsequent successes
In August 1999, Sommer's superior, Dr. Roland Bronnimann, former President of La Roche's Fine Chemicals
Division. also agreed to plead guilty, submit to U.S. jurisdiction, serve a ive-month jail term and pay a
$150,000 fine. This case, charging yet another Swiss citizen and resident, underscored the Justice Department's
resolve to prosecute and obtain significant sentences against foreign executives engaged in international cartel
activities that raise prices paid by American consumers.

In September 1999, cases were filed in Dallas against three of Japan's leading chemical and pharmaceutical
companies for their roles in fixing the prices and allocating sales volumes of certain major vitamins. The
companies agreed to plead guilty and pay fines totaling $137 million. Takeda Chemical Industries, Ltd. (Osaka,
Japan) pled guilty and was sentenced to pay a $72 million fire for price fixing and allocation activities involving
vitamins B2 (riboflavin) and C in the U.S. "nd worldwide. Eisai Co., Ltd. (Tokyo), pled guilty and was
sentenced to pay a $40 million fine for cartel conduct involving vitamin E. The third company, Daiichi
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd (Tokyo). pled guilty and was sentenced to pay a $25 million fine for its cartel activities
involving vitamin B,. All three companies agreed to cooperate with the Antitrust Division's investigation.

Finally, on September 29, 1999, Chinook Group Limited, a Canadian vitamin company, was charged and agreed
to plead guilty and pay a $5 million fine for its participation in an international conspiracy to raise and fix prices
and allocate market shares of vitamin B, sold in the United States and elsewhere. 1'he conduct of Chinook and
its co-conspirators included agreeing to divide the world markets for vitamin B, and rigging bids on contracts to
supply vitamin B, to U.S. customers, primarily companies engaged in the animal feed and nutrition industry.
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Current Status and Related EventsI
The vitamins investigation is continuing with additional cases against individuals and corporations expected to be
filed beginning in early CY 2000. Pursuant to its plea agreement with Division prosecutors, lakeda Chemical of
Japan, is cooperating with the Department in an investigation of the food flavor enhancers industry. Food flavor
enhancers, such as MSG and ribonucleotides, are sold in the U.S. by Japanese andJ Korean producers for use in
various food products (e.g.. canned soups).

Domestically, more than 80 independent civil lawsuits seeking damages have been filed in the United States,
including more than 20 class action suits. The plaintiffs claim they were overcharged tens of millions of dollars
for vitamins over a multi-year period. In September 1999, six of the largest vitamin purveyors in the world,
including F. Hoffman-La Roche, BASF, and Rhone-Poulenc, agreed to settle civil claims brought by numerous
corporate customers for $)I billion. Other customer filed cases are still pending disposition, and are likely to
result in further damage recoveries by victim U.S. companies.

Internationally, competition authorities in the EU, Canada, the United Kingdom, Taiwan, Australia, Brazil,
Germany, Switzerland, and Japan have begun or are considering conducting their own vitamins investigations as
a direct result of the Division's investigation and prosecutions.

To date the vitamins investigation involves 29 companies from around the world, 12 different vitamin products,
and food flavor ernhancer products. The investigation has been long, complex, and resource intensive, occupying
at various tires as many as 10 attorneys, more than six. paralegals. numerous translators, 40 FBI agents, and
various support staff over the last several years. The efforts needed to successfully complete the investigation
will require the expenditure of substantial additional resources.
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EXEMPLAR 2 - GsLAmsm Etxcraoms

Introduction and Background
The Antitrust Division's cases against UCAR International, Inc. (UCAR); Show& Denko Carbon, Inc. (Shows
Denko); SOL Carbon AG (SGL) and its CEO Robert J. Koehler; Tokul Carbon Co., Ltd. (Tokai); UCAR's
former CEO Robert P. Krass and UCAR's former COO Robert I. Hart; Nippon Carbon Co., Ltd. (Nippon); and
SEC Corporation (SEC) highlight our Criminal Enforcement Strategy and demonstrate our success in decreasing
anticompetitive behavior affecting U.S. businesses And consumers even when faced with complex conspiracies
that are carried out both here and abroad. UCAR manufactures graphite electrodes in Clarksville, Tennessee.
Shows. Denko is located in South Carolina and is a U.S. subsidiary of a Japanese company. SOL, aGerman
corporation, and Tokai, Nippon, and SEC, Japanese corporations, are manufacturers of graphite electrodes.
These are large carbon columns used by steel-makting "mini mills" in electric arc furnaces to conduct electricity
and generate the heat necessary to melt scrap steel. SCIL is the world's second largest producer of graphite
electrodes and ranked second in sales in the United States behind UCAR. Total sales of graphite electrodes in
the U.S. alone were estimated at S500 million in 1996.

The Inveutigation
In early 1997, the Division initiated an investigation of the graphite electrode industry based on certain
indications of anticompetitive behavior from sources in the steel industry. Shortly thereafter, one of the smaller
U.S. manufacturers of graphite electrodes, the Carbide/Graphite Group, was accepted into the Division's
Corporate Leniency Program and agreed to cooperate in the investigation. As the investigation progressed, the
Division found evidence that executives of the world's major producers of graphite electrodes had participated in
meetings and conversations in Europe. the Far East, and the U.S. to fix the prices of graphite electrodes sold
worldwide, inclu4ing the United States. These agreements resulted in substantial price increases in the United
States beginning in 1992.

In February and April 1998. Shows Denko and UCAR, respectively, agreed to pla guilty to charges of
participating in an international conspiracy to fix the price and allocate the volume of graphite electrodes sold in
the United States and elsewhere.
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Then, pursuant to plea agreements. Tokai, SGL and its CEO, Robert J. Koehler. in May and June 1999,
respectively, entered pleas of guilty to charges of their participation in the Sam conspiracy charged against
UCAR and Showa Denko. Koehler, a German national, voluntarily submitted to jurisdiction pursuiant to the plea
agreement.

In September and November 1999, two former UCAR executives and two Japanes companies, respectively,
were charged with participating in the same conspiracy to fix the price and allocate the volume of graphite
electrodes. UCAR's former CEO, Robert P. Krass, and its former COO, Robert J. Hart, have agreed to plead
guilty to the charges. Also pursuant to plea agreements, Nippon Carbon Co., Ltd., and SEC Corporation pleaded
guilty to participating in the same conspiracy chaged against UCAR, SDK, Tokai, SOL. Koehler. Krass, and
Hart.

Results
The charged conspiracy affected more than $1.75 billion in saes in the U.S. from at least as early as July 1992 to
at least June 1991. UCAR, the world's largest producer of electrodes, was fined $110 million which was, at the
time, the largest fine in the Division's history. Showa Denko, with significantly lower sales in the U.S., was
fined $32.5 million.

For its participation in this international criminal conspiracy, SGL was sentenced to pay a $135 million fine. This
fine also was a record at the time and is now the third largest fine ever imposed for a Sherman Act violation.
Koehler was fined $10 million, which is by far the largest individual fine ever imposed on an antitust defendant.
Tokai, which had minimal sales in the United States, was fined $6 million.

Neither Krass nor Hart has been sentenced for their participation in the conspiracy. Their plea agreements call
for imprisonment of 17 months and 9 months, respectively, and fines of $1.25 million and $1 million,
respectively.

Nippon and SEC, each of which had limited sales in the United States and was less culpable than the leader and
organizers of the conspiracy, were fined $2.5 million and $4.8 million, respectively.
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Related and Ongoing Investigations
The graphite electrodes investigation is continuing. A foreign company and a foreign national remain subjects of
this continuing effort. All companies which have pleaded guilty as well as the Carbide/Graphite group have
agreed to cooperate. As a result, possible conspiracies in other carbon products are now under investigation.

EXMARI 3 - CARGILL.CON11NENAL GRAIN

Background
Significant changes in the agricultural marketplace-- from increasing concentration in many sectors to technological
and productivity advances--give rise to an increased threat of anticompetitive behavior. The Antitrust Division is
committed to protecting competition in all sectors of the U.S. economy, including agriculture. To this end, we
spent considerable resources investigating several large agricultural mergers recently, including Cargill's proposed
acquisition of Continental Grain.

Cargill and Continental operate nationwide distribution networks that annually move millions of tons of grain and
soybeans to customers throughout the U.S. and around the world. The merger, as proposed, would have increased
the number of Cargill's U.S, prain-handling facilities by 34 percent.

lovestlgation ad Complaint
With the assistance of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, and
several state attorneys general, the Division reviewed the proposed merger, assessing its likely impact, and
concluded that competition would be adversely affected in a number of markets. Our concern was competition
among Cargill and Continental in the "upstream" markets--competition for the purchase of grain and soybeans from
farmers and other suppliers. As a result of the merger, reduced competition would force farmers to accept less
money for their major crops.

In July 1999, the Diivision filed a lawsuit and proposed consent decree in U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C.
The complaint alleged that the proposed transaction would eliminate an important competitor for the purhase of
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crops from U.S. farmers and other suppliers, such a- independent elevator operators. In the consent decree, we
insisted on divestitures in three different markets where Cargill and Continental are two of a relatively small
number of port elevator operators who compete for the purchase of crops originating in the elevators' overlapping
draw areas: (1) the Pacific Northwest, where Cargill's Seattle facility and Continental's Tacoma facility compete to
purchase corn and soybeans from farmers in portions of Minnesota, North Dakota. and South Dakota; (2) Central
California where Cargill's Sacramento facility anid Continental's Stockton facility compete to purchase wheat and
corn from farmers in central California; and (3) the Texas Gulf, where Cargill's Houston facility and Continental's
Beaumont facility compete to purchase soybeans and wheat from farmers in east Texas and western Louisiana. In
addition to benefitting farmers and other suppliers in these states (who are essentially captive to the elevators
involved), the required divestitures would also benefit farmers and other suppliers in Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska,
Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, and New Mexico, who, while not necessarily captive to the elevators
involved, nevertheless rely on them as competitive alternatives.

The consent decree also required divestiture of river elevators on the Mississippi River in East Dubuque, Illinois
and Caruthersville, Missouri, and along the Illinois River between Morris anod Chicago, where the merger would
have otherwise harmed competition for the purchase of grain and soybeans from farmers in those areas.

In the case of the Illinois River divestitures, and an additional required divestiture of a port elevator in Chicago, the
merger would also anticompetitively concentrate ownership of delivery points that were authorized by the Chicago
Board of Trade (CBOT) for settlement of corn sad soybean futures contracts. Approximately 80 percent of the
storage capacity at delivery points authorized for the settlement of CBOT futures contracts would have been under
the control of Cargill and one other firm, increasing the risk that prices for CBOT corn and soybean futures
contracts could be manipulated. These required divestitures prevent adverse effects on competition in the futures
markets.

In addition, we required divestiture of a rail terminal in Troy, Ohio, and are prohibiting Cargll from acquiring the
rail terminal facility in Salina, Kansas, formery operated by Continental, and from acquiring the river elevator at
Birds Point, Missouri, in which Continental held a minority interest until recently, in order to protect competition
for the purchase of grain and soybeans in those areas. We are also requiring that Cargill enter into what is known as
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a "throughput agreement" making one-third of the loading capacity at its Havana, Illinois, river elevator available
for leasing to an independent grain company (to address CBOT delivery point concentration concerns), and we
imposed restrictions on Cargill in the event it seeks to enter into a throughput agreement with the operator of the
Seattle facility.

Current Status
Cargill and Continental agreed to the terms of the consent decree and will comply with the required divestiture of a
number of grain facilities throughout the Midwest and in the Wesi, as well as in the Texas Gulf. While this consent
decree, if approved by the court, will resolve the competitive problems, it is still pending before the court under a
Tunney Act procecdling in which the court determines whether the decree is in the public interest.

ExI~lrLAm 4 - LoCKWtEED MARTiNINoRTHROP GRUMMAN

Introduction and Background
The Antitrust Division's investigation of and challenge to the proposed acquisition of Northrop Grumman by
Lockheed Martin illustrates the large and complex nature of many of the transactions reviewed under our Merger
Enforcement Strategy and emphasizes the burdens of preparedness the Division faces in its attempts to maintain
competition. In late CY 1997, these two giants among defense industry companies announced their intention to
combine. Lockheed Martin, a Maryland company with more than $28 billion in sales that year, and Northrop
Grumman, based in California with more than $9 billion in sales that year. are aggressive competitors in the
manufacture and sale of military aircraft and several types of radar, sonar, and other electronic systems. For
example, Lockheed Martin serves as the prime electronics integrator for the Navy's attack submarine and Aegis
ships, and builds military aircraft such as the F-22 and the F-li?. Northrop Grummnan's products include the
B-2 stealth bomber and the E-2C surveillance aircraft. In CY 1997, 70 percent of Lockheed Martin's sales and
80 percent of Northrop Grumman's sales were made to the U, S. military.

The Invesflgatlon and the Challenge
With assistance from the Department of Defense, the Division launched a massive invesigation to review the
proposed transaction and its likely effects on competition within the defense industry. The assessment: if
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allowed to proceed, the merger would result in the U.S. military suffering a substantial loss of competition and
innovatiort for a number of critical systems and components, including high-performance military aircraft, radar
for use i~i military aircraft, sonar systems used on surface ships, and electronic warfare system designed to
protect pilots from missile attack. In March 1998, the Division filed suit to block the acquisition of Northrop
Grumman by Lockheed Martin. It was the singl largest proposed merge ever challenged by Federal
authorities.

Preparidon for TrIinterrupted
Absent indications of an alternative solution, the Division prepared for trial, scheduled for early September
1998. Our preparation was extremely resource intensive as the parties used several hundred lawyers to perform
the document review, transporting thousands of boxes to the Division. With numerous products and both
tiorizontal and vertical theories involved, the Lockheed Martin-No.ithrop Grumman case required about nine
times the resources of an average case at that time.

In mid-July, Lockheed Martin announced that it had abandoned its attempt to acquire Northrop Grumman. The
Division considers the outcome in this matter a win on multiple counts. Clearly the biggest win for the
American people is the preservation of competition in the defense industry through the retention of these
companies as fierce competitors. Also important is 'winning back" taxpayer resources as money and staff
earmarked for trial preparation were now available to fight for competition on other fronts. The net effect of the
Division's intervention in the matter is the continued benefit to us all of having high quality, lower cost military
products and services available for the defense of the Nation.

EXEMPLAR 5 - VUI A/MASTECARD

Introduction ad Background
The Antitrust Division is charged with enforcing the antitrust laws, and does so as they pertain to potential criminal
antitrust acts, as well as anticompetitive acts charged civilly and. those that we believe may result from proposed
merger transactions which we arm responsible for reviewing. Our enforcement activities absorb a large proportion
of our resources on an ongoing basis, but never so much as when we must litigate to protect competition for the
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ultimate benefit of all U S. businesses and consumers. We currently are litigating, and expending considerable
resources on, a number of significant civil cases, including our pending case against Visa U.S.A., Visa International
and MasterCard International.

Visa and MasterCard are associations that operate the two largest general purpose card networks in the United
States, with market shares of approximately 50 percent and 25 percent, respectively. Although the associations
hold themselves out as competing entities, they are effectively owned and controlled by banks that have significant
financial interests in both networks--a market structure known in the banking industry as "duality." These banks
have suppressed or delayed competitive initiatives by the association,;, including the development of new products
such as integrated circuit (smart) cards and secure Internet transaction technology that might lead consumers to
switch from one association's brand of card to the other's. In addition, both associations have adopted rules that
permit their member banks to issue cards on one another's networks, but prohibit the members from issuing cards
on the smaller competing networks (the exclusionary rules).

In October 1998, the Antitrust Division filed a complaint against Visa and MasterCard in the Southern District of
New York. The complaint alleges that duality has substantially lessened competition between Visa and
MasterCard, and that the exclusionary rules have substantially lessened competition between the two associations
and smaller competing netwurks, such as American Express and Discover. These restraints on network competition
have lessened consumer choice and reduced innovation of new products, services, and technologies. Vigorous
competition among credit card networks is critical to ensure that consumers have the benefit of the best payment
methods, particularly as more and more commerce is conducted through credit cards and electronic forms of
payment.

Pre-trial Preparation
The trial is set to begin in June 2000. Extensive fact discovery, including large numbers of depositions, will
continue through the end of February, followed by discover of each side's expert witnesses. In addition to
discovery from each of the three defendants, the Division has subpoenaed numerous third-party banks seeking
documents and deposition testimony. To date, the discovery has yielded over ive million pages of documents
stored on CD-ROM disks. The pre-trial preparations are being conducted by 20 Division staff member, including
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attorneys, economists and paralegal. The Division's Litigation Support Specialists have also committed significant
reaources to enable the litigation gtaff to review the millions of pages of documents provided on CD-ROM. The
Division anticipates the continued involvement of signficant portions of several sections and our Paralegal Unit
through the conclusion of the trial.

Desired Relief
By filing this case, the Division hopes to obtain relief that would require that the banks governing both Visa and
MasterCard be dedicated to their respective networks. We are also seeking to eliminate the exclusionary rules that
allow banks to issue cards on the two largest networks but not their smaller competitors. Thie Division believes that
this relief will promote innovation, resulting in higher quality in credit card products and greater choice for-
consumers.

01
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Performance Measurement Table, Presented by Initiative
Supports DOJ Core Function 3, Strutgi ol3.,F201S mayperformance Plan Strategic Goal 3.3

General Goal. Decrease anticompetitive behavior affecting U S. business and consumers.
Straegy. Merger Enforcement

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION Performance Report Performance Plans

FY 1 F 1J FY2000 FY2001
Type of
Indxcator Key Performance Indicators Oats Source Actuals Enacted Actuals Plan Revised Plan

IPMan Plan
Input 1. Dollars (S in thosands) &4Wge& Fiicsi Unit 31.051 27.879 31,365 34.901 32,653 41,039

-308513 .39,55 -38091 .45,350

2 FTE &KIW & lFsc*ILW 247 247-262 250 254-270 250-252 250-321

Otu/ 3. Number of HSR Transactions Reviewed "'7M;9T 47" 3.555-.3 931 4,579 4.35 4.8 --.
Act"~ Cosion~

4 Total Number of H.SR Pis Opened M~ TfaMI5 Sow"~ 172 239-265 174 214-237 - 219.243

5 Number of HSR PisOpened Wilt MU"ans.A- umiv1 40 N/A 4a 0-55 - 51-56op- a pr-
International Aspects W*b
68 Number of HSRs With Second Request wo 7K"9 SYitWM 79 52.50 60 96106 - 97-107
Issued
7. Number of HSRs With Second Request Sectionsasix!Fied 37 11-13 28 37.41 - 38-42
Issued Where Investigation Closed Before Oftt-fs

8. Total Number of Non-HSR Pis Opened MO Tmiw9Sysle 55 53. 59 56 51-63 - 56-64

9. Number of Non-HSR Pli Opened With Mwww -Rwwt 15 N/A 14 18-17 - 16.15

10 Number of Bank Merge Applications Ltation 2 Section 1 922 1,533 189 1896 1806199 -x 1,843 -2,037
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EY IEY EYZ Y~
Type of
Indicator Key Performance Indicators Data Source Actuals Enacted Actuals Plan Revised Plan

Plan Plan

Inter- I1I Number of Mergers Abandoned Due to
mediate DNrison Actions Before Compulsory Process Prrw UMI Log 3 Sum' of I Surn o Sumn of

Oucoe niiaedindicators Indicatoni lndlcakis

29-33 =38-40 - 36-40

12 Number of Mergers Abandoned Due to rioeLILo9 seabva saaoe - seaoeDivision Actions After Compulsory Process ~ U~ o e bv e bv e bv
Initiated Without Case Filed

13 Number of Mergers 'Fixed First" without Premrgm Urel Log 24 see above 16 see above - see above
Case Filed

14 Number of Mergier Cases Filed with Prorergen it Log 10 see above ia sea above - mee above
Consent Decree

15 Number of Merger Cases Filed but Prer-oege Unkt Log 3 see above 4 see above see above
Resolved Prior to Conclusion of Trei

16 Number oferger Cases Filedeand PrmergefLIM Log 2 0 1 0 - 0

Pending at End of Year

17 Number of Merger Cases Litigated to Pfrminge UM Log 0 1.3 0 2-4 - 2-4

Judgment with No Pending A"peaS

18. Number of Merger Cases Litigated Premerger Uit Log 0 see above 0 see above - see above
Successfully to Judgment with No Pending
Appeals

19 Number of Merger Cases Appeaed (by Appellate Section 0 0.1 0 0-2 - 0.2

____the Divison or ft Parties) ______________ ___ _______ ___
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E I EY I FY EY 2001
Type of
Indicator Key Performance Indicators Data Source Actuals Enacted Actuals Plan Revised Plan

End 20 Dollar Volume of U S Commerce AffectedPlnla

Outcome in Relevant Markets for All HSR and Non-HSR Matter Tracking 35,303 36. 84 $5,459 750 Wo Pripected NNt frteted

Merger Wins I$ in millions) System -40,725

21. Dollar Amount of Deposits Affected in Federal Deposit 3 529 79,113 I 992 T50 Not Protected Not Pratected

Overlapping Markets for All Bank Mergers insurance Corp & -87,441

Wins (S in mi.,ons) Utigation 2 Section

22. Total Dollar Value of Savings to the U S Matter Tracking 4.094 WJA 2551 780 Not Prolectedic NW Pr0l.cted

Consur in instances where the Antitrust System, Sections,
Dtvision has taken specific action that resulted and Field Offices
in less anicoaMomebehavio (S in nitlons)___________ __________

Product- 23. Dollar Volume of U S Commerce Affected Budget aid Fiscal
ivityl in Relevant Markets for All HSR and Non-HSR Limi
Efficlecy Mergers Investigated per FTE (S in millions)14 19-562 TDOD NtPxecd

24 Dollar Amount of Deposits Affected in Budget anid Fiscal 14 320- 334 5 T80 TOD Wo Propected

Overlapping Markets for Ail: Bank Mergers Unit

investigated per FTE ($Sin millions)

25 Average Number of Days Between HSR Matter Tracking 101 868 10 4 958 9 47
Application Received and No Interest andfor System
Early Termination (Where No Pt Opened)
(HSR-specific)

26 Number of Early Terminations Grantedi Matter Tracking 90 90) 95 90) 80-95 09
Number of Early Terminations Requested System
(HSR-spectfc) (%) I______ I____ I___ I__ I___
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EY19 FYA 19 EY 20 EY2001
Type of
Indicator Key Performance Indicators Data Source Aciuals Enacted Actuals Plan Revised Plan

Plan Plan

27 Number of Merger Successes'lNumber of Matter Tracking 96 90 -1I0D 97 90-100 - 900It0
Merger Challenges and Resohlions During System

AK DefinItis of Terms or Explanations for Indicators:
Dollars. and IFT! For each fiscal year, the total Dollars and FTE in this Table include actual obligations and FIE for FY 1998 Actual and FY 1999 Actual; the Proeits
Budget R equest for FV 2000 Plan and FY 2001 Plan, and enacted appropriations for FY' 1999 F inal Plan and F Y 2000 Revised PIlan. Variatio ns between Actual and Plan
lforDollrs andFTr d acrossfiscal yeas. are due to modifications made to "ieDivision's estimates by the Departmient of Justice, OMB. and Congress during the
annual budget cycle, In addition. Actual FTE are tower than relevant Plan levels due to ongoing resource allocation decisions affecting personnel snd non-personne
costs, in response to changing conditions in our operating environment. 2&,. iincreasing complexity and internationalization of antitrust Enforcement. Efforts to prove
the accuracy and completeness o? the Division's tim reporting data and the roll out of a new Time Reportig System is enabling the Division to more accurately relate
our resource expenditures The proportion of total Division dollars and FTE shown on this Performnance Measurement Table for FY? 1998 - FY? 2001 is based on actual
hours reported by program area in FY? 1999.

* Dollar Range for IF' 2000 Rovlsedl Plan and FY 2001 Plan: The range of Dollars for the FY? 2000 Revised Plan and FY? 2001 Plan represent our anticipated resource
commitnt to this Strategy in each of those fiscal years. plus or ninus five percent. Hence, the lower end of the range s five percent less than the estimated Dollars.
and the upper end of the range is five percent more than the estimated Dollars

* Fl' Range for FY? 2000 Revised Plan and FY? 2001 Plan Itia unlikely that FTC levels will decree" for this Strategy in FY? 2000 of F'? 2001 because of the Anititnust
Division's increasiN workload Therefore, the range of FTE for the FY? 2000 Revised Plan an FY? 2001 Plan includes the FY? 1998 Actual FTE fo the lower end of the
range, and the upper end of the range is bated on protected FTE commintmrents to this Strategy, assuring maxissurn utilization of authorized or requested FTE

* The Antitrust Division's Merger Enforcement Strategy can be divided into ruuhly three categories review 01 Hart-fcott-Rodlno {tiSR) transactions brought to our
attention bry staltutortyly-nele filinogs. review ofl Non4lSR transactions, LjL those not subject to, HSR reportig thresholds, and review of bank merger transactions.
Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended by the Hart-Scoft-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 requires certain enterprises that plan to merge or to enter into
acquisition transactions to notify the Aibtisi Division and the FTC of their intention, and to submit certain information to us, These I'SR premerger notifications provide
advance notc of poweialy ensoompwetav liarisacbons and allow the Division to identify and tempt to block such transactions before they are consuiwrnated The
Number of MHSR Transactions Revkewed includes as I4SR filings the Divsion reviews, not gust chargetae filings which provide revenue for the Division. HOP. and Non-
HSR transactions may be investigated and prosecued under Sectin 7 of the Clayton Act, or under Sections t and 2 of the Sherman Act Referrale for Norv-HSR matters
come from outie Ithe Division. via ompetitors or consumers and are generated from within the Division, based on staff knowledge of industies and information about
current event Sank Mergeir Applications, brought to our attention statuoil vie the Bank Merger Act, the Bank Molding Company Act, the Home Owners Loan Act,
and the Bridge Bank section of the Federa Deposit I nsurance Act, are reviwed through a somewhat different process, It is the Divsionsa stautry responsibility, under
three of the four statutes, to provide appropriate bank regulatory authorities with a report on the corrpetitive effect of all depository Institution merger an acquisition
transctions that are submitted to those agencies for approval

* Given the increasn globalization of todays rk~etplace, much of the Division's workload involves HSR and non-HER merger which have Iternational aspects, The
following definition addresses the Division's integration al work in general and includes some references tha are not directly applicable to the Merger Enforcement
Stragy. Genersily. case are determined to have Internatlonal Aspectls If they hae" the potential to adversely Iniac U, S, domestic or foreign comrpetidon, arid if any
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one of five criteria Is met, lending to Increased complexity and greater resource requirenenta. A case is considered International when (a) one or more Involved pubtes
(where lonvolved party/ may Do an indivdual or corporation that is thes subject or target, or potent subject or potential target, of an NSA or rion-NSA merger investigation
or case, or otherwise a partic ipant x potential participant in an investigation or case) is not a US. citizen or a U.S business. (bi) one or more nvofved parties is niot
coated in the US, (c) p)terialty relevant information is located outside the U.S, (d) conduct potentially Illegal under U S. law occurred outside the U S; or (e)
subsist"t foreign goverrirnant consultation or coordination Is undertaken In connection with the matter.
When a merger fiin Initially is received through the NSR process, or a potentially enticornpeiive Non-NSR merger is identified by the Antitrust Division, we develop
Inormation from fth fiin, fle parties or compilrnant trade publIcations. and other public sources. Once we develop a sufficient factuail and le~af basis for further
ivstigation. a Prelinsry InquAry (Pt) may be authorized. Once authorized, we investigate further and make a deterination about whether V) proceed by Second

Request or Civil Investigatt is Domrnand (CID), or to close the PI A Pt may take from a few weeks to several months to conduct. Thuss a P1is often more than a quick
assessment, which is usual,; dune when a matter as initially, received or identified, arid necessarily precedes a Second Request or CID investigaton. ft Is a critical step in
the Investigatory process.e aid tie Number of Pit Opened Is indicaotie of the Division's baselIne workload
Under NSA. a Second Rec uesnt is a formal request for additional Informaton or documentary materials relevant to the proposed acquisition. and It must be
corrrsiuicstsd to the partie s %ithIn the inita IS5-day (in the case of cash tender offers or bankruptcies) or 30-day (in the case of other acquisitions) welting period Only
one Second Request can t s made to each party in the transaction, so a proposed Second Request must be complete The Second Request extends the waiting period
before the transaction may ba consummated for 10a (on te case of cash tender offers or bankruptcies) or 20 davs (in the ca se of other acquisitions) from the time when all
of the additional materiel it sutbmitted to the Division, Like a P1, the issuance of a Second Request is another critical step in the process of evaluating an NSR merger
transaction, and It provide i "nther Indication of the direction of an investigation an the corresponding workload Imact.
Atl three categories of Meoger Enrforcement essentially result in the same lnternnsedtat Outcomes. reganhsess of how these transactions reach thes t~ion. including
Bank Merger Applications which are reported back to the regulatory agency, Trainsactionstimtl are consummated, abandconied, 'fixed first,' setted (through a
consent decree or during the course of titigQato). or litgate to conclusion. The process by which the Division agrees to and enters into consent decres with parties is
most nearly equivalent to the use of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADA) in lieu of litigation. The use of ADA Is a High-Level Peforanca Indicator listed in thes
Deparbusents Strategic Plan
The Dollar Volume of U S. Commerce, Affected In Relevant Markets for All NSA and Mon4lISR Merger Wins and the Dollar Amiount of Deposfts Alffected In
Oveilapping Market for All Bank Mergers Wins are estimated by the Antitus Division based upon available, credlible Information. They naive s roxie for the
potential effects of possibly anticoipe~fit merger transaction given our Strategy and ultimrateloy our Virsion This indicator has been revised to reflect only those NSA
and non-NSA merger ci ses lIn which the Division'v effort led to a reduction iar nicomrpetitie behavior. Thi Indicator Includes the Dollair Volurnql of Ci:.rrere Affected
in instances where we t aye counted an NSA and non-NSA merger win and the U.S Dollar Volume of Commerce for bank merger wins. The FY? 1999 Actual is
significanity below the I Y 1998 Actual since the latter Included thoe abandonment of the proposed merger between Lockheed Martin end Mortorop Gruniran wich. by

rtsff acoute fo 2 pecarlof Wea estismeted volume of commerce for FY? 1IM.
White we have used a' sting data sources in the Divsion to compile Indicator 20. we acknowledge some lvnitations in our data that result in thea ctmulttve underestimate
of the value presented here In the HSA merger and bank merger areas, we are required to review a significant number of applications, many of which aire determined to
poiseno competitive is sues No investigation is opened in these cases but Drvsion resources are still empioyad to ensure that thei transactions being poposed witl do no
harm to the cornpeftrn environment We currenfly do not include any measure of our Enforcement activity for these 'quick looks.' which are nonetheless critical to
antitrust law enforcern ant
It IS difficultoW flfy Or Xeosely capture in a single number, or even a variety of numbers. the ultimate outcome of our Merger Enforcement Strategy. It is. not always clear
lust how far-reaching :ie effects of particula proposed or actual transaction are or will be It is not always possible to determine the magnitude of a price increase that
relates directly to paricular proposed or actual transaction. We cannot consistently translate into numbers the competitive impact of a particular proposed or actual
transaction nor can *e gauge the deterrent effects of our Enforcement efforts, though we and those who hare written on the subject believe that such eftecta exist and
are strong Nonetheless, we believe that an and outcom. if not the ultimate oulcome, of our work in this area is the Savings to U.S. Consumers Dint arise from our
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successful protection oft ompetition in the U.S, economy and our deterrence of anticompetitiv behavior Our estimates of consumer savings derive Initially from our best
measurement of volume of commerce In the relevant markets with which we were concerned. For the majority Of merger matters, We calculated consumer Savings by
also using a formula drawn upon previously by Division economists. to calculate consumer savings for FY 1994 wins That formula makes a realistic assumption about
the oligoptsi interaction among nval firms anid icorporaes estimates of pria-merger markel shines and of market demand elasticity. In u fewimerger wis, primarily
vertical mergers and those in which the anticompetitive effects includel predicted reductions In Innovation or other special conskderatons ft would not have been
appropriate to appl thst f1ormula For Ithose wins, we developed conservative estimated of consumer benefits drawing on the debts t earned In the Inveatigation We
note tha "h volume of conenece component of the calculation is estimated based on the best available nformation from Investigative and public sources, and it Is
anniualized end ornfled to U.S. connerce. Despite the roness of our iitiall metodology, we believe our consumer savings fiur to be a conservative estimate in
tnst it ater"A to measure direct consumer benefit That is, we have not attempted to value t deterrent effects (where our challenge to or expression of concern
about a specific proposed or actual transaction prevents future, sinillariy-oboectionable transactions In other markets and industries) oft our successfl enforcement eforis.
WhIe we believe that these efcsin most matters are very large, we are unable to approach measuring them. Although there clearly are signficant Imitations to this
estimat (as winh anty estimate), we belheve it goes a lon way toward describing toe outnme of our work end lies directly to our Vision of an environment In which U.S,
consumers receive goods and services of the highest quality at thes lowest price, and in which U S businesses compete on a level playing field
There are several ways in which en NSR merger review may be eliminated For example, pro to requesting P1 authority. Division staff may only take a quick look at a
transaction, and based on a reasoned analysis and available information, we may decide internialy not to conduct a formal review. Mother possibility, whether or not a
Pt has been authorized. is Early Termination. Normally, this must be requested by the plates in writing, they must hae" submitted their NSA notification and report
form, and the Antus Division end the FTC both determine not to take Enforcement action during the waitig period. However. Early Termination may be granted after
a Second Request has been issued, even absent a request by the parties. (in such a situation, compliance with t Second Request is no longer necessary.) ANl Early
Terminations. must be prited in the Neei Ro SA merger reviews also may be terminated with the aspiration of te 15- (in the case of cash tender offers or
biouptcles) or 30-day (in the case of other acquistions) clock, in the absence of a Second Request. Finally, NSA merger reviews may be terminated following the
issuance of a Second Request, either during or at the expiration of the additional 10- or 20-day, waiting period 00

M3*Key Pealkormanca fIndicaors 25 and 26 demonstrate whether the Antitrust Divisioni acts quickly end responsive so that wa do not unreasonably burden the business C
corrnnunitylithe mergerreview process Kay Performasnca Indkcaor 27 provides an overall view of the Division's record, looking at situations where the D .Aslon
determines twheo be anticompetitive issus and noting our success rate* in thes outcomes for those situations A success in Its context may be any one of the positive
outcomes captured under Key Performance I ndIcators 11I- 15 and 18.

* Projaction Meodolog. Given the ierent uncertainty about esinating future activity and performance, we nonetheless made every effort to use an objetve model
for projecting FY 2000 and FY 2001 Perilormance Plans for Key Performance Indcatoors at the OuluIActity. I ntermediate Outcome, and End Outcome levels. In doing
so. we have applied a calculation to base-year data that lakes ito account the toitowing factors where appropriate: FTE (lincressedecresse). productivity (increase),
inflation, arnd trend (up/down)

S. Factors Affecting IFY IM rga Promne The Antitrust Division's merger review workload has increased dramatically in the 1990s due to the record number and
value of merger actvit, Iicling a rise in strategic end transinstinal mergers. Indeed the value of U. S. merger activity increased from appro ximalely 5 137 billion In CV 1991 tosa
record level of approximately 5959 billon in CY 1997. This trenid continued in CV 1998 end CV 1999 with the valuol domestic nme acty risig 78% to 516 trllon in CY
1998 and 51179 t~so in CV 1999 (See Char? 2. Value of Ui S Mefrger Actify, -i theo Executive Summary ) The level of merger activity ontnue et a rapid rate and Is driven
by a host of external facor, icluding economic conitions, technological growth. deregulatory schiemes, Oiustry-specifIc factors, etc. Therefore, the number of merger
transactions reviewed by the Division is difficulty to estimate At the same time, given the consolidations occuning in major Industries, teke telephony and financial sevices and the
increase In international mergers, the Division's workload continues to Increase due to the complexity of such reviews and enforcement action. it should be noted that our
stsationly mandated review of a record number of NSR transacions and the increase In merger challenges resulting an Intensive preparation for Moigtion severely strained, the
Divsion'a resources and Simited the rnurrber of PNs we opened (See also Exerparz; f, 2 and 3 i t1"s Section)
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C. Factors AlFfecting Selection of FY 2000 and FY 2001 Mans, The Anfluait Division's merger review workload has Increased drairraticatly In the t90s due to the record
number and value of merger activity, Including arise in strategic and transnational mergers Indeed the value of U.S. merger activity Owcrased from approximately $137 bton in
CV 1991 to a record level of approximately $959 talon in CV 1997. This trend continued in CV 199 and CV 199 with the value of dynestic Meanor activity, rising 78% to S1.6
billion in CV 1998 and $1 79 trilon in CV 1999. (See Chart 2, -Value of . S Merge Achiviy,ton the Executves Summary) However, At is difficult tn project the level of activity for
FY 2000 end FY 2201 Indeed. tie level of merger activity is driven by a host of external factors, including economic conditions, technological growl." deregulatory schemes.
indlustry-speciflc: ftictors. etc. Thereinr, the number of merger transactions reviewed by the Dirvision Is diffcult to estimate. At the same timne, given the iconsolidationa occurin in
major industries, bte telecoimmunicatione. media. and energy. and the Increase In International mergers, the Division's worldoad continues to Iicrease due to the complexity of
such reviews and Enforcoment actions, Under these condition Issues such as market definition snd the availability of economic data for analysis-which go to determining
compettive effect- become crtical and time consuming. On a practical level, the Division's workload end efficiency are dependent on the speed with which emerging parties comply
with Second Requiiista and CiDs. and their proclivity to work with the Division to address problem areas. These factors, among others. contribute to the Division's ability to select
and achieve FY? 200 and FY? 2001 Performance Plans Given these uncertainties, we have projected the total number of 'succe"ssa for our Intermediate Outcomres, rather than
trinto project invidual numbers for Key Performance Indicators 11.15 anid 18. Each of those Intermediate Outcomes is a positive outcome. icludin successful litigation. Iia
more appropriate ic protect the total number of successes for FY 2000 and FY? 2001. rather than the specific resolution of each win Further, given the Division'slinterest in
sealing positive outcomes pnior to liigation, to the silent warranted, it is dificuft to estimate the Number of Merger Cases Litiated to Judgment (indicator 17) and the Number of
Merger CasesAppealedIndicator 19) As we update this Perfomance Measurement Table over time, we will provide Actual data after the fact; however, at this time, a projection
of successes-rWAmlls of type--is more valuable tar establishing Performance Plans



Performance Measure 'ment Table: Presented by Initiative
Supports DOIJ Core Function 3, Strateic Go# 3.3, PY 2001 Summary Pet Vormance Plan Strategic Goal 3.3

General Goal Decrease arrtornptitire behavio affectng U S businesses an consumers
Strategy Civi Non-Mege Enforcement_________ _______________ __________________

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION ______ PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS
Performance Report Performance Ptains

FYI Y F FY~ X~I
Type of
Ind"Icafr Key Performance Indicators Data Source Actuate Enacted Plan Actuate Plan Revsed Plan Diant

Input 1 Dollafs IS int ttiousandsi Buiet & Fiscal Unit 17,452 21 429 20,106 25.458 20932 26,307
23 685 -28. 138 . 23136 -29.077

2 FTE Budget & Fiscal Unit 139 188- 196 160 188-222 160- 161 160 .205

OuIPUt/ 3 Number of Active Investigations Matter Trackig Systemr 92 86- 95 i6 90 - tOO 85- 95 90. 130
Activity 4 Number of Active tnvestigationts Having Matter Trackiing System 15 13 -17 27 t5-20 15-25 15-35

Iter-national Aspects
5 Number o1 Active Investigations With CtD(s) Matter Tracking System 36 36-40 26 38-42 25- 35 38-60

Issued
6 Number ofCases Filed Matter Tracking System 7 7-t10 8-12 8-20
7 Number of Cass Fifled Having International Maiter Tracking Sy-ster 3 2 -5 2 3 -6 - 3 -1

Aspects
8, Number of Matters Referred tu OtirEnforcerment Matter Tracking Systenm 1 0-3 1 0-3 - 0-4

Entities Where Dtvisaon Suppor Provided Post-
Ref erral
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EY2 I Y F F 20
Type of
Indicator Key Performance indicators DaaS~o Actual, Eiacled! Plan Actuali plan Revised Plan Plan

Intermediate 9 Number of Matter's in Which Practices Changed Mialter Tracking Systeml 5 sume of 5 Sum of sum Oft sum of
Outcome After lnivessgation Initiated Indicators; indiC111lors indicators indicators

(9.10.11. 13) (9. 10. 11, 13) (9,10.11, 13) (9,10M11 13)
- 13-17 -15.20 B10.15 w 15 -25

10 Number of Cases Filed With Consent Decrees Mailer TradwVn System 4 see above 5 see above see above
I1I Number of Cases Not Settled at Filing But Settled Matter Tracking System 3 see above 0 see above see above
Dunng Litigation
12 Number of Cases Litigated to Judgment Matter Tracking Systems 0 1-3 0 1.4 0416
13 Number of Cases Litigated to Judgmnent Matler Tracking System 0 see above 0 see above see above
Successfully

lNer f Pen Cases on Appeal (by the Uti.rYacking yytem---------------------------,Y.*5---------.-----6S
Division or the Partylies)) & Appellate Section
15 Number ofCases Won onAppeal Matter Tracking Systemi 0 NWA 0 N/A 0-3 0-3

& Appellate Section
16 Number of Cases Lost on Appeal Matter Tracking Systemt I N/A 0 NIA 0.-3 0- 3

1 & Appellaie Section

End 17 Dollar Volumne of U S Commerce Affected in Sections and Field 6 iS07 6,89%.7,624 166 86S8 Not Prolected Not Prtected
Outcome Relevant Markets Where Posiie Outcome Achieved offices .9599

(S in millions)

16 Total Dollar Value of Savings to thseVS. Matter racking 626 N/A 103 TBD Not Protected Notrotected
Consumer in instances where the Antitrust Division System. Sections, and
hail taken specific action that resulled in (oM Field Offics
aritbwmnbtjve behavior
I$ in millions)

Productvityl 19 Dof sir Volumne of Commerce Affected in Relevant1 Budge tS ~ 4897 36.59 T1F,3sr 43,115
Etficsncy Markets Where Positive Outcomne Achieved per FTE -38900 -46,053

(S in thousands)
20 Number of Mailers Where Positive Outcome Budget & Fiscal Unit 923% 90% 100% 90% 90% 90%
Achieved/Number of Matters Where Divivion - 100% - 100% .100% -100%
Expressed Concem (Success Rats") I___I___I_
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A.Definitions. of Tarms or Explanafton for Indicators and Dat Sources:
Dollars and PT!: For FY 1996 Actual and FY 1999 Actual the lota Dollars and IFTE in Ot table Include actual obligations and FTE. The FY 2000 Revised Plan and the FY
2001 Plan contain t total Dollars aW PIE In the Division's FY 2000 appropriation and fie Presidents budget request. respectively. Variations between Actual and Plan for
Dollars and PT!, and wcoes fiscal years, amdue todfctoame to the Division's estimates by the Departmrent, 0MB, end Congress during the annual budget cycle. In
addItiN actuad PT are tower or higher than relevant Plan levels due to ongoing resource allocation decisions affectin personnel end non-perontel wets In response to
changin condtins in our operating enrvironment 2.g. increasing complexity end interatonalization of antitust efnlomnurt Elfforts to improve t accuracy arid
coinyletene of lieDivision's timereorting data and the roll out of a new Time Reporting Systere enalnte Oivilon to~ m oreacurately reflect our resource
eripendinres. The dollars anid PT! shown on tie Performnance Measurement Table hor FY 1998 - FY 2001mw based on actual hours reportd by program area lr FY 19M.
Delas Range for P'l' 2000 Revised Plan mid PY 2001 Plan: The range of Dollars hor the FY 2000 Revieed Plan end FY 2001 Plan represent our antidpeted resource
coniilniatoltie Strategy in each of those fiscal year.luaorinus fvepercent lence the www end teange isr~e percent lss than eestimatedDotar,wandt
upper end of the range is five percent more than the estimated Dollam.

* FlU Rang for PY 2000 Revtee Plan and PtY 2001 Plan: Itlls unlikely tha PT les wi decrease hbr t Strategy in FY 2000 or FY 2001 because of the Antitrust Division's
* Increasing woridoad. Therefore. the range of PIE hor the FY 2000 Revised Plan and PY 2001 Plan include the FY 19ON Actual PIE hor the tower 9ri of the range, and tie

upper end of fth rangeis based on projected PIE commitments to this Strategy. assuming maximumjr utilization of authorized or requested PIE.
* Nunme of Active Inveetigations is Indicative of Division's baseline dvN nornerger woridood. Staff idtfies and investigated alee violations of Section 1 arid 2 of the

Shermen Act end Section 3 of the Clayton Ac. Many tries ,v &Aron-merger inveatigationa larmore, than a year to develop sufilient. evidence to tI'le a 'sse or close the
Investigation. Because staf may be working on an Investigation hor more than a yewr. tis Indicator eccounta hor the numnber of Investigations with hour actually reported to t
within the fiscal year, as opposed to the' nube of open innatigationa tha fiscal yew. 0

S Nmber of Active Investigations with CID(s) Issued Is indiative of the number of active investigations that Involved issuance of one or more CIDs within the fiscall year.
Me~ e used to compel production of ktiormstOn end documents from any natural or juriica person, including; suspected violators, potentially injure persona, witrises and t

recor cusiodlei. N ftre is reonm to believe tha the person may have documentary maial or inflormatin relevant to a civil antitrust investigfton. The decision to Issue
CID& generally involves a significant expansion in resource conuriutients by the Division and Is made only alter serous consideration.

* investligations or Cese HavInhternatlonal Aspects are so deftinet they Involve Poesibl adverse In~racts on U.S. dometi or f oreg coi Vedblon. and! any owi of the
flowing fiv critftrIs mot, loadig to' increase compent and greeter resource requirements. A -as or rmatter is considered to be kterrialonaF when (a) oneor wre~
Involved pasies (where %nvolved pert may been individual or corporation that is the stujed or target, or poteal" subject or potential tergst., of a clv non-meorger Inveetigation
or case; or otherwise a participernt or potential perticpan In an Inveetigation or asse) Is not a U.S. clize or a U.S. business; (b) -n or mor involvd parties Is not located In
the U.S.: (c) potetilly relent k2nnlow Is located Outside the U.S.; (d) conduct potentially ileal under U.S. law occurred outside the U.S.; or (e) aubetantive foreigri
government conaulitidon or oodnation is umdertsiusn in connection with the mat

* Mattere ReferredtbOwrEnferement Enttelo Where iison Support Povie Poet-Asferval 1 r Plet thoeintancein e anVWlitorfteoucomeof an
inveetigallon sulggeed tha the follow-up would be batter handled by anothedrorent enity ith softh Fedes Trade Comiseaion, a sae Attorney Generals offce, ora
foreign conpgiob amiority. weaecoursling thosees w ir idi wereil reere other O ere. budtlo w tnh e Division continue to devole aignillicant reslources ktIr
mever, eithe ftli form of consultaion or assisance w* to investigellon.
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Number of Matters In Which Practices Changed After InvestIgatUon initiated includes Investigations In which: a party that Is die subjec of an Investigation learns tagthde
Division has openeti an Investigation into a potentially anticompetitive practice or agreement; t petty subsequently abandons the practice; the Division closes nts investigation
without fiin a complaint; end the potentially anticompetitive practice or agreement does not resume at the end of the Investigation. (The definition provided for Indicator 9 does
not includes those matters in which the Division provided official commrents and/or unofficial guidance to another government agency which resulted In a competitive benefit.
Though the results of that activity may be reflected under Indicator 7 of the Hilgh-Level Perfiormance Measurement Table In Section 5, I should be noted that much of the
Division's regutlory activity Is conducted under the supervision of the Civil Non-Merger Enforcemntr Strategy )

* Total Dalfter Volume of U.S. Commerce Affected Where Positv Outcome Achieved Is estimated by thes Antitrust Division based upon the beat available infocmstion from
Investigative and public sources. The volume of commerce serves as a prosy for thes potential effect of anticompetitiv behavior. In estimating the Dofier Volume of U.S
Commerce Affected in a civil non- merger case, staffsi estimate en aggregate volume of commerce for each relevant domestic market affected by the anticompetitive practice or
agreement. Obviously, many anticompetitive practices or agreements e more extensive, sometimes far more extensive, than ae formally charged, hence we believe that the
Dollar Volum of U.S Commerce Affected Is an underestimatea of the actual value.

*The end outcome of our work in thie Civil Non-Merger Enforcement Strategy Is thes Sarvings, to U.S. Cons umers that aris from our successful elimination and deference of
anticompetitive behavior, There are two components to owf estimate of consumer savings: the volume of commerce effected by the anticompetitive behavior and the price
effect of the behavior Volume of commerce is estimated based on the best available information from investigative and public sources, and it is annualized and confined to U S.
commerce. Wan mor"e leal in our ability to estimate price effect, and thus rely on a conservative one percent figure for our estimate (except for one instance In FY 1998
where we have more refined data) Note that we believe our consumer savings figure to heea very conservative estimate in that It attempts to measure direct con sumer benieft
That is. we hae not attempted to value either tile "spilloveC effects I where our challenge to or expression of Loncemr about specific conduct leads to changes in behavior now
occurrng beyond the directly-affected market and Industries) or thes deterrent effects (where our challenge to or espression of concern about specific conduct prevents future,
similarly-objectionable behavior in associated markets 3nd industries) of our successfu enforcement efforts. While we believe that the sum of these effects in moat matters is a
multiple of the direct consumer benefits, we are unable to approach measuring them. Similarly, it can be difficult to quantify the effects of anticompetitive behavior. It is not
always possible to determine what amount of a -rc increase relates directly to a particular anticompetitive activity; it is nearly impossible to quantify the harm that occurs when
Iico>mpetitve behavior sflea innovation. We cannot consistently translate Into numbers the competitive Impact of a particular anticompetitive act; nor can we gauge the
detemrent effects of our senfoment efforts, though we believe such effects exist and ae sWrong. In short there ea limiations to this estimat (as with any estimate).
Nonetheless, we believe this figure goes a lon way toward describing the outcome of our work and ties dlrecfljto our Vision of an environment in which U.S. consumers
receive goods and services of the highest quality at the lowrest price. and In which U.S. businesses compete or a lervel playing field.

* A Positive Outcomne includes the Number of Matteris In Which Practices Changed After tnveattgatln Initated (indicator 9), Number of Cases Filed with Consent
*Decres (IndWicatlor tO). Numfiber of Cases Not Settlled at Filling, but Settled at Litigation (Indicator 1 1), and Number of Cases Uitgated to Judgerneont Successfully

(Indicator 13) In general, adequate relief in a clil antitrust case Is relief that will(1) stop the Illegal practices a~ee in the complaint, (2) prevent their renewal, and (3) restore
comnpetition to the state that would have existedl had the violation not occurred.

* Petrs Where te Divsion Expressed Coenrnicud thkos 11In which; a complaint has been filled; the subjec or target of an Investigation has been inormed that the
Assistant Attorney General (MAG) has authorized the filN of e complain the subject or target of en investigation has been Informed that thes staff is recommending that a
complaint: be filed, mid the sujc or target changes is practices in anwy that causes the maftt to be closed before the MAG makes a decision whether to fiesa complaint or
the siibec or target of an Investigation has been informed that the staff has serious concerns about the practice, end the subjec or target changes As practices In s way that
causes the melter to be closed before the r tsK makes a recommendatIon to file a complaint.
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P OMo Metoology: We are actively trying to develop a projection methodology for lhe CMv Non-uteeger Enforcement Performance Measurement Table. Given die inheret
iatwtalinty about eaiatng kduws activity and perfonmance, we ea making every ~f0 to develop an objetie model for projecting FY 2000 and FY 2001 Pedoance Pan for Key
Psitnirance Indicators ate OutptilActivity and End Outcome levels. In doing so, we pla to apply a calculation to buae-yewr data (NIkely FY 1996) lot takes Ito account the blwkn
factors atire appop 1-1: FTE (tnuaeeIlecres), productivity (Increase). inflation, an Vend (upfdown). Cununly we are toiling stall eatimats besed on ctarertt Divason wotldoed
ad proved change it FTE to predict ot-yewr pedfomiance.

tL leavs Aftecling PFY IM6 Program Peonnance:

In FY 1999, we prooreAd in MtgafNg lirs complex, resource-Intlensie case of both national and international prominence. The Microsoft trial continued through the end of
Seplernter. The credit card Utigelon against VMsa and Mastarard Is in dfiscovery and pretrial preparation. In May, we fild owr firs predation caae In over 20 years against Amnericaft
Ailne. Tia outcome of each of thesetflee cases wil afec almst ev"y donmeatic consumer. Although thes cas e not yet ripe for decision, we have proeabed In moat of the
pretawlmon pracicatch elao has consumed a substantial amount of resources. We also have two anMi but si aignlfcant case in litigation: Dentaply a monopoization sub
bouxtaegainlth itsma of fsas teeth and Fedaration of Phyicians and Dentst a saill keing colluaive activies. by docto. This is a mrkaicl number of civil non-ateger case.
to hae" in 111tigedon asnmuitaneously. Because limited Division resources were conaumed In tse Itigation described above, Owee was a decrease in t resources we were able to devote
to Iintl Investigations, and correaporsingly, a decrase In die number of active investigations front FY 199 to FY IM9. The drop in Dollar Volunte of U.S. Conaviere Affected anid
Saving m to U.S. Consunmers from tY 19M6 to F Y 1999 reflect the combination of several targe volume of commerce matters generating sig nificant aniounft of consumer savings In FY
19M6. One partcular matter in FY 199 accounts for much of the observed difference in the measuramenta between lie two fiscal years. The number of civil non-merger wins declined
only nwglnally-from 12 to 10.
C. laves. Aflfectng Selection of IFY 21M) anod IFY 2001 Plans:
The course of Ithee large case In litigation wil have a significant inipat on the Peflonnsce Plans for FY 2000 and FY 2001 Bot the credit card and airline litgetions appear to be
proceeding to trial and can be eicpected to remain resource intensive While tie Micosoft litigation wll remain open pending a decision fronthde judge, with lie onclusio of the trial, we
should te able to devote more resources to initial Investigative eftft. Accordingly, t Division expects the Number of Active Investigations to increaslightly over the next tao fisca
yees, depending on resource levels, as fth Divisio responds to the incresing number of complaints and reerl It receives. H owever, other variables MAt may ~act ivision's
abilty to select and achieve Pr 2000 and PY 2001 Performenr" Plans Iclude the Increasingly complex and International scope of owr clv ron-merge Invesigtons the COoPeration of
subjects and Verd-partie to both voluntary end compulsory information requests. the uncertaintie of litigation. lie resources required to eltacively Iligate clvil non-meager cases, and
the avelatility, of economic data for analysi



Performance Measurement Table: Presented by Initiative
Suporls DOJ Coro FunctWo 3. S~tke~ Galt 3.3. FY 2001 Summuuv Pevtoemanc Plon Gal 3.3

Gerwal Goal Decrae mtticrpe""~ behavior affecting U S Nuanessa and ox-,nenm
Ssftv Chnawtl Enforcarnant ________________________________

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION _______ PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS
______________ Performance Rteport Parfoianca plans

Type of EYLIM Y xY. EYY 2001
Indictor Key Performance Indicators Daa omefOfC Actuuls Enacted Actuals Plan RAW1511d Plan

I Plan _ _ __ Plon _ _

Iut 1. Dolars (S in thousands) Budget a Fiscal Unt 30,108 22.216i 20.952 26,454 30.142 37.552
24.554 -29.250 .33,314 .41,870

2 FTE Bodget & FscuUr 240 Ise - i9i 230 tIe-241 230-232 230-296

Output/ 3. Nwnber of Act"vePls Matter TrecfornSysterm 70 65-75 so as-75 s0-55 so-a0
Activity

4 Number of Active GrandJunes Maller Tree"ngystarn 1t? 110. -120 120 110-120 110-120

5. Nurnter ofActive Grand Junesnvoling Sectrons & FwldOffices 30 29-34 35 31 -30 35-40 35-45
International MattersII I
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Section C: Goal I - ENFORCEMENT -- Perforrrsnce Measurement TOWle

Type of EY'1%FYIFYm E2001
Indacolor Key Performance Indtcafofs Data "Ic Acluals Enected Actuaft plan Peseed Plan

lntermedsate 6. Number of Positive Outcomes Criminal Entoreaet MeA Not 76 Not Not
Outcome Database Projected Pr*jetd Proiscled

7. Number of Defendants Convicted Criminal Enforcement 38 Not 46 wo Not
Datbae P"acted Proiected jPraieciad

go. Total Number of Defendanits Fined, Criminal Enforcemenrt 3111 Not 75 Net INot
Imposed by Court Database Projected , Prjte Prf.ected

8b Number of Individuals Fined, Imposed by Couts Commnfrreni & 20 Nw so No Not
Court Jludgemenrt Order Projected Protected Projected

Sc Number of Corpoations Fined, Imposed by Court 1 Commare & Is Not 25 Not Nt
Court Juldgemneft Order Proecled Projected jProjected

s. Total Dollar Amount of Defendant Finesl Criminal Enforcement 244.144 Not 972,139 Not I- Not
(S in thousand,) Database Projected Projected Profeced

9b. Dollar Amount of lndidual Ftnes. Imposed Courts Cornrmtr & 2,499 Not 12,273 Not Not
by Court ($ in diousandsl Judgemnt Order Projected Projcte Projecte

9c. Dollar Amount of Corporate Fines. Imposed Cour s Commwmeril & 241,645 Not 959.868 wo . Not
_____ by Court (S in thtousands) Judgement Order Protected Projected Projected



Type of FYt 1990 FY 1999 FY F 2QQ
Indicator Key Performance Indicators Data source Actuals Enacted Actuals Plan Revised Plan,

_____________Plan_ _ _ Plan
Pending 110e. Number of Defendants at End ot FY- Criminal Entorcemet to Not 19 Not Not
Intermediate Agreed to Plead Guilty and Pay F1 nes, but Not DOWNba" Projected Projected Projecited
Outcome Yet Imposed by CourtI

IOb Number of Individuals Agreed to Plead Matter Tracking System 5 NO 10 Not Not
Guilty and Pay Fines, but Not Yet Impoeed by Projected Protected Proiected
Court

I Oc Number of Corporations Fined, Agreed to Matter Tracking System 5 Not 9 Not Not
by Defendants but Not Yet Imposed by Court Projected Protected Projected
1Ias. Dollar Amount of Defendant Fines at Criminal Enforcement 22,700 Not tSs,25 Not Not

End of IFY-Agreed to by Defendents but Not Dartabase Projected Projected Projected
Yet Imposed by Court (S in thousands)

I lb Dollar Amount of Indroidual Fines, Agreed Matsner Tracking System 130 Not 2.5540 Not - Not
to by Detendants but No?!YeI Impose by Court Protacted Protected Projected
S$ in thousands)

IIc Dollar Amount cit Corporate Fines, Agreed Matter TrackOng System 22,650 Not 1S3,710 Not Not
to by Defendants but Not Yet Imposed by Court Protected Protected Protected

_______($ in thousands)__________

End Outcome 12 Dollar Volume of U S Commerce Affected in Sect"on and Field Offics 2,320 RIA 2,447 NotNo
Relevant: Markets Where Positive Outcome Projected Projected
Achieved (S in millions)

13 Total Dollar Value of Savings to U.S. Matter Tracking System, 232 NIA 245 Not Not
Consumers in instances wfiere the Antitrust Sectionis. and Field Ofickes Protlected Projected
Division has taken specific action that resulted in
les atgM~iettle kbhvior (S in millions)

Productivity/ 14 Dollar Votutne of U S Commewrce Affected in Budgets& Fiscall Unit 9,667 W/A 10,639 Not Not
Efficiency Relevant Markets Where Positive Outcome -Projected Projected

Achieved per FTE (S in thousands)

15. Dollar Arnountlof individual and Corporate Budget & Fiscal Nt t,12 Not 4,227 Not Not
Fines Agreed to by Defendants or Imposed by Protected Projected Prolected

______Court per FTE (S in thousands) __________ __________ _____________________
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A. Definltlona of Terms or Explanations for Indicators and Date Sources

Dollats and FTE- For F'Y 1998 Actual and FY? 1999 Actual the total Dollars and RTE in this table icude actual obligations and RTE The FY? 2000 Revised Plan and the
FY? 2001 Plan contains the total dollars and RTE in the FY? 2000 appropnaron and the President's budget request, respectively Vaniations between Actual and Plan for
Dollars and RTE, and across forest years. are due to modifications made to thes Division's estimates by the Diepartment, DM9. and Congress during the annual budget
cycle. The difference between Actual and Plan Dollars and RTE in FY? 1999 occurred as the Division developed a more accurate methodology for calculating these values.
in addition, Actual RTE are lower or higher than relevant Plan levels due to ongoing resource allocation decisions affecting personnel end non-personnel costs in response
to changing conditons in our ope rating environment. 9gS, increasing conplexity and intoemationsklzstion ot antitrust E nforcemen Efforts to imrove the accuracy and
completeness of the Division's time reportn data and the rot out of a new rnm Reporting System are enabling the Dtvtsion to more accurately relc our resource
expenditures. The Dollers and RTE shown on this Peloriance Measurement Table for FY? 1998 - FY? 2001 is based on actual hours reported by program area in FY? 1999.

* Dotter Range for FY? 2000 Aeed Plan end FY? 2001 Plan: The range of Dollars for thes FY? 2000 Revised Plan and FY? 2001 Plan represent our anticipated resource
commitments to this Strategy in each of those fiscal years, plus or minus five percent. Hence, the tower end oi the range is five percent less than the estimated Dolars,
and the upper end of the range is lives percent more than the estimated Dollars,

* PE Range for IF' 2000 Revised Ptan and IF' 2001 Plan It is unlikely that RTE levels will decrease for this Strategy in FY? 2000 or FY? 2001 because o1 t Antitrust
Division's increasing workload Theretora. the range of RTE for the FY? 2000 Revised Plan and FY? 20011 Plan includes the FY? 1999 Actual RTE for the lower end of the
range, and the upper end ot the range is based on protected RTE commitmvents to this Strategy, assuming masimrum utilizatior of authorized or requested RTE

* When a complaints or referral initially as received, or a matter is idlentified by the Antitrust Division. we develop information trom the complainant, and from trade publicatons
and other sources, Once we develop a sufficient actual and legal bases or furthr investigation, a Preliminary tInqutry (Pt) may be authorized. Once approved, a Pt may
take trom a few weeks to several months to conduct, and at that point we make a detenrmnaion about whether to proceed by grand tury or to close the Pt. Thus a Pt is
often more than a quick aseqaimant, which is usually done when a master as mefaty, received or identified, and lets than a formal grand jury investigation. It is a critical - 00
slap ii, the investigatory process, and the number of active Pts as indicative of the Division's baseline workload (Note that a Pt is not a necessary pie-grand jury stage, 1t-
the Division has sufficient factual and legal basis trom the complsaint or referral, a decision may be made to proceed immediately by grand jury without further investigation i
through a Pt.)

* Duning the course of the year. it the Atirtrust Division subpoenas individuals to, questions witnesses before, present information to, or otherwise has contact with a grand
furylfor one of our sivestigahons. is considered an Active Grand Jury in some instances, the Division may conduct an investigation during the course of the year, but
not bring witnesses before or present evidence to the applicable grand jury until a subsequent year, For example, it may requires significant amount of investigatory time
or coordination with foreign enforcement suthonties to obtain critical evidence for presentation to a grand jury. Such instances are also considered Active Grand Juries, A
grand jury investigation as considered international when the conduct under investigation involves possible adverse impact on U S. domestic or foreign commerce arid any
one of the following criteria is rivet (1) one or more of the subjects, targets, or witrnes in the investigation is not a U S. citizen or U S. business organization; (2) one or
more of the subjects, targets, or witnesses in the investigation, although a U S citizen or U S. business organizations, 'a not located in the U.S.; (3) relevant intormatior, or
evidence is located outside the U S., (4) conduct potentially illegal under U.S. law occurred outside the UVS; or (5) substance foreign government consutation or
coordination is underetaken it connection with the 'investigation. tIdicator 5, Number of Active Granrd Juries Invotving Itrational Matters, demonstrates the scope of
our international investigatins, which generally ae more complex and require more resources than domestic investigations.

* Number of Positive Outcomes includes those cases tiled during the fiscal year pursuant to a plea agreement, or indicted at a previous fiscal yew and resulted in guilty
pleas or gilty verdicts this fisca year.
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Only criminal fines Agreed to by Defendants or Imposed by Court against individuals end corporetions are included in this performance measurement table: the
collection of irnposed fines is the responsibility of the courts Other fines Agreed to by Defendants or Imposed by Court against individuals and corporations, such as civil
damages. civil penalties, and restilutions, are not included, In accordance writh departmental guidance, we have not established sumenca targets in a number of area.,
We ate very concerned that estimated levels of performance not become bounty-hunting targets or otherwise lead to unintended and possibly adverse consequences. As
a result, although we report Actual data after the fact, we wilt not set quantified targets for convictions and tines.

The Dotter Volume of U.S. Commerce Affecteid is estimated by the Antitrust Division based upon the boat available information from investigative and public sources If
serves as a prosy for the potential effect of anticompetitive behavior Suspect conspiracies are more extenaive, sometimes far more extensive, then ae formally charged
in an indictment, hence we believe that the Dollar Volume of U S Commerce Affectled is an undleresitmate of the actual value In estimating the Dollar Volume of
Commerce Affected in a criminal investigation, staffs include the sales of all products affected by the conspiracy

it is difficult to fully or precisely capture in a single number, or even a variety of numbers the ultimate outcome of our Criminal Enforcement Strategy. lt es not always clear
lust how tar reaching the effects of a particular conspiracy are; if is not always possble to dletermine the magnitude of the price increase that relates directly to a partiular
conspiracy, we cannot consistently translate into numbers the competitive impact of a given conspiracy nor can we gauge the deterrent effects of our Enforcement efforts,
though we arid those who have written on the subject believe thst such effects exist and are strong Nonetheless, we believe that an end outcome, if not the ultimate
outcome, of our work in this area is the Savings to U.S. Consumers that anne from our successful elimination and deterrence of criminat conspiracies. There are two
components to our estimate of consumer savings the price effect of the conspiracy and the volume of commerce affected by the conspiracy Volume ot commerce is
estimated based oin the best available informnation from investigative and public sources Note that this results in an under-estimate of consumer savings as the vast
majority of conspiracies eoist for well ovei a year We are more limited in our ability to estimate pnice effect, and thus in most cases rely on the tO percent figure in the
UtS Sentencing Guidelines Manual (Noember 1, 1997, Section 2P 1 1; Application Note 3. page 227) as the *average gain from price-fiing* (used in determining fines for
convicted organizations) for cur estimate in price fixng,. bid rigging. and other criminal antitrust conspiracies Although there are significant limitations to this estimate (as
with any estimate), we believe it goes a long way toward descrnbing the outcome of our works and ties directly to our Vision of an environment in which U S. consumers
receive goods and services of the highest quality at the lowest price, and in which U S businesses compete on a leoel playing field

Projection Methodotogy We are actively trying to develop a projection methodology for the Criminal Enforcement Performance Measurement Table Given the inherent
uncertainty about estimating future activity and performance, we are making every effort to develop an objective model for projecting FrY 2000 and FY 2001 Performance
Plans for Key Peitormasce Indicators at the Output-Activity and End Outcome levels In doing so. we plan to apply a calculation to base-year data that takes info account
the following factors where appropriate FTC (increase/decrease, productivity (increase), inflation, and trend (up/dowel Currently we are utilizing staff estimates based
or) current Division workload and projected changes in PIE to predict out-year performance

B. Issues Affecting FY 1999 Program Performance

The record amount of ceimi, -osiimen Agreed to by Defendants or Imposed by Court in FY' 1999 is over three limes the previous record in PFY 1998 This is due to several factors,
including the increasing size and international scnpe Of cartel activity One of the most important factors is the Division's unprecedented application of a statute allowing alternative
sentencing for antirrijt erolations The results of this were seen in the record fines imposed against defendants in the Antitrust Division's loud and feed additives investigations in
Fr' 997 In those cases, for the first time, t8 US C §3571 was used to exceed the statutory maximum tine of $10 million. to Fr' 1999, approsimaty $1.1 billion in fines have
been agreed to or imposed by the court Tho includes P Hoffmsnn-La Roche, which agreed to pay the largest fine in Department of Justice history-ISOG million (See Exemplar I
in this SechionI
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C. fusues Affecting Selection of FY 2000 end IFY 2001 Plans

If is difficult to develop Performance Plans for FY 2000 and FY 2001 given the number and impact of external factors which sffect the Antitrust Division's Cniminal Enforcement
Strategy The rate of complaints and referrals varies randomly, though we have some impact on the rate through our proactive education and outreach efforts (see Section E).
C-cher factors affect certain Key Perfornance Indicators The increasingly complex and international scope of our criminal investigations, the availability of aeiece. and the
availability of cooperating witnesses affect the number of Pis, grand jury actiit, the number and amount of fines Agreed to by Defendanta or Imposed by Court, and the Dollar
Volume of Li S Commerce Affected, Given these factors, it is cniticai to view the suits of Key Performance Indicators in ita totality, and not assess each indicator in isolation. The
Division expects the Number of Active Pis and the Number of Active Grand Junies will remain constant through FY 2000. however, this is due tosa conscious shift in our Criminal
Enforcement Strategy--in response to our operating environment--to apply resources to those matters involving larger volumes of commerce, international scope, and increased
complexity This policy shut is rellectid in the protected increase in the Number of Active Grand Junies Involving international Matters, a subset of the Number of Active Grand
Juries ift will require additional resources to shoulder the inherent workload impact of thes Strategy however, the impact will be manifest in significant and increasing Intermediate
and End Outcomes. The Amount 01 Fines Agreed to by Defendants or Imposed by Court has set another record in FY 1999, and likely will remain aubetantial in FY' 2000 and FY
21001. taking into account caseload in FY 1999 However, in accordance with departmental guidance, we have not established numerical targets in a number of areas. We are very
conceived that estimated levels of performance not become bounty-hunting targets or otherwise lead to unintended and possibly adverse consequences, As a result, although we
report Aciual data after the- tact, we will not set qualified iargets tor cony lions or tines



Performance Measurement Table. Presented by Initiative
Supports 0.1 Core Function 3, Stategic Goal 3.3, FY 2001 Annual Summary Performance Plan Goal 3.3

General Goal, Decrease anticompetitive behavior affecting U S businesses arid consumers,
Straegy. Establishment & Use of International Enforcement Agremets, ____________________________

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION _ ____ PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLAN

Performance Report Performance Plans

FY 1 F IX 2 FY 2QF 2001
Type of
Indicator Key Performance Indicators Data Source Actu~al Enacted Actual Plan Revised Plan

Plan Plan

Input 1 Dollars (S in thousands) Budget & 1,348 1,609 1,676 1,656 2,560 3,099
Fiscal Unit - i,779 -1.830 -2,830 - 3,425

2 FTE Budget& 11 13-14 14 13-14 16-18 20-22
Fiscal Unit

Output/ 3 Number of Countries to Which the Division Foreign 22 15- 20 33 15 -20 20 -25 20. 25
Acivity Provided Significant Assistance in Furtherance of Commrerce 9

an Environment Receptive to International Law Competition
Enforcem-ent Cooperation Policy

I Sections

4 Number of Intemnatoonal Entities in Which the Foreign 6 6 -7 6- 6 -7 - 6 -7
Division Participated as an Advocate of Commerce
Intemational Law Enforcement Cooperation Section

5 Number of Proposed Mutual Law Enforcement Foreign 10 3-6 4 6-8 3-6 3-6
Assistance Agreements Potentiaql Enc,3mpassing Commerce
Antitrust Matters Section &

Criminal
Division
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EY1EY 19 EY 2 FY2001
Type of
Indicator Key Performance Indicators Data Source Actual Enacted Actual Plan Revised Plan

Plan Plan _____

Inter- 6 Number of New Mutual Law Enforcement Foreign 1 1-3 11 2-4 - 2-4
mediate Assistance Agreements in Force Potentially Commerce
Outcome Encompassing Antitrust Matters Section &

Criminal
Division

7 Number of Division Requests for Law Foreign 11 15-20 12 15-20 '10 -15 10-15
Enforcement Assistance from Foreign Commerce
Governments Section

End 8 Dollar Volume of U.S. Commerce Affected in Matter 13,660 964 460 1.071 w Noo NolProqedW

Outcome AJl Matters in Which Law Enforcement Assistance Tracking -1,066 -1,184

was Provided by Foreign Governments and in System
Which Positive Outcomes were Achieved (S in
millions)

9 Total Dollar Value of Savings to U.S. Matter 985 NIA -83 3 TBO w* P-ecw W Pmo0ld

Consumers in Instances Where the Antitrust Tracking
Division has Taken Specific Action that Resulted in System.
Less Anticomowetfiive Behavio Sections. and
($Sin miltionsI Field OfficesI

A. Definitions of Terms or Explanations for Indicators and Data Sources:
* Dollar Range for FY 2000 Revised Plan and FY 2001 Plan: The range of Dollars for the FY 2000 Revised Plan and FY 2001 Plan represent our

anticipated resource commitets to this Strategy in each of thos fiscal years, plus or mius five percent Hence, the lower end of the range is five
percent less than fth estimated Dollars, and the upper end of the range is five percent more than the estimated Dollars.
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* The Number of Countries to Which the Division Provided Significant Assistance includes technical and other assistance funded by the Antitrust
Division, the US Agency for international Development (USAID), other US Government agencies. the host country, or same combination thereof In
particular, since FY 1 99 1, the Division hairexecuted several Inter-Agency Agreements with USAID to provide technical assistance to our counterpart
agencies in Central & Eastern Europe, ain America, the Caribbean, South Africa, and the New Independent States. The Division's USAID-funded

* assistance programs are conducted jointly with the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and may include a variet of assistance formats, a g., short-term
missions (usually one or two weeks), long-term resident advisors (from approximately three to nine months); internships (from one to six weeks) for
foreign nationals wit the Division and the FTC, end regional conferences. Significant Assistance Includes participating in drafting or commenting on
proposed competition laws and amendments thereto, discussing procompetitive interpretations of competition laws, consulting on specific competitive
issues or sectors, drafting enforcement guidelines, end providing training on investigatory techniques. The Antitrust Division views such assistance to
foreign countries es an investment in future international enforcement cooperation, for without the basic legal and institutional Infrastructure to sustain
compettin law, it will be difficult to establish more sophisticated mechanisms for enforcement assistance as described below. (Note.Ony Division
funding is included in Input Indicator 1; funding from USAID, other US Govemment agencies, and host countries is not included in Input Indicator 1.)

* The Number of International Entitles In Which the Division Participated includes those international organizations where the Antitrust Division
advocates international enforcement cooperation Participation in such groups, a g , the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), the World Trade Organization (WVTO), and Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), provides a larger venue for the Division to Influence
individual countries, and overall policy on the merits of international enforcement assistance Indeed, activity in such organizations is another typ of
investment in future enforcement cooperation between the US and other countries,

* Mutual Law Enforcement Assistan,.e Agreements include various mechanisms lor international enforcement cooperation, e~g .agreements pursuant
to the Intematiorial Antitrust Enforcement Assistance Act of 1994 (IAEMA), mutual legal assaftance treaties IMLATs), positive comity agreements, arid
formal cooperation agreements. Among other things, such agreements may provide for depositions of foreign nationals, search arid seizure of critical
evidence located in foreign countries, and other assistance in the investigation and prosecution of companies, Including foreign companies arid
individuals, who act to harm US businesses arid consumers This Strategy of establishing International Enforcement Agreements provides Division staff
with a critical tool for fighting and deterring anticompetitlva behavior Intenationally -

* The Number of Division Requests for Law Enforcement Assistance is broader than Mutual Law Enforcement Assistance Agreementa, as defined
above. It not only includes requests under IAEAA accords, MLATs, positive comity agreements, and formal cooperation agreements, but also letters
rogiatory and significant informal requests for assistance from foreign governments
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* The Dollar Volume of U-S. Commerce Affected is estimated by the Arltitrust Division based upon the best available information from investigative and
public sources This value serves as a prosy for the potential effect of anticompetitive behavior There is no antitrust "crime rate" against which to
measure the Division's achievements from Establishing and Using International Enforcement Agreements There is, likewise, no easy or established
methodology for calculating the deterrent effect of our Intemnationa Enforcement Agreements, though we firmly believe in the existence of such an effect.
We are thus using--as a very high-level prosy--the Dollar Volume of U S Commerce Affected in those cases-where the Division received law
enforcement assistance from foreign governments and where the Division achieved a positive outcome While not an exactly correlated measure, the
Dollar Volume of U S Commerce Affected does give some indicaion of the magnitude of our enforcement work, and speaks in padt to the economic
reach of our efforts

* A Positive Outcome in a criminal matter is a conviction, fine, tail sentence, other confinement, etc , and in a civil matter is the abandonment of a
transaction or an activity, a 'fix* to a transaction or an activity, a filed case with a consent decree settling the competitive issues raised, successful
litigation, etc

* It is very diffic-jlt to quantify-the seemingly apparent market effects of cor Enforcement actions, so many factors determine prices that it is extremely
challenging to determine the precise effect of cur tinterveniton However, we developed a methodology to estimate the Total Dollar Value of Savings to
U.S. Consumers from our Enforcement Strategies Please also refer to the Perfonmance Measurement Tables for our Merger, Civil Non-Merger,
and Criminal Enforcement Strategies in this Section for comprehensive descriptions of this Key Performance Indic: tor

* Projection Methodology Given the inherent uncertainty about estimating future activity and performance, we nonetheless made every effort to use an
objective model for projecting FY 2000 and FY 2001 Performance Plans for the Key Performance Indicators at the End Outcome level In doing so, we
have applied a calculation to base-year data (FlY 1997) that takes into account the following factors where appropriate FTE (increase/decrease),
productivity (increase), inflation, and trend (up/down) For some Indicators, we use staff estimates

B. Issues Affecting FY 199 Program Performance: With respect to the Number of Proposed and New Mutual Law Enforcement Assistance Agreements, we
note that the MILAT process is a cooperative effort involving several key players, indcling the Criminal Division and components of the Stale Department, with
which we coordinate, as appropriate Wth expect to thre Number of Divisioni Requests for Law Enforcement Assistance from Foreign Governments the decline
in FlY 1999 may be due lo an increase in requests under the Division's Corporate Leniency Program, Instituted in t993, this program accords leniency to
corporations reporting their illegal antitrust activities at an early stage, it they meet certain conditions The majority of international matters have had one or more
conspirators use this program in FlY 1999. thus the Division has not needed to request as much assistance from foreign governments With respect to the Dollar
Volume of U S. Commerce Affected, one particular matter in FY 1998 increased the total significantly, but this value is not expected to remain as high.
Additionially, the Dollar Volume of U S Commerce Affected is an underesmoate of the Division's success in Enforcement Strategies that utilize International
Enforcement Agreements, primarily due to inconsistencies in our data collection systems, While we have identified the matters in which Positive Outcomes were
achieved, we currently do not routinely collect estimates of the Dollar Volume of U S. Commerce Affected for all matters, thus we have aggregated the figures in
instances in which we have data, but note that there are matters in this category for which we do not have, and have not included, the Dollar Volume of U.S
Commerce Affected For a variety of reasons--articulated in Footnote B of the Performance Measurement Tables for our Crimihal and Merger Enforcement

IStrateies-the Dollar Volume of U.S Commerce Affected increased in FlY 1998 over FlY 1997.
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C. Issues; Affecting Selection of IFY 2000 and FY 2001 Plans Itai difficult to develop Performance Plans for FY 2000 and IFY 2001 given the number and
impact of external factors which aff ect the Mtitrust Divsion's International Enforcement Agreement Strategy. The number of countries to which the Division
provides significantly assistance under our USAJD-funded programs is estimated to remain under S in PY 2000 as the program, which Included 12 countres in PtY
119%6,10 countris in PtY 1997. 5 countries in Pt 1998. and 4 in PY 199 continues to decline due to USAID priorities, funding limitations, and overall
improvement In competition policy in certain countries and regions, In addition, the establishment of formal International Enforcement Agreements, such as
IAEAA accords. MiLATs. positive comity agreements, and formal cooperation agreements, requires a considerable amount of time to negotiate with foreign
governments, and to coordinate withi and between the executive and legislative branches of each government Thus, the Division Is requesting a program
increase of one attorney to work exclusively on International Enforcement Agreements. The issu is further complicated by the importance of maintaining t
confidentiality of sensitive business information Certain formal agreements require public comment periods, or, for PALATe, Senate approval. Indeed, a formal
enforcement agreement may result from years of discussion, isgotiation. coordination, end approvals, Given these factors, it is extemely difficult to reliably
protect the number of International Enforcement Agreements that wilt be proposed and ultimately enter into force The Number of Division Requests for Law
Enforcement Assistance also is extremely difficult to estimate in future years since the number witlI in pail be determined by the facts of each international matter
the Division investigates, and, to an extent, the outside plates continued use of the Division's Corporate Leniency Program. While the increasingly international
nature of the Division's operating environment suggests mhat the number of Division requests should trend upward, that is tempered by the fact that international
antitrust enforcement cooperation is just beginning in some respects Thus, even though assistance fromn a foreign country might otherwise be desirable, we
may not have a formal mechanism available to use to pursue evidence, witnesses, or information that may he-evleltob osstigation. The Dollar Volume of
U.S CommTerce Affecte". likewise, is ver difficult to poecl



SECTION 0: GOAL 2 - ENVIRONMENT

To increase the procompetitiveness of the national and international environment, the Antitrust Division
utilizes a number of diverse Strategi-s. While each Strategy is distinct in form and audience, together these
Strategies represent a comprehensive effort to promote competition through further improvement of
environmental conditions for competition at all levels, whether inter- or i ntra- governmentally, nationally or
internationally. In light of the advent of deregulation in key sectors of the economy and the need for antitrust
law to evolve in response to its environment, the Division currently is emphasizing the Strategies of Participation
in Interagency Regulatory Processes and Development of Competitive Case Law.

The full complement of Antitrust Division Strategies employed in pursuit of this Goal is listed below, and each
Strategy is subsequently described more fully. Following that, two Exemplars demonstrate the Division's use of
these Strategies in response to environmental trends and in pursuit of our overarching Goals, and speak to the
larger workload impacts suggested by these matters and others in the Division's purview like them. Finally,
there are more specific Performance Measurement Tables for each of the current high-priority Strategies being
pursued in support of this Goal, indicated in the list of Strategies by an asterisk.

Strategies

" Participation in Interagency Regulatory Proceses*
" Development of Procoinpetitive Case Law*
" Participation in Interagency Ruleinakings, Task Forces, and Policy Development Efforts
" Participation in Legislative Development
" Participation in National and International Organizations
" Consultaion and Coordination with International Antitrust Authorities
" Speeches, Publications, and Press

* High-priority Strategy



Strategy Descriptions

Participation in Interagency Regulatory Processes*
As the trend toward deregulation in key industries advances, the Antitrust Division is more and more a
participant in interagency regulatory processes. Although this may seem contradictory, the fact is that as certain
segments of our economy are deregulated, they are given a new set of rules to play by. and the Divisio'n ,s otten
a key participant in ensuring that participants follow those rules. A recent example of this is in the
telecommunications area, where passage of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 mandated a formal role for the
Division vis-a-vis the FCC as Bell Operating Companies (BOCs) seek entry into long distance markets. With
deregulation the watchword in industries such as banking, health care, and utilities, the Division anticipates a
continued role in ensuring competition through participation in interagency regulatory processes.

Development or Procompetitive Case Law*
Where appropriate, the Antitrust Division strives to advance antitrust case law through litigation efforts. Given
the latitude and flexibility of the Sherman and Clayton Acts, coupled with environmental changes such as
innovation, deregulation, and globalization, the Division seeks to provide greater clarity and consistency to
antitrust law and ensure that it is applied fairly. A recent example of this is the Division's successful argument
to the First Circuit Court of Appeals that Section 1 of the Sherman Act applies to criminal conduct outside the
U S. that is designed to affect US. consumers. (See Exenplar 2 in this Section.) Another example involves the
case of State Oil Co Y. Khan, 118 Sup. Ct. 275, in which the Division argued and the Supreme Colirt agreed
that vertical maximum resale price fixing sl'ould not be deemed illegal Rc e

Participation in Interagency Rulesnakings, Task Forces, and Policy Development Efforts
The Antitrust Division's activities within the Executive Branch include appearances before regulating bodies and
ongoing participation in interagency task forces dealing with a variety of competition issues. These include trade
policy, telecommunications, and sector- or product-specific matters. Whether by informal advice or formal
comment, the Division's role in this regard is to advise other Government agencies regarding the competitive
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impact of proposed rules and regulations, promote the inclusion of competitive principles in policy formulation.
and participitr directly in determining U.S. competition policy.

Participation In Legislative Development
Antitrust Division officials routinely testify on or participate in drafting proposed legislation. Such testimony
may support legislation designed to reduce or eliminate unnecessary economic regulation, or it may oppose
efforts to extend regulatory legislation to previously competitive markets. The Division's activities with regard
to telecommunications and health care reform are examples of this Strategy. The Division played a critical role
in influencing the Telecommunications Act of 1996. ultimately ensuring that competitive principles and impacts
would be considered by state regulatory agencies, the FCC, and, ultimately, Congress in their deliberations over
telecommun icat ions law.

Participation in National and International Organizations
'[he Antitrust Div.ision participates in numerous national and international organizations to disseminate
information on U S. competition law and policy, exchange views on antitrust law, and monitor the environment
to anticipate issues and improve operations Examples of the Division's participation in or liaison with such
groups include the American Bar Association, the National Association of Attorneys General, the WTO, the EU,
tbe OECD, and the UIN C'onference on Trade and Development.

Consultation and Coordination with International Antitrust Authorities
The Antitrust Division regularly consults and coordinates with international antitrust authorities in a variety of
ways. The D~ivision routinely receives requests from foreign governments for comments on proposed
competition laws and related regulations, as well as on the competition issues raised and investigative techniques
used in particular cases under consideration by foreign competition offices. Division officials also frequently
meet one-on-one with visiting foreign competition officials to discuss policy issues of mutual concern. In
addition to the Division's routing consultation and coordination efforts, the Division and the FTC provide a joint
program of technical assistance to governments in Central and Eastern Europe, Latin America, and South Africa,
funded by the U.S, Agency for International Development (USAID). Proposed technical assistance programs for
the Russian Federation, Latin America, the Balkans. and the Caribbean ac pending approval or funding by
USAIf).
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Speeches, Publications, and Press
Antitrust Division officials routinely appear before Government and private organizations both domestically and
abroad to speak on the ful~l range of topics related to national and international competition policy. This includes
testifying as part of interagency rulemakings or before Congress on legislative proposals, outlining U.S. antitrust
policy in national and international competition fora, and publishing papers on antitrust-related issues. Through
these mechanisms the Division publicized important views on the competitive implications of various laws,
policies, practices, and procedures and deters future anticompetitive behavior.
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EXEMPLAR I - IMPLEMENTING THE TELECOMMUNICATIONs AcT OF 1996

Introduction
The Antitrust Division's role in the development and implementation of the Telecommunications Act of 1996
(the Act) is an apt example of the Division's pivotal contribution toward increasing the procompetitiveness of
the national and International environment. Increasing deregulation, globalization of markets, economic
expansion, and technological change are all at play in the telecommunicat ions industry. The Antitrust Division
has responded to these trends with a variety of Strategies, described below, that allow us to contribute materially
to enhanced competition in this rapidly evolving industry. The picture that emerges from our
telecommunications experience--a picture the Division will likely see repeated in fields such as banking,
transportation, and energy, to name a few--is. that the vi -tal work of responding to these trends in pursuit of our
larger Vision compels the commitment of enormous resources over extended periods of time.

Comprehensive Legislative Reforms to Further Competition Policy Objectives
The Antitrust Division has been continuously and actively involved in ihe telecommunications industry for more
than 20 years, perhaps most prominently in successfully challenging AT&T's abuse of its local telephone
monopolies to impede competition in long distance and communications equipment markets. That suit resulted
in the 1982 Modification of Final Judgment (MFJ) which required that AT&T divest its local exchange
monopolies, to be owned by the Bell Operating Companies (BO0Cs), separating their ownership from AT&T's
long distance services and other competitive businesses so as to remove the incentives and ability for
anticompetitive abuse. The result of this historic lawsuit, seen over time and in conjunction with regulatory
reforms implemented by the FCC with the Division's support, has been significantly improved long distance
competition, accompanied by the innovation and downward pressure on prices that resvdt from such competition.

Beginning itn 1993, the Division began actively promoting comprehensive legislative reform that would promote
competition in all segments of the vital telecommunications sector of the economy. The Division played a key
role by participating in a White House-led interagency working group, providing congressional testimony as well
as individual Member and staff briefings, and consulting informally with the FCC, devoting significant resources
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over an extended period of time to telecommunication reform. Ultimately, in February 1996, the Act was
passed

The Antitrust Division has devoted considerable time and resources since passage of the Act attempting to
promote and protect competition in all telecommunications markets so that Congress' goals in passing the
Act--improved services, lower prices, increased innovation, and increased private sector investment--are
achieved as quickly as possible. However, much critical work remains to be done.

Participation in FCC Rulemaking to Implement the Act's Competition Policy
-The Act was intended to increase competition in telecommunications markets and thus reduce the need for

government regulation in what had historically been regulated monopoly markets such as local telephone service.
Congress recognized that, for the Act to achieve its purpose, it would be necessary for the FCC to adopt
transitional regulations. In doing so. the FCC faced difficult legal and economic issues on which the Antitrust
Division has relevant experience and expertise.

Therefore, very much in keeping with the ongoing Strategy of participating in interagency proceedings in order
to promote rules and regulations that enhance a procompetitive environment, we filed extensive comments
addressing major legal and economic issues in FCC rulemaktng proceedings to implement the Act's reforms.
focusing on the provisions intend.-' to open local markets to competition. Although the Division has vast
experience with the telecommuunications industry, preparation of these highly technical and substantive comments
required an investment of significant economic and legal staff time and resources. Our contributions were
welcomed by the FCC and provided significant assistance in the development of a comprehensive set of rules to
promote local competition.

interagency Proceedings to Remove Regulatory Restirkins as Conditions Warrant
The Act also gives the Antitrust Division a special and significant role in FCC proceedings under Section 271
relating to BOC applications to provide in-region long distance services. In particular, the Act requires the FCC
to consult with the Attorney General concerning such applications and "give substantial weight to the Attorney
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General's evaluation," It was clearly envisioned that the Antitrust Division, on behalf of the Attorney General
and the Department, would review all such applications and bring our competition expertise to bear on decisions
that involve analysis of the extent to which local markets have been opened to competition and the likely
competitive effects of removing or retaining restrictions on the BOCs' provision of long distance services under
changing market conditions. This work is considered of the highest priority and is not discretionary.

In late CY 1996 the Antitrust Division sought input from interested parties regarding the impact of BOC entry
into the long distance services market, and subsequently developed a general analytical framework for evaluating
BOC entry applications. The Antitrust Division's workload related to Section 271 proceedings has been
significant and will continue to grow. Given our experience with the fir-st few complete applications received,
we anticipate that fulfilling our obligations under this Section of the Act will require a substantial commitment of
resources over the next few years. The Division has been and continues to meet with the FCC, state public
service commission (PSC) members and staff. BOCs and their competitors, and various consumer groups in
order to fully understand the competitive forces at play in the markets. It should be noted that as BOCs file
applications with the FCC, other interested persons file comments with the FCC opposing or supporting approval
of such applications. The Antitrust Division reviews all such submissions and, where appropriate, incorporates
additional information contained therein into the Division's evaluation. (See also the Section 271 Pe~formaiice
Measurement Table in this Secton.)

Antitrust Division Role in Litigation Under the Act
The Antitrust Division also has important roles in a variety of judicial proceedings involving the Act that require
the investment of additional time and resources. In actions seeking judicial review of the FCC's regulations, the
Division, representing the United States as statutory respondent, works closely with the FCC. Thus, for
example, We reviewed and joined the Commission's brief in the Eighth Circuit defending the local competition
rules, and we assisted the Solicitor General's Office in connection with the petitions for certiorari, Supreme
Court briefs, and preparation for oral argument. This litigation (and litigation under the Act, in general)
involves complex technical, economic, and legal issues; therefore, our economists, as well as our
communications and appellate attorneys, are active participants. The Division also assists the Civil Division and
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the FCC in monitoring and/or participating in the numerous district court and court of appeals cases involving
agreements to implement the Act's local competition provisions, and appeals from FCC decisions on the BOCs'
applications to provide long distance service under Section 271 of the Act. In addition, we assist the Civil
Division and the FCC in defending actions in which the constitutionality of the Act's transitional restrictions on
the BOCs and other competition provisions are challenged. For example, Assistant Attorney General Joel Klein
successfully argued in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit that the restrictions on the BOCs do not
constitute a "bill of attainder" and are not otherwise unconstitutional, and secured an important reversal of a
district court decision in the l3OCs' favor.

In February 1999. the Supreme Court upheld the FCC's authority with respect to implementation of the Act's
local competition provisions. This is a significant victory for the FCC, the Department, and U.S. consumers.
Nevertheless, we expect a heavy volume of litigation in the Federal courts to continue, and we have an important
obligation to work with the FCC and other Department components to ensure that the Government's filings are
persuasive, consistent, and well-reasoned.

Merger Enforcement
In addition to the Strategies employed in furtherance of the Antitrust Division's Goal to increase the
procompetitiveness of the environment, we are also responding to heightened merger activity, brought on in
large part by the Act. T'he Division has already seen a number of proposed and consummuated mergers between
major telecommunications companies, such as Primestar/News Corporation et al., AT&T/TCI, AT&T/Media
One, AT&T/British Telecom, US WestiGlobal Crossing, Lockheed Martin/Comsat. Bell Atlantic/GTE,
SBC/Ameritech, WorldCom/MCI, SBC/PacTel, and Bell Atlantic/NYNEX. Changes in U.S. and international
regulations, as well as the overall growth in the telecommunications industry fueled by advances in alternative
technologies, have led many firms to consider various means of restructuring. It is the Division's responsibility
to review a number of these proposed transactions for any potential anticompetitive effects.

In addition, in the radio segment of the telecommunications industry the Division has seen workload grow by
several Orders of magnitude. The Act changed the FCC's rules for radio station ownership, unleashing a torrent
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of deals in the industry. Many of these deals have fallen within HSR reporting requirements (coming under
Division review) atid the Division has initiated independent inquiries of several non-reportable transactions.

Conclusion
In short, the Antitrust Division's efforts over the past six years--efforts which will continue into the foreseeable
future--have employed a variety of Strategies that support the Division's Goal of increasing the
procompetitiveness of the environment. By helping to develop the Act itself, by participating in FCC
rulemakings to implement the mandates of the Act, by taking an active role in FCC regulatory processes required
by the Act, and by enforcing the antiitrust laws as necessary to ensure that the new environment created by the
Act will not be sndcrmined by anticompeitive conduct, the Antitrust Division contributes to vigorous
competition in teleconiniun ical ions markets

Cso
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Performance Measurement Table. Presented by Initiative
Sumporte DOJ Cory Functlion 3. Stmilak Goal 3.3. FY 2001 Summary Pedfonene PlAn Goal 3.3

General 0.51 SIcisae te Proco pesvsnss ot f ise national end international enwfovlen
Slirate' Parlc1ers i lrewoicv Reaoitatorir Prncesses -Sectton 271 of the ThommRWOUcdaisa AdOf I80N

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION _ ______PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS
Pailormrice Report Performance Plans

Type of
Indecetor Key Peflormance inicalors OilesSource Actuals Enacted Actuets plan Revised Plan

___ ___ __ __ ___ __plain Plan

In"u I Doliars (S in thousands) Budget & Fiscal Unrit 1.295 1 343 953 1 39- 39 3 1 447
1637 .1706 1795 2.274

2 FTE Bud" & Fiscal Unit 14 14-18 10 14-18 14-221

OutpuLw 3 Number of StateiiiJunsdictons in 50 states. Ostici of Coliuiibl 52 52 52 52 52
Actrviy Corimuiincaio with FRegarcig Compettive & Puerto Rico

Environment

4 Number of Sectu271 Appkiations Teleciomymniasons Tsk 2 5-15 1 23-36 5-15 23-36
F4Ks-*dForce SOC Entry Caweder

5 Number of Third- Party Comments Reviewed Telecomrmiuiklciois Tabt 124 255-765 0 1,173 255-765 1.173
in Relation to Secton 271 Appiicsbon Received Force Database of Coriients -1X136 IAM3

Filed

8, Number of Opposing Thtrd-Perty Comments TalecomarwActioris Task 92 15450 0 690 1SO-450 690
Reviewed on Reteatiort to Section 271 Force Dlmaa of Comrenit. -1.080 -11,090
Applications RaewedFie

7. Number of Section 271 Qpwrions Providedto TelecomiiiiwAtions Tes 3 5-IS 0 23-36 5-15 23-306
the FCC Force Central Fies

S. Number of Seton271 Mattearsmndled in Appefleection 3 4-11 11 17-27 4-11 17-27
Apel Court_ _ _ _

inetmedlete 9 Percentage of Opirtem Provided to the FCC FCC *Aemorrie. Opinions, too 95- 100 WeA 90 - too 90- 100
Oukcom that are Perskuasi with Respect to FCC an Od"

Section 271 Applicstton Decisions

10 Percentalgeof OpinwnP rovidstoteFCC DC triA Court of Appeals too go0.1010 100 90-100 90-100
to Dats that aw Persuasiv witt Respect to Deciin

_____Court a# Appeals Decvrisn________ ____
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FY I EIU _YY__O

Inicator Key Perforwmc inicators Det Source Actual Enacted Actuals Pion Revised Pion
- _ __ __plan plan

End Oulcom 1I. Doerw Volume of U.S. Commerce Affected 1SO7 AFW*S Report43-01; 4.062 44,324 W/A 73.970 44,324 73.en
Where Positiv Outcom Acheved (S In FCC 19P7 Stltaoc ol 70.M4 -96.376 -70246 -0,376

matona)Curlers, and FCC Long
_ _ Distace Reim_ _ _ _

ProlM ty/V 12. Dolar Volume of U.S Commerce MAfcted See De" Scum.. Ior 250 5.150 W/A 4.100 5,190 4.109
Efficiency Wherm Positive Outcom Achieed per FTE (S kitior Ii A£2 -10.705 .7,567 .10,706 -7,567

In miAim )

13. Percerrtgiof Sctmon 271 Opinions DOJEvalutons of271 100 100 W/A 100 - 100
Proved to the FCC In Accordance with Legal AppOkaborIS
Tsnre Frame

A. OsfinfloneofTenseor Explenetina forwindoatora
The Division's Panicomeon in Interagency Regulalor Processes-eucti s our role viii4&viwt FCC in proceedings under Section 271 of the Teleconun unicaton Act of
I 306-t Juet one olftnwal typo of direction with Oher Federal agencies undertirn i suport of our Enviraoment GoW. The Division is an mictiv participant in
intergency task foce where our view on competteri se may wrnpect Executive Brach p m Iriet In edition, we actively monitor the pending ectione of Federal
regulatory agencies end are involved in releva proceedings where articulation of a procompoeilive position my make t ifterence betee regulation that effectively do
aitniet harm or acthwely pmwoe cwolton ian industry. Whtilet owr efforts In all Swee area we itnportmni we have initially choeen to focue. Vile Petiorne
Meeaurreent T"e on our Pafticipation iInlieragency Regtudtor Procee...a, speclllcely our reponethille under Section 271 of t Act.

regitong dieanceeertz. In peitda. thft et thatO ft FCC to to consu wit the Atorney Geeral condemning such qspllat~o end oort wsWtnta w"00i
to Owhe w Attrne Generate o ., DOCe fmls an "w"eldal picaton fir each state In the1r eervlc tenp", mind ech ese tie t be evaluate eapealyi. Oce
.I qippicaion to tNe, the FCV. n~sa i~pel Itht fth DNvIsion hea Just 3M deys to eubtra N conunente to fth FCC Givn t DMslones aNoition tht" piain wil

be Nled for 46 Maes end the Dietr~o of Cikwb&s IwhIch hae BOCe) ove the coms of FY 1W.EY2000, arid FY 2001, and ta ther vE be reffigs for anm of
Noate wmie Iniia epplillons have bee jA .e the Division he. been "n contnue to meet with the FCC, estate pulic aeice cornimlo (PSC) members end staff.

stae ttrnys enra ed ait S eendthirco~elor, ndveriwueconsmerwgmo in order ofItlyundtoder thecoonetitve orce at play in the m~ta where
toe SOe we and wil be s*Wldn entry. Am BOse Me oppicat1one with the FCC. th~d pwtiee we tree to slni comner to the FCC opposing or support spproval of
much appllcelonms. Tof -w Ian that auc oimme ean fIled, the Diison *9 rvWw them, end wre vp pp-ae, hIcotpmrat- addilonal Infownetlon into the Divison's
eakition The Ototeton to in Io~t 'with 52 jurlone oar. Inouing Aleska. Nel and Pueto Rlco. ~ta htv no 1100s but may present relevant conmtiftive
Issue.
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SociLon D: Goal 2 - EN V#TONAENT - P@Artnm Atm asWNi Ttbles 1W

Dclv volumesf U.S. Comwm Affected Whene Poaluve Outcmem Achieved* DOC entry polar 1dy Seffcte comrwce in two mreitt-ocal telephony aervicee aid
lon dastaice teepony seiviee. We conidda P655w Ouloo tte I include inmate she lite FCC has adopted the Divisilonas noorimandcon on a Section 271
eppliunm during thefat laSyam. The daa sources used to deterinie Vie Dclva Volume of U.S. Commemc Affected are the mow enim mawstm aevaiem to the

Diwaln t ialie.Wecurra n e FCC 199? S t o CommonCartrs tlo baao* detemiete nt oftong SIance roweua in SOC tenttos y on a
nationwids baste because we do not hew hiuitto mims da feong W datanP rawnruae. lBased on Vie FCC IN? SNOW"h of Corrwo Carierh. on a riclda
beale, epprmately 60% of lon dialance revne ware i SOC tetlory and Viereloe weuid be shaeded by SOC entr. The data aso elbavthatthe ton detanc
roenue wthi SOC tel sy ea" epproudmately 62.5% of local revefta i DOC tenitory. Esr1poltIg" from Vie relatoeh, we aeIna- Dola Votrm Sf U.S.
Commerc Affected by taking SOC local rawnuee in a oes whmes an application tsod id adding 62.5% to tio to account he ton distance rsvenuee in he SOC's
terity of that state. The moat raem- fnAncIaa we have for idiiua BM is i IM FCC AMIS MWpo 43-01. Coneequerty, we hae added an aquelment to owr
calculatoui to Rlc t he ealMeted growt Sf he local and ton dstan telephone mediat i eshequert yeers. Based on FCC statistics reporting total mare grot for
local and tong dIstanc telephony, the Wcl inra* has been jposwn by epproimately 5% each year. The ton distance mats has been growing by 7-10% each year.
Given Vie 6:5 retol loca to lon dIstance, and during en average grouth Of 8.5% fohe lon Stance martia the total grot Sfhe industry has bee eppromalel 5.3%
per year. Thus, In calciitlng the Dollar Volum S o U.S. Commc Affected he any given yea

1. 190M and 1000 revenuu ane calculated for go"le when an epplicalon Nio been or to expected to be tiled and decided upon, base on the methd owxr (koca
revenues x 1.825)
2. Year X revenue peqectuon are determined by muli*lyn the prevkous yeats adousted revenue date by 1.003 to, rfethe 6.3% Intuety growth per year.

For Indicator 10, Percentagel of Oplnlons Pr ovided to do~ FCC to Date OWharev Perasumele with Naespect to Ccurt of Appeat Deolelon, the volue in FY 1I0 lei
100% because the court Sf appeals ruled on the Oklahma appeal (fled in FY 1007) in Mac t99O. Skilatty, the value in FY 19le 1s 00% because the cwof S pal
ruled on the South Carolina appeal in December 190.



N. Ptlm 1svc"wPf IM Program Performance:
* We are so in the WONti stages of thei Section 271 process , given, that only six applications have been filed to date out of the 49 that can eventually be axiped (exclusive of

rsft of rejected application) Four of the S0Ccs have filed applications so far. SBC has fied in Oklahoima, Amritch has Ned in filchigan BeiSot hatsfiedonc in
Soth Carotia and twice fri Louisiana. and 00l Atlantic has Ned fin New York. TheFChas ruld on the aix applicatona. Commenionclingdi 01.Evaluefion.
stgmrig 6 S eantic's appcsowre made after September 30, 199 and wil be reflected fIn the FY 2000 Actual. in the neaxt atmxlesion to Corigrees. Three of the lv

decisions. (Olalioma. Soth Caroline, and Louisiana) fin FY 1996 were appealed. The court of appeals decision lin March 1996 upheld the FCC* decision to rooec 58Cc
appiocon in OWdahoma and thet court of appeals decision in Decemnber 1996 upheld the FCC.s decision to rejec Del~outh's application in South Carolia.

* The Division's workdoed reae to Section 271 proceedings is already stignilicanl en will continue to gro For example al1though much work had been done In advance of
receivfig 58Cc appication to provide long "oetnce servce torfts cuetomerst fin Odahorna. the Divsion wee still required-wihini jus 36 days-to review an appicatOn

1'aeln of between 4,000 and 5,000 pagee of itforiation, analyze it with respect to iloririation gleained through previous work and in relation to to established
tramework review and incorporate int our analysis over 20 third-party comment (received lust 15 days pnior to our deadne), and prepare our evaluation, which Iiclded
an Ii-depth br iaompanid by mutpla aupendicee. The amount of documentation provided with a Section 271 application has been Increasing with each filing. For
example, SalSouth sumrsted 12 boxes of supporting iformation alon with Its Section 271 filing for LouisiA containin roughly 2,000-3,000 page of material in each
box. The Diviaion also reviewed 37 third parly comments, many of which included voluminous attachment

*Afihough preliminary estimates were high lor application filings in FY 1999, the flow of filngs has slowed down due to tour main factlors
I The court of appeal. decision in Oklahna appears to imiot the ability ot LI0Cs to fie their application under Section 27t(c)t)(B) (Track En of thet Act, instead
forcin the BOCa to wart until they can submit an application under Section 271 (cx((A) (Track A*) of the Act. Unlike Track B, wtihich govemsa circumstances for BOC
applicatins, in ataee where no completing pro~ie has requeste networkt access or rtlaronneclion Track A requires that the applyin BOC demonstrated, It has a
bindig agreement to Provide network Wces anid interconnection with one or more sxiating untafiled Itacltes-baaadl conipetintg providers of telephone exchange
sevc to residential and bustsieasubecrtbera
2. Close revie w of BOC applications at the stae level has led to the delay in filing with the FCC
3 The sttatantive standards for Section 271 approval that thet FCC has found the Act to require are complex to wipleiment and take timei. particularly an areas such as
operation support systems and urnbundled network elements
4. The Supreme Courts decision in ATI T Corp. v Iowa Utiifis Boar4 525 U.S 366. 119 S.CtL 729 (January 25. 1999), reversing inpautandsffirming inpat Aowa#
Wlttiee Boar v, FCC, 120 F.3d 753 (8th Car 1997). upheld the FCC'i euidcto nd nearly sa of the FCCs rules for implementing lcals competto. However, the

decision also remandied to tha FCC a uigniicant issue relatin to which network element must be unbundled by the BOCa, delaying the fiin process. The FCC

C. Foator Affecting Selectiton of FY 2000 and FY 2001 Plans Given our experience with the first six applications received, we anticipate that flfilin our obligations under
Section271 of Ithe Act t rlequireaseubsatantial commilmentl of resources over the next two years. Moreover, now that the Supreme Court ha saddressed and resolved many--but
not al-of the legal frterpretstions at assues, we expect that the Miing process will intaniy As the pace of Section 271 applications. increase, the Division can siticipate heavy
wordged burdents wider fight time franiee Not tha only approsamate estimates of programs performance based on"lkl ranges of possale Siinge can be prid for FY 2000
ltie the Divillors actual a".enc with the Section 271 process to data only covens FYs t196-I9M. Compliocatig this situation is the ilictity, of planning gin eternal factors
over allich the Division hea nio control. such -s the timiang ofl flNg, mskxg~ Ht Impossible to prqect with any certainty the rate of applications over time. Therolo, rather than usin
V pc ll aitrsweoonueto incldewhatwebelive to be the moat probable ranges of likely filings. Nonethees,fteAntretDivsion mutrespon to each application,
rgeirl eofvolume. wiunoatuttorytime fratms Primary responsitiity for Section 271 worlosd rests with the Division's Toescommunicatiore Task Fore, midiseeliectedto

consume a elgnificantl porlion of that Task Force's resources for the foreseeable tre. The Section 2 71 workload should increase significantly in FY 2000, due to the slower pace of
tVnge thansected in FY 1999 and the suatena number of first-time filngs and refilngs of rejected applications anticipated for FY 2000 It is furthe anticipated that Pt 2000
activity wEl genterate an apprecible workload for Pt 2001. due to the number of possible first-time figs and anticipated refilingst of applications tha witi be fild during Pt 2000. In
order ltain co,&n~ l in the handing of the Section 271 process, a consistent level ol staffing is necessary. Other Division Sections with Section 271 workdoad! include the
Econioril Anialysis Group and the Appetlate Section. In addition, senior managers, other professional staff with more limited involvement, and support stell contribte to this
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The Performance Measurement Table "Development of Procoinpetitive Case Law - Appellate Activity" Is actively
being revised to more accurately reflect the Division's efforts to Impact the development of antitrust doctrine.
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SEct-.oN E: GOAL 3- EDUCATION

Whether through direct contact and targeted communication with specific audiences, or via the deve ,pment,
publication and distribution of policy guidar-ce, the Division seeks to increase lbe breadth and depth of
awareem of antitrust law. By reacb;2g as many individuals, companies, agencies, or other groups as possible,
while providing detailed and specifc guidance on the law, the Division seeks to promote competitive behavior
and deter anticompetitive behavi'jr.

The full complement of Aadtitrust Division Stategies employed in pursuit of this Goal is listed below, and each
Strategy is subsequerndy described more fully. Following that, an Exemplar demonstes the Division's use of
Guidanc to the Business Community via the Business Review Program in response to environmental trends. anti
in pursuit of the Division's overarching Goals, and speak to the lager workload impacts suggested by these
matters and others in the Division's purview like them. Note that the current high-priority Strategies being
pursued across the Division are associated with Goal I and Goal 2, as reflected in the Performance Measurement
Tables. No such Tables are associated with Goal 3 at this time.

Strategies

* Guidance to the Business Community via the Business Review Program
* Outreach Efforts to Federal, State and Local Agencies, Business Groups, and Consumers
" Development and Publication of Antitrust Guidelines and Policy Statements
* Speeches, Publications, and Press



Sbtraeg Dascriptlons

Guidance to the Business Community via the Business Review Program
Under the Antitrust Division's Business Review Program, 28 C.F.R. 150.6, businesses can ascertain the
Division's current enforcement intentions with respect to proposed business conduct. The Business Review
Program provides substantial benefits to the business community. Under this Program, businesses benefit by
receiving trmly information about the parameters of competition law when applied to specific situations, and the
likely reaction of the Division to a proposed business action or arrangement. More broadly, the business
community can utilize a procedure that enables it to avoid costly litigation and other business problems that my
arise when a company is otherwise involved in antitrust litigation with the Government. Ultimately, this is a
formal means for the Division to educate the business community and wider audiences about the parameters of
competition law and the Division's enforcement priorities. (See &emplar in this Section.)

Outreach Efforts to Federal, Seage, and Local Agenda, Business Groups, and Consumers
In support of our ongoing cooperative enforcement efforts with Federal, state, and local agencies (described in
Section Q, the Antitrust Division sponsors, with the FTC, a series of Common Ground Conferences at which
officials of the two Federal agencies gather with state officials to discuss antitrust enforcement issues of mutual
concern. The Division also provides training for state antitrust attorneys and investigators. In addition, the
Division conducts both formal and informal outreach efforts directed toward individuals, businesses.
associations, and enforcement officials at all levels in order to educate people about antitrust law, inform then of
the consequences of circumventing the law, and provide them with direction in the event they have further
questions or suspect violations of the law.

Developeneat and Publicato of Aatltrust Guidellines and Policy Statements
Through the development and publication of antitrust guidelines and policy saentsuch as those on merger
analysis in general and health care in particular, the Antitrust Division seeks to communicate our enforcement
policy so that businesses and consumers will have greater knowledge of and certainty about the Division's
application of antitrust law. This effort ensues that businesses and consumers have more detaled information
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about the types of activity that will receive ucnatiny,-so that they can more efficiently e,, velop merger proposals
or be prepared for the issues that a certain arrangement would raise during the review process. Such guidelines
a&W smaements are coordinated prior to issuance within the Fedeal Govermnent, with the staes, a&d with the
affected business couwnitie to umre their consistency.

Spsscbs Pvbkmals mad Pr..
The Antitrust Division routinely communicates with the media and the public through the issuance of press
releases describing significant momer such as responses to business review requests and the issuance of anttrst
guidelines and policy statements. In addition, Division officials give speeches and grant interviews that relate to
our guidelines andI policy statems. T7he Division als distributes and makes wid' ely available mateials
describing complant procedures. Through these mechanism the Division publicize the antitrust law and our

efR cement intentions andi deters futur anticotepetitive behavior.
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EXEMPLAR I1- BusiNms REVIEW IN HEALTH CARE

Introduction
An important public service offered by the Antitrust Division, in support of our goal to hicreasse the awaee
of antitrust law, is the issuance of Biusitiess Review letters. The Business Review procedure allows business
entities to ascertain the Division's present enforcement intentions with respect to proposed business conduct.

While Business Review advice has often been given on health came issues over the years. the Business Review
procedure's application to health care issues was specifically acknowledged in health care policy statements first
promulgated jointly by the Antitrust Division and the FTC in September 1993. The Division developed policy
statements and committed to issuing Business Review guidance about any matter covered in the statements within
90 days after receiving all necessary information pertaining to the request. Matters not covered in the statements
are reviewed within 120 days after receipt of all relevant information. (The only exceptions to these deadlines
are requests involving mergers outside the hospital merger "safety zone." ) Although these self-imposed
deadlines have resulted in somewhat unpredictable workload impacts on the Division, given that they are driven
by submissions of outside parties, businesses find both the letters and the assurance of having our input in a
timely fashion of enormous value.

Today, health care Business Review letters represent the majority of all Business Review letters issued by the
Antitrust Division. From 1980 until the issuance of our first health care statements in 1993, 21 health care
Business Review letters were issued. Between 1993 and September 1999, 55 letters were issued. The health
care community has embraced the procedure as a means of avoiding uncertainty as to whether arrangements
being contemplated by health care providers might run afoul of the antitrust laws.

23SeVen of the nine Policy statements include antimast 'safety zones,' which describe conduct "it te Divsions and the FTC will not challenge, absent
extiaordinazy circumstances. Conduct that falls outssd the safety zones is not automatically illegal, but will be subject to scrutiny.
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The Process
The process is initiated by submission of a written request to the Antitrust Division. Parties are expected to fully
outline their proposed activities andl provide doctumentation regarding the venture's formation or expected
methods of operation. The Division will review only prospective matters; if any part of a proposal has been
implemented, we decline to issue advice. After clearing the matter with the FTC (which also issues advice to
health care providers in the form of Advisory Opinion leter), Division attorneys and economists review the
materials submitted, request any additional information needed, anM conduct a brief investigation to determine
whether the proposal may have anticompetitive consequences in any relevant Market.

The Pro. s at Work: CVT Surgica Cutr and Vascular Surgery Associae of Bat"n Rouge
In April 1997, the Antitrust Division informed counsel for CVT Surgical Center (CVT) and Vascular Surgery
Associates of Baton Rouge MVA), Louisiana that it intended to take no enforcement action against their
proposed merger. The groups had requested Business Review advice regarding the merger, which fell below
HSR reporting threholds. When a Business Review request involves a merger, we approach the analysis of
potential market effects in much the same way that we approach a full-blown merger investigation. That is, we
seek to determine whether the merger wouldiend substantially to lessen competition in any relevant market by
creating, enhancing, or facilitating the exercise of market power.

We begin by determining the relevant "product' (service) market, and we then inquire of health care payers
(especially managed care plans and large self-insured employers) in the are where they might turn for
acceptable substitutes for such services if the merging groups were to raise prices by a small but significant
amount. The area in which payers feel they could reasonably direct their enroilees to seek the relevant services
constitutes the geographic market within which we count available substitutes and assess the market share of the
merging parties as a proportion of the available physicians (or other providers) in the relevant market.

In the case of CVT and VSA, one group, CVT, consisted of six cardiovascular thoracic surgeons, while the
other group, VSA, consisted of four surgeons who performed only peripheral vascular surgery. While the CVT
surgeons occasionally performed some peripheral vascular procedures (such as balloon angioplasty), VSA
physicians did not perform thoracic surgery (such as open heart surgery). In this case, we determined that only
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the 60-odd vascular procedures that the two groups performed in common constituted the preper service market
in which to asses effects of the merger. Essentially, those 60-odd "overlapr procedures were the service areas
in which the two groups could be viewed as direct competitors.

After careful review, we concluded that, in any reasonably defined geographic market, the merged entity would
face effective competitive constraints on its ability to exercise market power, and thus that the merger would not
be likely to lessen competition substantially. Our letter to the parties noted these facts, and pointed out certain
efficiencies that the two groups believed would flow from the merger, to the benefit of health care payers and
consumers in the Baton Rouge are.
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PROPOSED CHANGES IN APPROPRIATION LANGUAGE

Salaries and Expenses, Antitrust Division

For expenses necessary for the enforcement of antitrust and kindred laws, [$81,850,000) $1496,0 Provided, That-
notwithstanding section 3302(b) of title 31, United States Code, not to exceed [$81,850,0001 $104,966.0of offsetting
collections derived from fees collected during fiscal year (2000] =~ for premerger notification filings under the Hart-Scott-
Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 (15 U.S.C. 18a) shall be retained and used for necessary expenses in this
appropriation, and shall remain available until expended: Provided further, That the sum herein appropriated from the General
Fund shall be reduced as such offsetting collections are received during fiscal year [20001 2001. so as to result in a final fiscal
year (2000] 2MU appropriation from the General Fund of not more than $0: Provided further, That fees collected in exces of
S104.966-00 in fiscal year 2001 cannot be Made available in 2001 through a repogr . -n puruant to section 605 of this%
A=I (Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 2000, as enacted by section 1000(a)(1I) of the Consolidated Appropriations
Act, 2000 (PtL. 106-113).)

1. The Antitrust Division expects to receive $165,000,000 in premerger filing fee revenue in FY 2001 and requests that
$104,966,000 of it be made available for expenditure in FY 2001.

2. The Antitrust Division expects to carry forward $29,258,000 in filing fee revenue collected in FY 2000 into FY 2001.
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Antitrust Ovtslon
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Antitrust Division
Summary of Requirementa by Program

dollarss in thousands)
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The following portion of the PY 2001 budget request is organized around the six program areas traditionally ascribed to the
Antitrust Division:

" Federal Appellate Activity
* Termination & Prevention of Private Cartel Behavior
" Preservation of Competitive Market Structure
" Policy & Legislation
" Competition Advocacy
* Management & Administration

For each program anea, we provide a chart showing resource allocations by funding source, including positions, workyears.
and dollars; describe the range of acivities that take place within that program are; and indicate which of the Goash and
Strategies presented in the previous portion of the budget request are supported by that program area. The information
provided in this Section thus both supplements and complements that which cornea before it.

Presented in the Executive Summary and the annual Performance Plan sections of the FY 2001 budget rqqves are High-Level
Performance Indicators which correspond with the Antitrust Division's three overarching Goals. Included in Sections C and D
of the budget request are more specific or Key Performance Indicators, a suite of which applies to each of the Division's six
currently high-priority Strategies that support our Goals.



Feal" Appllat Activity

2000 Enacted 2001 Bai 2001 Estiuat lnicrtase/Decrems

Penn Wokycar Amoun Perm. IWorltya Amount Pim. Work Amun Pim. lWory Am
POO ___ OO Poon. I_ (M Poo o 300 P06.00

iet 0 0 0 0 o0 0 0 o0 0 0 0 01

ndirect 12 101 1,511 12 10 1,552 12 101 1,5521 0 0
&"Ojiver 4 3 520 41 4 541 41 41 54 0 0
Otat 6 131 2,0311 161 141 20931 161 14n 2,jin 0 01

The Antitrust Division maintains an Appellate Section in Washington. DC. Staff in this Section have a variety of
responsibilities. Key among these is early participation in Division investlgations--whether they fall under the Criminal,
Merger, or Civil Non-Merger Enforcement Strategies-in order to ensure that appropriate attenion is given to potential
appellate arguments should matters ultimately progress through litigation. By addressing potential issues up front, the Division
ensures that resources are not squandered Lnd that matters pursued are as solid as possible from the start. Appellate Section
staff have an equally critical role as litigation ensues and Division cases end up in appellate courts. There, they rely on their
advance work in conjunction with investigative staffs and their expertise in handling appeals to defend: the Division's position.

In addition to handling appeals for Division cases, Appellate Section staff are responsible for preparing briefs in antitrustcae
before the Supreme Court as authorized by the Solicitor General; representing the interests of the U.S. in the courts of appeals
in all civil and criminal cases brought by the U.S. under the Federal antitrust laws; and reviewing challenged decisions of the
Surface Transportation Board (STB), the FCC, the Federal Maritime Commission (FMC), and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), and preparing appeal positions for the U.S. Finally, staff in the Appellate Section prepare and file amiga.
briefs in the court of appeals and the Supreme Court in selected private antitrust cases where we see value in preseting an
institutional perspective.
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Terminatko and Prevemtloa of Privat Carte Behavior

2M0 EnAe 2001 Ru 20101 Estliane lncraueiecreae

Pain. Workyears lAnvxWn Pen. Woke Amount Pemn Workya Awmn Perm. Worya Anmo
POS IJSL Poe. ($000 POS. ($00) pos. (00

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
163 156 22,686 162 155 23.29 226 219 30.958 64 64 7.663

1 561 541 78021 571 541 3,1131 571 541 8.1131 01 0 0
o 1 2191 2101 30A4S8 2191 2091 31.4061 81 23 39.0711 641 641 7,663

The percpton and reality among consumers and entrepreneurs that the anitrust laws will be enforced fairly and fully is critical
to the economic freedom of all Americans. Vigorous competition is also critical to assure the rapid innovation that generates
continued advances in our standard of living and our competitiveness in world markets.

For FY 2001. the Antitrust Division is requesting a program increase of 64 positions, 63.5 workyears. and $7.663.000. These
resources will help address the increased globalization of markets, constant technological change, and large number of massive
cf ininal conspiracies we are encountering. These matters transcend national boundaries, involve more technologically
advanced and subtle forms of criminal behavior, and impact more U.S. businesses and consumers tn ever before. The
requirements-whethcr in terms of staff time, travel and translation costs, or automated litigation support at trial-of effectively
fighting massive criminal conspiracies is great, and is the are in which the Division is simply outpaced in term of having the
resources required to run the race. Matters such as vitamins, graphite electrodes, food and food additives exemplify the
increasingly complex and international nature of Division workload in the criminal area and demonstrate that successful. pursuit
of such matters takes time and resources. It is in support of our Termination & Prevention of Private Cartel Behavior program
tha the Divison seeks t"-sprop=m increase. We believe that additional resources will directly affect our ability to dre ae
aillcmpetltlve behavior atfecting U.S. bahsineusnad commoners. (See also the Executiw Smmary and Sections B and C.)
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Preservatoes of Competitive Market Structure

2000 Enacted 2001 Base 2001 Esunwte IncraelDecresse

Perm Wockyean Amount Perm. Wok nAmount Pen. [Workyemr Anteuzu Perm. Wora Amaum
POS. J ($000) Poe.(M) ps ($000) Poo. Poe

0 01 0 0 0 0 0 o0 0 0 0 0
irnt 332 323 42,224 331 323 43,319 444 436w 56,611 113 113 13,M9

Va 1141 Jll 14,5221 1151 1121 15,06 1151 1121 15,066 01 0 0
oW I 446 1 34 56,7461 4461 4351 58,4051 5591 5431. 71j697 . 1131 1131 13292

For FY 2001, the Antitrust Division is requesting aproga increase of 113 positions, 113 workyears, and $13,292,000.
These resources will help address the increased globalization of markets, and the constant technological change we are
encountering. These matters transcend national boundaries, involve more technologically advanced and subtle form of
anticompetitive behavior, and impact more U.S. businesses and consumers than ever before. The requiremnems-whether in
terms of staff time, travel AMd tranlation costs. or automated litigation support at trial-o*f effectively analyzing a&W challenging
complex merger transactions are great. It is in support of our Preservation of Competitive Market Structure program that the
Division seeks this program increase. We believe that additional resources will directly affect our ability to decrease
aadeFoRpetltIve beltavior affeting U.S. businesses and eonsatmers. (See also the Executivie Suammary and Sections B and C)
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Policy and Legislton

2000 Eamct 2001 Ban 2001 Estimate lncresMlecrae

Penn. Workycars Amount Perm Workyer Anmun Perm. Work Amount Pem. Worya Amouut
Poo. _ ($00) ,Pol. ($000) Pos. __ ($00) Poo. __ ($000)

rect 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0
radect 42 41 593 42 41 6,094 42 41 6,094 0 0 0

erl 141 H4 2,041 14 141 2 1 221 14 14 L 2,122 01 0 0
otal 561 55 7,976 56 51 852161 561 5 8,216 01 01 0

Given the dynamic environment in which the Antitrust Division must apply antitrust laws, it must constantly consider possible

propsedlegslaion an deeloingandpublishing antitrust guidelines or policy statements aimed at particular industries or
issues, as timely and appropriate. As necessary, attorneys and economists in other Division Sections or Offices with
specialized knowledge provide assistance to Legal Policy staff in this work.

Many of the hundreds of legislative proposals considered by the Department each year have profound impacts on competition
and innovation in the U.S. economy. For example, the Telecommunications Act of 1996--which the Antitrust Division was
heavily involved in drafting-is affecting the evolution of an entire industry, not to mention substantially increasing the
Division's workload in assessing the competitive consequences of new entry into long distance, manufacturing, and video
markets. Health care reform proposals. which the Division spends time reviewing and analyzing, affect competition in one-
seventh of the economy. (Global events require that the Division assist in shaping U.S. international economic policy. Because
the Division is the Department's sole resource for dealing with competition issues, it significantly contributes to the legislative
development in areas where antitrust law may be at issue.
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The Antitrust Division has also stepped in to fill the gap between the antitrust laws and the application of those laws, clarifying
issues and educating the public about antitrust issues in specific areas. As changes in the health care industry have created new
types of partnerships anid agreements. for example, the Division, in cooperation with the FTC, has issued several iterations of
statements in enforcement policy in health care. Another area in which the Division identified a need for information is in
intellectual property, where an explosion of activity has taken place in the last decade. Guidelines explaning the approach to
defining markets for technology and innovation, for example, have been published jointly by the Division and the FTC. The
Division has a significant role to play in educating the public shout antitrust, believing that access to such information plays a
role in deterring anticompetitive behavior.

Compeeltl. Advocacy

2000 Enacted 2001 Bw 2001 Eatinaft Increfte/Dcrease

Perm. Wockyemn Amoum Permi. Wwkc Amoum Perm. Wodcyear Amaum Perm. W~ke Ameum
__O S.O Poe. $M Poe-. (1000) P S

ret 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0f 0 0 0 0

In=ae 21 20 3,053 21 19 3,136 21 19j 3.136 0 - 0j

ol 21 271 4,1031 281 261 4,2281 281 26 4228 . 0 0

As an advocate of competition, the Antitrust Division seeks the elimination of unnecessary regulation and the adoption of the
most competitive means of achieving a sound economy through. a variety of activities undertaken on the national and
international stages. Economists in two Sections in Washington. DC-one focusing on regulatory issues and another on
competition issue--,along with attorneys throughout the Division and in four Sections in Washington, in particular, three
focusing on regulatory issue and another on the foreign arena, support the Division's extenive competition advocacy program
through participation in interagency rulenmags. task force, and policy development efforts; paricipation in imeraency
regulatory processes; review of proposed licensing and leasing applications; participation in national and international
competition and trade organizations; and coordination with foreign antitrust authorities.
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The Antitrust Division actively monitors the pending actions of Federal regulatory agencies through review of those agencies'
dockets and industry or other publications, and through personal contacts in the industries and in the agencies. Our
involvement in relevant proceedings-where articulation of a procotnpetitive position may make the difference between
regulations that effectively do no antitrust harm or actively promote competitive regulatory solutions and those that may
negatively impact the competitivenes Of an industry-is widespread and demonstrates the ubiquity of antitrust issues. The
following is a representative sample of the regulatory agencies before which the Division routinely presents an antitrust
viewpoint: FCC, Federal Energy Regulatory Ctommission, Federal Maritime Commission, Office of Thrift Supervision,
Resolution Trust Corporation, Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Surface Transportation Board.

Managatnwst and A~dlsrtlon

2000 Enacied 2001 Bas 2001 Etimate Jnicrmea/Dere

Penn. Workyear Amount Penn. Workyean( Amount Penn. Workyesrn Amount Perm. Wrkyea Amount

____ Pos. ______ t$ ) Poll. _____ ($000) Poo. ____ ($000 __o__. ($000)

0 o0 0 0f 0 0 o0 0 0a
44ret 43 641 44 43f 6,615 44 43 661 0

Co Ov I 5 15 2,215 151 15~ 2.304 151 15 2,3041 01 01_0
owa 591 58 8,656 591 58 8,919 591 89191 0 1 1d

Thie Antitrust Division maintains an Executive Office in Washington, DC, which supports the entire Division in pursuit of our
Miss~on nd oals TheExeutiv Offce rovies peraiona suportfuncion in anyarinformation ifor systemsems

personnel, procurement, budget and finance, debt collection, and training, and provides managerial support functions as
required by the Division's leadership.
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Antitrust Division
Financial Analysis - Program Chang"s

(dollars in thousands)

Ternwvation and
Prevention of Preservation of
Private Cartol Competitive Total

Behavior Markt Structure

Pos Amrount Pos Amount Pos. Amount

Gafts:
GS-14 .......... ... 22 s1,609 39 $2,852 61 $4.460
GS-13.. ... .. 0 0
G S-1I . -. ....... .. .. .*.. 0 0
G-7 .... .... . 42 1.232 74 2,171 116 3,40D2

Total Positions &AnnualRole. 64 2,840 113 5.022 177 7,863
FTE Laps" (-) ........... . (05) (37) *-(0.5) (37)
Other then full-timepermanent 42 1.232 74 2,171 118 3,402
Other Parsonnel Comrpensation _______ __

Total Wonitysers end Personnel 63.5 2,804 113 5.022 176.5 7,826
compensation .... .....

Personnel Benefis 770 1.362 2,133
Overtime ......-.... 70 123 193
Travel and Transportation. 243 427 670
Communications, Ul~ites 171 302 472
Other Services. 2,327 3,776 6.104
Medical Care .. 7 13 20
Supplies and Material$ 160 282 442
Equipment ... .... .. ... 721 1,265 1,986
Buildout .......-. ---- .. 277 488 765
Trakinig............. ...... 113 230 3.44

Total Program Workyears and
Obligation Changes Reusted.. 63.5 7.663 113 13,292 177 20,955



Antitrust Division
Priority Ranking by Item

BASE PROGRAM

Program Rnking

Preservation of Competitive Markolt Structure 1

Ternii istion and Prevention of Private Cartel Behavior 2

Comipetition Advocacy 3

Policy and Legislation 4

Federal Appellate Activity 5

Managment and Administration 6

PROGRAM INCREASLS

Preservation of Competirtive Market Structure

Tefrniation and Prevention of Private Cartel Behavior

Merger Reviws3
Civil Noni-Merger Investigations

Criminal Enforcemenrt - International Crorninal Cartel
Investigations

International A~~eements

Rankw

2

3



Antitrust Division
Summary of Permanent Positions by Category

Fiscal Yeas 1915200i

FY199 F1999 FY20 FY 2001 Estimate
FY 199 Y 199 F 20O Pogram

Category Authorized Actuals Authorized increases Authorized
Attorneys (905) ............... .... 382 351 33 51 412
Paralegal Specialists (950) .... . .. .... 195 125 183 '118 29
Other Legalmand Kindred (90-998) ..........- 14 14 14 0 14
Social Science, Econlomicsand Kindred (100-199).. 49 56 56 0 so
Gen. Admin., Clerica* and Office Services (300-399) 195 209 209 0 209
Accounting and Budget (500-599)- .. .. 6 6 6 0 B
Business and Industry Group (1100- 1199) 4 4 4 0 4
Mathematics and Statistics Group (1500-1599). 1 11 1 0 1
Total. 8 ....... ..... ... .48 ?58 824 7T 1,001

Washington ......... 592 w*~ 5~77 1Q4 701
US.Foeld ...... 254 230 247 53 300

Totl.. -__....___..__.....__66 76U4 .001 17
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Aadtrust Diviio
Salaries and Expensesp
Summary of Chages
(dollars in thousands)

En& X=a AM
2000 Appropriation Enacted ............ .............. 824 797 110,000

Adjustments to base:
Increases:

I .2001 Pay ....... a i se.................. .. - 2,375
2. Annualization of 2000 Pay Raise ...................................- 546
3. Within-rade Inrees ..........................................- .. 397
4. Federal Health Insurance Premiums................................. .. 221
5. Leasn Expirations........................................................489
6. GSA Blue Pages...............................................* .. to
7. Travel Management Centers Contract Fees ............................- 26
8. General Price Level Adjustments ................................... * .. 657
9. National Archives and Records Projections............................. .. 4

Decreases:
10. GSA Rent...................................................- (14.)

Total, Adjustment to Base................................... .. 3,269
2001 Bans...........................................................9824 797 113,269

Program Changes ............................................... 12 M22 20-955
2001 Estimate...................................................... 1,001 974 134,224

Adjustmems to Base 133



Aadtrut Dh'll
Salaries and Expese

Jastfleatlon of Adjustmeut to Base
(Dollas In thoesams)

Increasus: FA LR W~dmky AM=I

2001 pUaise. This request provides for the proposed 3.7 percent pay *-- 2,375
raise to be effective in January of 2001 and is consistent with
Administraton policy included in the Preliminaury Pay Raise Guidanc
for 2001 Budget Submissions. This increase includes locality pay
adjustments a well as the general pay raise. The amount requested,
S2,375,000, represents the pay amounts for thre-uarters Of the fiscal
year plus gpprop. ate benefits ($1,73 1,000 for pay and S594,000
for benefits). _____

AAV~idjTh U M Iis pay annualization represents first SM- 4
quarter amounts (October through December) of the 2000 pay increase
of 4.8 percent effective January 2000, and, for three-uarters of a
year, the difference between the 4.4 percent estimated in the 2000
President's budget and the approved pay raise of 4.8 percent. The
amount requested, $546,000, represents the total annualization of pay
amounts for the fiscal year plus appropriate benefits (5410,000 for
wompensation wa $136,000 for benefits).______ _____ _ _ _ _ _

M Im i W~MWu . This request provides for the expected -- 397
increase in costs of within-grade increases for slow or no growth
components for FY 2000. This increase is based on an accurate model ________ _______

Adjustnts to Base 134



increases: El~tAon

of the Department's employee population, which includes numerous
factors such as anticipated pay raises, adjustments to include three,
year attrition or separation rates, and career ladder series to reflect
promotion policy for each organization. Thie request includes $298 for
pay and $99 for benefits.______ _____

J~inLamiim b~maa..~.This request provides for the - 221
increase in agency contributions to Federal employees health benefits.
In 1999, Federal health insurance premiums, including agency
contributions, increased approximately 10.2 percent. Because the
Government absorbed a larger proportion of the total costs, up to 75
percent, the total cost to the Government has incased substantially.
This increase is based on the "increased" Government cost of He&Mt
Insurance. This request includes S221,000 for these coats.

Lnmaazalgn: GSA now requires all agencies to pay relocation costs - -489

associated with lease expiration. Based on prior experience the
Department anticipates that 20 percent of all lease expirations will result
in relocations. This request provides for the cost associated with new
office relocations caused by the expiration of leses in FY 2001. No
funding, is requested for any build-out costs associated with lease
expirations. Funding of 5489,000 is requested for the Antitrust Division. ___________________

Adjustmemt to Base 135



locreases: E~.EL ~ ~ z~a A~m
General Services Administration (GSA) Blue Pages. Previously, GSA
has paid for all nationwide Government telephone book listings through
the GSA 8 percent FTS overhead rate. As a result of the National
Partnership for Reinventing Govenment (NPRVGSA Blue Pages
Project, the funding for these listings has been removed from the
overhead rate, and agencies are being billed for actual costs incurred.
The Department's FY 2001 estimated costs totsl S282,000.00. Funding
ofSl1,000 is requested for the Antitrust Division._______

TrvlM ~ mn etrFe.In the past, travel management -*26

services were provided at no cost, and, the Department received rebates
based upon ticket sales. However, current practices in the travel
industry have ended this process. The new contracts will not provide
rebates and will carry fees for each ticket, hotel, car and other reservation
made. The Departmenit's cost for travel management center fees is
estimated at $2,500,000.00. Funding ci $26,000 is requested for the
Antitrust Division.

National rhiaolM&M&eoMminz i n ARA). The Office of -- 4
Management and Budget directed NARA to convert its direct-fuanded
records center program to a fully reimbursable program by FY 2000.
This proposed legislation mnudates that NARA is to remain the sole
source for agency records center services, through FY 2002, for agencies
currntly using its services. In 2001, NARA advises that these charges
will be increased by 2.5 percent. The Department's FY 2001 estimated
costs total $6,599,584. based on current records maintained by NARA.
Funding of $4,000 is requested for the Antitrust Division._ _ _ _ ___________

Adjustznets to Base 136



Isereases: EM2 og M
GCM diglv~dulm .This request applies 0MB pricing -657

guidance to selected expense categories. The increased costs identified
result from applying a factor of 2.0 percent against those subobject
classes where the prices that the Government pays are established
through the market systn instead of by law or regulation. Generally,
the hctor is applied to supplies, materials, equipment, contracts with the
private sector, printing costs transportation costs and utilities.

Decreases:

CMC McsAmnsrto QA et GSA will continue to - (1,447)
charge rental rates that approximate tose charged to commercial tenants
for equivalent space and related services. The requested decrease of-
$898,000 reflects an adjustment to our FY 2000 rent estimate. The costs
associated with GSA rent were derived through the use of the automated
system, which uses th: latest inventory data and rates reflecting a 5
percent increase over 2000 levels. -_______ 

________

Net Total, Adjustmnt to Base _ __________ 3,269

Adjustments to Base 137
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The United States Attorneys (USAs) ame requesting a total of 9,771 permanent positions, 9,726 FTE, and $1,291,001,000. This

request represents an increase of 651 positions, 328 FTE, and $129,066,000 over the FY? 2000 enacted apropriafion.

CRIMINAL PROSECUTINS

The United States Attorneys' offices (USAOs) investigate and prosecute a wide range of criminal activities and handle a more divers
workload than ever before. The offices' caseloads include emotionally charged violent crime and international and domestic
twrnm; complex and time consuming health care fraud; terrorism and computer fraud, environmental crime; sensitive public
corniption. and organized crime; organized crime drug enforcement; and cases involving multiple defendants and intemational
organizations. The nature of many of today's crimes has required the USAs and their Assistants to become conversant in diverse
fields such as the banking and healt care industries, computer technology, securities, foreign culture and languages, and
manufacturing processes affected by environmental and other Federal regulations.

The USAOs handle the majoity of criminal case prosecuted by the Departmt of Justice. The USAs receive most of their criminal
referrals, or "matters" from Federa investigative agencies, including the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the DMu Enforcement
Administration; the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms; the United States Customs Service; the United States Secret Service;
the United States Postal Service; and other. They also receive criminal matters from state and locai investigative agencies
Occasionally, criminal violations are reported to the USAs by private citizens. After careful consideration of each criminal matter, the
USAs decide the appropriateness of bringing criminal charges and, when deemed appropriate, initiates prosecution. Except for
misdemeanor offenses and instances in which an alleged offender waives the right to a grand jury indictment, the USAs present
evidence against an alleged offender to a grand jury. The grand jurors decide whether to return an indictment. If an indictment is
returned, the USAs then present the criminal charges in open court at the arragnment of the defendant.

Although historically a large number of criminal defendants enter a plea of guilty prior to trial, the USA must always be prepared to
go to trial. Consistent preparation for trial minimizes the risk of dismissal for noncompliance with the Speedy Trial Act and
strengthens the government's position in negotiations with defense counsel for a guilty plea. Pretrial discovery pracice also
stengthens the government's position. When a guilty plea is not obtainable, a trial becomes necessary. T'he USAs then present



factual evidence to convince the jury, or the judge in a non-jury trial, of the defendant's guilt. If the defendant is convicted, the USAs
must prepare and present evidence at the defendant's sentencing hearing. Then, the USAs defend the conviction at post-trial hearings
and appeals. The USA~s handle most criminal appeals at the intermediate appellate level. After -filing a brief, the USAs may be
required to participate in oral arguments before the United States Court of Appeals. If there is a further appeal, the USAs may be
called upon to assist a Department litigating division or the Solicitor General in preparing the case for review by the United States
Supreme Court.

CI VIL LITIGATION

In the civil arena, the USAs initiate civil actions, or affirmative litigation, to assert ano protect the interests of the United States. They
also defend the interests of the government in lawsuits filed against the United States, referred to as defensive litigation. In other civil
cases, the United States is a third party plaintiff or defendant, a creditor, or an intervener. These are the three types of civil litigation
which represent the pending civil caseload nationwide.

The USA~s initiate civil actions, or affirmative litigation, to assert and protect the interests of the United States. Such affirmative
litigation includes civil actions brought to enforce our nation's environmental laws, admiralty and civil rights laws; to represent the
government's interests in bankruptcy actions; to recoup money and recover damages resulting from Federal program and other fraud;
to enforce administrative summonses and, as addressed separately in Section 11I, Asset Forfeiture Litigation; to forfeit assets seized by
Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies.

The USAs also represent and defend the interests of the government in lawsuits filed against the Uruted States, or defensive civil
litigation. Such litigation includes tort suits brought by those who allege suffering as a result of government action, aljudicatio 1 of
Social Security disability claims, alleged contract violations, habeas corpus petitions, and race, sex, and age discrimination actior s.
The USAOs represent and defend the government in its many roles -- employer, regulator, law enforcer, medical care provider,
revenue collector, contractor, procurer, property owner, judicial and correctional system manager, administrator of Federal bene dts,
and others. In those cases where the United States is sued, the United States Attorney must be its representative.

It is critical to note that civil defensive work is unique because it is non-discretionary and non-delegable. Unlike our criminal unit,
civil units of USAOs cannot employ 'declination" criteria to manage or reduce the civil defensive caseload. All cases filed against the
government, its agencies, and employees in their official capacities must be defended.



Debts are ordered to be collected from a criminal defendant when the defendant is sentenced by the court. These debts may be in the
form of restitution to victims of crime, fines imposed by the court to penalize criminals, special assessments on each criminal
conviction count, costs of prosecution and other costs, and forfeitures of appearance bonds. Interest may also be collected in certain
cases as part of a criminal debt. In instances where restitution is ordered, the USAs are involved in collecting Federal restitution
payments, or restitution which is owed to the United States, and in collecting non-Federal restitution, or that which is owed to private
individuals and entities.

The USAs are the Federal government's debt collection~ attorneys, responsible for litigating civil debts for Federal agencies. When,
for example, Federal agencies loan money and the recipients default on repayment of the loans, or Federal agencies have paid on
guaranteed loans and have not been repaid as provided for in the lending agreement, the USAs become the legal representatives for the
agencies to pursue repayment of the debts. The Departments of Agriculture, Education, Health and Human Services, Housing and
Urban Development, Transportation, Veterans Affairs, and the Small Business Administration are some of these client agencies.
Some of the work includes filing suit to gain judgments to collect debts, foreclosing on real property, compelling physicians either to
repay or fulfill their commitment to the Public Health Service in return for education grants, suing to set aside fraudulent transfers of
property which could be used to satisfy defaulted loans, and managing debtor repayment ,chedules.

CRIMINAL AND CIVIL APPEALS

The number of criminal appeals handled by the USAs increased dramatically between FYs 1987 and 1994. Since FY 1995, however,
the number of criminal appeals filed by or against the United States has remained relatively stable. The increase in appeals between
FYs 1987 and 1994 resulted in part, from implementation of the Sentencing Guidelines, which became effective in November 1987.
While the Guidelines have resulted in additional case-related work overall, Assistant USAs now spend far more time than before on
sentencing Issues, such as preparing sentencing memoranda, conducting lengthy sentencing hearings, and handling sentencing appeals.
Appeals, in general, are time consuming, requiring a thorough review of the entire record in the case, the filing of a brief and reply
brief and, in most cases, participation in an oral argument which requires travel to the city whcre the United States Court of Appeals
for the circuit is located. While deemed necessary, the additional work associated with the Sentencing Guidelines has affected the
USAs' ability to pursue the investigation and prosecution of more cases. Furthermore, the complexity of appellate work and the time
required to handle that work increases when convictions are based on complex facts such as those found in organized crime drug
enforcement and other narcotics cases, financial institution fraud, organized crime, public corruption, health care fraud, and computer
crime, including computer and intellectual property fraud cases.



COMPONENT MISSION AND GOALS, AND RELATIONSHIP TO THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC
PLAN

The United States Attorr'ys' FY 2001 request and performance plan presents a clear link to the mission priorities, general goals, and
strategies that are included in the Department of Justice (DOI) Strategic Plan, FY 1996 - 2001. The request includes key performance
goals that will enable us to provide progress reports on the actual results achieved. Summary level performance indicators are
included that best represent the principal outputs and outcomes of the major programs in the USAOs and the Executive Office for
United States Attorney (EQUSA).

For FY 2001, resources are requested to address the Core Functions and Goals stated in the DOJ Strategic Plan that relate to the USAs.
These Core Functions and Goals are:

CORE FUNCTION-: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses

Goal 1: Reduce violent crnme.

Goal 2: Reduce the availability and abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enforcement efforts.

Goal 4: Reduce white-collar crime.

CORE FUNCTION: Assistance to State and Local Government

Goal 1: Invest in the crime-fighting and criminal/juvenile justice system capabilities of state and local governments.

CORE FUNCTION: Legal Representation, Enforcement of Federal Laws, and Defense of Federal Government

Interests

Goal 5: Represent the United States in all civil matters for which the Department of Justice has jurisdiction.



CORE FUNCTION: Protection of the Federal Judiciary and Improvement of the Justice System

Goal 3: Promote the participation of victims and witnesses throughout each stage of criminal and juvenile justice
proceedings at the Federal, State and local levels and Indian Country.

CORE FUNCTION: Management

Goal 3: Achieve excellence in management practices.

Goal 4: Make effective use of inform2tion technology (IT).

UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS MISSION sTrATEMENT

The mission of the USAs is to prosecute violators of federal criminal law, seek punishment of those that are guilty of unlawful
behavior, represent the United States in civil and equity actions and in administrative matters, as appropriate.

UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS

0 To identify, prosecute, and convict those persons and legal entities who have committed criminal offenses against the
laws of the United States;

0 To protect and to advance the interests of the United States through the conduct of affirmative and defensive civil
litigation;

0 To collect monies owed to the United States which cannot be collected through administrative means;

* To promote the participation of victims and witnesses throughout each stage of criminal and juvenile justice
proceedings; and



To provide high quality and cost effective basic, specialized and advanced legal education to attorneys and support staff
for the Department of Justice, Executive Branch Agencies, and State and local entities.

FY 2001 PERFORMANCE PLAN

The USAs propose the following Performnance Plan for FY 2001, contingent upon the requested level of resources, and against which
progress can be reported. This Performance Plan provides key performance indicators that represent the principal outputs and
outcomes anticipated for selected programs for FY 2001.

D OJ GOAL: Reduce Violent Crime (Including Organized Crime and Gang-related Violence)

The USAs are committed to devoting the attorney resources necessary to help achieve a reduction in violent crime across the United
States.

.The USAs will reduce the incidence of violent crime on Indian reservations where they have exclusive Federal jurisdiction.

Firearms Prosecutions.
The Department of Justice, along with the White House, have identified the need for federal law enforcement to be a significant
partner in collaborative strategies for the reduction of firearms violence. The goal of the USAs is to continue to reduce violent crime
involving the use of guns, which persists as a nationwide problem. Federal law enforcement has played an important role in many
state and local jurisdictions by providing a targeted response that complements communities' overall anti-violence strategies. Many
state and local governments have effectively prevented, detected, punished, and reduced the incidence of gun violence, but more can
and needs to be done. In addition, many communities continue to suffer from high rates of gun violence that have not been reduced by
traditional approaches and current resources.

Certain jurisdictions, such as Boston, Massachusetts and Richmond, Virginia, have been able to reduce firearms violence through
collaborative efforts and strategic planning. Vigorous enforcement actions by federal, state, and local authorities have contributed to
reducing rates of violent crime. These enforcement actions have been further enhanced by a variety of innovative interventions based
on sharing information and analytical techniques using extensive advertising and community outreach to enlist citizen participation
and to deter criminals by publicizing potential prison sentences.



Violent Crime.
During FY 1999, the USAs continued to prosecute the most violent criminal offenders under the Attorney General's Anti-Violent
Crime Initiative and through use of the enhanced criminal provisions of the Violent Crime Control Act of 1994. Under the Anti-
Violent Crime Initiative, the USAs work in tandem with state and local law enforcement officials and members of their communities
to do what is best for each violent crime case in his or her community. Unprecedented working relationships have been forged with
state and local law enforcement agencies throughout the nation to make sure that the most serious violent criminals and cime
problems are addressed. The Anti-Violent Crime Intiative calls on all law enforcement officials and prosecutors -- Federal, state and
local -- to share in the work of responding to the violence that affects all Americans. Our nation's state and local law enforcement
agencies have reported decreases in violent crimes for the last several years, according to data provided ini the Federal Bureau of
Investigation's Uniform Crime Reporting Program. Data for 1998 indicate a four percent decline from 1996 figures, the sixth
consecutive annual decrease in reported crime. The statistics show that the number of violent crimes decreased by six percent during
1996. This follows violent crime decreases of three percent in 1995 and four percent in 1994.

The USAs filed a total of 7,392 violent criminal cases against 9,175 offenders during FY 1999, representing a seven percent increase
in the number of cases filed when compared to the prior year. These cases represented nearly 15 percent of all criminal cases filed by
the USAs in FY 1999. The time required for Assistant United States Attorneys (AUSAs) to successfully prosecute violent crime cases
has risen each year since FY 1992. During FY 1999, 13 percent of all criminal attorneys across the nation were devoted to violent
crime cases, up from only ten percent'as recently as 1992. A total of 6,539 violent crime cases against 8,404 defendants were also
terminated in FY 1999.

Violent Gangs.
Members of violent street gangs are frequently involved in drug trafficking activities and frequently use firearms in the commission of
their crimes. Collectively, these violent street gangs destroy the fabric of American communities, taking over parts of cities, flooding
the streets with drugs, and terrorizing and killing innocent people. Many USAs have focused their efforts on dismantling violent
criminal gangs, using Federal racketeering laws, Federal and state narcotics laws, and outstanding warrants to take violent gang
members off the streets.

According to the National Institute of Justice, research into the relationship between gangs and delinquency has shown that gang
members have significantly higher levels of delinquency than other youths and that law enforcement focus on gang-related crime and
delinquency has consistently increased over the past two decades. Gangs, by their very nature, foster criminal behavior, especially
violence. One national survey found that the most commonly reported criminal activity for gangs was violence. Other research



suggests that increases in gang violence are the result of a "contagion" effect, subsequent acts of violence -- usually in retaliation --
following an initial act of violence.

Violent Crime In Indian Country.
During FY 1999, the USAs, with exclusive jurisdiction over most serious crimes in Indian Country, continued their efforts to enhance
communication with Native American Tribes and to be more responsive to the violent crime problems on reservations. Assistant
USAs, designated by the USAs to respond to Native American concerns, continued to work with Multi-Disciplinary Teams to better
respond to violent crime, including child abuse, and to prosecute violent crimes irn Indian country.

In contrast to declining national violent crime trends, serious and violent crime in Indian Country has risen significantly in recent
years. Gang violence and juvenile violence, in particular, have risen dramatically. Based on a Presidential directive, the Attorney
General formed an interdepartmental Executive Committee to address this concern. USAs responded by holding an unprecedented
series of consultations with tribal leaders around the country. These consultations identified a glaring problem of insufficient law
enforcement resources in Indian Country. Due to the fact that law enforcement in Indian Country often fails to meet basic public
safety needs, tribal governments expressed a desire to add resources and consolidate law enforcement services.

The USAs responded to these problems by designating Assistant USAs to serve as tribal liaisons and to work cooperatively with tribal
police, prosecutors, and judges to address criminal issues such as juvenile violence. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), placed
more agents in Indian Country and created an Office of Indian Country Investigations within its Violent Crime and Major Offenders
Section. Thirty special agents were reassigned to those FBI offices with the greatest need for Indian Country resources. The Office of
Indian Country Investigations has facilitated training for more than 170 investigators working to combat gang problems in Indian
Country. The USAs have cooperated with the FBI in forming multi -disciplinary teams and FBI Safe Trails Task Forces. The task
forces have taken an aggressive stance in combating violent crime in Indian Country and have made a difference in the communities in
which they are active.

Immigration.
In the early 1990s, as new U.S. Attorneys were appointed in the early days of this Administration, the federal prosecutors in Southwest
Border districts were faced with a serious law enforcement and public safety problem. A June 1996 report from the Attorney General
to the President, "Fighting Crime on the Southwest Border: A Progress Report," noted that years of neglect had left the Southwest
Border an open invitation to violent crime, drug trafficking, and illegal immigration. The United States Attorneys' strategy has been
to focus on felony prosecutions of the Immigration statutes on those individuals with prior criminal convictions. In January of 1999,



the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) finalized its new Interior Enforcement Strategy for dissemination to the field. The
principles of the strategy are to identify' and remove criminal aliens in the interior of the United States and minimize recidivism; deter,
dismantle, and diminish smuggling or trafficking of aliens; respond to community reports and complaints about illegal immigrants and
build partnerships to solve local problems; minimize immigration benefit fraud and other document abuse; and block and remove
employers' access to undocumented workers.

DOJ GOAL: Reduce the Availability and Abuse of Illegal Drugs Through Traditional and Innovative Enforcement Efforts

The USAs are dedicated to attacking drug distribution in our country, especially targeting the complex drug organizations that attack
our neighborhoods and victimize our young people.

The USAs will continue to focus their efforts on identifying, disrupting and dismantling major drug organizations operating
in the United States.

Narcotics.
The USAs' drug strategy is to target and prosecute significant drug traffickers and highly structured drug organizations. A task force
approach is used throughout the country to benefit from the expertise and criminal intelligence of Federal, state, and local law
enforcement officials. An example of the success of this approach can be seen in Operation Zorro II, an Organized Crime Drug
Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) and Southwest Border Initiative case. This eight-month investigation involved unprecedented
cooperation from ten Federal law enforcement agencies, more than 40 state and local agencies, and 14 USAOs. Also, more than six
tons of cocaine and more than S20 million in currency and assets have been seized.

During FY 1999, the USAs again directed substantial resources to the prosecution of narcotics and OCDETF cases. These cases
represented 34 percent of all criminal cases filed during the year. During FY 1999, a total of 16,617 cases were filed against 29,846
drug defendants and classified under the Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs (Non-OCDETF) and the OCDETF program categories. This
represents an increase of 10 percent in the number of cases filed and I1I percent in the number of defendants filed when compared to
the prior year, and the highest number of drug cases and defendants filed over the past seven years. A total of 14,800 cases against
25,752 defendants were also terminated.



DOJ GOAL: Reduce White Collar Crime

The USAs, in cooperation with Federal investigative agencies, and State and local authorities will identify, investigate and prosecute
high priority white-collar criminal offenses nationwide.

" The USAs will focus attention on dismantling fraudulent telemarketing operations.

* The USAs will aggressively prosecute violators of the child pornography statutes.

WHITE COLLAR CRIME

The USAs handled a myriad of white collar crime prosecutions during FY 1999, including health care fraud, financial institution
fraud, pension fraud, securities fraud, tax fraud, and computer crime. In all, 6,558 cases were filed against 8,670 defendants charged
with white collar crime. A total of 6,311 cases against 8,142 defendants were also terminated. Discussions of some of the priority
white collar crime prosecution areas follow.

Computer and Intellectual Property Crime.
On August 11, 1999, the Attorney General approved a new enforcement initiative to protect intellectual property fights. This was
largely in response to the fact that the mode of operation of criminals who perpetrate fraud and other crimes is becoming more
sophisticated with the explosiVe growth of the Internet. Computer-aided attacks on governments and-eorporate entities are growing
rapidly. In fact, the theft of information and terrorism goes beyond individual computers and extends to entire computer networks.
Recognizing the growth in computer %rime, law enforcement entities are becoming more involved in this area and are uncovering
schemes which victimize the government, non-governiment entities, and individuals. Some of the schemes resemble traditional thefts,
except that a computer is the instrument of the crime instead of the forger's pen or fraudulently prepared documents. For example,
users of today's powerful personal computers, printers and software, can create or reproduce almost any document in original quality.
This counterfeiting includes currency, checks, other negotiable instruments, and identification documents. Computer crime can also
include cases involving schemes in which a computer is the target of the offense, for example, computer viruses or instances where the
goal is to obtain information or property from a computer or to disable a telecommunications system or data network. Prosecution of
computer crime requires sophisticated knowledge of computer technology and systems. This high-tech crime represents an emerging
area of concern for Federal law enforcement agencies and the USAs. During FY 1999, the USAs filed 104 computer crime cases



Child Exploitation and Pornography.
The investigation and prosecution of criminal offenses against children continues to be a high national priority of the United States
Attorneys. We will ensure that those who engage in criminal child sexual abuse and exploitation are apprehended and punished to the
full extent of the law.

Child pornographers, who were once relegated largely to illicit books, magazines, and mailings, have emerged as a significant problem
on the Internet. This medium has enabled pedophiles to contact each other and strike up anonymous electronic conversations with or
about potential victims. Also, the Internet provides pedophiles with a means to store, distribute, and exchange electronic images of
child pornography. The United States Attorneys (USAs) have enjoyed great success prosecuting child pornography and sexual
exploitation of children cases, but dramatic growth in Internet use promises many more cases of this type. These cases encompass a
cohort of pedophiles that present an exceptionally serious threat to children -- "travelers" who seek to meet children on-line and who
then travel -- or induce the child to travel -- in an attempt to meet and have sex with the child.

Health Care Fraud.
In 1996, the President signed the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 which contained many provisions that
strengthen the USAs' ability to combat health care fraud. Additionally, during FY 1998, new health care fraud resources were
authorized for the USAOs. The Attorney General also approved new guidelines on multi-district health care fraud cases which
enhances cooperation and communication between the USAs and the Department's Criminal and Civil Divisions in cases which
potentially require a multi-district or nationwide strategy. Further, the Attorney General delegated authority to the USAs and to the
Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division to issue investigative demands.

Health care fraud takes many forms, including defrauding Medicare, Medicaid, Department of Veterans Affairs or other government
insurers or providers, defrauding insurance companies, and defrauding or misleading patients on quality of care issues. The fraudulent
activity may include double billing schemes, billing for unnecessary or unperformed tests, or may be related to the quality of the
medical care provided. The USAs prosecute those responsible for such fraudulent activities, such as health care professionals,
hospitals, nursing homes and other providers, specialized business entities, pharmacies, medical supply companies, and other persons
associated with these entities. The primary objective of criminal prosecution is to ensure the integrity of our nation's health care
programs and to punish those who, through their fraudulent activitics, abuse the health care system and the taxpayers. Civil remedies
are also pursued by the USAs to obtain monetary penalties and restitution enforcement.



During FY-1999, the USAs filed 370 health care fraud cases against 504 defendants. This represents a 16 percent increase in cases
filed and a 16 percent increase in defendants filed when compared to the prior year. Also during FY 1999, the USAs terminated 300
cases against 454 defendants, representing a 26 percent increase in cases terminated and a 27 percent increase in defendants terminated
when compared to the prior year.

Major Financial Institution Fraud.
The USAs continued to prosecute the perpetrators of crimes that threaten to undermine our financial institutions. The enforcement
strategy is a coordinated approach whereby Assistant USAs and Department attorneys from the Criminal, Civil and Tax Divisions not
only send defrauders to prison, but obtain restitution for victims, criminal fines, civil monetary penalties, and forfeiture of property
traceable to fraud. A major financial institution fraud case is defined as a case in which the amount of fraud or loss is $100,000 or
more; the defendant is or was an officer, director, owner, or shareholder of the financial institution; or the scheme involved multiple
borrowers within the same institution.

DOJ GOAL: Represent the United States In All Civil Matters

The USAs are tasked with defending the United States in all civil matters. This is a daunting task, especially considering the recently
passed legislation which increased our responsibilities in areas such as Community Health Centers and contracts issued by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. The USAs also prosecute Affirnative Civil Enforcement (ACE) actions under statutes which granted USAs the
statutory authority to collect monies.

Civil matters and cases represent a significant portion of the USAs' workload. As of the end of FY 1999, pending civil cases
represented 67 percent of the 157,987 pending criminal and civil cases in the USAOs. During FY 1999, the USAOs filed or responded
to a total of 75,603 civil cases. The cases include those filed or responded to in United States District Courts, United States
Bankruptcy Courts and state courts. Of the total, the USAs filed suit on behalf of the United States in 7,556, or 10 percent. The USAs
defended the United States in 50,498, or 67 percent, of all civil cases, up from 66 percent during the prior year. The United States was
otherwise designated, such as a bankruptcy creditor or third party litigant, in 17,549, or 23 percent, of all civil cases.

During the same period of time, the USAOs terminated a total of 72,549 cases. Judgments were issued in 17,284, or 24 percent, of
these cases, and a total of 13,907, or 80 percent, of these judgments were in favor of the United States. The percentage of civil cases
in which judgments were issued, and the percent of those judgments in favor of the United States, has remained consistent for several
years, Additionally, 18,656, or 26 percent, of the cases were settled. A total of 474 cases were disposed of by trial.



The USAs filed a total of 7,556 affirmative civil cases-during FY 1999. The number of civil defensive cases during FY 1999-- the
50,498 cases the USAs had no choice but to defend because the government was sued--diverted time and attention from affirmative
civil cases. During the same period, the offices terminated 7,120 affirmative civil cases. The court issued judgments in 3,111 of these
cases. A total of 3,005, or 97 percent, of the judgments were in favor of the United States. Only 1, 198, or 16 percent, of all
affirmative civil cases were dismissed, as compared to the 26 percent dismissal rate achieved by the USAs in cases filed against the
United States. As of the end of FY 1999, a total of 11,051 affirmative civil cases were pending and 79,497 defensive civil cases were
pending.

The Affirmative Civil Enforcement (ACE) Program remains an essential part of the
aggressive efforts by USAs' to recover funds which have been wrongfully paid by the 98
United States. ACE is a powerful legal tool to help ensure that Federal funds are
recovered, that Federal laws are obeyed, and that violators provide compensation to the
government for losses and damages caused as a result of fraud, waste, and abuse of
government funds and resources. There are a number of Federp! affirmative civil statutes 95
designed for the express purpose of enforcing the Federal law. Among the civil
enforcement actions filed by the USAs are those brought pursuant to the False Claims Act, 3
the Clean Water and Clean Air Acts, civil enforcement of controlled substance violations, ~ -- ~ -
Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO), the Fraud Injunction Statute, 0 085 1 11~ 2 2.5 3
the Anti-Kickback Act, the Truth in Negotiations Act, and the Buy American Act. The fwsCMatwnocmFdr oma

USAOs also expend significant resources in civil divestiture actions, defense procurement
fraud actions, gWi =~ actions, health care fraud enforcement, civil rights cases, civil actions pursuant to the Financial Institutions
Reform Act, Recovery and Enforcement Act, and Food and Drug Administration cases.

During FY 1999, the USAs filed 2,421 ACE cases. A total of 2,040 cases were also terminated. As of the end of FY 1999, 4,351
ACE cases were pending, representing an increase of four percentwhen compared to FY 1998.



DOJ G04L: Promote the Participation of Victims and Witnesses Throughout Each Stage of Criminal and Juvenile Justice
Proceedings at the Federal, State and Local Levels.

The USAs will ensure that the rights of victims and witnesses arc maintained while at the same time pursuing the cases properly
through to their logical conclusion.

With the additional resources provided in FY 1998, the U.S. Attorneys' will begin planning for the implementation of a
comprehensive nation-wide Victim Notification System. Each U.S. Attorneys' office now has a dedicated Victim/Witness
Coordinator.

During FY 1999, the USAs continued their mission of guaranteeing the rights of all victims of crime through training of Assistant
USAs, enhancing the services provided to crime victims, and better coordinating efforts to address victim issues. The Executive
Office for USAs appointed an Assistant Director in its Office of Legal Education to educate Assistant USAs on victims' rights issues.
Presentations were made to ensure that Assistant USAs understand the rights of victims and the services available to victims.

In order to better serve Indian Country and other under-served populations, seven additional Domestic Violence Counselors were
allocated to Indian Country and three Counselors were allocated to the U.S. Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia in FYs
1996 and 1999. Representatives of the Executive Office for USAs continue to work closely with other Federal agencies and pv.,/ate0
organizations to develop protocols and program plans for use in cases with numerous victims. Such planning will guarantee that all
victims are identified and receive assistance. Partnerships have been forged with the Red Cross, the Federal Emergency Management
Agency and the National Transportation Safety Board.

Emergency Witness Assistance Program.
The Attorney General's Advisory Committee of USAs continues it program to assist witnesses, called the Emergency Witness
Assistance Program (EWAP). EWAP provides the USAOs with the flexibility to assist witnesses with emergency concerns and
problems. This assistance helps to ensure witnesses will be available to the government for trials, other court proceedings, or activities
related to an ongoing criminal case. Through the use of this program, the USAOs have provided services for witnesses to leave their
town, city, or state; emergency phone services; temporary subsistence; child or elderly care; or temporary housing/moving expenses.
This program relieves some of the fear and concerns witnesses may have about assisting the government and gives them peace of mind
which ultimately enhances their ability to testify on the government's behalf.



DOJ GOAL: Provide High Quality and Cost Effective Basic, Specialized and Continuing Legal Education for Department of
Justice Attorneys and Support Staff, and Executive Branch Attorneys and Support Staff.

The USAs will ensure that a high quality legal education program is available for basic and advanced legal training. Without proper
legal training, the persons responsible for litigating the priority programs of the Department and the Administration would not be
equipped with the proper tools to accomplish their mission.

FY 1999 marked the first full year of operation for the National Advocacy Center (NAC). The NAC is a state-of-the-art training
center located on the campus of the University of South Carolina in Columbia, South Carolina. Approximately 80 percent of the
programs at the NAC are conducted by the Executive Office for United States Attorneys Office of Legal Education (OLE) with the
remaining 20 percent conducted by the National District Attorneys Association.

DOJ GOAL: Make Efficient Use of the Best Available Management Practices, Including Current and New Information
Technology, That Will Improve Program Performance and Overall Efficiency

In 1999,- the Executive Office for United States Attorneys (EQUSA) replaced 13,200 outdated personal computer workstations and
trainedthe same number of United States Attorney office staff on the new Pentium 11 workstations. The users are now equipped with
sufficient memory to run current versions of software such as the Corel Legal Suite and on-line legal research software. Outdated
network devices were also replaced with new, faster switches. Also during 1999, EOUSA developed a plan to replace 420 servers, the
operating system, and an antiquated email system with the Department of Justice JCON II standard server hardware operating and
email systems. The new components include larger Compaq servers, the Windows NT server operating system, and Microsoft
Exchange/Outlook email system.

EOUSA began development of a data warehousing system to facilitate the retrieval of case data entered by the United States
Attorneys' offices (USAOs) through the LIONS case management system. Ultimately, this will be the primary system available (via
web-based, front-end software) for conducting statistical analyses, trend analyses, and workload projection; for the United States
Attorneys' (USAs) civil and criminal caseloads. During 1999, the LIONS system was revised to capture fi -earms charging
information down to the specific subsection. A number of edits and revisions were made to streamline data entry and safeguard the
entry of critical data. This initiative was established to help reconcile firearms statistics and to ensure an accurate report of the USAs
firearms caseload. These changes eliminate the need for manual reporting of firearms cases by the USAOs and will ultimately result
in the closeot. of the manual Triggerlock tracking system.



Finally, EQUSA has conducted Y2K compliance tests and developed contingency plans. All mission-critical hardware and software

deemed to be non-compliant has been or will be replaced before January 1, 2000.

SUMMARY - LEVEL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The USAs provide Federal leadership in preventing and controlling crime and seek just punishment for those guilty of unlawful

behavior.

The USAs will measure performance by ensuring that an appropriate level of resources are devoted to the following high

priority areas.

% AUSA Cases
Workyears Handled

Narcotics 30 37,523
White Collar Crime 26 13,696
Organized Crime 4 601
Violent Crime 13 14,170
Other CxrinalProgramns -27. 34.557

Total 100 100,547

% AUSA Cases
Workyears Handled

Defensive Civil 48 129,436
Affirmative Civil 23 18,639
Other Civil Programs 222,2

Total 100 180,900

The USAs are committed to the highest possible levels of achievement and service. The Legal Education program is designed to

enhance the most effective prosecutorial services to, and on behalf of, the people of the United States.



*This effort is supported by the number of high-quality and cost effective courses that will be provided at the NAC in
support of the criminal and civil programs. The measure of this program is best expressed by the number of student days
conducted for each curriculum.

OLE trained nearly 10,620 students in 261 courses in 1999, and an additional 2,250 students were trained through OLE's distance
education programs. OLE also hosted staffs from 24 United States Attorneys' offices and the Executive Office for United States
Attorneys in FY 1999 for Management Team Training.

The USAs promote the participation of victims and witnesses throughout each stage of criminal and juvenile justice proceedings at the
federal, state and local levels.

* Te primary indicator of success will be full compliance by all USAOs in the provision of victim/witness services
including notification requirements.



MAJOR FY 2001 INITIATIVES
The USAs program enhancements are sorted below into program areas that support the overall mission of the Department.

Initiative
Firearms Prosecutions
Violent Crime in Indian Country
Computer/ Intellectual Property Crime
Civil Defensive Litigation
Child Exploitation & Pornography
Immigration
Infrastructure
Child Support Enforcement
DC Superior Court
Short Term Protection Program
TOTAL

2001 Budget Enhancements
Dollars in

Positions Attorneys thousands
163 113 $14,518

60 33 4,699
50 28 3,948
76
47

48

47

95
63
2

651

5,744

4,059
3,844

12,123

5,000
3,978

172

$58,085

CRIMINAL PROGRAM

* Firearms Prosecutions - 163 Positions (113 Attorneys) to conduct intensive firearms prosecution projcats in United States
Attorneys offices around the country.

* Violent Crime in Indian Country - 60 Positions (33 Attorneys) to address violent crime in districts with Indiam Country
jurisdiction.

* Computer/ Intellectual Property, Crime - 50 positions (28 Attorneys) to focus on the investigation and prosecution of
criminal violations involving: computer intrusions and attacks by 'hackers" and other computer criminals.



*- Child Exploitation & Pornography - 47 positions (31 Attorneys) to vigorously prosecute referrals from law enforcement task
forces at all levels that use undercover techniques, to identify persons who produce new child pornography; travel across state
lines to engage in sex with children; and trade images of child Pornography.

* Immigration - 48 Positions (27 Attorneys) to aggressively enforce immigration statutes including aliens who after deportation,
attempt to re-enter or are found in the United States illegally, alien smugglers and alien smuggling organizations, and those
involved in production, distribution, and sale of false U.S. Immigration documents and other identification documents.

* Child Support Enforcement - 95 Positions to support the USAs' efforts to enhance Child Support enforcement and
restitution provided to custodial parents under the Child Support Recovery Act (CSRA) and Deadbeat Parents Punishment Act
of 1998 (DPPA).

* Short-term Protection Program - 2 positions to test the need for expansion of the short-term witness program outside the
District of Columbia.

CIVIL PROGRAM

* Civil Defensive Litigation - 76 Positions (36 Attorneys) for the defense of the United States against certain monetary claims.
Consists of two parts: Torts, Title VII (Employment Discrimination).

MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION

* Infrastructure - 47 Positions to provide technical and non-technical assistance to the 94 district offices of the United States
Attorneys.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, SUPERIOR COURT
* District of Columbia United States Attorneys' Office - 43 In-House Investigators, to be assigned to assist the sections in the

Superior Court Division. These include the: Homicide, Violent Crime, Grand Jury Section, Felony Trial, Sex Offense, and
Domestic Violence Sections. Also, the DC USAO requests 20 positions for Victim Witness Assistance Programs. With this
funding, the DC USAG will enhance their ability to assist victims and witnesses in the District of Columbi,



United States Attorneys

Salaries and expenses

2untifLaszuon of Proosed Changes in Appropriation Language

The 2001 budget estimates include proon -sed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below.

New language is underscored and deleted matter is enclosed in brackets.

Salaries and expenses, United States Attorneys

For necessary expenses of the Offices of the United States Attorneys, including inter-governmental and
cooperative agreements, ($1,161,

9
5
7
,0

00
)$1,291.001,000; of which not to exceed $2,500,000 shall be available

until September 30, [2001) "Q~, for: (l) training personnel in debt collections (2)locating debtors and their
property;(35 paying the net costs of selling property; and (4) tracking debts owed to the United States
Government: Provided, That of the total amount appropriated, not to exceed $8,000 shall be available for
official reception and representation expenses; Provided further, That pot to exceed $10,000,000 of those funds
available for automated litigation support contracts shall remain available until expended: Provided further,
That not to exceed $2,503,000 for the operation of the National Advocacy Center shall remain available until
expended): Provided further, that not to exceed $1,000,000 shall remain available until expended for the
expansion of existing violent Crime Task Forces in United States Attorneys Offices into demonstration projects,
including inter-governmental, inter-local, cooperative, and task-force agreements, however denominated, and
contracts with State and local prosecutorial and law enforcement agencies engaged in the investigation and
prosecution of violent crimes: Provided further, That, in addition to reimbursable full-time equivalent @
workyears available to the Gffz-ces of the United States Attorneys, not to exceed 9,120 positions and 9,398 full-
time equivalent workyears shall be supported from the funds appropriated in this Act for the United States
Attorneys].

(Department cf J.;stice Appropriations Act, 2300 as included in Public Law 106-113)
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United States Attorneys
Salaries ad Expenses

Justification of Program and Performance
(dollars in thousands)

ACTIVITY: CRIMINAL LITIGATION
Perm.

Eft fu AMmUI
2000 Appropriation Enacted 6A853 6,998 S643,628
2001 Base 6,853 6998 898153
2001 Estimate 2"fl 2M7 94.8
Increase/Decreaae 555 279 48,692

Base Program Description
The United States Attorneys' offices (USA~s) investigate and prosecute a wd&- range of criminal activities and now handle a more
diverse and complex workload than ever before. For example, criminal caseloads include: youth violence; international and domestic
terrorism; complex and time-consuming health care fraud; financial institution fraud; computer fraud and environmental crime;
sensitive public corruption and organized crime; organized crime drug enforcement; and, case involving multiple defendant. and
international organizations. The nature of many of today's crimes. has required the United State Attorneys (USAs) and their
Assistants to become conversant in fields as diverse as the banking and health cewe industries, computer technology, diffaing
cultural/ethnic backgrounds and manufacturing processes affected by environmental and other Federal regulations.

USA~s handle approximately 95 percent of the criminal case prosecuted by the Department of Justice. USAs receive most of their
criminal refnrals, or "matters," from Federal investigative agencies, or become aware of criminal activities in the course of
investigating or prosecuting other cases. They also receive criminal matters from state and local investigative agencies. Occasionally,
criminal violations are reported to the United States Attorneys by citizens. After careful consideration of each criminal matter, the
USA decides the appropriateness of bringing criminal charges and initiates prosecution. Except for misdemeanor offenses and
instances in which an alleged offender waives the right to a grand jury indictment, the USA presents evidence against an alleged



offender to a grand jury. The grand jurors decide whether to return an indictment. If an indictment is returned, theUSA then presets
the criminal charges in open court during the defendant's arraignment.

Historically, the majority of criminal defendants enter a plea of guilty prior to trial, yet, the USAs must always be prepared to go to
trial. Consistent preparation for trial minimizes the risk of dismissal for noncompliance with the Speedy Trial Act and strengthens the
government's position in negotiations with defense counsel for a guilty plea. When a guilty plea is not obtanable, a trial becomes
necessary. The United States Attorney then presents factual evidence to convince the jury, or the judge in a non-jury trial, of the

defendant's guilt.

Criminal Cases
FY 1996 -1999

Cam FM. Ca...Ternhibd 5Odly DehdaGuftDfS at'd Pr1..

M FY 1996 0 FY19IM * FY 1998 * Y 9

If the defendard is convicted, the USA defends the
conviction at post-trial hearings and appeals. The
USAOs handle most criminal appeals at the
intermediate appellate level. After filing a brief; the
USA may be required to participate in oral arguments
before the United States Court of Appeals. If there is
a further appeal, the USAs may be called upon to
assist the Department litigating division and the
Solicitor General in preparing the case for review by
the United States Supreme Court

During Fiscal Year (FY) 1999 the United States
Attorneys! offices received 91,217 criminal matters.
The offices reviewed and declined a total of 36,510
criminal matters during the year. The United States
Attorneys' offices filed 50,779 criminal case against
71,560 defendants in United States District Court.
This represents a seven percent increase in cases and
defendants filed when compared with the prior year,
and represents the highest number of case filed over
the past ten years. For the third year in a row, the
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United States Attorneys filed a greater proportion of cases when viewed as a percentage of criminal matters received.

A total of 46,423 cases against 64,517 defendants were terminated during FY 1999. Of the 64,517 defendants terminated, 57,876, or
89 percent. either pled guilty or were found guilty. Of these, 45,470, or 79 percent. received prison sentences, and 286 guilty
defendants received sentences of life imprisonment. The rate of convicted defendants who received prison sentences has consistently
exceeded 70 percent over the last seven years.

In addition to those cases filed and handled in United States District Court, the United States Attorneys' offices filed 260 criminal
cases in United States Magistrate Court. Finally, the United States Attorneys office for the District of Columbia also bers
responsibility for the prosecution of criminal case in the District of Columbia Superior Court. There were a total of 9,196 felony
cases and 15,397 misdemeanor cases filed during FY 1999.

During FY 1999, the United States Attorneys' offices opened a total of 84,598 criminal debts worth $4.4 billion. During the same
period of time, a total of 62,286 criminal debts were closed. The United States Attorneys reported collections ofSl1.4 billion in cauh
and over S2.5 billion worth of property, for a total ofl $.42 billion collected in criminal cases by their offices the Courts, and the
Bureau of Prisons. Of the total amount of cash and property collected on criminal debts during FY 1999, $1 billion owed to the
United States and $151.6 million owed to third parties was collected. In addition, total of $946.6 million was collected in criminal
fines.

The United States Attorneys' offices have devoted significant resources to uphold the rights of; and improve services to, America's
crime victims.' The federal government must ensure that innocent victims of crime have their rights upheld, have their dignity and
privacy respected and are treated with fairness. During FY 1999, the United States Attorneys continued their mission of guaranteeing
the rights of all victims of crime through training of Assistant United States Attorneys (AUSAs), enhancing the services provided to
crime victims, and better coordinating efforts to address victim issues. The Executive Office for United States Attorneys appointed an
Assistant Director in the Office of Legal Education to educate AUSAs on victim's rights issues; this activity continues in the National
Advocacy Center in Columbia, South Carolina.

'As set frth in the Vicim and Witn Protection Act of 1982, the Crime Control Act of 1990, the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of
1994, wa pursuant to the Attorniey Generf Gwsdehones for Victim aid Witness Assistance of 1995.



During the prosecution stage of the process, it is the USA~s that are responsible for compliance with thewe mandates. Notification of
victims and witnesses of the events of a case is the most rigorous and time-consuming step in the process. The Oklahoma City
bombing case is a prime example of the resources required for advocacy in a multi-victim case. During FY 1996, the United States
Attorneys office for the Western District of Oklahoma expanded its Victim-Witness Assistance Unit from one to six full-time
employees in order to provide services to the 2,000 victims registered in the Oklahoma City bombing case. The efforts that were
begun during FY 1997 to develop a nationwide computerized case and witness tracking and notification sysem to track all criminal
cases and dates, identify all victims and witnesses, and generate appropriate notices including subpoenas, was completed in FY 1998.

ACTIVITY: CIVIL LmGATON
Perm.

r2L En AmiumS

2000 Appropriatioa Enacted 2,033 2,134 S258,87
2001 Base 2,033 2,134 275,681
2001 Estimate 24.1 LM2 284414

Increase/Decrease 85 43 8,433

Base Program Description
The United States Attorneys initiate civil actions, or affirmative litigation, to assert and protect the interests of the United States. They
also defend the interests of the government in lawsuits filed against the United States - - referred to as defensive litigation. Of all civil
cases pending as of the end of FY 1999,.10 percent were affirmative litigation and 75 percent were defensive litigation. Other civil
case, such as when the United States is a third party plantiff or defendant, creditor, or intervenor, represented the remaining 15
percent of the pending civil caseload nationwide.

Civil matters and cases represent a significant portion of the United States Attorneys' workload. As of the end of FY 1999, pending
civil cases represented 67 percent of the 157,987 pending criminal and civil cases in the United States Attorneys' offices. However,
except for appellate court and special master hearings, only about 10 percent of total attorney work hours in court were devoted to civil
litigation.



During FY 1999, the United States Attorneys' offices received a total of 88,640 civil numatr. Sixteen. percent of the matter were
referred for affirmative action and 60 percent were referred for defensive action. The remaining 24 percent were matter where the
United States was a third party or otherwise designated, but in 80 percent of these, the United States was identified as a creditor in
bankruptcy proceedings.

The United States Attorneys' offices filed or responded to a total of 75,603 civil cases in FY 1999. The case include those filed or
responded to in United States District Courts, United States Bankruptcy Courts and state courts. Of the total, the United States
Attorneys filed suit on behalf of the United States in 7,556, or 10 percent. defended the United States in 50,498, or 67 percent, and was
otherwise designated, such as a bankruptcy credit or third party litigant, in 17,549, or 23 percent of all civil cases.

During the same period of time, the United States Attorneys' offices terminated a total of 72,131 cases. Judgments were issued in
17,284 of these cases, a total of 13,907 of thesejudgrnents were in favor of the United States. The percentage of civil cases in which

judgments were issued, and the percent of those judgments in favor of the United States, has remained constant for several years.
Additionally, 18,656, or 26 percent. of the case were settled.

Of the total civil case terminated, 48.110 were defensive civil cases. Judgments were issued in 13,730 of these case. A total of
10,568, or 77 percent, of these judgments were in favor of the United States.



ACTIVITY: LEGAL EDUCATION
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2000 Appropriation Enacted 36 37 $17,315
2001 Base 36 37 15,79
2001 Request161153
Increase/Decrease 0 0 37

T'he Office of Legal Education (OLE) develops, conducts, and authorizes the training of all Federal legal personnel [28 C-.. §0.22
(1990)]. OLE coordinates legal education and attorney training for the Department of Justice and other departnents and agencies of
the Executive Branch. Continuing legal education credit is provided through OLE for many OLE sponsored courses In Fiscal Year
(FY) 1999, OLE trained 10,620 students in 261 courses. Most of these programs were conducted at the National Advocacy Center
(NAC) in Columbia, South Carolina. OLE also offers distance education programs; in FY 1999, over 2,250 employees were trained
through these program.

OLE is the primary source of instrction for Department of Justice attorneys and Assistant United States Attorneys from the 94 United
States Attorneys' offices. Basic programs for newly hired attorneys include criminal civil, and appellate advocacy; Fedeal practice
seminars; dnd specialty courses in priority substantive areas of the Law, Advocacy skillprogramsnare available to new and advanced trial
attorneys. The Federal Practice Program is designed for attorneys with litigation experience who are new to the Federal legal system (e.g.,
former state and military prosecutors), and as continuing training for Department attorneys aft the basic criminal civil, and appellate
advocacy courses.

OLE uses experienced Federal trial and appellate attorneys as instructors for all its programs to present lectures, lead discussion groups,
direct evidentiary exercises, and offer personalized critiques. Federal judges also participate in OLE's advocacy courses, presiding over
mock trials and mock appellate arguments. The caliber of the OLE faculty and the use of sophisticated videotaping facilties provide
students with unique training experiences in trial and appellate advocacy. A significant feature of the advocacy training is the use of
"learn-by-doing" exercises which concentrate on courtroom skills. The exercises simulate courtroom activities and provide students with
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classroom critiques and individual video replay analysis. Finally, the large number of attorneys in the UL~ted States Attorneys' offices
has resulted in a high demand for attorney management training for senior criminal and civil attorneys. OLE baa tried to meet that
challenge by providing management courses for attorney supervisors of all level.

OLE conducts programs on Federal civil and administrative law and practices for attorneys in the Executive Branch, including those in
the Department of Justice. OLE offer trining in civil discovery and trial techniques; negotiation techniques; and administrative law aea
such as banknsptcy, the Freedom of Information Act, ethics, environmental law, Federal employment, regulatory processes, government
contracts, legs] research and writing for attorneys, management of attorneys, and computer crime. Administrative and advocacy trial skills
for agency attorneys are also patterned on the "learn-by-doing' method. Course instruction emphasizes the realities of Federal practice.
Federal attorneys from every agency, including the Department of Justice, are participants as well as advisors, curriculum developers,
lecturers, and instructors. Most instructors come from a cadre of Federal prosecutors. On a few occasions, OLE also contracts with
professional educators as instructors for these courses.

OLE operates a videotape lending library for United States Attorneys' offices and Federal agencies. Steec courses offered by OLE are
videotaped and made available upon request to United States Attorneys' offices and agencies of the Executive Branch. In addition,
commercially produced tapes by recognized legal experts have been purchased by OLE, and the tapes are sent to offices upon request to r
supplement their in-house training programs. The completion of a video production studio at the National Advocacy Center will provide
the capability to prodc evideotapesand other distance education materials. This will increase the number of tapes available and enhance
our ability to keep videotaped presentations current by updating them to include recent legislation, policy changes or court decisions. This
facility will allow for increased emphasis on broadening the delivery of training including distance learning. The studio project will be
completed in April, 2000.

Finally, OLE develop. and administers paralegal courses coveting basic and advanced siilsain civil, criminal, and appellate practice. These
courses are offered to perk anel of United States Attorneys' offices, the Department of Justice, and agencies in the E-,.-:tive Branch.
Training for other support staff personnel (e.g. legal secretaries, system managers, etc.) in United States Attorneys offices is provided
through OLE, which develops the curricula, recruits instructors, and assists local offices with administering the courses.

Presently, OLE trains approximately 500 state and local prosecutors each year in courses covering issues of importance to both Federal
and state and local prosecutors. The NAC features an integrated instructional and residential facility augmented by a conference sod
research center with student and support services on site.



Since the opening of the NAC in April 1998, OLE has engaged in a collaborative effort with the National District Attorneys Association
(NDAA) and the Executive Office for United States Trute tocreate apr trining certhat brinp ogeerFedaL state, and loca
prosecutors to train in a state-of-the-art facility. Training for NDAA personnel is paid for through a grant administered by the Office of
Justice Programs.

ACTIVITY: MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

PeraL

2000 Appropriation Enacted 198 229 $42,120
2001 Base 198 229 43,803
2001 Estimate W W 44.7

Increasefl~eenae 11 6 923

The Executive Office for United States Attorneys (EOUSA) was created on April 6, 1953, by Attorney General Order No. 8-53 to meet
the need for a close liaison between the Attorney General in Washington, DC, and the United States Attorneys located throughout the S0
states, Guam, NorthernMariana Islands, Puerto Rico, and the United States Virgin Islands. The Management and Administration Decision
Unit encompasses EQUSA, with the exception of the Office of Legal Education, which has its own decision unit. EOUSA provides
management and policy assistance to the Unite States Attorneys in direct support of their litigation responsibilities. EQUSA also
represents the interests of the United States Attorneys in the development of Department of Justice (DOJ) policy and ensures consistency
in the practice of federal litigation. EOUSA's senior management staff are the Director, Principal Deputy Director, and Principal Assoiate
Director.

In order to support the United States Attorneys in their litigative mission, EOUSA is constantly developing and updating support programs
to meet their changing needs. The Attorney General considers efforts to improve services tc crime victim to be a high priority, And
EOUSA coordinates issues with the Law Enforcement Coordinating Committee/Victim-Witness (LECC/VW) coordinators in the United
States Attorneys' offices.



The Director of EQUSA is required under 28 C.F.R. Part 0.22 to evaluate the performance of the United States Attorneys' offices, make
appropriate reports, and take corrective actions if necessary. Ile Evaluation and Review Staff conducts the evaluation program enablin
the Director to execute her responsibility to conduct reviews of internal management controls and prevent waste, lows unauthorized use
or misappropriation in federal programs, as required under The Federal Manager's Financial Integrity Act Equally important to meeting
these regulatory and statutory requirements, the evaluation program provides on-site management assistance to United States Attorneys.
In FY 1999, the EARS Staff conducted 29 evaluation visits and 19 follow-up visits to ensure those issues identified as a result of dhe
evaluation process have been corrected.

The Counsel to the Director and Legal Counsel Staffs advise and assist the Director with Congressional and public affairs, liaison with
other DOJ components, and provide legal interpretations, opinions, and advice on a variety of topics, including but not limited to,
legislation, statutes, regulations, Department guidelines, ethics recusals, conflicts of interest, Hatch Act, persnnel EEO and Standards
of Conduct. Guidance provided by these offices, once approved by the Director or Attorney General's Advisor Committee (AGAC) of
United States Attorneys, becomes the legal direction for the United States Attorneys. Many of the general policies and proedures relevant
to the work of the United States Attorneys' offices and to their relations with the legal divisions, investigative agencies, and other
components within DOI are defined in the United States Attorneys' Manual (USAM).

The Deputy Director for Legal Programs, with guidance from the Attorney General's Advisory Committee, assists in the development of
policies and provides assistance in financial litigation, affirmative civil enforcement, asset forfeiture, bankruptcy, civil issues, health care
fraud, and other important program areas in the United States Attorneys' offices. In addtion, Legal Program tracks the progress of
initiatives designated by the Attorney General as national priorities. Two staffs within Legal Programs dedicated to this mission are the
Financial Litigation Staff and Priority Programs.

The Deputy Director for Operations manages several staffs that support the daily requirements of sustaining 94 USAO housed in over
6.4 million square feet of space in 469 locations. There are presently 189 on-going projects, and 30 pending projects for expansion,
relocation, alteration, and new space assignments resulting from increased court activity, forced relocations, additional resources, lase
expirations, and new courthouse construction projects. In FY 1999, 95 site visits were made to srey space needs. Since the
Oklahoma City bombing in 1995, an ongoing security enhancement program of United States Attorneys' offices nationwide has been
in place. In FY 1999. the Security Programs Staff provided on-site security assistance to 40 district offices and conducted computer
security refresher training for all EQUSA employees.

The Operations Staff also supports the United States Attorneys with the laest in information and telecommunications technology.



EQUSA has taken the lead within the Department in implementing an ATM data network commonly known as the Justice
Consolidated Network (JCN). This new shared network implemented in 225 U.S. Attorney office locations haa tremendously
improved access to network applications, including the internet. Access speed has gone from 500 milliseconds in the old packet
switched network down to 60 milliseconds in the new ATM network, affording users a much greater level of productivity in their
daily work. United States Attorneys continue to take the lead in the video conferencing effort for the Department of Justice. Video
conferencing equipment is operational in EOUSA and in 225 United States Attorney locations and was converted to an ISDN network
over the past year, making our offices accessible to the "outside world" including private counsel, state and local governments as well
as international parties. EOUSA continues to operate a video bridging service which enables up to 80 locations to participate in the
same video conference. Video conferencing is useg by the USAOs on a daily basis, averaging 1,300 video calls per month
nationwide. It has been utilized for deposing witnesses both domestically and internationally. The last year has seen a great increase
in the utilization of video conferencing for court related matters.

The United States Attorneys participated in the Department's first effort to gain uniformity in its office automation efforts. The
EAGLE networks were state-of-the-art automated systems which provided United States Attorneys offices with word processing,
e-mail, calendar, database management, text retrieval, and access to on-line lega research directly from users' desks. In FY 1999,
some components of the networks were replaced to resolve problems associated with the aging of the original servers and modems.
As part of this upgrade, the desktop operating system was changed from DOS to Windows and the server operation sysem from a
proprietary system to SCO UNIX. In FY 1999, the U. S. Attorneys began to upgrade to the Department's standard architecture, called
the Justice Consolidated Office Network (JCON 11). Use of the standard ICON [1 architecture will provide better interoperability
among the components of DOJ and within the USAOs.

Phase I of the project was completed in FY 1999. This included replacement of the outdated and non-Y2K compliant desktop
workstations rnnming Windows 3. 11 with new PCs running Windows NT. Also included was replacement of the network controllers
with 10/100 switches. Phase 11 includes a new cable infrastructure (replacement of CAT 3 with CAT 5 cable), new servers, also
rnnming Windows NT, and replacement of the outdated GroupWise 4. la email system with Outlook/Exchange. Phase [H began in the
last quarter of FY 1999 and will be completed by the end of FY 2000. Phase Mf includes network management (SMS) and a new
remote access system for users on travel or otherwise working outside the office.

The U. S. Attorneys are participating in the Justice Communications Network QMN) which consolidates wide area network resources
and is designed to provide faster connectivity among the various components and the USAOs.



National implementation of the Legal Information Office Network System (LIONS), the United States Attorneys' civil and criminal
case management system, was completed at the end of 1998. This system allows United States Attorneys to nmg the litigation
workload of their offices effectively and meet their obligation to report activities to the Attorney General accurately and in a timely
fashion. In evaluating the initial system, tiOUSA has identified several enhancements that will simplify data entry and retrieval, and
improve data validation. A new Central SysternD the system tha collects and stores data from all United States Attorneys' districts,
and from which consolidated reporting is accomplished--will be added in early 2000. This system replaces an obsolete central data
repository, and provides flexible, high-performance, and easy-to-use tools tha will simplify the reporting process.

Human resource programs are managed by the Personnel Staff and the Equal Employment Opportunity Staff. The Personnel Staff
provides for personnel, payroll, and personnel security administration services for over 10,000 employees throughout the United States
Attorneys' offices. Directly, or through over 54 USAO personnel offices, the Personnel Staff develops bureau-wide personnel
programs, policies, and procedures that ensure human resource programs are effective, efficient, and operate under adequate
management controls. In FY 199 .21,489 personnel actions were processed throughout the offices, not counting routine pay
adjustments. Also, the Personnel Staff provided training to approximately 120 USAO staff through a National Personnel Officers'
Conference. The Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Staff provides centralized leadership, coordination, and evaluation of all
equal employment efforts within the United States Attorneys'offices. The last three fiscal years has seen an increase in workload. In
FY 1997, the EEO Staff received 28 formal complaints and initiated 52 informal counseling, sessions. In FY 1998, the EEO Staff
received 46 foral complaints and initiated 69 informal counseling sessions. In FY 1999, the EEO Staff received 50 formal
complaints and initiated 59 informal counseling sessions.

T'he Data Analysis Staff was established several years ago to perform statistical analyses for the Executive Office for United States
Attorneys and on behalf of United States Attorneys offices. The staff's work focuses in twopar areas data, trends and
management analysis, and support of the United States Attorneys' budget. The staff analyzes information from the United States
Attorneys' case management system and other sources to determine caseload composition, activity, and results, and to identify
workload trends and management issues. Such information is provided within the Executive Office for United States Attorneys, and
to the United States Attorneys' offices, the Department, Congress and other agencies. The staff is also responsible for publishing the
United States Attoney' Annual Statistical Reci preparing submissions for the Attorney General's Accountability Report to
Congress, and responding to requests for narrative information, presentations, and analyses from internal and external sources. Thbe
staff also represents the Executive Office for United States Attorneys and the United States Attorneys' offices in meetings and on
various working groups.



All accmplishments of United States Attorneys! offices are driven by the availability of funds, which are mansad by the Deputy
Director for Resource Management and Planning. The Deputy Director manages staff. with responsibilities in the areas of budget
formulation, financial management, and long-range planning. The Resource Management and Planning Staff (RMPS) manages FrE
allocations and a budget in excess of $1 billion on behalf of the United States Attorneys. From the time the Staff consolidates resource
needs and formulates an annual budget submission for presentation to the Department, Office of Management and Budget, and
Congress, to the accountability reports at the end of a fiscal year, RMPS support is central to the functioning of the United States
Attorneys' offices. The Staff also develops performance measures for the United States Attorneys that are required with each budget
submission in accordance with the Government Performance Results Act (GPRA).

While EQUSA's primary focus is to support the litigative and administrative needs of the United States Attorneys offices, it also
seres the general public by coordinating responses in accordance with the requirements of The Freedom of Informtion Act (FOIA),

5 .SC.652, and The Privacy Act (PA), 5 U.S.C. §552a. In FY 1999, the FOIA/PA Staff processed 3,159 requests for infonmaiomi
The Staff also worked towards achieving the established backlog reduction goals. In addition, the Staff provides legal counsel to
United States Attorneys offices concerning FOIA/PA issues, represents then in administrative appeals, provides draft pleadings to
Assistant United States Attorneys handling FOIA/PA cesu in court, and prepares the legal documents filed in court as evidence.
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This initiative requests 163 positions (113 attorneys), 82 FTE, and Sl14,518,000 to conduct intensive firearms prosecution projects in
United States Attorneys offices (USAOs) around the country. Although projects have begun in select areas, there is a growing need
for firearms prosecution allocations in all USAOs.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN
This initiative addresses the DOJ STRATEGIC PLAN -- Core Function 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses,
GOAL 1: Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and drug and gang-related violence.

As well as Core Function 2: Assistance to State and Local Governments, Goal I: Improve the crime-fighting and criminal /juvenile
justice system capabilities of state and local governments.

Also, it addresses USA GOAL 5: Coordinate and integrate DOJ law enforcement activities wherever possible, and cooperate fully
with other federal, state, and local agencies that are critically linked to improved operation of the Nation's justice system.

PROPOSED ACTIONS

Our goal is to increase firearms prosecutions by applying the requested resource throughout the nation to allow the districts to
complement the traditional approach already being used. This will allow all districts to implement the successful pilot projects begun
in selected areas, supplementing the traditional approach with a more focused effort in collaboration with other federal, state. local,
and community organizations seeking to reduce gun-related violence. Currently, many USAOs do not have Assistant United Staes
Attorneys (AUSAs) devoted exclusively to the prosecution of firearnma cases.



Our strategies include:

*Prosecuting armed career criminals and assuring that they are adequately punished by using Federal firearms laws, with their
comparatively longer sentences, to remove repeat violent offenders from communities;

* Focusing the requested resources in communities with the need for aggreesve enforcement of federal firearms laws and that
have local support within the law enforcement community and the community at lag to maximize the effectiveness of Federal
prosecutions.

* Developing.a coordinated state, federal, and local law enforcement approach, to benefit from the expattise and criminal
intelligence of federal/state/local law enforcement officials, and

* Applying the Strategic Approaches to Commnunity Safety Initiative, or SACSI. concept of.a problan-solving, information-
driven project intended to reduce crime in twenty cities.

OVERVIEW

Gun violence represents a major threat to the health and safety of all Americans. Every day in the United States, 93 people die from
gunshot wounds and an additional 240) sustain gunshot injuries.' The Administration has identified the need to enhance tie ability of
federal law enforcement to be a significant parmer in collaborative strategies fbe the reduction of firearm violence. The
Adminisration's goal is to continue reducing violent crime involving the use of guns, which perists as a nationwide probklei Many
state and local governments have effectively prevented, detected, punished, and reduced the incidence of gmn violene, but more can
and needs to be done. In addition, some communities continue to suffer from high rates of gun violaec that have not been reduced by
traditiona! approaches &,,A current resources. Federal law enforcement has played an important role in many state and local
jurisdictions by providing a targeted response that complement communities' overall anti-violence strategies. However, it ts critica
that state and local authorities remain the primary agencies for addressing violent crime.

IOffime of Analysis, Epsdetmology. and Healib. Fireuar Deaths ai Death Ratei by InkLa5 Unigd Stars, 1996. Washigm. DC Naiseel C40w t aM Sml inii
Office of Arutyu, Epidenuotogy. and Health. 1996



In order to further reduce the threat of firearms violence, the Administration's firems prosecutions initiative is committed to:

* Ensuring effective investigation and prosecution of firearms offenders, violent felons who possess guns, and armed drug
traffickers; and disrupting illegal firearms. markets through collaborative federal, state, .ed local partnerships;

" Developing comprehensive strategic plans aimed at the prosecution, prevention and disruption of gun violence through the
collaborative efforts of law eniircenient, local government and community based groups; and

* Establishing and developing twenty SACS! teams of United States Attoraey-led inter-agency teams and local research partners
to evaluate and modify the gun violence reduction strategies as necessary.

The Clinton Adnmstration is committed to doubling federal efforts in the fight to deter and fourth reduce gun crime. President
Clinton has directed the Department of Justice and the Department of Treasury to developsa strategy aimed at the reduction of violent
crimes committed with firearms. The United States Attorneys will help accomplish the Administration's goal by'icesn
investigation and prosecutor of significant firearms violation; including illegal possesio, use, and trafficking of Suns; through
innovative progrws such a Virginia's Proect EWie mel Massachsetts' Operaio Cessefire. Also, we plan to impIannu3 ta-getedP
deterrence of violent offenders through an increase of prosecutors. Finally, we hope to deceas voastim by prmoting peubleak-
solving analyses and innovative strategies by working closely with community mesubern, and incssing ths public's knowledge of
their community's gun-read criminal activity.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI) Uni form Crimne Rqiort (UCI), reported that in 1998 a tota of 16,914 muders wr
committed in the United States, approximately 11,000(65%) of which involved the use of firearms. In addition, there wea stW! of
364,774 violent crimes (excluding forcible rape) committed with the use of fieams in 1998. The FB31 reported that flrem ware the
weapons of choice in nearly two-thirds of all murders and fireums accounted for approximately one qumler of all violentcrim in
1993. The Bureau of Alcool, Tobacco, and Firams (ATF) is focusing on illegal trafiking and has moved its resources be*o tat
am



JUSTIFICATION

Violent Crime Prosecution as a National Priority.

The Department of Justice's Strategic Plan emphasizes its commitment to reducing violent crime. The Department will continue to
support comprehensive strategies against violent crime through establishment of multi-agency. intergovernmental. task forces. The
United States Attorneys' offices will continue to be active members of these task forces.

Examples of Successful Firearm-Violence Reduction Strategies.

Certain jurisdictions, such as Boston, Massahusetts and Richmond, Virginia, have bwn able to reduce firearms violence through
collaborative efforts and strategic planning. Vigorous enforcement actions by federal, state, and local authorities have contributed to
reducing rates of violent crime in these two areas. These enforcement actions have been further enhanced by a variety of innovative
interventions based on sharing information and analytical techniques. Both have used extensive advertising and community outreach
activities to enlist citizen participation and to deter criminals by publicizing potential prison sentences. The pioneering efforts of
Boston and Richmnond have set an example for other jurisdictions such as Camden, New Jersey and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to
employ similar firearms prosecution programs.

Richmond, Virginia.

In 1997, Richmond's homicide rate ranked second among cities with populations of 100,000 or more. Approximately 80 percent of all
homicides in Richmond were committed with firearms. In February 1997, the United States Attorney for the Eastern District of
Virginia initiated "Project Exile," a coordinated approach to gun violence. This district had a persistently high murder rate in the
Richmond metropolitan area. Project Exile is led by the Richmond United States Attorney's Office (USAO) in coordination with the
Virginia Commonwealth's Attorney; Richmond Police Department; the Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco, and Firesim (ATF); Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI). and the Virginia State Police. In conjunction with the Richmond Assistant Commonwealth's
Attorney's Office, the USAO reviews case involving felons with guns, drug users with guns, guns in drug trafficking, and
gun/domestic violence referrals. These case are prosecuted in federal court when a federal nexus exists and state prison sentences or
pre-trial detention are insufficient. In addition, the DEA initiated task forces aimed at the most violent drug gangs within the city; the
FBI and United States Marshals worked at reducing the enormous backlog of outstanding felony warrants; and the Department of
Justice's Office of Justice Programs supported improvements in the training and support of Richmond's homicide investigators. The



USAO also has collaborated effectively with federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies to implement several othe initiatives
targeting violent drug traffickers, fugitives, and homicide cases, while the State of Virginia baa enacted new state laws (such.a
One-Gun-A-Month and Truth-In-Sentencing) to address violent crime.

" These collaborative efforts have produced significant results. Many simple "felon-in-possession" cases have resulted in putting
relatively major local criminals behind bars for a long time. They are often criminals who have had lengthy records but
repeatedly received probation or minimal sentences under state law.

" Richmond Police Department data shows homicides dropped from 140 in 1997 to 74in 1999. Nearly all of that drop was
accounted for by a decrease in firearms homicides.

" The visible results of the P~roject Exile program are safer neighborhoods where citizens were previously afad to step forward.

Boston, Maasacliusetts.

In 1990, there were 153 murders, a historical high, in the Boston area. As a result of this high statistic, alarmed local officials began
using a Neighborhood Policing approach. They crested a special city-wide unit entitled the Anti-Gang Violence Unit, which was later
renamed the Youth Violence Strike Force (YVSF). In conjunction with the ATF, the local officias began tracing all gun reoveries.
It became a national program which incorporated the United States Attorneys to use "felon-in-possession" prosecutions.

Starting in the early to mid-1I990s, Boston, Massachusetts began a series of innovative public safety strategies that focused on violent
youth and illicit gun markets. Using a problem-solving approach, a broad coalition of federal, state, and local governmental ageies,
nonrofit community service organizations, busioness, religious leaders, parents, and resident stakehlders developed several
programs to address the escalating number ofjuvenile homicides, In keeping with its new neighborhood policing strategy. Boson
implemented numerous prevention and intervention, and enforcement initiatives. The enforcement strategies include Operation
Ceasefire, the Gun Project, and Operation Night Light. These initiatives were a collaborative effort among the Boston Police
Department's YVSF, the USAOs, the DEA, the ATh, and the Suffolk County District Attorney's Office. Examples of specific results
from these projects mincude the flowing:

After the second full year of Operation Ceasefire, there was a.71 percent decrease in homicide offenders for ages 24 ad under,
and a 70 percent reduction in gun assaults by all offenders, through May 31, 1998.



* The homicide rate has continued to decease to date, with 31 homicides in 1999 representing the lowest homicide rate in 38
years.

* Under the Gun Project, the ATh and the Boston Police Department joined forces to conduct joint inspection of all fedeally
licensed firearms dealers in Boston. In part as a result of these inspections, 65 license holders (SO percent) decided not to
renew their licenses or to surrender them.

* Operation Night Light pairs one probation officer with two police officers to make surprise visits to high-risk probationers
during non-traditional hours. In Dorcheste, where the program was initiated, probation violations based on new arrests
declined 9.2 percent between January 1994 and June 1996, compared with a statewide increase of 14 percent during the same
period.

Camden, New Jersey.

Canmn New Jersey, based upon its population, was one of the most violence-ridden cities in the northeast In February, 1999, the
United States Attorney's Office instituted its project Ceasefire initiative based in pant on the program of the same name in Boston,
Maasachusetts. In conjunction with the Camden County Prosecutor's Office and local law enforcement authorities, all at in
Camden County involving weapons as well as all recoveries of weapons in the County regardless of whether an arrst ensued ams
reviewed by an investigator from the U.S. Attorney's Office who coordinates with the local and County authorities and the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. Cases that are eligible for federal firearms prosecution are reviewed by an Assistant U.S. Attorney
who coordinates with local prosecutors to see if such prosecution would be in the interest of the local and federal authorities. In
addition, all guns recovered are entered into the Project LISA tracking database in order to detect panaema of pw'hase, distribution and
recovery of weapons. In the ten months of 1999 that the project has operated, over fifty individuals were indicted. Prison tam
ranging from three to twenty three years have been meted out to defendants.

" In 1999, during the period of the Ceasefire program, the number of homicides committed in Camden County with a firearm
dropped twenty percent.

"Now that the enforcement effort is Mily underway, the second prong of the effort, community outeach is set to begin. Local
business leaders and officials will be sought to reach out to community groups, schools and other organizations in conjunction



with representatives of the U.S. Attorney's Office to publicize the success of the program and educate the community on the
perils of gun violence and how to fwither reduce its ravages.

The success of the program to date has engendered numerous requests from other local prosecutors and elected officials around
the state to expand the program beyond Camden County into other areas suffering the ravages of gun violence.

Phfladelphba Pennsylvania.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the nation's fifth largest city, has averaged 400 homicides yearly for moat of the last decade. Most
recently, Philadelphia closed the decade with the unfortunate distinction of having over 80% of its homicides committed by firearms -
the highest percentage of homicides by firearms among the nation's top ten cities. In response to thia level of firearms violence, in
1998, the U.S. Attorney's Office established a partnership with the local district attorney's offices (primnarily the Philadelphia District
Attorney's Office), the Philadelphia Police Department, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, and the United States Marshal
to aggressively pursue firearms offenders (Operation Cease Fire). The U.S. Attorney's Office complements the prosecution of
firearms offenders in the local systems by targeting for federal prosecution the most violent convicted felons in possession of firearms;
narcotics traffickers possessing, using or carrying firearms; and firearms traffickers. Furthermore, a major public educationm pag
has been developed to notify potential offenders about the seriousness of federal sanctions for violations of federal firearms laws.

* The U.S. Attorney's Office created a new Firearms Unit, supported by an investigatory Task Force consisting of ATFI U.S.
Marshal's Service, and state and local police. In its first year (January 1, 1999 to December 31, 1999), the Unit dramatically
increased federal firearms prosecutions, resulting in a 250 percent increase in the firearms docket, from an average of 60
firearms indictments per year to 231 indictments.

* In the second year, the U.S. Attorney's Office will further develop and implement a local/federal 'alternative prosecution
program," whereby the District Attorney's Office in lieu of some federal firearm prosecutions, will offer some firearms
offenders the opportunity to pla guilty and receive a sentence of significant state incarceration. This will allow the
Philadelphi city system to dispose of a far greafte number of firearms case for stiffer entrees than are now imposed by the
state courts.

WORKLOAD INDICATORS



The United States Attorneys devoted substantial resources to tie prosecution of violent crime case from FY 1997 through FY 1999.
Fourteen percent of all criminal sitorney workyears were devoted to violent crime prosecutions during FY 1997 mid 13 percent in both
FY 1998 mnd FY 1999. These casm represented 16 percent of all criminal case filed during FY 1997 mid 15 percent in both FY 1998
and FY 1999. Of those convicted, 87 percent (or 5,726) of defendants received prison sentences in FY 1997, 88 percent in FY 1998,
and 89 paeet in FY 1999. The largest number of convictions, wth 45 to 46 percent of all defendants sentenced, was for five or more
yers in prison

The table below reflects the most recent firearms data involving a violation of Section 922 or 924 of Title 18, U.S. Code. These are
the primary sections of the Code under which firearms violations are charged.

FIREARMS STATISTICS
(Sec. 922 & 924)
Case Information

FY 197 FY WS FYI", 4n0T-9

Cae md3,703 4,391 5.500 48.5%

Ded t ld5,150 5,876 7,057 37.0%

Ca emntd3,381 3,921 4,269 26.3%-

B edatTerminated 1 4,4181 5,0321 5,439 123.16/6

CALCULATION OF NEED

The United Stats Attorneys' request for positions is based on the success rate of prior pilot programs such as the ones illustrated in
Richmond, Virginia and Boston Massachusetts as well as the need to conduct similar programs in other districts around the nation. A
total of 113 attorney and 50 support positions are being requested to conduct thee firearms prosecution programs on a national level.



ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

The allocation of resources will be based on the fol lowing elements:

* A core allocation sufficient to support all districts throughout the nation in supplementing their tadtional approach towards
firearms prosecutions;

* Establishment of twenty Strategic Approaches to Community Safety Initiative (SACSI) teams in selected cities aimed at
identifying and analyzing a particular crime problem in a community and developing comprehensive strategies, with local law
enforcement professionals and research partners,. targeted at the characteristics of each community's problem;

" Those disticts with a demonstrated need for additional gun control resources based on an assessment of the violent crime
problem in their district, crime trends, workload data, and available stafing;

* Those districts where investigative agencies and local law enforcement agencies have already increased (or are willing to
increase) the resources devoted to firearma-violence reduction, detetrence, and prevention;

" A review of the future assignment of federal, state, and local investigative resources devoted to firearm-violence cases; andl

* Three support positions will be assigned to the Executive Office for United States Attorneys.

ANTICIPATED RESULTS

The resources requested in this initiative will allow the USAs. to develop and implement or supplement existing comprehensive
strategies aimed at reducing gun-related violent crime through establishment of intensive firearms prosecution projects. With the
resources provided, we expect to achieve a reduction in gun violence within targeted areas; identifiable improvements in federl and
state handling of gun-related cases; and improved community public safety by offender incapacitation, enhanced deterrence, and
prevention of gun violence.



VIOLENT CRIM IN INDIAN COUNTY
Perm,
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RELATIONSHIP TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN
This initiative addresses DOJ Strategic Plan Core Function 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offensea, GOAL 1: Reduce
violent crime, including organized crime and gang-related crime.

This initiative will address United States Attorney Goal 1: To identify, prosecute and convict those persons and legal entities who have
committed criminal offenses against the laws of the United States.

Our strategies to combat Violent Cnime in Indian Country include:

" Fully implementing the Major Crimes Act, the Indian Country Crimes Act, the Indian Child Protection Act, the Violent Crime
Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, the Anti-Terrorism Act of 1996, and the Anti-Gang and Youth Violence Act of
1997;

" Supporting comprehensive strategies to target and fight overall violent crime, violent gangs, and youth crime through the
establishment and continuation of multi-agency and federal and tribal task forces, such as the Safe Trails Initiatives and Weed
and Seed designations in Indian Country;

* Continuing the United States Attorneys' support of the Department of Justice's Anti-Violent Crime Initiative;

" Providing tribal governments assistance and training to enhance their ability to address violent crime and juvenile crime at the
tribal level; and

-. Assisting tribes in developing and implementing Child Protection Teams and Multi-Disciplinary teams to address the serious
problem of child physical and sexual abuse.



PROPOSED ACTIONS

*Support innovative, community-based strategies aimed at reducing overall violent crime, violent gangs, and juvenile crime on
Indian reservations.

OVERVIEW

This initiative requests 60 positions (33 attorneys), 30 FEE, and $4,699,000 in support of violent crime in Indian Country. Indian
Country is similar to the District of Columbia in that all felony law enforcement (and, in the caae of Indian tribes, a significant portion
of misdemeanor law enforcement) is exclusively a federal responsibility. The Fedeail Bureau of Investigation (FBI) received an
increase of 30 agents in FY? 1999 for Indian Country and was directed in F'? 2000 to reallocate 25 agents to existing DOJ offices
nearest to Indian reservations to investigate sexual assaults. The FY 2000 Senate report language which first mentioned the
requirement indicated that non-Indian sexual predators are targeting. females on Indian reservations. The Bureau of Indan Affairs
(BIA) received a total of 48 additional investigators in F'? 1999. Also, BIA was authorized an increase of 10 investigators in FY?
2000. The Community Oriented Policing (COPS) program has funded $68 million in grants between 1995 and 1998, this resulted in
the hiring of 900 Police Officers for Indian Country. The COPS program received $35 million in FY? 1999 and $40 million in FY?
2000 to improve law enforcement capabilities on Indian lands, both for hiring uniformed officers and for the purchase of equipment
and training for the purchase of equipment and training for new and existing officers.

In these districts with Federal enclaves, there are no other avenues for the prosecution of literally hundreds of violent crimes. A
decision to decline a Federal case in favor of prosecuting a different federal case means that no one will prosecute the offender.

Over time, as communities, victims, and offenders see no consequences to those who commit violent crimes, public confidence in law
enforcement is severely eroded. This has resulted in victims and witnesses who see no benefit to cooperating with the criminal justice
system. Subsequently, violence has escalated while reporting of crimes may actually be declining.

JUSTIFICATION

An Executive Committee consisting of leaders from the Federal and tribal governments examined the law enforcement problems. This
Committee determined that a substantial infusion of resources into Indan Country law enforcement is essential. At the request of the
Executive Committee, U.S. Attorneys (USAs) led an unprecedented series of tribal consultations on Indian Country law enforcement



across the country during September and October 1997. The Committees' report suggested that a crime reported in Indian Country is
twice as likely to be violent as a crime reported anywhere else in the United States. Despite this fact, there are fewer than half as many
law enforcement officers per capita in IMdan Country.

Federal investigation and prosecution of felonie3 in Indian Country cannot be deferred to a local (county, state, or tribal) jurisdiction.
Federal law enforcement is both the first and the only avenue of protection for the victim of these crimes. A unique challenge that-
prosecutors must address is the issue of testifying against family menmbers. Recently, resources have been provided to other agencies
to support Indian Country. However, the USAs have not received any of our requested increases for Indian Country. Although there
is a need for investigators in Indian Country, without complementary prosecutors, crimes committed may go unprosecuted. The
addition of the requested attorneys in FY 2001 will complement the investigative resources distributed throughout the past few years.

The number of prosecutions in Indian Country have increased in recent years. This is due to the active presence of Assistant United
States Attornieys(AUSAs) who engage in victim or witness interviews or other case preparation matters. For example, on the Tohono
O'Odhaxn reservation, as a result of the increased presence of an attorney, child sexual abuse cases have increased from 21 in FY 1996
to 70 in FY 1999. The ability to maintain a consistent presence on the reservation is time consuming but critical to ensure United
States statutory responsibility is fulfilled.

In the District of Minnesota, the AUSAs are five hours north of the Red Lake and Bois Forte reservations. The AUSAs are required to
travel to these reservations at least twice a month, further, weather can dramatically effect the time necessary to complete the journey.
In Arizona, the closest United States Attorneys Office (UISAO) to the capital of the Navajo Nation is a six hour drive, one way, from
Phoenix, assuming the roads are passable. In fact, eleven of the 21 Arizona tribes are a four to six hour drive one way.

The Violent Crime Control Act of 1994 affected caseload in two principal areas: domestic violence and child sexual abuse cases.
Previously, only those domestic violence cases were pursued that contained the elements of major crimes such as murder,
manslaughter, assault wiha dangerous weapon, assault resulting in "serious" bodily injury, forcible rape, etc. The new statute cited
above allows prosecution of less egregious cases, such as severe beating without dangerous weapons where the injuries are not life-
threatening but are still substantial. Provided there is an 'interstate"- aspect, we can charge case where the defendant commits a crime
of violence, even a crime of violence that does not by itself meet the high standards for the non-reservation federal crime. Also, we
can now prosecute violation of protective orders, before there is a crime of violence.



The additional definition of "sexual act in the 1994 Crime Act allows the USAs to prosecute aggravated sexual abuse with children
when the evidence shows skin-to-skin contact with the genitalia. Child sexual abuse cases constitute a significant portion of the
referrals from Mndan Country, This statutory change has had a significant impact on the numbers of case we can successfully
prosecute.

Drugs are becoming more prevalent in Indian country. Often Indian Country is used as the location for distribution and manufacture
of illegal drugs due to its remote nature and lack of law enforcement. Drug dealers or traffickers often take advantage of seems in law
enforcement where jurisdiction is convoluted by varying state laws. Tribal leaders in South Dakota have expressed concern over the
effects of illegal narcotics on their tribes. The underlying problem existing in many tribes is either a lack of tribal law on narcotics
possession or tribal courts who are unable to prosecute leaving federal prosecution as the only option.

Federal law makes theft from Indian gaming establishments a federal crime. The proliferation of idian gaming and economic
development within Indian Country has'resulted in an increase in commercial activity between Indians and non-Indiana. This haa
resulting increased corruption and white collar crime matters. These white collar cases can require long and extensive investigation
which result in substantial attorney involvement

The following information from the Bureau of Justice Statistics report, American Indans and Crime, issued February 1999, reflects
Indians nationwide, niot just on reservations:

* American Indiana suffer 7 rape or sexual assaults per 1,000 compared to 3 per 1,000 among Blacks, 2 per 1,000 among
Whites, and I per 1,000 among Asians;

* The average annual violent crime rate among American Indiana - 124 per 1,000 persons age 12 or older - is about 2 %2 times the
national rate for the period 1992.- 1996;

0 The aggravated assault rate among American Indiana (35 per 1,000) was more than 3 times the national rate (I I per 1,000) and
twice that for blacks for the period 19"2 -1996; and

* On a per capita basis, 1995 data indicate about I substantiated report of a child victim of abuse or neglect, for every 30
American Indan children age 14 or younger. Nationwide, this compares with a ratio of one child victim for every 58 crikdm
of any race.



The Bureau of Indian Affairs 1998 Annual Law Enforcement Program report on Indian County tted that:

" Rape by force haa increased from 383 in FY 1997 to 456 in FY 1998, or an increae of 19%/.

" Robbery has increased from 157 in FY 1997 to 260in FY 1998, oran increase of 65%.

" Aggravated Assault has increased from 3,594 in FY 1997 to 6,471 in FY 1998, or an increase of 80Yc.

Violent Indian Offenses

Pert ebauge

480 620 29

355 43121

1.022 1,25423

361 60267

In FY 1999, U.S. Attorneys offices with Indian country jurisdiction filed 620 violent crime case, an increase of 140 cases or 29
percent over FY 1995. The cases pending increased from 355 in FY 1995 to 431 in FY 1999, an increase of 76 case or 21 percent
The defendants guilty increased from 361 in FY 1995 to 602 in FY 1999, an increase of 241 or 67 percent.

Recently, the District of Arizona has aggressively pursued gang prosecutions. In FY 1998 there were 15 gang members charged with
felonies compared to 59 in FY 1999. In the District of New Mexico the sex abuse caseload grew from 22 case filed in 1997 to 35ae
filed in 1999.



The U.S. Attorney's offices report a substantially higher number of Violent crime case in Mndan Country case than those captured in
the Violent Crime in Indian Country caseload statistics. This is due to a case classification system which denominates certain
categories of Indian Country cases as other than Violent Crime in Mndan Country. For example a gun case which occurs in Indian
Country can be classified as a Trigger Lock case as opposed to a Violent Crime in Indian Country case. Trigger Lock case (gun
cases) are captured under the program category of Violent Crime. This is an example of a violent crim case that occurred in Indian
Country that is not captured under Violent Crime in Indan Country. Though these categories of case may not be reported us Indian
Country cases, they are generally handled by Indian Country prosecutors. The impact of this reporting discrepancy is that the
EOUSA Violent Crime in Indian Country case statistics are understated. Without reviewing each case it will continue to be under
represented of the actual violent crime caseload in Indian Country.

According to FBI statistics, 6,486 (or 83%) of the tota 7,832 cases opened between FY 1994 and FY 1998 involved crimes of
violence or the sexual/physical abuse of a child. Investigations involving the Child Sexual/Thysical Abuse increased from 498 in FY
1994 to 647 inFY998, an increase ofl49or 3 0 . In the Phoenix field diviion cases opened increased from79 inFY 1994 to 311
in FY 1998, an increase of 132 or 74%. In the Minneapolis field division, case opened increased from 464 in FY 1994 to 649 in FY
1998, an increase of 185 or 401/.

The bulk of Indan Country violent crime are homicides, aggravated assaults, and sexual abuse cases - mostly child sexual abuse
cases. These cases are extremely taing and time-consuming. Federal prosecutors handling these cases must deal with horrific crime
scene photos and autopsy reports, or try to get traumatized toddlers to talk to total strangers about embarrassing, intimate details of
sexual abuse. In many Indian Country districts, logistical difficulties abound, as victim and witnesses often do not have telephones or
access to transportation, live sometimes hundreds of miles from the prosecutors' offices, may not speak English, and may be culturally
resistant or conditioned not to cooperate with thi federal justice system.

As District of Columbia federal prosecutors can attest, it is difficult to perform a State District Attorney role in federal court. In
federal courts, prosecutors have federal motion practice, federal "Speedy Trial" cases, unwieldy federal juvenile laws, a comparative
lack ofjudicial infrastructure and expertise in handling the immediate pretrial needs of violent crime victims. Moreover, federal
prosecutors do not have the same range of options that state prosecutors have. This has allowed state prosecutors to handle larger
violent crime caseloads.



Police officers provide case directly to our offices in Indian Country. Primarily, assault case are received, but also domestic
violence, robbery, and possibly some cases involving sexual contact, abuse. Police officers are first on the scene to many crimes tha
can prosecuted without further investigation (such as assault).

The District of New Mexico was able to quantify the number of unaddressed cases, with totals averaging between 100 and I50 open at
any given time. In some cases, the investigative agency is eventually able to pursue the matter to the point of definitive decision.
Many of these referrals turn into prosecutable cases which are assigned to AUSAs and charged. The majority, though, are ultimately
closed for lack of activity. Unfortunately, the victims of these violent felonies quickly lose faith in the justice system and learn not to
report the next time they are abused or assaulted.

If the federav'govemmnent is to make a serious anid sustained effort to meet its jurisdictional responsibilities to American Indians, the
additional personnel requested for FY 2001 are desperately needed.

Examples of successful prosecutions.
In the district of South Dakota, Shawn Eagle Horse pled guilty to Second Degree Murder. Aftra day of drinking alcohol, Eagle
Horse, his brother and their victim returned to the brother's house. While the brother was out of the kitchen, Eagle Horse approached
the victim from behind and slit his throat. After cutting his throat, the defendant proceeded to stab him three more times in the back
and left him lying on the kitchen floor.

In district of New Mexico on February 19, 1998, Wayne Lewis Charley, of Crownpoint, New Mexico, became the first person in the
nation to be sentenced to a mandatory term of life in prison under a sexual predator statute enacted on September 30, 1996. Charley
was convicted after a three-day trial on four counts of sexual abuse and three counts of aggravated sexual abuse of a child. Charley,
who was working as a janitor at a Laundromnat, repeatedly sexually abused two sisters, ages 13 and 11. A clan brother of the girs'
mother, Charley had previously been convicted in federal court of sexually assaulting his 4-year-old granddaughter. Charley had
served one year in prison for that offense and was on supervised release when he committed the sexual abuse of the sisters.

Ezra Mitchell Salyers was sentenced to 97 months in prison after pleading guilty to aggravated sexual abuse of a miner while within
Indian Country. The victim is Salyers' 8-year-old granddaughter. Both lived on the Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation, however,
the defendant is not Native American.



In the District of Arizona, four defendants who were members and associates of the Eastside Crips "Rolling 302" gang were convicted
of various offenses after a four-week trial in federal court for their participation in a two-year crime spree on the Salt River Pimna-
Manicopa Indian Community. Two defendants were sentenced to life imprisonment without parole; another was sentenced to 33 years
imprisonment and the final was defendant sentenced to 30 years imprisonment.

CALCULATION OF NEED

Based on a detailed workload analysis, the addition of 900 police officers funded by COPS grants. provided betweenI995 and 1998 for
Indian Country would necessitate an increase of 33 attorneys to prosecute the cases hrought. A study of the USAs operations was
completed, identifying aspects of data that are predictors of future resource needs. The $68 million in COPS grants growth oectured
between the FY 1995 and FY 1998 enacted budgets. COPS received in FY's 1999 and 2000 a total of $75 million for Indian Country.
We can expect a large influx of Indian Country cases as the funded officers continue to come on board.

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

The proposed allocation of resources will be based on the following:

* Indian Health Service assault and sexual abuse data, compared to caseload data;

* Presence of Indian Reservations where the United States Attorneys have exclusive jurisdiction;

* Distribution of Federal enforcement agencies, including FBI and BIA;

* Caseload numbers, including attorney workyears; and

* One support position will be included for the Executive Office for United States Attorneys.

Other factors include: census figures, travel time from offices to reservations, likelihood of unreported violent crime, and declination

rates. Finally, one support person will be assigned to the Executive Office for the United States Attorneys.

ANTICIPATED RESULTS



If provided the requested resources, we will measure our success in this program by:

* Number of violent crime in Indian Country cases handled; and

* Number of violent gangs, including youth gangs, who have had their illegal activities disrupted.

Through the increased enforcement of federal statutes and cooperative efforts with tribal authorities, the United States Attorneys can

have an impact on violent crime in exclusive federal jurisdictions, specifically Indian Country.

00
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This initiative requests 50 new positions (28 Attorneys) and $3,948,000 in support of our White Collar Program in the specific aea

of computer and intellectual property crimes.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN

This initiative addresses the DOJ Strategic Plan Core Function 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses; Goal 4:
Reduce White Collar Crime.

This initiative addresses the United States Attorney Goal 1: To identify, prosecute and convict those perons and legal entities who
have committed criminal offenses against the laws of the United States.

Our strategies include:

* Investigating and prosecuting criminal violations involving:

" Computer crimes using computer intrusions and attacks by "hackers" and other computer criminals, as well as theft of
intellectual property and other trade secrets;

" Criminal conduct involving major embezzlements by computer, misuse of telecommunications systems, and theft of
copyrighted works, including software and other materials, through computers and computer networks; and

S -Cnimes in which computers are used to assist in the creation of fraudulent and/or counterfeited currncy, financial
instruments, and identification documents.



PROPOSED ACTONS

This initiative will contribute to accomplishing the above by:

" Allocating resources to districts where the concentration of computer related and high tech industries or the concentration of
investigations will yield the greatest results;

* Increasing training and development of Assistant United States Attorneys' (AUSA) computer skills to become knowledgeable
in the fields of computer crime and intellectual property theft. Also, increasing specialized training courses for investigators
and prosecutors at the National Advocacy Center in Columbia, S.C., and developing training programs for state and local
officials in conjunction with the National Cybercrime Training Partnership;

OVERVIEW

This initiative requests 50 new positions (28 Attorneys) and $3.9 million in support of our White Collar Program in the specific ua
of computer and intellectual property crime. The Utited States' ability to protect its businesses and its citizens in a global economy
depends upon our ability to deter, detect investigate, and prosecute violations involving computers, intellectual property, and high
technology.

The United States' technological edge has been threatened by domestic and international high tech criminals engaged in the theft and
piracy of trade secrets, copyrighted software and other intellectual property of our nation's businesses. Investigative agencies
throughout the government are devoting increased resources to Computer Crime. In response to this growing threat, the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has six National Computer Crime Squads in major high tech regions, namely: New York-, Los Angeles;
Chicago; Dallas; Washington D.C.; and San Francisco. The FBI was appropriated 56 agents in FY l999, and opened four more
computer crime sqimads. Also, in FY 2001, the FBI is requesting 2 agent positions for Intellectual Property Theft.

The growing complexity of computer systems and the networks that allow the computers to communicate mean that the investigation
and prosecution of many high-technology cases will require the expertise that is possessed by federal investigative agencies such as
the FBI, and thius will require commensurate expertise and resources for the United States Attorneys. Additionally, certain computer
crime is uniquely within the federal jurisdiction, such as Defense Department criminal referrals and criminal copyright infiingemeat,
including t*,ieft of computer software. users of today's powerful personal computers, printers, and software can create or reproduce



almost any document in original quality. This counterfeiting includes currency, checks, other negotiable intuetand
identification documents. For example, in December 1998, a 12-count indictment charged three Houston residents and a San Antonio
resident with conspiray, bank fraud, passig Counterfeit securities, and access device fraud arising from their countuat check and
credit card scheme. Alan Whitelaw Yemi Odelakon, Andrew Le, and Danielle Robera were charged with conspiring to execute and
executing a scheme to defraud Houston-are financial institutions by depositing worthless counterfeit checks during October and
November 1997. An example of USA computer crime efforts can also be seen in the Western District of Michigan. This district is a
test site for Office Computer Security for U.S. Attorneys Offices (USA~s) nationwide and is recognized as a leader in the
investigation and prosecution of Internet frAd Another example of the activities the USA& have recently been involved in can be
seen in the June, 1999 guilty plea of Daniel Gruidl. The defendant pled guilty to computer fraud for accessing his employees.
computer to give himself more than $61,507 in bonuses and salary increases. This was the first federal computer fraud case in the
District of Minnesota.

Congressioal Actlos.

The Congress has passed three significant pieces of legislation which indicate its concern about the threats posed by computer and
high tech crime. They are: rz

" The No Electronic Theft (NET) Act, passed on December 16, 1997, strenthens the copyrighted and trademark laws.
Specifically, this law amends 17 U.S.C. to permit the Department of Justice to prosecute individuals under misdemeanor or
felony provisions in cases involving larg-scale illegal reproduction or distribution of copyrighted works where the infringers.
act willfulfly, but without a discernible profit motive. Also, the Copyright Act (17 U.S.C. 101 et seq.) defines financial gain to
include the receipt or expectation of receipt of anything of value, to ensure that persons who illegally traffic in copyrighted
works by using barter are covered by the statute.

* The National Information Infirastructure Act of 1996, effective October 11, 1996, amended the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, *

18 U.S.C. § 1030. The amendments clarified existing provisions of the statute, added new offenses, and expanded the
categories of computers protected by the act.

* The Economic Espionage Act of 1996, also effective October 11, 1996, created new offenses to prohibit the theft unauthorized
copying, or knowing receipt or possession of stolen trade secrets.



JUSTIFICATION

Elements of the Computer Crime and Theft of Intefectual Property Problem.

The Clinton Administration is committed to protecting the nation's businesses and citizens from computer criminals and thefts of
Intellectual Property. However, to meet this commitment, there must be additional attorneys and support staff for the investigation
and prosecution of computer crime in its various manifestations. We require attorney staffing for significant cases of national interest,
to thwart attempts at computer and other high tech crime, generated by the steadily accelerating role of computers in businesses
throughout the nation, the personal lives of our citizens, the exploding growth of on-line services and Internet use, the vulnerabilities
of computer systems to attack and abuse, and the ability of computer criminals to attack anonymously and from locations throughout
the nation - and the world.

According to figures released by the Department of Commerce in June, 1999, the combined copyright and trademark industries
represent the second fastest growing sector of the United States economy behind Internet-related electronic commerce. An economic
study released last month by the Business Software Alliance reported that, in 1998, the software industry alone generated employment
for 2.7 million Americans, generating S28.2 billion in income tax revenue. Both the copyright and trademark industries have cited
increased infringement both domestically and abroad, particularly Internet- facilitated piracy and the online distribution of counterfeit
products, as presenting a significant threat to increased growth in this vital economic area& The BSA study also concluded that
software piracy cost the United States 109,000 jobs and $991 million in tax revenue in 1998.'

The USAs' Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Theft initiative will also call upon the manufactureres and software designers in
U.S. industry to reaffirm their support for law enforcement efforts in the Intellectual Property area. We will ask that industry refer
matters for investigation and prosecution, particularly those which involve threats to offenses believed to be committed by intellectual
property theft.

Every twenty minutes, hackersr" try to penetrate the Defense Department's computer networks. During Senate hearings in 1996, the
Defense Information Systems Agency estimated that the Department of Defense may suffer as many as 250,000 attacks a year. Recet

'Justice Departmenit. "Justice Deparmnent, FBI and Custonis Service to Compat tIntellecius Property Crime: U.S. Law Enforcement Will Taget High
Tech Corridors to Fight Piracy and Counterfeiting Surge." Pes Resea:9-32 23 Juy 1999.



examples of this type of activity include the May 9, 1999 anti-NATO hacking by Chinese protestors of the NATO bombing of the
Chinese embassy in Belgrade. The hackers forced the Energy Department and the National Park Service to shut down their borne
pages for almost 24 hours when hackers placed anti-NATO messages on them. The Department of the Interior (DOI) and even the
White House have been recent victims of hackers. The DOI web page was taken off line for over five hours on May 10, 1999 after
being subjected to an attack by anti-NATO protestors. The White House web page was shut down for over 24 hours while White
House officials tried to determine whether hackers had tampered with the White House computer system. Fortunately, these system,
while inconvenienced, were not compromised.

Groups do not always "hack' into computer systems for plitica reasons. Ifct, a notorious hackingj gang11 wblich- calIIisf'Gobil
Hell' replaced the Army's home page with the message " Global Hell is alive. Global Hell will not die" on June 28, 1999. This attack
was in response to the FBI's crackdown on the group, comprised mostly of teenagers, after a series of attacks on the FBI, Department
of Interior and the White House web sites, as well as various private computer system. Although the investigation of Global Hell
members is ongoing and includes many individuals, the difficulty of tracking down computer criminals is almost Litineasurable.
Global Hell members know this too. The group is "brazen and unskilled," according to federal law enforcement officials.
Unfortunately, "(i)t'a not that these are super wiz kids; it is the technology that gives them the ability to cover their tracks enough that
you can have a hard time making a criminal case against them," according to a senior federal investigator.2

In a Febnry 1999, Northern Diatrict of Ohio case involving the first-ever FBI wiretap of a high speed computer data line, a plaintiff
was sentenced to 15 months in prison, 2 years of supervised release, and 100 hours of community service following his conviction for
a number of computer-related crimes such as installation of a "sniffer" program on the computer network at Cleveland's Case Western
Reserve University, installing "sniffer" programs on I I computer networks, "hacking" into various college and business computer
systems, including Cleveland State University, George Mason University (VA), the University of Minnesota, the University of Iowa,
the University of Arkansas, Modern Exploration, Inc., APK Net, Inc., Cyber Access (which writes software for telephone companies),
New Age Consulting Service, and cnimelab.com (the Internet web site for a computer security company).'

'Suro, Roberto, "The Hackers Who Won't Quit 'Global Hel" Typifies Cornpter Cops' Challenges " Wahnaton Post I September 1999: A:1, 10.

'Atso, the plainiffwas convicted or possession and computer distribution ofrchild pornography



Also, on August 24, 1999. Hung Lin Wu pled guilty to trafficking in counterfeit labels affixed to counterfeit music CDs and
counterfeit CD-ROMs that he manufactured. The value of the counterfeit intellectual property was more than $13 million. Wu
replicated copyrighted CDs, including Microsoft computer programs and music recordings. This is the fist conviction under the
Intellectual Property Initiative that the Department of Justice announced on July 23, 1999.

Computer Related Crime.

This category of computer cnme involves offenses that inherently require the W& of computers or networks, but are not an attack or
intrusion upon a computer system itself. This category includes several types of crimes:

" Interstate and international distribution of pirated intellectual property, including computer software, sound recordings,
and motion pictures. Advances in technology now permit the storage and rapid dissemination through the Internet of
perfect copies of pirated software, in violation of copyright;

" Theft of trade secrets, economic espionage, as well as theft of copyrighted works;

* Major embezzlements by computer (misapplication of funds, "rounding" schemes, phoney payees, etc.);

" Frauds arising from Internet investments or purchases,.on-line banking, and penny stock puhases;

" Threats, extortions and blackmails attempted via the Internet or an on-line service; and

" Theft of telecommunications services through cloning and "freaking," (i.e., gaining telephone servce without
payment). This area of criminal conduct includes the use of cloned cellular phones to obtain telephone access, and the
use of personal computers to hack into the telecommunications syte an lace free calls.

The FBI has elevated intellectual property crime to one of it% white collar crime priorities. "Intellectual property criminals are
organized, well-flmnded, and use the tools of the Internet and modern telecommunications to steal the product of our labors," Thomas J.
Pickard, FBI Assistant Director, Criminal Investigations Division, said. "To effectively protect the creativity and ingenuity of our
citizens, and the trade secrets they develop through research and development, we need to outmatch the criminal&. Thatmen



integrating our federal resources with the resources of domestic industries that enjoy legal protection under intellectual property
laws."'

A good example of this type of crime was seen in the Northern District of California, in December 1998, where four defendants were
convicted on conspiracy and mail and wire fraud charges related to the theft of confidential high-technology business information.
This scheme, in which proprietary information, specifically design drawings of spare parts used in the semiconductor industry, was
stolen from the original equipment manufacturers by current or former employees. The defendants then used the stolen drawings to
manufacture the parts and sell them at a discounted price. Estimated total money reported lost, $136.8 million.'

Another example, also in December 1998, was seen in the Eastern District ofTexas. Two defendants were sentenced to prison terms
of 77 and 60 months, respectively, following their guilty pleas to charges-of consptracy to commitihf of trade seet belonging-to
the Intel Corporation. In May 1998, they contacted Cynix Corporation, offering to sell Intel Prototype "Slot [I" computer central
processing units they had acquired without authorization. Cyrix alerted the FBI and cooperated with authorities when the defendants
offered to sell five "SlotH1" units for a total of $75,000. He then arranged to deliver two of the prototype units to Cyrix headquarters
in Richardson, Texas. One of the defendants was arrested as he attempted to deliver the units, the other defendant was apprehended
later. Both men were convicted under the Economic Espionage Act.

Finally, in August 1999, the government's nationwide effort to combat telemarketing and Internet investment fraud achieved another
major success with the guilty pleas of three former members of an organization headquartered in Los Angeles but with boiler rooms
in seveail U.S. cities, including San Diego, that defrauded more than 3,000 victims nationwide of almost $50,000,000. T1he
organiization designed developed, and marketed a series of "high-tech," telecommunicationsrelate securities (inchuding
900-nunber, pay-per-call services, virtua shopping malls, and Internet service providers in various U.S. cities) that were not
registered as required by law and that were fraudulently described to investors as "general parterships." 'The telemarketing
organization of which defendants Ira ltskowitz, Daniel William Rearick, and Michael Emerson Lopuazynski were members (described
as "the Enterprise") solicited victim to invest monies in "general partnerships" by using false promises and representations and
omitting material facts. The defendants also destroyed the books and records used in the scheme to keep federal agents from

'Justice Department- 'Justice Deparuisent, FBI and Custom Servce to Combat Intellectuatl Property Crime: U.S. Law Entorcemenit Will Target High

Tech Corridors to Fight Piracy and Counterfeiting Surge." PesRk 9-32 23 July 1999.

'Comnputer Seosity Insfitue (CSI) 1998 Computer Cm And countyy Sury 4 March 1"05.



determining their profits and either did not file federal income tax returns, or file returns that did not report their fraud income. They
each pleaded guilty to various counts of conspiracy, wire fraud, mail fraud, securities fraud, structuring currency transactions to avoid

-eporing requirements, money laundering (concealment), engaging in monetary transactions in criminally-derived property, and
income tax evasion.

Computer-Assisted Crime.

This category of computer crime does not require the use of the computer, but is materially fec1i1l1 by its use. Advances in
computer hardware and software have provided the criminal element with a user-friendly meaws of generating all forms of
counterfeited documents, including currency, fraudulent cashier's checks, business checks, securities, debt instruments, and labels. for
pirated software. For example, some of these fraudulent item have been utilized by Southeast Asian gangs who defraud financial
institutions and busiessestrgbhi wholesale reproduetieaf oounw~fi-bek - Other examples ofihiatypcof rinialsconduct_
can he found in the actions of fringe groups like the "Freemen" in Montana that have cropped up around the country. These groups,
which decry the nation's government and its financial system, fund their operations and their day-to-day existence with counterfeit
checks and debt instruments, which they seek to negotiate or pledge for hundreds of thousands of dollars. In 1998, the District of Idaho
had an increase in a significant group'of tax protestors and "paper terrorists who victimize others in "Freeman style" pleadings in
fictional courts. Idaho had several investigations in this ame and one significant trial in which the lead defendant received a prison
sentence of over 15 years.

A 1997 General Accounting Office (GAO) report stated that the Federal Reserve estimates that about $200 -250 billion, or up to two-
thirds of the roughly $375 billion in circulation outside of banks was abroaVt In fact, according to the GAO study, "the stability and
worldwide acceptance of the U.S. currency, in particular, have mae itsa target for [terrorists and] international counterfeiters."'
Further, GAO stated that "(w)idespread counterfeiting of U.S. currency could undermine confidence in the currency ...if done on a

'U.S. General Accoemu Ofie. 'US. Qurrency: Treasury's plan to study getnne and coaneft ameaiy abm&sd GAO, Report NSLAD-97-104,
(IM9).

'%4d 1997.



larg-enough scae, this activity could reduce international holdings of U.S. currency and have a negative effect on the U.S.
economy."#

According to the Secret Service, production methods utilized in counterfeiting have evolved over the yeams from the traditional
method of offset printing to color copies, and mote recently, to scanners, computers and inkjet printers. Since the emiergence of the
newer methods, the percentage of inkjet counterfeit notes passed in the U.S. has increased dramatically, from 3 perceKt or $759,588 in
FY 1996, to " percent. or S16,02 1,310 in FY 1998.' -The U.S. currency- said Secret Service spokesman Cad Meyer in 1994, -itnot
only the most desirable currency in the world, it is also the most eail counterfeited."'*

The Secret Service has fond that "during FY 1997. domestically, $40,365,661 in counterfeit currency *a seized prior to circulation.
Of that amount, $3,461,138 or 8 percent, was inkjet produced. The total seire amount of inkjet production noted does not compel
with the number of domestic inkjet counterfeit plant suppressions (73.7%). This is due to the smaller seizures at the time of the plant
supreon- v us mount-ofo1~etproodscounteddet. S29.197.-or 7212percent. recovered during those types of plant

ons.I1

*1The Customs Service and other law enforcanait anid intelligence sources are concerned about the increasing involvemait of
organized criminal gangs in high-volume counterfeiting, sad Sam Banks, Deputy Commiasioner of the US. Customs Service 'We
are sein"g record amounts of counterfeit products such a software, music, videos, and clotig This is why a.morm ficued,

'Swicut before ds Kinam Appropmahia CeAnumte6 Subcnwife an ds Depubmiss of Qmos, Justice sad Sas, the Judiciay. sd Risowd
AgeacmIi. gh as Domestic Law Eahrounwist Propau of the DapsieuM of Jusbce May 1. 1996

'SAIC Don Drew.. U.S. Sec a evice "Complr~ gaad cessieft stlsice," week m I~o U.S. ASnsmy Mack CulWamy. Osslok*a N06t
Cerebra SeP -, ' P4, 1991

"Radolph Barers "Some Like Them Hot A gkoAW kid for doilram a acd maimsWcbairwxbhaV *otedsawve of counw ." I
VoL 144.No. 20(1994).

"ISAIC Dorn Drew. U.S. Secre Service 'CoauwSumed coumfe ostictics,' ots, snt to U.S. Atsmey Maok Caoway, Cb1foMb North
Carol.. 4 SePsador 1995.



coordinated approach is necesary to enhance our ability to identify and apprehend those engaging in criminal activity which cuts at
the core of American buainesa and ingenuity."'2

levestigative Agency Resources.

The Department of Justice, particularly the United States Attorneya, must continuilefforts to develop the capability to keep pace with
advances in technology in order to effectively prosecute computer crimes and intellectual property theft. Federal investigative
agencies are seeking to increase the complement of agents dedicated to the investigation and computer relte crime.

In FY 1998, the FBI had six National Computer Crime squads in major high tech regions; these were established u a result of in
increase of 34 agents appr op.ite in FY 1998. The FY 1999 enacted level included an inceas of 56 agents, which resulted in the
addition of four more squads. As in FY 1998, this increase was also directed at establishment of Computer Investigative and
Ifrastructure Threat Assessment (CITA) Team to address electronic intrusion into the nation's computer and telecommunications

networks. Furthermore, the FBI dedicated 153 agents (that is, expended 153 FTE workyeara) to the National Internet Protection and
Computerintrion -Squad (NlPCIin FY-t99.- Them effbUwllontuqtw-FY20W0 $i t 7Kty hi is i&dingi areq istb
2 additional agents for an Intellectual Property Theft in FY 200 1. United States Attorneys' Offices can also expect criminal refundas
of computer crime and intellectual property theft cases from numerous other federal agencies as well. Among the agencies projecting
increases in referras are the Secret Service, (which has concurrent jurisdiction over many of the offenses; set forth in 18 U.S.C.
1030); the Internal Revenue Service; several elements of the Defense Department. (which have been charged with monitoring
weaknesses in DOD computer systems and making criminal refeunas of intrusions and attacks); the United State Customs Service,
and elements of NAS~A Office of Inapector General, (which have similar responsibilities regarding NASA's computer systems).

Iocressog Workload.

The following table displays the increases we are seeing in computer crime. The data from our case management system reflects

significant growth in violations of computer-related statutes from FY 199 to FY 1999. Between FY 199 and FY 1999. matters

"Jstce Deparment. "Justice Deparreci, FBI and Customs Service to Comt Intaflectias Property C~rim: U.S. Law EDafrcenat Will Targe High
Tech Corridor, to Fight Piracy and Couaterfeiing Surge."'rs Relase99-323 23 July 1999.



received have increased by 307%, or from 107 to 436. Similarly, during the same period, computer crinte came filed increased by
1740/, or from 38 to 104.

WORKLOAD DATA - COMPUTER CRIM
FYIM9to FY 199

Matters Cases

Received Pcnding Defendants Filed Pending Defendantz
_______ Pending __ _______Pending

199 107 99 129 38 26 35

1993 138 121 156 53 28 31

1994 134 126 169 47 32 42

1995 162 162 216 45 43 52

1996 158 179 228 57 49 61

1997 270 279 348 66 59 75

1998 362 409 503 85 78 112

1999 436 509 613 104 81 123

% 92/9 1307% 1414% 1375% 174% 212% 251%

[% " 1920% 124% 122% 22% 14% 10%



Computer Crime Workload
1992 to 1999 (actual)
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Also indicative of the need for greater resources to combat these types of crimes is the growing number of pending matters and cases.
Matters and defendants spending increased by 414 percent and 375 percent respectively, between FY 1992 and FY 1999. During that
same period, case and defendants pending increased by 212 percent and 251 percent, respectively. There is a great need for AUSA
experts in each office. This is important to the drafting of subpoenas and search warm-is, the examination of evidence and the
preservation of evidence. 'Hacing" case are very fact specific and thus time intensive. Investigating and prosecuting one case does
not necessarily make the next case easier to investigate and prosecute. Also, AUSA experts can also assist in investigations where
computers are more tangentially related to the crime.

CALCULATION OF NEED
The President's FY 1999 USAs' computer crime request for 36 positions was not approved in FY 1999 appropriation. However, the
FBI was appropriated 56 agents in FY 1999. The actual agent workycars expended by the FBI in FY 1999 for computer crime was
1 53. That number can be expected to increase in FY 2000. The FBI is requesting 2 additional agents in FY 2001. While the U.S.



Attorneys are endeavoring to redirect our already strained resources to address this need (in accordance with the direction of the
Congress), additional mew resources are needed.

The FY 2001 request for attorneys will address the continually increasing caseload generated by the 153 FBI agents in FY 1999 and
increase the USAs' ability keep up with the growth in computer crime cases. The United States Attorneys are requesting So positions
(28 Attorneys, 4 paralegals, 18 support) and $3.9 million in FY 2001.

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES
In allocating positions for computer cime and intellectual property theft prosecutions, the Executive Office for United States
Attorneys will identify those districts with the greatest need for resources to investigate and prosecute computer criminals,

The allocation plan will include an assessment of the needs of each district based on the following elements:

" Presence of federal investigative agencies with high tech squads;

" Distnicts that have a significant concentration of high tech businesses, or major universities;

" Districts that have a significant concentration of federal security and defense computer centers;

* Distnicts that are working in cooperation with local authorities in their high tech efforts to address local problems (e.g.,
intellectual property thefts under state trade secret laws); and

" Nunber of referrals from law enforcement and industry, and outreach to industry.

" One support position will be assigned to the Executive Office for United States Attorney.
ANTICIPATED RESULTS
If provided the resources, we will measure our success by:

* The number of cases terminated involving computer crime;
" Our ability to respond to high-impact major investigations conducted by our client agencies;
* Our results through sentencing rates and gulty pleas.
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76 38 55744,00

This initiative requests 76 positions (36 attorneys) 38 FTE and $5,744,000 in support of Civil Defensive' litigation in the United Staltes
Attorneys' offices (USAOs). United States Attorneys (USAs) defend the government in suits seeking monetary damages and/or
challenging federal programs and policies. A recent statutory expansion of federal employee rights Wa already caused an explosio
of complex, labor-intensive litigation that was not accompanied by any addtional resources to defend the government (other than an
unlimited fun to pay judgments when we lose). Another. recent t statutory change shifted firm private insiuanc companies to the
United States both the liability anid the cost of defending medical malpractice claims for aspool of over nine million patients. Again,
no legal resources were added to USAs to defend the government ffrm the predictable onslaught of claims.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN
This initiative addresses: DOJ Strategic Plan Core Function 3 (Legal Representation, Enforcement of Federal Laws, and Defense of
U.S. Interests); GOAL 5 (Represent the United States in all Civil matters for which the Department of Justice has jurisdiction); and
United States Attorney Goal 2 (to protect and advance the interests of the United States through the conduct of affirmative and
defensive civil litigation). Our strategies include:

* Protecting the Treasury against unwarranted monetary claims, assuring appropriate payments for meritorious claims,
maximizing monetary recoveries for injuries and damages to Federal property, and asserting the Federal Government's
commercial interest in defensive litigation, and

* Defending against challenges to Federal programs, policy initiatives and. statutes, and enforcing remedies foir violations of
statutorily-based Federal program requirements.

'The eigit cuge cateortesracked in the iJSA.3" fon,,sthat e cons~derd"civil defwsave progruttcatoneswa defcnzsve-moneeaay, cfemve-odereid~bam4ucy
A rectivetniip, pnimne penrio, rnvnagrision-civL, Social Security claims, civil appeals, wod Freedoms of Itftrnwtee Acvi'nvacy Act hugation



PROPOSED ACTONS

This isitiative wilt contribute to accmplishing the above by:

" Providing adeuate resources to prepare for and defend property civil lawsuits against the United States, its agencies Ind
employees; sod

* Promoting effective defense of lawsuits through training and efficient use of resources in order to protect public funds and
programs, policy initiatives and statutes.

OVERVIEW

This initiative requests 76 positions (36 attorneys, IS paralegals, 22 support) 38 FTE and $5,744,000 in support of Civil Defenive,
litigation in the United States Attorneys' offices (USAOs). The USAs m11 defied the government against claims for damages. In
addition to the work USAs have always done, Congress has recently subjected the government to potential monatazy claims from a
pool of millions of patients and millions of federal employees. Yet, Congress has not provided USAOs with any civil defensive
resource increase to defend the governent in over 18 year. 2 This request is ecesazy to defend the govammet from imwanranted

claim and to settle thos claims that have merit for an appropriate amount. Additionally,
United States Attorneys the courts dictate the pace of litigation.

-6MO cNO~imv
Civil defensive work is differet firm moat of t work of USAOs in that it istnon-

- ~iZ~4discretionary and non-delegable. U. S. Attorneys have some control over thir riminal'u4UUEEE-~and other affirmative caseloads. USAs sad ptttsecutive guidelines for criminal matters and
Z.EEK- can decide in each criminal. matter whether to devote resources to the case- Civil

10.defensive case cannot be dectlnd. When someone suea the govermima, the casomw
___ be defended, and it is the USAOs that handle the vast majority of this litigation.

"ap"P Y y n "
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While atorney woykysus devoted to civil defensive work have -ee 'aim h bit a993 (oe~.o)n medp w gmmey
positioa have been provided by C4Wme ding dhi -eti for cvldebdv week. Thes civil dae-1 Caeloed boom by t
LJSAOs has increase fo It 19,239 to 129.436 cum handled or by aim pari, ken FY9 to FY99 and hiclude.

0 Employment discrimination cues;'

0 Personal inj wed wrongful death cuem (including medical inliacticecas) brought pursant to the Fedual Tort
Claims Act.;'

0 Biwni caes (suits seeking daages heno federal officialapwouay for alleged civil rigle vlollim);'

* Prisoner case (habeas corpus, mmndunua, civil rights, torts, arid msdaimspooediop

* Social Security disability caes;

* Immigraton casm

* Bankznzptcy came;

* Privacy Act and Freedom of Information Act cases;

a Cases challenging statutes and Congressional and govermneatal actions, (ftr am**s arvicoenal case o eift
care reimbursement challenges); end

Empo~rmm daaamunano mi hrsq by biui w~o-u) msat baeds if ran. oi s uu*lM*i biniiua or nfmsd sr
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0 Contract c Mea

Civil defensive cam have become more complex, requiring additional resoues. This is evidenced by thle increase in expert witness
rees expended and increased disbursemnents from the Judgment Fund. Expert witness fees hav increased by eight percent since FY
1997 alone. The vas majority of expert witness fees arise from the litigation of the civil cam described below.

The Judgment Fund is a permanent appropriation fund established by Congress to pay settlements anid judgments against the United
States. in FY 1995, about S300 million was disburse from the Judgment Fund. In FY 1997,3$325 million was paid out. By FY
1999, the figure was up to 3361 million. The need for additional resources is exacerbated by the faect that as agencies downsima they
cut back on the level of litigation support they provide to the USAs. Defensive civi units of USA~s must invest additionalrsoce
to fill the void created by the reduction of agency litigation support.

The strategies outlined below are desgnd to equip USAOs to address the increasing number arnd complexity of defensive civil cases,
particularly in the area of Title VII and Tort Litigation.' Further, the requested resources will help the United States to be better
r epr esen ted in actions seeing monetary damages.

JUSTIFICATION

The USAs are requesting resources fir two sub-sets of civil defensive litigation: employment disciaton (sometimes rfd toeas
"Title VII" cases) and tort litigation. Each of these area includes a justification of need and methodology for the aliocationof
resources.

'O owm ura i Crii Ortasa wixi4 baa so addraetd in fts rtqea. we Socal Sicaity *mbfty cuss. uirwn*9n cam ad Dakn* cum..



EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION LITGATION
Jastficatom of N"e

Like private sector employers, federal agencies are liable for employment discrimination claims based on race, sex, color, religion.
handicap, national origin, or retaliation. Like the private sector, the number, cost and complexity of these case have increased
significantly in the last several years due to changes in the law. In fact, federal employees am wm likly than their private te
counterparts to make discrimination claims. These labor-intensive cases must be defended appropriately for both monetary mad
morale reasons (see chart).

Unfortunately, while the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
resoum"e required to process this growing caseload have increased dramatically since
1991, USA~s have not received any additional funding for this civil defensive work
Losing employment discrimination case is costly, not just because of the significant
damage awards, but because the courts routinely require the government to pay the
employee's attorney's fees, which can often exceed S10,000 per case. With adequate
resources, USA~s can defend those cae that should be defended anid resolve those
cases that should be settled in order to achieve the Civil Rights Act's laudable goals.

Fdsral Wourker Compait
09"-oo

via

Significant changes in employment discrimination legislation have increased not only "" "M a U ING 15N t
the number, but the cost and complexity of employment discrimination case handed by SmU260 f 0801 a~dm~maAasOw ffisa 1950
the USAOs. In November, 199 1, Congress enacted substantive amendments to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (*Acst), 42
U.S.C. J 2000c, er seq. For the first time, the 1991 legislation allows plaintiffs to recover comnpensatory damages (for example, mital
anguish and other 'pain and suffering") up to S300,000, no longer limiting awards to past and prospective lost wages. TbeActalao
provides for the right to &jury trial and attorneys fees. This has increased the number of private sector attorneys. willing to hadle
employment discrimination cases, as well as increased the amount of time those attorneys are willing to devote to these css
Employment discrimination cases are mome labor-intensive than most of the USAO caseload, with an expanded potential feruch
higher damages to be paid out of the Treasuy's Judgment Fund or agency budget. More resources must be expended on each case,
although no funds were appropriated to support the increased caseload and demands crested, by this change in the law.

The~effects of the 1991 amendments began slowly and have continued to build in every year since then. Although statistician not
separately collected for employment discrimination litigation, all defensive Civil Rights matters and case - of which Title VII



emnployiient discrimination litigation is the major component - grew dramatically from FY93 to FY98. Specifcaly, from FY93 Io
FY99. pending defensive Civil Rights case grew 40 percent, from 1,989 to 2,748. Some recent examples of Title VII litigation
include:

" A hostile work environment case involving a Postal employee's suicide. Although the jury awarded $5.5 million to plaintiff
the judge reduced that award to $300,000 and entered judgment for $ 1.7 million once front pay was added to the award.

" A sexual harassment and retaliation case that eventually took two and a half weeks of tria. Altough the govenment -wosn-
the case it consumed about 75 percent of one AUSA's time for two yewzs.

* A race, gender and multiple-disabilities discrimination case against the Defense Commissary Agency. Over 1,000 altosey
hours were spet on this matter, including witness interviews, more than 20 depositions. discovery requests, and cs
settlement conferences. The AUSA obtained a summary judgment, which was affirmed by the Ninth Circut

" A race and national origin discrimination case against the Departmoent of the Navy. The employee, who had filed -mr than
thirty EEO complaints, alleged that discrimination caused stues and resultd in high blood presaffe, headaches, and enmodil
difficulties. This case took roughly 300 attorney hours, and required expensive expet witnesses to determine plainti a'
physical and psycholical problems. Although the employee demanded S$17 million in damages, as a result of the AUSA's
effort, the case settle for $ 10,000.

" A handica discrimination case against the Postal Service in conmectin with an employee's alcobolia. About 400 hours in
attorney time was spent in trial preparation, discovery, and a successful summary judgment motion that ended the cwL

The number of these case will significantly increase in the future. These cases arrive in USAQa at th e nd of a "pipeline' that begins
with an administrative EEO pioes in which employees are required to exhaust administrative remedies." At te end of that Vprocess,
which may involve hearings and appeals. case emerge from the pipeline when the dissatisfied employee files a lawsuit in edaral
court United States Attorneys do not swe these cases until they are filed in court. A look at what is happening at the administtive
EEO) level makes clear that the pipeline is ful to bursting& and the deluge of cases we have already sean will continue to flood the
cour system.



From 1991 to 1997, the General Accounting Office (GAO) reported a 56 percent increase in annual filings of EEOC adminimmrtive
complaints which has caused a dramatic increase in the backlog of pending EEOC case. During thao time, the backlog of hearing
requests increased over 200 percent (to 10,016) and the backlog of appals increased over 600 parent (to 9,980). In order to renedy
this increase in cases, the EEOC has already increased the number of Administrative law ju dges 41 percent (53 to 75). Ths nres
in judges and their ability to hold more hearings and therefore reach more decisions is partly responsible for the increase in
employment discrimination case that we have seen. But even this increase was not sufficient. EEOC predicts that with the requested
increase of judges they would increase the annual hearings another 59 percent, fi~m 10,016 in 1997 to 15,950 in 2002. Despite the
fact that Congress has already increased EEOC resources to handle more case (that fill the pipeline), USA~s have been given no
additional resources to handle the case that pour out of the pipeline at the end of the process.

The increase in EEOC ijearinps will inevuably result in an increase of court case that USA& mast defend. United States Attorneys
have not received one ETE to defend the 40 percent increase in the number of case we have already seen. They absolutely do not
have the resources to defend this expected 59 percent increase. This problem is exacerbated by the decline during the 1990s of
agency support in case preparation and defense. As the number of agency counsel has declined with budget cuts and downazin the
availability of agency counsel to assist in investigation and case preparation also has declined. This exploding. labor-intensive
caseload is the direct result of a statutory amendment that simply was not accompanied by any resources necessary to protect the
interes-ts, of the United States.

TORT LITIGATION
Jusifleadoa of Need&

Under the Federal Tort Claim Act ("FTCA"), the United States is liable for personal injury, medical malpractice and wrongfu death
cases to the same extent as private parties. And like the private sector, the cost of defending and paying these claims has increased
greatly over the last decade.

Settlements and judgments, which are the end result of most of these types of cases, are paid from the Treasury's Judgment Fund. In
FY98, about $342 million was paid from the Judgment Fund for tort cases, about one-half of the total payments. Examples of tort
cases defended by USAOs range from a slip-anid-fiall in a post office to a medical malpractice claim by a VA hospital patient who was
not diagnosed with cancer from a "fender bender" accident caused by any of the million of federal employees to a medical malpractice
claim brought by the parents of a baby born with cerebral palsy at a Navy hospital. The medical malpractice case are often especially
complex, costly, and labor-intensive.



New types of medical malpractice case have been added by Congress to the caseloads. of USAs. For example, Congriess has extended
FTCA coverage to medical malpractice claims at Indian health centers.' More significantly, recent legislation known us the Healt
Centers Assistance Act of 1992, ("HCAA") provides that Health and Human Services (HHS) supported community health celters,
hospitals, clinics and other health facilities, along with their employees, and contractors, will be considered emloyees of the Public
Health Service.' T'he exclusive remedy for a patient treated in a covered Community Health Center alleging medical malpractice is
now a lawsuit against the United States under the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) rather than against the formerly privately-insured
clinics. This legislation, which was originally enacted for a three year trial period, baa now become permanent.
According to an April 1997 GAO Report, 716 federally funded community and migrant workers health centers meet the criteria that
make them eligible for the programn' These centers provide health care to over nine million people. The effect of the HCAA is to
require USAOs to assume the litigation responsibility for all medical malpractice case filed against all health care providers by a
population equal to the size and diversity of New York City. Assa result, Congress has relieved hundreds of clinics, hospitals, doctors
and nurses of the expense of defending and paying medical malpractice claims. Despite adding the burden of defending these case to
the already strained caseloads of USA~s, no new USA positions have been added to defend these cases. This request is designed to
remedy this fiscally imprudent situation.

Because of the delay by HHS in implementing this program, USADs have just begun to see the serious impact of the HCAA on their
workload. Before a provider can qualify under the program, it applies to KHS insa complex "deeming" process. HHS took
considerable time to establish procedures for processing the applications, Only cases based on activities occurring after the deimin
process are covered by the Act. Once a provider is deemed, an individual's claim for medical malpractice must be filed with HMS and
the plaintiff must wait at leaWs ix months before filing a lawsuit in district court- After a slow start, HHS has now deemed the
providers of health care to over nine million patients. Malpractice claims from that pool of patients are now appearing in court.

'42 U S C f 4SOt Congress hasai also -m he United States hsable edet the FTCA (FrCA extenawns ofthe Indian Self Nerinam ct.,25 U.sc. 4.9Sf

2S USC 14501rnott), g 25usc 12904) r certain personal injury and wrongful death churns agaie Indian mbeia, tribal orsanisamew, Ind= coacand dvunpiloyu

42 US sC i233



In 199, GAO reported tort claims submitted to HHS had risen dramatically. I{HS received only four claim in 1994 with a value of
S6 million and 1i clisin 1995 with value of over W6million. In 1996, HHS received 76 claims worth $252million and 40 more
from October 1, 1996, through March 21, 1997. The trends predicted by GAO
have proven tobe comrm. We are currently projecting the total claimsafiled in Co m nt Health Centers
FY 1999 to be over 400 claims filed, with a value of about $1.6 billion.

These case require significant AUSA, paralegal, and secretary resources. One
of the difficulties is that the defendant clinics and doctors are not really
government employees, and USAOs get virtually no investigation or litigation
support from KHS. Short descriptions of some of the claims filed just in
January 1999, illustrate how complex these case are and, therefore, difficult to
defend:

" Alleged negligent prenatal care and failure to diagnose and treat
gestational diabetes resulting in wrongful death of infant in utero;

* Alleged failure to provide adequate medical care, perform an EKG and
refer the patient to a cardiologist resulting in death;

Adm~laft CMms
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* Alleged negligenc resulting in semi-paralysis; and

* Alleged negligent prenatal care resulting in genetic blood disorder being passed to newborn who sustained massive bramn
damage.

When anayzing the impact of an increase in medical malpractice cases, we must consider the nature of these case and their resource
requirements. In any medical malpractice case, medical and rehabilitation experts are needed to litigate issues of liability and the
extent of physical injury. In addition, economists and actuarial experts may be needed to calculate economic damages. Thie need for
these experts translates into greater expense and greater potential exposure for the United States. The case arising under t HCAA,
however, are expected to be even more resource intensive than the historic government medical malpractice case for two reao=. The
typical patient populations at most commaunifty health centers and Indan health centers tend to be poorer populations with all of the
underlying health problems generated by lack of consistent well care including good prenatal care.



In cases involving federal employees and federal institutions, USAOs normally rely on agency counsel and other federal agency
employees to investigate the claim, provide a litigation report, and assist in litigation by helping in the discovery process. This type of
agency litigation support has proven to be unavailable in these case where the health care providers are not federal employees, and
there is no incentive to cooperate because of lack of individual exposure to liability.

Moreover, HHS does not have the same powers to investigate claims in these case as it would in cases involving agency facilities and
employees. Finally. HHS does not have sufficient legal staff to assist in this litigation. Because the agency cannot provide a
significant level of assistance to the USA~s, the USA~s must investigate the facts and circumnstances of each case, locate and acquire
records and other documentary evidence, and locate and interview witnesses. The consequence for the USAOs is a need to devote
more attorney and paralegal time to cases filed under this Act than would be required in a more traditional government medical
malpractice case. In order to adequately defend these cases, more civil defensive resources are necessary.

4£ CALCULATION OF NEED

In the past, USA~s have had to defend a flood of new complex cases by redirecting already scarce resources from other priorities.
Unfortunately, the reallocation of other resources is no longer a viable option; thus, additional resouees-ar. absolutely necessary if the
interests of the United States, its agencies and employees are to be adequately protected in the future. Failure to provide the required
resources will have a significant impact on our ability to defend the Treasury f-rm unwarranted or excessive clams and lawsuits and
to defend federal programs and employees from unwarranted legal attacks.

As set forth above, we expects significant increase in Title VII case. Recognizingt that we have managed with an increase of 41
percent in Title VII cases since FY 1993, this initiative only addresses the additional expected growth from 1997 to the present This
results in an increase of 505 new Title V1I casm per year over current levels. We also predic an increase of at least 100 Community
Health Center medical malpractice cases per year. These case are complex and time consuming. We believe anAUSA can handle no
more than eight to ten of these cases per year, allowing for a minimal amount of overtime, This would translate to a need for
approximately 60 additional AUSAs. However, in an effort to mantain a more fiscally conservative request, we are seeking eal 36
atterseys to help us in our efforts.

One of the ways we have been able to handle the increase in caseload in the past is to use AUSA resources more efficiently by
maximizing our use of computer technology and by using paralegal resources where possible. Currently, the ratio of AUSAs to
paralegals in our civil divisions has been approximately seen AUSAs to one paralegal. This is compared to law firms engaged in



comparale complex litigation wher the ratio is cloaw to two attorneya to ame pmlepL By inciumag te ado of paraliepi to
attorneys, we will be able to mome efficiently reduce the backlog tha has resute Dom the bncoms in complex case we have d In
the Past ad the expected incr-ase an the fiatir. Therefore, in addtion to the 36 attorney positons, we ame reqAitg 18 puala
positions. Our tota request for FY 2001 is for 76 positions, inchling; 36 attrneys, IS pmleal ad 22 ofpped positions. Two
positions within this request will be dedicated for misson support in the Execativ Office for United Stan. Atorneys.

Atlocadoo of Resourem.
The distribution of new positions to handle employment discrimination litigmioa will be bmed on tharciassingmnumbsrse of Titde VH
and Tort matters received and case filed, plus the number of fedral civilim employees in ech district

0Two support positions assigned to the Executive Office for United Sta Attorneys.
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This initiative requests 47 new positions (31 attorneys), 24 FTE, and $4,059,000 in vaupoi of our White Collar Progrun in the
specific areas of Child Exploitationt and Pornography.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN

This initiative addresses the DOJ Strtegic Plan Cote Function I: Investiption and Prosecution of CrimisW Offuesm GOAL 4:
Reduce White Collar Cuim.

This initiative addresses the United Staes Attorney Goal 1: To ideutif , prosecute rod convict thos pme mad legpl eitim who
have committed criminal offenses agpinal the laws of the United State.

STRATEGY

Our strategies include vigorously prosecuting referrals. &or law admfoce tuk fats ali levels tho use m~eroovvteIqst
identify persons who:

* produce new child pornography;

" travel across state lines to engp in on~ with children; and

" trade imaaes of child pornography.



PROPOSED ACTIONS

To advance this strategy, we will:
* Add additional prosecutors and support staff to U.S. Attoreyu' offices in districts where these investigative task fixme

generate cases, and to jurisdictions where the presence of large Internet Service Providers (ISPs) creates a substantial new
investigative workload;

* Develop prosecutors' computer knowledge and skills through periodic exposure to hands-on training and develop
remote-learning methods to keep that expertise up-to-date between such training sessons.

OVERVIEW

Thia initiative requests 47 new positions and S4.1 million in support of our White Collar Progra in the specific areas of child
exploitation and pornography. The United Stales' ability to protect our children from pedophiles and other persons wfr, engage in
sexually explicit activities is threatened.

JUSTIFICATION

Cbild Exploltaion &ad Poruograpby.

Clci pornographers, who were once relegated largely to illicit books, magaines, and mailings, have emerged as a significant problem
on 'de Internet. T-his mediurr has amabled pedophiles to contact each other and strike up anonymous electronic conversations with or
about potential victims. Also, the Internet provides pedophiles with a means to store, distribute, and exchange electronic images of
child pornography.

The Congress has expressed its concern about the threats posed to children in a significant piece of legislation. The Child
Pornography Prevention Act of 1996, ("The Act") effective on September 30, 1996, created new child pornography offenses and
increased penalties for child abuse and pornography. The Act increased penalties for both child sexual abuse and child pornography
crimes. and most importantly, created a separate statutory scheme for computer generated or altered child pornography. The USAs
have responded to requirements of The Act through increased prosecutions of chil pornographers. For example, in June, 1999 in the
Western District of Virginia, a former Lynchburg, Virginia pediatrician was sentenced to 33 months in prison under The Act for

8t



receiving arid possessing sexually explicit images of children. He was also fined $60,000 and sentenced to three years of supervised
release following his incarceration.

Also, defendnt were seniced for child pornography offenses in three separate case in June, 1999. Richard Dean Newberry was
convicted of five county of interstate transportation of child pornogrsphy following an undercover investigation by the East Baton
Rouge Parish Sheuiff's Office. Newberry c-mailed numerous images of child pornography to a detective who was posing as a 12-yea.
old girl. Newberry was sentenced to 70 months in prison and ordered to comply with the Louisiana laws regarding sex offender
notification and registration as conditions of his supervised release. John M. Stern was sentenced to a 33-month prismt term following
his guilty plea to eight counts of transportation of child pornography. Stern btranaitled child pornography via America Online to
undercover FBI agents on three separate occasions. In the third cuse, Gerald Hooper pled guilty to possession of child pornxophy
after the local hospital where he was an administrator discovered the pornography on his office computer. Hooper was provisionally
sentenced to 15 years in prison, pending a psychiatric evaluation at a fedeWa medical center.

Crime in the age of information technology has adapted to the environment by becoming increasingly more complex and
sophisticated. T7he technical expertise of computer information specialists is required to identify, classify, organize, interpret, describe
and present evidence collected by law enforcement agencies. For example, in a report dated June 16, 1998, the FBI identified several
statistics which relate to activities such as engaging or attempting to engage in child pornography or solicitation crime online.
Specifically, in operation "Innocent Images," which targeted the individuals who use America On Line (AOL) to traffic in child
pornography, the FBI executed more than 363 search warrants nationwide. Two hundred and one individuals have been convicted, the
remainder of these investigations ae continuing. Also, 176 individuals have beea indited, and 180 individuals have been arrested.

The USAs are responsible for the prosecution of various computer crimes, including crimes involving the possession and distribtio
of child pornography and the sexual exploitation of children. These case encompas a cohort of pedophies that present an
exceptionally serious threat to children - "travelers" who seek to meet children on-line and who then travel -or induc the child to
travel - in an attempt to meet and have sex with the child. The USAs have hanled an increasing number of child pornography sad
traveler cases in the last several years; that number will assuredly increase - and increase dramatically - in the next several years. In
1998, one AUSA in the Eastem District of Virgiia (EDVA), where AOL is headquartered, handled 66 search warrants - aS0 percent
increase from the previous year. Historically, thes cases were generated by the FBI's Innocent Images Task Force headuartered in
Cslverton, Marylad. The Calverton-based task forc has doubled in siz in the lat year moreover, smaller "franchise" task *nres
were recently established in five other locations throughout the country and four more task forces am schediled to begin operetow
this year. The U.S. Customs Service has also actively pursued child pornography case and it, too, is expanding its efforts in this am
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Indeed, according to one FBI official, they expect the Calverton task force to open two tim mom case in 1999 than they did in 1998.
Clearly, law enforcement's commitment to crimes involving the sexual exploitation of children will produce a dramatic surge in AOL
related search warrants. Regardless of where the case will ultimately be brought, the EDVA is responsible for preparing and obtaining
the search warrant. The USAs have had great success in prosecuting child pornography and sexual exploitation of children cases, but
dramatic growth in Internet use promises many more such case. Similar to the incrae in child pornography sePen in the EDVA. die
district of Maryland, where thet FBI's Innocen t Images Task Force is located, has also seen a high number of prosecutions of child
pornography cases.

A recent example of the USAs' successful prosecution of pedophiles who use AOL includes a defendant who was charged with
possessing child pornography in July, 1999. The indictment also sought forfeiture of his computer and the diskettes he used to saom
pornographic images. Federal authorities in Maryland first became aware of the defendant when they traced computer trsissions
of child pornography they received to his California address. Executing a search warrant at the residence, agents found more than 100
computer images depicting minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct.

The investigation and prosecution of criminal offenses against children will continue to be a high priority of the USAs. High priority
will be given to case involving large-scale distributors who realize substantial income from multi-stat operations as well as
prosecution of case involving relatively small distributors, cases in which there is evidoxe of organized crime involvanent, and
distributors of obscenity over the Internet.

State Prosecutlons.

Due to the laxity in state child porngraphy law, the USAs are often the line of las resort in the area of child exploitation and
pornography. In other words, if the federal government doesn't do it, it won't get done. U.S. Attorneys Offices (USAOs) of all sizes
have been impacted by the increasing numbers of child pornography cases. For example, the Distirict of Maine has had 36 child
pornography cases since March 1. 1997, with four convictions and six cases under indictment/other formal charges (of the six case
charged. two were closed after the defendants committed suicide, one was dismissed after the evidence was suppressed, and one cuse
is still on appeal on a constitutional challenge to the statute). There currently are 18 child porr.graphy cases under investigation.

There has been an explosion of serious child pornography cases In Maine for example, the State pornography statut is a
misdemeanor unless the evidence shows that there was monetary gain involved. Monetary gain is simply not a factor in 99 percent of
the child pornography cases, Moreover, State investigators are devoid of the necessary computer forensic capabilities required in these



cases. The result is that almost all "State investigations" are referred to either Customs or the FBI. USAOs are inundated with these
case, yet it is difficult to decline them given their nature. Sending them back to the State either results in a misdemeanor prosecution
or outright declination.

Other examples of this type of activity include:

£ .la-uly,-M J99asifendant was jndkted -for possession of child pornography after a United States Customs Service undercover
operation that led to the arrest of another collector of child pornography in Texas. When the Texa coflector's computer was
searched, agents found contacts with the defendant via "ICQ2" a software program allowing computer users to "chat" with one
another and exchange files. The Customs Service served a search warrant on his residence in June 1999 and seized his
computer and related equipment.

* Also in June, 1999, a defendant, a former member of the Big Brother program in the Northern District of Illinois, was
sentenced to a prison term of 121 months for receiving child pornography and possession of child pornography. The sentence
included an upward departure based on the defendant's limited criminal history which did not adequately represent his
likelihood of future offenses. The defendant, who pled guilty to the charges, made successful and unsuccessful advances
toward at least 10 teenage boys over a six-year period.

I.vestlgative Agency Resources.

The Department of Justice, particularly the United States Attorneys, must continue efforts to develop the capability and technology to
keep pace with advances in technology in order to effectively prosecute users of computers for child exploitation and computer cimes.
Federal investigative agencies are seeking to increase the complement of agents dedicated to the investigation of computer related

crime.

The U.S. Customs Servce, in its "International Child Pornography Investigation," has % ffected 258 airesta since 1995, from which the
U.S. Attorneys have obtained 237 indictments and 150 convictions. These efforts represent the first tine that individuals who were
distributing child pornography through a U.S.-based computer network were systematically identified investigated and prosecuted&
As computer and Internet use continues to increase, it can be expected that this problem will likewise increase. Child pornogntapbaa.
armed with tools such as the Internet have expanded their eonsact wita other pedophiles to the international arenas. For instance, on
March 3 1, 1998, a husband and wife, both citizens of tasel, Switzerland. were sentenced to prison terms of 87 and 8 months,



respectively. They were charged with selling lirge quantities of child pornography through the Intmse and the mails, and with

physically bringing thousands of electronic files of child pornography into the countrY from their borne in Switmlnd. This Case

aros from a U.S. Customs undercover operation called "rhotian Web" that was operated from Buffalo, New York.

The FBI has lo,:ated its innocent Images Task Force in its Calveuto , office, jut outside the Washington, D.C. beltway in Prince

Greorge's County, Maryland. In addition to prosecuting cases where a Maryland venue is appropriate, this office provides Additional

support to the Innocet Images effort involving cases that am~ not ultimately prosecuted in Maryland. Specifically, an attorney is

assigned for the following purposes: to render legal advice to agents, issue all grand jury subpoenas to service providers which are

appropriate to aid in Innocent Images; investigations, prepare and submit motions anid proposed court orders wider 18 U.S.C. I 2703(b)

(LL unopened e-mail) and other applicable statutes, review drafts and provide asistanice in obtaining search warrants.

The amount of work generated by the presence of Innocent Images in Maryland is substantial. The FBI Task Force currently consists

of a total of 22 Special Agents, 24 Intelligence Research Specialists, and 4 Investigative Assistants (50 people total). They we the

primary investigators of child pornography came all over the country. This e~or has been growing and is likely to continue to grow

in the future. Resources are needed in order to continue supporting this growing nationwide enfcaneat prograinIn addition the -

trend seens to be that the workload will increase on out of district cases. If one looks at grand jury sublpoenias as a proxy for the

amount of work being generate&, a sustained and increasingly high amount of work is likely to be generated by FBI agents. In the0

final two months of 1998 there were 95 subpoenas issued fromi the District of Maryland on innocent Images matters In FY 1999, the

number of subpoenas issued has grown to over 150, an over 60 percent increase.

Increasing Workload.

The following table displays the increases the USAs are seeing in child pornography and exploitation. Between FY 1992 and FY

1999, matters received have increased by 1,099 or 169 percent. Similarly, during the same period, child pornography case filed

increased by 273 percent , or from 227 case in FY 1992 to 847 case in FY 1999. As the workload data reflects, there was an

explosion of matters received and cases filed in FY 1995 with an average annual growth in workload since, FY 1994 of 24 percent and

27 percent respectively. The USAs have not been able to fully recover from this growth in workload without a commensurae increase

in attorney positions.



WORKLOAD DATA - CHILD PORNOGRAPhFY/ABUSE
FY 1992 TO FY 1999

Matters Cases

Received Pending Defendants Filed Pending Defendants
_______ _____Pending _ __________ Pending

l"92 652 565 624 227 217 223

1993 582 559 643 235 168 176

l9"4 619 541 586 26.4 194 218

1995 958 814 896 344 268 293

1996 1,145 858 945 540 427 498

1997 1,285 1,003 1,083 582 455 530

1998 1,499 1,163 1,257 714 595 644

1999 1,751 1,357 1,445 847 686 760

% 92d99 169% 140% 132% 273% 216% 241 %

% 9&99 17% 17% 15% 19% 15% 18%

ANTICIPATED RESULTS OF ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:



Tie United State Attorneys canow continue to indefinitely absorb the rapid increases we we etIwimmcing in the child explotvtia.
and pornography wars The United States Attorneys ame currntly investing resources to address the arme problema wnh district
and addressing those aress which have been established a national priorities. Although thwe we curruty no reliable estimates of the
number of children who have been or we being victimized, the rute at which federal, state, and local enforcenment = we ountering
cases of this nature appears to be growing rapidly, It is important that the USAOs take appropriate actions to combat this incesn
threat. The USAs' increasing caseload in the child pornography ame is such that we need additional resource in order to WAmnta
those who engage in criminal child sexual abuse and exploitation are apprehended and punished to the fell exent of the law

CALCULATION OF NEED

The FBI dedicated 177 agents in FY 1999 to child pornography and Interne exploitation. Although the USAs have requested funding
for Child Exploitation initiatives in the paut, funding has not been appropriated for this continually growing area, of crime. In order to
address the workload backlog generated by the additional FBI agents, the USAs would need an additional 31 attoreys, thre of whom
will be insa supervisory capacity. Additionally, the USAs we requesting five paralegals, I1I support positions, and S4.1 million in FY
2001.

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

In allocating positions for child pornography and exploitation prosecutions, the Executive Office for United States Attorneys will
identify those districts with the greatest need for resources to investigate and prosecute high technology crium against children.
The allocation plan will includeman assessment of the needs of each district based on the following elements:

* Districts that are working in cooperation with local authorities in their high tech efforts to address local problems,

* Number of referrals from law enforcement; and

" In addition, one support position will be assigned to the Executive Office for United States Attorneys.

ANTICIPATED RESULTS

If provided the resources, we will measure our success by:



* Our ability to respond to high-impect majo invatiiaom conductd by ou w iEqims

* The number of case terminaed involving child poAO~Sphy; and

* Our results through aaritencing was wAd guilty pleai.

6.
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Criminal and Management & Administration Decision Uits 48 24 $3,844,000

This initiative requests 48 positions (27 attorneys), 24 FTE and $3,W4,000 in support of Immuigration workload.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN
This initiative addresses DOJ Strategic Plan Core Function 4: Immigration, GOAL 3: Secure the land border, ports-of-entry and
coasts of the United States against illegal migration through effective use of technology and personnel resources focuses on enhancing
the deterene to entry and apprehending and removing those who attempt to enter illegally.

This initiative will address United States Attorney Goal 1: Investgation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses.

Our strategies to combat violations of immigration offenses include:

" Ensuring that there is a sufficient United States Attorney presence to meet the steadily increasing caseload
generated by increased INS resources.

* Aggressive enforcement of the Immigration statutes including aliens who afterdeportation, attempt to reenter or
are found in the United States illegally, alien smugglers and alien smuggling organizations, a those involved
in production, distribution and sae of false U.S. Immigration documents and other identification docments.

* Continue to build partnerships with State and local governments and law enforcement agencies to develop
comprehensive immigration plans to deport illegal alie=s.

OVERVIEW

The Immigration criminal case filings have grown from 4,042 (or I I percent of the total criminal case filed) in FY? 1995 to 11,580
(or 23 percent of the total criminal case filed) in FY? 1999. This represents an increase of 186 percent in Immigration case filings
from FY 1995 to FY? 1999. The United States Attorneys have received increases of 42 attorneys in FY? 1995 and 8 attorneys in FY?



I9"S.

T'he Immigration and Naturalization Service, the primary contributor to the United States Attorney workload, is requesting an'ices
cr430 Border Patrol agents and 115 inspectors in the FY 2001 Congressional submission. Authorized Border Patrol agent strength
has increased by 1,000 agents each year from FY 1997 through FY 2000.

Since 1993, the U.S. Department of Justice embarked on a comprehensive strategy to restore the rule of law at the nation's borders.
The augmentation of law enforcement resources on the border has resulted in a deluge of criminal referrals that the U.S. Attorneys'
offices can no longer handle without additional resources.

The Immigration and Naturalization Service has recently developed an Interor Enforcement Strategy to respond more effectively to
changing patterns and consequences of illegal imigration. This strategy, implemented in FY 1999. is expected to lead to increases in
criminal investigation referrals in interior districts as well as border districts.

The U.S. Attorneys' immigration efforts are focused on prosecuting illegal aliens with multiple deportations who have committed
criminal offenses including rape, anme robury assault, burglary, narcotics trafficking, auto theft and child and spousal abuse.

JOSTIFICATION0

Congress passed the Illegal Imrmigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (URIRA). While much of the IIRRA
dealt with reforms in lega immigration, the law enforcement paut of the legislation provided for increasing the number of Border
Patrol Agents by 700 in FY 1996 aMi by an additional 1,000 each year for the next four years, for a to talinrease of 4,700 Border
Patrol Agents by FY 2000. Additional increases were also included for INS investigators, and INS and Custom inspectors In
addition, the IIRIRA significantly increased the statutory penalties, for immigration offne of all types, including alien simggling
and document fraud. The United States Attorneys have not received a sizable increase for Immigration since the passage of the
1IRIRA.



The three primary statutes involved in Immigration case filings and the number of filings are discussed below:

Statute FY 1995 FY 1999 Percentage Increase

Title8 U.S.C., Section 1324 561 1,917 242%/

Title & U.S.C., Section 1325 541 2,879 432%

Title 8 U.S.C., Section 1326 2,740 7,323 167/p

Title S U.S.C., Section 1324 makes it a felony to bring to this country ant immigrant knowing that immigrant is here illegally,
concealing or harboring such an immigrant, transporting such an immrigrant, encouraging or inducing such an immigrant to come to
this country, or conspirin to do any of the aforementioned.

Title 8 U.S.C., Section 1325 makes itsa misdemeanor to enter the country illegally the first time and a felony any time thereafter. It $-A

also makes it a felony to enter into a marriage to evade immigration laws.

Title 8, U.S.C., Section 1326 makes it a felony to re-enter the country illegally following a deportation. The punishment eecalates
dramatically for those deported following the commission of an aggravated felony.

Increased Prosecutions AloUS the Southwest Borde
In her report to the President in 1996, Attorney General Reno wrote that "years of neglect had left the Southwest Bortler an open
invitation to violent crime, drug ftaticking, and illegal immigration.." Fighting Crime on the Soutkwest Border: A PrgrearRepomt

In the early 1990s, as new U.S. Attorneys were appointed in the early days of this Administration, the federal prosecutors in Southwest
Border districts were faced with a serious law enforcement and public safety problem. Border cotmmunities were eriencing high
violent crime rates, attributable in part to crimes committed by illegal aliens. The border with Mexico was virtualy unoonlollId with
literally millions of illegal aliens and drug traffickers crossing almost at will through and between the ports of entry. For decades
violations of the U.S. Immigration laws, if they were prosecuted as merely petty offenses, resulted in maximum prison term of rAot

more that 180 days in jail and often less, even for those offenders who had previous felony convictions.



Beginning in 199, the Department of Justice embarked on a comprehensive plan to dramatically increase the number of felny
immigration prosecutions and restore the nule of law along the border. One of the first steps taken was to deploy new Border Patrol
and rNS agents to the border under Operation Hold the Line in El Paso anid Operation Gatekeeper in San Diego. In addition, U.S.
Border Patol Krid INS agents were provided new computerized identification technology, known as WbENT. The IDENT system
enables agents to store an arrested alien's fingerprnts and photograph in a database so-that if the alien is wrested again, the alien's use
of an alias in an attempt to avoid prosecution would fail.

In order to fully support these federal law enforcement initiatives along the border, United States Attorneys throughout the Southwes
and elsewhere completely revised their prosecution policies to target, for the first time in Department of Justice history, thousand. of
criminal aliens for felony proseution under Title 8, United States Code Sections 1326 (reentry after deportation) mid 1325 (illega
entry after prior conviction for illegal reentry). Today, rather than facing mere misdemeanor prosecution, these serious felons seave
substanttial federal prison terms.

At the same time, United States Attorneys dramatically increased the prosecution of aliin smugglers under Title 8, United Stats Code
Section 1324. For the first time, United States Attorneys employed the use of wiretaps to investigate mnajoraihe snuggling-
organizations. Also for the first time, United States Attorneys invoked the new mandatory minimum, prison tamu for crtain aliM
smuggling often which were enacted by Congress. under the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant RespotNiity Act of
1996. In addition, alien smugglers who endangered the alien being smuggled, law enforcement personnel, and the public at large
were targeted for felony prosecution.

The U.S. Attoreys have employed all the tools available to them in handling the unprecedented explosion in their caseoads. They
have also worked with numerous other components of the Department, implementing ever more innovative ia to aunt federal
prosecutorial resources. These measures. though, have not been sufficient to deal with the problem. As a residt, all five Southwest
Border U.S. Attorneys, along with numerous other affected districts have develope immigration fast truck program dusignied to
pracess illegal entry and reentry case as quickly us possible and minimize the burden on the criminal justice infrastructure



Immigration Case Filed

EX 99 F E1999 hskin
Southern District of Califoris 851 1,664 813

New Mexico 103 754 651

Aios189 1,617 1,428

Southern Districtr oi rexa 299 1,363 1,064

We"t.t District of Tes 300 1,577 1,277

As the number of individuals prosecuted for violating fedeal law continues to icncrae the number of individuals arrested for
violating state and local law continues to decrease in commmunities along the border. The impact of the United State tuwy e it
on crime were felt almost immediately throughout the Southwest As Attorney General Reno reported to the Presidew in 1996. the
crime rate dropped 30 percent in San Diego, 5 pae.n in Nogaee 14 paren in El Paso ad 20 percent in Brownuville Texas.

Growth in trmmigration case filed is not exclusive to the Southwest Border a eviduaced by the ds below.
00

Immigration Case Filed

District FY 199 FY 199

Utah Is 232 214

Middle Dstrict of Florida 31 168 137

Northern District ofGeorgia 62 148 86

Nevada 8 160 152

Noothen District of New York 61 283 222



Immnigalon and Naturalization Interior Enforcement Straca
The INS began developing a new Interior Enforcement Strategy in late 1997 to respond more effectively to changing patterns and
consequences of illegal immigration. Progress made under the Border Patrol National Strategy significantly shifted illegal cosn
patterns along the border. In turn, new crossing corridors changed the transportation routes that carry illegal workers across the
country, shifting to communities in the interior of the United States some of the problems and costs associated with this mipsetion
International illegal migration became increasingly coordinated through smuggling operations that are better organized better
financed, more sophisticated, and more ruthless than ever before. These organized networks have led to the recruitment and
transportation of illegal workers top1ace of employment in the interior of the country, often with the ful knowledge and active
participation of some middle- and lower-level managers.

In January of 1999. the INS finalized its new Interior Enforcement Strategy for dissemination to the field. The priniples. of the
strategy are: to identify and remove criminal aliens in the interior of the United States and minimize recidivism; deter, dismantle, and
diminish smuggling or trafficking of aliens; respond to community reports and comnplainta about illga immigrant and build
partnerships to solve local problems; minimize immigration benefit frand and other documrent abuse; and block and r v
employers' access to undocumented workers. It is anticipated that the strategy will be fuly implemented over the course of the next
ive years. While it is too early to predict the effect of the strategy on the caseload of any individual district, it is anticipated that this

increased enforcement activity in the interior of the United States will yield a substantial increase in federal immigration prosecutions
in interior districts,.t

WORKLOAD INDICATORS

* The United States Attorneys filed. 11, 0 immigration cases against 12,650 defendants in FY 1999. 7Tis represents
growth over two years of 67 percent in the number of cases filed and a 65 percent increase in the number of defendants
filed. The USAOs.also devoted Ill attorney workyesrsto this area, an increase of 71 percent when compared to FY
1997.

41 Attorneys have been asked to assume an increasing number of cases each year for the last four fiscal year. The
number of cas defendants handled per attorney workyear has increased from 143 in FY 1995 to 168 in FY 1999.

* Assa result of the increasing workload in Immigration the number of appeals filed have increased from 357 in FY 1997



to 953 in FY 1999 or ant increase oft5% or 1.67 percent. The number of guilty defendants has increased from 6,254 in
FY 1997 to 11,206 in FY 1999 or anincrease of 4,952 or 79 percent,

* The U.S. Border Patrol documented 1,528,313 apprehensions of illegal aliens in the Southwest Border Sectors during
FY 1998.

* During FY 1999, 74,116 undocumented aliens were arrested attempting to illegally enter the U.S. through Ports of
Entry in the Southern District of California (typically using false documents) up from 59,769 the year before. This
represents an increase of 14,347 arrests or 24%.

* The United States Attorneys' translation costs have increased from $2,227,000 in FY 1993 to $3,837,000 in FY 1998 or
a increase of $1,610,000. This increase can be attfibuted in part to the growth in our immigration cases which routinely
require translation services. In most cases, the defendant and witnesses do not speak English. Investigative agencies
are requiring us to share the burden of the cost of the interpreters for wiretaps. The Southwest Border is not used
exclusively as a route of transport for Mexican and Central Amerncan nationals; it has increasingly become a route of
choice for many other nationalities. The United States Attorneys are frequently being asked to pay for translation costs
starting with the investigation and continuing until the trial.

SIGNIFICANT CASES

Criminal Alien Transportation
United States v. Oswaldo Montalvo. December 7, 1999, Mr. Montalvo was sentenced to 33 months in prison for transporting iWOWa
aliens into the U.S. The defendant, driving a motor home, caught the attention of Border Patrol agents while making an illegal U-turn
on approach to a border check point. With the Border Patrol agents in pursuit, Mr. Montalvo jumped from the motor homne and fled on
foot. The motor home subsequently ran into a gasoline tanker truck. Upon arrival on the scene, the Border Patrol apprehended 47
illegal aliens.

Criminal Aliens
United States v. Juan Quinones-Zanaba. On June 25, 1997, Juan Quinones-Zapata, a Mexican National, pleaded guilty to reentering
the United States after having been deported. On September 19,1997, the court sentenced Quinones-Zapata to a term of 63 months in
prison, the maximum sentence available. Quinones-Zapata had been deported from the United States aft having been convicted of



voluntary manslaughter in 1985 and serving hus time for that offense. In addition, Quinones-Zapata had been convicted of nine other
felony offenses, including rape, robbery, larceny, and possession of heroin.

Endangerment of Smuggled Aliens
United States v. Esquivel et. al. As Operation Gatekeeper has made it more difficult to enter illegally through the western portion of
San Diego, we have witnessed increased attempts to smuggle aliens from Mexico into the U.S. through the more desolate, and often
treacherous areas of the eastern portion of the county. In one such recent case involving alien smuggling in our east county, an
Assistant U.S. Attorney prosecuted six defendants, including the two leaders, a manager, and three guides, who would arrange to
smuggle aliens from Tijuana, east to the Hongo hills in Mexico, and then up mountainous terrain into the United States where they
would thereafter be placed in trunks of vehicles and driven to San Diego. Based on surveillance, it was estimated that literally
hundreds of aliens were smuggled into Southern California in this manner. One of the leaders of the ring was sentenced to 63 months
in prison and fined $12,000, while the other leader was sentenced to 57 months in prison. Four others were each sentenced to 36
months in prison.

Official Corruption
United States v. CUan. Prosecution of official corruption cases involving both Immigration and Customs inspectors at our ports of
entry has been a high priority of the Southern District. In this case, defendant Quan, a part-time U.S. Customs Inspector assigned to
the United States Port of Entry at Calexico, California, was prosecuted for his role in an alien smuggling operation that included using
his mother as a scout car driver. The illegal aliens were charged $1,500 to $2,000 each for safe passage to the Los Angeles area. Quan
was convicted in September 1998 and sentenced to 2 years in prison in January 1999.

CALCULATION OF NEED

Based on a detailed workload and caseload analysis that incorporated data collected over a five year period, the increase of 2,000
border patrol agents which has been authorized to the Immigration and Naturalization Service over the FY 1999 and FY 2000
appropriations would require an increase of the 27 attorneys as requested in this submission to prosecute the c ases brought forward. A
study on the United States Attorneys operations was completed, identifying aspects of data that are predictors of future resource needs,
based on an analysis of historical events. The study discussed the effects of growth by )ur 6i;ent investigative agencies.

ANTICIPATED RESULTS
The positions requested would continue the United States Attorneys' commitment to administer the Nation's Immigration laws fairly



and effectively and to deter and remove those who violate them. The provision of an adequate ratio of prosecutes, to investigative
agency positions will ensure that the Immigration strategies developed thus far will be supported.

The United States Attorneys would allocate additional resources based on the following criteria:

* The number of previous allocations to each district and their performance;

* The number of illegal reentry cases per district pending at the beginning of the year

* The number of Border Patrol apprehensions in each district during the most recent year available;

* New trends in cases and apprehensions; and

* One support position will he included for the Executive Office for United States Attorneys.

We will measure our results, if provided these resources, by:

* Analyzing crime rates along the border; and

* Analyzing the number of cases and matters handled by the Offices of the United States Attorneys.



INFRASTRUCTURE

Management & Administration Decision Units Poitions CII Amount
47 24 $12,123,000

In FY 2001. the Executive Office for United States Attorneys (EOUSA) is requesting a total of S12,123,000 and 47 positions to
provide assistance to the 94 district offices of the United States Attorneys. The request is spread among the following activitea:
Information TechnologylNetwork Infr-astructure (S9,286,000), Litigation Support (37 positions, 19 FTE, $2,393,000), and Accounting
Technicians (10 positions, 5 FTE. $444,000). Virtually all of these positions will actually be located in the district offices that they
will be supporting rather than in EOUSA.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN

This initiative addresses the DOJ STRATEGIC PLAN -- Core Function 7: Management, GOAL 3: Make effective use of the best
available management practices, including current and new information technology, that will improve program performance and
overall efficiency.

GOALS

This initiative supports all United States Attorneys' related DOJ Strategic Plan Core Functions and Goals.

Our strategies include:

0 Ensuring that sufficient funding is available to continue the litigation brought by investigative agencies to the United States
Attorneys' offices;

0 Implemienting tI'e coming "information age" technologies as directed by the OMB and JMD policy stafrs; and

* Maintaining the ability of United States Attorneys to meet the increased demands placed on them by the Administration and
the Congres.



PROPOSED ACTIONS

This initiative will contribute to accomplishing the missons and goals of the United States Attorneys by:

* Providing highly trained and specialized personnel resources in order to maximize the utilization of information technology
hardware and software in the United States Attorneys' offices; and

" Ensuring enhanced communication of the government's position during the course of litigation.

Infrtnatlo. Tcehaolory - Net-work Igfrastructare: S9.26.O

This initiative requests S9,286,000 in support the automation infrastructure of the Executive Office of the United States Attorneys
(EQUSA) and the United States Attorneys Offices (USAOs).

VU.rvew

This request is for S9.3 million to establish funding for services to support the automation infrastructure of EQUSA and the United
States Attorneys' offices (USAOs). EQUSA and the USA~s propose establishment of a line item that will support our standard office
automation infrastructure, including project and task management, integration, maintenance and support services. With the mandated
migration to the Justice Consolidated Network, the cost of hardware, software, installation, and # scheduled technology refresh
program, are included in a Justice Management Division (JMD) budget request that includes all JCON 13 participants. Funding for
services such as those described above are not included in the DOJ request and that is what is being requested in this document. While
funding was obtained in FY 1999 to cover the costs directly associated with becoming Year 2000 compliant, this funding did not cover
all costs associated with movement to the new Department of Justice standards, (i.e., JCON H) or for the cost of required services as
described. The cost of additional hardware and software needed to convert to JCON H was provided in the FY 2000 Lega Activities
Office Automation budget. The estimated cost of support services requested in our base, beginning in 2001, is $9,286.000.

Justification

The cost to replace our entire infrastructure is based on the industry standard of $1,032 per seat for 9,000 users. This includes cable
plants, network servers, network components, printers and workstations. The total estimated cost is $92,860,000. The cost of



hardware and software maintenance, and support services to include Help Desk, on-site support, general integration services and
contractor project management, is estimated at 10% of the total value of the network, or $9,286,000.

The USAOs began installing computer networks after being awarded with the EAGLE contract in June 1989. At that time, and since,
the only established funding source was the Legal Activities Office Automation (LAOA) fund, initiated in 1986 to support DOJ-wide
office automation efforts for the litigating organizations, the Senior Management offices, the Solicitor General, arnd JMD. Since tha
time, all of the litigating components have joined the LAQA process. Total funding available from this source continues to be
extremely limited and does not provide full support for the automation requirements of the components it was established to support.
Historically, EQUSA has not received any funding to cover basic operating costs, nor have they been provided through the LAOA
appropriation. In the last five years, EQUSA has received a total of $45 million in LA3)A funding. Replacement of our antiquae
PCs at cost of approximately $37 million, although required in 1996, had to be deferreci until late-1998 and 1999 because funds were
not available. In Fiscal Year 1999, until the PC replacement could be completed, we paid a significant maintenance and support coat
penalty to maintain the old equipment.

Anticipated Results

Introduction of a much-needed technology refreshment program as part of our infrastructure is extremely important. Howeverequally
important is the ability to maintain the infrastructure, both hardware and software. Approved, this new base funding will provide a
consistent funding source to provide these services.



Litigation SuRRort - 37 Posltious. 19 FrEL S2,393.OO

Over-view

This request is for 37 positions, 19 FTE, and $2,393,000 in support the functions of our basic office automation systems.

The USAOs have come to know first hand the truth of the "Law of Diminishing Returns" when it comes to the lack of a balance
between the capital (technology) invested in USAOs without a corresponding addition of the skilled laborthuman beings that make the-
system work. This initiative requests the specialized human resources needed to operate and manage the litigation automation support
systems. These systems directly support the USAOs in their conduct of the majority of criminal prosecutions and civil litigation
handled by the Department of Justice. The districts' ability to support the information technology in their offices has reached a crisis
level.

-Litigation Support personnel provide technical advice to litigation teams on legal automation requirements and systems capabilities to
facilitate litigation decisions, trial preparationiand trial presentation. They apply knowledge of Federal Criminal and Civil procedures
court requirements, and district practices to implement new and enhanced computer applications needed for criminal and civil cases.
They perform a wide range of information system analysis, development and installation in support of District litigation support-
activities for assigned cases. They also work with Assistant United States Attorneys (AUSAs), investigators, agents, and paralegals to
determine the details of the case and the government's strategy for proving its case; to analyze litigation support requirements; to
develop or recommend appropriate strategies to meet litigation needs; and to recommend alternative methods and promote the use of
automated approaches and visual presentations.

The litigation support manager positions must assist and/or train attorneys and legal support staff in organizing voluminous case
information for efficient retrieval through automated means such as scanning, indexing and controlling of documents into a data base.
They assure documents are organized for efficient automated storage and retrieval by preparing appropriate indices, definin data file
search criteria and indexing/coding fields. They monitor the progress of computer data entry. They prepare computerized trial
presentation programs and evaluate the efficiency of litigation support technology to ensure that it is responsive to the attorney and
case needs, and that it represents the best methodology available.

In coordination with the office's System Manager, the Litigation Support personnel analyze automated litigation support functions and



recommend changes to increase the system efficiency and effectiveness. They monitor system use and response time, conduct cos-
benefit analyses. and develop implementation plans. They also study the interaction of various subsystems and recommend alternative
operating procedures. They recognize possible conflicts in relationships with other systems, including the continual tests and
modifications that are needed to ensure the successful transmission of data between servers throughout all USAOs.

Justification

To complement the work of the systems manager, as well as take over the management of the litigation function, we are proposing to
establish 37 Litigation Support Manager (LSM) positions. Similar to such positions in the private sector, the LSM will assist in
identifying the appropriate use of computer technology in any given litigation. For instance, in a large health care fraud case involving
hundreds of thousands of documents, the LSM would be called upon to evaluate requirements and then define approprate software
and,'or applications which would provide the most effective support in the investigation and litigation efforts. The LSM would
provide an early analysis of how best to accumulate and analyze a multitude of information. Additionally, the LSM would be called
upon to choose the appropriate devices for communicating the information and its analysis to a jury.

The USAOs conduct most of the criminal prosecutions and civil litigation handled by the Department of Justice. They serve as the
critical prosecutorial arm of the Department, responsible for ensuring that the investigative efforts of law enforcement agencies are0
pursued, and as the nation's legal advocates and defenders in civil suits brought by-and against the government. The range of their
responsibilities is staggering, from prosecuting those individuals who commit violent or terrorist acts, to prosecuting corporations or
individuals who commit fraud, to defending the nation against exorbitant civil lawsuits. The role of the LSM is critical in ensuring the
most effective message is conumunicated in the most effective manner possible and therefore an effective link in the process of
successful litigation by the Department. It is critical to their success that they have the appropriate means to communicate and display
the information necessary to support their cases.

There are very few Litigation Support Managers in the districts now. Those few currently on board have been able to be hired by
converting existing support vacancies into these high-tech specialists. However, more are urgently needed than can be satisfied by
converting other needed support positions. These 37 positions will go to those districts with the greatest immediate need.

Calculation of Need



In considering the Information Technology Management Reform Act of 1996, now known as the Clinger-Cohen Act, Public Law
10.4-106, Congressional conferees agreed that federal information systems are critical to the lives of every American, the efficiency
and effectiveness of the federal governments are dependent on the effective use of information, and that many federal agencies lack
adequate personnel with the basic skills necessary to effectively and efficiently use information technology and other infonxion
resources in support of agency programs and missions. This initiative seeks to ensure that the United States Attorneys are able to use
available information technology to better manage the explosion of information involved in today's cases, to reduce case preparation
and trial time, and consequently to ensure that justice and the American taxpayer are better served.

Anticipated Results

If provided the 37 positions, we will measure our success by increasing productivity and satisfaction of USAO staff in using office
automation equipment to its fullest capacity; ensuring that AUSAs have the most current technology. to assist them in efficiently
presenting the government's case in court which also should result in improved customer (including client agencies and judges)
satisfaction; and ensuring a well-trained work force in the area of applied legal technology.



Accountine Technician. - 10 Position., 5 ETE and S444.00

Overview

This request is for 10 Accounting Technician positions to provide a number of United States Attorneys' offices with assistance in the
management of the funds.

The United States Attorneys had a FY 1999 appropriation of S 1,090,378,000 and 9,312 FTE. In addition, the United States Attorneys
received funding from a variety of other sources in FY 1999, which is surmmarized below:

Amounl Fund Typc
S 1.0 billion Direct Appropriation
S80.7 million Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund
S 5.7 million Office of National - ,,Control Policy (HIDTA)
$79.8 million Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces
S11. 1 million AssetForfeiture Fund
$24.7 million Three Percent Fund
$24.5 million Health Care Fraud Fund
S 7.0 million Miscellaneous Reimbursable Resources
$19.5 million Fees and Expenses of Witnesses
$S10.2 million Office for Victims of Crime
S 3.0 million Emergency Witness Assistance Program
S 1.2 million Weed and Seed Funds
S415 iioln Y2K Funds

$ 1,308.9 billion TOTAL AVAILABLE RESOURCES

Justification

Funds for each of the programs listed above are allocated to the United States Attorneys' offices, who are responsible for ensuring
obligations are incurred in accordance with the authority delegated to each office. In addition, over the past few years, increased



delegations and management responsibilities, for example, maintenance ofta payroll management system and a budge tracking
"ysem, have been given to the United States Attorney offices with no additional resowtves allocated to support the increased

workload. In some offices, receptionists, secretaries, and paralegals are performing duties such as draft payment clerk, draft
disbursement officer, and approving official due to insufficient administrative resources.

In 1996.,1997, and again in 1998, the audit of the United States Attorneys' financial statements indicated a need for additional
resources to monitor and manage the United States Attorneys' district budgets. An accurate accounting of each funding source is
necessary throughout each fiscal year to ensure no funds are lost due to errors in the posting of obligation and payments. The
importance of the accurate, complete, and timely financial statements is td provide and ensure the public sound federal financial
management. Reliable financial information provides management the ability to make critical resource decisions, prepare supportable
budget requests, and make other sound management decisions.

Three legislative Acts lay the foundation for the government to manage their financial operations. The overall -theme of the new
legislation is designed to provide better fiunds management oversight to federal agencies, provide better cost information for program
managers, and better overall agency performance data.

The Chief Financial Officers (CFO) Act of 1990, as expanded by the Government Management Reform Act (GMRA) of 1994,0
provides the basis for identifying and correcting financial management weaknesses. The CFO Act requires that the Office ofo
Management and Budget annually submit to the Congress a financial management status report and a government-wide five-year
financial management plan. There is now a comprehensive set of basic accounting standards in place.

GMRA requires audited financial management statements. The audited financial statements must be submitted each fisca year and
must include the overall financial position and the results of operations. The GMRA requirements will add a great deal of work to the
current heavy workload of United States Attorneys' administrative staff. To handle these additional tasks, United States Attorney
personnel are working a great deal of overtime, which is resulting in the increase of staff burnout and tunover rates. Additional
resources are necessary in order to maintain the accounting system accurately, which requires a lot ofjesearch, communication with
requestors of goods and services, and a significant number of entries into the accounting system.

The first governiment-wide statutory deadline for agency strategic plans under the Government Performance and-Results Act (GPRA)
began in 1997. The GPRA seeks to redesign the way that Federal agencies plan, budget, manage, evaluate, and account for Federal
programs. The United States Attorneys' offices plan to convert to a new accounting system that will provide the capability to account



for resources by Federal program. However, additional requirements will be imposed on the United Staes Attorneye" 'Amintsrtie
staff in order to achieve the goal of the GPRA. These requirements cazi not be met without additional resources.

Anticipated Results

The 10 positions will be allocated to the United States Attorneys' offices based on the number of program aress the office is
responsible for managing and the current level of resources dedicated to financial management. The resources will allow BOUSA to
more effectively plan and manage a budget in excess of $1.3 billion and provide increased accountability for all fiamds. The additional
resources will increase efficiency in the management of resources provided; improve our ability to measure and report our program in
achieving goals. maintain payroll and accounting systems to produce accurate reporting and accounting of Federal resources; and
measure the cost effectiveness of United States Attorneys' programs.



CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
Perm.

FM M AR
Criminal and Management and Administration Decision Units 95 48 $5,000,000

RELATIONSHIP TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN
This initiative addresses the DOJ Strategic Plan Core Function 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses, GOAL 5:
Coordinate and integrate Department of Justice law enforcement activities wherever possible, and cooperate fully with other Federal,
State and local agencies that are critically linked to improved operation of the Nation's justice system.

This initiative addresses United States Attorney Goal 1: To identify, prosecute, and convict those persons and legal entities who have
rommnitted criminal offenses against the laws of the United States.

Our stategy is to allocate one paralegal to every United States Attorneys' office to work on Child Support Enforcement.

PROPOSED ACTIONS

* If resources were provided, there would be enhanced enforcement of the provisions of the Child Support Recovery Act of
1992.

" As a result, prosecution associated with the "Deadbeat Parents Punishment Act of 1998" (DPPA), PL 105-187, June 24, 1998.
112 Stat 618 would increase. The DPPA created two new first-offense felonies that may now be prosecuted under the CSRA
for willful failure to pay child support. A delinquent child support obligor is now subject to a two-year maximum prison term
and a fine for: (1) traveling in interstate or foreign commerce with the intent to evade a support obligation, if the obligation haa
remained unpaid for longer than one yea or is greater than $5,000; or (2) willfully failing to pay a support obligation regarding
a child residing in another state if the obligation has remained unpaid for longer than two years or is greater than $10,000. The
misdemeanor section of the law, now found at 18 U.SC. §228(aXlI), has not changed.



OVERVIEW

This initiative requests 95 positions, 48 FTE and S5,000,000 in support of the United States Attorneys' efforts to enhance Child
Support restitution provided to custodial parents. Success in this initiative can yield significant results for children in America and a
reduction in the demand on already burgeoning government entitlement program.

President Clinton has made improving child support enforcement and increasing child support collections a top priority. The Clinton
Administration has cracked down on non-paying parents and stregthened child support enforcement, resulting in record child support
collections. According to a Department of Health and Human Services (HHtS) Fact Sheet, in fiscal year 1998, the federal-sitate
partnership collected $14.4 billion from non-custodial parents, an increae of $6i billion, or narly 80 percent, since 1992.

Census data show that 62 percent of all custodial mothers in the United States did not receive child support in 1989.

An October, 1996 GAO report titled "Reorienting Management Toward Achieving Better Program Resultsstated that in 1995, RS'
Office of Child Support Enforcement reported an estimated caseload of 20.1 million custodial parents seeking such servces through
the nation's child support enforcement program, an increase of about 50 percent over the total reported in 1991.

In a December 1994 report entitled Child SuVoort Enforcement. Families Could Benefit from Stronger Enforcement Proararn the
General Accounting Office (GAO) stated that greater Federal leadership coupled with equally intensive state efforts could better
position the national child support enforcement program to serve the families that depend on it.

United States Bureau of the Census data quoted in the report shows that there were 9.8 m-illion custodial mothers aged 18 year anW
older in 1990, or 39 percent more than in 1989.

Another study cited by GAO estimated that the gap between total child support that should he paid nationwide and total child support
paid as S34 billion in 1990.'

Noncustodrjal Father Can they iiffod to pay more Child Support. (Wauhungion, D.C. Urban tnatitute, Uan. 1994)



The GAO report also found that a widespread public perception exists that the child support enforcement program is failing to
adequately address the nationwide problem of child support non-payment. Estimates of state child enforcement worker caseloads
ranged from 300 to 2,500 cases per worker, and officials believe that many cases now take more time than ever befbre

JUSTIFICATION

The ChtilS4Vport Recovery Act (CSRA) and the DPPA provided the United States Attorneys offices with new imperatives, but no
additional prosecutive or investigative resources to carry them out. The 10 paralegals provided in FY 1998 enhanced the CSRA effort
in the 10 districts that received them. However, insufficient resources were available for all of the other districts who expressed the
need for the paralegals in 1998. The request for-FY 2Q01 will enable us-to expand to-every United StateskAtorneys office throughout
the country.

When the Child Support Recovery Act of 1992 was passed it was hoped that the program would be implemented without the need for
additional United States Attorneys! office staff because prosecutions were to be against individuals who had already been ordered to
pay child support, and against whom legal action had been taken in the state cowlts to enforce the orders which had been issued. It was
further anticipated that state agency efforts to collect delinquent child support obligations would have resulted in the creation of ful
investigated, completely assembled referral packages/matters which would need little more than efficient presentation to grand juries.

The experience of the AUSAs who have prosecuted these case, however, has been that often a substantial amount of background
work is needed to amass the documentary evidence required to support these prosecutions. This work often cannot be done by state
child support enforcement personnel because of their excessive caseloads or because the non-custodiall parent and his or her assets are
located in distant states. Responsibilities related to a successful CSRA prosecution include:

* Obtaining a copy of the divorce files;
* Obtaining copies of employment records, payroll records;
* Communicating with the states child support enforcement agency;
* Reviewing Federa income tax returns;
* Performing a credit check insa state other than that in which the USAG is situated;, and
" Searching for ownership records of real property, and. other assets, again in a state other than that in which the USAO is

situated.



This workload can be furthLr complicated by the flight of the non-complying individual.

Prior to the passage of'he felony provisions in the DPPA, offenses were most often charged as misdemeanors which result in an
efficient use of attorney or agent resources. These cases are document-intensive and paralegals can gather the documents, organize
the background materials, and present the package to AUSAs. The 9-3 additional paralegals requested in this budget will develop thewe
cases so that they are ready for filing. This initial preparation is extremely time-consuming and can be efficiently handled by a
paralegal,

The United States Attorneys have made steady progress in this type of prosecution:

122K 199 1222 122 12
Cases filed 82 140 201 249 396
Matters Defendants Pending 461 554 625 841 1,010
Total Defendants Guilty 28 43 112 134 194
Matters received 575 519 531 811 1,000

Between FY 1995 and FY 1999, the number of cases filed has increased by 383 percent. The number of matters defendants pending
has increased by 119 percent from FY 1995 to FY 1999. The total number of guilty defendants (who pled or were found guilty) has
increased by 593 percent from FY 1995 to FY 1999. The number of matters received has increased by 74 percent from FY 1995 to
FY 1999.

The growing size and complexity of the caseload reflect the major changes in demographic characteristics of the American family.
High rates of divorce and out-of-wedlock births have resulted in more children living in single-parent households. The number of
families maintained without two parents present has grown from 6.8 million in 1970 to 15.4 million in 1995 an increase of 126
percent.

The benefits this initiative provides to custodial parents who have sought to collect past-due child support payments for yesis cannot
be measured solely in dollars. In almost every case, the defendants were also ordered as part of their sentence to report address
changes and to continue to make the prospective payments on a timely basis. T7he threat of revocation of probation undoubtedly will
be far more persuasive than that of potential contempt citations imposed by state family courts.



Examples of successful prosecutions.
In the Southern District of Florida, a defendant was sentenced following a two-day bench trial to five and one-half months in prison
and ordered to pay more than S4 million in restitution for back child support, maintenance, and alimony. At the time of his divorce in
1992, the defendant's net worth was estimated at approximately $8.2 million. With the exception of $10,000 paid under threat of
contempt, the defendant made no child support payments after his divorce and consistently failed to comply with cowrt orders for
temporary child support. In the meantime, he led a lavish lifestyle while his ex-wife was forced to seek public assistance. The
defendant was also engaged in a number of real estate transactions that netted him more than $2 million in proceeds, which he
transferr ed to the Cayman Islands.

In the Eastern District of Louisiana, following a two-day trial, a resident of Albuquerque, was convicted for failure to pay past due
child support totaling $82,000. From 1995 until 1999, the defendant did not pay court-ordered child support. The defendant faces up
to two years in prison, up to $250,00-0 in fines, and mandatory restitution of the child support.

In the District of Alaska, a defendant was sentenced to six months in prison for failing to pay more than'$50,000 in support payments
and approximately SI15,000 in medical expenses for his four children. His former wife testified that, in spite of the fact that she was
working two jobs and putting herself through college to obtain a teaching degree, she and her four children were evicted from their
house and forced into bankruptcy because of the lack of child support.

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

The positions for this program will be allocated to districts based on the following factors:

* Those districts with a demonstrated need for CSRA resources based on caseload and workload data;

* Those districts where KHS resources have increased the resources devoted to CSRA investigations;

* Those districts where the state does not have a statute making a CSRA offense a potential felony; and

" Finally, two support persons will be assigned to EQUSA. -



ANTICIPATED RESULTS

We will measure our results in those districts, if provided The resources, by:

* The increase in the number of cases handled, and

" The increase in court-ordered restitution collected,

The new paralegal positions will allow the United States Attorneys the opportuity to provide a paralegal in every district for the

necessary case development asistance and support to custodial parents who are the victim of the crime.



INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT FOR SUPERIOR COURT
Perm.

Criminal Decision Unit 43 22 $2,863,000

RELATIONSHIP' TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN

This initiative addresses DOJ Strategic Plan Core Function 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses, GOAL 1: Reduce
violent crime, including organized crime and gang-related crime.

This initiative will address United StatesAttorney Goal 1: To identify, prosecute and convict those persns and legal entities who have

committed criminal offenses against the laws of the United States.

Our strategies to increase public safety within the District of Columbia include:

* Strengthen the investigations of violent criminals, in order to ensure high quality investigation;

* Enhance evidence available to bridge the gap between probable cause and beyond a reasonable doubt; and

* Decrease reliance on the Metropolitan Police Department for investigation following the arrest of a suspect.

PROPOSED ACTIONS

Support the operations of the Superior Court, through professional investigation beyond the assumption of probable cause.

OVERVIEW

This initiative requests 43 positions, 22 FTE. and $2,863,000 for investigators to support the District of Columbia- The United States
Attorneys' Office for the District of Columbia (USAODC) is requesting funding to assist in the investigation and successful
prosecution of violent offenders. The USAODC is unique among United States Attorneys Offices nationwide in its dual responsibility
for prosecution of violations of federal criminal statutes in the United States District Court and violations of the District of Columbia
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Code in the Superior Court of the District of Columbia.

T'he United States Attorneys Office for the District of Columbia prosecutes most violations of the criminal provisions of the D.C.
Code committed by adult offenders.' The practical effect of this jurisdictional scheme is that the USAODC acts as the local Distict
Attorney for the District of Columbia.

The concept of assigning investigators to a prosecutors ofiec is not unique. According to the National Prosecutor's [nvestigators
Association (NPIA). a majority of local prosecutors' offices have in-house investigators.! For example, the Manhattan, New York
District Attorney's Office has more than 100 investigators.

JUSTIFICATION

Unlike most federal cases, where defendants ame arrested after a thorough investigation, a case in the SupetlorouTisio-usa
begins with a preliminary investigation, followed by an arrest by the Metropolitan Police Departmnent (WPD). MPD, like all local
polie deparanents, operates primarily in a reactive mode. An arrest by MPD is based on probable cause to believe that the arrestee
has committed a crime. Thus, it signals the beginning, rather than the culmination of, an in-depth invest:Iganon into the ciretnatmes
surrounding the crime. Hence, MPD presents the prosecutor with felony cases that require a substantial amount of investigative effort
in order to procure an indictment in the Grand Jury and to secure a conviction thereafter. 'However, once MPD makes an srrest, the
case is considered "closed' for MPIYs statistical purposes and far too often the burden of completing the investigation sema to shift to
the prosecutor's offce. Ironically, the only way that prosecutors can carry out this responsibility is to call on MPD) officers and
detectives to go out on the streets and complete the required investigatory tasks.

These investigators would be assigned to the following sections in the Superior Court Division: the Homicide Section; the Violent
Crime Section; the 5D Community Prosecutiois - ction; the Grand Jury Section, the Felony Trial Section; the Sex Offense md
Domestic Violence Section.

Tbe USAODC also prosecutes juvenile offenders who are charged with murder,first degre aeual abuseandother sriousfelonyoffens e ceified
foe prosecution as adults. All other juvenil offender am prosecuted by the Office of the Coquoraison Counsel for the District of Columbia.

Prosecutors' offices front 31 stun were repesented on the NPIA's membership rolls for 1996.
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As the primary local prosecutor's office in the District, the USAODC is responsible for prosecution of approximately 5,700 Criminal
cases currently pending in the District of Columbia Superior Court. In 1998 alone, the USAODC processed more than 27,800 cases;
approximately 9,400 of those cases involved felony charges. With such large and growing numbers of cases and nearly 250 AUSAs
dedicated to the prosecution of local District of Columbia crimes, we believe this number of investigators is necessary to adequately
support our unmet requirements for investigative work. The USAODC is seeking funding far a staff of in-house investigators to assist
in the prosecution of the most serious and violert of those felony charges.

While the addition of in-house investigators to the USAODC staff would not eliminate the need for M1PD involvement in
investigations, it would provide much needed assistance to both prosecutors and police. MID will continue to be primarily
responsible foir most of the investigative work that must he done "on the street" to pear a case for indictment and trial - processing
the cnme scenc making arrests, following investigative leads, locating and interviewing witnesses, analyzing criminal intelligence
pertinent to ihe investigation, and the like.

USAODC investigators will be most helpful with the myriad of post-arrest tasks related to case investigation and preparation that can
be done primarily "in the office," and would address the difficulties outlined above in the following ways:

It would provide the USAODC with investigators who would be directly accountable to the USAODC to ensure that violent
crimes are thoroughly investigated following the initial MIPD investigation and arrest; they would be particularly useful in
poSt-indrnLe'r work which is essential to trial preparation. MID officers and detectives do not work for the USAODC, the
USAODC can ily ask them to take certain investigative steps; the USAOD)C cannot require them to do so. Thus, the
USAODC ha, ::,tle recourse when the speed with which an investigation is completed, the manner in which it is done, or even
the failure to do it at all, is unsatisfactory and decreases the chance that USAODC will be able to convict a violent criminal.

In-house investigators could assume many of the responsibilities that do not require the service of an MID detective, thus
freeing up MIPD officers, reducing the number of overtime hours NOD must allot to court overtime and producing a substantial
savings for MPD. The officers and detectives who are tasked with completing the investigative proess are often working on
overtime. This situation leads to a significant overtime expenditure by MIPD each year. During fiscal year 1998 alone, WID
spent over six million dollars on court overtime. A significant portion of that amount was expended on overtime pay for
detectives conducting follow-up investigations in cases involving homicides and other violent crimes.

Relieving MID detectives of many post-arrest tasks will free them up to spend more time patrolling the streets and working on



unsolved cases. Thus, it will allow the police to operate more efficiently and effectively. Conducting the full range of
investigatory work in "closed cases" necessarily reduces the resources available for MPD to maintain a visible patrol presence
on the streets and to solve "open" cases (cases where no arrest has been made). This inability to devote resources to
investigations was, in part responsible for the creation of the backlog of over 107 unsolved homicides in the District of
Columbia that was widely publicized in 1997 and continues today.

The Proposed Role of In-house Investigators at the USAQDC is to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of investigators assigned
to the USAODC. They need to be employed by, paid by. and housed at the USAODC. Under the provisions of local law, these
investigators would have broad, but appropriate, authority to conduct investigations on behalf of this Office. D.C. Code Section 23-
109 states: "Any special investigator appointed by the Attorney General and assigned to the United States Attorney for the District of
Columbia shall have authority to execute all lawful writs, process, and orders issued under authority of the United States, and
command all necessary assistance to execute his duties, and shall have the same powers to make arrests as are possessed. by members
of the Metropolitan Police Department of the District of Columbia."

The following list highlights some of the assignments that investigators might carry out in the USAODC. Many of these assignments
are different from those typically carried out by local law enforcement agencies and involve post-arrest work that would complement -
the work done by MPD:

* Reviewing the case file and, in consultation with the prosecutor, determining what investigative leads, and tasks should
be pursued;

* Coordinating with the lead NPD detective to find witnesses for the prosecutor and subpoenaing witnesses for grand
jury and trial appearances;

* Participating in witness interviews,
* Taking statements from witnesses and suspects in appropriate cases;

" Where appropriate, assisting WPD in the gathering of physical evidence and ensuring that laboratory tests are
conducted and completed with respect to various types of forensic evidence;

" Coordinating and communicating with local law enforcement officials to ensure their presence at grand jury
proceedings and at trial and to ensure that all investigative tasks falling within the purview of MPD are completed;,

" Coordinating with intelligence officials to ensure that all relevant information is investigated and provided to the
prosecutor;

* Visiting crime scenes;



* Interviewing expert witnesses;
* Preparing trial exhibits and physical evidence for presentation at trial; and

* Conducting computer and police file checks on all witnesses and suspects.

The rationale behind assigning special investigators to the USAODC is clear: the primary means of making the sweets of Washingto
D.C., safer is to successfully prosecute violent offenders and incarcerate them for appropriate periods of time. Succesful prosecution
depend on a thorough and professional investigation that produces strong evidence for use at trial. Succinctly stated, the prosecutions
are only as good as the investigations. The quality of the investigations being conducted in D.C. would be significantly improved by
the hiring of special investigators assigned to the USAODC. Moreover, the availability of such investigation should allow more time
for MPD officers to patrol the street and work on unsolved cases. It should also allow MPD to expend fewer resources on costly
police overtime pay for court-related tasks, making that money available within WPD to meet other pressing crime-fighting needs.

CALCULATION OF NEED

The State's Attorney's Office in Miami, Florida, has more than 40 investigators, process servers, investigative accountants, and
investigative supervisors. The Middlesex County Prosecutor's Office in New Jersey has more than 90 investigators and investigative
supervisors on its staff In addition, the District Attorneys' Offices in Dallas, Texas, and Kings County, New York, have their own
investigative staffs. These prosecutors' offices are comparable to the District of Columbia USAO in their primary mission - the
prosecution of violent crimes in their communities.

Prosecutors surveyed, in these offices confirm that in-house investigators have been vital to their success in conducting thorough and
high-quality grand jury investigations and securing convictions at trial. They see the work of in-house investigators not as a substitute
for the work of local police departments, but as a necessary complement to police efforts.

ANTICIPATED RESULTS

We will measure our results, if provided these resources, by the percentage of arrested violators who are convicted.



VICTM WITNESS ASSISTANCE
Pern.

f E u AuuM
Criminal Decision Unit 20 10 $1,115,000
This initiative requests 20 positions, 10 FTE and $1 , 115,000 in support of the Superior Court in the District of Columbia,

RELATIONSHIP TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN

This initiative addresses DOJ Strategic Plan Core Function 2: Assistance to State and Local Goverrnents, GOAL 4: Uphold the rights
of, and improve services to, America's crime victims.

This initiative will address United States Attorney Goal I: To identify, prosecute and convict those persona and legal entities who have
committed criminal offenses against the laws of the United States.

Our strategy is to improve services provided to victims of crime, witnesses and prosecutors by:

* Assisting in implementing the Attorney General's Guidelines for Victim and Witness Assistance;

" Improving the state of services offered to victims and witnesses by the Witness Security Section the Commurity Prosecution
Section, the Sex Offense (child victims) and Domestic Violence Section, the Grand Jury & Felony sections and the C entral Services
staff for the United States Attorney's Office for the District of Columbia; and

* Promoting the participation of crime victims and witnesses throughout each stage of criminal justice proceedings.

PROPOSED ACTIONS

To enhance the Victim Witness servicL: p rovided for the Superior Court.



OVERVIEW

This initiative requests 20 positions, IO0FTEx adSI,l 15,000 for victim witness services within the DistrictofColumbis. The United States
Attorney's Office in the District ofColumbia is unique because it handles a huge volumecof local criminal case in addition to its significant
Federal criminal cases. The Victim Witness Assistance Unit (VWAU) plays a crucial role in the success of these prosecutions by
improving the cooperation of witnesses and by helping the Office implement the Attorney General's Guidelines for Victim and Witness
Assistance. The VWAU staff members, who have specialized training and experience, assist many thousands of victim and witnesses
who face a myriad of problems. The VWAU staff has aided victims of torture and abduction, family members and tourists who survived
the slaying of two Capitol Police officers in the United States Capitol building, domestic violence victim (including at least two who later
were murdered), child witnesses whose parents were murdered execution style, family members who lost their children to random acts
of violence, women who were brutally raped, and victims who suffered paralysis or permanent disability as a result of crime.

These victims and witnesses often are repeatedly exposed to traumatizing events in their communities and in their homes. Many of these
people are seen by this Office as a result of gang activity, resulting in serious and ongoing concerns for their safety. Beginnin in 1999,
the VWAU has taken on the additional duty of notifying victims about the parole process and assisting victims in attending the hearings.

Finally, the unit's work occurs in the District of Columbia which is an international community consisting of people from numerous 0
countries who speak many languages and present complex cultural issues.

JUSTIFICATION

As set forth in the Victim and Witness Protection Act of 1982, the Crime Control Act of 1990, the Violent Crime Control and Law
Enforcement Act of 1994, and pursuant to the Attorney General's Guidelies, we must ensure that innocent victim of all crime have their
Fights upheld, have their dignity and privacy respected, and are treated with fairness. During the prosecution stage of the process, it is the
Victim-Witness personnel who are responsible for compliance with these mandates. The 2000 Attorney Generl's Guidelines on Victim
and Witness Assistance will be implemented during the upcoming year. These guidelines will require this Office to provide notification
and other services to victims and witnesses in Superior Cowrt which have not always been provided previously. Adding the requested
security specialists and advocates will significantly increase the Office's ability to comply with the Guidelines.



The Victim WinssAssistance Unthandlsrsponsibilitisuch awsamsunagentaoordinaion ndtheryndmintamce
of victims' names and data into the notification system database. The VWAU advocates assist in consulting with victim; coordinating
the attendance of victims at judicial proceedings; involving victims in sentencing bearings; and administering to the needs of victim andl
witnesses during the course of the cases.

Beyond its role of aiding the victims of crime and assisting prosecutors in obtaining more cooperative and often more credible witnesses,
the VWAU performs an instrumental role in shaping public policy. The Unit helped develop the Washington, D.C. City Wide Iniiative
on Children and Violence and was involved in planning the Child Advocacy Center. The domestic violence section has initiated domestic
violence fatality review team and has played a signficant role in making recommendations for the mayoea Cotnmisson Against Domestic
Violence to improve the state of services in the District of Columbia. The VWAU section pioneered work on victim impact statemta
and has made use of community impact statements.

The increasing skill and professionalization of the VWAU staff members have resulted in a rapid increase in the utilization of the VWAU
services. As the Office implements its expansion of community prosecution, the VWAU staff will become increasingly importautbecause
of their familiarity with community resources which help crime victims. Current staffing ofthe VWAU is inadequate to handle the existing
number of cases, let alone expand services to victims not yet being reached. To comply with the Attorney General's Guidelines, the unit
needs significant increases to its staff.

Advocates Other

Witness Security Program 1 2

Community Prosecution Section 5 0

Child Cases 2 01____

Domestic Violence Cases 5 oj



Advocates (6ther
(Continued) ________________

Grand Jury and Felony Trial Sections 4 0

Central Service Coordinators 0

Total 17 3

Witness Securily Prop-ram
Recuesting 2 Witness SeculitY Soecialists and I Witness Security Advocate

The fear of retribution from the defendant or the defendant's associates may be the most powerful deterrent to cooperation by victim and
witnesses. Accordingly, the VWAU maintains a Witness Security Program (WSP) in order to help safeguard threatened witnesses and
their families from potentially lethal violence, and to ensure their continuing cooperation with the government. The WSP consists of
multiple program options matched to the proximity, severity, and potential duration of the threat. Currently two witness Security
Specialists and a supervisor are responsible for processing victims and witnesses into all of the program options. They perform a variety
of tasks that involve the intake, lodging and movement of the protected persons. These tasks are extremely process-intensive and
time-sensitive. Moreover, a threat against a single individual frequently means that an entire family hs been endangered, and may have
to be brought into protection or moved. Under these circumstances, the effort involved in obtaining an appropriate and satisfactory living
arrangement is extremely demanding and time-consuming. The specialists carry case loads as high as 60 active cases. This is an
overwhelming burden given the immediacy of the danger posed toward each witness seeking assistance. Providing two additial
specialists is necessary to lessen this burden and allow each specialist to assist threatened witnesses more effectively.

Victims and witnesses who need protection bring an assortment of social service needs that must be resolved before they can be protected
successfully. These needs, which may include housing, finance, employment, health care orchild care, require dedicate time a&d attention
as well as a detaled understanding of the social services systems of the District of Columnbia and surrounding jurisdictions. For example,
in a recent homicide case, a threatened witness critical to the prosecution was both unemployed and homeless. In addition, he required
medical treatment or rehabilitation for several health problems, including an acute seizure disorder, pancreatitis and alcoholism. Because
of the demands on the Specialists just to process applications, the social service needs of victims and witnesses with these kinds of



compound problems awe not being addressed fully. A witness security advocatewil ensure theeneeds are met by connecting the witnesses
to appropriate social services and helping the witnesses to find safe housing.

The demands upon the WSP are expanding dramatically as the protection needs of victims and witnesses ofgang-aniddrug-related violence,
domestic violence, and sexual abuse become more apparent. For instance, one of the programs has become such an integral part of
prosecution strategy, that it needed an increase in its program budget just four months into Fiscal Year 1999. The recant establishment
of a Gang Prosecution and Intelligence Unit in the United States Attorney's Office virtually assures a significant increase in protection
activity in that area alone. The extreme and increasing demand now placed upon the unit already has resulted in processing delays that
are troubling given the critical importance of the safety of victims and witnesses.

Comiinnity Prosecuton Section
Rrouestinz 5 Advocates

Our Office is the first city prosecutor's office in the nation to implement Community Prosecution on a city wide basis. Under the concept
of Community Prosecution, prosecutors and support staff focus on crime committed in a particular section of the city. Before expanding
Community Prosecution city wide, we began a pilot initiative in the Fifth Police District. The Fifth District initiative handled in excess 6-
of 4,000cases per year covering wide range of crime from simple assaultsto burglaries, robberies and homicides. The initiative's results I
h-ave been extremely encouraging. Not only has the crime rate fallen in the district. but it has fallen at a faster rate than tha of other
districts. The Community Prosecution concept is very resource intensive, however, because it focuses on the needs of the cc'mwtity as
well as conviction of defendants.

When we expanded: the initiative to all seven police districts in November 1999, our office realigned fifty-four prosecutors and many
support staff from the Homicide, Violent Crime, General Felony and Grand Jury sections into six CommunityProsecution Sections. (Police
Districts Two and Four are combined.) These six sections are supported by only two victim advocates. These advocates work with victims
of a wide range of crimes, including homicide, carjacking, assault with intent to kill, assault with a deadly weapon, and. armed robbery.
Advocates provide support and referrals for services to the victims and their families. In homicide cases, advocates work with the family
members of the deceased who are devastated hy the sudden and senseless death of a loved one. They are among the most traumnatized
victims who often deal with issues pettining to loss for yeaw. Homicide cases involve a great deal of crisis work over extended periods
of time because the family members may become extremely depressed, and the community offers few services specifically for family
members ofhomicide victims. Similarly, the witnesses to homicide often are traumatized and may be reluctant to cooperate withoua pecia
intervention,



In addition to homicide cases, the Community Prosecution Section prosecutes many cases which involve violence and, at times bodily
injury causing po-nnanent physical impairment and/or paralysis to the victim. Routinely therm are multiple victim per case. Thesecae
often are complex, and the victims are horribly traumatized. For example, one victim was shot in the face at close range. His face was
completely disfigured, and he is permanently disable. He has undergone several reconstructive surgeries and lost one-third ofhis tongue,
cannot control his saliva, and has a hole in the roof of his mouth. He has not been able to eat solid food and he has to keep gauz in his
mouth to absorb his saliva 24 hours a day. He cannot return to his previous profession as a paralegal of a prominent law firm in
Washington, D C. He is fearful, continues to experience flashbacks and nightmares, and feels frustrated knowing that he cannot speak
clearly enough for the Court or others to understand him. As more attention is paid to the needs of the community, the work loa-d of these
victim advocates is sure to increase. Therefore, we are requesting five additional victim advocates for Community Prosecution.

Child Cose
Reouesting 2 Advocates

Currently there are tw~o advocates and two child interview specialists who support the AUSAs working with child victims. These children
have been physically or sexually abused or they have witnessed criminal acts (e.g., homicide). Each advocate has a caseload of about 60
cases. The VWAU child advocates provide forensic interviewing services, clinical consultation, crisis intervention, and case management
of cases involving child victims and witnesses. Furthermore, they are used locally and nationally by social services and criminal justice
employees to provide extensive training on interviewing children. The child interview specialists interview about 100 victim per year.
These cases are complex and often involve a great deal of coordination with other social services. In addition, as the advocates expand
their assistance to more children who are the victims of physical abuse, there will be a need for additional advocates.

Domestic Violence Unit (DV)
Reouesting 5 advocates

In order to reflect a priority given domestic violence cases, there currently are six advocates to support the AUSAs in the DVU. This
number is insufficient and will be even more taxed now that AUSAs have been added to the unit to prosecute felony domestic violence
cases Advocates support AUSAs while working with adult victims of domestic violence as defined by the Intrafamily Offenses Act
(excluding child abuse) as well as with some family members of domestic violence-related homicide victim. They conduct lethality
assessments and provide ongoing safety planning to victims. They also consult with prosecutors on the dynamics of abuse and provide
expert testimony in court. Their work is complicated and often involves victims who are reluctant to testify. Currently the advocates
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have active caseloads of between 350 and 400 Not only is this ratio excessive for the individual advocates, but there ame an addtional
2,000 victims of domestic violence currently in the court system who are not receiving advocate services. Thus, despite their huge
caseloads, the DVU advocates currently provide services only to a fraction of the victim in misdemeanor and felony DVU casm.

Grand Jucy and Felony Trial Sections-
Reauesting 4 advgote

According to estimates made by the Grand Jury supervsors, there are about 2,100 felony cases a year that are likely to have victims who
need our services during the investigation stage. Many of the case involve serious injury, post-traumatic stressadisorder, and/orpennanent
injury (e g., mayhem, kidnaping while armed, assault with intent to kill, assault with a dangerous weapon). Because there is currently only
one advocate supporting the Grand Jury and Felony Sections, the vast majority of victims are not receiving VWAU services: Additional
advocates are necessary to provide services to many of these under served victims.

Recuesting I Assistant Coordinator

Central Services handles vouchers, billing, and administrative issues pertaining to witness travel and payment. Over the years, there has
been ani increasing demand for these serve. With the increase of AUSAs hired by the office and the inrasing use of expert witnesses,
Central Services are in heavy demand. The Central Servicesoorinator is responsible for obtaining hotels, interpreters and other services
forwitnesses. The Central Services Coordinator is required to keep current with regulations, procedures and fee schedules fora&l witnesses
(e g. pertt witnesses, out-of-town witnesses, incarceratedwiteses). 1n addition, effectiveiJuly 1, 1999, theiJustice M=%agat Division
delegated the authority to commit funds for payment of fact witnesses to individual United States Attorney's Offices, and this is being
handled by our Central Services Coordinator. Because of the volume of our Superior Court operations, this new responsibility increases
the work load of Central Services. With only one Central Service Coordinator for Superior Court, this function is understaffed-



SH'ORT-TERM PROTECTION PROGRAM
Penn.

Cnminal Decision Unit 2 1 $172,000

This initialive requests two positions. one FTE and S 172,000 to develop on a pilot basis the need for expansion of the short-
term witness protection program to two or tee other districts.

RELATIONSHIP TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN
This initiative addresses DOJ Strategic Plan Core Function 6: Protection of the Federal Judiciary and Imrprovement of the Justice
System, GOAL 3: Promote the participation of victims and witnesses throughout each stage of criminal and juvenile justice
proceedings at the Federal, State, and local levels and in Indian Country.

This request will address United States Attorney Goal 3: Promote the participation of victims and witnesses throughout each stAgV of
criminal and juvenile justice proceeding at the Federal, State and local levels.

Our strategies include:

* Expanding the Short-Term Protection Program to two or three other districts to assist with the prosecution of violent crime
relating to local gang and drug activity.

PROPOSED ACTIONS
* Ensure the physical safety of witnesses of violent crime so that they can testify' confidently in court.

OVERVIEW
Over the past decade, the Department of Justice, largely through the United States Attorneys' offices, has 14ecome incrasnly
involved in the prosecution of violent crime. As a result, the problem of threats to and intimidation of witnesses in proecutiors is
increasing. Witnesses to violent crime, particularly gang-related violent crime, are often the targets of intimidation, threats, sad
assaults. Fear of gangs can be pervasive in a neighborhood, intimidating witnesses without any explicit threat needing to be made.
Effective law enforcement requires that prosecutors and law enforcement agencies be able to respond to the needs of threatened mad
intimidated witnesses.



JUSTIFICATION
The Short-Term Protection Program ("STPP") has been operating in the District of Columbia since 1991. The program waa designed
for witnesses facing serious threats if they remained in the District of Colubia, but for whom the threat did not extend beyond the
District and where the expectation is that the threat will dissipate once the case in which the witness will testify has been completed.
The STPP has provided services to approximately 175 witnesses since its inception in FY 199i through FY 1997. The program haa
been quite successful: no witness in the program has been harmed, and the United States Attorney's office reports a very high
conviction rate for cases involving STPP witnesses, The additional resources sought for this initiative will support expansion of the
current program outside the District of Columbia.

Law enforcement agencies commonly encounter witnesses who are threatened by targets of investigations. The agents involved in the
investigation generally deal with the problem on an @A bK basis, providing services such as lodging, relocation, subsistence, and
protection as required in the judgement of the agents. A large percentage of witnesses in drug and gang investigations live in some
form of public or assisted housing, and it is this kind of setting that the problem of threatened and intimidated witnesses is most acute.
None of the participating organizations has received any additional funding or personnel for the implementation of the program in the
District of Columbia. The Department is requesting resources for the United States Marshals Service, the United States Attorneys and
the Criminal Division to implement a pilot program outside the District of Columbia.

The S TPP would bridge the gap between the long term witness protection program and emergency witness assistance program. The
long term witness protection program provides witnesses with a new identity, relocation and housing, living expenses, employment
assistance, and other services isn't necessary in cases where the threat will dissipate after the defendant has pled or a verdict is issued.

The STPP operates under the same legal authority as the long-term witness protection program, but is designed to provide a more
limited range of services. An Assistant United States Attorney must sponsor the witness into the program. An application to admit the
witness is submitted to the Department Once admitted to the program, participants (and family members, if necessary) are relocated
out of town for a period of time, usually six months to a year. While they are out of town, the Marshals Service provides subsistence
to participants.

In response to a survey, FBI field offices reported a number of threatened witnesses requiring assistance in the past two years ranging
from zero in Honolulu to 73 in Washington, D C. Baltimore, Boston, and Miamni each reported in excess of twenty witnesses.

ANTICIPATED RESULTS
* Improve the availability and quality of testimony of witnesses in violent crime prosecution.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TA13LE

*EIWO UNITIPOGRAM: UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS

beeir"n of Justice Core Function: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses
Sbtraeic Goal: 1.1 Reduce violen crime, Including organized crim and drug and gangfreated violence.

FERFORMAN- INIAO NFRAH ERFORMANCE TARGETS AND ACTUAL RESULTS
ype of

Icator Performance Indicator~ Violent Cralm 1996 '199 19t" 2000 2001
Source Actuals Enacted Actuale Plan Plan

F 7 ________________ Plan
1. AttIrney WOM1Year OeVOted to VOWen crime. 4 T ! 14 ~
2. Percenge of crniral ttoney wodlyears USA-5 13% 13% 13% 13% 14%

devoted to vlolerft crim

_____3. Number of violent crime case AMle. LIONS 6.889 6,889 7,392 7,392 8.050

Ou" 4. Number ovolentecs tited. LIONS 6,150 6,150 6.539 6.539 7,121

5. Number of violent crime came handled. LIONS 13,115 13,115 '13,984 13,984 1 15,206L~n Outcom 6. Number of violent clnlns removed from the street LIONS 6,115 6,115 6,536 6,538 6,536
(sentnoed to prison) via Federal prosecutorial

eltot.

7.Number of violent crimeIn Indian Cotry cases LIONS 1,091 1,091 1,110 1,110 1,209
handled.

8.Number of Federa Hate CuMe proaecutione LIONS 33 33 38 38 38
ucivtty/ 19. Averag cae handled per atorney workyears LIONS 321 32 1 34 3 371



oata Validatlion and Verication:
ata Collection and Stora: Measurements for thisal includes data fromn the United Statea, Attorneys' month l Resource Sumnmrry Report System (UJSA4)
heUSA-S summarizes the use of personnel resources alocated to USA of ai n a month basis. Also. da conie from the La Irdormabo Office

System (LIONS). LIONS slows Individual districts to maintain Infomation on pending work loads on t database and produce a veley of
such as, criminal matters, case and appeals.

alidition and Veriation: Befoedatais entere In the system, data Is reviewed by knowledgeable personnel (such as Supervisory attorney orlegal Sub)
each distrIct. LIO4S has an on-Iise error edit that prevents invalid code entry or dates. The eror lis srevwdmonthly.
ata Uimitations: Error edit/ists cannot be used as a sole quality control device since Ithe can cr4y ereur tha val~d codes are reported in ach field.
heirs Is no way to determine"ta a record has been classified and reported correctly. In an*efotto m'tgate dablta f Wioa torneys and support personne
Sust be held responsible to ensure that lcal procdures are follwe for matslnln the Inegrit of the system.

~. rtY IM Performanoce Repofl The United States Attorneys continue to prosecute the moat violent criminal offender wider the Attorney Generere
MUt-Violet Crime Initiative and through use of the enhanced crimnal provisions of the Violent Crime ConWro Act of 1904. The Unbted States Attorneys fled
a total of 7,392 violent criminal case against 9,175 offenders during FY 1999, representing; a seven percent increase In t number of cases
fRed when compared to FY 1998.

C. Issues Affecting Selection of IFY 2000 and 2001 Indicre:
In contrast to declnin Natinal Violent CIme trends, violent crime In Indian Country has risen sigifcantly In recent yeara. The projected peilrfoniac el
for FY2001Iis based on the assumption"a the requested workysars received will result In en overall Increase of case bain hade by
United States Attorneys.



PERFORM. 4CE MEASUREMENT TABLU
DE~tON4 UNITlPRQ(3RAM: UNITED 51A1E5 ATTORNEYS

Departrent of Justice Core Function: Investgatio and Prosecution of Cuiminal Offense
Strategic Goal: 1.2 Reduce the availability and abuse at Illegal drugs through tradltioAal and Innovative enforcement efforts.

PERFORMAANCIE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE TAIN r
Type of Perforrmance Indicator All Drugs INS6 It" Ion 2000 2001
Indl-cator Source Actual. Enacted Actuate Plan Plan

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Plan _ __ _

Input I1. Afttoey worltyears devoted to drugs. USA-S 911 911 954 1.002 1,007

2. Percentage of criminal attorney workysars USA-5 30% 30% 30% 30% 30%
devoted to drugs.

3. Number of drugcasesfiRed, LIONS 15,046 16,433 16,617 1 17.448 17,5

Dutputi 4. Number of drug cases termnated. LIONS 12,282 13,414 14,800 15.540 15,618
fkctlity

_____5. Number of drug cases handled. LIONS 32,580 32,580 3634 38,157 3834

End Outcomne 6 Number of drug cases (OCDETF) handled LIONS 6,089 6.089 7,837 8,229 8,270
________ involving major drug organUza~rs. I______

ProductIvltyI 7. Average drug cases handled per attorney LIONS 371-- 371 - 39 41 41
Efficienc woftcears devoted to drug cases



ta OPSCIllOn and Sto"9: Measurements for this goa includes data from the United States Attornsyt monit Resource Summary Report Systemn (UOSA-)
heUSA-S summarizes ft use of personnel reswoures allocated to USA offices on a monthl basis. Also, data conies from t Legial halrmlion Office

Network System (LIONS). LIONS allows individual disticts to maintain Information on pending work loads on the database and produce a variety of
reports, such as. criminal mates, case and appeals,
Validation and Ver"ication: Before data Is entered In t system, data Is reviewed by knowledgeable personnel (such a supervisor attorney or lega dert)
ineach district. LIONS has an on-line envredl ftht prevents Invalid code entry or dates. The ero Iat Is reviewednmonthly.
Date Lritations: Error edMists cannot be used as a sole quality control device since the can only ensure tha valid codes are reported In ech field.
There is no way to deteri Viet a record bee been classIfied and reported correcdy. In an efo~ to mitigate dabl lkrmtao, attorneys and support peirsorsiel
must be held responsible to ensure that local procedures are followed for maintaining the integit of t system.

B. FY It" Performance Report
United States Attorneys (USAs) directed substantial resources to the prosecution of narcotics and OCDETF cases. The case represented 34% of all case
filed ringg FY 1999. A total of 16.6 17 cases were fied against 29,846 drug defendants ciasaied under the Narcotics and Danerous Drug
(NON-OCEDETF) and OCDETF program categories. This represents en Increase of ten percent In the number of case tiled and eleven percent in the
nvumbr- of defendants file when compared to FY 1998 and the highest number of drug cases aid defendants flied ove the pas seven years.

C. Issues Affeciting Selection zf FY 2000 and 20)01 Indicators:
The projected performance indicators for IFY 2000 end 2001 are based on the assumptio tha the requested woricsar received will result
,n an overall Increase of cases handled by USAs.



PERFOR. iCE MEASUREMENT TABLE

)E CISION UNITIPROGRAM: UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS

Department of Justice Core Function: Investigation and Prosecuton of Criminal Offenses
Strategic Goal: 1.4 Reduce whilte-collar crim, Includin public corruption and fraud.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE TARGETS AND ACTUAL RSULTSndlcator Source Actuals Enacte Actuis Plnla
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Plan

nput 1. Attorney worlcyas devoted to white collar crime ISA-5 840 840 834 834 W5

2. Percentage of criminal attorney wor*years devoted
to white collar crime USA-5 27% 27% 26% 26% 27%

3 Number of white collar cases filed. LIONS 6,669 6,669 6,566 61558 072

4. Number of cases f'lied involvng computer crime LIONS 85 85 10.4 104 107

5. Number of cases filed Involvin child pornography LIONS 714 714 847 647 847

p)utput/ 6. Number of white collar cases terminated LIONS 6,063 0603 6,311 6,311 6,4609
Activity

7. Number of cases terminated irrvolvng computer crime LIONS 82 62 96 96 96

8. Number of cases terminated involving child p2ooT2!!X, LIONS 576 576 731 1731 731

I____9. Number of white collar crime cases handled. LIONS 13,452 13,452 13, 13,69 14,038

ndOtoe10. Number of health care fraud cases handled

lnvo mngraloheafthcrare schemes LIONS 610 610 736 738 738

productl 1i. Avergecaeshandled per atornyworkyears T 691111cleny devoted to white collar crime ILIONS 1 6 16 16 16 16 i



* Data ao n s tfcaton:
ata Collection and Storage: Measuremnents for this goa includes data from the United States Attoreys' nonthly Resource Summary Report System (USA-5)
he USA-S summarizes the use of personnel resources allocated to USA offices on a monthly basis. Also, t'ata comes from the Lega lrtforvnelon Of1111ce
network System (LIONS). LIONS allows Individual districts to maintain Infornation on pending work loads on I,%* database and produce a vurliy of
ports, such as, criminal matters, cases and appeals.
alldatlon and Verification: Before data is entered in the system, data is reviewed by knowledgeable personrA (such as supervisory attorney or legal cleftc)

in each district. LIONS has an on-line error edit that prevents invalid code entry or dales. The erro list Is re flawed monthly.
Data Limitations: Error edit/lists cannot be used as a sole quality control device since they can only ensurE tha valid codes are reported I each field.
There is no way to determine that a record has been classified and reported correctly. In an effort to mitigate 'fla llmttation. attorneys and support personnel
must be held responsible to ensure that local procedures are followed for maintaining thie Integrity of t system.

S. FY 199% Perfiormance Report:
USAs handled a myriad of White Collar Crie cases during FY '1999. In al, 6,558 cases were filed against 8,670 defendants charged with white Ccrims

Soepriority White Collar Crime prosecution areas are: Computer and Intellectual Property Crime - during FY 1999, USAs filed 104 computer crim ae
ainst 148 defendants. This represents a 22 percent Increase in cases filed and a 28 percent Increase in defendants filed when combed to IFY 1996.

Child Exploitation and Pornography - USAs filled 847 cases a 17 percent Increase when compared to IFY 1996. Health Care Fraud - USMs fied 370 case
against 504 defendants. This represents a 16% Increase In cax es filed and 16% Increase In defendants filed when compared to FY 1998.

C. Issues Affeocting Selection of FY 2000 and 2001 Indicators:
On August It, 1999 the Attorney General approved a new enforcement initiative to protect Intellectual property rights. Computer-aided attacks on government
and corporate entities are growing rapidly. The performance indicators for FY 2001 are based on the assumption that the requested woicyars received
will result in an overall increase of cases being handled by USAs.



PERFORM AJCE MEASUREMENT TABLE

CISION UNITIPROGRAM: UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS

pairinet of Justice Core Function: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses

trategic Goal: 1.A Reduce violent crilm., Including organized crime and drug and gang-relaited violence

PERFORMANCES INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMCE TARMET AND ACTUAL RIESULTB

Type of Performance Indicator Organized Crime 1998 '19W 19W9 2000 2001
Indicator Source ActuaIs Enacted Actuals . Plan

__________________________Plan

rnpu - 1. Attorney woriysrs devoted to organized LIA- 1 .37~ T 7
crime.

2. Percentage of criminal attorney woricyears
devoted to organized crime. UISA-5 5% 5% 4% 4% 4%

____3. Number of organized crime case filled. LIONS 199 1991 200 209 200

hputi 4. Number of organized crimecases teminated. LIONS 196 196 173 173 173
Aciiy

5. Number of organlzedcrime caseshandled. LIONS 812 812 807 807 807

nvd Outcomne 6. Number of organized cnime cases handled LIONS 663 663 608 808 808
Involving traditional (LCN) orgaNzations.

7. Number ofcasm handled involvng non-traditional LIONS 126 126 199 199 199
emerging organizations, for example.
Russian end Asian organizations.

roductivityl 8. Average organized crime cases handled
ifclency per attorney wortayears devoted to

Iorganledcrime. ILIONS 1 4 1 4 1 4 14 1 4



Data Collection and Storage: Measurements for this goal includes data from the United States Attorneys- monthly Resource Summaay Report Systemn (USA")

,he USA-5 summarizes the use of personnel resources allocated to USA offices on a monthl basis. Also, data Comes frnm the Legal Inomtoffice
~Network System (LIONS). LIONS allows Individual districts to maintain information on pending work loads on the database and produce a varlely of
freports, such as. criminal matters, cases and appeals.
Validation and Verification: Before data is entered in the system, data is reviewed by knowledgeable personnel (such as supervisory attorney or $ege defts)
r each district, LIONS has an on-line error edit that prevents invalid code entry or dates. The error list Is reviewed monfthy.
Data Limitations: Error edit/lists cannot be used as a sole quality control device since ty can only ensure that velid codes are reported In each field.
There is no way to determine that a record has been classified and reported correctly. In en effort to mMtgae data limitation, attorneys and support personnel
must be held responsible to ensure that local procedures are followed for maintaining the Integrity of the system.

6. FY 999 Performance Report:
The Department will continue to Identify, penetrate and dismantle major criminal enterprises by emphasizing enterprise enforcement strategies
targeting traditional, as well as non-traditional organized crime organizations. In FY 1999 the number of organized crime cases filled increased
by seven percent compared to FY 1998.

C. Issues Affecting Selection of IFY 2000 and 2001 Indicators:
The Productivity/Efficiency measures are expected to remain fairly consistent throughout ft projected period even If the requested wonryara are received
because the additional wointysars will not be used to reduce the workload on existing attorneys, butl rather to Increas theO overall mnber of cases being 10ie
by the U.S Attorneys. The projected performance Indicators for FYs 2000 and 2001 are based on the assumption that a consistent ee of resmoes
will remain as the base for the program.



PERFORt..-iCE MEASUREMENT TAKLE
DECISlOM UNFTIPI1O(RAM: UNITED 3TATE3 ATIURNEY3

Department of Justice Core Function: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminail Offeangee
Strategic Goal: 1.1 Reduce violent crini, Including organized cilm and drug and gang related violence.

7M?%RIMMMLC I ANUE ID Mliii AL I UAL I~,5IR ID

ype~ of1M 1M 1 m nor- _

ndlcator Performance Indicator. Other Priority Programs Source Actuale Enacted Actuele Plan Plan
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Plan _ _

Inut I. Attorney workyears devoted to:
a Criminal Immigration cases, USA-5 90 90 Ill ill 118
b Official corruption cases. USA-5 113 113 116 116 116
c, Criminalforfeitures USA-5 50 50 56 56 56

2. Number of Coordinator workyears
devoted to LEMC USA-5 76 76 76 76 76

3. Percentage of criminal attorney woflrears
devoted to
a. Criminal immigration cases. USA-S 3% 3% 4% 4% 4%
b. Official corruption cases. USA-5 4% 3% 4% 4% 4%
c Criminal forfeitures USA-S 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

4. Cases fNed:
a. Criminal immigration LIONS 10.080 10,080 11.580 11.580 12,310.
b Official corruption, LIONS 526 526 535 535 5
c Criminal forfeitures LIONS 1,214 1,214 9888 968 ge

5S Attorney workyears devoted to Freedom USA-S 7 7 7 7 7
of Information Act (FOIA).

Output/ 6Cases terminated.
tivity a. Criminal immigration. LIONS 6,671 8,671 10,769 10,768 11,447

b Official corruption LIONS 482 482 477 477 477
c. Crimna forfeitures LIONS 1,058 1,101 758 758 758

7. Cases handled-
a Criminal immigration LIONS 10.064 11,822 16,671 16,671 17,721
b Official corruption. LIONS 1,040 1,040 1,093 1.09 1.003
c Criminal forfeitures. LIONS 3,527 3,422 3,458 3,458 3,458

1_____8 Number of FOIAJPA requests processed, IFOIA 1 4,913 1 3,624 1 3,158 3,159 1 ,5

FERFURMPME.E. INUH-AlOR INFURMAIIEM



ytpe of Performance indicate: Other Prorit Programs 1I98 19W 19W 2000 am0
Ackoal Enacled Actad Pkn Pa

Source Plan

FndOutooms 9. umber of mul-encyomnunlty LECC 196 196 196 196 196
initiatives Oha include prevention and
enforcement slflmant.

10. Pwentca d onhitInebackdog of FOIA FOIA 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
request.

I11. Number offederaproecutionsostlin LECC 414 414 414 414 414
from fede. etate, and local cooperative

Lroductivityl 12. Averae came handled per atorne
a. Crimnl nipefgrt USA-S 149 18O '150 150 150
b. Offici corupion. USA-S 9 9 9 9 9
c. Crln*Wfofialures. USA" 5 50 59 5 so05



eta Collection and Storage: Measurements fo this goal includes data from the United States Attorneys'nmonthly Resource Summeey Report System (US"4)
USA-5 summarizes the use of petsor'nel resources allcated to USA offices on a mont baste. Ao, data aomee from the Legal Irtxofo ORIce

etwork System (LIONS). LIONS allows Individual districts to maintain Infonnatlon on pending work loads on the dafelae and produce a variety of
ports, such as, criminal matters, cases and appeals.

alidatlon and Verification: Before data Is entered In the system, data Is reviewed by knowledgeable personnel (such - supervisory attorney or legal claft)
each district. LIONS has an on~ine error edit that prevents Invalid code enty or dates. The eaim Mest Is reviewed monthly.

eta Limitations: Error edit/lists cannot be used as a sole quality control devce since they can only ensure that vali codes are repo;te In each fiel.
herm is no wey to determine"ta a record has been classified and reported correctly. In an~efr to mitigate data imitat, attorneys end support pesonae

Ibe held response to ensure that local procedures are folowed for maintaining the integrity of the system.

*FY tIM Performnance Report:
united States Attorneys (USAs) filed 11, 580 immigration cases against 12,850 defeandants. This represents growth over two yeas of 67% In thue
miter of case liled end a 65 percent increase In the number of defendants filed. United States Attorney Offices also devoted I1I1 attorney woitcyeers to
nnigratron cases, an Increase of 71 percent when compared to FY 1997.

C. Issues Affecting Selection of IFY 2000 and 2001 Inodcator:
The ProductvtylEfficeency "measre are exete to remain fairly consistent throughout the projected period see N flhe requested woriyeer -m received

caso the additional worikyears wil not be used to reduce the worload on existing attorneys. but. rether to increase the overall number of came being haIe



PERFORMAN CE MEASUREMENT TABLE
URWMUM OWJAN: UNITW 3TATEU ATOrC EY3

.-.mn of Jusice Core Function: Invaetgation and Prosecution of GrimIns Offeness
trutilc Goal: 1.3 Reduce espionage and teroos (sponsored by foreign or domnest groups In te U.S. and inbree when dkreatd at U.S. clbume

dirce at U.S. citizen s In Inosdons)

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE TARGETS AND ACTUAL IAS I
Performance Indicator Domeswc5 & .. * 1M m* am

ndlcator Internatbonal Terrodris Source Actuate Ence Actuale Pion

nput - 1. Attorney worlysrs devoted terrrsm. ug-r 11 iT T -1 11
2. Percentg of criminal attorney wor*yes USA-5 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%

devoted to terrim.

3. Number of terrorism cases filled. LIONS 28 28 38 38 38

otll 4. Number of terrorism case terminseted. LIONS 23 23 42 42 42

End Outcomn 5. Establish adeterrenceameesured by LIONS 59 so 74 74 74
number of tenuorism cses handled. ___ ______

Productivtl 6. Average number of herorism came LIONS 3 3 3 3 3
Efficiency handled per attorney wadvioars devoted to

_ _ terrorism. _ _I



DaaCoflection and Storag: Measrement for this goal Includes data from the Unite States Attorneys mnthly Resource Summy Report S3ysm (USA")~TeUSA-S summarnizes the use of personnel resources allocated to USA offices on a mnt basis. Also, data comes fham the Lego Indwftne Offie
~4to*System (LIONS). LIONS allows individual districts to maintain Information on pending work loads on the database and prduce a variety of

Weorts, such as, criminal matters, cases and appeals.
Validation and Verification: Before data Is entered In the system, data Is reviewed by lcnowledgsable personnel (such as supervisory, attorney or legal e)
in each district. LIONS has an on-line astor edit that prevents Invalid code entry or daft. The enw' Net is reviewd montly.
Dat Limitations: Enror editflta cannot be used as a sole quality control device since the can only ensure tha vatd codes -m reported in ech fiel.
There is no way to determIne that a record has been classified and reported corectl. In on efor to mitigat dat limiatio, attorneys and support persone
must be held responsible to ens that local procedures are followed for maintaining the integrity of the system.

B. IFY I110 Performance Report:
The number of terrorism cases handle Incased by 25 percent in FY 1999 and the number of case fleS ncsd by 36 percent In FY 1990
scomipared to FY 1998.

C. Issues Affecting Selection of FY 2000 and 2001 Indicators:
The Productivity/Efficiency measure are expected to remain fairly consistent throughout the projected period evnV the pquestd worywsw arsrceve
causee the sddillonal woricysars will not be used to reduce the wouidoad on existing attorneys, but r ether to Inces the oval number of cases being
hanred by U.S. Attorneys. The projected performance Indicators for fl's 2000 and 2001 are based on the ssurnydon tha a controM 6".'ofreors
ill remain a the base for the program.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE
DECISION UNtTIPROGHAM: UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS

Department of Justice Core Function: Legal Representation, Enforcement of Federal Laws and Deftee of U.S. interests
Strategic Goal: 3.5 Represent the U.S. In civil matters for which the Department of Justice has jurisdiction

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE TARGETS AND ACTUAL REST
type of Performance Indicator. Civil Litigation 1MW -I - *I M =* z
Indicator Source Actuals. Enacted Actael@ Plan Plan

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Plan _ _

Ipt 1. Defensive civil itigation:
a. Number of attorney workyears UISA-S 466 466 474 474 483

devoted.
b. Percentage of tota civil attorney UISA-5 47% 47% 48% 48% 49%

workysara.

2. Affirmative civil litigation:
a. Number of attorney wotyears USA-5 228 228 224 224 224

devoted.
b. Percentage of total civil attorney USA-5 23% 23% 23% 23% 23%

workysars.

3. Civil forfeitures:
a. Number of atorey workysars USA-5 89 89 89 89 89

devoted.
b. Percentage of total civil attorney USA-S 9% 9% 9% 9% 9%

wo-er.

4. Civi appeals:
a. Number of attorney workysar USA-5 24 24 24 24 24

devoted.
b. Percentage of total civi attorney USA-S 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

wo-ar.

5. Number of attorney workysars devoted USA-S 40 40 41 41 41
to deb collection.

6. Number of defensive civil cases filed. LIONS 52,517 52.517 50.4981 50.489 51,457

7. Number of alfirmative civi cases filed. LIONS 8.536 8.53 &.% 7,667W6

1_____8. Number of civil debts pending, [LIONS 1 87.641 1 87.641 _____



etColleqdon &W toae Measurement for Ot goal includes dat from the United Shte Attomeys'romonthly Resource Summery Report $yalm (LIMA
heUA5 sumnmarizes th e use of personnel resources a1ocatm to USA offls on armonthly bests. Also. datacome tan eLegl Irdormalo M~e
~4lokSysism (LIONS). LIONS alow iidivdualdistrct to maintain Wrormallon on peadin work ceade on the database ed produce a variety of
upr.such as. crimnal matters, cases end appeals.
Wfaldor said Verification: Sofor data Is center In the syse, data reviewed by krnowledgeabl personnel (such a supervisory atomney or lee eI-)

in each district LIONS has an online eno edi that prevents Invai code entry or daes. The am~ lis Is reviewed monthly.
Data Umitetlons: Error edlifist canno be used as a sole quality conro device since they can only seure that valM codes reportedly in each field.
There Is no way to determine thatreord has been classified and repore correctly. In an~efr to.mlgl data WIerdon. attorneys and support personne
must be held response to ensure that local procedures are followed for nma~ntnfn the Intgrit of the system.

B. FY I IN Peirformame Report
The United States Attorneys filed or responded to a total of 75,603 clv case. Thes Cases Include those fied or responded to in te U.S. DIi courts,
U S. Banrnipicy courts and state courts. Of the total, USAs filed suit on behalf of the United States In 7,666 case or 10 percent of al clv cases. The
USAs defended the United Staes In 50,498 case or 57 percent of all civil cases, up from 66 percent in FY 1996.

r y 19" ACIAL OWOAATION ML ME PROVIWBTEOEN OF Mt Cr0R FY MOtwW. F Y MWr AND rt M0PAN VAu. WE COrwsMTr WTH F'r IMs ACTUAL$

C. Issues Affecting Selection ot FY 2000 and 2001 IrdIlcalors:
rho measjres for Prodx&ctly/Elfclncy for the most pert will remasin farly consistent. except for Defensive case handled per Motoney woricyear, whli we
,rolec *9 bgi to decrease with the increase in workyears. CMv defensive Is unique in that we have no discretion in decl1Ig these cases. AN cases lied
3aienst tf'e- United States mst be defended. In requesting; increased positions, the U.S. Aftoreys hope to reduce this ceseloed toea more engeabl level
So thrat #he Asistant U.S. Attorneys can best be utilized In representin the United States. Therefore the caseload per Assistant U.S. Aflomey should
decrease qghdty es fmor resource are received. This chart does not represent the total civil program for the Ofiee of the United Stle Attorneys. but rather
ncludes s&tow k'ey Cr1 Initiatives. Therefore, woricyear percentages wll not total 100%.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABU!

partinent of Justice Core Function: Protection of the Federal Judiciary and Improvement of the Justice System

trsaegic Goal: 6.2 Enhance the level of assistance provided to crime victims and wiessee
ri In an effort to promote Increased participation In the prosecution of ciminale.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE TARGETS ARC ACW LT
peOf Pefomnce .ctos Viti WV'lns 1111 1101 =2

ndlcatir Source Actusis Enacted Actuasls Plan Plan

nput I . Woricyears devote to the VIctIm/Witness UW A *i

2. Percentage of districts assigned a fulIktime LECC 100D% 100%
Victim/Witness Program.

otputi 3. Districts providing victim timely notice of
Activity pretrial releaedetenton status of

defendant. LECC so 801

4. Districts consulting victims timely
conceding pretriall status, court
proceedlings. and piess. LICC 75 75

5. Districts notifying victims of violent crime
of thn right to allocateIn court. LECC 89 89

6. Districts Informing victims of the right to
provide a Viti Impact Statement to the L C

_____ courtregarding senig LEC 89 891 i___g___

End Outcom 17. Percentage of districts thath~ave imnplemented
a victim notification process.

8. Percent tage of POsiiv responses to client survey.

LECC

LECC

70%

-I



I I I I

A. Data Validation and Verification:
Data Collection and Stong.: Measurements for tis goal Includes daea from t United Stabs Attorneys' cmorily Recuroe Summaery Repor Syawe
(USA-5). The USA-5 summarizes the use of personnel resources allocated to USA alfices on anmoratlly basis. LEOC de Is reporlad by survey.
A survey is aent via e-rnall to each distict.
Validation and Veriftcatn:
Data ts reviewed and approved by knowledgeable peronnel*. Inforrmation Is updated periodiclly.
Data Limnitations: This methiod of collection will be replaced by a comprehensive ajkuttd victim Intormaition and ollallon eystsm e~csed IND be
fully imperented by April 200.

13. FY IM~ Performance Repot
The Emergency Assistance Program (EWAP) continues, to be an asset to the USAOs. Five to aix hundred witneeee htve been aessleled by One program to
date Improvements to the program continue and an EWAP manualW Is currenty being developed to Include xrro procedures, fcnior EWAIP,
and cost reduction strategies.

"~ 9S ACTuAi. MWERATON Vft. ME PROYEO BY 3M OtAWThP FY 2=s FY =0 MC FY MCi PLMAi uU Mo O DN rYf W" PY 19W DAI.5
ThWi WDCATOR KBS MEN 0*4010

C. Issues Afflecting Selection of FY 200 and 2001 Indicators:
Future plans roclude training through video teleconferencing for new coordl:%ators. reftrsslw traiin for rrrnt ues and updates on pogai usee.

I I



PERFORMANCE SRM T TAKLE

lament of Justice Core Function* Managemient

trategic Goal: 7.5 Strengtiie human resource rectuitnrt and retention efforfts providing for a wofome ia OW IseAm tenewd and dvere

ndlcator Source Aciale Enacted Akde Plan Pa

r25l.dp I1. Woryrs devoted to tse Office of Legal USA-5 34 Pln3 36 3 -------_

tput/ 2. Courses conducted:
Activity a. Leoalskft ourses OLE 149 145 146 145 146

b. Admirisstve Courses OLE 15 15 16 15 1s
c. Distance Education Courses OLE 61 100 100 120 120

3. Students Trained:
a -Leoa Skitls Courses OLE 9,368 9.ooc 9.204 9,000 g1000
b. Administrative Courses OLE 80 1,400 1,416 1.400 1.40
c .Distance Education Courses OLE 1,026 2.000 2.250 2.500 2.500

nd Outcome 4. Percetg of positive responses to st d
__ _ _ evaluations. (3.0 or hiherw) OLE We 90% 96% 96% 96%

roductivtt 5. Average number of courses per workyear OLE 6.62 7.22 7.25 7.26 7.25
ificlency

1__ _6. Aver"g number of sftt per woikyear JOLE 1 329.32 344.441 357.51 340.661 348.66



Colesdon and Storag: Measurement for t goal Includs dat frm the UnVad Stats Asomsys monift Resource Sumy Repas SVibm
KUSA-S5). The USA" summarizes the use of personnel rssowes allocated to USA ofcson a mori" beala. OLE dat Is repo Iin a def aymf

ae People-Wars - a student roata databsee. Responses ea base on an evaluaton by every sbxtdet
alkdato an VerIfication: Before data is entered Int the system, It ia revewed and approve by knowledgeahle persnne. The lidat Is vead

up& potally.
Unr~dtions:

OLE trained 10.620 students in 261 courses and arn addItional 2,250 students were trained trugh OLIFs diWsta iducation programs.
OLE also hosted staffs from twenty-four USA0s and EOUSA for Management Team Tralinng.

C. Issues Affscting Selection of FY 200 and 2001 indkcatrs:
The prolectd performance Indicators are based on the assumption tha a consIstent level of resourceswiluS w reansthe bssfor theprogram.
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Cnmmai Litigato
Ciwd Lmligatioe
ofrc of 1q13 Edweatioo
Managemn A Adminitaion

Total

Violent Crtne Cayuer cntm A Cbiid Ezloiobm A

ravum -TERo

Pot, Amount Amfoun Poo WY Anmes Pat WY AMeA Poe. WY Amwuw POe. WY A Uwo

160 so $14,121 59 29 S4,633 49 25 $3,182 . . 46 23 S3.993
.. 74 37 55,613

3 2 197 1 1 66 1 66 2 1 131 1 I 66
163 32 $14.318 60 30 S4.699 5 25 ","14 76 33 55,744 47 24 $4.059

atild Seppoel Son-eum
InwmpttotrInftutnre Efjdorcom D.C. Supator COtMi Poese Poepu

Pamn Perm PaM PaM Pffm
Emunet by budlae activi Poll Y Amoval Poo WY Anmn Po. WY Amouint Pos. WY AmaMi POO. WY Ans

CnrmawaImlaio 47 24 53.773 36 I3 9.266 93 47 4.369 63 32 S3.978 2 1 $172

Civil Litigation 11 6 2,320 .......

office QfLeqaEducatin 37 -.. .. ..

ManeotffM& AdtMniui00 66 . 200 2 1 131...............
Total 43 24 $3.344 47 24512.323 95 43 55.00 63 32 1391 2 I 37

TOWa
Perm

Esimes obb damci.. Poe WY Amota

Crinisne Lmtwn Io .. - $55 279 S1692
Civtil Lftm .. . -. is 43 3.433
O~1OffitA8WulEdACtso., - . 37
Moriallmne & Itnvwwe.. 1 6 923

Total 651 321 53.05
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iacI Analysis - Proam Chme
(Dolar in lhosands)

Criminal___ Civil a 6 d I f btm I TO
Pos. ~mouot i rue Asint rue Aftuwni I Pue Aww.,A P..~ Aw.~-i~~9 T - -__- --

GS-13......... ....... .... ..
O S - 12 .. .. .... .... ...... .. .. .
GS-11... .l .. ...
GOS . ......

..np...a...e...
Total poumnoas and annual rate.
Lapse (-. - ...
Other personnel conmieaation.
Special Personal Service Payments......
Total workyears and personnel

Cornpensatm.
Personnel besiefts-
Travel andtranportation of persons.
Transportation of things ... -. ... ..
Rental psym mnt to others.. . ........... ..
Conan.. utilites, ad misc charges.,. ... .
Printing . .........
Other services
25 1 Advisoy and asaistace services..
2 52 Other ervsces
2 53 Purchases of goods & afvc a from Gov't accts
2 5 4 Operatos of OOCOs.. ...
25 6 Medicalar
2 57 Operation At Maintenance of Equipmnent.
Supplies an n ertals. .......
Eq wip me... n....t. . .... .. ..

Total program workyears and oblations
changes rquested, 2001 . . .. .

S2,014
3,318
5.653
3.272
22372

$566

795
727

3,472

'I S692 53,27
3,338
6,443
3,99

25 A

(276) (18,306) (42) (2,780) ... (5) (346) (323) (21,432)
2 81 16 ... ... 2 97

lilt 138. 136

71 13 43 r 1 2.. 330 21,
6,038 8917 . 100 7,035
1,615 236 . 6 1,927

141 21 ... 3 165
150 23 ... 1 174

1.077 165 .. 20 1,262
186 28 ... 1 215

261 44 ... 3 36
4,846 811 .. 61 5,713
1,073 180 ... 14 1,267
417 70 .. 5 492
59 10o. 1 70

329 55 .. 4 331
997 152 ... 20 1,169

12,941 2,927 37 331 16,143

£om quU7s 0.433
_________________________a - I 0 Yz! 515Sj



Seut Rteport 106-76 requWre Uw United States Attornleys to subatnt spending pion for te $7,123,000 to be allocated for IIIrm pruewatiom prujee. it.i
anticipated Itat the report will be submitted s agreed



Uuawd Swam Aitormys
Salarie mad an.

20D0I Priority Rankk

CrimnalI
Civl 2
Management and
Aiknintstrabon 3

Legal Education 4

Inituatve
Firearms Proweutio 1
Violent Crum in Ind-an Country 2
Conputer Crime and Intellectual Property DWeI 3
Civil Defensive Litigaton 4
Child Exploitation and Pornography 5
hrrntmo 6
tuft structure 7
Child Support Enforcemn 8
D.C. Superior Court 9
Short-term Protection Progra 10
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Detmil of Pientm Polwb
Fien Yan M9 - 2001

199 2000 2001 _ ___

Category Authonze Reimburable Audinad Reambursabe tb~$ ~ m'wed Ra~

Attoeys (905) 4,370 537 4,401 537 261 4,676 537
Paskseal Specill (950) 792 49 799 49 129 921 49
Legal Clevt and Techntiuu(9S6 2,330 2,401 111 2,312
Crimtinal Iriveesitimve Serns (I I1I) 13 13 45 so
Geneva$ Invesilgive Same (1 310) 3 3 3
Other Miscellanmeos Occupalion (030) 11 11I I
Social Sciences, Etononocs and kindred (100-1"9) 11 11 11
Personniel Mucanem (200-29) 59 59 59
General A dmmstwgve vid Cen (300- 3) 1,232 400 1,242 400 Is 0.30 400
Accounting and Budge (500-59) 135 52 135 52 10 145 52
Inrormaio=andAts Group (1000- 1099) 11 11 11
0 usiness and Insdustry Group (I 100- 199) 6 6 6
Library and Archives Group (1400-1499) 13 13 13
Supply Onoup (2000-2099) 7 7 7
Trmnsponalios(2100-21"9) 1 1 1___1

TOW Tw --- 7 W 9,2 1,03 631 9,7r 119

US Field 1/ 5.152 1,033 3.926 1.035 640 9.566 .033
Foeignt Field

Tow 6 U 51_ _ Y ~ 1~

I/ Includes positions fat f'id oflice in the Washtington, D C Standard Meb loitan Ssthorical Arm in each yew
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Justification of dsalt obs
(Dollars so thousands)

Penm. Work.
Poo. yeaS

2001gaysmiAS This request provides for thst proposed 3 7 percent pay raise to be effective in January of 2001 and is
consistent with Adminsannon policy included in she Preliminary Pay Raise Guidance for 2001 Budget Suisssons
This icrease includes locality pay adjustments as well as dhe general paty raise. The amount requested 531,459,000,
represents she pay amounts for ilirr-quaruen of die fisca year plus appopriate benefits (5123.556,000 for pay and
57,903,000 for benefits totaling M3.459,000)

Annualizatin of 2000 pay raise This pay ansosalirarso represents frst quatr amounts (October through December) of
the anticipated 2000 pay increase of 4.3 percent effective January 2000, and, for three-quarts ofta yea, the difference
between the 44 percent estimated in die 2 000 Pres idesit's budget and theapproved increase of 4.3percent. The asn
requested StQ.153,000. represents the total 5tnuiitzatiotl of pay amounts for the fiscal year plus approprite benefit
(514.426,000 foe compensation and $4,757,000 for benefits)-

aithimadeiessa Tis request provides foe the expected increase in costs of withnM-grade increases foe slow or
no growth conponens for FY 2000 This increase as based on an accurate model of she Depastnhnfaessqsloyee
populassoss which includes numerous factors sucb as anticipated pay rasstes, adjustments to include fre-year attition or
separation rates, and caee ladder seis to reflect promotion policy for each organization. The request includes
5 1.399.000 for pay and $322,000 for benefits.

Adminisuvative Salary Inxcs This request provides for the annual pay adjustmnt of adinistratively detried
salaries for the Assistant U.S. Attorneys occupying ungraded positions in the U.S. Attorneys offices ($3.573,000 for paty
and 1322,000 for benefits totaling $4395,000).

Amnt

531,459

19.133

1,721

.. .. 4,395



Trasfer of CES .iilovems, i60 PERS retsreha rafam. This request provides for the aroass a Federal Eanicysses
retireent system (PIMS) cots, bond nfl the tranfer of Ctvil Service Raeemw Syft (CSUS) enlyseas to FEES. as
authorized by die FERS Open Earolrsen Act of 1997. awed the open season doalrem ftont Muy 1. 1991 though Decmbe
31.1IM. This ocue is base on dhe member of enloyses who have ussisfesre so FERS. de padsa of estilyesa id
the mccsse Gowerunheat costof FIS benieft. The request includes. $137,000 foe be~eft

11-resm F~mml &A& numma ThiCsts request provides fog the inzes armcy eorinm so Federa
etoloyme healm bereft. In 1999. Federal bealtmac prsuas atclud"u agamicy c anbn W sea
sppo wrnesely 10.2 percm Because the Ovrme absorbed a lerp proportion of dia lowd calm up so 75 petamne dee
total cost to the Gave inaet has increased substantilly This snhsrnase is based on dee iaeae'Goverunieu com of
Health iurace. This request includes $2,727,000 for thesecss

Genw erics - (SArm GSA will contiue locharg rente ranr ilapprozimmile those charged a
coamu it. I&nanI for eqwival scemad; rAmed ruva Thberequeseed' ,ncas of(S4.239.000 is required an ista
our coreasubisent lo GSA. The cost ssociated wide GSA rewt were derved bougis he use ofde the se sy
which uses the lsess savetsoary data and teses reflecting a 5 percenmnces ovar 200 levels.

LwjLjAwzUM GSA now requires a geocan to pay relocation cost associated wide lease eraio. Bead on prior
expenence dee Depesmihent anticipaes that 20 percent of s all leaspiseano will reah he relocate. Thi reques
provides for dee cost asociaed wth nhew office reliocations cause by she expnaio of less in FY 2001. No fmadmi a
requested for smy build-out costs ssociated with leas expation. Psandig of $889000 a 'euetdfarthe Unlsd
Staesn Anrisys.

Par.. work-
POO, yeui

2.727

4.239

389

15,4.



Justificatic of Adiumts to base
(Dollars in thousands)

Perm. Work-
Psi. years Amount

Anm Fee.s GSA will charge the Depatneni antena fees in FY 2001 The fees includes &ll current antenn's utilized .. 15
by Justice coffiyonesits that have antennas atop their buildings Funding of St5,000 is requested.

Acin mst This increase reflects the estimated billing from the Deparumn of Labor for the actual costa tin. 319
1999 of employesaccident comnpensation, which will be billed in 2001, The 2001 incrased cost will be $319,000.

Gene a erics Adistati(SA IBluePates Previously, GSA has paid for a&H aticinwide Governnm telephone .. 32
book listings throgh the GSA 8 percent FTS overhsead rate As a resukt of the National Paruiership foe Remnenting
Goveminern (WPR)/GSA Blhue Pages Project, the funding for these listngs has been -emved from the overhead rate. and
agencies are being billed foe actual cota incrred The Deparumeis FY 2001 estimated cowt total $282,000.00 Funinmg
of $32,000 is requested for the United States Attorneys,

Travel M&Witeeia Center Em. In the pas travel management services were provided at no cost and the Departianw ... .. 70
received rebates based upon ticket sals However, current practice in the travel tailksby haveecoded this process. The new
contracts wilt not provide rebates and will wary fees for each ticket, hotel, cmand ocher reservation made. ThelDepaent
cost ror travel management centerrfesis estimsatas52.500.00000. Funding of 570.000 is requested for the United Staes
Attorneys

Genl RcM=alevel dnianen This rquestapplies MBpricingguiance anselected expescateories. The ... ... 3,114
increasedcotta idntifiedresuh fom appying afaciorof 2.0percen agasias thos ub-objetclasses where the pie
that the Governmrrent pays are establsised through the maike ayskem mrseed of by law or regilaine. Genierally, tefcn
is applied to supplies, materials, equiprmn, contracta with the private sector, pintn costs, truzaporstion co and
utilitie



Nasoi Afl1s M h Office of Manaemus and Bdget huca NARA I*.. S41
daoeve de rcm cam ps tosaMyrewobtb le olpun by FY 2000. T~licpsaouadlelidm

nmL- e , , t NARA is to main due sole soumc For ageny weordsceer vces, &duo FY 2002, for ag- e
cwurrny usang a services In 2001, NARA advose dout dsese chaqa will be sacrssed by 2.5 percou. Mw
Departmnt a FY 200 1ceuused costs wes! S6,599.584. an - -ease of almost S300.000. basedon cin. ,acrn
moared by NARA Fied"n of 541.000 is respasnd for die United Staft Attorney .

Nabolifi L1112100 SuMewe - DAne EWQ~ An inrease of $2,590,000 i necessary to ew u Ostaffisew Ibadugt is 2.90
avasibe for the effective wse artbe best avadable .mgsement practices, inchadung curt, andnerw minataamb
teclwnoloy. thal will inprove proparn performance and overall effieicy.

Total. aitussneuw to bose 370,91



Summary of .w na~~~

1999 Ermaced FY 2000. a cld 2001 9aqeuIasm
Gtadn MFd Salar Ranges Pea. Amao PAL AnaM Ea Aww ftL Aa i

F.S-4 S12 5.9001 I
ES-..3120.114 I
ES-2. S 15.329 I
E.S. .$10.35I 1
Gs-1. 0. %1S.041151 66868
03- 14. 568.570..140 93 93 93
OS-I).53.027.75.433 29 290 342 52
G3. 12. 543.79643).46 434444"6
Os. 11. so,71452.92 7 613 692 333 146
OS- to. WSJ705-"1I71 79 79 70
GS-9. S3)A*4.d.747 443 443 443
G"-. 13C.4.9,600 706 715 336 121
O3.7.$27.5011,45.760 1,304 I.321 1.321
01-4. S24.154.32.111I 232 23S 235..

OS.5.322..032856 121 121 121
CS-4,519M9-25.100 94 94 94..

0S3., $17.61222.9113 123 123 123
LVWdW PONuaou 4.370 4,4011 4A76 _____

ToWa. app op me powboew 9.,044 9.120 9.771 651

A -Wu U.npailk Salary S91,397 S102,726 $106,733
A vvapES Salary $118,149 5123.34 $128,158
Av GS Slary S36.618 53U.29 $39,720
A -ei ap 03 raie . 7 17 is
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Department of Justice
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Filimains for Fiscal Year 2001
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United State" Trustee Program
Summary Statement and Performance Plan'/

Ilkw I floral Stair't I niatcr Praigrana I-th Proilgrana' as4 ir4KApasti a total of I.1UK permanent positions 4229 anromeiysl. 1.059 woakynnr, and $127,202,000 an its appropristmo.
IhaiorVwpsrerpore-wntos Ok IN' 211011 aastospaid appraritamkelaaitjssacsfor hascaincrras Therogram'srequnst for FY 2001 addresses the 1 l million cawexpectedeto
be Filed in IN' 2ki I. a' tiell a4 iho 'roamans Imgno ~ iit combat bankruptcy fraud

Fl' lNll nailed Stinr Trassne Proasm Performane Pban ead 1999 AeeaOatbIflvRsy

A. Pro~a 'tnoait. Cask and ilalloiotlle IIJ Msrgle Pb.n

4jfrg: Iloot. I filstai "aIa"1%w o. Iain lantaa II IIA rit is 1wo public taarrs tooi porasrateo the- effiactenwy, and to protect and preserve the iniegrty, of t baknhptcy system.
It Iot-ki to wt ibre1 aula. ipo t jnlou taale rt'HIM IaaM11la tia h31AarPIcyc4a2W%. imdatioro the ciondacaof parliasand tukes actin to ensure comrplane withaappltcablaws
and P4aiCca111leai tilC. andi as' citaatri hankitpi frhaudt and abuse, anal mi 'rs admmnastrstase functional an bankruptcy camn.

Lijmsiall 1aa: I 11 Irptan' laony tanper pI iatcarlicuaksl brca. atarrrtly relate to the Depatnmt of Justice SitaSc Plan. Core Functin 6: Protecon ofshe roderal
Judicaa anal Impronminiril 'Ihab Jaaiacc Sarasi t nl -Prtitains the Interpray rofthe Bamnkruaptcy system.

* I'M 11't anal *l I tkw I'nw t atwas I niter Prignsan stall pro% ade administative support to move cases effecively stid ufraccmipy darotgh the banbeupty

* i'S1 P l N! M2 I.tfnrai taar I rtaskcProgramll enure thapafrtisadlerrso d saandads o thlaw aid wiUpolice foraeblemeKtfrvAud
other abuse%

a I I[S IP (kial 10 he(nae Slcko taote~s Isa Progvram wall axismaze the return of ecate asset to cireditors by maisaiosandWpomagis uniform lee aid
utpe guadetasnrelatig in te-ayyent of peofesuoaltand oterintheLoarurpsey systm s welLas odtrfenof oversig

a USTP Coal 04 The mted Stei f nrstce Program wall be a resource for aoccurater anforsaaion and practical analysis about the operation of oe basitnaptcy
system.

The Progiram's four longrasig oals provide ther basis for its annual performance" plans.

SThis Budges aubssiaosdons no take moo accosts the aubamtta new dortses the Peopan would bave so perform if 6he Usakiqitcy Reom Bdci ensty unnder
eosaderitiovimCapesse c- es
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DECISM~i UITIPR4ORAMII: Administration of Case Decision Unkt

Department of Justice Core Function: Administrationl and ImfProement of t Justice System
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and pokce o embezzlement, fraud. and othe abuses ___________
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Annual Performance Gloal: USTP Goal 92: Ensur Oha parties adhere to#th standards of the law,
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Annual Performance Gal: US TP Goal 02: Ensure that patas adher to t starndards of t law,
and poNic fo erftbezzment. Fraud, and other abuses. ___________
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Annual Performance Goal: ISTP Goal #2: Ensure"ta paies adhtere toft standards of thte few,
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DECISM~ UNIT(PROGRAM: Admlnistrution of Came Decision Unit

Department of Justice Core Function: AdnWsstralon a&d Improvement of te Justice System

Strategic Goal: General Goal 0 4: Protect a&d proaw" Owe in~tag of tOe bankruptcy system,
maximize te dollar return to creditos, and monito tOe cost of bankruptcy administratIon.

Annual Performance Goal: USTP Goa 0: Maximiz the return of estate asset to credlitr
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Annual Portonnanco Goal: USTP Go*# 03: Maximize ft ratun of aaltate asstsb to caodit

B. FY 1966 Pmrnano Raport -

W~ Pdanmoa oawThai saa ow p bW mriM bigly m iFY 190.p oryla-0, and hamigPhl. onewma oasmRwwgsomtayhm
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011CISION WJTIPROGRAU: Administration of Cases Decision UnN

Department of Justice Core Function: AdIfIstrUabon and Impirovement of Owe Justice System

Strategic Goal: General GoO 0 4. Protect w4d preserve te Integrity of fte bencnupicy system,
masinze Owe dollar return to cnretr aw4 monitor Ove cost of benimipicy adnistrtion.

Annual Performance Goat: USTP Goal 04: In FY 2000, te Pran wigl become a resource for accurate. through
inlortion practical analysis about t operation of te I p system.

PWbOrM NO ICATOR POltATON _ _ _w Plansinee
Ty"p af ~ eu e~Afi Dama IFY lm9 py aUn ____Y_

hiatr e~emae bdlatr lureAit balled pla Abeb Pa Pa

INpt 111 Sedaniptcy Fkltn' SCY
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Annual Pwformanc. Goal: USTP Goof 04: In FY 2000, the Progrn will become a resource fo accurme. lacrugl
Notion m rcti" analysis about Use operatlion of banruc Sam
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Annual Performance Goal: USTP Goal U: In FY 2000, the Program "~t becomesa resource for accurate. thorough
information and practical analysis about the operation of t benklrup"c system.

A. Oat Validaton and Vertflicatio:

ots Va~sttbn and Vertrisallon The dews down loaded horn thre Courts is o~ areegrOOt hard copies cOe phePsns ots keyed hrite te AMMmenuy. als ftcase
progresses tiougi tre bankruptcy procs is checked agirtltie Courts'docket cards; ACMS hard copy reports are used to do basic taer deckaon dewl morusly
keyred eic AddS that do nor appear on Court docker cards Then quartery, as par of OtO's data cat. the daita are then compiled using err antiquated propsreeerlrr
language RP1IP. consorted to a database file, eliectroncally tranusrrdtd to tra £0, reports run. and herd copies printed and sent to te fiel ofce toricaton as neesded
Da tracked in FICS is retie against Nh Couirs dockst cards actual disbursemrentsreporte by Nh trusoss to USTO9. and thre US. Trustee System Fser besan sert

Data LleliileW the otarg ACtS so hoe both in terms of the outdated harder on ulsid r resides and Nh atiquted end eis al atre of Nh programissng
tangstsgeIRtN1jit as trii toine~n fts replacemeent wstir one dengred at an ORACLE envionment would trive perstoll enhsanced dafa sloregsaed retrlesal capaolits
and tAiard ana~lysis of case arbmfulabor and debtor financial morssaironhat dons not appear in court dockets For example Nh ortgwa 000 data catl extracting Nhi data
hrorn ACMS was ritten to only age cases on an annual bass, isets al cases opened in calendar year tU96as tree, years old on January 1. tIM. ragardlesa owfkta
No case wat opened January I IRS or December 3l 1996 Tis data Isoolion wsas totse addressed in N sew cas ronegement system under dslopire etS NMes
canceld doeto bdgetaryconstasoen T tIf The q.StP had hoped to rseths soue by conteurg Nh developmn ft I nw syeten FY 2000. lHowee aaboroa
luider for N1 sews case management systeme watsnot approved the NFY 2000 appropriation Withsout Nh resore necessary to complels Its automation sftw Nve kee
aid deaarly tie Weeon Ni amount of data that ass ultimately arailable electoicaly, Oves Nh taut luow years Nh program has only rewired St-2 WAXo le addies sdl s
&uloreawte neils

Actioess a altgal Data L~Ieslatoe The USTP had hoped to resetre Nh ieclniocal sortcoretigu of fs legacy sstem IACldSI by caeWles tg N deselopmeeride sw
case m ernemtsystem as PT2000 Ilperre ~so new andnswereappoved mnh 200s appopeltio. N Program asS ecft onsiednlief Nh eillee ACtS lofN
oenpotutle Unlurturreel a reursied ACtS redl no be able to provide Nh degree oforenhanced data storage Its NW nee system would hes nortieS Shave Nfty
necesary to address Nh ad hoc Quevers ofe sequesbod horn Nh bmetnipicy coesritK#Wy

111.IYl19M Pelrmne R III n

Use- Peelennoc Gels: One goa was no metat FT t909. c &Wlee a ritisng Phaske I PINh new -t msansagement yel. Wot on Phane I PINo- eel
sasaeeeerotorda wee canceled i tay ofsedetbideeywfe

Pbrelt So Mass1sesGas St Sos Paetis N ssWeatAMtote le had ian em PIN utlideehafs o it e sadNatie
hiaaenative PINprograete teeguege GMil te ads t t reen blemew fltone deeged 'hima ORACLE ennstorw ol geun d waesced A

Ndeg asSteser cepebilfte aid bleted aell sl of -M Ieerftc end d~or c stnd et t Wdoes ne 55 t appe i coosa etfia 1 oev. dito tebsidgeb

ACMS as su esota pseetle liosser. a rieviloe tOSMe ted P be 8lW prNod N degIrep of eaSMaicd deosslls N ft wftlemsil lairs. #erwi A hrnsVi
I % eewssarywadfls at d hocqueifel an reue-e tre Nbeettycy cessoallp



Annual Pefformanc* Goal: USTP Goal 01: Provide administrative support to moveca

efficientlly wn4 effectvely through the benricuptcy process.

D. PY IMK Prfomanc Report

Performac.Goals wersus Acluals The Programs remnigsubgoal underUSTP Goal Cd Connect neeahido reiiba willboir INo ervws was coylsa so planed.
Thee was one midicalor lorsely lotd under USTP Goal 0 2 Easeafth maliso olenauirng So* ndaoccuiraft fkww n~sion. whoi wasmne 10 010
USTP Goal and tenanied Devefto . Revenee Analysis System

Approshnal Daoe when Missing Oils eli be Awa~lablea: There rs o missing "aa for Outso bhn

C. Issues Affecting Selection of FY 2000 and 2001 h ildlaore

The Pfogramn has been closly tenwwei ds Goner nawi Penlomance program in hopes. of improvang A In ila review, C bnd a number of subgols whowse Nldla oreee
'icorspiqelle vfnus wedtiloulus or oulcomesIor were soply conuinn For example. whate lie Program has been reporlng Iie mnbero01aid cases as a
percenLage of WOla casel o d apier ? -n It thne actual nunte, of old came and fte kWbe number ol open causes lIe, fe lepula were nob Spoile ,Coeequenlp.
anumerolnew rocatons eleanoducad inlieFY 2005pla w wrnob pewseed mlii P200plan Thve 1indicalors eal deNOe 'w~l ifi word nee 10411

ft letype ol vidicflour bi in *ddion. I0. lie* ft Program lee were cornhsei were modIIe acoordeig Also. several new. suboeft were added for
FY 2001 lalr addess lieProgmns elrs wiegads logs esponslibesrie wbarairspcy ymca. Thnietlooae ile 111 li~ me word loaWi NO=1c In"a
IMp of ridcalor cokum

NeM. aw vidnator. Case alanagenin Dtbase Plies N, was dropped fromn lie FY 20 Plan, sica. congress did not aid anV of t Prrigraln% I Oalin I0FY 2000.
Enhanced Evjar~n ACUS was~ adde m4 plae AlsolesbolRaoelnolaee vnealno Y11 oea.aaa wubinaF ~
fWlrypears. was als dropped, saica the Congress dad no appove airs requeel in fie F Y 2000 Polprpmli



United Statns Trustee System Fund
Salaries and Expentses

Status of Conreassinally Requested
Studies, Report, and Evaluations

The House Judiciary Committee Report on the Depairtment of Justice Authorization Act, 2000 (House Report No. 106-479, pg. 136) requested Mis die
United Sltin Trustee Program report on fth planned number and type of bankruptcy classes to be held at fth Nationl Advocacy Center by
December 31. 1999 The report is under review by fte Admnislrtion and will be transmitted to Congress soxtrtly.



United States Trustee System Fund
Salaries and Expenses

Summary of Program Resources by Object Clase
2001 Estimate

(Dollars In Thousands)

BASE PROGRAM

Program

Administration of Cases

Management & Administration

Ranking Program

None

PROGRAM CHANGES

Ranking

-58-



United States Trustee Program
Salaries and Expenses

Detail of Permanent Positions by Category
FY I MS-2001

1999 2000 2001
Enacted Anticipated Estimate

Total
Category Authorized Authorized Request

U.S. TrusteeslAsst. U.S. Trustees (301). 114 114 114
Bankruptcy Analysts (301).-........ 212 212, 212
Attorneys (905)...................................... 229 229 229
Paralegal Specialists (950)............ 210 210, 210
Other Legal and Kindred (900-998) ... 190 190 190
Personnel Management (200-299) .......... 11 11' 11
Management System Specialists (301).. 26 261 26
General Administrative, Clerical & Office

Services (300-399) ............. ....... 117 1171 1
Security Specialists (080).................................1 1' 1!
Acctg, Budget, Financ. Mgmt. (500-599) .......... ...... 13 13! 13
ContractiNg.Procurement (1102-1106)..-.... 5 51 5

Subtotal ............... ............................ 1.128 1,1281 1,128

Washington ............................. ................. 53 53! 53
U. S. Field ............................................... 1,075' 1.075 1,075

Total ................................................. 1,128 1.128 1,128

.so-



United States, Trustee System Fund
Salare end Expens"

Summeary of Attorneys and Suppoui PoetoneiWorkyears
IFY 2000.200

-60.

2000 Appropoabon Enacted 2001 Program Change, 2001 Request: Level

Attorneys Support Total Attorney sSuppot Total Attorneys Support TOWa

Dectsion Un Pos FTE Pos FTE Pos FTE Pos FTE Pos. FTE Pos. FTE Poe FTE Poe. FTE IPoe. FTE

Arministralioi of Cases 223 205 85? 802 1,075 1,0071 223 205 852 802 1.075 1,007

Maemen andAdndnistralion 6 6 47 46 53 52 6 6 47 486 53 52

ITo 229 211 899 848 1,128 1.0591 .. 229 211, 899 88126 1.059



United States Trustee Program
Salaries and -xene
Summery Of Chanese
(Dollars in Thousands)

Caory-forward approved for use in FY 2000............ .......I....I.......

Adjustments to Se":

2001 Pay Rau ...-. ...e.....
Annuabzatiofa 2000 Pay Raose......................I I.....
WS'a Grade Increases ........ . ... I.. ..
Trans*a of CSRS Emptoyeea FERS Ratrernn System .......
Increased Fadera Health I nsurance Cost........... ......I..I.. ..I..
Leas Exprsbons........I....
General Servccs Adnwutjon~ (GSA) ftes Pages .....................
Travel Managamani Center Pass...I ...........I...... .
Genera Pncang Level A40tstmante ......................
National Archives and Record Adminataon (NARA)........I................
M odilnt Com pensation . .. . p... .. P . . _ .. ... ............................ ..

Tolt Mandatory Increase ....................................

2001 re BA E.....................a.................................es........... . ....

2001 ES T AT............................... E ........ ............I.............

Poe.
1,126

1.128

Years
1,060

1

Amsun
$112,775

9,319
122,094

0 0 2,457
0 0 1,242
0 0 693
0 0 41
o 0 306
0 0 49
0 0 0
0 0 12
o o 267
o 0 9
0 0 23
0 0 5,068

1,126 1,060 127=20
0 0 0

1,128 1,06 127J2

-SI-



United States Trustee Program
Justification of Adjustments to Base

Dollars In Thousands

Arlsustrirent-rrt.~A lasIceae X MQLI

1 2i141l IN% Rill 2,457
tis requesti prmmiles Irrthe proposed 37 percent pay raise o he cifecive in January of 2001 and in consistent with the
Atlitiinirai iin prilicy included in the lirelinminary Ilay Raise ( uidance for 2001 Bludget Submissions This increase includes
itatity pay arliisinenis. as. -Aell as she penera) pay raise 'Ilie amousnt requested, $2.45 7.000 represents the pay amsountss for

tillce -quater, tit tire fik.al %sear. pliis ippirrpriaiv lientfits (S I 1824 (W1 for pay and 5633,000 for bene fits totaling $2.4 57,000)

2 Aititualtealit ri 21141,1 l'as Raise .... . . 1,242
Ibis pay ariii~ arri esets flst quarter r toit irisititer through 1Decembrer) of tie anticipated 2000 pay increase ofi 481
perCnt slien rit Jittirati% 7ttMi, attn1. hit three quiatts ti a year. tire illerencebetween the 4 4 percent estimated in the 2000

l~rsiresi hid~er ridrie aprnsel icrese tt4 5pr-ethlie anriust requested 51,242,000, represents the pay amounts
lotr the fiscal yeaLr pius apprtipriate benefits i1929.tf)lit cirtrpensartos and S313.000 for benefits)

3 Within ( ile Inrease ........ 693 -
Irhis request pit ik's 1i tire esps\ itl increase tir is tit iiihiii-grsrle increases for slow or so growth components foe FY

215Nt iti int rease is baset on an accu rate osislel 4i rit e llepa rrnrns employee population, which includes numerous factors
Stich as atiiipared pa5 raises. adjirsinsests toi ins lurk, three-year attrition or separation rates, and career ladder series to
reflct prtrinsirr pilics tr i ah irrganr/atiir I Iris request irrerles $519.000 for pay and 5174,000 for benefits.

4 IrasisfertoflCRS Inusloveers I IRS Retiremtrt System ........ 41
1 his request pr% tirks fir the increased iii I eteral I tipiryee retirement Systemr IFERSI costs, based on the tranfer of Civil
Se% ice Retirement System l(SRSI employees to I ERS. aS authorized by the FERS Open Enrollment Adt of 1997, and the
open season that ran from July 1, 1998 through Decenmber 31. 1998 This increase is based on the number of employees who
hrase transferred to FI3RS. the grade of enrployeen. and the Increased Govermest cost of FERS benefits. T1he request includes
$4 1,000 for benefits

5 Increased Federal Healt Insurance Cost ................ I......... 306
This request provides for the increase in agency cosntribsutions to Federal employees health benefits. In 1999, Federal health
insurance premiums. including agency cotinbettons. increased approximately 10 2 percent. Because die Government absorbed
a larger portion of the total coats, up to 75 percent. the total cost to the Government has increased substantially. This increase
is basted on the "increased' Government cost of health insurance This request includes 3306,000 for these coats
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6 1 eawe I %nirattns 49
CSM imit requires all agecieis It, pa5 tlistiiiiistists issicmed with tease expiration Based on prior experience the
1 keparinseni anti ipates. thai 211 prkeit ol all scaw cspiratisin. sill result in relocations This request provides for the cost
asstciatei i l ne% is ce rtiiati.s caused by iec- piratiiii of leass in I- 2001. No funding is requested for any build-out
cimss aNtistaetl is iih lean espirattiins 1 uitsing iii S49011)hi i% requested for the I united State 1 nastee Program

7 1 ivneral Set% ices Admtunistratios (USA I Mole Paces 9
I'vttiiils 4.1 It ha% paidlo itt ll natinistike Goic vicritett ielcpliose hook listings through ihe GSA 9 percent FTS overhsead

file %%-a ic-tilt it tse Nitional lirinership lIi Rei~tiniingilirternsentlINPRl:USA Blue pages Project, the funding forthsese
liming% hr. heer t-ssied from the oii erheasl rate, and agencies are heisng billed for actual costs incurred The Department's
I Y 2iNlt estimated ost% iiimal 2X2.tXi0 I uitlng of SQ.(tX) is requested for the United States Trustee Program

8 tac] %Isa -vei hut r It Cc 12
Ill ilk- pi%-.. laud liuaucvciss ilfit Ci~e sc,-%% ic put Otd ai lusc.'-,t% ainth e Itparinars rentied rebates based upon ticket sales

I usscc.uiris pl .i Its t nIic las it uuud1uusic 11.% . L-cehis pius r es, I lt sew contracts s ill not pris% ide rebates and will
Lat rs lces cI eatl, h Leti lii I111 at and tkI thr cwi k aimintial I lie lleptnirt's citi itrasel mnaagenms ent ier fees is
estimated at 2 (lN, t I itilitig 4-1 $t 2 Mst) Is teques ct tuci the I sited States I ruster IProiiant

9 (Geneiral Pritng I Cesel %tliustnents .... 267
1 his requestI applies I AMIt pit tu g uiiatc Ill selCktell espeiu c s aegircesM Ibe increased costs identified result from applying
a fao itt 2 11 petetjI against Isv-c suilitet- clase, it Iciew the piuce% that the (iosemmeni pays are established through die
market %) tem nta tssteal h% lau% or regulation I ttseratll. the lator is applied to supplies, materials, equipment, con trascta with
the prism ate setso;. printinigitris. trauspsirtatut costs and utilities

10 Naticotal Arshies and Rccoul Adirrunisiraiion I NARA) 9
[lie Office tif Maisagenient atnd Budget directed NARA to cons cr its direct- funded records cent.r program to a fully

reimbutrssasle program b% I'N' 21)O Ibis, pruipisd tegisatiot niandates that NARA is to remain the sole source for agency
recordscnrtices. through I Y 2002. fitr agencies currently using its services In 2001, NARA advise iliac thsue charges will he
increased by 2 5 percent The Departments FY 2001 estimated costs total '6S599,5R4, and increase of almost 5300,000 bed
on current recoedu maintained by NARA Funding of59,000 is requested for die United States Truttee Program.

It A cdr tC m u i.. .... . .I. ... . .. . .. . . .. .. .. 23
Thin Increase reflects the estimated billing from the Department of Labor for the actual costs in 1999 of employees' acdent
compensation, which will be billed in 2001 The 2001 increased coat will be 523,000.

TIml m ... S5.108
Adnamtai s to Base Decreases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .... . .-

T2Wa Adnasnanst to IBa .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .I . .. . . .$ ,0
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United States Trustee Program
Salaris and Expenses

Summary of Requirements by Grade and Object Class
(Dollasm In thousands)

1I99 Actual 200 Request 2001 Request
Pos. & Poe. & Poe. a

Grade, and salary Rang." Wye. Amount WyI. Amount Wye. Amount

ES-S. 5130.200 1 1 1
ES-5. 5130 200 1 1 I
ES -4A S 130.200 -1 1 1
ES-3, $126,825 22 22 22
ES.-1. $115 811 1 1 1
GS-15, 5.4638-110.028 106 106 106
GS-14. 571.954-93 537 170 170 170
GS-13, 560.890-79.155 172 172 172
GS-l?,5.204-66.564 50 so 50
GS-1 1. 542.724-55.541 101 101 101
GS-10. $38.885-50,554 2 2 2
GS-9. 535,310-45.900 120 120 120
GS-8. 31.968-41.557 16 16 16
GS-7. 528.866-37.522 183 183 183
GS-B, 5.25.976-33,768 45 45 45
GS-5. 5.23.304-30,29 38 38 38
GS-4. 520.829-27.080 4 4 4
OS-3. 518,555-24.120 2 2 2
Upgraded po0bons . .93 93 93

TOW, ~appropnated poajus 1.128 1.128 1,128

Average ES Salary $120.998 1124.360: S125,461
Average Ungraded Salary $.103,838, $107 5781' 5111,449
Average GS Salary $48,013, $49,742'1 52,306
Average GS Grade 10.10i 011 10.10



Unite Stat.. Trustee Progrmm
Sasin and Expes

Summary of Raqoafet by Grade end O4te Ceas
(Dollrs In (houaanda)

Otbec ClismSO

ItI I Fad tat's psrnansn
11 3 Oe0w than Ilun-Ws psrrnaneni
I t5 Otter pesonnrwel canrwnnatr
11 I5 Spars lpesarelel serve" paymnftt

Ttal

t, dAncedo Wys Affes Wlye AMInh5 fiYO M.d I

1019 563,165
14 1.565
5 256

(11
1036 60005

1.045 5- 65145
14 1,630,
5 200

1.06S4 67,575

1,049 566.9*2
14 1.703
5 231

t,064 70.647

32

Other OO~c C46s06

120 Pwrsrwibaels 16012
130 Benefts tlforwn'srPsronni 19
21 0 Iraslard iransportahon ol persons 2. tQI
220 Iransonlson olf W-9 321
239 O SA rem 15.994
232 Pat441psyr1nt06oiw9 293
23 3 Comn .r' a & other w charges 7,169
240 Pras"q and rep'auctran 261
25 1 Adnorsy and asselanca serce, too
25 2 0Osewnce 4.902
25 3 Purchases of gaaSt & ous "un Gani ct 3645
25 6 Mod"c Care lOOPCRS SOP 545 osty) 41
25 7 Opurabn £ lasesnance at Eqsapms 763
26 0 Supplies and enalaf $JI5
Sl0OEqupme4 9946
4 20 Insuan Cem's and rndensves

TO ONes-n .. . ......- ... .... 106 1 A

tjnoigld abece. SWa af Veor 110,8641
Adamsnerf rs Prior Year Otiptuains (3276,
UsmS 1 -IS Salamise. End of Year 9r,6

(LasU Opsate Caiscbans1, (1.030) (iogMb)

towd Dird ft**Wwftss ................. 0 5.361

TOW ObigsWan
0915155 lsnwe. Stan of Year

Otoplad Salance. Endof Yaw

Loe Oftb " ear -4110111Ole
Tea Disecs 0~by

119,609
15.457
(2064)
5.276

1137 .740
(1109.8103

27*60

323
17,00

150
72A-"

26
2971

3.070.
4.125

42,
796'

12601
630

16.285
50

1I'M?
331

17.500,

297

42

SIP'

1.054 122 l! 15 1.05 Z.W .

(9.764i (7410
121751 (479

(1.0641 (I20.US6i (9.0643 (127.=0
0 (6.001) 0 01

122.004
(5.276)

(2703
(7 .510)

100,031
(120.=SI

127,202
7.9510

(475)
(20.477)
1113.7M)

('127.2m2
(13,442)
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FOREIGN CLAIMS SETTLEMENT COMMISSION

L 
o#"-Wbrg 110



The Foreign Zlaiue Settlement Commsio is requesting a total of 11 permanent position, it workyears. and $1,224,000 for 2001. This
requeat reproments a net increase of 635,000 from the 2000 requested level.

The Comision consists of a Chair and two part-time Comissionere, who are appointed by the President with the advice and consent of
the Senate. The pert-time Commissioners receive compensation at the Executive Level V rate of pay for performance of official business
of the Comission at V~ direction of the Chair.

The principal mission of the Commission Is to adjudicate claim of U.S. nationals against foreign governments, exercising jurisdiction
conferred by the Invernational Claim Settlement Act of 1949. am amended, and other authorising legislation. To date, the omission
has compiled and evaluated such claim against 15 countries Yugolavia, Panama, Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, Italy, the Soviet Union,
Csechoolovakia, Poland, Cube, China, the former Gersn Democratic Republic (East Germany), Vietnam, Sthiopia, Egypt, Iran, Albania, and
the Federal Republic of Germany.

The operating expenses of the Comission ultimately are borne only partially, if at all, by the taxpayer. In virtually all instances,

the legislation authorizing the adjudication of dlaime baa provided for deduction of a percentage of the funds obtained from foreign
governments for payment of the Comission' s awards to the credit of miscellaneous receipts in the United States Treasury to defray the
administrative axpenas of conducting the claim program. Since 1950, the expenditures of the Comiasion and its predecessors have -

amounted to approximately $3S million, but during that mama period the amounts paid Into the United States Treasury as a result of claim

progamshav bo Inexcess of $40 million.

In 2001, the Comission will resarch and respond to requests for information coancearning properties expropriated by the Castro regime
in Cuba. in support of the Department of State's continuing implementation of the Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (LIBERTAD)
Act of 1995 (the 'Helm-Burton Acts). Z n addition, the Comission will be registering claim and engaging In other preliminary planning

for a major program involving thousands of claims against Iraq. The Comission also will provide, upon request, technical assistance
to the Department of state in conducting government -to-governmant claims settlement negotiations. Under the war Claim Act Of 1946,
as 3 ended, the Comission will continue to have authority to award compensation to American military prisoners of war held in Southeast
Asia during the Vietnam conflict, or their survivors, for inadequate rations and inhumane treatment while in captivity.

The Commission will continue to furnish Information contained in the records pertaining to the 44 completed international and war-related

claim programs it hes conducted, as requested by claimants end their heirs,* attorneys, researchers, and other mebe of the public.
Upon request, it will also provide advice on policy determinations, preliminary planning, evaluation of pending claims legislation, and
liaison with Congressional comittees considering legislation intended to provide for adjudicatim of additional types or classes of
claims.



The 2001 budget estimates include changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below.

new language is underscored and deleted matter in enclosed in bracket&.

Salaries and expenses, Foreign Claim Settlement Oomission

For expenses necessary to carry out the activities of the Foreign Claim

Settlement Comission, including services as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3109, (41 ,175, 0001f 21,214,000

22 U.BSC. 1621-16451 30 .S. . 001-2017: . 1 09-2771 et f.ute nrnitiaAt 00(L 0-1

no substantive changes proposed.



Foreign Claim gsttlunt Comision

Crosswalk of 1999 Availaility
(Dollar@ in thouvande)

1. Adjudication of Inter-
national claim. ...

Total .........

iaaa an maGctad

Zak, X ham

11 U 11,227

11 11 $1,221

Proved
flaprarmminom

RQL. U hmo=

Final 1999
-valability

11 11 $1,227



Farsin lisBtmn oiin
ASalarims AMd Ithenaas

Croaalk of 2000 Changs
(Dollars in thousands)

Budget ActivitvlProaram

1. Adjudication of Inter-
national Claims...

2000 President's
Bludget- Ra3u&Mt

RL.. xI -M

-L _.U S1L17

a -Roaamina

2000
Appropriation

.U _U E111M



PrinClaim Battin nuia

(Dollars n~ thousands)

2000 Appropriation Usc.................................. ......
1 = 104. .... .........cr ......... a ......... .........

2001 Do. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ..e. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

2 001 s timate.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Peru. Work-
Pon Xxn how

11 11 1,17S
... ... 39

_U1 1, 21
11 12 1,214

Adjudication of Ittr-
naticoal claim....

1931

R IA X MA.

1999

Peru.
aIbLI. V ML6

11 11 $1,227 11 4 $576

2000
Appropriation

te, 200 Ma

Poe. Porn.

kftL.. IM 01. ft. 91 MBL
Perin.
22RA. E(M6.

11 11 $1,175 11 11 $1,214 11 11 $1,214 .. 1 ..

ZDGUSI*h~IMU Q

Peru.

ZI U Amt..



Poreian ClaimsStltCqiao

To protect the property rights of U.S.. citizens abroad and promote the international rule of law through adjudication of claims by United
states nationals against foreign governments.

Oraansstioal GoLa

*To research and respond to requests for information concerning decisions in the Commission's Cuban Claims Program conducted from
196S-72). in aid of the Department of State's continuing implementation of the Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (LISURTAD)
Act of 1996 (the "Rlms-Burton Act').

*To adjudicate the outstanding claim* of U.S. nationals against the Government of Iraq, upon enactment of authorizing legislation
or referral to the Commission by the Secretary of State.

*Upon request, to assist the Department of State in negotiations for the settlement of claims against foreign governments, including,
in particular. claims against Russia and the other original constituent republics of the former Soviet Union, which were
adjudicated undr Public Law 29S, 84th Congress.

*To award compensation to Aierican PO~s held in Southeast Asia during the Vietnam conflict, or their survivors, for inadequate rations-
and inhumane treatment while in captivity.

*To advise other agencies and Congress concerning potential future claim programs and to analyze and comment on pending legislation. t
To advise on policy determinations relating to the settlement of international claim.

*To assist the Department of the Treasury in making distribution on past awards certified by the Commission.
To provide executive departments and private attorneys with legal precedents issued by the commission.
To provide general information concerning past programs and to respond to requests about specific decision* the commission has made
on past claim.

In addition to its principal function of adjudicating United States nationals, claims against foreign govern-ents, the Commission
provides continuing informational services to claimants (and, where applicable, their legal successors) With regard to the 44 completed
international and war claim programs It has conducted. it also provides advice on policy detesrminations, preliminary planning, and
evaluation of proposed legislation intended to authorize adjudication of claims of new categories of claimants, and lisito= with
Congressional committee@ considering such legislation.



Sainr.. an ~an I

wk WLaSIiAa IyCtee

CA1999 2000 2001

.. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 3 3 3
kttornayu (901) ... ... .... ... . 4 4 4
Gnral Adinistrative
clerical and Office Services 0200-3399).... __-------_Q__------_A----_

Totl.......a........ ......... 1

Wa h ng oh. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .1I

Totl................ ......... 1



Iiinrv of AttorlVad3 or uima,1kya

200200 Tnerkuast taval
Attorneysm upr oa Attorneys Support ITotal Attorneys Support Total

Inn uit A - M POM FTE -92L-jMI -TRtaMl

h of fi Io o
international Claims 4 4_ 7 7 1IIL

Total 1I 1 I 0 a 04 4 7 7 1

A



-(Dollars in thousands)

1. ................. $21
This request provides for the proposed 3.1 percent pay raise to be effective in January of
2001 and is consistent with Adinistration policy included in the Preliminary Pay Rlaise Guidance for
2001 Uudgat submissions. This increase includes locality pay adjuatments as well as the general pay
raise. The afount requested. 621,000, represents the pay amounts for three-quarters of the fisacal year
plus appropriate benefits (617,000 for pay and $4,000 for benefits totaling $21,000).

2. Annualizaticm of 2000 naY-U ra .............................................................................
This pay annualization reprasants first quarter amounts (October through Dek, r) of the 2000 pay

increase of 4.8 percent anid, for three-quarters of a year, the difference between the 4.4 percent

estimated in the 2000 President'sa budget and the approved Increase of 4. C percent. The amount requested.
$1,000, represents the total annualization of pay afounta for the fiscal year plus appropriate benefits
($8,000 for compensation and $1.040 for benefits).

3. Inceased edrl ast nuacCas........................................................
This request provides for the increase in agency contributions to Federal employee health benefits.
In 1999, Federal health insurance premums, including agency contributions, increased approximately
10.2 percent. because the Government absorbed a larger proportion of the total Coats, up to 7S percent,
the total coat to the Gov*r et has increased substantially. This increase is based on the increased,
Government cost of Health insurance. This request includes $1,000 for these Coats.

4. ~nrlSrie ~iitainC5~rn...................................................................
GSA will continue to charge rental rates that approximate those charged to comercial tenants for
equivalent apace and related services. The requested increase of $5, 000 is required to meet our
comittment to GSA. The costs associated with Ga rent were derived through the use of the automated
system, which uss the latest inventory date and rates reflecting a 5 percent increase over 2000 levels.

Total, adjustment to base.................................................................................. 39



(Dollars in thousands)

Uxecutive Level V, $14,500... 2 2 2..
GS-I5, $94,631,28.......... 2 2 2
U-13, *600, 15 ............ 2 2 2..
08-12, *5120.4- ........... 3 ... a ...

00-11, $42,724-5I541 .......... *....J

Total, appropriated position.. 11 11 11

Average GO Salary..... $50,710 $53,144 $55,110
Average GO Grads ........................... 12.56 12.56 12.56



Ibollars in thousands)

it Personnel Compenaationt
11.1 Full-time Peren ..... nt.. ...
11.3 Other than Peanent...t.... ...
11.5 Other Personnel Compesation ........

Totl..t al......... ...

Other Object Classee
12 Peruommel b~ie n af..... ts.. ....
13 memef its to former pare onl..... ....
21 Traval end transportation of person ...
22 Transportation of thinge.................
23.1 Rental pay~mte to ma..................
23.3 Commicatiopm. utilities, and

miscellaneous charge ..................
24 Printing and reproduction...............
25.2 Other ervice...........................
26 Supplies and merials..................
31 5quimnt..............................-

Total reqmets...... ta.. . ..

Relation of Obligation, to Outlay.i
Obligated balance, start-of-oar........
Obligated balance. en-of -ye ar.......
Outas t................. ..

1292 Actual

22mxmA0M V29k0 Eam= 002z -M
.2 $1% 3 666 9 $693 ... $2s
2 53 2 7S a 76

255 11 746 11 771

576 11 1,11s

25

it 1.214 .. 30

154 144 30
.149 -20 -12

651 .2611,223
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Summary Statemetwt And Performance Plan

FoT 2001, the United States Marshas Service (USMS) requests 4,312 permanent Positions, 4,014 workyears and $586,469,000 in the
Salaries and Expenses appropriation. This request represent ts an increase of 381 positions, 171 workyears, and $40,120,000 over the
anticipated 2001 base of 3,931 positions, 3,843 workyears, and S546,349,000. This increase will address infrastructure requirements
related to both operational and administrative workload areas.

A. USMS Mission and Goals, and Relationship to DOJ Stratge Plan

The USMS' 2001 budget request and performance plan directly support the overall core functions and law enforcement goals included
in the Department of Justice's (DOJ) Summary Performance Plan. This request incorporates information on performance
measurement that will lead to better accountability regarding actual results achieved. T1he USMS Strategic Plan establishes the
connection between DO) Strategic Goals and those shorter-term objectives set forth in the USMS Tactical Plan.

The mission of the USMS is to protect the federal courts and ensure the effective operation of the judicial system. In accordance with

existing statutes and regulations, the USMS must:

* Protect judges and other participants in the federal judicial system by securing court proceedings;

* Provide security for federal court facilities by eliminating security deficiencies;

0 Provide secure confinement transportation, and production of prisoners for judicial proceedings by using safe and cost
effcive means whenever possible;



9 Apprehend violent figitives. as quickly as possible by using sophisticated surveillance techniques;

* Execute court ordlers, including the seizure. maintenance, and disposal of assets;

* Ensure long-term safety of protected government witnesses; and,

0 Collect fees and make payments in support of prisoners in non-federal institutions and disburse funds as directed by the
Attorney General.

USMS LM&zRange Goals

Unless otherwise indicated, meeting many of these objectives is contingent upon the requested 2001 resources being provided.

Protection of the Judiciary

T'he USMS will emore the Iotegrity of judlelal proceedins. The USMS will ensure that adequate security is in place at all A
cowrt facilities to preserve the effective operation of the federal judicial system and to protect judicial officials. members of the ON
court family, and the public. The USMS will ensure that adequate personnel resoures m distributed to respon to the
increased workload demands generated by other law enforcement personnel and new courthouse openings.

This directly relates to the DOJ Straegic Plan, CORE FUNCTION 6, PROTECTION OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY AND
IMPROVEMENTS OF THE JUSTICE SYSTEM, Goal 6.1: Protectd thfderal jodiedasy and mare dhee sod seure
qieratfa of the federal court system. In 2001, the USMS will conduct an anual Court Security Facilities Survey, and
recommend improvements and prioritize them within 60 days of review.

Detention aid Transpowtation of USMS Prisoners

The USMS will &raspert pi boes ina safe sad tWfet&* mauner. The USMS will use esure that r isonerae
transported mid detained insa cost effcive manner utiliin procedure that safeguard. the court family, USMS personnel, ad
the public. In addition, the USMS will make aragernent to iupronsur ain custody reach thaerdeutinetioe n an timely
nmbner.



Prisoner transportation directly relates to the DOJ Strategic PIa. CORE FUNCTION 5, DETENTION AND
INCARCERATION, Go*l 5.1: Provide for the safe, secre sod h*aecnfnmn fp po r wo are detaineduwhile
awaiting trial or sentencing, bhinam their Immigration status, or deplortation In 2001, the USMS will use the most
cost effective mode of transportation to move approximately 62,000 USMS pnsioner and detainees by ground and 58,461 by
air without sacrificing the safety of the public, USMS employees, or those in custody.

Fugitive Apprehension

The USMS will apprehend fugitives as quickly as possible to prevent more aets of violsut crime. The USMS will increase
its abilities to apprehend federal fugitives by improving electronic surveillance techniques, appying special anlytical
investigative methods. and upgrading the use of automated information systems.

This directly relates to the DOJ Strategic Plan, CORE FUNCTION 6, PROTECTION OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY AND
IMPROVEMENT OF THE JUSTICE SYSTEM, Goal 6.1: Protect the federal Judiciary and enare the safe and secure
operation of the federal court system. In 2001, the USMS will close 80 percent of the 2817 new Class I warrants within
one year; and reduce the number of backlog warrants by 5 percent.

Management of Seized and Forfeited Asset

The USMS will Increase seconntnhllt of the asset forifetnre program. The USMS will increase efts to improve the
timeliness of property disposal, the effectiveness and cost efficiency of program support anid oversight functions. and the
training of personnel responsible for the operation of the Asset Forfeiture Program.

This directly relates to the DOJ Strategic Plan, CORE FUNCTION 6, PROTECTION OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY AND
IMPROVEMENT OF THE JUSTICE SYSTEM, Goal 6. 1: Proudc the feda jndlelaa and ensure the afe and
sece oprao of the federal court Wsyse. In2001, the USMS will sell 35; percent-of real properties at 35 percent or..mr
of their fair market value and dispose of SO percent of real properties within one yew.



Automated Dat Processing (ADP)and Telecommunications

The USMS will cootiu s tegfrate and connedt all major computer systems lnathe USMS. The USMS will increase its
ability to manage personnel, financial resources, and detainee information. The USMS will improve safeguards against
unauthorized access or use of the system by investing in the ADP infrastructure.

B. Highlights of 1999 Mhslo. Criticall results

Protection of the Judiciary

* Provided protective services to 97 members of the judiciary, security services to 160 judicial conferences, and
personnel and additional security measures for 156 trials. USMS also evaluated 702 inappropriate communications
against the judiciary, of which 345 were classified as threats.

* Developed a comprehensive requirements manual for judicial security systems, encompassing electronic security,
hardware devices and procedures for all areas where the U.S. Court pays rent. The manual will serve a a
compeetr guide to the US Cowls Design Guide and other technical supplements used by architects anid

egnesto develop new U.S. courthouses nationwide.

* Used Special Security Officers (SSOs) in lieu of Deputy U.S. Marshals to provide perimeter security around the federal
courthouse in the Southern District of New York. The cost of the SSOs was significantly less than the cost of using
Deputy U.S. Marshals for the same- level of security.

* Awarded eight Court Security Officer contracts and two Small and disadvantaged business (Ia) contracts totaling S609
million to three different security companies.

* Initiated an effort to collect information from every Stale aid teritory pertaining to the limited use of driven licens
arnd vehicle frustration infomion on the feeral judiciay arnd otlher court family menmrs. The USMS reviewed the
federal statute regarding this subject and contacted several De"Umnft of Motor Vchicle (DMV) offices to cultivate
awareness of it. A memorandumn was published with the result and distributedlto each U.S. Marshanmd Chief Deput
U.S. Marshal, recommending that they share this information with the federal Judiciary comunity.



Fugitive Apprehension

0 Received 25,517 fugitive Class I warrats and cleared 27,627 case, including 10,355 by physical arrest. This is the
first time that the USMS has cleared more case than were received.

4 Met the Attorney General's one-year initiative to reduce backlogged Class I warrants by 20 percent t within 1 year. In
October 1999, the number of backlogged Class I warrants totaled 10,677. By the end of FY 1999, it was reduced to
s'185.

" Closed three TJSMS "15 Most Wanted Fugitive" cases by arrest.

" Closed 219 major cases, a significant incrftse when compared to the 132 cases closed in FY 199I. A major case
focuses on one or more of the following a careercriminal with a history of violence or weapons conviction, a major
narcotics distributor, or an escaped criminal. These closures included the arrests of suspected railway serial killer
Rafael Resendez-Raxnirz and alleged cop killer Jeffrey McGee.

" Used electronic surveillance in 1, 163 cases, resulting in 729 physical arrests.

" Finalized a Memorandum of Understanding with the Social Security Administration, Office of the Inspector General,
for the exchange of database information on federal fugitives receiving social security benefits.

Asset Forfeitur

* Transferred seven real properties with a collective value of 1 10,350 to community organizations who in turn used the
properties for housing and educational centers.

* Disposed of 46,021 seized properties including real and personal properties.



Automated Data Processing and Telecommunications

" Completed a 90-day pilot project that used commercial database services for fugitive investigations. As a result of the
project's success and additional funding received for 2000, all districts will be provided access. The commercial
database services provide the USMS with several resources for locru ing fugitives, with on-line access to billions of
public information records.

* Installed 26 Automated Booking Stations (ABS) in district offices. Two pilot district offices successfully submitted
fingerprints electronically to the FBI's Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS).

C. FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

The USMS is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable
results. These 2001 goals, organized around ongoing USMS priorities, will establish a baseline upon which future performance may
be tracked and reported, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA). The USMS will continue to improve
and add goals and measurements as needed. Listed below are the long range goals, objectives, and performance indicators that
highlight major program activities.

Unless otherwise indicated, meeting many of these objectives is contingent upon the requested 2001 resources being funded.
Following the objectives are summary level performance indicators that measure how well the USMS performs in meeting the
objectives. The USMS intends to meet all objectives and in turn support all long-range goals.

Long Range Goal: Maximize Agency Effectiveness and Efficiency In Performing the USMS Law Enforcement Mission

In 2001, the USMS will implement the following to ensure a sufficient level of security at each court facility:

* Increase district resources to address the additional workload generated by the opening of courthouses and other DOJ
law enforcement agencies.



* Conduct an annual court security facilities survey; review the results within 30 days of receipt; recommend and
prioritize improvements within 60 days of review; and begin implementing improvements within 90 days of prioritizing
recommendations.

Level Performance Indicators:

0 Number of assaults against judges and U.S. attorneys.

-This indicator measures the quality and effectiveness of security procedures put in place to protect the judiciary from
intimidation and physical harm.

* Number of assaults against protected federal witnesses.

- This indicator measures the quality of protection and security procedures put in place to ensure witnesses are available
for judicial proceedings.

* Number of U.S. courthouse facilities not meeting USMS security requirements.

- This indicator measures the overall progress towards renovating USMS space in U.S. courthouses to eliminate severe
security deficiencies. (The workload measurements are found in the OPRA table in the Construction Appropriation.)

Long Range Goal: Transport Prisoners and Detainees in a Safe and Cost Effective Manner

In 2001, the USMS will use the most cost effective mode of transportation to move USMS prisoners without sacrificing the safety of
the public, USMS employees, or those in custody. The USMS will:

* Move approximately 5g,461 USMS prisoners by JPATS aircraft at an estimated cost-per-seat charge of S490.

* Support an estimated 62.000 USMS ground movements.

* Use J PATS air transportation whenever it is more cost effective or safer than ground transportation.



Summary Level Performance Indicators:

* Number of USMS prisoner escapes.

-This indicator measures the effectiveness of USMS prisoner transportation operations. No escapes from USMS
custody indicates an effective operation.

* Number of USMS prisoner and USMS personnel injuries.-

- These indicators measure the safety record of USMS prisoner transportation operations. The fewer injuries to
prisoners and USMS personnel, the safer USMS operations.

* Number of USMS prisoners transported by air.

- This indicator measures the number of USMS prisoners moved by JPATS aircrfts. Air movements are used when
deemed to be the most cost effective and expeditious method of transportation.

* Number of USMS prisoner ground movements.

- This indicator measures the number of USMS prisoner ground movements.

Ground movements are in support of the VPATS airlift or are deemed the best mode of transportation.

USMS Long Range Goal: Apprehend Fugitives as Quickly as Possible to Prevent More Acts of Violent Crlime

In 2001, the USMS will continue to apprehend Class I fugitives as quickly as possible and decrease the fugitive backlog. Theme are
three types of Clss I fugitive warrants: 1) fugitives with violent criminal convictions; 2) fugitives wanted on drug-related charges; and
3) all other felony fugitives where the USMS has primary responsibility for capture. The USMS will:

" Clear 80 percent of the 28,817 new Class I warrants within one yar of receipt of the warrant.

* Reduce the projected fugitive backlog warrantss over one-year old) by S percent.



* Use electronic surveillance techniques to apprehend the most violent fugitive offenders. Of the projected 1,5 17
instances ii which electronic surveillance techniques will be used, the USMS anticipates an arrest 37 percent of the
time.

Summary Performance Indicator:

* Average number of days to clear a Class I felony warrant.

- This indicator measures the progress ~n how quickly the USMS apprehends dangerous fugitives, and the effect on
violent crime. The basic assumption is that the Class I fugitive is likely to continue to commit violent crimes while at
large. Capture of these individuals renders them incapable of committing further acts of violence against society.
(Data collection to maintain this indication is time intensive because records are examined manually. Beginning in FY
2000, the USMS will develop a new performance indicator for this program.)

USMS Long Range Goal: Improve Accountability of the Asset Forfeiture Program

In 2001, the USMS will improve accountability, control, and oversight of the Asset Forfeiture Program by ensuring that:

* All real property is disposed of within 12 months upon receipt of the final order of forfeiture. The USMS also has
established disposal time frames for cash, vehicles, jewelry, art, antiques, aircraft, and other personal property.
However, because of the dollar value of real property, the USMS has highlighted this are to improve accountability
and has included it in the GPRA table.

* All real property is sold at no less than 85 percent of its fair market value.

Summary Level Performance Indicator:

* Percent of real property disposed of within I year.

-This indicator measures whether real property is disposed of within 12 months so that the government is not
maintaining properties and expending resources longer than necessary.



* Percent of real property sold at 85 percent or more of its market value.

- This indicator measures whether management controls are in place to ensure proper valuation of properties seized and
prevent the unnecessary loss of revenue.

USMS Long Range Goal: Continue to Integrate and Connedt AUl Major Computer Systems In the USMS

In 2001, to invest in the USMS technology infrastructure, the USMS will:

* Continue installation of Booking Stations.

* Continue developing and installing a Joint Financial Management Improvement Program (JFMIP) compliant
accounting system in all districts.

Summary Level Performance Indicators:

" Increase customer satisfaction using the Booking Station Module.

- This indicator measures the overall customer satisfaction with the Booking Station Module of the Justice Detaice
Information System (JDIS). The USMS will continue to administer a customer satisfaction survey. During 1999, the
USMS surveyed district users after they received the Booking Station Module software to establish a baseline of
customer satisfaction with the software. During 2000 through 2002, the users will be surveyed again to determine how
their level of satisfaction has changed as the software is improved.

* Meet the Joint Financial Management Improvement Program (JFMIP) core financial System criteria.

- This indicator measures the progress towards meeting all JFMIP criteria. Currently the USMS meets 96.5 percent
(166 out of 172) of the total core financial management system criteria. Once a new accounting system is fully
implemented, the USMS anticipates meeting all 172 criteria.



D. New FY 2001 Initiatives

All of the requested program increases are tied to core mission requirements and infrastructure improvements that are critical for the
USMS te accomplish its mission. There are three major initiatives:

Inifgiv PosQ) a
Protect the Federal Judiciary 283 $29,056
Prisoner Security 64 6,584
Infrastucture 14 4M
Total 381 $40,120

Initiative: Protect the Federal Judiciary (283 positions and $29,056,000) The USMS requests 283 positions and St 7,05,000 for the
workload growth associated with the opening of courthouses and the hiring of new positions at the FBI, DEA, INS and U.S. Attorneys.
In addition, the USMS requests $5,000,000 for special assignments to protect high threat trials and $7,000,000 for courthouse security
equipment, telephone systems, relocation, and furnishings in courthouses scheduled to open in 2001.

Initiative: Prisoner Security (64 positions and $6,584,000) The USMS requests 43 positions and S2,063,000 to hire detention
enforcement officers, 21 positions and $1,008,000 to decrease injuries and incidents in the D.C. Superior Court cellblocks, and
$3,513,000 for movements of USMS prisoners.

Inrsrutr (34 positions and $4,480,000) The USMS requests the following resources to strengthen administrative infrastructure
requirements: 52,96500 for permanent change of station moves; 32 positions and 5 1,415,000 to establish agency-wide financial
management improvements; and 2 positions and $100,000 to manage the Cooperative Agreement Program.

L Data Validatlon and Verification Isuegs

EzM -ton of the Judiciary
Thw USMS uses data from the Weekly Activity Report (USM-550) and the Incident Reports. These reports document the number of
threats and actual assaults against judges, protected federal witnesses, and USMS personnel. This information is collected manually
and validated by program managers in the Judicial Security Division.



The USMS uses data from the Accident Investigation Report (USM 210). Firearm Dischage/Assault Report (USM 133), and the
Report of Investigation (USM 11) to document the number of reported accidents, injuries and escapes. Before data is dissem.inated, it
is validated by program managers in the Prisoner Services Division.

The USMS uses data from the Automated Prisoner Scheduling System (APSS) to report the number of USMS prisoners transported by
air and the number of USMS prisoner ground movements. This information is validated by program managers in the Prisoner
Services Division.

The USMS uses data produced from the Warrant Information Network (WIN) to track the number of Class I warrants received and
cleared. The information is validated by program managers in the Investigative Services Division. The information is entered by
district personnel and validated by program managers in the Investigative Service Division. USMS district also use WIN to transmit
data on wanted persons into the FBI's National Crime Information Center (NCIC). On a monthly basis, the FBI sends the USMS a
random sampling on NCIC entries for data validation. The USMS verifies these NCIC entries against paper records maintained in the
districts.

The USMS uses data produced by the Consolidated Assets Tracking System (CATS) to track the sale of real properties at 85 percent
or more of their fair market value and the percent of real property disposed of within one year. This information is validated by the
program managers in the Assets Forfeiture Office, Business Services Division.

The USMS uses an in-house survey to measure customer satisfaction with the Justice Detainee Information System (JDIS). Survey
scores are based on a scale from I (very dissatisfied) to 5 (very satisfied). This information is validated by the Information
Technology Services staff.

The USMS follows guidelines established by the Joint Financial Management Improvement Program (JFMIP). Data is collected
nmually during yearly audits of USMS financial records. This data is used to assist the USMS in meeting government standards for
financially reporting and internal controls. This information is validated by the Office of Financ, Management and Budget Division.
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G. DOJ Summary Performance Plan, Performance Goals, Target and Actual

Core Function 6:

IKey Summary Level Indicators -1999

Peren ofFeera cimnalcort roeeing metig MR9 Actual Planned/Actual 2000 Planned 2001 Planned
PretoFeeacrmnlcutpoednsmeig72% 72%/72% 72% 96%

USMS security requirements. ___________ ______________

Number of threats and assutts against judges and other 702 413/345 345 350
court personnel.

Number of threats and actual assults against protected 0 0/0 0 0
Federal witnesses._________

Additional USMS-controlled space in U.S. Courthouses 21 19/18 13 13
and federal buildings being renovated to meet USMS
security standards. ____ ______________



United States Marshals aSrvic
Salaries and Exens

Estimates for Fiscal Year 2001,
Justification of Prooosed Changes in Aot) -pnation Language

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below. New language is
italicized and underlined with deleted matter enclosed in brackets.

Salaries and Expenses

For necessary expenses of the United States Marshals Service-, including the acquisition, lease, maintenance, and operation of vehicles.
and the purchase of passenger motor vehicles for police-type use, without regard to the general purchase price limitation for the
current fiscal year, [$33 3,745,000] S586,46.00Q, as authorized by 28 U.S.C. 56 1(l); of which not to exceed $6,000 sh1l be available
for official reception and representation expenses; and of which not to exceed $4,000,000 for development, implementation,
maintenance and support, and training for an automated prisoner information system shall remain available until expendedi; and of
which not less than $2,762,000 shall be for the costs of conversion to narrowband communications and for the operations and
maintenance of legacy Land Mobile Radio systems; Provided, That such amount shall be transferred to and administered by the
Department of Justice Wireless Management Office. In addition,- 209,620,000, for such purposes to remain available until expended.
to be derived from the Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund].

(18 U.S.C. 1963, 3053, 3059, 3192, 3521-3528, 4008 19 U.S.C. 1613; 21 U.S.C. 88 1; 28 U.S.C. 5 10; 524, 561-562, 565, 567, 569-
572, 1921; 48 U.S.C. 1424(b), 1614(c), 1694(bX3); Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 2000. (P.L. 106-113).)

Explanation of Change:
1. The first deletion removes language associated with the permanent transfer of funds for the cost of conversion to narrowband
communications and for the operations and maintenance of legacy Land Mobile Radio systems.

2. The second deletion removes language associated with the Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund. Authorization of this fund expires
in 2000, and no funds are requested in 2001.
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Ualted Statts Marshalls Semite
Salaries aud Expeame

Estimates for Fiscal Year 2001

(Dollars in Thoasaids)

Adjasomests to Base:

2000 Appropriation Enacted (Direct) ................ . .......................... ............

DO J W wireless M n g m n fieT a se ..... ... . ....... ..... .... ......mes.. ......... ....ras.........................r...
Goversimesit-wide .38% rescission pursuant to H R. 3425 . . ............ .. .....................................................................

2000 Apropriation Availability (Direct)................-- ........... .......... .. .. .........................................................
2000 Appropriation Availability (VCRP).......... . ................ I....-.... . ... 1.... .......I..
2000 A ppropriation Avaiiability ...._ _.......... ....... . ... . ....... ............ .. . ..........

A d u tmnjustm ents es.. ...... .... .... . . . .to ........Base. ..... . .. .........n......rea... ..........e.....s
Adjustment to Bate Decreases (automatic, non-policy) ... ............ -I...... ........................... ..... I......... .........

2001 s .. .. ., 11 ...I ,.. .. .....Base. ... ... ... . ... .... .... .. ... . .. .. .... ... .

Perm. Work.
Psa, Years Amount

1,699 1,536 S333,745
2,371 2,364 209,620

... ... (2,762)
(10)

1,699 1,536 330,973
2,371 2,364 209,620
4,070 3,950 540,593

23 20,317
(139) 1135) (15,061)

3.931 3,343 546,349

Program Changes (See Program Narrative for Details) .................. __........................................... ............ ................. 381 171 40.120
2010 stm te.. Estimate..... . .............. .... . .. ....... .. .... . ....... .............. ........... 4....312.......4...014.........364. 12 446956,6

Estimates by budget activity

I . Protection of the Judicial Process
2. Prisoner Transportation
3. Fugitive Apprehension
4. Seized Asses Managemenst
5, D.C. Superior Court
6. Service of Legal Process
7. Training Academy
S3 A DP/Telecommunicat ions
9. Managessent and Administration

Direc (non-add)
VCRP (non-add)

Total

2,183 2.094 f270.941
39 87 39.659

394 80 107,03
179 175 KM20
192 139 17,712
125 123 14,069
26 26 3,379
94 92 27,533
233 234 45,506

2001 Bast
Pal. WY Asoneat
Y,1383 2,122 $280-,973

39 37 40,090
394 330 103,929

40 40 3,997
192 139 18,594
125 123 14,674
26 26 4,005
94 92 23,036

233 234 46,996

2001 Estimate
Pee. WY Amnovat
2,509 2, 265 $312,097

89 37 43.603
394 330 103,929

40 40 3,997
213 199 19,602
125 123 14,674
26 26 4,005
94 92 23,0$6

322 302 51,476

laerease/Decrease
POs. wY Amovat
326 143 331.119

.. 3,513

21 10 1,003

34 ISa 4,480

12,3711I 12,364) 1209,6201

4,070 3,950 540,593 3,931 3,343 54-6,349 4.312 4,014 536,469 331 171 40,120
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Estimates for Fiac&[ Yeaw 2001

ACTIVITY: PROTECTION OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS

Perm. Work-
Preteetlea of the Jadidial Precst EM YM AM =an
2000 Approp~riation Enacted 2,183 2,094 S270,937
2001 Base 2,183 2,122 280,474
2001 Esimaut am ~ 311593

Increase/Decrease 326 143 S31.119

The Federal judicial system must be one that is open, secure, and free from corruption. Making this possible has been the historical
role and mission of the United States Marshals Service. The USMS maintains the integrity of the judicial security process by: 1)
ensuring that each Fedeal judicial facility is secure - both physically safe and free from intrusion by technological devices designed
to subvert court proceedings; 2) guaranteeing that allI Federal judges magistrate judges, bankruptcy judges, prosecutors, witness
jurors and other participants can conduct uninterrupted proceedings in an open, safe environment; 3) maintaining the custody,
protection, and safety of prisoners who are brought to court for any type ofjudicial proceeding; and, 4) limiting opportunities for
criminals to tamper with evidence or use intimidation, extortion, or bribery to corrupt judicial proceedings.

Certain trials require higher levels of security to prevent disruption. Such case are identified through the districts' assessments of
facility and personnel security requirements. Were a situation is deemed high risk, the district develop an operations plan at least 7
days before the start of the trial. When situations are regarded as extraodinary high risk events. Court Security Inspectors prepare
operations plans at least 30 calendar days before the trial. Once the trial is completed, an after-action report is written describing the
effectiveness of the operations plan.



New and renovated courthouses require additional USMS personnel to insure an adequate level of security. In some locations, the
USMS must staff multiple courthouses which leads to unavoidable duplication in the staffing of cellblocks, offices, and courtrooms.

The Witseaa Secrity function provides protection for government witnesses and their families whose lives may be endangered.
These witnesses agree to provide critical testimony concerning organized criminal activity, terrorism, or other serious crimes in
exchange for security and freedom from prosecution. This protection is provided 24 hours a day to all such witnesses while they are in
a "threat" environment, including trials and other court appearances. Witness Security Inspectors administer all matters relating to
new identities. relocation, and program services to the witnesses and their family members.

The Special Assignments Reserve provides temporary supplemental resources to those districts unable to fulfill operational missions
within base resources. Funding and the temporary re-assignment of deputies from other districts enables the USMS to secure high
threat trials, provide protective d',tils, and secure other special events. The Reserve is administered by headquarters staff who
reimburse districts for costs associated with hiring guards or temporary personnel to replace deputies on assignment, overtime, travel,
equipment, and per diem.

The Special Operations Group (SOG) is a specially trained unit that is deployed in high-risk law enforcement situations. Their
primary mission is to support district offices and headquarters operational divisions during dangerous fugitive apprehension Missions,
national emergencies, civil disorders, natural disasters or any situation ordered by the Attorney ')eneral, Director, Deputy Director, or
their designee.

S00 consists of fuI-time operational and administrative employees at the Special Operations Group Tactical Center in Pineville,
Louisiania, and collateral-duty members who have met the USMS and SOO standards for physical fitness, mental ability, and strength
of character. Both fulfl-time and volunteer operational members are on call 24 hours a day and can be assembled anywhere in the
United States fully equipped, self-supporting, and operationally ready. Volunteer SO0 members perform the ful range of deputy
duties in theirmrspective districts when not engaged in 500 activities. SOG is authorized and responsible for the selection of its own
weapons, ammunition, special munitions, diversionary devices, and non-lethal weapons.



ACTVITY: PRISONER TRANSPORTATION
Penin. Work-

Prisomer Transportation EM YMg Amninl
2000 Appropriation Enacted 89 87 $39,659
2001 Base 89 87 40,090
2001 Estimate 121 4-0

Increase/Decres 0 0 $3,513

The USMS is responsible for the production, transprtation, and custody of all Federal detainees. This includes receiving prisoners
into custody and processing them through the celiblock, producing them for court proceedings, and transporting them to Federal
institutons and contractjails. The USMS must perform these functions in a safe and cost effective manner. When the travel distance
exceeds 250 miles, USMS prisoners are transported by Justice Prisoner and Alien Transportation System (JPATS) aircraft Like all
]PATS customers, the USMS is charged on a cost-per-seat basis and transfers funds to the JPATS Revolving Fund through a
reimbursable agreement.

Shorter prisoner movements are accomplished using USMS vans and sedans. These ground movements include daily prisoner trips to o
nearby courthouses, detention facilities, medical facilities, and the ]PATS airlift. The modes of transportation must constantly be
adjusted to reach the desired destination on time. When VPATS aircraft or USMS vans and sedans are unavailable or are not cost
effective, the USMS uses chartered or commercial aircraft, air ambulances, Bureau of Prisons buses, commercial buses, and trains.

ACTIlVITY: FUGITIVE APPREHENSION
Perin. Work-

Fugitie Apprehesslom EM xna Amount
2000 Appropriation Enacted 94 880 $107,084
2001 Base 894 a80 109,430
2001 Estimates 12M 11W 12A30

Increase/Decrease 0 0 so

I -



The USMS has primary responsibility for apprehending Federal fugitives from justice: prison escapees, bail juimpers, parole, and
probation violtdors. The USMS also enforces warrants from agencies without arres power, bench warrants issued by Federal judges,
and warrants referred by the DEA. The USMS coordinates multi-agency task forces by teaming, up with other Federal, State, and local
law enforcement agencies to concentrate apprehension efforts on violent fugitive felons and drug offenders. Through the use of
electronic surveillance equipment and specially trained investigators, the USMS is able to track and trae fugitive communications.
The USMS also applies special analytical methods aid uses automated information systems to assist in the investigation and
apprehension of fugitives.

In addition to domestic fugitive investigations, the USMS reaches beyond the boundaries of the United Staes to arrs fugitives who
have fled the country. As a member of the International Police (INTERPOL), the USMS works with foreign law enforcement officials
and cooperates with DEA and FBI officials in foreign locations to apprehend and extradite fugitives.

ACTIVITY: SEIZED ASSETS MANAGEMENT
Pernn. Work-

Sekaed Assets Maageamt FMa xUca AmW&
2000 Appropriation Enacted 179 175 S14,209
2001 Base 40 40 4,000
2001 Estimate IQ4A I=

Increase/Decrease 0 0 so

The Asset Seizure and Forfeiture Program is one of the most potent weapons against organized crime in the Department of Justice,
particularly when it targets large illegal drug enterprises. The success of the program relies on the close coordination between the FBI,
DEA, INS, the U.S. Attorneys Office, and the USMS. The USMS has two primary roles as it relates to the asset forfeiture program:
operational ark! administrative. Deputy Marshals are responsible for executing court orders by physically seizing and securing assets.
Adnistrative staff are responsible for establishing contracts with private secom vendors and memoranda of umderstanding with other
Federal agencies to ensure that assets are properly maintained wile forfeiture action is pending. Once foreited the USMS ensures
tha emt are disposed of in a timely and commercially sound umnn. The 2001 budget recommends that the salaries of U.S.
Marshals Service (USMS) administrative personnel responsible for the Program's property custodial function be reimbursable from
the Asset Forfeiture Fund. The property management function is citical to progprm success. Without a sound property management



program, seized ass would fall in disrepair, would lose value and would be more difficult for the Governent to dispose os ina
timely manner. This budget shifts costs from discretionary spending to mandatory spending beginning in 2001. (A portion of the AFF
excess unobligated balance will be retained for this purpose.) Annual finding for this purpose is not expected to exceed $14.2 million.
No salary costs of Deputy U.S. Marshals will be funded.

During fiscal year 2000, the Department of Justice also intends to undertake a formal review of the coats and operational effectiveness
of its management and disposal of assets seized for forfeiture. The purpose of the study is to: 1) determine how beat to coordinate,
organize and deliver this program in the Department; 2) establish a standard profile of property management functions that reflects
different demands of different types of property; 3) assess the strengths and weaknesses of Department performance of these functions;
4) compare Departmental practices to industry best prctices, where appropriate; 5) associate Departmental costs with the functions
and asset types; and 6) identify opportunities for lowering Departmnental costs while improving Departmental performance. The
Treasury Department will be invited to participate in this contract review so that the majority of Federal forfeiture activity is covered,
and improvements to common practices are facilitated.

ACTIVITY: D.C. SUPERIOR COURT
Perm. Work-

D. C. Superior Court EM Y A~MQ=n
2000 Appropriation Enact 192 139 $17,712
2001 Base 192 139 18,594
2001 Estimates 2a M~ 19-602

InreaseDrase 21 10 S1,008

The USMS Superior Court office performs the same duties as all other USMS district offices, as well a functions for the District of
Columbia which are typically performed by a sheriff or similar local official. T'he USMS Superior Court also performs duties that are
outside Federal jurisdiction in other districts, such as serving civil and small claims bench warrwanmd executing court-ordered
evicton.

The LISMS Superior Court provides judicial security for 69 judges, 20 senior judges, IS ful-timne msagistrate, and17 part-time
magistrates. Court activity is conducted in 94 courtrooms and hearing rooms located in three separate buildings. Deputy U.S.
Marshals are assigned to all criminal courtrooms and one civil courtroom where the procaedumpq wre so volatile that the judges demand



the attendance of a DUSM. The cowlt operates 6 days a week including all holidays, and handls a wide variety oljudicial cons
including: criminal feonkes, traffic felonies, misdemeanors civil, domestic relations, contested divorces, conteI stIed custody, mental
health hearings, small claims, D.C. traffic, preliminary hearings, arraignments, and special matters (chiefjudge criminal cums and
teO disputes).

Not only does the volume of prisoners alone puts Superior Court DUSMs at more risk for inijury than other USMS districts, the type of
prisoners theo Superir Cowrt handles alit i -reaPes tha dt risk. Many of Superior Court's prisoners are violent pganummbers.
Approximately 40 per cent of new prisoners wre charged with murder, assault, and rape; another 40 perc: ae charged with narcotic
violations; S pert we charged with theft; S percent am fugitives; and 10 percent awe charged with multiple offenses. In addition,
four to five courts bear "capital crime case daily even though D.C. laws prohibit capital puntishment

ACTIVITY: SERVICE OF LEGAL PROCESS
Perm. Work-

Savie, of EgalP seMex= Ml9W
2000 Appropriation Enacted 125 123 $14,069
2001 Base 125 123 14,674
2001 Estimate WW 1,7

Increase/DJecrease 0 0 so

Every year, the USMS executes thousands of summonses writs, mandates, and other legal pm~ess for the Federal cowrts, U.S.
Attorneys, private litigants, Federal agencies, and foreign governments. Service of legal ptoea includes sunons and complaints in
civil actions, subpoenas in both civil and criminal cases, writs of habeas corpus, and enfoement of m* injunctions. The Anti-Drug
Abuse Act of 198 provided for the collection of fees and commissions for the personal service of non-govenunent civil p rc, by
DUSMs. The statute was further amended to permit the Attorney General to set fees and commissions. At tinmsummonses and
complaints filed in debt collection caes require significant investigation by DUSMs to locate individuals attempting to avoid being
served. The quantity and complexity of the USMS workload wre determined, in large part, by decisions made by the U.S. Attorneys,
investi&Wve ageocies, and the courls.



ACTIVITY: TRAIN114G ACADEMY
Perm. work-

Trallg Acadefty t
2000 Appropriation Enacted 26 26
2001 Base 26 26
2001 EstimateAA

lncrease/Decrease 0 0

$3,879

4,005

so

The USMS Training Acadlemy, located at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC), provides and oversees the training
of USMS persormel. A wide range of programs is offered to adesthe needs of both operational and administrative personnel.
Additional courses wre specifcally designed to assist State and local law ednfocmntL Regional and management training clase that
cannot be accommodated at the FLETC ame conducted at various locations throughout the country to ensure that personnel are current
on all aspects of their program area The Academy responds to the ever-increasing demands for new courses to produc a highly
competent and professional work force. The Academy's goal is to ensure that all personnel within the USMS receive, on a scheduled
basis, the knowledge and skills necessary to support the mission of the agency.

ACTIVITY: AD? AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ADP sad Tehecommumleadeas'
2000 Appropriation Enacted
2001 Base
2001 Estimate

Increase/Decrease

Perm. Work-
al En~

94 92
94 92

21 22
0 0

The ADP and Telecommunications program is comprised or the infornv on Technology Services (ITS) staff, senior system
administrators, and collateral-duty system administrators. The goal of thie ITS program is to provide Automated Inforastion Systemn
(MS) support and communications management support to all USMS employees in the districts and at headquarters, and to provide a
complete range of a*r MS applications through the beat possible information technology systems.

$27,533

28,086

so



The basis of AIS support for USMS users is the Marshals Service Network (MNEl) which provides iuns toughout the qeecy with
access to shared software applications and national databases. All district and headquurters offices have direct access to NMET and
ma*o USMS applications for prisoner, warrant, mau financial information. The USMS is also installing Partial Automated Booking
Stations (a smaller yet filly compatible version of D03's Joint Automated Booking Station) throughout the districts.

The Communicaion Management program includes telephone and secure radio communications. The USMS is in the process of
replacing eli analog radios with digital narrow-bwAd radios. These now units provide the privacy and security required by Federal law.
The Service's telephone support staff is responsible for the design, installation, maintenance, and upgrade of all telephone systems at
headquarters and in the districts. Periodic travel to the districts ensures that telecommunication requirements are met with regard to
current and future office layots, system siz, sand system type.

ACTIVITY: MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
Pean. Work-

Maag iut sad Adminalmatm E91~ xMa AM"
2000 Appropriation Enacted 233 234 $45,506
2001 Base 288 234 46,996
2001 Estimate 11"AZ

lnceas/l~crese34 13 $4,430 -

The Bualcess Servies Plisia (BSD) is responsible for a variety of programs relsted to the USMS infrastructure. BSD purchases
and maintains the USMS vehicle fleet; administers the property management program which consists of mome than 50,000 items of
accountable property having an aggregate value in excess of S100 million; and reviews all contracts to ensure adherence to Federal
regulation and USMS policies.

The Managsst ad 3ege DivkW (MBD) is responsible for a variety of management and budget functions. MBD formnulates
budget requests; oversees the USMS budget execution prcs and all financial operations; develops the Service's management and
productivity improvement initiativms directs the strategic planning process; and audits district operations.



The Humn Resources Dlviio. (HRD) provides a full range of personnel services for all USMS employees nationwide: staffing and
classification, benefits and payroll, employee and labor relations, health and safety, career progruna, background investigations, and
suitability adjudications,

The Prisoner Service Division develops and administers USMS prisoner medical program policies; provides technical assistance on
prisoner medical issues to the field; coordinates interagency prisoner medical care and infectious disease control; and overse medical
cost initiatives.

The Executive Services Dlvllm (ESD) includes congressional and public affairs and internal investigations. ESD promulgates all
USMS policy, publishes the U.S. Marshals Manual, provides information to the general public, responds to congressional inquires,
and performs integrity-related internal investigations of alleged misconduct, illegal activity, or malfeasance by USMS employees and
contractors. The division also serves as the liaison with the DOJ Office of Inspector General, Office of Professional Responsibility,
and FBI when assisting with investigations of USMS employees.



Preftcfia of Ome Judicial Pocs
Penfn. Work-

Eoa XM Aa
Mission Support Staffing 283 121 $17,056
Detention Enforcemnent Officers for Prisone Handling 43 22 2,063
Courtous Security Equipmt 0 0 7,000
Special Assignments QQ

Total, Protection of the Judicial Proes Initiatives 326 143 $31,119

This initiative seeks to address the following objectives:

1 . To acquire sufficient personnel to handle the increasd workload generated by other law enforcement, agencies and staff new
courthouses scheduled to open in 2001.

2. To hire Detention Enforcement Officers (DEOs) in districts with the greatest use of guards.

3. To provide security systems, telephone system, relocation, and furnishings for courthouses scheduled to open in 2001.

4. To provide additional resources necessary for high threat trials and other special assignments.

An increase of 283 puakdsa (2M Deput U.S. Marshals (DUSMs), 22 deteatlem eetoemmt effleer (DM~), said 53
adula6ra11v peml) 12t F1 sad S17,SEW is requested to address the projected icrease in workload facing the ageny

in 2001. This reqtus comes at a tim when the USMS wI have been under a hiring Freest for two yeus. The current authorized
level of position for the USMS is short of the staffing required to address the miticipated increases in worload (e.g.. prisoners in
clia*d).



The USMS perform unique flmnctions within the Federal criminal justice system. Fromjudicial security to prisoner services and
fugitive apprehension, the workload facing the USMS is the result of the work performed by other components throughout the Federal
criminal justice system. The opening of new courthouses also generates additional requirements because the USMS is required to
protect more courtrooms, manage additional cellblock space, and produce more prisoners for interviews. hearings, and other judicial

Moreover, increased arrests by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), and Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS), together with more criminal cae generated by the U.S. Attorneys (USA). produce a significant
amount of workload for the USMS. In some district with the largest average daily prisoner population and criminal proceedings, the
shortage of law enforcement ofrwcer has force the USMS to hire an extraordinary number of contract guards. This initiative seeks to
provide the necessary positions to:

I . Handle the increased workload generated by new agents and attorneys at the FBI, INS, DEA, USA; and,

2. Secure new and renovated U.S. courthouses scheduled to open during 2001.

At the time this budget is being prepared, USMS senior management is in the process of restructuring the operational workforce.
Currently, all DUSMs are in the GS-1g1 I (Criminal Investigator) series. The plan is to hire personnel in the GIS-082 series who will
be called Deputy U.S. Marshals. The existing personnel in the GS-181 I series (curretly called Deputy Marshals) will then be called
Criminal Investigators. Rather than rely primarily upon Criminal Investigators (OS-I 811 series) as the USMS has for the last few
years, the USMS intends to hire DUSMs (GS-082 series) and DEOs (G- 1 02 series). This change in hiring will re-institute the GS-
082 series and effectively create three types of operational positions within the agency. It is believed that this type of stratified
workforce is more appropriate because it matches employee skills with duties. Criminal Investigators will concentrate on fugitive
investigative work and protective details; Deputy U.S. Marshals will concentrate on courtroom security; and DEOs will provide
prisone handling and security in the cellblocks.

Secure U.S. CorhseOnio in 2001
T'he USMS rquests an increase of 89 penalties, 45 rTE, sad $6,71 lAW to secure U.S. Courthouses opening in 2001. Each
courthouse construction project expected to be completed by FY 2001 was reviewed. (Courthouses opening in the fourth quarter of
FY 2001 were excluded because completion dates are likely to slip into FY 2002. Several courthouses that had already opened in FY
1999 were also included because no positions had been appropriated for these facilities.) Based on courthouse project information



fro~m the Geneal Services Administration (GSA) the Administrative Office of the U.S. Cotut (AOUSC), and the districts, the USMS

determined the number of positions required to provde appropriate security and support for the court and its tennis based on:

I . the number ofjudges, senior judges, magistrwt judges, and judicial vacancies in each court city slate for a new or

renovated facility;

2. the number of courtrooms to be utilized in the new courthouse compared to the number of courtrooms utilized in the

old courthouse; and,

3. the number of new cowitroomsu in the renovation project.

Excluded from the request are courtrooms cecupied exclusively by judicial officers who left an existing courtroom. Work performed

by judicial officer in a new courtroom was derived from the courts' pending caseload. Project sites were provided by AOUSC.

Occupancy dates were provided by GSA. The table below displays the 89 positions for new or renovated courthouse facilities (65

DUJSMs, 7 DEOs, and 17 administrative support positions) that wre a direct resut of additional courtroom utilization.

The request reflects the new operational stucture and includes Deputy U.S. Marshals (OS-082) rather than Criminal investigators s 4

(GS. IS11). USMS management believes tha the worldoad associate with courtroom protection and prison security can and should ~

be accomplished with &depuis whose positions are less expensive than Criminal Investigators because the grades are lower anid the

occupational series does not require law enforcement availability pay.
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Handle the Increased Workload
The USMS requests an increse of 1% positions, 76 FTE aad SIO.345OO to handle the increased workload generated by new
attorneys at the U.S. Attorneys Office and new agents at the FBI, INS, and DEA. Agents and attorneys hired by these agencies do not
immediately create work for the USMS. It is estimated that a two year lag exists between the time positions awe authorized in these
low enforcement agencies and when their work has an impact on the USMS. The lag time covers the time to recruit, hire, and train
new agents and attorneys before they become productive. Therefore, the additional workload affecting the USMS in 2001 is based on
the increase in new agents and attorneys hired in 1999. The following table shows the staffing changes by agency.



AgencY FY 1996 FY ; 997 FY 1 IV 9919 hap

IN 10972 11.30 11,531 11.681 ISO

DEA 3.714 3,993 4.23 4.515 277

114 12.2.33 13 122 14,00 15.611 1.0001

USA 4,563 4.703 48434 4.907 0

Tant 31.354 33.82 35.92 36,713 1 491

To determine the amount of staffing required by the increase in these law enforcement agencies, the USMS examined past trends in
the following workload factors compared to the hiring in other agencies: prisoners in custody, magistrt preedings, trips in support
of JPATS, proes served, criminal bench hours, prisoners produced, criminal trial hours fugitive warrants cleared, prisoners; received,
and assets seized. Using regression analysis models incorporating these independent variables, the USMS projects the followig
additional workload in 2001: 3,155 prisoners in custody; s31,672 magistrate proceedings; 3,435 trips in aupport of JPATS; 1,117
criminal bench hours; 19.972 prisoner productions to courw; 7,243 non-criminal tria hours; 1,326 Class I fugitive warrants; 5,91
prisoners received; and i.550 assets seized.

its translates into 194 additiuvial positions needed to handle the increased workload. Of this amount, 138 are Deputy U.S. Marshals,
I5 are detention enforcement officers, and 41 are administrative personnel. Again. this request reflects the cost to hire Deputy U.S.
Marshals (GS-082) rather than Criminal Investigators. Although the increased workload generated by other law enforcement agencies
also includes investigative work more appropriate for Criminal Investigators, the USMS acknowledges that the agency already has a
sufiient amount of staff to perform this work. The USMS intends to reallocate Criminal Investigators within the agency and backfill
their positions with Deputy U.S. Marshals. In doing so, the USMS will be able to meet the increased workload and minimize
peirsonnel costs. The USMS intends to continue hiring Deputy U.S. Marshals (05-082) to perform prisoner-relaed and courtrelated
work. Criminal Investigators (OS-Ill 1) will be primarily responsible for fugitive apprehension, including extraditions, financial
investigations, and surveilance.

Furthermore, in order to maximize the effectiveness of existing USMS personnel, the USMS is conducting *abottom-up review
during 2000. This review examines the missions activities, staffing, and expenditures of all USMS functions with the goal of
establishing performance standards for all districts and headquarters entities. Both district and headquarters personnel are participating



in this review. By applying performance smIsdards across dhe Wgncy, the USMS plums to objectively determine which districts and
headquarters. offices we maximizing their resources. Thereafter. dhe USMS may be ab" to impement directed moves to reallocate
DUSMs. By applying the performance standards based on the results of the bottom-up review, the USMS may be able to identify
where personnel are neddmost and move DUSMs incordingly. The requested positions for 2001 asinne tha base staffing
resources have been allocated based on existing worload. New positions. we to addres the new workload generated by other law
enforcement components.

The USMS requests an increase of S7$W$ to provide security ssts telephone systems, reocation costs, A finiahings for
courthouse construction projects. Requested funds we for the following eight courthouses scheduled to open during FY 2001. (A
ninth proec, located in Wheeling, West Virginia, already opened during 2000 but was not funded previously.) Updated occupancy
dates were obtained from the Administrative Office of the U.S. Cowlts in December 1999.

Lccstunu OCcuPmy Sece"y Fuaddp Rtacon Telephese Systm TOWa
S ~Ifs Eqslinm" idCIhg __ _

I Las VeMs NV 06"0 S750.000 $130,000 so S143,000 $1.023,000
2 Cle"WKnd 0O4 04/01 850.000 60,000 50,000 52,000 1,012,000

3 Coknsbia, SC 0Owl 500,000 110,000 60,000 52,000 722,000
0"M11%lle Th 03MQI 300,000 25,000 10.000 13,000 353,000

5 Calm Christ, TX lW0 900,000 150.000 0 23.000 1.078k(00
6 Loedo. TX 04M1 30,000 75,000 60.000 4,000 91,000
7 Prvdent KJ 01/01 750,000 65,00 25.000 50,000 920.000
I Helm.. MT 0/1 525,000 51.000 25.000 50.000 653,00
9 Wheet. WV 10/00 245,000 0 0 0 245,000

Teak ____ 3?, 573M6 112"A"6 5397.8 $74000

Security equipment provides central control during a crisis aind record possible assaults in die courthouses. Installing aind maintaining
electronic security devices are critical to the safety of judges, USMS personnel, umd the public. Security-breeches occur daily andI



place judges, witnesses, the public, and USMS personnel at risk. By installing electromagnetic locks. hallway cameras arnd
monitoring equipment, the 7"NS5 is able to secrne prisoner movement space with fewer operational personnel. Using equipment and
architectural designs that enhance security, the USMS is able to minimize threats and incidents in a more cost effective manner.

The installation of courthouse security equipment is a process that can take two years to complete. The process begins with USMS
security specialists laying out the complete security system on "95 percent complete' construction blueprints and making an estimate
of the associated costs. The USMS security specialists send blueprints and a Scope of Work to the national security systems
contacor for a cost estimate. The contractor has 30 days to return a price estimate. If both parties agree on the price, a delivery order
is issued; if not, negotiations take place until a price is agreed upon. Once the delivery order is issued and funding is obligated, the
equipment is ordered. Installation time varies by courthouse size: 3-6 months insa small courthouse, 4.5 months in a medium sized
courthouse, and 6-12 months insa large courthouse.

A typical courthouse security system consists of six parts: entrances to USMS office; holding cell area behind the courtrooms;
prisoe movement areas and hallways connecting the prisoner elevator to the holding cells; prisoner elevatr; all doors (including
cell doors) in the cell block; and all cell block areas including the prisonerlattorney interview rooms, vehicle sally ports, and pisoe
receiving areas All devices, including duress alam in the judges' chambers and clerk's offices, are wired into the main control panel OA
in the cell block. The USMS acknowledges that in today's environment an agency must be fiscally conservative. However,
installation of adequate security system is imperative to the safe and secure operation of the courthouse.

Telephone systems and cabling must be purchased three to six months before the courthouse opening because lines must be installed
during the construction phase. Funds for telephone systems and cabling include both voice and data communications lines, which
includes all horizontal cable runs to the worksations. GSA only installs cables to each telephone closet, not to the employees'
offices. The USMS requires a minimum of three jacks per workstation for voice, data and local area network. Funding also provides
telephone ssem equipment and telephone inatnanents installation, and pogaming. To support the minion of the office, cabling
may be required between more than one floor or between buildings. Where distance limitations prevent the installation of copper.
based wiring, the USMS uses fiber optic cable.

Funds for relocation services are required in FY 2001 because the General Services Administration (GSA) no longer covers this
expense. During FY 1999, GSA notified all customer agencies that they would no longer pay the expenses relatd to moving
equiprow so id furitur from old buldings to new buildings. Historically, GSA has always covered relocation expenses n art of



new courthouse construction costs. Since this is no longer the case, the USMS requires either a base transfer of funds from GSA or a
base increase of funds for this necessary expense. The UISMS has no base founding for this purpose.

Funding for new courthouse furnishings is required because construction does not always replace existing courthouse facilities, but
often supplements them. A new tuilding requires the minimum office and support space furnishings to conduct business. During
renovation, the USMS makes every attempt to salvage and reuse: furniture. In most cases the USMS installs modular furniture in order
to make the most effective use of office space. Modular furniture in an open office environment enables the USMS to fit more
employees per square foot than using conventional furniture in private offices. Since most renovation projects provide limited space
for the USMS, modular furniture is a necessity.

The USMS requests SSA,0,O to increase base funding fur special assignments, which provides supplemental resources to those
districts unable to fulfill extraordinary operational missions within bee resources. DUSMs ame temporarily re-assigned from other
districts to enable the USMS to provide ongoing security for judicial protective details and high thre trials. At the conclusion of a
special assignment, a DUSM returns to his/'her home district. Special Assignments funding reimburses districts in which the special
assignment is taking place as well as the districts that send DUSMs to provide temporary assistance. Reimbursable costs include
travel, overtime, and per diem for the district with the special assignment, and if necessary, guard backfill or temporary personnel to
replace DUSMs on assignment for those districts providing assistance. Costs associated with renting, leasing, or purchasing
specialized support equipment for establishing temporary command posts are also reimbursed.

As a result of the costs associated with the World Trade Center bombing, the USMS was force to decrease other resources to pay for
ongoing judicial protective details. The details are 24 hours-a-day, 7 days-a-week. For the firs time, the USMS has had to provide
perpetual protection for judges. The USMS mumis fund these protective details at the expense of other high thre trials. Thierequested
funding. will enable the USMS to staff other high threat trials by temporarily reassigning DUSMs between &stricts.

In order to minimize costs, the USMS is implementing three cost savings measures in FY 2000. First, based ot a view of the special
assignments program in FY 1999, the USMS will streamline the procedures related to starting, founding, and reimbursing special
assignments. For example, the USMS, will make better use of rotating shifts to eliminate overtime and will obtain reimbursable
agreements prior to intiating any special assignment that includes multi-agency participation. This will reduce the Ahincia burden on
the USMS. Second, the USMS is conducting a 'bottom-up" review which will examine the mission, activities staffin,% and past
expenditures of all USMS functions with the goal of establishing performance standards. Both district aOd headquutea personnel are
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participating in this review. The USMS will apply these standards across the agency to objectively determine how to maximize
resources and performance. Third, by applying the performance standards resulting from the bottom-up review. the USMS should be
able to identify where personnel are needed most and move DUSMs accordingly in 2001. (The USMS is also requesting an increase
of 52,965,000 for permanent change of station moves in 2001.)

DddnEfee LQCMeLfoMPowHaU
An increase of 43 piialthena, 22 T, and S2,063.000 is requested to hire detention enforcement officers (t)EOs) to secure cellblocks
and holding cells and provide prisoner security in the districts with the greatest use of contract guards. The USMS uses a mix of
deputies, DEOs, and guards throughout the country to provide prisoner security. Guards are typically off-duty law enforcement
officers and persons with law enforcement backgrounds. The USMS hires available guards at the time the need arise. Although the
USMS goes to great lengths to screen guards prior to their hire, they are one of the largest security risks the USMS must deal with on a
day-to-day basis, especially as the frequency of their usage continues to grow.

As the USMS increases the use of guards. the ability of deputies and DEOs to supervise this large contract workforce becomes more
difficult. Guards with USMS background checks are not always available, requiring the use of guards that are not screened or trained
as thoroughly. This limited screening process could miss potentially dangerous character flaws, which con pesen a security risk.
Another security risk is that guards may not be in top condition at the time they are called to serve; they may be physically and
mentally exhausted from their primary employment, thus increasing the chance of erwo in judgement and reaction time that could lead
to injury to themselves and others. In addition, their physical condition could prevent them from functioning at peak performance
should an emergency arise. Although guards have law enforcement backgrounds, each guard has potentially received different
training. Some training may niot be appropriate for use with Federal prisoners. In any case, it is impossible to anticipate the guards'
reactions in emergency situations since they did not receive their training from the USMS. This can result in unnecessary injuries to
the deputy, guard, or prisoner.

USMS will continue to hire guards on an as-needed basis is a valuable staffing resource. This initiative is to provide DEOs in the top
ten districts where guard usage is consistently at a high level andor where courthouse security standards are not being met. Of the
following ten districts, four are along the Southwest Border: Southern Texas, Western Texas, Arizona, District Court, Northern
California, Central California, Eastern New York, Southern New York, Southern California, and Massachusees



Prbamr Trmportatou
Perm. Work-

£Es Xin AnMiM
Movement of Prisoners 0 0 $3,513

Tis initiative seeks to address the following objectives:

I. To move 58,461 USMS prisoners by JPATS aircraft in 2001.

2. To provide district support for RPATS flights.

The USMS requests 53,513,6W for the movement of USMS prisoners. Of the requested amount, $3,220,000 is for the air movement-
of USMS prisoners on the Justice Prisoner and Alien Transportation System (JPATS) and $293,000 is for district support to RPATS
flights. District support to RPATS flights includes expenses for guards, overtime, ground transportation, and air charters. In special
circumstances, t1he USMS uses sit charters and air ambulances to support airlift demands for high threat security flights and medical

In FY 2001, the USMS estimates that prisoner air movements will increase to 3,461. With the 2001 base of 525,426,000 and a $490
per se charge, the USMS has funding to move 51,390 prisoners. The projected increase in air movements will require an additional
S3,220,000. The table below show the additional funding required in FY 2001.



Fiscl Yew Bas Funds Cos-Par.So EXt Mows Ea& Tota Coat Cisuslave Defcit

FY 1999 $ 23,128,000 5443 31,625 523,123.000 s

FYs 2000 525,426,000 5491 51,754 525,426,000 so
FY 2001 525.426,000 5490 38,461 $21,646,000 (53,220,000)

The USMS also requests $293,000 for the USMS prison movements in support of JPATS. The USMS curren tly has $4,335,000 in
base funding for prisoner movements in support of JPATS. By 2001. the USMS will require $5,123,000 in base findings. This
estimate is based on the average 6 percent growth rate in the movement of USMS prisoners from 1995 through 1999. Currently, the
USMS uses commercial airlines to move prisoners fromn Hawaii to San Francisco because of the detention space shotage in Hawaii.
However, in 2000, the USMS is rerouting these commercial flights to Los Angeles instead of San Francisco, thereby savig
approximately $300 per ticket. Over the course of the yewr, the-USMS will save enough funding to cover the 2000 increasP e in prisoe
movements. In 2001, however, the growth in prisoner movements will overcome these cost savings, necessitating a program inces
of $293,000.

In 2002, BOP is scheduled to open a detention facility in Hawaii. Of the 670 beds slated for this facility, 546 beds will be made
available for USMS detainees and 124 will be reserved for BOP prisoners. T'he new detention facility will decrease, if not eliminate,
the need for commercial flights to Hlawaii. Funds for USMS prisoner movements (to and from Hawaii) in support of JPAT'S may then
be reallocated to regular RPATS air movements.

0. C. Superior Court
Perm. Work-

yaK YM iR
Celiblock Operations 21 10 $1,001

This initiative wek to address the following objectives:

I. To provide additional staff to support ceilbiock operaions.
2. To reduce the number of prisoner assaults on judges and USMS personnel.



D.C. SUMrof Court Staffing
An increase of 21 positiona, 10 iT, and S11,008,000 is requested to support D.C. Superior Court cellblock operations. These 21
Detention En~forcement Officer (DEO) positions will provide security in the prisoner cellblocks and holding cells. D.C. Superior
Cowrt processes more prisoners each day than any other USMS district. The Superior Cowrt cellblock operates 6 days a week anod
averages 400 prisoners a day. Thie adult cellblock operates 16 hours a day while the juvenile cellblock operates 13 hours aday. Other
USMS districts follow a standard 8 hour shift, 5 days a week. Currently, D.C. Superior Court has 28 DEOs staffing the cellblocks and
holding cells. The detanee-to-DEO ratio is I I to one. This is an unacceptable staffing ratio which puts USMS personnel at great risk.

During FY 1999, D.C. Superior Court reported 10 assaults to personnel and 10 incidents in which DUSMs had to discharge Olcoresin
Capsicum gas (OC spray) to subdue prisoners. Following are examples of incidents occurring within the lst year that illustrate the
need for additional DEOs:

- On April 20, 1999, two DUSMs led ajuvenile assailant to the cellblock area where the juvenile resisted restraints and refused
to be placed into the cell. T"he prisonrf had to be forcibly restrained.

- On July 17, 1999, a DUSM was involved in a physical struggle with a prisoner in the traffic lock-up cell. The prisoner broke
fr-ee and attacked the DUSM. There were no other available operational personnel in the cllblock area. Another DUSM
obsered the altercation in the main cellblock are and used OC spray to gain control of the prisoner.

With additional DEOs, situations like these could be avoided or minimized. The lack of proper staffing has increased the risk of harm
to judges, prisoners, jury members, and deputies. While deputies provide security in the courtrooms, DEOs monitor prisoners in the
cellblocks to ensure that prisoners do not escape, harm themselves, or harm other prisoners. Due to the current shortage: of DEOs. the
Superior Cowlt must assign deputies and guards to cellblock duty, which is not an effective or productive use of personnel resources.
MAio, other operational activities are niot being completed in a timely manner.



Management and Administration
Penn. Work-

Permanent Change of Station Moves 0 0 S2,965
Financial Management 32 17 1,415
Cooperative Agreement Program Staff 12- 1

Total, Management and Administration 34 1s $4,490

This initiative seeks to address the following objectives:

I. To support Permanent Change of Station (PCS) moves.

2. To improve financial integrity.

3. To provide additional staff to manage the Cooperative Agreement Program.

Pernaneot Ckh at o Station Mova
The USMS requests M%95,000 to support Permanent Change of Station (PCS) moves. This additional funding will allow the USMS
to better manage limited personnel resources and reallocate deputies within the districts based on need. Instead of heavily relying on
special assignments funding to norly staff districts with out-of-town deputies, PCS funds enable the USMS to permanently
relocate deputies to districts with large numbers of high threat trials, protective details, and other criminal proceedings.

Traditionally, the USMS has used PCS funds to move deputies selected through the merit promotion process to fill Chief Deputy,
Assistant Chief Deputy, Supervisory Deputy, and headquarters operational vacancies. The USMS recognizes that directed moves must
be used to realign resources to meet the operational needs of the agency, such as the largest districts, including the Southwest Border
and major metropolitan areas.

At an average cost of $55,000 per move, the requested funding will allow the USMS to move 54 deputies in 2001. In order to
maximize the effectiveness of limited PCS funds, the USMS instituted the following cost-cutting restrictions on all PCS moves:
I) relocation company services are withheld until emnployees have attempted to sell their homes themselves for 90 days; and 2)
temporary quatr will be provided for only 60 days rather than the current 90 days.



TeUSMS requests an increase of 32 positions. 17 FTE, and SI1,415,NO to improve the agency's financial integrity. This request
consists of nine accountants, fifteen accounting clerks, and eight computer specialists. These positions will enable the USMS to:
provide sufficient staffing to increase financial oversight and policy compliance to meet standards necessary for audited financial
statements; operate the LJSMS' Stanidadized Tracking Accounting and Reporting System (STARS); improve financial accountability;
and replace current contractor support with USMS personnel.

In the 2000 conference report language, Congress remained "seriously concerned about the Marshals Service's inability to accurately
project its funding requirements and effectively manage the resources provided." Specifically, Congress directed the USMS, in
conjunction with DOJ, to "conduct a comprehensive review of the budget and financial management practices" in order to "remedy its
budget anid financial management weaknesses." As directed, the USMS will submit a report to Congress in February 2000 detailing a
comprehensive review of budget and financial management practices. Throughout FY 2000, the USMS will improve its budget
practices to correct existing weakness. However, in order to correct financial management weaknesses, the USMS requires additional
positions. Even before the conference report was issued, the USMS, recognized that the entire USMS financial system was slowly
deteriorating. This deterioration was evident based on the following events:

" The inability of the USMS to obtain a clean financial opinion from the Office of the Inspector General (QIG) auditors;

" The difficulty of the USMIS to respond to financial inquiries;

" The reduction nf services being performed by the USMS financial staff;

" The lack of adeuate review over aspects of the financial system;

* The increased re~ance on contractor support; anid,

" The users uncertainty of the financial data's accuracy.

During FY 1999, the USMS has made every effort to obtan a clean financial opinion-. contract staff have been hired; USMS personnel
have been temporarily reassigned to the USMS Audited Financial Statemient Review teamn; am DO] staff have been temporarily
detailed to the USMS. With this concentrated effort, the USMS anticipates an unqualified opinion in 1999. In order to maintain this
level of financial integrity, it is critical for the USMS to obtain additional staff.



Contractor support is a special concern of the DOJ Office of Inspector General (010). The 010 stated in congressional testimony that
many oan in financial management within the USMS might be short lived because contractor support is only a short tern solution."
As of April 1999. the USMS has three accountants, twelve accounting clerks, and three computer specialists under contract to support
financial management, This level of staffing is inadequate to ensure the agency's financial integrity.

Fianil Qp~ln
T'he USMS requests 19 positions, If T, ad 3755,9H to improve financial operations. This request (four accountants and fifteen
accounting clerks) will address the financial staffing shortages in accounts receivable, records management, accounts payable,
financial control and financial reporting, and travel voucher processing:

One position to improve accounts receivable. This position will allow the Service to improve supporting documentation for
revenue and accounts receivable, improve the accuracy of billing and collection data displayed on the agency's financial
statements, and perform quarterly reviews of the status of accounts receivable.

One position to enhance financial records management. This position will be responsible for the quality control of USMS
financial records, maintenance of the financial files, and responding to requests for financial documents.

* Seven positions to expedite accounts payable. These positions will be responsible for procesing vendor invoices in a timely
manner. Prompt payment of invoices will eliminate the excessive prompt payment interest penalty currently being paid by the
USMVS.

* Two positions to produce financial controls. These positions will perform periodic and complete reconciliations of financial
data to ensure all financial activity is captured in the USMS accounting system.

* Four positions to improve financial reporting. These positions will be responsible for preparing accurate obligation, outlay,
and receivable reports for USMS senior level managers, DOJ, 0MB, and the Department of In~ Treasury.

* Four positions to expedite travel voucher processing. These positions will imjrrove the accuracy and timeliness of travel
reimbursements, maintain a three-day response stard, and improve custowr support for update travel information.



STAS
The USMS requests 8 posihles, 4 MIE sod $4ftW to support the STARS. Eight computer specialists are required to provide
STARS with daily systems maintenance and support to ensure proper operation and security of USMS accounting data. The STARS/
Accounting System is the backbone of the Service's entire financial operation.

Although the USMS has used base funding to install and operate STARS at headquarters, the USMS has not expanded installation to
the districts. Districts continue to use the USMS Financial Management Syst-im (FMS). In effect, the USMS continues to use two
separate accounting systems. In doing so, the 010 DOJ Annual Financial Statement for Fiscal Year 1998 (Audit Report 99-05) noted
the following weaknesses:

* There are no written policies or procedures for granting user access to the Unix system, or the STARS application that resides
on the Unix system;

* An experienced data base administrator was not designated to monitor the performance of the database or perform necessary
maintenance; and,

* The configuration of the system that runs the STARS application was inadequate to ensuim that only authorized users can
access the application program and datalfiles.

The USMS will apply the requested positions to conrect the weaknesses cited by the 010 report. Specifically, the computer specialists
would provide database administration, system security monitoring, user support, and all system interfaces. In addition, they will
enable the USMS to reco-;;ilc interface STARS activity with external data sources (i.e. NFC. FMS) and enhance system reporting
capabilities.

Finanial Oversight and Policy Compliance
The USMS requests 5 paaltloaa, 3 VTE, ad $254,000 to increase financial oversight and policy compliance. The five accountant
positions will directly support the audited financial statement process,

As a result of the Chief Financial Officers Act, the USMS has undergone multiple reviews of its financial operation and accounting
system. In 1998. the accounting firm hired by the DO) 010 to conduct a financial audit of the USMS' financial statement issued a
disclaimer opinion due to "internal control weaknesses, insufficient supporting documentation for obligations, and other problems
related to accounts receivable, leases, leasehold imrovements, and beginning balances for the balance sheet." Under internal control



weaknesses, the 010 identified inadequate change management anid inadequate testing of new systems as problems. In addition, the
010 made several recommendations for the USMS to review Procedures And establish USMS financial management polices.

Although the USMS has established a plan to temporarily address the problems cited in the audit repomt the long term cause for the
disclaimer opinion is a lack of positions to perform necessary financial oversight. This request provides the positions to permanently
resolve these problems. These positions will establish financial guidance, provide oversight to USMS offices, and ensure corrective
actions are taken to resolve audit findings. They will also perform independent verification and testing of the accounting system and
implement procedures to ensure that the USMS adheres to internal controls and government accounting standards.

STARS/ Aeeoitiaa System
The USMS requests S2,000,O00 from the Department of Justice Working Capital Fund Unobligated Balance for costs associated with
implementation of an automated financial system. Since 1996. the USMS has been in the process of replacing its two existing
automated financial systems: the Financial Management System (FMS) used in the 94 districts and the DOJ's Financial Management
Information System (FMIS) used at headquarters.

While both systems allowed the USMS to trackits financial status, they fell short of satisfying Joint financial Management
Improvement Program (JFMIP) requirements. The USMS requires a single, integrated, real-time financial system. In 1998, the
USMS signed a memorandum of agreement with the Department of the Treasury, Center for Applied Financial Manaement who
agreed to analyze USMS accounting requirements and suggest a, commercial-off-the-shelf product that would meet JFMIP standards.
The Center recommended the Information Engineered Federal Accounting and Reporting System (i.e. FARS) developed by Computer
Data Systems, Inc. (CDSD. In addition, a cross servicing agreement was signed by the USMS so tha the Department of Commerce,
0ffice of Computer Services would provide computer and technical support. Because CDSI made software modifications on behalf of
the USMS as part of the customization to meet USMS requirements, FARS, the system was renamed the Standardized Tracking,
Accounting, and Reporting System (STARS). During 1999, STARS was implemented in all USMS Headquarters offices.

Originally, the USMS planned to implement STARS in all 94 district offices once the system was operational at headquarters.
Unfortunately, the system exhibited considerable defects which CDSI was unable to resolve in a timely manner. Additional problems
developed as at result of system difficulties from the Department of Commerce. Consequently, the USMS terminated plans for any
further deployment to the field. In 2000, CDSI did not renew i.e. FARS on the GSA Financial Management System Schedule (FMSS)
because CDSI has discontinued commercial software development of their product. Despite requests, CDSI was unable to provide the
USMS with access to the software source code. Moreover, CDSI has not delivered the software fixes to repair the defects. The USMS
seeks to stabilize the operation of STARS pending a search and replacement of the accounting system.



C29M&AA~u3t 5SEf
The USMS requests 2 pekes I T, and $I 9,W to support the Cooperative Agreement Program (CAP). The CAP program is
administered through the Federal Prisoner Detention Appropriation with the USMS serving as program manager. On December 23,
1999, a Memorndum of Understanding (MOU) between the United States Marshals Service (IUSMS) and the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) was signed establishing a single Department of Justice Cooperative Agreement Program (CAP)
adminisered by the USMS.

To implement the MOU. detailed operating procedures and. policies must be developed and followed by each agency. The USMS will
utilize INS detention standards and other appropriate INS programmatic guidelines to administer the CAP program for INS. The
USMS will be responsible for CAP budget requests for both INS and the USMS. The USMS will be responsible for all the stps
necessary to negotiate, award and administer INS CAP agreements. The USMS will develop Intergovernmental Service Agreements
(IGSA) for INS CAP projects. This includes: 1) conducting an IGA pre-audit; 2) establishing the jail day rate; 3) including any special
services required by INS; and 4) determining future jail day rates or other agreement changes. The USMS wI utilize INS standards
and requirements when developing IOSA, for INS CAP projects.

A major problems facing the USMS and INS is a shortage of detention space. CAP has pxvven to be an effective tool for acquiring
detention space. CAP awards are made in areas where Intergevernmental Agreement (IGA) bedspace is not available. The CAP
provides capital investment funding to selected State and local governments to renovate, construct and upgrade detention facilities. In
retwi for the funding, the USMS receives long-tam. guaranteed jail space for Federal prisoners or illegal aliens. In addition to
providing guaranteed bedapace, the CAP act assa stimulus to the local economy, both through the initial capital investment, and
through the per diem rates paid to the local governments when Federal detainees are actually housed in these j*s.

The USMS has approximately 226 CAP agreements with 59 new CAP agreements awarded from FY 1996 to FY 1999. Currently, two
CAP Specialists (GS-ll101.13) handle the program. The CAP specialists are responsible for: 1) determining critical needs in 94
distrcts for guaranteed bedspace under CAP; 2) analyzing CAP project proposals from Staec and local governments nationwide; 3)
conducting on-site negotiations with State and local governnents; 4) performing contract administration to include notification of
formal awards to support official fund obligations, changes in scope of work modifications, funding modifications, and requests for
reiMReen of completed project workt, 5) maintaining and validating all CAP program and financial records;6)btrcking all CAP
progress and closeout reports; 7) tacking CAP utilization of bedspace to determine if any breaches have occurred; and 8) assisting in
resolving audit, detention and legal issus. CAP awards can remain active for up to 20 years and require monitoring during the entire
Pa they wre active.



The two additional positions will enable the USMS to provide the -a level of sumron to the CAP program as a result of adding the
INS-related workload. For 2001, the CAP funding base is 335 million.
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United Ststia Marnbab Serwife
Salaries sod Expes e

Financial Anlysis - ?rgra sCbson
(Dollrs Ih Tbousada)

Item
Grades

GS- II Accountants
GS- II Computer Specialist
GS- I I Professional Admiinistrative
GS-07 Operational
GS-05 Detention Oficer
05.05 Clerical

Lame

Other Per son nel Compens.

Total Workyears & Persoanel Compeaualin

Personnel Benefits.,.. ..................
T ravel ....... ..... .... .. - .. ... .. .... ...
Transportation of Things................
GSA Rent & Othe Rent.........................
Comm. LUtiI & Misc Cli ..................s
Printing ............................................
other Services ..................................
Suppies a Materials ............................
Equipw .........................................
Bluildout....................... ...........
Total Workyeari & .bligatima

chafto requaulad 2401

Proltls o o r D Seero Maap~a ma
Jodkcial P.om r"pco" court Admilbtrallon Total

9 398 9 398
I 354 U 354
2 so 2 3

203 4,324 203 4,824
65 1,932 21 624 21 2.556
33 1,398 15 362 73 1,760

326 8.154 0 S 21 624 34 1,282 381 9.91

(183) (4,077) 0 0 (11) (312) (16) (601) (210) (4.990)
0 1,421 0 0 19 0 1,440

143 5,498 0 0 16 312 18 620 171 6,430

1,540 125 163 1,8
2,S90 2,965 5,53

0
0

546 41 60 647
0

3,992 3,513 169 213 -7,887

1,374 138 35 1,547
14,522 194 378 15,094

1 1,057 29 1461 ,31



United State Marshals Serice

Estimates for Fiscal Year 2001,
Staus f Creuionsli Reouirid Studiesa eol and Evaluations

Conimbehenive Budget and Financial Rev!e
The Senate Report related to the Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 2000 ( Public L.aw 106-113 Report, page 137) requires the
U.S. Marshals Service to conduct a comprehensive review of USMS budget and financial management practices. The USMS must
report to the Appropriations Committees on an action plan to remedy budget and financial management weaknesses. A report of
activities will be submitted by February 15, 2000.

The conferees (H.R. 3194) expect the USMS to work with the Executive Off' cc of United States Attorneys, Justice Management
Division, and the Administrative Office of the Courts to determine the causes of sentencing delays. A report containing joint
recommendations for expediting the sentencing process is to be submitted by April 15, 2000.-

Service o
The conference agreement directs the Attorney General and the USMS to work with the Administrative Offices of the U.S. Courts to
stuy alternatives for the service of process where no law enforcement presence is required. The USMS is required to report back to
the Committees on the alternatives. A report of activities will be submitted by April 1, 2000.

The conference expects the USMS to consult with the Committee prior to any deviation from the plan noted in the Conference Report
for the installation of courthouse security equipment. The committee expects to be notified through a forn reprogramming 15 day.
in advance. Specifically, the committee expects the USMS to give priority to those facilities scheduled to come on line in the first half
of the fiscal year 2000, and expects to be notified in accordance with section 605 of this Act prior to any deviation from the
distribution. No changes wre expected at this time.



Congres concwus with the recommendation included in the Senate repon regarding the reallocation of peruonmel resulting from the
defederaiGMion of District of Columbia Superior Court operations. When defederaliztion occws, the USMS is directed to notify
Committees of such reallocation in accordance with scion 605. It is recomnd that the Director meet with the DC Mayor initially.
At this time there has been no move within the D.C. government to defederalize D.C. Superior. The USMS will notify the Committee
when taks begin on the defederalimation.

00



BASE PROGRAM PROGRAM 'IRAE

Protection of the Judicial Proes
PrisorTrutspoutition
Fugitive Apprehension
Seze Andl Muupe
D.C. Superior Court
Service of 1ega Proess
Training
ADP end Telecoamwiicaons
ManageMwn and A~dmitration

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mison Sup~port Swfrmg
Cowthowe security Equipment
Prisone Movemnt
Finmcia Mansgemnen

DEOs for Pisoner Handlwng
PCs Movu
D.C. Superior Court Ceilbiock
Cooperatve Agreaeuf Progr

2
3
4
5
6

9

for FWW YAw 2001

Mob ankla
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United States Marshals Service
Conaresional EstiMAtes fog Fiscal Year 2001

Justification of Adiustmets to Base
(Dollars in thousands)

Perm Work-
FMi ym Amo2unt

Increases:

2001 x ais. This request provides for the proposed 3.7 percent pay raise to be effective in ... ... 510,265
January of 2001 and is consistent with Administration policy included in the Preliminary Pay
Raise Guidance for 2001 Budget Submissions. This increase includes locality pay adjustments
&s well as the general pay raise. The amount requested, $115 represents the pay amounts
for three-quarters of the fiscal year plus appropriate benefits $7,801,000 for pay and $2,464,000
for benefits totaling $10,265,000.

Annualization of 2000 nay raise. This pay Annualization represents first quarter amounts (October ... .. 5,068
through December) of the 2000 pay increase of 4.8 percent effective January 2000, and, for
three-quarters of a year, the difference between the 4.4 percent estimated in the 2000 President's
budget and the enacted 4.8 percent. The amount requested S5.06.00 represents the
total Annualization of pay amounts for the fiscal year plus appropriate benefits ($3,352,000 for
compensation and $ 1,216,000 for benefits).

Annualization (third Year) of addtional poitions anarved in 1999. This provides for the third year .. .. 1,304
Annualization of 54 additional positions received in the 1999 appropriation.

Anulzto fa toa oiMA~ di 00 This provides for the second year annualization ... 28 1,233
of 56 additional positions received in the 2000 appropriation. This request includes a decrease of



($1,422,000) for one-timne itemnsassociated with the increased positions, andm inres of $2,645,000
full-year costs associated with these incr emes, for a net increase of 2 L.

Annual salary rate of 56
approved positions

Lew las m
Net Compensation

Associated employee benefits
Overtime/Othe Compensation
Travel
Rents/Utilities
Othe Contractual Services

25.2 Other Services
25.6 Medical Care

Supplies/Materials
Equipnwm
Build out

TOta costs subject to
Annualization

Approved

1,146,000

8970,000

396,000
188,000

0
98,000

444,000
0

133,000
1,549,000

Amumlization

1,146,000
530,000
355,000
406,000

91,000

97,000
0

13,000
(1,178,000)

(2400)

$3,972,000 $1,223,000



Trnsferof CU gaiyi~aEg= toin~x This request provides fothde'ices
in Federal Employees Retiremnent System (FmR) costs, bused on the trafer of Civil Service
Retirement System (CSRS) employees to FERS, a authorized by die FERS Open Enrollment
Act of 1997, and die open seaom that rut fromt Juy 1 199 through December 31, 1991. Ths
increase is based on the number of employees who hav transfered to FERS, the grade of
employees, and the increased Government cost of FERS benefits. This request includes S94.
for benefits.

1wu~~Lk~hb~nin~ This request provides for the incraseP in agency
contributions to Federal employees health benefits. In 1999, Federal health insurance premiums,
including agency contributions, increased approximately 10.2 percent. Because the Government
absorbed a Larger portion of the total costs, up to 75 percent, the total cost to the Government
has irreused substantially. This increase is basod on the "increased" Government cost of Health
lnsunce. This request includes SI-16L- for theser cots.

GSA now requires all agencies to pay relocation costs associated with leas
expiration. Based on prior experience the Department anticipates tha 20 percent of all leas
expirations will result in relocations. This request provides for the costs associated with new
office relocations caused by the expiration of leaes in FY 2001. No funding is requested for
any build-oIM costs associated with lease expirations. Fwxdin of S3631n is requested for
the U.S. Maihala Service.

A~&=f GSA will charge the Department antenna fees in FY 2001. The fes include
all curent wranrs utilized by Justice components that howve -aemsatop thei buildings.
Fwding ofM is requsted for the U.S. Marshals Service.

This inceas reflects the estimated billing from the Department of
Labor frthe actual costs in I99 of employeer' accd compeation, which will be billed
in 2001. The 2001 increased coat will be 301-.

Penn. work

$94

363

691



Senties Amini~m IGAI Jj~hW Previously, GSA has pai for all
inionieoveummnt telephone book lising through the USA I Vprcen Fl'S overhead

nat. As a remi or &e National Pinershp ror Reinventing Govenmnur (NPR)IOSA Blue
Page Project, the fidn ror these hatrnp has been removed from the overhead rat, and
agencies we being Wit for actual costs incurred. T'he Depuronent's FY 2001 esimated
coats toa $282,00. Funding of jfi is rueedfor the U.S. Marshals Service.

~ma Te office or managemet and
Bute directed NARA to convert its direcimnded records center progran toa filly
remural p -e by FY 2000. This; roose Alegiskiown madats ht ARA isto

rolnte" souce for agency record cemae services through FY 2002, for agenides
currently using its services. In 2001, NARA advises that these charges will be' ,ncre-e by
2.5 percert The Depaonet's FY 2001 estimated costs total $6,5594, based on current
rcorAs maintainedl by NARA. Funding of U" Is requesed for the U.S. Mprsql Service.

Tow~ Incrcmes

Perm. Woit

$6

25 $20,817
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NoreuriThis decrease is to remove one-time expese a ssociae with hiring
56 new positions in 2000, purchase electronic surveillance equipment for fugitive inventions
and purchasing courthouse security equipment.

Se~n Ame Maa-emnt.This decrease was taken to remove the administrative duties of
Seized Asset program and the associated administrative positions from the USMS. No Deputy
U.S. Marshals are included in this decrease. As a result, a reduction of 139 noaiions. I3 FTJ
an I-0.0 will beiremoved from the USMS base allocation. These resources will be
reimbursed back to USMS from the Asse Forfeiture Fund beginning in 2001.

Total Decreases

Total, Adjustments to Base

... ... (4,852)

(139) (135) (10,209)

(139) (135) (S15,061)

(139) (107) $5,756



United Stems Marsals; Serviws
Salorles sad Expenses

Esatai for Fiscal Yoar 2633
Summaryr of Requirmmatat by Graft sad Object Class

(Doelars Is Tisogmooda)

Grade &ad Salary Roates

Execuive Level IV, S 122,400........
ES-S. S 130,200 ........................
ES-4. $130,200 ....................
ES-3, SI 26,825 .... ............P . ....
ES-2, $121,264 .................. P...
mS- , $115,31 . ... .....I.........

Special Level, $110,700 ....... ....
Special Level,$S109,091 .......... P...
Special Level. S 108,209 ............
Special Level, 5106,36 ......0 .......
GS- IS. 534,633. 110,0231,...........1
GS- 14, S71,954 -.93.537 ........ P...
GS- 13, S60.890 -79,1S55..............
GS- 12. SS1,204 -66,56...............
GS-1 1,542.724.- 55,541...............
GS- 10, 3315 - 50.S54 ..............
OS-09. 535,310 -45,900..P............
OS-OS. 531,033 -41.557 ..............
05.07.523,366- 37.522.............
05.06. 525,976.- 33,763 ...............
OS-OS. 523,304-30292..............
05-04,5S20,829 - 27.080 ..............
GS.03. 51,55- 24,120 ..............
05-02, S17,005 -21.3983..............
GS..0 1, 15125 - 13,921...............

Total, appropriated poskinaa.-.

Average ES Salary......................
Aveage GS Salary.....................
Average OS Ora&.......................

1999 Acteal 2000 Eatimae 2M Rtlaasteae/ouewag
Palilos a rolttbdA rmmns roarnema
Workyean Amoumi Workveas Amome Workyears Amoa wok Amowat

2' 2 2 0
6 5 5 0

* I2 2 0
1 1 10
1 I 10

21 Is Is 0
I 1 1 0
I I 1 0
1 0 0 0

* 143 143 143 0
187 179 179 0

* 648 666 . 610 (56)
2,015 1.535 1,472 (83)

* 566 556 556 0
* 2 2 2 0
* 33 455 455 0
* 72 71 71 0

* 366 334 363 34
* 23 24 24 0
* 9 29 376 347
* 14 14 14 0
* 3 3 3 0

1 2 2 0
7 0 0 0

4.211 We7 4,312 24

$122,551
$55,192

12.2

$127,773
$57,341

12.4

S132,501
359.911

12.6
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Estiates for Fiscal Year 2001

The United Stae Marshals Service (USMS) requests a total of 9 positions, 9 workyears, and $6,378,000 in the Construction
Appropt iation. This request represents an increase of 4 workyears and $378,000 over the FY 2001 base of 9 positions. 5 wodcyears,
ad $6,000,000.

This funding will faclitat the renovation of USMS space in U.S. Courthouses and federal buildings. These renovations include the
construio of secure prisoner movement areas, the expansion of prisoner cell bliocks, and the addition of prisoner interview rooms, as
dictted in the USMS Raurnn.and Snecification for Specal Purpos and SUN=ov SMr Manua. U.S. Courthouses need secure
prisoner movement area to ensure that federal prisoners are moved into the courtrooms in a secure manner, without any interaction
with the public. Secure prison movement areas include vehicle sallyporta that lead directly to the cell block, secure prisoner
hallways where the public does not interac with the prisoners, and prisoner elevators so that prisoners can be taken to the courtrooms
without access to the public.

A. USMAS Missl. sad Goals ad Relatiemiblp to DOJ Strategic Visa

The USMS FY 2001 budget request, and performance plan directly support the overall core functions and law enforcement goals
included in the Department of Justice (DOJ) Strategic Plan, 1997-2002. This request incorporates information on performance
measure 0 mt that will lead to more accurate performance assessments. The USMS Strategic Plan establishes the connection between
DO) Strategic Goals and the short term objectives set fourth in the USMS Tactical Plan.

*L UAMissio

The mission of the USMS is to protect the federal courts and ensure the effective operation of the judicial system. In accordance with
existing sttes and regulations, the USMS must:



" Protect judges and other participants in the federal judicial system;

* Provide security for federal court facilities; and,

* Provide secure confinement, transportation, and production of prisoner* forjudicial proceedings.

USMS Prrm Goals and Relationshi to DO) Stratic Plan

Protection of the Judiciary

The USMS will provide personal and physical secrity to ensure the Integrity of Judicial proceedings. The USMS will
ensure that adequate security is in place at all court facilities to preserve the effective operation of the federal judicial system
and to protect federal judges, U.S. Attorneys, USMS personnel, and the public.

This directly relates to the DO) Strategic Plan, PROTECTION OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY AND IMPROVEMENTS
OF THE JUSTICE SYSTEM, Goal 6. 1: Protect the federal Judiciary sad ensure the safe and secure operation of the
federal court system.L

B. Highlights of 1999 Mission Critical Resofks

During 1999, the USMS completed 1S major courthouse renovation projects to meet established security requirements. The USMS
also initiated renovation projects in 18 facilities to meet USMS security standards. Altogether, 332 U.S. Courthouse facilities with
prisoner-holding areas do not meet USMS specifications for courthouse security.

C. 2001 Performace Goals and Indicators

The purpose of the Government Performanice and Results Act (GPRA) table is to demonstrate improvements in performance as
additional resources wre dedicated to mission critical long range goals. Goals and accomplishments wre based on the level of requested
fuing for 2001.



I..g Rinp Ged. EWSea USM411 Spam. IM U.S Ceiarthems Facida to Ellinkate Sever. Seem*it Dedllecriss

In 2001, lo, improve eziating security levels, the USMAS will:

* Rasovt 13 U.S. Courtose to meot secuity stadards contained in the

Sunmary Leve Performnce Indicators:

* Number of additional USMS-coatrolled space in U.S. Courthouses and federal buildings being. rnvated tomeat
USMS security sAndards.

-This indicator measures the overall progress towards eliminating severe security deficiencies.

D. Now 2fl1 Imidatles

No ma*o new initiatives we plumed for FY 2001.

L Deta Valkdades and Verfiate planes

In 1998, the USMS Central Courthouse Management Group distributed 391 surveys to all federal courthouse facilities in the United
States, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. In July 1998, all 391 surveys were completed and returned. Survey results were
based on the 353 facilities having prisoner movement areas. Each courthouse facility was evaluated according to the requirements and
specifications nmual ad all security deficiencies were identified. The USMS then graded the security of each courthouse on al100
point scale. A score of 100 indicates that a courthouse meets all security specifications. A score of 0 indicates that a courthouse Meet
none of the USMS security specifications. Based on the findings, approximately 90 parent of the facilities do not meet 70 percent of
the security measures. Survey data has helped the USMS identify which courthouse facilities are not meeting security requirements
and prioritize construction projects. The USMAS wil update survey reslt a courthouse renovations are completed.



F. Remmres

1999 2000 2001

Sttegic Goal Doll Po r Dollars Poo FFE Dollars Poo FFE

Core Function 6, Doi 460 $6,000 9 5 56,378 9 9
Sftrqgc PLO Goal 6. 1.1 -
Protction of the Federal I

G. Department Summary Peromac Plan, Performnce Goas, Targets and Actmals

Core Function 6: Protection of the Federal Judiciary and Improvenmt of t Justice System

Straegic Goal 6. 1: Protect the Federal judiciary and ensure tOe safe and secure operation of the Federal court System.

Key Summary Level Indicator 1998 Actual 1999 Planned/Actual 2000 Planned 2001 Planned

IAdditional USMS-controlled spaceinU.S. I 21 18/18 is 13
Courthouses and federal buildings being
renovated to meet USMS security standards.



71e 2001 budget estimate include. proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below. New language is
tmacrdand italicized with deleted matter enclosed in brackets.

Construction

For planning, constructing. renovating, and maintaining United States Marshals Service prisoner-holding space in United States
courthouses and Federal buildings, including the renovation and expansion of prisoner movement areas, elevators and sallyports,
[S6,000,0003 S6,378 to remain available until expended.

(18 U.S.C. 1963, 3053, 3059, 3192, 3521-3528, 4008 19 U.S.C. 1613; 21 U.S.C. 981; 28 U.S.C. 5 10; 524, 561-562, 565, 567, 569-
572, 1921; 48 U.S.C. 1424(b), 1614(c), 1694(bX3), Department of Justice Appropriations Act 2000, PIL 106-113)

El~anatin o a=
No substantive changes are proposed.



Estirnaim for FY 2001

Estimates by buiet activity Em AXi &M AU Em Ax Aim

Construction.... ... UAWo SOM



(Dolbn in doussob)

2m

ftjg bvhidm ba NX AN fa RX AN bA WX &W ba RX, AN

clailllrwtim ....... ... ... $8,832 ... ... (S2,832) ... ... ... 9 5 34000

QmMMmWmL&3wLwAmmm
In dw FY 2000 conVemmM wbw $6.ooo.000 u, duw Nndma wo Wpqwmftd mW = WdkiomW 92,600,OW was dWome tobepwA"rwdds*woww
fmm the Aum Fw*ibwe Fund &qw SwpkIL The OW gr"Vsl@d and@bdlty 0 Sg,6W.ooo



2000 Appropriation Enacted ............................ 9 5 56,000

20000........................ .............. 9 9 6,378
Progr~an Chop ... a....................... ... -A.

2 00uie...................................... 9 9. 56,378

Camntaom .... ... 54AN .. ..54.600 9 J 56,00 9 - 9 56.371 9 9 UXI7



ACTIVITY: RENOVATION OF USMS-CONTROLLED SPACE IN U.S. COURTHOUSES

Penn. work-

2000 Appopriation Anticipated 9 5 $6,000
2001 Base 9 9 6,373
2001 Estimat 2 2 LMU

increase 0 0 s0

Mmi federal judicial process must be open and secure. The United State Marshals Service's (USMS) role is to ansure that the court
system is able to operate without infteruption. The USMS oversees all new construction and renovation of USMS-controlled space in
U.S. Courthouses and federal buildings which includes: detention ceilbiocks, secure prisoner circulation corridors, courtroom holding,
cells, prisonrm/attorney interview rooms, prisoner elevators, vehicle sallyports, and secure vehicle parking.

The usM ReoM aat an Sncfcton o cal umwo ad Sunpor SaeManua provides speificaiomn and requirements

for architects, engineers, and other construction professionals to develop USMS space within U.S. Courthouses and federal buildings.
Mhe Department of Justice, the Administrative Offic of U.S. Courts, and the Genersi Services Administration have approved the
munia. Of the $6,373,000 in bas funding. 55,768,000 is to iutiate 13 renovation projects in 2001 and $610,000 is for perawue!

mmtkmL
NO o r-n inareases - requeNW&
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U 1.0MG AWZ GOAL. Rineede LEMS m la US Casedumn duilleime te .5lu~ .me. mule, ~

211 PORMNICZ GOAR In 2001.. ES .61 e 13I uo mad moonkw 35-ugss mmwwlla nab slmla

F3POMAN" EIDICATOR DONFOATWH~

Typefbimer Daft ML~dhgs
Sea Admeb amede Aflmb pusi Fmai

lwI.FT! Most 0 0 0 S 9
2. Direct Dollar (5000 52,30 54A60. 54,60 16.60 56,71
3 Asset Forftier Super Surpls Dolt.s (500) 0 0 0 52.60 0

OIIV4 Addtioe ISMS-comoufedsm inUS. Copuethoe 21 IsI I is 13
AdIfta Cuou~wu med hiera " ldp betw o tode Security Survey

meet USMS security kn~d

h*eemeaubk S. ldqe courthouse muowate poiectacawylated Courtoude 16 16 Is 27 Is
ow m Sowst Report__ _

am Ousum. 6. Towd wuith ofU.S. Cosihoige Owdo not met Cateiete 353 332 317 210 245
USMS secumnty -e~efa mWA Report_ _ _

A. D.6.11. of Term. wr aplamadem hr Imndlebre
4. UEsu remov .ot ep- otall n nt" ioll..d in the mm yew tey am initiated. Moot projects am melti.year renovhtiont projects
S . is eml Security Surrey Repo" Wme coo qtlee m March 1999 FY 99M flreo we based an eumms provided by the USMS Central Couthomm Magenwie Group. 7%e FY
1999 aftWr flgia we based on the srey res. The USMS has space it 391 couiathe himte Afl 391 facilites .m etxveyed. Oft~i Sarmamme. 353 Facilities haet prisee
mowemnt arua rgmng seewity. The ether 35 facilities were ctiumtedhm the aervey report becasse ponaoth we nt rnved at Owes. safes. Of th 353 FAcilities with peet

movement mew 332 heihites; do 0 reme IJSMS apeciicaons for coto house aeewrityp

IL Feet. Ailaadeg FY9 VPrep. Pe ledumom.

Enm beyend 1)554 -oo oflAm de*a cetuiaictie Projecs. Price flucitis dependmS an laor coasts med Ow p of the huilding betam- -add Foe thes ta, die USMS was
asable sapplyfla Iedlagalpuojectiorigsinly plunmd.
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DANKM= of Justice
United Sbktm MwzhW2 Service

CgUM1200

r.V'=WLftZKM
Status of Combucdon
Mona$ in thou"Aws)

(Esfimated costs are as of December 1999)

birmimpghm, AL

Fort Smith. SA

sartfor4. Cl'

Wilmington, Do

sovlig Greon. KY

Wootan, MA

Ann Arbor. NZ

Detroit. in

Wilmington. PC

Buffalo, IY

ftlea. OK

lkllaielpbia, PA

lato er Poy

Renovation / construction

Fiscal Total

1Mi-- AMR EMU

2001 $@so 6$S0

2001 $400 $400

2001 6200 6200

2001 6100 $100

2001 $300 6200

2001 6450 6650

2001 6200 6200

2001 $450 6650

2001 $77S $775

2001 6150 $150

2001 6300 6300

2001 $400 $400

rotaI
Current

cost

estimate

6400

$200

6100

6300

6650

$200

6650

$77S

$1S0

$300

$400

Status auay20

Ob1g.

60

$0

$0

60

$0

60

iBlAl loinin 00

will login in 2001

will login in 2001

will Begin in 2001

Will Bogin in 2001

will login in 2001

will login in 2001

will login in 2001

will Begin in 2001

will $egin in 2001

will Begin in 2001

will login in 2001

etimated

Activation

8/2001

7/2001

6/2001

5/2001

6/2001

0 /2002

8/209:

4/200 1

9/2001

3/2001

6/2001

S/2001

2001 $793 $763 61200 60 Will 9logi in 2001
~~g o1 Ry P uR~uouo Mai bu koftl ibmioimOS567,00bqou 201376,0 lwmin- I0. Usrpomndoef
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Doostmad of Justice
United Staw Mmshob SaNics

Cgodosda

Dattil of 'Permonst Politi= bx
Fiscal Ye= 1999 - 2000

1999 2000 2001

TOWa
Autho- Reim- Approp. Reim- P~opam

category ized bumble Anticip. bumble hicrgame Auth. Reimb.

Con. Admi. Caiffca and Office
Services (300) -............. 9........ .. ... __...9_..

W u h i n g t o n ............................ I _. I .. 1 9 11 ... 1 9 1 ... 



2M0 Appa~rtc EnAwed 2001 hamm 2001 Requet Level

Agent sSuppoet ToWa Agent Suppout Totl Ageut Suppoe Tota

Decs nit Poe jFTE Pe pot FTE Poo fFm Poo I'E s Foal ot IFm o 1Po m n

Coustsuctims . 9d 5S 9 5 ... 4 .. 4 1 ... 9 9 9

TheC 2001 adustment to base includes 4 FTE for anuailization.

arommm of judice
LWWLm Mobab sw-lice

couuzmm
Esfimalm fa-FY 2001

Summary of AMMagJASMI mW qinolzositiom by C



Pam. Work-

2000 Appropriation Enacted ........................ .... 9 5 $6,000

Adjuxnrts to Bms:
Increase:

Pay Raisn ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... 8
Amwuahzation of 2000 Positions .... ................ 4" 4

2001 Base ................................. 9 9 6,378
Propa Ch an...............e s...... . ... & -.. A

2001 Estimate .. . . . .*.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 9 6,378



2001 nM . This request provides for the proposed 3.7 percent pay raise
to be effective in January of 2001 and is consistent with Admninistration policy
includes in the Preliminary Pay Raise Guidance for 2001 Budget Submissions.
The requested S8.00 includes locality pay adjustments as well as the general pay raise.

Anm~r~fi nFCM PmitinsThis request provides 4 FTE and S370,000 for the second
yea annualization of the 9 positions received in the 2000 appropriation.

Total Adjustments to Base

mAnM=

4 370

4 si7

United Savice
CROSM990

Esfimales for FY 2001
to BM



J i m19" ACk'i 2000 Eui~uI 201 RhqM bwmoswecws
Pms A*uM Poe AN Poo Ammim Pas AmsiN

CAS-12,55S1 J04-66.364 9 9
OS-1 1. 54724-35,541 .9.(9

regl. Apnptrfud haShnW 99

A ollp CS Suiny .......-................. . ......... ... S42,724 S53.099

A -a p OS Or@& .......... .... .. ... ............ . .. ... 11.01 12.02



Swma of Reouircments by Object Cls

III1 Total woetyans & parsopael compensain. . ....
11.3 06w dwm full-time perm~anent............. .. ..

S1. 06hw cenng 'p,
113 Special persona evce pay lie W-.

Total
Odwe Ob) Classics
12.0 Peronelseffias
130 Ueefia10oeit pew"*..e
210 TrovelI and tratoponotwoeo(persos.
220 Transoratoe f damp.
23 1 GSArent
23 3 Rental paywaseni w aelmsw
25 3 Com.ulites., & otvmix. cheles
240 Praniig and reprodection
25 1 Advuaory adastasance m'acs
232 00lw services..
233 Purchases of goode & si frownsO Kot$mcl
25 7 Operalmn aid Maintenance of Equipmient
2538 Medical Core
260 SuppliS ad Mals
31 0 Equipesent
520 Bealdout

TouaIObligaisons
Unebligpied balance. swa or yeaw
Usshimpled lance. end of year

Total roquisarrmeab
Rel@LmooOblipions to Outlays

Tedil boplso".. P .....
Oblipood balsace. maon ..........
Obliumad balance, end of yew.

(Do~lu in thousands)

199Actal 2000 Esoias 2001 Reg"s srme~cem
Wym" Amouant WYI Amont WYO Amia WYI Amsooee

5 5133 9 W41 4 529

5 183 9 481 4 M9

$2.600 3.288 3.23

2.000 2.430 2.480

4.600 6,000 6XI7 371

4.6006,00 6.371

4460 6.00 6.378
4s59 9.533

(4.95)(9.535) (11.037)
1.M6 4W7
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Fizimates firff I er20

For 2001, the Justice Prisone and Alien Transportation System (JPATS) Fund redects revemaw and atpenditures related to the
movement of detainees and prisoners. Program founding requirements are identified in the budget of each customer agency.

A. Justic Prisne and Alkm Transportatln System Mission and Gos, ad Reatlonshlp to DOJ Strateglc Mla

The JPATS 2001 budget request and performance plan directly support the overall core fiuncton and law enforcement goals included
in the Department of Justice's (DOI) Strategic Plan, 1997-2002. Ths request incorporates information on performance messremn
that will lead to better accountability of adaievems,*s. The United States Marshals Servipe (USMS) Strategic Plan establishes the
connection between DOJ Strategic Goals wn4 the shorter-term objecive set forth in the USMS Tactical Plan.

]PASiioan

The mison of the JPATS is to transport federal detainees and prisoners. The IPATS Fund is the account used to track revenue and
expenditures related to the movement of detinees and prisoners. Detainees and prisners include pretrial, sentenced and deportable
aliens, whether in the custody of the USMS, Bureau of Prisons (BOP), or the Immvigration and Naturalization Service ([NS). JPATS
also provides prisoner transporttion to the Department of Defenac (DOD) and State and local law enforcement agencies on a
reimburse, space-available basis. JPATS transports prisoners and detainees in a cost-effective maimer without sacrificing the safety
of the public, federal employees, or those in custody.

USMS Long-an oasa I mtoship tn the 1301 siragic Plan

Detention and Tranisportation of Prisoners and Deportable Aliens



T1he USMS will transport prisoners in asafe sad cost-effective mmme. The USMS, in coordination with INS and BOP,
will ensure that detainees, prisoners, and deportable aliens are transported and detained in a cost-effective manner, utilizing
procedures that safeguard the coun family, USMS personnel, and the public. In addition, the USMS will make pnxdet
arrangements to ensure persons in custody reach their destinations in a timely manner.

Prisoner transportation directly relates to the DOJ Strategic Plan, DETENTION AND INCARCERATION, Goal 5. 1: Providle
for the safe, secure, and humanme comfinerment of persons who are detained while awaiting trial or sentencing, a hearing
on their Immigration sttu, or deportation.

B. Highlights of 1999 Mission-Critical Results

JPATS coninues to exceed expectations in the air movement of federal prisoners, detainees, and deportabl alien. In 1999, MPATS
handled a total of 140,286 prisoner air movements Over the past two years, the MPATS airfleet has been enhanced by: 1) acquiring an
excess DC-9 aircraft from the Department of Energy (which replaced a commercially leased aircraft); 2) acquiring a third B727 which
was purchased with funds from the DO) Working Capital Fund; 3) leasing newer commercial aircraft to replace aging government-
owned aircraft; and 4) entering into reimibursable agreements with other federal agencies sch as Federal Aviation Aduelhistration,
Federal Bureau of Investigation, and Department of Energy. During the past year, MPATS provided onboard medical personnel and
equipment; made progress towards automating requests for prison movemnt; increased the overseas flights for INS deportation;
added additional airlift stops to reduce ground movement and expedite transit time; expanded resources on the east coast to provide
full-time availability of a USMS-owned aircraft; and, staffed the Business Management Office. The Business Management Office is
staffed with a business manager, budget officer, accountant, coat analyst, and procurement specialist. As managers of the revolving
fund, the Business Management Office iowes contracts, performs coat analyses develops long-range strategic plans certifies invoices,
and prepares financial statements.

C. FY 2001 Performiance Goals ad Indicators

JPATS proposes a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the proposed level of reimbursement and will hav demonstrabl
results as shown below. The 2001 goals, organizd around ongoing priorities, establish a baseline upon which futue performance may
be tracked and reported as required by the Governument Performance and Result Act (OPRA).



Thw curruK OPRA table liats specific objectives for the long range goal. Each objeciv has summary level performance indicators
that measure USMS perforaance in meeting the objectives. The USMS intends to meow all objctive which support the long range
goal.

Losng Rang Goal: Transpoot PrIsoners Insa Safe and Cosrt-Effectiv Manner

In 2001, RPATS will trnsport prisoners, detainees, and deportable alen in a cost-effective maumme without sacrificing the safety of
the public, VPATS employees, or those in custody. As part of this long-ranige goal, SPATS will continue to implement the RPATS
Five-Year Strategic Plan, In 2001, SPATS will

0 Move an estimated 174,885 federal prisoners, detainees, and deportable aliens, a 25 percent increase over the 140,286
p wsne i movements in 1999. SPATS strives to move, all prison requested by USMS disticts, INS. BOP, and

ohrfederal agencies in the most cost effective way. When seats are available, the USMS will also transport DOD and
State and local prisoners or, a cost-reimbursable basis.

* Pa dbw domestic air movement at a cost-per-seat charge of $490. This amount reflects a S I decrease fomn the
2000 cost-per-seat charge.

* Request long-term leasing of airraft to exceed 5 years. This is in lieu of purchasing aicraft.

Sumary Level Performance Indicators:

* User satisfaction.

- This indicator measures the satisfaction of SPATS customer agencies.

D. Now FY "It atves

No new iWtiatives am requested for 200 1.



L Detb Vahiatlm md Verbeadsi Issues

Curruidy, the USMS relie on both syamlemgerad and mom am eot to coiledJPATS paenuac data The USMS valdate
request for the movemnt of pdnissan d the wmher of prisoe transported tinoeg the USM- 106, Request for Pisoes
Trusportation Distict. sed thus requst to Piwo Troqiortato wher fiM mfest ire guterated end retuned to the
distnct for conmemu Inumicidaw rport and weddy smis report provide dima regadig the nioaf and relad
makeenms, mdcii reld incidat md any ncdents on VPATS iircraf. Tu information is sat from the districts to heedquuters
where it is coqailed muiady. Amo, STARS Report (the USMS aw tinmg systm) prvde accouiig dat wsed to trac coats
associate with sir movemevas. As t USMS mim to inqilemeut the Autoated Prisonr Schd&Alin System data cotHctio and
validafmo w tc bo me incesasinsfy automatel

P. Rssuraes

1999 2000 2001-
Key Sumey Level Indicn 1998 Actua PI mmdActUi Plwmed Placed

Per prsoner rate of VPATS Trumpout N/A $4414448 S491 $490

Number ofJVATS accdmots/USMS perol 0/3/0 0/00 0fci0 0/0/0
~uries/scapes______0/s/0 _ _

Number of.prsonsairmovements 134,479 1153,410/140,286 155,208 1174,8851



Estimates for fiscal Year 2001

The 2001 budget request includes proposed changes in the appropriation language listed Wn explained below. New language is

underscored and italicized with deleted matter ecl~osed in brackets.

Justice Prisoner and Alien Transportation System Fund

Beginning in fiscal year 2000 and thereafter, payment shall be made from the Justice Prisoner and Alien Trazisportation System Fund
for necessary expenses related to the scheduling and transportation of United States prisoner and illegal and criminal aliens in the
custody of the United States Marshal Service, as authorized in 1S U.S. C. 4013, including, without limitation, salaries and expenses,
operations, and the acqusition, lease, and maintenance of aircraft and support facilities: Provided, That the Fund shal be reimbursed or
credited with Ovumc payments from amounts available to the Department of Justice, other Federal agencies, an other sources at
rates that will recover the expense of Fund operations, including, without limitation, accrual of annual leave and depreciation of plant
aid eipuipment of the Fund: Provided lbrther, That proceeds from the disposal of Fund aircraft shall be credited to the Fund: Provided

finther, That mounts Wm the Fund shall be available without fiscal year limitation, and may be used for operng equipment lase
agreenents that do not exceed (5) L2 years. (Departent of Justice Appropriations Act, 2000. P.L. 106-113)

This changp will allow the USMS to enter into operating equipment leas agreemns for up to 10 years. The USMS lease authority
currenty probbhs contracts exceeding fve years. A longer lease authority will expand the market of available contractors and also
resul in spiican cos avigs for lease agreements. Thu provision complies with the Iese scoring, requirements of the Balanced
Budge Act of 1996 and 0MB Circular A-II on capital leases. The USMS has established an internal review mechanism that will
mire any *crwaft bas decision mn adheres to the A-IlI principles that the lease: 1) may qo xce 90 percent of the fair market value of

thu capita sset; 2) witnot uceed75 percent of the econonuc life of the aset; arid 3) will stipulate that the U.S. (lovenent will no
own the asse upon expirtion of ta flae term.
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ACIDITY: JUSTICE PRISONER AND ALIEN TRANSPORTATION SYST (RPATS)

e" EM M9
19" Appropiation Fnacted 133 183 s0
2000 Bane 183 133 0
2000 Estimate in inI 0

Increas/Dcm . . .

-niThe Justice Prisow and Alien Truuspontation Systen ()PATS) was A must'on October 1,19IM,
by merggdieUSMS md INSar uensoutation ysm. SPATS is re-pasile for movig by sir all federal prisoners ad detausess,
including sented pretrial ad deportabsles wbheirm in custody of the U.S. Marilials Service, Bu u of Prisons or
Inuniatio and Naturalization Service. SPATS also provides prisoner transportation services, to dim DepUusa of Defense end Stats
and local law esircemn agencies on a eursi al sa ceavilb basik 1w SPATS goal is to move I isonma and deportable aliens
moreficienty by maizing the passenger payload capacity on SPATS alr 6

On Octobe 1, 1991, SPATS began operating a a revolving lund activity with oati costs being rekhre by customer species.
Tb. scheduling and movement of detainees, prisoners, ad deportche aliens we accompsbed on a costimpeast charg poid by ti.
customer agencies via reimbaursable agreements. Thu USMS esd-mte di. 2001 oot-per-sea charg at $49 (a $I dscrseme Boam die
2000 rat.), based on SPATS persoanel and operational cost AMr en estimated: 154,885 domestic movemML In developing din rates
&as LSMS las taken into account expected costs ad adonal resource ree*muus to the SPATS program (m below). The total

ra i noW costs are the divided by di. total nmbnderofanicpted domestic ! prisoner n a i m n- to obti a cost-pe-seat
Movement requ*emants are povided by die customer agendae (i.e. USS INS, and BOIP) ad m on-eea moveat are ustimaed
based on istorical dats.



RepatajtioR movements are overseas fights that requie leased airraft capable of flying earemely long distances. Repatriation flight
hae a imuch hWghe cost which is not incled in the cost-per-seat charge. These fights are priced independently of domestic
movements and Moly chargd to INS. The 154185 domestic and 20,000 repatriation movements bring the total esiatedw RPATS air
wnovments to 174,15 in2001.

Inclded in the cost-per-aeag char are resorc requiement for the proected 3.2 percent increase in domestic ai movements, In
200 1, VATS aspects to leas tires said one-hal additional aircraft. These aircraft will mippof the incresed domestic air movements
of 11.677 over the 2000 estiite Qf 143,208 and increased repatriation movements of 8,000 over the 2000 estimate of 12,000. In
2001, VATS expect4 to spend S1. 103 million to perform the fbq~owing required aircraft maintenance: $250000 Ibr a heav
maiutenance D-check for the DC-9 tdo was acquired from the Department of Energ in Jamary 1999; and 1853,000 to replae the
deteriorat seating ad floor covering in tam B-727s.
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Citaion Reporting Requirement Timetable Progress-To-Date Completion Date

Se pt 10-76 Rpronteailbitof 3/l/00 The report is in progress 3/1/00
H. Rpt. 106-479 surplus Defense Department and Qtly and wil be completed on time.

aircraft that could fill MPATS thereafter
___________requiremenits

Sen. Rpt. 106-76 Report on the financial 4/1/00 The report is in progress 4/1/00
H. Rpt. 106-479 requirements to estab~ish a and wili be completed on time.

proper revolving fied that
fully capitalizes operations,

______ I_ aircraft, and faciities. I___I ___I___I_
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Eimtsfor Fiscal Year 2001

roe United States Marshals Service (USMS) requests a total of S597,402,000 for the Federal Prisoner Detention (FPD) appropriation.
The FPD appropriation pays for ii. jail days, subsistnce, medical costs, and medical guard services of federal detainees in USMS
custody. This request provides the resow.;es to fond 9,573,000 1ntegovenmnalI Agreement (IGA) and contract jaig days and
nrpeet an increase of $64,355,000 over the 2001 base of $533,047,000.

Although the Office of Justice Programs appropriation provides funding for the Cooperative Agreement Program (CAP), the USMS
maintains Management of the program. The USMS, in conjunction with the [Imigration and Naturalization Service (INS), requsts
$3 5,000,000 for 200 1, an increase of $10,000,000 over the 2000 level. CAP provides funding to selected state and local governments
for reruovatios, construction, and equipment purchases for detention facilities in return for long term, guaranteed, jail space.

A. USMS Mi..le and Goas, sand Relaeashbip to DOJ Stategic Piu

The 2001 requested increase will fuind mission activities that directly support the core flunctions, priorities, and goals aet forth in the
Department of Justice's (DOI) Strategic Plan for 1997-2002. The request funds increases in the jail rate and the number of jail days
necessary in 2001 to house detainees. b~ addition, this request funds jail days subsistence, medical costs, and medicar- services to
secure the detainees while in local medical facilities. Funds for the Federal Prisoner Detmntion appropriation relate directly to DOJas
Strategic Plan finction of "Detention and Incarceration." The request supports the DOI Goal 5. 1: "Provi4e for the sako secur and
larman copinaemnt of persons who are detained while awaiting trial or sentencing& hearings on their immigrtion status, or
deportation." The CAP request squpot not only the core function of detention and incarceration, but also the function of "Assistance
to State and Local Governments by providing capital investment funds to the State and local governments for improvements to their
detention faclities.



The USMS is responsible for administering the FPD appropriation for the federal government. The FPD account provides funding for
housing, subsistence, medical care, and medical guard services for all federal detainees in USMS custody. The USMS acquires
detention space at the lowest possible cost to the government through the use of federal detention facilities, IGAs, cooperative
agreements with State and local governments, and private jail facilities.

Detention

" House all detainees remanded to USMS custody.

This relates to the DOJ Strategic Plan, CORE FUNCTION 5: DETENTION AND INCARCERATION, Goal 5. 1: Provide for
the safe, secure and humane confinement of persons who are detained while awaiting trial or sentencing, a hearing on their
immigration status, or deportation

* Provide required medical care and services for federal detainees consistent with community expectations and standards.

This relates to the DOJ Strategic Plan, CORE FUNCTION 5: DETENTION AND INCARCERATION, Goal 5. 1:- Provide for
the safe, secure and humane confinement of persons who are detained while awaiting trial or sentencing, hearings on their
immigration status, or deportation.

B. Highlights of 1999 Mission Critical Results

The USMS continues to successfully house an ever-growing detainee population nationwide. Between 1996 and 1999, the USMS
average detainee population grew 37 percent (from 23,374 to 32,119). Wiring the same period, the Southwest Border districts'
(Arizona, New Mexico, Southern Texas, Western Texas, and Southern California) average population has collectively grown 91
percent (from 4,925 to 9,425). Most of the growth in the Southwest Border districts is a result of illegal and criminal immigration



issues. Successfully hoping a detainee population of tis magnitude, both nationwide and specifically in the South-ANs Border
districts, represents an unparalleled accomplishment.

in addition to sticcessfuilly bousing the federal detainee population, the USMS strives to reduce and contain detainee medical care costs.
in 1995, the USMS began retrospective medical bill reviews in a limited number of districts, reviewing and recalculating bills at
Medicare rate. This produced a cost avoidance of S3 .4 million in 1998 and $2.8 million in 1999. In 1996, the USMS initiated a
managed care network in New York City which reduced medical care rate for federal detainees, resulting in medical care cost
avoidance of $4.6 million in 1998 and $4.5 million in 1999.

C. 2001 Perforumce Goals and Indicators

The USMS is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable
results. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future performance may be tracked and reported, as required by the
Government Performance Results Act (GPRA).

The FPD appropriation Painds the following: bed space for detainees in IGA and private jail facilities, subsistence, detainee medical
services, and medical guard service. 0MB Circular A-87 establishes the guidelines used to determine amounts paid for IGA detention
space but local economic factors determine the cost of the other required services. The USMS endeavors to car" for and house all
detainees remanded to its custody in the most economical manner possible. The USMS has set milestones to chart the progress related
to the effectiveness of the FPD appropriation as required by GPRA:

* Fund 9,573,000 IGA and contract jail days for detainees in USMS custody.

* Fund medical, guard, and other services at a level consistent with community expectations and standards for federal detainees .

D. New 2001 Initiatdves

The USMS requests a program increase of $6,3 55,000 to cover the increase in jail days, subsistence, media costs, and medical guard
services. The erratic growth in the federal detainee population and resultant nun* of contract and intergovernmiental agreement
(IGA) jail days needed to house the detainees poses a formidable challenge in predicting future resource needs. The overall detainee
population is rising, resulting in a corresponding increase in the number of IGA and contract jail days needed for housing. The



requested funds will allow the USMS to house an estimated average daily IGA detainee population of 26,227, with a total of 9,573,000
projected jail days at an average daily rate of $56 5 5

E. Data Validation and Verification Issues

The USMS uses the following reports and data systems to validate prisoner population, jail days, jail rate, and costs associated with the
FPD program: USM-268 and USM-268A, produced from the Prisoner Tracking System (PTS), Jail Utiliation report, produced from
the Access database, and the USMS Status of Funds report, produced from the Standardized Tracking Accouniting and Reporting
System (STARS). The USM-268 report validates prisoner population, the USM-269A report validates jail days; the Jail Utiization
report validates jail rates; and, the Status of Funds report contains accounting information,

F. Resources

1999 Actuals 2000 Enacted 2001 Request
Strategic Goal Dollars Dollars Dollars

Core function 5. 1, DOJ Strategic Plan Goal $46,395,000 $525,000,000 $597,402,000
5. 1.1, Detention and Incarceration

Dollars include direct, reimbursable and carryover finds; they exclude CAP funding.

G. DOJ Summary Performance Plan, Performance Goals, Targets and Actuals

1999 2000 2001
Key Summary Level Indicators I99S Actual Planned/Actual Planned Planned

Aveag dil dtenio ppuatonin custody 28,692 32,000/32,119 35,156 38,531

Jail Day costs $54.16 $58.95/$55.41 1 $55.99 1556.551



Federal Prisoner Detention
Estimates For Fiscal Year 2001

Jutiiatiof rpge Cae n Aprpraton&ng

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below. New language is
underscored and italicized with deleted matter enclosed in brackets.

Federal Prisoner Detention

For expenses, related to United States prisoners in the custody of the United States Marshals Service as authorized in 18 U.S.C. 4013,
but not including expenses otherwise provided for in appropriations available to the Attorney General, [$525,000,0001 S597-.02,000.
as authorized by 28 U.S, C. 561 (i), to remain available until expended: Provided. Tat sukjei to apprgloatons in advne- the
UntdSaa fSj Service Ma enter into multi-wa contracts with =ma vte entities for the confemen Rf Federal ,rsnr

113)

Expharution of canize

1. This first change will allow the USMS to enter into multi-year contracts and other agreements with private entities for the
confinement of prisoners. Long-term contracts and agreements will limit the renegotiation of jail day costs and result in significant cost
savings .

2. The second change will allow the USMS to reimburse the Fetleral Bureau of Prisons for salaries and expenses incurred in
transporting, guarding, and obtaining medical care for USMS detainees outside of the Federal penal and correctional institutions in
which they are being held, This is a pilot program that is the result of the DOJ Detention an Incarceration Study, which was requested
by Congress. This study recommended that the financial and operational responsibilities for providing medical care for USMS prisoners
housed in BOP facilities be consolidated into the BOP.



Fatimata for ROaCA Yar 2001
Crouwalk of I?9M Avad&Wabit,

(Dollars in Thouusad)

1999
EAMW. Imadca

$425,000 $30,813

Recoveries and
Unobligated Balance

$27,075
Federal Priaoner
Detention,..........

Final 1999

$482,888



Estimates for Fiscal Year 2001
Crossalk f20Chu

(Doliar in Thousans)

2000 President'. Congressional

($25,232)

.Congress reduced finding for 2000 based on an anticipated carryover of prior year findings.

Federal: Prisoner
Detention...... $550,232

2000
Appropriation

$525,000



Estimatew for Fisa Ler20

Perm Work-
YMs Y=

2000 Appropriation Enacted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unobligated Balance Brought Forward ................

2000 Availaibility .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ac~usbnent-to-Bae inrases .. .. . ... . .. . .. . ... ..
Unobigiaed Ba-anc No Uonger Availale ...............

2001 B ase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Program Changes (See Narrative for Detail)...............

2001 Estim ate .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2000
1999 1999 Appropriation

And~wy MAW EnaG
2001 2001 Increase

gizA DA~

Federal Prisoner Detention $482,888 $W6,395 $525,000 $533,047 $597,402 $64,355

$525,000
ZLA2

$547,493
8,047

(21493)
$533,047

64-355
$597,402



United States Marshals Service

Estimates for FiscAl Year 2001

(Dollars in Thousands)

Bureau of Prison

Asse Forfeiture Fund

Office of Justice
Programs (CAP)

Buge Rere

.. .. $S4,000

... ... 41,320

$60,687

2000 Appropriation

$ 4,000*

.. .. $39,970

S 4,000*

- S3500

.. $39,000

- -(S970)

* *~. ($970)

*MAX does ot include $4,000,000 for Bureau of Prison.
*$ladkdes $25,000,000 in appropriated findiing and $10,970,000 in carryover from FY 1999.



United States Marshals Senvie

Estimates for Fiscal YeOU 2001

(Dollars in Thousands)

ACTIVITY: FEDERAL PRISONER DETENTION

Work-
Federal Prisoner Detention yus Amn -

2000 Appropriation Anticipated $525,000
2001 Base .. 533,047
2001 Estimate 597.42

Increase .... $64,355

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The USMS administers the FPD program for the federal government using finding
appropriated specifically for the care of U.S. prisoners, The FPD appropriation provides the financial support for ti- housing.
subsistence, medicA care, and medical guard service -.)r federal detainees remanded to USMS custody. The responsibility begins when
a prisoner is initially brought into USMS custody, continues through the trial process, and ends when a prisoner is acquitted or arives
at a designated Bureau of Prison (BOP) facility to serve sentence. The USMS' pretrial population is generated by public policy and
multi-component investigative and prosecutorial efforts within the Department of Jur,';e or other Federal law enforcement agencies.
Since the USMS, like the BOP, is at the receivin end of federal law enforcement initiatives an efforts, the USMS has no control over
the number of detainees remanded to its custody and has no option other than to house and care for the detainees,

The USMS depends on State and local government and the BOP to house detainees. Detention bed space for federal detainees is
acquired at the lowest cost to the government through: 1) Intergovernmental Agreemenits (1GM), where a daily rate is paid, 2)
Cooperative Agreements with State and local governments, where capital investment finding is provided in exchange for a guarantee of



a certain number of bed spaces, for which a daily rate is pai when these bed spaces are used, 3) federal detention facilities, where the
government must pay for construction and operation of the facility; and 4) private jai facilities.

As mentioned above, the FPD appropriation also provides funding for medical care and gud service for detainees requiring hospital
care. Medical needs range from sample dental and medical services requiring no hospitalization to major surgery requiring months of
hospitalization for recovery

Federal Prisoner Detention

Required Housing
Medical Hospital Services
Contract: Medical Guard/Other

Total

Work-
E~a Xna ADM=m

$63,180
675

* $64,355

Ths initiative seeks to address the following objectives-

1. House all detainees remanded to USMS custody.

2. Maintain an average daily population of 26,227 detainees

3. Provide adequate medical care for all USMS detainees.

The USMS requests a program increase of $64,355,000 to house and care for detainees for 9,573,000 non-federal jail days. This
request includes $63,180,000 for increased jail days, $675,000 for medical costs, and $500,000 for prisoner medical guard services,
Federal law enforcement agencies continue to increase their pursuit and prosecution of violent criminals, drug offenders, criminal aliens,
and terronsts, To effectively support these efforts, it is critical that the USMS receive sufficient resources to house detainees.



With the resources requested, the USMS will be able to house detainees for a total of 9,573,000 non-federsi jail days. This equates to
an average non-federal daily prisoner population of 26,227, or approximately 70 percent of the total requirement. The balance,
approximately 30 percent, will be housed in federal detention facilities. The USMS assmes federal jail days will increase slightly
through 2001 to the level of 4,491,000, or an average federal daily population rate of 12,304. This assumption il based on information
provided by the Bureau of Prisons (BOP) BOP projects that three new federal detention centers will be available to the USMS in
200 1: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Houston, Texas; and Brooklyn, New York. The USMS will lose the use of the Otisville facilty once
the Brooklyn facility is opened. The remaining 9,573,000 jail days will be housed in State and local jails, and private contract facilities.
The non-federal average daily population is projected to be 26,227.

1999 2000 2001
Au)Eglma Pstimate

IGA and Contract Jail Days S,370,957* 8,858,000" 9,573,000
Federal Jail Days 3-90 k 397- -41
Total Jail Days 11,861,925 12,832,000 14,064,000

*Actual days reflect reimbursable funding of $4 million.
"Includes 402,000 days tha will be funded by the $22,493,000 carryover.

A majority of the USMS detainee population growth is directly attributable to the continued crackdown on illegal aliens. The largest
impact of this crackdown occurs in the districts along the Southwest Border: Arizona, New Mexico, Southern Texas, Western Texas,
and Southern California. Collectively, the average daily prisoner population of these districts grew from 4,925 in 1996 to 9,425 in
1999, a 91 percent growth. The total population for the rest of the country grew only 37 percent during the same period. In 1994,
prior to the aggressive prosecution of imm-igration cases, the Southwest Border districts comprised 18l percent of the USMS total
population, versus 29 percent in 1999

The cost per jai day is projected to increase by I percent from 2000 to 200 1. Based on current information, the USMS believes the
average jail rate in 2000 will be $55.99 and $56.55 in 200l1. The programficrease is calculated by fist deducting 402,000 jail days in
2000 that were covered by the $22,493,000 one-time carryover and then applying the new rate to the anticipated growth in non-federal
jail days (9,573,000-(8,858,000 - 402,000) -1,1 17,000).



In cospanction with the increased resources needed to house federal detainees, the USMS also requires an increase for medical and
medical guard resources. As the detainee population increases so do detainee medical costs. When federal detainees become ill or
inured, the USMS must provide medical services which vary in complexity and cost. In certain cases, the treatment requires the
detainee to be transported to a medical facility outside of the detention facility. When this happens, guard services must be provided to
prevent detainee escapes. If adequate medical and guard funding is not provided, funding for jail days must be used which reduces the
number of jai days the USMS can fuind.

The USMS estimates that total medical and guard funding required in 2001 will be $56,049,000. Of this amount, $398,49 1,000 is for
medical and $17,558,000 is fbrguard and other miscellaneous expenes. The average medical cost per detainee has been on the
increase. Although the USMS is taking steps to reduce individual detainee medical costs by increased scrutiny of medical bills, paying
Medicare rates, and implementing detainee medical care networks, these steps have only slowed the increase in the national average
medical cost per detainee. Medical costs are expected to increase from an estimated $35,000,000 in 2000 to $38,000,000 by 2001. To
help offset the increase, the USMS requests an increase of $675,000.

Similar to medical costs, payments for medical guard services have also steadily increased over the years. Guard usage has become
inresigy important in the transportation and security of Federal detainees during trips to and from medical falities. Deputy

Marshals are increasingly required to staff multi-defendant trials and to travel further distances to house detainees. This makes the
deputies unavailable for medical trips. In 2000, USMS medical guard payments are expected to increase to $11,357,000 and to
$11,959,000 in 2001 The USMS requests $500,000 to help offset this increase.

This request encompasses the requirements necessary to fulfill the FPD mission in 2001. If the USMS does not receive the requested
finding to support additional jai days, prisoner medical, and prisoner medical guard services, the USMS will be unable to house the
number of detainees projected to be remanded to its custody.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TA5LE,

LONG RANGE GOAL: House all detainees in USMS custody, prorvie required medical care and contract medical guard services consistent with community
expectations anid standards.

PY 2801 PERFORMANCE GOAL- Fund 9,573,000 IGA jal days in State and local flaclities for detaes in the custody of the USMS and lund medical and
contract medical guard sevie a a level consistent with comui e ions and standards.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Perfrmuae Plains

Type of ladeator Data aml
Performance ladicatera Seomme Eacted Actasa EAte Actuala Pla Planl

Plan Prim_ __ __ _

lawu 1. Dollausa($0) for jail days STARS $414,0611 S402,324 $460902 $458,490 $495,959 $541,351
2 Dollars (W00) for medical STARS 37,986 28,645 33,000 32,121 35,222 38,49
3. Dollars (WW0)for nwedcalguards/ther STARS 11,000 13,719 11,444 15.109 16,312 17,55!

Output 3. IGA Jail Days Acquired (000) P'S, 7,320 7,354 8,318 8,371 8.858 9,57:
Activity 4- Number ofdetainees prvided P'Si 28,84 28,692 32,285 32,119 35,156 38,53

______ medical servces

Istermbedlate S. NonFed. Avg. daily population P1'S 20,056 19,914 22,789 22,666 24,263 26,22
Oton _ _____

Ew Outco1me 6. Average annual housing cost per STARS/ $20,645 $20,203 $20,225 20,228 820,437 $20.64'
detainee (per capita costa) P1'S

________8. Avenage daily Jail rate 1$57.46 $54.86 $58.95 $55411 $55.99 S36.5!

Prodetivty/Mfi 9. Cost per detainee for redi~al STARS/ $1.317 $99 81,022 $1,000 $1,0021 $1.0
lacy seOcs P1'S

A. Defintio of Tem or explanatlomas for Indicators:



STARS-USMS Accoumngn Sysern
PTS-USMS Pruoos Tmaikin Syss.
1. Amounts ueflect bass funds for non-fdera Jai day.
4. Numbder of daanuus peuvided servima - The undicator is equa to the sava daily population of dtanes in USMS cuody whedhe m federal or sn-federal
detention fecahuca.s Detain Sevnis licle, but awe not limited to: medical tIu boqiallzaion guard sevioe while in a medical 6Kity, and other

3. IGA (hitergoverimental Apomvw). Apreemi are inobeea lb thederad gosranee, and Stas and localjuied tmo hous fedal detinees with
the understanding that the federal gowumm will retibr h juidictions' costs aesocd with the boudeg of federal detai
9. The coat per detaune for ser=ce- Calaaltd by driving the tot a mted detainee population (eera and non-fderial) by the toal cVpe for urvim

3 . Factor Affetig FY "9 Prepam Peoaf mce

Th nil eof deane demanded to USMS cuody and the rme of chang in the*ji day rat will affect the raquirem for and the abilitytwqvire non-fderal

C.Fautons Affecting Seleeds. of FY 2W d 361 Plans.

In atidition to IA wnus the Federal Prisone Detention (FF0) appropntiios fund medical soxnce payments for detaineesi in the USM' wod). Poaltios land
ther rlatd natl tu ~rtthe FP0 avuorooriatim are funded outof the USMS Salaries ad Exmese MRA) amaprlation.



United States Marsals Service

FstiMAtes for Fiscal Year 2001l

(Dollars in Thousands)

ACTIVITY: COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT PROGRAM

Work-
Eaz. Y= Amun

2000 Appropriation Anticipated .... $25,000
2001 Base .... 25,000
2001 Estimate 5

Increase .. $10,000

BASEPROGAM DC&E ON:The Cooperative Agreement program (CAP) resources for the USMS and INS are included in the
Office of Justice Programs appropriation. An MOU between the USMS and INS establishes that this program will be managed and
administered by the USMS. As a result the USMS, in conjunction with INS, is submitting the 2001 CAP resource request and
justification as part cf the lF17D request.

A major problem the USMS and INS face is A shortage Of detention space. CAP is an effective tool in acquiring detention space. The
CAP provides capital investment funding to selected State and local giNftnsts for the renovation, construction and upgrading of
detention facilities. In return fo~r the funding, the USMS and INS receive long-terrn, guaranteed ja space for feeral prisoners or illegal
aliens. In 2001, the USMS and INS will be able to acquire approximael 700 guaranteed jail spaces, at an average cost of $35,000 per
bed, with base resources of $25,000,000.

Each CAP project is unique in nature. CAP provides partial finding to State and local governmts enablin them to add new jail
capacity, renovate existing jail space, or upgrade existing facilities. In some cases, the renovation or facility upgrades are needed to
establish acceptable conditions of confinement and detention services in accordance with federal. State and local detention standards. In
addition to enabling the governments to renovate their faciliies, this program provides an economic stimulus to the local ecownoies
through both the iniia capital investment and the per diem payments that are made when the bed spaces are actually used to house



federal prisoners. As stated in ihe Federal Detention Plan, the acquisition of jail bed space through the CAP program helps avoid the
most expensive bed space acquisition option, the construction of federal jai beds

The CAP program is instrumental in obtaining scarce detention bed space in cities which have large detainee populations but limited
detention facilities, and has averted the loss of vital jail space for federal detainees. Obtaining scarce detention bed space relates directly
to the DOJ priority." .. to provide for the safe, secure and humane confinement of persons who are detained." Goal: "Ensure that
sufficient prison capacity exists so that violent and other serious criminal offenders are imprisoned ... The ultimate outcome of the
increase in funding and the CAP itseif is the reduction/elimination of areas reporting detention shortages.

Perm.

&L EE Amount

COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT PROGRAM (CAP) ... .. $10,000

The USMS, in conjunction with INS, requests a program increase of $10,000,000 for the CAP. This request, when added to the base, is
consistent with the continued implementation of the Federal Detention Plan, and will enable the Department to acquire approximately
1,000 guaranteed beds based at an average estimated cost of $35,000 a bed. As stated in the Federal Detention Plan, the acquisition of
jail bed space through the CAP program avoids the most expensive bed space acquisition option, the construction of federal jai beds.

Failure to receive additional CAP funding will increase the numbers of detainees that must be housed far from their federal court city and
make the housing of illegal aliens awaiting processing more difficult. The lack of funding will result in increased security risks and wil
jeopardize INS' ability to accomplish its mission. Additionally, the USMS will incur increased costs in transportation and overtime due
to increased travel distances to produce detainees for court appearances.

The CAP program i3 instrumental in obtaining scarce detention bed space in critical cities and has, in many instances, averted the loss of
vital jail space for federal detainees Obtaining scarce detention bed space relates directly to the DOJ priority: "Provide safe, secure and
humane correctional facilities with adequate bed space for. . detainees and others in pre-trial status ... Goal: "Ensure that sufficient
prison capacity exists so that violent and other serious criminal offenders are imprisoned -.. " The ultimate outcome of the increase in
funding and the CAP itself is the reduction/elimination of areas reporting detention shortages.



Estimates fbr Fisca Year 2001
Finan &Wabais - Br~rMS ChAgWe

(Dollars in Thousands)

Item Federal Prisoner
Detention

Contract Medical Guard/Other $50

Medical Hospital Services 675

Housing 63,180

Total Program Obligations Changes Requested, 2001 $64,355



FztmaadF~ imaiYear 2001

Projection
Citation Reporting Requirement Timetale Progress-To-Date Completion Date

Sen. Rpt 106-76 Report on the progress in 3/1/00 The report will be 3/1/00
H. fPtK 106-479 achieving cost savings in and Qtly completed on time.

medical care for federal thereafter
__________detainees. I_____ I___________ I_______



I Initad Statm MarthIdA gmmlp

Federal * m
Elfi=tod F- DWALYALM

Pboft Ranking
(Dollars In Thousands)

Rank-ina

Federal Prisoner Detention

Program Inceases

Initnmt~wu

Houig
Medical Hospital Services
Contract Medical Guard/Other

Bse PrP2

Prnarmm R anlrna
Pre"Wom



(Dollars in Thousandls

Work-

2000 Appropriation Enacted . .. . ... ... . .. . ...
Available Prior Year Funding ........ ......

2000 Appropriation Anticipated ... ............

Adjustmeat-to-Base Increase
JailR at ... ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

M edical Cost .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
M edical Guard ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total, adjusmetsto-base .. ... . ... .. .

Adjusten-to-Base Decreases
Prior Yeanr Funding No Longer Available..........

2001 Base . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Progrm Changes I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

2001 Estim ate ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

$525,000

$547,493

5,273
1,350
I"Z

.. $8,047

$533,047

$597,402



Esiatsfo Isa Year 2001

Perm Work-

Increases:

1. Medical Hospital Service Cost.......... ...... :..--**...
The Department of Health and Humn Services projects an increase in health care costa
The Department applies a factor of 3.8 percent against medical services. An increase of
$1,350,000 will be required fbr 2001.

2. Jail Day Rate Increase ..... ........ ...... ......
This request re-costs the number of State and local jail days projected to be available at
the 2000 founding level by applyin an increase for the annual nationwide average rate
increase. The requested increase reflects the additional resurces required to fund the
same number of jail days in FY 2001 us could be funded in 2000. lail day costs are
projected to rise by an average of!I percent, from $55.99 to $56,55.

3. Security Guard Services .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
The requested increase reflects the additional resources required to fund the guard services
for detainees requiring hospital care. Guard service are expected to increase 8 percent. An
increase of $1,424,000 is required in 2001 to partiall offset this added expense.

Total, Adjustments to Base .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

... ... $1,350

.. 5,273

1,424

... ... $8,047



1939 Actmal' 265 Rusaeft 265 3atume baarlowzr
w AMON w AME WuAaM &MW WKZ NM

113 Spcia Peruonal &TV,=c Payma

12 Civibazi Personnel Baroeft

21 Travel

$12,367 512,M ..

71
$13,538

77

22 TuunpxvlAlI00M. 120

2S31 Olbe Semeca ... . .. .. .. 6,770

25 6 ModurnJCm' .. ...... 25.575
253 8 &Amigmx and &"pOft oaC ...o 412,489

26 -i and Matseiala _____

ToWa Obbations ... ..... .... 4601M9

122 .. 142

7,563 O.5S3

30,53 33,719

495,959 .. 541,353

- 5547.4,3 5597*2 -. $09*

Unobbpsbd bak-ce sW.-(-y-a
Rmvenrn of Prior Yew Ofhgabous
Unoibptd bWkace, end-of-you

ToWI Raqknubf

Rabiha ofabladasm t asdayuc
Tata ObIgatlam

Oblipled baamc, Viuiiofy
Reovemc rior Yw obkpbon a Caah
Obbpled balance, edof-ear

(24,197) (22.493)

22.493....
54W5,13 w55 85"97.3

$466,M3 557,493 559,492
144.114 39,250 254,4"

(9,250) (2541493) (302,4")
551,36 532224 3354"5

NOTE. Madioal coeb w chwpW lo OC 11.5 and 25,6
aDom no wAd ae rcWlmrble fww&i*

1.003

2,335
45,394
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Estimates for Fiscal Year 2001
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Summary Statement
Fees and Expenses of Witnesses

For the Fees and Expenses of Witnesses (FEW) appropriation, the Department request a total funding level of
$156,145,000 f-ic 2001 to remain available until expended. This resource level includes a program increase of
$60,978,000, and is $61,145,000 above the 2000 Appropriation. Most of the additional funding will be used to
fund expert witness expenses, including extraordinary expenses being incurred in cases such as WLINSI&R and
C_2BJiLL and t~he imminent litigation against the tobacco industry. Additional funding is also sought to
enhance the Private Counsel and Alternative Dispute Resolution activities.

The Fees and Expenses of witnesses activity prcvides for all fees and expenses associated with the provision
of testimony on behalf of the Government. Specifically, there are two types of witnesses that are
compensated under the provisions of this activity. Fact witnesses testify as to events or facts about which
they have personal knowledge. These witnesses are paid a statutorily established rate of $40 per day plus
reasonable amounts for travel and certain other costs associated with their appearance. Expert witnesses
provide technical or scientific testimony and are compensated based on negotiations with the respective
Government attorney. Funding allocated to this activity is also used to pay the fees of physicians and
psychiatrists who examine defendants upon order of the court to determine their mental competency.

The Protection of Witnesses activity provides for the security of Government witnesses, or potential
Government witnesses, and their families when their testimony, concerning organized criminal activity, may
jeopardize their personal security. This progr-am provides funding for expenses of witnesses enrolled in the
Witness Security program. Such expenses include, but are not limited to, subsistence, housing,' medical and
dental care, travel, documentation, identity changes, one-time relocation, costs associated with obtaining
employment, and other miscellaneous expenses.

The Victim Compensation Fund was established by Section 1208 of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act (Title IX
of P.L. 98-473) The Fund is used by the Attorney General to "pay restitution to, or in the case of death,
compensation for the death of any victim of a crime that causes or threatens death or serious bodily injury
and that is committed by any person during a period in which that person is provided protection under this
chapter." In the case of death, an amount not to exceed $50,000 may be paid to the victim's estate.
Moreover, the act authorizes payment of an amount not to exceed $25,000 to the estate of any individual whose
death was caused by a protected witness before the enactment of this law.



The Private Counsel activity was established under 28 C.F.R. 50.15 and 50.16, whereby, the Civil Division is
authorized to retain private counsel to represent Government officers and employees who are sued, charged or
subpoenaed for actions taken while performing their official duties. Further, funding allotted to this
scti-ity, is used to pay private legal representation expenses associated with the provision of testimony
before congressionall committees in instances wherein Government counsel is precluded from representing
Government employees, or in instances wherein private counsel is otherwise appropriate.

7'he D.C. Superior Court Informant Program (SCIP) was established upon passage of the 1991 Dire Emrgency
Supplemental Appropriations Act. Unlike the Witness Security program, which provides permanent relocations
and identity changes, the SCIP provides temporary relocation and protective services to witnesses who provide
prosecution testimony in D.C. Superior Court cases.

The Alternative Dispute Resolution activity will fund the expenses of hiring third party neutrals and expert
witnesses in resolution proceedings.



Fees and Expenses of Witnesses

Justification of Prooosed Chaes in Apinrooriation Language

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below.
New language is italicized and underlined, and language proposed for deletion is bracketed.

Fees and Expenses of Witnesses

For expenses, mileage, compensation, and per diems of witnesses, for expenses of contracts for the
procurement and supervision of expert witnesses, for private counsel expenses, and for per diems in lieu of
subsistence, as authorized by law, including advances, ($95,000,000] $156145000 to remain available until
expended; of which not to exceed $6,000,000 may be made available for planning, construction, renovations,
maintenance, remodeling, and repair of buildings, and the purchase of equipment incident thereto, for
protected witness safesites; [and] of which not to exceed $1,000,000 may be made available for the purchase
and maintenance of armored vehicles for transportation of protected witnesses; and of which not to exceed
$5.000.000 may be made available for the purchase. install tion. and maintenance of secure telecomm'lunicationl
eauI moment and a secure automated information network to store and retrieve the identities and locations of
protected witnessesL. (Deoartment of Justice AD1prop2riations Act. 2000. as enacted by section 1000(a) (1) of
the Consolidated Anprooriations Act. 2000 tP.L. 106-11).)

Explanation of Changzs:L

1. The FY 2001 budget requests $5,000,000 for the purchase, installation, and maintenance of secure
telecommunications equipment and a secure automated information network to store and retrieve the identities
and locations of protected witnesses.



Fess and Exwgnas of Witnesses
Crosswalk of 1999 Availability

(In thousands of dollars)

Act ivi tv/Proaram

1. Fees and Expenses
of witnesses .........

2. Protection of witnesses

3. Victim Compensation
Fund..................

4. Private Counsel...

5. Superior Court
Informant Program ....

Total

1999
As Approved

Reoroaraimmings

$65,515

27,485

(1,000)

1,600

95, 000

Recoveries and
Unobi igated
Balances

Drought Forward

$32, 812

10,622

2,604

47, 586

Unobligated Balance Brought Forward and Recoveries. The Fees and Expenses of Witnesses appropriation brought
forward $19,299,000 in unobligated prior year balances. Also, total recoveries of $28,287,000 were made in
1999.

Final 1999

$98,327

38, 107

(796)

4,204

2,744

142,586



Fees and Rinenses of Witnesses
crosswalk of 2000 Changes
(In thousands of dollars)

Act ivity/grooram

1. Fees and Expenses
of witnesses .........

2. Protection of Witnesses

3. Victim Compensation
Fund..................

4. Private Counsel...

5. Superior Court
Informant Program...

6. Alternative Dispute
Resolution ...........

Total

2000
President's
Budget

$79. 515

27,485

11. 000)

1, 600

1, 400

110,000

Congressional
Appropriation

Actions on
the 2000 Remucat

($15, 000)

RenrogrAmings

2000
Appropriation

$64,.015

27, 485

11000)

1.600

1,400

95,000($15, 000)

Congress reduced the Fees and Expenses of witnesses'Congressional ARorooriation Action on 2000 Reauest.

request by $15,000,000.



Lecal Activities
Fees and Exoenses of Witnesses

Summary of Reouirements
(In thousands of dollars)

Adiustments to Base:
2000 Appropriation Enacted...........................................
2001 Base............................................................

Program Changes (Detailed below)...............................
2001 Estimate........................................................

Estimates by budget activity
1. Fees and Expenses

of witnesses ...
2. Protection

of witnesses ...
3. Victim Compensation

Fund................
4. Private Counsel..
5. Superior Court

Inf ormant Program..
6. Alternative Dispute

Resolution .........
Total................

1999 1999
Avaiability Atual'

$98,327 $85,794

38,107 22,776

(796)
4,204

2.,744

6
3, 097

2000
Appropriation

Enacted

$64, 515

27,485

(1,000)
1,600

381 1,400

S ,0
95,000 112,054 95,000

2001
--kAA-

2001 increase/
£atim&atr f2LZa

$64,682 $120,760 $56,078

27,485

(1,000)
1,600

1, 400

27,485 0

0 1,000
4,500 2,900

1,400

1W00Q L&21. 1,000
95,167 156,145 60,978

I These amounts represent gross obligations posted for 1999. No offsetting de-obligations for prior

year activity are included.

95,000
95, 167

156, 145



LeN&I Activities
Fees and &Monwes of Witnesses

Activity Resource SUzMiMry

(In thousands of dollars)

Activity: Fees and Expenses of Witnesses

Perm. Amun

2000 Appropriation Enacted .. ... $64,515
2001 Base .. .. 64,682
2001 Estimate . .. 120,760
Increase/Decrease .. S. 6,079

Base Proaram Description:

This program provides for payment Of fees and expenses of expert witnesses who appear on behalf of the
Government when scientific or technical expertise is required in the prosecution or defense of a case. The
pursuit of complex litigation by the Department would not be possible without qualified experts to testify
and to refute the non-legal particulars of individual cases. The testimony of expert witnesses is essential
to the successful outcome of such litigation. while a wide array of specialized disciplines are involved in
the Department's litigation, experts from certain disciplines are used extensively. For example,
approximately sixty percent of expert witnesses uaed by the Department in 1989 were either physicians,
psychiatrists, appraisers, engineers, or economists. Also, the testimony of fact witnesses is used in court
proceedings by the Department's legal divisions and the U.S. Attorneys. Fact witnesses are needed in a wide
range of court proceedings, as well as pre-trial conferences. Fees and expenses paid to fact witnesses are
intended to defray the costs of appearing to testify and are set by law and/or regulation. Further, the
importance of this program is underlined by the need to protect the rights of accused individuals. courts
often order the Government to pay the costs associated with mental competency examinations conducted by
physicians or psychiatrists. These examinations are performed in an attempt to determine whether an accused
person is mentally competent to stand trial and/or was mentally competent at the time of the offense.

Planned Blase initiatives:



To continue to provide adequate funding for payment of tees and related expenses incurred by individuals who
provide factual, technical or scientific testimony on behalf of the United States or court designated
indigent individuals, an provided by law. Funds provided for this activity also guarantee the right of
accused persona to a fair and impartial trial by ensuring that the accused is mentally competent to stand
trial and that the court has testimony regarding the mental competency of the accused at the time of the
alleged offense.

To provide reasonable compensation for expect witnesses, who testify on behalf of the United States, at rates
established by the Attorney General or the Assistant Attorney General for Administration, pursuant to 28
U.s.c. 524.

To provide adequate resources to compensate fact witnesses who testify on behalf of the Federal Government
for the expenses associated with the attendance at legal proceedings. The court -attendance fee paid to fact
witnesses is set by law (28 U.S.C. 1821). As a result of Public Law 96-346 (September 10, 1980)k the amounts
authorized for travel, per diem and mileage are set by regulations governing official travel by Federal
employees and promulgated by the Administrator of the General Services Administration.

To provide adequate resources to compensate fact witnesses used by those defendants designated as indigent by
the courts. Expenses are paid to those witnesses who appear in criminal proceedings in Federal court for the
indigent defendants.

To provide payment for the fees and expenses of psychiatrists who perform court-ordered evaluations to
determine the mental competency of defendants, pursuant to IS U.S.C. 4241 and 4242.



Expert Witnesses

Projected expert witness costs for fiscal year 2001 are expected to increase for several of the Department's
larger expert witness users. The need for a significant portion of the requested increase of $120,760,000
will be generated in the Civil Division (CIV) where expert witness costs are projected to be approximately
$42.3 million, or an increase of $13.3 million over anticipated costs for 1999. By fiscal year 2001, the CIV
expects total expert witness requirements to increase as several factors unfold: (1) there could be as many
as 100 active WUN cases requiring the services of testifying experts; (2) Tobacco litigation will require
the expertise of economists, epidemiologists, and medical experts to demonstrate the impact of tobacco use on
federal health care expenditures; (3) numerous lawsuits following the decennial census, which will require a
significant amount of expert witness participation; and (4) the need for additional funding to address
workload increases in the Division's core litigating areas.

Also, the Environment Division (ENR) expects a significant increase in the number of experts hired to provide
highly specialized assistance for a host of multi-site mega-CERCLA defensive contribution cases similar to
the claims recently filed by Alcoa, Dupont and Lockheed in which the Government is faced with potential
liability in the billions of dollars. In addition, ENR foresees a wide variety of large, resource-intensive
cases requiring teams of complementary experts defending challenges to the Army's chemical weapons
demilitarization program, and help prove ownership and liability for thousands of abandoned mines which are
leaking toxic materials into surrounding aquifers. The Division will also be confronted by an expected rise
in the number of cases involving restoration of water sheds and protection of Federal and tribal water
rights, which once lost are lost forever. ENR's total expected need for 2000 is $13 million, or $4 million
over the 1999 allotment.

Further, the Tax Division (TAX) expects to increase its use of expert witnesses as the Division increases its
efforts to implement new initiatives to stem the tide of international tax evasion, the use of off-shore tax
havens to promote tax scams. In FY 2001, TAX will initiate two new enforcement efforts; one that will combat
international tax fraud, and another that will expose abusive trust tax scams run from off-shore tax havens.
The need for these new initiates is generated by increasing attorney caseloads and increasing attorney hours
devoted to these enforcement efforts. In developing the full range of enforcement tools to assist the
Division's lawyers, there will be additional demands for expert witnesses to prepare and present testimony in
cases with international origins.



Legal Activities
Justification of Program and Performance

Activity Resources Surmmary
In thousands of dollars)

Activity: Protection of Witnesses

Perm. EU AQmun

2000 Appropriation Anticipated .. .. $27,485
2001 Base ... .. 27,485
2001 Estimate ... . .. 27,485

The procedure for designating a person as a protected witness is set forth in Department of Justice OBD Order
2110.2 "Witness Protection and maintenance Policy and Procedures." This order places within the U.S.
Marshals Service the responsibility for the security of these witnesses and their families. This program
provides for their financial maintenance including the following: subsistence expenses; housing; medical and
dental expenses; travel; documentation expenses for identity changes; one-time relocation; costs for
obtaining employment; and other miscellaneous expenses. This activity also provides for construction and
maintenance of strategically located safesite facilities to house protected witnesses before and during
trial.

Planned Base Initiatives

To increase tLhe effectiveness of the Department's efforts to combat criminal activity in such areas as
organized --rime, drugs or narcotics, and mjrder or conspiracy to commit murder, by ensuring the safety of
endangered cr threatened witnesses.

To protect witnesses and their families when the testimony of the witnesses may jeopardize their personal
security.

To compoensate witnesses for subsistence costs such as housing, food, relocation, and incidental expenses as
provided by the Witnesses Security Reform Act of 1984.

To provide orientation, documentation and family-oriented services to new WITSEC Program entrants.



Legal AL-.vities
Fees and Exioenses of Witnesses
Program Performance Information

Activity Resource SuvMnarv
(In thousands of dollars)

Activity: Victim Compensation Fund

Perm. ~E Amountl

2000 Appropriation Enacted .. ($1,000)
2001 Base.. . (1,000)
2001 Estimate .. .. 0
Increase/Decrease .. .. 1,000

Base Prggram Descriotio:

This program provides resources to compensate individuals who are victimized by protected witnesses. Section
1208 of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 (Title II of P.L. 98-473), enacted October 12, 1984,
authorized annual appropriations not to exceed $1,000,000 for the Victim Compensation Fund. The Fund was
initially funded by the 1965 Supplemental Appropriations Act (P.L. 99-88).

Restitution will not exceed $50,000 for those victimized since the establishment of the Fund. Restitution
not to exceed $25,000 shall be paid to the estate of victims killed as a result of crimes commwiitted by
persons who have becn enrolled in the Witness Security Program if such crimes were committed prior to
enactment of P.L. 98-473.

Plned Base Initiative:

To provide compensation to those individuals, or, in the case of death, to the individual's estate, who are
victimized by a protected witness.

To pay restitution, or in the case of death, compensation for the death, to any victim of a crime committed
by a protected witness that results in death or serious bodily injury.



Lecal Activities
Fee& n Eenzea of Witnesses
Program Rarformance Information

Act ivity Resourgce Susmiarv
(In thousands of dollars)

Activity: Private Counsel

Perm. nz Aon

2000 Appropriation Enacted .. ... $V.600
2001 Base .. ... 1,600
2001 Estimate .. 4,500
Increase/Decrease ... 2,900

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

This activity provides funding to allow the Department to retain outside private counsel to represent
Government off icers and employees who are sued for actions taken while performing their official duties. As
provided for under 28 C.F.R. 50.15 and 50.16, the Civil Division is delegated the authority to retain such
counsel and further provided that payments for such services will be payable from the Department of Justice
appropriations.

Planned Base Initiative&:

To continue to defend Federal employees personally sued for carrying out off icial duties.

To retain private counsel to represent Government officers and employees who ae sued for actions taken while
performing their official duties.



Private Counsel

Two major factors are responsible for the increasing demand for private counsel funding: (1) a sharp increase
in the number of counsels hired (a 26 percent increase between 1998 and 1999; and (2) a 26 percent increase
in the hourly rates paid to outside counsel.

The increase in demand for private counsel services is a direct result of the increased number of people
called to provide testimony or to deliver depositions in judicial proceedings. Independent Counsel
investigations and congressional inquiries. For example, in Col g. s aa... , six separate law firms were
needed to represent the relevant parties. Similarly, multiple counsel are often needed in matters wherein
more than one party is involved.

The increase in hourly rates was necessary to accommodate higher fets demanded by outside counsel. The
previous rate of $99 por hour was significantly below prevailing market rates, thereby impeding the
Department's ability to reimburse private counsel for numerous cases. While the Department attempts to hold
these rates as low as possible, the coot of providing adequate counsel in today's market is prohibitive.

Following are three examples of cases in which private counsel are needed:

Harris vs Roderick. This case arose from the shooting of Kevin Harris during the Ruby Ridge incident. Mr.
Harris has asserted claims against 14 FBI and U.S. ,,irhsas Service officials; consequently, six separate law
firms were retained to represent the various group. of federal defendants. The case has expanded in full
discover which involves a large number of depositions conducted throughout the country, large scale document
review and production and the retention v.-t preparation of many expert witnesses by both sides.

Alvare2-Machamn vs United states. This cac. arose out of the forcible abduction of Dr. Humeberto Alvarez-
taachain from Mexico to the United States ;.,r trial on a federal criminal indictment of federal murder and
kidnaping charges based upon his alleged participation in the torture and murder in Mexico of DKA special
Agent Enrique -Kiki" Camerena-Salazar.

Trentedue vs United States. Kenneth Trent.due was a federal prisoner who died while incarcerated at the
Federal Transfer Center in Oklahoma City, uklahoma. Mr. Trentadues's family contends that he was murdered by
Bureau of Prison guards and that there iu a Department of Justice conspiracy to cover up the truet cause of
his death. There are a large number of witnesses and exhibits in this case. The Department expects to incur
costs for some time in relation to this trial as privatc counsel and plaintiffs are expected to appeal
various riling* after the close of the trial.



Legal Activities
Fees and Ixjpanes of Witnesses

Program Performance Information
Activity Resource Sunwrar
(in thousands of dollars)

Activity: Superior Court Informants

Perm. Amun

2000 Appropriation Enacted .. $1,400
2001 Base ... 1,400
2001 Estimate .. 1,400

Rama Proatram Descrip.tifl:

This program provides for funding for the protective services offered to D.C. Superior Court witnesses.
Specifically, funding is provided for subsistence expenses; travel; temporary relocation; and other
miscellaneous expenses. Funding in 1996 was provided from available balances.

Plna ae initiatives:

To increase the effectiveness of Federal prosecutions in the District of Columbia by providing funding to
temporarily relocate ID.C. Superior witnesses who face potential-danger as a result of their participation in
Superior Court prosecutions.

To provide funding to temporarily protect Superior Court witnesses and their families when the testimony of
the witnesses may Jeopardize their personal security.

To comensate Superior Court witnesses for subsistence costs such as food, temporary relocation, and other
expenses incidental to their protection.



For 2001, the Department proposes to expand the current Superior Court Informant Program (SCIP) to two
additional locations'.

Over the past decade, the Department, largely through the U.S. Attorney offices, has become increasingly
involved in the prosecution of violent, often drug- and gang-related, crime that historically had been the
province of the states. one of the results of this trend is that witness security has become a more serious
problem. Witnesses to violent crime, particularly gzng-related violent crime, are often the targets of
intimidation, threats, and assaults. Fear of gangs can be pervasive in a neighborhood, intimidating
witnesses without any explicit threat needing to be made. Effective law enforcement requires that
prosecutors and law enforcement agencies be able to respcnd to the needs of threatened and intimidated
witnesses.

The justification for the proposed expansion is consistent with the rationale originally cited for the SCIP.
That is: the threats faced by witnesses in violent crime cases are often local rather than national or
international; danger to the witnesses generally ends upon conviction of the defendant(), and most witnesses
are unwilling to sever all ties with the local community as required by the long-term witness Security
program.

No additional funding is sought 'for this initiative because the 'Department believes that the expansion can be
accomplished within the existing resource level for the current SCIP, which for the past two years has
maintained a prior year carryover balance of roughly half the enacted amount.

2 The new locations are as yet undetermined.



Legal ActivitiesA
Fees and Exnenses of Witnesses
Program PerforMance information

Activity Resource Summary
(in thousands of dollars)

Activity: Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

2000 Appropriation Enacted $1,000
2001 Base .. .. 1,000
2001 Estimate .. ... 2,000
Increase/Decrease . . . 1.000

Bass Program Description:

Alternative Dispute Resolution IADR) encompasses a wide range of problem-solving and conflict management
techniques including mediation, early neutral evaluation, arbitration and mini-trials. ADR processes offer
the opportunity to settle pending civil litigation in ways that can be more efficient than unassisted
negotiations, and on terms that can be more advantageous to the parties. According to the Hational
Performance Review, ADR can enhance the public's access to justice by reducing delays and costs associated
with government litigation. ADR can provide quick solutions in government disputes which, in turn, produce
savings in interest payments on outstanding debts that the government owes in cases in litigation. ADR can
provide flexibility, creativity. and control that lawyers and clients do not enjoy in litigation. And ADR
often produces better, more comprehensive long-term solutions to problems.

Planned Base initiatives:

To attempt resolution of civil disputes and litigation by using professional services of a mediator,
arbitrator or other alternative dispute resolution provider.

To provide funding to pay the Government's share of the costs incurred during ADR proceedings.



Alternative Dispute resolution processes such as mediation and arbitration offer the opportunity to settle
pending civil litigation in ways that can be more efficient than unassisted negotiation, and on terms that
can be more advantageous to the respective parties. Accordingly, the Department has placed a significant
emphasis on using ADR in civil proceedings. To promote this program, the Attorney General has directed that
all attorneys be trained in the use of ADR, and that ADR be used whenever it is appropriated to do so. Thus,
many attorneys in Washington, D.C.. including all attorneys in the Civil Rights Division, and more than 1,000
Assistant U.S. Attorneys across the country, have been trained in ADR advocacy. Moreover, pursuant to the
ADR Act of 1998, all district courts are required to have an ADR program for civil litigation. Many of the
court programs already in existence use private mediators who charge for their services. The requested
enhancement is needed to fund t2'e costs of ADR services in instances wherein the Department has taken the
initiative to use ADR and in those matters wherein the courts have directed the parties to attempt a
settlement using mediation or some other ADR process.



Legal Activities
Fees andlco~es of Witneases

Summar of Reguiremato by Object Class
in thousands of dollars)

2000

11.8 Special Personnel
Services payment

21.0 Travel L. Transportation
of persona

25.0 Other Services

Total obligations

tinobligated balance,
start of year

Recovery of prior year
balances

Unobligated balance,
end of year

Total requirements

Relation of obligations
to outlays:

obligat ions
Obligated balance,

start of year
Adjustment in expired

accounts
Obligated balance,

end of year

Out lays

$93, 493

14,642

112,054

-19,299

-28,287

30. 532

$105, 128

16,465

126,000

-30,532

-468

$130.280

20,404

5,461L

156,145

468

-468
95.000 95,000 156,145

112,054 126,000 156,145

81,221 63,221 7S,69

-28,287 .. .

-63,221 -93,221 -112.366

101,767 96,000 137,000

IncrLDecr

$25, 152

3,939

30, 145
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Community Relauions Service FY 2001 Authoriation and Budget Request for thec Congres

Summary Statement and Performance Plan for FY 2001

The Community Relations Service (CRS) is requesting a total of 86 permanent positions, 71 work years, and $9,829,000 in its Salaries
and Expenses appropriation. This request represents an increase of 30 positions, 15 work years, andi S2,350,000 over the 2001 base
appropriation of $7,479,000. The program increase for 2001 would resume the restoration of services and activities begun in 1999,
and will extend the improved and expanded deliveryof conciliation and conflict resolution services to local jurisdictions through
addition of 15 conciliation specialists and 10 new field offices. The additional conciliators and offices will provide CRS services
where there are "gaps" in our ability to respond. New headquarters personnel will provide management and c(>'rdination of'
conciliators' activities, strategic planning for CRS response to emerging situations of racial and ethnic terision, !xpert technical
assistance to conciliation specialists on a number of service areas, including administration of justice, hate crimes, and youth violence
associated with racial tension and conflict, and management and evaluation of all of CRS services, from field operations to staff
development, A detailed explanation of CRS FY 2001 program increases is described on page 17, and a corresponding explanation of
CRS base program is described on page 12.

B. Component Mission and Goals, end Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

CRS' 2001 Request/Performance Plan directly supports the overall priorities, goals, and strategic plans of the Department of
Justice. The plan establishes an improved ability to track Wnd account for actual performance and results in the framework of
the respective missions and goals of the Department and CRS, as prescribed by the Government Performance and Results Act
of 1993 (GPRA).

The CRS mission is to assist States and local communities to resolve conflicts and prevent racial and ethnic violence, and to
develop the capacity of such communities to address such conflicts and violence on their own. CRS services are conducted in
accordance with Title X of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. §2000g), which mandates that CRS provide assistance to
communities and persons in the prevention and resolution of disputes, disagreements, and difficulties relating to perceived
discriminatory practices based on race, color, or national origin. CRS is the only federal agency assigned this legislative
mandate.



Combmuniiy Relations Sersice FY 2001 AuthOnz7.ition and Budget Request for the Congress

CRS provides services on a voluntary and cost-free basis. It relies on impartial mediation practices and established conflict
resolution procedures to help local officials and community leaders resolve conflicts, and restore and maintain community
stability, CRS has no law enforcement authority and does not impose solutions, assign blame or fault, or investigate or
prosecute cases CRS conciliation specialists are required by law to conduct their services without publicity and are prohibited
from disclosing confidential information.

A description of CRS mission-cntical functions and their alignment with the Department's strategic goals follows:

I Conflict resolution and violence prevention: CRS provides conflict resolution and violence prevention set-vices to those
communities that experience or are vulnerable to tensions, conflict, and violence arising from issues of race, color, or
national ongin. This function directly relates to the Department's Strategic Plan, Core Function 2, Assistance to State
and Local Governments, specifically under Goal 3 (Support innovative, community-based strategies aimed at reducing
crime, delinquency, and violence in our communities).

2. Establishment of Law Enforcement and Community Cooperation and Partnerships: CRS improves communications
and cooperation between minority communities and law enforcement agencies by creating problem-solving processesW
by which formal and informal agreements are reached, resulting in increased community confidence and safety, and
reduced potential for violent police-community confrontations and civil disorders. This function directly relates to the
Department's Strategic Plan, Core Function 2, Assistance to State and Local Governments, specifically under Goal 3
(Support innovative, community-based strategies aimed at reducing crime, delinquency, and violence in our
communities).

3. Improvement of Preparedness for Civil Disorders and Unrest: CRS assists in improving the readiness of States and
local governments to respond to civil unrest and disorder, including potential violence and domestic terrorism
associated with organized hate group activity by providing assistance with the development of response plans,
including early warning systems and other racial tension assessment instruments. This function directly relates to the
Department's Strategic Plan, Core Function 2, Assistance to State and Local Governments, specifically under Goal 3
(Support innovative, community-based strategies aimed at reducing crime, delinquency, arid violence in our
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communities) anid is linked to Core Function I (Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses), specifically under
Goal 3 (Improved Response Capability to Domestic Terrorism).

4. Enhancement of Local Conflict Resoution Capacit : CRS improves conflict resolution and violence prevention
capabilities in communities and organizations, including law enforcement, schools, and colleges and universities, so
that local institutions will have the skills and tools to independently resolve racial conflicts, including youth violence.
CRS helps create mechanisms for constructive resolution of conflicts and disputes based on race and ethnicity,
promotes the application of alternative dispute resolution methods, and helps establish conflict resolution approaches to
address racial conflict and violence. This mission directly relates to the Department's Strategic Plan, Core Function 2,
Assistance to State and Local Governments, specifically under Goal 3 (Support innovative, community-ba'ted strategies
aimed at reducing crime, delinquency, and violence in our communities).

B. FYV 2001 Performance Plan and Summary Level Performance Indicators

CRS proposes a FY 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable
results, as shown below. These FY 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future performance will be tracked and
reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA).

The FY 2001 Plan will transition CRS to the use of different performance measures, adding to "time and motion" indicators
other measures which track both specific outcomes of CRS services and customer satisfaction with those services.

The Justice Management Division's Management Planning Staff (MPS) recognized in its Strategic Management Review of the
Community Relations Service, (April 28, 1998) that CRS is one Departmental component for which impact or outcome
performance measurement is very difficult. "Prevention, resolution, and mitigation of disorder are negatives, that is, events
which did not occur or were less severe. It is nearly impossible to measure a negative quantitatively in the short run." Thus,
CRS concurs with the MPS recommendation that CRS adopt a customer-driven model which documents customer satisfaction
with outcomes, processes, and services.
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Beginning in FY 1998 and 1999, CRS modernized its information technology infrastructure. The new system will include a
revised case management system which allows for better data collection and information retrieval. The new system will allow
CRS to develop strategies, progfanis, and priorities which address the most urgent needs of its customers, focus CRS on
determining the requisite services and organization; and establish customer satisfaction as an essential measurement for both
organizational and individual performance.

Unttl this new Performance Plan is in place, CRS will continue to operate under the structure of its existing Performance Plan.

Departmental Summary Performance Plan:

* In FY 2001, DOJ will play a more active role in assisting communities to respond to and resolve racial and ethnic
violence and conflict Through the Community Relations Service, the Department will provide conflict resolution and
violence prevention services to communities.

Community Relations Service Summary Performance Indicators:

" In FY 2001, there will be an increase in the number ofjurisdictions assisted by CRS in which violence is prevented or
reduced, and/or local capacity to respond to racial conflict and violence is enhanced.

" In FY 200 1, CRS will provide increased conflict resolution and v violence prevention services as a result of greater
availability and accessibility of CRS conflict resolution professionals to local communities, development of improved
serice delivery and management systems, and improved information technology and training.

" CRS conciliation specialists will increase the number of alerts filed, assessments made, and cases opened and closed by
15 percent in FY 2001.

* CRS conciliation specialists will increase the number of conflict resolutions, consultations, and other services provided
to State and local governments in FY 2001 by 15 percent.
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U CRS will increase its ability to respond on-s~it to'requests for services from communities experiencing racial or ethnic
conflict and violence, and report a measurable reduction in the levels of racial and ethnic tension in those communities,
based on accepted CR5 tension assessment methodology.

C. Major FY 2001 Initiatives: Ensuring "Peaceful Communities" through Local Conflict Resolution and Violence
Prevention Services and Coordination with Federal, State, end local Governments

In FY 2001, CRS will place 15 additional conciliation specialists in strategic, "high risk" locations throughout the country.
This initiative also creates 10 additional CRS Field Offices, and follows closely the recommendations contained in the JMD
Management Planning Staff report, Strateeic Management Review of the Community Relations Service (April 24, 1998). The
Field Offices will be located in cities and states where a set of selection criteria has determined the greatest need for additional
CRS conflict resolution and violence prevention services. This initiative is consistent with the Department's Community
Crosscut planning process for FY 2001, and will ensure that CRS can facilitate the local coordination of Federal, State, and
local Government agencies when conflict and violence are imminent in communities. Localized services will maximize the
benefits derived from the unique credibility and trust CRS staff establishes with local officials, law enforcement agencies, and
civic leaders.
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Community Relations Service
Salaries and Expgenses

Justification of Proposed Changes in Aoorotpriation Languave

The 2001 budget estimate includes proposed changes in the appropriations language listed and explained below. New language is
italicized and underscored, and language proposed for deletion is enclosed in brackets.

- Salaries and expenses

For necessary expenses of the Community Relations Service, established by Title X of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. [$7,199,000]
$9,829.00O, and, in addition, up to $1,000,000 of funds made available to the Department of Justice in this Act may be transferred by the
Attorney General to this account: Provided, That ncitwithdnding any other provision of law, upon a determination by the Attorney General
that emergent circumstances require additional fundiuig for conflict prevention and resolution activities of the Community Relations
Service, the Attorney General may transfer such amounts to the Community Relations Service, from available appropriations for the current
fiscal year for the Department of Justice, as may be necessary to respond to such circumstances: Provided further. That any transfer
pursuant to this section shall be treated as a reprogramming under section 605 of this Act and shall not be available for obligation or
expenditure except in compliance with the procedures set forth in that section. (Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 2000, P.L. 106-
113)

Explanation of Changes:
.No substantive changes proposed.
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Community Relations Service
Salaries and Expenses

Program Performance Information
(Dollars in Thousands)

Conflict Prevention and Resolution Permanent Work Amount

Program Operations Positions Years

2000) Appropriation Enacted 56 56 $7,199

2001 Base 56 56 7,479

2001 Request 86 71 9,829

Increase/Decrease 30 is 2,350

Base Prof rm Descrl~tlon
Conflict Prevention and Resolution - Program Operations has base resources of 56 positions, 56 work years, and $7,479,000. All
positions are occupied by staff directly engaged in conflict resolution and prevention work. Staff in this decision unit assist
communities to prevent and resolve conflicts and disputes based on race, color, or national origin by the provision of conflict
resolution and violence prevention services.

CRS helps States, local communities, and tribal governments resolve racial violence and conflict. Four major cutmrgop request
CRS services: law enforcement agencies; courts, State and local governments, pnd Federal agencies, including U.S. Attorneys, the
FBI, HUD, ATF; schools, colleges, and universities; community groups; and other organizations. Through its program cross-cutting
efforts with other Department of Justice components and their grantees, CRS provides services in situations that threaten program
initiatives. CRS' case tracking system classifies the tangible otcome of services provided.

12
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The demand for CRS conflict resolution and violencece prevention services continues to be acute Police excessive use of force
incidents created community-w ide tensions with the potential for violence and division in both urban and suburban communities. A
senes of high profile hate crimes, including the brutal murder of James Byrd, Jr., in Jasper, Texas, required CRS' involvement to
restore community calm, The gencralied increase in racial tension vwas marked by a resurgence of incidents involving the Ku Klux
Klan and other organized hate groups, and continued church burnings. CRS continued to respond to an increasing number of incidents
involving community racial tension arising from issues of accommodation and assimilation ofnew immigrants by local communities

CRS' limited resources remain stretched beyond the capacity to respond to all requests for assistance CRS applied lessons acquired
from more than thirty five years of experience: there is no substitute for on-site service, and no substitute for experienced impartial
conciliation specialists who have worked directly with local officials and community leaders in developing local solutions to racial
violence and conflict, CRS continued to respond to the most urgent and explosive situations to help ensure public safety and reduce
thc prospect of new or continued racial violence

I Civil Disorder Response ind Police-Community Cooperation: A great majority of CRS services supports and assists
law enforcement agencies. CRS sen ices included: niediating and conciliating conflicts before they tumn violent;
assisting police agencies to work w ith residents to identify and address "hot spots" and other points of conflict; helping
police and civic leaders to work together t o address the underlying causes of racial conflicts before "triggering
incidents" provoke civil unrest and serious disturbances.

CRS helps to quell violence and contain civil disorder by engaging community leadership in responding to violence,
ensuring coordination among Federal, State, and local ageiicies and community groups, and providing effective
information and rumor control. C'RS developed a series of "best practices" protocols to help guide law enforcement
officials to manage and avoid violence in potentially explosive situations. In the wake of violence, CRS provides
services to help agencies avert new violence and improve overall police-community relations, CRS works to establish
and sustain communications between law enforcement and community groups through mutual understanding and
working partnerships

a CR5 deployed conflict resolution teams to Riverside, Calil'ornia to help city officials and community groups
respond to community tensions following a fatal police shooting in December 1998, of Tyisha Mtller, a young
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Black woman CRS helped city officials and a citywAide clergy group develop improved policies and procedures
governing response to similar circumstances. When the Riverside County District Attorney was ready to
announce in May, 1999, the results of his criminal investigation into the police shooting, CRS helped local
officials and community groups respond to tensions at four local high schools and other "hot spots." CRS
faciltated sessions to help residents express their feelings about the District Attorney's findings. When national
and local civil rights leaders announced and staged a series of civil disobedience actions, CRS conciliated
between police and protestors on the arrangements and ground niles for the arrest. For a number of other rallies
and marches, CRS helped assure that enough self-marshals were prepared to prevent serious confrontations
CRS. learned from Police debriefings that its conciliation services both preserved order and improved in police
enforcement strategies,

" CRS responded to increased racial tensions in the Miami, Florida area, prompted by strong community
reaction to a series of immigration-related issues, including the custody of Elian Gonzalez, a juvenile Cuban
rafter whose mother died on the journey from Cuba; and the treatment of Haitians arriving on Florida shores.
CRS helped officials and protesters plan for non-violent demonstrations, arranged face to face meetings between
Cuban and Haitian leaders with INS and other government officials, and fostered good communications and
factual information.

* Follo%%ing the shooting of Amadou Diallo in New York City, CRS, at the request of the New York Police
Department, worked with local and Federal officials, and civil rights organizations to ease community racial
tensions CRS secured agreement between police and march organizers on ground rules for demonstrations and
arranged for effetive self-marshaling of these events.

" CRS completed a bulletin on "Police Use of Force - Addressing Community Racila Tensions" in
collaboration with a committee of police executives, The bulletin provides examples of "best practices" in
response to use of force incidents where there are pre-existing community tensions between the police and
minority residents The best practices represent the combination of law enforcement perspective provided by
police chiefs, and CRS' collective experience resolving conflict and preventing violence in response to
"triggering incidents," such as a use of force situation.
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2 Conflict Resolution and Violence Prevention in Schools: As catastrophic incidents of school violence have shown,
there is a tremendous potential for conflict and violetice in our schools. CRS services help schools address racial
conflicts and violence, reduce tensions, dJevelop plans to avoid potential incidents, and prepares students, teachers, and
administrators for effective conflict resolution and mediation. CRS services were requested in 1999 by more than ISO
school districts and 100 colleges and universities. The "Student Problem Identification and Resolution Program"
(SPIR) is illustrative of CRS theory and approach to school conflict and violence. SPIR is a conflict resolution
program which helps schools identify and defuse racial tensions involving students at junior and senior high schools.
Through a carefully structured process that brings students, teachers, and administrators together, underlying causes for
racial conflict are identified and a joint plan is developed to address the issues. CRS helps school administrators, local
community leaders and police officers to identify conditions which may lead to conflict and violence, and to conduct
these programs. fhis strengthens cooperation between police and schools. CRS work helps to build the infrastructure
to allow communities to address these issues independent of CRS involvement. -

" After a racial mnelee at the Inglewood, California high school, CRS conducted a two-day session with a cross- l

section of over 90 students. Through SPIR students were helped to diagnose school race relations issues and
propose joint solutions to school administrators. A permanent mechanism, a SPIR Council, was established to
work with the school principal, to implement the recommendations. CRS helped members of the Los Angeles
County Human Relations Commission, California Youth Authonity, and School Law Enforcement Partnership
carry out the program at other school locations.

" In response to a increasing community racial tensions and protests in December, 1999, arising from the
expulsion of seven Black students from the Decatur, Illinois schools, CRS worked with local officials and
demonstration leaders to assure that a series of protest activities would be conducted without incident. Then,
while the Federal District court held hearings on the expulsion issues, CRS secured agreement from city leaders,
local college officials, and community leaders to join in mediated discussions on ways to improve race relations
in Decatur for the long term.
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3. Hate Crime Response- CRS services help local officials maintain arid restore stability when hate crimes heighten
community tension and the threat of violence. CRS prepares police to recognize and respond to hate crimes, and
strengthens hate cnime reduction programs in schools, colleges, and universities.

CRS, as part of the Department's Hate Crime Initiative, and in partnership with the FBI and national police and
prosecutors' organizations, designed new curricula for police executives, investigators, and patrol officers on "best
practices" when responding to hate crimes.

U CRS conciliators were ori-site in Jasper, Texas almost continuously for two months following the brutel
murder of James Byrd. Jr CRS met with local officials, community leaders, and residents at the grass roots
level to develop plans for managing protests and counter-demonstrations by the Ku Klux Klan and New Black
Panther Party; convened strategic meetings of key city, religious and other community leaders to plan for racial
reconciliation in Jasper; and prepared the school system's staff and students for effective, independent conflict
resolution and crisis response.
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initiative:, Ensurng2 "Peceful Communities" through Local Conflict Resolution and
Violence Prevention Serices and Coordination with Federal. State. and local Governments

IPl2gra~ Positionl Work yenr Amognt
Conflict Resolution 30 15 $2,350,000

This request includes the following positions: one Deputy Director, 15 Conciliation Specialists, 10 Administrative/Intake Specialists,
and four Program Special ists/M anagement Analysts.

CRS is requesting a program increase of $2,350,000 to address racial violence, disorders, and conflict in States and local communities.
The program increase for FY 2001 would resume the restoration of services begun in FY 1999 and will extend the improved and
expanded delivery of conciliation and conflict resolution services to local jurisdictions through addition of I5 conciliation specialists
and 10 additional field offices. CRS will determine the cities and states where the new offices will be located based on the following
criteria:

" Levels of community volatility, vulnerability, and a history of racial and ethnic violence;
" Documented requests for services from public officials that were unmet by CRS;
" Demographic and socio-economic shifts resulting in increased racial conflict and tension; and
" Issues of accessibility, cost of service, and response time to remote locations.

The 10 new field offices will allow more sustained CRS involvement in communities and will maintain the ongoing working
relationships with local officials, law enforcement agencies, and civic leaders, especially during critical times of community unrest and
disorder. The additional conciliators will provide CRS services where there are "gaps" in our ability to respond. The program
increase will also create 10 administrative assistant positions intended to support the work of the Headquarters and Regional offices,
further relieving Regional Directors, conciliation specialists, and Headquarters staff from clerical tasks to conduct conflict resolution
serices. New headquarters personnel will provide management and coordination of conciliators' activities, strategic planning for
CRS response to emerging situations of racial and ethnic tension, expert technical assistance to conciliation specialists on a number of
service areas, including administration of justice, hate crimes, and youth violence associated with, racial tension and conflict, and
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management and evaluation of all of CRS services, from fied operations to training of staff. This initiative restores to CRS
administrative, financial, and personnel capabilities and services which had been provided by EQUSA from 1996 through 1999.

The program increase includes S2,350,000 of modular costs for the new positions. Each of the new positions has first year, non-
recurring costs of approximately $6,000 for additional office space and associated administrative costs associated with the creation of
ne'.' positions and hiring of new staff.

This initiative supports the Attorney General's and the Department's Strategic Plan, Core Function 2, Assistance to State and Local
Go'.emnments. specifically under Goal 3 (Support innovative, community-based strategies aimed at reducing crime, delinquency, and
violence in our communities). The initiative is directly related to the Attorney General's priorities to assist communities to bridge
racial division and lessen destructive community racial violence and conflict.

The program increase is consistent with the findings and reorganization recommendations contained in the JMD Management
Planning Staff report, Strategic Management Review of the Community Relations Service (April 24, 1998), which called for a
redesigned field structure to provide a more responsive, customer-oriented service delivery system. Based on interviews with more
than 150 public officials and civic leaders across the country, MPS reported that ". . . the Community Relations Service is needed
today more than ever" and that ". . . many officials interviewed were visibly frustrated and angry that the Federal government had
reduced the resources for CRS under these circumstances." It concluded that "current conditions argue persuasively that there is more
demand for CRS community conciliation than can be met today."

The proposed enhancement can also be justified on the basis of independent analyses of growing racial violence and conflict and
projected added demand for CRS services. According to researchers and law enforcement experts, the current level of racial tension
and conflict will increase the potential for violent outbreaks in many localities. As communities become more diverse, racial conflicts
and tensions are predicted to rise and the calls for CRS service are expected to continue to grow. Given the fundamentally different
and more complex racial and ethnic landscape in America today, issues of accommodation and assimilation will create a greater
demand for CRS services are in greater dem Jand than ever.

Criminologists project a greater potential for racial violence based on demographic shifts, economic dislocation, and disparate urban
youth unemployment over the next decade. In areas where there have been changes in the composition of the community, there have
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been marked increases in crimes against minorities, hate crimes, and crimes committed by newly formed youth gangs. Hate crime
incidents and retaliatory actions have risen sharply in the last few years. In addition to an increase in hate crimes, groups which
advocate race-based violence are on the rise. According to Klan Watch, a publication which monitors the activities of the Ku Klux
Klan and other hate groups, law enforcement and human relations officials throughout the United States are reporting the
reappearance of large numbers of Skinheads in their communities.

First hand tension assessments by CRS Regional Directors show an increased demand for CRS services to help resolve community
racial conflict, based on community tensions arising from intensified immigration and drug enforcement activities-, incidents and
complaints of excessive use of force by police; tribal/State conflicts over sovereignty issues, and campus violence and conflicts in
response to demographic changes. Without the resources requested for 2000, Regional offices continue to decline or postpone
requests for conflict resolution and violence prevention services.

CRS experience indicates that outbreaks of civil disorder may be attributed to the existence of two volatile community dynamics
known to create extraordinary tension and a triggering incident. The first community dynamic is a perception that severe inequities
exist in certain areas of the social structure. The second dynamic is the lack of confidence in the interest or capability of government
or other institutions to provide effective remedies to perceived inequities. A triggering incident is a tension-heightening event that
catalyzes discontent and allows for civil Oisorder. CRS Regional managers report that the inability by CRS to respond in a timely
fashion increases the likelihood in many communities of a triggering incident and its destructive consequences. -
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Community Relations Service
Salaries and Expenses

FY 2001 Priority Rank'ng

Base Program

Pmror Rankin2

Conflict Resolution I

Program Increases
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Conflict Resolution Conflict Resolution and I
Violence Prevention

Enhanced Localized
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Management, 2
Evaluation,
Administration and
Strategic Planning __________

Technical Assistance to 3
Field Operations I___________
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Community Relations Service
Salaries and Expenses

Detail of Permanent Positions by Category
Fiscal Years 1999-2001
(Dollars in thousands)

FY 1999 2000 2001
Program Total

Category Authorized Authorized Increases Authonzed
Attimecy (905) 1 1 0 1
Regional D~irectors (340) 10 10 0 10
Senior Conciliation Specialists (301) 17 17 6 23
Conciliation Specialists (301) 17 17 7 24
Management'Program Analysts (343) 5 5 5 10
Program Specialists (301) -2 2 0 2
GJeneral Administrative and Clerical (300-399) 2 2 it 13
Accounting and Budget (500-599) 21 21 1 31
Total ....... 1561 561 301 861

IWashington.. . ............ ...... ................ 121 121 5 17]
U.S. Field*'. ... ..................... 44 44 25 69'
Total............... ............... 561 561 30 86

*includes positions for field offices in the Washington, D.C. Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area in each year.



Conwiaty Relation Savic I'Y 2001 Authorizatio an Biadga Request fr the Congruu

COuMMaity Relad..a Serice
Salary and Expemata

Sinmn' of Chaiiaa
(Dollars in dxousands)

Pemamzn Work
Posins Ycad &U

2000 Appropriation Enacted.......... ...................... .....
Increases:

2001 Pay Increase ... ................. ..-.. ...... ... .. ......
Annualization of 2000 Pay Increase ...... . .... .. ..... ...
Federal Health insuran e Premiums ..........................
Travel Management Center Contract Fees.,....................
General Services Admninistraition (GSA) Rent....................

56 56 7,199

136
73

9
10
52

Adjustments to FY2001 base: .. 280

2001 Base ... .. ........ ....... ......... 56 56 7,479

Program Increase.
Conflict Resolution and Prevention (See Program Narrtive for Details)....... 30 _ 1 ,5

2001 Estim ate .... . . ... ................ ...... ..... .... 86 71 9,829



Community Relations Service FY 2001 Authorization and Budget Request for the Congress

Justification of Adjustments to Base
Community Relations ierv ice

Congressional Authorization and Budget Request
Estimates for FY 2001

Permanent Work
Increases: Adjusiment to Base Positions years Amount

FY 2001 nay increase. Tnts request provides for the proposed 3.7 percent pay raise to be effective in January S 136
of 2001 and is consistent with Administration policy included in the Preliminary Pay Raise Guidance for
2M0 Budget Submissions. This increase includes locality pay adjustments as well as the general pay raise.
1The amount requested. S1 36O , represents the pay amounts for three-quarters of the fiscal year plus
appropriate benefits ($99,000 for pay and $37,000 for benefits).

Annualization of 2000 pay increase. This pay annualization represents first quarter amounts (October -- 73
through December) of t!.e 2000 pay increase of 4.8 percent to be effective January 2000, and, for three-
quarters of a year, the difference between the 4.4 percent provided for in the 2000 President's budget and the
approved increase of 4.8 percent. The amount requested, $73.00, represents the total annualization of the
pay amounts for the fiscal years plus appropriate benefits ($53,000 for compensation and $20,000 for
benefits)

Increased Federal Health Insurance Costs. This request provides for the increase'in agency contributions to 9
Federal Employees health benefits. In 1999, Federal health insurance premiums. including agency
contributions, increased approximately 10.2 percent. Because the Government absorbed a larger portion of
the total costs, up to 75 percent, the total cost to the Government has increased substantially. This increas.- is
based on the "increased" Government cost of Health Insurance. This request includes $,000for these costs



Cornninity Relations Service FY 2001 Authonzation and Budget Request for the Congress

Permanent Work
Increases: Adjustment to Base Positions years Amount

Travel Management Center Fees. In the past, travel management services were provided at no costs, and the - SlO
Department received rebates based on ticket sale. However, current practices in the travel industry have
ended this process. The new contract will not provide rebates and will carry fees for each ticket, hotel, car
and other reservations made. The Department's cost for travel management center fees is estimated at
$2,500,000. Funding of S1.000 i~s requested for CRS.

General Services Administration (GSA) rent. GSA will continue to charge rental rates that approximate -- 52
those charged to commercial tenants for equivalent space and related services. The requested increase of
$52 is required to meet our commitment to GSA. The costs associated with GSA rent were derived
through the use of the automated system, which uses the latest inventory data and rates, reflecting a 5 percent
increase over 2000 levels.

Increases.................................................................. Total - 280



Coo ow ity Rshtic vice FY 2001 Authanain end Budpi Reqiat for thie Congres

Cormmity Relations Servicc
Salaries and Exnem

Summary of Reowremients by Grade &Wd Object Class

1999 Actual 2000 Estimate 2001 Request flncreaseflecrease
Grade and Salr Ranses Wys. Amount Wys. Amount Wys. Amount lWys. Amount

Executed Level IV, $12 2,400 ........-...... ........ . I I I -
FS -l,S ll15,8l11 ........ ...... . .. .......... ..... I I
GS-15. $84,638-i 10,028 ....... .........1 -1......-..1 14 14 I5S
GS-14, S7l,954-93,537. ..... ..... ....... ...... 20 20 25 5
0 S- 13, $60,890- 79,15 5....S.... 5 5 11 6
GS-12, SSI,204-66,564...............15 15 20 5
GS- 11, S42,724-5 5,541 ......................
GS-l10. $3 8,885-50,5S54 . .....
GS-9, $35.3 10-45,900 ................. .......... 2 2
GS-8,S$31,68.41,557 ......... ...... .... .. ............. ..... I I I11 10
Ungraded positions...... ................ .. ...

Total, apprated positions ........ ............. .... ... 56 3,547 56 4,185 86 5.159 30 974
Lapses ..... (14) (5) (15)

New, full-time permanent ...... ...... ........ 42 3,547 51 4,185 71 5,159

Average GS Salary...................S63,339 $74,732 $59,988
AverazeGS Grade .. . ... ... . .... 13.511 13511 12.671_______



Community Relawm;n See'.,ce FY 2001 Authanzzion and Bodgeo Requesi for the Congres

Community Relations Service

Swmmnar of Reouitrents by Grade LWd Obtect Clas
(Dollars in thousands)

Object Classts
11.1 Full-time permanent
11 3 Other than full-time permanent.
11 5 Other personnel corrqensation . .
I118 Special persnnel services payments

T otal. .... ..... .... ..
Other Object Classs
12.0 Personnel benefits.
13.0 Benefits to Former Personnel
21.0 Travel and transportation of persons
22 0 Trasportatoa of things
23.1 GSA rent. ........
23.2 Rental payments to others .. .... .
23 3 Conwn., utiL., & other misc. charges.......
24.0 Printing and reproducison:..... . ... .
25.1 *,lviaory ad assistanice aervices:._....
25.2 Other ser ices ......... ... .......
25 3 Purchases of goods & svcs frnn Gov't accts
254 Operation and Maintenance of Facilities..
25.6M edical Cam ......................
25. 7Operation& Maintenance of Equipmewnt:,....
26.0 Supplies and materials.. ........ ..... ...
31.0 Equipment..... .. ...... ... ... .... ...
32. 0 B uild O ut .. . .......... .. .......... .
42.0 Insurance claim and mdtermites,
M ulti-daiss...... ......... ..... .

Relations of Obligations to Outlays
Total Obligations .................... .. ..
Obligated balance, sat of yea. ..........
Obligated balance, end of yeas.............
O utlays .... .... _ .. ....... ..... .. ... ...

999 Actul 2000 Estimate 2001 Request Increase/Decrease
WLAon~ Wys Amoun WyY Affiou _WXL Anw

42 $3,389 56 $4,158 71 $5,125 15 $967
78 27
70

42 3,537 56 4,185 71 5,125 l5 940

634

706
24

421
73

240
35

636
201
214
150

2
12

115
198

7,19

7,199
490

(1,090)
6,609

757 1,043

221
21
72

(324)
112
106
84

95
374
324

105
2,350

.___. _ l05
7 199 9,829

7,199
452

(1.080)
6,571

9,829
1,118

(1,474)
9,473
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Legal Activities

Independent Counsel, Permanent Indefinite Appropriation

Summary Statement

Fiscal Year 2001

In the 1988 Appropriations Act, Congress established a permanent indefinite appropriation to fund
the expenses of Independent Counsel investigations and prosecutions. Under this appropriation, all
necessary costs and expenses incurred in the pursuit of these investigations will be funded from
amounts available in the Treasury.

Independent Counsel investigations were authorized by Congress in the 1978 Ethics in Government Act.
The Authorization expired December 15, 1992, five years after the enactment of the Independent
Counsel Reauthorization Act of 1987. However, the provisions of the chapter remained in effect for
on-going investigations. In June 1994, the Independent Counsel Reauthorization Act of 1994 was
signed into law. On June 30, 1999, the Reauthorization Act of 1994 expired. To-date there has been
no reauthorization.

Upon expiration of the Reauthorization Act of 1994, ongoing Independent Counsel investigations will
continue their operations to conclusion. Expenditures for these operations will continue to be
funded from the permanent indefinite appropriation.



Legal Activitiem3

TnA~dnt,' a Permanent indefinite Ap~ronriation

SUiMnar of Reguirements

(Dollars in Thousands)

1999

$9, 500

1999

$25,000

2000 President's
ea en

$9,500

2001

$9, 500

2001

$9, 500

Estimates by budget activity

Independent Counsel .........

Increase/
Deceas



Legal Activities

Independent Counsel, Permanent indefinite Aooropriation

Program Performance information

Government Performance and Results Act Rearuirements

Xissiont To implement the provisions of the Ethics in Government Act of 1978 (28 U.S.C. 591 j ,.

&1, as amended), pertaining to the appointment and functions of the various Independent
Counsel.

Organizational Goalum

1. To investigate allegations of misconduct by high-level officials of the Executiv.e branch
whenever a preliminary investigation by the Attorney General results in an application for
appointment of an Independent Counsel.

2. To conduct proceedings before grand juries and other investigations.

3. To review all documentary evidence from any source.

4. To initiate and conduct prosecutions in any court of competent jurisdiction, including the
framing and signing of indictments, the filing of information, and the handling of all aspects
of cases.



Legal Activities

Independent Counsel. Permanent Indefinite Anorooriation

Program Performance Information
)Dollars in Thousands)

ACTIVITY: INDSPENDIT COUNSEL

2000 Appropriation Anticipated $9,500
2001 Base 9,500
2001 Estimate 9,500

Increase/Decrease..

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Independent Counsel investigations were authorized by Congress in the
1978 Ethics in Government Act. The authorization expired December 15, 1992, five years after-the
enactment of the Independent Counsel Reauthorization Act of 1987. However, the provisions of the
chapter remained in effect for ongoing investigations. In June, 1994, the Independent Counsel
Reauthorization Act ot 1994 was signed into law. On June 30, 1999, the Reauthorization Act of 1994
expired and to-date there has been no reauthorization. The provisions of the chapter remain in
effect for ongoing investigations.

In order to facilitate functioning of these counsel and maintain their independence from the
Department of Justice, a working arrangement was implemented in 1986 between the Administrative
office of the U.S. Courts (AOUSC) and the Department of Justice for the %dministrative support of
Independent Counsel investigations. In a letter of agreement between the Department and AOUSC, the
Department was responsible for fund! 'ng the appropriate costs of any Independent Counsel, while AOUSC
was responsible for the disbursemen., and accounting of such funding. The Independent Counsel
Reauthorization Act of 1994 directs AOUSC to provide administrative support and guidance to each
Independent Counsel.

The Department provides funding periodically to AOUSC. This funding is available to pay the
appropriate costs of any active independent Counsel. Under P.L. l0u-202, an Act making further
continuing appropriations for 1988, a permanent indefinite appropriation was established. This
authorization is included within the General Legal Activities appropriation language (101 Stat.



1329-9). All necessary fund4.ng is to be provided from general funds in the Treasury on an as needed
basis. The Congress has directed the Comptroller General to conduct semiannual financial audits.



Completed:

Paul J. Curran Improper financial transactions between the Carter
Peanut warehouse and the National Bank of Georgia 1979 $162,809

Indeoend nt Counsel

Arthur N. Christy Illegal drug use by Hamilton Jordan, President Insufficient
Carter's Chief-of-Staff evidence 1981 181,938

Gerald Gallinghouse Illegal drug use by Tim Xalt, President Carter's No basis for
national campaign manager prosecution 1981 3,348

Leon Silverman Alleged improper business relationships between Insufficient
LAbor Secretary Raymond Donavan's firmc and Evidence 1982 326,444
organized crime figures

Jacob Stein Impropriety of AG Edwin Neese III involving No basis for
financial transactions and appointments of Indictment 1984 311,848
business associates to federal jobs

Independent Counsel'

Har-per Alleged willful failure to file an income tax No indictment 1987 44,498
return, subject's name under seal.:

Leon Silverman Reappointed in 1985 under court seal to Insufficient
investigate Raymond Donovan on same subject Evidence 1989 7,205

restrictions on his

Costs for Counseli established after 1966 reflect expendi tures reported by Administrative Office of V S Courts

Charts Rauh originally appointed to investigation resigned shortly after because he didn't like certa in potential
legal practice



Independent Counsel ujc ucm

Sealed 16

Alexia Morrison Former AAG Theodore Olson giving false testimony No basis for
before Congress' Indictment 1986 1,514,891

Whitney Seymour violation of federal conflict-of-interest laws byI
former White House aide, Micheel Deaver conviction 1986 1,469,650

james M4c~ay adwin Kee@& III (2nd Investigation) No indictment 1987 2,576,6484

violation of criminal laws by Franklyn Koftinger Conviction
on behalf of the Wedtech Corp. overturned 1997

Sealed 1991 97,377

Ongoing Comte: Q2DALAE.QL
9/30/99

Lawrence Walsh Secret sale of weapons to Iran and the diversion Convictions/
of profits to assist U.S. -backed Nicaraguan Pardons 1987 39,008,326'
rebels, several defendants involved

sensitive Compartmented Information Facility 2,363,529'

James KcP~ay originally appointed to investigation resigned a month later to &%vaida

4Cost breakdown between the two investigations are estimated at So%/5O%.

conflict of interest

1An, additional $98 thousand has been charged directly against the permanent indefinite IC approrriAtion In April, 1995, $390 thousand

wa credited to the account due to a reimbursement from the Judgment Fund for attorney fees.

6An additional $3,067 thousand has been charged directly against the permanent indefinite IC approiriation,



indeo~endent Counsel Suic Oucm X QL__

Arlin Adams conspiracy to defraud the U.S. by Samuel Pierce Guilty Pleas/ Bad /09

Larry Thompson ~ ~ and other HUD officials involving the Dept.'a Convictions
rehabilitation program Fines Collected 1990 $24,099,527

diGenova Violation of the law and cover up of knowledge of
the preelection search of President Clinton's
passport files by White House officials No Indictment 1993 2,472,613

Starr Violation of any federal criminal law relating to Indictments/
what has become known as the "Whitewater Affair", Guilty Pleas/
President Clinton's relationship with a former Report Submitted 1994 34,628,669
White House intern, the white House travel office, to Congress
misuse of FBI files, and other Matters -- several Ongoing
defendants involved

Smaltz violation of federal laws by Agriculture Secretary indictments/
Kike Espy for accepting gifts from regulated co. Ongoing 1994 17,900,183

Barrett The criminal concealment of information about indictments/
payments to his former mistress by HUD Secretary Guilty Pleas
Henry Cisneros Ongoing 1995 9,500,7751

Pearson violation of federal laws by Coemmerce Secretary Transferred to
Ronald Brown for accepting more than $400,000 from the Justice
a& business partner and filing inaccurate financial Department 1995 2,106,082
disclosure statements.

Von Kann Illegal fund-raising by Eli Segal, White House No Indictment 1996 449,192
aide and AmeniCorps chiefII II



Brtics False statements by Interior Department Secretary Ongoing 1995 4 2 7, 115
Bruce Babbitt about an Indian casino license and

F ~activities surrounding the Department's decision
regarding the license

Lnatrinfluence peddling and campaign fund-raising ongoing 1998 2,43444?
improprieties by Labor Secretary Alexis Nermsan

Retimed October 1999 (Expenses reported through August 31, 1999)
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Assets ofiueFn
SummarvY Statemtan Pefr a -Plan

Fiscal Year 2001

NUMNary Etatemeont:

The Department of Justice is requesting $485,838,000 for expense, of the Assets Forfeiture Fund (the Fund)
for 2001. Based on current projections, receipts to the Fund in 2001 will be $490,986,000 including
approximately $41,000,000 in interest earned on cash balances, of which $679,000 is not available for general
operations of the Fund. included in the 2001 budget plan is an estimate of $462,839,000 for mandatory
Program Operations Expenses of the Fund. This is $201,234,000 less than the estimate for 2000, primarily due
to decreases in equitable sharing expense. associated with non-recurring forfeiture activity in prior years.
Also included in this estimate is $23,000,000 in definite authority for Investigative Expenss of the Fund.

The primary purpose of the Fund is to provide a stable source of resources to cover the costs of an effective
asset forfeiture program, including the costs of seizing, evaluating, inventorying, maintaining, protecting,
advertising, forfeiting, end disposing of property seized for forfeiture. Prior to creation of the Fund in
1985, costs of these activities had to be diverted from agency operational funds. The more effective an
agency was in seizing property, the greater the drain on its appropriated funds. Creation of the Fund is
responsible, in large measure, for the growth in the Department's forfeiture program over the past decade. A
secondary benefit of an aggressive and well-managed forfeiture program is the production of surplus revenues
to assist in financing important law enforcement programs. If the forfeiture program ceases to function
effectively in its primary role, these surplus revenues will not be generated.

Following the creation oZ the Fund, the asset seizure and forfeiture program grew rapidly. The inventory of
property in custody increased from 3,664 properties valued at $313.2 million at the end of 1985 to 28,9S3
properties valued at about $964.3 million at the end of 1999 ($780.2 million excluding sir Dank of Commerce
and Credit International (SCCI) cash assets). Following a decline in 199S and 1996, seizure activity
increased from about 40,500 assets valued at $675 million in 1997 to about 45,000 assets valued at $718
million in FT 1996. Through 1999, 50,073 assets were seized, valued at approximately $974.7 million.
Receipt levels including DCCI activity from 1995 to 1999 were at $467.5 million, $338.1 million, $445.6
million, $446.9 million, and $609.7 million. Excluding the effect of OCCI funds, the receipts in those years
were $483.0 million, $379.6 million, 443.0 million, $446.6 million, and $598.3 million. Although receipts in
1999 showed en upswing due to the Sasser David, Duboc, and Bicycle Club cases, a long-term substantial upward
trend in deposits is not projected.

Receipts are available to pay the Program Operations Expenses, i .6., mandatory expenses, of the forfeiture
program, to recognize the equity of innocent third parties and lienholders, and to recognize the efforts of
i1tate and local law enforcint agencies that helped produce the forfeitures. For 2001, the Department is



estimating $462,83S,000 for these purposes. included in this amount, providing not receipts support this
expense level, is $33.9 million to continue to pay overtime expenses and other costs of state end local lay
enforcement officers engaged in joint operations with Federal law enforcement agencies participating in the
Fund. The Department's authority to incur Program Operations Expenses, including recognition of the equity
interests of others and the efforts of law enforcement agencies, is limited only by the level of receipts
deposited into the Fund. To the extant that receipts exceed the amounts necessary for program expenses, the
Fund way be used for authorized investigative expenses.

The Fund has served as a catalyst to involve more federal, state and local investigative agencies in the
forfeiture program. In 1991, the U.S. fark Police and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco end Firearms joined the
Department of Justice's asset forfeiture program, and in 1992, the U.S. Secret Service joined the program.
As one result of the effectiveness of asset seizure and forfeiture as a law enforcement tool and the Assets
Forfeiture Fund as a resource to support important law enforcement goals, the Treasury, Postal, and aemeral
Government Appropriations Subcomittee enacted legislation that created a separate Treasury Forfeiture Fund
that became operational in 1994, replacing the Custom Forfeiture Fund and pulling Treasury agencies out of
the Justice Departmsnt Fund. In 1994, the office of Criminal Investigations, Food and Drug Adinistration
joined the Department of Justice asset forfeiture program, end in 1991, the U.S. Department of Agriculture
inspector General joined the Justice asset forfeiture program. Currently, a memorandum of understanding is
being developed for the Comerce Department's Bureau of Export Adinistration to join the Justice program.
it is increasingly important to recognize that the benefits to be achieved through inter-departmental
cooperation and standardization of policies and procedures are enormous, not only from a program management
perspective, but also from the perspective of preserving the due process rights of citisens. While some
recovery of the program is evident, the significant effect of a less then aggressive forfeiture program is
that criminal organizations have hundreds of millions of dollars more in their coffers to support their
illicit operations each year.

In summry, the asset forfeiture program not only represents en effective law enforcement tool against
criminal organizations but also provides financial support to other Federal law enforcement efforts. Without
this resource, agency funds would be seriously taxed to maintain and preserve seized assets and liquidate
forfeited assets; and law enforcement projects supported by the Fund could not be undertaken or would have to
await the possibility of funding through other avenues. The recent progress in reinvigorating use of the
asset forfeiture sanction must be maintained and expanded. Continuing to support aggressive training, case
evaluations, funds management, and contract support are keys to extracting the greatest benefit to our
society from application of the asset forfeiture sanction.



A. Kission, goals, and Relationship to 00.1 Strategic Plan

Nission:

The Assets Forfeiture Fund's 2001 request/performance plan directly supports the Department's strategic goals
to investigate and prosecute criminal offenses and to provide assistance to tribal, state and local
governments. in addition, the Fund incorporates information on performance measurement that should lead to
better accountability regarding actual results achieved. In support of the Department's goals, allocations in
excess of $503 million were provided in 1999 for program operations, investigative expenses, joint. law
enforcement operations, and equitable sharing. This was made possible by 1999 revenues of $609.7 million
from the forfeiture of cash, sales of forfeited property, and investment of funds.

The mission of the Asset Forfeiture Program is to disrupt, damage and dismantle criminal organizations,
through the use of civil and criminal forfeiture, by removing those assets that are essential to the
operation of those criminal organizations, and to punish the criminals involved by denying them use of the
proceeds of their crimes.

goals end Relationship to 00.1 Strategic Plan:

(1) The Fund will provide monies to federal agencies engaged in the amst forfeiture program in a manner
designed to support use of the asset forf

4
iture sanction against the financial infrastructure of criminal

organizations, to eliminate the burden of forfeiture-related costs as a disincentive to use of the asset
forfeiture power, to facilitate the efficient execution of forfeiture program responsibilities, and to
enhance program accountability by ensuring the availability of current and accurate information on the status
of all assets seized for forfeiture.

Goal 1 directly relates to the D03 Strategic Plan, Core Function 1: Inveltigation and Prosecution of~
Criminal Offenses.

(2) The Fund will provide funds to state and local law enforcement agencies for the purpose of encouraging
cooperation in development end execution of criminal investigations.

This goal directly related to the 003 Strategic Plan, Core Function 2: Assistance to Tribal, State and Local
Governments.

a. Righlights of logo Kission critical Results

Iasser-David Case: In December, 1998, $89,016,022 was deposited in the Fund, representing the U.S.
Government's share of proceeds repatriated from the Swiss Government as a result of the Drug Unforcement
Adinistration's (DNA) successful efforts to forfeit millions in drug proceeds from a Colombian drug



trafficking family responsible for smuggling tons of marijuana and cocaine into the United States in the
1970s and 1980s. The seizure, which occurred in 1995, totaled approximately $276 million. About 65 percent
of the total, or $180 million, was on deposit in Swiss bank accounts. It is estimated that as much as 70
percent of the $89 million will be shared with state and local law enforcement agencies who participated in
the investigation leading to the seizure and forfeiture of assets in this case. Sharing with the state and
local agencies will likely occur in 2000, and, to a lesser extant, in 2001.

Reiners Case: In June, 1997, Edward J. Remn pled guilty to bank fraud and money laundering. In his plea
agreement, Mr. Reiners agreed to forfeit all of the property and proceeds of, or traceable to, the bank fraud
end money laundering. This Federal Bureau of Investigation (PSI) case was pursued initially as a forfeiture
case. However, in the end, the forfeiture was dismissed in favor of restitution. The victims in this case
were banks who were unwilling to dismiss their claims to the seized funds in favor of petitions for
remission. The PBI's efforts to pursue this case under forfeiture and identify and trace assets, yielded
hundreds of millions of dollars. More than $200 million in restitution was made to the victim banks.

Equitable Sharing with Cplombia:- In May, 1997, more than $36 million was deposited in the Fund from
Luxembourg, representing cocaine drug proceeds generated by Josh Gonzalo Rodriguez Gacha, a leading member of
the Medellin Cartel in Colombia. Of the proce .ds, $19 million was to be shared with Colombia. Due to
Colombia's decertification by the President for not fully cooperating in international narcotics control, the
Department has been unable to release the money. Early in 1999, Colombia was re-certified. The Departments*
Criminal Division has bean working with Colombian Government officials on a plan to disburse the monies due
the Colombians to support defined projects designed to improve the effectiveness of law enforcement related
to the suppression of narcotics trafficking, and the investigation, prosecution, and forfeiture of property
aad proceeds of narcotics trafficking. In November 1999, approximately $6 million was disbursed to Colombia.
The reminder is expected to be distributed during 2000. Through the funding made available from the
forfeiture of assets in the Gacha case, the United States and Colombian Governments are now in a position to
cooperate in the fight against illicit drug trafficking and related crimes.

C. FT 2001 Performance goals end indicators

The Fund is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and
with demonstrable results. Theme 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future performance may be
tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act (OPRA). With regard to
the number of assets in inventory and their value, annual objectives are not established in advance of a
fiscal year in order to avoid even the appearance of targeting or a "speed trap" approach to forfeiture.

During 1998. at the direction of the Attorney General, the Department began to focus attention on the
strategic use of asset forfeiture against criminal organizations, in further support of the attainment of the
goals end objectives of the Departmerit's strategic plan. The strategic approach focuses on the use of our
law enforcement powers to identify, analyze, attack and eliminate a criminal enterprise. The strategic



approach (1) requires a strong intelligence function that provides all-source information on target
organizations to permit the assessment of vulnerabilities and the identification of key structural assets;
(2) transcends specific cases to coordinate and target enforcement actions against the vulnerabilities of the
underlying criminal organization; and (3) focuses on removal of the assets that are key to the functionality
and viability of the criminal organization. Special emphasis is placed on creative ways to use the proceeds
of asset forfeiture, in conjunction with other funds available to our investigative end prosecutive offices,
to support operations that focus on the disruption and destruction of criminal organizations and not merely
on the conviction of individuals and forfeiture of their personal property.

This challenge also requires the dedication of greater human resources to development of the financial
aspects of criminal operations. Continuing education in conducting financial investigations, tracing assets,
presenting financial evidence in court, and managing and disposing of sophiisticated properties is needed to
develop and support experienced law enforcement professionals capable of dismantling criminal enterprises.
The increasing use of sophisticated technology by criminals and the relative ease of operating across
international boundaries also present special challenges for law enforcement that must be met if the power of
the asset forfeiture sanction is to be realized. The Department will continue to seek opportunities to use
asset forfeiture funds, to advance the ability of our investigators, prosecutors, and other professionals to
meet these challenges successfully.

D. Data Validation and Verification issues

The financial management of the Fund is supported by the Justice Management Division's Financial Management
Information System (FMIS), the U.S. Marshals Service's Standardized Tracking end Reporting System (STARS) and
Financial Management System (VMS), end the consolidated Asset Tracking System (CATS). 11418 is a
computerized, general purpose accounting and reporting facility that exists to support the financial
operations of the Department. STARS is the U. S. Marshals Service (0514) headquar ters financial management
System. and VMS is the 08145 field offices, financial management system. CATS is an integrated system
providing services to the asset forfeiture community and serving as a subsidiary system for the financial
accounting and reporting of the seized and forfeited inventory.

Among the issues affecting data validation and verification of the Fund and the Seized Asset Deposit Fund
WSASP) is the 1998 disclaimer opinion on the financial statements. Threet reportable conditions and two
material weaknesses were identifiedC which affect inventory and financial data. Several actions have been
taken to correct these conditions and weaknesses. First, the Asset Forfeiture Management Staff (AIMS)
created a specialized unit to monitor the general quality of the data in CATS, to review data integrity, and
improve inventory data.

Second, new SADF subobject classifications have been activated in the appropriate financial systems to permit
more precise identification of financial transactions affecting the SADP. It. is hoped that this fine-tuning
will permit easier reconciliation of the SAD? general ledger balance with SADF activity reported in CATS.



Third, the Department's Justice Management Division issued new policies a'nd procedures to correct accrual
accounting problems associated with posting of accounts payable and delivered order. in PHIS. Fund agencies
who work with FMIS received training and began utilizing the new procedure during 1999. To further assure
improvement in this area, AIMS has implemented a twice yearly review of FV~id agencies accounts payable and
delivered orders.

It is expected that the resolution of the audit issues will provide adequate supporting documentation for the
performance measures. FMIS is the system of record for the Fund and SADF. PIS information comes directly
from STARS and FMS and indirectly from CATS. As enhancements or refinements are made in these system, they
will strengthen the data supporting the activities of the Fund and SAD?.

R. sase Prograim Description

Identifying, seizing, and forfeiting illegal assets plays an increasingly important role in the Federal
Government's efforts to stop crime and punish criminals. While even the highest individual criminals within
a crime corporation are replaced quickly and easily, the removal of bank accounts, real property and other
assets of the enterprise can disrupt operations severely. This, in turn, can create further opportunities to
penetrate and compromise theme illicit syndicates. However, not until 1985 was there a suitable funding
source to cover the direct expenses associated with an aggressive asset forfeiture program, such as storage,
security, maintenance, liens, mortgages, auctions, and advertising. The Comprehensive Forfeiture Act of
1984, part of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984, (P.L. 98-473, Title 11, Chapter 111), remedied
this problem by creating the Justice Assets Forfeiture Fund.

Once the Fund was created, the Department placed greater emphasis on the identification, location, seizure
and forfeiture of assets as a standard aspect of major investigations. The Department also obtained
authority to share forfeited assets with state and local law enforcement agencies and foreign govermmeto
that assisted in the law enforcement effort leading to the forfeiture. Today, hundreds of joint
investigations involving thousands of state and local law enforcement officials are occurring across the
country. Also, there are a greater number of cases involving assets in foreign countries.

After seizure, the e~dal investigative agencies havs a critical role in getting the legal forfeiture
process started by- (1) providing personal notice to the owner, and advertising the seizure to the public;
(2) handling claims for the property from owners, lienholdera, and state and local agencies with an
"equitable shares iii the property; and, (3) if the forfeiture is uncontested, is-suing a "Declaration of
Forfeiture's, closing out the case file, and notifying interested parties of the outcome. If the asset under
seizure is real property or valued in excess of $500,000, or if a claimant files a claim and posts a cost
bond, then the case is referred to the appropriate U.S. Attorney's Office for judicial forfeiture
proceedings. Following a forfeiture determination, whether judicial or administrative, there are often
petitions from innocent owners that need to be investigated and answered. Finally, if the forfeited property



in not; transferred to a federal, state or local agency for of ficial. use, or destroyed, it must be marketed
and sold. Only then can revenues be deposited in the Fund.

Depending on the type of property involved, the strength of the market, the need to address petitions, and
other factors, the entire forfeiture and disposal process may take 12 to 30 months. During this process, thet
property must be properly maintained to protect its value and efficiently disposed of after forfeiture to
ensure the maximum return to the taxpayer. The Fund is used to pay the expenses incurred during completion
of the forfeiture action. Later, any receipts from the disposal of the property are used to replenish the
Fund. Under current law, proceeds from all forfeitures under any law enforced and administered by the
Department of Justice are generally deposited in the Fund, including proceeds from the sale of assets seized
by the U.S. Postal Service, the U.S. Park Police, the U.S. Department of Agriculture-Inspector General and
Food and Drug Administration's Office of Criminsl investigations if the assets are forfeited judicially.
There are also statutory exclusions for certain fish and wildlife statutes, the proceeds from administrative
forfeitures by the, non-justice agencies, and the net proceeds fxoin forfeitures under the Financial
Institutions Reform, Recovery, end Enforcement A~ct (FIRRBA). once property is sold, the proceeds are
deposited into the Fund and are available for distribution. Costs incurred by the Fund in managing the
asset, paying of f lienholders, and achieving the forfeiture are deducted.' In appropriate cases, payment of
restitution to victims of the crime has priority for distribution of any remaining proceeds. If proceeds
a ill remain, any equitable interest, earned by direct participation in the case, is distributed to the
appropriate state and local law enforcement agencies. Often, in lieu of sale of property, the property is
placed into official use by a participating state or local law enforcement agency or by a federal agency.

For several years, the federal agencies involved in the forfeiture program worked together to build a unified
federal forfeiture program, with consistent policies and procedures applicable to all agencies. The U.S.
Customs Service was the only significant forfeiture agency operating under independent authority. However,
in 1993, Congress enacted a major division in the federal forfeiture program by creation of the Treasury
Forfeiture Fund to replace the Customs Forfeiture Fund. Beginning in 1994, three Treasury law enforcement
agencies formerly participating in the Department of Justice forfeiture program joined the Customs Service in
forming an independent Treasury forfeiture program. All Treasury agencies now deposit assets they seize with
a Treasury property custodian pending forfeiture, after which forfeited proceeds are deposited into the
Treasury Fund. In those instances where the seizure resulted from a joint operation involving an agency
participating in the Justice Fund, a sharing of the proceeds with the Justice Fund will occur. The reverse
is also true. Efforts to coordinate the practices end policies of both forfeiture programs and Funds
continue in order to ensure the vitality and integrity of this important liw enforcement tool.

ICosts that my be de&ictod include aseiure, store, security, disposition, innocent third party Interests, awards for informants
based on the forfeiture, litigation expenses, contract sprt personnel, U.S. Marshals Service administrative support costs, state
and local officer overtime and associated costs, ad other costs invested in the case producing the forfeiture. For my low value
assets, these costs exceed the proceeds of "s. Not only are there no net proceeds from which to pay restitution or equitable shares,
but the Fund incurs a loss on these" assets.
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Definition@ of Terms or aslanations for Indicators end Data Sources:

Ca RUnnOZrt a - Expenses incurred in support of specific &mst forfeiture actionp. included are costs'
incurred for asset management and disposal, third party payments, case related expenses, special
contract services, contracts to identify assets, and awards for information based on the amount of the
forfeiture.

Fundrecoctm- regular receipts, excluding DCCI interest income.

not case danosits - Derived from net deposits by subtracting income from investments, transfers in from the
Treasury Forfeiture Fund and other agencies, end adding back refunds to the Treasury Forfeiture Fund,
Postal Inspection Service,* and other agencies.

Not cakse income - Derived by subtracting came support costs from ne- case deposits.

Not 222JS&- The total of income and refunds from all sources for the current year. Excludes DCCI
interest income .

XLjgM- This represents the results of the year's operations. it is derived by subtracting all program
operations expenses from net deposits.

Proaramoeainamne - All costs incurred in support of the federal asset forfeiture program. it
includes case support costs plus ADP equipment, training and printing, and other program management.
Excludes equitable sharing end joint law enforcement operations.

Issues Affecting FT 1999 Program Performance:

In reference to End Outcome, item 13, as a result of forfeitures associated with cases such as Nasser-David,
Duboc, and Bicycle Club in 1999, accruals have been increased by $100 million. These accruals will increase
obligation. in 2000 and, possibly to a lessor extent, in 2001, depending on how quickly the equitable sharing
payments are executed.

Further on Item 13, the percent of net income available to federal law enforcement is calculated as 1 -
percent of the net income available to state/local/tribal governments under Core Function 3, Item S.

Issues Affecting Selection of rY 2000 and 2001 Plans

See first paragraph under 1999 issues.
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Definitions of brine or aw1enations for Xndicators and Data Sources:

Cam sioor cot.- Expenses incurred in support of specific asset forfeiture actions. Included are costs
incurred for assest management and disposal, third party payments, case related expenses, special
contract services, contracts to identify assets, and awards. for information based on the amount of the
forfeiture.

- regular receipts, excluding DCCI interest income.

Net asedanoits- Derived from net deposits by subtracting income from investments, transfers in from the
Treasury Forfeiture Fund and other agencies, and adding back refunds to the Treasury Forfeiture Fund,
Postal Inspection Service, and other agencies.

Nat Casa income - Derived by subtracting case support costs from net came deposits.

h~dan±~a- The total of income and refunds from all source. for the current year. Excludes DCCI
interest income.

g&_MM- This represents the results of the year's operations. It is derived by subtracting all program
operations expenses from net deposits.

Issues Affecting IT 1939 Program Performance:
Under Item 4, biacted Plan, a projection of agencies receiving equitable sharing is not available.

In reference to Item 8, as a result of forfeitures associated with cases such as Nasser-David, Duboc, and
Ricycle Club in 1999, accruals have been increased by $100 million. These accruals will increase obligations
in 2000 and possibly to a lesser extent in 2001, depending on how quickly the equitable sharing payments are
executed. Further, the percent of net income available to state/local/tribal governments is calculated as
equitable sharing payments/net income. The remaining percentage is distributed for federal law enforcement
purposes (see Core Function 1, Item 13).

Issues Affecting Selection of FT 2000 and 2001 Plans: See second paragraph under 1999 issues.



Daartuant of Justice
Assets Forfeiture Fund

Justification of Prooosed Changes in Appronriation Language
Fiscal Year 2001

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained
below. New language is underscored and deleted matter is enclosed in brackets.-

Assets Forfeiture Fund

For expenses authorized by 28 U.S.C. 524 (c)(iHA) (ii), (B), (F),
and (G), as amended, $23,000,000, to be derived from the Department
of Justice Assets Forfeiture Fund.

(28 U.S.C. S 524; Department of Justice and Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2000, P.L. 106-113.)

Ixolnaton o Chn2e: No substantive changes.



Crosswalk of 20 bne

(Dollars in Thousands)

2000 Chaow@ 2000
President's in the Approved Appropriation

ketivitvlprn~ARLM, AmummOU.. AnticipatuedftI~L ~ iua ~ x
Permnent, Indefinite Authority
1. rrograe operatic"s 400.010 276,371 0 666.261
2. Prior year Maleness 0 a 0
Appropriated, Definite Authority
3. investigative Xxpense. 23,000 0 9 23,000
Total Sudget Authority 432,910 276,371 0 709,2411

Changes in the Estimates: Permanent. Indefinite Authority

It appears that the Attorney General's 1997 call for efforts to reinvigorate the use of asset forfeiture, a
well as the major program success in recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions, have generally reversed the recent
decline in program activity. As a result of forfeiture receipts in 1999 of $609.7 million, an increase of
$160.8 million from 1996 levels, liabilities for equitable sharing expenses were incurred and accrued and
thereby constitute a major share of the increase in program operations. The remainder of the change in
estimates is attributable to modest increases in program operations other then equitable sharing. Start-up
expenses for 2001 will be increased by $14.2 million to meet USMS S&3 costs of administrative support personnel
associated with the forfeiture program. No funding will be provided for the personnel costs associated with
Deputy U.S. Marshals.

The 2001 budget recommends that the salaries of USMS administrative personnel responsible for the Program's
property custodial functions be reimbursable from the Assets Forfeiture Fund.

3 
The property management function

is critical to program success.- Without a sound property management program, seized assets would fall into
disrepair, lose value, and be more difficult for the Government to dispose of in a timely manner. This budget
shifts costs from discretionary spending to mandatory spending beginning in 2001. Annual funding for this
purpose is not expected to exceed $14.2 million. No salary costs of Deputy U.S. Marshals will be funded.

During 2000, the Department of Justice also intends to undertake a formal review of the costs and operational
effectiveness of its management and disposal of assets seized for forfeiture. The purpose of the study is to

Includes anticipated obligation of 022,20t,000 in prior year super surplus amounts.

3
Sea section DOle. of the Attorney aOsnrale %hiena mSeized and Forfeited Pronarty, dated July 1090.



(1) determine how beat to coordinate, organize and deliver this program in the Department, M2 establish a
standard profile of property management functions that reflects different demands of different types of
property, (3) asesms the strengths and weaknesses of Department performance of these functions, (4) compare
Departmental practices to industry best practices, where appropriate, (5) associate Departmental costs with the
function. and assets types, and (6) identify opportunities for lowering Departmental costs while imroving
Departmental performance. The Treasury Department will be invited to participate in this contract review so
that the majority of federal forfeiture activity is covered and improvements to common practices are
facilitated.



Department of Justice
Asmeta Forfetr FunLZjd

SUcenar of pacuirements. Roea. and Financing

(Dollars in Thousands)
Annual,
a~finiteAnaroortatmon adlustats

2000 Presidents Budget Requast ' .... ...........
2000 Chang" in the Estiats..................
2000 Appropriation Anticipated .... .. .........
2001 txpensa Changes ....................
2001 Request ....................... ..... ...

Permanent,

23,000 409,910

23,000 606,231

23,000 462,03#

Total
422,910

705. 281

-223,44a

Obligations try TYPe Of Wepsoas

Program operations tipenas (indefinite authority)
Program Operation Ixpennma

Super Surplus Anounts Obligated:
1951-1993 Super Surplus Amounts Obligated
1906 Siqer Surplus Amunta Obligated
19V7 Super Surlug Amounts Obligated
1956 Super Surplus Amunts Obligated

Invstigative tcpea definitea authority)
Iovastigativs 1tpensea
Total Groas Obligations

z1aswm
Thhbligatad Balance of Receipts, Stant-of-Ysar
Collectionm/Deposita/Rsaipts

Total Rsources Available
Less:
Unaligatd baslance of Receipts, and-of-Tear, including.

5001 malenos sSubject to Court Order
tiabligated Balances Reserved for other Purposes
Onobligated Balances Availabla for Start-up ttpenfse
Pyoding Sharings and Iuotireat Reserves

Total, Unoobligmtsd lancese, bid-of-Tear

Total, gross Obligations

2000 2001 Onorsasef

Approprietion Satime Decrease -

MLulML Som SeM

664,072 462,605 -201,234

4,203

2,000
15, 905

-2,000
- 15. 908

23n0E0 23a0 - a
709,261 46s035l -223,443

255,281 1000 -206,231

850,28 640,9B6 -216,29S

-20.,006
-109. 994

-100,000

-230,006
-119,142

0
0

-0, 148

709,231 6flSla3 -225,44)

4
2.orudea 82 million in prior year imobligatad balanoss that were rescinded in 1999.



tellrm in Thousanods)

Unabligatod Seiamm, Of ReceiPts, Start-of -Year
Available for Start-UO aben~ee 82,374 02.374 53,151 109,994 S6.143

Cmitted to Other Purposes:
ZCCI Sslences Dubject to Court Order' 23,306 23.306 19,013 0 -19.012

Unaobligated Salance 20,304 20,304 20,006 20,004 0
0oVernWAot of Coomia International Sharing 19,147 19,147 19,147 0 -10,147
Super Surplus balance@ Omeatligeted 107,305 105,305 14,366 0 -14,366
Temorarily not available due to rocission 0 2,000 7,843 a -7,943
Pending hearings and Interest Reserves 0 0 119,787 20,000 -99,787
0034 recoveries 0 24,342 0 0 0
Remaining woobligated balance 0 0 103,260 0 -102,249

Total- C0O~itted to Other Purpoes 17 6 124,404 12JZ 4L.R0M -26i.tl
Oneppropriated "ance of Receipts, Start-ot-Year 2S2,414 276,770 356,291 1S0.000 -206,291

cot 1octions/Deposits/Receiptu /Recoveries;
Regular Receipts 420,349 S9804 494,000 490,106 -3,014
Recovery of Prior Year Obligations 0 37,055 0 0 0

I,,.,,.~~ nterest Srne4' 612 0 0 0 0
9CC! Interest tameod .. , -&,LAU .000 -9L

eollectiona/Depoeits/Recipts' 434,000 447,2S1 501.000 490.996 -12,014

Total Resources Available 656,434 924,066 IS9,251 640,006 -219,295
Los" OCC! Distributions ( refus)a 101,..4a .ILUIJ&I I;LAJ3J -W...~ Jla~~j=
Less Vneppropristed Balance of Receipts, lkod-oi-Year

Start-Op Expenses For Vollowing year -91,9 -02,653 -109,004 -115,142 -5,160

Var0.0104 2=0 haft.0 a" 433 544f~ abe ~t to04144e a.sh aimez Onv04 a=1 fces aft iabced bd Coon 02sar cr01. wiso post" is I I , t 0_
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Prior "axlux salamoss Carried Forward
Temporarily not available hae to r~ciseloa'
DCCI baluaoua ot Available for ftogsam ftpwass
08. v. Hd~maa Ualiatd balance
Government of Colmia International Sharixql
Remaining obligated. balance
Pending tharings and Interest 9.aa~rVSS

IOuppropriated Balance of Receipts, end-of-Year

Total Final Obligations

-2, 000
-27, 145
-21. 116

-52S.147

-14, 266
-7,1642

-19,0@12
-20, 004
-19.141

-102,269

567. 7$5

-20, 000

709,201

0

0
-0. 0

0

-20,000
460. 62

0

023,4

ON - lart"I. e gawtif In 44*9,LOWW grew m be ea

,Mia" 0 -'4 LOSa~ 91 62. off. 0" nemiLLe6e L. 164.11am 093,449 64*I LO 00 I 44 I&". 4u MOS b e OI l i . LN 2344
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1993

Mandatory tapeage: ClAiSLote authority)
Came Swpofl amerge

Mseat Nenagesmat, and Disposal 14.122
Other Aseet Specifi to enaaa 33,712
Special contract Servicee 48, 1S3
Cotracts to Identify Asset$ 5.613
hoards for Inforation

Landing to a Forfeiture 14,100
Prograin luprt txpan&se

Automated Date Procassinog 25.074
Training and Printing 9,022
Other Progra Nanoageaet

t  
3,707

Other Authorisad tmWen&sa
Storage. Protection & Deatruotion

of Controlled sbtances 305
equitable Shawing Payent" 179,713

Joint Federal/State and Local Law
tinforoenmt Operations 0,7

subtotal: Mandatory txeow~a 396,914

mnvetigative tupeo"Aaa (definite
amrds for Information

Purohae of Rvidence
equipping of conveyanceso

Subtotal, toveatigative ampeage

authority)
16, 000
5,000

_aaa
23, 000

Super Surplus .Auts Obligated" 10S.103

*imrv of UaMamao ;y Emmas

(Dollers in thousnanda)

2000
lo99 Appropriation

30, 904
39,.416
43,700

3,916

14, 200

26,145
7,237
4,645

93

223,374e

451,722

13,302

21, 070

ILM

2001 2001 Ifcroease/

a Bau 22afna

44,000 40,000 40,000
45,500 41,000 61,000
47,000 37,e00 37.6000
e.000 5,000 5,000

16,000 14,000 14,000

34,000 30,000 20,000
10,000 3,000 9,000
5,000 13,000 10,000

1,300
414,12

1,000
222, 12e

1,000
232,126

_Ul aU a30
464,072 462,e38 462,814

14,000 14,000 14,000
6,000 4,000 6,000

LEAR0 LEA0R aau0
22,000 33,000 22,000

-a

Total groas obligations 520,213 567,71 705,211 485,836 465,33
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Department of Justice

Receipts adProaran Narrative

For 2001, the Department estimates that receipts to the Fund will be about $490,906,000, a decrease of
$12,014,000 to the estimate for 2000. Receipts in 2001 do not include non-recurring deposits such as the
1999 Nasser-David cams which cause high fluctuations at irregular intervals. Receipts include estimates of
$360,095,600 in forfeited cash, $90,021,400 in proceeds from the male of property, $40,000,000 in interest
income generated through the investment of seized and forfeited casch and unobligated smounts deposited to
the Fund throughout the year, and $879,000 in other miscellaneous income. Factors considered in arriving at
the total 2001 net income estimate include:

(1) Based upon the direction of the Attorney General to Department operating components to re-vitalize
their forfeiture efforts, the Fund is anticipating a moderate but continuing increase in forfeiture
activity. By 2001, we expect receipts to continue to reflect the results of longer tsrm.
investigations initiated in 1998. While 2001 expenses are less than 2000, we are not projecting lese
forfeiture activity; rather we are projecting the continuation of forfeiture activity that is
recurring in nature.

(2) A current debate in Congress over reform of the asset forfeiture lawn, particularly those authorizing
civil forfeiture. my have an effect on future program operations. A civil forfeiture reform bill has
been passed in the House. A Senate reform bill was introduced in December 1999. Certain reforms are
viewed am very hostile to civil forfeiture.

M3 The increased emphasis on money laundering and international forfeitures could gene rate substantial
additional receipts annually. Billions of dollars in illegal proceeds have been secreted overseas.
If progress in made in piercing the international banking veil, more of theme funds will be subject to
repatriation and forfeiture. As demonstrated by the $89 million in Nasser-David funds deposited in
1999, repatriation of foreign assets holds potential as a significant source of the Fund receipts.
The Department has made significant progress in recent years in explaining and convincing foreign
governments that such cooperation is in their best interest. Over 100 countries have signed and
ratified the Vienna convention which provides, ine la for forfeiture assistance in drug and drug-
related (i.e., money laundering) cases. Already, countries are allowing the "extradition, of assets
for forfeiture by United States laws. The Department generally shares a significant part of any
repatriated funds with its international partners. These cases are very difficult to negotiate and
often take years to come to fruition. However, several major cases are under development and could be
brought to closure in the next three year@.



MANDATORY RIFUIS

Managemnt and Disposal Of Seized Assets $44,000,000 $40,000,000 -$ 4,000,000

As seizures are projected to increase, an accompanying increase in the costs of asset management
and disposal Is projected for recurring activity. The primary purpose of the Department of
Justice AlMS Fund Is to ensure an adequate and appropriate source of funding for the management
and disposal, of property seized for forfeiture, as well as forfeited assets, which would
otherwise be paid by seizing agencies out of operating budgets funded by taxpayer dollars. The
Fund puts criminals money to work for the taxpayer. Growth in costs in recent years is
reflective of higher rates charged for services and the movement to more comprehensive
management "andmintenance services. Also requiring funding is the assessment, containment,
removal and destruction of (1) hazardous materials seized for forfeiture, and (2) hazardous
waste cntaminating property seized for forfeiture. The number of clandestine lab cleanups has
risen dramatically. DKA anticipates that the numer of clandestine labs seized will continue to
increase due to DSAs Nethamphetamtine initiative, as well as ORA' continued assistance to state
and local law enforcement agencies. The U516 and DUA will continue to utilize the Fund for
disposal of toxic and hazardous substances when necessary for forfeiture or the disposition of
forfeited proprty. The Fund has been instrumental in funding the development of an
environmentally-conscious method for disposal of hazardous materials. These costs include the
expenses of packaging, transporting and destroying precursor chemicals and other hazardous
materials seized at clandestine lab sites by certified hazardous waste disposal firms. The
Department of Justice Is also using the Army Corps of engineers, on a reimbursable basis, to
provide site surveys and assessments of environmental damage on seized properties with suspected
hazardous waste contamination. The Corps also provides estimated costs for the clean up of such
properties, which facilitates more informed decisions on the forfeiture or release of such
property. This category also finances en estimated $5 million in non-personnel costs of the
t343 seized assets program.

PY Q0UZ&tM~t F 200LMRatimate ~ zm
2. other Asset Specific Rxpenses 945,500,000 $41,000,000 -$ 4,500,000

This category includes payments of amounts to satisfy third-party interests, including
lienholders, and other innocent parties, pursuant to 26 U.B.C. S 524(c) (1) CD)i payments in
connection with the remission and mitigation of forfeitures, pursuant to 20 U.S.C. S
524 (c) (1) (2); and direct expenses incurred in perfecting the forfeiture. Normally, payments of
liens are deducted directly from sales proceeds, using procedures customary in real estate



settlements. However, in come cases, forfeited cash and proceeds from the sale of forfeited
property are first deposited to the Fund, and then disbursements are made to innocent
lienholders. Also included in this expense category are expenses associated with the
prosecution of a forfeiture came or execution of a forfeiture judgment, such as advertising.
travel and subsistence, court and deposition reporting, courtroom exhibit services, and expert
witness costs. in appropriate cases, the services of foreign counsel may be necessary. in this
areas, the costs of advertising are a major expense. Under current law, the Department must
advertise each seizure three consecutive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation in the area
of the seizure. in addition, we must also incur the cost of providing personal notice,- by
certified mail or other means, to all individuals or entities we can identify as having a
potential legal interest in the property. If a claim and cost bond is filed, and the forfeiture
process is converted from an administrative process to a judicial process, the entire notice and
advertising process is repeated-doubling the cost. This expense is directly related to the
volume of seizures and the volume of claim and cost bonds. Aen increase in advertising coats is
projected for 2001 for recurring activity. It is essential that these expenses be met in order
that the asset title conveys properly, while ensuring due process rights of citizens.

V_00 .kLEstimt F 20a01.stim3atef Increasl/2crease
3. Equitable Sharing Payments %414,172,000 $232,135,000 -$182,034,000

The amount of equitable sharing obligations in 20CO were increased by 1919 accruals estimated at
$100,000,000 for no.-recurring deposits. These accruals will increase obligations in 2000 and,
possibly to a lesser extent, in 2001, depending on how quickly the equitable sharing payments are
executed. Equitable sharing payments represent the transfer of portions of federally forfeited cash
and proceeds from the sale of forfeited property, to state and local law enforcement agencies and
foreign governments that directly assisted in targeting or seizing the property. Most task force
cases, for example, result in property forfeitures whose proceeds are shared among the participating
agencies. A substantial number of cases by the FBI and DNA include participation by state and local
law enforcement agencies. Thle FBI estimates that approximately 60 percent of it* cases, involving
about 40 percent of asset value, involve state and local agencies. For DRA, about 70 percent of its
cases, involving about So percent of asset value, involve sharing. As more joint task forces were
formed between federal, state and local agencies, the percentage of net proceeds shared increased over
the years. Under Depatment policy, equitable shares are to be paid from the net proceeds of a case
after recovering costs invested in the case from the Fund. In 1997. guidance was issued reminding
agencies of their obligation to record costs properly so that they may be deducted before computing
equitable shares. As cost recovery improves, the rate of sharing should decline.



FY 2000 Estimate FY 2001 Estmate IncreaselDecrease
4. Special Contract Services $47,000,000 $37,800,000 -$9,200,000

The Department of Justice asset forfeiture program is making extensive use of contract personnel
to manage the massive paper flow associated with forfeiture, including data entry, data
analysis, word processing, file control, tile review, quality control, case file preparation and
other process support functions. These workers have become an integral part of the asset
forfeiture program Without this contract support, it would be impossible to maintain automated
data baes, process the tens of thousands of equitable sharing requests, and maintain the tens
of thousands of forfeiture case files. For all practical purpoasas, without this support the
forfeiture program would grind to a halt, income to the Fund would reduce to a trickle, expenses
for maintenance and storage would increase, and the market value of property languishing in
inventory would be adversely affected. The decrease for 2001 reflects the return to more normal
forfeiture activity.

PY 2000 Intimate FY 2001 Estimate Increase/Decrease
ADP Equipment $34,000,000 $30,000,000 -$ 4.000,000

CATS was initiated in 1990 and fully implemented in 199?. From an automation viewpoint, 1991 was a
mAjor milestone for the asset forfeiture program. CATS began to provide nationwide telecommunications
and processing capabilities that tie together all agencies involved in the Department of Justice asaet
forfeiture program. Legacy agency data bases were converted to CATS, operating procedures updated,
end system uners re-trained. For the first timis, on a full-year basis in 1997, the Department of
Justice prepared complete reports on all asset forfeiture activity on a contemporaneous basis;
investigative and prosecutive agencies had available the actual results of their efforts; and office,
agency and Department managers were able to asses the efficiency of the forfeiture program and
estimate future program results in a more informed manner.

CATS ties several hundred locations together into a national telecommunications network, provides
modern technology to perform many tasks formerly done manually and makes automated tasks more
efficient, eliminates redundant entry of information, provides consistency from the agencies
performing the same functions, provides current information to field personnel on the status and
results of cases, integrates limited financial analysis capabilities into the inventory management
process, provides a rational process for the estimation of program income and expenses, provides a
formal basis for the assessment of staffing requirements, and provides the capability for agency and
Department managers to review and *asses prograft activity dynamically.

Funds requested for 2001 will provide for; (1) recurring costs of operation and maintenance of the
CATS telecommunications network; M2 recurring costs of system end equipment maintenance; (3)
recurring costs of user training; (4) recurring coos of the user support facility (e.g., a 'help"
line); (5) data center charges in support of CATS; and (6) software development directed at meeting



new requirements. Plans for 2000 include efforts to transition CATS telecommunications support and
services from the Treasury Communications System to the Department of Justice Commeunicat ions Network
and the U.S. Marshals Network. In addition, plans are being developed to transition individual agency
CATS users to their respective agency telecommunications systems.

The Department's FMIS performs most accounting functions for the Assets Forfeiture Fund and the
associated Seized Asset Deposit Fund. The USMS accounting system has accounted for most deposit and
disbursement transactions, feeding summary information to MIS0 on a monthly basis. In 1998, the USMS
installed a new accounting system. Discussions. are ongoing with the US514 and the Department to ensure
that accounting data is integrated into CATS on a daily basis to produce more informative financial
statements that reflect the full economic activity of the asset forfeiture program, as well as improve
the process of investing Furdd balances.

FY Z20DAL±Estiae 201 Esimate Increase/Decrease
6. Training and Printing $ 10,000,000 $ 9,000,000 -$1,000,000

Training on forfeiture and forfeiture-related subjects peaked in 1998 because of the constant
evolution and development of asset forfeiture law and policy and the addition of new staff.
Emphasis on the training of agents and attorneys will continue in 2000 and 2001 as part of the
Attorney General's cell for reinvigoration of the Department's use of the forfeiture sanction in
all appropriate cases. Because of the availability of Fund monies, forfeiture training has been
integrated into topical training activities, such as money laundering, financial investigations,
FIRREA, Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces, and international cases. This outreach is
extremely important because relatively few positions are dedicated solely to the forfeiture
program. If the full value of this sanction is to be realized, the Department must reach the
thousands of agents and attorneys and teach them to integrate asset seizure and forfeiture into
their normal patterns of case development. This can only be done through an effective and
aggressive training program.

The Criminal Division and the U.S. Attorneys will continue to sponsor approximately 6-10 training
conference par year. including basic end advanced seminars for forfeiture attorneys, training courses
for all support personnel, and specia3ized criminal and civil forfeiture courses for select Assistant
U.S. Attorneys, etc. This plan includes funding for money laundering conferences, support for
conferences by other Federal, statc, and local law enforcement agencies, and international
conferences. Printing costs reflect the continuing need to provide current legal advice and support.
Expenses include updating and distributing the forfeiture manual and printing numerous pamphlets
directly relating to forfeiture issues, policies, and procedures.



EYi2000IusimateL E2001..Balimaktn lncreass/Decraa
1. Other Program Management Expenses $ 8,000,000 $19,000,000 $11,000,000

This category includes several types of expenses that are important to the overall management of
the asset forfeiture program: management analysis, performance assessment, problem analysis,
requirements analyses, policy development, and other special projects designed to improve
program performance. This funding will provide travel and per diem funds for temporary duty
assignments needed to correct program deficiencies. In addition, funding is provided for the
USMS, when it learns that the seizure of a business is immiinent, to obtain the necessary
professional services for the valuation of business inventory, assessment of assets and
liabilities of the business, or performance of other related services to facilitate informed
decisions on the management and disposal of the seized business. Other activities funded under
this heading include the annual audit of financial statements of the Assets Forfeiture Fund and
the Seized Asset Deposit Fund by an independent accounting firm, and special assessments and
reviews. This category also finances the costs of the APMS, Justice Management Division.
Beginning in 2001, expenses will be increased by $14.2 million to meet USMS coats of
administrative personnel associated with the forfeiture program. No funding will be provided
for the S&E costs associated with Deputy U.S. Marshals.

WF 200I stiate FY00 Wa tiamAt Lnraaa/arwaa
s. Contracts to Identify Assets $8,000,000 $5,000,000 -$ 3,000,000-

Investigative agencies use these funds for subscription services to nationwide public records l
data systems, and for acquisition of specialized assistance, such as reconstruction of seized
financial records. Demand for these services will increase as more agents graduate from the
training programs and attempt to use the asset forfeiture sanction in their cases; however, it
is anticipated that coats will be controlled because of volume economies. Resources requested
for 2001 will be used to identify assets during the investigative stage of the case, where much
research will enhance affective use of the asset forfeiture sanction. if the government can
improve upon the identification of ill-gotten assets, the insidious nature of the criminal
wrongdoing can be hatter demonstrated and reinforced before the jury. Such evidence stand. to
result in stiffer penalties for hard-core criminals who have dodged such penalties in the past
by successfully concealing such assets, only to be released to finance further criminal
activities with such assets. It is just this kind of 'criminal financing" that the forfeiture
laws are intended to derail.

9. Storage, Protection, and Destruction FY2000.EstimSae F 200l1 Hatias Increase/Decrease
of Controlled Substances $1,500,000 $1,000,000 -$ 500,000

This is an uncontrollable asset-specific expense consisting of the coats of warehousing and
guarding controlled substances, and the removal, transportation, and destruction of these



substances. This funding is also used to purchase safes for the storage of controlled
substance.

10. Joint Federal/State and Local
Law Enforcement Operations

EFYQ2000fEstia
$33, 900.,000

FY 2001 s8tiMA
$33,900,000

Increase /Decres
$ 0

Public Law 102-393, referred to as the 1993 Treasury Appropriations Act, amended Title 28 U.S.C.

§ 524(c), enacted new authority for the Fund to pay for "overtime, travel, fuel, training,
equipment, and other similar coats of state or-local law enforcement officers that are incurred
in a joint law enforcement operation with a Federal law enforcement agency participating in the
Fund." Such cooperative efforts have significant potential to benefit Federal, state, and local
law enforcement efforts. The Department has implemented a policy for the sllocatioil of
resources for this new authority, and, during 1994, $10.4 million under this authority yes
provided to the Administration's Weed and Seed program. In 1999, resources totaling $24.4
million were applied to state andf local law enforcement expenses, and an additional $9.0 million
was set aside for continued Weed and Seed projects. In 2000 and 2001, providing receipts
materialize as projected, a total of $33.9 million is proposed for these activities. Such
expenditures are fully consistent with the Attorney General's top program priorities, including
those efforts to reduce violent crime, the insidious expansion of organized crime, etc.

aYi200 lniafl
$18, 000, 00011. Awards For Information

Leading to a Forfeiture

LFY 201Esimate
$14,000,000

section 114 of Public Law 104-208, dated September 30, 1996, amended the Justice
payments of awards based on the amount of the forfeiture the same as other coats
Historically, this authority represented less than 10 percent of award payments.
approximately $15 million in such awards in 2001._

INVESTIGATIVE EXPENSES

oaf mit anrooriated (discretionary) authlority

Incrasemullhca
-$ 4,000,2)00

Fund statute to treat
of a forfeiture.
We estimate

1. Awards for Information and
Purchase of Evidence

£La200zmflmAU
$20, 000, 000

FY 2001ItikmLIe Increase /DecrSaa
$20,000,000 $ 0

Awards payable from the Fund directly support law enforcement efforts by encouraging the
cooperation and assistance of informants. The Fund may also be used to purchase evidence of



violations of drug laws, Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO) , and criminal
money laundering laws. Payment of awards to sources of information creates tremendous
motivation for individuals to assist the government in the investigation of criminal activity
and the seizure of assets. Many cases would be impossible to bring to trial without the
information from cooperating individuals. Even when the government has reascn to believe
criminal activity is occurring, an inside informant can facilitate the cost-effective deployment
of investigative resources to obtain the greatest results. These expense categories are used in

support of the Attorney General's highest priority programs, and represent resources that become
increasingly precious as law enforcement budgets are curtailed to meet deficit reductions goals.
It is imperative that investigative authority of the Fund remain at a viable level.

£L20002Estimatc F 2 E estimate Increase/Decrease
2 Equipping of Conveyances $3,000,000 $3,000,000 1$ 0

This category provides funding to equip conveyances for law enforcement functions, but not to
acrur them. This funding is used for emergency and communications equipment, voice privacy
and surveillance equipment, armoring, and engine upgrades and avionic equipment for aircraft.
Further, the funding is utilized for special projects such as operation SNOWCAP, and other drug
enforcement activities, In 1995, funding was used to equip various aircraft for the U.S.)-
Marshals Service air fleet needs, and to equip vehicles for investigative agencies to provide
highly sophisticated investigative ability. By the end of 1996, Fund resources were used to
equip hundreds of new and/or forfeited vehicles to make them suitable for surveillance and other
law enforcement purposes. Fund resources have also been used to equip specialized surveillance
vehicles, the cost of which can easily -exceed $50,000 per vehicle.

Given the great expense involved, it is only through Fund resources that many of these surveillance
vehicles are available to the field districts that need them. DEA uses surveillance vans as

s tationary and mobile platforms to conduct surveillance and gather intelligence, the cornerstone of
cases against most major drug violators. in addition, evidence obtained through the use of such

surveillance often provides the audio and 
video documentation necessary for conviction.

These funds are also used in support of the Attorney General's expressed highest priority, including,
but not limited to, suppression of illegal immigration. Through 1999 over $6 million has been
allocated to the ismmigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to equip law enforcement cars that sight
not otherwise have been placed in service. Funds continue to used for the equipping and
rehabilitation of helicopters used for enhanced border patrol activities. Thera is significant
benefit to law enforcement to meet unforeseen equipping emergencies through these resources. It is
essential that investigative authority of the Fund not deteriorate further to avoid loss of this
valuable support.
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Department of Justice
Assets Forfeiture Fund

Sutmmary of Recruirements by Object Clas

1999 Actual 2000,,AslJ.ma, 20l Reauest .JnscaaasxsDeca
b2t Cl~a"" Amount Amntmun mon

11 5 Special Personal Servces Payments 4.528 4.6177 31 300 -1,371
12 1 Personnel Benefits 545 1,064 143 -342
21 0 Travel and Transportation 131419 16,619 10.562 -S,456
22 0 Transportatiton of Things 2,029 2. 535 1,509 - 624
23 1 Reotal Payments to GSA 9, 514 11,885S 6,037! -),6941
23 2 Rental Payments to Others 159 946 619 -129
23 3 Corwicatinns, Utilities and Misc charges 11,642 14.016 9,634 -4, 304
24 0 Printing and Reproduction S, 905 1,377 5,049 -2. 321
25 1 Adoisory and Assistance 12,.30a 1S, 315 9.606 -5.769
25 2 Other Services 460, 910 601,3$24 414, 131 -189, 693
25 3 Purchases from Government 3 ,358 4. 132 3, 130 -1,002
25 4 Operatrons & Maintenance of Facil ities 4.660 6, 0170 4, 355 -1,116
25 4 Medical Care 4 5 - 2
25 1 Operations & Maintenance of rquipment 11259 9, 067 6,'201 -2.660
26 0 Supplies and Material SO5 631 419 -152
31 0 equipment 9,482 11,.64S 8.110 -3,135
41 0 Miscell aneouq Contribution 3 4 3 -1 Pcc
42 0 Paymenta for Property Dlamage 293W1 5.

43 0 Interst ka 21 U .12t

Total Obligations 567,15 709, 261 485,638 -223,443

Relation of Obligations to Total Rsquireents
Osobligated balance, start of year -276.16 -356.201 -150,000
Reconery of prior year obligations -31,038 03
Ibobligacad balance, end of year 15S.281 LLLJEI0 UIjI14

Total requirements 410,233 553.11 465,96

Relation of Obligations to Outlays-
Total obligations 567,169S 39.261 465,635
Obligated balance. tart of year 261,084 294,316 486,3S?
obligated balance, end of year -264,076 -466,3W -S41.195
Adjustmenta in sxpired accounts -3,0580j

Outlays 497,707 S17.000 42S,000

4
Reflects peresneal comensation for AMlt, as sell as a portion at personnel coats aseocisted with a eupec surplus allocation

provided to Intonastion Resources Yeenagement. Justice blanagemant Division.
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Department of Justice
Radiation Exposure Compensation

Administrati,.e Expenses
Summar% Statement and Performance Plan

Fiscal V'ear 2001

I ieC I )cp.ii iiiicni oi lust ice: rcq tsl-i 52,A11)I,1liiiI in hushed authority for 2(X) to administer tile Radiation 14XposLIre Compensation
Ilo-lilI his tiin1liiig Ics ci is lie ".1uit as cceised ill l99) and 2151(1

t31 Its ii 1iiiil lie II,iatiiiiin 1 splsire ( slipeusatiolt Act has e been introduced by Senator Hatch, Senator Hitigantan. Representative
li 1.111 ep sii"

t
ise 'ked indl Rcisrcsciii c NIiink W ith lie reception of the MIiiik proposal, these bills are 'cry expansive and. if

class ltl. siitl llt~ 1114. li ilit: states! request assumes, that 110 statutoi\ changes ssll be implemiented in 2F01I

I'o''lii Ceeut.iiois5 ktiCk Its\ l 11 lit: leI litiiieiii sti IisiLac sil Apit 121. 1999 1 lies changes. which are intended to bring the
Ft

riscr~iii i Il 1ine \ 1111 kii tat l s k h lt ' 0 161 TL MiliIs i 1t )"is lesIl!e. .sli11tx 111C di sUiitorul s-tic fiied categorics o lciiniaiits downwinderu,
0silsite pirlt ipaiisit ind iii Rceipts idlk tieC ie'slilaiit ss iukliu~sil. ,s\hichi iiicrcasd nuoderaly iii 1999), are projected to peak in
Just andii ilcliiic ini Ju411

Radiation l-%pnsurc (mpensation l'roparsna Miss.ion and (Goals,. and Relationship to the Department of Justice Strategic Plan 0
I-A

1 lie Ritatioii lspsirc (siiipciisatioit lrsirmis 2001t request aiid estimates drectly support the following goals in the Department
oFt lustice Stategic Pllanit) tsireesit the I niteul Stites in all ci% i niatters aiud to meet or exceed the expectations of our customers.

Radiation Exposure Compensation Prog ram Mission

'he Radiation Exposure Compensation Program rainly and expeditiously adjudicates claims, fully consistent with (he
Radiation Exposure ('ompensation Act and reg4lations, educates the public about the Actl; and develops strategies for
improve ing the Program.

The Radiation Exposure compensationon Act oFT(ers an apology and monetary compensation ranging from $50,0K0 to $100,000 to
individuals exposed to radiation released during above-ground nuclear weapons tests and underground uranium mining. Payments to
affected indis duials conic from the Radiation Exposure Conmpensation Trust Fund authorized by thme Act The Attorney General is
responsible for the disbursement of the Trust Fund aitd has delegated the administration of the Fund to the CivilI Division's Radiation
Exposure Compensaion Progrant Since its inception in April 199)2, the Program has adjudicated more than 7,500 claims and appeals
and approved compensation exceeding $241 million



Radiation Expoure Compensatlon Program long-Ratte Goals and Strateies

'I lie priiarx* stratgies emiplIoveil by lte ('% Ii l 1is sin's Radi at ion Fsposare Compensat ion Program to achieve itIs long-termi goals are

I Listed 1lo11ossing each goalI All goalIs depicted beltow% correspond to the goalIs set forth in t he Depriment of Justice Strategic Plan.

Represent the United State in all civil matters.

* lProieet the U] S I reasir% agaiiist tinsiarrait nioiiciary claims and assure appropriate payments for meritorious claims.

* AdiuinistIer. iiirmse and, %iire appropriate. expand programs to fairly resolve classes ofeclaims such as the Radiation
I '.i'siire ( iiipcii5.ii on l~ro~iiru

Mleet iir cescrd the espectlatiuuns ol our custuinies.

* t'uos lte IIi I iiiite 1 public anud it) si~ikeholders iii iii open. timely and coniplete manner

Raduion f.- 410511C ( iinpen%atijqLP-fIfii lltl~riia PIAn

iIe (is)is is R~ .iiioui I sposure (uiuutuesiioii Prograil proposes a 2(11 Performance Plan that is attainable within the
reiiieie le v olreouresi'l

t s ilidemirsiuhl reuls. s howiibelw'These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which
ftiure pet hinuiiuee nia> lie racked and repwsiied. as required by lte Govecrnment Performance and Results Act (GPRA).

Represent lte United States in all cii i matters.

Meet or exceed the expectations of our customers.

* Develop a web-page to reach greater numbers of individuals through Internet access.

" Maintain tinmely processing of claims by sending 95 percent of claimants an acknowledgment letter within 5 days of receiving a
claim, and by sending 95 percent of claimants %%hose claims require additional information, a request for that information
%within 40J days of sending the acknowledgment letter.



Decpartmlent of Justic
RMidtion Exposure Compensation

Adjminstrative Expenses
YL5fiMI wi (f lltopkosed Chaniaes in Appropriation Language

Adnlrirati\ e I-Apenses

For necccs;%'1r- admllliiltrati'~c e\PCflwsS in aICcordance wth the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act, $2,000,000
(Department ot Justice Appropr iat ions Act, 20 (11( L 106-113))

Explanation of changes

No substantive changes proposed

3
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999 Availability
Perm
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$2 mmo $2,000
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Administrative Expensa
SUMmary of Reqwrement's

tI),llarx- in thnuismndx.)

20100 Approprisrtirn l-nacied

2001 Base

Program Chanttcs

2001 Estimate

Estimates by

Radiation Exposure Compesison
Admaismtrative Expenses

Perm Work-
EeJL XwEL A n

52,000

2,000

2,000

2000 Appropriation
I Lo"22 &,lhkda 1999Actu Eact C 200 tRA 20 EAmst- l SN~Dewiai

Penn Permi Permi Pern Perm Penm
L WY Aont L WX AnM PL WY Aon EM W AnM L WM An= L WI AU

$2,000 SSS01 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000

The Fund is used so compensate individuals exposed so radiation released during above-pround nuclear weapons tests and uranium mnisng In IM,2 the Cii Division of the Department of Justice
was appropriated funds so implement the program Beginissig in 1993, funding was scored against she Defense functional classification and made available to she Cii Division ofsthe Departsmat (-,f
Justice under Object Class 25 3

'The President's Budget Appendix masenals do not reflect year-end billings, iadditional obligations will be. refleced as adjustments so espired accounsa in 2000
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Radiation Fxposurc Compensation
A\dminisiratise Fspensets
2110 A ipropi wion I niciuctl 52,K)0
211,111 Itiiic -2V)

hicircaisc I hi. csc

I11 0%'i i11 I sil .ulii ii iiisicrs tic Rid imton I piisit ic ipcnsati Prograi~ii.esuring that all c !aimns arc adj udicated fairly and
cctfiiiiiish iLktl soLo~it \%ii [tie Raidiolioi I spilsure Coimpensation Aict of 1990 (RLCA) Through December 1999, the
l'rirra his .iilrirlicaitcd 7.551 cii. us anit ipiis and ippros id cenisation totaling 241,492,606. It stro. es to educate the public
dhoi 11 Act ild to dc\ clip straitceics t iikio c ilic Program

CPlosed Statutor) Changes

Senator Hatch. Scitdor Iliiicarii. Rcpresciiiati~c tUdall, Reprcsentative Skeen and Representative Mink base introduced separate
hills to aniend RI-CA With the exception ofrthe Mink proposal, all of the proposed amendments would significantly alter the

Proram, resulting its substantial increases in receipts. awards and payments. The current statute sets out several factor determning
payment eligibility. including (I ) who can apply. 12) paymecnt amount, (3) compensable diseases, (4) affected time period and (5)
geographic location The major legislative proposals would broaden each of these categories, expanding the Program's workload.
Because the legislative and implementation timectable for the proposed RECA amendments is uncertain, the workload estimates
contained herein assume that no statutory changes will be in place in 2001,

Regulatory' Changes

On Apnil 21. 1999. the Departmenit of Justice adopted revised Program regulations. These changes, which are intended to bring the
Program in line %%sith cur-rent scientific and medical knowledge, apply to the statutori ly-de fined categories ofeclaimants: downwinders,
onsite participants and miiners The major regulatory changes ( I) allow claimants to submit affidavits in support of a claim to



estiblisli simoking anid alcoliol consumption histories, 421 allow biopsies to prove cooipensabke respiratory disease, (3) consider any
foiiner siiiokcr %% hoi ceaseil smiokinig 15 years before diagnosis of certain compensable diseases to be a non-smoker; (4) expand the
illiiiiioii ol prinlr> ciiwers ofilie lung to Include if) attn lung Cancers, and (5) define pulmonary impairment standards that are
i(iiii1isiciii is iii1 tiC rccoiiini111ii,1itio1S oflie AHitic ii I lioracie Society. Over 3,200) notifications have been sent to previously denied
cl.iiii.iiiis .1ads oc;IC Lwotips alii aitonic\ S s "iosc practices include RRWA claimants Several staff members traveled to many of the

Aclek iiiioI1iiii ti Iiiic siiniiiir of 199toi pro% ide Iniforniation ahout the regulatory changes. These efforts have resulted in
ItI [re"Cisilitic pai t Ltai I> fi oni miiies

2111 Rcircce&quirements

ic I sitlitiuisiiieii l coser etists under the currentI RFCA statute and regulations The current budget authonty of
ti ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~ Ii IIIi is ill1 eslicii cocicssui'.tetsitilltis processi ng Iiuroaghi 2001

P iogram in erfIsrotaits'

le iiatiI ssic4iicisiii'riii;ristsasnieircltohepbc.Since the Program's inception, management
Iti se tit ti hutecoas i lii i uueasiieli CM11i .eniiciisepinsis eness in clais processing, while masiniiiing claimants'

o~spriiiiiic'to oiiptec teirl~tns.fuilfill ci Iicnics and reecis c conipetisati101

lii ie isit ti sius ii lsrnuanice 'h1iss.ie RI ("A 'rogians set the following performance goal: Send 100 percent of the
l1IiCS icitS1 dcIIIt C l.iiiiiaii tts 1iti iion oft lhiuiges tii the Progranm A thin 75 days of the effective date (April 21 ). This objective was
achue I)ICL. i\ t11i o\i Cr 3,ii t1 iio I IIcaiuons sent by A pril1 15 I hue Program also tracks hosw promptly applicants arc notified that a claim
has bccii ucceis ci. as \%ell as, if aiiiotiat iiihkuonilatuoi is required to resolve the claim In 199)9, 96 percent of claimants were sent an
ackiiosk cititnicni letter is thin Isk c days oh receipt oflihir claims and 93 percent of claimants whose claims required additional
inforniationl w-ere tiotified w thin fony days cif the dispatch of-the acknowledgment letter.

A goat oh the 200 1 Pertfomuaiuce Plan is to develop a web-page to reach greater numbers of individuals through intemet access. The
chart s' hich thid loss s shows thme Program's performance results and plans; successful performance will be measured by the indicators
displayed mu [lie chart



rERFORNIAN('SI; ASUREMIENT TABLE

Department of Pustire (ol ki tiseori - Radiation F"Aposu-ir Compensation Progranm

* Represent the I oiled Stalles in all Ii niatters.
* ole or evieird the estporealions of or customers.

III, tiRttHM'iI %"( V tI.AV

* Dc's Oelo 2 &Lipage it) rest hi greater numsheri olf itidis iduats through Internet acces.

___IN_____ I OR INtl)%I A I ION5 PERFORMANCE E REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

,im 9
1 %p PCt 1u11 1121 nacted Enacted IM a
Intticaicr I iilii j il Souarce Plan Actuals Plan Actuals Est. Est.

jInpit I. N w,,, r ItItIm j10 .ipiviIs r4 iiilmv c hummoo nili si cit (551.5 291 29 320 316 352 513
Nt______I]_ 2 I ur I I a Iio sIl I ,411 Pps I r ,,C I N I I , Ic I IIVNCJr ( AsiS 479 313 391 405 539 36S

Output' \. III I I .1uui.1 loll . 1 5 koal PPIicik~ Ii"rtiic siur CA~SES 204 153 199 227 225 205
AWeIits 4 \ otiIbC II .1 IIIuuu Jokl Lppcak 0 1I di ll In Niiu scsi CASES 290 213 2504 142 ISO 174

Ilendoictio15Its, 5I'VikI li III, L kilmI Ic'~itftileit'c?,t ill %\t Ithuuo .a), CASES 95%. 99% 95% %%/ 95% 95%
Efficiencii it. Ilcicuii ot ler Itits wilt %\ tin 401u~~ CASES 9SY% 9% 95% 93% "%V 95%

________ 1. ltcic lop all Ittictoict %oeh-Pago NA ... .. . .. .. by 9/3,11

Outcome M. I uniesaion aEprosed in millionts)t CASES 515.3 510.11 $14.7 517.5 $11.3 316.6

A. Definitions of I eross or Exsplanations far Indicastors:

* All Inrdicatort: Itlie data source fr all indicators is CA SlS. [lie Civil. Disistion's fully automated cane managenert system
as All Indicators: Ithe numbers in the "1998 Enacted Plan' column are as reported in the 1999 Congressional budget subrrsston
0 All Indicators: lbe numbers in the 1999 Enacted Plan' colunoin are as reported in the 2000 Congresstonal budget submisston
0 I ndicators 1, 2. 3 mnd 4: Counts fnr these indicators were haied ont an analysis of historical trends and the impact of revised regqulations, imp~roved accent to claimnt
records and the cflect itt recent appecal decisions
0 Indicator 5 A n "Acknois ledgnsent" 1rI notifies claimnitts that a claim has been received. apprises them of their claim number and infortoi-i them or when they can
expect to receise a decision
* Indicatorf6 A "Request" letter notifies claimants of defictencies in a claim, and informi them of the inroernation needed to fulfill eligibility criteria and receive
compensation

I Dtesigniates an indicator covered by a requested increase Ito the Trust Fund appropriation)



R. Factors Affecting FN 19911 and FY 1999 Programtivrlnrrniance:

* Indicator% 1. 4 and M! \\ III rcspac li i l90 prrr0ii hIrIVJ c the ' 19 1 i03cici Pln aSsclIIk'iI Owt the regulaliur> changes isiold hre Implemented during 19INS. resulting in
tmirIcsJW III NkIii0 kIrrlk- iciild 1irpOs'iirn appricdIJI nlitipl0IronIathi0n skas Apil 1991) With respect in 1999 performance, underlying the "1999 Enacted Plan"
estrInrICS inJ a') air,0 icr (%J all a ofiri rci 44 pcrcc ni. IOW. rOial app(Irirrale in 1499 is sC2 percent

F actors *Wet trig Selection of FN 2000 and 2001 I siirates:

*Indicators 2. 1. .1 anid A I Inc L',inIrc% assiome thai ir: orpaci ol the rcgFulatnry ihuriges hill peaki in 2000 A lerusi Fund upproprti - ,FS13 7 million has heen
rcqiicstcc loti oal ni in cu i iii 201
* lmndicators S. 6 and 7 1hc Kacliatiri I spIrsoe 1 cicpisaric I ninri Asill coinue tin nurse for [he ociiorm in sets ice tii lainnants



RAdiation I -IZrsure CoMpesaton

Saonial) jg Remnttmrmenti by Grade and Obt Clams
(Pillar% in thousands)

J'i1A0wa Estimtateu 2mDLIRcmue IDUCmLU0CUM
(aatstian -- 3 Anirdat Wy. Mrnms WaM Anon WaL Amonam

21 0I raisci andJ Transsifa Ii
22 (1 1 ranpiwriairr of Ibtitti
21 1 ( tiinillnn itrusow ilicsv and

rniycllansrius ibarges%
24 0 Pi-nng and reprosluthiin
25 1 Advistin & arsislance wen :%.e%
25 2 Othier serices
25 3 Purchases ii! goods & tcs (min Gos/i accounts VI"o0 52,00 $2.000
260 Supplies and matersals
31 0 Equipmen -- -

Tota Oblipuwoiss 550 2,000 2,000

Relatio of Oblagations to Outlays
Total obhgitos 530 2,000. 2,000
Oblapied balance, stait of year 796 65
Obligated balance, end of year (65)
Adjustments in espired accounts ill)

Outlays 1,273 2,065 2,000

The President's Budge Appends's meterials do not refec yeas-end billings, addiional obligaitions ut be refleced as aidjusmment to exire accountant 2000
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Department of Justice
Radiation Exposure Compensation

Trust Fund
Summary Statement and Performance Plan

Fiscal Year 2001

For 2001, thc Departnmcnt of Justice requests a Radiation Exposure Compensation Trust Fund appropriation ofl S3,727,000 to make
paynmcnts for claims expected to be approved. Bills to amend the Radiation Exposure Compensation Act (RECA) have been
introduced hy Senator Hatch, Senator Bingarnan, Representative Udall, Representative Skeen and Representative Mink. With the
exception of thc Mink proposal, these bills arc very expansive and, if enacted, would require substantial funding. Since the legislative
and implcmcnitation timetable for the proposed RECA amendments is unce:rain, this request does ront seek additional funding to
provide for statutory changes. thc workload and payment estimates contained herein assume that no statutory changes will be in place
in 2(1(11

Radiation FExposure Compensation Program Mission and Goals, and Relationship to the Department or Justice Strategic Plan

Thc Radiation Exposure Compensation Program's 200 1 request and estimates support the following goals in the Department of Justice
Strategic Plan: to represent the United States in all civil matters and to m~eet or exceed the expectations of our customers.

Radiation Exposure Compensation Proeram Mission

The Radiation Exposure Compensation Program fairly and expeditiously adjudicates claims, fully consistent with the
Radiation Exposure Compensation Act and regulations; educates the public about the Act; and develops strategies for
improving the Program.

The Radiation Exposure Compensation Trust Fund was established to permit the payment of claims from individuals exposed to
radiation as a result of atmospheric nuclear tests and underground uranium mining and who developed specified diseases. The statute
provides for payments to claimants, based on the type of ,xposure: $50,000 to individuals who lived downwind of the Nevada Test
Site, $75,000 to persons who participated onsite in atmospheric nuclear tests and $ 100,000 to individuals employed as underground
uranium miners. Through December 1999, 3,262 awards, valued at over $241 million have been approved.

RAdiation Exposure Compensation Program Long-Range Goals and Straie

The primary strategies employed by the Civil Division's Radiation Exposure Compensation Program to achieve its long-term goals are
listed following each goal All goals depicted below correspond to the goals set forth in the Department of Justice Strategic Plan.



Represent the United Statcs in all civil masters.

" Protect (lie I IS 1 icastiry against 1101% arraiiied ii~oictary claims and assure appropriate payments for meritorious claims.

* Adiinisler. ittipros c and, where appropriate. c\parid programs to fairly resolve classes of claims such as the Radiation
[sposure Cottipenisatioti Programn

Meet or exceed the expectations or our customers.

a Pros ide infonniaioii to the pulMid tw to stakehiolders in an open. limcl\' and complete manner.

Radiation E~xposure compensation n Program 2001 Performance Plan1

li'His CI 1 D1\ 1is1i1is RM1i1ti Fn \ sIrc ( oipesa1 ion Progriam proposes a 201ti1 Perfomniance Plan that is attainable within the
requested les el oftt coitcs ,ind til iih coiiib thl co its, is shioss i blo% 'I liese 20ttt1 goals \,ill estahl ishi a bascine upon w hichi
futuirc pcrtbmniaiice inii tic tricked miid reploritd, as reqiiircd h) the ( o ermnit Perfomiance and Results Act (GPRA).

Represent the United States in all civ il matters,

Meet or exceed the expectations of our customers.

" Dcs elopi i ss eh-lpagt to reach greater tiuiiicrs of individuals through Intenict access.

* Maintain tiniely processing of clariis by sending 95 percent of clainiants an acknowledgment letter within 5 days of receiving a
claim. atid by sending 95 percent of claimants \,hose claims require additional info-mation a request for that information

xxitu 4 ay f edigthe acknowsledgmcnt letter

Radiation Exposurt Compensation Prop-ram 2000 and 2QI Estimates.

At the start of 2100., the Trust Fund had a balance of $8.4 million The 2000 appropriation of $3.2 million, along with projected
interest, provides nearly $1I 1 8 million available to make payments in 2000. With about 225 approvals projected, valued at about
SI 8.3 million, the Trust Fund will be exhausted dunng 2000J. Payments for as many as 120 awards may be deferred until 2001. In
2001, a total of 205 new approvals valued at $16.6 million are projected. An appropriation of $13.7 million is requested for 2001.



Department of Justice
Radiation Exposure Compensation

Payments to the Radiation Exposure Compensation Trust Fund
Justification of Proposed Changes in Appropriation Languae

X1is iii1 itii Radiation Expowore Compensation Trust Fund

For payments to the Radiation FXPOSUre Compensation Trust Fund, [$3,200,000] $13,727,000 (Department of Justice Appropriations
Act. 2000, as enacted by section Il000(a)( I ) of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 20'Ai tP L 106-113) )

Explanation of changes

No substantive changes proposed



Demnt oflstiI
Radiation Exposure Compensation

laiv jj~iic Radiation L-uposure Comrpcnsation Trust Fund
Crosswatk of 1999 Availabiity~

(Dollars in thousands)

ActLityProuran
Radiation Exsposure Cominpensation

Trust Fund

Unobltgated Balances Interest and Prior Year
t999 Enacted - JprgMju- .Bigblgh FrwL. Adiustments 1999 Availability

Pern) Perm, Pern Perm Perm
P WQ Y Amsount PgL WY Amoum EgL W-Y Au Pos WY Arrmn EQL WY An r

$20,994 $ 1,276 $22,270



Department. of Justice
Radiation Exposure Compensto

Paymients to the Radiation Exposure Compe~nsation Trust Fund
Crosswalk of 2000 Changes

(Dollars in thousands)

Radiant on 1. \posuire Compensation
I ru'Ni Find

2000O President's
-IIA3udLR~Ls

Permi
ELo WYi Amount

Congressional
Appropriation Actions

On 2000 Request.
Perm

EW Wy Amount

$21,714

2000 Appropriation
Enactpd

Permn
Pos W Amount

($18,514) $3,200

onmI?1lAppropriation Actions On 2000 Request Congress did not approve $18,514,000 of the Presidents 2000 budget request



Depamnticoti&1lic
Radiation Izanosure Compensation

Suinmarye of Reguimrereu
(Dofllars in thousands

Perm Work-

2000 Apptiipr anii I iiaLI~ $i3,200

2001 Base

Program C'haiges iSec l1iogiarii \ariais lot ictails 13,727

2001 Estimate 13,727

2000 Appropriation I.
1999 Availability 199 l Actuial Enacted 2001 Base 2001 Estnaie Wnrae~aa A

Estimates by Perm Perm Perm Perm Perm Perm 00
budge& wtviy Poi5 WYt Amount &,5- W)L Ammam ?uz. W)§ Amu Eut WXY Ansxn w= t WY M Amount EMs W Amn

Radiation Esposure Compensation
Trust Fund S22,270 313.839, 33,200O 513,727 $13,727

The Trust Fund balance at the start of 1999 was approximately 320,994,000, interest and pnior years' adjustments added S1,276,000 Payments in 1999 totaled $13,839,000, leaving about $8,43 1,000
at the atriof 2000 The 2000 appropriation added $3,200,000 and $13 7,000 in interest is projected Estimated payments ofS 11,768,000 will deplete the Truss Fund in 2000 An appropriation of
$13,727,000 is requested for 2001

'Differs from MAXX due to a rounding error



Radiation Exposure Compenstio
EAwncnts to the Radiation Exposure Compensation Trust Fund

Justification of Progran and Performance
Activity Resource Suinary

(Dollars in Thousands)

Perm.
PIL EIE Amount

Radiation Exposure Compensation Trust Fund
2041( Appropriation Enacted $. . 3,200
241HI S11lnate ... $1 3,727

1 lie R -id iaii m I spuistir. ( *onipiensaltin ActI ot I'1990 I[.('A) offers an apology and mionetary compensation for speci fic d iseases to
1ii1(krg.roiinu tirani iou ner,.. per-stilis ss in participated olisile in atmospheric iniclcar tests or individuals downwind of the Nevada
Lest S ie Ii tcreaiIu.~ lie Rathlilioni 1: xposti re Conipcnsal in Trust Fund, whic h i s adniinistcred by the C Ivil Division. From April 1992

Miclienile fir.t cliiiui %%cre received ilirotiahd [)ceiher 19991' a total of 7,121 claims have been filed and 3,262 awards, valued at
S241 .492,006ha lici eben appro% ed

I hecre iq i.ross tue iterest oin aniending tile programs iii ssays that will substantially expand its scope. Bills to amend RECA have been
intoduced by Senator I latch. Senator l3ingiamlai. Representatives Udall, Representative Skeen and Representative Mink. With the
exceptioni oithe Mink pr~osal. theCsc hills arc %,cry expansive and, if enacted, would require substantial funding. Because the
lcgislati'.e and itnpleinlentutionl tinmctahle for tile proposed RECA amendments is uncertain, this request does not seek additional
fiundiing for statutory chaitgcs the workload and paynicnit estitnates that follow do not include projections for statutory changes.

Workload Estimates

Trust Fund requirements arc driven by the number of claims approved and the distribution of claims across the three types of
clainiants. Approvals depend upon a variety of factors including: the number and distribution of new filings, the extent to which the
pool of applicants meets the eligibility criteria and the pace at which applications are processed. Because most of these factors are
outside thle control of the Program. it is difficult to predict accurately the number of approvals that will be made in a given year.
Accordingly, the analysis which follows is based on assumptions which are subject to change over time.

Fillings. In 1999, there was an increase in the total number of new claims filed, reversing a downward trend which has been in effect
since the beginning of the Program. FilIings on behalf of miners led the upturn, increasing by 23 percent from 1998. This growth was
likely spurred by new Program regulations adopted by the Department of Justice, effective April 1999. These changes, which are



intended to hring thie Prcigrain in line with current scientific and medical knowledge, apply io the statutorily-defined categories of
claimants downwsinders, nnsitc participants aiid miners.

1 hce major regulatory changes ( I) allow claimants to submit affidavits in support of a claim to establish smoking and
alcohol con1suMPtion1 histories; (2) allow biopsies to prove compensablc respiratory disease; (3) consider any former
smoker who ceased smoking 15 years before diagnosis of certain compensable diseases to be a non-smoker; (4) expand
the dcfniton of primary cancers of the lung to include wn~j.W lung cancers; and (5) define pulmonary impairment
standards that arc consistent with thc reconieindat ions of the American Thoracic Society.

Oser 31,200 inotifications about the regulatory changes have been sent to previously denied claimants, advocacy groups and attorneys
whose practices include REVA claimants Ness ilings in 2000 may increase by about 33 percent over 1999, assuming that there will
continue to he a signi ficairt response to itie outreach achy ities that ha,.e been conducted in the wake of the regulatory changes.
I hereafter. tress t1iniis ire expected to decline

Qualification%. ,\noilier rec,rsal in lorrg-tcrin trends occurred w ith respect to approvals For six years, the number of approvals had
dropped I los ee hcis ceo cc 999 and 1999i, tie number of approvals increased nearly 50 percent, from 153 go 227. While only 42
percent of' 19985 aiudicitions resulted Ini ass .rds. nearly 0i2 percent resulted in awards in 1999. This higher approval rate pre-dated
ituplenreniainir of the rectilatorv changes and wsas c% 1dent iii all three categories of claimants. One explanation is that far more
coniprclreirsi e dalto on m~ier work histories is a% ,iilable now, compared with earlier years of the Program. Social Security, NIOSH,
thre Colorado P'lateau Stuld> aiid private firnns work history data bases are now accessible by the Program. In prior years, the burden of
docuimenting "ork history. arid lie required working level months" (WLMs), fell primarily on the claimant. With access to these
additional sources. the Programn can augment the claimiant's submission if the required WLMs are not fully documented.

Another factor conitiuting to the increase in approvals was a decision on an internal appeal relating to onsite participants. The
decision expanded the geographic area of eligibility to include the entire Nevada Test Site installation, not just the immediate area
around the actual test site

The regulatory changes contributed somewhat to the increase in approvals in 1999. As more and more of the new filings are reviewed
and processed in 2000, it is reasonable to expect that the number of claims approved in 2000 will be about 228 - on par with 1999
approvals. However, it is unlikely that this level of approvals will be sustained over the long term. Accordingly for 2001, total
approvals are projected to decline by about 10 percent, to 205.

Claims Processed. Between 1998 and 1999. the number of claims adjudicated remained stable. While we expect a modest increase
in producti vity, no sharp change in the number of claims adjudicated is expected through 2001.

The following chart provides detailed workload estimates for the RECA Program for 1996-2001.



Radiation Exposure Compensation Program
Claims and Appeals

196 IM9 1998 1999 200 2001
Actual Actuals Acluals Aetuals Estimate Estimate

Downwinders
Pcndin . Beginning of Wear 89 80) 85 86 81 128

Rceps202 187 . 157 141 175 116
Arved 92 103 82 96 82 71

Denied 119 79 74 50 46 5

On~ite Ilarlikipants
Pending. IWvjining of Yevar 71 71 48 42 52 85
Riicct~cd 118W 70 54 53 77 39
Appro-,cd 16 18 . 1' 17 16 14
Ikiid 8f4 75- 48 26 28 30

Uranium M~iners0
l'cnding. Ike'ginming of Ycat 30 240 16-.8219 300
Rcecivcd 297 181 172 i 211 287 210
Appto% ed 174 74 59 114 130 . 1210
Dciiied . 250 181 91 66 76 1 92

Penig, Beginning of Ycar 527 391 299 316 352 . 513
Received 599 438 383 405 539 :: 365
Approved 282: 195 153 227 228 : 205
Denied 453 335 213 142 150 174

,Value. of All Approvals JSO0). $23,073 SI.3..49 $.S.188 S17,470 $1,V8,300: -$16,60.0

Payments ($000) S21,133 $15,882 $12,339 $13,839. $11,768 $1,8



Award and Payment Estimates

Thc StatuLte sets ilic compensation amount for each category: downwinders receive $50,000, onsite participants receive S75,000 and
minecrs receive e S I 00K. Tile value of total awards in a given year is based on the number of awards approved in each category. The
award total drives thc paymecnt total, however, in a give,,n year. payments differ from total awards due to the timing of the actual
payments. Onl average, two months elapse from approval of an award, to claimant's acceptance, to payment of the award.

The table which follows depicts the estimated Trust Fund payments and balances through 2001. In 1999, a total of 227 awards,
valued at nearly $1 7 5 million, we-re approved and payments in 1999 totaled $1 3.8 million. At the start of 2000, the Trust Fund had a
balanicof $8.4 million The 2000( appropriation of $3.2 million, along with projected interest of $137,000, provides nearly S1 1.8
million available to make payments in 2000. Of the $1 1.8 million available, over S3 million is needed just to make payments on
claimisapprovcd, bt triot paid. in 1999. The remaining $8 7 million falls substantially shy of the estimated S18.3 million in claims that
nmay be .ipprovcd in 21Ml~

Radiation Exposure Compensation Trust Fund
(Dollars in Thousands)

199 1999 2000 2001
Actuals Actuals Estimate Estimate

Starting Balance S28,952 $20,994 S8,431 0
+ New Appropriation 4,381 0 3,200 13,727

+ Prior Years' Adjustment .. 1,017 ___________

+ Interest Eamings 0 259 137 162

-Payments 12,339 13,839 11,768 13,889

Ending Balance 2094 8410 0

In 2001, a total of 205 approvals, valued at $16.6 million, are projected. The SIM. million requested for 2001, together with expected
interest will be used to make payments for the unpaid awards from 2000 as well as a portion of the 2001 approvals. Thc value of the
average RECA award is expected to climb significantly from 1998 due to the predominance of miner awards. In 1998, the average
award was under S71,000; in 1999, the average climbed to $77,000. In 2000 and 2001, the average award is expected to exceed
$80,000 - an all-time Program high.

10-



ErMtgram Performance

In tue CivilI Div.ision's 1999) Performance Plan, the RECA Program set the following performance goal: Send 100 percent of the
previouIsly denied claimants notification of changes to the Program within 75 days of the effective date (April 21). This objective has
been achie' ed, with over 3,200 notifications sent by April 15. A 2001 Performance Plan goal is to develop a web-page to reach
greater numbers of individuals through Inteni access

-"

C



Civil Diviio

Pari)no to the Rsd-Aim Fxmsure CoeXsatin Trust Fud
cSjMmar of RoMirmmmts by Qradej~,Qbjahhj

IMollars in thousandi)

1 WActual _I9QLUM = _ MLEiwu. _eso s
Olgee C Lass WIL Aro1nL W~yL tsflnll WYVL a=oI W. AMOM
II I Full-timne permanent
11 3 Other than full-tine permam-rnt
11 5 Other personnel compeisositon
113 Spectal perwnl serices prmezts

Total
Reimbursable workicars

Otherthan permanent iUc

120 Pe. Iouscmfiu
210 Travel and trnsponahion of per sons
22 0 Tiansporwiess of hungp
23 1 GSA ren
233 Conmuescasoons. utimitu, and mwecll-sneu charges
240 Pru"u and repounOA
25 2 Odwi seAim 

0o

26 0 Supplies and matterials
31 0 qpmw
41 0 Grua, Subsidie snd Contribuuons S.1-939IIih SiLili 213-421

Tota olipatons t 3.3139' 11.763' 13,339 2,121

Umooblsgusd bllawe, swt of yaw (20.994) - (9,431)
Unoslimed belime. end of yms 3,431
hUearned (259) (137) (162)
Itsooswry olpr ou blanes (II11:) -1,2

Total rsqsumiis 3,200 1,2

Ralemo of Obligtion to Owdays
T~Oli OA rs 13,839 11,763 13,39

Olsgaasdbslakm,$MsOfysar 455 1,235 1,563
Obldw behintis. ad of year (1215113(-u

Outhys 13,009 11,490 9,464

Dftl ai MAXX due to a rounding eTrro
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Interagency Crime and Drug Eniforcement
Organized (rime D)rug E~nforcement Task Force Program

Summary Statement and Performance Plan
Fiscal Year 2001

The Organited Criime D~rug iEnlorcmewnt Iask Force program (OCDETF) program is requesting a total of 3,030 permanent position,
2.91K iworIycars.and $32K1.8981.(K in 4%T [neragency Crimec and Drug Enforcement appropriation, This request represents an increase
of Sl2.l l2O(X) 14' over the FY 20W0 anticipated appropriation of 3.030 positions, 2,988 workycars and $316,786,000.

A. (Omponeut Ntisiont and Goals. Relationship to De~artment (1)01) Stratea Plan (i"7-2002~

The (IiL IF rigraill\% FY 24M11 rcque--1/perlirmallc% plan directly supports the overall diug law enforcement priorities,
geiil g~.1I% aind strategic. apprioacle' thiai ace included in Ithe D01 Strategic Plan (1997-2002) In addition, it incorporates
iiloiritii tm 'Iwlrrnice ntirviiiewl that %ittildk lead to better accountability regarding actual results obtained.

The IX)i Strawteisc Plan. under the fuwiiiial areas: Inve-.tigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses and Management,
establishe-s the eonhecllion between strategic goal% and those shorter-term objectives set for the OCDETF program for FY 201.

I (ICIET Mission

OCDETI was crcated in 19112 to mount a comprehensive attack against high-level drug trafficking and related criminal
enterprises, including iaigi'-scalc money laundering organizations, in order to destroy and dismantle these criminal
enterprises. Thet OCDETF program constitutes u nationwide structure which combines member agencies' resources and
cxpertise in concentrated, long-tern. operations to mount an intensive and coordinated campaign against international
and domestic drug trafficking organizations.

2. OCDETF PrrmM Goaks_# aqj~heghyn

The goal of the OCDETF program is to dismantle o: J 1-,p; the operations of those organizations.



To disrupt is to cause significant interference in the conduct of business by the targeted criminal organization.
lDisrtipttoii occur% when the normal arid elfctrivc operation of a specific enterprise is significantly impacted as a result
ofiii i allinitat'o2 law enforcemeint actionit Indicators of disruption include changes in organization leadership,
trali kiing patterns, drug produerioit methods, and sviolence within and beween organizations.

ro dismantle is icr put the crinral organt/atron out of existence or break it up to the extent that reconstruction of the
%arre crrimiial organization is inripssihle.

l'rtisrrig this goal has-esriltd init greater number of quality cases against high-level drug traffickers, which in turn,
ha,% li~ri an aippreciable: irmpact ont il legal drug trafficking.

lProgram Ohjectives

Ire1 ititet~t ii' s of (ici (K]l )F;IT p'ii'g,iiii ire loi

I ,iieimnestigaie 'Vitt pios'et ie iridisidirais whio iirgariize, direct, finance, or are otherwise engaged in high--
i'Cs elillegil drug riatlicking rnd related criminal enterprises such as large-scale money laundering
iir.tiii/itini itad inc01lude 1 0 pitding inrielligene to assist in targeting and investigating these organizations and 00

irrisduals,

K Prorionte itcoordinatedt drug eirlnircernirrt effort across district, regional, and national boundaries and encourage
ire miaximium cooperrili and coordination among all Federal, State, and local drug and drug related law
eriorcerrent agencies, and the United States. Attorney offices; and

c. Make full use of financial investigative techniques, including tax law enforcement, enforcement ot Titles lS and
3 1 currency and money laundering statutes and the related asset forfeiture provisions in order to identify,
prosecute and convict high-level traffickers and dismantle money laundering operations, and to enable the
government to seize and :*orfeit assets and profits derived from high-level drug trafficking.



These objectives are accomplished by fostering improved interagency coordination and cooperation in the investigation
and prosecution or major drug trafficking and related cases and by supplementing Federal resources for the
invest station and prosecution of major drug trafficking and related organizations.

3. kelatitpiashito to DO] Strateic Mlan f 1"7-2002)

Law Enrorcement Outcomes

Measuring the effect of la~w enforcement efforts on countering narcotics trafficking organizations presents a unique
challenge because it is difficult to isolate the particular effects of Federal law enforcement activity from other factors.
I lowesver. we know (hat Ithe enforcement of drug laws is a primary way to reduce Ithe avai labil ity of il legal drugs and
steni the Wie of drug traffickting and it-, attenidant criminal activities. The Department, through the Drug Control
Str~itegic Plan workingg groups, will identify the appropriate measures that we can use to evaluate our efforts.

Target Levels

In a number of areas, the Departmlent of Justice does not establish numerical taigets. The Attorney General has
etnphasi/L'd that' the judgement and actions of Department personnel must never be perceived as being influenced by
'bounty hunting- - ic., striving to reach a targeted goal or activity level for its own sakewithoit regard to the
activity'ss larger purpose. The Department will maintain Its policy of not projecting targeted levels of performance
for certain Indicator types (such as arrests, Indictments, convictions and asset seizures). The Departmnt will,
however, repot prior-year actuals for these types of indicators because they provide valuable context to the
nature and level of enforcement activity.

The discussion of major O-CDETF case examples reflected within the "FY 2001 Performance Plan -- Highlights of
1999 Mission Critical Results Section' of the budget clearly demonstrates the success achieved in meeting the
OCDETF goal to disrupt and dismantle drug trafficking organizations.



lDepartment Goals end Strategies

RclL' aII excerpt% froin the Septemhclr 1997 DO) Strategic Plan (1997-2002) that relate to the OCDETF program goals
aind ohIbtive% included the roilowiig

Coire liiictiimi I - lInvestigationi and lProwcuIh'r1 of C'rimuinal Offenises

Goall 1.1: Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and drug gang-related violence.

Violent drug~ trailficking organt/aion% have become aggressively active across broad sections of the country.
( hgaihIlId Paligs ilvols'cd III % olctit crime as well us drug trafficking are a high priority for OCDETF With the

es%,fIaiit iii ditig-relaied violence. OCI'liTF has focuscd (in criiiial organizations which use or threaten to use
imtltl mii% it) conduct their crititinl drug~ related activities.

(1)1. I 1. coniitoe' to achi. s ccesses agilinst these offenders. In 1999, more than 26 percent of OCDETF
ii ~id Iiiinitiated taigeied organi/aItion% suspected ol'being involved in violent activities.go

I_6

40
('404111.2 Reduce the availability and abuse of Illegal drugs through traditional and Innovative enforcement

efforts.

Overall. the (X'DETF strategy has beecn to imniobilize drug trafficking and money laundering organizations by
prosecultig and incarcerating organization members or, where appropriate, seeking their extradition or deportation, and
by divesting then of their profits through forfeiture of organizational and individual assets, The OCDETF program has
attacked organized drug trafficking from the top, instituting in-depth investigations leading to the prosecution and
conviction of the highest level drug traffickers. Time program's member agencies, acting in concert with numerous State
and local agencies, have dismantled major drug trafficking organizations by removing the key individuals who
provided these organizations with leadership, capital, and expertise.



Gal 1.5 Coordinate and Integrate IX)J low enforcement actliites wherever possible, and cooperate fuly
with other Federal, State and local agencies that are critically linked to improved operation of the
nation's justice system.

The (X'DETF program's Nynchroni zing of multiplc investigations against common target organizations, its effective
use ofiattorneys at the early stages ot invcstigations, its use of financial investigations to reach otherwise invulnerable
targets and its unprcedented succcss in fostcring collaboration among Federal, State, and local law enforcement
agencies fromi all jurisdictions has led to the success of the program's efforts to disrupt and dismantle drug trafficking
organii at oil.

011 nc Iitoi l 7 - % 11.iugleii lit

I lic ( X *D)1 I 1Iurllira' ohgL'ci v% L-Cs11) N.t tot he ived Without a1 managentn approac h and commitment to those
Viii.ciui oals ldentil wd ll ii I IX i Strategit, Plain

Goa: 7.1 Strengthen os cright tand Integrity programs, ensure consistent accountability, and emphasize our
core mission rs'spoumihilille.

G.oal 7,2 Mee-t or exceed the expectations of our customers.

Goal 7.3 Achieve excellence In management practices.

jGal7.4: Make effective use of information technology.

GoW 7.5: Ensure a motivated and diverse workforce that is well-trained and empowered to do its job.

The OCDETF program continues to monitor and evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency and where appropriate, implement
streamlining initiatives to enhance our performance, The following actions represent our continuing effort to strengthen the
OCDETF program.



S C1)ETF Budtl Formulation Rationale and Prcs: The DOJ Drug Strategic Plant provides a
com11prehensive framewwork 10 initiate discussions about the Department's drug enforcement goals and how
(wi )ETF program resources could support those goals. The Deputy Attorney General met with the agency
heads% to announce the FY 2(X)I formulation process, reiterate his support for the OCDETF program, and
acktioss ledge the beniefits, derived from their participation. Subsequently, the OCDETF Executive Office held
%korling mcettngs with both Justice and Treasury to coordinate the development of their OCDETF requests.

" Enhancement or the QCt)ETF-HIDTA Relatlonshiz: OCDETF program representatives have played a
critical role in luriherane of the Department's objective of strengthening the level of coordination and
intlegration ot these tso programs. All of these efforts have led to a greater understanding of the nature of the
rel~itiiiisip beisseen he tis programs and thc benefit of increasing the mutual participation. It has also
Li~ct-l% icsotied in lie grinsth i I IIDTA-generaicd OCDETF cases.

* OCI)ETF Assistance 1i, Mlkument oft District IDrui Strateejes; Over the next six months, the OCDETF
1. sctiis Oltice w ill be pro% ding its assistance to all the United States Attorney offices to support them in
dcse'ipiiig updatcd district drug strategies -- which are part of the Attorney General's District Initiative and part

tl he IX )i Drug control l Strategic Plan.

* (M'l)ITF Reuional Annual RenorL%: The OCDETF Advisory Councils will be submitting Regional Annual
teorsi the Attorney Gctieral that address drug enforcement threats, strategies for effectively targeting and

atiackitig these drug threats,, resource requirements to support those strategies, and the results of OCDETF
Invest igt ions in terms ut impact against major drug trafficking organizations.

* Fnhanced Role or the Reulonal and District Coordination Committees: A Working Group will be
established to strengthen thc role of the Regional and District Coordination Groups in screening, monitoring,
and evaluating OCDETF cases,

" The QCDETF Management Information System (MIS): The OCDETF Executive Office continues to pursue
changes that will reduce the paperwork burden placed upon U.S, Attorney's offices and investigative agencies
in reporting OCDETF case data.



B. mighlights (or Nlisson-CrItkcaI Results. (Statistics reported are derived from the OCDETF Managlemient Information
Sys~ten and the United States Atorney'% (Cse Management System)

Overviews

Fromn it%. Inception. the OCDETF programs has focused resources and expertise against high-level drug organizations. Since
19X2. moure than 11.703 OCDETF investrgations have been initiated resulting in more than 33,736 indictments, charging moire
flr.an 100,036 defendant-. over 7 1.1444 membhers of trafficking organizat ions have been convicted, and more than 64,841
idividuat'. limse beent %erltenced to prison teris.

Growth

'I lie ( K'1)1'l V progrirl voiltinue. ito IV '.rtigtlieiL'( by it'. agencie' cottmitlient to work together to achieve success through
eodiittdrgitticeir ci tori'. thiv. uommitilet is. indicative of the agencies' belief that Federal, State , andilocal

parinersIip'. are lie most cftectivc nicans if crihatini; drug-related crime.

II Y i4n0". tile (WDI)r: program hadL a iouriher ol successful convictions against niajor drug trafficking and money
1atoiidecrtg orgaiti~on. Overall there ssa' a 29%, increase in the number of convictions over those achieved in FY 1998.

*Ute liss mrg %tatisic'. arc an indication I tile results of OCDETF investigations.

* In FY I199J9. Y,332 OCDETF indicttncnts wcre charged against 9,345 defendants. This represents a 36% increase over
the FY 1998 level. The number of defendants indicted increased by 42% for the same time period.

* I lIiFY I99). a conviction rate of 89 percent was achieved against the 6,395 defendants convicted; and 92% of those
convicted were sentenced to prison terms.

0 In FY 1999, 51.3 percent of the OCDETF defendants received more than five years, of imprisonment, as compared to
33.4 percent for non-OCDETF defendants. This reflects a continuation of the trend from fiscal yenr 1992 to 1999,
where 52.5 percent of OCDETF defendants received five years or more: imprisonment, as compared to 38.0 percent for
non-OCDETF defendants.



Case Quality

'The quality (it ins sligations ha% remained high The OCDETF modecl works in every district in the country, integrating
iiisetigatior% from a ariety of ai'eocies with their singular expertise, including statz and local departments, and involving an
Assistant United State% Attorney from [lie beginiiing of the OCDETF case. OCTDETF cases target organizations responsible for
the iilnirilion and distribution of all classes and categories of drugs and target major drug trafficking networks operating in
% itially every region ol the globe, (XWD)iTF- investigations initiated in FY 1999 ranged from those coordinated by the Special
Otl'raimi% D ivision which target thie national priority orgafli71tions Identified by DEA, FBI and Customs, e.g. the Cali Cartels
ainid Nlesicai NIfitai to stret corner Vangs, A hicli ring homicides, shootings, and lear to our cities' neighborhoods.

WD( 1)1 Visetii onscriIinle ito Ii rus oII inilli defendant, hi gh-level organi7at ions, and the invest igat ions are often
ii o raiiil 1iiii1iiie III .III ;11,1l\ %1\ IIt lie ( OUDl11 lIiiIstilgatiirn Initiation form% submitted during the first 6 months of FY

I '91). Iiw sriit cric, oII receiit ins estigitiolis %s.i-. relleced The analysis indicates that 30% of the investigations targeted
NIesi.1i1 di g friltickig irgainiiiions or oigii/itiiis ciinnected to them; 11.2% of the investigations. targeted Colombian
it r tlitAI IILO otg~ami ,iioils or related irigiini/at s Miinnd M 914~ targeted CarhbNrri-hased organizations or related groups.

WDETF7lIllIJTA Case Actiity

( andl I nl Iill )A mnqtaers co1intiu ito ssork toward ensuring that the two programs are collaborative and mutually
so~p~srrtrs As aI restilt there has been a stead>y Increase in OICDETF cases generated by HIDTA-funded task forces. In FY
1 '996 thre %%crc 55 iiicciments III(X[l I'F cases resuling froom IIDTA initiatives; by FY 1999 there were 401 such
imidn11Ctiiiis arid 1.092) detein. charged

0('Th77'F, Case Complexity and Significance

Case filing statistics should not be viewed in isolation, hut should he seen in combination with other statistical information
when assessing the success of the Department's drug enforcement efforts. The Department will evaluate the significance of
drug trafficking organizations and its members based upon the following criteria:

0 Level and importance of defendant within an organization, as well as the number of defendants at all levels within an
organization, reflecting the impact that succte slul prosecution has on the structure of the organization as a whole;

9
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o Sophist ication of techniques necessary to conduct the investigation (court-authorized electronic surveillance,
undercover operations. and usc of financial analyses),

o Agent and attornicy resources contributed to the case by Federal. State, and local law enforcement agencies;

o Gravity of charges iled against defendants -- in terms of Continuing Criminal Enterprises, RICO charges, conspiracy,
etc.- and

o Length of sentences resulting from defendants' convictions.

Inter-Agency Participation in OCDETF Program

Fftlectise and coniprehens.ivc attacks on major drug trafficking organization% are often beyond the capacity of a single agency.
Ageiicies %%orkttlg together can accomplish things that thc same agencies working separately cannot. A multifaceted attack on
these tirpaiiiiatiiins require% many kinds ol expertise. combined into a comprehensive and orchestrated investigation.

Cinsisteilt w4ith the cooperative multi-agenicy approach of the OCDETF program, 95 percent of all investigations reflected the
involveoii ol three or more agencies,

Historically, agency commitments (at the time of investigations initiated) have involved:

Number of Agencics Percentage of OCDETF lnvcstigatigns

Threc (or more) agencies 95 percent
Four (or more) agencies 83 percent
Five (or more) agencies 64 percent
Six~ (or more) agencies 44 percent
Seven (or more) agencies 28 percent
Eight (or more) agencies 16 percent



Invresligative Techniques of OCIW TF Program

(Clearl', (WDI )TEtakcs extensive ose oh a wide variety oh investigative method%, sonic of which require considerable
siip1 .littxtiii arid persience to exploit properly, U ndercover techniques ha-e been used in 56 1 percent of OCDETF cases,
iilsctipiise grand juries in 53.5 percent. litoaticial analysis in 22.8 percent and pen register records in 25.7 percent. Also,
cnnidcnitiil iiiootiaiiit were used in investigaiins that resulted in 60.7 percent of OCDETF indictments, and immunity was
used in luestigations that resulted ini 16.5 percent of OCDETF indictments. 11 is also apparent that it is typical to employ
several investigative techniques. during the course of any particular investigation.

T[le in1creasing disers-ity and sophisiicaiiiitm displayed by asset-rich criminal enterprises and the utilization of advancing
lccliiiogi ,isii~ie x h 0(1)F:1 largeicil imgani/alions requires at greater emphasis on financial analyses, and the use ot
Our I .iiithi'i iid tOcs iriiiic surseilliric. iii iuer to iiake the stnongesi case possible against organizational leaders.

* ( XK Il I I, cciroii sur cillinie cqisi ciiiiue to represeii a high percentage of total drug-related requests in 1999.
(I ilie 1, 1.2 dutiirelated elecirirrii sini inec aipplications originalss and extensions) processed in 1999, 818 or
61(it'; xx crc loti (X'IW1T[ inseslimgait inis. Flis retlects a project ed increase in O-CDETF-relIai ed rulee Ill s of about 18%
met l94IiX

* \notheicr s Itung indieatiiin oflte leselI olf complIexitIy of an OCDETF invest igat ion as wel as w significance of the
irdis dual suspects within a trafficking organization is th:. use of financial investigative tools, reflected primarily by the
participation of IRS criminal investigative agents. Hislt-ically, IRS/CID has been involved in 58% of all OCDETF
cases. IRS/CID, because of its limitedl criminal investigative resources, limits its involvement in OCDETF
investigations to those cases that target the highest level of individuals within an organization and that necessitate the
use oft oney laundering, tax evasion, or net worth investigative procedures to build the strongest possible case
prosecution. Many United States Attorneys report that IRS participation is one of the most critical aspects of an
OCDETF ease.

OC'DETF Con victions and Sentencing

The OCDETF conviction rate has been consitently high (between 84 and 89% over the last seven years ), even though
OCDETF cases represent t he highest level and most difficulIt to reach members of major drug trafficking organizations.
During 1999, the OCDETF program achieved a conviction rate of 89%.



When we cittpare Ilie (K'DETF seiiieiciitg data to all non-OCDETF drug sentencing. we find that the percentage of OCDETF
dtleinttts1 %~ ho reccise sentences, greater titan l ive years, is significantly higher than non-OCDETF drug defendants.

1999 1992-1999 (Averaae)

ociHETI: noirdx'l)I OCDETF non-OCDETF

4+9crs 414 32 91,4 50.4% 37.4%
lite I9 5 'I 2.1% .6%

0(1)1 11(u~w Illighliuhts 14nd Accomnlishrnents

I iek ki olill%" tilt1, ig il it"ali, high prot ile .iss li% i t piviillN b-ett (Xi L:F vases antd FY 199)9 was noi different. Recent O-CDETF
v.',i is01 1ilie% tiiisiic lt k iitiiiiied hokv 'Init licitgili ti otio el huts% 14) disitiantle large drug organ izations.6A

U 1 lie 2.INXl. inile border %k sit Niesici his been particularly plgued hy transnational drug trafficking, violent crime, and
tnoIti.1a iiit iiigglitig IIN icesii>ptseiii itialir drug tral licking cases along the Southwest Border, the Department
tat gls the ltiiarclis ajid ilraslruci it l lite oiaur et~aine, heroin, methamphetamine, and marijuana trafficking
iirgiiii/aitiills along thiat border. The Orgaiiiied Crimie Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) program, the Special
Operations D~ivisionl (SOD) anti lte Ill)TA program continued to work closely together against the most significant drug
trafficking orgaiii/.ilifs threatening this- area is weli as other areas of the United Slates.

* On August 17, 1999, more than 601 individuals in at least I I cities were arrested in Operation Southwest Express, an
OCDETF and H IDTA operation coordinated through the Special Operations Division (SOD), designed to dismantle a
U.S. transportation and distribution network believed to be supplied by a Mexican drug trafficking organization based
in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. The distributors transported the drugs by railway, tractor trailer, and vehicles with hidden
compartments, often limes concealed in bundles of used clothing. Members of the organization also collected drug
proceeds and transported the proceeds in bulk money shipments back to Mexico. Federal prosecutors, from 10 United
States Attorneys' offices and five federal law enforcement agencies, working in cooperation with more than 20 state



aoid loc-al agenies. brought drug conspiracy. drug distribution and money laundering charges against 100 individuals
hhe s d to he connected to (lie li asprtaton and distribution network.

Oiperatlion Rio Aflanco. a oititidisticti (X'i)Fi.TF investigation. was also a successful SOD operation, in which 55
indi% idials were .irrested and motre than 30(X) kilograms of cocaine and over S 15 million in U.S. currency were seized.
'I hie principal targets included hiigh-ranking associates of the Arciano Felix organ ization in Mexico responsible for
sinugglin i ubtantial qootitities ot caine into the United States.

* prralion Impuanity resulted in the arrest of 93 individual . believed to be connected to the foreign and United States
tri~tr a nd ai distrthwtion network of he Autado CarrilIlo- Fuentes Mexican drug trafficking cartel. The impact of this

44pt;i44iI is sigttiliciit. Since this ttaionsside eff'or began, it has resulted in the seizure of considerable amounts of cocaine,
tttarifliaad .iit oitt More than S 14) mlilliont in Ii IS. currency has been confiscated. This Operation was a coordinated effort,
ili/ilig ilk reoiirtes 441 many agencies iniciludinig l)A. (Customos. the FBI, INS, the Bordcr Patrol, thc U.S. Marshals Service,

the IRS. ledei if pttsctuir%. antd cotitless staie anid lti.al law etilorceotent personnel.

* Withl fite ems.,il.itiiti of1 drtig-relaited % iiiltcC. the (XLL1program has also focused on criminal organizations which use or
threatens to tow % olettee iti conduct or lactiltate thetr criminal drug related activities. OCDETF continued to achieve significant
suLCCsses da.Il these offenders. Thie lollo%% tog is an example oif a case brought in the Southern District of California under
this inim1atise,

Ott January 6. 1999. as a result of an OCDETF investigation initiated by a Safe Streets Task Force, three members of
the Logan Heights street gang pleaded guilty and were sentenced to 200 months, 215 months, and 238 months,
respect ively. Based on the evidence presented, a San Diego grand jury returned an indictment against ten gang
members fir violence related to their involvement with the Arellano Felix Orgwiization. This Organization is one of
the monst vicious, ruthless criminal organizations involved in drug importation and distribution in the United States and
used Logan Heights gang member% to murder rival drug traffickers, protect drug shipments, and conduct other violent
enforcement activity all in furtherance of this criminal enterprise. Charged as an overt act in the indictment was the
May 1993 murder of Cardinal Juan Posados Ocampo at the Guadalajara Airport. Two of the rema ining seven
defendants are in custody in Mexico, four others are still fugitives, and another is deceased.



* Aniiilivi s ilei crime inveligation resulted inI a dramatic decrease in the number or shootings and the murder rate in
Nett Orleans. (in Septembier 20. 1999). live iininhtrs oft the drug t rafficking organizat ion known as the Seventh Ward
Sm'ldhie %kere eacmI sentenced ii IIle in prison. plus add it ional 'I me of 5 -20 years, following their jury convict ions ror
marketing crack ciwaine and imurderiiig and shooting other drug dealers and witnesses. Police records indicate that
since these gang iiemihers %%ere taken into custody. the community they previously terrorized has experienced a 42
pleicetit decrease III the number iii shiotings and a, 42.9 percent decrease in the murder rate.

U 'i the tiiaie~l side iii the drug irallicking orpaiii/.iion's inlrastruclure is also targeted hy OCDETF investigations through anti
iii401e0 litillidering Ins es gllal iloiis

* ()ii J iliic 19, I199. 111ii te Siithc i )striclii I Floirida. [FIm Tistina, a I lorincr Israeli jet-setter, was scntenccd'to 235
illililv is1 ii1 pms1 i and tiltd $l5tt.lX Jil Cln em iisp ;iIl Monadiiiiey la~iodering. In one of the nation's largest drug money
l,1iiidling eases. liTItoia 5%as chi ictcd mii 14mcimunts of disguising miore than $45 million in Colombian drug cash
1110lm stitigli a lainily jewelry huiness, Amimirg lte charges were filing false hank statements and making illegal
itSerscais ks ire traiimsers. Tisiiia tiss ed a fish taint in the Colomhian drug capital of Cali aind was considered one of

siilshigges-t miiiihsters hIsI iatigler. Kince Kashti. her husband, Yehuda, and a third co-dlefendant were charged n
lte s.title case, hilt they jumped hiind and tied to Israel in I[ecemnber 1997.

Th[le suC4cs mit (WDI. ats a prm'graii thlat supporters tiulti-jurisdictional, coordinated investigations targeting international
tirgantiatiotit that usec siphisticamed mtichattisins to distribute drugs is exemplified by the following case summaries:

* On January 14, 1999. Richard R. Pena pled guilty to a 14 count indictment charging him with leading a violent criminal
enterprise that brought large anmounts of cocaine and marijuana into the New Orleans area and was responsible for eight
drug-related murderN. Pemi will receive a life sentence without the possibility of release and a $4 million fine. Pena's
criminal enterprise began in 1990, with drugs supplied by sources in Miami, Houston, and Mexico. In 1995 DEA. FBI,
and the Customs Service investigations were combined under am OCEDTF investigation, Operation "N.O. Rap, Inc."
In April 1997, Pena and other defendants were arrested. To date, the operation has resulted in 30 convictions.



*On April 26, 1999), Juaii Bauiisiai A loinnia -Torres was sentenced 10 Ilifc in prison following a jury conviction in the
Wesleri D~istricti(ot North Caiiolina Alornia-Torres, wa prosccuicd for his rolc as the leader of a Colombian drug
iirg.i/at ion. kniown as "The Linfi&. thaii smiuggled bctIween three and four hundred kilograms of cocaine into Charlotte,
Noitli Cairinlromn 19Kt9 to 199)7 The organiziition used port-, in Charleston, Wilmington, Houston, New York,
I .iimpai. New Orleanr.. and Biluinore to impont cocaine It employed a fleet of vehicles rigged with hidden

eoipiiiiut o transport druigs miid money Six -co-defendants have been sentenced and are serving term.; ranging
Iroiu 4 toI I ye~irs Three others ,iwi sentencing, and four .tre fugitives.

C. IY 20411 l'eirfinrrance Goals and Indicutors

I lic ( X' 1)I II juioprmii is proposing .i I Y' 21W)l I 'crioritane Plan that is attainable within thc requested level of resources and
%iih diiis alercsi i , ssli thi OCe( ) 1 : liiugaiii\ iliree iiajiir objectives, a% shown below. These FY 2001 goals will

esi .i111i sI . tse lneov t 1111m) liilclit hiiii pimie iiia) be tracked and reported. as required by the Giivernment Performance
.ili Re'sults \L t I( It1RA\I

'. Targvt. ins sstipitut and pross-cot, Indiuidouals %ho organize, direct, finance, or are otherwise engaged In high-
Is' s- ills-gal drug traflcking and rs-laled viriminal enterprises such as large-scale money laundering
iirgani.uiins. and includes im iding intelligence to assist in targeting and In investigating thes vNWanizations
anul insli% iduals.

liruiugli (tie (XI)FiTF progiani. the I )pariient will increase its focus on major drug trafficking organizations
oprita ing %5 ithiii the Uitited States OCDElTF tinvestigations are categorized as "umbrella" ativities which include
multiple agency eases, agency investigative matterr,, United States Attorney matters and indictments as defined by the
agenrcies aiid the United States Attorneys offices.

The Departmient' counterdrug efforts are particularly focused on the Southern Frontier ( Southwest Border and in the
Caribbetian Basin) because of the significant threat posed by the Colombian and the Mexican drug trafficking
uorgani/atiiins, The OCDETF program will continue no play a significant role in support of these and other drug
enhircement-rclated initiatives.



OCDETF will collect and monitor the following information in order to report on its counterdrug efforts:

0 Number of new OCDETF in,'cstigutions initiated,

* Number of OCDETF drug cases and drug defendants~ charged by U.S. Attorneys;

* Number of OCDETF drug defendants convicted:

* Distribution of OCDETF prison sentences.

* Nuiiihcr of federal OCDETF drug prosecutions (cuses and defendants) involving violent crime; and

* lDisitibuiion of icn;c lor (X1)ETF lederal drug prosecutions (cases and defendants) involving violent
Lii11W1

I nder descliipniiwn is a *Perliirmiiin Measurceneni Report' that would he completed at the end of each investigation.-
This icptnt will require data oni whether ihc objectives of the investigation an; met, and most importantly, the extent to
sshich the goal of disinaniling and/or disrupting drug trafficking and related organizations has been reached.

2. Promote a coordinated drug enforcement effort across district, regional, and national boundaries and encourage
the maximum cooperation and coordination among all Federal, State, and local drug and drug related law
enforcement agencies, and the United States Attorney's offices.

in FY 2001l, the Departmentl will continue to strengthen the OCDETF program by promoting a coordinated drug
enforcement effort among the OCDETF regions, all Federal drug and drug-related law enforcement agencies, and the
United States Attorney's offices, as% well ais the Stute and local law enforcement and prosecution agencies. In addition,
significant focus will be directed to:

* Work with the Advisory Councils and the participating agencies at the headquarters level to maintain effective
communication and coordination among OCDETF agencies, to ensure their success in disrupting the operations
and dismantling the infrastructure of large-scale. well-organized drug traffickers;



0 Further thc relationship tlwccn the OCDETF program and the High lnten;-ity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA)
proigraml.

0 Raiw law- enforcementr .igencie%* ,warenc% of the benefits of applying investigative and prosecutorial resources
agamit thi: most dangerous diul; trafiftckers -- ihos that direct ihc organization's operations, and especially
those: who engage ini acts ol cxtreine violence to encore [heir directives and protect their interests; and

* Continue to pursue innoiauve niulhi-agcncy strategic% and initiatives that enhance law enforcement efforts
ilgatnst major drug tralt idling organi/at ions.

M.%ake, full use of financial ins islivalive techniques, including Lax law enforcement, enforcement of Titles 18 and
.41 ctirrsnci and moine) laundering %latlutoi and the related asset forfeiture provisions In order to identify and
com lo hijth-ks el tramfcker% and dismantle money laundering operations, and to enable the government to seize
and forfeit assets and profits derivid from high-level drug trafficking.

lk-partment Money Laundering fforts

I iiiiom ii t. imics pose a prise rimil securityy threat b-cause they threaten (he integrity of the financial system while
ttiliig ltimliiv iitioher i% pes il criminal acti iiy. Attacking drug-related money laundering is an essential element of
the IX-particiti clt'orts to undermine drug tralticking organizations as they annually launder billions of dollars.
rimrled by tougher anitimny lautidering measures in the United States, traffickers are increasingly attempting to
itttggle cash out of the Ulnited States into foreign countries.

C)CDETF will track the following inlormation in order to report on its anti-money laundering results:

* Number of OCDETF invest igat ions/operat ions targeting money laundering operations, and

* Number of OCDETF drug money laundering prosecutions (cases and defendants).



Enhincinlt Asset Forfeiture Efforts

Tle primary goail ofasiset forfiture~ iN to take the profits of crime away from drug traffickers and destroy their
economic hase ol operation. Asset forfeiture can he a useful tool to deprive criminals of their ill-gotten gains, thus
reducitig crinx: and enhancing public %atlty. In addition, strategic use of the asset forfeiture weapon can aid in
ohtaiining detailed invcstigative information ahout the hierarchies and Financial associations within criminal
organ, iat gun%.

(I~wl'.Tn will track thc following information ini order to report-on its asset forfeiture results

* l'ctk-eii ol (WD)EI L-ascs mi which asts were sied for forfeiture;

" Ilk-14 cotl ol (KI)1 II- La. thati iicltdcd ci iminil lorleiture counts or pursued administrative or civil forfeiture;

* l'cikcnt i'l ( K'I: I V1 kisc% lii esulted in aun order(%) or declaration(s) of forfeiture.

lii~iic~ili~scI~gI~sctcclintluis l11~.1 a u, tole in OCDETF investigations a% reflected below:

- Money latindering v~iolatiomns were cited in 63.6% of the investigations initiated in 1999;

* Tax violatio% were anticipated in 20.4% of the investigations initiated in 1999;

* Financial backing activities were expected in 9.1 % of investigations initiated in 1999; and

* In 1999, IRS participated in 44. 1% of OCDETF investigations initiated.

In FY 200 1. OCDETF agencies will strategical ly use asset forfeiture to help disrupt and dismantle criminal organizations and
prevent criminals from keeping their illegally acquired benefits.



1). DtaM Va'lidatlion und Verification Issues

I Daw Coii eo. on arnd Slow"~ Prics

The (XII N ltagenlict lnlu"rniatioi Sysicmt (MIS) nsi~tls ofliree (3) major forms supplemented by special reports: the
hi s e iiioIInIal Foii rm I,. used to C xplail cach investigation considered for Task [ore approval he

loditgocii/Iloro~iorin Ir i used ito record each indictment returned in Task Force cases, and the Disnosition and
Segiteicim: Rvxirt is, used to) seirly all charges in Task Force cases and to record their outcome. These forms are prepared at
tic Field lcvlI awd suhited to the t)CDFETF E~xecuuive Office for inputting into the OCDETF MIS.

I lie (X'I)I- IT N1.a1iietci Inforniatioit Ss'siciti (MIS) is designed to nicet ihe management needs of the OCDETF Executive
(omiiiiiicc. Wwdasiiiigion Agenc Rvepresctiitiloes (Group. thc United States Attorneys,. other participating aL.ncy officials, and
thle regloils, III atIditIiiI, ihic linoriniiin %N sicri pro% itles the data necessary to evaluate OCDETF program performance used
IIiiii% ii, i lie Atiorties ( eitcral. thec Pi'esidei the ('ongrcss. and the puhlic.

Results itt ihic tXi)I--l 1: programs% el loris arc resealed through data collected at three key points in the course of case
Iiiaturation At ease itit ition. (X')IE*TI (txirdiiators review agency -submitted investigations to compare them with

(K')VI (;idciies ritriaan deerttite uter sitailiy.If the decision is made to accept a case, projections are made
conice ril l h ItIC 111vest Ig at Ive and prosectori al met hods w ill be pursued and what resources can be allocated for these
purposes% I. iitic to the process of case iinitimtion is the review by the Coordination Group with its multi-agency resources and
by the Inclusion of prosecutorial expertise.

When inidicttutitsi1 and infor-mations are returned, another set of data is collected. At this point, the pooled investigative efforts
of the agencies have begun to bear fruit. Ccniain of these data arrays re-use the categories which projected case investigation
needs, but they now capture occurrences: investigative methods used compared to those projected. More significant are the
quantified indicators of investigative productivity, such as numbers of indictments or informations returned and numbers of
defendants indicted. To these are added such potentially useful information as how many indictments were associated with
each investigative method, with various types of criminal activities, with each of several drugs, with each participating agency,
etc.



At dispositioii -.i1d sentencing. a I'lti set iii data is collected that includes number% of defendants convicted and not convicted,
imithrs ssho pleaded guilty or %&ere lotind guilty, and the kind% and duration of sentences imposed,

I ).it Vailidatoi and Verilication.

The (XKl IT Programs currently collccts data Ironi agents and aitorneys working on Investigations within each district through
rCinal cordinaiors, This data i% verilied hy the District Coordination Group, the Regional Coordination Group, and the
(X*1)1El'I lFsccutivc Office. A Qualt ('otiril Assurance Plan is under development to ensure the accuracy and completeness
iii ilic dat having input into the OCIW1:TtF MIS

'I tic lFsectilise Off1cc for United States Attorneys tEOUSA) and the U.S. Attorneys collect a number of statistics on OCDETF
imilikititeiiis Coils icilotis and serteticirips through ihc MIS in cach U.S. Attorneys Office. This information is used to
%iippleiiicit aindl %ciil data collected through the OCT)ETF MIS.

SIilive Iltic dmita L otIcils collected does wot piitle inaiiagcrs and rsilicy level executives with the information needed to fully
L'S .ltaie tesoilts. iies reptKirmiig itqimireciiiit *iic being iitpleimcnted and the data collection system is being redesigned. The
ncss data %c.ip1tuilv %%IIl pioiid ninagers iaid lxihcy makers with more results% oriented information.

Annual Rersir to the Attorney QitiraVllXeseojnn( and Coordination of District Level Drug Strategic Plans

The 0CMETI: PrErati Guidelint:s direct that each OCL)ETF Regional Advisory Council, which consists of the United States
Altorneys andl senior officials of ecxh OCDETF investigative agency within the region, submit an annual report to the Attorney
General and De-puty Attorney General advising them of drug enforcement issues within their region.

In order to prepare the OCDETF regional reports, each United States Attorney must report, on a continuing basis, the nature of
the drug threat in their district and the strategy that has been developed to deal with these threats. This requirement was
developed concurrently with the Department of Justice's efforts to develop a Drug Control Strateac Plan and its Semi'annual
&M~ to Congress on progress toward the goals specified in that plan.

It was determined that the United States Attorneys were the key to successfully developing strategic drug enforcement plans at
the local level and assessing the impact of our efforts on their communities as well as the Nation. As the chief Federal law



enhitrceinitk otticers (if their districts. the (I.nited States Attorney% work with Federal. slate, and local law enforcement to
est~ihlish .ind co~ordinate local law enfoircemtet itrategies and pitoritics, to include drugs. violence, and related criminal
activities. The United Statcs Attorneys are also rcsptinsihkr for coordinating the collaborative efforts of nine Federal law
enforcciiwilt aIcncic% working in citnlunction with state, Ii hal. and local law enforcement agencies under the OCDETF
prtigriit to target the highest levecl trallickers within a eOn';tunity as well as drug trafficking organizations that operate
niat ionially) and i international ly.

A strategic planning contra bor is being uiili/ed to facilitatL, support, and assist thc Department, thc United States Attorneys,
antd Fetderal l;i% enlitrceiiwcnt agencies in de% eloping drug slo-itegic plans for their districts, establishing a district
%iritire/procc%% tir mitainingii the % iahility and usel'uliess of these plans, and ensuring consistency and uniformity in
otiiig these plan%. estaishing perloiitmiwect indicators, and reporting results.

11w itit 1i11cto r ks Il IsaI thle I't Iiicd Siics Au t icy s aind either lkepartintcnt comnponents iii developing the 94 District Drug
Ntraitce .it1id I 't1ilt''utic Plait". piqlai tig lo11k rcv ogil (X'lill-F reprtsri to the Attorney General that incorporate the
thuw %t'ii liegit's .id t1'rlorniance pilans hor L',icl region. id~ integrating these district strategies and regional reports into the
IX) D rse .'iiitl Sirawgeic Plait andI Sciii-atoiuyl Renort to Congress.

Cusioiiwr Seryic Plan

Tou lurlier demtonstraie that (XI~Ih ls ler intetagency partnerships, the OCDETF program will incorporate its clients'
sicws Owhadquarters apencies and the nine region%)t into its Performance Measurement Plan. Strengthening the effectiveness
and working relationship between the (X*1)I'TF program and FIIDTA will also be a key element of this plan.

The Excutive Office. in conjunction with the Washington Agency Representatives. Group, will develop customer service plans
and standards it) ensure that we meet or exceed the expectations of OCDETF customers. This will be accomplished by
obtaining feedback through the use o[ format surveys and periodic site visits.



Iha lJmIlalkonilanned Ungradn:

Cvinsersiiin of AS/400 Aoplication to Oracle

Tbc OCIWFTF Fuctutive Office is i rans it itiiing I cor i I current A S/400) applicat ion to Oraclet A con tra' br .% working
cvclii%ivtly wkiih IheOCDETF- Nial ioircsieW iiur ri-N4rcmeni% and design and develop anevw Oracle based application. Oracle
lims hociti lie de-lIciii standard datahjme fir the Depannieni of Justice The new Oracle bx.'ed application will provide the
'atti futicivaly as Ihe cvi'.ing appliciiiii hut with the following itfprovetnentk

* Develop ai Web interface lio provide, standard reportv for the U.S Attorneys office%. fThis would allow U.S, Attorney
jirvititite it) run OC'DETI rkertet'. friim their own workstatiims;

* lketp.i eb byedintrtine o reitti daa etryTin would allow US. Attornecy personnel to enter data directly
into the (X'l)ETFI MIS. anid

* I~tetip a rel-mirr diwtihutin sy'teni iti'igncd to divtrahuie nonsen'ttivc rcport% to Member Agency Repre'sentattve.%
us'ingi Itter c enail capathslifiev,

F. kem-ire

Strategie Gat 199 2000 2001 Ft

Goal 1 $304,732 11t0l1 2,960 $316,786 3,030 2,983 $328,8"8 3.030 2,983
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e1ftrt This cvqVejn~tr is asbestosr of th aencis' better that Federal State andW local pstretlofer the "*ot effect"e mewars of cmbat*V g Sug-reated

In FY it"1. i* OCOCYP giwogram had a nurnber at ssuccevslid Conoctctwn against itaqw drug teat otingSand money laundIng argentlane Ovoes there se
a 29% increovae it It* knirdie af corwcitions over those achieved in FY 19%l

Ttie teftoewriqs. t rtiws are mi itblirattin at the I ei A s a I OCOFIP uiivesiaiorw

in I'Y t999 3,332 OCOETF ticrrents were changed against 9,345 defendants This reesenis a 36% incease over thes FY f9lU level The reanteof
defendants a'd-cied increased by 42% tar tm same terse period

in. FY I999 a conviczio niot a ot09 percentI w as acieved against the 6. 395 defendants convicted. and 12% of thane convicted werei isetnted topra
ferris

fIn FtY 19 Il1 3 iwicrto ot tir OCCEYP dietendanis received more then tree years of wiprinaoiesnt - s cmpred to 33 4 percent tafr norsOCOET
defendants TisW iefi. a r vrrntrr.arn at the trend front Isc veal t1992 to I "1. where 5295 percent at OC~fTF defendants recesroed five years or mare
rvrsprrsoewirerit. #s uivipar itt it 3 0 percent for rnon OCOETP ifriridants

However, woll a cwerrrt arowIOFV 11 of,,r1 4.100 0oe casps. sigrilicai ddication at agen an attorney reaosxceei will be require to brig these cmas to
Cloecure ft Ohuld be wiitasred that OCDI 7$ cases average front I6 months to 24 months at draeton As a result. it as anticipated that the niuamie at new
OCCICYF lvitstigatipns "i det ine tniess addilira resources are appoved tar the OCC3ETF program

11trence *t..srkJ m tioe nvmd to flioss arttrial 9actors. discussed on the Dearlt~niit ofJrasca Stratm Plart The factors enclude denmograilca. enwgene
and ot Lnrpeditatt averts. chaning statutory tesoonsibiliter, changei technsology. the eftectivenses and capacity of our low on tomf penniers at the
Federal. State and local leel, the sttength and %ivitlt at a' social acoreins and poitica aw~ttwe. ctral attiudes and pracslcee. and desroapmnta

res

C. lessees AHftns Saeless of FY MMO &Wi NO1I Imblaim:

ft should be noted tha issuets identifid herein wosld also affect the espectied pert ormance foe OCOETF General GoeS 2 and 3

As part at OCOITFes contritaeforts to mare accurately reflect its role and success in ft Depentmnts totally "u anfoarceatunt effrt, the OCOIET Esacudie
Ottfice as working with the rnesitrev agenciesm and the United Steta Attornes to dievelotp afianalmm pertomme wessaa lout wil be licided in OCOETra
future OPRA esrbrs Under developmnIto a proposed 'Pertformiance Masurernient Aeponi that would be compiled at los an of eic I ivestgetP'n This
repiort wi veqsuirs dat on whether the otqectivwti of the eweetgsa me t as the exteart to wlmich the orgerzeton hesl been defnrantldI r1s dlerapte
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mhalga Source Acirae &Wena d Aelgia puan 111

I Nr~moowI RPrwtl AdvwsOxoC otw OCETIF 9 1s 13 1s Is

2 FJ,0.4ml .r .tPr'gorruiOrsrFCI OCDE1P 741 721 787 767 767
C'~ ~ Gout Mq*rIr~s REGIONS

3 Ntorruret of Sims, iociW agencie% OCDEIF (0 679 700 8l1 750 710

4 441oitbo or Star.locai offtcges OCOFTF E0 6,165 5,900 6,375 7,200 7.200
&%%owed rolo~iq~jr.otr

0~ a~ 6 Cast Far-ewstSir Visss Conucld 0C0ETF 120 63 138 136 136
Acdygrv by Rovorw.. Cooertston Groups REGIONS

6. uirtagancy Invobvosrot at case.
witwatson OCDETF MIS

Ttwe. or otors agarucoss 96 omeri 95 parcarr
Four of more paercraS 84 percent 61 percent
Froe or moo agericee 63 porcerir 60 percent
Sr. or moroagenores 42 percarr 40 percent

*Seven or more agencume2! percent 23 percent
Ergrg Or More agancoe IS percent 13 percent

7. Perrrcietron of StamAfocdl OCOETF MIS 1,046 (77 1%) 1.1150 (77 4%)
inrostigetors, or prosecutors in
rnvaerlgetooorwtalod
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I pAft.,%Mton of Slailiocal OCOETF MIS 2,810 06 6%) 2106 17S 0%1
owltes"Ns orwasioasiors or prosecutors on

wwostgaions resutiorV in charges

9. Number of strict WW (09*fw
OCOE TF convywitoes wtoch wxk)cft OCOETF MIS 21 dmt-tl NIA
KOTA fewassnisteves 2 P49iorm

9. Number of OCOfTF wwwtions dwpvod OCDETF MIS to NsA
from ihe HIDTA Task Form

10. Number of OCOETF wkiments 0CDFTF MIS 214 401
dwtv*d frorn HOTA Task Forces

I I Nurnber of OCDETF delvdanis OCOETF PAS 032 11092
charged 0orved from HIOTA Tss
Forces

U. Number of GCDETF cwhrvwd OCDETF MIS 318 470
derryed from HIOTA Tak forces

I I
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Froim thu P1rogrami inception. Stafe end local lavo entorcoent eletrietis Iave worked closely with rhe oilas Forces ThqDQCLjFj promote roast orarnslemet of
Stat*Aacal eouthotieso on heW tnoastrgatan apoprettenson. e" prosecution' or matior drug trotftchers end their woreraians

Sewerel elemen ts ot the OCDfYF twagraim tecihtare Siareilocao, - -0isation Artrssall lundtn has been available to the OCDETF progren tro reokmburse Stormind olocoitee
tar averetr an sPons$" Mtulled by true peroonsul whole peicivg in OCDCTF cases Theo funding was dototrthed etrn the OCITF reon booed an a calty af
oactate ssfldes rsonnottariled need andi caseload To tiserniw rner, Sltrloal governmts mutalo ente o assn egreemenioo wrrh en OCCEYF ftglan Agreent
Oetslt are sitrirvtm itiri the ttntr Ic tn tre OCOPYF Cnrotitrion Gtoig tot awpowsi Once en agreement is approved. Srorefoci e sovertnenrts then surmP
fteortsvsentetr Raoeorits rc or initatitt trio espoes rave been incurred The OCOE TF Executive Ctrce saese as the coooribonatron en poksy alfice end cootoarte
end trns the trrtdrsg art a rsatnwsdle basis en processes 00 Stetitoocal Agreements en Reoorarsntn Flquelss t o obligettine en paenmet fsr~itg alf $0
rmoon is 19" afoered regional Cootsnatran Groups to esocle tO83S agreenments with Stetelsoca gonrrnmerrts nroonwde onvolv" the penictopeanor of.8371
Steataocal otticert Although thoseo local agencies contvie to pay the selevies of their inestigators who workle on OCOFTF cams they are aroed at memsui t costs of
Overtimre, travel eveS per diemr ekiereeOesi. iltrrtgt frow thour rstcloaton

Sttetocal partncryiuton #% trior itt ataed. when eoprmxa in e case bry the deputatnon of Statedtocat law einforcentient olitciaiis Upon dept~tiorn. StareAocal offooer
dot0 to to s.relr nt tri wl p14 Rnds or Crvtial% Pono1srl as welt as the policies; an procdceS Of the spOConong FedeaM agency

The cross doeinn at arrinluxy sir the stirg of tlooito assets turther enhances the OCOETF Program approach to attergaooernrruntal cooperation Ctoeae
deeqtattsn or atitoey ni~tlrs it it%tO tin ftesMigiat FerM1rie attoreiys to parKt@ci In State Court pfrocuio"0ns Or tar Store attorneys so pertlcrpere at Federal
prosecution Shre no nt tjwtft)trus nUis a bottis to prnttvrtratns Statrocel oanicies in the torm ol vehicles. earctalt, boera. weaponse. en ceaft

C. toos A"lecIr" Solacoen af fY 2000us 2005 1htdcvors

SeeGaol t discusson

Sancs FY I ", turslass 1e this pograrn has been deiveod ftomi the Dpoatitriett £FJstce Assets Forfeiture Fund IAPP) This place program lwsntg on comoposrtiOn wishI
ofthe law ernforcemnent proitres toir coneiiiill scarce resources in rhe Fund Absent a stable end pewenen source of bees funding lot theo esinarlenr octlnlty, osntlm
perrietion by State an local law entoicetntent ogencies cent be guaranteed
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This midocatof wilA itect the pwet~ntag of drug onetsatoorm; that utphfsd "at forleota ANG a tool to (MfU~t and diffmantla drug tatfickeas by earrin sets fot
lostw~ue The wws~alor will be based on the mrtbtwo it g cases that wets closed dsassg the yea fln the tulAuF, the". eassbOerS will be reorted by OCDMT
"ansont OCOCTF cases )

The process fot tottringr saited assets can be acronwtlustsd isoaGh a tutbcssl areior nwon ptAsal proems Judicial torfetlses include the cnrAtrta and clv
renWr$ris Fot the rtnnm tirisat IWCOcSS. torteIi@ atse arissa ed Adnwssttttuet 10triside the pidincral Systlem (in the tutura. thet* nrber will be reported by
OCO(TF asst srt OCDETF cases)

... To iort sr seized prooorty. an oadersI or darvationteil ot totlsotrare aquasWd The fodestar. poocess 4 ofan cofgslax and tast corussg" (in the figure. these
Kmtbws will be reported by OCOR iT and non OCOETF cases

IL FYI M0 Pwleswice ROPeI n

See discussion teserw OCD( TF Grim I

C. bawse Altec"IksI Sec Ir of FY 2000 and 2001 lobilews:

See discussion ter- OCDf iF Gn.sl



Intcragency Law Enforcement
lnicrapency Crime and Drug Enforcement

Just ifwaaion of PropSoscd ChaniggN In Appropriation LanpuM~

Tbc 2MI~ hidgci etialcs include proposed changes in [he ipproprtation language listed and explained below. New language is italicized and
underlined, and language proposed (of deletion is hricketed

Interagency Crimec and Drug Enforcement

For necessary epenses for tOe detection. investigation. and prosecution of individuals involved in organized
crime drug trtlikkirig noti olierss is pros ded for, to include intergoviernrnental agreements with State and local
law crnlorceinciii .igefiesv engaged in the invesaigaion and prosecution of individuals involved in organized crime
di-ug tralicking.I S11 16.792iNXtt 132X%V N. oft whiich S50.(XX).(XX) %hall remain available until expended: Provided,
Thai any amnounts obligatecd lrom appropriations under this heading may be used under authorities available to the
organizations reimibursed trout this appropriation- Provided further, That any unobligated balances remaining
available at the end oft th iscal year %hall revert to the Attorney General for reallocation among participating
nrgani/atiinin athe sucteceding liscal year. subject to the reprogramming prmcdures described in Section 605
of this Act
tQeoartnicni ol justices Appropriations Act, 20M. ais enacted by section l000(Xuh 1) of the Consolidated Appropriations
Act, 2000 tP -.L. 106 -1 13).)

Exvlanauioin of chance

No substantive changes proposed.
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Crawatk ol IflM Awgtkru
(Dolurs in thoueande

Approved Unctbgaled Balance Fete 199
199 as Enacted Rteprogawr Brought Forward Avadabut

Potl~m Q WY AamU Rat wY ULn fa. NIL Mna E Ampura
I Law Erriorcemerti

Drug Enflorcemenrt Admetvslaton 975 962 $97.384 975 9w2 $97.384
Federal Bureau of Invaslqa.on 830 830 96.663 830 830 96,663
Irnrr-getpon end Naluraktzato Semce 102 102 10,719 '102 102 10,719
U S Marshals Ser'vce 13 13 1,421 ___________ ___________ 13 13 1,421
SiLtotal 1 92 1.907 206.187 1.920 1.907 206,187

2 D"u lnleltsence
Dru Erorcemerrio Admwwntratron
Federal Bureau of Invesrogaltoon
SrAblolal

3 Proseculrorr
LU S Attorneys
Cremna Dryroron
Tax Drvrsorr
Suorotal

4 Adrmrrrstrelrve Supporl
Erecuirve Otlice

TOTAL

Uogated Balance Brgoll Fztatd.

25 25 2228 25 25 2,228
151 151 12,166 1___________ ___________ 51 151 12.166
176 176 14394 176 176 14,394

887 847 '9832 887 847 79.832
6 6 759' 6 6 759

14 12 1,293 _________ ____ ____ 14 12 1%29
907 865 61 884 907 "65 81.884l

12 12 1,549 ____ ____ 718 12 12 2.267

3,015 2960 304,014 718 3.05 2,960 304,73V

A lotal 015$718 000 in Pro( year urrrttgalled balarca we brougN toward to cover coat Of UPgrmde the OCOETF
Management lnforr~naor System (MIS) aVd to asel in the develiopnierw ol the Department of Juetic Drug Biretegy



A0dfltWaLM
I Law lnorcement

Drug Enforcemmr Adinnslraton
Federal Bureau of Iwestqgatpon
trrenighorl end Naturehzelnon Sirce
us Smarshals Service

Sultolo

2 Drug irweeqerce
Drug Entooorter Arsrrstat-on
Federal Bureau oli.nvetogatitt

Sutuota'

3 Prosecutors
US Altome~s
Crrrrwsl Onionw~
Tarn Omono
Sublt

4 Arnnistiatre Suppor
E Kecutrne Olive

TOT AL

gAwmMWfC Low Eracamn

(oqiats i thousands)
2000

2000 Pee sufn s Congressionul Appropnaaons Govefrnmntwde Ap'opnbon
Budget Request Aclon on 2000 Request Fleproorarrbng 38% Rescrsjo Enwced

Pnj. WY AnMtM PaL MY &Anwd - Pan. W AMM

975 975 S1ot (AT
930 830 100406
t02 102 11 240

13 13 1942
1 920 1 920 215 255

25 25 2 329
151. .. 51 12633
tT9 T 6 14 962

BAT 947 83 27?
6 6 790~
4 12 894

goT W65 946'

-4495
is 15 4060

*42
15 5s -473

975 975 S101,671
am 8ex 93,911
lit I1? 15.300

13 13 1,900
1,935 1,935 214.782

25 25 2,329
151 151 12833
$78 179 14,982

687 847 93,300
6 6 790
T4 12 1,344

907 865 85,434

23

450 _________
473

- 2 t- 2 t 614 _________ _________ 12 12 1608

3T015 25973 316 792 Is 15 46 3,030 2,9N8 316.786

0mwninlA MnAi IWg 2Mtm mo R eM Congress sprecdted the tent4 ot frerbursent to parlcpeletg egenosa. necesrtng fte OUSlMert shown

afaino The adlustnrer4 to the Adrrrnrstrarove Support tunclion rettects t n rct ofthWe mmndeted 38% reduction ts OMt doffestr diecrettory spending



in erpMmnc Cim aMd D,!-; nkU~r1W

200 Appiopnslion Enacted
Government mdo W6. rescmsson pursuant to H R 3425
Adtustmeol-lobaSe Increases

2001 se$

Programn changers (See Progearn Nafisalwe tof Oetafs
2001 Eslwttna

Perm! Work-*
PEQL I Aum

3,030 2,968 $316,792

3.030 2,968 326,896

3,030 2,968 326898N

2000 Avauteb.ty 2001 Base - 2001 Eatinmale IncrosseiDecreaee
Esbmtaz 0% budget actn Pi2L- MY A&MMI EQ. WY Arnowl U96L WM Amom E Amd

I Law Enforcemsl 1.91i 1,935 $214,782 1,935 1.935 $222,955 1,935 1,935 $222,955
2. Drug lntlle~nce 176 '76 14,962 176 176 15.495 176 176 15.495 . . .
3 Proseution 907 S&~ 85,434 907 865 88,7T76 907 665 88.776

4 niitaieuoi 1212 1,608 t 2 12 1.672 12 12 162 .

Total. . ,..-. 3,030 2,968 318.76 3,030 2,988 32898 3.030 2,988 328,896 ..

*The posstions end woriryears rs~ atd throughout the exhibits ame mrlbusab for the p lt~tt agencl.
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L I.

lnieria&Cncy Law Enforcement
hiileragicX Crime and Drug Enforcemcn;
Ju%tilwati ol Prograni and Performance

tDliars in thousands)

AUT1VI1 Y LAW l;.NFORCFMENT

Perm

2IXxi A .iIaINIIN 1.935 1.935 $214,782
2t'M)l IIivw 1I935 1,935 222,955
ikt I'bl 913i222,955

B3ASE D~( A I lS('RI y' ( )N

The IA % Iiitorkc,kiii , aii iiN h.;\ ,a haw.i. of 1.91~5 pb~hin.1.935 FTE, .ind $222,955,000,

OCDETF inmcsligaiibi% fiicus on Ihe nrg.ani/ed criniiiial cnicrprisc Icadcr- hip involved in drug trafficking and the brurakup of the
i nlrJi rut: lure' of organi/ed crimiinal enterprise%'r his includes [he seizure and forfeiture of assets of organized criminal enterprises

The coordination of irnst~igaive and proseccutorial activities and the sharing of information are at the hearil of (he OCDETF approach.
OCDETF principle% reflect a recognition of the drug trafficking problems one demanding a national and international approach and a
re~ilization that localized programs alone will not suffice because most drug trafficking cases represent only one piece of a much larger
puzzle, In an environment in which large-scale drug trafficking networks can involve multi-national suppliers, sophisticated money
launderers, and multiple domestic distribution organization%, an approach based on coordinated activity and shared information is
imperative.



Experience has nade it clear that major drug iraffickiing organizations routinely violate many different statutes in multiple
jurrsdicirns The ability io ring to bear expertise front agencies with a wide variety of skills and missions and La operate effectively
across urisdititonal boundaries is, a key eleiient in the effectiveness ol the O-CDETF approach. This approach of cooperation and
shared Infortilion has been nurtured in the context ol- a concerted eflton to develop a consensual or cooperative relationship among
p.tntcip.iiitig aIgelicies

Thei c~rieri for selet mu ot (X1)ETF cases ire designed to assure that each case is of a type and magnitude that ssill derive maximum
berich IiiI m ili/ion oP the O(DETE .ipprciach mird merits .onlmirmnt of interagency resources, Cases that would benefit from the
aipplic:ittoir of resourt Cs and exprti-ise of mire ihan one insestigais i gerrc arid that involve major drug trafficking organizations
likely or knorwn iito be its ulsNed in other crtiiil or s ioent actisities are Prime candidates for consideration as, OCDETF cases. The
dlcie tiess (it )('l)LTF_ .tase mainagement is materially enhanced by insolvemneni of an Assistant US Attomey (AUSA) at the early
stages of the ii s gtli

I anddurir itt tel Organtiaio

I'lit' AtormieN (ciieral hais delegated poltc.N tid adninisirative management and oversight for the O-CDETF program to the
Assistaiit Atiorrte Gieneral for the Cr tiitirl DINs stin It cooperaion with headquarters representatives from the participating
igeut ICes iknrrs it is1 lie Washingtoni Agetc Representatives Group), the Criminal Disision monitors OCDETF activities
naitiotis ide atid tesiilscs any program aid policN issues that arise, and provides source information to the Attorney General and
he IDcputy Aiiirre Getieral The OCDFETE bsecultse Office, located in the Criminal Division, supports headquarters and
telld OCDE'TF itclivitires by acting as a clearinghouse for OCDETF issues and information, by collecting and maintaining

OCDETF statistics submitted by the regions, and by preparing and managing OCDETF funding.

During 1997, the OCDETF program Implemented a regional restructuring plan that reduced the number of regions from 13 to
9 The new OCDETF regions, which vAsere forinally established on Oc-tober 1, 1997, are designed to respond more effectively
to current and emerging drug trafficking patterns, to cluster districts with common problems, and to enhance communications
and coordination wi thin and among the regions. Within each OCDETF region, the United States Attorneys and Special
Agents%-tn-Charge address drug trafficking issues and formulate coordinated and aggressive regional and national -strategies for
,strengthening the Federal, State, and local law enforcement response. The new regional structure better enables OCDETF to
support drug enforcement initiatives that impact O-CDETF investigations, such as the increasig number of HIDTA initiatives,
the Southwest Border Initiative, and both the National Methamphetamine and Marijuana Strategy. The OCDETF regional

38
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Fis IruttrI fig is, conisistentt with the Nationtal LDrug Conttrol Strategy and Denariment Strategic Plan, as it provides an
opfrtutiit%11 to hwsgreater attention, experitse. aiid resiiurces against those criminal organizations that are responsible for the
greatest s otice III drugs and viiilcnte iiI in citunir>

A pt ilt pie: toiiiijnent iii the X1) ErstfiictIurilig is the activation of Ad visory CounicilIs, niade up of the Untied S tates
Aitiirrie .111(10 riiiw agei1c0,oil it11f alVdthnech region These Ads sory Councils assumed primary responsibility for the
slitt essikII liirleitentatiin (it the restruttduririg. monitoring drug enforcement acits lies and the availability or resources for
insestigilliss aiid prWUIseuiMiiis and talking apprropnate and coordinated action within thgtr region. Each Advisory Council is
,iss'iste 111 is% Cndeaiirs by a regiinil couirditition group consisting of one Assistant United States Attorney and one

rapesliti e Iioech OCfW1 F irsestigitise agency, assigned full-time to the OCDETF coordination activities

2 Stl' id I 's..il Rl'it:it2iiii

I~l rlOIlliof i AiniI it epiRVion, Stile arid lis.,l list eitcirteiiieit eleriints hate worked closely with OCDETF. The OCDEIE
G iiieiiie' I in He Idc11114Ikiet silrae iis'ei 61n1"1 (11 Statie mid io,:a

1 authorities in investigating, apprehetiding, and prosecuting
iidiqti ii it ickrs ,iiii thtetr oi gain i/i itsM State ,iird is. il part icipat inn significant ly expands the available resources and

'lik e itiMt eli i. ( ){ I tI.TF hais eiertd Into approimately I 3.KXy agreements with State and local goverrnments nationwide
Irs ol Iing 1o111 tliiii1 ISINMI StateC iftl Its,. l ifhliers Although these local agencies continue to pay the salaries of their
iii siiiliirs .. iti Aoi oin CIlTI cases, they' ire assised in meeting the costs, of overtime. travel, and per diem expenses
rsiilting triom their part icipaiulrt,

In 199)9. $711) million in funding for lhis program us, being provided through the Department of Justice Assets Forfeiture Fund
',\FFl lIn addition, (the Treasury Department is providing approximately SI million from its Asset Forfeiture Fund for State
and local iserlinle reqairemnins on OCDETF cases% in whith one of the three Treasury bureaus serves as the sponsoring
agency



3 Membeyr Aecncics

According io 1he QCDETF Guidelines, one ol the program's main objectives is ",to promote a coordinated drug enforcement
effIort in each region, and to encourage mtaximtum cooperation among all drug enforcement agencies."Throughout its years of
operaiiiii. the (XDETF program has putsucd this ohjective

Mlany (fl the OCDETF investigations ire so complex and labor intensive that they could not have been conducted without
LixIperait.ii onig parlicipating agenties Most. if not all, of thcse investigations require a mix of skills,, experience, and
iiirisiLno xiiipsssed by no single *igenc [:at. h of the Federal OCDETF members brings it% own special skills and methods
to the prograimi 1'sc of the OC[)ETI- irtoiil ian help hridge the gaps in enforcement between those efforts that are uniquely
I cli-il1 .iii11 ilotise liia .iiC sucslsill5 uileii~tkeii by Stie and local authorities In this %hay. all levels of drug trafficking -

I rom ilihe iiici iiaitioni,il stiplcrs liroiipli (tie ii .iiisfsir~ttiiit and linancii serve ice providers, to the wholesalers, to the street
ii mci iimileis iiib .irgeteml bN Lm ciflorccicit

a Ile Ikp~i I iiciiof Jltic

1'.1111k 111tin11 I X( )J ig4:ii-iVs 1 iiiidel throug, thi, apropriation include the Drug Enforcement Adminlistration IDEA), the 0-

I elet'l I 1 icau mit In(1i gi1mi 11,Il the I mimigrat ion and Naturalizat ion Service (INS), the 11 S. Attorneys' offices,
Miidh lWIe' S NM,mrshiAil Sets KC Suppor iir ithe prmigrani is also provided hy the Depatiments% Tax and Criminal
D~IsNsii 'I lie ellectise use of (the experlise ol these components is an indispensable tool in the OCDETF program.

DA is toiiting the agcnL tes miiis aisely insolsed in every aspect of the OCDETF program, Throughout the history
oh the OCDETF program, DEA has been among the perennial leaders in number of cases brought to the OCDETF,
DEA is the only Federal agency in OCDETF which has narcotics law enforcement as its sole responsibility. DEA's
sast experience in this field, its knowledge of international drug distribution chains, and close working relationships
with State and local authorities have made DEA essential to OCDETF, DEA has long recognized that varied forms of
expertise and cooperative efforts are required to combat the complexity of the drug trade.

The M~ is one of the charter members of OCDETF and shares with the Drug Enforcement Administration the
distinction of having drug enforcement authorities under Title 2 1 of the United States Code. The FBI brings to
OCDETF its extensive experience in the investigation of traditional organized crime, white collar crime and financial



crinw-,s Thc FBI1 quickly .idapicd its ability it) gather and analyze intelligence data and deploy and manage
sophisiiitd ec'uonic sursidlaiwe anrd undercover techniques to tts drug investigations under the OCDETF program.
I tic. 1:13 citilitius 14) fixus ii.s (XKrlI:TF resources, on bhe totality of ihe drug organization. Consistent with the
KflDfl pFhiltistphy. the FBI siries foir (the arrest of drug organization leaders, the dismamtling of their organizations,

midi [ic %etorc anid fiirlmiirc. itt their tilVoticti gain%

During the first three years, IN.S Aiailahle to OCDETF Coordination Groups as needed. Because of its strong
011ciiiiiiitiwt to curlailing alien instiloement in narcotics trafficking, the Attorney General decided to include INS's
liiesigitins, Dioisiin a-, a full mnrther of the OCDETF program in 1986, (However, INS did not receive OCDETF
tuiidiig tiir its p.irttc:ipatitin unit 1990)O Enictment of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 and the Immigration Reform
it1i0 ('tiiruil Act it 1904 tctrtlicr ctilitmiced INS's success in locating, apprehending. investligating, and removing

I itial, ilict drug trailtickcrs tritti ilic tIritted States This combhination of actions strengthened INS's ability to pursue
C\1i.iuirilirti,0 pttuse4utuns indl eiriiliuis ott drug traffickers

lickm. oil its. utitquc rule ini lcerel lIo enorcettiiti USM. designates an agency Coordinator iii each of the
(XD I) II it-giuiis it) ensure id kiuirliti.itc appropriate (ISMS resource,. and support for OCDETF cass In support of
tltcsc in,-csrigit ills and prs d to is. (w1'SNS ('isrdinalors are responsible for ensuring the availability of the
l41111m tug scis iwe" fcled iii (X1)l, Ii case.,

S pI(tccim In against iticitipis it jur tampering. ossaults on Federal prosecutors, prison escapes, and civil
disrupt ini in the citut ilit

inisemrct of defenrdants into and out of the courtroom, and transportation of prisoners to and from detention
centers,

handling of subpoenas, summonses, and other court orders;

physical security and protection of witnesses through the Federal Witness Protection program,



dCIIII Icit n 1011e/orc [iild rci 1iiicyewi tit the "fruits of crime," personal and physical property, real estate, cash
thai riiitiils icqiis a rctilt (1t their' piriripiIcirn InI Iilegal activ ities through the National Asset Seizure and
I rlciiirc Prirgraii. midi

ippreheiisioti oit Fcdcr,LI tigit ii s

h I lie I )pcirciic if Transpiriliiiii

1 tic I Xpartiirtcit Trainspiri.i1iccn piic pates in the ()C[)F. F program through the United States, Coast Guard
it 'Sc US; t(6i% priniarilN IT) tliticli ie agency Bciase O-CDEBTF is comprised of primarily investigative and
Iro%.kI I It iiiiii 1i ageIlis S( :CG has1 lidItlf if) .1uniqlue po~sition. assuming ;i variey of lunctious that support the
%Iik ItII IC'1 I I fie I W( t (Ciciiiuir inI ci~i itI the ciroaiiuc OCDETF regions is the inartiite expert for
( tt I I I iicil1( IrI ls .ilciatIhc cilicci vc mcid puuiirite it cases %% ith maritime connections, and Imiplications,
S c 4Inl, I 'S( (i'crdlioi Nc it is sii\ i Iiici Iii only ssilil Itie Coiasi Guard Itsel1, hut also with the military
SOii It. Va id the Nat irn,cl NMI. iLS ltiiclcr licinit, tim Sy sten -

Bo.
L I 1111 i lhl. tiic i R i t IIIhe 'I rI:ANI sT

'ari i ig111 IDcparinieni (dithle 1 reasury agencies include the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATIF); the
Inicrnral Rceec Serti ice ( IRS). ccii cThe U S Customs Service (USC S) Beginning in 1998, Treasury agency
participation Ii the OCODILuTE prigritr \4.as furided through a separate appropriation in the Department of the Treasury.

Like thre oilier OCDETF agencies, A [F plays, a special role in the program. As increasing numbers of drug violators
usc firearmrs and eXPlosives. they iake drug enforcement much more hazardous. The introduction of these hazardous
weapons, has provided a special access to use the ATF expertise in Firearm legislation to enhance prosecution efforts
against drug traffickers The use of deadly weapons may give rise to charges which are sometimes more easily proven
than drug violations, As the agency responsible for enforcing Federal firearms, explosives, and arson laws, ATF comes
into frequent contact with drug violators. ATF's jurisdiction and expertise make it a well-suited partner to other
agencies participating in the war against illegal drugs. In OCDETF, ATF special agents focus on major drug traffickers
who have also violated laws that it enforces. To be prepared when the need arises, ATF monitors all investigations
through its Coordinators.



IRSi It,'. beer, 11n active pairllupani in 0CDETF front the heginning, A'. OCDETEN financial experts,. IRS's criminal
im.c'.titir. arec(alled ujpiii to anial>.'c the dcwuircniary ev'idence collecicd in ailmosti all cas.es Other OCDETF
tticinthcr- resogigh/e IRS's 1titiqite abiily to identity "prtifc'.'onals' who profit fromn involvement in narcotics~
lirllikkig Ilislorically. theindividuak we~re not often lirgeied by drug enforcement agencies. because there were no
mctisiof.i obtaining tirin itnori.tin,nl or ev identtiary links. between them and narcotics. Often, the only viable means
tit itock igairst lhi' class of ciminail his been through financial i nvest igat ion. where the paper rail of money earned
I rm tic site tit na~rcotics. has. been iritked 10 its ultimate beneficiaries,

(Mti iii missionio. is it) disnipi Inc niovcrocnt of narcotic'. into the United States. Among the took at USCS's
ilisliti. Ir 'Iii tioiaiLed sy~ icot'. %h tith prm~iit the pre-arrtval review of a carrier'. manifest, centratlized examination
st.mons lo the rwprc'ctita tit i rerc'lck red tiverchaindisc tor inspection, and a proce'.sing system that targets. certain
hih ii- ,sL imit-o~~d comniir' for inicrisis L eiftrceitent etinnatton.

I'C Imm iiiittitm in (Xl )F 11: Aso pm'. ide'. ices. ito its dataj ha. oif Ifinancial information, collected pursuant to the
l1.11k Sk-k rket I k , tom ide111 imi io nt tarpeting '.u'peced money lkitndc-rer-s Also, through its Financial Intelligence

itmartli, I IS( .S lii the ,ihiliiN to pros l% ic (XI)1-. IF tnvestiitor. with a documented audit whenever currency is
rk kci iim tog I S, hanik' In .idritot, .iho tins''aly'is oif transaction'. supplies inveq.igators with a relatively

Si tiplic iri i iirt iigli the itt ma'i Iti tre it drug org.int/at tori' This trail hcelp,. to identify those prin' pals and members
it these gprotips %% lii tend lo e Ill lc lisi-iIe froin daily operation'. and who are extremely difficult to identify

ACTIVITY DRUG; lNTEL~LGENCE

Pennm
EEsL fu AMO I

2(aO Availabiliy 176 176 $14,962
2001 Base 176S 176 15,495

2001 E.'timate m1,9
Increa..cfDecrease..



BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The ()rug I ntelIlIigence aictivity has a hase of 176i pos itIion%, 176i FTE. and $15.495,000.

in 1493l. Congress Ilirsi funded the Regional D)rug Intelligence Squads (RDlS) through the OCDETF appropriation. The mission of the
RL)IS is to estahlsh mtulIti-agcncy %q~uad% Ilirst in High I ntensity Drug Tralricking Areas, and us soon as possible in allI OCDETF core
cities Thes-e squaad% gather. analyze. and dissemninate raw and processed data for strategic, tactical and operational intelligence suppon
or drug lraillickimg investigations. They also provide the regional intelligence linkage to the National Drug Intelligence Center (NDIC)
:snd to respective agency headquarters.

P.itp.mia% mi the RIs programs include Sile and loa~l law enilorcement agencies, the host agency Federal Bureau of Investigation,
IDitg Lnois eiiia AdiiiiiiraiiOn. U1.S ('USIotti Sers ice, Internial Revenue Service, Immigration and Naturalization Service. Bureau
of Ak oliol, 'I ob.k,,o .,ns lireairias the t InitedL Si,iie0 MdiahOLs Service, the Departmnrt of Defense, and the National Guard Bureau.
Squad , has c hecil Le'I'ili Ishied iii the tollowiiig cities Los Aiigelcs,. News York City, Washington. D.C.. Houston, Miami, Phoenix,
Chicalgo aii Alilli1

The (Xepartitiil of Justice, the O)ffice of Nional Drug Control Policy, and the Central Intelligence Agency have coordinated an
taierwgeiicy Mi ort I iluldirig the Depariiemtts of Trreaisiry, State, Defense aind Transportation) to review the US. drug intelligence

*irchitsLire Recoititeiida~tuits ire pending.

ACTIVITY, PROSECUTION
Perm.

2%-EU AMOUNT

2(KX) Availability 907 865 $85,434
2(X.)l Base 907 865 88,776
2001 Estimate 907 58,77

increase/Decrease..



BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The Pri'seciiioniactivity lit% a hase of W(7 pos-itions. 1465 FFE. and $t8776,000.

This luiidiig i% usedl to reiiiiurse the [epainriin ol Justice U S. Attorney-., Criminal Division. and Tax Division for their
IsII I gati% e support anid prosecutorial eflforts on O(1JETF cases. Litigation efforts arc targeted selectively on the criminal leadership
Involved tin drug traitlicking and are intended t issolve orgatniicd illicit enterprises. This includes activiiu:s designed to secure the
sci/toici aiid lorleitute (it* the asts of these enterprises.

A funiltcioi.il piiipqis iii the prosecution eloni is: (1) io apply limited Federal resources against those targets where successful
prssoitIIII C.111 li.ise lhe Vricis aliii ilIHIt listing effect on the nation's drug abusec prohleim arid (2) to build upon lessons learned from
pre% 11111 krIsIk-C iti Ceiiharik priisecutise ietleC'cis enes

ripris-ciitinu ii% eiiipo%% wseral tactcs that ire panlictilarly well-suited for use against priority targets, Among them are
proseili~ i. ~Ii I .i ieli.iiweV tiijs cniiiimal viiterpiise charges. Including Continuing Criminal Enterprise (CCE) and Racketeering
Influienced Criminiial C ipmiaiiin IRICO,. increased corwentratton of financial investigations, expanded use of electronic surveillance
and oiidercoser iilicratiiin-s aiid s igirous ettlorcenk-lint of asset forfeiture statutes UtilizAtion of these investigativelprosecutive tools,
suprplituiet h% 1lw silaic unencing guidelines. has been instumental to the success of the OICDETF effort.

IThe Unied Statws Attoriieys

Onei of the loundations of OCDETF Is early aitomey involvement in the development of case strategy. OCDETP affords
prosecutors the ime they need to participate III the development of this strategy and to provide the necessary legal services and
counsel that itvestigacws require. Federal prosecutors are not expected to rush cases to completion, but rather to move
deliberately toward successful and comprehensive conclusions. And while OCDETF attorneys carr a caseload of' fewer cases,
theirs are typically more intricate and long-term than those of their non-OCDETF counterparts.

The assignment of experienced attorneys to OCDETF cases takes full advantage of their critical litigative counsel and skills to
successfully prosecute the most serious drug trafficking offenders. Take, for example, the use of electronic surveillance or the
mounting of undercover operations. For investigators and attorneys alike, these activities are especially time-consumning since
they require extensive legal paperwork. A wiretap requires a detailed application for initial approval and repeated affidavits for



renewal The preparation of the necess-ary docunts1 has become a virtual art form, and OCDETF attorneys have proven
themrtIvcs equal to the challenge, The number of attorney% experienced in handling these matters has increased, a significant
developments in an area where majintaining Investigative momentum is crucial.

Another leattirc cited hy the OCDETF attornieys themselves is the enhancements of their knowledge of matter." relating to
narcotics dealing. The court% now recognize these attorneys for their greater acumen in interpreting the narcotics environment.
When aipplying for warrant% for wiretaps, searches., or arrests. they can articulate more authoritatively the information
contained Oin the supportive affidavit% of the investigative agencies: for example, the probability of finding narcotics ledgers or
Itniiiwl booiks anid records that will show the fruits of drug trafficking, even in locations where drugs themselves are not likely
ili he lottids Siirly. they can better represent drug dealers' cryptic conversations when applying for extensions of ongoing

~isii:*isitsc'iC lctroni strseillaiice or fom new. supplementary surveillance. The development of such expertise in U.S.
Attoince%%stottices is ptriii~rly atiribiitaile so the close working relationship among OCDETF attorneys and experts from the

rio esi'.iiis ifew s uir the aviei ot the C ( W lU piigratiii

2 (CI i 0iisiM1141 i

fl .ssltisor1 1I title as% the litilsesilil ohistie flocil point lior (X'DETF policy guidance and oversight, and support of the
(XDI I I tvktoc {)ttfice. the 01itisal I t isisiti ilsio iillcrs direct operational support to U.S. Attorneys offices and agencies
,oinitg (wil)L' I caws% The wlite otl Lolorcetuent Operations IOEQI assists agents and attorneys by providing guidance on

lie hitisii icition ,ind the developniii sit applications bor electronic surveillance. In addition to review and analysis of
cetcroiinc suirveillance applications. OEiO collect information on the results obtained through the use of this investigative tool.
OE0 also .ssssin screening and facilitating the entry of witnesses into the Federal Witness Protection program when their
personal satety is endangered by criminal elements, A prosecutor seeking to arrange for the protection of a witness, g.
proiisding guards. relocating the witness out of the danger area, securing a new identity for the witness, etc.. must submit a
request to the Criminal Division for review as to the qualification of the witness for the program and a determination as to the
lesel of protection to he afforded to the witness.

Under certain conditions, the Division's Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Section provides assistance or participates directly in
prosecutions when requested to do so by the United States Attorney' offices. With the increasing complexity and scope of
OCDETF cases, senior attorneys are called upon with greater frequency to assit in the supervision and prosecution of
OCDETF cases,



3 Tax Div isioni

The Tiaxiiso pr'idc-nt iontitk review andcooirdinution of all tuxcharges in OCDETFcases. An experienced Tax
lDivision .iioriwy is %asigrcd a% a li1iicin ll iciail to each of the OCDETF regions. These liaison attorneys work closely with
cult regional Assint United Stales Atorney Coordinator and Internal Revenue Service Coordinator, as well as the Assistant
( uied Silate% Attorneys. and Internial Rucenue Service Special Agents assigned to investigation of tax crimes. Liaison

.itorrieys provide ;id% ice. guidance and expertise in developing and handling the tax investigations. They communicate
trcqucnull %k iti regional IRS Coordinatuors it) remain apprised of new~ developments which might be of particular importance to
lic %ticcessILil prosecution of the cawe The Tax Division also train% new Assistant United States Attorneys and OCDETF

uiisesligaiiur% ini taxs inaliers. and miauini% a ckcaringhuse of legal and investigative materials and information that is a-ailable
140 (X,1)l: FF prr-onnel

ACI VII TY \II RlV ~IP~

21MM) Avauulahuihi% 12 12 $1,608
2fXll Disc 12 12 1,672
2(X11 I IS 1iii,i J2 L

BASE PROGRAM 1) SCa~RIPTIO

The Adntunustraliuc Suppoort activity, has% a hase of 12 positions, 12 FIFE, 'Id $1,672,000.

The OCDETF Executive Office operates under the supervision of the Director, as a part of the Department of Justice Criminal
Division The Executive Off ice assists the OCDETF Executive Committee, the Washington Agency Representatives Group, the
Regional Advisory Councils, and the Regional Coordination Groups in supporting the needs of the OCDETF program by performing
the follossung management and administrative functions:



* Plio% iding (l')L-TE sijtaupport ito the OCDETF Executive Committee, to the WARG representatives and other participating
11goicy olticw~ls. and to the regional Advisory Councils, and Coordination Gro..p!:, through the development of policies,
piastlix. .inid proxcdtre% that serse the itetrests of the O-CDETF program and its participants;

* schoutilIt and stalling thle iwelting- (it the Washington Agency Representatives Group.

* v ck estip all (KL)ET1 lnvestigaitiot: Itiiatioti Forms to monitor drug categories, trafficking patterns, and agency
pairiipation. and ito reptirt unusual or eni-gring trarticking activities to the WARG and to the regions;

* Pros ding idiiitrattke services, to the OCI)ETF Excutive Cotmmittee, to the regions. and to members of the WARO,

C (olle tu m.inANl impt andI reporting ot aseload and other stattstical data for the regions:

triiikg lvriodit: inforiiiatorl tcinttiand.i to keep hcaduquartcrs. and regional agency personnel apprised of events
M.LIMIi g t ltitiugout the progrim itandii

* l'odotrig iveports anid other ahal %es aS directed hy the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, or the
Ass, stit uAttorney Ck.neral t ur the Cr, itinal Di viston

* Awsrstiig [tt( ited States Attorney . the Atlsisory Council%, and the Coordination Groups tn the management of the regions;

* Managing and disbursing the Statcflocal overtiinc fund.

" Coordinating the development and presentation of the annual OCDETF budget for the Department of Justice and Tireasury,

* Assisting the WARG in developing appropriate and informative program performance mevasures, and monitoring anid reporting
the results of these measures in compliance %s it the Government Performance and Results Act (OPRA) requirementss,

* Developing and coordinating training for OCDETF personnel in consultation with te WARG aind, when appropriate, with the
Regional Coordination Groups. and



0 (llcriig and dwreheeiaieng drug lrailcL-ing ircud inlormnuiun and analy%c%, as %ell as report% on significant investigative and
rI I %cclt ItifI. actIw' liii con ociniri: CLW.% It I eppmopreatc ieIld imanagers and Depo)rimnent(aI Public In format ion Offece%.



IntcraIcncy Law Enforcement
lnicraigcncy Crime and Drug Enforcement

Status of Congressionally Requested
Studies, RcD2rIs. and Evaluations

I The Coot erentu Rcrport rclating to the Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 2000 directs the Deprtment or justice to conduct a
comprehien%ive review oif the Organized Crimec Drug Enforcement Program and provide a report to the Committees on Appropriations no
liter than Jinuary 15. 21XX). with any recomawnditicins ror improvement%. After consultation with Appropriations Committee staff, the
dc-adline for the repriti hai% Neen extcnded until March 1. 2(X0 The Department is currently in the process of selecting an outside contractor
to perform thw %ttud)'



Inicragency Law Enforcement
I nicragericy Crimen and Drug Enforcement

2(X)l Priority Rankings

Base- Prog~ramn

RankiPricralii

IT FNC iib 1 111 cI~

Adniini,,triiive Support



kstragMagancy Law Entweanit
lfeagmy Crkne wsd Drug EntorcerewMt

Detail of Pernianeni Poat1one bY CategoY
Fiscal Yewsa 19988 2001

2000 2001

199 Fres~denris Total Program Towa
Ca ~ _ __ _ _ AutlooiZedPeU* Auth(tiod Increases Aulivorzed

Aflofneys (905) 499 499 499 499
Paralegal Specialrsis (950) 45 45 45 45
Investigalove Assistants ($802) 1 1 1
Crminal Invesltgaloae sees (1811) 1 492 1,482 1496 1,496
015.1f M.sepllanouS 0cc Iown% (DO01 199) 11 1 1 1 11

'alaeEc.nornrcs andlKindied)10 199) 85 851 85 85
(,,' Adn-~ Clerical and Olfce Sera.rS (300 399) 8M6 8816 8 887
A , 'qMrd nd Budqel50 l 6 6 6 6

1j130M 3015 3,030 3.0301

Wsrln50 50 50 50
kUS Vww 2965 2,965 2.980 I98M
Fcor eg Field

oal3,015 3,015 3.030 3.030



Interagency I-aw Enlorcerrent
Intir.agency Crime and Drug Entorcement

S,mnary oI AgenV/Attoney and Support Posit onsw" ory ears
FY 2000 -2001

200Apopibv Enacted 2001 Increaseis 2001 Request Level
Relavbtreabt Position. AgenlMlls Supptort Total Agent/All Suppot Total Agenh/Atlys Support Total
Osclaslon UMi _ Pos FR P Pos FTE Pos - FTP Pos FT P Pos FTP Pos FTE Pos IFTE Pos FTP Pos FTP

Low Enforcerrnentl
Drug Enforcement Adminrslratnn 713 773 2 02 202 975 975 773 773 202 202 975 975
federal Bureau ot tnuvestigation ',34 534 296 2% 830 830 534 534 29% 296 830 8211
IMMrgi r& Naturclia1taton Sprve 112 112 S 5 117 117 112 112 5 5 117 117
U SarspAIS Se rvce 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

Sutotal TTTT 0T tTTT 1 432 1,432 503 503 19,15 1,935

Drug Intelligence
Drug EntotceriAdr r~s.1tr 6 6 19 19 25 25 6 6 19 10 25 25
Fill aBureu otlst ' 18 58 93 93 151 15______ _______ 50 50 93 93 151 151

Subtotat - C4 - TT- -1T7 T7 - 179 t54 64 112 112 170 175

Prosecutiont
U S Attorneys 494 461 401 114 HP713 47 484 463 403 394 887 847
Criminal Drvision 4 4 2 2 6 6o 4 4 2 2 6 6
Tax Drrsoon 1t t0 3 2 14_ 12 _____ 11 10 3 2 14 12
Sublle 499 477 46 398 907 065 499 477 409 399 907 95

Adnwlntstrtite Support
PEtul 0l4ce ---______ 12 12 12 12 _ ______________ 12 12 12 12

TOTAL.195 1 913 1 031, 1015 3010 2 900 1,995 1,973 1,035 1,015 3,030 2,91%



interagency Law Enforcement
Interagency Crime and Drug Enforcement

Summary of Change
(Dollars in thousands)

2000 Appropriation Enacted
Gosernment-wide 38"% rescission pursuant to H R 3425
2000 Availability
Adjustments to Base

Increases
200 1 pay r aise
Annualization of 2000 pay raise

Total increasess
2001 Base

Programn Ctangrs

2001 Estimate

EL years Annumn

* 3,030 2.988 $3 16,792
-6

* 3,030 2,988 316,786

8,390

_____ ____ 12,112
6,060 5,976 328,898

6,060 5,978 328,898



Interacenecy Law Enforcement
Iiueriency C'rime and Drug Enforcement

Justitication 01 Adiustrnents to Base
(Dollars in thousands)

Adin si oct to. Iase increases

21 XI pa') rise . .. . .I

1~l teii " tcis p s ill th e propotk 3 7 perk cii pay raise to be elcite icn January of 2(Xt I and is consistent
N..III A(1i11iii01.i [I.il s4Itu. 11iicliildd oI 111k Pleilolilar) PRis Rais Guidance for 2MXI Budget Sabimissions This

IIiIC, cInk iik hdes oI ilit , 'is ntusliieiits *is is cl a" icI 1xiier.0 pa%, wsc The Liliouni requested. $,190,1(011,
I I'I csI ItIs t I. i\ amiis tor i Iirce (IkII Ioici it t Iic tiscati lscat plIuis ippoiprsic benefi v (S7.1 1 7.(X X) lt pay anld
SI .271 IXM it iwcliolii 1mgNt~i~ti

2 Aniiii.&/iio olot 2INX() pis raise..

Amount

$8,390

3,722

"Fill' 5J .1111 iii/di0 loll NOW 111e"AI rs qUA' land nt diliil i ober through December) of the anticipated 2000 pay
iniceis (it 4 K pctLeiii ettectise in Jantar\ 21M8, andt. tonI tro.ee-quarters of a year, the difference between the
4 4 percent esumilaet in the 2t881 Presideint's hudget and the approved increase of 4.8 percent. The amount
requee.ISCI $1,7220X81. repiesents the totat annuailion. offpay amnounits for the fiscal year plus appropriate
)-.iicilits ($3,tt2)(1t toir conipecnsation and $70t20tM for benefit-,).

Total adjustment-to-basec increases .... .... ........ ........ ....... ........... ......... .. . ............. _........ 12,112

Total, adjustment to hase. ... . ...... ... ..... .. _...................................... .. 12,112

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



SWmrsaE Resnmi bx Grb W Obed Ota

0Pades an-8M yrnes _ _ _

G515 S114638 1$0 028
0S014 $7t9S493 537
053 13 160990 79 155
GS-12 $51 240665B64
009 I5 42 724 55,541
00S 5 35 39045S900
GS 9 531 969491551
GS07 $28966-370S22
GS0 6$5975 33 768
GS 5 122 208 28 969
0S04 120 829 2709)
Ungraded pnstorro
Total appropriate postkorts

Average GS Salary
Average Ungraded Salary
Average GS Grade

ktme*bWw
Pogiona Mon

1999 AcIIuW
Posopoons A

wsk i- nAoni-

42 893
85 136

1 2

2000 Estimate
-posis" &

10
85

b25
536
91

103
37

326
293

484

44.949
87,121

11 89

10
85

825
538
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Federal Bureau of Investigation
Summary Statement and Ieerforuiance Plan

Fiscal Year 2001

For 2001, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is requesting total of $3,280,749,000 in direct budget authority, 25,635
permanent positions (10,752 agent), and 24,646 direct workyears for its Salaries and Expenses and Construction appropriations. This
request includes direct program increases totaling 65 new agent positions, 295 new support positions, and $165,692,000 to address
new and increasing investigative responsibilities, and to provide necessary investigative assistance and infrastructure services as
follows:,

0 Salaries and Expnses: Funding totaling $3,277,562,000 and 25,635 permanent positions (10,752 agent), and 24,646 direct
workyears i's requested for Salaries and Expenses for 2001. Program increases totaling 360 new positions (180 workyears) and
$163,792,000 are proposed for Salaries and Expenses.

0 Construction: Funding totaling $3,187,000 is proposed for construction projects. A program increase totaling $1,900,000 is
requested to address environmental and safety concerns at the FBI Academy Firearms Range Modernization Project.

Reimbursable Resources. In addition to direct funded resources, the FBI proposes a total of 3,586 reimbursable positions (1,076
agent) and 3,453 reimbursable workyears for 2001. Pursuant to the Health Care Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (P.L. 104-
191), the 2001 budget request reflects 776 positions (445 agent), 752 workyears, and $88,000,000 for FBI health care fraud
investigations, an overall program increase of 30 field agent and 18 field support positions (24 workyears), and $12,000,000 from the
previous year. For user fee programs of the Criminal Justice Services program, including the National Instant Criminal Background
Check System (NICS), a total of 1,434 positions and 1,325 workyears are requested. For 2001, the Administration proposes to
implement user fees to fund the operations of the NICS. Under this proposal, NICS will require a total 642 positions and workycars in
2001. Under the Interagency Crime and Drug Enforcement program, the 2001 budget request proposes 981 total positions, (592
agent), 981 workyears, and $112,468,000 for FBI drug and gang-related task force operations and program activities. The remaining
reimbursable positions and workyears are used to facilitate a number of activities, including name checks, pre-employment
background investigations, and detail assignments to other agencies.
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Summary Performance Plan

FBI Strategic Direction:

Through its Strategic Planning Process, the FBI has identified the following three general, functional areas, or tiers, that describe the
variety of threats that it must address to realize the goal of enhanced national and individual security. These functional areas
effectively define the FBI's strategic priorities. The intended result of identifying priorities is an alignment of management attention
and resources in a manner which best supports the overall mission of the FBI. There is no implication that investigative priorities
identified in the second and third tiers are not important to the FBI; indeed, the FBI takes great pride in its work in these areas. In a
world of scarce resources, however, issues which have the potential for the gravest of consequences must receive priority. The FBI's
goal must be to prevent horrific acts such as the Oklahoma City or World Trade Center bombings from occurring. While teriorist
incidents or attacks using weapons of mass destruction are mercifully rare, the consequences are so dire that the FBI M=n have the
capacity to respond in a competent and robust fashion. However, FBI management's decision to establish these strategic priorities
included the recognition that the FBI must maintain capacity to execute all aspects of its mission, i.e., the FBI must continue
conducting investigations in all three tiers. The FBI also recognizes that investigations within each tier are not of uniform
significance; an individual case in any tier can command significant investigative effort by the FBI due to community impact or other
factors.

" Tier One: National and Economic Security
Foreign intelligence, terrorist, and criminal activities that directly threaten the national or economic security of the US.. These
offenses fall almost exclusively within the jurisdiction of the FBI. Issues arising in this area are of such importance to U.S.
national interests that they must receive priority attention. To succeed, we must develop and implement a proactive, nationally
directed program.

" Tier Two: Criminal Enterpraea and Public Integrity
Crimes that affect the public safety or undermine the integrity ofAmer: can society. These offenses fall within the traditional
jurisdiction and core competency of the FBI. They are associated with criminal organizations that exploit social, economic, or
political circumstances at a significant cost to the Nation. Success in this area depends on the FBI's ability to use lawful tools at
its disposal to target, attack, and dismantle criminal organizations and related enterprises.



* Tier Three: Individuals and Property
Crimes that affect individuals and crimes against property. The FBI has traditionally prided itself on its ability to serve the
interests of the American people by responding quickly and efficiently to serious criminal acts when they occur. The FBI's
strategy should reflect the public's expecttion that the FBI will respond to serious criminal acLs that threaten the community and
bring those responsible to justice. Investigative strategies recognize the generally primary role of state and local law enforcement.
FBI resources will be deployed to the extent that local circumstances indicate a clear need for FBI expertise or manpower.

The stated priorities do not imply abandonment of FBI responsibility in personal and violent crimes, but rather acknowledging that, as
a national organization, the FBI must first address those issues which are national in scope and those crimes which threaten the
security of the Nation.

With this tiered framework, the FBI has significantly sharpened its focus on allocating available resources by establishing nine
strategic goals and support/infrastructure strategies that concentrate on the most significant non-operational challenges to
accomplishing its operational mission. In the implementation of these strategies, the FBI will be guided by its core values and will
capitalize on its core competencies.

FBI Performance Measures/Results Focus: While developing the Strategic Plan and evaluating the FBI's capacity to achieve its
strategic goals in early 1998, significant deficiencies were identified across the organization. These deficiencies, ranging from a lack
of intelligence to inadequate training of the FBI workforce, have led to less than optimal performance (current FBI capacity and
performance is below that needed to appropriately address the full depth and breadth of the criminal and intelligence threats facing the
nation) in many FBI mission critical areas. During 1998 and early 1999, FBI program managers developed Program Plans to guide
their respective programs and address mission critical deficiencies. Improving or completely eliminating these deficiencies is the
current agenda for action and was the basis for the FBI's FY 2000 and FY 2001 budget requests. The initiatives detailed in this
submission have been developed to specifically address the shortfalls identified in both operational and support strategies within the
FBI Strategic Plan and operational Program Plans, and will ultimately enhance the safety and security of the Nation and its people.

The development of a relevant and comprehensive strategic plan was the critical first step in the FBI's strategy to build a results-
oriented management focus across the organization. With a clear strategic direction in place for the organization, the FBI put in place
the major elements of a comprehensive strategic management system discussed above. Because of the FBI's significant shift to
prev enting rather than merely reacting to crimes and foreign intelligence activities, many of the programs within the organization have



dramatically altered their direction, goals, objectives and strategies, Program managers constructed program plans and program
performance logic models that specifically relate planning elements to performance measurement levels in a way that provides for
clear and consistent thinking about the relationship between planning and performance measurement and the resources and support
activities required to effectively implement the program plan. The result? Performance measures effectively "tell the story" of the
program by logically flowing from activities to outcomes. That is. resources fund activities that result in a stream of outputs intended
to accomplish specific outcomes.

A complicated measure relevant to many FBI programs is deterrence. Deterrence is generally defined as the provision of a threat to
successfully prevent an action or event. Deterrent performance measures relate the positive behavior of the FBI to the absence of an
event which, it is believed, would have otherwise taken place. In essence, if the FBI strategy requires the prevention of terrorism in
certain areas, a deterrent strategy will be one that identifies specific FBI activities that will be undertaken with the primary purpose of
preventing or mitigating criminal activities which would support or cause terrorist acts. While "proving" deterrence is difficult, the
standard of "best evidence" means that the FBI is entitled to make a plausible assertion that its activities, once put in place and
successfully concluded, which are associated with an absence or reduction in targeted criminal activity, creates compelling evidence
that the deterrent sought by the FBI was in fact successful. Traditional performance measures are still valid and included in this
document, measures that capture the non-occurrence of an event, (i.e., deterrence and prevention) and capacity are still being
developed. In those areas where specific outcomes have not been fully developed, this summary plan presents a narrative description
of the types of outcome measures we anticipate developing for each of the strategic priorities as well as traditional workload and
output measure charts.

FBI Operations Strategy: The following pages detail the FBI's strategic goals in each of the three tiers, list the Department of
Justice strategic goals that they support, and present performance charts that capture traditional workload and output performance
measures for 1998 -2001. Included at the end of this section is a narrative summary of 1999 FBI performance. The spirit of the
Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) seeks to not only capture the direct results of agency resources, but also the
indirect results. Thus, the following accomplishment statistics contain Federal, state and international data for which the FBI
contributed to the outcome. For example, an arrest made as a result of a-Safe Street Task Force (SSTF) or other task force
involvement would be counted as an FBI accomplishment.



Tier One: National and Econonmic Security

Tier One efforts support the following Department of Justice Goals:

- Reduce espionage and terrorism (sponsored by foreign or domestic groups in the United States and abroad when directed at U.S.
citizens or institutions.)

- Reduce white collar crime.

Tier One FBI Strategic Goal: Identify, prevent, and defeat intelligence operations conducted by any foreign power within
the U.S. or against certain U.S. interests abroad that constitute a threat to U.S. National Security.

Foreign intelligence operations directed against the United States reflect the complexity and fluidity of the new world order. While the
national goals of many traditional ivals have changed, their capabilities and willingness to target traditional objectives, such as
national defense information, plans and personnel, have not. Concomitantly, many of these rivals have increased their activities in
other sectors affecting our national interests, such as in economic competitiveness, and now target U.S. interests in these areas. They
join a formidable array of other foreign powers jockeying for economic or political preeminence, whose success in these areas is
dependent upon effective intelligence operations directed against the United States. Knowledge about the intentions, methods of
operation, and capabilities of many of these nontraditional threats must be developed, as should the precise application of existing
policies and guidelines to these threats, particularly those foreign powers conducting activities in previously atypical targeting areas.
Human source acquisitions against both traditional and nontraditional threats must be improved. In some areas, strategic analysis is
needed to provide basic direction to field investigative programs. Such analysis requires more detailed and timely reporting on all
foreign intelligence activities. Technical surveillance capabilities in some areas have not kept pace with current needs.

The single most important element of the FBI's Foreign Counterintelligence (FCI) program is effective human-source coverage of
foreign powers that pose a national security threat. The FBI must improve the capacity to evaluate threats posed by the intelligence
activities of foreign powers. This analytic capability should produce operational intelligence of broader scope and improved
timeliness, as well as long-range, strategic FCI studies addressing the intelligence collection plans, methods, intentions, capabilities,
and personnel of foreign powers. To meet the FCI program's collection and analysis requirements, the FBI will also have to develop,
deploy and support new technologies.



Skills: FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.

Information Technolog. The FBI's operational strategic goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify and forecast trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness. This requires an
infonnation technology capacity for systematic intelligence collection and reporting, structured and complex analytical methods, and
rapid widespread secure dissemination. This capability at the FBI could be improved beyond the Integrated Intelligence Information
Application (lilA), the analytic tool currently available to national security analysts. Agents and analysts need a wide range of
automated tools available to conduct analyses of data and enable them to link subjects of investigations, link various cases, and
identify patterns of illicit activity.

Operational Processes.,
Conduct a 2 1st century baseline reassessment of the foreign intelligence threat to the U.S.
Actively recruit assets with access to knowledge of foreign intelligence activities, as well as assets with access to diplomatic
establishments, commercial establishments, media organizations, and foreign nationals living and Working in the United States,

SEnhance strategic and tactical analysis through more comprehensive reporting, improved acquisition and integration of
information, better dissemination of analytic products, improved training of analysts, and the acquisition of cutting-edge analytic
tools,

SSustain or expand the FBI's intelligence base based on potential country and issue threats and expand assets to neutralize existing
and future foreign intelligence activities.

SEnhance liaison with domestic and foreign entities to secure and share information to assist the FBI in the conduct of its foreign
counterintelligence investigations.

"Identify specific technical and translation needs during the conduct of FBI counterintelligence investigations and ensure the
availability of technical and translation support.

" Provide comprehensive foreign counterintelligence training to Special Agents, analysts, and management.

Anticipated Outcome Measures: Counterintelligence threats can never be eliminated given that their origin and impetus lie primarily
with sovereign states. They are planned, authorized and financed by government entities beyond our boundaries and the reach of our
laws. Measures of success in these areas will gauge the FBI's capacity to detect potential hostile activities by foreign powers against
the United States. In addition, the FBI will analyze its record at preventing and defeating these hostile activities in comparison to the



best available estimates of the magnitude of hostile foreign intelligence operations.

[The performance chart for this goal is classified]

*Tier One FBI Struts&i Goal: Prevent, disrupt, and defeat terrorist operations before they occur.

Terrorism, both international and domestic, poses arguably the most complex threat of any of the threats for which the FBI has a major
responsibility. State-sponsored terrorism, though still of concern, is no longer the only terrorist problem. New perpetrators - loosely
affiliated international radical extremists and ad hoc coalitions of foreigners motivated by perceived injustices, along with domestic
groups and disgruntled individual American citizens - have attacked U.S. interests at home and abroad- They have chosen
nontraditional targets and increasingly have employed nonconventional weapons. The dilemma, of course, is that new perpetrators,
targets, and weapons exist in almost unlimited numbers, while law enforcement resources arrayed against them are finite.

To deal effectively with international and domestic terrorism, the FBI must concentrate on both prevention and response. To this end,
the FBI has developed a 5 -level strategy which focuses on building maximum feasible operational capability in order to identify,
prevent and deter terrorist activities. Level One of the Counterterrorism (CT) strategy focuses on maximizing the FBI's capacity to
respond to terrorist issues as they present themselves in FBI field offices. Level Two seeks to maximize the capacity of Headquarters
to receive, react to and disseminate information pertaining to CT issues. Level Three is aimed at maximizing proactive capabilities to
utilize FBI resources throughout the Bureau in support of CT programs and initiatives. Level Four uses the establishment and
maintenance of sound and productive relationships with external counterparts in the intelligence and law enforcement communities,
defense establishments, foreign governments and state and local governments to obtain maximum support. Finally, Level Five seeks
to build capacity by using all the necessary assets and capabilities of the FBI and external components of the U.S. Government to
support and initiate complex domestic and international investigations and operations designed to get ahead of the threat by
penetr-ating and neutralizing terrorist organizations. Each of the successive capability levels require a slightly increased sophistication
and maturity because the issues to be addressed by the FBI become more complex at each level. It is important that the FBI develop
maximum capability in all five levels to ensure successful identification, neutralization and penetration of targeted terrorist
organizations to both prevent and effectively respond to terrorist activities.

Skills: FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.



Infiormution Tedhodogs' The FBI's operational strategic goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify and forecast trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness. This requires an
information technology capacity for systematic intelligence collection and reporting, structured and complex analytical methods, and
rapid widespread secure dissemination. IThis capability at the FBI could be improved beyond the Integrated Intelligence Information
Application (IIA), the analytic tool currently available to national security analysts. Agents and analysts need a wide range of'
automated tools available to conduct analyses of data and enable them to link subjects of investigations, link various cases, and
identify patterns of illicit activity,

fOperational I'rocesswev The following issues must be addressed to improve the development of maximum feasible capability in the
F131's Counterterrorism Program.

Development of an intelligence capability that can receive information on a timely basis, evaluate and exploit relevant information,
and disseminate information appropriately.
Development of a comprehensive training program for Special Agents, analysts, and management.
Dramatic improvement in the capability to provide foreign language translators to important investigative operations.
Improvement in interagency coordination and liaison, including personnel exchanges, shared access to relevant information, and
enhanced participation in multi-jurisdictional and multi-organizational task forces.
Improvement in the capability to provide comprehensive national program management.

Anticipated Outcome Measures: By developing maximums feasible capability at all five levels, the FBI will be able to achieve desired
outcomes that will contribute to the identification, neutral iiation, and penetration of targeted terrorist organizations. The FBI's
success in restraining all types of groups engaged in acts of terrorism will be measured by the ability to respond to terrorist threats
before terrorist attacks occur. Also, all elements of crisis and consequence management at the Federal, state, and local levels
throughout the country will have developed and implemented integrated terrorism response plans. The ultimate outcome measure will
be the absence of major terrorist incidents as well as the FBI's ability to identify, locate, apprehend, and prosecute those responsible
for terrorist acts when they do occur.DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Counterterrorism

DOJ CORE FUNCTION 1: investigation and Proseution of Criminal Offenses

DOJ STRATEGIC GOAL 1.3: Reduce espionage and terrorism (sponsoredt by foreign or domestic groups in the U.S. and abroad when directed atI
DOJ PERFORMANCE GOALS 1.3.1-1.3.3: Prevent, investigate, and prosecute terrorist acts and improve response capability to terrorist Acts.



TIER 1: National and Economic Security
STRATEGIC GOAL: Prevent, disrupt, and defeat terrorist operations before they occur.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of Data 199s 1999 2 tF
Indicator Performance Indicator Source Actuals Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Aeluials

Inputs I Total CT worky ears BFA 2,269 2,6t6 2,619 2,644 2,644
2 Total CT budget authority ($000) $254,031I $298,093 S298,664 $309,324 $327,939

Activities/ Level One - Field Reactive
Outputs 1, Number of Terrorist Investigations MAR 9,046 t 10,151 1 t

2. Terrorist Arrests ISRAA 130 t 127 1 t
3 Terrorist Convictions 130 t 103 t

Level Two - Headquarters Reactive
I . Percentage of CT Executive level CT N/A N/A 100% 100% 10W10

management who has received Crisis Division
Management Training

2. CT Training.- Number of Classes 148 N/A 94 96 96
3. CT Training -Number of Students 6,453 N/A 4,646 6,027 6,027

Level Three - Headquarters/Field Proactive
1. Percentagcof field offices whose IT N/A N/A 72% 100%/ 1004/

program priorities reflect H(Q's list of
priority targets _____________ _______ _______



3 Performance Report Performance Plans

Level Four InteraseencX Reactive
I . Number Of training sessions provided to 512 Q2 12

targeted friendly foreign intelligence
serv ices

2. FBI WMD Train ing - Numnber of Ciasses S N/A I 1 1
3 FBI WMD Training - Numbr of Students 200 N/A 250 250 250
4. Percentage of Counterterrorisni Scs.urity N/A 100% 1010% 100% 100%/

(iroup Partners who receive regular
overview brief

Level Five - Interaizericy ProactivC
1. Joint Terrorism Task Forces 18 26 25 25 25
2. Percentage of target agencies at which the 11% 11% 11%/ 11% 11%

FBI maintains detailees
3 Percentage of target agencies who maintain 100% 100% 88% 100% 100%

detailees at FBIHQIIII

Outcomes Terrorist Incidents Prevented" CT 12 N/A 5 00#

I Division

A. Date Validation and Verification:
SIs order to officially receive credit for terrorist act orvndn, FBI Field Divisions mast send an official memorandum to FBIHQ that describes thedeisils oftheir major

Countererrorism investigations. An official "terrorist incident prevented" is a "documented instance in which a violent act by a known or suspected terrorist group sr
individual with the meant and a proven propensity for violence is successfully interdicted through investigative activity." The Assiatant Director of the Counterterrorism
Division gives final approval to the classification of any Counterterrorism investigation as at prevention.

MAR -The FBI's Monthly Adniniatrative Report (MAR) in a system that tracks the number of cases opened, pending, and closed within any given time period. Data is
verified through the FBI's inspection process Inspectionis occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding. Using ntatiatical sampling methods, data in the MAR is traced
back to source documents contained in the FBI files.

ISRAA - The FBI's Integrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis Application (ISRAA) in a centralized database through which the FBI tracks statistical accomplishment of
cases from inceptions to closure, e.g., arrests, locates, information, indictments, and convictions. tBefore data are entered into the system they are reviewed and approved by
an E-Bt field manager. They are subuequenstly verified though she FBI's inspection process. Inspecions occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding;. Using statistical
sampling methods, data in the MAR is traced back to source documents contained in the FBI files.

CT Program - The CT Program collects and verifies data internally.



Performance Rport7 Performance Plans

H. l's 1999 Performance Report.
t In accordance with the Attorney (enernt's Guidance of not projecting targeted levels of performances for certain indicator types

C. Issues Affecting Selection of IFYs 2000 and 2001 Ptan4
Fur the lY 2001 summary performance plan, new indicators art included 10 beter measure the development of maximum feasible capability in all five levels of the
t.'iunterterrorism P'rogram's strategy Including indicators that measure training. liaison, management, and readiness provides a more complete picture of the program's
elfcctiseness

D. Additional Footnotes:
Definitionts of Terms or Explanations for Indicators and Date Sources

i this is a recently developed measure and, therefore, does not have planned leaves for 1998 and 1999,
I tie 0 of terrorist acts presented isnot a projectabte number as it is unknowAable row, many will be planned or attempted Ilowesi..'. it is the goal/intent of the program

toi present an terrorist attack front ocring against U S interests.

is Tier One FBI Strategic Goal: Deter the unlawful exploitation of emerging technologies by foreign powers, terrorists. 2-nd
criminal elements.

T he rapid technological advancements of the information age have rendered crime fighting efforts increasingly complex and opened
new avenues for global criminal activities. The increasing interconnectivity of our critical infrastructures through cyber and
information systems has created new vulnerabilities as criminals, terrorists, and foreign intelligence serices are learning to exploit the
power of cyber tools and weapons. Enhancing U.S. national security through the prevention of debilitating infrastructure damage is
One of the FBI's most compelling Tier One priorities. The National Infrastructure Protection and Computer Intrusion Program
(NIPCIP) is currently utilizing a multifaceted approach to developing the capacity to detect, deter, prevent, assess, investigate, and
rtspond to cyber attacks on the nation's infrastructures.

To combat cyber and physical threatsattacks, the NIPCIP will identify and rectify weaknesses in security and strengthen its
ntelligence base by maintaining a database of information concerning key assets within each field division and a mechanism for

information sharing among the public and private sectors. The National Infrastructure Protection Center (NIPC) is working in
conjunction with the FBI's Terrorism Program to employ a five level str 'ategy to develop a maximum feasible capability to identify,
neutralize, and penetrate terrorist organizations involved in cybercrimes from bath a reactive and increasingly proactive field,
headquarters, and interagency standpoint. The NIPC is also working with the National Foreign Intelligence Program on state-
sponsored infrastructure threats, and with the Criminal Investigative Division on criminal threats to the infrastructure.



Skills -FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities. More specifically, the high tech nature of the investigative work conducted by the National
Infratructure Protection Center requires specialized computer expertise and the recruitment of agent and support personnel with the
appropriate technical, analytical, and intelligence skills for activities involved in the investigation of cyber threats and incidents
targeting critical infrastructure components.

Infourmation Technology In its continuing effort to identify, prevent, deter, and defeat computer intrusions, then and Computer
intrusions, the NIPCIP continually faces new challenges in accordance with advancements in information technology. To address
these evolving challenges, the N1PCIP seeks to identify and rectify weaknesses in security and strengthen its intelligence base by
further developing and maintaining its database of information concerning key assets within each field division and thc mechanism for
outreach and information sharing among the public and private sectors, InfraGard.

Operational Processes'-
"Develop an expert computer intrusion capability in FBI Field Offices and Headquarters through recruitment of agents and analysts

with specialized computer expertise.
" Provide training and continuing education in the methods and tools of computer incident investigations and infrastructure

protection to FBI agents, analysts, and public and private sector partners.
" Enhance liaison with public and private sector stakeholders to ensure information flow to and from the NIPC through Infra~iard

and other contacts.
"Develop an indications and warning network for federal computer systems, in conjunction with other federal agencies.

Collect information on "key assets" for Key Asset database and infrastructure risk assessments.
Keep up-to-date on research and development (R&D) and provide state-of-the-art tools, technologies, and intellectual capital
related to Lomputer intrusions and infrastructure protection for FBI investigators and analysts.

Anticipated O~utcome Measures: The FBI is currently in the process of developing indices to more adequately capture the nuances of
complex investigative concepts such as capacity building and preparedness. These composite, weighted measures will give a more
holistic view of the FBI's progress toward achieving its strategic goals by looking at a combination of relevant indicators which better
capture the multifaceted nature of infrastructure protection.



Near-term success indices will measure the FBI's capacity to develop all necessary assets and capabilities (equipment, personnel,
training, point of contacts, intelligence base) to support and initiate complex operations designed to disrupt or defeat threats to the
critical infrastructures. Long-term success indices will measure the FBI's success in utilizing resources to identify and analyze threats,
put safeguards in place, establish protection and prevention requirements, develop contingency plans to respond to attacks, and
conduct exercises to test response plans. The ultimate outcome indices will measure the extent to which computer intrusion and
infrastructure threats are prevented, disrupted, and defeated through early watch & warning capability and preventative measures.

DECISION UNITIPROGRAM: National Infrastructure Protection and Computer Intrusion Program
DOJ CORE FUNCTION 1: tnvestigation and Prosecut ion of Criminal Offenses
DOJ STRATEGIC GOALS 1.3: Reduce espionage and terrorism (sponsored by foreign or domestic groups In the U.S. and abroad when directed at
U.S. citizens or institutions).
DOJ PERFORMANCE GOALS 1.3.4: Further capabilities to respond to cyber and physical threats to the Nation's critical infrastructure and 1.4.3
Furttser develop capacity to respond to cyber-attacks, computer thefts and intrusions affecting consumers, businesses, and government.

TIER 1: National and Economic Security
STRATEGIC GOAL: Deter the unlawful exploitation of emerging technologies by foreign powers, terrorists, and criminal elemenla.

Performance Indicator Information PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

__________ Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of I12s 1"9 2900 2001
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source Actuats Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actuats

Inputs 1. Total NIPC workyears ISFA j35 80 71944
12. Total NlPC funding (SOOO) $13,897 $2(),0570 S16,082 $19,1155 _ _SA20,396



Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of 1998 1999 2000 2001
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source Acluals Enacted Plan Plan

Pian Actuals

Activities1  Lev4:l One- Field Reactive
Outputs I Number of Computer Intrusion MARJACS 1,000/399 t 1,7561921 t 1

Investigations
(Pending and Opened / Closed)

2 Number of Infrastructure Protection
Investigations

(Pending and Opened 'Closcd)
Telecommunication I114 1 25/tO 1 t
Energy 9/5 t 1015 1 t
Oil, Gas Storage 4/1 t 9/3 1- t
Banking and Finance 4,3 t V/I t t
Transpoilation 3/1 t 8;3 t
Water 3/I 1 6/1 t t
Emergency Services 2/1 f 6/0 t t
Continuit of Government Operations 6/1 t 12,13 tf
other Infrastructure Sectors 0/0 1 23/I1I 1 t

3 Computer Intrusion Arrests and Locates ISRAA 71 1 40 t
4. Informations and Indictments 33 t 49 tf
5. Computer Intrusion Related Convictions 26 f 110t
6. Recoveries and Restitutions ($0001 N/A N/A $1,989 ? t
7. Computer Intrusion Squads/Teams NIPC 6 10 10 16 16

Trained and Equipped I______ I_____ L______ I_____ _______ 1_____



_____________________________ _________Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of 122 122200 2001
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source Actualt Enacted Plan Plsan

Plan Actuats

Level Two- Headguarters Reactive
I1. Percentage of NIPC Executive level NIPIC N/A 100 100 100 tO0

management who have received Crisis
Management Training

2. Computer Intrusion Training -Number of 15 20 20 40 40
Training Classes Provided

3 Computer Intrusion Training. Number of 153 204 204 450 500
FBI Personnel Receiving Computer
Intrusion investigative Training)

4, Crisis Action Teams Opeated N/A 6 6 6 6
5. STAU Case Connultations N/A 25 25 100 300
6 STALl Deployments N/A 14 14 30 50
7 Number of Regional and National N/A 3 3 4 4

Training Conferences

Level Three Hleadquarters/ Field Proactive
1. Threat and Warning Notices Issued NIPC 7 33 33 33 33
2. Number of NIPCIP Management N/A I 1 1 2

Regional Training Conferences for ASAC
and Field Supervisors I______ I_____ I______ I_____ I______ I____ I



__________Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of 9819 0000
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source Actuala nce Plan Plan

Plan Aeluala,

Level Four- Interagency Reactive
1. Key Assets Identified" NIPC 400 2,745 7 2,745 3,000 3,200
2, Interagency Training- Non FBI N/A 45 45 150 200

Personnel Receiving Computer
Intrusion Training

Level Five- Interakencv Proactive
I Number of other government agency NIPC N/A 40 28 40 40

detailees at NIPC
2 Number of Analytical Products Produced N/A 120 123 130 150

Outcomes NII'C lndlex** NIPC Now in the Process of Development

A. Data Validation and Verification.
ISRA'A -1 he dama source for the number Of arrests, locates, informations. indviments, convictions, recoveries, and restitiutions is the Integraicd Statistical Rcportintg and
Aiialysis Application (ISRAA) t he data is reliable as ISRAA is an sin-inc application %vhere ness acconmplishrments are continuously entered into the system from Special
Agents' I'D 5 15 forms afler being reviewed and approve ed by ati 1:1l field manager I lie dat iis alsio subsequently .erified through the lFBl Inspection process

Key Assets - Key Assets are an organtoation, group oif organizations, sy steal, or group of sy stems, or physical plant of hhich the loss would have svtdespread and dire
economic or social impact ott a national, regional. or lesel basis 1-lie data SnUICC for the number of key assets identified is the N [P's Key Asset database As each Key Asset is
identified, it is entered into this database from which maps are created that help determine any overlapping or secondary Key Assets that are linkecd 1Tbe mapping process helps
to verify that an 'asset" is critical Key Asset and any others that have not been identified This results in a contissuat process of validating the information Although the
numbers provided arc cumulative, the delta between any iwo years may not be a true indicator of activity given that as news assets are identified either assets may no longer meet
the Key Asset criteria and are removed from she database,

MIARIACS - The data source for the number of computer intrusion invesigations (cases petiding/opecned & closed) is the Monthly Administrative Report/ Automated Case
Support (MARUACS) system.

The data source for she computer intrusion traininit measures is the NIPC( Erogram's internal trainidatabase

00m



Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of 1998 1"920020
Indicator Performance Indicator Dola Source Actuall, Enacted Plan Plan

IPlan Actuals

B. FY 1999 Performance Report:

C. Issues Affecting Selection of FY 2000 end 2001 Plant
t In accordance with the Attornsey General's Guidance of not projecting targeted levels of performance for certain indicator iypes.

DI. Additional Footnotes:
Definitions of Terms or Explanatios for Indicalors and Data Sources:
* The t999 plan included $10 million from the AG CT fund and $4.25 million from the Working Capital lund

00 The growth in the number of v.Assets, from 400 at the conclusion of FY 1998 to a projection of 2,745 at the end of FY 1999, was the result of the NI PC's modification
of the criteria used hy the field offices to identify and report Key Assets. Prior to this modification only Key Assets of national significance wete reported The new
guidance alno allows for the identificntion and reporting of Key Anwls thai are significant on a iate and regional level, as well as the identification said characterization of
true interdepensdencies between Key Assets, which in certain to cause the number of national-level Key Assets to fluctuate

ib Te FBI is presently working to develop NtPC performance indices to gauge the Btureauns overall capacity to use its assets and resources in support of operations to
disrupt said defeat critical infrastructure threats I he performance indices are intended to increase the validity of the NItiC measures through incorporation of multiple
indicators to demonstrate progress towards the program's ultimate protection and prevention iiutcosmes and assignment of weights to reflect the levcl of severity of
indicators such as intronions, key assets, and threat and waning notifications
STAll. Special Technologies Applications Unit Previous data reflected the number of Computer Emergency Support Team Consultations and Deployments A
reoirgani7Ation of the NIPC resulted in these functions being reassigned to the STAU
ASAC- Assistant Special Agents in Charge.
Analytical Products Prodaced -This indicator reflects the number of analytical articles produced by the Analysis and Information Sharing Urit in publication that include
the Infrastructure Protecion Digest (quarterly) Cybemnotes (biweekly), and Critical Infrastructure Develcpments (biweekly), Previous data reflected the quanitiative measure
of the types of products distributed,
N/A. Not Available

Vill. Tier One FBI Strattic Goal: Create an effective and ongoing deterrent designed to prevent criminal conspiracies from
defrauding major U.S. industries and the U.S. Government.

Private industry in the U.S, controls trillions of dollars in assets, an inviting target for criminal schemes ranging from technological
attacks on a corporation's intellectual property to more traditional attempts to defraud. If major U.S. industries were to collapse
because of massive and widespread fraud, the resulting economic chaos could threaten the economic stability of the U.S. and world
financial markets. The primary challenge facing the FBI in this area is to create and maintain a strong deterrent capability that will



prevent criminal organizations from defrauding, and thereby weakening U.S. industries. To prevent significant levels of fraud, the FBI
must be able to identify emerging trends and industry vulnerabilities and enlist the cooperation of the private sector.
The number of frauds committed each year far exceeds the FBI's capacity to investigate each individually. Accordingly, the FBI will
concentrate on the most significant crime problems, leveraging limited resources through cooperative efforts with affected industries
and other law enforcement agencies, and implementing a preventive strategy that will rely heavily on improved intelligence, rather
than investigating frauds once they have occurred.

The FBI uses three criteria to designate certain white-collar crime problems as priorities:
a) Significance of the Threat -- The potential threat to society from fraud in an industry will be assessed by taking into account the

size of the market or business sector affected, the importance of the industry to society, and the estimated amount of economic loss
in the industry due to fraud.

b) Level of Risk -- This factor takes into account the risk that the above threat will actually be realized. Although the threat posed by
fraud may be potentially disastrous, FBI program managers must consider how immediate the threat is to a particular industry
absent an FBI response.

c) FBI Jurisdiction -- The FBI is not the only agency with responsibilities in combating fraud. In fact, the~ F13I shares concurrent
jurisdiction with other Federal agencies in several white collar crime (WCC) areas. however, many of those agencies are very
small or lack the expertise to work cases in which the fraud is massive, complex, or requires a long-term commitment or the
utilization of sophisticated investigative techniques. In these instances, the FBI must give a higher priority to a response to
properly address the investigate ion.

Given the above criteria and applying them to currently available empirical data and anecdotal information, the FBI has identified and
classified the following three IN pes of fraud as top-ranked national priorities: HIealth Care Fraud, Financial Institution Fraud, and
Government Fraud. The FBI's WCC program has also designated Public Corruption as a priority ar;-a, but this is referenced under
Strategic Goal #7.

Skills: FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.

Information Technology Technology affects the Department not only as the object of crime, hut also when criminals use high-tech
tools to commit crimes. Presently, the FBI's White Collar Crime program is pursuing funding for the enhancement of the White
Collar Crime Case Management System. This system will greatly enhance capabilities to track and monitor crime .ends, as well as



coordinate response and efficiently allocate resources.

()pcraliunal Proc esses.
Substantially reduce the duration of traditionally long term complex loan fraud investigations.
Prevent the anticipated increase in Cyberbanking and computer facilitated fraud and abuse against financial institutions.
Successful investigation of "large scale" national health care providers who engage in fraud.
Identification of fraudulent billing patterns within the health care provider categories most susceptible to fraud.

Ability to collect and review data of Health (Care expenditure for indications of fraud,
Implementation of l ICF Task Forces in divisions where IlICF is a priority crime problem.

Ant~iicipated Outcome Measure% T he FBI1 is shifting its WCC strategy away from the reactive "pay and chase" mode where criminals
are pursued after rampant fraud has been detected and is concentrating on proactive actions such as data analysis of trends in priority
crime problem areas. A good example of this is in Health Care Fraud: health care billings offer data that can be analyzed for trends
that are an early indicator of potential fraud and abuse. This approach will lead to high-impact investigations of nation-wide schemes
to undermine the Nation's healdi care system, such as systemic abuse from large scale medical corporations. Industries and markets
that have been defined as endangered by egregious fraud will be monitored for reductions in the economic loss and frequency of fraud
as a result of the intervention of targeted FBI programs.

DECISION UNlT/PROGRAM: White-Collar Crime
1)0.1 CORE FU.JNCT ION 1. investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses
DOJ STRATEGIC GOALS: 1.4 - Reduce white-collar crime, including public corruption and fraud; 3.2 - safeguard America's environment and
natural resources; & 3.3 - promote competition in the U.S. economy through enforcement of, improvements to, and education about antitrust laws
and principles.
DOJ PERFORMIANCE GOALS: 1.4.2 - Health Care Fraud; 1.4.4 - Financial Institutions, Tetemarkeeting, and Other Fraud; 3.2.1 - Enforcement of
Natural Resource Lawt; 3.3.1 -Promotion of Competition

TIER I: National and Economic Security
STRATEGIC COAL: Create an effective and ongoing deterrent designed to prevent criminal conspiracies from defrauding major U.S. industries
and the U.S. Government.



Performance Indicator information PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

Tiipe of Data 199s 19
Indicator Performance Indicator Source Actluats Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actuals 0 ""

Inputs 1 otla direct workyears EIFA/ 4,247 4,107 4,048 4,159 4,163
2 t otal diect budget authority ($000)4 TURK $408,073 $431,167 $424,242 $450,866 S 479, 14 1
3 EVstal reimrbursable sorkyears 533 610 610 689 753
4 Total reimbursable budget authoeiiy $56,000 $66,000 $66,100 $76,000 $88,000

$0001)

Output' I Arrests and Locates ISRAA 3,843 1 3,932 t t
Activities 2 Informations and Indictments 6,961 f 7,279 t

3 Conv ictions and Pre-trial Diversions 6,634 1 6,980 ft
4 Recoveries and Restitutions ($000) $3,174,059 t S3,789,563 t t

5Fines ($0001 $488,210 1 S633,844f
6 Percent of H I- cases thai fall below CCA 14% 1%16% 16% 16%.

fed prosecutorial guidelinesII

Intermediate Successful Investigation or Elimination of N/A The FRI is in the process of developing its reporting systems to allow tracking of
Outcomes Nationwide Fraud Schemes these types of performance data,

End t Fconomic loss to financial SAR
Outconies institutions due to fraud in targeted

field div isions ($000)

Check Fraud $167,868 $245,629 S212,478 S245,62944 S245.6294*
Counterfeit Check Fraud $ 85,008 S 99,054 $103,668 S 99,0540* S 99,054"

Mortgage Loan Fraud $ 24,893 $ 21,057 $40,920 $ 21 ,0570* $ 21 ,057"
Commercial Loan Fraud $ 58,166 $190,999 $544,337 $190,999V' St90,999**

Consumer Loan Fraud S 15,688 $ 21,767 $22,544 $ 21,7670" $ 21,76700



Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of Vata 1998 1999 2000 2001
Indicator Performance Indicator Source Actuals Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actuals

2 Change in Medicare expenditures 11CFA $2 533 $3 47 $1 369 $312 $3.09
relating to clinical lab tests, and billion billion billion billion billion
ambulance serv ices targeted 'iy FBI ('00on 00#1

inetgtossne1997. (1997 baseline pnyessed r~ooriied

-$3 859 billion)thog J98frig A3,V

3 Change in expenditures relating to $2.611 $4 06 S57$3 84 $3r6 I
Home Itleatb Agencies in FIt targeted billion billion billion billion billion
states ( I 97 basel ine -$4.512 billion) Chijt*an

ih~ra, 0h i,gh 6J0,ii99

A. Data Validatioin end V'erification:
SAR - The Suspicioius Activ it,%, Report (SARI data usedi Ini these measures are provided to bhe I incial Crimes Enforcemeni Neissork (I CI-.Ntlb hI tanciol institations that

upciillicit activity in 18 different categories of fraud tDaia in earlier performance ptiiVis oCre sUpplied b) I I I t).467 reports Since the protocols for collection of 110-467
data have been revised for tY 1999, this data would be inco~mpatible wsitb both previous!1 D.467 data and current SAR data In future pecrformanc~e reports, ihe Hi owsill rcly
apon tt)-467 daia dating back to I Y 1999 1 hese dald are year-to-daw as of 5131/99 1 ield D~ivisions iargeted for check and counterfeit check fraud arc Atlaanai Boston,
Charlotte, Chicago, Cleiland, Dallas, Denver, Iltrinit, I as Vegas, Los Angeles, Newark, NeoN York, Philadelphia, thoenis, San D~iego, San 1'rancisco, and Seattle Field
Dii sions targeted for muriloage loan fraud are Atlaiia, los. Angeles, Nessark, New York, Saii Iiego, and San F rancisco tField D~ivisions targeted for commercial and
consumer loan fraud nre Atlanta. Itoston, Charlotte. Chicago, Dallas. Los Angeles, Nea York, and Seattle

the tDeparnment's data source fist the Htealth Care Fiaud performance goal reflect Ilcalth Care Finaicial Administration 1( KAl frad targets, 1 he Medicare costs
measurements for this performance goal include pa) mcniv for all clinical lab tests and ambulance services billed to Medicare during the reported period A new tDOI itidicator
being measured fortFY 20011, tome I lealib Agencies fraud costs reflect three targeted states Florida, Ilevas, and I nuisana Validation and verification of the data takes place
primarily at its collection point, II! A I be FBI reviews the data received from lICFA for consistency aird reliability Since data from IIA is provided on a calender year.
killings cnn be received up to one year after services Ilneretore, complete FY 1999 data Aill not be availnble until lW 200 1. C hangs in the Medicare pay ment system
affecting on ideniifintnle area due to legislatis - .,regulatory action le g, implementation of a prospective payment system) would invalidate any comparison to data for
pre vious years



Performance Report Performance Plans

T) pt of Data 1998 1999 2000 20
Indicator Performance Indicator Source Actuala Eriscleed Plan Plan

H. FV 1999 Performance Report: 
Pa cul

'The Financial lIstitution Fraud (lIii) program anticipates that IIF wilt be getting worse in the coming years, due to advances in technology and increased activity of
criminal groups conducting negotiable instrument fraud and loan fraud. The program is currently reviewing howv to strategically approach the problem
ltd-A believes that Itlomc liealth Agencies have under-reported during thc finst half of 19,98

Ill1 he Financial Instittution Fraud I FIFI program anticipates that financial fraud will be getting worse in the coming years duc to advance,, .ti technology and increased activity
of criminal gtroups conduacting negotiable instrument fraud and loan fraud The program is constantly rethinking its strategy to address the problem.

C. Isaues Affecting Selection of FY 2000 mad 2001 Plan%
FBI is constantly directing its attentions to new targets in health cane fraud investigations, and the current performance report reflects an updated list of HCF fraud target., The
FBI has recently increased its attention to fraud in I lotte Health Agencies Ihe above data reflects three targeted states Florida, Texas, and Louisiana The Durable Medical
Lqutpment IDME) previously reported in FY 2000 will only achieve further reductions through regulatory enforcementri, no these items have been dropped from the data list
for the FBI performance indicators

D. Additioat Footnotna: I-A
Deflation, of Terms or Explanationa for ladlkatora and Data Sources A
t In accordance with the Attorney general'ss Guidance of not pro~ecling targeted levels of performance for certain indicator types 0
N These numbers do not include tecgat,

0The following FBI Field Divisions have formal and informal liec, unfunded) FIF task forces who engage local prosecutors in working FlIF cases that fall below Federal
prosecutorial guidelines. 

0
slanta, Boston, Buffalo. Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Houston, Jacksonville, L~as Vegas, Newark, New Haven, New York, Oklahomsa

City, Omaha, Philadelphia, Phoeit, Sacramnento, San Francisco. Seattle, Tampa. & Washington DC.
I The above IICF measures include billings for all clinical lab tests and all arshulasse services killed to Medicaoe during the reporting period, The FBI, working in
conjunction with other agencies such as the Office: of the Inspector General for the Dept of Health and I tuman Smrices(OIG-HIISI, found that fraudulent killings of these
teirviecs were: rampant across the country, Since data from lICFA is provided on a Calendar Year ICY), billings can be received up to one yeaw after service, Therefore,
complete FY 1998 data will not he available until CY 2000 and complete FY 1999 data will not he available for sometime
2 the Henalth Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 IHIPAA), mandated the establishment of a Health Cane Fraud and Abuse Control Program. The IIIPAA

will provide: funding for the FBI in the amount of $81,000,000 is 2001. an increase of 512,000,000 over 2000

Highlights of Tier One FY 1999 Performance:

e David Sheldon Boone, a retired Army Sergeant, was arrested by the FBI on October 10, 19"8, and charged with three counts of
violating Title 18, United States Code (USC) Section 794, espionage. Ott December 18, 1998, he pled guilty and was sentenced to
24 years and three months. Boone worked as an agent of the KGB from 1988 to 19"1, while employed as a signals intelligence



analyst employed with the National Security Agency at Ft. Meade, Maryland, and Augsburg, Germany.
" Theresa Marie Squillacote, Kurt Alan Stand, and James Michael Clark were convicted on four counts of violating U.S. criminal

espionage statutes following a two week trial.
" On July 13, 1999, H1su Kai-Lo pled guilty to the attempted theft of trade secrets. Specifically, Mr. Kai-Lo attempted to covertly

purchase a patented, cutting-edge formula for the anti-cancer drug Taxol on behalf of the Yuen Foong Paper Company. Taxol is an
ovarian cancer drug treatment which is the proprietary economic information of the Bristol-Myers Squibb Company and generates
annual sales of approximately $1 billion per year. Mr. Kai-Lo was sentenced to 22 months and a $10,000 fine. The Yuen Foong
Paper Company has agreed to pay the U.S. Government $300,000 in a civil settlement.

" Seventeen individuals have been indicted in connection with the bombings of U.S. Embassies Kenya and Tanzania. As of
11/1999, nine of those individuals are in custody in the United States and London, Khalfan Khamis Mohammed, who was indicted
in connection with the bombing of the U.S. Embassy in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, was captured in Cape Town, South Africa, and
rendered to the United States during November 1999.

" On April 14, 1999, Aryan Nations member Kale Todd Kelly was arrested by the FIl's Cincinnati field office and charged with
firearms violations, On May 7, 1999, Mr, Kelly, a previously convicted felon, pled guilty to these violations.

" In October 1998, several individuals who identified themselves as members of "The New Order" were sentenced after having been
charged with conspiracy and/or illegal weapons charges. The men were conspiring to commit terrorist violence against several
prominent targets.

" During 1999, several members of the North American Militia, which is based in Michigan, were convicted of weapons violations
and other criminal charges relating to their plot to bomb federal buildings, destroy major road intersections, and kill federal agents
and suspected informants.

*Within hours of learning about the vielissa Macro Virus, the NIPC coordinated with key cyber response components of DOD and
the Computer Emergency Response Team at Carnegie-Mellon University. Warning messages were sent to federal agencies, state
and local law enforcement, FBI field offices, and the private sector. As the virus became more widespread, the FBI undertook the
unusual step of issuing a public warning on the NIPC's website. These steps helped mitigate the damage by alerting computer users
of the virus and of protective steps they could take to prevent being infected by it. Information provided to the New Jersey State
Police from America Online, and their follow-up investigation with the FBI's Newark Field Office, led to the arrest of David L.
Smith on April I, 1999. On December 9, 1999, Mr. Smith plead guilty to one count of Title 18, U.S.C., Section 1030. Mr. Smith
stipulated to affecting one million computer systems, causing $80 million in damage. Mr. Smith is awaiting sentencing.

*In September 1999, two members of a group dubbed the "Phonemasters' were sentenced after their conviction for theft and
possession of unauthorized access devices and unauthorized access to a federal interest computer. The 'Phonemasters" are an



international group of criminals who penetrated the computer systems of MCI, Sprint, AT&T, Equi fax, and the FBI's National
Crime Information Center.

*In FY 1999, the FBI's Health Care Fraud program completed the ColumbiaIHCA investigation, resulting in the conviction of two
former executives and a pretrial diversion agreement with another defendant.

Tier Two: Criminal Enterprises and Public Integrity

Tier Two efforts support the following Department of Justice Strategic Goals:

- Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and drug and gang-related violence,
- Reduce white-collar crime, including public corruption and fraud.
- Protect the civil rights of all Amencans.

*Tier Two FBI Strate Goal: Identify, disrupt, and dismantle existing and emerging organized criminal enterprises whose
activities affect the U.S.

00Profound changes in the world over the past five years have directly impacted the FBI's ability to address problems associated with cco
Organized Crime (OC). These changes include: passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA); the fall of
Communism and the breakup of the Soviet Union; the increased possibility for corruption in emerging nation states; the development
and growth of the Internet and worldwide communications, including the use of global electronic banking; the availability and ease of
international transportation; the increase in revenues associated with illegal drugs; and the availability of nuclear, chemical and
biological weapons of mass destruction. These factors nave contributed to the growth and complexity of domestic and international
organized crime and have severely strained current resource levels.

OCEs by their nature bring a extensive network of resources to bear which cannot be matched by law enforcement agencies. OCE's
are generally entrenched in the community and use fear, intimidation, and violence to deter citizens from freely cooperating with
authorities. Also, they are structured to ensure that their leadership is far removed from direct criminal activity, making it very
difficult to link overt crimes to the Iesders of the organization.

This requires the FBI to develop strategies targeted primarily at the disrupting and dismantling the entire criminal organization,



resulting in the imposition of lengthy prison terms and the seizure of the organization's illicit assets. The FBI distinguishes OCEs, not
primarily involved in drug trafficking, in the following three distinct groups: 1) traditional, well-entrenched organizations such as the
La Cosa Nostra and Italian Organized Crime; 2) structured Russian and Eastern European organizations that have emerged .

fall of the Soviet Union; and 3) Asian Criminal Organizations.

The FBI has three objectives in addressing existing and emerging organized crime: (1) to eliminate existing organized criminal
enterprises, as a significant crime factor; (2) to prevent ncw organized crime groups from establishing a national infrastructure; and
(3) to significantly reduce the number of violent, multi -jurisdictional gangs.

The FBI employs two law eniforcement techniques to disrupt and dismantle the OCE: the criminal enterprise theory of investigation
and the application of intelligence. Success depends on improving organized crime intelligence-through the collection, storage,
retrieval and most importantly the analysis and dissemination stages. This requires the consistent application of the criminal enterprise
theory and better training with special emphasis on informant development and the use of intelligence and electronic surveillance.

While the "traditional" LCN has suffered significant setbacks due FBI investigative efforts, the new LCN is re-inventing itseli 11t a
criminal organization that is utilizing technology and new schemes to re-emerge as a critical criminal factor. This diversification into
a "new business line" has fueled the LCN's efforts to coordinate with other newly forming groups.

To dismantle traditional organized crime groups such as the LCN, the FBI must make a sustained commitment against all the families
in the criminal enterprise. Without such an effort, progress against one family will only be mitigated by the expansion of another. The
emerging organized crime groups are typically more complex and fluid than the LCN because they are usually based outside the
United States and can quickly change their operations to avoid law enforcement detection.

Skills. The Department requires the skills agents, attorneys, analysts, and linguists. Linguists are also critical to supporting criminal
and national security investigations and intelligence success.

Information Technology: The FBI's operational strategic goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify and foremost trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness.



Operalional Process
Significantly reduce, by 25 percent, LCN influence in organized labor unions and specific industries. 'These targeted ICN -
influenced unions are the ILA LIUNA, TFeamsters, and HFIRFILI. TYhe targeted LCN - influenced industries are Carting,
Construction, Convention Centers, Gaming, Garment and Maritime industries,
Significi-ntly reduce, by 25 percent, the leadership, national influence, and active membership of the Genovese and Gambino LCN
Families.
Reduce th'e active membership of all LCN families nationwide by at least 25 percent.
Allocate manpower resources commensurate with the identified LCN crime problem and continually assess resource ne(.ds to
reallocate as necessary.

Atiiipalcd Oulomc Akeasres -Long-term indicators of' success include the measures of the extent tn which traditional organized
crime groups have been dismantled and the degree to which free competition has been restored in industries traditionally dominated by
the LCN. Performance measures in the area of emerging organized crime include indicators of disruption and dismantlement, as well
as estimates ofechanges in the amount of criminal activity engaged in by these groups in the U.S.,

lDECISION 
LiNT/PROGRAM: 

Organized 
Criminal 

Enterprises/La 
Cosa Nostra

'DOJ CORE FUNCTION 
I nvestigation 

and Prosecution 
of Criminal Offenses

DOJ STRATEGIC GOAL I.I: Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and drug and gang-related violence.

and Identify, disrupt, and dismantle emerging organized criminal enterprises.

TIER 2: Criminal Enterprises and Public Integrity
STRATEGIC GOAL: Identify, disrupt, and dismantle existing and emerging organized criminal enterprises whose activities affect the U.S.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION I I PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS



I Performance Report Performance Plans

Type or Data j 1990 1999M 2001
I rdlea tor Performance Indicator So urce Actuals Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actuals

Inputs 1. Total Field workycars tt BFPU 3,442 N/A 3,660 3,660 3,660
2. Total Field Budget Authority ($000) Nl $334,022 $361,320 350,922 $456,697 $476,519

Output/ 1, Number of Genovese and Gambino Family Operation
Activity members- Button

indicted Dow n 45 1 20# 1 1
convicted Annual 3 t 240 t 1

2. Number of other LCN capon, consiglieres, Report &
underbossen, and bosses" ISRAA

indicted 30 t 210 t f
convicted 9 t 224 1 1

3 Number of LCN member and associates
convicted in labor racketeering
inveatigdtiona (IIEREIU, IB31, ILA &
LIUNA)" 0 25 t 61 t t

4 Number of Genovese and Gambino Family
assoc iates:

indicted 45 1 13 t t
convicted 24 t 10 t t

5. Number of other LCN asociated:
indicted 92 t 1l 11 t

convicted III 1 74 t t

Outcomes 1. Number of LCN members incarcerated ISRAA 208 205 193 2002'!
BOP &

2, Percent of LCN members incarcerated REt's 19.18% 19.12% 18.37% 22% 2



A. Data V'aiulion and Verification:
SRAA - L hv FI'ts Integrated Statisticat Reportinii and Arialy s1 Application (ISRAA) IS a Lcntralied database through which thc FBI tracks statistical accomplishment of

c~ivrs lr,:, Liepti'si to cLosure. c i; arrests, locates, inforoiations. iniicc'ss and cinsrictions Before data are entered into the system they are reviesvcd and approved by an
IlIl fi, d manager Ilsey are subisequently verified though the -ills nmpctit r) process Inspections occeuron a 2 to 3 year cycle, dependingon funding Using statistical

airing methods, data in the MAR is tracud back to source documents contan ed in the FBIiAles,

Op :r0mEation lo Dv~i Annual Report t Ihis annual repot sen en as the primary niechaIITIsi whereby [UN, labor racketeering, and related union and industry statistical
accrnsptmnhimrnls arc collected

B. F1 M99 Performance Report:

C. Issues Affecting Selection of FY 2000 ad 2001 Plani:
tIn accordance w ith the Attorney general'ss Guidance of tot prijecting targeted levels of peforrsance for certain indicator typos

0. Additional Footnotes-
Detinitians of Terms or Espisanao ror Indicators and Data Sources
I'S 1 guics do not include Legat Woricycars and include the direct portion of 1C.Dl; resourcesi utili7ed (Jutyear projections for the direct portion of OUDF are flat-lined

I or the 'Actiials" colunn the numbers and amsounts include both the OCT. direct funded field program activity ard the O(t31: overbarn within the VBIs direct
oppnnpriatioiis 1-or the "lan" columns, the numbers and amounts include only the OCt. direct tueided field program activity,
IDue it, a new reporting nihanisni within the LCN P'rogram, indictments -nd curs dm55n of "made members" can niiw be tracked separately
t his number is separate and apart fiom (jenovesc and Gasmbinii family niembers indicted and convicted
I broagh its moritoiship of suspected I N influenced lairo unions, the FBI's I.UN program currently makes a subjective determination of the degree of LCN influence

within these, uniions this monitoring consists of a trustee relationiship beisseen the F-BI and targeted labor unions that facilitates the identification and enpeditioun
rrosal 0f l~ll influeced anion atembers I he [UN program is in the process of establishing a formal data collection mechanism for readily obtaining these data

t he Cou r idered nionitorship of the Iiotel E mployees and Restaurant Ernipliiyecs I nterational Union (HEREtO) was initiated on 09/05/1993 and concluded on
Ot.2511998 [ight removal act ins are pcinding

I-ursian Criminal ne rss

Eurasian Criminal Enterprise (ECE) groups are becoming increasingly more sophisticated in their domestic U.S. and worldwide
,,i itolinal operations. This has become especially apparent in their international money laundering and bank fraud activity. ECE
groups have purchased controlling interests in banks and other financial institutions and have skillfully utilized these assets to hide or
transfer the proceeds of their various criminal enterprises. In addition, ECE groups are acquiring state-of-the-art communication
encryption capabilities to safeguard their communications network. These factors, combined with their characteristic transnational
mobility, have enabled ECE groups to expand and diversify their criminal enterprises at a pace which exceeds that of traditional LCN
groups. As such, FBI strategy must rely upon an integrative investigative approach which utilizes the entire range of investigative
techniques and programs that are presently available.
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Criminals from the former Soviet Union. as well as from other Eurasian countries, have established a large presence in the New
Y'ork/New Jersey/Pennsylvaniia region and engage in a wide variety of crimes that range from sophisticated frauds to narcotics
trafficking to murder. Evidence also sho\Ns that members of disparate domestic Russian-emigre crime groups have (lhe potential to
develop into one of the most formidable organized crime challenges to law enforcement since the advent of La Cosa Nostra 1These
groups are also active in Miamni. Chicago, Los Angeles. and San Francisco.

ECU groups represent a significant criminal force internationally. Through a network of world-wide criminal enterpi ises,
headquartered in the Russian Federation. they have amassed great wealth, political influence, and economic power. Closely allied
with corrupt interests within Russia, these groups exert a high degree of influence over that nation's emerging financial and market
structures. They are flexible, mobile and expansionist and have sought to establish themselves in various countries around the world,
including the United States. However, unlike their criminal counterparts in the La Cosa Nostra, they have yet to establish a firm
foothold here. This is due to a combination of factors including the early and effective intervention ofU.S. lawv enforcement and the
failure of other countries to recognize the threat, thus making their countries more attractive to these groups.

The threat posed by ECU organized crime groups was recognized by the FBI which, early on, adopted a multi-agency and international
investigative approach to this problem. This has enabled the FBI to mount several successful investigations which interrupted
attempts by several ECU groups ';o organize criminal activity on a large scale within the U.S. In addition, the FBI has taken a leading
role in assisting and training foreign law enforcement, including former Soviet Union law en fom cement agencies, in sophisticated
strategies and techniques necessary to combat modem organized crime.

Addressing the threat posed by ECEs requires the FBI to follow a dual strategy. In the near term, efforts will be concentrated on
addressing identified criminal enterprises that have the potential to engage in complex criminal conspiracies and, inflict substantial
harm to American economic interests. By being vigilant, major ECU organizations will have less incentive to engage in criminal
activity in the United States. Simultaneously, the FBI strategy must focus long term efforts to assist vulnerable foreign governments
in building their own capacity to prevent the success of criminal organizations. This strategy will gradually, but significantly, reduce
the number of countries within which ECEs can freely operate. This effort, critical to strengthening new democracies, places a
priority on foreign liaison, Legal Attahes, intelligence and training.

Skills: The Department requires the skills agents, attorneys, analysts, and linguists. Linguists are also critical to supporting criminal and
national security investigations and intelligence success.



Information Technology: The FBI's operational strategic goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify and foremost trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness.

Operational Processes:

l identify the three most significant RIEE/ECEs in the United States or whose operations in foreign countries pose a significant
criminal threat to the American public.
Enhance the overall capacity to develop intelligence and conduct investigative operations targeting the identified RIEEIECEs.
Develop increased liaison with foreign law enforcement agencies,

S Enhance the overall intelligence base on RJEE/ECEs including the number of criminal informantscooperating witnesses and ET
Sources reporting on RIEEIECE matters.

Anticipated Outcome Measures: By the year 2003, the FBI will have significantly disrupted ECE operations in the United States and,
through liaison and cooperation, will have disrupted ECE criminal operations in foreign countries in order to sufficiently impede their
ability to establish operations in the United States.

DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Organized Criminal EaterprlaeslEurasian Criminal Enterprises
DOJ CORE FUNCTION I: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses
DOJ STRATEGIC GOAL I.!: Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and drug and gang-related violence.
DOJ PERFORMANCE GOALS 1.1.1 and 1.1.2: Work to restore open and free economic competition In industries Influenced by organized crime
and identify, disrupt, and dismantle emerging organized criminal enterprises.

TIER 1: Criminal Enterprises and Public Integrity
FBI STRATEGIC GOAL: Identify, prevent, ind disrupt existing and emerging organized criminal enterprises whose activities affect the United
States.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of Data M 1"9 200 a
Indicator Performance Indicator Source Actusis Enacted Plan j Plan

Inputs I. Totai Field workyears tt BFPU 3,442 I N/Al 3,660 3,660 3,6601
12. Total Field Budget Authority ($00) N $334,022 1 361,320J 350,922 $46971 46:9



Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of Date 1998 1999"R
Indicator Performance Indicator Source Aetuals Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actual

Activities/ I. Number of arrests/locates ISRLAA 63 t86 t t
Outputs 2. Number of ind ictments/in formoations 43 t 66 t 1

3, Number of convictions/PTIDs 31 t 42 1 t
4. Value of assets seizedd ($000) 24 1 24,018 t t

Outcome Number of Eurasiain Criminal Enterprises * ISRAA
Disrupted N/A N/A 5 TBD** TBD**
Dismantled N/A N/A 3 TBD* TBD*

A. Data Validation and Veriitito:
ISRAA - The FBI's Integrated Statist cal Reporting sand Analysis Application (ISRAA) is a centraliz.ed database through which ihe FBI tracks statistical accomplishment of
cases from inception to c lostre,. eg.,,irests, locates, infoemaltions, indictments, and convictios Bcefo. isis are esnted otto the system they are reviewed arid approved by an
FBI field manager. they are subsequ.-rtly verifed though the FBI's inspection process. Inspections occur on a 2 tu 3 year cycle, depending on funding. Using statistical
sampling.-nethods, data is the MAR is traced back to source documents contiained in the FBI Mils,

* The FBI is in the process of enihaicing the statistical dais collection methods to capture she number of enterprises identified, disrupted or dismantled
SThe FBI is analyzng Field Office responses from she 1999 Annual Field Offie Report in order to ascertain a projection for 2000 and 2001 OCE disruptions and

dismantlements

B. FY 1999 Performance Report:

C. Issues Affecting Selection ar FV 2(00 and 2001 Plana:

f In accordance with the Attornecy Ge seral's Guidance of not prujccing targeted levels of performance for certain indicator type

0. Additional Footnotes:
Definitions of Tersa or Eaplasationa for Indicators and Dota Sources
tt Figures do not include Legal Workyerm and include the direct portion of DCI)L resources utilized Outycar projections for the direct portion of OCLDt; are flast-lined

NFoe the "Actaalns column, the numbers and amounts include both the OCE direct funded field program activity and the OCDF~ ovcrbum within the FBI's direct

Asian Criminal Entermises

The ACE problem clearly poses a threat to the public safety. Traditional ACEs, such as the Chinese Triads and Japanese Boryokudan,



have hundreds of thousands of members worldwide and financial resources equal to some small countries. ACEs will continue to
pursue profitable criminal activity, including financial crimes, public corruption and narcotics trafficking, wherever and whenever the
opportunity exists. A different but equally alarming threat exists from emerging non-'raditional ACEs, such as the violent gangs
active in our ethnic Asian emigre communities (ice. Vietnamese, Laotian, Cambodian, Thai, etc.)

ACES have a propensity for violence and are fluid and a highly mobile in nature. These factors coupled with language and cultural
barriers render local law enforcement officials efforts generally ineffective in addressing the ACE threat. Moreover, their criminal
diversity, including robbery, extortion, sophisticated fraud schemes, home invasions, and drug trafficking. The transience of ACE
members, and the inability to fully overcome language and cultural impediments have made the identification of the ACE members
and criminal extensiveness difficult to discern.

Near term investigative efforts will concentrate on identifying the most significant groups, their leadership, full scope and terr itory of
their criminal activity. A near term effort will also be to focus on building confidence in the Asian-American community by
establishing permanent presence, using agents that share language and cultural affinity, and successfully prosecuting violent offenders.

Skills: The Department requires the skills agents, attorneys, analysts, and linguists. Linguists are also critical to supporting criminal
and national security investigations and intelligence success.

Information Technology: The FBI's operational strategic. goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify and foremost trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness.

Operational Processes:

' Identify the 12 most significant ACEs to be targeted on a national and international level.
Coordinate priority ACE investigative matters on a national and international law enforcement level and ensure that field
offices with ider ified links to priority cases are focused on those matters.

S Enhance workin relationships with state, local and foreign law enforcement agencies in targeting the most significant ACEs.
S Seek to enhance Dooperation in the Asian-American communities, to ensure the effective targeting and investigaton of

significant ACES

Anticipated Outcome Measures: By the year 2003, the f BI will dismantle a significant number of ACEs operating in the United States



and, through liaison and cooperation, will contribute intelligence aimed at disrupting ACE operations in foreign countries, leading to
slow the growth of ACEs in tie Unites States.

DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Organized Criminal Enitrprises/Aslan Criminal Enterprises
DOJ CORE FUNCTION 1: investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses
DOJ STRATEGIC GOAL 1.1: Reduce violent crime, Including organized crime and drug and gang-related violence.
DOJ PERFORMANCE GOALS I.1. I and 1.1.2: Work to restore open and free economic competition in Industries influenced by organized crime
and Identify, disrupt, and dismantle emerging organized criminal enterprises.

TIER 2: Criminal Enterprises and Public Integrity
FBI STRATEGIC GOAL: Identify, prevent, and disrupt existing and emerging organized criminal enterprises whose activities affect the United
States.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

Type or Data 1998 199900
Indicator Performance Indicator Source Actuala Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actual

Inputs 1. Total Field workyears tt BFPU 3,442 N/A 3,660 3,660 3,660
2. Total Field Budget Authority ($000) 0 $334,022 $361,320 350,922 $456,697 $476,519

-Activitiesi 1. Number of arrests/ locates ISRAA 345 1' 400 t
outputs 2. Number of indietments/informations 292 t 280 1' t

3. Number ot convictions/PI~s 198 1 271 1 t
4. Value of assets seized ($000) 3,559 t 12,447 t

Outcome Number of Asian Criminal Enterprises.0 ISRAADisrupted N/A N/A 14 T1SD* TBD*
Dismsantled NiA N/A 4 TBD* TBD*



A. Data Validation and Verification:
ISRAA - "ie FBI's Integrated Statistical Reporting and Anal> sin Applicatior (ISRAA) is a ccnitralircd itatabase through which the FIl tracks statistical accomplishment of
cases from inception to closure, e g ,arrests, locates, informations, indictiments, and convictions Before duta are entered into the system the> are reviewed and approved by an
FBI field manager. They arc subsequently verified though the FIl's inspection process Inspections ~ccur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending cn funding, Using statistical
sampling methods, data in the MAR is traced hack to source documents contained in the Fillt files

T he FBI is in thc process of enhancing thecstatictical data collection methods to capture thenunmberofcnerprises identified, disrupted or dismantled.
The FBI is anatyoing Field Office responses fromt the 1999 Annual Field Officc Report in order to asieflsain a projection for 2000O and 2tWtI OCE disruptions and

dismantlement

IL FY 1999 Performance Report:

C. tasues Affectiag Selection or FV 2000 and 2001 Pua:
t In accordance with ttie Attorney General's Gsija'sicc of not projecting targetd levels of performance for certain indicator types

D. Additional Footnotea:
Definitions of Terms or Explanations for Indicators and Data Soures

tt Figures do not inclade Legat Wortcyears and include the direct portion otOCDE resources utilized Outycar projections for the direct portion of OWEU are flat-lined.
0For the "Actuats" column, the numbers and amounts include both the t)Ct direct funded field program activity, and the OCDE overbarn within the FBI's direct

appropriations,

a e Tjj~wo FBI Stratgic. jQ : Identify, disrupt, and dismantle existing and emerging organized criminal enterprises
whose activities affect the U.S.

The National Drug Intelligence Center Gang Symposium reports that gang members migrate from large to smaller cities and
communities for a variety of reasns, to include the relocation of families; avoidance of apprehension and prosecution; avoidance of
retribution from rival street gang members; and establishment of new criminal markets. The emerging gangs are comprised of older,
more experienced, and hardened criminals that have formed networks with counterparts across the nation. These gangs are more
violent than their predecessors and their criminal activity is far more sophisticated, targeted in specific business sectors, and far better
coordinated among one another. The emergence of these violent gangs, the resources at their disposal, and the extent to which the
activity lies in their multi-state, multi-jurisdictional capacity are beginning to outstrip the ability of the state, local, and federal law
enforcement efforts that are organized along state and local lines. The increase in gang activity, including migration into prev~ausly
gang-free communities, has resulted in an increase in violent crime and drug trafficking. Left unchanged, gang crime can destabilize
urban, suburban and rural communities, adversely impacting the quality of life and is a significant threat to the integrity of American
society.



The FBI, in conjunction with other affected federal, state and local law enforcement agencies, consider major domestic violent street
gang/drug enterprises as significant threats to the integrity of American society that must be addressed through sustained, i~ulti-
diVi:3ional and/or multi- jurisdictional, coordinated investigations that support successful prosecution. These enterprises are identified
in the FBI's National Gang Strategy which consists of seven national target groups which are, the Bloods (Pirus), Crips, Folk Nation,
People Nation, Prison Gangs, Domestic Violence Gangs, and the Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs (0MG). Eliminating violent gangs in the
U.S. requires unprecedented coordination among Fedcral, state and local law enforcement.

Skills: FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.

Information Technology: The FBI's operational strategic goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify and forecast trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness. Currently, FBI
agents and analysts have limited automated means, through non-global 'stove-pipe' systems to link subjects of investigations, link
various cases, and identify patterns of illicit activity.

Operational Processes.
S FBI program managers must select 30 of the most significant investigations that target certain violent street gangs.
S Select cases based upon the targeted gangs multi jurisdictional nature, violent activity, affiliation with a National Gang

Strategy group, and/or deleterious affect on the community.
Field offices identify cases that are deemed most significant and should be considered for inclusion among the FBI's To 3
Inrgted.Ginn investigations.

Anticipated Outcome Measures: Successful output indicators for violent gangs will reflect steadily increasing arrests and seizures
leading to the dismantling of targeted gangs in the majority of jurisdictions in which street gangs are identified as a major crime
problem. This will be accomplished by dismantling 15 gangs over the next 5 years identified as being the most dangerous. These 15
gangs are comprised of subsets or cliques identified to have a connection to the seven national targets or that meet the requirements set
forth by the VCMOP.



DEerIrSInN ReportORAM PVrfomenc PlansiletStet ag

Type O E FUCIN nesiainadPrmto fCimnlOfne

Inicto Prfrmnc ldlatr ouce AcuaPeomnceRpr Perfa mnc Plans

__________________ _________Plan Actuals

Inputs I . Total workyears for thecgang program BFAI TURK 655 N/A 800 832 833
2. Total budget authority for the gang $65,931 N/A $84,363 $88,036 S92,977

program ($000)__ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _

Activities I .Number of Investigative Matters Pending MAR 1,236 1 1,263 t t
2. Number of Investigative Matters Opened73 53tf
3. Number of Investigative Matters Closed70t 1tt
4. Number of REls VCMO 65 NtA 61 t t
S. Number of Undercover Operations22 NA4 t
6. Number of Gang Task Forces 41 N/A 45 45 45

Outputs I1. Arrests and Locates ISRAA 5,111 t S,402 t t
2. Information and Indictments2,3 246ft
3. Convictions and Pre-Trial Diversions2,2t 224 t
4. Recoveries and Restitutions ($00) $5,682 t $6,340 t t
S. Value of assets received through the AFU $9,132 t $6,332 ft

______ prosecution of criminal street gangs (O00) ,_____ I___________ I_____ r__I__a _ I



Outcomes 1. Number of violent gangs affiliated -with VICMVO N/A so 300*s 50 S
the seven national target groups that have
been dismantled$

2. Number of dismantled targeted gangs 304" 100% 4 104/ 10%
identified as being the most dangerous (baseline) reduction reduction reduction

A. Data Validation and Verification:
MAR - The FBI's Monthly Admsinistrative Report (MAR) is a system that tracks the number of case opened, pendng, and closed within any given time period. Data ;s
verified through the FBI's inspection process. Inspections occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding. Using statistical sampling methods. data in the MAR is traced
back to source documents contained in the FBlI files.

ISA -n FYT9ghe FBI arted tracaln beothisrpon and dismiatln (Ses ioentsreet gadagsaclse through the Fe Strcsttstrogracm.pBeisnni inr

Cam Thi ispto to clsrsyear fo tgin aure loadeshl conints a d orevgetos , cl fe pdoat casesntaseisntolsemt there arc traditional areba

samlin mthos baselin f 30 R w i ecntantd frma to yrear do willnb conaied o the top 30 aes. pniga h einn fteya.Ti ilb eessndb

ass Poation to t h sven nrgaollretgus and oufiside inellignesucs hs ae fenaelne hnaya sdrtinadilsrt isfcn

accomplishmetThe FBI year trcigoa o disantin Iargd angsientifs bfvoen tet dangeru isccomplihdtrigte ofe ptroeeted proram reucionng f thY3

baslinte ganrstec year.rti Ovesre yardsthioull count fors as otal otdagnt lsited a poraecsegss.at srterta rdtinlars

t accordancemwth The Attoveyeeral s uiancefnot pr1 ctn targetedgnsietfed lees ofin thfre or cneruain icoried tepes etd10 eutono e3



Tier Two FBI Stratigic Goal: Identify, disrupt, and dismantle targeted international and national drug-trafficking
organizations.

The FBI's expertise in attacking the infrastructure of criminal organizations will play a critical role in implementing the National Drug
Strategy. As an integral part of a coordinated investigative approach, the FBI will focus its efforts on dismantling those
regional/national distribution networks utilized by the most notorious drug trafficking organizations operating in South America,
Mexico, and the Caribbean. In this effort, the FBI will concentrate its limited drug enforcement resources on these trafficking
organizations which have an identified "link" to the large international cartels and will apply pressure by focusing on key support
elements, (e.g., their affiliates, command and control apparatus, communications networks, and financial structures.) Given the level
of resources available, the FBI drug enforcement strategy must be designed to, reflect the FBI's unique capabilities and have a
recognizable impact in the overall U.S. drug enforcement effort. The result will be the comprehensive dismantlement of those targeted,
multi-jurisdictional, national drug distributions networks/outlets utilized most by the 14 National Priority Targets (NPTs).

The FBI's focus on major national drug targets is characterized by long-term, comprehensive investigations that probe the full scope
of the organization and its network of affiliates. Moreover, gfven the breadth of the FBI's investigative authority and jurisdiction,
these in-depth investigations can lead to the discovery of a wide array of federal violations that offer the potential for imposing long-
term prison sentences on an organization's leaders, dismantling the organization's financial operations, and dismantling the
organization's infrastructure. Additionally, the FBI can employ various investigative techniques, such as court-authorized electronic
surveillance and cooperating witnesses, to support the efforts of other Federal, state and local authorities. This strategy should
preclude the need for FBI investigations not directly tied to nationally targeted organizations, thus enabling the focusing of resources
in areas and against organizations deemed to have the highest impact.

In order to address the serious illegal drug problem, the FBI and Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) will continue to emphasize
the Southwest Border Project (SWBP) to disrupt and dismantle the most significant Mexican Criminal Enterprises (MCE) operating
along the Southwest Border region of the U.S. FBI, DEA and U.S. Customs Service offices along the Southwest Border work hand-
in-hand with the five U.S. Attorneys responsible for these jurisdictions and the Criminal Division, Department of Justice, in
Washington, D.C.

Results will depend on the FBI's ability to make substantial strides in the timely collt ctinn, analysis, exploitation of information, and
the attendant capacity to direct a nationwide effort.



Skills: FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.

Information Technology: The FBI's operational strategic goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify and forecast trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness, Currently, FBI
agents and analysts have limited automated means, through non-global "stove-pipe" systems to link subjects of investigations, link
various cases, and identify patterns of illicit activity.

Operational Processes:
Direct investigations against those national/local organizations that support the 14 National Priority Targets.

'Each Field Division must ensure that at least 75% of its drug resources are directed against the most significant national/local
drug trafficking organizations operating in the Division.

S Ensure that field division targets are related to FBI priority targets.
Identify national/local DTOs most significant to the international drug organizations and ensure FBI investigations are directed
against these targets.

SDismantle organizations targeted by field and FBIHQ.

Anticipated Outcome Measures: Performance indicators reflect the extent to which targeted drug trafficking organizations have been
disrupted, the extent to which organization leaders have been successfully removed, and the extent to which organizational assets have
been removed.

DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Organized Criminal Enterprses/Drug Program
DOJ CORE FUNCTION: Investigation and Prostion of Crimial Offenses
DOJ STRATEGIC COAL 1.2: Redue the availability and abuse of Illegal drugs through traditional ad Innovative enforcement efforts.
DOJ PERFORMANCE GOALS 1.2.1-1.2.5, 1.5&2: Improve land border defense against drugs, continue efforts to disrupt and dismantle the
command snd control operation of major drug traffiking criminal enterprises, reduce, the production and quantity of Illegal drugs, actively
cooperate with foretga goverumets and ealist their support to Investigate sad prosecute major drug organiuations, strengthen investigative
intelligence pgrams, @ad strenglthen the eatralized maanaeet snd coordination of the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Fom-e.

TIER 2: Criminal Eats'rlies and Public integrity
STRATEGIC GOAL: kIestity, disrupt, aid dismanstle targeted iaterustlonl aid national drug-trafficking organizations.



PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of Data 1998 1999 2000 2001
Indicator Performance Indicator Source Actuals Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actuals

Inputs I otal direct workyeaistl B13RB 2,888 N/A 3,626 3,626 3,669
2 Total direct budget authority ($000) $305,196 N/A $361,320 $379,795 $408,000

Reimbursable (OCDETF)
I Total reimbursable workyears 981 N/A 981 981 996
2. Total reimbursable budget authority ($000) S105,703 N/A $108,829 $113,039 1 $123,421

Activity/ I Number of arrests/locates . ISRAA 8,588 t 6,238 1 1
Output 2 Number of tndictmcnts/informations FBI case 6,356 1 4,587 t

3 Number of convictions/PTIs records 4,905 t 3,959tf
4. Value of assets seized ($000) S140,837 t $122,261 t 1
5. Number ofIU.S. based drug organizations 16 50 64 250 300

affiliated with the 14 natioiial priority
targets that have been identified*

Outcome Number of U S based drug organizations ISRAA N/A N/A 8 075
affiliated with the 14 national priority targets
that have been diysmantled*

A. Data Validation and Verification:
tSRAA - The FI'ls integrated Statistical Reporting and Anulysis Application (ISRAA) is a centralized database through which the FBI1 tracks statistical accomplishments of
cases from inception to closure, e g, arrests, locates, informations, indictments, aed convictions B~efore data are entered iiio the system they are reviewed and approved by an
FIt field manager They are subsequently verified though the FBt's inspection process inspections occui on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding Using statistical
sampling methods, data in the MAR is traced back to source dciasents contained in the FBI fites.

I n 1999, the Organized Crime/Drug Program (OC/DPI began to focus its attention towards the dismantlement of drug organizations affiliated with the 14 national priority
targets (NPTs). Although data are available on the dismantlement of drag organizations in general, these data will noiw he focused upon thin select group of drug
organizations Thsa year, OC/DP will track which of these dismaritlements fall into the targeted category At the present time, the program iu identifying which drug
organizations in the catseload falt into the targeted category. Presently, 64 domestically -based, drug trafficking organizations have been identified as being linked to one of
the NPTsI



B. FY 1999 Performance Report:

C. [nuts Affectng Selection of FY 2000 and 2001 Plans:

0. Additional Footnotes:

t In accordance with the Attorney General's Guidance of not projecting targeted leves of performance for cerlain indicator types
11 Figures include the direct portion or OCDF, resources utiliced and gang matters worked in the VCMO program, but do not include Legal Workyears Oulyear

Projections for the direct portion of OCDE including OWLE Gangs are flat-linedI

* Tier Two FBI Strategic Goal: Reduce Public Corruption at all levels of government with a special emphasis on law
enforcement operations.

The FBI's Public Corruption strategy focuses on allegations of corruption by public officials that pose the greatest potential threat to
American society. Although many investigations may be reactions to public reports of corr upt behavior, proactive investigative
measures arc prioritized in the following manner:
I ) Obtain reliable and continuous intelligence on suspicious activity engaged in by members of legislatures and the judiciary.
2) Target emerging law enforcement and judicial corruption in regions with entrenched drug activities (e.g., the Southwest Border

region, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands).
3) Pursue cooperation with local authorities, particularly police departments, in cities with histories of corruption.
4) Address emerging international business corruption matters under the authority of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA).

Skills: FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.

Information Technology: Technology affects the Department not only as the object of crime, but also when criminals use high-tech
tools to commit crimes. Presently, the FBI's White Collar Crime program is pursuing funding for the enhancement of the White
Collar Crime Case Management System. This system will greatly enhance capabilities to track and monitor crime trends, as well as
coordinate response and efficiently allocate resources.

Operational Processes:
0, Obtain reliable and continuous intelligence on suspicious activity engaged in by members of legislatures and the judiciary to



enable immediate FBI response.
Target emerging law enforcement and judicial corruption in regions with entrenched drug activities such as the Southwest
Border region.
Cooperation from local authorities, particularly police departments, in areas with histories of corruption.
Establish the capacity to address emerging international business corruption matters under the FCPA.

Anticipated Outcome Measures:, Indicators of success will include the degree to which corrupt public officials have been identified
and subsequently removed. Specifically, success will be measured by the reduction in the corrupt activity of targeted law enforcement
agencies that have adopted procedures recommended by the FBI to reduce corruption.

DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: White-Collar Crinse[Pubiic Corruption
DOJ CORE FUNCTION: investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses
DOJ STRATEGIC GOAL 1.4: Reduce white-collar crime, including public corruption and fraud.
DOJ PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.4.1: Combat corruption through the investigation of alleged wrongdoing by offcials and employees at all levels of
government and take appropriate prosecutorial action.

TIER 2- Criminal Enterprises and Public Integrity
STRATEGIC GOAL: Reduce public corruption at all levels of government with specili emphasis on law enforcement operations.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plansf
- -- -'

Type of Data Source 199s 199900 20
Indicator Performance Indicator Actuals Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actuals

Inputs 1 'Total PC workyears BFA/ TURK 923 NIA 921 921 921
2. Total PC budget authority ($000) $90,430 N/A $93,061 Sl04,4t8 $110,824

Activity I. Number of Investigative Matters Pending MAR 1,371 t 1,506 tt
at Beginning of Period

2. Number of Investigative Matters Opened 965 t 910 t t
_____3. Number of Investigative Matters Closed 853 t 900 tI



Type of Data Source 11"s 1999 200
Indicator Performance Indicator Actuals. Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actuals

Output 1. Arrests and Locates ISRLAA 362 t 354 t t
2. Informnations and Indictments 520 t 584 1 1
3. Convictions and Pre-trial Diversions 582 f537 1 1
4. Recoveries and Restitutions ($000) S32,315 f $25,332 1 t
5, Fines ($000) $22,178 t S$19,597 t 1

Outcome Percentage or 16 targeted cities; (Atlanta, FBI Public 6% 38% 38% 63% 100%
Baltimore. Los Angeles, Miami, Corruption
Washington, D.C., Boston, Buffalo, Program
Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, New Orleans,
Newark, New York, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, San Juan) where the FBI has
conducted law enforcement corruption
training$

A. Data Validation and Veriiction.
ISRAA - The Departments's measurements for this goat include dais from the tIts Integrated Staiisiical reporting and Analysis Application (tSRAl) ISRAA is a

Beoedthae Pntblinouton Unisyte theUy ate reviewed had tarted 6 ciie wherfel ag erc eycrui ar pqeloy cerie phroble FIns Yns8pCctondcedla
lrforccmenticorruption t rainl, ening esoin thndiee ciin ofatwhicl wsamprligtod city. Five more tran sis ince prikot cisorce plaumnscaned or FB99

an tou9 Prorne fort: 20



4Tier Two FBI Strate Goal: Deter civil-rights violations through aggressive investigative and proactive measures.

Civil rights and hate crimes problems cannot be significantly reduced until those directly and indirectly affected, victims and local law
enforcement, recognize these crimes and report them to the FBI. Disparate statistics suggest the absence of a commonly accepted
understanding of civil rights crimes, and more particularly hate crimes, in the U.S.. Clarifying the scope of the problem requires better
liaison with representatives of special interest/minority groups through personal visits from FBI executives and better liaison with law
enforcement agencies and their Internal Affairs investigative entities. Access to records of incidents maintained by such groups could
help to define the true extent of the phenomenon and shed light on specific crimes. Given the importance of trust in, and awareness of,
the FBI by victims of civil rights/hate crimes, the FBI is undertaking a comprehensive outreach program, including identification of
targeted populations and issues, possible solutions, and methods to assess the effectiveness of outreach efforts.

To date, the FBI's response to this crime problem has been primarily reactive. The hate crimes problem in the U.S. demands a more
dynamic, progressive, and coordinated approach. The FBI will take an aggressive, proactive approach by forging partnerships with
local law enforcement and local communities. Further, the FBI will identify trends in agencies, geographic areas or particular officers
or groups of officers. Though these partnerships, training and education models will be developed to be used by law enforcement and
communities to identify, investigate, and prevent hate crirffe-7

Skills: FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.

Information Technology: The FBI's operational strategic goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify and forecast trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness. Currently, FBI
agents and analysts have limited automated means, through non-global "stove-pipe" systems to link subjects of investigations, link
various cases, and identify patterns of illicit activity.

Operational Processes.
SField office analytical support is critical to the success of the Civil Rights Program goals due to the dependance of the Civil

Rights Analytical Center in conducting thorough and reliable trend analysis upon receiving comprehensive data from the field
offices.

' Information currently avaiable from active investigations should be supplemented with data from other agencies and from
civil rights and other interest groups. Implementation and usage of the Civil Rights Information System (CRIS) is needed in



order to accumulate all civil rights data available within the FBI.
S The HCWG are critical to the success of the CRP goals, since the FBI will need the cooperation of the minority community

leaders, civil rights organizations, other law enforcement agencies, and others participating in these groups to identify, report,
investigate, prosecute, and prevent hate crimes.
Intelligence reports on the incidents of civil rights violations in specific geographic regions and/or departments should be
considered by FBIHQ in making decisions about training for state and local police.. Training Division in concert with CID will
need to provide training to FBI personnel in all aspects of CRP issues and investigative responsibilities.

Anticipated Outcome Measures: Success of the strategy will be reflected in the increased identification of hate crimes, as well as the
increase in the proportion of targeted law enforcement agencies and communities that adopt and use the training and education models
developed by the FBI.

DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Violent Crimes/Civil RightsI
DOJ CORE FUNCTION 3: Legal Representation, Enforcement of Federal Laws, @ad Defense of U.S. Interests
DOJ STRATEGIC GOAL 3.1: Protect the civil rights of all Americans.I
DOJ PERFORMANCE GOALS: 3.1.1 - Hat Crimes, 3.1.2 - Pattern or Practice Civil Rights Viotations, 3.1.3 - Protection of VoigRights 0-

TIER 2: Criminal Enterprises and Public Integrity
STRATEGIC GOAL: Deter civil rights violations through aggressive Investigative and proactive measures. I Z



Perfornmance Indicator Information PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Type of Performance Indicators Data Source 1"82 1999 2000 iQm
Indicator Actuals Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actuals,

Activities I1. Number of Investigative Matters MAR 1,780 1 1,652 1 t
Pending Beginning of Year

2. Number of Insvestigative Matters 3,776 I' 3,326 t 1
Opened

3 Number of Investigative Matters 3,904 t 3,560 1
ClosedI

Outputs I1. Arrests and Locates iSRAA t157 t 239 1 t
2. Information and Indictments 206 1 201 t 1
3. Convictions and Pre-Trial Diversions 244 t 256 t t
4. Recoveries & Restitutions ($f00O) $5,011I t $1 1,432 1 1

5Fines ($000) $355 t S193 1

Outcomes Percentage of field offices with less than FBI Civil 90/0 25% 30.3% 50%/ 50%
a 19 percent delinquency rate in reporting Rights Program
on the status of color of law
investigations within the required 21
days.___________________________



Performance Indicator Informaation PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE- PLANS

Type of Performance Inditors Data Somrce I22l 122200 2001
Indicator Actuals Enacted Plan Plan

IPlan Actual,

A, Data Validation and Verification:
MAR - The FBI's Monthly Administrative Report (MAR) is a system that tracks the number of cases opened, pending, and closed within any given time period. Data is
vetifled through the FBI's inspection process. inspecions occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding Using statistical sampling methods, data in the MAR in traced
back to source documents contained in the FBI rles.

ISRAA -The FBI's Integrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis Application (ISRAA) is a centralized database through which the FBI tracks ntatistical accomplishment of
cases from inception to closure, e~g , airesta, locates informations. indictments, and convictions Before data are entered into the system they arc reviewed and approved by an
FBI field manager. They are tubnequentty verified though the FBt's inspection process. tnspecions occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle. depending on funding Using Statistical
sampling methods, data in the MAR in traced back to source documents contained in the F13I files,

FBt CR Program - The CR Program collects and verifies data internally.

The FBI is required by D) to report on the statstof civil rights cases within 21 days of opening ofthe case, Thin statusncheck does not mean that the case has been
completed, nlty that the initial complaint has been addressed. The Color of Law Unit in the Corruptiont/Civil Rights Section of C11) prepares a Civil Rights Field Office
Program Review for all 56 Field offices on the delinquency rate of these status reports

&. FY 1999 Performance Report:

C. luass Affecing Seletion of FY 2000 and 2001 Plans

t In accordance with the Attorney Gieneral's Guidance of not projecting targeted levels of pcrfoemsnce for certain indicator types.

Highlights of Tier Two FY 1999 Performance:

a Luchese LCN Family acting-boss, Joseph Defede, was sentenced to six years in prison on 3/22/99 after pleading guilty to
extortion.

* Colombo LCN Family boss, Andrew T. Russo, was convicted on 1126/99, by a jury in Federal District Court, Eastern District
of New York, for jury tampering and obstruction of justice related to his efforts to communicate with an alternate juror during
thle 1994 racketeering trial of Russo's son, Joseph Russo.

a John A. Gotti, aka: juniorr," pied guilty to one RICO count in the Southern District of New York and was sentenced on 9/3/99
to six years in prision. Gotti admitted to bribing a Teamsters union official; a $50,000O extortion from a construction project;



operating an illegal gambling business; making false statements on a mortgage application; loansharking; and federal income
tax violations. Gotti agreed to forfeit $358,000 in cash that was seized from his Long Island home, as well as properties in the
Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania, and Sullivan County, New York.

0 On 1219/98, the New York Division concluded a Group I Undercover Operation titled "RED HOOK" with the arrest of nine
individuals on a 43 count federal indictment for engaging in a long-ternm $2.7 million money laundering scheme. Two of the
individuals were arrested at an undercover meeting where they delivered $910,000 in cashier checks and money orders as their
part in a reverse money laundering deal. Three oif thc arrests were made in the Boston Division. In addition to the nine arrests,
six search warrants were executed and 64 bank accounts, three residences and other assets totaling approximately $2 million
were seized. This operation to date has identified 47 subjects who hive criminally facilitated reverse money laundering
transactions.

0 During an investigation of the rapee Street Crips, the Los Angeles and Little Rock Divisions of the FBI used an array of
investigative techniques to include undercover operatives and electronic surveillance. This investigation culminated in the
execution of 73 federal arrest warrants and five federal search warrants in Los Angeles, California; Little Rock, Arkansas; El
Paso, Texas; and Baltimore, Maryland.

Tier Three: Individuals and Property.

Tier Three efforts support the following DOJ goals:

- Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and drug and gang-related violence,
- Reduce white-collar crimec, including public corruption and fraud.

* Tier Three FBI Strategic Goal: Reduce the impact of the most significant crimes that affect individuals and property.

CErisAg~inst Children (CAC)

The number of crimes against children investigated by the FBI is anticipated to continue to rise. Awareness of the FBI's jurisdiction,
responsibility and investigative capability in CAC has grown among tribal, local, state and other federal law enforcement and the
public. Education, community outreach and successful multi-agency investigations have facilitated a better identification of the scope
of the crime problem and more incidents of crimes against children being reported or identified for investigation. The most significant
CAC problem confronting the FBI is child pornography/sexual exploitation of children (CP/SEOC) facilitated by the use of on-line



computers which the FBI investigates through its Innocent Images National Initiative (IINI). Between FYs 1996 and 1998, there was
a 546 percent increase (108 to 698) in the number of IINI cases opened.

Skills: FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.

Information Technology: The FBI's operational strategic goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify' and forecast trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness. Currently, FBI
agents and analysts have limited automated means, through non-global "stove-pipe" systems to link subjects of investigations, link
various cases, and identify patterns of illicit activity.

Operational Processes:
S Continue development of the CAC Resource Teams. Document the composition of each CAC Resource Team and its

available services and resources and make available to all investigative personnel within the division.
Develop a planned approach and facilitate franchising of Innocent Images where appropriate. C 'ontinue development of the
Innocent Images case management system (CMS), which allows the FBI and other law enforcement agencies to store and
retrieve information on preferential sex offenders who use on-line services and the Internet to exploit children.

Anticipated Outcome Measures: In the area of crimes against children, indicators of successful implementation of the strategy will be
determined by an increase in the percentage of victimized children safely returned, as well as an increase in the identification and
apprehension of child pornographers.

DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Violenst Crimes/Crimes Against Children
DOJ CORE FUNCTION: Investigation and Prosection of Criminal Offenses
DOJ STRATEGIC GOAL 1.1: Reduce violent crime, Including organized crime and drug and gang-related violence.
DOJ PERFORMANCE GOAL 1.1.: Improve overall response capability in child abduction cases and Increase efforts against those who commit
sexual exploitation offenses against children, Including those who traffic in child pornography.
TIER 3: Individuals and Property

STRATEGIC GOAL: Reduce the impact or the most significant crimes that affect Individuals and property.



PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of - Datat Source 1998 1999LO 2001
Indicator Performance Indicator Actumls Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actuals

Inputs 1. Total CAC workyears BFA/ T URK 230 N/A 309 321 323
2 Total CAC budget authority ($000) $23,133 NIA $30,429 $33,969 $35,7831

rAclivitics I ,Number of Investigative Matters Opened ACS IINI 2511 1 2570 1 1''Ji~tsC MS
2, Number of CAC Resource Teams ACS AFOR 32 N/A 35 35 56
Established (Cummulative) IINI program

manager
3. Number of IINI UCOs operating 5 NIA 10 11I

outputs 1. Information and Indictments 1SRAA [IN) 664 t 617t
2. Convictions and Pre-Trial Diversions CMVS 596 t591 tf

Iucoe 1. Number of Children Located ISRAA 46 N/A 90 N/A N/A
2. Increase in the number of persons lINI
prosecuted for the sexual exploitation of
children facilitated through use of online
computers. (1998 baseline)" (baseline)

Arrests 98 t 195 1 1
Indictments/informations 103 1 152 t

r i Convictions/Pre-Trial Diversions 11 77 t 106 1 f



A. Data Validation and Veriflealon:
MAR - The FBI's Monthly Administrative Report (MAR) is a system that tracks the number of cases opened, pending, and closed within any given lime period Data is
verified through the FBIts inspection process, Inspections occar on a 2 to I year cycte, depending on funding. Usng statistical sampling methods, data to the MAR is traced
hack to source documents contacted to the FBI files

ISRAA - The FBI's Integrated Sialistical Reporting and Analysis Application IISRAA) as a centralized database through wbtch the FlI tracks statistical accomplishment of
cases from inception to closure. e g , arrests, locates, informations, indictments. and convictions Before data are entered into the system they are reviewed aiid approved by an
FBI field manager 1They are subsequently verified though the 'RI1's inpection process Inspections occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding Using statistical
sampling methods, data is the MAR is traced hick ii0 source ilociiinis ciitiiicd in the HU Ill les

11141 - Innocent Images National Iiiative lIlNi) inaistims a separate case management systemr (CMS) ir ('alsenon. Ml) ISRAA tracks statistics at the tile number level,
however all tIt cass aire opened under the same file: sother, isith diil'creoi sith-file numbers t he CMS captures all ssh-file statistics for tINt, however this will change for
1IY 2000 hecanse a separate classification has hen added to ISRAA to help track these numbers,

VCMO IProgram - 'I he VCM() Program collects and verifies data inierrally

*~The 'Innocent Images" national initiative, which target SEOC predators on the Internet, maintains a Case Management System that supplies these data, 'rhe performance
reporting of these dais started with FY 1998.

S. FVS 1999 Perfornanee Report:

C. issues Affecting Selection ar FY 2000 and 2002 Plana

t In accordance with the Attorney (ieieral's Guidance of not proseeting targeted levels of perfoonance for certain indicator types,

Critical Incidence Resrxsnse group (CIRG)-National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime (NCAYC)

The National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime (NCAVC), is one of the major components of the FBI's Critical Incident
Response Group (CIRG). NCAVC combines investigative/operational support functions, research, and training in order to provide
assistance to Federal, state, local, and foreign law enforcement agencies investigating unusual or repetitive violent crimes.

The NCAVC maintains a specially trained group responsive to a variety of both FBI and non-FBI investigations. For the past 10
years, the Uniformed Crime Report (UCR) has reported over 20,000 homicides annually. While the incidence rate of homicide has
remained high, the clearance rate has consistently continued to decline. For the past two years, the UCR has reflected an increase in
the number Of Cases where the relationship between the victim and offender is unknown, thereby inferring more stranger type murders.
Many times these stranger type murders are committed by serial offenders who pose a serious threat to individuals and the sense of
security in the community and law enforcement. NCAVC targets these type of cases where serious threats to individuals persists and



has developed the ViCAP database to track, and help provide further analysis when new cases arise.

.Skills~: FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.

Information Technology: The FBI's operational strategic goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify and forecast trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness. Currently, FBI
agents and analysts have limited automated means, through non-global "stove-pipe" systems to link subjects of investigations, link
various cases, and identify patterns of illicit activity.

Operational Processes:
Effectively manage and track regional requests for services.

S Conduct offender research aimed at understanding the criminal mind thus enhancing the crime analysis process.
S Enhance the threat assessment process.
S Distribute the new VICAP software capability to all 50 State Police Age icies and to as many major municipalities as possible.

Anticipated Outcome Measures. In the area of NCAVC, indicators of successful implementation of the strategy will be determined
by an increase in the number of significant investigative leads connecting police agencies to homicides.

DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Critical Incident Response Group (CIRG): NathonaI Center ror the Analysis or Violent Crime (NCAVC)
DOJ CORE FUNCTION: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses
DOJ STRATEGIC GOAL 1.1: Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and drug and gong-related violence.

TIER 1-3: National and Economic Security, Criminal Enterprise and Public Integrity, and Individuals and Properly
FBI STRATEGIC GOAL: Reduce the impact or the most significant crimes that affect individuals and property.



PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of D)ata Source 1998 1999 2000 2001
Indicator Performance Indicator Actuals Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actuals

Input 1 Total NCAVC positions I3FA/ TURK 43 NA 78 83 83
2. Total NCAVC budget authority
non-personnel ($000) $1,535 NA $3,785 $3,785 $3,785

Activities I ,Documented child abductions ACS 113 225 157 300 300
2 Documented serial murder cases 42 60 32 70 70
3 Documented arson and bombing cases 44 N/A 45 50 55
4 Documented single homicide cases 216 NMA 231 250 275
5. Documented miscellaneous cases 45' N/i,. 52' 60 70

6 VICAP forns submitted for analysis VICAP 1,494 5,000 TB 1) 15,000'' 15,000'
RECORDS

outputs 1. Number of request analyzed by NCAVC ACS 413 1,000 1,5000'* 1,600 1,650
2. Number of training requests N/A N/A 237** 250 260
3. Scheduled regional workshops NCAVC 1 8 6 12 12
4. I D and priority research projects RECORD)S N/A 8 10 12 15
5. Research interviews conducted 5 30 45 50 80

VICA P
6. Acquire ansd train slate participants RECORDS N/A 24 47 1 71 198

Outcome Significant investigative leads connecting VICAP 840 840 900 1,'500 1,500
police agencies to homicides RECORDS______

A. Data Validatioa and Verification:
ACS -Automated Cases Support database that captures all information pertaining to administration of cases

NCAVC / VICAP Records - The NCAVC / VICAP programs collect and verity data internally.



44 The distribution of a PC-based VICAP Systemn to police agencies, the accompanying system conversion, and the resulting uploading of back-logged cases, will result in a

dramatic increase in the number of forms submitted.

C. [ asoon Affecting Sele tion of FY 2000 sod 2001 Plans 
ig l_ a rsl i

D. Additional Footnotes

* These figures represent serial rape threat assessment, and equivocal death cases

* 0* These figures represent training provided to international police, National Academy students. and other Federal. state county, and local law enforcement,

Violenjt Crime Major Offender Proinm-Reactive

The FBI must retain its capacity to respond to and investigate other violent crimes that impact on the American public. For example,
the Internet has become a versatile mechanism for extortionists who transmit their demands to and from a variety of locations making
it virtually impossible for local law enforcement to address the problem. The FBI recently investigated an extortion case in which a
subject attempted to extort $5 million from the CEO of Microsoft Corporation. The subject requested that all responses to his
demands be sent to an address on the Internet and the money sent to a bank in Luxembourg. This investigation involved leads in
several states as well as a foreign country. This was one of the first investigations in which a court authorized intercept was utilized on 0"
the Internet. Similar problems surround kidnaping investigations where abductors use cellular telephones and digital communication
devices to transmit ransom demands thwarting local law enforcement efforts to safely recover the victims.

The FBI must also maintain its commitment to assist local law enforcement in the location and apprehension of fugitives. A larger
number of criminals are fleeing interstate and abroad. Technological advances that allow the making of false identification and
passports makes it easier for subjects to flee the jurisdiction in which the crime was committed. Many local and state jurisdictions
continue to depend on the FBI to utilize its resources and expertise to locate and apprehend these violent offenders. These violent
fugitives, left unabated, continue to commit crimes of violence and other crimes that have a significant impact on society. These
matters often require resource-intensive and multi-jurisdictional investigations.

The immediacy of these situations for potential harm to individuals and/or the public, the multi-jurisdictional and geographical
involvement, as well as the employment of other complex and manpower intensive investigative techniques, requires FBI expertise
and rapid response to such incidents.



Skills,- FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.

Information Technology: The FBI's operational strategic goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify and forecast trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness. Currently, FBI
agents and analysts have limited automated means, through non-global "stove-pipe" systems to link subjects of investigations, link
various cases, and identify patterns of illicit activity.

Operational Processes.
'Maintain and enhance a reactive capability to address traditional incident driven violent crime investigations.

Bank robbery investigations: Maintain and enhance the FBI's capability to address inter-state, serial and takeover bank
robberies.

S Liaison: Maintain a strong working relationship with state, local and other federal law enforcement agencies as well as with
the banking and financial community.

Anticipated Outcome Measures. Successful output indicators will reflect steadily increasing resolutions of bank/armored car
robberies, with the arrest and conviction of subjects and the recovery of stolen items/money. Outcome measures will include the
number of serial bank robbers, bank robbery gangs and takeover robbers arrested and convicted. These performance indicators will be
tracked through the FBI's Bank Robbery Statistical Applications (BRSA) program. BRSA will track total violations and resolutions,
number of arrests and convictions and will track recovery of stolen money. In addition this system allows investigators to query the
system to search for similarities in events, to include modus operandi, subject descriptions and other valuable data in an effort to link
cases nationwide.

DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Violent Crime Major Offenders Program (VCMOP) Reactive
DOJ CORE FUNCTION: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses.
DOJ STRATEGIC GOAL: Reduce the level of violent crime by taking violent criminals and gangs off our streets.

TIER 3: Individuals and Property
FF1 STRATEGIC GOAL: Reduce the Impact of the most significant crime that affect individuals and property.



PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Perfornmance Plans

Type of Data 11"a 1222
Indicator Performance Indicator Source Actual. Enacted Plan Plan

__________________________Plan Actual,

Input 1. Total Reactive workyears TURK 1,824 NIA 1,718 1,788 1,789
2. Total Reactive budget authority ($000) $176,546 NtA $181,248 1189,134 $199,235

Activities 1. # of investigative matters MAR 52,058 t 48,798 1
2. # of case opened 30,795 t 28,428 t t
3. # VC Safe Strets Task Forccs VCMOS 50 N/A 49 4 48
4. N VC/Fugitive Safe Streets Task Forccs 33 N/A 32 35 35
5. Ht Fugitive Safe Streets Task Forccs 23 NIA 21 24 24

Outputs 1. Informations and indictments ISRAA 3,5651 t 3,164 t t
2. Arrests and locates 19,935 t 18,411 t
3. Convictions and pre-trial diversions 4 ,308 t 4,014 t t
4. Recoveries and restitutions ($000) $18,720 1 $82,581 t t

Outcome 1. Decrease in the U of bank robbery incidents BRSA 2.7% N/A 16.2% t t
2. Decrease incidences of Violent Crimes UCR 6.4% N/A 8%* t

A. Data Velidation mad Verificaton:
MAR.- The FBI's Monthly Administrative Report (MAR) is a system thai tracks the number of cases opened, pending, and closed within any given time period, Data is
verified through the FBI's inspection process Inspections occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding. Using statistical sampling methods, data in the MAR is traced
hack to source documents contained In the FBI files.

ISRAA -The FBI's Integrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis Applicatin (ISRAA) is a centralized database through which the FBI tracks statistical accomplishment or
cases from incepton to closure, e.g., awrests, locates, Informnations, indictnsents, and convictions Before data are entered into the system they are reviewed and approved by an
FBI fild manager. They are subsequently vehiifed though the FBI's inspection process. Inspections occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding. Using statistical
sampling methods, data in the MAR is traced back to source documents contained in the FBI files.

BRSA - Bank Robbery Statistical Application is a system that tracks the data pertaining to hank robberies from the original incident until final resolution.

VCMOS Proaram - The VCMOS Proaram collects and verifies data inteialsi

111 IFY 19" Parmamee Rapes:



IC. lmanes Affiecting Selection or FY 2000 mad 200t Plans
t In accordance with the Attorney General's guidance of not projecting targeted levels of performance for cetlan indicator typesID. Additional Footnotes:
VCMO reactive matters include such violations at bask robberies, fugitives, kidnapings, extortions, assaulting or killing Federal officers, hlobbs Act violations, and serial
killings.I

0Reflects the first six months of 1999, the most current statistics available

Mgiorlbeft (MT)

The strategic approach for the MT program focuses upon identifying, disrupting, and dismantling the criminal organizations and
professional theft groups responsible for creating the increase in the interstate theft crime problems. This investigative strategy
includes the Enterprise Theory of Investigation and targets the most significant organizations. It seeks to create an effective and
ongoing deterrent designed to prevent criminal conspiracies from defrauding major U.S. industries, and identify, disrupt and dismantle
existing and emerging organized criminal enterprises whose activities affec! the United States.

Three major areas of concern in the Major Theft program are: 1) cargo and high tech thefts, 2) national and international vehicle theft,
and 3) organized thefts of other high value commodities by professional theft groups and criminal organizations. The impact of these C
crimes nationally has been magnified in recent years. At the same time, local and state law enforcement have also de-emphasized theft
matters or respond to them in a strictly reactive posture. Further contributing to this crime problem is the ever increasing
sophistication and extensive networking of many of the professional groups, criminal enterprises, and foreign criminal groups which
are responsible for a significant portion of these thefts.

Skills: FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.

Information Technology: The FBI's operational strategic goals depend on a robust intelligence and analytical capability to proactively
identify and forecast trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness. Currently, FBI
agents and analysts have limited automated means, through non-global "stove-pipe" systems to link subjects of investigations, link
various cases, and identify patterns of illicit activity.



Operational Processes:
" Data collection and analysis of IT information, trends and patterns must be improved to reveal existing and emerging crime

problems and to identify criminal organizations to be targeted by the field.
" interstate theft task forces must be adequately funded, trained and technically supplied.

S Focus resources on quality cases targeting those organized criminal groups and enterprises involved in cargo/high tech theft,
national and international vehicle theft, and organized thefts.

Anticipated Outcome Measures: In the area of Major Theft, indicators of successful implementation of the strategy will measure the
FBI's success in disrupting and dismantling targeted professional/organized theft groups and criminal enterprises, reducing the rate of
interstate shipment theft, reducing the economic loss to individuals and businesses due to fraudulent activity, reducing the number of
stolen motor vehicles, and increasing the percentage of stolen motor vehicles recovered. The success of this program will no longer be
solely based on the number of indictments, arrests, and recoveries obtained. Evaluation of this program will be based on reductions in
the overall theft numbers based upon statistical data and law enforcement/industry surveys.

DECISION UNITIPROGRAM: Violent Crime Major Offenders Program (VCMOP): Major Theft Program (MT)
1)0. CORE FUNCTION: investigation end Prosecution or Criminal Offenses.
DOJ STRATEGIC GOAL: Reduce the lee of violet crime by taking violent criminals and gongs off our streets.

TIER 3: Individuals and Property
FBI STRATEGIC GOAL: Reduce the Impact of the most silaet erl., that affect Individuals and property.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS
Iromae -

Performance Report Performance Plas

Type of Data JIM I I a
Indicator Performance Indicator Source Actuals. Enacted Man plan

__a Atala

Input 1. TotalMNT orkyars 7 TURK 310 /A 47
_____ 2. Tota MT budget autoity ($000) ______ $49,404 N/A $5,6



Type of Data 198 192200
Indicator Perfornmance Indicator Source Acluals Enacted Plan Plan

Plan Actuate.

Activities 1. # of investigative matters MAR 5,521 1 5,026 t
2. # of cases opened 2,342 t -2,042 t t
3. 0 of undercover operations (tJCOs) 13 t 25 1' 1
4. N of MT Safe Street Task Forces TURK 15 N/A 17 17 17

outputs 1. Informationts and indictments ISRAA 1,025 N/A 1,180 t t
2. Arrests and locates 1,506 NIA 1,495 I' t
3 Convictions and pre-trial diversions 1,198 N/A 1,066 1 1
4 Recoveries and restitutions ($000) S283,426 N/A $291,452 1 1

Outcome 1. Reduction in the rate of MT UCR 5.3% N/A 104V 5% 5%
2. Number of criminal orgarnizations ISRAA 0

dismantled

A. Data Validation end Verification:
MAR - The FBI's Monthly Administrative Report (MAR) is a system that tracks the number of cases opened, pending, and closed -Aithin any gives time period. [)ale is
verified through tse FBI's inspection process. Inspectons occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding, Using statisical sampling methods, data in the MAR in traced
hack to source documents contained in the FBI iles.
ISRAA - The FBI's Integrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis Application (ISRAA) is a centralized database through which the FBI tracks statistical accomplishment or
ease from inception to closure, e.g., arrests, locates, informnations, indictments, and convictions Before data are entered into the system they are reviewed and approved by an
FBI field manager, They are subsequently verified though the FBI's inspection process. Inspections occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding. Using statistical
sampling methods, data in the MAR is traced back to source documents contained in the FBI files.
TURK - Timec Utlizations Record Keeping system was designed to provide time usage pertaining to FBI investigative efforts. The TURK System provides data which mesurthe areas in which investizmive efforts are expsended, idcsstiries trends, and, provides quantitative data used in the buditetary process .

B. FY 1999 Performance Repor:

C. laaaos Affeetiag Seletion of " 2M0 @ad 201 11aIms
'Recen FBI intelligence has indicated crime organizations fr significant levels of interstate theft. The FBI is currently identifying these organizations and will begin

focusing resources ont dismantlensents,
t In accordanc with the Attorney General's guidance of not projectng targeted levels of performance fosr certain id icator types.

D. Adlditioaal Fotaiotaai:
Dolfinkloiea of Termt or Iaxplaattaaa for Indieatora. aad Data Sourees
For IFY 2000. the VCMO Program reganized its subsprogram areas and the above statistics reflect this reorganization.

*Reflects te first six motsths of 1999. the mstot csrrent statsics available.



Telemarketing Fraud-Internt Fraud

To counter frauds committed against unsuspecting individuals, an effective blend of criminal, civil, and administrative enforcement
actions must be promoted. Furthermore, investigative and intelligence information must be shared with all levels of law enforcement.
The FBI is bracing itself for the disastrous potential of Internet Fraud as a new means for experienced criminals to reap huge amounts
of illicit gains. The low cost of accessibility for criminals, combined with the increasing cost of tracking them down by law
enforcement, presents a serious problem for the FBI in the future to protect individual consumers. Strategies to coordinate information
within law enforcement and regulatory authority at the federal level, as well as across other levels of government and the private
sector, will be crucial. This increase in intelligence gathering must be integrated with a high degree of training and technical
infrastructure buildup in order to operate within this new and complicated territory for investigations.

Skills: FBI investigative programs cut across a variety of disciplines and require a wide range of investigative, analytical, research,
language and technical skills and abilities.

Information Technology: Technology affects the Department not only as the object of crime, but also when criminals use high-tech
tools to commit crimes. This system will greatly enhance capabilities to track and monitor crime trends, as well as coordinate O-
response and efficiently allocate resources.

Operational Processes.
S Reduce the number of U.S. citizens being victimized by fraudulent Canadian telemarketers.
S Coordinate federal and state telemarketing investigations./prosecutions.

Development of telemarketing fraud prevention programs and enhance intelligence base.
S Provide increased training on investigation of domestic and international fraud.

Increase liaison and outreach to government and industry.

,inticipated Outcome Measures: Although success in these types of investigations will still be important to gauge in terms of
economic loss, the FBI must attend to ways to simplify tlie investigative process as criminals switch from traditional forms of fraud to
I nternet-based fraud.



TyJPERFRAC OL of4. Pe -rac Hnighor Dahoft ptar C i; 1.4. 200 200ca1nsiuin, eeaktig n thrFad

SoIrc Act: Enacvduad Plad Proart
STRATEGIC______________ POL eueteipc ftems igiiatcie htafc niiland Arpety. s_______

2.ISO UN ToRa WFhbud e uolrit ($000) TURKen Frau-Intrne N/Fraud* 203 $19

Acivtes formncer iao Infostiation maRFteANC MAROR 790 PEFRAC PL87ANS

penin beginning ofor perirancdan

2TNmpe of iefomnetigaivcattrs 37tM 8 19 278 0 2001

3ciite Number of investigative matters 482 79 3 82 1 1

Closed

Outputs I . Arrests and Locates ISRAA 269 1 213 t t
2 Information and Indictments 346 t 321 1 t
3. Convictions and Pre-Trial Diversions 325 t 303 t t
4. Recoveries & Restitutions (1000) S417,638 1 $278,t50 1
S. Fines ($000) $ 19,783 t $6,060 t

A. Date Validation and Verification:
The data for e marketing fraud measures is coltected in t'Bt centratiz.ed databases

Before data are entered ists tthe system they are reviewed and approved by an FIt field manager. th ey arc subsequently verified through the FBI's Inspect:ion process
Inspecions occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding. Using statistical sampling methods data in the databases are traced back is sourcv documents contained in FBI
files There is hight confidence in tse reliability ofthsis data.



B V 199 Performanea Reprt:I C. Iss ues Affecting seleetion or FY 2000 and 2001 Plans
tIn accordance with the Attorney General's Guidance of not projecting targeted levels of performance for certain indicator types

tD.Additiomal Foolmotes:

:0The FBI is in the process of developing its Internet Fraud program, and currently does not collect data based on Internet Fraud as a disinct classification olerime I
Highlights of Tier Three FY 1999 Performance:

a A coordinated investigation by the FBI, state and local agencies led to the safe recovery of Ashley Taggert on April 29, 1999,
and identification of a subject who was arrested and charged locally with kidnaping, attempted murder and rape. Ashley
Taggert was abducted from her backyard in Lancaster, Ohio.

as On January 28, 1999, Joseph M. Klein, a Broadway musical director, was arrested after he traveled from New York to
Maryland for the purpose of meeting with a 13 year-old boy (actually a UCA from the online relationship) with thc intent of
engaging in illicit sexual activities. A search of Klein's Manhattan residence uncovered in excess of 5,000 pornographic
images of children as young as five-years old engaged in various sexual acts or poses, as well as numerous other incriminating
documents. Review of this material identified 45 potential child victims and numerous subjects who were trading in child
pornography or attempting to entice children online into illicit sexual conduct. Klein pled guilty to a two count federal
information and criminal forfeiture of his computer system.

Summary of FBI Accomplishments for 1999

While the FBI is working to develop outcome oriented performance measures, the following is a summary of traditional FBI workload
and accomplishments:

During FY 1999, the FBI had significant success under each of its nine goals in terms of traditional accomplishments (arrests,
indictments, convictions). Overall, the FBI indicted 18,280 individuals, convicted 21,256 individuals and arrested 35,031 individuals
on various federal and state charges. In addition, the FBI's National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS) denied
firearm purchases to 60,061 individuals having a disqualifying record, such as a criminal history, dishonorable discharge, or
restraining order. Within this population, the FBI identified 1,706 fugitives from justice. FBI efforts also led to $664,833,337 in fines,



$412,612,017 in recoveries and $3,911,833,065 in restitutions, nearly one-third more than the entire FBI budget.

The added dimension of prevention has new and significantly different challenges, especially in theareas of intelligence, predictive
analysis, liaison, and information technology. Prevention requires more, better, and faster access to information. It also requires a
holistic approach to crime problems where FBI resources are leveraged with those of other federal, state and local law enforcement,
private sector organizations, community groups, international law enforcement and the intelligence community. During FY 1999, the
FBI made substantial progress in these areas, including reorganizing FBI Headquarters to include a new Investigative Services
Division that will focus on intelligence and predictive analysis and a new Counterterrorism Division that will build capacity to prevent
terrorism against the U.S. Further, in FY 1999, FBI relationships and partnerships improved with all of the above-mentioned groups
across all program areas.

2001 Budget Initiatives

For 2001, the FBI is proposing program increases for 8 budget initiatives that directly support the operational and support strategies
identified in the FBI Strategic Plan for 1998 - 2003. These initiatives include: Counterintelligence, Information Collection and
Analysis, Training, Investigative Support, Counterterrorism, Violent Crimes, Technology Crimes, and Law Enforcement Services.
Proposed program increases focus on eliminating the deficiencies that have led to the "performance gap" in critical mission areas.



Initiative Summary by Appropriations Account (Direct Funding)
(Dollars In thousands)

FBI Initiative /Account

Counterintelligence
S&E

Information Collection, Management and Analysis
S&E

Training
S&E
Construction

Investigative Support
S&E

Counterterrorism
S&E

Violent Crimes
S&E

Technology Crimes
S&E

Law Enforcement Services
S&E

Summary of FBI Program Increases by Account
S&E
Construction

FBI Total

Poiton Amu

138 S 19,115

74 74,227

4 8,395

* 20,534

13,100

31 4,639

98 18,983

5 6,699

Accunt ota
ERsiin1 Amont~

38 $19,115

74 74,227

4 6,495
1,900

.. 20,534

- 13,10-0

31 4,639

08 18,983

5 6,699

50 163,792
.Lu IJ.2

so S 165,692



Federal Bureau of Investigation
Core Functions nod Department of Jusetice (DOJ) Strategic Gosh

Fiscal Yeer (FV) 2001 Request to Congress
Budget Authority (BA), Positions (Poe), and Full Time Equivaents (liTEs)

(Dollars In thousands)

PA Fs FE,

Core Function 01: Inveatigation and Prosectution of Criminal Offenses
Goals 1, 2, & 3 Reduce violessi cr'imc, availability of illegal drugs, espionage, and terrorism
Goal 4 Reduce white-collar crime, including public corruption and fraud
Goal 5 Coordinate and Integrate DOJ Law Enforcement Activities

Total Core Function #1

Cow. Function 42: Assist Tribal, Stale and Local Governments
Goal I Improve crime fightnltg end criminal justice capabilities

Total Core Funtilon N2

Core Function 03: Legal Representation, Enforcement of Federal Laws, Defense of U.S. Interests
Goal I Protect civil rights of Americans
Goal 2 Safeguard America's environment and natural resources
Goal 3 Promote competition in US economy - antitrust laws and principles

Total Core Function 03

Salaries and Expenses Total FY 2001 Request to Congress

$2,389,842 18,002 17,378
642,286 5,281 50'

15,307 28 28

S3,047,435 23,311 22,461

S I1195 WIN8 1,756

34,938 326 314
10,453 94 91
2,782 24 24

S 41,173

$3,277,562

444 429

25,635 24,646

Construction Funding (FY 2001 Request to Congress) has been linited to Core Function #1
lnvestiptiom and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses: $3,11'



Federal Bureau of Invsatigation
Core Functions and Department of Juatcet (DCLI) Strategic Gosth
Fiscal Year (FY) 2000 Appropriated Anticipated (Approp. Antic.)

Budget Authority (BA), Positions (Pos), and Full Time Equivalents (flEa)
(Dollars in thousands)

PA POLFra

Core Funeuion N I: investiation sad Proaautioa of Criminal Otfeasca
Goals 1, 2, & 3 Reduce violent crime, availability of illegal drugs, espionage, and terrorsts
Goal 4 Reduce white-collar crime. including public corruption and fraud
Goal 5 Coordinate and Integrate DOJ Law Enforcement Activities

Total Cure Function at

Core Function NZ: Assist Tribal, State sad Local Government,
GO&l I improve crime fighting and criminal justice capabilities

Tutli Core Function N2

Core Function #3: Legal Represtation, Eaforcanent of Federal Laws, Defese of U.S. Interests
Goal 1. Protect civil rights of Americans
Goal 2 Safeguard America's environment and natural resources
Goal 3 Prioote competition in US economy - antitrust laws and principles

Total Core Function 03

Salaries sad EspenaenlViollent Crie Reduction Program Funding: Total FV 2000 Approp. Antic.

Conatruction Fuadiag (WY 2000 Approp. Enacted) has been linked to Core Function It
Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses:

$2,154,492
517,554

12,547

$2,754,593

S 239,732

17,647
5,247
21

22.922

17,1 78
5,036
21

22,Z42

2,466 2,350

33,024 326 314
9,140 95 91
2,619 24 24

$ 45,453 445 429

&3,30,80 2W*3 25,021

$1,287



Federal Bureau of Investigation
Core Functions and Department of Justice (DOJ) Strategic 'Goals

Fiscal Year (FY) 1999 Actuals
Budget Authority (BA), Positions (Pos), and Full Time Equivalents (FTEs)

(Dollars in thousands)

BA POS FTEs

Core Function Il: Investigation and Promoction of Crimninal Offeases
Goals 1, 2, & 3 Reduce violent crime, availability of illegal drugs, espionage, and ierrorism
Goa; 4 Reduce white-collar crime, including public corruption and fraud
Goal 5 Coordinate and Integrate OOJ Law Enifoecetment Activities

Total Core Function Nt

Core Function N2: Assist Tribal, Stv and LocailGovernments
Goal I Improve crime fighting and criminal justice capabilities

Total Core Function #2

Core Function N3: Legal Represenation, Eafurcemnn of Federal Laws, Defense of U.S. Interests
Goal I Protec civil rights of Americans
Goal 2 Safeguard Americans environmecnt and natural reserces
Goa 3 R umote competition in US economy - antitrust lawn and principles

Total Core Fuactin 13

Salaries and Expens/Violeal Crime Reducrtion Program Funding! Total FY 1999 Actual

Costructlon funding (FY 1999 Aetnala) has bees linked to Care Function NI
Investigation ad Prosecution of Criminal Offenses:

$2.069,391
608,973

3,618g

$2.68912

S 210,671

17,570
5.3 80

28

22.978

17,011
5,236

23

22.270

2,235 2,1189

35,650 361 349
8.865 95 90
2,356 24 24

S 46,871

$2,939,524

SI115,033

48C 463

25,6911 24,822



Federal Bureau of Investigation
Salaries and Expenses

Justification of Prot~osed Changes in A22ropriations Language

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriations language listed and explained below. New language is
italicized and underlined, and language proposed for deletion is bracketed.

Salaries and Expenses

For necessary expenses of the Federal Bureau of Investigation [for detection, investigation, and prosecution of crimes against
the United States]; including purchase for police-type use of not to exceed [11,236] L.QR passenger motor vehicles, of which f 1, 1421
L221 will be for replacement only, without regard to the general purchase price limitation for the current fiscal year, and hire of
passenger motor vehicles; acquisition, lease, maintenance, and operation of aircraft; and not to exceed S70.000 to meet unforeseen
emergencies of a confidential character, to be expended under the direction of, and to be accounted for solely under the certificate of,
the Attorney General, [$2,337,015,0001 S3.27 7J62, 000; of which not to.exceed [$50,000,0001 S10 000,00 for automated data
processing and telecommunications and technical investigative equipment and not to exceed S$1,000,000 for undercover operations
shall remain available until September 30, [20011 ZQM; of which not less than [$292,473,000] $300,473,000 shall be for
counterterrorism investigations, foreign counterintelligence, and other aL . ities related to our national security;, of which not to exceed
S$10,000,000 is authorized to be made available for making advances for expenses arising out of contractual or reimbursable
agreements with State and local law enforcement agencies while engaged in cooperative activities related to violent crime, terrorism,
organized crime, and drug investigations; [and of which not less than $50,000,000 shall be for the costs of conversion to narrowband
communications, and for the operations and maintenance of legacy Land Mobile Radio systemss] Provided, [That such amount shall
be transferred to and administered by the Department of Justice Wireless Management Office: ProvidedfurtherJ, That not to exceed
$45,000 shall be available for official reception and representation expenses[: )'rovidedfurher, That no funds in this Act may be used
to provide ballistics imaging equipment to any State or local authority which has obtained similar equipment through a Federal grant
or subsidy unless the State or local authority agrees to rvtum that equipment or to repay that grant or subsidy to the Federal
Government].

[in addition, $752,853,000 for such purposes, to remain available until expended, to be derived from the Violent Crime
Reduction Trust Fund, as authorized by the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, as amended, and the
Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996.] (Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 2000, as enacted by section
1000(a)(1) of the Consolidated Appropriat ions Act, 2000 (P. L, 106-113) .)



I . Modify' language to achieve confonnity and consistency with other Department of Justice Components.
2. Change in motor vehicle purchase authority is based upon a proposed increase in new positions for 2001.
3. Change in carry-forward authority to support on-going automated data processing and telecommunications and technical

investigative equipment projects.
4. Strike House language regarding transfer of radio funding; proposed 2000 transfer would be permanent. The amount of

$50,000,000 is included as radio funding in the Narrowband Communications account.
5. Delete language restricting ballistics imaging equipment due to new Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed by the FBI

and BATE on December 2, 1999. Under the new MOU, the FBI no longer provides ballistic imaging equipment for state and
local law enforcement.%

6. Langua~ge for Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund is deleted. No appropriation from the Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund
is requested in 2001 because authorization for this fund expires in 2000.
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Federal Bureau of Investigation
Salaries and Expenses

PM M erome norsto
(Dollars in Thousands)

ACTIVITY: CRIMINAL, SECURITY, AND OTHER INVESTIGATIONS

Perm. Work-
Organized Criminal Enterprises PM =Amount

2000 Appropriation Anticipated 4,036 3,993 S429,038
2001 Base 4,036 3,993 451,461
2001 Estimate Uu 225856

Increase/Decrease ... ... 7,100

BASE PROGRAM DESCIPTION:
Organized Criminal Enterprises (OCEs) are a continuing and self-perpetuating criminal conspiracy employed by groups that are
hierarchical in structure. These organizations use fear, intimidation and manipulation to control and corrupt anyone that stands in their
way. OCE's are driven by one thing - the potential generation of profits, and they will stop at nothing to maximize their return on
investment. This singular cause leaves thousands of victims in its wake, destroying the lives of innocent people and threatening the
social fabric that holds local communities, towns, states and the nation together.

The FBI's organized crime and drug investigations are inc-reasing in complexity. The criminal enterprises being targeted enjoy access
to technology and ease of mobility that was unimaginable a few years ago. OCEs maintain their position through the use of violence or
threats of violence, corruption of public officials, and extortion. These groups engage in commonly known activities such as drugs and
arms trafficking, smuggling of automobiles and people, and trafficking in stolen art. However, much like the multinational
conglomerates, they have expanded their activities into areas such as smuggling of embargoed commodities, industrial and
technological espionage, financial market manipulation end the corruption and control of groups within and outside of the legal state
system. With their successful forays into these areas, tremendous amounts of illegal profits are laundered through multiple
investments in banks, financial institutions and businesses around the globe.



The same crime organizations that tb,,ea,'n U.S. cities also conduct these crimes on an international scale. The threat to U.S. interests
from these emerging international crtw groups grows more serious every day. These international crime organizations corrupt key
officials in major industries, economic and customs positions, and continue to run large-scale money laundering operations by
utilizing banks, stock exchanges, venture capital opportunities and commodities markets, all of which undermine the financial security
of world markets. These organizations, with their wealth and power, can manipulate financial sectors, jeopardizing the pensions and
savings of ordinary citizens.

Whether addressing domestic or international organized crime, the efficient use of resources and the effective investigation of crime
require dependable intelligence gathering and sharing function. If the most serious criminal enterprises are to be identified and
investigated the scope and sophistication of existing and emerging criminal enterprises pose a complex investigative challenge to law
enforcement. Criminal enterprises am fluid. They change their operations frequently to avoid apprehension and utilize modem
telecommunications technology to frustrate law enforcement efforts. Accurate intelligence, more than ever, has become the "eyes and
ears that allow law enforcement to know which investigative techniques to use, and when and where to apply them.

Among the pertinent strtegies for the OCE Decision Unit include:

* Identify, penetrate, and dismantle major organized criminal enterprises, including street gangs engaged in illegal activity;
* Implement a multi-year approach to disrupt and dismantle all major organized criminal enterprises;
* Support comprehensive strategies against violent crime through the establishment of multi-agency task forces;
* Improve international cooperation against violent and organized crime through enhanced liaison and international training

activity;
* Reinforce the Southwest Border Initiative and strengthen the centralized management and coordination of the Organized Crime

Drug Enforcement Task Forces activities;
* Expand and improve our overseas law enforcement presence, with a focus on better liaison and cooperation with foreign

governments; and
* Increase methamphetamine investigations, and counter the rapidly emerging problem of Mexican-base heroin trafficking.



2001 Budgct Injgititi:

For 2001, the FBI is requesting an increase of $7,100,000 for the OCE Decision Unit within the following initiatives:

Amount
E2L (A&Cots) MAYA O

Information Collection, Management, and Analysis .... $5,000
Investigative Support Ui 1

Total CS) 7,100

Justifications for program increases requested are included in the respective budget initiative presentations.



Feucral Bureau oflrnvestlgation
Salaries and Expeuses

frMgMhdmM a
(Dollars in Thousands)

ACTIVITY: CRIMINAL, SECURITY, AND OTHER INVESTIGATIONS

Perm. Work-
White Collar Crime ba. Amount

2000 Appropriation Anticipated 4,330 4,180 $455,682
2001 Base 4,330 4,180 483,522
2001 Estimate iAIa Aim& i443

Increase/Decrease 8 4 612

United Stafte citizens and businesses lose billions of dollars each year due to criminals engaged in non-violent fraudulent enterprises.
The globalizaion of economies and financial systems, dramatic technological advances, declining corporate and individual ethics, and
the sophistcation of criminal organizations annually increase the volume of illegal acts characterized. by deceit, concealment, or
violations of trust. The loss thus incurred is not merely monetary, for it contributes to a potential loss of confidence and trust in
financial institutions, public institutions, and industry.

Private industry in the United States controls trillions of dollars in assets, an invitin target for criminal schemes. Frauds against
busineses range from embezzlements to tochnological attacks on a corporation's intellectual property. The U.S. Government also
manages billions of dollars to carry out public policy. The General Accounting Office estimates that as much as 10 percent of funds
appropriated for domestic program is lost to fraud in the procurement and contracting process.

Through the White Collar Crime (WCC) program, the FBI targets criminal enterprises that seek illicit gains through fraud and guile.
From the overwhelming number and variety of WC"s the FBI has identified and classified the most egregious crime problems into I I
national priority crim problem area: Healt Care Fraud, Public Corruption, Financial Institution Fraud, Government Fraud,



Insurance Fraud (non-health can), Securities and Commodities Fraud, Telemarketing Fraud, Bankruptcy Fraud, Environmental
Crimes, Money Laundering and Intellectual Property Rights Violations.

2001 Budgct Initiatives:

For 2001, the FBI is requesting an increase of 8 positions (2 agents), 4 workyears, and $612,000 for the WCC Decision Unit in the
following initiative:

P. Agnts)
8 (2)Technology Crimes 4

Amount

$612

Justifications for program increases requested an included in the respective budget initiative presentations.



Federalowwwwo.1 3 hswess
Salaso md Kupaas

(Dollars in Thousands)

AM~VITY: CRIMINAL, SECURITY, AND OTHER INVESTIGATIONS

Pern. work-
Othe FWel Pres.. Ef. x=AR

2000 Appropriation Anticipted 10,457 10,197 $1,229,020
2001 Bane 10,457 10,197 1,288,095
2001 Estimate nm1=t-29,938c

InrueDecrae 223 11S 41,743

Through the Other Fiel Programs, the FBI investigates crime, in Indian Couitry, criminal steet Sanp, violations of the bank robbery
statutes carjaclinp, crime ist- children crimes on governments reservations, theft firm interstate shipment, interstae
transportation of stolen property and mtor vehiles ausmaltteats to fe dera offices, smults on the President, theft of undlor
destruction of governent property, co1umclm wi euiycutresrsissums The Other Field Programs is responsible
for the location and apprehension of federal, stae and local fugitives h-Sued er the Fugitive Felon Act with unlawful fligh to
avoid prosecution or confinenut for violenacimes and other serm iou ony ofenes. The FBI 11aleto conduct simultaneous
investigations in multiple Jurisdiction and he. dunonstrated its ability to coordinate and successfully resolve the most complex,
sensitive and organizaionally focusd investigatlos. lven the ever changing watu, -of crime in the United States, FBI mission
reponsm ilitkes require the mwalatenmuce of Mul operational capabilities in each of these ares.

In addition by Congressional mandate, the FBI is the only federal law enforcement agency that condut criminal InvestIgations of
violations of Civi Rights statutes. The Civi Rights Prop.. investigae violation of the federal Civil Rights Statutes and provdes
assistance in the investigation of alleation. of violation of appicable federal laws which protecta the civil rights of all p aon In the
United Staes The FBI is maWndtd the led federal agency to Investigate and det hostile acts of terorism ad when necessary,



to apprehend those individuals and groups whose aim is to harm the United States through the acts of terrorism.

The Other Field Programs also contains the FBI's Critical Incident Response Group (CIRG). CIRG was established in 1994 to
facilitate the coordination of FBI responses to major law enforcement crises and special investigations. The CIRO responds to crimes
which pose great dangers and require skills that are not routinely available in many law enforcement agencies. When faced with
complex incidents, CIRG responds by providing trained, well equipped and experienced negotiators, crisis managers, tactical and
aviation personnel, supported by pertinent research of successful techniques used in similar situations. Behavioral science experts
advise tacticians, negotiators, and crisis managers regarding subjects and potential strateges. These resources greatly enhance the
potential to successfully resolve complex crisis Situations or investigations that require such expertise.

Terrorism, violent crime and anti-government crime are priority areas of concern for the FBI. The bombs that damaged the World
Trade Center and destroyed the federal building in Oklahoma City are vivid examples of how these types of crimes impact on our
society and give some indication of the minds of these criminals'. Presidential Decision Directive (PDD)-39 and the Director of
Investigative Agency Policies Resolution 1 2 reemphasizes the role of the FBI as the lead federal agency in major domestic situations.

Th~e cost of crime has two dimensions: a dollar amount calculated by adding up property losses, productivity losses, and medical bills,
and an amount less easily quantifiable because it takes the form of pain, emotional trauma injury and death. Researchers have found
that crime victimization generates $ 105 billion annually in property and productivity losses and outlays -for medical expenses. This
amounts to aii annual "crim tax" of roughly $425 pct m~az, womnu and child in the United States. From the small business owner
who is literally crippled because he refuses to pay "protection" money to the neighborhood gang, to the families who are hostages
within their homes, living in neighborhoods ruled by predatory drug trafficking gangs, the harmful impact of gang violence on its
victims individually, and on society collectively, is both physically and psychologically debilitating. The destabilizing effect of
criminal gangs on our communities, while difficult to quantify, is enormous. Perhaps the most disturbing trend is the rise in crimes
related to the sexual exploitation of children and the growing use of the Internet to shard pornographic pictures of minors and to use it
as a tool to identify and recruit children into sexually illicit relationships.



20 udgetILtitie:

For 2001, the Fill is requesting an increase of 228 positions (63 agents), 1 15 workycars, and $41,743,000 for the Other Field Programs
Decision Unit within the following initiatives:

Counterintelligence
Counterterrorismi
Information Collection, Management, and Analysis
Violent Crimes
Total

EML (Amtsu
138 (63)

59

228 (63)

Amount

69 $19,115
... 4,600

30 13,389

115 $41,743

Justifications for program increases requested are included in the respective budget initiative presentations.



Federal Bumsa of laveadigatiom
Salaries and E'upenss

(Dollars in Thjousands)

AMIVITY: LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPPORT

Perm. Work-
Training, Recruitment and Applicant Program em MQuAl

2000 Appropriation Anticipated
200i Base 1,022 984 $1 15,458
2001 Eiimate 1,022 984 120,672

IncreastJDecrease 125,972
5,300

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
While the United States continues to be plagued by traJitional crime problem, the globalization of crime and the increased
sophistication of new crimes presents challenges thatow enforcement must be prepared to overcome. From complex cyber-crimes to
intricate fraud schemes, the skill set required to solvrs crimes today is far different from even ten years ago. Moreover, advances in
technology and travel coupled with the emergence cf a "borderless" world mean that the skills and abilities of law enforcement must
be continually enhanced at an alarmingly fast rate. The FBI must meet these challenges at a time when, due to recent large Increases
in new agent hires, approximately 30 percent of th: FBI's agent workforce has less than 4 year of experience.

The FBI is committed to meeting these challenges by providing high quality training to its personnel and the law enforcement
community at large. The cornerstone of FBI training efforts is the new agent training program, which provides comprehensive
instructon to ensure that entry level Special Agmts possess the basic knowledge and skIs required to serv the American public.
Among the components of~? 1 tww agent training curriculum are behavioral science, comznunications/interviewing, ethics, legal
instruction, informant development, physical fi mesu/defensive tactics, evidence, firearms, EEO/aerisitivity training, and practical
problems. Agent trainees also receive instuction in each of the FBI's investigative programs: organized crime, drugs violent crimes,



white-collar crimes, counterintelligence and civil rights. During FY 1999, the FBI trained 718 new agents through the new agent
training program.

There is also a continuing need to provide training and development courses for FBI personnel assigned to field offices and FBI
Headquarters, This training is necessary to maintain and enhance the professional skills of FBI personnel in their present assignments,
to equip personnel to handle new investigative and administrative requirements, and to develop the leadership and management skills
of potential supervisors, managers, and executives. During FY 1999, the FBI trained 11,250 employees through in-service courses at
the FBI Academy.

The FBI also provides instruction for state and local criminal justice practitioners, both at the FBI Academy and throughout the United
States at state, regional, and local training facilities. The principal course for state and local law enforcement officers is the FBI
National Academy, an I I week multi-disciplinary program for officers who are considered to have potential for further advancement
in their career. During FY 1999, 1,069 state and local law enforcement officers attended the National Academy.

In addition to sessions offered at the FBI Academy, the FBI conducts and participates in courses an seminars at state, regional, and
local training facilities. These training sessions cover the full range of law enforcement training topics such as hostage negotiation,
computer-related crimes, death investigations, violent crimes, criminal psychology, forensic science, and arson. During FY 1999,
117,599 criminal justice personnel received training at state, regional, and local training facilities from FBI instructors.

Because of the increasingly global nature and mandate of many of the FBI's investigative initiatives, the FBI has in recent years
emphasized the need to train its foreign law enforcement partners through the International Training and Assistance Program. In 1999,
the FBI provided training to 6,122 international police officers and executives representing 95 countries.

The FBI's preeminent law enforcement role has been forged by its O~ility to consistenitlv recruit, retain, and manage one of the worldrs
most talnted workforces. The FB~s Applicant Program must continue to focus on all segments of society to ensure that we identify
and recruit individuals who possess the required knowledge, skills, an4 abilitiekt needed by the FBI. Dedicated employees with
specific areas of expertise are vital to continued success in the FBI's effort to support the criminal justice community in the fight
against crime and violence.I

The FBI's total funded staffing level for FY 1999 was 28,731 positions. The on-board staffing level at the end of 1999 was 28,422



cnmployees of which 11,667 wre Special Agent and 16,765 support. To support the FBIs applicant progrm throughout the 56 field
office terriories, approximately 1,700 coact apeciul investigators are utilind to conduct background investigations of permon being
considered for all but the most sensitive positions. The FBI continues to provide recfuent processing, overall mgment and
assignment of background investigation. Additionally, FBI personal specialists review the results of contract backround
investigations for comnpleteness and to determine the need for fiwdwe inquiries.

For 2001, the FBI is requesting an incee of $5,300,000 for the Training, Recruitmnent and Applicant Decision Unit in the following
initiative:

Training ... ..)..

Justification for program increase requested ame Inc.idd Wn the resectve budget initiative presentations.

$5,300



Federal Bureau of Iavetiptla
Salaries &ad Expenses

E~gin uehrmec Mf20
(Dollars in T'housands)

ACIVITY:. LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPPORT

Perm. Work-
Forensic Services _MImon

2000 Appropriation Anticipated 718 677 $117,047
2001 Base 718 680 120,436
2001 Estimate W M 14M

Increase/Decrease 105 52 25,970

T'he succesful investigation and prosecution of crimes requires, in most cases, the collection, examinatica, and scientific analysis of
evidence recovered at the scene of the incident and obtained during the course of the investigation. Oftritirne, the availaiity and
presentation of physical evidence is used in court to demonstrate the guilt, eithe directly or circumstanfia~y, of the person on trial. In
other instances, evidence can exonerate individuals wrongly accused of crimes. The Forensic Servicen. prokaram. supports the
operations of the FBI Laboratory, one of the largest and most comprehensive criminal laoioratories in the world and the only ful
service civilian federal forensic laboratory in the United States. The FBI L~aboratory performs examineauons of evidence for all duly
consttuted !-.w enforcement agencies-federal. state, and local-in the United Staes.

The FBI Laboratory is recognized a a leader in the scientific analysis said solution ofcrime in the United Staes. Since its inception,
the FBI laboratory has consibtently strived to enhiance its service to the law enforcement and criminal justice communities. Through
exhaustive esnalysis, appropriate methodologies are developed to apply the most recent scientific and technological innovations to the
examination of forensic evidence in -riminal investigations. The reliability of theep techniques is crucial, not only to the law
enfotpment profession, btit to th. pubJ111 it served.



Examinations of evidence are performed, free of charge, for all duly constituted law enforcement agencies in the United States that do
not have access to the sophisticated instrumentation and/or expeuise necessary to perform forensic examination(s). During 1999, the
FBI Laboratory examiners and technicians conducted 866,778 examinations. Additionally, 1,417,819 latent fingerprint comparisons
were performed and 1,023 suspects were identified by those exams. State and local investigations accounted for approximately 16
percent of forensic examinations in 1999.

The FBI Laboratory also provides investigative support for such programs as the Polygraph Program and the Field Photo Program. In
1999, the FBI conducted 6,400 polygraph examinations and produced 2,000,000 photographs.

2001 Bude Initatives:

For 2001, the FBI is requesting an increase of 105 positions, 52 workyears, and $25,970,000 for the Forensic Services Decision Unit
within the following initiatives:

Counterterrorism
Law Enforcement Support
Technology Crimes

Total

Amount
FjM (Agents) WYI OO

$7,900
5 (.)2 6,699

IN a 11M~2
105 (.)52 $25,970

Justifications for program increase requested are included in the itspective budget initiative presentations.



Federal Bureau of Investigation
Salaries and Expenses

Pn m PdM maInforatio
(Dollars in Thousands)

ACTIVITY: LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPPORT

Perm. Work-
Information Management, Automation and ~g. yaAmoiunt

Telecommunications

2000 Appropriation Anticipated 590 555 $160,655
2001 Base 590 555 164,308
2001 Estimate W22J 1580

Increase/Decrease 15 7 57,272

The Information Management, Automation and Telecommunications (IMAT) decision unit serves the American public through its
support to all ftirictional areas of the FBI: investigative; intelligence; law enforcem-rent support; and administration. The mission of the
IMAT program is to provide secure information management and information technology (IT) services support for the FBI's
worldwide operational and administrative activities. The IMAT's goal is to provide IT systems capable of performing effective and
efficient case management, information analysis, and intelligence sharing, both internally and with other law enforcement entities so
that the FBI's success as an organization is realized and cooperation with other law enforcement entities is maximized.

The IMAT decision unit oversees activities associated with electronic information and productivity tools. It supports FBI
investigative; and administrative operations by providing the mean for and assistance in management of information resources. IMAT
resources include technology support and management personnel, computer data centers, and information technology centers. The
program is responsble for maintenance of over 39 FBI computer system and employs approximately 400 employees to support
various atomation systems. The IMAT supports an expansive inventory of intelligent workstations and peripherals, related software,
data communications networks, voice communications, and rental of automated data processing equipment and commercial services.



The [MAT also maintains the FBI's central files, processes name checks for other federal agencies, and supports all
telecommunications equipment and expenditures, as well as rental of other equipment to support the daily activities of all FBI
employees. In addition, the IMAT implements the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act, working to insure the
continued capability of all law enforcement to conduct lawfully authorized electronic surveillance.

The FBI stands at the forefront of law enforcement agencies with its world-wide mission of predicting and deterring crime and
protecting the nation's security interests. To accomplish this mission in an environment of international criminal, terrorist and hostile
intelligence threats, all of which increasingly operate in cyberspace, the FBI requires enhanced information management and exchange
capabilities. The FBI's current mainframe-based IT infrastructure is limited in its functionality for providing the types of information
processing needed to satisfy today's investigative requirements. Success as an organization depends upon thorough and timely
information collection, processing and dissemination. FBI field agents and analysts need superior computing capabilities to pursue
their investigations. A stable, state of the art, IT infr-astructure is fundamental to developing and implementing these enhanced
capabilities and is, therefore, critical to investigative success.

The number and complexity of FBI cases continues to escalate, coordination with other law enforcement organizations is more critical
than ever before, and computer crime and fraud investigations continue to increase in number. At the same time, FBI field offices
function much as they have for many years, relying on people-intensive processes, paper-based systems, and traditional computer
technology and office equipment. Many of the FBI's large-scale, mission-critical applications, still in use today, were developed and
implemented in the mainframe environment. These legacy systems currently do not have the capability to process information such as
externally prepared text documents, images, videotapes, and photographs. The FBI developed and implemented the Automated Case
Support (ACS) system to electronically store and manage investigative case files. However, ACS is only capable of storage and
retrieval of internally generated text documents. Imaging technology and communications capabilities that would facilitate handling
large files has only recently matured and become commercially viable. Additionally, the FBI telecommunications infrastructure has
reached its capacity and does not have sufficient additional capacity or speed to transmit multimedia files to and from various
locations. For these reasons, enhancement of the FBI's IT infrastructure and systems is essential if the FBI is to successfully handle
the complex, multi-jurisdictional, long-running investigations which are becoming more commor, in today's world.



For 2001, the FBI is requesting an increase of 15 positions, 7 workyears, and $57,272,000 for the IMAT Decision Unit within the
following initiatives:

Investigative Support
Information ColIlection, Management, and Analysis

Total

Amount
bQL (A&Cnts) 5$0

.. $16,434
2 40,838

15 7 $57,272

Justifications for program increases requested are included in the respective budget initiative presentations.



Federal Bureau of Irnestgmtlom
Salaries mod Expeases

frMu31EUhrAmuJImbra
(Dollars in Thousands)

ACTIVITY: LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPPORT

Perm. Work-

Technical Field Support and Services Pt MAmountID

2000 Appropriation Anticipated 241 229 - $138,985
2001 Bane 241 229 141,88
2001 Estimate W 2 17,03

Increase/Decrefise 4 2 25,195

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
The Technical Field Support and Services (TFS&S) program supports the investigative, national security, law enforcement services,
lind management and direction missions of the FBI through a variety of service and support programs that can be grouped along four
general functional areas: (1) electronic surveillance; (2) technical operations; (3) wireless communications and engineering services;
and (4) automotive fleet and property management. The mission of the TFS&S program is:

To provide engineering services, technical support, and equipment to FBI field offices and conduct necessary research and
development to adapt technology for deployment against criminal and terrorist activities; to provide a fldwide radio and
wireless communications system services which ame both spectrally efficient and provides attained levels of interoperability
with other federal, state, and local government radio users where demands and increased reliance on interagency coordination
and cooperation are essential; and to provide safe and reliable automotive fleet services to support FBI investigative
requirements.

The FBI seeks to ensure there is a sufficient inventory of basic equipment to satisfy the-demands of investigators and other personnel
for technical equipment and services. Technical equipment often serves as pant of a critical safety net to agents who must operate



under life-endangering or high-risk situations. The value of technical equipment and systems to investigations, is directly tied to its
availability and operability. The FBI will draw upon the expertise of in-house sA4! other federal agencies-, national laboratories,
universities, and the private sector to develop solutions to new and emerging technologies that have an impact on law enforcement
operations and capabilities. Special emphasis programs will continue in areas where the FBI has assumed leadership roles on behalf of
the entire law enforcement community: electronic surveillance, technical operations and wireless communications. In conjunction
with the Department of Justice Wireless Management Office, the planning, design, and implementation of a new nationwide wireless
communications system will be carried forward. Efforts will be directed al ensuring the FBI has available trained and proficient
electronics technicians and Technically Trained Agents (ITAs) to meet expected workload demands and provide scheduled
maintenance of equipment and technical resources. Improved turnaround times for conducting forensic examinations of audio and
video evidence, as well as examinations of other electronic devices, will be emphasized.

Through the programs, initiatives, rind resources available to the TFS&S program, the FBI expects to:

0 Provide technical equipment in support of field investigations.

0 Provide new technologies and address critical shortfalls in technical investigative capabilities including electronic surveillance,
technical operations, physical surveillance, special search techniques and training of personnel.

0 Extend the lifecycle of already deployed equipment which cannot be replaced through scheduled preventative and corrective
maintenance.

e Conduct research and development of new technologies in an effort to produce state-of-the-art investigative techniques,
improve investigative and national security operational effectiveness and efficiency.

* Ensure the FBI maintains a sufficient corps of trained and experienced computer specialists, electronics technicians, and TUAu
to support field office operations, both criminal and national security investigations, through the use of technical equipment
and techniques.

* Provide safe and reliable automobile transportation with less vehicle downtime and cost for repairs and maintenance, thereby
increasing investigative ability.



For 2001, the FBI is requesting an hwceass of 4 positions, 2 wokyears, and $25,195,000 for the TFS&S Decision Unit within the
following initiatives:

Information Collection, Management, and Analysis
Investigative Support
Technology Crimes
Training

Total

e2 L (RO
Amount

AXI 00
.. $15,000
.. 2,000

... 7,000
2 LM.2
2 S25,195

Justifications for program increaes requested are incl-kded in the respective budget initiative presentation&.



Federal Bureau of Investigation
Salaries end Expenses

Progrm Performance Inforsuatlon
(Dollars in Thousands)

ACTIVITY: LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPPORT -

Perm. Work-
Criminal Justice Services (CJS) Psm. YMAmnl

2000 Appropriation Anticipated 2,21V0 2,182 $210,066
2001 Base 1,732 1,624 149,604
2001 Estimate L2U2 149,6042

Increase/Decrease

BaASE PROGAM DESCRIPTION:
Through the CJS program, the FBI furnishes identification and criminal history record services to agencies who are authorized by
federal statutes, regulations, and Executive Orders to utilize these services. Major services encompassed by the CJS program include:
1) Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS)- the automated system used for both civil and criminal fingerprint
processing. JAFIS is designed to achieve a 2-hour response on electronic criminal submissions, thus increasing the positive
identification of repeat offenders and wanted individuals prior to release; 2) National Crime Information Center (NCIC) 2000- used
for the compilation, dissemination, and exchange of timely and critical criminal justice and law enforcement information, such as
criminal history data, wanted person information, stolen vehicle data, etc.;- 3) National Instant Criminal Background Check System
(NICS)- was established to determine the eligibility of persons purchasing firearms. The President believes that the modest cost of a
background check under NICS should be borne by those desiring to establish their eligibility to purchase a gun. Therefore, in 2001 the
FBI is requesting the establishment of a user fee to fund the NICS program. With NICS funded on a reimbursable basis, the CJAS
2001 base was decreased by the corresponding amount; 4) Law Enforcement On-line (LEO)- provides a communications mechanism
to link all levels of the law enforcement, criminal justice, and public safety communities in all parts of the United States, supporting
broad, immediate dissemination of information concerning the best technologies and practices in their di iciplines; and 5) Uniform
Crime Reporting/National Incident Based Reporting System (UCRINIBRS)- crime reporting information, co!!cctzd and retrieved
through local, state, and federal systems, provides the criminal justice community with consistent crime statistics, which are essential
if these entities are to continue to effectively and efficiently serve the public. Through the use of this data, policy makers can study
crime trends and allocate personnel resources according to these trends.



Federal Bureau of Investigation
Salarie somd Expenses

Pfram Pe u Infomaion
(Dollars in Thousands)

ACTIVITY: PROGRAM DIRECTION

Penm. Work-
Management and Administration E" MAmoun

2000 Appropriation Anticipated 2,149 2,024 $183,857
2001 Base 2,149 2,024 193,784
2001 Estimate 2.1A 2Q2 194,38

Increase/Decrease ... . 600

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:
The Management and Administration (M&A) encompasses several FBI entities responsible for providing organizational leadership
and overall administration of the FBI, including the Offices of the FBI Director and Deputy Director, the Office of General Counsel,
the Inspection Division, the Office of Equal Employment Opportunity Affairs, the Office of Professional Responsibility, the Finance
Division, the Administrative Services Division, anid the Office of Public and Congressional Affairs. Collectively, these entities enable
the effective direction, control, and administration of the FBI's resources.

The various functions within the M&A Decision Unit have a common focus, which is to provide the best possible leadership,
direction, and support to the FBI's employees who are assigned to field offices and other locations throughout the FBI. The mission
statement for M&A Decision Unit is as follows:

To lead the FBI effectively through the challenges and changes which are continuously presented to federal law enforcement;
to provide effective direction and support to investigative personnel who bravely and willingly place their lives in jeopardy
each day; and to ensure there are adequate resources to address the FBI's criminal investigative, national security, and law
enforcement support responsibilities.



2001 Budget In'tiatives:

For 2001, the FBI is requesting an increase of $612,000 for the M&A Decision Unit in the following initiative:

Amount
&L MA ssow

Counterterrorism .. $600

Justfications for program increases requested are included in the respective budget initiative presentations.



Initiative: Counterintelligence

Amount

Other Field Program (OFP) 138 69 - $19,115

In an effort to become more effective and responsible in addressing major crime and national security problems facing the United
States and the American people, the FBI undertook an exhaustive strategic planning process during 1998. This process required the
FBI to rethink its strategic approach to its national security mission. As a result of this process, the FBI developed the FBI Strategic
Plan: 1998-2003, which sets the agenda for the FBI by concentrating on specific five-year, strategic goals and key functional strategies
for achieving those goals,

A cornerstone of the FBI's Strategic Plan for 1998 - 2003, relative to foreign counterintelligence investigations and activities, is the
following strategic goal:

I dentify', prevent, and defeat intelligence operations conducted by any foreign power within the United States or against certain
U.S. interests abroad that constitute a threat to U.S. National Security.

In connection with the aforementioned strategic planning process, each of the FBI's operationallinvestigative programs and field
offices have developed five-year program plans which identify the crime problems and issues that must be addressed, establish long-
term goals and objectives, delineate the critical success factors that affect performance, and identify the resources and initiatives
necessary to support accomplishment of the established goals. While conducting the assessments required to develop these program
plans, as well as its strategic plan, the'FBI identified a number of performance gaps in its mission-critical areas. Improving on these
requirements within the FBI is the basis for the total requested level of resources within the FBI's FY 2001 budget request.

The FBI's Foreign Counterintelligence (FCI) program has identified that the single most important factor in accomplishing the
identification, prevention, and defeat of foreign intelligence operations is the expansion of human source coverage. Several steps have
been taken in support of this overall strategy, including guidance to FBI field offices and mechanisms for validating human sources on
a regular basis.

Coordination with the U.S. Intelligence Comnmunity (IC) and with private sector entities to identify' and counter emerging intelligence
threats is also critical to the FCI Program. In this regard, the FBI's National Security Division has expanded its liaison relationship



with elements of the IC in an effort to more fully address emerging intelligence threats from countries of the former Soviet Bloc, and
the F13I has significantly enhanced liaison with other IC agencies regrdng surveillance operations. Liaison with the private sector has
also been increased through the Awareness of National Security Issues and Response (ANSIR) Program, which serves as the FBI's
primary point-of-contact for all industry inquiries regarding nationalsecurity matters. Through ANSIR E-mail, the FBI provides
regular warnings regarding techniques used to clandestinely acquire corporate proprietary information to approximately 40,000
corporations.

To realize ihe critical success factors and implement near-term actions associated with this strategic goal, the FBI proposes a
counterintelligence initiative for 2001.

JRitifi~infR esrceBMue

Itemo: OFP - Otker FildW Progrms, 138 pouitions, 69 FTE, ad $19,115,000

As noted within the FBI Strategic Plan. 1998-2003, the single most important factor in accomplishing the goals and objectives
associated with the FBI's FCI Program is the expansion of the program's human source coverage. For this reason, the field offices
containing major FCI Programs have been provided guidance describing the types of human sources that are required to support the
FCI Program at a national level.

In this regard, it was also recognized that the FBI must implement a mechanism for conducting uniform reviews of the bona fides,
reliability and anomalies associated with FCI human sources on a regular basis. Pursuant to this requirement, the FBI developed a
methodology for conducting Asset Validation Assessments (AVAs). tn AVA is a determination, supported by multiple forms of
evaluation, such as operaional testing and personality assessment, that estabtiihes. that a human source is reliable and under the FBI's
operational control and providing operationally valuable services.

Moreover, the FBI Strategic Plan: 1998-2003 established that enhancement of the FBI's technical collection capabilities are critical to
the accomplishment of the goals and objectives associated with the FBI's PCI Program. Recognizing the need to meet the current
demand for technical support while at the same time increasing the level of resources dedicated to research and development efforts3,
the FBI has implemented the National Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) Evaluation Program (NFEP). The NFEP serves
assa mechanism to maximize the efficiency of collection operaiors and thereby increase the number of persnnel and the amount of
funding available to support the development of new collection methodologies. Activities associated with the NFEP focus on



evaluating the effectiveness of FISA-authorized techniques against each FCI target and affect recommendations for
discontinuing/adding techniques where appropriate.

The FBI's FCI Program has recorded several successes relative to the identification, prevention and defeat of intelligence operations
conducted by foreign powers. Specifically, the NSD, ini coordination with other elements of the IC, has directly responded to illegal
activities of intelligence services and helped to affect a strong diplomatic response to several instances involving inappropriate
behavior on the part of diplomats from foreign countries.

The requested enhancement would enable the FBI to more aggressively address counterintelligence investigations related to national
security threats. Without these resources, the FBI would be unable to dedicate the resources necessary to reduce the success of foreign
intelligence services..



Initiative: Information Collection, Management, and Analysis

Decsin Ui h3 Amun
Information Management, Automation

and Telecommunications (IMA7) 15 7 $40,838
Technical Field Support Services (TFS&S) ... 15,000
Organized Criminal Enterprises (OCE) ... 5,000
Other Field Programs (OFP)R 138

Total 74 37 74,227

The 2001 budget request is designed to provide the FBI with a comprehensive and coherent intelligence infrastructure that will address
the weaknesses identified in the FBI Strategic Plan and support the individual investigative program plans developed to implement the
strategy. The infrastructure addresses all aspects of the intelligence process -- collection, analysis, exploitation and dissemination of
information, and addresses both Headquarters and the Field. Creating a single program manager responsible for all FBI intelligence
information and assessments activities will ensure standardized protocols for the collection and dissemination of FBI information; a
professional development program for FBI intelligence analysts; exploitation across programs of new analytic tools; and exploitation
on behalf of all investigative programs of the full range of FBI information and expertise.

The goal of the new intelligence infrastucture is to provide a broader and higher level of analysis and research to FBI investigators,
managers, and executives and enhance FBI's strategic partnerships with other law enforcement and intelligence agencies. The
products provided by the intelligence infrastructure will include:

" Tactical analytic support to operational units at HQ and the Field that exploits information derived from cases as well
as other internal and external sources.

" Program level analysis that allows investigative program managtis to determine regional, national and international
criminal, terrorist, or espionage trends and develop high impact investigative strategies to counter them.

* Strategic analytic support to FBI executives that allows them to set priorities among divisions and programs and to
anticipate emerging problems and act to prevent or mitigate them.

* Finished reports and analytic products that can be disseminated not only to FBI customers but also as appropriate to



other law enforcement and intelligence agencies and to national policymakers.

Thc new intelligence infrastructure is grounded in the concept that to enhance pro-active and predictive intelligence the FBI must
maximize cross program sharing of information and expertise. Analytic units in the Investigative Services Division will be integrated
teams in which tactical and strategic analysts from particular disciplines -- such as organized crime, counterintelligence,
counterterrorism, and financial fraud -- are collocated with required personnel and database specialists to maximize understanding of
the problem or threat.

Benefits include:
" Cross-pollination of analytic methods and approaches.
" In-depth analysis of target areas.
* Better leveraging of resources.
" Coherent and consistent integration of tactical, program and strategic findings, judgments and cc ons.
" Independent strategic assessment for executives and decisions makers balancing all program equitcL..
* Professional standards across all programs.

Intelligence Collection and Analysis - Program Objectives

The five year intelligence strategy that supports the Strategic Operational Plan is based on four objectives:

* Each FBI program must develop a strong intelligence base to include well-placed, bona fide human sources, and the
exploitation of technical, open, and public source information. Strategic, program, and tactical information reporting
requirements must be established for each program.

* The FBI must create a professional intelligence cadre of experienced and trained Special Agents and analysts characterized by
definitive career opportunities, progressive training, and rotating field assignments. This must begin with the recruitment and
development of individuals with specialized skills and expertise that will enhance each of the FBI's investigative programs.

* An effective intelligence program requires an automated intelligence information capability that can support the collection,
analysis, and dissemination of intelligence for all FBI programs. The system must assure that relevant information is shared
across program lines and that senitive or compartmented information is protected.



* The FBI must establish close working partnerships with the U.S. Intelligence Community as well as national and local law
enforcement agencies to leverage their collection and analytic expertise in support of FBI investigations.

The 2001 budget request is designed to e 'nhance existing FBI intelligenc., information handling and monitoring infrastructure to pro-
actively identify and forecast trends, initiate an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness. Also, the
request is designed to address the significant backlog of work for our current language translators.

Justification for Resources Requested

Item: TFS&S - Computer-Based (Digital) Collection Systems (Digital Storm), S15,00,OOO

The Electronic Surveillance Support Program (ESSP) ensures the FBI's continued ability to collect evidence and intelligence through
the development, deployment and support of centralized electronic surveillance information management systems and the deployment
and support of electronic surveillance collection systems. Through the use of electronic surveillance, the interception of the command
and control communications of a targeted criminal organization is one of the most effective ways to fully identify the nature and scope
of a criminal organization and simultaneously obtain compelling evidence of criminal activity.

The FBI's investigation of organized criminal enterprises is grounded on the Enterprise Theory of Investigation (Eli). The Eli is
committed to utili7.ing sophisticated investigative techniques in its investigation of various criminal enterprises. In 1998 for the
criminal programs, there were 704 lines of Title Ill intercept and approximately 7,100 lines of Pen Registers conducted using analog
tape-recording. A line of intercept is one target telephone line. Through 1999, over 1,100 lines of Title IlI intercept and 10,514 lines
of Pen Registers/Trap and Trace have been conducted, which is indicative of the increased reliance on electronic surveillance by the
criminal investigator.

Currently, a majority of electronic surveillance interceptions are being conducted with technology that was developed decades ago and
remains unchanged. This technology is generically referred to as analog collection and involves the use of traditional tape-recording
equipment. The reliance on tape recordings is time consuming and burdensome. During t'.e course of a typical cae , multiple
telephone lines or microphones are simultaneously interceptedL Each line typically generates hours of conversation on a daily basis. It
is common for these types of investigations to last 60 to 90 days or longer. Using analog tape-recording technology to collect the
intercepted conversations generates hundreds of tapes.



Although the analog or old-fashion reel-to-reel recorders and analog dialed number recorders last for years and need little more than
maintenance and replacement for worn out or broken parts, analog technology is incapable of intercepting digital communications.
Today, the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) is virtually all digital with the exception of the line between the carrier and
the customer. This line is also digital if the customer uses Private Branch Exchange (PBX), Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN) or a Digital Subscriber Line (DSL). Consequently, as the use of a PBX, ISDN and DSL increases, the PSTN will become
entirely digital.

Technologies with capabilities such as facsimile, modems, cellular phones, and pagers will continue to converge. Products such as
highly mobile personnel digital assistants, which combine paging, multimedia communications, and personal computing into a single
device, will become commonplace in commercial, government, military, and criminal environments. Without implementing digital
technology, the FBI would gradually lose the ability to effectively conduct successful intercepts. Due to advancements in
telecommunications technology, the number of digital intercepts continues to increase. In 1997, the FBI conducted five digital
intercepts, 40 digital intercepts were conducted in 1998, and to date, more than 200 digital intercepts were conducted in 1999.
Additionally, with the implementation of CALEA, analog access to conduct Title Ills and Pen Registers will go away and possibly all
intercepts will have to be done digitally after that point.

One of the objectives within the ESSP is the development, deployment and support of comnputer-based collection capabilities.
Computer-based collection systems record the intercepted conversations into computer memory using digital technology. In addition
to producing much higher quality and clearer recordings, the use of computer-based technology allows the field agent to easily and
efficiently manage the recordings electronically. Rather than having to sort retrieve, and physically manipulate hundreds of tapes, an
agent can find and listen to any previously recorded conversation with a few keystrokes on a computer. This greatly facilitates the
review and examination of the information and also dramatically increases the efficiency of trial preparations. Computer-based
collection system also allow innovative techniques such as faster or slower play-back, looping through selected portions of intercepts,
and even the instantaneous playback of the beginning of a lengthy conversation while the conversation is still ongoing. These
techniques exponentially increase the utility and value of computer-based intercepts. Finally, computer-based collection systems
support electronic (or digital) files of Title Ill intercepts can be transferred to a remote or distant field office for
translation/transcription.

A goal of Digital Storm is to replace the 1,290 lines of analog (reel-to-reel or cassette) Title Ill capability currently available in the
field. Base level funding will only allow the FBI to field full capability computer-based collection systems at two field offices and to
migrate 80 lines of intercept to a computer-based collection system. To complete this migration relying solely on base funding will
take more than 10 years with completion projected for calender year 20 10 or beyond. Funding is not available for additional



installations or for expanding the ability.to provide electronic file transfer in support of remote translation/transcription.

Personnel resources consist of one Electronics Engineer (EE) Program Manager and two Electronics Technicians (El's). Non-
personnel funding of $3,500,000 is available to address the acquisition of capital equipment (hardware and software), maintenance
contracts, and travel related to instal lation/trai ning.

An increase of $15,000,000 is requested to provide fully-capable computer-based collection systems. Thesesystemrs will take
advantage of already available, state-of-the-art technology through the use of commercial-ofT-the shelf (COTS) equipment to increase
the FBI's ability to rapidly process, analyze, and translate/transcribe multiple forms of intercepted communications (telephony, data,
video, etc.), even at locations remote from the collection site.

The FBI has prioritized the deployment of the Digital Storm systems through 2001 based upon historical workload data with regard to
the number of Title-lls conducted by field office and available funding. The proposed deployment schedule of Digital Storm is to
phase in capabilities over a five-year period. The plan is to provide minimum capable (six-line) systems in 1998 thru 2000 to about 24
field offices. Some of these offices will be upgraded to minimum 12-line-systems per FBI priorities. In 1999, the FBI started utilizing
an existing Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) contract for the procurement of these base line systems and will utilize that same .
contract to procure and upgrade to the fully capable Digital Storm Systems stRting in 2001. The DEA contract was a multiple award
five-year effort with four years remaining. Any competitive bid process by the FBI would have been duplicative because the DEA has
now adopted the FBI Digital Storm requirements to meet their electronic surveillance needs as well.

The three base level personnel and one contract employee will be used to support the installation of the 26 interim capability systems
with six-line capacity installed in 1998 and 1999. The FBI is currently on schedule with all deployments and will have all systems
installed by end of calendar year 1999. All deployments beginning in 2000 are full capability systems. Field offices with interim
systems will be upgraded to full capability systems in the year indicated on the following chart A small system (S) is up to 15 line of
intercept and/or transcription/translation capability; a medium (M) system is up to 30 lines; and a large system (L) is up to 50 lines or
more. The following table indicates the field offices and the year the computer-based collection equipment would be received with
enhanced funding. T'he number of lines of Title Ill intercept needed or the relative size of the system is based upon historical data anid
the need to provide field wide transcription/translation capability.



____________~~ Storm Locats by Fish Ofie ___________

1 Insali' 1999 Inswalso 2000 PlaO 2001 Plae 200212003 PlanOaO

New York LAS Vegas Los Angeles New York Albany Albuquerque

Miami III Paso WFO Miami Anchorage Atlanta

Los Angeles Clevelan New York Los Angels Baltimore Bimingbon

San Diego Salt Lake Denver Son Diego Boston Charlotte

Philtielphia Kansas City Buffalo Philadlpia Cincimustl Cleveland

Son Francisco Chicago _ ______ Chicago Columbia Denver

Chicago St. Louis Las Vegas El Paso Honolulu

Detroit Atkants Buffalo Jackson Jacksonville

Houston Pittsbuegh Detroit Kansas City Little Rock

Dallas Newark Houston Louisville Milwaukee

Phoenix Baltimore Della Minneapolis Mobile

San Antontio New Haven lndtanapois Newark New Haven

New Orleans Miami Phoenix New Orleans Norfolk

New Orleans Son Antonio Omaha Ptttbrgit

_ _ _ Bos"o son Juan Portland Rkhluond

_____ Oklahoma City Salt Lake Sor Fruipisr

Sacrment Seatle pnla

________________ Memphis St. Louis Tamp

___ __ __ Knoxville WPO

*1998 and 1999 deployments ame 6 line interim systems.
**2000 through 2003 will be upgrades to previous deployments as well as new instalaions to those offices which have noot received a



system yet.

In 2001, some additional field offices will receive a Digital Storm system for the first time and the first major roll out of Digital Storm
upgrades will be available (i.e. converting New York from six-lines to 50 or more lines of Title 111). The F61l will not begin to realize
the true benefits of Digital Storm until enhanced funding is available in 2001.

Training is currently provided to each field office upon installation of computer-based collection systems. Training is generally offered
to the Technically Trained Agents (TTAs), ETs, Technical Advisors (TAs), Language Specialist (LS), as well as investigators,
Intelligence Research Specialists, and any other personnel identified by a particular field office as being essential to the operation.
Approximately 40 T1'As and over 250 LSs have received training on Digital Storm systems. These six-line interim Digital Storm
systems represent about 40 percent of the desired functionality of a fully compliant system. Pending available resources, when fully
compliant systems are deployed, these individuals, as well as anyone else who would operate the system, would be trained and or re-
trained.

The following displays the performance measures for Digital Storm:



DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: TFS&S - Electronic Surveillance Support - Computer-Based Digital Collection Systems
DEPARTMiENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses

COMPONENT ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: To provide computer-based digital collection systems in support of CID Title IIl investigative needs,

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION It PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE
_______________________________PLANS

____________________________Performance Re)r Performance Plans

J22 1999 122 m
Type of Actuals Enacted Actuals Plan Plan
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source Plan

Activities Number of Field Offices Requiring Digital Computer-Based Criminal 56 56 56 56 56
Collections Systems Investigative

Division

outputs Minimally Capable Digital Computer-Based Systems Deployed Actual based 12 24 24 29 10
Fully Capable Digital Computer-Based Systems Deployed on system 0 0 0 0 19

1Number of Digital Lines Supported configuration 72 144 238 31 590

A: Data Va~dation sad Ve-Afleatles:
1) Data ls result of lawfully authorized electronic surveillance.
2) T1he telecommunications Intercepts are verified by the telecommunications service provider.

This enhancement would facilitate a detailed understanding of the identities, roles, relationships and activities of individual members
of OC/Drug groups, allowing the development of effective strategies against them by significantly enhancing the FBI's ability to
exploit the information obtained through Title Ills. Through the use of computer-based collection systems, enhanced archive and
retrieval capabilities will reduce the time required to review and report the results of collected audio information. These new systems
would provide a superior quality item of evidence, smoother administration of the Title Ills, the ability to monitor the target for the
collection of evidence anywhere in the country and/or download the intercepted audio to LUs in offices around the country.



Item: Other Field Progrms - Digital Collection for Foreign Intellience Surveillance Act (VISA), 4 Positions, 2 VIE, and
S10,30,000

A digital collection system for FISA is required to provides the foundation for an up-to-date, flexible digital collection infrastructure.
Deployment of this system will significantly enhance system interoperability through electronic information transfer in a common
mode format. The digital collection will also allow for transfer of collected data, ensuring more efficient utilization of available
translation services.

Base resources are classified. Please refer to the FBI's classified budget submission.

The FBI is requesting an enhancement of four support positions and $10,000,000 in non-personnel funds to support the digital
collection capability in support of national security investigations. The field-wide deployment of a digital collection system will
consolidate existing telecommunication collection capabilities into a single system, affording multi-line, multi-source collection,
monitoring, recording, playback, and reporting capabilities.

The requested resources would facilitate achieving the goal of having an all dieital collection FISA infrastructure. These resources
would significantly enhance the FBI's ability for collecting and processing large amounts. of telephony related information. Because of -

this, field offices will be able to process more information, thus, allowing for the ability to intercept additional lines. This requires
additional hardware. This digital collection system configuration is user friendly interface that is tailored to the way the FBI does its
collection and post-processing.

Successful implementation of this project is dependent upon having an adequate number of ETs to deploy, maintain and pro ~e
requisite training on these computer-based collections systems.

For additional information related to this digital collection system, please refer to the FBI's classified budget submission.

The Performance Measures are classified. Please refer to the FBI's classified budget submission.

The receipt of the requested resources would facilitate the FBI's achievement of its goal to have a digital collection infrastructure.
These resources would significantly enhance the FBI's capability to collect and process large amounts of telephony-related
information. An enhanced capability in this regard would allow for the more productive and efficient utilization of field office



Language Specialists. As such, FBI field office investigative and analytical personnel will receive translations of information gathered
in a more timely manner, which will have a positive impact on the FBI's ability to respond to !he threats posed by foreign intelligence
services collection activities.

Item: TFS&S - Cass I). Web, ($10,000,000 Earmark in Assets Forfeiture Super Surplus Fund)

A goal of the FBI is to have an effective intelligence sharing program. Currently, a capability does not exist that allows for automated
information sharing of collected electronic surveillance intelligence or evidentiary material. Casa De Web will provide a uniform
interface capability to existing legacy and new digital electronic surveillance collection systems. It archives audio, data, and reports
produced on these collection systems. It provides access to this investigative information through an Intranet (web browser) access to
investigative agents, transcribers, and translators within a field office. It allows users who collect electronic evidence in remote areas
to receive automated language translation and transcription services, if it is not available in that area. It facilitates the sharing of
electronic surveillance evidentiary data (Title Ill) and intelligence (Title 50) betweer FBI field offices. It automates the capability to
prepare reports and to locally conduct investigative analysis. It provides users with analytical tools for automated speaker
identification, text key word spotting and voice key word spotting and speaker identification. It can be achieved by using secure point-
to-point connectivity, virtual private networking, and/or combinations of both. This is the same schema that is utilized by the FBI -

today in the transporting of intercepted communications under a lawful Title III intercept.

The Casa De Web system will consist of two separate (or bifurcated) databases, one for Foreign Counterintelligence data and one for
criminal law enforcement data from Digital Storm. The system will have significant built-in features to prevent data from being routed
to unauthorized destinations. Firewalls will be installed between all collection systems and the system Local Area Network to prevent
external access to the collection systems and to block collection system operators from accessing the Wide Area Network (WAN). In
addition, each of the two system databases will have its own web server and database server and will be connected to the WAN
through a firewall. This architecture will allow data to flow only to the appropriate database and will prevent unauthorized access to
stored data. The deployment plans for Digital Storm and SpiderNet lead Casa De Web by almost two years.

Base personnel resources consist of one EE Program Manager and $3,100,000 in non-personnel funding.

The 1999 bose funding of $3, 100,000 was used for contractor support to develop the system and to initiate the New York system. In
2000, base funding will be used to purchase two systems, upgrade the New York system started in 1999, and for contractor support. It
is proposed that non-personnel funding of $ 10,000,000 be provided from the Asset Forfeiture Super Surplus Fund to suppoil the



requirement for information sharing, to include shared access and shared processing. of electronic surveillance evidentiary data and
intelligence among FBI field offices, criminal justice agencies, and of national security information with the intelligence community.
The VI0,000,000 will provide systems for 13 field offices. Additional funding wHi be required in future years to complete all field
offices.

The typical system sizes are predicated on the amount and complexity of hardware/software, analytical tools, and contractor support
needed to field the system. The size category varies depending on the size of the field office, the equipment required, the amount of
on-line storage capacity, and archive storage capacity. The following shows the capital expenditures, analytical tools, contractor
support, training and technology upgrades necessary for the successful installation and integration of Casa De Web.

_____________ Capftal Equlpmeit Estimates by FY_____

Expeadltures FY 1999 FY 2000 FY 2001 FY 2002/M00

LArg System S2,253,00000 S280,000" $4,726,000 so

Medium System so $970,000 $4,850,000 $5,12 1,000

Small System S345,000 s0 $345,000 S9,671,000

Analytical Tools so S750,000 $179,000 SI 500,1000

Training so $250,000 $250,000 $500,000

Contraor Support $500,000 $500,000 $2,000,000 $4,000,000

Technology Upgrates $0 $350,000 $750,000 $6,550,000

Total Required $3,100,000 $3,100,000 $13,100,000 $27,342,000

*Systems were initiated in 1999, but will not be completed until 2000.
**The cost of the first large system (slated for New York) will be spread out over two years.

Casa De Web is an integration of Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) products, it is not an item that can be purchased directly off the
shelf. This project requires a substantial amount of engineering in the way of software writing and assimilation of COTS products to



be implemented as a system. Capital expenditures for a typical field offices include databases, servers, routers, power supplies,
network cards, Jukebox storage, computer workstations, and all the software to assimilate these and various other items into a system.
The capital expenditures also include manufacturers maintenance and installation agreement costs.

Analytical tools include building software to aid analysts, agents, translators and transcribers. in finding text, language translation,
language identification, key word spotting, and automatically typing some text via voice recognition. These tools are new and will
require development as well as training of personnel. The costs of these analytical tools cannot be applied on a per system basis.
Once a tool is developed, it can be applied as a networked resource and made available through any Casa De Web system. For
example, an analytical capability to do key-word spotting may consist of a very large computer or central server that resides at
Quantico and is connected to the FBI networks. This would allow any agent or analyst to have access to this capability through their
respective Casa De Web system, The analytical tools being developed arm of no value without the Cas De Web information
management systems. Casa de Web is the database upon which these analytical tools will be applied.

Training will include the training of analysts, Special Agents, translators, transcribers, technicians, and other support personnel on the
use of Cms de Web. Contractor support is needed for contract management, documentation preparation, integration of the systems,
installation into the field offices, and dedicated support in the field.

Technology upgrades are driven by information technology advances, which continue to outpace our ability to design, develop and
implement corresponding systems adequately and in a timely manner. We must continue to replace outdated hardware and software
on a three year cycle to stay current with the technological challenges of the future. The following table displays the field offices and
the activities that would occur with enhanced funding. This table lists the planned action, the year equipment is scheduled to be
purchased, installed, and upgrade year. The letter in parenthesis indicates whether the field office installation is going to be small (S),
medium (M), or large (L).



Cm De Web Deployment by Location

FY 1999 FV 2000 FY201ZYO00 N3(

New York (L) (Started) New York (L) (Upgrade) Ls Angeles (L) Kansas City (M) Newark (M) Louisville (S) Richmond (S)

Quanfico (S) san Francisco (M) Washington (L) Las Vegas (M) Dallas (M) Memphtis (S)

Miami (M) Baltimore (M) New Haven (M) Charlotte (S) Milwaukee (S)

Boston (M) St. Louis (M) Buffalo (S) Minneapolis (S)

Chicago (M) Cleveland (M) Cincinnati (S) Mobile (S)

San Diego (M) Pittsurg (M) Columbia (S) Norfolk (S)

New Orleans (M) Atlanta (M) Denver (S) Oklahoma City (S)

San Antonio (M) El Paso (M) Springfield (S) Omnaha (S)

_____________________________ Philadelphia (M) Albuquerque (S) Seattle (S) San Juan (S)

Htouston (M) Anchorage (S) Indianapolis (S) Portland (S)

ISalt Lake City (M) Albany (S) Jacksnville (S) Sacamnento (S)

Honolulu (S) Birmnmghan (S) Knoxvilie (S) Tampa (S)

___________ ___________Detroit (M) Phoeix (M) Little Rock (S) Jackson (S)

The following displays perormance measures for Casa De WO1:



DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: TFS&S - Electronic Survillance Support.- Cm Do Web
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: bIvestlptlon and Proscution orCrmlnmal feses
STRATEGIC GOAL: Supports Goash I1-5
COMPONENT ANNUAL PERFORMANCE OAL. To provide mitomated information ebarin of collected electronic surveIllance intelligeam or
evldowtiery niterial._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE
PLANS

Nrftnnme Reor Pa Wm""c Plans

Type of Actusa Enacted Actuals Plan Plan
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source PlanI

Activities Number of Ca. Do Web System Required Historical information 570 57* 579 37* 570

Outputs Number of Can Do Web Systems Installed Historical Informion 0 2 2 4 1
Upgrades. of Analytia Tools Installed 0 0 00

A. Pats Vaflte. Nad Vartfleatlq:
1) Data is a result of lawfully attoriad elecumoic surveillance.
2) his telecominunicatlora Intercepts ame verified by die telecommunication service provider.

*One system for each field Oftie wendn aimsatm at the Engmeering Resarch Facility.

T"he building of the Cas De Web system would support and enhance the FBI's major criminal and investigative initiatives. It would
support the requirement for information sharing, to include shared access and shared processing, of electronic suveillanc
investigative information among FBI field offices and criminal justice agencies.

This enhancement would augment the FBI's ability to exploit the *vidence and intelligence obtained through our collection systems
and aid the FBI with automated support. This system would greatly increase productivity of the FBI's investigative, translaton and
trancription effort, and allow fqr more effective and efficient exploitation of obtained evidence and intelligence.



Item: IMAT - Inmatlom Sharning Itlatlve, 15 poaltions, 7 VIE, and $40AAMO

The Information Sharing Initiative (151) is the execution and implementation of the FBI's information technology (IT) strategic plan in
support of the FBI Strategic Plan. The strategic operational plan depends directly on the successful execution of the IT strategic plan
in order to achieve its operational objectives. These objectives are at the center of the FBI's national security and criminal
investigative missions. For example, the FBI Strategic Plan states that the FBI will "prevent and deter..." the use of weapons of mass
destruction, efforts to disrupt the stable operation of the nation's information infrastructure, and any criminal or terrorist effort to
destabilize our banking systems. To execute this plan requires a sophisticated intelligence capability that depends on information
collection, processing, analysis and dissemination. This information must be all-inclusive, timely, and compiled in a manner that
enables decision making. The IT demanded of this plan presently does not exist within the FBI, but is at the core of the activities to be
implemented in the ISI.

As stated in the IT Strategy, operational strategic goals are dependent on a robust intelligence capability to proactively identify' and
forecast trends, effect an appropriate response to emerging issues, and assess operational effectiveness. This requires an IT capacity
for systematic intelligence collection and reporting, structured and complex analytical methods, and rapid widespread secure
dissemination. The FBI does not have this capability globally. There is no enterprise database that contains all case information.
Analysts do not have a standard suite of automated tools available to conduct analyses of data. Many analyses cannot be performed
using manual methods due to the volumes of data collected during the course of an investigation. FBI agents and analysts do niot have
an automated means to link subjects of investigations, link various cases and identify patterns of illicit activity; this is all
accomplished by reviewing stacks of paper documents looking for the "right* information to solve cases. A detailed plan on the
implementation of ISI is forthcoming.

In 1999, a total of $60000,000 was available for the IS[ consisting of $20,000,000 in base funding and S40.000,000 from, the DOJ
Working Capital Fund. In 2000, base funding of $20,000,000 is available. With base funding of $20,000,000 in 2001, a cumulative
total of $1 00,000,000 is available for the development and deployment of the ISI.

A total of $40,838,000 consisting of I5 positions and $838,000 in personnel funding and $40,000,000 in non-personnel finding is
requested to augment the $20,000,000 base funding for the 151. Non-personnel funding of $60,000,000 would be used to acquire
hardware, software and associated integration and training serices necessary for upgrading the FBI's IT infrastructure and for the
deployment of an investigative intranet. An enhancement of 15 Computer Specialists and $838,000 arm requested to provide the



requisite technical support for the 151 implementation and operations.

The ISI is designed to have direct operational impact as illustrated in the following example. The FBI's response to the Oklahoma
City bombing investigation required on-site collection, analysis and physical dissemination of information. This response required
hundreds of employees to remain in travel status at the Command Post site from the initial incident in April, 1995 until 1997. The 151
will provide the capability to collect the full contents of information from various locations regardless of the media type, to include
images, photographs, forensic information, audio and video and assimilate it for investigative purposes. In essence, it will permit the
FBI to conduct the analysis on-line wherever the investigation leads. Without the requested resources, the deployment of investigative
applications will not be realized and the outdated information collection and internal sharing methods will remain extant.

In addition, failure to replace the outdated desktop computers and printers will impact the ability of FBI personnel (i.e., agents and
analysts) to accomplish their mission in a timely and reliable manner. Failure to deploy the upgraded EMS will impact the IT
workforce's efforts to proactively monitor and repair fault and performance conditions on the network and computing devices.

Item: OCE - Language Services Program, $5,000,000

FBI investigations are increasingly affected by international criminal activities and emerging organized criminal enterprises. The
FBI's success in investigating matters is measured not only by our ability to effectively and expediently react to crises, but also in our
success at preempting the proliferation of such activities through the use of all available investigative techniques. The large and ever-
increasing number of Title III intercepts provide a wealth of information for FBI investigations and DO) prosecutions. However,
much of this information is gathered in languages other than English. Before an analyst can analyze intelligence, or an agent can
investigate and make an arrest, a linguist must translate this information ftrm the foreign language into English. Immediate
translation capability is critical to the growing number of electronic interceptions and consensual monitorings supporting the FBI's
criminal and national security investigations.

Increasingly, the FBI relies upon contract linguists for short-term, but mission-critical criminal and national security investigations.
In FY 1999, the FBI spent approximately $9.5 million on contract linguist services and an additional $ 1.6 million on contract linguist
travel. These amounts are expected to increase dramatically over the next several years due to the FBI's increasingly international
focus and increased in hourly ratespaidtimrvthFIs competitive posture. Contract linguists have been used to meet
approximately 60 percent of the 1,200 requesitsfrinsIaton servties-since 1997.
With the continuous growth of FBI cases involving less commonly spoken languages, the FBI recognizes the need to broaden the



available pool of contract linguists in support of criminal and national security investigations. Accordingly, a tota of $5 million is
requested to allow for such increases.

__________Cenbirac Llmgnzo Expeaditus, 1997- Ii
Pheal Year Hourty Rte Tramuatie. Hears Ceetract U~fiaut Fuadhsg

Required RsakWre

1997 Actua 324 354,167 38,500,000

I993 Actuals $13 353,583 $9,670,079

1999 Actual. 128 339,23 $9,757,448

2000 Eulmaaw S33 400,000 313,257.000

2001 Esthnate 337 493,432 S13,257.000

eExehidin Overtime and Travel Expenses

The following displays the performance measures for the Language Service Program:



DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Organized Criminal Enteqwifi/Lnguq Service Program
DOJ CORE FUNCTION I:- Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses
DOJ CORE FUNCTION 2: Assistance to Tribal, State and local Governcnents
OOJ CORE FUJNCION 3: Legal Representation, Enforcement of federal Liwm and Defens of U.S. Interests
DOJ STRATEGIC GOALS: 1. 1 Reduce Violent crim including organIzed crime and drug wa gang-related violence; I12 - Reduce the availability and
abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative eniorcement efforts; 1.3 - Reduce espionage and tenorism (sponsored by foreign or domestic
group in the Unites Stae and abroad when directed at U.S. citizens or institutions; 1.4 - Reduce white-collar crime, including public corruption and
fraud,2.1 - Improve crime flghtingand criminal justice capabilities; 3.1 - Protect the civil rights of all Americana; 3.2 - Safeguard Americas
enforcement and natural resources; and 3.3 - Promnote competition in the United States economy through enforcement of, improvement to education
about antitrust laws and principles.

TIER 1, 2 an 3: National and Economic Seuiy CrimialEntrprses and Public Integrity; and Individuals and Property

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
INPORMA71ON

Performance Repo"t Performance Plans

Type of
indicator Performance Indicstor Data Source 19 Initial Initial Current 2001

Actuals plan Actual& Plan Plan Pian

Inputs Contract Linguist Budget Lang, Serv.
_____ Authority S(000) 9,087 9,757 9,757 13,257 13a357 13,257

Language Spcialists (FSL) Long. Serv. 415 415 415 415 415 415

Outputs/ Audio Recorded (Hours) Lang. Serv. - 745,636 745,686 359,214 359,214 1,031,056
Activities Audio Reviewed (Hors) - 642,330 624,330 639,732 639,732 725,412

____Audio NOT Translated (Hours) - 121,356 121,356 169,432 169,432 305,644

Documents Collected (Pages) tang. Serv. - 73.432 735,432 1,013,112 1,013,112 1,215,734
Documents Tonslated, (Pages) - 625,467 625,467 325.044 325,044 901,432

____DocumentsaN4T Tralated (Pages) - 159,965 159,965 133,612 131,1,632 314,302

LImpact Backlog of Truanstions (Days) -]Lang. Serv. r- 69 69 73 73 102



PERFORMANCE INDICATOR
INFORMATION

Perormance Report I Performance Plan

Type of I .1~
Indicate Performance Indicator Data Source 1998 Initial Initial Current 2001*

1__1________ Plan Actuals Plan Plan I plan

A. Data Valtdatlaa mmd Veirifation: Language Serviccs Work load 'Survey - The FI' L anguage Services Program has mamnstrcamed the data collection process
through which the FBI tracks the Workload by latiguage andl field offie At the cnd of each fiscal quarter. each FBI field office reports the data from the Language
Services Field Workload Survey which provides production and capacity metrics for the Foreign Language Program. This survey information is downloaded from
digital collection systems in order to maximize reporting accuracy. However, current reporting capabilities within these digital collection systems are limited and since
much of the audiolvideot generated remains in an analog format, professional estimates and daily logs are still necessary. All data submitted to HQ Language Services is
reviewed and approved by an FBI field manager. It is expected that by t end of calendar year 2001, all audio/video intercepts will he collected digitally. This fact
coupled with the anticipated deployment of more advanced digital collection systemss. I.e., SpiderNet and Digital Stoern. wilt ensure the moat recliablec data reports.

&. PY 1999 Peromme Repoot: - The data collected in 1991 was unreliable. The 1999 Actual data represents the beeline figures

C. Isases Aflactiag Seletion ofFVY 206 @ad 2001 lnalars: The demand for linguistic services will continue to escalate a a result of the FBI's increasingly
international focus and is expected to be driven to a much greater degree by the deployment of more advanced digital collection systems, i.e.. Digital Storm and other
progruns Once fully deployed. these system will provide the FBI with much greater line capacity which, in turn, is expected to incras the number of FISA and Title
Ill lines by as much as 300 percent t over the next ten years. Since these systems are being deployed in phases and wilt provide at leas 20 percent greate line capacity
each year, a proportinal increase in work genraed (20 percent) is expected to occur. Although linguists will also experience grater processing efficiencies through
their use of these systems, any such anticipated processing improvements will be more than offset by the tremendous growth of work generatedl. Accordinaly, the 2000
and 2001 performance indicators have been adjusted to account for the anticipated increase in work generated (incrae line capacity) and work produced (increased
processing efficiency). Occurring backlogs were not carried over.

D. Othe:$ The FBI's Language Services Program supports all investigative needs including criminal wa national security matt, Therefore the language translation
request supports the Department of Justices Core Functions 1 -3 and all the supporting StrteIc Goals end Annusal Performance Goals. The Lanrguage Services Program
supports all three FBI Tiers

The foreign language requirements of FBI investigations are increasing tremendously and without additional resources, the FBI's
language capabilities will be stretched4 to a point that would ultimately lead to unacceptable impacts on criminal and intelligence-related
investigations. Even today, hundreds of criminal and national security investigation requests are going unaddressed. Without
additional contract linguist support the current investigative deficiencies resulting from a lack of linguistic support will increase
precipitumsly. This will have a chilling affect on the FBI's. and the Departmenit of Justice's investigative and prosecutive missions.



Overall, the FBtI is not able to address al requests for translaton, interpreting, and monitoring requirements. This backlog of work has
resulted in nmy investigative deficiencies. The following examples illustrate this point:

0 An Assistant United States Attorney in Miami, Florida, in charge of health care fraud investigations, recently advised the FB[
that h'is office will decline to prosecute future health came fraud case unless timely submissions of consensual monitoring
conversations are turned over to the United States Attorney's Office (USAO). The Miami-metropolitan area has the largest on-
going health care fraud investigation in the country, with Medicare and Medicaid losses estimated to the United States
Go vernment to be in excess of $3 billion dollars. Also in Miami, many undercover operations cannot proceed on schedule due
to the overwhelmingly large number of Spanish conversations that cannot be addressed/translated on the time lines established
by the USAO.

0 In the FBI's New York field office, the emergence of Russian organized crime has resulted in the shift of additional
investigative resources to a Russian Organized Crime Task Force (ROCTF) formed in 1994. Incongruously, a proportional
increase in linguistic capabilities did not occur. In the last year alone, the New York Office's ROCTF has conducted 234 days
of Title Ill coverage on Russian criminal cases. The crime problem associated with Russian speaking individuals in the New
York metropolitan area is expected to increase, resulting in several spin-off case and the need for even more translation
support.

As the global community grows smaller with advances in modern transportation and continued socio-economic assimilation, the FBI
must be prepared to react to linguistic needs spawned from international criminal activities, organized criminal enterprises.
international terrorism, and foreign counterintelligence activities

lIeu: Other Fied Program - latellgemee Fiel Poslowi, 28 posdtions, 14 FTE, and $1,675,000

Analysis is an integral pot of the activities the FBI conducts to address its investigative mission. For this type of investigative and
operational su;Vort, the FBI relies on a professional cadre of all-source analysts, Intelligence Reaearch Specialists (IRSs). Field IRSa
analyze and evaluate reports and intelligence and investigative information in conjunction with the intiation and conduct of
investigations regarding foreign intelligence collection activities. They also monitor case activities and offer assssments baned on
experience regarding targeted individualsgroups and intelligence support required. Support furnished to investgations; include, but is



not limited to financial, telephone toll, document and event analyses, identification of potential witnesses, and witness statement
corroboration. The IRSs'efforts directly complement the agent's effort by contrasting/comparing reporting with information already in
the intelligence bose; seeking corroborative data; and assesing individual pieces of information in the context of the broader case, or
series of cases.

The FBI Strategic Plan: 1998 - 2003 established that in order for the FBI to fully exploit the information that it collects relative to
foreign intelligence collection activities, it must improve its capacity to analyze the information gathered and provide useful guidance to
the decision makers who are the enda users of this information. The IRSs in the field are closest to raw, unfiltered information, and are
in the best position to set intelligence collection priorities and address time-critical intelligence gaps that could affect the direction or
advancement of an investigation. As such, the FBI must improve its tactical analytical capabilities by increasing the number of IRSs
available within its field offices to provide support to ongoing investigations.

In 1999, there are 507 field intelligence analysts to support all investigative programs.

T'he FBI Strategic Plan: 1998.-2003 emphasizes that "tomorrows complex international and domestic threats canotbc-c--iiil-
with yesterday's techniques, and this is nowhere more true thar in the present state of FBI intelligence." The Baseline Assessment of
Intelligence Community Analyic Capabilities, which was published in May, 1999, echoes the FBI's stated need to invest in an analytic
work force that "requires a more diverse set of skills and increased flexibility." Similairly, the DCI's Strategic intent for the IC, which
was published in March, 1999, advises that the IC must "give the highest priority to making full use of the intelligence we glean from
sensitive sources and methods." As field office IRS. receive the raw data obtained from these sources and methods, they are in the best
position to identify approaches to exploit this data in the furtherance of ongoing investigations. The requested enhancement of 28
positions enables the FBI to begin to meet its analytical needs.

FBI attempts to develop an analysis capability for operational and strategic use have been less than completely successful because of
resource constraints at FBI Headquarters and at the field offices. Due to a lack of a sufficient number of IRSs within the FBI's field
offices, the FBI Headquarters analytical staff has had to concentrate on furnishing analytical support to ongoing investgations. As
such, FBI Headquarters IRS. must frequently provide on-site analytical support for field offices. One example was the temporary

asinetof two analysts to an investigation in the Philadelphia field office. Analysts traveled to Philadelphia for several weeks at a
tim. Additionally, FBI Headquarters IRS. have traveled to the New York and Washington field offices almost on a monthly basis to
provide on-site tactical analytical support. Requirements of this nature have diminised the capacity of the FBI Headquarters IMS to
conduct lonig-range, strategic assesaments.



The lack of a sufficient number of IRSs within tbt FBI's field offices has resulted in an innmeasurable amount of information that has
been collected not being analyzed or evaluated for intelligence value in the fthterunce of ongoing investigations. Also, participation
in multi-jurisdictional, multi-agency investigations not only exponentially increases the volume of information to be loaded into FBI
automated system, it also increases the volume of information that must be analyzed and disseminated by field office personnel. In
view of the preceding, the FBI must increase the number of IRSs available within its field offices to provide tactical support to ongoing
investigations and to furnish strategic analytical support in the furtherance of the field offices' efforts to neutralize foreign intelligence
collection efforts within their respective territories.

To address this deficiency, an enhancenmt of 28 analytical personnel are requested to provide analytical support in FBI field offices.
The requested enhancement would provide field offices with improved capacities to:

furnish intelligence to ongoing investigations, to include real-time case support using databases and state of the art
analytic tools with emphasis on perishable, actionable intelligence;

- provide systematic reviews of case and source information for leads to expand support to ongoing investigations

*develop target analysis packages to support the initiation of Ww~tnesgiions; =

*identify vulnerabilities in local criminal or terrorist organizations; and,
*conduct periodic assessments of local and regional crime problem and emerging trends.

The FBI will not succeed in accomplishing the proactive approach outlined in its Strategic Plan or the Director of Central Inteligence's
(DCI) Strategic Intent for the Intelligence Community (IC) without the development of a field office tactical analytical capability, as
well as the resulting ability of IRS at FBI Headquarters and the field offices to provide an increased level of strategic analytical
support. These goals can only )ke achieved by enhancing the level of analytical resources at the field office level.

Item: Other Field Programs - Inveatigetive Servies Disio., 27 Psidan, 14 FTh, and 11,414,00

Over 20 years ago, the FBI dedicated personnel to the task of analysis in support of its investigative mission. Today, the degree to
which the FBI accomplishes its objectives is often dependent on the research and analytical support provided by its cadre of IRS. at
FBI Headquarters.

Currently, FBI Headquarters f&~ are being called upon to perform the following responsibilities:

---



* provide research and analytical support to various speciality investigative programs;

" identify trends and key developments in foreign intelligence collection activities and operations;

* prepare and disseminate threat assesments and counterintelligence and foreign intelligence reports;

" assist in the preparation of briefing books, talking points, and presentations for FBI executive management;

* respond to Intelligence Community (IC) requests for information; and,

* participate in various IC working groups.

The FBI Strategic Plan: 1998-2003 recognized that the FBI must improve its capacity to analyze the information gathered and provide
useful guidance to the programmatic and strategic decision makers who are the e". users of this information. These strategic analyses
will be used by personnel at FBI Headquarters to provide an enhanced level of guidance to field office investigative and analytical
personnel in connection with their efforts to identify' and respond to intelligence collection activities. These studies will also be used
by managers assigned to FBI Headquarters to develop and implement new investigative strategies and approaches.

Due to the sheer volume of investigations undertaken by the FBI annually, the IRSs. at FBI Headquarter almos exclusively furnish
tactical analytical intelligence support. Consequently, for the FBI to accomplish the proactive approach outlined in its Strategic Plan or
the DCI's Stratcgic Intent for the IC, it must enhance the level of analytical resources available at FBI Headquarters to conduct long
range, strategic analyses, assessments, and studies.

The FBI recognizes that enhancing the aumber of analysts is not the only solution; a professional intelligence cadre of experienced and
trained analysts characterized by definitive career opportunities, progressive training, and rotating field assignments is also required.
To accomplish this objective the FBI must recruit and develop individuals with specialized skills and expertise. The FBI must also
reexamine the existing cadre to assure they have the skills required for the new challenges and that specialized training is available for
those who do not measure up. The Adrainistraive Services Division, in corunction with the Criminal Investigative, National Security,
and Counterterrorism Divisions, have completed a comprehensive study of intelligence analyst positions at headquarters and the field
that will be used to develop fair, valid, and legally defensible selection and promotion criteria. This piece of the intelligence
development initiative must be supplemented with training and other career enhancing opportunities if the high standards we are setting
for intelligence analysts is to be met and maintained.



The FBI has identified an FSL of 289 support personnel from all investigative programs to be transferred to the new Investigative
Services Division.

As foreign intelligence operations against U.S. interests are becoming more complex and more dissimilar to previous, known pattmens
of activities and modes of operation the FBI is able to sustain principally a reactive analytical capability. In short, the FBI has an
insufficient number of IRSs in key investigative programs to address programmatic and strategic needs. Without enhancements, te
needs will go largely unaddressed.

In view of the preceding, the FBI is requesting 27 IRS positions to expand its capability to provide analytical support, The requested
IRSs will provide distinct functions to support the goal of building the intelligence infrastructure of the FBI. This infrastructure will
enable the FBI to expand its conduct of strategic and programmatic analytical studies. This expansion will allow the FBI to develop a
better understanding of the new emerging, sometimes overlapping, patterns of intelligence collection activities that are present in the
complex world of today. This knowledge will enable the FBI to focus investigations on the most significant targets which have been
identified through the application of sound analytical principals.

In addition, the requested enhancements are required to sift, integrate, and give meaning to ever increasing sources of information and
data that must be assimilated in order to bring the best analytical judgements to bear on cases. FBI sources of information have
expanded with the increased use of old technologies, as well as the ad vent of new technologies, to fight crime and national security
threats. This is coupled with significant increases in external information as cooperation among law enforcement and IC agencies
continues to grow and expand.

Add to this, the explosion and availability of open source information, and the number of information bases and data sources that can
and should be searched becomes formidable. Searching and data mining these resources is time intensive and requires specialized
knowledge and fluency in computer software. In order for the agents assigned to FBI Headquarters to effectively manage and oversee
the FBI's efforts to respond to the threats posed by foreign intelligence collection activities, these data mining activities are best left to
FBI Headquarters IRSs who are skilled in research and analysis.

Current FBI analytical resources have not allowed the FBI1 to develop routine, standardized, widely distributed intelligence projects at
all levels of analysis.-tactical, programmatic, and strategic. Products are currently produced on an ad hoc basis and are often not
comparable in the types of information they convey to the consmer.

T"he requested enhancements would provide the FBI with the capability to transition from a system in which collection requirements ame
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derived to fill the needs of individual investigations to one that allows for the monitoring and evaluating of collection requirements on a
programmatic and national level. In this way, information collected could be leveniged against established national investigative
priorities.

Without the requested enhancements, the FBI will lack the ability to create an information assessments and analysis program that
integrates information derived from all FBI investigations and brings it to bear on individual cases, national, regional, and local
programs, and the strategic direction of the FBI's investigative programs. As a result, the FBI's ability to pursue proactive strategies
and will result in investigative efforts to be more reactive in nature than is desired.



Initiative: Training

Amount
Decsin Unit LZ, SW
Training, Recruitment and Applicant (TRA) ..... $5,300
Technical Field Support and Services (TFSS) 12 11...

Total 4 2 $6,495

As the FBI enters the 2 1st century it faces difficult and complex challenges from crime, threats of terrorism, and hostile intelligence
services, The FBI's ability to successfully meet these threats is fully dependent on the dedication, commitment and skills of its nearly
28,000 employees. A well-trained workforce is critical so that employees possess the skill sets needed to successfully fulfill the FBI's
strategic objectives. The imports of training is heightened by the rapid pace of technological change and by the expanding scope of
the FBI's investigative mission. The FBI is committed to providing its workforce with the training to successfully accomplish this
mission. In April 1999, the FBI adopted a comprehensive policy for the continuing development and training of FBI employees that
emphasizes the importance of training and continuous learning. Under the new policy, all FBI agents and support employees are now
required to obtain the equivalent of no fewer than 10 hours of developmental training annually, and over a three-year period, not less
than 50 hours of developmental training. The FBI will need to use traditional "classroom" training at the FBI Academy, distance
learning, and computer-based, interactive learning to satisfy this requirement.

T'he requested enhancements would allow the FBl to improve its training programs in support of these directives and the overall
Strategic Plan. First, these increases would provide the FBI with sufficient student travel founding to fully utilize the additional
Academy space made available as a result of the DEA's move to the Justice Training Center in April 1099. Second, the requested
funding would allow for an increase in employee training opportunities in support of the new developmental training requirement by
expanding the FBI's distance learning program. Finally, the compelling need to upgrade analytical and technical training would be
addressed by implementing a comprehensive training program fur the FBI's analysts and by expanding training programs for
Electronics Technicians and Technically Trained Agents,



Justification for Resources Requested

Item: TRA-FBI Academy Training (To/From Quantico Student Travel), S2,110,000

The large influx of riew agent personnel to the FBI in recent years, combined with the overall reduction of in-service training, has
resulted in a severe reduction in the expertise available to FBI programs of all types. Inexperience in fundamental investigative
techniques is seriously hampering a workforce that has endured the retirements of an inordinate number of veteran agents in recent
years. An increase in various kinds of in-service training would benefit all FBI programs and initiatives as employees receive
specialized knowledge from these training sessions.

Currently, the FBI lacks sufficient student travel funds required to bring the Academy to full capacity in order to take advantage of its
many educational/training resources. This deficiency must be erased if t FBI is to take full advantage of its training potential.

In April 1999, the DEA moved from FBI space to the Justice Training Center, freeing up approximately 20 percent of the total
dormitory space at the Academy for permanent FBI use. The vacated space can accommodate approximately 7,000 students taking
one-week classes. The To/From Quantico student travel account did not fund the travel of DEA agents, and the FBI has now assumed
funding for in-service students that will fill this space. The requested enhancement would provide sufficient funding to allow the FBI
to fully provide for the anticipated increase in the number of Academy trainees. If the FBI Academy is to be used at its optimum level,
additional student travel funding is essential.

The current base level funding for the To/From Quantico student travel account totals S3,973,000. The account pays travel costs of
students (both FBI and non-FBI personnel) who travel to the Academy for training. Funding allows the FBI to provide for student
travel costs in support of a wide range of training programs, including Now Agent training, FBI in-service courses, National Academy
training, and other state and local personnel training (this category includes the Laboratory Division's forensic training schools, the
Survival Awareness Task Forces, and several executive development programs - Law Enforcement Executive Development Progran4
the National Executive Institute, and Major City Chiefs/Major County Sheriffs). Additionally, the account funds a variety of special
programs, including the Instructor Loan Program (which supports the FBI's Field Polhce Training Program), the Mexican American
Law Enforcement Training Program, bus and shuttle service costs between the Academy and Washington are airports, and travel
costs for course counselors and speakers. As a result of the movement of the DEA to the JTC and the additional space available for
FBI use, existing base funding is not sufficient to meet the anticipated increase in Acadey student trainee.



An increase of $2,900,000 is requested for student travel funds to accommodate an anticipated increase of approximately 7,000
Academy student trainees. To determine the projected amount for this requirement, the FBI used an average travel cost of M40 per
student per round trip airfare to Washington, D.C. and multiplied this estimate by the anticipated number of students that it would be
able to accommodate with the additional vacated DEA space (7,000 studentss, yielding a requirement of $2,800,000 (7,000 students X
$40 per round trip = $2,800,000).

The requested travel funds would allow thousands of FBI employees to participate in a number of different training courses at the
Academy. For example, the FBI has a significant population of inexperienced agents in need of core skills training in the areas of
informant development, interviewing/interrogation, report writing, and case management. Professional development and management
training is required so that FBI managers and supervisors receive the training needed to perform well in their areas of responsibility.
Moreover, with the current level of resources, the FBI is unable to keep pace with the administrative and mandated training needs of
its employees. As a result, managers and other designated support employees lack specialized skills in such critical areas as the Drug
Deterrence Program, Employee Assistance Program, Evidence Recordkeepmng, Procurement Update, Office of General Counsel
Training, and many others. Finally, programmatic in-service training across all investigative areas is required if the FBI is to
maximize the effectiveness of its workforce.-

The requested resources would also allow the Academy to hold specialized courses on computer crime and forensic training. i
Computer sciences change so rapidly that FBI personnel must be proficient with newer technology in order to be able to sufficiently
investigate cyber crimes. Cyber-crime training is needed across all investigative areas, as the FBI must be able to keep its agents
abreast of how the criminals use computers to commit and facilitate crime.

The following chart displays performance measures for FBI Academy training programs:



DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Trahimg, Recruitment, anod Applicant (Training Division)
DEPARTMENT OF JS1CE CORE FUNCTON: 1) Investigation and Procution of Crinminal Offene 2) Assistance to Tribal, Suate, Local Governiments
STRATEGIC GOAL Suppotsoala 1. I1. of Core Function 1; Supports Goals 2.1 -2.5 of Core Function 2
COMPONENT ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: To provide dhe training and education necessary to ensure that each FBI employee and our state, local
and liftarnional law enforcement train ing smrtners are cop"l of contribittotheflah n crimeat their hilhest level of conipaence.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND P FRMANCE PLANS
- ___________________________Perfbnance Report Performance Plane

Indicaor Performance Indicator Data Source Actuais plan Actuals plan plan

Inputs Agent positions BFA 315 255 345 255 255
______ Support positions 415 385 387 385 335

ActivisW Total number of students trained: Training Division
OutPtsts FBI New Agents Staff 735 70oq 71 57 595

FBI In-Service 7,688 6,500 125 6, 12,500
National Academy 1,030 1,050 I 1.0 1,080
Priority Law EnforcemenmtTraining (PLET)-Execs 133 171 1 2 200
PLET -Specilized 2,324 2,000 2,51 2, 3,350
Total PLET at State, local, regional facilities 107.754 120,000 117.5 120, 120,000
Foreign Police Officers and Eitecutives 3.756 4,176 6,12 7,105 9,205

PLET Schools Taught by Academy Instructors 175 200 20 20 220
0 oflInternational FBIlCow= ePresented 119 131 131 203 263

Number of Countries Represented by Attendees 94 95 91 1211 163



PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

__________ Perfonnance Report Performance Plans

Type or L im Im zm =
Indator Performlance Indicator DWa Source Actuls plan Actuals Plan plan

Outcomes Percent of agent receiving 10 or more hours of Training Division N/A N/A 61 10 100
developmental trahilagminually
Percmftagof uappot pmonl who receivel10or N/A N/A 42 100
more hours, of develpmeal training musaly
Percen ofagenitrecelving 50 ormore hours of N/A N/A 670 Su0
development training ido. hot 3 yemr
Percen of suppout personnel receiving 50 or moe/A N/A 25 25 50
hours of development ftrining in the tea 3 years
Number of agsa provided core skills training N/A N/A N/A TB1 TBD
Number of model training programs in place for mE.hhmmj
investigatIve mrown"a_____ N/A N/A WA TB TOD

A. Data Vallateew and Verflalee
BFA -Budget Foruatom Appllcatlon(BPA) The FBI's budga fonwulsition system which accounts for congressionally authorizd budget authoity,-oiios an woorkyass .
I) Staff.- Taig Divinlo maintains eompaerizd rlecom of classrom training provided to students. The output daoa are besed on information containe
In thes datiss ew 1 1 -me n data rfect the recent approval of the new devlopmetal trining requirment The Training Division is developing a
recordkeeptag syst to trac tii dat and antIcipae that a sysm will be in place by the close of FY 2000.
L FY 1999 Peibruamas Buprt

Outcome wmes -The now wioutom measu* informtonrefes a new policy on mndatory developmental training for all FBI entployoes that became
effective In April, 1999. Core skills training dat will also be racked for agents. PY 1999 nurbue we estimated (see dat verification scion) wan r
reflective of pluminag ocied prier fthw iapismsalon of the policy.
C luau "c--ingf Siseth sof T Wand 2*1 --Imiel
New ouheme measu . a le ww policy an develma alftn for all employee.

livgh the clevlopmnet of the FBI's Straegi Plas, program manager ikdeifid in-sevic tainn in the operational programs.
Wte Collar Crime, Orguizs Crime, Violent Crime, Cownlerrorism, and Foreig Cowftarntelligenace - as critica to
accoplhin the strategic goals of the FBI. In fat, almost unanimoualy, FBI program manger belied that witou an increase



level of training, the FBI would fail to meet its strategic goals and lose substantial ground in the fight against criminal threats to the
security of the United States and its citizens.

By ensuring that the Academy reaches its full training capacity, the requested travel funding would provide agents and support
personnel with the basic and specialized skills and tools they require to fulfill their operational and investigative responsibilities.
Requested funding would allow the FBI vp fully utilize the Academy and provide the maximum benefit possible in support of its
investigative programs. Without the training, employees throughout the FBI would be less prepared to handle their duties, which
would have a detrimental effect on their individual performance, and, in the aggregate, on the organizational mission of the FBI. The
FBI must take the proper steps to ensure that this does not happen.

liem: TRA - Interactive Multimedia Courses, $1,50000

The FBI Training Division (TD) is responsible for providing quality training programs to more than 28,000 employees, and also trains
members of the domestic and international law enforcement community. The FBI Academy, the institutional anchor for FBI training,
has taught tradtional in-service training programs since 1972, but this mode of training cannot meet the growing demands of FBI and
law enforcement related training.

The FBI recognizes that it must provide employees with a substantially increased level of training if it is to equip them with the skills
they need to fulfill its investigative mission. The Director's recently adopted policy for the continuing development of FBI employees
requires a minimum level of annual developmental training. The new policy also requires all agents to obtain training in the core area
of informant development, interviewing and interrogation, and case management. The FBI must provide its agents with the required
core skills training needed to successfuly perform basic investigative functions while also ensuring that all employees have adequate
training opportunities to meet the new training requirement.

The FBI can no longer rely solely on traditional training methods if it is to provide its workforce with the increased level of training
needed to mneet the investgative challenges of the future. Technology-based training methods provide an opportunity to deliver more
training, to nmr employees with a high degree of efetiveness, at substantial cost savings over traditional modes of training. The
FBI recognizes that technology-based training methods can effectively complemet or replace traditional classroom Instruction and
believes that these new training pladfwrn must become an integral part of its overall training strategy.



The FBI currently has base funding of $1,785,000 for Academy technology services (distance learning, interactive multimedia, and
computer technology and service). Base funding is~ utilized to maintain the existing level of service and is used for the FBI Training
Network (FBITh) satellite teleconferences, taped programs, video teleconferencing (VTC), two contract associate producers, and
related joint efforts in training with other federal, state, and local law enforcement. The FBI is requesting $1,500,000 for technology-
based training. The request is comprised of $1,300,000 to develop four interactive multimedia courses and $200,000 for two contract
multimedia and web-based instuctional designers to support the development of these projects.

Interactive Multimedia Courses. Interactive multimedia courses disseminated via CD-ROM technology exemplify the potential of
technology-based training. These sophisticated software packages deliver training content through interaction with the trainee.
Because courses are fully user interactive they allow the trainee to choose the direction, action, and outcome of the overall experience.
This mode of training has several distinct advantages over traditional methods of instructs on.

Convenience: Interactive multimedia courses allow trainees to receive training at times and places and for durations that are
convenient for them.

Cost: Interactive multimedia training offers substantial cost savings. The elimination of student travel and per diem expenses,
maintenance expenses for classroom facilities, and instructor salary costs allow for a substantial overall reduction in cost.

Better retention of training consent: A growing body of academic research suggests that irteractive multimedia training results in
equal or higher quality of student learning than traditional instruction.

Better consistency: Interactive multimedia training is typically more consistent, both in content and in the manner that the content is
delivered, than traditional instrw-tional methods.

Relevance: Interactive multimedia training is "just in time" training - the training takes place exactly when the trained requires
training. In turn performance tends to increase significantly because of the immediate applicability of the material to job tasks

The success of the FBI's one existing interactive multimedia course, titled "Interview and Interrogation" powerfully demonstrates the
exciting potential of technology-based training. Developed in 1997 by Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab at a cost of $350,000, this
interactive multimedia course was developed to help agents develop interview skills by providing meaningful experience in detecting



deception during interviews. This training too) emulates human behavior using a computer-simulated person in a realistic scenario.
The course gives the trainee experience in asking proper questions and distinguishing between deceptive and truthful responses. It
also provides a critique and numerical score for the interview. As their skills develop, students can see their critiques improve and
their scores rise. "Interview and Interrogation" supplements and reinforces traditional classroom instruction by giving the trainee an
opportunity to practice these important skills. "Interview and Interrogation" has already been incorporated into the new agent training
curriculum as trainees now have the opportunity to use the program. to supplement classroom based study. In FY 1999, the FBI's 718
new agent trainees voluntarily used the software for a total of 3,900 hours, an average of 5.4 hours of training for each student. Due
in part to the success of the course, 10,000 CD-ROMS of the program have been distributed to federal, state, and loal law
enforcement agencies through the FBI's field offices.

The requested enhancement of S 1,300,000 would allow the FBI to develop four additional interactive multimedia courses, at an
approximate cost of $325,000 each, to be disseminated through CD-ROM technology, on the topics of Informant Development, Basic
Criminal Investigation, Leadership and Management, and Ethics.

Iii1imedio and Web-Based InstUctional Desianers. The development of interactive multimedia courses is a time-consuming process
and the developmental time frame for these courses is generally longer than the traditional face-to-face course. While the content is
generally the same, the delivery of content is more complex via distance technology. T~ie TD does not have the skilled personnel to
develop and create interactive multimedia courses. Two contract multimedia and web based instructional designers, at an approximate
cost of $ 100,000 each, are needed to support the development of this project.

Development of the requested multimedia courses is an essential component of the FBI's plan to provide its workforce with the
training opportunities needed to implement the Director's training requirement and to provide its relatively inexperienced agent
workforce with a sufficient amount of training in core investigative skills. Though the development of interactive multimedia courses
requires a high initial expenditure of funding, the long-term costs associated with this mode of training are lower tha more traditional
methods. The FBI's current technological infrastructure cannot yet support web-based training opportunities. Thus, interactive
multimedia courses are one of the few currently viable options the FBI has for meeting its increased, mission-critical training
demands. Development of these interactive multimedia courses and their subsequent dissemination via CD-ROM technology offers a
proven way to deliver training to thousands of FBI employees at minimal cost Without this enhancement the FBI will forego an
opportunity to ensure that its employees receive adequate training opportunities to meet the challenges of the future and will be unable
to replace a significant amount of technology-based training opportunities with traditional methods of instruction.



Item: TRA - Development of Analytical Capabilities, SI,00,000

The FBI cannot achieve the goals of its strategic investigative plan without a substantial improvement in the skills and expertise of its
analytic cadre. All investigative program managers have cited weakness in analytic capability as a key shortfall in their ability to
undertake proactive investigations and identify' emerging groups and crime trends, In May 1999, a congressional committee reviewing
the loss of sensitive U.S. technology to China, specifically criticized the FBI's "inability to centrally locate, retrieve, process, evaluate,
analyze and disseminate foreign intelligence and counter-intelligence information.' Another congressional committee investigating
national security concerns regarding China also cited the need for the FBI to "undertake and maintain a current all-source analysis"
capability. In July 1999, a Department of Justice Inspector General's report on the FBI's campaign finance investigation criticized
shortfalls in FBI's ability to provide information to senior offlicials. The FBI recognizes that these weaknesses are perpetuated by the
lack of training available to FBI analytical personnel.

To correct these shortfalls and to assure quality analysis, all FBI analysts must achieve a high standard of professional skill and
expertise. A comprehensive, standardized analytical training program must be implemented if the FBI is to substantially enhance the
skills and expertise of its analysts. The importance of analytical training is particularly acute in an era where globalization and
exponential growth in technology and information systems have combined to create a more complex and rapidly changing world in
which the power of information is paramount. More than ever, specialized analytical expertise and training are needed to assess
changing or emerging threats, such as in the health care fraud and cyberbanking industries, or changing modes of operation and trade
craft used by terrorist or foreign intelligence organizations and their agents. In this new era, the success of proactive investigative
initiatives increasingly depends on sophisticated target analysis by highly skilled and well trained analysts who can provide a detailed
understanding of the identities, roles, relationships, and activities of individual members or overall vulnerabilities of groups, cells, or
organizations being investigated. It also requires that the FBI be able to produce strategic assessments and predictive analysis in cerder
to inform. program resource decisions and investigative efforts.

The FBI recognizes that a trained, expert cadre of analysts, both in the field and at FBI Headquarters, is essential to successfully meiet
its investigative mission and has begun a multi-year effort to enhance its existing capabilities. This initiative, the Intelligence
Capabilities for the Millentnium (ICAP-2000), will overall AM existing analytical infrastiruture based on standardized core skills
competencies, expertise, and personal attributes. ICAP-2000 will include a validated tra-ning curriculum which will be developed by
hInstructonal Systems Specialists hired specifically for this purpose. The training cwzriculurn will be based on the identified core
competencies and will be linked to promotions and professional development opportunities.



The development and implementation of a comprehensive, standardized training program is a central component of this effort and is
critical to the success of the ICAP-2000 initiative, as not only new analysts, but also the existing cadre must receive training to meet
these goals.

In FY 1999, approximately $21 1,000 in base level funding was available for analyst training. With over 850 Intelligence Research
Specialists (IRS) to train, this allows only $247 per analyst which is less than would be required for the basic courses currently
available to the FBI. For example, the commercial vendor Anacapa. Sciences, Inc., offers a two-week basic analytic course for
criminal analysts, at a cost of about $685 per analyst, and the CIA offers a one-week intermediate level intelligence course at a cost of
about $400 per person. In addition, FBI analysts need specialized courses in investigative techniques and subjects directly relevant to
the unique mission of the FBI and its various Criminal and National Security investigative programs. Many analytic personnel are in
need of developmental skill training.

The FBI requests a total of $1,000,000 to implement a comprehensive, continuing development and training program for its analytical

positions. Funding would be used to provide a wide range of training opportunities tailored to the FBI's investigative mission and
specific training needs, significantly strengthening the FBI's analytic capabilities. First, the enhancement would provide every analyst
with tie same basic trainng in FBI investigative programs and techniques, analytical thinking, briefing techniques, report writing, and
critical analytic technologies such as telephone analysis. The request would ensure that every analyst has been provided with the basic
training necessary to establish a foundation for long-term success. Second, the FBI would be able to provide its analysts with
specialized training on particular substantive issues, such as money laundering, narcotics trafficking, denial and deception techniques
and foreign area studies. Most significantly, this enhancement would enable the FBI to offer a sufficient amount of training to
establish and implement a standardized, comprehensive training program that would upgrade the skills of the existing analytic cadre to
help ensure that the goals established by the ICAP-2000 initiative are met.

The FBI recognizes that it must create a professional intelligence cadre of experienced and trained analysts characterized by definitive

career opportunities, progressive training, and rotating field assignments. On point with the recent reorganization of FBI Headquarters

6 the Information, Analysis and Assessments Branch within the newly created Investigative Services Division. This branch will
address the shortfalls cited by Congress and DOJ, anid will enhance FBI investigative capability by integrating analysts and information
from all programs. To assur a more effective analytic cadre, the Branch includes a unit dedicated to analyst professional development
and training.



The requested enhancement would allow the FBI to establish an analytical training program that would enhance and refine the skills of
its analytic cadre, resulting in a more diversified and better equipped intelligence capability that would be more responsive to tactical
investigative needs and more proactive in identifying potential eads or targets. Training in areas such as money laundering, narcotics
trafficking, denial and deception techniques, cybercrime, or foreign intelligence techniques, would provide analysts with the skills and
knowledge needed to improve identification and assessment of emerging crime, terrorist, and foreign intelligence threats and patterns.
The requested training would also improve analysts! ability to determine associations and relationships among individuals or groups
engaged in criminal, terrorist, or counterintelligence activities and improve the FBI's understanding of the vulticrabilities of groups or
individuals under investigation. An analytical training program tailored specifically to serve the FBI investigative mission would
enhance the full range - tactical, programmatic, and strategic - of intelligence products, thereby ensuring a solid foundation of
intelligence that would provide "real-time" case support to ongoing investigations, long-range assessments that would inform planning
and resource decisions, and predictive analysis that would provide guidance to investigative programs.

Item: TFS&S-Electroalcs TechnlclaniTechaically Trained Agenit Training, 4 positions, 2 FTE, and S1,195,000

Utilization of new and emerging telecommunications technologies such as Personal Communications Services (PCS), encryption,
voice over data, satellite communications, and other digital communications challenge the FBI's ability to implement court-ordered
electronic surveillance. The FBI must maintain the capability to respond rapidly and effectively -' these technologies through the
development of new equipment and techniques coupled with aggressive technical training for technical investigative personnel.
Training courses which address new technologies and intercept methodologies must be developed and delivered to field personnel
immediately.

Technically Trained Agent (IT b' Trainina. Progrm The field TTA is responsible for the collection of evidence in court-ordered
electronic surveillance matters for criminal and national security investigations. The majority of the FBI's successfully prosecuted
cases rely heavily on the technical collection of evidence to support direct testimony. Knowledge of telephone company operations
and network architectures is essential to the TTA's ability to conduct digital telephone intercepts. A thorough understanding of the
telecommunications architecture and capabilities is required for the TTA to respond quickly in life threatening situations.

i'TAs must also effectively employ other technical investigative techniques to include the use of transmitters, digital body recorders,
thermal imaging equipment, closed circuit television, and other electronic surveillance technologies. Constant commercial
development in these areas drives an intensive advanced training requirement. Further, technological advances in Global Positioning
Satellite (GPS)/NavTrack, Range Bearing. Directional Finding Tracking Systems, Cellular Telephone Tracking and Locating, and



Special Technical Surveillance Vehicles will greatly enhance the FBI's ability to conduct criminal and foreign counterintelligence
surveillances. A thorough understanding of these technologies is needed by FBI technical, surveillance, and investigative personnel in
order for the FBI to maintain critical evidence collection capabilities in national security and criminal investigations.

The TTA Training Program is responsible for providing training to 295 field TTAs and 65 On-the Job Trainees (OJTs). Delivery of
effective technical training is a formidable task, especially in an environment of rapidly changing technology. Additional full-time
instructors, cognizant of course development and modern adult learning methods, are needed to support the expansion of the existing
TTA training curriculum.

Electronics Technician (ET) T[rininit Program. The ET Training Program is responsible for the design, development, implementation,
and evaluation of all radio, data, video, and intrusion detection systems training required by ETs in the performance of their duties.
The ETs support all FBI investigative operations by providing radio and data communications support. In addition, the ETs provide
all FBI facilities (field offices, resident agencies, off-sites, etc.) video and intrusion detection protection against clandestine entries
from criminal or foreign intelligence agencies. The impact of technology on FBI investigative, management, and administrative
functions will increase significantly during the next five years, Since ETs maintain the data and communications systems, in order to
ensure the success of the Information Sharing Initiative (JSI) and the Integrated Digital Wireless Communications System (IDWCS), it
is imperative that relevant technical training courses be continuously developed and delivered to ET personnel.

In 2001, the TTA Training Program personnel resources include one SSA Training Manager, one ET instructor, and one Training
Technician. Base non-personnel resources consist of $430,000. ET Training Program personnel resources consist of one Training
Manager, one Training Technician, and eight ET Training Instructors. Base non-personnel funding consists of $170,000.

TTA Training Progrm A total of $845,000 is requested consisting of tour technical T*TA instructor positions and $445,000 in
personnel funding and $400,000 in non-personnel funding. The current TTA certification process consists of a three-week Basic
Electronics and Telecommunications Course (BETC), a four-week HTA Certification Course (TTACC), and a one-year period of
formal OJT under the supervision of the field office Technical Advisor (TA). During the initial training process, prospective HTAs
receive instruction on technical topics including basic electronics, telephony, cyber technologies, digital video collection, digital
communications, encryption, signal analysis, telephone outside plant operations, electro-optics, video, surveillance tracking systems,
phototelesis equipment, locking system technologies, and field safety procedures. The BETC and TTACC are taught at the
Engineering Research Facility (ERF) by FBI and contractor personnel. Following certification, additional instruction on specialized



technical topics is provided to maintain the TTA's level of technical knowledge and to orient him/her with new equipment, techniques,
arnd technologies.

A total of 63 field T TAs are currently eligible for retirement and an additional 106 field'l'TAs are eligible for retirement within three
years. During 1999, the TTA Program lost 42 experienced technical investigators through retirements, promotions, transfers, and
intra-office reassignments. The replacement of lost technical personnel requires effective recruiting, OJT, certification training
supplemented with regular specialized technical instruction. Although the TTA certification process takes a minimum of one year to
complete, it typically takes almost three years of full-time experience for a TTA to develop a high level of technical proficiency. The
TTA certification process requires significant training resources. During FY 1999, a record 28 weeks of classroom training at the ERF
was devoted t.D basic TTA certification training.

One ET instructor is solely responsible for instructing the I3ETC which is a prerequisite for all OJTs seeking to attend the four-week
TTACC. This instructor also provides significant instructional support during the TTACC, Advanced Technical In-service, Advanced
Microphone Course, Basic Technical Surveillance Countermeasures Course, and other technical training classes. During 1999, this
instructor provided approximately 32 weeks of TTA training to approximately 320 students. This demanding schedule, which will be
repeated during 2000, precludes the instructor from devoting sufficient time to update existing courses, design and evaluate new
courses, and develop his own technical and instructional skills. Presently, the program has no one available to replace this instructor
in the event of illness, non-medical emergencies, or annual leave. One additional technical instructor is requested to support these
training responsibilities.

The second HTA Training Program instructor is responsible for the development and delivery of all computer-related TTA training.
This individual alone must identify specific training requirements and build courses to meet HTA training needs regarding, computer
technologies. Additional instructors are required to support existing computer training initiatives and to pursue the development of
other subject areas.

There is an urgent need to respond to the technological advances made in the telecommunications field to guarantee the FBI's
continued ability to perform court-approved electronic surveillance, an integral part of almost every successful investigation as most
FBI electronic techniques require the proper coordination and use of telecommunications facilities. Telecordia (formerly Bellcore), in
conjunction with TPU, has developed a series of five telecommunications courses for field TTAs. These courses address relevant
topics including telephone company operations, network architectures, digital signaling and packet switched systems, Integrated



Services Digital Network (ISDN), Synchronous Optical Network (SONET), Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN), wireless
communications services, specialized telecommunications equipment, and other advanced telephony issues. Subsequent to the
TTACC, all field TTAs are expected to attend the first three courses in the series.

Customized courses have also been developed in the Bell Atlantic, Pacific Bell and U.S. West operating area to provide TTAs with
instruction on telephone company operations unique to their respective field office territory. Efforts are currently being made to
develop similar training courses in other Regional Bell Operating Company regions.

The annual TTA training schedule lists approximately 45 technical training courses, which are available to all field ITAs and, in some
cases, to OJTs. During 1999, a total of 569 requests for enrollment in these courses could not be fulfilled due to limited course
availability, resulting in a deficiency of approximately 2,690 training days. (This is based on 569 unfulfilled training requests and an
average course length of 4.73 days or 569 requests x 4.73 days =2,691.4 training days).

An enhancement of $400,000 is requested to adequately outfit training facilities for specialized TTA training requirements in Internet,
cyber technologies, and data communications intercepts. This funding will support new courses on Internet, T-l1, and other digital
technologies. These training facilities are required to ensure the FBI maintains the capability to effectively implement electronic
surveillance in the dynamic telecommunications environment. Presently, the existing facilities at the ERF cannot support
development of these new courses. The emergence of sophisticated digital technologies and the rapid growth of the Internet, and data
communications, threatens to outpace the FBI's ability to train field TTAs to implement and oversee Title III and Title 50
Interceptions of these technologies and their related investigations. The implementation of state-of-the-art training facilities is
essential to the successful interception of the Internet, data and communications in support of fielId office investigations.

ET Training. The demand for ET training will continue to increase as the result of the hiring of new ET personnel, and the
deployment of new technologies in the radio, data, video, and intrusion detection systems. Funding totaling $350,000 is requested for
the development of seven distance learning courses in conjunction with the Department of Energy (DOE) Central Training Academy
in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The TTA and ET Training Programs are responsible for providing state-of-the-art training on
techniques, technologies, and equipment to approximately 800 personnel field wide. These technical personnel operate in an
environment in which new technologies and equipment are deployed on almost a daily basis. The training programs must be capable
of providing critical training to large numbers of personnel in ap effective and timely manner. The training programs must also



maintain the capability to address new training requirements with limited personnel and non-personnel resources. One solution is the
development of a broad-based distance learning program for TTAs and ETs.

The ET and TTA Training Programs are currently pursuing a number of distance learning technologies, including satellite interactive
television (ITV), computer-based, Internet/Intranet-based, and videotape training. The goal is to initially establish the capability to
deliver courses via satellite ITV in selected Bureau field offices. Satellite ITV provides a high quality one-way video/two-way audio
link between the instructor and the students. Effective delivery of the technical subject matter in existing technical course curriculums
demand this high quality interactive link. The major advantage of ITV is that the satellite transmissions can theoretically reach all FBI
downlink sites using one satellite broadcast. ITV is ultimately a cost-effective delivery method for reaching a large audience across
the nation. The most costly component of the [TV system is the uplink studio. The TTA/ET Training Programs recently established a
partnership with the DOE in pursuit of this training initiative. The DOE Training Academy, which has an operational uplink studio,
has offered its expertise and uplink studio facilities to the TTAIET Training Programs on a space available basis.

The training programs have established an initial goal of developing seven technical training courses using the satellite ITV medium.
This number was derived based on available instructor resources and the number of existing course curriculums suitable for delivery
via this medium. The one-week TTA Advanced Technical In-service, which is delivered three times per year to a total of 48 '[TAs, is
ideal for ITV. The need exists to provide this training to all 300'T'I'As; however, limited classroom facilities, funding and work
schedules preclude conducting additional classes. The estimated travel and lodging costs associated with conducting the Advanced
Technical In-service at Quantico for 300 TTAs is approximately $225,000 per year. The course could be delivered via [TV to 10
regional sites for approximately $ 150,000. This figure primarily represents one-time equipment purchase costs and future courses
could be delivered for less than $5,000. Comparable savings would be realized by conducting other TTA and ET courses via satellite
ITV, Because typical courses delivered via ITV can reduce course length by as much as 40 percent, savings in both travel and
employee work days would also be realized,

The following chart displays performance measures for the ET/TTA Training Programs.



DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM TFS&S - ETITTA Training Program
DO) CORE FUNCTION 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses
STRATEGIC GOAL: Supports Goals I - 5
COMPONENT ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL. To provide state-of-the-art training to E~,T~,adivsiaiepronl

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

im Im 199
Type of Actuals Enacted Actuals Plan Plan'
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source PlanI

inputs Training Staff Workyears ET/TTA Training Staff 15 15 15 15 19
ET Training I I I I I I I II1
TTA Training 4 4 4 4 S

Activities Training Days Requested Post FY98 Training Report 18,420 19,100 17,952 19,100 21,150
ET 11,620 12,200 11,052 12,200 13,450
TTA 6,800 6,900 6,900 6,900 7,700

Outputs Training Days Provided Post FY98 Training Report 9,067 9,077 8,394 9,077 9,287
ET 4,867 4,867 4,404 4,867 4,967
TTA 4,200 4,210 3,990 4,210 4,420

End Outcome ET & TTA Requested Training Post FY98 Training Report 49% 48% 47% 45% 44%
Provided

A. Data Validation and Verification:
ET/TTA Program Training Staff - Represents the number of projected personnel
Post FY98 Training Report - Report posted each yea which documents the days of training provided to TTAs and ETs. The data updated and archived
yearly.

Due to the rapid evolution of technology, the sophistication level associated with ensuring the security of the United States in foreign
intelligence matters arnd obtaining intelligible electronic surveillance evidence in criminal investigations is increasing. Advances in
telecommunications systems will make technical investigations even more difficult. TTAs must maintain the capability to respond



rapidly and effectively to emerging technologies through the development of new equipment and techniques coupled with an
aggressive training curriculum. The dynamic and increasingly complex nature of telecommunications networks will, without
additional training, challenge the 'ITA's ability to conduct technical investigations and the ability to respond quickly and effectively in
life threatening situations. The requested enhancements are essential to ensure that TTAs and ETs possess the knowledge, skills, and
capabilities to perform in a rapidly evolving digital technology environment.

Due to the limited training opportunities, field technical personnel arm becoming compartmentalized, thereby eliminating the well-
rounded journeyman. The compartmentalized personnel negatively impacts field operations, inasmuch as an individual who has
received the training must be located, possibly diverted fr-om other task, to perform the required function. On occasion, technical
investigations are delayed due to scheduling problems associated with the compartmentalized iTA.



Initiative: Investigative Support

Amount
Decision Unit Pos yWy (000s)
Information Management, Automation
and Telecommunications (IMAT) 0 0 S16,434

Organized Criminal Enterprises (OCE) 0 0 2,100
Technical Field Support and Services (Th'S&S) 0 0 2.000

Total 0 0 20,534

The Investigative Support Initiative provides for the daily basic operational requirements of the field investigations and includes
operational resource enhancements that support the FBI's Strategic Plan and cross traditional program lines. The FBI's strategic plan
identified those funding requirements that are vital to supporting operations in the field.

Justification for Resources Requested

Item: IMAT - Telecommunications Services/Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) Circuits, $14,334,000

The FBI currently relies on a telecommunications infrastructure that was designed in 1991 to support the FBI's Systems Network
Architecture (SNA)/token ring network. This network serves over 600 separate FBI locations and has been maintained with few
changes since 1991, except for a recent change to accommodate Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protot.wl (TCP/IP). That
design is ill-suited to modem investigative processes using electronic case files. An ATM-based network will support the FBI's
increased bandwidth requirements for transmitting images, vids-,, and voice, as well as large case files including imaged documents,
video/voice segments, and intelligence analyses. The FBI's future plants, of which this investment is one element, call for use of the
Justice Consolidated Network's (JCN's) ATrM backbone network, established by the Department of Justice (DOJ). The JCN will
provide a common or shared, high-bandwidth network infrastructure for all DOJ components. This investment will enable the FBI to
modernize its current, technically outdated network and enable the FBI to take full advantage of the benefits being afforded by the
JCN ATM backbone.



The enhancement requested for the FBI's telecommunications system will reinforce strategic FBI mission and performance goals by
providing the additional bandwidth required to support the FBI's planned increased capacity requirements. This increased workload
will result from a widening of the scope of investigative operations being performed by the FBI and the incorporation of new enhanced
applications which will consume greatly increased amounts of bandwidth. The result will be more cases solved more quickly.

Unless ATM is implemented, planned applications for supporting the FBI's increased workload and increasing the FBI's investigative
effectiveness through incorporation of imaging, video, and voice into case file systems and other IT systems requirements will not be
implemented because of lack of telecommunications support. The FBI will be constrained to operate in its current outdated and
fragmented mode of operation. Also, the FBI will not be able to accomplish its planned integration into the DOJ's JCN.

Base resources of $9,500,000 are available to support the existing SNA[Floken Ring archit'2.cture and will bc used to begin the
migration to ATM circuit requirements.

An enhancement of $14,334,000 is requested for Tiers I and 2 of the JCN ATM circuits required to support the transmission of case
file documents. Workload projections and the corresponding increased transmission requirements can only be addressed through the
requested incremental increase in transmission capability afforded by an ATM backbone. However, to fully utilize the JCN's ATM
backbone, much of the FBI's network must be modernized and enhanced. Network capacity and equipment from FBI sites to the JCN
concentration points must be upgraded so that the high bandwidth capability offered by JCN is eventually available to all 56 FBI field
offices, their Resident Agencies, and other specialized locations. This investment addresses leased circuits and associated costs for
establishing operational capability of the circuits. The projected costs for the leased services were provided by the DOJ JCN Program
Office to the FBI. As the FBI implements an electronic case file application, increased bandwidth will be required to support the
transmission of large tiles s'tch as imaged documents or video segments. The JCN offers the FBI the vehicle for moving into an ATM
environment; however, with increased bandwidth comes increased circuit costs.

In 2001, the associated deployment of the FBI's new Intranet will require the implementation of DS-3 ATM circuits (45 Mbps) for 25
large offices (more than 250 personnel), which include 8 concentration sites, 14 field offices, FBI Headquarters, Quantico, and
Clarksburg. It is expected that the larger field offices will serve as concentration points for other field offices and Resident Agencies.
Transmission of analytical and graphical information, as well as video traffic processed through applications, will require significantly
larger circuits than currently available. FBI Headquarters, Quantico, and Clarksburg will support large local personnel complements
and will own large databases which will be accessed by all field activities, as well as having interchanges of large amounts of graphical
information and video. All 25 sites require bandwidth support for services such as Non Investigative Intranet (NIl), Investigative



Intranet (1I), Intelink, and National Infrastructure Protection Center. The cost for Tier I is estimated to be S8,635,500.

The second tier of ATM implementation includes DS-lI ATM circuits for Resident Agencies. Large bandwidth is required to make the
necessary interchanges for files, print, email, NIl and 11 services among Resident Agencies, field offices, FBI Headquarters,
Clarksburg, and Quantico. The estimated cost for Tier 2 is S 15,198,500. The implementation of the requested ATM circuits will also
support the use of Sniffer-type devices and the Enterprise Management System used to monitor bandwidth consumption and
performance on a real-time basis. The following displays the resources required in 2001:

FY Tier Item Amount

2001 1 25 DS-3 ATM circuits in 8 concentration sites, 14 large field offices (more than 250 $8,635,500
personnel) and FBI Headquarters, Quantico, and Clarksburg_______

2001 .2 DS-lI ATM circuits in larger Resident Agencies $15,198,500

2001 1, 2 Total Tiers I and 2 $23,834,000

2001 Less FY 2001 Base Funding -49,500,000

2001 1, 2 Totai FY 2001 Enhancement Funding Required $14,334,000

The following displays workload and performance measures for this item.



DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Information Management, Automation and Tclecommunications/Telecommunications Services
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (DO]) CORE FUNCTION 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminsal Offenses
STRATEGIC GOAL: Supports Goals 1 -5
COMPONENT ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: To provide the data circuits required to support the transmission of large files that comprise FBI
electronic case files.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS
INFORMATION __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of 1998 1999 1999 2000200
Indicator . Performance Indicator D~ata Source Actuisls Enacted Plan Actuals Plan Plan

Inputs Number of locations eFBI Plan N/A N/A N/A 21 472
with installed DS-3 and
DS- I ATM circuits

Intermediate Increased services eFBl Plan N/A Test and limited Text and limited Increased Faster response
Outcome available image capability image capability capability for times. Increased

over network. over network. test ability to send text,
documents image, audio, video
and image over network to
sharing for 21 larger number of
sites. sites.

A. Data Validation and Verification: 1. The data source for the 21 larger offices lo be given DS-lIs in FY 2000 and 472 offices in FY 2001 (25 larger
offices plus 447 resident agencies) is analysis for eFBI submissions. For FY 2000, the rBI will implement 21 offices (10 concentration offices, one pilot
office, and 10 resident agencies of the pilot office). This number of offices was chosen because of limitations of funding, time, and resources, including
scarcity of encryption equipment and availability of JCN circuit capability. The FBI1 currently has on hand or on order for delivery in early cg!.ndar year
2000, twenty-eight FASTLANE ATM encryptors. Delivery time for newly-ordered FASTLANE encryptors if approximately one year,
2. The data was verified through consultation with the JCN Program Office (i.e., capability to supply circuits) and National Security Agency (i.e., lead time
for ordering of encryption equipment).
3. Limitations on this data include failure so obtain required funding for equipment for sites under eFBI, extended delivery of ordered encryption equipment,
and inability for JCN so supply circuits at required FBI locations.
4. The FBI will take actions to purchase and implement the planned circuits as funds and equipment become available. Progress will be tracked as funds are
spent and circuits are implemented, and will be prssented in reports to DO], as required in order to mitigate any data limitations.



The FBI has been mandated by the DOJ to transition existing FBI data circuits to the. Department-wide JCN. The JCN consists of
DS-3 ATM circuits versus the dedicated point-to-point DS-lI and 56 Kbps circuits currently in use by the FBI.

This conversion to ATM technology at higher speeds will result in substantially greater bandwidth which is required by the FBI. It
will enable FBI employees to include new and more efficient methods of working to perform their investigative and administrative
tasks with bandwidth-oni-demand capabilities. The ATM technology will permit rapid transport for transmitting images, video, voice,
a.- well as large case files including imaged documents, video/voice segments, and intelligence analyses. The current backbone
network will not support tiiese applications.

Without the required enhancement the FBI will be forced to operate on its present obsolete telecommunications backbone. Planned
applications listed above will not be implemented causing increased delay in developing and fielding systems with the new capabilities
called for in the DOJ and FBI's plans for usage of the ATM infrastructure. Full advantage of the benefits provided by the JCN ATM
backbone will not be realized.

Item: OCE - Criminal Case Funds, $2,100,000

Investigations which use the Enterprise Theory of Investigation represent the core competency of the FBI's efforts against organized
criminal groups, drug traffickers, and violent gangs. These investigations are typically long-term and require the use of sophisticated
techniques, such as 'electronic surveillance and undercover operations, to be successful. These investigations target the leadership of
the criminal organization and all associated criminal enterprises. The goal of these investigations is to disrupt or dismantle the entire
criminal organization, resulting in the imposition of lengthy prison terms and the seizure of the organization's illicit assets.
Increasingly these investigations are conducted by FBI-led joint task forces with federal, state and local law enforcement agencies.
The long-term nature of the investigations and the associated sophisticated techniques require a substantially greater expenditure of
funds to support the investigations.

The criminal organizations and groups targeted by the FBI are sophisticated, mobile and use modem, commercial ly-avail[able
technology, such as wireless communications, encryption, and the Internet, to support their criminal enterprises. These groups are
often organized on an internationa! level and frequently coordinate their illicit schemes with other criminal organizations. This
necessitates an increase in the FBI's operational case funds to allow investigators the same mobility and access to advanced technology
as criminal organizations.



Criminal informant funding is a critical investigative tool that enables the FBI to fulfill investigative responsibilities by providing the
information necessary to successfuly counter challenges presented by complex and violent criminal organization. Criminal informant
funding is used to pay for information and all the costs associated with cooperating informants and/or cooperating witnesses such as
travel and housing.

The FBI requests $2,100,000 for case operational funds and the purchase of information. The FBI's Strategic Plan recognizes the
importance of gathering, analyzing, and disseminating intelligence and of investigative efforts against crime groups with a regional,
national, and/or international nexus. Information supplied by informants and cooperating witnesses often serves as the predicate for
these types of major investigations. Leadership of organized crime groups, drug trafficking networks, and gangs seek to insulate their
direct involvement in criminal activity, oftentimes the only avenue to obtaining direct evidence of these individuals involvement in
crime is through the use of informants. Informants are one of the essential investigative tools required by the FBI when conducting
these complex, long-term, and international investigations. Another critical investigative tool that is successful in targeting the
leadership of criminal enterprises is lawful electronic surveillance. Criminal organizations of the type, scope, and complexity
investigated by the FBI have both illicit wealth and intense internal loyalty (maintained by the fear of violent reprisal) that frustrate
traditional law enforcement investigative efforts. To counter this challenge, the FBI uses investigative techniques such as court-
approved telephone and microphone interceptions, interception of cellular telephone and pager devices, and pen register coverage of
telephones and pager devices. Case operational funds also provides for other critical case needs. These include the rental and
ancillary costs (utilities, furniture, etc.) of off-site space used for monitoring plants, covert vehicles, safe houses, and undercover
operations; witness protection expenses and covert travel expenses; and costs lease lines and telephone expenses for court-approved
interceptions of communications.

If the FBI is unable to adequately provide confidential funding for investigations, the ability to dismantle significant organizations will
be severely affected. The importance of this these investigative tools to fighting crime is shown by the following cases:

*In 1999, an FBI cooperating witness was critical to initiating a significant undercover operation (UCO) targeting the drug
trafficking and money laundering operations of the Oscar Roldan drug trafficking organization, which is associated with the
Alberto Orlande Gamboa, also known as "Caracol," Colombian drug organization. Roldan, an independent Medellin, Colombia-
based trafficker, operated a drug organization with cells in major metropolitan areas in the United States. As a result of this
investigation, which involved extensive use of court-approved interception of communications, a tota of 2,053 kilograms of
cocaine was seized in six separate drug seizures. Additionally, $240,000 in real estate, $120,000 in vehicles, an aircraft valued at



$40,000 and $275,000 in U.S. currency, were also seized.

*A cooperating witness enabled the infiltration and successful investigation of the Alberto Valencia Drug Trafficking Organization
(DTO). The Valencia DI'O is part of the Miguel Angel Rodriguez-Orejuela Cali Cartel, which has imported multi-ton quantities
of cocaine into the United States. Over 200 subjects involved in cocaine trafficking and money-laundering were identified, 21
subjects were indicted, and over two tons of cocaine were seized.

Item: TFS&S - Digital Blody Recorders, $2,000,000

Audio recording technology has been, in the past few years, rapidly changing from an analog to a digital format. The investigative
environment in which this technology has been deployed is becoming an increasingly high risk environment. In order to minimize the
risk of discover of the recording device, whether it is on a person or hidden within a concealment, it is imperative that the FBI take
advantage. of the technology afforded it through deployment of the Solid State Digital Recorder (SSDR). The ramifications of discovery
range from safety of the wearer of the device to case compromise should the device be discovered. Off the shelf technology available to
targets of FBI investigations/operations, as well as media coverage of numerous FBI investigative techniques utilized in past operations,
substantially increase this possibility. Digital technology allows for much smaller devices, enhancing concealment techniques as well as
minimizing the susceptibility to counter measure technology. The digital signal facilitates the intelligibility, post processing and
enhancement requirements necessary for evidence in court room presentations.

Presently, the FBI has 6,000 analog tape-based body recorders in its inventory that must be replaced by digital technology. The size of
these recorders alone preclude them from being utilized in any high risk environment. As a result of their age and the lack of replacement
parts, they are no longer considered dependable, reliable, or safe as an investigative technique. In addition, through liaison with a number
of manufacturers in the magnetic tape industry, the FBI has learned that analog, reel-to-reel tape will no longer be produced by the end of
calendar year 2000, shortly followed by the cessation of the audio cassette format. This industry decision will basically negate the
utilization of analog recorders as a viable means for the FBI to collect audio evidence.

Base funding of $1,079,000 permits the acquisition of approximately 343 SSDRs depending on the type purchased. An enhancement
of $2,000,000 is requested to deploy and support SSDRs in all field divisions. The total number of SSDRs required by the field
offices for investigative use in 1999 totaled 2,459. With an enhancement of $2,000,000 per year, the FBI will be able to procure
approximately 3,059 additional SSDRs by 2003. The following displays the number of SSDRs which could be procured with base and
enhanced funding:



Actual and Planned SSDR Procurements, 1999 - 2003 ____

1999 2000 2001 Total

SSDRs procured with base funding 267 343 343 953

SSDR~s procured with enhanced funding *1,028 1 0 527 1,555

ITotal SSDRs procured 1 1,295 1 343 2,508

*Due to investigative priorities, funding was reprioritized from other technical procurement activities which were delayed until 2000,
which allowed for the one time purchase of additional body recorders in 1999. The following displays performance measures for the
body recorder program.

DECISION LJNITtPROGRAM: TFS&S - Digital Body Recorders
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With the requested enhancement, the FBI will be able to maintain a valuable investigative technology which provides essential
evidence in many of the FBI's cases. Law enforcement generally, and the FBI specifically, is constantly being tasked to redevelop its
investigative strategy to address barriers resulting from industry technology proliferation. Body recorders are used in a high
percentage of criminal cases and produce evidence that may no, otherwise be obtained, especially with the arrival of encryption.
SSPR, technology allows for a broader range of technical deployments to obtain this critical evidence.

k cm: IM~AT - Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA) Implementation Support, $2,100,000

The FBI's CALEA implementation responsibilities include, but are not limited to: (1) developing consensus law enforcement
electronic surveillance requirements for all telecommunications technologies; (2) facilitating the industry's design, development, and
deployment of CALEA-compliant solutions; (3) identifying, publishing, and ensuring deployment of capacity requirements in
accordance with Section 104 of CALEA; (4) assisting in the development of a uniform enforcement policy; (5) analyzing the merits
of all available reimbursement mechanisms; and (6) developing a prioritized plan for the effective reimbursement of the industry for
the deployment of CALEA solutions.

The FBI has taken a three-phased approach toward achieving CALEA implementation. Phase One (Descriptive) consists of working
with telecommunications manufacturers and carriers to describe law enforcement's technical capability and capacity-related electronic
surveillance needs. Phase Two (Resolution) co-sists of resolving and finalizing the legal and regulatory issues regarding
implementation. Phase Three (institutionalization) consists of ensuring CALEA compliance by working with carriers as solutions are
deployed, assisting carriers as Systems Security and Integrity (SS&i) rules and procedures are adopted, and seeking enforcement
against carriers for noncompliance. These phases remain consistent regardless of the specific telecommunications technology being
pursued. The FBI's current focus is to drive wireline, cellular and broadband PCS into and through the third phase (deployment).

By 2001, issues currently before the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regarding electronic surveillance technical
requirements, telecommunications carriers' SS&l issues, and cost recovery rules and regulations will have been resolved. Among FBI
responsibilities in 2001 will be the reimbursement of the telecommunications industry for deployment of new and innovative technical
solutions for technologies currently being proposed and to assess compliance with these solutions across the country. The FBI,
through its expanded technical initiative and law enforcement liaison programs, will be responsible for overseeing the development of
technical solutions and ensuring that those solutions made available to law enforcement are, in fact, deployed in the 150 high-intercept
areas in the United States. Additionally, the FBI will monitor crime trends and develop strategies to address increases in intercept



capacity in areas that have emerging intercept requirements.

The FBI will be responsible for ensuring that technical intercept capacity is available in specific areas of the country, The Final Notice
of Capacity was published in the Federal Register on March 12, 1998. Accordingly, telecommunications carriers provided
information that articulated to the FBI those areas in their respective networks that could not provide capacity as published in the
referenced notice. Those telecommunications carriers indicating that they could not meet the capacity requirements are eligible for
reimbursement for any modifications incurred in order to provide the required capacity to law enforcement. The telecommunications
industry must be in compliance with the actual capacity requirements three years after publication of the Final Notice or March 12,
200 1. The FBI anticipates extraordinary reimbursement activity will be required to address capacity requirements in High Intensity
Drug Trafficking Areas (HIDTA) and the Southwest Border area of the United States.

As CALEA implementation efforts continue to progress, resource requirements have significantly increased. Current efforts require
working with manufacturers as their software design and development processes are completed; evaluating solutions in conjunction
with the law enforcement community; and assisting carriers, as necessary, to deploy the CALEA features in their networks. The FBI
also works with telecommunications carriers as they assess their ability to meet their capacity requirements and to determine which
carriers will be eligible to receive reimbursement based on law enforcement priorities. In the near term, the FBI must assist the DOJ in
the development of a uniform enforcement process to address noncompliance for capability and capacity requirements. Finally, and
most pressing, is the need to address other technologies and services covered by CALEA. By 2001, emerging technologies service
providers of Enhanced Specialized Mobile Radio (ESMR), two-way paging, and Mobile Satellite Service (MSS) will have also grown
and possibly exceeded the number of cellular and personal communications services (PCS) carriers today. These technologies fall
within the scope of CALEA and require adherence to law enforcement technical requirements and capacity requirements.

The FCC's imposed June 30, 2000 deadline for telecommunications carriers to be in compliance with law enforcement's technical
requirements and CALEA's deadline for the industry to comply with the published capacity requirements by March 12, 2001 have
placed a significant burden on the FBI's limited funding resources to address current technologies (over 4,000 wireline, cellular and
PCS telecommunications carriers providing service in the United States). The increase in funding requested is to accommodate the
additional requirements-for the testing and verification of manufacturer proposed CALEA solutions for wireline, cellular and PCS, and
the necessary work that needs to be accomplished to address othe: technologies and services that must be in compliance with CALEA.
Thiese new technologies and services that must be addressed represent an increase of over 2000/6 in the number of distinct technologies



and services undergoing active CALEA implementation.

Additionally, without an increase in funding resources, the FBI will not be able to initiate critical new work efforts. for
telecommunications technologies and services other than wireline, cellular, and broadband PCS. As a result, the FBI will not be able
to adequately address any of the technical, financial, programmatic, or strategic issues related to CALEA compliance for those new
telecommunications technologies and services. Finally, as the June 30, 2000 capability compliance date nears the FBI will not be able
to adequately provide the necessary deployment support to ensure that equipment, facilities, and services of highest priority to law
enforcement is made compliant with CALEA.

Base non-personnel resources consist of $9,600,000. For 200 1, a total ofl $1,700,000 will be required to support the proposed
operational and contract activities of the FBI in support of CALEA, an increase of $2, 100,000. The following displays the non-
personnel funding required and available:

CALEA Implementation Requirements, 2001

I-tem 2001 est.

Contractor Support $9,203,656

Facilities 807,344

Operational Expenses 1,689,000

Total 11,700,000

Less Base Funding -9,600,000

Requirement 1 2,100,000

A total of $9,203,656 would be used to provide operational support, program management, prioritization and reimbursement planning,
and technical expertise. Current subject matter expertise regarding telecommunications systems is provided by an outside contractor.
Outside contractors provide subject matte expertise in the following CALEA Sub-programs: Interface, Standards, Solutions
Assurance, Law Enforcement Liaison, Capacity, Prioritization and Reimbursement, and Regulatory. The current level of funding



provides contractor support for approximately 52 subJect matter experts.

Facilities expenses Include space lease costs, travel, maintenance of facilities and equipment, telecommunications services,
subscriptions, and r.-lated costs. Operational expenses represent primarily travel, temporary duty, and related expenses of state and
local law enforcement participating in CALEA working groups or detailed to the FBI, training, and services. An additional $807,344
would provide facility costs. Finally, $1,689,000 would support the Law Enforcement Technical Forum, travel related to consultation,
standards, regulatory and CALEA solution development activities,

The variety of multi -disciplinary issues which need to be addressed by the FBI include, but are not limited to: (1) developing and
maintaining an environment in which effective liaison with the industry may take place in order to facilitate the industry's design,
development, and deployment of CALEA compliant solutions; (2) developing consensus law enforcement electronic surveillance
requirements for all telecommunications technologies required 10 comply with CALEA; (3) effectively educating and informing
Congress and the FCC to ensure law enforcement's ability to conduct electronic surveillance is not compromised; (4) identifying,
publishing, and ensuring deployment of capacity requirements in accordance with section 104 of CALEA; (5) providing support for
all pending litigation against Rules and Notices promulgated by the Government; (6) developing a legally-based, persuasive argument
to ensure that all necessary electronic surveillance capabilities are adopted by the industry or FCC; (7) developing a prioritized plan
for the effective deployment and tracking of CALEA solutions; (8) analyzing the merits of all available reimbursement mechanisms,
including those not originally envisioned by the legislation; (9) assisting in the development of a uniform enforcement policy for
telecommunications carriers not in compliance with CALEA; and (10) establishing an outreach plan to pro-actively inform all CALEA
stakeholders of implementation activities, roadblocks, and short- and long-term objectives,



DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act Implementation Support
DOJ CORE FUNCTION 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Ofliiss
STRATEGIC GOAL: Supports Goals I - 5
COMPONENT ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: To preserve the existing capabilities of Federal. State, and local law enforcement agencies to lawfully
conduct court -authorized electronic surveillance requirements and to effectively articulate law enforcement's electronic surveillance requirements and

employment priorities to the telecommunications industry.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans,

1998 1999 1922 20 2001
Type of Actuals Enacted Actuala Plan Plan,
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source Plan

Outputs/ Develop consensus on electronic surveillance requirements Survey of law
Activities 1. % of targeted law enforcement technical community enforcement 100% 100%/ 100%/ 1000/a

briefed and solicited for comment

Identifying, publishing, and ensuring deployment of capacity Record of
1. Number of telecommunications technologies for which activities 3 3 2 2
capacity activities have been initiated

Providing spt for litigation/developing a legally persuasive Record of
argument for all electronic surveillance requirements analyses
1. % of legal analyses performed regarding litigation performed 70% 70% 70% S0%

Developing prioritized plan for deployment of solutions Record of
I. Number of unique prioritization scenarios for maximizing developed
electronic surveillance coverage for law enforcement req. scenarios 4 4 6 7

Analyze the merits of all reimbursement mechanisms Record of
I. Number of unique reimbursement scenarios for maximizing developed
available funding scenarios 4 4 6 8



PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

1998 199 1999 2000 ~ 2001
[ype of Actuals Enacted Actuals Plan Plan
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source - - Plan

Outpts/ Assist in the development of a uniform enforcement policy Survey of gov't NA NA 75%/
Activilies 1. % governmental consensus regarding enforcement policy agencies IOOW/o

for non-compliance with CALEA Survey of law NA NA 50%
2. % of the law enforcement community informed regarding enf. 75%
FBI/DOJ enforcement policy Survey of NA NA 50/9
3. % of telecommunications industry informed regarding industry 75%
FBI/DOJ enforcement policy

Establish an outreach plan
1. % of law enforcement technical community informed Survey of lawk 75% 75% 80/6 90%
regarding CIS activities and objectives enforcement
2. % of law enforcement technical community educated Survey of law 50% 50%/ 60%/ 75%
regarding next tier of telecommunications technologies to enforcement

_____undergo CALEA implementation ______________



PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

1998 1999 1222 2000 2001
Type of Actuats Enacted Actuals Plan Plan
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source Plan

Outcomes Develop consensus on electronic surveillance requirements Record of
1. % of targeted law enforcement technical community industry 100% 1000/ /0/ 100%/1
agreeing on electronic surveillance requirements standard
2 % of law enforcement developed electronic surveillance 90%/ 90% 90% 90%
requirements incorporated into industry standards

Identifying, publishing, and ensuring deployment of capacity
1.1/ of capacity requirements identified CIS Record 66%/ 66%o 50% 500/

2. % of capacity deployed CIS Record NA NA 10% 15%

Providing support for litigation and developing a legally
persuasive argument for all electronic surveillance
requirementsRcodf

1.% of completion towards the development of effective Reodf
litigation strategy litigation 50% 50% 75% 80%
2. % of completion of legal analyses performed regarding analysis% 0% 80 90/
litigation aayi

Developing prioritized plan for deployment of solutions Reodf
1.% of unique prioritization scenarios developed for Rcecaord of5% 4%5

maximum electronic surveillance coverage developed



PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

1998 i9" 192 " 2
Type of Actuals Enacted Actuats Plan Plan
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source Plan

Outcomes Analyze the merits of all reimbursement mechanisms Record of
1. % analyses for the maxtimization of available funds through scenarios 25% 40%/ 50%/ 75%
the development of reimbursement scenarios developed

Assist in the development ofa uniform enforcement policy
1. % governmental consensus regarding enforcement policy Survey of gov't NA NA 75% 100%
for non-compliance with CALEA agencies
2. % of the law enforcement community informed regarding Survey of law NA NA 50%/ 75%
FB[IDOI enforcement policy enforcement
3. % of telecommunications carriers informed regarding Survey of NA NA 50%/ 75%
FB1/DOJ enforcement policy industry

Establish an outreach plan
1. % of law enforcement technical community educated Survey of law 75% 75% 10%/ 90%/
regarding CIS activities and objectives enforcement
2. % of law enforcement technical community educated/ 500/. 0 604/ 75%
briefed regarding next tier of telecommunications technologies ________ 1__1_1_1

Successful implementation of CALEA will provide for continued collection of vital intelligence through the use of lawfully authorized
electronic surveillance, a fiudamental capability integral in all three tiers of the FBI's strategic plan and national priorities. CALEA
preserves law enforcement's ability to conduct lawfully-authorized electronic surveillance in order to ensure national security and public
safety, while remaining cognizant of the public's right to privacy, and the policy of the United States to encourage the provision of new
technologies and services to the public,



Initiative: Counterterrorism

Amount

Decision Unit Pos. WYs (00

Other Field Programs (QEP) $4,600
Forensic Services (F,5) .... 7,900

Management and Administration (M&A) 600
Total ... 13,100

Dramatic changes in the international and domestic environments have produced credible and serious threats that were not present a

few years ago. Each of these threats, which include the hostile efforts of international terrorists, the growing threat of the criminal use

of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), and criminal acts perpetrated by domestic terrorist groups and associated individuals, present

the FBI with a very clear, but very difficult threat. As the result of these emerging threats, the number of "players" capable of carrying

out a devastating terrorist attack against the United States has greatly increased. One of the most alarming trends in terrorism today is

the rise in the number of groups for which political or religious beliefs constitute sufficient motivation for terrorist attacks. To the

individuals associated with and/or following the teachings of these groups, violence is often viewed as an end in itself. For individuals

belonging to or following the teachings of terrorist groups, there is no incentive to moderate their violence. Rather, indiscriminate

violence and mass casualties serve their ends by intimidating large population groups and instigating societal instability. Within the

broad range of threats f'~cing the FBI's Counterterrorism Program. the following are the most significant:

At the forefront of counterterrorism planning and preparation efforts is the threat of chemical and biologica! terrorism. Internationally,

there is credible intelligence that terrorist organizations are attempting to obtain a WMD capability. Domestical), a growing number

of "tone offender" and extremist splinter elements of right-wing groups have obtained or attempted to develop and employ chemical,

biological or radiological materials. The fear generated )y a WMD threat or attack fuels its continued use as an effective disruption

tool available to both terrorists and criminals. As the public's awareness of WMD has increased, so has the number of threats, to

include a dramatic increase in hl anthrax threats.

Usamna Bin Ladin, a Saudi-born multimillionaire, and his organization, AI-Qaida, are currently the most immediate threat to U.S.

persons and interests around the world. On February 23, 1998, Bin Ladin issued a "fatwa", which was reissued in May of 1998,

claiming that it is the duty of all Muslims to kill American "civilians and military" whenever possible. Usama Bin Ladin and his



associates are currently under indictment in the Southern District of New York for various charges relating to their killing of US
nationals employed by the US military who were serving in Somalia and on the Arabian Pe ninsula, as well as the killings of US
nationals employed at the US embassies in Nairobi, Kenya, and Dar Es Salaamn, Tanzania.

In responding to these threats, the FBI has placed a high priority on developing a much more comprehensive understanding of the
intentions of terrorist groups and organizations and has initiated action designed to counter those efforts. These efforts require a
closely coordinated effort between FBI field offices, the U.S. Intelligence Community (IC), and FBI Headquarters in the collection,
analysis, and dissemination of information related to specific threats. In addition to partnerships being forged among our federal
partners, the FBI and the interagency National Domestic Preparedness Office (NDPO) must continue to foster the promulgation and
dissemination of cooperative domestic preparedness initiatives in support of state and local emergency responders.

To deal effectively with international and domestic terrorism, the FBI must concentrate on both prevention and response. To this end,
the FBI has developed a five-level strategy which provides a framework to help focus FBI efforts to build maximum feasible
operational capability in order to identify, prevent and deter terrorist activities. Level One of the strategy focuses on maximizing the
FB;'s capacity to respond to terrorist issues as they present themselves in FBI field offices. Level Two seeks to maximize the capacity
of Headquarters to receive, react to and disseminate information pertaining to CT issues. Level Three is aimed at maximiizing the
proactive capability to fully utilize resources throughout the FBI in support of CT programs and initiatives. Level Four uses the
establishment and maintenance of sound and productive relationships with external counterparts in the intelligence and law
enforcement communities, defense establishments, foreign governments and state and local governments to obtain maximum support.
Finally, Level Five seeks to build capacity by using all the necessary assets and capabilities of the FBI and external components of the
U.S. Government to support and initiate complex domestic and international investigations and operations designed to get ahead of the
threat by penetrating and neutralizing terrorist organizations. Each'of the successive capability levels requires an increased
sophistication and maturity because the issues to be addressed by the FBI become more complex at each level. The FBI is striving to
develop maximum capability in all five levels to ensure successful identification, neutralization and penetration of targeted terrorist
organizations to both prevent and effectively respond to terrorist activities.

The requested increases in this initiative would support the FBI's efforts in the identification, neutralization and penetration of targeted
terrorist organizations. This initiative includes enhancements which expand Advanced Render Saf~e Teams for rapid deployment in
each region (Level 1); enhance the level of funding to support the crisis management planning efforts in connection with the 2002
Winter Olympic Games in Salt Lake City, Utah (Level 4); provide base level funding for WMD preparedness (Level 4); improve and



expand the FBI's program for state and local bomb technician training (Level 3/4); and increase guard support at select FBI facilities
(Level 1).

Justification for Resources Rtected

Item: OFP - Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Preparedness, $3,500,000

An increase of $3,500,000 is requested for FIl WMD preparedness programs, including $1,294,000 for training conferences and
assistance initiatives under the auspices of the National Domestic Preparedness Office (NDPO) and $2,206,000 for WVMD
countermeasures initiatives within the FBI's Counterterrorism Division.

NDPO Training Conferences. The National Domestic Preparedness Office (NDPO) was established to serve as the focal point for
federal efforts in support of the state and local emergency response community. The NDPO assists state and local emergency response
agencies by concentrating and targeting the expertise and assets of the federal government to reduce confusion and duplication of
effort, as well as to improve the quality of assistance offered. The NDPO includes representatives from each federal agency with
responsibilities, programs, or assets involving domestic preparedness, including the Department of Defense (DOD), Health & Human
Services (HHS), Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Department of Energy (DOE), Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), Office of Justice Programs (QJP), Department of Transportation (DOT), Department of Treasury, and the National Guard
Bureau, as well as representatives and experts from the state and local emergency responder community.

The NDPO is organized around six program areas focused to establish, and maintain, a robust crisis and consequence management
infrastructure within the United States capable of providing an effective response to a conventional, or non-conventional, attack. The
six program areas are as follows; Planning, Training, Exercises, Equipment/Research & Development, Information Sharing and
Outreach, and Public Health and Medical Services.

F4.,ding totaling $563,000 is required to fund two principal stakeholders conferences, one major program conference, and six NDPO
functional area conferences. In order for the NDPO to effectively accomplish its outreach responsibilities, it will be necessary for it to
regularly sponsor conferences for its "stakeholders." These conferences will enable NDPO management to advise/consult with the
"stakeholders" regarding ongoing and planned initiatives, as well as afford the NDPO an opportunity to implement a training regimen
which will provide federal, state and local participants with the skills required to plan for and respond to an incident involving a



WMD. FBI personnel, contractors, employees from OGAs, and state and local experts will combine efforts to design and implement a
well rounded schedule of advisory and training conferences. The estimated cost of the principal stakeholder's conferences is $85,000
per conference. I he major program conference is estimated to be S85,500. The estimated cost of each of the six functional area
conferences is $5 1,250.

NDPO Chemical/Biological Helpline, For 2001, the NDPQ it is anticipated that the NDPO will assume responsibility for the
Chemical/Biological Helpline currently funded by the Department of Defense. The Chem ical/Biological Helpline provides emergency
responders and planners across the United States with the information they need to plan, mitigate and prepare for the effects of a
chemical or biological terrorist incident. The Helpline also offers technical assistance in non-emergency cases to local and state
emergency responders. Dedicated operators are trained to listen and respond to questions from the field pertaining to CB preparedness
issues, quickly retrieving the most current information relevant to the specific question. The CB Helpline is staffed weekdays from 9
am. to 6 p.m. Eastern Time, Monday through Friday. On weekends, holidays and after business hours, callers can leave a voice
messzge. To assume helpline operations, an increase of $73 1,000 is required.

Chemical/Biological Hotline. The Chem icalfiol ogical Hotline serves as an emergency resource for first responders to request
:echnical assistance during a chemical or biological incident. For 200 1, it is anticipated that the FBI will assume responsibility for the
Chemical/Biological Hotline. The projected cost for the Hotline is $2,206,000 for both operations and contract technical expert
services. The Hotline is a joint effort among the Coast Gutard, FBI, FEMA, EPA, HHS and DOD. The National Response Center
(NRC) is the entry point for the Hotline. The NRC receives basic incident information and links thc caller to the DOD and FBI's
chemical, biological and terrorism experts. These and other federal agencies can be accessed within a few minutes to provide technical
assistance during a potential chemical or biological incident. If the situation warrants, a federal response action may be initiated.
Trained operators staff the Hotline seven days a week, 24 hours a day. Available to the operations are medical experts and technical
responders from Fort Detrick, Maryland.

The requested resource enhancement for 2001 would provide increased travel funding which would assist the NDPO in carrying out its
primary function as a coordinating mechanism for the improvement of the state and local communities' capabilities to respond to it
WMD incident. The FBI does not have sufficient funds to assume the costs of the proposed transfer of Chemical/Biological Hotline
operations. The requested enhancements would allow for a smooth transition of the program without a degradation or disruption of
the program's capabilities.



Item: OFP-Winter Olympics Support, $1,100,000

Security and public safety planning is currently underway for the 2002 Winter Olympic Games in Salt Lake City, Utah. In connection
with responsibilities for intelligence collection and crisis management, as set forth in PDD-39 and reaffirmed in PDD-62, for a
national special security event (NSSE), the FBI is coordinating its efforts with the United State Secret Service, other federal, State, and
local law enforcement and consequence management agencies. Endeavors are ongoing to establish adequate capabilities to house a
joint operations center (JOC) and joint intelligence center, as well as to ensure that appropriate crisis management plans are developed
and exercised. These planning and preparation efforts will reach their focal point during 2001. For 2001, the FBI requires an increase
of $1,100,000 to fulfill its requirements to plan and provide security for the 2002 Winter Olympic Games. Funding requested would
provide for specialized equipment ($386,750), telecommunications/office equipment (S5 15,250), and training exercises ($198,000).

Specialized equipment will be required to enable the FBI to fully address Olympic safety, security, and critical incident response
requirements. For the 2002 Olympic Games, the FBI will be required to carry out this mission in a cold weather environment that will
require specific equipment for such adverse conditions. 'The FBI would purchase, test, and evaluate this equipment during 2001 to
simulate the same cold weather operational requirements. Obtaining this equipment one year before the Olympics will afford
maximum familiarity with the equipment.

Telecommunications and related equipment are required to outfit the joint operations center to support intelligence and operations.
This equipment includes: communications (mobile radio, venue, and pager systems), computer workstations, printers, cryptographic
equipment, facsimiles (secure and standard), copies, lease telephone lines and circuits, satellite communications uplink, and radio
repeaters.

In order to insure that federal, state, and local law enforcement officials are prepared for all contingencies and all systems and plans are
interoperable, on-site exercises will be held in 2001. Approximately 86 FBI personnel from outside the Salt Lake City area will be
traveling to Salt Lake City to participate in these exercises at a cost of $618 per person ($500 airfare, $118 per diem). To ensure that
the state and local law enforcement community can engage in exercises that go beyond the normal shift requirements, $145,000 is
requested to subsidize state and local law enforcement agencies participating in these exercises.



when directed at U.S. citizens or Institutions).
DO.J PERFOMMANCE GOALS 1.3.1-1.3.3: Prevent, investigate, and prosecute terrorist acts and improve response capability to
terrorist acts.

TIER 1: National anid Economic Security
STRATEGIC GOAL: Prevent, disrupt, and defeat terrorist operations before they occur.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plann

TpofData 112s 1999 200 2001
Inocator Performance Indictor Source Actuals. Plan Actual Plan Plan

Inputs I Total CT wotkyears BFA 2,269 2,616 2,619 2,644 2,644
2. Total CT budget authority (S000) $254,031 I 298,093 $298,664 S309,324 $327,939

Activities/ Level One - Field Reactive
Outputs 1. Number oferorist nvestigations MAR 9,046 t 10,151 t

2. Terrorist Arrests SA13t 12tt
3. Terrorist Convictions13t 10 f
Level Two - Keaouarters KRativc
1. % of CT Exec. level mgmt who have CT

*received Crisis Mngt Training Program N/A 100%. 1O~ 100%IO
2. CT Training.- Number of Classes14 N/ 15 17 17
3. CT Training.- Number of Students 6,453 N/A 6,663 6,637 6,637
Level Four. - ntemieency Reactive
1. FBI WMsD Training -Number ofc Cla/AIses
2. FBI WMD Training - Number of Students 200 N/A 250 250 250

Outcomes Terrorist Incidensts Prevented* - CTD 1 12 1 t 1 5 1 t I t



A.Dt .;dtiomod Veritekiam: o efrac niao
In accordnce with the Attorney Gieneral'sGukdance of"ro projecting targeted levels o efmacfor certain idctrtypes
tn order to otrcialty receive creit foe terrorist actrsy1, FBI Field Divisioins masl send n otticiat memorandum to FBIHQ that describes the details of their

mworCouffaterrousravesigialrona An official "terrorit incident prevented" is a "documented instance in which a vioent act hy a known or suspected terrorist grop or individual
with t mews wa a proven peopenry for violence is successuly irsterdicird thmouh investigative activity "The Assistat Director of the Counterrerroriss Division gives Ainal approval
to telssification of any Comfrteerism investigation an a prevention

The resources requested to support the 2002 Winter Games would ensure that the FBI possesses the ability to adequately prepare the
public safety infrastructure in Salt Lake City to meet the demands to both preempt and mitigate the potential for threats and acts of
terrorism directed at this major event. The funding for equipment and travel would contribute significantly to law enforcement's
ability to operate at peak levels of efficiency and capability in a cold weather environment. Purchasing equipment one year in advance
would contribute to proficiency and familiarity, which in turn will translate into a more capable and responsive law enforcement
supporting the 2002 Olympic Games.

item: FS-lazardous Devices School permanent base funding, $2,900,000

The Hazardous Devices School (lIDS) is the only formal domestic training school for state and local law enforcement to learn safe and
effective bomb disposal operations. Located at Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, Alabama, the HDS is managed by the FBI's Bomb Data
Center. Facilities and support are provided by the U.S. Army through an Interagency Support Agreement. The purpose of the HDS is
to prepare civilian public safety bomb technicians to locate, identify , render safe, and dispose of improvised hazardous devices,
including those containing explosives, incendiary materials and materials classified as weapons of mass destruction (WMD). This
program also includes training in the use of specialized equipment and protective clothing needed for the safe disposal of explosive
materials. Bomb technicians are trained at HDS to deal with the criminal aspects of bombing matters including proper procedures at a
bombing crime scene, and the unique elements associated with bombing investigations.

The bomb technician profession is an evolving one with regard to threat, technologies used by bomb builders, and the technologies in
rendering safe and safety standards. Current bomb technologies are capable of producing more lethal bombs than those constructed
15 years ago. The deployment of a bomb today is rarely accomplished with a warning. HDS has adjusted its training to meet the
challenge of today's threat. The Attorney General's Five Year lnterae yc Countortrrorism and Technology Crime Pla recognizes
the importance of improving state and local capabilities in this area. The plan calls for increased availability of pre and post-blast
technical training for first responders, and better preparation of bomb technicians to address incidents involving a combination of
explosives and chemical, biological or radiological agents.



The HDS is the only location where bomb technicians receive their basic training and are certified as bomb technicians in accordance
with the standards established by the National Bomb Squad Commanders' Advisory Board (NBSCAB). It is also where all technicians
return for mandatory recertification every three years.

HDS reviews all applications for accreditation submitted by bomb squads across the country for compliance with standards set by
NBSCAB. In addition, the HDS began teaching a WMD Emergency Actions Course for Bomb Technicians in close coordination with
the National Domcstic Preparedness Office, to better prepare bomb technicians to recognize and respond to incidents involving WMD
materials; a Robotics Course, designed to enhance the robot operating skills of bomb technicians through a program designed around
the theory of robotics, maintenance and repair, practical problems and evaluated exercises, and an Executive Management Course
designed specifically for the non-Bomb Technician supervisor or commander responsible for the bomb squad. This course has proven
to be effective in providing a greater understanding of the limitations and capabilities of bomb technicians and their equipment as well
as reinforcing compliance with the standards set by NBSCAB for certification and accreditation.

The FBI anticipates training 1,335 studentss in 2001. To train at this capacity, $4,600,000 will be required. Base level funding for the
HDS is S 1,700,000. The FBI requests an additional $2,900,000 for HDS training programs. Program costs for 2001 include:
$I1,200,000 for student travel; $2,900,000 for Department of the Army reimbursement (includes instructor wages); and $500,000 for
equipment, supplies, training materials and explosives.



DECISION UNITIPROGRAM: Forensic Services/Hazardous Devices School
Department of Justice Core Function: Assistance to Tribal, Stle, and Local Governiments
Strategic Goal. Improve Domestic Preparedness
Annual Performance Goal: Provide training and grants for the procurement of equipment to local jurisdiction, states, and territories in order to improve the
nation's capacity to respond to terrorist incidents involving wea ns of mass destruction,

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION j PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

Data 1998 1999 1999 2000 2001
Type of Source Actuals Enacted Actuals/l Plan/2 Plan
indicator Performance Indicator Plan ______

Inputs HDS personnel BDC 3 3 3 3 3
HDS operational funding _____$3,700 $6,900 S7,129 $3,600 $4,600

Activities/ Basic New Bomb Technician Course BDC 247 264 286 288 28
Output Recertification Course 152 304 182 576 640

WMDCourse 386 540 852 400 so
Robot Course ... 120 71 72 72
Executive Mgt. Course 53 105 76 120 120
Advanced Diagnostic Course 72..72
Special Agent Bomb Technician (SABT) t0 10 10 10 10

End Outcome Percent increase in national preparedness BDC 10 13.4 13.5 12.8 12.1
for domestic terrorist events*

A, Dats Validation and Verification
1. Includes obligation of prior-year carryover funding.
2. includes carryover balances from prior-year funding.
* Based on number of bomb technicians trained in the basic course vs. te number of bomb technicians in the nation, accounting for attrition.

B. IFY 1999 Performance Report:
Though performance goals were not met in some areas, performance goals were exceeded in others. The variation is based on state and local demands for



Item: FS - Counterterrorism Research and Development, S5,00,000

'I he greatest present and future challenges facing the I-13l are the rapidly evolving and i.". isingly complex technological threats
associated with criminal, terrorist and counterintelligence problems In 1999, the FIl Laboratory responded to numerous incidents
involving suspected chemical or biological threats. I he FBI must adapt to be adequately prepared to quickly respond, assess and
counteract these threats The FI Laboratory conducted a strategic assessment of current capabilities to include instruments, methods,
end research T he Laboratory has identified a number of critical technological and staffing needs necessary to provide value-added
products in support of FBI national program goals. 1-131 field investigative personnel and Laboratory program managers are working
cooperatively to develop new approaches to support investigative requirements. [he degree to which the FBI is able to anticipate
challenges and develop the capacity and capability to address them will be a major determinant of the FIl's success and effectiveness in
the future. Lack of planning and decisive action now, will leave the FBI overwhelmed by the challenges of the next decade.

TIhere is a pressing need tor the P BI to play a leadership role in designing, acquiring, and operating the technical infrastructure
necessary to effectively deal with terrorist threats, including those that involve biological, chemical or nuclear materials. Significant
enhancements of FBI resources have been used in the past year to add Special Agent and support staff to greatly improve
counterterrorism operational capabilities. 'Ihose investments need to be balanced with improved technical systems to rapidly identify
toxic materials at the scene of an incident, reslve any issues of public safety, and through forensic examinations support investigative
efforts toward attribution and prosecution.

'T he FBJI Laboratory can significantly contribute to accomplishments oif the FIl's national priority objectives by executing several
strategies. Specifically, there must be more effective utilization of existing capabilities to address present investigative requirements,
development of new capabilities to meet future requirements and greater emphasis on a "best practices" program focus on every aspect
of FBI operations. Accomplishment of these strategies will ensure that applied science and technology capabilities are optimal and
available to assume a more critical role in long-term operations.

[here must be greater attentiveness and receptivity to innovative ideas and emerging technologies. For example, the FIJI has
responsibility for coordinating responses to terrorism in the U.S. involving weapons of mass destruction. Biological agents are one
such class of weapons potentially available to terrorists. There is a necessity to develop rapid DNA-based methodologies for the
detection of infectious and pathogenic microorganisms which may have been dispersed by a terrorist or other criminal.



The FBI Laboratory is recognized as a world leader in the scientific analysis of evidence. Since its inception in 1932, the FBI
Laboratory has consistently strived to enhance its services to the law enforcement and criminal justice communities through the
research, development, and deployment of new or advanced forensic techniques and protocols. Through the Forensic Science Research
Unit (FSRU), located at the FBI Academy in Quantico Virginia, the FBI Laboratory conducts research to develop new techniques of
forensic analysis. For instance, the FSRU was instrumental in the pioneering development of forensic DNA applications that are
accepted by courts nationwide and the use of laser technologies for latent fingerprints. However, as the scientific and technical aspects
of forensics continue to become more challenging and complex, it has become increasingly difficult for the FBI to stay on the cutting
edge of technology. In order for the FBI Laboratory to meet 21 st century challenges, it must develop a sufficient research and
development (R&D) funding base.

The R&D base level funding for the FBI Laboratory is $400,000. The 1998 Justice Appropriations Act provided one-time funding of
$5,000,000 from the Attorney General's CT Fund for FBI Laboratory research and development. The focus of this funding is for
explosives detection and CT research. The FBI initiated 17 CT R&D projects with the Department of Energy (DOE) and is funding 11I
CT projects with industry and academia. With these funds, the FBI initiated CT R&D projects in a variety of explosives detection and
forensic science areas, including: portable instrum'.ntation and sensors for rapid detection and analysis of explosives and hazardous
materials; enhanced exploitation of trace materials and other evidence; analytical databases to support trace materials and other highly
discriminating or informative analyses of evidence; miniaturized robots or sensor packages for surveying, imaging and documenting
large or dangerous crime scenes (i.e., bombing incidents); safe handling, sampling, assessment and tracing of evidence; rapid
diagnostics for on-site analyses of biological hazards. and methods and techniques for the safe conduct of traditional forensic analyses
of physical evidence contaminated with biological or chemical agents or materials. Many of these initiatives are multi-year efforts. A
permanent funding base must be available to provide the uninterrupted support for these on-going R&D initiatives, Currently, 10 of the
DOE projects and all I I projects with industry and academia are active; seven DOE projects have been completed. The following chart
depicts a summary of the counterterrorism projects that were initiated and funded with 1998 Attorney General Counterterrorism Fund
monies.

Status of FBI Laboratory Counterterrorism Research and Development Projects

Project Descriptio, or Deliverables Deliverable Due Status

MANPADS Expert Forensic System Integrated Resource Database and Investigator's 4/99 JDelivered



"-andheld Ion Mobility Spectrometer Hiandheld Ion Mobility Explosives Detector 4/99 Delivered

Eeplosives Damage so Metals Metailographic Examination Procedures for Explosives 9/99 Delivered
Debris

StandofT Explosives Detection by Proof of Principle Microwave-Based Explosives 1/00 Delivered
Microwaves Detector

3-D Imaging and Ranging Hanidheld Crime Scene 3-ID Meanurtment arnd Imaging 1/01 On-Target
System

Serial Number Restoration Meallographic Non-Destructive S/N Recovery 9/99 Deliver-ed
Methods

Elemental Profiling of Metals as Laser Ablation ICP/MS Metal Fragment Analysis 9100 On-Target
Evidence Procedures

Statistical Treatment of Class Enhanced "Match" Criteria Statistical Procedures 6/00 On-Target
Evidence

Enhanced Trace Evidence Fiber Dye lesentificatlon Methods by Capillary 3/00 On-Target
Discrimination Electrophsoresis

Small Robotic Vehicle Evaluation Small Haz-Mat Crime Scene Robotic Vehicle 9/99 Delivered

Solid Phase Micro Extraction SolIid Phase M icro Extrac tion FielId Test K it and 4/99 Delivered

Procedures

Trace Botanical Identification Grass Stain ID using Hypervariable Chloroplast DNA 2/00 On-Target

Degradation of Drugs in Embalmed Identify Post-Mortem Drug/Formaldehyde Reactions 9/00 On-Target
Tissue

Automation of MtDNA Laboratory Robotics for Automated MIDNA Analysis 3/00 On-Target

Crime Scene Re-construction 3-D Video Crime Scee Documentation Software 2/00 On-Target

Active Thermography for SIN Thermal Imaging Equipment for Serial Number 3/00 On-Target
Restoration Restoration



Veterinary Science Resources Compilation of National Veterinary Resources 9W99 De Ii vered

Institutionai Knowledge Preservation Subject Matter Expert-Tacit Knowledge Preservation 3/00 On-Target

Event Counters Vulnerability Attacks for Electronic Sensors 3/00 On-Target

Rapid DNA Profile Identification Raman Spectral Database of Hazaruous Materials 3/00 On-Target

Sem X-Ray Spectral Database SEM X-Ray Spectral/Digital Image Database Software 12/99 DelIivYered

Raman Spectral Database Raman Spectral Database of H-aza dous Materials 12/99 Delivered

Development of Distance Learning Crime Scene Management Web-Based Training 2/00 On-Target
ModulesI

Latent Fingerprints in Blood Chemical and Spectral Enhancement of Bloody Latenit 12/99 Delivered

Flourescent Cyanoacrylates Polymerization Studies and Colored Superglue 9/99 Delivered

Database of 5,000 MtDNA Sequence Database of 5,000 MtDNA Samples 9/00 On-Target

Facial Reconqtcuction Computerized Facial Reconulraction Software 3/00 On-Target

First Responder Web-based Training Contaminated Individuals/Evidence Handling 1/00 DelIi vered

A strategic review of the current capabilities of the FBI Laboratory has identified a number of technological gaps in critical areas. The
current base level funding is inadequate to meet the increasing demands for forensic investigative support of counterterrorism, drugs,
environmental crimes and violent crimes. The forensic community at large looks to the FBI Laboratory for increasingly sophisticated
and state of the art methods and technologies for the examination of evidence. For a number of the R&D initiatives, the FBI requires
outside expertise and resources. The Laboratory R&D initiatives require a substantial increase in base level funding to efficiently and
effectively support these efforts. To support the Laboratory's CT R&D efforts, $5,000,000 is requested.

Success in this area will be measured by:
* The ability to identify, assess, develop, and implement an aggressive and comprehensive CT R&D program to fully exploit

advanced technologies within the national laboratories, private industry, and ac-ademia;
* Development or procurement of value-added products which are integral tos counterterrorism prevention, detection, and



deterrence;
" More robust evidence collection leading to more successful operations, arrests and convictions. In field identification, threat

assessment and abatement capabilities are improved;
" Completely exploit scientific and technical evidence for all probative information. Field agents receive more timely analysis of

evidence;
* Improved applied science and engineering technology transfer between the FBI Laboratory and other law enforcement, military

and intelligence, national labs and the forensic community; and
" Increase the number of cases solved using techniques introduced within last 12 months.

Without additional resources and funding, the FBI will not be adequately prepared to meet and counteract the rapidly evolving and
increasingly complex technological threats associated with terrorist activities. The FBI must adapt to be adequately prepared to meet
and counteract these threats. The degree to which the FBI is able to anticipate challenges and develop the capacity and capability to
address them will be a major determinant of the FBI's success and effectiveness in the future. Lack of planning and decisive action
now will leave the FBI overwhelmed by the challenges of the next decade. Without continued funding for ongoing projects and new
initiatives, improvements in the FBI Laboratory's handling of evidence in counterterrorism cases will be negatively impacted. This will
severely impede or compromise the investigation of these crimes. Moreover, this will jeopardize the response of law enforcement, first
responders and public safety personnel near the crime scene.

Item: M&A - Contract Guard Services, S600,000

The FBI1 is committed to upholding the standards contained in the Department of Justice (DQJ) report of June 1995 entitled
"Vulnerability Assessment of Federal Facilities. The security vulnerabilities for each field office and resident agency are being

assessed as current leases expire. The FBI is relocating field offices and resident agendes to sole tenant facilities to maintain an
acceptable security risk level.

As new leases are attained, guard services must be provided to ensure the safety of the facilities and the personnel assigned to them.
However, base level funding for the expansion and relocation of field offices and resident agencies has not kept pace with the FBI's
requirements in this area, and the General Services Administration (GSA) does not pay for the enhanced level of security (Level 4)
required for the FBI to maintain an acceptable level of security. As the FBI addresses space-related issues, the shortfall in funds needed
to provide 24-hour guard service for sole tenant structures continues to be a significant security concern. Twenty-four hour security



guard services cost $200,000 annually per field office. The number of sole tenant facilities provided contract guard services has
increased from IlI in 1997, to 13 in 1998, 18 in 1999, and 20 in 2000. An increase of $600,000 will allow the FBI to hire contract
guard services for three additional field office locations. This enhancement will allow the FBI to continue to address the need for
contract guard services and provide the minimum standard security requirement at FBI facilities nationwide.



Initiative: Violent Crimes

Amount
Decision Unit Pos. FTE (00
Other Field Programs (OFP) 31 16 $3,234
Forensic Service (FS) --~. 1.405

Total 31 16 4,639

The focus of the Violent Crimes budget initiative is to enhance task force operations, the examination of evidence, and victim witness
assistance in Indian Country (IC). The FBI has criminal jurisdiction in Indian Country (IC) for major crimes under the IC Crimes Act
(18 USC 1152), the IC Major Crimes Act (18 USC 1153) and the Assimilative Crimes Act (18 USC 13). Thirty-two field offices
have some degree of investigative responsibility in IC, ranging from exclusive federal jurisdiction -- 19 field offices -- to concurrent
federal and state jurisdiction. The Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 expanded federal criminal jurisdiction in
IC in such areas as guns, violent juveniles, drugs and domestic violence. Under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, the FBI has
jurisdiction over any criminal act directly related to casino gaming, even in those states in which there is otherwise no federal
jurisdiction in IC. Other crimes occurring in IC for which there is federal jurisdiction include civil rights violations, environmental
crimes, public corruption and government fraud. Although the violent crime rate declined significantly nationwide between 1992 and
1997, violent crime rose sharply in IC. A study published in February 1999 by the Bureau of Justice Statistics/DJ, indicated that the
rate of violent victimization among American Indians is more than twice as high as the national average. The homicide rate in IC
remains three times greater than the national average. Crimes against children continue to plague IC. Youth gangs are a threat to
safety in IC and drug tracking is becoming a major problem. As a result, the majority of the FBI's personnel resources are being
used to address the high volume of violent crime and crimes requiring proactive investigative approaches are largely unaddressed.

For 2001, the FBI is requesting increases totaling 31 positions (16 workycars) and $4,639,000, including: $634,000 for Safe Trails
Task Force (STTF) operations; $1,405,000 for examination of evidence resulting from crimes committed in IC, and $2,600,000 for 31
Victim Witness Specialists to be assigned to FBI Resident Agencies (RA's) serving IC.



Justification for Resources Requested

Item: OFP-Safe Trails Task Force Overtime, $634,000

The FBI has sought to devise partnerships and strategies with its tribal and Bureau of Indian Affairs (BlA) law enforcement
counterparts to investigate all federal crimes occurring in IC. One strategy was the adoption, in 1994, of the Safe Streets Task Force
(SSTF) concept for use in lC to maximize the use of limited FBI, tribal and BIA personnel resources to effectively address significant
violent crime problems of mutual concern and responsibility. The first Safe Trails Task Force (STTF) - Operation Safe Trails - was
implemented in the Phoenix Field Office to work on the Navajo Nation in Arizona. Of the 313 informations and indictments (1/1) and
292 convictions/pre-trial diversions (C/PTD) obtained by the Phoenix Field Office in IC related investigations between 1995 and 1998,
Operation Safe Trails - comprised of 5 FBI agents and 15 tribal law enforcement officers - were responsible for 138 (44%) of the 1/1
and 134 (45%) of the CIPTD.

By partnering five of its agents with its tribal law enforcement counterpart in a multi-agency task force environment, the FBI
benefitted from the investigative efforts of 20 persons to investigate violations of federal law on the Navajo Nation in Arizona.
Criminal Investigators from the Navajo Nation Department of Law Enforcement routinely conduct investigations and present them to
the United States Attorney's Office for prosecution without having an FBI agent participate in every stage of the investigation. As of
August 19, 1999, 5 approved STTFs eligible for overtime funding are operating in Gallup, NM; Carson City, NV; Green Bay, WI;
Flagstaff, AZ; and Monticello, UT. Five more task forces are operating in Riverton, WY; Rapid City, SD; Tucson, AZ; Phoenix, AZ;
and Glasgow, UT, some of which have asked to be formally approved as STTFs so they, too, will be eligible to receive overtime
funding. As of August 19, 1999, there are 31 FBI agents, 2 BIA criminal investigators, 49 tribal and 19 local and state law
enforcement officers participating on the 10 task forces. In some areas of IC, an obstacle to the full-time particip,4iion of tribal law
enforcement officers on STTFs is the lack of tribal financial resources to pay overtime to its investigators. For some tribal law
enforcement agencies, diverting limited financial resources to pay overtime to a full-time S1TF participant decreases the resources
available to the agency to provide other necessary policing services to the tribal community it serves. In order for the FBI and tribal
law enforcement agencies to take advantage of pooling limited personnel resources, funding to pay overtime for tribal criminal
investigators to participate full-time on the SITFs is critical.

For 1999, $198,580 of Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund and Asset Forfeiture Fund moneys provided to support SSTFs was used to
pay for the overtime of 22 tribal and 3 state and local officers participating on 4 of 5 approved STTFs. Funding was not available for 2
tribal and 2 local law enforcement officers participating on the fifth approved STTF. Although a critical need in IC was fulfilled by
redirecting funding to STTFs, it was done at the expense of the SSTF Initiative. Because of the redirection of funding to STTFs, the



number of participants eligible to receive overtime on existing SSTFs had to be limited and some SSTF.9 were denied overtime
funding reimbursement in 1999. The solution is not to redirect funding from SSTF but to appropriate funding for STTFs to address
the unique rural crime problems in IC.

The FBI requests $634,000 to pay overtime for non-federal law enforcement officers participating fuill-time on STTFs as it is
anticipated that, in 2001, there would be 65 tribal, state and local law enforcement officers working full time on 10 to 12 STTFs and
eligible to receive overtime reimbursement. The overtime costs were projected based upon an estimated individual overtime rate of
$9,750 per officer (25 percent of the 2001 pay rate of a GS-10 step I employee).

The following table shows Safe Trail Task Forces and accomplishments for 1998 through 2001

Other Field Programs: Indian Country!/ Safe Trails Task Forces

Performance Indicator Information jPerformance Report and Performance Plans

FY 1999 Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of Performance Indicators Data 1998 1999 2000 2001
Indicator Sore Actuals L Plan Actuls Plan Plan

Inputs N umber of SlTT
Established$$ FBI 6 10 8 1I 12
(cumulative)

Output/ Number of
Activities Investigative Matters ACS NA * 1

______Opened to S1TF

Internediatel Informnations and
outcome Indictments obtained ISRAA 85 1' 171 t t

______by STTFs________________

Convictions and Pre- ISRAA
Trial Diversions 79 t 145 t

______obtained by SITFs _______________ _____________ _______



Wucomes Percentage Increase in
the number of riminal NA 0 1
matters investigated by
FBI, tribal and BIA
personnel resources,
through established
STTFs

_______ (Baseline 2000) ____ ____

Outcomes Percentage Increase in ISRLAA NA t t
the number of
information,
indictment,
convictions and pre-
trial diversions
obtained through the
SITTs.

A. Data Validation and Verification:
0 The caseloads for STfFs ame included in the total for all masters ins IC New repo ing is being developed to separate the caseloads for the STTF
"Figures include formally approved and formed but not yet approved iaskforces,-

ISRAA - The FBI's Integrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis Application (ISRAA) is a centralized databasec through which the FBI track statistical
acconpliskiment of cases from incqstfion to closure, e g., arrest!, locates, informsations, indictmntris, and convictions. Before data are entered into the system
they vre reviewed and approved by an FBI field massager. Thecy are subsequently verified though the FBI's inspection process. Inspections occur on.a 2 to
3 year cycle, depending on funding Using statistical sampling methods, data is the MAR is traced back to source documents contained in ti FBt files (U)

MAR - The FBI's Monthly Administrative Report (MAR) is a system that tracks the number of case opened, pending, and closed within any given time
period. Data is verified through the FBI's inspection process. Inspections occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on rusding. Using statistical sampling
metds, data in the MAR in traced back to source documes contained in the FBI files. (U)

FBI - The Safe Streets Task Force of the FBI and the Special Investigations and Initiatives Unit provide this doits This data is verified
through the FBI inspection Process. Inspections occur on a 2 to 3 yer cycle.

I. FY' Perfrne Report:
t In accordance with the Attoreneral's Guidance of not protecting targetedl levels of performance for certain indicator types.

C. lones Affectil Selection of FY 2W and 't00l Pians



The formation and use of STTFs in IC provides assistance to and training of the tribal law enforcement entities. It helps build the law
enforcement capacity of tribal law enforcement to more adequately and thoroughly adcoess the violent crime problems in their
communities. As FBI agents work with tribal law enforcement officers in the STTF setting, the tribal law enforcement officers learn
how to conduct legally sufficient Federal investigations, develop and present cases to the United States Attorney for prosecution and
participate in the prosecution independent of an FBI agent's participation in every stage of the investigation. As a result, more
investigative resources should be available to focus more on proactive investigations such as white collar crime, gaining and
identifying and dismantling Indian youth gangs and organized groups trafficking drugs to and through IC. In addition, by appropriating
funding specifically to pay overtime costs for non federal law enforcement agencies to participate full time on STTFs, the FBI's
capacity to address other national violent crime problems through its SSTF concept will not be diminished.

Item: F'S-Indian Country Contract Forensic Exams with State Laboratories, $1,405,000

An urgent problem exists regarding the examination of forensic evidence collected in IC cases. Before an arrest can be made or an
indictment can be obtained in the investigation of a violent crime case (i.e. murder, violent assault and sexual assault of adults and
children), biological eviderc., obtained fr-om the scene of the Crime must undergo timely forensic examination(s). In other instances,
arrests are made and timely results of forensic examinations are required because of speedy trial act provisions. In federal districts in
which prosecutors cannot rely on continuances being granted because forensic exam results have not been received, it is routine for
evidence to be sent tc .,ther commercial laboratories or state crime laboratories -- principally because the FBI Laboratory cannot
currently provide ti'aely turnaround for forensic examination of evidence obtained in IC violent crime cases. The problem became so
acute for the Phoenix Field Office that the FBI established a contract with the Arizona Department of Public Safety Laboratory for the
examir.,jilon of forensic evidence collected at IC crime scenes at an annual cost of $450,000.

The FBW Laboratory is working to increase its capacity and to reduce turnaround time and case backlogs. Both of these depend on
increasing laboratory space and the number of qualified exa.-iners. The Laboratory's new facility at Quantico will provide much
greater space for forensic examinations, but will not be ready for occupancy before Winter/Spring 2002. While the Laboratory's cadre
of qualified examiners is expanding at a continuous pace, it will likely remain insufficient to provide acceptable turnaround time for all
IC cases 'or several more years.

Base resources consist of $450,000 used for a forensic contract with the Arizona Department of Public Safety Laboratory.

The need for contracts with three more accredited, full-ser'ice state crime laboratories to conduct forensic exams on IC evidence
gathered in the Minneapolis, Albuquerque and Salt Lake City Field Offices was identified in FY 1999. Between 1994 and 1998, 760/
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(5,970) of the 7,832 cases opened by the FBI in IC were opened in the Albuquerque, Minneapolis, Phoenix and Salt Lake City Field
Offices. The need is due to a lack of capacity by the FBI Laboratory to provide timely turnaround on forensic examinations of
evidence from IC. The problem is anticipated to continue through at least 2002. The projected annual cost for the three contracts is
S$1,405,000. Funding the IC Forensic Exam Initiative will reduce the FBI Laboratory's significant backlog of forensic evidence
examinations and provide timely results in support of pending and future criminal cases.

Item: OFP-Victim and Witness Specialists, 31 positions, 16 workycars, and $2,600,000

The -B I's Victim Witness Assistance (VWA) Program was established to ensure FBI conformity with the Federal victims rights laws
as defined in 42 USC Sections 10606 and 10607. The FBI is mandated by the Crime Control Act of 1990, the Attorney General
Guidelines for VWA and its own policy to identify and assist all victims and witnesses, where applicable, of federal crime in which the
FBI1 is the primary investigative agency. The preponderance of cases in IC investigated by the FBI are violent crimes. Because almost
all of them are investigated by agents assigned to resident agencies (RAs) -- 97% of the 1,830 cases opened in 1998 -- the FBI seeks to
hire 31 Victim and Witness Specialists (VWSs) to work in its IC RAs to coordinate the needs of victims and witnesses with the needs
of individual investigative, social service and medical agencies. Generally speaking, professional support personnel are not assigned
in the RAs. As a result, the agents are responsible for conducting the investigations and providing VWA and services, many of which
could just as effectively be provided by VWS. The addition of 31 trained V WS would enable the FBI to increase the type and quality
of services provided and give the FBI the ability to bridge the gap between the social, legal and investigative issues relevant to Native
Americans who are not accustomed to participation in the federal judicial system.

Many families in IC reside away from population centers and do not have reliable means of transportation to travel lengthy distances.
Because victims and witnesses of violent crime in IC often live long distances from the offices and courtrooms of the government
attorneys, magistrates and judges in which they must appear as participants in the judicial process, it is the agents who provide the
transportation. It is not unusual for an agent working in the Minot, ND, RA to travel 600 miles round trip to transport a victim of a
crime on the Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation to Fargo to testify' at the grand jury. A child sexually abused on the Ft. Peck
Reservation in Montana must be transported 350 miles to Billings for a medical examination and evaluation necessitating making
arrangements for an overnight stay, lodging and meals - logistics which seem insurmountable to a parent or came giver who does not
often leave the reservation. As a result, it is the agent who provides the transportation and makes the lodging arrangements. In each of
these circumstances, trained VWSs could provide these services, allowing agents focus on conducting other investigations.

To be effective, the VWSs must be located close enough to the victims and witnesses to be able to provide meaningful assistance and



services. They should be familiar to the Native American communities they serve and their role as helpers perceived as a positive one.
In March 1999, two VWSs began a federal law enforcement-based IC Demonstration Project on the Crow and Northern Cheyenne
Indian Reservations in Montana and on the Navajo and White Mesa Indian Reservations in southern Utah.

The VWS in the Billings, MT, RA, is a licensed clinical social worker and was a therapist specializing in the area of sexual abuse
treatment. She helped to implement an adult and juvenile sex offender treatment program in cooperation with the United States
Probation Office on three area Indian reservations. She represents the FBI at Crow and Northern Cheyenne Child Protective Team
Meetings. She assists agents in crucial initial interviews of sexual abuse victims. Her early involvement is beneficial because victims
are not required to repeatedly give statements to individuals considered strangers. She is an active member of the Crow Sex Offender
Registration committee, drafting legislation to allow the tribe to register all sex offenders on the reservation. Because of her work, the
Native American community is coming to see the FBI as having not only an investigative function but expressing a genuine concern
for the victims.

The VWS in the Monticello, UT, RA, has been extremely successful in reaching out to juvenile victims because of her previous
education and job as an elementary and high school counselor. During after-school group activities, children have divulged
information to her about sexual abuse. Her ability to listen for information from children and their family members has often
overcome a significant challenge frequently encountered by law enforcement -- the reluctance to cooperate because of guilt and
confusion. Group activities she organizes help children overcome the trauma of being victims of crime. The activities build the
children's self-esteem and confidence which makes them stronger and better witnesses. A study conducted in 1993 suggested that
child victims/witnesses who are better prepared and relaxed are more credible, thus enabling the prosecutor to present stronger cases
that produce more convictions. Spending time with the children assures them that someone cares and they are more willing to
cooperate with law enforcement. During medical examinations, which can be extremely traumatic, particularly for young children, she
provides them support. She often transports children for pre-trial meetings and trial. She spends time with children who are needed to
testify before trial to ensure they are properly clothed, fed and cared for.

She goes with victims and witnesses to the bank to cash the checks they have received as reimbursement for witness expenses, an
experience which can sometimes be traumatic for individuals from reservation communities because they are unfamiliar with banks.
Following the successful conviction of subjects, she encourages and assists victims to write letters to the sentencing judge so they are
able to express their views. After a case has been adjudicated, she provides follow-up care to the child victim, whose life has been
forever altered, ard the family to help them rebuild their lives.

These are examples of the types and quality of services that the FBI should be providing to victims and witnesses of crime throughout



IC but is unable to do so because of a lack of qualified and certifie, VWSs. A great deal of time is spent arranging logistics for
interviews, examinations, and court preparations as well as handling the specific needs of each victim and witness. Unfortunately, the
agents are not always able to make the numerous personal contacts necessary to ensure that the needs of victims and witnesses are
addressed. Time, distance and other factors prohibit such contacts in many, if not most, cases. The VWA Demonstration Project has
been so successful in improving the FBI's delivery of services that the FBI wants to replicate it throughout its IC RAs.

Currently, there are four VWSs assigned to work in IC. Of the four, two are funded by the Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) at DOJ.
The funds, provided through an inter-agency agreement between OVC and the FBI Victim Witness/Community Outreach Unit,
allowed the Salt Lake City Field Office to hire two contract VWSs to address issues on Indian reservations in southern Utah and south-
central Montana. For 2001,the FBI is requesting 31 VWSs for assignment to IC RAs.

A VWS can enhance the FBI's ability to communicate and develop rapport with the Native American community. With a trained
VWS dedicated and sensitive to the needs of Native American victims and witnesses but who also understands and can work within
the framework of the federal criminal justice system, the FBI has the ability to bridge the gap between the social, legal and
investigative issues relevant to Native Americans. With 31 VWSs assigned to IC RAs, more Native American victims will have more
information about the investigation and the overall legal process. Liaison within reservation communities would be strengthened,
cases presented for prosecution would be much stronger and the entire judicial system would perform more effectively as a result of
the involvement of trained VWSs. In addition, the 31 VWSs would allow for agent time that is currently being used to provide VWA
to be returned to investigative work.



Initiative: Technology/Cyber Crimes

Amount
DeiinUntPs WYs (OO
Forensic Services (FS) 100 50 $11,371
While Collar Crime (WCC) 8 4 612
Technical Field Support & Services (TFS&S) Q 0 7,0Q

Total 108 54 18,983

In recent years, technological advances have fundamentally changed the way of life in this country. Computers and computer
technology provide the avenue through which an enormous amount of data can be stored and for which previously unavailable
information, services, and opportunities can be conveniently accessible from any computer. With these advances, an opportunity for
criminal activity arises. Technology use by criminals is common to most areas of FBI jurisdiction, including investigations of
terrorism, drug trafficking, white-collar crimes, and other crimes with an international nexus. The Technology/Cyber-Crimes Initiative
is designed to address these issues as it combines intelligence and criminal investigative strategies into a focused request. Specific-ally,
the Computer Analysis and Response Team request focuses on computer forensic examinations, data exploitation, and searches for all
crime area and computer facilitated crimes, while the Cryptanalysis Program request focuses on data interception and clandestine
communications. Finally, the White-Collar Crime request focuses on Intellectual Property Rights violations.

In support of investigative priorities, the FBI will continue to play a key leadership role in the law enforcement community by
developing and supplying scientific technical services and approaches to improve the effectiveness of the FBI while linking them
directly to the strategic areas of emphasis. This request integrates support resources with technological upgrades which will
significantly enhance investigative and counterintelligence effectiveness and efficiency.

Justification for Resources Requested

Item: FS - Computer Analysis and Response Team (CARl) 100 positions, S0 VIE, $11,371,000

The FBI's CART program serves three essential functions that are inter-dependent and involves both field and Headquarters
components CART examiners: (I) extract dat from computer and network systems and conduct forensic examinations and on-site
field support to all FBI investigations and programs where computers and store media are required as evidence, (2) provide technical



support and advice to field agents on a daily basis, and (3) assist in the development of technical capabilities that provide timely and
accurate forensic information.

The computer forensic process has three distinct phases: acquisition; examination; and presentation. Acquisition involves recognizing
and seizing electronic data of an evidentiary value from a computer or network. Examination is the process of documenting the
evidence, then locating, identifying, and extracting the pertinent data. Presentation requires the formatting of relevant and technical
evidence for investigators and prosecutors. Both the examination and presentation phases may require the examiner to recreate a
network system to be used as evidence in the investigation. During the examination phase, the Automated Computer Examination
System (ACES), a data exploitation tool developed by the FBI Laboratory. provides a standardized computer evidence tool to scan
thousands of files for identification of known format and executable program files.

Documents, records, and other paper files have been seized as evidence, forensically examined, and entered into court to assist in the
prosecution of individuals spanning the spectrum of criminal/terrorist activities. Among today's criminals, computers and electronic
media, are fast becoming the evidentiary equivalent of yesterday's paper files. The very nature of digital computer technology (i.e. the
ability to store vast quantities of data, images, and other information on various storage media) makes these files more expansive.
Large storage devices, complex networks and distributed data are now commonplace among business professionals as well as the
general populace. The FBI must develop the capacity to address new technologies used by criminals. Due to the rapid change in
technology, this capacity necessitates the on-going development of better investigative and forensic tools and techniques for examiners
to use or it may find that the examiners have become obsolete in their knowledge base.

Due to growing demand for data forensics support, the FBI is converting existing part-time field CART personnel to full-time CART
examiners. As of January 2000, the FBI will have 26 full-time CART personnel at FBI Headquarters and 62 full-time and 54 part-
time CART personnel in the field, for a total of 142 trained CART personnel. Despitejbe-conversion of part-time examiners to full-
time status, the workload for this program continues to outpace resources available. To remedy this situation, the FBI is requesting ain
increase of 100 CART positions, including: $7,113,000 to hire train, and equip 83 field examiners and $1,458,000 to hirm, train, and
equip 17 FBI Headquarters examiners. The current backlog for a forensic exam is 10 months; without additional resources in 2001,
the backlog is expected to reach a minimum of 11.4 months.

The FBI's CART examiners conducted forensic examinations in support of approximately 2,500 cases during 1998 and approximately



2,000 cases in 1999. With the anticipated increase in high technology crime and the growth of private sector technologies, the FBI
expects 50 percent of its caseload to require at least one computer forensic examination. In the future, the CART program managers
anticipate between 6,000 and 8,500 cases requiring computer forensic examinations. This workload would increase due to the
increases in the sizes of the storage media (hard drives, etc.) utilized to store data that could be vital to FBI investigations.

The digital storage capacity of personal computers has increased substantially over the last few years. Computer industry analysts
expect this trend to continue at an even more accelerated rate. During the third and fourth quarters of 1998, the computers available on
the market had between 6 gigabytes (Gb) and 8Gb hard drive capacity. 24Gb hard drives are rapidly becoming the standard drive for
almost afl new computers, only adding to the workload of gigabytes to search and examine per case. In addition, larger commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) hard drives are available to replace and enhance storage capacity. In other words, these COTS hard drives have
doubled in capacity every year from 4.3Gb in 1997, to 8.4 Gb in 1998 to the 17Gb hard drives in 1999. 40Gb hard drives are currently
available for reasonable prices at most computer superstores and mail order companies. This trend of increasing hard drive capacities
is expected to continue. By the end of 2000, it is anticipated that 60Gb or 80Gb hard drives will become commonplace.

In 1998, a sampling of 641 completed searches and examinations yielded 47 cases where total evidence to be examined was 16Gb or
greater per cAtse. In two instances, the case involved over 100Gb to be searched and examined. With the increase in storage capacities,
the amount of workload experienced by the CART examiners increases proportionately. Although storage capacity is not the only
factor influencing workload, it plays an integral part considering the fact that as hard disk capacities increase, the amount of data that
can be stored by the user increases. At the present time, not only is there ample storage available on the average computer sold, but
the cost per Gb continues to drop on a weekly basis.

The net impact for the FBI CART examiners and agents in the field is an overwhelming increase in the level of effort required to
conduct forensic examinations. A 25Gb hard drive submitted for examination may not always contain 25Gb of data; however, the
CART examiner must examine every bit of data, and area of the media, in order to completely examine, the evidence. The chart below
depicts the impact on the backlog combining the overwhelming increase in the number of cases, the size of the storage drives and
amount of computer evidence per case.

Additionally, the FBI is requesting an increase of $2,800,000 for ACES. In 1998, the FBI invested $1,300,000 of funds appropriated
for Counterterrorism and Technology Crime research and development to develop data exploitation tools for use in forensic
examinations.



Trhe FBI acquired the services of a contractor to develop ACES. As of March 1999, ACES development was completed and FBI
examiners began training with ACES. ACES is being used by CART examiners to support the comprehensive analysis of computer
evidence. ACES automatically scans and reviews all personal computer files for their format and type. ACES will verify that certain
program, batch, or executable files are for computer operation and do not represent a file in which potential evidentiary material is
stored. ACES provides a menu-driven, graphical interface for all tools -and utilities used during an examination and maintains an
activity record ol the actions of the examiner and the results of all examination utilities. Results obtained from each examination
utility can be easily passed to additional analysis utilities as appropriate to the examination. ACES provides tracking and statistical
compilation during each examination. This provides crucial documentation for use during examiner testimony and will strengthen that
testimony by providing a blueprint for consistently reproducible test results. Statistics are also important to develop an understanding
of the amount and type of evidence processed and to track trends in the use of computers for criminal intent.

Computer operating systems and applications software are continually updated and modified by industry, Similarly, the FBI must be
able to update and upgrade ACES to keep pace with these changes, otherwise, ACES will lose its value as a forensic technique. For
2001, the FBI requests $2,800,000 for the ACES program, including: $2,000,000 for ongoing ACES development; $300,000 for
annual software license requirements, $300,000 for hardware; and $200,000 to support the development of a national forensic software
library for commercial off-the-shelf software. The FBI intends to provide ACES to all FBI field offices, as well as other federal, State,
and local law enforcement.

I DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM. LABORATfORY DIVSION/COMPUTER ANALYSIS AND RESPONSE TEAM (CART)
Apartment of Justice Core Function: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses

Strategic Goal: 1.4.3 High Technologyl"Computer Crime"IAnnual Performance Goal: Increase the capability of the FBI and DEA to acquire, examine and present computer evidence



PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Performance Plans

pe of Data 1998 1999 1999 2000 20
lndicaior Performance Indicator Source Actuals Enacted Plan Actuals Plan II Plan

Inputs A. Positions
Headquarters (Full-time) BPMS 2 6 26 26 26 43
Field (Full-time and Pail-time) 113PMS 9516116 1 16t 199
Total CART Examiners 121 142 142 142 242

B. Comparable Workyrars C A R 95 95 104 154*1

Exam Requests C ARTr 2,500 3,500 3,500 5,000 6,000

Outputs/ CART Capacity (Exams) CART 1,260 1,900 1,900 2,080 3,080
Acivit ies

CART Personnel Trained"* CART 121 142 142 142 242

Outcomes Examinations Supporting: CART
Violent Crime Major

offenders 27% 44.8% 42.1% 29% 29%
White Collar Crime 50% 36% 41.8% 55% 500/0
Organized Crime 50,1 4 8%4 4.8% 2% 2%
Domestic Terrorism 3% 31% 1.3% 2%/ 2%
National Securty/ N IPC 9% 9A4% 4.4% 90015%
miscellaneous 6% 1. 90/0a 5.7% 12%9 2%

______Backlog -Cases' * CART 1,240 1,600 1,600 2,920 2,920

______Backlog - Months"" ECs 11.8 10,1 10.1 16.81 11.4



A. Data Validation and Vtrifleatlon
*Measure of net workyears available accounting for CART personnel training, administrative, and other responsibilities in relation to time

committed for computer forensic examinations.
"New personnel lapsed at 50,
includese s training for new CART employees and re-certification training for on-board examiners.
***Estimate based on average number of exams performed by CART Field Examiners.
N= Productivity and workload cannot be measured as a linear function for forensic computer exams. A unit of work today will be 3.5
times larger in 2001 as a result of increased storage spacc and media ty"s. This requires an increase in the number of examiners required to
perform computer forensic exams. However, additional funding is also required to improve automated processes available for computer
forensic exams in ordet to keep pace with changing technology, including password recovery, encryption recognition, and utility
enhancements. Without additional examiners and enhancement of existing automated tools such as ACES, productivity advancements will
never be realized and the FBI will no longer be effective in the pursuit of criminals who commit crimes using computer storage media.

B. FY 1999 Performance Report: The FBI has identified a requirement for additional personnel and funding to promote the success of the
CART program. An acceptable goal for turnaround time is approximately two months The CART program was not able to meet its goal of
two months due so insufficient personnel and non-personnel resources required so examine, report, and testify on items of evidentiary
interest, The perpetual lack of sufficient CART resources will continue so cause significant delays in case processing and will hinder the
normal investigative process as all programs experience an increase in forensic evidence to be examined and searched. The current backlog
for a forensic exams is 10 months, the backlog for 2000 is expected to reach a minimum of 16.8 months.

C. Issues Affecting Selection of FY 2000 and 2001 Inisdators:
t Includes conversion of 95 part-time CART personnel to 62 full-time per 2000 Congressional language.
FY 2000 ad 2001 indicators represent the same performance measures and are based upon the same assumptions.

In the Congressional Budget Office's January 1999 Report to the Senate and House Committees on the Budget titled: The Ecnomic
and Budget Outlook: Fiscal Years 2000-2009, net premium outlays for Medicare in 1998 were $3.5 billion lower than had been
predicted by the CBO. One reason given for this dramatic savings was due 1o "changes in the behavior of health care providers after
several well-publicized antifraud initiative" (page 37). One of the cases cited was the 1997 Columbia Health Care case in which
CART played a major role. The Columbia case involved 40 field and FBI Headquarters CART examiners and covered 17 hospitals.
The magnitude of the forensic eiams thus far involves the imaging of 116 hospital computer systems/networks and raw data on 1, 150
disks. This translates into the production of at least 30 CD's comprised of 650 megabytes (Mb) per CD, of pertinent evidence
extracted to support the case.

The FBI also used the CART program during a long-term espionage investigation. During that investigation, over 1,000 3.5" floppy



diskd;t,,s were duplicated. The examination of the diskettes, by a CARTr field examiner resulted in the discovery of hidden computer
code which contained encrypted clandestine communications. This case has, to date, been one of the largest espionage investigations
to utilize (CART expertise. It was determined that 95% of the evidence resulting from the investigation was stored electronically. The
investigation and subsequent arrest of ten individuals has since yielded additional espionage investigations.

In three recent criminal cases, the CART examiner's expertise enabled the timely arrest of a perpetrator before further harm came to a
child. Cases involving a kidnaping and minors abducted via the use of an Intemnet chat room have required the immediate availability
of the examiner's expertise. However, the impact resulting from lack of immediate availability could have been substantial. Recent
forensic exams involving extortion, hacking and public corruption cases were able to either build a case sufficient enough to go trial or
to initiate an investigation. Evidence retrieved from a computer forensic exam often prevents cases from remaining stagnant. In
instances where a CART examiner is not available to conduct a forensic search, case agents sometimes attempt to conduct remedial
examinations because of time-sensitivity. Consequently, a case in 1996 resulted in contamination of forensic evidence that prevented
it from being admissible in court. The defendant was released because no other admissible evidence was available.

Without an enhancement of CART personnel to conduct computer forensic exams and searches, as well as the technical expertise
needed to prepare technical affidavits aad testifying in court, not only the computer crime squads, but all FBI programs will have
difficulty meeting their mission. Significant delays in case processing will hin der the normal investigative process as all programs
experience an increase in forensic evidence to be examined and searched.

Item: WCC - Intellectual Properly Rights (IPR) Center, 8 Positions (2 agents), 4 FTE and $612,00O

As the world moves from the industrial age to the information age, the United States' economy is increasingly dependent on the
production and distribution of Intellectual Property. Currently, the United States is the world leader in the development of creative,
technical and intellectual property. Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) infringement includes both violations of the Economic
Espionage Act (theft of trade secrets) as well as traditional copyr 'ight and trademark violations. Copyright violations primarily
encompass computer software, recorded music and video piracy, while trademark violations primarily encompass the counterfeiting of
certain products and brand name goods. Each of these violations has a significant impact on the United States. As a result of this, IPR
was nanied one of the FBI's WCC priorities.

Without question, the United States is the world leader in the development of creative, technical and intellectual products. These



products have essentially supplanted tangibles such as steel and wheat as our economic lifeblood. Violations of IPR laws affect a
broad range of United States industries. Many of these industries have a direct and tangible impact on the economic well being of the
United States, Of primary concern is the development and production of trade secret information. The American Society of Industrial
Security estimated the potential of losses at $2 billion per month in 1997, According to the International Intellectual Property
Alliance, copyright piracy cost an estimated loss of $10.8 billion to United States copyright industries during 1997. In addition, the
International Anti -Counterfeiting Coalition estimates that the cost due to the trademark infringement in the world to be $250-350
billion annually. Furthermore, IPR infringements cheat the United States Government of tax revenues and add to the trade deficit.
While the economic costs of IPR infingements are staggering, there are other, oftcn more dangerous, ramifications. Many types of
profitable products are counterfeited using inferior materials and quality controls. Examples include airplane and automobile parts,
infant formula, children's toys, pharmaceuticals, and birth control pills. Many criminal organizations use the proceeds from these
activities to fund violent or terrorist activities.

An important component of IPR involves international treaties and their obligations. The most important and persuasive of these
treaties is the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights Accord of 1994. The Accord provides for the establishment of
standards for protection of a full range of IPR and the enforcement of those standards. With regard to the enforcement requirement,
the Accord requires that "enforcement procedures must be such as to permit effective action against any act of infringement of
intellectual property rights, and that the remedies available must be expeditious in order to prevent infringements and they must
constitute a deterrent to further infringements." Clearly, effective enforcement is a mandate of the Accord. More important than
simply being obligated to the bare minimums of thc Accord, the United States sets the world example for 1PR enforcement.

A growing percentage of all significant IPR violations now have an Internet element. Thousands of web sites are solely designed to
distribute pirated material. The potential damage to United States IPR owners from this type of theft is dramatic and is escalating
daily. It is imperative that the FBI develop a coordinated and effective response to this problem. There are a number of investigative
hurdles that are specific to Internet based IPR crime. The location of the subject is often not fully identified until well into the
investigation.

External data demonstrate the rising trend of this crime problem, The United States Customs Service seizure data shows an alarming
increase in IPR seizures. Since 1994, there has been a steady increase in botfi the number and value of IPR seizures. From 1997 to
1998 in particular, the number of seizures rose from 1,943 to 3,409 and the value of those seizures rose from $54.1 million to $75.9
million. The data clearly show a tremendous volume of infringed goods being imported and illegally distributed throughout the



country. Also, in most instances, no further criminal investigation is undertaken once a shipment is seized, due to limited investigative
resources.

Finally, the lack of credible or consistent enforcement by Federal law enforcement has yielded considerable evidence that criminals
perpetrating these types of crimes perceive them as low risk and high reward. In a recent case, a subject who had posted pirated
software on the Internet told investigators that "friends had told him the FBI had better things to do than enforce these laws." In
another case, an Asian gang in Los Angeles chose to distribute over $30 million worth counterfeit Microsoft software rather than
traditional criminal activities due to the high profit potential and low risk.

The FBI requests an increase of $612,000 and eight positions (two agent and six investigative support) to participate in the multi-
agency IPR Center. The concept of the [PR Center was jointly developed by the FBI, the Department of Justice, and the USCS, and is
designed to enhance the overall investigation of IPR violations by United States law enforcement. All other government agencies having
responsibility for IPR matters, including the United States Trade Representative, Department of Commerce Patent and Trademark Office,
and the Copyright Office., will be invited to participate in the joint center.

The IPR Center is expected to open in 2000 with an initial focus on: (I) working with private industry and assuring the referral of
quality cases to the Center; (2) encouraging law enforcement agencies to work in concert on cases which warrant joint investigations;
and (3) gaining support of the Assistant United Stflttes Attorney's Office to aggressively pursue IPR cases. Through the analysis and
review of existing cases which would be handled at the IPR Center, it is anticipated that there would be a sizable number of spinoff
cases identified and referred to field offices. The production, distribution and retail sale of infringing illegal products covers many
jurisdictions. Often, these links and relationships are not fully explored or investigated. It is anticipated that analysts at the Center
would identify links and criminal relationships that have not been identified in the past. This information will then be used to initiate
additional cases.

The IPR Centerwould focus on the intelligence and analytical requirement of IPR cases. It would coordinate the sharing of IPR
information among federal agencies and state law enforcement authorities. The [PR Center would assist in providing a coordinated
intelligence flow of information for use by the field components. It would also conduct analytical evaluations, assist in determining
trends and would provide support to investigative operations. All available sources of Intellectual Property (IP) intelligence would be
combined into a consolidated and dedicated IP intelligence base. This information would include Customs seizure data, FBI case
information and private industry information. The [PR Center would also seek to integrate the sharing of this information to other



foreign and domestic law enforcement.

DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: White-Collor Crime I Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)
Department of Justice Core Function: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses
Strategic Goal: 1.4 Reduce White-Collar Crime Including public corruption end fraud.
Annual Performance Goal: Increase in Potential Economic toss Prevented due to IPR Infringement

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION -

Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of Data 122 1999__
Indicator Performance Indicator Source Actuats Enacted Actuals Plan Plan

Plan

Inputs 1. # of agents assigned to IPR Center WCC N/A N/A N/A 1 3
2. N of support assigned to IPR Center Progran. N/A N/A N/A 1 7

Outputs 2. Arrests and Locates 64 N/A 59 t t
3, Informations and Indictments 73 N/A 55 1 t
4. Convictions and Pre-Trial Divcrsions ISRAA 86 N/A 62 t t
5, Recoveries and Restitutions ($000). $1 5,862 N/A $59,808 1
6. Fines ($000) $225 N/A S215 t t

Activity 7. Number of Investigative Matters pending
beginning of period MAR 212 N/A 334 t
8. Number of Investigative Matters opened 525 N/A 340 t
9. Number of Investigative Matters closed 403 N/A 237 t t

Outcomes 10. Potential Economic Loss Prevented ($00) ISRAA $167,032 N/A $586,594 5% increase Further 5%
from 1999 increase
level, from 1999 level



A. Data Validation and Verification:

MAR - The FBI's Monthly Administrative Report (MAR) is a system that tracks the number if cases opened. perndin~g, sod closed within any given time period Data is
.evit'ied trough the FBt's inspection process Inspections occur on a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding Using statisicat sampling methods, data in the MAR is traced
back in source documents contained in the I-B31 Flies

ISRAA - Ihe F'Bt's Integrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis Application (tSRAA) is a ceniratired database through which the t:m1 tracks statistical accomplishment of
cases from inception to closure, e g , arrests, locales, infortmations, indictments, and convicliiis Before data are entered into the systeni they are reviewed and approved by
an I It field manager. They are subsequently verified though the t-Ill's inspection process Inspections inccur on a 2 it 3 year cycle, depending on tending. Using statistical
sampling methods, data in the MAR are traced bac-k Io source documents contained in the FBI files

B. FY 1999 Performanee Report: None

C. lasa Affecting Selection of FY 2000 and 2001 Indicators: None

D. Additional Footnotes:

t1r in occordaitee with the Attorney General's Guidance of not projecting targeted levels of performance for certain indicator types.

The anticipated benefit of the additional resources will be in the identification, disruption and dismantlement of thle organized groups
of criminals involved in the large scale. production and distribution of counterfeit, pirated and other infringing products. In addition,
inasmuch as these IPR crimes are precursors to more serious crimes and funding mechanisms for organized crime groups, another
indirect benefit of this enhancement will be the disrupt oil of those enterprises. Furthermore, the additional resources will enable the
FBI to participate with U.S.C,S. in the establishment of the IPR Intelligence Center. Once established, the IPR Center will provide a
stream of case specific Intellectual Property intelligence to the field components of the plan, thereby enhancing its' effectiveness.

Item: TFS&S - Counter-Encryption Technology Equipment, $7,000,000

On a daily basis, the media announces that many existing data security products are no longer secure (e.g., Netscape mail-password
protection broken, Digital Video Disc encryption scheme, and Ground System Mobile cellular phone encryption algorithm), and that
stronger encryption is the only means to protect government, business and citizens from unwanted intrusion. In response, today's
leading communications products are incorporating advanced cryptographic capabilities to counter a wide array of threats from both
domestic hacking and organized intelligence efforts. Both Microsoft and Macintosh have already established strong encryption within
their newest operating systems software (iLe., Windows 2000 and 059). IBM has announced it's marketing of "..the world's most
secure commercial PC."These products, and hundreds of others now being sold or poised to enter the market, are thwarting law
enforcement's ability to access court authorized communications intercepts or obtain plaintext from seized media.



The widespread use of digitally-based telecommunications technologies, and the unprecedented expansion of computer networks
incorporating privacy features/capabilities through the use of cryptography (i.e., encryption), has placed a tremendous burden on the
FBI's electronic surveillance technologies. The use of complex and high speed digital communications presents technological
challenges that were non-existent only a few years ago. Today, the most basic communications employ layers of protocols,
formatting, compression and proprietary encoding applications which have the effect of masking and hiding the content of

- communications. In addition, the expansion of electronic commerce and concerns for privacy have brought about new concepts and
deve!..pments in affordable and robust encryption products for private sector use. These cryptographic systems provide robust
security to conventional and cellular telephone conversations, facsimile transmissions, local and wide area networks, communications
transmitted over the Internet, personal computers, wireless communications systems, electronically stored information, remote keyless
entry systems, advanced messaging systems, and radio frequency communication systems. The potential use of such encryption
products by a vast array of criminals and terrorists to conceal their criminal communications and information poses an extremely
serious threat to effective law enforcement and ultimately to public safety and national security.

The FBI is already encountering strong encryption in criminal and national security investigations. -in 1999, 53 new investigations
encountered encryption. The successful analysis of encrypted ccmmunications can require an array of highly complex software and
hardware systems, as well as efforts of highly skilled scientists, mathematicians, analysts 6nd engineers. The need for a law
enforcement cryptanalytic capability is well documented in several studies, including the National Research Council's Committee
Report entitled "Cryptography's Role in Securing the Information Society." Specifically, the Committee recommended that high
priority be given to the development of technical capabilities, such as signal analysis and decryption, to assist law enforcement in
coping with technological challenges. The Attorney General's Five-Year Interagency Counter Terrorism and Technology Crime Plan
identified the development of a non-classified decryption capability to facilitate the use of evidence in court as a top requirement.
On September 16, 1999, the Administration acknowledged the accelerated pace of encryption developments and its effect upon law
enforcement, commerce anal the financial markets. As part of the plan to both support and respond to this advancing technology, the
Administration announced the relaxation of export re~trir tions on encryption to allow United States businesses to compete abroad; at
the same time the Administration announced sup :,. for the FBI's Technical Support Center, a centralized civilian resource for
engineering, processing and decrypting lawfully Wt-..cepted digital communications and electronically stored information.

No base funding exists for development of counter-encryption technology and support services associated with a centralized civilian
resource. Funding totaling $7,000,000 is requested to provide encryption technology equipment and services to further develop the
Cryptanalysis. Laboratory's Initial Operating Capability (10C). The FBI will utilize the requested funding to acquire hardware and



software tools, technologies and systems, technical experts and support services in order to develop four programs: 1) Analytical
Engineering; 2) Signal Analysis Research; 3) Counter-Encryption Deployment Program; and 4) Industry Assisted Technology
Transfer. The FBI will work with existing national laboratories and other government agencies to ensure all available resources are
utilized in executing all processing functions. The technology implemented will combine commercial off-the-shelf (COTS),
government off-the shelf (GOTS) and custom-developed products. This approach will prevent the duplication of effort while
providing a cohesive civilian processing capability for use by federal, state and local law enforcement. The following chart displays
performance measures for this enhancement.

DECISION UNIT/PROGRAM: TECHNICAL FIELD SUPPORT AND SERVICES/Encryption/Technical Support Capability
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses
STRATEGIC GOAL: Supports Goals 1 - 5
COMPONENT ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL. 'o provide the technical support capability to serve as a centralized civilian resource for
engineering, processing and decrypting Iawfu4 interceted diital cmmunicationu and electronically stored information.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION [T PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE
- - L -PLANS

Performance Re port Performance Plans

Type of 1998 1999 19992 am 2001
Indicator Performance Indicator Data Source Actuals Enacted Actuals Plan Plan

______________Plan

Inputs Trechnical Systems Preliminary design $0 so $0 S0 $7,000,000
Non-personnel Funding plans

Activities I) Analytical Engineering Tanks Electronic N/A N/A N/A N/A 40
2) Signal Analysis Research Efforts Surveillance 8
3) Counter- Encryption Deployments Strategic Plan 10

_________4) Industry Assisted Technology Transfers 12

Outputs I ) Systems Analyzed Electronic N/A N/A N/A N/A 40
2) Design Plans Surveillance 4
3) Systems designed/deployed Strategic Plan 10

_________4) Critical specitications/infonnation obtained 12



Performance Repor Performance Plans

Type of .L998 192 12229 2000 2001
1ndicator Performance Indicator Data Source Actuals Enacted Actuals Plan Plan

End r Outcome 1) Capabilities established Electronic NIA N/A N/A to
2) Prototype Developed Surveillance 4
3) Investigations Supported design/deployed Strategic Plan 20
4) Capabilities applied I__II__I____1_81

A. Datat Validation and Verification: Preliminary Design Plans - Data for the preliminary designs was part of an A&E done for the Encryption Program in
which technical equipment and basic requirements were net forth by the FBI. This data is dependani up the continuing emergence of Encryption Technology,

Electronic Surveillance Strategic Plan - The Electronic Surveillance Strategic Plan is updated every year and includes the EST's Strategic goals and mission.
T'he Plan includes Near Term, Mid Term, and Long Term Success Factors. The driving force is the direction and sophistication of private industry and the
modernization of the criminal element.

The FBI's Counter- Encryption program will enhance law enforcement's readiness and effectiveness in addressing domestic terrorism,
protection of the national infrastructure, and the challenges posed by emerging domestic and international criminal activities. The
requested funding for equipment will provide direct support to field investigations and law enforcement efforts in responding to the
new uses and proliferation of encryption and complex electronic communications. Currently, the FBI is experiencing exponential
growth in the number of investigations requiring technical support in efforts to obtain plaintext from encrypted evidence. In particular,
the FBl has encountered encryption in almost every type of investigation to include most notably: terrorism, foreign
counterintelligence, drug, organized crime, and violent crime/child pornography investigations. The Administration's plan for a
centralized civilian resource to support federal, state and local law enforcement demands a commitment of resources. Without the
requested funding, the increasing number of technical requests for assistance cannot be addressed.



Initiative: Law Enforcement Services

Amount
Decsin ni P. YX

Forensic Services (FS) J 2 $6,699

For 200 1, the FBI is requesting. total of 5 direct positions (2 FTE) and $6,699,000 to provide enhanced law enforcement services to
federal, state, and local law enforcement and criminal justice agencies: $5,335,000 for the Federal Convicted Offender DNA Database
(FCODD) and S 1,364,000 for the National Integrated Ballistics Identification Network (NIBIN).

Justification for Resources Requested

Item: FS-F'ederal Convicted Offender DNA Database Program, 5 positions (2 FTE) and $5,335,000

The DNA Identification Act, included in the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, authorized the FBI to establish
an index containing DNA records from persons convicted of crimes; samples recovered from crime scenes; and samples recovered
from unidentified human remains. The FBI's Combined DNA Identification System (CODIS) allows state and local crime laboratories
to store and match DNA records. The Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 authorized the Director of the FBI to
"expand the CODIS to include Federal crimes and crimes committed in the District of Columbia." No other federal agency or crime
laboratory is authorized to establish such a capability. No funding has been appropriated to establish a federal DNA offender database.

The 1998 Justice Appropriations Act directed the FBI to provide a plan to Congress to support the implementation of a program that
requires a federal prisoner convicted of a criminal offense involving a victim who is a minor or a sexually violent offense to provide a
DNA sample for inclusion in a law enforcement DNA database prior to the prisoner's release from incarceration. The plan included
draft legislation needed to implement the plan. That report was submitted to Congress in January, 1999. The proposed Federal
Convicted Offender DNA Database (FCODD) would be implemented upon receiving legislative authority and funding.

To implement the FCODD, $335,000 for five positions, including one Program Manager and four Examiners, is requested to manage
and type database samples from the population of federally convicted offenders. Also, an increase of $5,000,000 is requested for the
implementation and start-up costs of the FCODD. The FCODD supporting network is composed of two software components. First,
the FBI requires a sample tracking system for the FCODD. This system will monitor the sample receipt and disposition; include



information about the sample contributor (e.g., prison ID number, name); include the sample's CODIS number-, and when the sample
was analyzed. Secondly, a software component is required to perform the actual DNA analysis The software will be written and
supported by Perkin-Elmer, a company that provides instrumentation, software, and materials for DNA analysis. The recurring cost of
operating the FCODD is estimated at $1,300,000.

The requested resources would allow the FBI, with the assistance of other federal agencies, primarily the Federal Bureau of Prisons
(BOP), to collect and type approximately 20.000 DNA samples, comprising approximately 15,000 samples from the current federal
inmate population, and approximately 5,000 samples from persons convicted of violent crimes in federal courts during 1999 and every
yeatr thereafter, once legislation to implement such collection is enacted. The FBI Laboratory's Report to Congress pursuant to
P1L. 105-229 includes draft legislation that is required to authorize the collection of DNA samples from federal, military, and District
of Columbia convicted offenders for analysis and entry of the DNA data into the national DNA database. Additionally, the FBI will-
analyze and enter all DNA profiles generated from federal convicted offenders into the national CODIS database. After the backlog is
exhausted, it is estimated that approximately 3,000 federal convicts per year will have committed offenses qualifying for inclusion of
their DNA profile into the CODIS database.

The FBI Laboratory will consult and coordinate the collection of DNA samples with all affected agencies. Procedures for the
collection of samples specify promulgation of each agency's responsibility in regulations. To ensure standardization of the collection,
chain of custody and analysis processes, the FBI will provide the DNA sample collection kits, DNA analysis, and input of DNA data
into the CODIS database.

All 50 states have enacted legislation that requires blood samples to be taken from felons convicted of various qualifying offenses.
Implementation of the FCODD and placement of DNA profiles from federal offenders into the CODIS system will provide a valuable
and currently overlooked population of DNA profiles to the National DNA Index System. DNA profiles from federal convicted
offenders will be shared nationwide at the federal, state and local level. The addition of FCO profiles to the CODIS system will
undoubtedly lead to the resolution of many violent criminal cases which would otherwise remain unsolved. The purpose of the
FCODD program is to ensure that offenders convicted of these violent crimes are not missing from a national DNA database, thereby
enhancing the nation's ability to solve violent crimes.

DNA analysis has had a dramatic impact in linking crimes together and then providing compelling evidence when these cases go to
trial. On the state level, DNA analysis has demonstrated its ability to instantly identify' repeat offenders. Implementation of the
FCODD will enable investigators to quickly exclude suspects because their Federal Convicted Offender (FCO) profile did not match
the crime scene evidence. Additionally, the FCODD may have a significant impact in solving violent crimes committed in the District



of Columbia mA on Native American Reservations. Currently, violent offenders convicted in the District of Columbia and on
government reservations do not have DNA samples collected and stored in any DNA database. Individuals with prior qualifying
convictions may be quickly identified in these locations that may not otherwise be suspects in the investigation. These individuals will
be in the federal and national databases because their blood was drawn as the result of a prior federal conviction. The FCODD match
can be immediately followed up through further investigation. Finally, serial cases are easily identified because of such DNA analysis.

Item: National Integrated Ballistics Identification Network (NIBIN) connectivity, $1,364,000

On December 2, 1999, the FBI and the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) for joint-agency implementation of the NIBIN, a single federal ballistics imaging system. Both agencies will
work together to provide a coordinated vision and implementation plan for NIBIN which will employ a single image format. Past
attempts to achieve interoperability were stifled by incompatible hardware and software and a lawsuit between developers. In
addition, the National Institute of Standards (NIST) put three years of effort into developing a workable solution for system
interoperability, but with no success. NIBIN is designed to combine the best features of the BATF's Integrated Bullet Identification
System (IBIS) and the FBI's DRUGiFIRE system. The foundation and front-end, user interface, of the system is designed to function
like IBIS while the back-end, analysis portion, is designed to function like DRUGFIRE.

Base resources consist of one position and $4,200,000 in nonpersonnel funds.

The new NIBIN MOU delineates defined roles for each agency. As a result, the FBI is responsible for installation of a nationwide
communications network and connections between system sites. The FBI requires $1,364,000 in 2001 to provide the additional
communications infrastructure required to implement the new unified ballistics system.

Under the new NIBIN MOU, the FBI will be responsible for installing and connecting the NIBIN across the country with appropriate
high-speed telecommunications lines and hardware for nationwide coverage. The FBI's Criminal Justice Informnation Services-Wide
Area Network (CJIS-WAN) will be the telecommunications vehicle for the new system. The FBI will also assume responsibility for
any costs associated with connectivity between the ballistics imaging systems and the network. The FBI will generate and disseminate
statistical and/or activity reports relative to the network communications system. Finally, the FBI will be responsible for developing
and distributing support databases (e.g. standard ammunition, trigger locks, and firearm and ammunition recall), independent of te
unified IBIS, for forensic firearms examiners and others requiring this information.



The BATF will have overall responsibility for Crime Gun and Firearms Manufacturen Operations. Crime Gun and Firearms
Manufacturers Operations responsibilities include, but are not be limited to, design of the field architecture necessary to support the
crime gun network and development of a plan for the replacement of existing DRUGFIRE systems with the unified IBIS and other
systems to store replicated data. This means the BATF will be responsible for hardware and software development and installation,
training, security, maintenance, user protocols and support, and quality control. The BATF will also provide image capture, storage, or
access to any computerized ballistic images/data stored on acquisition stations, primary servers, or other servers containing replicated
data. Additionally, the BATF may design and maintain ancillary databases necessary to support or enhance the Crime Gun or Firearms
Manufacturers Operations. Systems will be replaced by priority as determined by the BATF in consultation with the FBI. The
redeployments will be completed at BATF expense, subject to availability of funds and execution of the standard MOU.

The BATF's work begins with determining the priority order for replacing DRUGFIRE units. Priority will be determined on crime
rates, lab workload, and usage trends. Today, the top 40 DRUGFIRE units produce 80 percent of total volume and have generated 93
percent of the total hits. The hardware and software at each DRUGFIRE site will be upgraded. The BATF plans to replace
10 DRUGFIRE units in 2000, 73 DRUOFIRE units in 2001, and 68 DRUGFIRE units in 2002. This will complete replacement of the
151 existing DRUGFIRE units. In addition, the DRUGFIRE evidentiary database will be reformatted in the IBIS image format. This
plan is proposed in order to provide a seamless transition for DRUGFIRE and LBIS users.

The existing NIBIN Board, comprised of officials from both agencies and a state representative, will facilitate the transition process.
As the transition proceeds, but prior to NIBIN being turned on, the FBI will maintain responsibility for maintenance or support costs
associated with transitioning DRUGFIRE units. As noted above, the transition is expected to take three years, with 2000 representing
commencement of the joint agency effort. The FBI requires funding for connectivity activities !o ensure a smooth transition to the
unified system occurs.



Special Analysis: Health Care Fraud Enforcement (Reimbur-sable)

Amount
Decision Unit Po. WYs (00
While-Collar Crime (Health Care Fraud

Reimbursable) 48 24 $12,000

More than $1 trillion is spent on health care each year in this country, roughly 15 percent of the Gross National Product. This amount
is expected to double within the next 10 years. The General Accounting Office, as well as industry experts, have conservatively
estimated that 10 percent of all health care costs is attributable to fraud, waste and abuse i.e: $100 billion per year, Based simply on
the enormity of its expenditures, the health care industry is quite susceptible to fraudulent activity which, if not aggressively pursued,
can and will have a significant detrimental effect on the finances of the U.S. health care system.

Fraudulent billings submitted to the health care insurers and medically unnecessary services performed simply to generate billings are
prevalent in every geographical are in the country. This fraudulent conduct may include double billing, receipt and payment of
kickbacks, billing for more comprehensive services than provided or upcoding and seeking reimbursements for personal expenses and
other non-covered costs. As one successful Health Care Fraud (H-CF) investigation after another has been conducted, the FBI has
come to realize that previous estimates of the magnitude of the crime problem may have been grossly understated. Each investigation
seemingly uncovers a new scheme to defraud the U.S. healthcare system, and patterns emerge that encompass a much wider area than
originally expected. 1'he FBI is currently engaged in the investigation of widespread, corporate-driven fraud by Columbia/HCA, the
largest white-collar crime investigation in FBI history. This investigation is extremely labor intensive and is creating many unforeseen
travel and other non-personnel costs. Other national-scale investigations of National Medical Corporation and Beverly Enterprises are
requiring large, long-term commitments of personnel resources by several field divisions which will continue through 2001.

One region that has experienced a particularly high incidence of HCF is Florida. Fraudulent schemes in the Southern District of
Florida have drained billions of dollars from federal and state health care plans including, but not limited to, Medicare, Medicaid,
Tricare /Champus, Department of Veterans Affairs, and the Office of Personnel Management. It is estimated that the federal
government overpaid hospitals, doctors and other health care providers $2.5 billion in questionable Medicare claims from Florida in
1947, out of the $26.9 billion in Medicare funds paid nationally in the same period. The FBI, in concert with the Executive Office of
United States Attorneys, the Department of Health and Human Se-vices-Office of Inspector General and the United States Attorney's



Office-Southern. District of Florida, has committed resources to participate in a two year pilot project to create a censtralized storage
facility to maximize federal, state, and local investigative coordination and cooperation in combating the high density health care
fraud. This facility will serve as a central repository for federal health care fraud investigations, It will provide a secure storage area
for documents and evidence, and will aid federal, state, and local prosecutors and investigators in working together to ensure
coordination, cooperation, and avoid duplication in the investigation of health care fraud cases.

The health care industry is a highly technical field with unique laws, regulation and operating systems which vary amongst the health
care insurers. Those having prior experience and the resultant expertise in the industry would be better positioned to pursue HCF
investigations. Additionally, the FBI is also the only federal law enforcement agency responsible for investigating HCF in the private
sector, as well as in the public sector. As a result, the FBI utilizes its HCF resources over a wider range than all other law enforcement
agencies. HCF investigations are very document intensive and require experts to interpret the various data gathered. Further, the
demands of nationwide investigations such as Columbia/HCA are incurring huge unforeseen costs in terms of travel, equipment, and
evidence and document handling.

The FBI receives funding for most of its health care fraud enforcement investigations under the provisions of the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996. Prior to the Act, these positions and funding were directly appropriated to the FBI. For
2000, the FBI received $76,000,000 in funding, which was used to fund 415 agent and 313 support reimbursable positions. For 2001,
the FBI will be provided $88,000,000. This amount is $12,000,000 above the level for 2000 and will allow the FBI to increase its
investigative effort against health care fraud by 48 new positions (30 agents and I8 support). The 18 support positions requested are
allocated as follows: 8 investigative, 4 CART examiners, 3 technical, and 3 clerical. Overall, the FBI will use this funding to support a
total of 445 agent and 331 support positions. The 2001 funding will also be used for investigative costs associated with HCF
investigations. These costs include computer and photocopy equipment needed by field offices to help the field work with evidence
gathered during the Columnbia/l-CA investigation. In addition, the FBI will allocate $577,000 as part of an interagency pilot project in
the Southerni District of Florida to create a central repository for storing evidence related to HCF investigations.



DECISiO UNIT/PROGRAM: WblW-Cufar Cdta Health Care Fraud
Deparnment of Justice Core Function: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses
Strategic Goal: 1.4 Reduce White-Collar Crime including public corruption and fraud.
Annual Performance Goal: Medicare cost savings for targeted goods and services where egregious fraudulent billing is

tePerformne Indicator leforsntoa PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE ; PLANS

Performance Report Performaace Plans

Type of Performance Indicators Data 112 122 2000 2001
Indicator Source Actuala Enacted Actisals Plan Plan

Plan

Ilnputs # Field Agent Positions provided by HIPAA BFA 340 380 380 415 445

_____ Field Support Positions provided by HIPAA BFA 229 271 271 313 331

Activities Number of investigtive Matters Pending at MAR 2,582 f 2,801 t ti
_____Beginning of Period_____ ______ _____ _____

____Number of investigative Matters Opened MAR 1,463 t 1,5511' . 1

Number of Investigative Matters Closed MAR 1,244 t 1,333 ft

Outputs Information and indictments ISRAA 690 t 686 t

Recoveries & Restitutions ($000) ISRAA $137,955 t $314,085 t t

Fines ($000) ISRAA $9,950 t $46,858 t t

Arrests and Locates ISRLAA 354 t 372 t t

Convictions and Pre-Tria Diversionts ISRAA 526 t 582 t t

Outcomes Medicare Expenditures Relatingto Clinical HCFA S.866 $1.957 $,770 $1.848 $1.739
Laboratory Tests billion billion billion billion billion
(1997 Baseline -$2.174 billion) Ciucao

Ittt-
__________prmsw ________ 141 /0.9___



Performance Report Perfomamee Plans

Type or Perfrmance Indicators Date .i - 2000 2001
Indicator Sou rce Actuals Enacted Acluals plan Plan

________________________________ Pa

Medicare Expenditures Relating to all HCFA $I.667 SI.517 $.599 $1.432 $1.348
Ambulance Services billion billion billion billion billion
(1997 Baseline =S1.685 billion) Claims

prorwssed
throagA
6130,99

Home Health Agencies Expenditures HCFA $2.611 $.061 $.547 3835 $3.610
(1997 Baseline = $4.5 12 billion) billion billion billion billion billion

(f/rm Claens
prsud processed

through through
12M* 19a

A4. Dais Validation and P'ariflceli n:
ISFA -Budget Formulation Application (BFA). The FBI's Budget Accounting system which accounts for congressionally authorized budget
authority, positions and work-years
MAR - The FBI's Monthtly Administrative Report (MAR) is a system that tracks the number of cases opened, pending, and closed within any
given time period Data is verified through the FBI's inspection process. Inspections occurott a 2 to 3 year cycle, depending on funding. Using
statistical sampling methods, data-in the MAR is traced hack to source documents contained in the FBI files&
ISRAA -The FBI's Integrated Statistical Reporting and Analysis Application (ISRAA) is a cesntratized database through which the FBI tracks
statistical accomplishment of cases front inception to closure, e g., arrests, locates, informations, indictments, and convictions. Before data are
entered into the system ihey ame reviewed and approved hy an FBI field manager. They are subsequently verified though the FBI's inspection
process, Inspections occur on a 2 to 3 year cyce, depending on funding. Using statistical samnpling methods, data in the MAR is traced back to
source documents contained is the FBI fites.
"CFA - The Department's data source for she Health Carm Fraud performance goal reflect Health Care Financial Administration (H1CFA) fraud
targets The Medicare costs measuiremsents for this performance gnat include payments for all ctinsical lab tests and ambulance services billed to
Medicare during the reported period. A new DOJ indicator being measured for FY 2001. Home Health Agencies fraud costs reflect three
targeted states: Florida, Texas, and Louisianai. Validaion and verification of the data takes place primarily at its collection point, HCFA. The
FBI reviews the data received from KCFA for consistency arid reliability. Since data from HCFA is provided on a calender year, billings can he
received up lo ose year &alce services. Therefore, complete FY 1999 datas will not be available until CY 200 1. Changes in the Medicare
payment system affecting an identifiable area due to legislative or regulatory action (e.g., implementation of a prospective payment system)
would invalidate any comparison to data for previous years.I



Performance Report Perferameen Pllo

Indicator Source Actualls Enacted Actuabs Plan Plon

Plan I

The above measures include billings for all clinical lab tests and all ambulance services billed to Medicare during the reporting period. The FBI,
working in conjunction with other agencies such as the ofice of the Inspiector General for the Dept. of Health and Humian Services (OIG4FIHS),
found that fraudulent bill Iings or these serv ices were rampantI across the country. Since data from HCFA is provided on a Calendar Year (CY),
billings can be received up to one year after service, Therefore, comrpile FY 1998 data will not be available until CV 2000 and complete FY
1999 data will not he available for sometime.

C Isns Affetwig Sett~mcfl tiFY 20W an 201 livALW.
FBI is constantly directing its attention to new targets in healt care fraud investigations, and the current performance report reflects in updated
list of HCF fraud targets. The FBI has recentIly increased its attention to fraud in Howe Health Agencies is Florida, Texas, and Louisiana, The
Durable Medical Equipment (DME) previously reported itt 2000 will only achieve further reductions through regulatory enforcement, so these

__ _ _ items have been dropped from the data list for the FBI performance indicators.

D. Addkfoet Ftotma:
,t In accordance with the Attorney Generals guidance of not projecting targeted levels of performance for certain indicator types.
1) "Plan' data for Clinical Laboratoty Tests. Ambulance Services and Home Health Agencies was developed by taking a five percent
reduction each yew subsequent to 1997 (the baseline established) i.e. 1999 'Plan" data reprsents at 10 percent reductions from the

W____ 97baselinc expenditures.

The additional personnel and nonpersnnel resources will allow the FBI to continue to effectively combat Health Care Fraud.
The anticipated benefit of the additional personnel and nonpersonnefr-sources will be in the reduction of monies lost due to fraudulent

billings. This increase will enable the FBI to continue working large scale HCF investigations and make significant headway in
accomplishing both its program plan and strategic objectives.



Federal Bureau of tnvestgatoe
Salaries and Expenses

Jualtticaitur, of Multi-Activity Proram Cisanges
(Dollafs on lhousanda(

Budget ActiilytProgram Inonlo" naIr VW Cnm F LaTnoannMngonm~p i an noag rnigCotnarni ServiceoTt
~gelzd~renI~wma oa Y montP"e WY Amunt Po. WY Amout Fpoe WY mount FPoe wy Amout Pool WY Am oun o. WY Amoun Poo. M AmounI Foo WY Aon

soooolt l rtems $IO 112,100i $7.lO00
flrll-Cotar Crime a 4 1812 a 612
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Mr a nageoment AomAw n
wv4 lcomrcale r IS 1 7 408 381 16,434 15 7 57.272

Teolasic Fisld Suppor and Service 15000 4 2 1,185 3,000 7.000 4 2 25,1881
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Federal Bureau of Investigation

Salaries and Expenses

Status of Congressionally Requested

Studies, Report and Evaluations

1. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.Rpt. 106-479) directs the FBI to submit
a spending plan for the increase of $3,399,000 provided for training, equipment, supplies and technology upgrades for Computer
Analysis Response Team (CART) teams. A specific date was not given, but the report must be received by Congress before funds will
be released. The spending plan is being prepared.

2. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.Rpt. 106-479) directs the FBI to submit
an implementation plan for the reallocation of not less than 25 agents to specified reservations to investigate non-Indian sexual
predators targeting females on Indian Reservations. The FBI is in the process of completing this report.

3. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.Rpt. 106-479) directs the FBI to submit
a report on the success of the FBI's investigative efforts in Indian Country with regard to sexual assaults on Indian reservations. This
report will be submitted by August 1, 2000.

4. The Conference Committee accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H. Rpt. 479) directs the FBI submit a report on
the FBI's actions to fully implement the Housing Fraud Initiative. The report was submitted to Congress on January 11, 2000.

5. The Senate Appropriations Committee report accompanying the Departmcnt of Commerce, Justice, and State the Judiciary, and
Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2000 (S. Rpt. 106-76) instructs the FBI to submit a report on the circumstances of Operation
Silver Shovel. The report was submitted to Congress on January 11, 2000.

6. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Department of Justice Appropriations Act of 1998 (H. Rpt. 105-405) directs
the FBI to submit a thrr.At assessment prior to the FBI opening or expanding a Legat office. The most recent threat assessments were
submitted in April 1999.



7. Thm Conference Committee report accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.Rpt. 106-479) directs the FBI to mhmit
a complete listing of all information technology projects, stage of development and deployment, 1999/2000 funding levels, and out
year cost projections through 2003. The FBI is in the process of completing the report.

8. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.Rpt. 106-479) instructs the FBI submit
to an update to the listing of information technology projects to reflect the President's 2001 budget request. An updated report will be
submitted.

9. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.Rpt. 106-479) directs the FBI to submit
quarterly reports which delineate the funded and the actual agent and non-agent staffing level of each decision unit. The FBI is
preparing the first quarterly report.

10. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.Rpt. 106-479) directs the FBI to submit
the final blueprint for the creation of the National Domestic Preparedness Office (NDPO). The NDPO blueprint was submitted to
Congress on December 3 0, 1999.

11. The Senate Appropriations Committee report accompanying the Department of Commerce, Justice, and State the Judiciary, and
Related Agencies Appropriations Act, 2000 (S. Rpt. 106-76) directs the FBI to submit a report on preparations that have been made to
protect U.S. athletes at Olympic games. The report was submitted to Congress on December 2, 1999.

12. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.Rpt. 106-479) directs the NDPO to
conduct an assessment of the assistance currently provided to state and local bomb technicians under the OJP state and local bomb
technician equipment and other programs, the relationship of this program to other state and local first responders assistance programs,
and the extent to which state and local bomb technician equipment needs have been integrated into, and addressed, as part of a state's
overall counter terrorism plan. The NDPO is in the process of completing this report.

13. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.Rpt. 106-479) directs the FBI to submit
a report on actions being taken to remedy staffing within the NIPC. The FBI is preparing the requested report.

14. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Department of Justice Appropriations Act of 1998 (H. Rpt.105-405)
requests that the FBI submit an evaluation of Title Five Exemption Authority (TFXA) the demonstration project. This report is due on
March 31, 2000.



14. The House and Senate Appropriations Committees reports (H. Rpt. 105-49 and S. Rpt 105-405) directs the FBI to report quarterly
on IAFIS and on NCIC 2000. The FY 1999 second quarter IAFIS report was submitted to Congress on January 11, 2000. The FBI is
working on the third quarter IAFIS report. The final NCIC 2000 report was submitted to Congress on January 11, 2000.

15. The Conference Committee report (H. Rpt. 105-825) requests the FBI report on criminal background checks for nursing facilities
and home health care agencies. The FBI will submit the report by October 21, 2000.

16. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.Rpt. 106-479) instructs the FBI not to
obligate any ISI funding ($60,000,000 from I1999 and $20,000,000 from 2000) until approval of a new plan is given by the Committee
for the 151 plan. No funds have been obligated. The FBI is in the process of completing a revised ISI plan.

17. The Conference Committee report accompanying the Consolidated Appropriations Act (H.Rpt. 106-479) directs the FBI to
comply with the Senate instructions [H. Rpt. 106-4791 regarding (1) the adequacy of (investigator and) examiner training and (2) the
development of a master plan regarding current and planned capabilities to combat computer crimes and intrusion. The FBI is
working on complying with the Senate instructions and will develop a master plan.
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2001_Priw*.Rnkags

BASE PROGRAM

Program

Other Field Programs

White-Collar Crime

Organized Criminal Enterprises

Technical Field Support and Services

Forensic Services

Information Management, Automation,

and Telecommunications

Criminal Justice Services

Training, Recruitment, and Applicant

Management and Administration

Ranking

2

3

4

5

PROGRAM INCREASES

Initiative

Counterintelligence

Information Collection, Management and Analysis

Training

Investigative Support

Counterterrorism

6 Violent Crimes

7 Technology/Cyber Crimes

8 Law Enforcement Services

Ranking

2

3



Fede"a Bureau of InveeidgIon
Samar"e and fuqapme

DeOW~ of Permanet PosiMon by Casory
rY IMn--3s

FYlIO 20 2001
IAudhor- Rei- ots Pormnreases-1 2 Toa

Categor Wost burs"be At Reent, Auth Rein* Auth f ReinS.

Crenmal Investigative Series (181I1) 10,687 1,011 10,687 I 048 65 30 10,752 1,076

Fingerprntntification (072) -440 380 440 317 .. - 440~ 317
Social Sciences. Econonilce, and Kidred (100-199) 1,220 15 1,220 24 . .220 24
Personnoel Manegemnent (200-299) 428 9 428 9 .. 428 9

lGeneal Administrativeeand Cler" a(300-399) 5,809 819 5,618 761 126 10 6,664 1,081
Blolog"ca SclenCoes ocou&Ntg & Budlget (40M599) 528 6 533 6 5 538 6

fddleUninenn & Archiecure Groups (600499) 731 72 747 72 12 .. 723 106
Legal Services (90-999) 1,493 3 1,493 3 .. 1,493 3
,lnforrrtloni& AuleJfskme&IndustiGroups (1000-1199) 1,097 30 1,097 39 .. ... 1,097 39
Physical ScenceAJbrey Groups (1300- 1499) 383 19 363 20 .. 383 20
Mathematics (1500-1599) and Educatio (1700-1799) Groups 294 294 .. 1 295
Equip (1600-1699), Supply (2000-2099). & Transportation (21W02199)Gru 227 3 227 3 227 3
lGenral InvestigatIve Serlea/Gualty Aasurance (1800-1910) 1,331 495 1,441 5041 37 8 1,236 754
Ungraded Positions 20 35 520 35j - 520 35

ITota 25,893 3,038 25,833 2,96 360 1 48 25,635 3,58611

Washinigton 7.671 1,312 7,811 177 76 7.329 1"73US Fiel 17,840 1,728 17,840 1,0 284 48 124 61
Foreign Field 182 182 182

otl25.693 3,038 25.833 2.6j 360 48 25,63 3.886

Indcldr the transfe outl for the Nations)l Drug Infraton Cente functio (188 posItionis) plu the tranfer (423 poeltione) of the NatWioa tntaw
Cruenl Bacounwd Ctiedt Systm (NICS) fron reiturabl to d*ec fundin

Reflects thie transfer of 135 additional posiios) for the NICS funoction ftrm rakntiursable to dret funding due to Conigressional asctio on the 2000 budget

Reflects the transfer (556 position) of the NICS function from dIrect to rentrble funding.t conslarn with Adnlnlabrstlones proposal for the NICS use fee.



Federal Bureau of Investigation
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Summary of Special Agent and Suppor Posltonionysanl
FY 2MQ- 2DO1

APPRiOPRATED POSITIONS

:~emUnit
~ raized Crrnnl Enterpriaes

:(e Eollar Crime
Other Field Program
Training, Racnrml and Applicant
forensic Serime
Information Managerrient, Aulcrrrstion,

and Telecommnunicationa
Technical Field Support and Serycoee
Crnmnal Justice Services,
IManagreent and Administration

i Total

REIMBURSABLE POSITlONS

Decision Und
Organized Crimna EnrpriseK it Collar Crimen
Other Field Program

Twl~g er iet and Applicant
Information -wgwe Autlomatdon,

an Telecommurlcalo
Technical Field Supor and Servioea

Management end AdmnWVtlo

Total

2000 ApmralnEna
A4en - Supr Total

2.18 Poe-00 FTE Poa FTh
21226 11,8054 -1,8111 4,036 _3,993

2.519 2,519 1.811 1,661 4,330 4.180
5.378 6,314 5.0179 4,883 10.457 10.197

353 345 69 639 1,022 984
72 70 848 607 718 877

21 21 569 534 590 555
19 221 210 241 2291

18 18 2.272 2,184 2,290 2,182
124 118i 2,025 1.906 2,149 2,024

10,687 10,006[15.t48 14,415 25,833 25,021

20900

Poe F-Ti
592 592
415 397

39 39

_11! 1028

-u Total
-Poe. _F-TE Pe _ FTE

36 389 961 981
313 292 728 689

2 2 2 2
167 167 206 208

184 184 184 184
2 2 2 2

876 767 878 787
1 1 1 1

JI _3 184 9O~

2001 Icee/0cea~

PoeC T Poe. IF-r Poo. FTE

2 1 8 3 8 4
83 321 165 83 228 115

105 55 105 5

15 7 15 7
4 2(4 2

(558) (558 (56) (568

65 33 (C263) 140. (36J@0

7 __2001I1
___Agient _
Poo. FTE

K30 33

13033

camegereaa

Pos. FTE Poe._FE

18 42 48 63

56588M 558568

576 00 621

- - 2001q~e ee

Poe. FYE Pe FY o T
2.182 2.182 1,85 1,811 4,036 3,993
2,521 2,520 1.817 1,664 4,338 4,184
5,441 5,346 5,244 4,968 10O,88 10,312

353 348 ON9 639 1,022 964
72 70 781 662 823 732

21 21 884 841 605 562
20 19 225 212 245 231
18 18 1,714 1,806 1,732 1,624

124 118 2.025 1,906 2,149 2,024 -

2001 R"" A y
AgeM_ !Supo -

_Pme FTE ,Poe. __FTE
59 59 M8 Wi
445 430 331 32

2 2
39 39 187 187

184 184
2 2

1,434 1,325
1 1

f0 -1,061 n2i50iL50W

poer TE
ge1 961
775 782

2 2
20 20

184 184
2 2

1.434 1,326

1 :461
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Fede"a Bureau of Investalfaon
Slariea arid Expenasea

SchadiA of AhMra

1996 lo 2000 2001
Type of A~rcrsft End-of-Year pro~e1e A""ag Projected

OwdPurchase
Fixed YWn
S&rgleeank 78 2 0 so 0 0 80 0 0 80
Twineangine 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Turbo prop 2 1 0 3 0 1 2 0 0 2

H04copter
Swngeeange 5 1 4 4 4

Fixed Wing 28 0 0 28 0 2 24 0 0 2

ae~d or No
Coat Excess
Fixed Wing.
SiNgasrglne 8 0 0 8 .0 0 8 00a
Twvingne 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
Turbo prop 8 0 0 8 0 0 8 00a
Jeteangine 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0

Slng lngie 14 0 11 1 0 0 13 0 0 13
§j&M. seitzed excaaa 1 0 0 1 29 0 0 291 0 0 29

lotalAkraft _ 1 1451 4 1 148 1 0 3 143 1 0 0 14



Federal Bureau of investignlOn
Sao**e and Expenses

Bumm~a of -Change
(Dollars in thousands)

2000 Appropriation Enacted ................ ... ......-' - . ... ....... ....
Government-wide .38 percent rescission pursuant to H.R. 3425 ......................
Transfer to W ireless Management Office ..........................................

2000 Appropriation Anticipated......... .............-.. ....... ........ ..............
Adjustments to base:

Transfers to and from other accounts
NICS change from direct to fee funded .... ... ....- - ..... ....... . ..

T otal, transfers - .. .... .. .. .. .. ... .... .. ... .. .. . .. .... .. . .. ... .. ..
Increases:

2001 Pay R ai se .. .... ....... ...... ... ... ....... . .. ... ....
Annualizatimon of 2000 Pay Raise.. ..... ..............................
Annlualization of additional positions approved in 1999 .......... .............. .
Annualization of 2000 Positions (Net) ........ ..................... .........
Transfer of CSRS Employees to FERS ................. ............ ... ..
Increased Federal Emplye Health Insurance Costa ...........................
G S A R ent . ...... ..I. .I. ... ... .I. .... .... .....1 1 1. .I. .............
L ease E xpirations. ... ..... ... . . .... ..... ..... ...... ........ .. ..... ... ....
A ntenna Fees ... ... .... .. .. .. ... ... ... ... . ... .... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ..
A ccident Com pensation .................. ........ .. ... .. .... ..........
G SA B lue P ages ...... ....... ....... .. ...... ........... ........ .......
Travel M management Fees ... ..............................................
National Archives and Records Prolect........................................

T otal, in cre ases ... .. .. .... .. .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... ... ... .. ... ...

Decreases:
Nonrecurral MtDNAnonpersonnel related items ...... .........................

Total, decreases .............. .....................

Program C hanges.. .. .... ....... ...................................

2001 t m te .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . .E. .. .... .. ..tim ate. .... . .. .. ... .. .... ... .. .. .. .

Pos.
25,833

25,833

WVY
25,021

25,021

(§58) (558)
(558) (558)

3

3

Amount
$089,868

(60)

3,039,808

£87,735)
(67,735)

54,546
28, 123
6,187

228
15,925
11,788
218662

1,177
1,306

924
612

909

146,36

-(1,139)
(1,139S)

25,275 24,486 3,113,770

-380 0 183,792

25,835 24,648 3,277,562

216



Federal Bureau of Investigation
Salaries and Expenses

Justification of Adiustments to Bas
(Dollars in thousands)

Permn Work-
&L Xmff Amnt

Transfers to and from other accounts:I

I National Instant Check System (NICS) ........................................................................... (558)
For 200 1, funding for NICS will transfer pending the establishment of a user fee for firearms
purchases.

Total, transfers to and from other accounts ..................................... ......................................... (558)

Increases:

1 2001Qay rise........................................................................................ ... 54,546
This request provides for the proposed 3.7 percent pay raise to be effective in January of
2001 and is consistent with Administration policy included in the Preliminary Pay Raise
Guidance for 2001 Budget Submissions. This increase includes locality pay adjustments
as well as the general pay raise. The amount requested, $54,546,000, represents the pay
amounts for three-quarters of the fiscal year plus appropriate benefits ($40,924,500 for
pay and $13,62 1,500 for benefits totaling $54,546,000).

2. Annualization of 2000 lay raise............................................................................. ... ... 28,123
This pay annualization represents first quarter amounts (October through December) of
the 2000 pay increase of 4.8 percent, which became effective January 2000, and, for three-quarters
of a year, the difference between the 4.4 percent estimated in the 2000 President's budget and the



Perm. Work-
&L m Amouint

approved increase of 4.8 percent. The amount requested, $28,123,000, represents the total
annualization of pay amounts for the fiscal year plus appropriate benefits ($2',060,000 for
compensation and $7,063,000 for benefits)

3. Annualization of Additional Positions Ap~rovod in 1999 ................................
This provides for the annualization of 332 additional positions requested in the enacted
1999 appropriation for the White-Collar Crime, Other Field Programs, Forensic Services, and
Technical Field Support and Services programs. Annualization of new positions has been extended
to 3 years in order to provide for entry level funding in the first year with a 2 year progression
to the journeyman level. This request includes an increase of $6,187,000 for full year costs
associated with these additional positions. The request includes $4,489,000 for compensation and
$1,698,000 for benefits.

4. Annualizai~on of five additional positions a~proved in 2000.............................................

Annual saary rate of five approved positions........
Less LApse ......................................

Net Compensation..........................
Other Personnel Compensation........................
Associated employee benefits.........................
Travel and Transportation of Personnel..............
Equipment Rental, Utilities ...........................
Other Contatual Services:

25.2 Other Services ..................

Approved
2000 ncrease
$ 358
L=g
151

6
41
6

12

46

Annualization

207
8

55
10
(1)

6

... ... 6,187

3 $228



Penn. Work-
a mu

25.4 Operation and Maintenance of Facilities 19 (19)
Supplies/Materials ............................................ 3 3
Equipment ................................................. 5 I
Total costs subject to annualization ....................... 336 228

5. Transfer of CSRS emoplovees to FERS retirement system .................................................. ... ... 15,925
This request provides for the increase in Federal Employee retirement system (FERS)
costs, based on the transfer of Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) employees to
FERS, as authorized by the FERS Open Enrollment Act of 1997, and the open season
that ran from July 1, 1998 through Decemb&r 31, 1998. This increase is based on the
number of employees who have transferred to FERS, the grade of the employees, and the
increased Government costs of FERS benefits. The request includes $15,925,000 for
benefits.

6. Increased Federal Health Insuranc Costs.................................................................... ... ... 11,786
This request provides for the increase in agency contributions to Federal employees
health benefits. In 1999, Federal health insurance premiums, including agency
contributions, increased approximately 10.2 percent. Because the Government absorbed
'a larger proportion of the total costs, up to 75 percent, the total cost to the Government
has increased substantially. This increase is based on the "increased" Government cost
of Health Insurance. This request includes $11,786,000 for these costs.

7. General Services Administration (GSA) rent .............................................................. ... 21,662
GSA will continue to charge rental rates that approximate those charged to commercial
tenants for equivalent space and related services. The requested increase of $21,662,000
is required to meet our commitment to GSA. The costs associated with GSA rent were



Perin. Work-
P.L yar Am

derived through the use of the automated system, which uses the latest inventory data
and reflecting a 6 percent increase over 2000 levels.

8. LmExirtins ....................................................................................
GSA now requires all agencies to pay relocation costs associated with lease expirations.
Based on prior experience, the Department anticipates that 20 percer^ of all lease
expirations will result in relocations. This request providcs for the cost associated with
new office relocations caused by the expiration of leases in 2001. No ftanding is
requested for any build-out costs associated with lease expirations. Funding of $1,177,000
is requested for the FBI.

9. Antenna F .........................................................................................
GSA will charge the Department antenna fees in 2001. The fees include all current
antennae utilized by Justice components that have antennae atop their buildings. Funding
of S$1,306,000 is requested for the FBI.

This increase reflects the estimated billing from the Department of Labor for the actual costs
in 1998 of employees' accident compensation, which will be billed for in 2000. The 2000
increased cost will be $924,000.

11. General Services Administration (GSA) Blue PaB ...................................................
Previously, GSA has paid for all nationwide Government telephone book listings through
the GSA 8 percent FTS overhead rate. As a result of the National Partnership for
Reinventing Government (NPR)/GSA Blue Pages Project, the funding for these listings

1,177

... ... 1,306

... ... 924

.. 62



Perm. Work-

has been removed from the overhead -rate, and agencies are being billed for actual costs
incurred. The Department's FY 2001 estimated costs total $282,000. Funding of
$62,000 is requested for the FBI.

12. Travel Manaiement Center Fees....... ............................. ...........................
In the past, travel management services were provided at no cost, and the Department
received rebates based upon ticket sales. However, current practices in the travel
industry have ended this process. The new contracts will not provide rebates and will
carry fees for each ticket, hotel, car, and other reservation made. The Department's total
cost for travel management center fees is estimated at $2,500,000. Funding of
$909,000 is requested for the FBI.

13. National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) ............................................... ...
The Office of Management and Budget directed NARA to convert its direct-funded
records center program to a fully reimbursable program by 2000. This 2=
legislation mandates that NARA is to remain the sole source for agency records center
services, through 2002, for agencies currently using its services. In 2001, NARA
advises that these charges will be increased by 2.5 percent. The Department's 2001
estimated costs total $6,599,584, an increase of almost $300,000, based on current
records maintained by NARA. Funding ofl $1000 is requested for the FBI.

'Total, increases .. .....................I.... ............................... I . .......... I................ ......... ..

Amount

909

3 142,836



Adjustments to Bas Decreases:

I. Nonrecurring costs for 2000 increases ..... ........................................... .
In 200 1, a total of$S1 , 139,000 for one-time costs will nonrecur from the Mitochondrial DNA
non-personnel enhancement of S2,500,000.

T otal, r a e ............................decreases......................................

Total, us m n s o ba e........adj..........st............nts..........to........base.........

Perm. Work-
P vL Amnou

.. (1,139)

(1,139)

3 141,697



Federal Bureau of Investigation
Salaries a&d Expenses

Summary of Requirements by- Grade and Ob~ject Clas
(Dollars in thousands)

1999 Actual 2000 Estimate 2001 Request lecrCAWeDectea
Pos & Pos,& Pos.& Pos.&

Grades and Salary Ranges Wys. Amount Wys. Amount Wysl Amount -Wys. Amount

Executive Level 1,$157,000 .... .... ..... .0 0 0 0
Executive Level 11, $1~4100 .... .................. 1 1 0
Executive Level 1ll, S$130,200 ...-.................. 0 0 0 0
Executive Level IV, $122,400.- ..........I... I.. 0 0 0 0
Executive Level V, SI114,300 .....I.. ...I....I.......0 0 0 0
E-S-6, S130,200.....-............... .................. ............ 17 17 17 0
ES- 5, S130,200 ......................................... ...... 29 29 29 0
ES-4, S130,200.......................... ....................... 97 97 97 0
ES-3, 1126,825 .. ...... ... I ... I. ......... ............... 60 60 60 0
ES-2,S$121,264 ............. ....... ...... ................. 0 0 0 0
Es-1, SI11S,811. -................................ ...... .......... 1 1 1 0
GS- IS,$34,638-110,0283................ ... .... ....... ...... 442 442 442 0
GS- 14, $71,954-93,537 ...... .............................. 1,716 1,716 1,715 (I)
GS- 13, $60,890-79,155 .................................. ...... 6,834 6,343 6,343 0
GS.12,$51,204-66,564 ......................................... 2,397 2,425 2,411 (14)
G- 11, 42724-55.541I-....................................... 2,232 2,292 2,296 4
05-10, $38,885-50,554 ...................................... 2,298 2,311 2,339 23
05-9, $35,3 10-45,900 .................................. 1,o300 1,375 1,137 (238)
GS-8, $31,968-41,557 .. ............................ ...... 935 935 935 0
05-7, $23,M6637,522.........-................................ 2,700 2,700 2,732 32
05-6. $25,976-33,7683................................ ... ..... 2,460 2,460 2,470 10
05-5, 123,304-30,292 . .. ........... ..................... 1,447 1,452 1,433 (19)
GS-4, 120,829-27,080................................. ......... 103 103 108 0
GS-3, $13,555-24,120 ......................................... 49 49 49 0
Ungraded positions ................................ ............. 520 520 520 0

Total, appropriated positionsa...................... 25,693 25,33.. 25,3 25,635 (193)

Average ES Salary S124,369 $130,096 $130,200
Average GS Salary $50,391 $52,712 $54,904
Average IS Grade 10.59 10,74 10.36



06,ee Classe
11 1 Total wortiyears A Persounsel coespnates
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1 5 1.3/set personnel coespeuws/son

(('tn/a
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11 /1 Special personal sesgeri smyesss
Total
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120 Personnse benefits
130 Benef/its tokesusetpesiotue
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1999 Actol 2000 Essusas
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24,672 $1,263,117 243971 $1,3403807
130 6,754 t 50 2.09

3,214 193,112 3.306 209,284
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2, 11 / 8 /5T36 ,853 (59.010
"A 16,695 I8 31361
0 0 0 3

21.036 1,465.643 28327 /,532,900

(2,1341
(361)

12,0321
(350)

421,913
84

74,760
9,276

209,726
33,52)
94,596
4,279
7,112

234,310

26,639

23,407
51,306

294.1134
230
456

2.939.524

/79,877)
(4.6M9)
36,743
23.357

2,965,140

2,939,924
684,276
("0965)

(6.000)

5022,726

42 5,7 2
759

65.950

2 34,43
12,333

101,93

10,730
237,3112

3
20'M5
4,334

20,100
61,432
307,300

1,9212
490
70

3.125,5/3

(96,745)

1,00

3,039,868

3 0*6

2,947,50

NO6I Request
Wyt Ana

24,496 $1,335.737
130 2,809

3,314 215.379
3,'5 1',3/

2,461 1/604~
"8 3/,224
0 0

27.960 1,603,925

Zscemse~ecessme
WYo. AnnaM
(35) S44,930

0 0
a 6.093
0 01.362)

0 0
(367) 31/025

13.433)
139

(2,536)
413

(234,453)
1,449
11,319

(105)
2.951
7.267

253,908
170

4.910
(246)

(4.83 2)
11,717

(500)

0

152,069

4 72,661
339

63.412
14,11 t7

4,0

1 13,272
2,996
13,68/

294,P'9
255,943
20,423
9.764
19.,334
36,620

3 19,317
1,422
490
70

3.2 77.562

(1.000)

1,000

3,27'7,362

3,277,562

(/,130,83)
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Federal Bureu of Investigation
Consltion

Justification of Proposed Changes in Appropriations Language

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriations language listed and explained below. New language is
italicized and underlined, and language proposed for deletion is bracketed.

Construction

For necessary expenses to construct or acquire buildings and sites by purchase, or as otherwise authorized by law (including
equipment for such buildings); conversion and extension of federally-owned buildings; and preliminary planning and design of
projects; [$1,287,0001 $3,187.000. (Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 2000, as enacted by section 1 00(a)(1) of the
Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2000 (P.L. 106-113).)

Explanation of charges: Proposed funding level of $3,187,000 reflects recurring base of $1,287,000 for necessary maintenance and
upgrades at the FBI Academy, plus an increase of $1,900,000 to continue the FBI Academy Firearms Range Modernization Project.
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Federal Bureau of tnvnstgaton

2000 Appropoahion Enacted
2001 ase

Program Changes (See Program Narratwa for Deaft)
2001 Estimiata

Fatimatas by budget aciwity

I C;mnwl.Sacurdy, and
08tw kwnbgahbons

2 Law Entormen Suppoa

3 Progrm Directon

Towa

Perm. Work-
PA& nazi Amount

1,287
1.900
3.187

2000 Appropriation
Enacted 2001 Base 200rEVtWmto tncrease/Dease
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EatL WY Ammint Eat Amon Eat '6HU Amauo Wa Amount
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1,287

51,900 CaS83,187

3,187 tow0
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Federal Bureau of Investigation
Construction

Program Perforc Information
(Dollars in Thousands)

ACTIVITY: LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPPORT

Perm. Work-
Training, Recruitment, and Applicant E years Amount

2000 Appropriation Anticipated $ 1,287
2001 Base .... 1,287
2001 Estimate i" .18

Increase/Decrease ..... 1,900

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
In 1996, the FBI began an initiative to perform necessary maintenance and upgrades to the facilities of the FBI Academy located in
Quantico, Virginia. The FBI Academy complex has grown from a new agent training facility to a multi-agency training complex
meeting new agent, basic, advanced, and specialized training requirements of the FBI and the Drug Enforcement Administration
(DEA). The primary complex of buildings was completed in 1972 and designed to support 700 students and 300 staff. The FBI
Academy complex now includes not only the FBI's Training Division, but also the Engineering Research Facility (ERF), Forensic
Science Research Training Center (FSRTC) and Critical Incident Response Group (CIRG). The current facility supports
approximately 1,200 students and 1,200 staff. With the relocation of the FBI Laboratory in Spring 2001, these numbers will grow to
approximately 1,300 students and 2,000 staff.

The existing FBI Academy campus includes classrooms, offices, and dormitory buildings; indoor and outdoor firearms ranges; a
practical problems training center; a tactical and emergency vehicle operators course; library; dining hail and warehouse, service, and
support facilities. The significant growth and increasing age of the Academy are placing a significant stress on facilities. Among the
recurring maintenance and upgrade projects needed are upgrade of the HVAC systems, exterior masonry waterproofing, asphalt
repairs, and a number of structural changes necessary for compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. These needs are
covered by base funding of $1,287,000.



Item: TRA, FBI Academy Firearms Range Modernization, $1,900,000

Over the last several years the FBI has been engaged in an effort to modernize its firearms range facilities at the FBI Academy. The
existing firearms ranges need modernization to increase capacity, minimize environmental impact, and improve the safety of FBI and
DEA firearms training. Additionally, the existing ranges are unable to satisfy requested training needs. The existing outdoor ranges
have been used, virtually unchanged, since the early 1950s. The FBI has developed a master plan for modernization of its entire
firearms training facility. The master plan, which is based upon the FBI and DEA's basic firearms training requirements, as well as
more specialized Critical Incident Response Group (CIRG) requirements, guides the FBI in planning its range resources in a manner
which efficiently meets FBI Academy firearms training needs. The total cost of the modernization project was estimated in the master
plan at $62,185,000. Because of the scope of the master plan, the need to ensure the availability of ranges for training during the
period of construction, and the incremental availability of funding, the project has been divided into multiple phases.

Phases I and 11 of the Firearms Range Modernization project are designed to modernize the FBI's outdoor range facilities. As planned,
Phase I included three 25-yard all-weather ranges and lead abatement. Phase 11, as planned, included one 50-yard all-weather range, a
stress obstacle course and combat training facility, and partial lead abatement. The current cost estimate for construction of the first
two phases is approximately S38,850,000. To date, the FBI has received a total of $26,850,000 for Phases I and 11 of the project. In
1996, the FBI was appropriated $16,850,000 for Phase I, and the 1999 budget provided $10,000,000 from the Department of Justice
Working Capital Fund for Phase 11.

The FBI has completed an environmental assessment of the project, finalized the range master plan, and completed architectural &
engineering design. In October 1999, the FBI awarded a contract for construction of the first two phases. In order to award a contract
within available funding, the FBI limited the scope of Phases I and 11 to three 25-yard all weather ranges, lead abatement, construction
management services, and a stress obstacle course. One of the bidders on the project has since challenged the outcome of the bid
process and issued a protest to the contract award. Construction of the first two phases will begin immediately after resolution of this
issue and is scheduled for completion approximately 18 months after the start of construction.

2001 Requirements

Given the challenge to the construction award for Phases I and 11, as well as the time required for completion after construction begins,
no funds are being requested in 2001 for the major enhancements in Phase III of the master plan. However, the FBI requests a total of
$1,900,000 to continue to address safety and environmental concerns.



$1 ,200,000 is requested to construct an ammunition storage facility to properly and safely store ammunition used for Academy
firearms training. Due to the lack of a permanent, consolidated storage facility the FBI currently stores the Academy's ammunition in
two makeshift facilities that were initially designed as temporary structures. As a result, current ammunition storage practices at the
Academy do not meet Department of Defense safety standards, which is a requirement due to the Academy's location at the U.S.
Marine Corps base, Quantico. Virginia. Construction of the requested ammunition storage facility would allow the FBI to consolidate
ammunition storage from. the current makeshift facilities into a new permanent structure that meets these safety requirements. FY
2001 funding of $700,000 would continue necessary site lead abatement, which must be completed prior to the start of Phase III.

Firearms proficiency is a core skill that all FBI agents are expected to achieve and maintain while serving the American public. With
inadequate firearms training, some agents may be unable to handle dangerous situations involving firearms successfully. The
enhancement of $1,900,000 would support lead remediation costs and allow for the construction of a dedicated ammunition storage
facility that would allow the FBI to properly and safely store ammunition used for Academy firearms training.
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Drug Enforcement Administration
Salaries and Expenses

Diversion Control and Construction
FY 2001 Congressional Budget Submission

M SUMMARY STATEMENT

The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) requests a total of $1,456.809,000; 8,156 positions; and 8,066 FTE for
Fiscal Year 2001, which is a modest increase over resources requested last year. However, this request is considered
the minimum needed to make progress towards achieving the Office of National Drug Controt Policy (ONDOP) and
Department of Justice (OOJ) FY 2002 goals set forth in the respective strategic plans. For FY 2001, DEA seeks to
increase its workforce by adding 11 new Special Agent positions and 33 support staff. DEA also seeks to enhance its
resources to fund the new workforce and infrastructure enhancements, including $3,134,405 in personnel -related funds
and $61,422,595 in non-personnel funding for a total of $64,557,000.

Funds
Positions FTE* 100)

Salaries & Expenses Base 7,452 7,388 $ 1,303,209
Drug Diversion Control Fee Account Base 660 656 83,543
Construction Base ... ... 5,500
FY 2001 Initiatives 44 22 6,5

Total 8,156 8,066 $1,456,809

*Does not Include 1,017 Reimbursable FTE.



Introduction

The mission of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is to enforce the Controlled Substance!, laws and regulations
of the United States and to bring to the criminal and civil justice system those organizations Involved in the growing,
manufacturing and/or distribution of controlled substances destined for the United States. The DEA also recommends
and supports non-enforcement programs aimed at reducing the availability of illicit controlled substances on both the
domestic and international markets. To accomplish this mission, DEA works with international, federal, and state and
local law enforcement partners to target and immobilize the organizations of major drug traffickers operating at all levels
of the drug trade.

Because DEA is the only single-mission federal agency dedicated to drug law enforcement, the agency has, over the
years, developed the ability to direct resources and manpower to identify, target and dismantle drug organizations
headquartered overseas and within the United States. DEA's strategy to successfully accomplish these goals is
straightforward, requiring that the agency's resources and manpower be focused on all three levels of the drug trade: the
international, national/regional and local levels. Each of these categories represents a critical aspect of the drug
continuum which affects communities across the nation.

The 9,000 dedicated men and women of the DEA are committed to improving the quality of life of the citizens of the
United States. The agency directs and supports investigations against the highest levels of the international drug trade,0
their surrogates operating within the United States, and those traffickers whose violence and criminal activities destabilize
towns and cities across the country. These investigations are intelligence-driven arid frequently involve the cooperative
efforts of numerous other law enforcement organizations.

DEA's strategy to successfully impact drug trafficking at all levels of operation is flexible and reflects the constantly-
changing nature of the drug trade. In concert with the Department of Justice and the Office of National Drug Control
Policy (ONDCP), DEA has crafted an innovative and effective program to keep pace with developments and shifts in the
drug trafficking spectrum and bring both national and international drug traffickers to justice.

Drug Trafficking Threat to the United States

The heads of the most powerful drug trafficking organizations impacting the United States today are based in Mexico and
Colombia. Believing they are safe from the U.S. justice system, they tightly control their operations by directing a large



number of surrogates who carry out orders on U.S. soil. These operatives are responsible for the vast majority of the
cocaine, heroin, metha mpheta mine and marijuana trafficking taking place in U.S. communities. Surrogates answering to
drug lords based in Mexico also produce methamphetamine both in that nation and In the U.S., particularly in Califomia.
These producers and traffickers are responsible for over 75 percent of the methamphetamine that is available in U.S.
communities today.

Traffickers based in Mexico pose a significant threat to the United States because of their power, Influence and dominant
status in the drug trade. Where once traffickers from Colombia controlled the vast majority of cocaine trafficking,
traffickers from Mexico today are responsible for transporting cocaine into and throughout 13.S. markets. The heads of
organizations based in Colombia rely almost entirely on traffickers from Mexico to transport and distribute cocaine while
they direct operations from the safety of their headquarters in Call or Bogota. In one recent case entitled Operation
Millennium, the director of a powerful Colombian organization wrongly believed that by distancing himself from his
organization's U.S. operations, he would make himself Immune from indictment.

The major organizations based in Mexico --- the Arellano-Felix organization, the Amezcua Contreras brothers, the Amado
Carillo Fuentes group and the Caro Quintero orqanization---all have a demonstrable negative impact on the United
States. The leaders of these groups are routinely indicted in U.S. judicial districts for drug trafficking offenses committed
on U.S. soil.

In recent years, these traffickers have become more prominent In the drug trafficking trade within the U.S. They are
responsible for manufacturing methamphetamine in Mexico and California and trafficking it to cities such as Des Moines,
Boise, Atlanta and Salt Lake City. Major organizations based in Colombia and Mexico also rely on surrogates from
Mexico to move multi-ton quantities of cocaine across the United States, including East Coast locations.

While traffickers from Mexico have a direct impact on drug trafficking trends in the United States, it is important to note
that many major traffickers are still operating from Colombia where the cocaine and heroin trades are centered. The
large-scale production of Colombian heroin has created major U.S. markets for this high quality product. In 1998, the
latest year for which we have statistics, South American heroin comprised 62 percent of the heroin seized by federal
authorities and analyzed by DEAs Special Testing and Research Laboratory. Cocaine production has also increased
dramatically since 1994, and It is possible that Colombian cocaine yield could be as much as three times that of previous
estimates.



None of the major drug traffickers headquartered overseas could operate without the assistance of national and regional
drug trafficking organizations which are responsible for trafficking huge quantities of drugs into U.S. communities. These
organizations are comprised of a network of operatives who transport, store and distribute drugs throughout the United
States and whose activities are directed by drug lords based in foreign countries. In many cases, national and regional
drug trafficking organizations are comprised of numerous cells whose directors are responsible for specific tasks such as
communications, financial matters and/or logistics. These cell heads are sent to the United States, for a period of time, to
carry out the business mandates of the top drug lords and are given specific tasks to accomplish. The national and
regional drug syndicates have infiltrated many states and communities, bringing with them the crime and violence once
limited to major urban areas. A survey of recent DEA Investigations revealed that over 400 Investigations stemming from
Operations Reciprocity and Limelight involved drug traffickers from foreign countries who had set up operations in various
cities across the United States.

Local violent drug trafficking organizations also operate across the United States ana are responsible for eroding the
quality of life in many American communities. Previously centered in major urban areas, violent drug trafficking groups
are now part of the iandscape in smaller cities and rural areas. Fueled in large part by methamphetamine production and
trafficking, violent drug trafficking organizations are now affecting the crime rates in smaller cities such as Spokane,
Washington and Cedar Raids, Iowa. While these local, violent groups appear to be unrelated to the large international
drug trafficking organizations headquartered overseas, it is important to note that all of the cocaine and heroin that is
trafficked by these groups is produced overseas and transported to the United States for eventual distribution on the local
level.

Drug Abuse In America - The Changing Demographics

Although drug abuse among young people increased significantly over the past decade, recent statistics indicate that this
trend may be stabilizing. Even with this positive trend, there continues to be sobering news brought to our attention daily
regarding the state of drug use in smaller cities and rural areas, fueled by the proliferation of methamphetamine
production and trafficking, and the increased availability of cheap, high-purity heroin from Colombia.

Although there has been a decrease in violent crime in major cities, due to vigorous law enforcement efforts, similar
reductions in the violent crimes rate of smaller cities, and suburban and rural areas have not been realizod. In fact, many
smaller cities are now confronting the same problems that larger urban areas faced a decade ago. While 1998 vlelent
crime rates decreased (-9.5%) in cities having populations between 250,000 and 999,999, significantly smaller



decreases tooK place in suburban counties (-50/6) and rural areas (-2%) Between 1997 and 1998, violent crime rates
actually increased in a number of mid-sized communities.

A recent reported released by the Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia University (CASA), indicates
that eighth graders living in rural America are 79 percent more likely than their urban counterparts to use amphetamines,
including methamphetamine, They are also 75 percent more likely to use crack cocaine, 52 percent more likely to use
cocaine and 26 percent more likely to smoke marijuana, than young people in major urban locations.

The report also states that according to recent surveys, it is as easy for young people in rural areas and small cities to
obtain drugs as it is for their urban counterparts. Additionally, from 1990 to 1998, smaller cities experienced a great deal
more drug violations than larger cities; for instance, cities with populations of 25,000 to 50,000 people had three times as
many drug violations as larger cities. In cities with fewer than 10,000 residents, the level of drug violations was six times
highei than that found in larger cities.

The media has reported the tragic results of increased drug Use in cities like Piano, Texas Orlando, Florida and Elkton,
Maryland. Smaller cities are generally unable to meet the demands for social services and treatment placed on theril
when a methamphetamine or heroin epidemic hits. Additionally, law enforcement agencies are often unprepared to
address the full range of issues associated with methamphetamine lab cleanups and investigations.

In the end, all three facets of the drug trafficking trade --- the international, natlonai/regional and local levels --- are
interrelated and interdependent. As these different echelons of the drug trade in each of these levels work together, it is
essential that our nation's the law enforcement response address ati three levels simultaneously.

DEA's Strategy

In order to meet the enormous challenges posed by internationally-based narcotics traffickers and their surrogates within
the United States, DEA has developed an effective strategy which makes use of the agency's unique skills and limited
resources to achieve the maximum impact against international, national/regional and local drug traffickers through the
use of intelligence-driven investigations.

DEA's strategy takes into account the current drug trafficking situation affecting the United States and identifies the
characteristics and vulnerabilities of all three levels of the drug trade, targeting each of these levels simultaneously:



International Taraets: This category is comprised of trafficking organizations based in foreign countries that are the
primary source of supply for their surrogates within the U.S. Through DEA's International Operations program and the
efforts of the agency's Special Operations Division (SOD) and numerous field divisions throughout the country, DEA
targets these organizations and their members.

National/Reaional Targets: These organizations operate domestically throughout the United States and are responsible
for distributing drugs from international and domestic sources to U.S. communities. In many cases, these groups report
directly to major drug lords overseas, They also operate on a national or regional basis, supplying several markets. The
vast majority of flEA's cases fall into this category and investigations against members of these organizations are
generated and supported by every flEA office in the United States.

Local Initiatives: Criminal organizations comprising this category generally deal in smaller quantities of drugs and are
responsible for providing drugs to users within the United States, DEA generally works with state and local counterparts
to identify and immobilize these organizations and to arr6st the most violent members of these groups.

Using this strategy, flEA has successfull', targeted significant traffickers and organizations in each of these categories.
Over the past several years, major cases tied to each of these categories have resulted In the arrest of thousands of
major violators.

INTERNATIONAL TARGETS

Operation Millennium - Less than one month after the successful conclusion of Operation Impunity, an operation aimed
at the highest level of the drug trade operating within the U.S., an important international law enforcement operation
made headlines. Operation Millennium, a one-year operation designed to dismantle a Colombian-based transportation
consortium believed to be responsible for supplying between 20 and 30 tons of cocaine per month to the United States
and Europe, resulted in the arrest of more than 30 drug traffickers and money launderers, including alleged high-profile
trafficker Alejandro Bemnal Madrigal, and Fabio Ochoa. The operation also resulted in the seizure of over 13,000
kilograms of cocaine. Critical to the success of the operation was the unprecedented level of cooperation between flEA,
the Colombian National Police, the Fiscal General of the Rep~blic of Columbia, the U.S. Attorney's Office In Miami and
the Justie Department's Criminal Division.



Operation Juno - Initiated after the seizure of approximately 3836 kilograms of liquid cocaine concealed in a shipment of
frozen fish destined for the United States, Operation Juno, which began in September 1996 and concluded in August
1999, was unique in that for the first time in drug enforcement history, the U.S. government set up an undercover
brokerage firm to aid in intercepting drug dollars destined for the Colombian black market. Operation Juno resulted in
over 40 arrests, the seizure of $10.0 million and warrants against 59 bank accounts at 34 U.S. banks and 282 accounts at
52 foreign banks. Monies in these targeted accounts were believed to total another $16 million. The investigation also
resulted in the seizure of 3,601 kilograms of cocaine and 106 grams of hashish oil.

Operation Columbus - Concluding in October 1999, Operation Columbus was a multi-national, regional enforcement
eff ort involving Colombia, Venezuela and Panama, and the island nations of the Caribbean. This operation focused on
air, land and maritime interdiction, eradication and clandestine airstrip denial. The final arrest and seizure statistics for
Operation Columbus were unprecedented for this region, resulting in more than 1,290 arrests, as well as the seizure of
900 kilograms of cocaine and nine kilograms of heroin. Over 38 weapons, 26 vehicles, 27 vessels, three laboratories and
one aircraft were also seized. In addition, 1,097 metric tons of marijuana were eradicated. In the end, Operation
Columbus struck a solid blow against the operations of Caribbean-based drug trafficking groups.

NATIONAL/REGIONAL TARGETS

Operation Impunity - This two-year investigation concluded in September, 1999, and resulted in the arrest of 109
individ-jals, including three major drug trafficking cell heads, linked to the Mexican-based Amnado Carillo Fuentes
organization. The operation was coordinated by DEA's Special Operations Division (SOD) which operated a combined
investigative center involving the DEA, U.S. Customs Service, FBI and IRS. Besides substantially hindering the
trafficking organization's ability to move cocaine and other drugs into, and around, the United States, Operation Impunity
succeeded in seizing $19 million In U.S. currency, another $7.0 million in assets and well over 12,434 kilograms of
cocaine and 4,800 pounds of marijuana.

Operation Heartland - Beginning in October 1997, this investigation targeted the Martin Chavez Organization, a multi-
pound methamphetamine and marijuana importation and distribution operation that was responsible for transporting
marijuana and methamphetamine from Mexico into the United States via the JuarezlEI Paso, Texas corridor to the
Oklahoma City , Oklahoma area. Over the next several years, the scope of this Investigation spread to include DEA
offices in Fresno (California), El Paso (Texas), Dallas (Texas) and Des Moines (Iowa). Information obtained as a result of
the Investigation resulted in the seizure of 47 pounds of methamphetamine, 525 pounds of precursor chemicals, 1,378



pounds of marijuana, $47,500 In U.S. currency and the arrest of 22 individuals. Additional indictments are anticipated,
Including one for Chavez - currently a fugitive.

Mario ibarra Sanchez Investigation - The Mario lbarra Sanchez Organization was in charge of transporting and
distributing large quantities of methamphetamine, amphetamine, heroin and cocaine for trafficking organizations
operating in both Mexico and the United States. rOn November 11, 1998, DEA conducted an Investigation, in conjunction
with several state and local law enforcement agencies, that resulted In the Issuance of nine federal search warrants and
ten federal arrest warrants against members of the Sanchez organization . Those arrested included the cell leader and a
significant methamphetamine laboratory operator based in Mexico. The Investigation ultimately resulted in the seizure of
65.5 pounds of methamnpheta mine, 30.4 pounds of black tar heroin, 106.3 pounds of amphetamine, 154 pounds of
cocaine and $156,600 in U.S. currency.

Omaha, Nebraska RET Deployment - In September 1999, the Des Moines Regional Enforcement Team (RET)
deployed to Omaha, Nebraska to assist in a methamphetamine Investigation. A court-authorized wire intercept was
initiated on two cellular telephones utilized by the targeted organization. As a result of these efforts, the Omaha District
Office, along with the Des Moines RET, identified individuals in Juarez, Mexico; Ei Paso, Texas; and Los Angeles;
California, who were directly linked with the transshipment of cocaine, marijuana and methamphetamine to Omaha,
Nebraska, for distribution purposes, On October 20, 1999, a Federal Grand Jury in Omaha, Nebraska indicted 19
individuals, 17 of whom were arrested. This indictment Included the arrest of the primary targets, along with others,
effectively dismantling the targeted organization In Omaha, Nebraska. Additionally, this investigation resulted in the
seizure of six kilograms of cocaine-, one pound of metha mpheta mine, 200 pounds of marijuana; and, $22,000 in U.S.
currency. Evidence gathered during the intercept of telephones utilized by the targeted organization continues to be
exploited for use in further Investigations in Caifornia, Texas, Nebraska, and Mexico.

Operation Trinity - In October 1997, DEA, FBI, Customs and DOJ Initiated Special Enforcement Operation Trinity, a joint
strategy designed to target the primary domestic trafficking organizations that are controlled by criminal leaders In
Colombia, Mexico and the Dominican Republic. The primary phase of Operation Trinity concluded on September 25,
1998; no new Investigations were accepted after July 1998. At that time 220 cases were still active. Preliminary figures
for all Operation Trinity Investigations Include over 1,260 arrests. Drug seizures total: 12.8 metric tons of cocaine, 63,370
lbs. of marijuana, 3,178 lbs. of methamphetamine, 127 lbs. of heroin, 108 lbs. amphetamine and over 137,600
pseudoephedrine tablets. Asset seizures total over $59.2 million in U.S. currency, $1 .2 million in assets and 132
vehicles.



Operation META - Operation META, which concluded in December 1997, targeted a major U.S. methamphetamine-
trafficking organization that was supplied by the Amezcua-Contrera group from Mexico. This investigation combined the
efforts of DEA. FBI, other federal agencies and state and local agencies from 17 U.S. cities in nine different states. It
resulted in the arrest of 121 members of the trafficking ring and the seizure of 133 pounds of metha mpheta mine, 1,765
pounds of marijuana and 1,100 kilograms of cocaine, During the META raids, agents discovered and dismantled three
methamphetamine labs that were each capable of producing more than 300 pounds of methamphetamine at a time.
Operation META seizures were especially important because they alerted the law enforcement community to the growing
methamphetamine problem in the United States.

Southern Frontier - In recent years, DEA has uhdertaken several successful operations in support of the agency's
Southern Frontier Initiative. Operation Zorro 11, Operation Reciprocity and Operation Limelight, each of which relied
extensively on numerous court-ordered wire taps that were coordinated and monitored by area law enforcement,
collectively resulted in the arrest of 156 individuals and the seizure of over 22,000 kilograms of illegal drugs and over $35
r~hIIin

LOCAL INITIATIVES

Mobile Enforcement Team Program - As a response to the overwhelming problem of drug related violent crime which
has plagued communities and neighborhoods across the United States, DEA's Mobile Enforcement Team (MET) program
was created in early 1995 as a means of dismantling drug organizations by securing the conviction and incarceration of
those individuals dealing drugs and causing violence in these communities, Recent examples of MET program
sui.cesF-s include the following:

*Phoenix. Arizona - From July 1998 until March 1999, the Phoenix Field Division MET worked closely with the
Northern Arizona Street Crimes Task Force in targeting the Colimas and Costillo drug-trafficking organizations. The
Colirnas organization was responsible for supplying street-level dealers with multiple-pound quantities of
methamphetamine. The Costillo organization, a polydrug trafficking group, had a reputation for extreme violence;
some of its members had criminal histories, which included armed robberies, home invasions, assault, sex crimes,
and child abuse. Using confidential sources, the MET was able to successfully Infiltrate these two organizations and
severely disrupt their operations. The nine month deployment, resulted In the seizure of seven operational and three
dismantled methamphetamine labs, 44 grams of heroin, 22 pounds of marijuana, 500 dosage units of LSD. 40



weapons, 18 motor vehicles, and $16,292 in U.S currency. In addition, The MET secured 86 arrests, including the
arrest of two primary targets: Jose Francisco Golimas and Ricardo "Duke" Castillo.

* Brownwood, Texas - At the request of local police, DEA's Dallas Division MET deployed to Brownwood, Texas from
October 1998 to March 1999 in an effort to combat narcotics-related violence problems within this community. The
fiv~e month deployment resulted in 22 federal indictments and. 19 state arrest warrants. The initial sweep resulted in
38 arrests (20 federal and 18 state). In response to the operation, the Brownwood District Attorney stated, "This DEA
MET deployment was significant in getting important drug dealers off the street and making a major impact. This is a
perfect example of what happens when all parties cooperate and collaborate towards a common goal."

* Warren, Ohio - At the request of the local police chief, DEA's Detroit Division MET deployed to Warren, Ohio from
January to May 1999 in an effort to target a significant increase in crack cocaine trafficking and related violence within
this community. The primary deployment targets were members of a violent drug distribution organization operating in
Warren. This five month deployment resulted in the arrest of 16 individuals (I11 arrested on state charges that include
mandatory sentences upon conviction); the execution of six search warrants; and, the seizure of 650 grams of crack
cocaine. In addition, $8, 100 in U S. currency was seized, along with nine weapons including two semi-automatic
handguns with laser sights and seven rifles. In addition, the primary targets of this deployment were also arrested.

In order to meet the goals of DEAs Strategic Plan, DEA's FY 2001 budget request is comprised of three primary
initiatives. These initiatives are as follows.

Special Operations Division -- $3,100,000 and 18 positions (including 11 Special Agents)
SOD-coordinated investigations enable DEA and its drug law enforcement counterparts to attack the command and
control infrastructure of major drug trafficking organizations at their most vulnerable point, i.e. communications. Extensive
coordination and communication are required between all echelons of drug syndicate operations. As DEA addresses
emerging drug threats, requests for Title Ills and intelligence assistance are expected to increase dramatically. Therefore
DEA requires additional resources for SOD for the Southwest Border and for Financial Investigations. These
enhancements will enable DEA to adequately support investigations by providing field agents with the latest intelligence
and will facilitate the coordination of focused, multi-jurisdictional, comprehensive investigations.

Intelligence Initiative -- $1,500,000 In non-personnel funding
Intelligence driven investigations represent the best means of quickly and efficiently targeting, investigating and



dismantling major drug trafficking organizations. This initiative focuses exclusively on further providing DEA's intelligence
program with the tools necessary to support virtually all facets of DEA's investigative requirements. Further development
of DEA's drug Intelligence and information sharing capabilities is vital in the effort to maximize federal, state, and local
anli-drug assets. The resources requested through this Initiative will provide additional support to drug law enforcement
intelligence through the continued development of DEA's El Paso Intelligence Center Information System (EIS).

Infrastructure Initiative -- $ 59,957,000 and 26 positions (Including 17 Professional/Administrative staff)
DEA's dynamic enforcement and intelligence missions continue to place great demands on the agency's key operational
support programs. As such, critical investments in technology, for projects like FIREBIRD, and in programs such as the
agency's Financial Management are essential to the successful performance of drug law enforcement. Without adequate
infrastructure, DEA will not be able to support the growing number of Special Agents, Intelligence Specialists and Task
Force Officers working actively to identify, target and dismantle drug trafficking organizations.
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FY 2001 ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN

INTRODUCTION

This Perfirman8Tce Plan sets forth the direction for the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) for Fiscal Year (FY) 2001. It provides the goals,
strategies, and performance indicators by which this agency measures its
progress toward serving the interests and welfare of Americas citizens.
This document also provides information and data for the Department of
Justice (D) [Ys 1999 Perfortnanie Report, due March 31, 2000

DFA is firmly committed so administering the programs for which it is
responsible in the mlost efficient and effective manner possible, I)EA'N
Strategic Plan is the key document outlining the goals and objectives that
will guide our staff arid managers, Its Annual Performance Plan (APP)
establishes measurable performance target levels. Both of these plans are
responsive to the requirements of tise Government Performance and Results
Act I(iPRA) of 1993 and represent a commitment to achieving the desired

1)EA's leading role in drug lasw enforcement requires the agency to pursue
organizations and individuals responsible for the production and
distribution of illegal drugs worldwide and bring them to justice. DEA's
legal mandate and professional responsibilities provide clear, concise, and
dynamic leadership in the local, national, and international drug control
effort [WA uses both traditional and innovative drug control approaches to
accomplish its primary mission of drug law enforcement. Domestically,
DEA cooperates and coordinates with other federal agencies and state and
local law enforcement organizations to reduce the availability of illegal
drugs internationally, DEA provides assistance and liaison with drug law
enforcement agencies worldwide to gain support from the host nations for
drug control while assisting them in strengthening their enforcement-related
efforts and capabilities,

Summary Statement

The DEA FY 2001 Congressional budget request of $1.46 billion and
8,156 positions represents a 8.7%/ increase over the FY 2000 enacted
budget request of $1.34 billion, In FY 2001, the DEA seeks to enhance its
workforce by adding 44 positions.

DEA's FYs 2001 APP identifies attainable goals within the requested level
of resources with results thist can be demonstrated The FY 2001 APP
provides the ditectios and means for DEA managers to measure and report
their perfo-mance, as required by the Governiment Performance and Results
Act (QPRA) of 1993.

Planning Approach

The Strategic Management System (SMS) embodies the overarching
strategy for DFA and provides rtse framework for articulating its strategic
planning process over a multi.)',ar lime period. Its scope enscompasses the
full rsnge of DEA field and headquarters elements and includes
relationships with all drug control agencies, foreign and domestic.

l)EA's FY 1994 SMS provides the blueprint for accomplishing the
agency's goals and objectives. the Administrator's Vision is a key
component of this system, followed by specific goals and objectives, that
guides budget resources to accomplish them, and performance measures to
gauge progress. The Administrator's Vision, strategic goals and objectives
may change from year to year and therefore are short-term oriented These
components taken together form DEAns system for meeting the mandates of
dIte Chief Financial Officer's (CFO) Act of 1990 and OPRA, which require
liking agency performance to resource planning,
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DEA Mission, Strategic Goals, atnd
Their Relationship to the DOJ Strategic Plan and the

ONDCP National Drug Control Strategy

DEA's FY 2001 budget request directly supports the overall law
enforcement mission priorities, general goals and strategic approaches that
are included in the Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP)
Strategy and Department of Justice (DO)) Strategic Plan, FY 1998-2002, as
well as DOJ'a FY 2001 Summary Performance Plan, Specifically, DEAns
FY 2001 budget request supports the following Strategies and Performance
Goals reflected in DO) Strategic Goal 1.2, "Reduce the Availability and
Abuse of Illegal Drugs Through Traditional and Innovative Enforcement
Efforts':

Strategies:

* Disrupt and dismantle mnal'or drug organizations, along all points of
the production, transportation, and distribution chain,

" Increase foreign government support for the successful
investigation and prosecution of drug cartel members.

* Gather, analyze, and disseminate intelligence regarding drug
trafficking organizations sod the availability and abuse of illegal
drugs In order to support investigative and prosecutorial efforts.

Performance Goals!

A Disrupt and Dismantle Major [)rug Trafficking Criminal Enterprises
B. Reduce the Quantity of Illegal Drugs.
C. Improve Intelligence Gathering Capabilities.

Furthernore, DEA's FY 2001 budget request also supports the following
ONDCP Performance Measures of Effectiveness (PME's):

ONDCP Goal 2- Increase the safety of America's citizens by
substantially reducing drug-related crime and
violence.

ONDCIP Goal 2, O~sjectlve I: Strengthen law enforcement to combat
drug related violence, disrupt criminal
organizations, and arrest and prosecute
the leaders of illegal drug syndicates.

ONDCP Goal 5: Break foreign and domestic sources of supply.

ONDCP Goal 5, Objective 1: Produce a net reduction in the
production of illegal drugs, especially
methampleamine

ONDCP Goal 5, Objective 2: Disrupt and dismantle major international
drug trafficking organizations and arrest,
prosecute, and incarcerate their leaders.

ONDCP Goal 5, Objective 3: Support and complement source country
drug control efforts and strengthen
source country political will and drug
control capabilities.

Additionally, DEA's FY 2001 APP continues the effort begun ins FY 1999
so incorporate informiation on performance measurement that should lead to
better accountability regarding actual results achieved. With each iteration
of the APP, improvements continue lo be incorporated, refining the number
and focus of measures being collected. Several key performance measures
addressedd in the ONDCP strategy, not previously reported, continue to be
dev,,Ioped

DEA's current Vision, Mission Statement, Strategic Goals, and Strategic
ObJectives are provided on the nex t wo pages of this Performance Plan.
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flEA VISION

Excerpts from the Acting Administrator's Vision Statement
November 1999

The worldwide drug situation demands that DEA be strategically
responsive, DEA's core competency remains targeting and attacking the
leadership of major drug trafficking organizations. We must lead U.S. drug
law enforcement by implementing intelligence-driven targeting and
investigations through the increased collection and analysis of human and
technical intelligence that identify' the major drug threats. We must direct
our investigative efforts against all of the major International trafficking
organizations at every juncture in their operations. And in cooperation and
coordination with our foreign, federal, state, and local partners, we will
conTinue to lead a balanced attack against encroachments made by drug
trdficlrcrs and help rsaintain peace and the rule of law in our communities.

We will develop a consistent, clearly stated strategy for the next century
that embraces commitment to operations - and by extension
multijurisdictional operations - that will be reflected in our approach to
principle, integrity, training, and technology. The strategy will coherently
integrate organization, resource allocation, leadership development, and
interagency cooperation to ensure that we can contribute to the attainment
of safer communities and neighborhoods throughout this nation.

flEA MISSION STATEMENT
To enforce the controlled substances laws and regulations of the United
States (U.S.) and bring so the criminal and civil justice system of the U.S.,
or any other competent jurisdiction, those organizations and principal
members of organizations, involved in the growing, manufucluring, or
distribution of controlled substances appearing in or dletbsed for illicit
traffic in the U.S.; and to recommend and support non-enforcement
programs aimed at reducing the availability of illicit controlled substances
on the domestic and Internastional markets. DEA's primary responsibilities
include:

a Investigation and preparation for prosecution of major violators of
controlled substances laws operating at interstate and national levels;

" investigation and preparation for prosecution of criminals and drug
gangs who perpetrate violence in our communities and terrorize
citizens through fear and intimidation;

" Management of a national drug intelligence system in cooperation with
federal, state, local, and foreign officials to collect, analyze, and
disseminate strategic and operational drug intelligence informtnaion;

* Seizure and forfeiture of asess derived from, traceable to, or intended
to be used for illicit drug trafficking,

a Enforcement of the provisions of the Controlled Substances Act as they
pertain to the manufacture, distribution, and dispensing of legally
produced controlled substances;

* Coordination and cooperation with federal, state, and local agencies,
and with foreign governments, in programs designed to reduce the
availability of Iilicit abuse-type drugs on the United States market
through non-enforcement methods such as crop eradication, crop
substitution, and training of foreign officials;

" Responsiblitty, under the policy guidance of the Secretary of State and
U.S. Ambassadors, for all programs associated with drug law
enforcement counterprt in foreign countries; and

* Liaison with the United Nations, Interpol, and other organizations on
matters relating to international drug control programs.
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DEA STRATEGIC GOALS where drug tratrtcking and relate violent crime are rampant and the
cotmmunities lack the resources to address the threat.

I.in order to saftguard Americana, DEA will disrupt/dismantle the
leadership, command, control, and Infrastructure of drug syndicates, 6. Prevent the diversion of controlled substances and control the
gongs, and traffckers of illicit drugs that threaten Americans and erode distribution of chemicals used to manufacture Illicit drugs.
the quality of life in our communities.

7. Maintain a proactive intelligence posture to facilitate information
2. To reduce the impact of crime -and violence that is the result of drug sharing and develop new methods to structure and define drug

trafficking activity, DF.A will provide federal investigative resources to traffcking organizations.
assist local communities.

8. Support interdiction efforts to target drug transshipments destined for
3. In order to facilitate drug law enforcement efforts directed against the U.S.

major drug trafficking organizations, DEA will cooperate and
coordinate with our federal, state, local, and foreign law enforcement 9. Seize and forfeit assets and proceeds derived from drug trafficking by
and intelligence counterparts. reinvigorating money laundering investigations.

DEA ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O STAEICOJCTVS10 tnensify our demand reduction program to combat the rise in drug
DEA TRATGIC BJECIVESabuse by building on partnerships with civic and professional

I.Attack the command and control of international and domestic drug organizations.
trafficking organizations through the arrest, prosecution, conviction Current Strategic Planning Efforts
and incarceration of their criminal leaders and surrogates.

2. Concentrate enforcement efforts along the Southern Frontier to disrupt, Beginning August 30, 1999, the IDEA Strategic Management Executive
dismantle and immobilize organized criminal groups operating from Committee (SMEC) met to initiate a strategic planning process for the
South America and Mexico. agency. The Executive Committee is responsible for developing and

clarifying the overall strategic direction for DEA, including its operational,
3. Disrupt the communications capabilities of major drug traffickers by operational support, and management support programs for the agency. An

conducting sophisticated electronic intercept investigations and expanded strategic planning group met on October 19, 1999, including the
emplyin sohistcatd, tateof he rt tchnloges.original core SMEC and several Special Agent's in Charge of field
emplyin sohistcatd, tateof he rt tchnlogesdivisions, and accomplished the following:

4. Direct enforcement efforts at the threats posed by methamphetamine,
heroin, and cocaine trafficking organizations; and a resurgerace in Strategic Goals and Measurement
marijuana trafficking. * Approved and validated strategic objectives for the three operational

focus areas

5. Assist local law enforcement by deploying MBTs Into communities
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a Tentative performance measures have been established for the
international and nationalregional operational areas

8 Established working group to develop official DEA definition for
"dlsrupe' and "dismantle"

StrategIc Management
" Agreed to formally establish an executive planning and oversight

committee from this group which will:
- review and approve critical issues throughout the agency,

including those strategic enforcement trends and external
factors raised in the previous section

* prioritize DEA-relevant committees, issues, etc., to ensure
participation at appropriate levels

- actively address operational support issues
" Approved proposed FY-2000 Targeting Process Pilot
" Established working group to develop proposal for reorganization of

the Operationx Division at Headquarters to effectively implement
strategic plan

Presently, the Special Agents in Charge (SAC's) are required to develop an
annual Field Management Plan (FMP) that serves as the "Operating Plan"
for each of DEA's twenty-one Field Divisions. The current FMP structure
does not establish a clear relationship between resources provided and
operational performance. DEA envisions Including spcific performance
indicators, to include goals for both resource utilization and operational
performance, in each FMP, and therefore each SAC could be evaluated on
the Division's ability to achieve the operational goals with the resources
provided. The operational performance indicators will be directly linked to
the goals and objectives identified through the evolving DEA strategic
planning process as FMP'a are updated.

The FMP's are utilized as part of DEA's Inspection process. IN staff will
assess each Division's ps-ogress and success In meeting the performance
targets indicated in the Division's FMP. IN assessments can assist
managers in better understanding how resource allocation and utilization

affect operational performance, and therefore could provide management
with information that could be used to justify, adjust, and/or enhance field
division resource allocations.

DEA also established a distinct Program Evaluation Unit within IN to
assess programs and functions that cross organizational lines. The results of
these evaluations will validate managerial action to ensure that agency-wide
programs are efficiently and effectively meeting planned goals and
objectives. DEA plans to utilize the information derived from these
assessments and evaluations to make informed decisions during its
-Strategic, Budget, and APP planning processes.

Highlighta of 1999 Mission Critical Resulta

Southern Froatker lnltiative

Operation Imnynty:' On September 22, 1999, flEA, in concert with the
FBI and the U.S. Customs Service (USCS), concluded a two year
International investigation which culminated in the arrest of 109 individuals
linked to the Amado Carillo Fuentes drug trafficking organization,
headquartered in Mexico. Operation Impunity was a multi-jurisdictional,
multi-agency complex investigation which tied drug trafficking activity
within the U.S. to the highest levels of the cocaine trade operating today.
This investigation was especially significant because it successfully targeted
the syndicate's importation, transportation and distribution network;
substantially hindering its ability to move cocaine and other drugs into and
around this country. During the duration of Operation Impunity, over $25
million in U.S. currency and assets were seized, as well as over 12,434
kilos of cocaine and 6,177 pounds of marijuana.

The most critical aspect of the investigation was the identification and arrest
of three major drug trafficking cell heads -individuals who are on the
peyrofl of major drug lords who direct their operations within U.S. cities,
and who worked for the Amado Carillo Fuente ',rganization, based in
Juarez, Mexico This organization moved hundre. a of tons of Colombian
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cocaine from Mexico to McAllen, Texas and to other cities such as San
Diego, Chicago, Atlanta, and New York, From there it was moved to othei
cities, such as Nashville, Miami, Detroit, Tulsa and Los Angeles, where ii
was distributed to domestic organizations who guaranteed its sale on the
ttreets of U S. communities. Trsffickers based in Mexico and their US
affiliates communicated through various sophisticated means, taking fuV
advantage of personal communication systems which the trafficker.-
believed were safe from law enforcement attention. DEA's Special
Operations Division (SOD) was integral to coordinating this high impact
multi-agency investigation.

San .1jor Caisf,,rnia ln'esiion On June 9, 1999, the DEA San Jose
Resident Office, with assistance form she San Mateo County Narcotic Task
Force, seized 16.5 pounds of black tar heroin and one vehicle. The L-EA
had bees conducting an Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force
(OCDETF) investigation into this black tar heroin trafficking organization
based in Sunnyvale, California, The organization was responsible for
transporting heroin from Apatzingan, Michoacan, Mexico to the bay area of
San Jose, California by concealing the heroin inside the engines of vehicles
7he investigation identified several vehicles associated with this
organization. On June 5, 1999, the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC)
notified DEA that a vehicle registered to the leader of the organization had
crossed into the US from Mexico through San Ysidro, Califorrnia. DEA
Special Agents followed the vehicle to a residence in Redwood City,
California, and following the issuance of search warrant, seized 16 5
pounds of Mexican black tar heroin found hidden within the vehicle. To
date this investigation has yielded the seizure of over 200 pounds of heroin
from eight vehicles associated with the group.

Heroin

Beginning with a single OCDETF investigation, DEA's Boston Field
Division targeted Wilfredo CORTEZ, a distributor of high quality heroin.
Thr-e had been over 30 deaths from heroin In Lynn during 1998, and many
of these deaths have been traced to heroin supplied by CORTEZ. Nine Title

Ills initiated on the CORTEZ Organization indicated his supplier Is in New
York City, who also supplies a trafficker in the New Orleans area. The
organization's drug proceeds are laundered by purchasing used vehicles in
the US, and shipping them to the Dominican Republic for resale. In July,
the Federal Giand returned a 19-count indictment charging 24 members of
this organization with various violations concerning the distribution of
heroin Additional indictments are anticipated and the investigation
continues with the dual focus of identifying and prosecuting the sources of
supply for the organization.

Methamsshethmie Sirateas

A4irdo GOME.Z and Felipse Hernandez-CAPJLLO Or~csnizalionyr In
November 1998, the DEA Casper, Wyoming and Glenwood Springs,
Colorado offices began separate investigations targeting the Alfredo Gomez
and Felipe Hernandez-Carillo organizations. Though independent of each
other, together they were responsible for supplying the majority of multi-
kilogram quantities of methamphetamine, cocaine, and marijuana so the
western slope of Colorado and the Casper area Title Ill s revealed that both
organizations received drug shipments from the Borrayo, Brothers
organization, a methamphetamine and cocaine trafficking organization
baied in the Los Angeles area, thus the scope of the investigations was
expanded so include DEA offices in Los Angeles as well as Cheyenne. The
DEA Casper investigation culminated on February 26 with 13 arrests and
seizure of $55,000 and 13 vehicles. On March 8, the Glenwood Springs
investigation culminated with I arrest and seizure of 10 lbs. of cocaine.
The Los Angeles investigation culminated on March 18 with 5 arrests and
the seizure of methamnphetamine solution, ephedrine and S 12,060. The
combination of investigations yielded seizure of $279,035, 14 vehicles and
7 weapons. Additionally, I fully operational clandestine methamphetamine
laboratory and I fully operational pseudoeplsedrine laboratory were seized
as well as 33 lbs. of methamphetamine, 5I gallons of methamphetamine
solution, 22.5 kgs of cocaine, and 115 lbs. of marijuana. Forty-four
individuals were arrested, including Felipe Hemandez-Carillo, whose
opeation was dismantled.
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Los Anteeles Invest sttom On November II 1098, an investigation
conducted by DEAns Los Angeles Field Division, in conjunction with
several state and local law enforcement agencies, resulted in the issuance of
nine federal search warrants and ten federal arrest warrants All ten of
those arrested were from Apaszingan, Michoacan, Mexico. The drugs thin
organization distributed were sold in Oregon, Washington, Arizona and
Nebraska, Two of those arrested included the cell leader and the
methamphetamine laboratory operator based in Mexico The investigation
also resulted in the seizure of, 129.2 pounds of meth, 68.4 pounds of black
tar heroin, 10.4 pounds of amphetamine, 92 pounds of cocaine, S 156,600 in
U S currency, 16 vehicles, and 18 arrests

Mobile Enforeent Team (MET) Program

In FY 1999. the MET program initiated 53 new deployments based on
requests from state and local law enforcement agencies. Of the 48
deployments completed, two specific examples of the MET program's
positive impact on local communities are provided below:

Phoenix Division - Coconino County, Arizona

The Phoenix Field Division MET worked closely with the Northern
Arizona Street Crimes Task Force in targeting the Colimas and Costillo
drug-trafficking organizations, The Colimas organization was responsible
for suppl-ying stret-level dealers with multiple-pound quantities of
methamphetamine. The Costillo organization, a polydrstg trafficking group,
had a reputation for extreme violence; some of its members had criminal
histories, which included armed robberies, home invasions, assault, sea
crimes, and child abuse. Using confidential sources, the MET was able to
infiltrate these two organizations and severely disrupt operations. The 9-
month deployment, resulted in the seizures of seven operational and three
dismantled melsamphetamine labs, 44 grams of heroin, 22 pounds of
mairijuana, 500 dosage units of LSD, 40 weapons, i8 motor vehicles, and
$16,292 USC. The MET secured 36 arrests, including the ar-rests of two
primary targets: Jose Francisco Colimas and Ricardo "Duke' Castillo. This

deployment was considered a significant success as members of the Task
Force and local police officers indicate that the manufacturing of
methamphetamine has diminished substantially since the conclusion of this
MET deployment,

Datlas Division - Browswood, Texas

During the course of this tive-month deployment, the Dallas Division MET
conducted extensive undercover investigations resulting in over 80
purchases of crack cocaine by undercover agents and confidential sources.
The operations targeted James B Slaughter, the primary source of crack
cocaine in the Brownwood area, and his associates. The MET arr~el 20
suspects on federal charges and IS suspects on state charges If convicted,
James Slaughter will receive a lire sentence based on his career criminal
arrests. These sign ificant arrests have virtually eliminated the open air crack
markets that once thrived in Brownwood.

Diversion Control Programo

The purpose of DEA'n Diversion Control Program is so prevent, detect and
investigate the diversion of controlled substances. Investigations conducted
by Diversion Investigators fall into two distinct categories: the diversion of
legitimately manufactured controlled substances and the diversion of
chemicals used in the illicit manufacture of controlled substances. In PFY
1999, the Office of Diversion Control had 711 cases active primarily
targeting organizations or individuals trafficking or distributing dangerous
drugs.

Drug2 Divecrsion, In 1997, Dr Luisito A. Evangelista voluntarily
surrendered his DEA registration in Nevada after his medical liceus was
revoked. -He continued to travel to Chicago utilizing his DEA registration
and medical license there to obtain 549,000 tablets of Ilydrocodone,
aiprazolam, and diazepam to transport back to his Las Vegas office which
he called a vitamin store. Dr. Evangelista and a partner emptied 30 tablets
into individual bags and sold them to customers Search warrants resulted
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in the seizure of financial and airline information, telephone records,
passports, two computers, and S7,400 in cash Evidence revealed that
approximately 32,000 tablets of Hydrocodone and other controlled
substances were sent to Chicago with continuous surveillance to Las Vegas
resulting in the doctor's arrest following his baggage pickup in Las Vegas.
On March 10, 1999, the doctor Was indicted by a Las Vegas Grand Jury and
charged with illegal distribution, conspiracy to illegally distribute controlled
substances, money laundering. interstate travel, perjury, and illegal
exportation of controlled substances. On May 24, 1999, Dr Evangelists
plead guilty to one count of conspiracy to illegally traffick 500,000 tablets
of Itydro-codone and other controlled substances He also pled guilty to one
count of obstruction of justice. He forfeited his residence and $1,500,000,
On August 24, 1999, the doctor was sentenced to 5I months incarceration.

Chemical Divrson: On October 6, 1999, US Apothecary President James
L"e McDaniel and co-conspiratot Thomas Dill were indicted by Federal
Grand Jury, Central District of California under 21 U.S C. 841(dX2),
distribution of a listed chemical with intent to manufacture a controlled
substance, and other CSA charges, McDaniel was one of the largest
suppliers of pseudoephedrine and ephedrine to Mexican controlled
methamphetamine laboratories in Southern Californiia. At the start of this
investigation, McDaniel advised Diversion Investigators that his chemicals
were exported so Vietnam, Brazil, Argentina, and Mexico. Investigation
and analysis revealed that the phone numbers and addresses for the alleged
exports were either false or tied to ongoing riesharnphetamine
investigations. From January 1, 1996 to August 1S, 1998, McDaniel
illegally distributed approximately 30 metric tons of pseudoephedrine. This
quantity, when "cooked", would yield approximately 25 tons of
methamphetamine. As of October g, 1999, there have been three arrests
and she seizure of 9,500 pounds of pseudoephedrine in this investigation.

tInteroatloal Opserationa

Vetted units are specialized teams of foreign law enforcement officials that
can be provided with sensitive information regarding U.S. law enforcement
investigations. The 'vetling" takes place with a hiring and selection process
similar to those used by U.S. federal law enforcement agencies, Vetted units
are intended to complement the relationships established with host countries
and enhance the effectiveness of DEA resources overseas.

Operations Millennsium On October 13, 1999, Colombian law enforcement
authorities arrested 30 drug traffickers and money launderers in Bogota,
Mede!lin andi Call, as part of a coordinated U,./Colombian investigation.
One additional person was arrested in Mexico by Mexican authorities. The
arrests were the culmination of a one year operation designed to dismantle a
Colombian-based transportation consortium believed to be responsible for
supplying between 20 and 30 tons of cocaine per month to the U.S. and
Europe. Among those arrested were Alejandro Bernal Madrigal, aka.
"Juvenal", believed to be one of the most significant international drug
traffickers and money launderers presently operating. In addition,
authorities arrested Pablo Ochoa, one of the leaders of the Medellin Cartel,
and who allegedly continued his drug trafficking activities with Bernal and
others since he was released from prison in Colombia In 1996. As part of
Operation Millennium, U.S. law enforcement seized more than 13,000
kilograms of cocaine in the last two weeks of August alone. Sixteen
individuals were arrested in August in connection with those seizures and
are currently being prosecuted in Mexico and Ecuador.

Peter David PEREZ-Hirarda: Following an intensified effort to locate
PEREZ, this fugitive wats captured as he attempted to flee to Bolivia. In
May 1999, PEREZ was named in an arrest warrant charging him with
trafficking in drugs and money laundering. Thin investigation established
that PEREZ headed an international drug trafficking network exporting
cocaine from Peru to the U S., Europe and Africa. The organization
employed sophisticated methods to conduct smuggling activities to include
diluting cocaine in wine, shampoo and other legitimate products. PEREZ
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also used his contacts in the preious metals industry to facilitate the money
derived from the talc of the cocaine. PEREZ and 13 othrr members of the
organization were arrested and charged, including a high ranking official of
the Banco Continental arnd a Colonel in the Pervian National Police.

Francesco CORALLO: On June 17, 1999, a joint, four-year, DEAlPeruvian
investigation of the Bolivian branch of the Francesco CORALLO/Marino
DIODATO Italian Mafia organization culminated in the execution of
numerous arrest and search warrants in Santa Cruz The June 17th
enforcement operation resulted in the arrest of Marina DIODATO and I5
additional associates, in July, this investigation resulted in four separate
criminal procedures against the DIODATO group: The Santa Cruz
prosecution of organized crime and cloning cellular phones; the Bolivian
military prosecution of DIODATS's illegal involvement in the Bolivian
Army; the narcotics prosecution; and the La Paz prosecution for
DIODATO's 1997 clandestine casino operation. In August, prosecutors
seized the assets of these indicted members, valued at $5,816,95 1. Further
seizures are pending anticipated future indictment efforts.

MexscolArixona Smueeliniz Tunnel Invevigation: In early May 1999.
William Billy Dillon and I I of his criminal associates were all indicted on
federal drug smuggling charges in the District of Arizona. Dillon is a U.S,
citizen who managed a sophisticated transportation and distribution
organization that has smuggled multi-ton quantities of cocaine from
northern Sonora, Mexico to Southwestern Arizona and Los Angeles,
Califomnia. Dillon's transportation group has been affiliated with the late
Amado Caril[to- Fuentes' Organization. Between May 18 and May 24,
1999, U.S. ageitas, with the assistance from the Mexico SIU Program,
discovered the entry/exit to an underground tunnel located underneath a
mobile home in Naco, Arizona that reached to the Mexican border. The
arrest of several key members of the Dillon organization in Arizona, as well
as the discovery of the Naco tunnel and subsequent seizure of numerous
assets owned by the Dillon organization, has resulted in the dismantling of
his cocaine smuggling organization.

Li Yun-fud In December 1998, LI Yun Fu and five other defendants,'
including Thai fugitive Thanpong Sae Li, wire arrested as they delivered
22.4 kilograms of heroin to undercover Royal Thai Police. The arrests
came as a result of as investigation initiated by the T1hai Vetted Unit
program in November 1998. Li Yun Fu is the brother of Li Yun-Chung and
Li Yun-Hsin, who are both incarcerated in the U.S. for their role in the
1991 seizure of 486 kilograms of heroin in Hayward, California,

FY 2001 Performance Goaht and Indicatos

Issues In Measuring DEA Enforcement Program Performance

For several years, DEA has measured its success by utilizing measures of
output, primarily arrests and drug seizures. However, there is currently no
analytical process in place to determine the value of a specific arrest. For
example, under the current process, the arrest of a stret-level dealer would
not be distinguished from that of an organization leader. Furthermore,
,ising drug seizure amounts as an indicator of performance can be
misleading because their actual impact cannot be determined, as the
universe of available illegal drugs cannot be measured. Thereis no way to
ascertain if the drugs removed from seizure activity have been replaced by
lesser, equal, or greater quantities.

During FY 1999, the General Accounting Office (GAO) reviewed DEA's
annual performance plan and performance measurement, evaluation, and
reporting system. GAO found that current performance measurements
were inconsistent with DEA's stated goal of disrupting and dismantling
major drug trafficking organizations (MDTO's), As a result of this review
and management's concerns that the true results of DEAs3 enforcement
program operations were not being reflected in its APP submissions, staff
began work on updating DEA's performance measurement, evaluation and
reporting system.

DEA staff have determined that, in order to properly measure and report on
the results of DEAns enforcement operations, the performance measure:
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"the number of priority targets disrupted and/or dismantled" would have to
be developed. No process or system exists to capture and report this
information to either internal or external sources. DEA envisions that, as an
operationally driven agency, this prtmnary performance indicator can be
used to track and report progress toward the newly stated goal,

Progress to Date

DEA staff have met regularly during the past several months to develop a
process to capture information and data to report on this indicator. In this
regard, staff have focused on both defining the criteria for qualification as a
priority target and the criteria to determine whether or not enforcement
activities met ine threshold of either disruption or dismantlement.

DEA envisions that, based on intelligence information, each Special Agent
in Charge (SAC) and Country Attache (CA) will nominate specific
organizations within their areas of responsibility to qualify as priority
targets. The names and profiles of these nominated organizations will be
forwarded to the Headquarters where the Chief of Operations will
determine, through both quantitative and qualitative information provided,
which organizations will be tracked as priority targets. Lists of targets will
hr developed for national, and international impact Headquarters staff
will ensure that the approved priority targets are properly tracked and
coordinated. SAC's and CA's will have the opportunity to nominate
additional organizations for priority status as they are identified.

Whether or not a target has been disrupted or dismantled will also be
determined by the Chtef of Operations, based on both quantitative and
qualitative information and assessments provided by the SAC's and CA's.
The three major evaluative criteria will be: 1) the impact of enforcement
activity on the total organizational structure (i e., arrests of key leaders and
members and corresponding impact on organizational cells; seizures of
assets); 2) the impact of enforcement activity on the organization's sphere
of influence (i.e., trafficking patterns and routes affected); and 3) the impact

of enforcement activity on the drug threat posed by the organization on the
United States (i~e., drug seizures; community impact).

DEA envisions reporting the disruptions and/or dlismantlements iii future
Annual Performance Reports at the national, and international levels, Due
to the magnitude of this effort, it is anticipated that the system will take
between two and three years to be fully operational, although baseline data
may be reported as early as FY 2000.

Core Business System 1: Enforcement of Federal Laws
and Investlealios,,

Through effective ertfarcement efforts, DEA will
disrupt/dismantle the command & control, and
Infrastructure of drsg syndicates, gangs, and traffickers
of licit and illicit drugs that threaten Americans and
American interests, including providing enforcement
assistance to American communities to fight drug-related
crime and violence,

This Core Business related directly to DOJ Cora Function 1:
"Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Oflennes."

Decision Unit - Domestic Enforcement

The Domestic Enforcement Programn includes the investigative operations
of DEA's 21 tield divisions, the operational coordination functions loca.J
at DEA Headquarters, DEA's Special Enforcement Programs, Special
Operations Division functions, and the Domestic Cannabis
Eradication/Suppression Program, The Domestic Enforcement Program
employs the majority of the Special Agent work force and Is responsible
for conducting investigations of drug production and trafftcking activities
within the U.S. Domestic enforcement personnel use a variety of
investigative tools including electronic surveillance, inforsmants, and
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undercover operations in order to acquire intelligence information that will
lead to dismantling, prosecuting, and eliminating drug production and
trafficking organization.

Deciaiost Unit - Foreign Cooperative Investigaiosa

DEA works with foreign governments on investigations of major
international trafficking organizations which have a direct impact on the
U.S, DEA coordinates drug intelligence collection and drug Investigations
with foreign law enforcement agencies, and participates In bilateral and
multilateral drug suppression programs. In addition, DEA, through advice,
assistance, and training, supports foreign governments' effoits to reduce the
supply and trafficking of illicit drugs within their countries,

Decision Unit- Drug and Chemical Diveraion Control

The DEA is responsible for enforcing the Chemical Diversion and
Trafficking Act of 1988, Article 12 of the United Nations Convention
Against Illicit Drug Traffic of 1988, the Anabolic Steroid Control Act of
1991, and the Methamphetamine Control Act of 1996. These pieces of
legislation mandate commodity control foe the chemical substances most
often used in the manufacturing of illicit drugs. In addition, the
Methamphesmine Control Act of 1996 places controls on precursor
chemicals related to methamphetamine production.

Under this mandate, DEA utilizes Diversion Investigators, Special Agents,
Chemists, Pharmacologists, Program Analysts, and other experts to monitor
the legal and Illegal movement of controlled drugs and chemicals across
US. borders. Activities under the Diversion Control Program include: 1)
analyzing past data from diversion control activities to help develop work
plans and priority objectives foe current operations; 2) oversight of all drug
and chemical diversion control activities to ensure they are responsive to,
and/or consistent with, the drug and chemical diversion control mission of
DEA; 3) supporting the US's drug enforcement position at national and
international forums and diplomatic events which address the control of

legitimate drugs and chemical diversion Issues; and 4) formulating
legislation and regulations that curtail the diversion of controlled substances
and listed chemicals fromt legitimate channels.

Decision Unit - State and Local Taak Forces

The DEA State and Local Task Force extends federal leverage and provides
a federal presence in sparsely populated areas where DEA would not
otherwise be repreented. In addition to their having a greater impact on
trafficking within their own jurisdictions, the programs also serve as a
mechanism in which state and local agencies' budgets can be augmented
with funds distributed from federal asset seizures. Local concerns can he
addressed along with federal priorities

Cooperation by agencies agreeing to work together so address the drug
problem. and drug-related aspects such as violence and gangs, In a
particular area; e.g., within the geographic area of a given DEA State and
Local Task Force; has resulted in the coordinated application of
investigative, intelligence, and support resources to disrupt and immobilize
the moat significant drug trafficking organizations, including gangs.

Federal resources are shared in the form of paid overtime, training by
experts and specialists; e.g., clandestine laboratory procedures, asset seizure
techniques, and cannabis growth, detection and eradication; technology,
equipment, and operating funds. State and Local Resources. are shared in
the form of localized expertise; e.g., detailed knowledge of a particular
area; invesigative talent; e.g., state trooper skills used in Operation
Pipeline; investigative personnel, leadership; e.g., officers in key task force
positions; speialized equipment, and operating funds.
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Core Bslsa Syatcm 2: Eitnycatfi tive SssnRt statistical information; addresses interagency drug intelligence isaues;_and'
enhances intelligence management, policy, and liaison functions. StrategicThrough its Investigative support programs (intelligence, intelligence also focuses on the development of long range supply reductionLaboratory Services, 7)-atning, RE~T), and ADP'), DEA plans,

wi ensure that its Investigative workforce needs are me.,
so that its total nvestigative arsenal is optimized

This Core Business relates directly to DOJ Core Function 1:
"Investigation and Prosecution or Criminal Offenses." The basis for'
flEA to accomplish its mission rests with investigative leads developed
through comprehensive investigative intelligence and other support
programs.

Decision Unit- Intelligence

flEA's intelligence program is comprised of several components which are
responsible for collecting, analyzing, and disseminating ding-related
intelligence worldwide. Intelligence information obtained through this
program is essential to DEA operations because it facilitates seizures and
arrests, strengthens investigations and prosecutions of major drug
trafficking organizations, and provides policy makers with drug trend
information upon which tactical and strategic decisions are based. DEA's
intelligence units are located in all domestic field divisions as well as is
most major drug cultivation, production, and transit countries.

The following examples describe the intelligence activities:

Financial and Operational Intelligence: Financial and operational
intelligence operations are responsible for gathering, analyzing, and
disseminating Intelligence information that targets the financial aspects of
the drug trade. This information, in turn, supports DEA Investigations of
drug organizations operating domestically and abroad.

Strategic Intelligence: Strategic intelligence provides information on drug
cultivation, production, emerging trends, and price/purity; assesses

El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC): This multi-agency facility serves as a
clearinghouse for tactical intelligence and a central point for the collection,
analysis, and dissemination of information related to the worldwide
movement of drugs. EPIC provides support for drug law enforcement
interdiction operations and is accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Investigative leads, gathered through intelligence efforts, are acted upon
along the entire continuum of trafficker criminal activity. This continuum
begins in the source and transit countries from where the drugs find entry
into the U.S,, continues to the transportation and production infrastructure
within the U.S., and then eventually makes its way to the streets and
neighborhoods of American communities. While resources may be
requested for drug or geographically specific areas, the effectiveness of
DEA's investigative efforts depends greatly upon the development of
comprehensive cases that often spas the globe, involve sophisticated
criminal organizations, and seek to include all types and methods of
trafficking.

The primary focus of DEA investigations is the leadership of those
organized criminal syndicates that operate both within and outside U.S.
borders. The dismantling and disruption of these organizations can be
accomplished more efficiently and effectively through extensive
investigative efforts that have at their foundation Intelligence gathering,
relation and analysis. Many cases require significant investments in
resources and time, but the practice of systematic case development,
through the continuous use of intelligence over a long period of time, is at
the heart of DEA's success in apprehending and delivering for prosecution
significant numbers of high level offenders.
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Decision Unit - Laboratory Services

This program provides laboratory services for Enforcement, Intelligence,
and Diversion Control activities within DEA. The following provides a
synopsis of the supporting efforts provided to each activity:

Enforcemenst activities are supported through the timely analysis of drug
evidence and the presentation of forensic expert testimony in court This
program provides field assistance to Special Agents on clandestine
laboratory investigations and conducts crime scene searches for trace drug
evidence. Additionally, the Laboratory Services Program performs
toolmark and signature analyses on evidence linked to suspected conspiracy
cases.

IsttefliIemce activities are supported through laboratory analysis that show
the origin of controlled substances and thus highlights foreign drug
distribution patterns. Intelligence programs are also supported through
signature araslyses by the Domestic Monitor Program, which assists in
tracking domestic drug distribution patterns and price/purity at the retail
level.

Dvrsion Control activities have provided information on illegal drug
distribution through the examination of tablets, capsules, and papers.

In addition to lab services, this program provides forensic drug laboratory
support to the Interagency Crime and Drug Enforcement Program, the
Washington, DC Metropolitan Police Department, and to the Federal
Bureau of lnvv-stlgstion, which has concunrent jurisdiction with the DEA in
the enforcement of Federal drug laws. This program also provides support
so othe Federal, State and local law enforcement agencies that either do not
have their own forensic drug examination capability, or require the special
experisae of DEA forensic scientists.

Decision Unit - Training

The objective of DEA's T11raining Program is to provide the agency's
employees and I"v enfcsrccment counterparts with the skills and knowledge
necessary to attack both international organized crime syndicates and their
domestic distribution organ izat uils and violent domestic drug gangs. DEA
has developed a comprehensive program that reflects the diversity and
sophistication of the agency's complex mission. The following examples
describe the specialized training courses offered so DEA employees:

Basic and Field Agent Training. Basic training provides instruction to
new Special Agents on all facets of drug law enforcement operations. The
Field Training Program provides on-the-job training to new Special Agents
by pairing them with senior agents for a 16-week period.

In-Service Training., The Office of Training has developed a
comprehensive In-Service Training program that is ideally suited to DEA's
long-term continuing education and career development needs and a wide
array of techniques Including courses of study at Quantico, field seminars,
directed studies, distance learning and distance learning programs.

Clandestine Laboratory Training lnstruclan is provided to DEA
personnel and state and local law enforcement personnel on techniques for
safely seizing and dismantling clandestine :aboratorles. DEA also offers a
comprehensive Train-the-Trainer and Distance Learing Program that
provides awareness training to state and local first responders. DEA also
offers an advanced Site Safety Officer School to ensure proper maintenance
and availability of safety equipment, and follow-up administrative aspects
associated with a clandestine laboratory entry, dismantling, and cleanup,
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International, State, and Local Training: Drug law enforcement instruction
is provided to foreign counterparts and State and local law enforcement
officers from basic drug investigations to management training.

In addition to these specialized coursea, DEA also provides ongoing
training to employees on a variety of topics including in-service training,
and supervisory and management training.

Ethicsv: DEA provides ethics training throughout its curriculumn to unste
that its workforce has a clear sod accurate understanding of Federal
standards of conduct, and also to aid managers and employees in the
identification and reslution of potential conflicts of interest.

Execut ive Development: DEA is committed to providing the best executive
management and leadership training to all PEA supervisors, managers and
Senior Executive staff as part of its Career Development Plan.

Decisioss Unit - Research, Engineering
and Technical Operations (RETO)

The Research, Engineering, and Technical Operations Program is
responsible for providing new technology and scientific support to the
operational elements of DEA. Specifically, this includes enhancing
technical equipment, personnel resources, and aircraft operations essential
to anti-drug production and trafficking investigations. These support
functions enable DFA investigative personnel to maximize enforcement
efforts, strengthen personal safety, and effectively dismantle drug
tracking organizations.

Decision Unit - Automated Data Procesaing (ADP)

The Automated Data Processing (ADP) Program Is responsible foe
providing information technology services and telecommunications support
to DEA operations worldwide. This includes the oversight of DEA's Data

Base Management System (DBMS) and systems applications which
manage the vital information that supports DEA intelligence and
enforcement operations. These systems include, but are not limited to
Narcotics and Dangcrous Drugs Information System (NADDIS); Controlled
Substances Act System (CSA); System to Retrieve Information from Drug
Evidence (STRIDE); Automation of Reports and Consolidated 'Orders
Systems (ARCOS I and 11); and DEA's financial management system, the
Federal Financial System (FFS). Much of the information maintained in
these systems requires secure communication system capabilities (secure
voice, facsimile, and teletypewriter capabilities) worldwide, and therefore,
is managed by the ADF Program.

Implementation of DEA's mission is dependent on gathering and
integrating information integral to the pursuit of drug invesf~get~ons. The
integrity of this information is a requirement for both DE-A's continued
success In drug enforcement, as well as protecting ihe lives of agents and
Informants

The FIREBIRD office automation system consolidates information from a
variety of sources and gives Special Agents and intelligence Analysts the
ability to access and analyze critical information quickly, thereby saving
thousands of dollars and many research hours. FIREBIRD ciso serves as
the platform for administrative systems including financial, property, and
security.

MERLIN is an intelligence work station that operates at the Secret High
security level. MERLIN is an essential extension of FIREBIRD which
provides DEA intelligence specialists and special agents toots which will
reduce the amount of time it takes to locate and analyze information; access
and analyze collections of information to re, al patterns and trends;
improve the analysis of Information to enable decision making; enable
analysis which is not possible by manual or basic computer means; and
enhance the methods and ability to produce and distribute reports.
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Core Business System 3: Pr-am Directon

DEA will employ such management practices to ensure
that its mission driven programs function with the highest
level of Integrity, egfflciency and effectiveness,

This goai relates directly to DOJ Core Function 7: "Management."
DEA's goals and strategies carn only be attained through the efforts of its
Special Agents, Intelligence Research Specialists, and investigators working
in the field and through the efforts of professionals supporting their
investigative efforts. Forensic chemists, and professional, administrative,
and technical staff are all included as support staff. DEA employers must
be supported with state-of-the-art equipment, be trained in the most current
investigative techniques, and be able to relocate when appropriate for the
good of the agency. The assistance of the Department of Justice and
Congress has allowed DEA to make significant progress toward improving
the infrastructure that is essential to effective law enforcement. These
efforts must also be measured to justify making the contlnucdl investment in
the goals and strategies of DEA. Additionally, IDEA will work to make
continued improvements in financial management, to establish customer
set-vice standards, and to make effective use of the latest Information
technology (both enforcement and non-enforcement related),

The Program Direction functions within DEA are responsible for
formulating agency-wide policy, providing oversight for all field
management functions, monitoring internal controls, and ensuring effective
and efficient resource utilization. All programs depicted under "Program
Direction" are funded through DEA's Management and Administration
Decision Unit. Funding amounts provided do not reflect payroll
obligations.

Staff Operatiosa

The Staff Operations Program is responsible for responding to
Congressional, media, and public inquiries; providing DEA officials with

reports on congressional activities; issuing press releases; preparing
speeches, talking points, and congressional dernand reduction testimony.
Additionally, this program prepares legal briefs, opinions, and
presentations; provides technical legal training in regulatory and criminal
matters, civil litigation, seizures, forfeiture of asses, personnel, equal
employment opportunity, and international matters; and advises
management on matters pertaining to planning, policy analysis, and
statistical systems.

Demand Reduction: DEA will increase its educational outreach to
communities, schools, employers, and so the public at-large in anti-drug
messages, including anti- legal ization. This will produce an increase in the
points of contact between DEA and the public. The primary outcome will
be a public that is better educated about the dangers of drugs.

Chief Counsel: DEA will continue so provide the highest level of legal
expertise so support drug law enforcement in the areas of, but not limited to,
civil procedure and litigation, administrative law, criminal law,
international law, and regulatory law.

Financial Management

Under the direction of the Chief Financial Officer, the financial
management offices within DEA are responsible for planning, formsulating,
and executing DEA's budget; procurement; developing and maintaining
resource allocation plans; and masnagintg and maintaining DEA's accounting
system. DEA will:

provide timely, useful and reliable budget, Pccounting and performance
data to support decision making;
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integrate planning, reporting and decision-making processes, including
those for human resources, budget, financial management, and
program performance; and

ensure sound and effective management practices are in place.

The primary outcome will be an overall achievement of an increased
efficiency in DEA's management practices.

Inspection$

The Inspections Program is responsible for management and oversight of
all matters pertaining to integrity and misconduct. DEA's Office of
Professional Responsibility (OPR) is responsible for ensuring that
allegations of employee misconduct received by the Agency are thoroughly
reviewed and that misconduct investigations are conducted in a thorough
and timely manner. DEA will focus its audits/inspections on compliance
with existing policy and on other evaluative efforts to identify ways in
which overall program accountability and performance can be strengthened,
Particularly, DEA will perform program, financial, and other
audits/inspections on a cyclical or otherwise required basis; conduct
evaluations of programs, initiatives, internal controls, and policies as
scheduled or otherwise required/directed by executive management;
investigate shooting incidents in a timely manner; and other oversight
responsibilities. The primary outcome will be independent information that
will assist DEA management in taking the appropriate action to improve the
efficienry and effectiveness of agency-wide programs and the integrity of
its work force.

Security

The Security Program is responsible for worldwide management and
oversight of DEA's personnel, physical, and document security. The
Personnel Security Section (SPR) reviews the processing of personnel
security investigations In support of agency personnel hiring, rehiring,

updating, and acquisition of national security clearances. SPR also
implements personnel security standards and procedures to ensure
appropriate clearances of DEA personnel. The Physical Security Section
(SPP) conducts physical security surveys of DEA headquarters, field units
worldwide, and residences occupied by flEA personnel assigned to foreign
posts. SPP also assures adequate protection for flEA employees, property,
evidence, and materials contained In flEA occupied facilities. The
Information Security Section (SPI) formulates policies and procedures for
the classification, declassification, safeguarding, handling, transmission,
and storage of classified national security and other sensitive information
and materials.

Personnel Operations and
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)

The Personnel Operations Program is responsible for agency wide position
management; employee relations, employee benefits; recruitment and
placement; health and safety; and implementation of personnel policies and
regulations. The EEO Program is responsible for ensuring the equitable
treatment of all DEA employees. Specifically, the EEO Program provides
advice and guidance to managers and employees on a variety of EEO
matters Inciuding& workforce diversity, discrimination in the workplace,
affirmative action, and special emphasis programs.

General Services

The General Services Program Is responsible for oversight of all flEA
administrative support fusrctions including: apace acquisition and
management; procurement ef supplies, equipment, and furniture; and fleet
management.
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FY 2001 Initiatives

FIREBIRD

DEA requests S56,000,000 and 2 positions (including $55,908,163 in
recurring, non-personnel funding) to establish sufficient infrastructure
bast that supports Operations and Mintenance, Technology Renewal,
and Deployment requirements of DEA's FHREBIRD Automated Data
Processing system. Of the total for FIREBIRD, DEA requests
S5,000,000 and I support position to support the system's operational
requirements. Of the total ror FIREBIRD, DEA requests S51,000,000
and one position (costing S40,853), Including S23,000 for Tcctsnology
Renewal and S28,000,000 for continued FI REBIRD deployment.

DEA STRATEGIC GOAL: 01l

DEA STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE: HI

DU ADP

APPLICABLE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: DOMESTIC
ENFORCEMENT DI)

I 18, Percentage of Direct Investigative Hours.

Phase I of Firebird deployment, the installation of network equipment at
DEA H-rdsstqsrters, and all 21 Field Division offices, was completed in
December, '99 , Is FY 1998, DEA begain Firebird Phase II deployment to
all remaining (200+) DEA district, resident and foreign field offices and
laboratories. To date, DEA has completed Phase 11 deployment to the
geographically affiliated offices of the Miami, Houston, Los Angeles, San
Diego, Phoenix, El Paso, and Atlanta Divisions; the Justice Training Center,
and seven overseas offices. DEA plans to utilize funds provided from this
initiative to complete Firebird Phase 11 deployment by December 3 1, 2001.

The following chart displays Special Agent available and investigative
(direct) work hours in DEA's Domestic Divisions:

Available SA Investigative % Investigative to
Fiscal Workhours SA Workhours Available
Year
1996 6,041,200 4,136,748 68%o

1997 6,791,400 4,403,760 65%

1998 7,778,067 5,052,820 65%

1999 8,543,534 5,139,3 15 62%

1) The source for investigative workhour statistics is the DEA Work Hours
Reporting System (WRS).
2) The formula for available workhour statistics is available workhours.
(2200/yr.) times the number of DEA Domestic Special Agents (FR Ceiling
and Os-Board Reports),

DEA Special Agents rely on information sharing between personnel in
different Field Offices, and reducing time lags irs such processes as ehe
posting of an investigative report to the agency-wide automated database
would improve she efficiency and effectiveness of the investigative process,

DEA plans to demonstrate the link between Firebird deployment and
operational success to justify the funding level provided. For example,
DEA plans to identify reductions in the average time from the Initiation of
an investigative report (Form DEA-6) and the report's posting irs DEAns
Narcotics and Dangerous Dmugs Information System (NADDIS). Firebird
should significantly improve investigative reporting timeliness as a result of
processing time reductions such as those described above.
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As a reult of the Business Processing Reengineering (BPR) activity driven
by Firebird Implementation, which is due to be completed by December 3 1,
200t, the Information Technology infrastructure would be in place to
provide DEA with an improved capability to increase the percentage of
domestic Special Agent direct investigative workhours to available
workhours during FY 2002.

However, improvements in Information Technology infrastructure alone
will not necessarily guarantee an increase In DEAns direct investigative
workhours, as these have been declining even during fiscal years where
deployment of Information Technology (e~g., Firebird) has improved
DEA's business processes. DEA plans to complete a study by the end of
FY 2000 which will thoroughly examine administrative and case support
staffing requirements in its Domestic Field Divisions As a result of thin
study, DEA will be in a position to better evaluate the efficiency and
productivity of all of its administrative and cas support processes. DEA
reasonably believes that, as its administrative and case support processes
become more efficient, there will be a corresponding increase in direct
Special Agent investigative workhours.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION

DEA requests 33,957,000 and 24 positions (including $2,814,432 In
non-personnel funding) to enhance DEAns financial and resource
management oversight functions. These resources ate vital to
improving internal controls, establishing heightened financial policy
capaibitlieis and atiowiag DEA'a Financial Management Division to
keep pace wills the dynamic growth of the agency.

DOJ STRATEGIC GOAL: 07.3: ACHIEVE EXCELENCE IN
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

DOJ PERFORMANCE GOAL: #7.3.2: DEMONSTRATE
CONTINUED PROGRESS TOWARDS ACHIEVING UNQUALIFIED
AUDIT OPINIONS ON FINANCIAL STATEMENTS REQUIRED BY
THE GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT REFORM ACT; CONTINUE

TO SUPPORT EFFORTS TO DEVELOP A FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES ACCURATE,
RELIABLE, AND TIMELY FINANCIAL INFORMATION

M1: MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

APPLICABLE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: MANAGEMENT
AND ADMINSTRATION DU

#2. Annual Audited Financial Statement.

Due to the need for improved financial management oversight, between
1990 and 1996 Congress passed five federal accountability acts; the Federal
Managers Financial Management Integrity Act (FMFIA), the Chief
Financial Officer's (CFO), the Govemnment Performance and Results Act
(CjPRA), the Government Management Reform Act (GMRA), and the
Federal Financial Management Improvement Act (FFMIA). These laws
have resulted in an increased emphasis on achieving as 'unqualified"
annual audited financial statement, but the results of the audits on DEAn3
Financial statements for 1996 and 1997 were "disclaimed" opinions. The
results of a 1990 DEA financial management study performed by a
consulting firm noted sisat DEA requires "additional investments in people,
systems, and In improving basic processing of information." DEA's goal is
to receive an "unqualified" Financial Statement Audit opinion by no later
than the end of FY 2001. Full funding of this initiative is expected to
ensure that DEA not only secures the "unqualified" audit opinion, but In
able to achieve full compliance with all of the mandates of FMFIA, CFO,
OPRA, GMRA, and FFMIA.
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Date Validation and Verification Issues

DEA's statistical measures include work hours, case initiations, defendant
arrests and dispositions, drug removals, asset seizures and forfeitures, and
clandestine laboratory seizures, A description of these data systems and a
discussion of data quality control procedures follow.

Case Initiation Statlitcs

The source for case initiations statistics is the DEA Case Status Subsystem
(CAST). CAST serves as the DEA central file ledger for all case and
general iles. Case information is entered by each field office for every
case initiated. Mandatory information includes: case number, case status,
date opened, file title, and agent name, CAST information is validated
through a review process which includes group supervisor review, SAC
review, and periodic reviews by the CAST program manager.

Defenadant Arrest and Dispoaition Statistics

Statistics on arrests and dispositions are obtained from the Defendant
Statistical System (DSS), which contains information obtained from the
Arrest DEA Form 202 and the Report of Disposition DEA Form 2 10.

Data input is managed and performed by the DEA file room, which
receives and processes arrest and disposition documents for NADDIS input
as well as DSS input. Due to the Importance of systems that store
information about DEA defendants, document quality control and review
are paramount. Nonstandard entries are questioned, and documents which
need further clarification are returned to the field for correction, In
addition, the DSS has built-in edits that help to maintain data quality.

The Statistica Services Section is responsible for the management of DSS,
including operation, maintenance, modification, and quality control, As
the DSS is updated with current information, consparisons to previous
Information are made to analyze trends as well as validate the data. The

Statistical Services Section conducts other routine testing of the DSS to
ensure that the arrest and disposition statistics are accurate.

Drug Removal Statistics

The two sources of DEA's drug removal statistics are the System to
Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE), which is managed by
the Office of Forensic Sciences (SF) and the Information Only 7 system,
managed by the Statistical Services Section.

STRIDE drug removal statistics reflect the total of all drugs purchased,
seized, or otherwise obtained through DEA-controiied and DEA
cooperative Investigations that are sent to DEA laboratories for analysis.
The total amount or a representative sample of the collected drug is
submitted to a DEA laboratory for analysis, accompanied by a DEA Form-?
completed by the submitting case agent. STRIDE contains information
from the DEA Form-? as well as the results of the laboratory analysis as
recorded on the DEA Chemist Worksheet (DEA Fonss.36). The database
contains built-in edit checks on various data fields including CiDEP,
location, substance identification and DEA office code.

DEA regularly cooperates and participates with state, local and other
federal law enforcement agencies in investigations where drug evidence is
acquired. In those instances where DEA does not take custody of the drug
evidence, an "Information Only" DEA form-7 Is submitted to the Statistical
Services Section. It should be noted that the identity of the substance and
the amount of drug removals contained in the Inforsmation Only-? sytemn
are based on field determinations not laboratory analyses, For that reason,
the combined statistics (information Only-? and STRIDE statistics) reflect
the gross weight of drugs resnoved.

The Statistical Services Section is responsible for the statistics produced
from STRIDE and the Information Only 7s. As STRIDE/Information Only
7 data are updated, comparisons are made to analyze trends and to validate
the data. The Section conducts other routine testing of STRIDE/Information
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Only 7 information, including comparisons to the Federal Drug Seizure
System information.

Asset Seizure and Forfeiture Statistics

The source for asset seizure and forfeiture staistics is the DOJ
Computerized Asse Tracking System (CATS). Information is entered into
CATS by field personnel using the Standard Seizure Form as source
document. DEA report on two types of ases: Standard seizures and
Referred assets. Standard seizures are seizures made by DEA, and referred
asses are asset seizures that had DEA participation or assistance. Data
entered into CATS are subjected to numerous sysem edits to ensure
accuracy and prevent duplicate records from being entered into the system.
DEA's Asset Forfeiture Section conducts periodic quality control reviews
of CATS data, as does the CATS program office at DOS.

Clandestine Laboratory Seizure Statistics

Clandestine laboratory statistics are collected through the National
Clandestine Laboratory Database, which is maintained in the El Paso
Intelligence Center (EPIC). EPIC obtains these data through a review of
teletypes. DEA Investigative forms (DEA Form-6), and Clandestine
Laboratory Reports filed by DEA chemists subsequent to a laboratory
seizure.

Marijusma Eradication Data

The source of the marijuana eradication data Is DEAso State and Local
Section (DOS). DOS receives monthly statistical reports from each
participating state and locl law enforcement agency. These reports provide
plant count Informsation for all outdoor grows, indoor grows, the number of
plots dedicated and Indoor grows seized. The monthly reports also supply
the number of persons arrested, weapons and sset seized. DZA DCE/P
coordinators also verifyt large outdoor and Indoor grows through on-rthe
Inspectiorm.

Resources

DEA's FYs 2001 Annual Performance Plan (APP) reflects the relationship
between DEA's Decision Units (DU's), which are the budget account
structures by which the agency requests and accounts for resources, and Its
programs. The performance measurement tables illustrate the relationship
between DEA's Dli's, DEA's three (3) Core Business Systems, and the
Core Functions In the DOS Strategic Plan and the ONDCP Goals.

DEA 's budget structure is currently divided into ten Dli's: Domestic
Enforcement; Foreign Cooperative Investigations; Drug and Chemical
Diversion Control; State and Local Task Forces; Intelligence; Laboratory
Services; Training; Research, Engineering, and Technical Operations; ADP;
and Management and Administration. DEA's FY 2001 Annual
Performance Plan submission has been revised to display DEA's
performance hIdicators by DU. The performance Indicators listed for each
DUI have now been linked to specific DOS and ONDCP goals.

in order to achieve full compliance with OPRA and 0MB Circular A-Il1,
DEA must establish the link between program performance and the full
costs of achieving the goals and objectives derived from the strategic
planning process. In this regard, DEA's three major program
responsibilities are as follows:

1) Enforcingr the laws egainet the distributions of illegal drugs (Domnestic
Law Enforcemnent);

2) Providing assistance to source and host nations (Foreign Cooperative
Investigations);

3) Enforcing she laws against the Illegal manufacture and distribution of
legal drugs (Drug and Chemical Diversion Control).

el
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DEA plans to move towards consolidating its DU's from ten (Domestic
Enforcement, Foreign Cooperative Investigations, Drug and Chemical
Diversion Control, State and Local Task Forces, lntelllgence, Laboratory
Services, Training. Research, Engineering. and Technical Operations,
Automated Data Processing, and Masnagemnent and Administration) to four
(Domestic Enforcement, Foreign Cooperative Investigations, Drug and
Chemical Diversion Control, and Management and Administration). This
consolidation will allow DEA to assign its support costs by major program
area, and capture its overhead costs in Managemnent and Administration. As
a result, DEA would be able to report on the full costs of achieving results
in its three major program ares, (Domestic Enforcement, Foreign
Cooperative investigations, and Drug and Chemical Diversion Control) and
therefore fully comply with the requirements of GFR.A and 0MB Circular
A-Il1.

DEA envisions that the data and information provided through an enhanced
performance measurement, evaluation, and reporting system will ensure
that performance based budgeting as prescribed by 0MB Circular A-l I1 will
be achieved, In this regard, DEA anticipates being able to link budgetary
authority, personnel resources, and CORE series staff work hours to
specific operational performance goals and objectives, including. but not
necessarily limited to, disrispeiot/dismantlements of priority targets. Ths
information will assist management in determining the optimal level of
resources required to achieve operational performance goals and objectives.

1) Dollar rs/Poslons:

All of DIA's resources are aligned with DOJ Strategic Goal 1.2:
Reduce the availablity and abase of Illegal drugs through traditional
and Innovative enforcer. ea efforts.

FY 19"
Planned/
Actual

F~' 2000 7Y2001

Planned 

Planned

BA Positions BA Positions BA Positions
$1,307.81 9,026/ $1,445.3 19,112 [$1,557.7 9,156
$1,277.1 8 ,743 J ,____ I ____ ________

All data noted above include resources provided by a funding
agreement with the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces
(OCDETF). For FY 2001, this amounts to 1000 positions and $108
million. Although these resources are provided through a reimbursable
agreement, they are under DEA'a control and impact on DEA's
performance.

2) Skills:

DEA employees include persona in the CORE positions of Special Agent,
Diversion Investigator, Intelligancr, Analyst and Forensic Chemist. DEA
also employs persons in various Professional and Administrative career
positions such as Program, Manaement, and Budget Analysts,
Accountants, etc. The skills required vary by position but the vast majority
of DEA positions require analytical, investigative, and writing skills at a
professional level.

(3) Informationt Technology:

FIREBIRLD is the primary office automation infrastructure that supports the
full spectrum of DEA's global operations. Initiated in FY 1994, this project
is a unique synergy of investigative expertis and advanced computer
technology designed speifically to support DEA's drug enforcement
mission. FIREBIRD Is a client server-based network that, once fully
deployed, will link all DEA offices and components worldwide. This will
allow all DEA components to function interactively with one another
through enhanced communication and business process reengineering.

ry 2000
Pleased

FY 2001
Plammod
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Tools that all modern businesses must have (e.g., E-mail, uniform word
processing and other forms, of office automation) are combined with DEA
specific requirements such as an electronic investigative file room and the
Narcotics And Dangerous Drugs Information System (NADDIS), to create
a low cosg, highly effective system model for other Federal law
enforcement agencies. Essentially, FIREBIRD acts as a force multiplier,
allowing DEA components scattered around the world to act ats one
cohesive unit through the instantaneous access of critical law enforcement
and intelligence Information. Perhaps more Importantly, FIREBIRD has
been designed to 'evolve" to suit the needs of DEA personnel, particularly
through Its support of unique projects like MERLIN and MERCURY,
which are critical tools that represent the future of drug law enforcement.
DEA is requestig additional resources for FY 2001 in order to accelerate
full deployment of Firebird.

MERLIN is an advanced intelligence system designed to support the
classified processing needs of Special Agents and Intelligence Research
Specialists operating worldwide, Initiated in 1995 using FlREBIRD's
communications Infrastructure combined with computer security encryption
processes MERLIN provides a classified processing environment designed
to link and support DE.A components across vast geographical distances.
DEA personnel operate within this secure environment to collect, analyze,
disseminate, and exchange clb:tifled information, which allow DEA
components in different locations to operate as a cohesive unit. MERLIN
also enables information exchanges at the secret and lower levels between
DRA and other Federal agencies, particularly with the FBI. Prior to
developing this technology, the classified holdings of DEA were on stand-
alone islands throughout the agency. There were no means, other than via
secure faxes, to distribute classified intelligence information in a timely
manner.

In addition to providing a secure and instantaneous mean of
communication, MERLIN allows access to critical DEA intelligence and
investigative data from a single workcstation, serving as an advanced
analytical tool to assist the user in reviewing and analyzing massive

amounts of data. The system enables rapid analysis by allowing the usto
access previously unavailable Information and by assisting in detecting
links, associations, ar4 patterns that are key to todays major investigations.
To compete with increasingly sophisticated inteea~tional drug syndicates,
DEA analytical and investigative personnel must be equipped with the tools
necessary to exploit available Information on a real-time basis. MERLIN
provides all of these capabilities at a classified level, allowing ireased,
safe, and frequent interactions between DEA and other Federal agencies.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT OR PROGRAM

DEIINUIT: Domestic Enforcrnient DEA Corn Business System 1: Enforcemnent of Federal Lasand Investigations
Department of Justice Care Function. 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenes

DOJ Strategic Goal 1.2- Reduce the availability and abuse of Illegal drugs through traditional and Innovative enforcement efforts.
DEA Annal Performance Goal: Disrupt or dismantle the command & control, and infratructure of drug syndicates, gangs, and traffickers of

licit and Illicit drugs that Otateni American and American interests., ___________

PEFR ANCK INDICATOR INFORMATION Performan= 1% and Performance Plass
Perfrmance Report Performance Plans

Type of Data M2 2M wmzn
Indicator Performance Indicators' Source Enaced t :tuals Enacte Actual, Plan Plan

Plan (9/30/98) Plan (9130/99)
Input I . Domnesic Enforcament Funding [FR] 335.lM $317.4M $354.41M $342.9M S478.6M $502.5M

2. Special Agents (Domestic Divisionts) [FRI 3,447 3,6091 3,6 3,700 3,672 3,683
Output/ 3. Domestic Case Openbed (minus Diversion) [CAST] NA 19,353 NA 20,247 NAI NA
Activity 4. Domestic SA Available Work Hours [FRI 7,617,870 7,778,067 8,539,440 1,543,334 8,115,120 8,139,430

5. Domestic SA Investigaive Work Hours [WRS] NA 5,052,520 NA 5,339,315 NA NA
6.Domestic Arrests (by or participated In by

DEA Agents) ADSL NA 37,430 NA 39,906 NA N
7. Title IIl Facilities NA 621 NA 637 NA N
3. Drug Remnovals (in kilograms): [STRIDE)

a. Heroin NA 372 NA 374 NA N
b. Cocaine NA 32,409.00 NA 37,463.30 NA NA
c. Cannabis NA 242,221.96 NA 322,862.20 NA NA
d. Methaiphetamine NA 1,230.20 NA 1,379.70 NA NA
e. Amphneamine NA 367.1 NA 201.9 NA N
f, Other Dangerous Drugs (DUS) NA 17,041,0261 NA 5,074,41 .00; NA NJ

9. Clandestirne Laboratories Dismaintled [EPIC] NA 1,654' NA 2,024 NA N
t0. MeiapaasnLabsarnantleti [EI NA 1,627 NA. 1,991 NA N

Intermediate IL. Arrests Resulting In Prosecution [DSSJ NA 22,047 NA 24,895 NA, NF
Outcome 12. Asset Seizures [CT] NA S5l19.2M NA S620.OM NA N

13. Asse Forfeitures [CATS] NA S314.5M NA !146.2M NA NA
14. AreResulting In Cstvct JD L NA 13,730 NA 2tr,z, NA N

End Outcome 15. Number of Majo Drug Traffcing
OgnztosDismasstled!or Disrupted NA NAI NA. NA TID TBD

16. Mejor Drug Trafficking Organizations
_____ Diwmsted or Disrupatd NA NAI NAI NAI TBD TBD



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT OR PROGRAM

DECISION UNIT: Domestic Enforcement DEA Core Business System 1: Enforcement of Federal Laws and Investigations
Department of Justice Core Fruncion 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses

DOJ Strategic Goal 1.2: Reduce the availability and abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and Innovative enforcement efforts.
DEA Annual Performance Goal: Disrupt or dismantle the command & control, and infrastructure of drug syndicates, gangs, and traffickers of

licit and illicit drugs that threaten Americans and American interests.
7
!E~R tCEML NDCTR INFORMATION4 Performance Ieport Ma Performance Plns

Performance Repor" Performnance Plans
Type of Data 12.2 1222 Mu0 on
Indicator Performance Indicators* Source Enacted Acluals Enacted Actuals Plan Plan

Plan (9(30/98) Plan (9/30/99)
Productivity/ 17. Quality of Investigation Index 1)[FRI NA 58.9% NA 62.4% T6D TBE

Efficiency 18. Direct Investigative Hours (%) [FR] NA 65.0% NA 62.5% TBD TBD
119. Funding Obligation Rate [FRI NA NkX 100%1 96.7%1 100% 1I00 1%

A. Definitions oltIernia or Explanotlona for Indicators and Data Sorcs:
Items IS & 16. This End Outcome Is being developed and will demonstrate the negative Impact to major drug tracking organizations and

individuals. DEA staff have formed a Working Group which will determine how DEA will collect and analyze data for this Indicator. DEA expects to set
performance goals and begin reporting performance data for this indicator during FY 2000.

Item 17. The Quality of Investigations Index reflects the percentage of arrests resulting in prosecution compared to total domestic arrests.
Item 18. The percentage of Direct Investigative hours Indicates the productivity level attributable to DO) and ONDCP Goals to reduce the availability

ofIllicit drugs.
hist 19. The Obligation Rate is an efficiency indicator demonstrating timely obligation and execution of available founding to support the DEA mission

rquirements.
Data Sources: Defendant Statistical System (OSS]; Case Status Subsystem [CAST]; Computerized Asset Tracking System [CATS]; System to

Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence [STRIDE], National Clandestine Laboratory database, El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC].
Te verification/val idat ion source Is the Executive Policy and Strategic Planning Staff, Statistical Analysia Unit. Funding, Authorized &
Assigned Strength data were prvided by the DEA Office of Resource Management [FR].

B. Isues Affecting VY 1999 Program Perfonnce:
Item 2. Difference between FY 2000 & FY 2001 is that FY 2000 did not include previously unallocated positions.
The NA notation Indicates that data were not previously required and/or goals were not established. The notation TBD indicates

at the outcome will be calculated at the end of the fiscal year. The notation TDD Indicates that data were not available at this time, but will be provided
theend of the .scal ear.

aes aet g Sei"ofV34011 and 2 a1Pans
Changes between this Performance Plan and the FY 2000 Performance Plan Include tracking performance indicators by budget decision unit and

estrsscturlng Output and Outcome measures; as well as developing End Outcome measures addressing the DO Strategic Goal and Productlvlty/Effiliency
indicators.

. " nates an Iniaor coverng a rexsed 2001 program change.
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DECISION UNIT: Foreign Cooperative Investigations DEA Core Busness System 1: Enforcement of Federral Laws and Investigations
Department of Justice Core Function I- Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses

DOJ Strategic Goal 1.2: Reduce the availability and abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enforcement efforts.
DEA Annual Parmsaoce Goal: Disrupt or dismantle the command & control, and Infrastructure of drug syndicates. gangs, and traffickers of

lcit and Illicit drug that threaten Amercasis and American Interests.
ANC INICAOR NFOMATONPesformaaee Report and Perfeormne Plans

Performance Report Performance Plans

Typeof ata =1 m a W01
Indicator Performance Indicators* Source Enacted Actuals Enacted Actuals Plan Plan

Plan (9/30/98) Plan (9(30/99)
Input I . Foreign Cooperative Investigation Fnig [FRI I 199.IM $149.1IM S I95.4M S 175.3M $200.6M $206.6M

:.Special Agents (Foreign) [FRI 342 2721 411 357 469 469___

Output/ Foreign Cane Opened [CAST] NA 1,579 NA 1,931 NA N
Activity .SA Available Work Hoturs (Foreign) (FR] 755,820 615,748 908.310 655.034 1,036,490 1,036,490

*Foreign Arrests with DEA Involvement [CAST] NA 3,211I NA 4,632 NA N
*Foreign Drug Removals where DEA [STRIDE)
peatlclpated/contrlbuted (in kilograms)
a. Heroin NA 2,688.3 NA 6,442.6 NA NA
b. Cocaine NA 78,489.5 NA 9%,781.3 NA NA
c. Cannabis NA 62,852.4 NA 76,884.1 NA NA
d4 Methamphetamine NA 1,518.5 NA 1,257.30 NA NA
a. Amphetamine NA 0 NA 0.3 NA NA

___ _ f. Odw Darjerous Drup(DU'S) NA 1,944,365.00 NA, 5,247,833.00 NA NA
intermediate 7. Number of foreign countries where DEA

Outcome provides assistance that have Improved
law__enforcement ___capability_ NA NA NA _ __NA TED TBD

S. Foreign countries where DEA
provides assistance that hae Improved
Law aforeonet capebility (%) [FRI NA NA, NA NA TBD TBDI

Zad Outcome ;. Number of Majo Drug Traficking
Organizations Dismantled or Disrupted ____ NA NA NA NA TBD TEDj

10. Maor Drug Trafficking Orgalratlons
__ _ _ _ Dlsmmned or Disrupted(% [FR] NA NA NA NA TED TED

Producth'kty( 11. Funding Obligation Rate FRNA NA IM 89.7%1 100% 0



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT OR PROGRAM

DEIINUIT: Foreign Cooperative Investigations DEA Care Business System I- Enforcement of Federal Laws and Investigations
Department of Juske Core Fsuction 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses

DOJ Strategic Goal 1.2: Reduce the availability and abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and Innovative enforcement efforts.
DEA Annual Performance Goal: Disrupt or dismantle the command & control, and Infrastructure of drug syndicates, gangs, and traffickers of

licit and illicit drugs that threaten Americans and American interests.
Duefinitions of Terms or Explanatioaa tbr Iadicators Pau Dsa Sources:
Items 7, 9,9, A 10. These Outcomes are being developed and will demonstrate the negative impact to major drug trafficking organizations and

individuals. DEA staff have formed a Working Group which will determine how DEA will collect and analyze data for these Indicators. DEA expects to set
prormance goals and begin reporting performance data for these indicators during FYs 2000 or FY 2001.
Item 10. The Obligation Rate Is an efficiency indicator demonstrating timely obligation and execution of available funding to support the DEA mission

U11"gn ec F a 9n Pncl rorgam rfosld Y 00 rora ca



PERFORMANCE MKASUREMFV'T TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT OR PROGRAM

DECISION UNIT: Drug and Chemical Diversion Control REA Core Datnean Systemo 1: Enforcement of Federal Lowe and Investigations
Department of Jslee Core Function 1: Investigation and Prosecution ofCrimiral Offenses

DOJ Stralcitk Goal 1.2: Reduce [he availabilty, and abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enforcement efforts.
flEA Annual Performance Goal: Disrupt or dismantle the command A control, and infrastructure of drug syndicates, gangs, and

traffickers of licct and iliit drugs that threaten Americans and American interests
P-"ERORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION Peroramence Report and Performance Plans

Perfrmane ReortPerformnance Plans
Type or Data 2DSm LM I n
Indicator Performtance Indicatunsa Source Enacted Actonls Enacted Aclonls Plan Plait

______________________________Pion (9/30t9g) Plan (9/30/99)
Input I Drug & Chemical Diversion Funding (FRI Stil 2M $67 9M $85 5M $19 I M $94 9M $99 71V

2 Diversion Insestigators JFR] -429, 407 522 415 526 52f
3Registrants on Master File [GSA] NA 979,772 _ _ NA 1,0 14,19Q NA NA
4Diversion Investigations Initiated [CSAJ NA 3,760 NA 2,975 2,450 2.95C

________ New Applicatioens Processed [CSA] NA 57,697 NA 56,027 51,500 53,50C
output/ Diversion Investigation Arrests [CSA] ____NA 447 NA 752 NA NA
Activity 7Diversion Administrative Actions LCSA] NA 664 NA 1,330 NA NA
Intermediate 8Diversion Arrests Resulting in Conviction ]CSA] NA 283 NA 327 NA NA
Outcome
End Outcome 9Compliance Rate [FRI NA 99 8% NA 99 8%'- 9981 99 8%/

Productivity/ t0 Funding Obligation Rate [FR) 100% NA I04/% 9 23% 100%/0 100%

sakin c n -aI an a
Cha ns betee thims Performanceatn fod I t r 20PfmandtoSucePlincuetakn efroneldcit ybde eiinui o

stem.Turing OEpund Otcome meaures;c as wellreas vtowanrd Oieigtcomasrsldeyn the DO) Gabtlsrategic Goals tnd rductiavility
ineldicrsbenditiuefoileapros,

The N notatian indicates ctvaridata wrenotd Pevi0usl rqram anrgowe rnoesalhd



PER)ORMAN(EOiEASURtEMEN4TTABLE: PRESENTED B% DEISION UP1T OR PROGRAM

DE.CISION 01N4T Siate antd Iocal Tank Foecca fEA Core Umaolasa Syastm? Enfonoereno of l'edoeal IS mew I lnv ooaions
firatment.1 aslorCata Foaoloa1Investigation and Prosniothon ofCriminal Olfrenn

DOJ Ore-oeheGtol . Reduce the eviaiiabilit3 and stoat of tkgbl drugs through traditional and innoat icsnfoncni eforts
PEA Anvm,,! Perkone Goal. Otaimr or disanaethe command & cotol, and infroiriue of doig syndicates, gangj and trafrickena of

tai mod ilicit dnt tiat thrrows Ameriecans and Anonineresatnn
PERORM NC tM1 INOR AIMONPefonaa Ropra sod aForeasoma Plasin

Pa~m m R"peoonaoce plans

IrdoiPerfornance lodiasonp, Sonono Enacted Actoata Enacind Anta Plan Plan
SPian (913019) Plan (9/3w)69 4 2 __3

l r Stan & Lo"al Tasts Force Fuing [FRI t1,l lM $1I5 5M 161 2M S GM 233IM1  241 211
n oipetaio lrttesttatii(n l')ttand 1AOLTJ NA 14,1 NA 15006 NA 1A

0-11".1 Sioto a4 I . al Ar-deW (1r, ponttpced 19] NA 261407 NA 26,279 NAj NA

4 Qiillty of canios radcoted lIoN]-____ ____

a tultioaiednick NA 22mil NA 2 5 il N/A NA
P, t lierttd It,' NA 212,939 NA Ill 1274 NtA NA
(tt6.n NA 1324 tmil NA 61l ,nit NbA NA

Interediata 1 Statna"rdl Anntas tftO [0501]s NA 15612 NA 11%5371 NA NA-
Otoant ProsactIn _ _ ___ ___ _ _

End Oviosma ( indc/d d n Liomnoii it c H onteent)_________ _____

ptnooliI/ lttc/cdnd to Donteottc boloonnnnt)

0flctc 6Funding Obl,gaton Raue [FRI NA NA 10^3 111 6 1 DO% 001'-/
ADennt~otas of Tat-ator Eaplaaalloaa for tadlnatans aod Data Urat-era

Ileat 4 li catitbias erasditaoi" prctame~t is atltiintalcend on a calendar, no( focal yeat, nso t d" rta otAnd fi 9/3Wt9N atls repfesenis data
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED 9V DECISION UNIT OR PROGRAM

DECISION UNIT: Itelligence DEA Core Realism Systm 2: 1rnvesligolive Support
Depaelmmst or Justkne Core Faetla I: Inrvestigation and Prosecutioni of Crim Intl Offenses

ISOJ Strategic Goal 1.2: Reduce the availability and abuse of Illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enroenren efforts.
DEA Amoat Perfarsace Goal: Disrupt or dismiantle the command A control, arid Infrstructure of drug syndicates, gangs, and traffickers of

licit and illit drugs that thremten Americanis arid Amnericant interests

PERFORMANCE INDIC IATOR INFORMATION Peeforsee Report aad Pefane Maine
Perfrmane ReortPerforance Plans

Type of Data Will Im 01 h1
Indicatnr PEr formance lndlcacrns Source Enacted Actual% Enacted Atuals Plan PinI ___________________________Plain (Wi306111) Plan (9130?99)

mnpat 
T
I Intelligence Funding [I..J... RI So 7M $602M S86 ISM $89. 1M $101 5M $114 7M
2 Intelligence Specialists [FRI 507 576 681 634 61141 684
1 Accesses to lIntelligence D~atabaes 11,PIdI NA il, 13931 1,226,921 1,230,699, 1,301,234 t.372,828
4 Requests r linfortnation [EPIC] NA 76,990 NA 48.015 50,000 30,000

(laiPWV Requests Resulting in *Positive Hlits* IPPIcI NA 19,658 21,441 23,10 25,00) 23,000
Acteiiy I_________________ _____ _______________

Intermediate 6 Percent at 'Postive lits' 11' R] NAI 24 2% NA 4832% 5000/ 50.0%
Outcomme

Lad Outceos (Included in Domnestic Fnorcemert)

Prodoetlnllpl 7, Funding Obligation Rale [FRI NA NA 100% 102,1% 100% 100%

kDfalesoTerma orsExanat os a~d os s aid Datarl '' 1
Ito.. 7 rhe Obiigeoo Rate is an efficiency indicator demonstrating timely obligations and enecuion at available funding to nappot the DEA mission

reairernenta
Data Soarcos: El Paneo intelligence Center I EPIC I Funding, Authrized & Assigned Strength data were provided by the

DEA Ofice of Resource Managemnent [FRJ,

B8. Issues Afftianl P1 99 Prolgram Performaaeu:
The NA notation Indicates that daIe were no( previously required andfor, at D02 direction, goals were not established The notion T13D indlcs

that the outcomre will he calculated at the end ofP thre fiscal year The notation T13P Indicates that data were not available at Wtimero, but will he provided
athe end of th fiscal yew.

C.Issues Afflloag Islction of T IM11 a"s 2011 Maoss
Changes between this Perfnetmance Plan and the FY 2000 t'erfornince Plan Include tracking performance Indicators by budget derision unit and

structuring Output end Ostrore measures, as well as developing End Outcome measure addressing the DO11 Strategic Goal and Productioity/Etfricincy
indicators

'lr~sigriate3 an indicator cove'ting a reqoeie FY? 2001 progsam change



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT OR FROGRAW

DECISION UNIT: Laboratory Services DE ore Business Ssem Investigative support
Department of Justice Core Function 1: Investigation aod Prosecution of Criminal Otrese

DOJ Strategic Goat 1.2: Reduce the availability and abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enforcement efforts,
DEA Annual Performance Go@l: Disrupt or dismantle the command & control, and infrastructure of drug syndicates, gang, and traffickers of

licit and Illicit drugs that itreaten Ametricana and American interests.
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORKATION

t  
Performace Reprt aed Performmece Plans

Performance____ ReotPerfogsaase Plans
Typo of Data Um 210 M1ZE
Indicator Performance Indicators* Source Enacted Actual. Enacted Actuals Plan Plan

______________________________Plan (9/30198) Plan (9/30/99)
Input I Laboratory Services Funding IFRI $38.3M S33,9M $43 6M S39.2M $4 9.3 M $49.9M

________2 IiEA Chemists [FRi 235 246, 256 233 233 237
Output/ (included in Domestic Enfosrcemet)

Intereiate (Inciuded in Domestic Enforcement)
Outcome

Ead Outcome (included in Domestic Enforcement) ______

Productivity/ 3 Funding Obligation Rate (FRI N1A NAI 10001 87 6%[ 10% i/

A eilooofTerms or Expanatioans for ladlealora Wm f" 174a mv
Item S The Oblignion Ruie is so efficiency indicator demonstrating timely obligation and enecution of available funding to support the DEA misuion

,equiremett
Data Soarces: Office of Resource Management [FR]

Bi. tues Affct, FY 19 rgramn Performance:
The NA notion indicates that data were not previously reqluined

I1. l7ssues Affecting Selection of FY IM0 and "Of1 Plans
IChanges between this Performnance Plan aod the FY 2000 Performance Plan include tracking performance Indicators by budget decision unit and
structuring O~utput and Outcome measures, as welt as developing End Outcome measures addrensing the DOJ Strategic Ijoat and Productivity/Efficiency

indicators

TDesIgnalles an irdicator coveriNg a requested PY 2001 program change



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT OR PROGRAM

DECISION UNIT: Training DIA Core Busanm System 2: tnvestsgante Support
Depaortma ofimilIce, Core Function 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses

DOJ Strategic Coal 1.2: Reduce the availtability and abune of illegal drugs through traditional and Innovative enforcement efforts.
DEA Annual Performance Goal: Disrupt or dismantle the command & control, and i iucture of drug syndicates, gangs, and traffickers of

licit and Illicit drugs that threaten Americans and American interests.
PERFORMANCE IND-CTO INO ATION Perfornaneq Report and Performance Plo..

Perfrmane ReortPerformance Plans
Type of Data [222M
indicator Performance Indicators

5  
Scarce Enacted Actualo lEnacted Actual& Plan Plan

____________________________Plan (963198) .Plan (9130t99)
Input I Training Funding IFRI SIl 83M S27.9M 522 90M $26.0M $319. 9M $20.3M.

2. Special Agents Enitering Basic Trairing ITR[ 500 500 421 400 260 231
3. Forensic Chemists Erm" Trauinn [TRI 132 132 24 30 36 12
4 Inletligence Analysts Entering Training [TR] 120 120 120 160 12 34

____ ,__ Diversioan Investlgaors Entering Training ITRI 21 27 54 41 72 29
-Output/ 6 Basic Agent Training GraduateTR 475 470 400 375- 247 229
Activity 7 Forensic Chemista Comnpleting Training L!I... 132 132 24 30 36 I

8 ntmelfigcnc Analysts Completing Training .. I 1.... 120 ItS 120 160 12 34
_____ _9, Diversion Investigator (Iraduates [JJL 26 26 51 44 61 28

Intermrediate 10O Training Completion Rule [FR) 9 50%/ 966% 950% 954% 950we 9500A
Outcome _______________________ ___________________

End Outcome (included in Domestic Enforcement)_____ __________

Prodactlvtty/ 11. Funding Obligation Rate JFR) NA NAI 1001,. 113 51/ 100% 100V4

A. DenioIui rermu or oxplanatios for a uotornas u Dte forces:
Item [I. the Obligation Rqe. is an efficiency indicator demonstrating timely obligation and execution of available funding It support the DEA mission

requirsmenis
Data Soarcet: Office ofrmning ITlti; Office of Resourre Management I RI

B. Issues Affecting FV 1999 Program Performance:
itema 2, 3, 4, & S. Thte number of employers entering training did not meet the targeted goal for either FY 1991 or FY 1999 due to the difficulties

n predicting the amount of time that it wilt take for tpeciflc applicants to complete the Background Investigation (RI) process
Item 4 An additional turning course was added In FY 99due to the expediting of Intelligenice Analyst Bi's.

C. Issues Affecing Setecloa of FY 2000 and 2001 Plans
Changes between this Performanece Plan and the FY 2000 Performance Plan include tracking performance indicators by budget decision unit and

restructuring Output and Outcome mneasures, as welt as developing End Outcome measures addressing Prnductivityltlfficiency indicators
5
tDesignates an indicator covering a reuested FY 2001 program change



FRFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT OR PROGRAM

DECISION UNIT: RLETO DRA Core Business System 2., Investigative Support
Departmnentof Juisice Cote Fanction 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Crminal Offenses

DOJ Strategic Goal 1.2: Reduce tte availability and abuse of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enforcement efforts,
LDlA Annual Performace Goal: Disrpt or dismantle the command & control, and Infirastrctre of drug syndicates.3 gangs, and traffickers or

ticit and illicit d.uga that threaten Anmericans and American interests
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION Performuance Reliort mod Perforamsmi Plis

_______ PerformanceReport Performance Plans
Type of ~Data jLM ihf9 10 W
Indkcator Performance Indicators* Source Enscted Adonals Enacted Actuals Plan Plan

Inut I ET FndngPlan (951098) Plan (9/30199)
Input____I _________Funding__ [FRI S162Z3M S1l28.3M 5132 QOM 51I17.9M 51.0 $M 79.IM

2 Flight H/ours [OA) NA' 22,381 25,100 22,433 26,850 28,19r2
____3 Missints Requested [OA) NA 10,138 11,343 9,729 12,700 12,333

Otu/ 4 Missions Flown [OAI NA 9,55 10,930 9,123 11,700 12,215
Activity ______________________________ _______

Istrmaediate 5 Percent of Missions Flown (OA( N A 94 3% 94 8% 93 8% 95.3% 95.%
Outcome
End Outcome (Included in Domestic Enforcement) ______ _____

Productivltyi 6 Funding Obligtuiion Rate NAI A 0(/ 89 3%1 100%1 15%
V melency

A.Dfntoso erumr Explasnan or. latose.s Sorcs
Item 7 The Obligation Rate is an efficiency indicator demonstrating timely obligation and euecution of available funding to support the DEA mission

requirements
Data Sources Offtice of Resource Management [FR],-Office of Aviation Operations IDA]

B. Issues Affecting FY 1999 Program Performance:
Items 4& 5 The number and percentage of missions flown did not meet the targeted goal for Ft 1999 due to the uge of the aircraft currently in

service, which resulted in less available flight time due toIn increase in service and maintenance time DEA plans to discontinue reporting on indicators
03, 4, & 5 in future Performance Plans because these indicators ste rot appropriate toi report or in-an agericy-wide Petfotrance PMOM

NAt for FY 1998 indicate that no plan had been developed at that time,
C. Issues Affecting Selection of FY 2000 and 2001 Plaas
There are three charges from the FY 1999 Performance Pian: Item 5 above "% of Mitiont Flown" is identified asan Intermediate Outcome, Item 6
recognizes an "End Outlcome," and Item 7 reflects an 'Obligation Rate " The End Outcome for each Decision Unit within the DOJ Core Function I is
reflected on the Domestic Enaforcemnt Decision Unit Tabl The Obligation-Wratelect actual obligations divided by the Enacted Funding Plan,

ueaignatea an insctor covering a requesteo tFr 2u01 program Cnango



PRORY?4ANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRUSENTED BY DECISION UNIT OR PROGRAM

DEISION UNIT: ADP DEA Core Bastut System 2: Investigative Support
Deparlineat of Juptice Core Paooao 1: Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offanses

DOJ Strategic Gost 1.2: Reduce the availability isnd abuse of illegal drugs thro'igh traditional wad Innovative esnforcement efforts,
DEA Assawal Perfortowe Gal, Pitespt or dismantle ste command & cintrol, and infrastructure ofdrug syndicates, gaogs, and eraffckers or

licit and il licit drugs that threaten Americans and American interests.
PERFORMANCE INDICATUR INFORMATION Performancea Relport and Perfor-mance Pismo

______Performance___Report__ Perform owce Plans
Type of Data m L222 M
Indicator Perotmance tnditators Source Enacted Acntalt Enacted Actusis Plan Plan

Plan (9/30/98) Plan (9/30/99)
Input I, ADP funding [FRI 577 9M S$91SM 591 70M 589 SM $96 9M $53 M
Output/ NA
Activity _______________

Intermnedlals NA
Outcome _____ _______________

End Outcomte NA ____________

Prodauctivity/ 12. funding Obligation Rule (FR] NA NA 1001% 97.6%. 1";0 1
Efticienscy

A.MDfInitloas of ~lerms or Explana=0an Pits Indiaors and Data Sorco
lhe.2 The Obligatiosi Rate is an efticiency indicate demonstrating timely obligation and execution of available funding to support the DBA mission

eu irennents
Data Sources: Funding data were provided by the DEA Office of'Resource Mavuagert eol (FRI

B. hintes Affectinag FY l999 rogramo Perfor-mantel

C. Issues A fcIng Stietmu of IFY 20 %*d M01 Plans
Changes between this Performance Flan and the FY 2000 Performance Plan include trucking performance indicators by budget decision unit and

developttng PnoductivltylgEmclency indicators.

*Designates an Mnicaint 6',varlng a requanlid FY 2001 program change



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENT ED BY DECISION UNIT OR PROGRAM

DECISION UNIT: Management arnd Administration
Department or justice Core Function 7: Management

DOJ Strategic Coal 1: Strengthen oversight and integrity programs, ensulre consistent accouintabtllty and emphasize core mission rusponsibilies
DEA Annual Performance Goal: Ensure that mission driven programs function with the highest level of integrity, efficiency, and effectiveness,

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION Performance Report and Performance Plant
Perrrmane RFZ~i-i ,Performance Pians

T~pe of Data 1..2 122 2=1 Ji
Indicator Perforrance Inidicatorrs* Sourcc: Frracted jActuals Enacted Actuals Plan Plan

Pla '3O/,S) Plan (9/10/99)

Inpat ITotal OtiA Personnel [FRI ,6 8,387 9,026 8,748 9,112 9,156
2 01'S lnvc~tigations Initiated - Iq 229 N A 252 N A N A

OulPut/ 3 01'S lreigoItions C'ompleted [10 N A 205 N A 193 N A NA
Ar[ly 4 No ofempinyres invesigated by 01'S [16] NAI 390 NA 412 NA NA

5 No of Disciplinary Actions Taken (11c)] NA NA NA 125 NA NA
IntermedlAlte NA
Outcome

Fnud Outcome ~6 Disciplinary Ratio (F______ iIt) NA NAJ NA tea1 NA NA

Productlity NA

A.DfntooTermsa or Explanatona for' Tndcalors and Data Sorces:
Item 1. Totals include manpower authorizatiorns under tire Diversion Control F ee Account (I)CFA)
Items 2, 3, & 4 'the somber of 01'S investigators tins no direct correlation to the Number or Disciplinary Actions Taken
Item 6. tire Disciplinary Ratio reflects, us a percentage, drsciplinary action, token divided by total DEA persotnnel (actruals) assigned; and

Is stated as tEA's level ol'disciplined employers is 1%/
Data Sources: 011ce of Resource Mans ement !FR), Inspection Dlivision [l101, Human Resources Division (tHC)

BIssues Atleelig FY 19" Program Performance:
NA indicates that no goals are estabolished for the number ofOP investigations nobe initiated

C.I.. esues clin3 rteeli ofnn 00 and 21Pana:
'These measures havye been added since the February 1999 Performance Plan nobiibrsion Total DEA Pornorroel, Numbr of'Disciplinary Actions

slyer, and DiscipinarN Ratio

, Designates an indicator covering a requesled F'2001 program change



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED DY DECISION UNIT OR PROGRAM

DECISION UNIT: Management and Administration
Deparimenof nJustice Core Fanctin 7: Management

DOJ Strategic Goal 7: Achieve excellence In management practices
flEA Annual Performance Goal: Employ management pr-actices to ensure mission driven progranis function with thelighent level of integrity,

efficiency, and effectiveness
1'ERORMACE NDICTOR I MATION Performance eport and Performance Plans

____________________________Performoance Rport Performance Plans
Type of Date 122 122 am0 08
Indicator Perfoirmance Indicaiors Source Enacted ActuaLs Enracted Actuals Plan Plan

Plan (9/30/90) Plan (9/30(/99)
Input I Management & Admni~nstration tidn $j 82 7M $152 5M $134 5M $S39 lM $83 2M $89 8Pv
Output/
Activity 2 Annual Audited Financial Siatemneut [FRI I/I i/1 I/I Ill 1/i 1/1
Intermoediate
Outcome NA

End Outcome 3 Audit Opinion [F-C] tnqualifiedl Qualifiedl Unqualifiedi IBtP Unqualified Unqualiliec
Productivity/ 4 Funding Obligatin Raie 100%,6 10141% 100% 1 001/

EflnclencyI

A. DefAnltic, terms or oxp anal ens or Inataors an ala ces
Itemi4 The Obligation Rain is an elficiency indicator demonsitailog timely obligation and ecuto ofaalbefnig tosppot U DA ii

reoiternents
Data Sources: Office of Resourice Management [FRI, Financial Management Division [F-C]

8, Iisues Affectiag FT 199,9 Program Performance:
Since the Financial Statement Audit cannot be completed until the alertshe due dute of this report, TBP indicates that the audit opinion will be provided

when the results of the audit are available
CIssues Arfecting Selection of FY 20W and 1001 Plant

There have been no changes between FY 2000 and FY 2001

IDeagniates an indicator covering a requested FY 2001 program change
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Summary of Initiatives for FY 2001 Congressional Budget Estimate
Salaries and Expenses

Special Operations Divisin Wiative

Intelligence Initiative

Infrastructure Initiative

TOTAL

11 3 0 0 1 3 0 18 $1,900,000 $1,200,000 $3.100,000

o C0 0 0 0 0 0 0 $0 $16500,000 $1,500.000

0 0 0 0 17 9 0 26 $1,234,405 $58.722.595 $59.957,000

11 3 0 a 18 12 0 44 S3,134,405 SS1.422,595 S84,557,000

0%rF*FP1 MIVYVI W Vv- 14.*.4 NO- Tw" Oh-, &-- r"." P.6-7 Is 3000 IV 30 AM



Drug Enforcement Administration
FY 2001 Congressional Budget Submission

Salaries and Expenses
Justification of Prooosed Changes In A~propriation Language

The 2001 budget estimate includes proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below. New language is
bD n ndrcr and deleted material is in brackets.

Salaries and Expenses

For necessary expenses of the Drug Enforcement Administration, including not to exceed $70,000 to meet unforeseen emergencies
of a confidential character, to be expended under the direction of, and to be accounted for solely under the certificate of, the Attorney
General, expenses for conducting drug education and training programs, including travel and, related expenses for participants in
such programs and the distribution of items of token value that promote the goals of such programs; purchase of not to exceed
1,358 passenger motor vehicles, of which 1,079 will be for replacement only, for police-type use without regard to the general
purchase price limitation for the current fiscal year; and acquisition, lease, maintenance, and operation of aircraft [$933,000,000]
iI$1.776600 of which not to exceed $1,800,000 for research shall remain available until expended, and of which not to exceed
$4,000,000 for purchase ot evidence and payments for information, not to exceed $10,000,000 for contracting for automated data
processing and telecommunications equipment, and not to exceed $2,000,000 for laboratory equipment, $4,000,000 for technical
equipment, and $2,000,000 for aircraft replacement, retrofit and parts, shall remain available until September 30, [2001 ] ZMQ; of
which not to exceed $50,000 shall be available for official reception and representation expenses 1; and of which not less than
$20,733,000 shall be for the costs of conversion to narrowband communications and for the operations and maintenance of legacy
Land Mobile Radio systems: Provided, That such amount shall be transferred to and administered by the Department of Justice
Wirelesss Management Office].

[In addition, $343,250,000, for such purposes, to remain available until expended, to be derived from the Violent Crime Reduction
Trust Fund]I (Department of Justice Appropriations Act, 2000, as enacted by section 1000(a)(1) of the Consolidated Appropriations
Act 2000 (P. L. 106-113).)

Explanation of Changes

No substantive changes proposed,



Drug Enforcement Administration
FY 2001 Congressional Budget Submission

Salaries and Expenses
Crosswalk of 1999 Availability

(Dollars in Thousands)
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Drug Enforcement Administration
FY 2001 Congressional Budget Submission

Salaries and Expenses
Crosswalk of 2000 Changes

(Dollars in Thousands)
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Drug Enforcement Administration
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Reimbursable Resources
Summary of Requrements

(Dollars In Thousands)
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Drug Enforcement Administration
IFY 2001 Congressional Budget Submission

Salaries and Expense.
Program Performance inforMation

(Dollars In Thousands)

ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT
Perm.

Domestic Enforcement Poo, Amont
2000 Appropriation Enacted 2,194 2.134 $ 376,984
2001 Base 2,194 2,154 397,561
2001 Estimate 2.L218 .1. 40.9
IncresselDecrease 24 12 $ 3,345

LONG RANGE GO)AL: Through effective enforcement efforts, DEA will disrupt/dismantle the leadership, command, control, and
infrastructure of major drug syndicates, criminal organizations, and violent drug trafficking groups that threaten Americans and
American interests,

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The Domestic Enforcement Program includes the investigative operations of DEA's 21 field
divisions, the operational coordination functions located at DEA Headquarters, DEA's Special Enforcement Programs, Titlls Ill
intercept operations, the Domestic Cannabis E iadication/Suppression Program, and the Special Operations Division (SOD).
Specifically, the Domestic Enforcement Program employs the majority of the Special Agent work force and Is responsible for
conducting investigations of drug production anvd trafficking activities within the U.S. Domestic enforcement personnel use a variety of
investigative tools including electronic surveillance, informants, and undercover operations to acquire intelligence Information that aids
in dismantling, prosecuting, and eliminating drug production and trafficking organizations. SOD's capability to gen6rate pertinent and
valuable intelligence, combined with its information sharing mechanisms, enables DEA to increase Its understanding and knowledge
of drug trafficking activities in this country.

Perm.
State and Local Task Forces ~Pos. FE Amount

2000 Appropriation Enacted 1,678 1,675 $233,073
2001 Base 1,678 1,685 241,267
2001 Estimate 1AA78 IM! 2141,257
Increase/Decrease 0 0 $ 0



LONG 86NGE GOA: Ensure a maximum contribution to state and local law enforcement agencies and foster intergovernmental
cooperation In order to reduce drug availability and Immcbillze major trafficking organizations at all levels.

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The State and Local Task Force Program enlists the resources and support of state and local law
enforcement agencies In federal drug enforcement efforts through the following actions:

Improves the quality of drug Investigations and prosecutions and provides a diverse, creative, and all-encompassing federal
response to the multi-faceted and complex drug problem;

Increases the work force under IDEAs supervision by utilizing state and local officers and providing them with special
-equipment and conveyances when needed for use in DEA operations; and

Expands DEA's intelligence databases.

Additionally, funds the Mobile Enforcement Team (MET) program organized within the State and Local Task Force Program. The
MET program was established to assist state and local law enforcement by providing an immediate Inusion of Special Agents and
resources to penetrate and eliminate violent gangs and local trafficking organizations. This program places DEA in a supportive role
In Investigations that are targeted by state and local agencies based on their own local priorities The mission of the METs Is to assist
in the elimination of drug organizations by securing the conviction and incarceration of those individuals dealing drugs and causing
violence in these communities.

Perm.
Foreign Cooperative Investigations E.Q.L _EI Amountfl

2000 Appropriation Enacted 732 699 $ 200,678
20011 Base 732 899, 206,844
2001 Estimate 212 fM .20%4
Increase/Decrease 0 0 S 0

LONG RANGE GOAL: Work to enhance coordination with host nation counterparts and increase collection of foreign-source drug
intelligence.I

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: DEA's overseas efforts are directed toward advising, assisting, and encouraging foreign
governments to reduce the trade and supply of Illicit drugs within their countries. DEA also works with foreign governments on the
Investigation of high-level Intemnational trafficking organizations which have a direct impact on the U.S. In pursuing these aims, DEA
coordinates drug Intelligence collection and drug investigations with foreign law enforcement agencies, and participates In bilateral
and multilateral drug suppression programs.



Perm.
Drug and Chemical Diversion Control 121I-E Amount

2000 Appropriation Enacted 142 143 $14,598
2001 Base 142 143 16,156
2001 Estimate AA2 JAM 1.1i
Increase/Decrease 0 0 $ 0

LONG RANGE GOAL To prevent legitimately manufactured controlled substances and chemicals from being diverted from their
lawful purpose to Illicit drug trafficking and drug production activities.

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION. DEA Is responsible for enforcing the Chemical Diversion and Trafficking Act of 1988, Articie 12 of
the United Nations Convention Against Illicit Drug Traffic of 1988, the Mettiamphetamine Controi Act of 1996, and the Anabolic
Steroid Control Act of 1991, which mandates commodity control for those chemicals identified as most often used In the manufacture
and synthesis of abusive drugs and the MethamphetamIne Control Act of 1996 that places additional controls on precursor chemicals
related to methamphetamine production,

Under this mandate, DEA utilizes Diversion Investigators, Special Agents, Chemists, Pharmacologists, Program Analysts, and others
to monitor legal and illegal movement of controlled drugs and chemicals across U.S. borders. Activities under the Diversion Control
Program include: 1) analyzing past data from diversion control activities to help develop work plans and priority objectives for current
operations; 2) oversight of all drug and chemical diversion control activities to ensure they are responsive to, and/or consistent with
the drug and chemical diversion control mission of DEA; 3) supporting the U.S.'s drug enforcement position at national and
international forums that address the control of legitimate drugs and at diplomatic events that address drug and chemical diversion
control Issues, and 4) formulating legislation and regulations that curtail the diversion of controlled substances and listed chemicals
from legitimate channels.

ACTIVITY: INVESTIGATIVE SUPPORT
Perm.

Intelligence .Y2SL. EIL Amount
2000 Appropriation Enacted 883 900 $106,133
2001 Base 883 900 110,904
2001 Estimate iM ..MD 112,D
increase/Decrease 0 0 $ 1,500

LONG RANGE: GOAL: By effectively developing and exploiting investigative Intelligence, DEA will support the Intelligence needs of
U.S. law enforcement managers and policy makers and Identify the major drug threats, and define the criminal activities of drug
organizations and gangs thai threaten Americans.



BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: DEA's Intelligence program Is comprised of several components that are responsible for
collecting, analyzing, and disseminating drug-related intelligence worldwide. Intelligence information obtained through this program is
essential to DEA operations and facilitates seizures and arrests, strengthens investigations and prosecutions of major drug trafficking
organizations, and provides policy makers with drug trend Information upon which tactical and strategic decisions are based. DEA's
Intelligence units are located in all domestic field divisions and in the major drug cultivation, production, and transit countries around
the world.

This program also funds the El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC), a multi-agency facility that serves as a clearinghouse for tactical
intelligence and a central point for the collection, analysis, and dissemination of information related to worldwide drug movement and
alien smuggling. EPIC provides support for drug law enforcement interdiction operations and is accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.

Perm,
Laboratory Services fQL1 IFTE. Amunt

2000 Appropriation Enacted 381 378 $42,833
2001 Base 381 378 44,483
2001 Estimate .1W. __mZ 4.4O.
IncreaselDecrease 0 0 $ 0

LONG RfANGE GOA 1 Provide drug law enforcement support through the timely analysis of drug evidence and the presentation of
expert forensic testimony in courts of law. DEA's labs will also provide assistance to investigators on clandestine laboratory
investigations, diversion investigations (drugs and chemicals), as well as to intelligence analysts who onduct analyses to determine
the origin of controlled substances and drug distribution patterns.

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: This program provides laboratory services for Enforcement, Intelligence, and Diversion Control
activities within DEA. The following provides a synopsis, 'the supporting efforts provided to each activity:

Enforcement activities are supported through the timely analysis of drug evidence and the presentation of expert forensic
testimony in court. This program provides field assistance to Special Agents on clandestine laboratory investigations and
conducts crime scene searches for trace drug evidence. Additionally, lab services perform toolmark and signature analyses
on evidence linked to suspected conspiracy cases.

Intelligence activities are supported through laboratory analyses that show the origin of controlled substances and highlights
of foreign drug distribution patterns. Intelligence programs are also aided through signature analyses applied to the Domestic
Monitor Program, which assists in tracking domestic drug distribution patterns, price/purity at the retail level and identifying the
geographic source areas of the heroin.

is -



Diversion Control activities are provided information on illegal drug distribution through the examination of tablets, capsules
and papers.

In addition to lab services, this program provides forensic drug laboratory support to the Interagency Crime and Drug Enforcement
Program, the Washington, DC Metropolitan Police Departmnent, and to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which has concurrent
jurisdiction in enforcement of federal drug laws, This program also provides support to other federal, state and local law enforcement
agencies that do not have their own forensic drug examination capability, or require the special exoertise of DEA forensic scientists.

Permt.
Training YM. fIT Amount

-2000 Appropriation Enacted 99 98 $19,881
2001 Base 99 98 20,309
2001 Estimate MH . 23
IncreaselDecre'ase 0 0 $ 0

LONG RANGE GOL To estabt.Th, maintain, and enhance the mission-related skills of DEA personnel to Improve and/or sharpen
the knowledge, skills and abilities necessary to fulfill the various work responsibilities.

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The objective of DEA's Training Program is to provide employees and law enforcement
counterparts %1th the skills and knowledge necessary to support DEA's anti-drug efforts. DEA has aggressively developed a
comprehensive training program that reflects the diversity and sophistication of the agency's complex mission. 00

The following examples describe the specialized training courses offered to DEA employees:

Basic end Hield Agent Trafnn: Basic training provides instruction to Special Agents on all facets of drug law enforcement
operations including the hazards of undercover work, financial manipulations associated with money laundering, and the legal
intricacies Inherent in conspiracy law. Field training provides on-the-job training to new Special Agents by pairing them with
senior agents for a 26 week period;

Clandestine Laboratory Training: Instruction is provided to DEA personnel on techniques for lfey seizing and dismantling
clandestine laboratories; and T\L-

International and State and Local Training: Drug law enforcement instruction is provided to foreign counterparts and state
and local low enforcement officers.



In addition to these specialized courses, DEA also provides ongoing training to employees on a variety of topics including basic
orientation, In-service training, and supervisory and management training.

Research, Engineering, and Perm.
Technical Operations 121- -IL Amount.

2000 Appropriation Enacted 355 353 $ 81,050
2001 Base 355 353 82,290
2001 Estimate -M. .IM 82.29
IncreaselDecrease 00 $ 0

LONG RANGE GOAL: To support DEA enforcement and Intelligence programs through research and development, procurement,
maintenance, and management of technical Investigative equipment and aircraft and by providing assistance to ensure achievement
of the agency's mission,

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIP~iON: The Research, Engineering, and Technical Operations Program is responsible for providing new
technology and scientific support to the operational elements of DEA. Specifically, this includes enhancing technical equipment,
personnel resources, and aircraft operations essential io anti-drug production and trafficking investigations. These support functions
enable DEA investigative personnel 10 maximize enforcement 'efforts, and strengthen the personal safety necessary for effectively
dismantling drug trafficking organizations.

Perm.
Automated Data Processing YQl.- fIM Amount.

2000 Appropriation Enacted 131 129 $ 96,994
2001 Base 131 129 97,479
2001 Estimate Am _U 153.47
Increase/Decrease 2 1 $ 56,000

LONG RANGE GOAL: To provide efficleot and effective information technology resources and telecommunications support that
maximizes the ability of the agency to accomplish its mission,

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The Automated Data Processing (ADP) Program is responsible for providing Information
technology services and telecommunications support to DEA operations worldwide. This includes the oversight of DEAs Data Base
Management System (DBMS) and systems applications which manage the vital Information that supports DEA intelligence and
enforcimeni operations. These systems include but are not limited to: FIREBIRD; Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Information
System (NADDIS); Controlled Substances Act System (CSA); System to Retrieve Information from Drug Evidence (STRIDE);
Automation of Reports and Consolidated Orders Systems (ARCOS I and I1); and DEA's accounting system Federal Financial System



(IFFS). Much of the Information maintained In these systems requires secure communi,:atlon system capabilities (secure voice,
facsimile, and teletypewriter capabilities) worldwide, and therefore, Is managed by the ADP Program.

ACTM'VTY: PROGRAM DIRECTION

Perm~.
Management and Administration 19S.- -E~TE .Anwunt

2000 Appropriation Enacted 857 849 $ 83,289
2001 Base 857 849 86,148
2001 Estimate -M An 111850
Increase/Decrease is 9 $ 3,712

LONG RANGE GOAL: To develop, maintain, and provide effective and efficient management, executive direction and control, and
administrative support functions to ensure maximum achievement of DEA's mission.

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTiON: The Management and Administration functions within DEA are responsible for formulating
agency-wide policy, providing oversight to all field management functions, monitoring Internal controls, and ensuring effective and
efficient resource utilization. -

The programs and operations included under Management and Administration are as follows:

Staff Operations: The Staff Operations Program is responsible for responding to Congressional, media, and public Inquiries;
providing DEA officials with reports on Congressional activities; Issuing press releases; preparing speeches, talking points,
and Congressional demand reduction testimony. Additionally, this program also prepares legal briefs, opinions, and
presentations; prove ides technical legal training in regulatory and criminal matters, civil litigation, seizures, forfeiture of assets,
personnel, equal employment opportunity, procurement, and International matters; and advises management on matters
pertaining to planning, policy analysis, and statistical systems;

Financial Management: Under the direction of the Chief Financial Officer, the financial management offices within DEA are
responsible for planning, formulating, and executing DEAs budget; developing and maintaining resource allocation plans; and
managing and maintaining DEAs accounting system;

Inspections: The Inspections Program Is responsible for management and oversight of all matters pertning to Integrity and
misconduct;



Security: The Security Program Is responsible for worldwide management end oversight of DEAs personnel, physical, and
information security programs:

Personnel Operations and Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO): The Personnel Operations Program is responsible for
agency wide position management; employee relations, employee benefits; recruitment and placement; health and safety; and
implementation of personnel policies and regulations. The EEO Program Is responsible for ensuring the equitable treatment
of all DEA employees. Specifically, the EEO Program provides advice and guidance to managers and employees on a variety
of EEO matters including, workforce diversity, discrimination In the workplace, affirmative action, and special emphasis
programs; and

General Services: The General Services Program is responsible for oversight of all DEA administrative support tunctlons
including space management; permanent change of station orders; relocation benefits; procurement of supplies, equipment,
and furniture and fleet management.
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SPECIAL OPERATIONS OMSION INITIATIVE

Decision Unit Pos. IFTE Amount

Special Operations Division (SOD) -M -1 3.IO
Total 489 $3,100

DEA requests 18 positions (including I11 Special Agents ) and $3,100,000 (including $1,200,000 In non-personnel
funding) to expand SOD, a comprehensive enforcement approach designed specifically to combat the
surrogates of major drug trafficking organization: operating within the U.S. and their command and control
centers based throughout the world.- This Initiative Includes Increases exclusively for the Speciai Operations
Division (SOD), specifically, for Southwest Border Operations and FInancial Investigations. Increasing the
amount of resources available to SOD for these vital DEA Initiatives Is essential to DEAs ability to safeguard the
lives, health, and safety of American citizens.

Background

The wealth, power, and influence of International crime syndicates continue to pcoe significant challenges to drug law
enforcement in this country. Today's drug trafficking organizations are using technologically advanced communications
and surveillance equipment to conduct their operations, and sophisticated drug production, smuggling, and money
laundering methods to develop higher purity products, expand their markets, and funnel profits to foreign-based
command and control centers. These organizations rely upon systematic corruption, violence, and intimidation to expand
their global and regional operations. In order to successfully respond to this threat, to impede their expansion into new
areas, and to safeguard the lives, health, and safety of Americans from drugs and drug-related violence, DEA must have
the necessary tools and resources to effectively identify, target, Investigate, and dismantle these organizations.

SOD Is Central to DEA's Enforcement Approach

DEAs enforcement approach for targeting the major drug trafficking syndicates is to initiate high Impact investigations
utilizing a combination of SOD Intelligence and investigative support, and the efforts of diligent Special Agents,



Intelligence Analysts, Diversion Investigators and Task Force Officers based throughout the country. The synergistic
relationship between these enforcement and support elements is essential In bringing down today's sophisticated drug
trafficking organizations. Thus, an increase in SOD funding and staffing Is vital to enhancing DEN& drug law
enforcement capabilities.

The SOD program utilizes sophisticated technology and the investigative and intelligence resources of the DEA, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the U.S. Customs Service (USCS), and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to
specifically target the highest levels of drug trafficking groups. Among federal drug law enforcement programs, SOD
remains preeminent in Its ability to',

provide up-to-date, real-time intelligence to field investigators;
coordinate and support complex, multi-jurisdictional investigations;
focus significant Title Ill technology and assets against specific targets; and
link and transform isolated, local investigations conducted by single agencies into mulii-agency coordinated
enfc,-cement operations against multiple targets, operating at the regional, national, and International levels.

SOD-coordinated investigations enable DEA and its drug law enforcoment counterparts to attack the command and
control infrastructure of major drug trafficking organizations at their most vulnerable point, i.e., communications. Since
drugs are (primarily) fore ig n-produced, international drug trafficking syndicates must transport their product from
overseas production areas, over thousands of miles and across international borders to the U.S. This requires extensive
coordination and communication within all levels of drug syndicate operations. DEAs capability to Intercept drug
syndicate communications has produced vital intelligence and information, revealing the identities and methods of
operations employed by these International drug organizations and their U.S.-based surrogates.

SOD's capability to generate pertinent and valuable intelligence, combined with its information sharing mechanisms,
enables DEA to increase its understanding and knowledge of drug trafficking activities, Information Is shared with a wide
range of intelligence and operational entities expanding the scope and magnitude of current investigations, and serving
as the nexus for such multi-agency, nationwide investigations of major drug trafficking organizations as Operation
Reciprocity, Limelight, Rio Blanco, and Impunity. The element critical to the success of these investigations was the
ability of DEA field offices to conduct Title 11I intercepts to identify, target, and arrest major drug violators and seize their
assets and drugs.



The intelligence and informetiohi developed an the evidence gathered can be used to generate additional high impact
knvestgations. For example, intelligence developed and evidence gathered during Operation Reciprocity assisted In the
Initiation of Operation Limelight. The intelligence and evidence gathered during Operation Limelight directly led to the
initiation of Operation Impunity. Operation Impunity was also enhanced by intelligence and evidence gathered during
Operation Rio Blanco. Thus, SOD-coordinated nationwide investigations form the strategic basis for targeting additional,
significant drug trafficking organizations. This demonstrated capability of the SOD program to maximize technology,
utilize its expanding Intelligence base, and synergize with field elements and develop additional investigations of drug
trafficking syndicates represents enormous potential for drug law enforcement.

Although the SOD program has only been in existence since 1995, it has become one of the most effective means of
obtaining valuable information and intelligence in a timely manner to target the command and control of major drug
trafficking organizations. The unique investigative support provided by SOD allows the program to act essentially as a
'force multiplier" for drug law enforcement because it provides an effective and efficient medium for communication,
intelligence sharing, and coordination among America's major drug law enforcement agencies.

In order to optimally employ the unique capabilities and real-time intelligence that SOD generates, criminal investigators
based in the field must take action and move quickly against targeted trafficking groups. When field resources are
directed against specific threats using SOD's precise, intelligence driven targeting methods, DEA's ability to conduct and 4
support high impact, multi -juri sdict ional investigations is significantly increased.

THE SPECIAL OPERATIONS DIVISION INITIATIVE

Given the teat posed by international drug syndicates; their vast wealth, propensity for violence and innovation, and
intent to further expand their drug mark6ts throughout the country, DEAs FY 2001 enforcement approach must respond
to the major drug threats affecting the U.S. As a result, DEA's request focuses exclusively upon the successful
investigative techniques and capabilities of DEAs SOD program.

Special Operations Division - This request includes the positions and funding necessary to allow DEAs SOD
program to continue its role as the focal point for all multi-=jurisdictional, major drug law enforcement Title Ill
investigations. This enhancement will enable SOD to support a greater number of field Investigations and
generate additional leads against new targets. Specifically, DEA's Special Operations Division Initiative for



FY 2001 includes resources to support the Southwest Bo~der Initiative and financial Investigations.

This Initiative utilizes the full potential of SOD's innovative Investigative support programs, emphasizing the synergistic
relationshp between SOD and field investigative elements critical to effectively capitalize on real-time Intelligence. In
addition, this initiative fully supports the Office of National Drug Control Policy's (ONDCP) and the Department of
Justice's drug control strategies. The resources DEA requests for these initiatives will be assigned exclusively to SOD to
continue their efforts to effectively target and disrupt major drug trafficking organizations In the U.S. and their command
and control centers overseas. This following justification is provided for the two components of DEA's Special Operations
Division Initiative.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS DIVISION

DEA requests $3,100,000 and 18 positions (including 11 Special Agents and $1,200,000 In non-personnel
funding) to support SOD operations In the following areas: Southwest Border and Financial Investigations.

SOD is a multi-agency program comprised of elements from the DEA, FBI, IRS, USOS, and DOJ's Criminal Division.
SOD's mission is to establish seamless law enforcement strategies and operations aimed at dismantling entire national
and international trafficking organizations by attacking the command and control communications of major drug trafficking
organizations that operate across jurisdictional boundaries on a regional, national, and international level. SOD
integrates trafficker command and control communications information into participating agency databases, as well as
other federal agencies. For example, the Narcotics Enforcement Data Retrieval System (NEDRS) is used by all SOD
participating agencies end provides real-time intelligence data to investigate and target sophisticated drug trafficking
groups. A significant porticn of the information obtained and analyzed by SOD originates from law enforcement Title Ill
operations in the field.

Accordingly, SOD operates at a classified level and provides criminal investigators with the capability to fully exploit
federal law enforcement's investigative authority under Title Ill of the U.S, code. SOD is unique in its role and mission,
serving as the designated program manager for Title Ill investigations. In this capacity, SOD actively supports cases
throughout the country, and work's jointly with multi-agency counterparts to coordinate investigations, share vital
intelligence, and thoroughly support and follow up on investigative leads.

Title Ill investigative support is one of the most effective means of obtaining valuable information and intelligence in a



timely manner to target the command and control of international drug syndicates. Specifically, Title Ills enable
investigative personnel to gain a more comprehensive picture of drug operations by enabling them to hear conversations
between the command and control elements and their cell members. By monitoring the communications of drug
traffickers, DEA is able to obtain intelligence and evidence that is vital to dismantle entire organizations. The most
critical investigative information Is obtained by tracking the activity of the highest echelons of drug trafficking
organizations, which are extremely, if not impossible, to Infiltrate through the use of human sources. As a result, the Title
Ill support provided through SOD continues to be an integral facet in the process of targeting and dismantling
sophisticated, highly organized drug trafficking groups.

SOD Case Successes: As DEA's Title Ill program continues to grow, the size, scope, and complexity of SOD-supported
investigations will expand rapidly. This increased demand is based largely on the success of such notable operations as
Operations IMPUNITY, META, RECIPROCITY, LIMELIGHT and RIO BLANCO; investigations where DEAs ability to
conduct Title Ill wiretaps was critical to successfully targeting, investigating, and arresting major drug violators. The
following provides details on the Rio Blanco investigation.

Operation Rio Blanco This SOD investigation targeted a trafficking and smuggling group based In Mexicali, Mexico. Six
members of the gang, including the syndicate leader, were arrested on June 26, 1998. This organization has been
linked to the smuggling and distribution of cocaine, methamphetamnie, and marijuana. In addition, the organization
provided transportation services for Colombian groups that operated distribution cells in New York and New Jersey.
During this investigation, more than 5,000 telephone calls were intercepted by law enforcement. The operation resulted
in the seizure of roughly 4,300 kilograms of cocaine, 150 pounds of methamphetamine, 1,413 pounds of marijuana, and
$17 million in U.S. currency. More than 1,000 individuals were arrested as a result of this Investigation.

A unique aspect about the SOD program is that it provides DEA within the intelligence and investigative leads to Initiate
cases against new targets, as they materialize. Given the inter-connectivity of major drug syndicates, DEA and its
partners in drug law enforcement can exploit their communications to identify whole new organizations and trafficking
cells through the course of an existing investigation. This capability is extremely effective in disrupting the operations of
major drug trafficking syndicates.

SOD Program Requests: As drug trafficking in the U, S. has continued to increase, so has the need for more Title Ill
investigations. Currently, investigative and intelligence requirements exceed the level of support which can be provided
by SOD. In addition, as DEA addresses emerging drug threats, requests for Title Ills and intelligence assistance are



expected tu increase. DEA requires additional resources for SOD to collect, evaluate, interpret, and disseminate critical
intelligence which targets the command and control centers of major drug trafficking organizations. The areas of
increased demand include the Southwest Border and financial investigations. The requested increases in resources will
enhance r)EAs capability to support investigations by providing the latest intelligence to field agents, resulting in
focused, multi -jurisdictional, comprehensive investigations.

Southwest Border -- DEA requests $1,671,499 (including $700,000 In non-personnel funding) and nine positions
(Including six Spec I Agents and one Intelligence Analyst) to support the reduction In the amount of drugs
destined for the U.S. via the Southwest Border. SOD's Southwest Border request seeks to counter drug activity
by Identifying, penetrating, disrupting, and dismantling major Mexican and Colombian drug trafficking
organizations that are using the border to smuggle Iliegal drugs Into the U.S.

SOD supports tha Southwest Border Initiative through coordination of multi-jurisdictional Title iI investigations, in which
sensitive and classified enforcement information and intelligence is analyzed and converted into usable tips and leads for
dissemination. Successful investigative efforts directed at major drug trafficking and transportation organizations depend
upon the use of Title Ill investigative tools and the timely dissemination of intelligence capabilities. In order to vigorously
combat the increasing drug threat from organized crime syndicates utilizing the Southwest Border, DEA's SOD program
must be provided with additional resources to support the growing number of investigations which target the drug
syndicates using the 2,000 mile border with Mexico. DEA will dedicate these additional personnel, including six Special 0
Agents and one Intelligence Analyst, to coordinate additional multi-divsion Title IIl investigations along the border.
These personnel will analyze sensitive information and intelligence derived from classified and unclassified sources and
disseminate this information to field personnel. In addition, DEA requests $700,000 in non-personnel funding for
operational expenses, travel, and case-related expenses that support these Title Ill and multi -jurisdictional cases.

Financial Investigations -- DEA requests $1,.428.501 (including $500,000 In non-personnel funding) and nine
positions (including five Special Agents and two Intelligence Analysts) to establish a Money
Laundering/Financial Investigations Section within SOD. These resources will provide nationwide
oversight and coordination of Title Ill field Investigations that Identify and target money 'aundering operations.

Drug traffickers have learned that lax and ineffective financial regulatory systems, inattentive enforcement, end
corruption make certain jurisdictions particularly attractive for laundering illicit proceeds. In an effort to address this
problem, DEA requests the resources to establish a money laundering/financial investigations section within SOD to



provide nationwide oversight and coordination on Title III Investigations that Identify and target the money laundering
operations of major drug trafficking organizations. This section will coordinate all multi-division and/or multi-agency Title
Ill investigations, analyze sensitive and classified enforcement Information and Intelligence, and convert this information
into usable tips and leads for dissemination to field Investigators, DEA has had success in the past using Title III
investigative resources to identify and combat money laundering operations. For example, SOD is currently supporting
an ongoing money laundering operation that targets South American and Caribbean drug traffickers. This multi-
jurisdictional investigation has resulted in the arrest of nine individuals who were attempting to move their drug profits
from the U.S. to the Caribbean.

DEA will dedicate these additional personnel, including five Special Agents and two Intelligence Analysts, in support of
Title Ill Investigations aimed at identifying money laundering operations. DEA will work in conjunction with the FBI,
USCS, IRS and the United States Postal Service (USPS) to utilize a variety of sources (both classified and unclassfied)
to obtain financial Intelligence which promotes the investigation of SOD money laundering targets. In addition, DEA
requests $500,000 in non-personnel funding for operational expenses, travel, and case-related expenses incurred in
support of financial Title Ill and multi-jurisdictional cases.
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INTELLIGENCE INITIATIVE FY 2001 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET

Amount

Intelligence ,0
Total 0 0 $1,500

DEA requests $1,500,000 In non-personnel funding to provide vital Investigative support In Identifying,
developing, and exploiting Information and Intelligence necessary to enhance the effectiveness of drug law
enforcement. Without these resources, DEA will be unable to exploit and disseminate tactical, real-time
Intelligence efficiently and effectively to DEA domestic offices, foreign offices, and other law enforcement
agencies worldwide.

00The collection, collation, analysis, and dissemination of strategic, Investigative, and real-time tactical Intelligence are -

critical to PEA's ability to target international drug syndicates. This initiative focuses on providing DEA's intelligence
program with the tools necessary to support virtually all facets of DEA's investigative requirements. Further development
of DEA's drug intelligence and information sharing capabilities is vital in the effort to maximize federal, state, and local
anti-drug assets. The resources requested through this initiative will provide additional support to drug law enforcement
intelligence through the El Paso Intelligence Center's Information System (EIS).

EL PASO INTELLIGENCE CENTER

DEA requests a permanent base enhancement of $1,500,000 In non-personnel funding to operate, maintain, and
enhance the El Paso Intelligence Center's (EPIC) Information System (EIS). Wiout these funds, EPIC cannot
effectively maintain and support the EIS, which collects, distributes, and analyzes reported data on worldwide
drug trafficking trends and organizations.



EPIC supports federal law enforcement interdiction components (DEA, INS, FBI, U.S. Customs Service, and U.S. Coast
Guard) through the timely analysis and dissemination of intelligence on illicit drug and alien movements within the United
States, on both sides of the U.S-Mexican border, across the Caribbean and from other points of origin within the Western
Hemisphere en route to the Unlied States.

EPIC's Information Technology (IT) infrastructure supports this mission by facilitating information sharing with federal,
state, and local law enforcement agencies, and by targeting drug activity that has an impact on the U.S. EIS is EPIC's
primary IT component and is the customized operations system platform that supports EPIC's immediate intelligence
information processing operations.

To maintain and enhance the EIS, and to address the increasing requirements of the EPIC Advisory Board member
agencies, EPIC has identified IT resource needs, along a projected five-year IT plan. However, the current budget allows
only for funding of mandatory costs, restricting EPIC's abiiity to respond to new program requirements, As a result, as of
FY 2000, EPIC has a backlog of approximately 1,000 IT issues. Due to limited base funding, only the most critical
projects have been initiated.

EPIC's Resources Must Be Reinvigorated

For each of the last five fiscal years, EPIC's annual IT budget of $2,854,000 has supported a customer base of 00
thousands of federal, state, local, and foreign law enforcement users. In order for EPIC to operate at a level consistent
with Its program requirements, a baseline IT funding Increase of $1,500,000 ($4,354,000 total) is required. The baseline
IT funding will allow EPIC to plan projects more efficiently and to support recurring functional and technical requirements.
Components of the $1,500,000 increase are:

Systems Operations and Technical Support Contract: $1,100,000

This will allow EPIC to acquire the "best value" support contract to ensure that its IT operations support EPIC's
mission adequately. If the funds for this support contract are not received, all computer software application
systems at EPIC, Including the EIS, will not be supported and maintained by the necessary contract personnel
to ensure data Integrity. Without dependable automated systems, EPIC will not be able to effectively collect,
disseminate, and analyze reported data on worldwide drug trafficking trends and organizations.



Software Systems Suppor: $400,000

To make the EPIC databases such as TECS 11 and NADDIS accessible to analysts, DEA Special Agents and
representatives of the 15 member agencies, it is essential that user software licensing agreements be
executed. In addition, various other software products that provide services ranging from system security to
office automation and communications require the purchase of software licenses and regular software
upgrades. Given EPIC's IT-oriented mission and the variety of operatins supported by the program, these
payments are costly, Every year approximately 12% of EPIC's IT budget Is spent on software maintenance
tend licensing alone. As EPIC takes responsibility for new missions and databases such as the National
Clandestine Laboratory Database, these costs will continue to escalate.

Without proper upgrades, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software and other proprietary software on both
stand-alone machines and servers will be outdated. Workstation and database servers will become inefficient
in running sophisticated programs and other memory/processor Intense systems. EPIC's response to Watch
inquiries, and bulk queries from participating High-intensity Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) agencies, will slow
as system demands Increase.I

Given EPIC's critical mission, the program must have the financial means necessary to respond to the needs of its
member agencies and allow drug law enforcement Intelligence efforts to adapt to changes In trafficking activity.
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INFRASTRUCTURE INITIATIVE FY 2001 CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET

Amount
Dechion Uni D (O

Domestic Enforcement 6 3 $ 245
Automated Data Processing 2 1 58,000
Management & Administration M. -2i 3,712

Total 26 13 $ 59,957

DEA requests $59,957,000 and 26 positions (including 0 Special Agent positions and $58,722,595 In non-
personnel funding) to provide critical support to DEAs enforcement operations.

DEA's operational support programs are vital to the ultimate success of Important criminal investiations. Given DEA's
increasing operational and enforcement requirements, DEA must request resources to expand Its Infrastructure base
accordingly In the key support areas of Information Systems snd Financial Management. This resource enhancement is
vital to enable DEA to effectively support Its Investigative workforce charged with combatting drug trafficking and drug-
related violence, supporting prosecution efforts, and obtaining and safeguarding critical Information.

FIREIR~

DEA requests an enhancement of $56,000,000 and 2 positions (including $55,908,163 In recurring, non-personnel
funding) to establish sufficient Infrastructure base that supports FIREBIRD Operations and Maintenance (O&M),
Technology Renewal, and Deployment requirements of DEA's Firebird Automated Data Processing system.

FIREBIRD Is the primary 'work horse" office automation Infrastructure that supports the full spectrum of DEA's global
operations. Initiated in FY 1994, this project Is a unique synergy of Special Agent "know how* and advanced computer
technology designed specifically to support DEA's drug enforcement mission. FIREBIRD is a client server-based network
that, once fully deployed, will link all DEA offices and components worldwide. This will allow all DEA components to



function Interactively with one another through enhanced communication and business process reengineering. Tools that
all modem businesses must have (e.g., E-mail, uniform word processing and other forms of office automation) are
combined with DEA specific requirements such as an electronic Investigative file room and the Narcotics And Dangerous
Drugs Information System (NADDIS), to create a low cost, highly effective system model for other federal law
enforcement agencies. Essentially, FIREBIRD acts as a force multiplier, allowing DEA components scattered around the
world to act as one cohesive unit through the Instantaneous access of critical law enforcement and intelligence
information. Perhaps more Importantly, FIREBIRD has been designed to "evolve" to suit the needs of DEA personnel,
particularly through Its support of unique projects like MERLIN and MERCURY, which are critical tools representing the
future of drug law enforcement.

BAKROUND

Phase I of FIREBIRD deployment, the installation of network equipment at DEA Headquarters and all 20 Field Division
offices, was completed in December 1997. Although DEA has already begun the work-intensive task of joining DEA's
350 plus district, resident and foreign field offices and laboratories into the FIREBIRD network (Phase 11), without
additional resources completion will not occur until at least calendar year (CY) 2002.

Although Firebird Is not yet fully deployed, DEA Is already witnessing the benefits of FIREBIRD technology, as countless
investigations, conducted in different geographic regions throughout the world, are linked through improved
communication. As FIREBIRD applications are perfected and new tools, like the proposed IMPACT or Electronic File
Room, are added to DEAs investigative arsenal, agency productivity and operational flexibility will continue to improve.
FIREBIRD brings the essential tools for all of DEAs business processes to the users via one unified, network system.
Put simply, FIREBIRD represents a major Investment into DEA's IT Infrastructure that has revolutionized the way that this
agency conducts business.

FIREBIRD OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE (O&M)

DEA requests an enhancement of $5,000,000 and 1 support position (costing $50,984) to support the system's
operational requirements.

The $5 million enhancement will fund additional O&M costs associated with keeping the FIREBIRD system operational,
mainly for telecommunications costs. O&M costs Include labor for program management, system monitoring (alerts,
alarms and fault correlation); sustaining global telecommunications access to Investigative, financial, property, end



maintenance information; supporting worldwide communications services among employees (E-mail); collecting and
formatting system metrics to support Clinger-Cohen performance measures; supporting security monitoring required to
maintain security certification and accreditation; and ensuring Continuity of Operations capability and onsite contractor
support personnel (Field Information Resource Specialists-FIRS). O&M costs also Include funding for associated travel,
maintenance tools, spare parts and recurring software license support. The O&M dollars are used to keep the system in
working order and are expected to recur for each year of operation. They neither prevent the system from becoming
obsolete (Technology Renewal funds), nor pay for system enhancements (FIREBIRD Exploitation findss.

FIREBIRD TECHNOLOGY RENEWAL AND FIREBIRD DEPLOYMENT

DEA requests an enhancement of $51,000,000 and I position (costing $40,853), Including $23,000,000 for
Technology Renewal and $28,000,000 for continued FIREBIRD Deployment.

Technology Renewal funds are required to modernize and replace systems and system components as they become
obsolete. Each system and system component has a defined life cycle, and software needs to be refreshed yearly.
Based on accepted industry standards, PC systems should be replaced no later than every 4 years. Beyond that life
cycle, it becomes more cost effective to replace or update the obsolete systemn/component rather than continue to
operate and maintain it. Currently, DEA has no dedicated technology renewal base.

Technology renewal costs should be scheduled across the life cycle In even payments. This keeps required resource
levels fairly consistent. Beginning In the 5th year, 25 percent of the already deployed equipment should be replaced each
year for continuous updates throughout a 4-year cycle In order to keep the system from obsolescence.

By 2001, the FIREBIRD baseline design will be 7 years old and as much as 35 percent of the already deployed system
will be over 5 years oid and overdue for replacement. Servers, printers, and workstations, in addition to wiring
components and wide area routers, encryptors, and switches will be nearing the end of their maintainable life cycle.
Offices that first received FIREBIRD, such as Los Angeles and Chicago, detected degradation in system performance
and would have been unable to receive some new DEA and COTS software applications without a Technology Renewal
(TR). Other offices will become equally outdated over the following few years. Current versions of spare parts and
software licenses will become unavailable or cost prohibitive. Maintenance costs will exceed purchase costs for modem
equipment. Without updates to technology, DEA will be hampered by an architecture that is rapidly becoming out of date,
and will not easily Integrate with other enforcement entitles and DOJ components. Unacceptable system performance



translates into lost DEA staff productivity in applications which may be mission critical. The additional $28 million for
deployment enables DEA to complete Domestic Offices and Western Hemisphere Offices. The funding will be used for
equipment purchases, travel, engineering, installation, and training services,

Industry introduces new microprocessors every 2 months. The 4-year life cycle plan would mean that as many as 48
generations of PC workstation products will pass before a single DEA PC is replaced. DEA must stay within the
mainstream of IT technology to maintain compatibility with the marketplace. In that mainstream, current products and
services are most widely maintained at the lowest risk and cost. With the deployment of FIREBIRD over a 4-year plus
cycle, more than 1/3 of the system will need to be technically renewed even before deployment is completed.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DIVISION

DEA requests a permanent base enhancement of $3,957,000 and 24 positions (including $2,814,432 In non-
personnel funding) to enhance DEA's financial and resource management oversight functions. These resources
are vital to Improving Internal controls, establishing heightened financial policy capabilities and allowing DEA's
Financial Management Division to keep pace with the dynamic growth of tne agency.

As America's premier drug law enforcement agency, DEA's primary focus is on its field enforcement operations; however,
the agency's support operations are a crucial factor to its success. The main role of DEA's Financial Management
Division is to support DEA operations by providing traditional financial and resource management ser. ices; including
accounting, budget development and execution, manpower management, and performance measurement.

In safeguarding the Integrity of DEA programs, the oversight of financial and resource management programs Is a clear
priority. DEA is very concerned about Improving its performance In virtually all resource and financial management areas,
particularly with regard to budget reprogramming activity, audit performance, day-to-day accounting and payment

-activities, financial statement development, budget and financial policy, training, and performance measurement.

The results of the 1998 Financial Statement Audit piirformed by KPMVG, LILP, the Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC)
review of DEA's Financial Operations Section, and the recent joint JMVD/DEA review of DEA's budget formulation and
execution programs have highlighted particular areas where the need for additional staffing and funding has become
apparent. In fact, the summary statement of the PAC review states that DEA requires "additional investments In people,
systems, and in Improving basic processing of information."

Essentially, DEA has identified resource shortfalls In three key areas within its resource and financial management



programs that must be addressed to maintain and Improve it financial oversight functions. The areas of concern are as
folows:

1 . Base funding for DEA's Federal Financial System (FFS)
2. Provide Increased staffing to DEAs financial management activities Including payment operations and for areas

including budget policy, development and performance management
3. Increase training base for financial and resource management

DEA requests $2.2 million to fully fund base requirements for Its Federal Financial System (FF8)

In FY 1998, DEA migrated from Its 25-year old Drug Enforcement Administration Accounting System (DEMAS) to FFS, an
accounting system managed by the Departmnent of Interior. After only one year of operation. FFS has dramatically
Improved DEA performance In financial management and in tracking DEA resources by budget program. This is done
specifically through FFS5 program structure and the additional tools it provides to Improve Internal controls. and track
funding.

DEA In~taly Implemnented the core components of FFS to provide the agency with the ability to be fully compliant with the
Federal Financial Managemnent Improvement Act (FMFIA) and generally accepted financial management practices.
However, DEA has recognized the advantages of Implemnenting; additional components of FF6 and plans to initiate the
following FFS programs: Procurement Desktop, the Fixed Asset Subsystem, and Commnitment Accounting. Furthermore,
plans are underway to Implement automated Interfaces with the U.S. Department of Treasury, U.S. Department of State,
and DEAs official purchasing card (i.e., Impact Card), and to develop additional automated budget formulation
capabilities. All of these tools will work to provide DEA with an Improved financial condition, alow for more accurate and
timely tacking of budgeted resources, and Improve out year budget protection capabilities.

Initial Imnplementation of FFS, In FY 1998 was funded through a oco-obnation of exist DEA resources end the allocation
of Working Capital Fund (WOF) funding. For FY 200i, OEA has Identified a total requirement of $2.72 millon to fuly
support FFS operations and provide th-s additional tools necessary to expand agency tacking capeblltles for budgeted
reorcs ICapta assets and property and more fully automata DEAs budget formulation procesqes. Given DEA's
current base of $0.5 mniflion for FF6, a sh~ fall of $2.22 milon exists that must be addressed tough new resources.

Withou the resources necessary to full optimize FF5 capabilities, DEA will continue to operate at a higher level of risk
with regard to it financial management operations. There Is clear relationship between effective financial management,
agency integrity and the ultimate effectiveness of DEA's drug law enforcement mission. Fully funding the FF8 base



requirement will go a long way In providing DEA with the tools necessary to practice sound financial and budget
management.

DEA requests 24 pos~tons to allow DEA and Its Financial Management Division to keep pace with the rapid
agency growth and to provide additional oversight over critical financlallbudget policy, Internal, control, budget
development and performance measurement Issues.

Since 1985, DEA's current budget of roughly $1.5 billion has Increased by 300 percent. The corresponding growth In
agency personnel, coupled with additional reporting and heightened internal control requirements are placing significant
pressures on DEA's financial management program.

In fact, the PWC review specifically raised staffing as a primary issue in Its recent report on DEA's Financial Operations
Section (FNO). According to the report, DEA "could also benefit from additional resources to improve and stabilize
operations. DEA has grown over the years with respect to employees and appropriations while the FNO staff level has
changed minimally." As a further highlight to this area, the PWC review states that during FY's 1990 through 1996, DEA's
appropriated funding Increased by 50 percent; Its accounting staff Increased by only 2 percent during this time frame.
The results of DEAs FY 1998 Financial Statement audit conducted by KPMG, LLP and the Identified material weakness
and reportable conditions are further evidence that additional resources are required to Improve DEA's financial condition.

In an effort to maximize the staffing available and provide additional oversight over Its financial and budget operations,
DEA has taken step using its existing resources. In FY 1996, DEA Headquarters reorganized to establish the Financial
Management Divsion under the new position of Chief Financial Officer. DEA's previous Office of the Controller was spit
Into two offices, the Office of Finance (FN), which manages overall accounting functions and the Office of Resource
Management (FR), which oversees budget planning, formulation and execution, manpower, and performance
measurement. This reorganization want a long way towards providing the agency with a more focused managerial
approach to financial and resource management. It also provides a better framework for supporting future staffing growth
in these areas. Unfortunately, the additional staffing resources available for FN and FR have been minimal, since other
DEA elements have also required additional Rtaffing to support field enforcement operations and other major operational
objectives of the agency.

During FY 1999, DEA Initiated action to meet the mandates of the Debt Collection Improvement Act of 1996 which
requires electronic payments to vendors and employees. To comply with this mandate, DEA elected to replace the third
party payment system with a decentralized payment function capable of electronically transmitting payments through



FF8. When fully deployed, twenty-five field sites will be performing payment activities. Additional positions are required
to complete the deployment and ensure that adequate personnel resources are available to meet DEAs internal control
requirements over the payment process, Including proper segregation of duties.

FY 1999 has also ba.en a period of Intense review of DEA budget formulation and execution programs. At the direction of
the House Appropriations Committee, DEA worked with the JMD and Office of Management and Budget (0MB) to
resolve a major under-reporting of DEA's reprogramming activities since FY 1996. This review also highlighted the fact
that there are s~iortfalls In DEA's budget development and execution processes. Although new procedures and work
processes are being put into place, DEA Is concerned about the level of staffing that Is required tLo fully document and
account for its resources, Specfically, DEA Is In need of additional staffing to perform budget policy and appropriations
review, budget execution oversight and strategic budget planning.

Due to staffing limitations and the significant workload associated with supporting four separate appropriations, numerous
reimbursable funding sources, and the level of detail required to specifically manage special programs of significant
Congressional Interest, It is clear that the positions currently allocated to DEA's budget and financial statement programs
must be Increased.

The 24 positions requested by DEA for Improved financial management will provide the resources necessary to provide
FN (14 positions), FR (4 positions) and key field locations (6 positions) with the additional staffing necessary to improve
Internal controls, financial statement development, and budget formulation/execution oversight, and strengthen
procurement activities.

DEA requests $600,000 to fully fund bass requirements for mandatory financial management training.

Financial management Integrity In the Federal Government has been mandated by legislative action. This legislation
includes the Federal Managers Financial Management Integrity Act (FMFIA) of 1992, the Chief Financial Officers (CFO)
of 1990, the Government Performance and Resuits Act (GPRA) of 1993, the Govemnment Management Reform Act
(GMRA) of 1994, and the Federal Financial Management Improvement Act (FFMIA) of 1996.

AN of these Congressional initiatives Include Increased and more sophisticated reporting requirements and collectively,
the Acts are Intended to increase accountability and raise the level of professionalism In Federal financial management.
In order for personnel working in the financial management arena to maintain and Improve their proficiency, and to
develop the necessary skill sets required to keep current with new accounting, budgeting and reporting requirements,
continuing professional education (CPE) In financial management must be mandatory In DEA. The Human Resources



Committee of the Chief Financial Officers Council and the Joint Financial Management Improvement Program (JFMIP)
have developed a series of documents recommending professional development. These documents Identify the "core

oometnces require for financial managers, accountants, budget analysts and program managers. JFMiP supports
the need for continuing education to assist financial management personnel In acquiring the requisite knowledge and
skis required to meet the mandates of enacted financial management legislation. DEA's ability to provide CPE for
financial management personnel will also assist In our efforts to recruit and retain qualified financial management

As referenced In the PWC report, DEA financial operations staff "receive little formal training" and further states that
V"tann Is needed on a regular basis to maintain existing skills and develop additional skills for career development."
Despite the development of tning plans, the lack of funding prevents implementation. Based on current training

requIreet, to Include financial management personnel based at DEA Headquarters and corresponding field
personnel, DEA is request a $6000000 base enhancement to establish a dedicated financial training base. These
funds would be managed by the Chief Financial Officer in coordination with DEXs Office of Training to ensure Improved
fnancia mnagement and oversight over agency resources.
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Salaries and Expenses

Status of Congressionally Requested
Studies, Reports, and Evaluations

1. House Report 106-283 (page 24), directed the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) to work~ with DoD and other
Federal agencies to develop a proposal to address the needs of law enforcement personnel assigned to Puerto Rico and
report back to the Committee with a proposal for quality of life enhancements.

Report has been submitted to Congress.

2. House Report 106-283 (page 24), directed the Drug Enforcement Administra'Lon (DEA) to consult with Secretaries of
Treasury and Transportation on Drug Strategy for Caribbean and Mexico Corridors end report on the status of
implementation of enhancements provided for Caribbean In prior fiscal years (FY 97, 98, 99) and to outline additional
requirements necessary to successfully narrow the seizure gap.

DEA is analyzing the seizure gap to determine a course of action.

3. House Report 106-283 (page 25), directed the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) to report on full program plan
to complete Phase 11 of FIREBIRD, which fully accounts for deployment and operations and maintenance costs fo FY
2000 and 2001. Report to be submitted by 9/1/99; extended to 1/15/2000.

Report submitted to OMB on January 31. 2000.

4. House Report 106-283 (page 26), directed the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) to report on plans to convert
some provisional task forces to permanent task forces In FY 2000.

Report has been submitted to Congress.
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Status of Congresioally Requested
Studies, Reports, arnd Evaluations

(continued)

5. In addition, the House expects the DEA to continue providing quarterly reports on the Investigative workhours and
funding, by type, within major drug source and transit countries, Including the Caribbean, with the first such reports to, be
provided to the Committee by October 15,199M.

First quarterly report submitted to Congress on January 18, 2000.

6. Senate Report 106-76 (page 35) directed the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) to conduct a feasibility stuy of
DEA actively participating with State law enforcement on highway Interdiction stops and report the results of the stuy to
the Committee.

DEA Is developing this report.
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BASE PROGRAM
Program

Domestic. Enforcement
Foreign Cooperative

Invest~gatlons
State & Local Task Forces
Drug and Chemica Diversion

Conto

Research, Engineerin &
Technical Operations

Trainin
Laboratory Services
Automated Data Processing
Management & Administration

Ranking
PROGRAM INCREASES

Initiative

Special Operations Division
FIREBIRD
EPIC Information Management
Financial Management Division

Ranking
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ExecutivL vl111, $130,200 1 1 1-
ExeCullve Level V.Si14,500 I 1
ES-8. $'130,200 6 66
ES-8. $130=20 a a
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ES-3. $126.628 868
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08- 15, $64,&W6-110.028 247 251 251
06-14,$71,964-03.837 1.060 1,072 1,072
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U 9 ad1a4Pollon 13 20 20 ___
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AwarapaES8~r S 129,679 S 136.112 $ 141,148

Average U igraded Sulary 27.29 33.148 34.607
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A08ag no G aNe 13.26 13.52 13.2?
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Construction

SUMMARY STATEMENT

DEA requests $56500,000 to replace the agency's deterioratIng laboratories and to repair and maintain DEA
offices and other facilities.

A total of $5,500,000 In base funding will be used to continue the replacement of DEA's aging laboratory facilities. DEAs
forensic laboratories provide critical operational and analytical support to drug law enforcement, at the federal, atee local,
and International level. A number of DE~s laboratory facilities, averaging 21 years old, no longer meet DEAs operational
requirements and are severely overcrowded and, because of the poor environmentl conditions In thes laboratries
DEA is being forced to operate at an unacceptably high level of labillity risk. DEA cannot afford to remain In substandard
facilities that do not meet standard laboratory design criteria and the agencys requiremnt for the health and sft of
its employees. Failure to replace t laboratory facilities could ultimately ailect the ablity of the laboratories to provide
high quality, timely, and effectie support to enforcement operations. The long isad time required to relocate facilities
mandates that urgent attention be given to this problem now. The facilities In th* greatest need of replsaement Include:
the Southwest Laboratory (San Diego); fth Mid-Atlantic Laboratory (Washington, D.C.); the Southeas Laboratory
(Miami); the Special Testing and Research Laboratory (McLean, VA); and the Western Laboratory (San Francisco). t

Perm. Amount
YM.- ilL 4 )

Construction Base 0 0 $5,500
FY 2001 initlafties fl a ....

Total 0 0 $6,600



The 2000 buge estimate includes propose d chngsin the ppopriationlngugmeteod and explain below. New language is
Itaied and underscored.

DEA Consoni

For necessary ex pane to construct or acquire buildings and sits by purchase, or as othewise authorized
by lo (kn~sng equomsrt for such buildings); conversion and extension of federally owne buildings;
andpremnary planning and design of projects; $Lfl to remain available unti expanded.

P.L 106-113, 85ctimq 1000(a)(1), Departmoont of Justice Appropriaion Act 2000.

No stsne chan proosed.
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(Dollars In Thousands)

Approve UnabgWd smaw" FWe 9
ION Ense.d R"Wpromn BrougN For w MAlefbu,

Pae. WY AffowW POS. WY Pdfourd POe. WY A~nwt Po.. WY AnwkouW

Cenlien$15000 S 283 20,83

TeOM 8.9000 MO1,8M S 20.335
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Crosswak of 2000 CtbADgM

(Dollars In Thousands)

Congressional Transfers 2000
2000 Preskdent's Appropriations Action Between Accounts Ap-o-iaio
Budget Request on 2000 Request Accounts Reprogramyings Enacted

P0 % - mni Pos. "M Amount '06s. WY 'Amoupnti 0os. 'WVY Am~ount Po0S"M ' Ajilounf
Progi am Direction:
COnstruction S 8,000 (2,500) S 5.500

an2M s M Congress reduced the 2000 Present's budget request by $2,500,000 from the 2000
request amount The $5,500,000 is provde for fte OEA Construction account to continue replacement of laboratory facilities.
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Construction

(Dollars In Thousands)

2000 A 4p opW o Enact ....................................e.....................................
2 0120 0 ....... ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ............ ..........

Progrw Changes..............................................................................

2 0 100 1 e ... ........ . ..... ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ ........ .......

2000 Apmor
Enacted 2001 BSe" 2001 Estimate

Permi. Per. Perm.
SE11-1 by Dudget Actt PAL W~ AngUa Em.. W Arnoml EO. M UMO
ald . S $5,500 _ $ $5.500 S $5500

TOMl - $ 5.500 . S 5,500 * $ 5,500

Perm i.

S 5,500

- S 5,500

lncrmeDecrom
Perml,
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Program Performance Information

(Dollars In Thousands)

ACTIVTY: CONSTRUCTION

Pen".
Laboratory Construction 1mg.L EME Amount

2000 AppopiaM o Antlcipated 0 0 $ ,60
2001 Base 0 0 6,600
2001 Estimate aj j5 &
lncrease/Decrease 0 0 $ 0

LONG ANGE OAL:To ensure that DEAs forensic drug laboratories meet all operational requirements to provide ft
timely analysis of drug evidence necessry for demnantlingldlsruptlng trafficing organizations.

RMPORMDSRPIN The DEA Constuction Appropriation provides resources ($5,500,000) for a multi-
year protect to reconstruc at least five of the agency's deteriorating laboratory failts. IDEA has eight forensic drug
laboratoie with unique requirements I terms of physical design and layout for conducting analysis of drug evidence.
The lab proved a key service of timel analsis of drug evidence produced by field agents of the DEA, Federal Bureau
of Investigation and othe federal law enforcement agencies. However, at least f of the eight laboatories awe facing
severe space shortages, leame expiatons and environmental conditions that pose health risks. Failue to Improve these
facillties could adversely afec the ability of the laboratories to provide quality, timely and effective support to
enftoeent opseans aind subseqent prosecution efforts.
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Construcion
Buildigs and Faciits

Status of Conrction and Summy of Now Facite Regulremnt
(Dollars I Thousands)

Total

Justice Trainin Canter

NeW Conbcon
Fiscal Total
IM Amount Eucln

97 $ 29,083 $ 29,306
96 $ 223

Current
cost

Estimate
Stau~ag
Oblig.
to Da

$ 29,306 $ 29,083
$ 29306

100% Complete

*97

go

$3,00 3,000
$4,00$ 5,500
*5,500 $ 5,500

3,000
5,500
5,500

$ 3,000 100% complete
$ 2,448 45% Complete

In Deulgn/Inltating Bite Work

OFY 1997 total funding reflects congressional appropriated monies of $1,500 I addition to reprogrammed monies of
$1,500 for a total of $3,000.

Estimated
Activation

Date

FY 2000

FY 2000
FY 2000
IFY 2002
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Drug Enofm cemnt Admnnleatlon
FY 2001 ConreeoalBudetEsmae

Version Co"to Foo Account

SUMMARY STATEMENT

DEA Is requestng a total of $ 83,543,000,0680 positons, and 560 FTE for Fhmcl Year 2001. There are no requestd
enhancement for the DCFA In FY 2001.

Peim.
EIC

Amount

DCFA Baa.
PY 2001 Enhancommns

TOWa

660 6a6 $83,643

660 666 $83,643



Drug Enforcmu Admlnlstatlo
FY 2001 Congreonalw Budget Submissio

Diversion Conto Fee Account
Croal of 1999 Avaoablt

(Dollars In tousands)

DnEN ODui co" 6O6 631 71.710 . (15,000) - 24.56 am6 631 W210

TOWa on 131 75,710 - 0 k-m 24.5M""'~"TT~ as =I.

~~~~ so*i of M15000O0 hni Ow Otvwala Coe*oI Fee Acom t ft 08' O in ofn to0 Tmmsuy.

~~~~ ~~The O~rsin Cw"s*uI Aoowu~bmroul bwd S24.60.000hm wOw sliso*ossotd"



Drug Enforcement Administration
FY 2001 Congso nal0 Budget Submis o

Diversion Control Fee Account
Crosswak of 2000 Chang"s

(Dollrs In thousans)

A"Nvw:
1. D~verson Contol Fund

Total

Po.IVYIAvud Pe YIAmount [!M.~~ I YIM~~

660 643 80.330 00 - 80 843 80,330



Drug Enforement Adminlefrtnon
FY 2001 Conr..s~naI B~dget Sub~m

Divesion Contol Fe. Aooount
Summy of Requirement

(Dolars In thousnds)
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Drug Enforcement Administration
FY 2001 Congmessonal Budge Submison

Diverson Contro Fee Account
Summary of Requirement

(Dollars In tousands)

Unappropriated Balance, Starl of y ea........................ 44,000 43,601 38,806
Receipts:

Receipt Colected ....................................... 60,301 87,547 78,439
Api,- eio,- b~ stlan-

Drug Diversion Feeut ....... c o u nt......................
T.ranWoto Genera Treasury F und........................... (15.000) (15.000) (15.000)
Re s c i s s i on................................. .................. _

Tota R e ces........................................... 54,301 72,547 63,439

A'PSL b~Mis,
Drug Divesio Control Fee A o co.......................... (84,710) (80,330) (83,543)

Total Obglw..................................... (84,710) (80,330) (83,543)

Unappropreld Balance, End of Y........................ 43,501 35,806 15.704

.......u t l a ys.........I....... ...... ... .... 65,000 79,6M 78,644

Note: TheI -196 resisio fthe$7,000,000 (P.L1068) and te2000reisskion of 838000,000 (P.L 106-113)resci funds
from evelbllty i eafscal ~yeewid reses thn to fth unppropriatd balanices for use I subeequnt scal yew. For
purpoes offtsdisplay obliptions have been mld by the rescisons.



Drug Enforeavvmnt Adminletrhe"oI
FY 2001 Congressional Budge Bubnislon

Disprilon Control Fee Account
Sumay of Resources by Programn

(Dolars In tousands)
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Drug Enforcement Administration
FY 2001 Congressional Budget Estimate

Diversion Control Fee Account
Program Performance Information

(Dollars In Thousands)

ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT
Perm.

Diversion Control PAL. FIC Amount
2000 Appropriation Enacted 660 643 $80,330
20011Base 660 666 83,643
2001 Estimate SOW OW 83,54

lncrsas./Decrease 0 0 $ 0

RASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The Comprehensive Drug Abuse and Prevention and Control Act of 1970 (Public
Law 91-513) authorizes DEA to enforce this law as it applies to the registration of handlers at controlled substances. The
purpose of DEAs Drug Diversion Control Program Is to peen, detect, and investigate the diversion of controlled
substances from legitimate channels while, at the same time, ensuring that there Is an adequate uninterrupted supply of
controlled substances to meet legitimate needs. In addition, DEA's Drug Diversion Control program serves as the only
responsible action office for the International monitoring an control of legitimate pharmaceuticals. In compliance with
U.S. law and International treaty obligations, DEAs Diversion Control Program advises management on all matters
pertaining to the formulation, direction, and coordination of worldwide programs associated with the diversion of legally
produced controlled substances to Include the following:

Criminal Diversion Investigations: BlEA Identifies the highest level violators responsible for larg scale diversion and
conducts high quality, timely criminal Investigations of their diversion activities.

Public Interest Revocation Investigations: DEA may deny an application for registration, or revoke or suspend a
registration If it Is determined that registering the applicant would be inconsistent with the public interest.

GSA Mandated Cyclic Investigations: Investigations to ensure that diversion does not occur at the manufacturer,
distributor, or wholesale level.



Preisgls nv iesgtiptons: Ensure that only quaiie Indiiuals or CompanFes are authorized to acquire or dispense
cotoled substances.

Stabe and Local Assistance: DEA assesses state programs aimed at suppressing the diversion of controlled
substacs from scientific, medical research, and legitimate distribution channels. In addition, the State Assistance
Program provides, expertise, leadership. and guidance to the states consistent with national objectves.
There are approxinmtl more than 1,000,000 handlers of controlled substances. Each registrant isa potential source of
division. Though the majority of the diversions occur at the practitioner and retail pharmacy level, the Drug Diversion
Control program must remain vigilant on all fronts, monitorin anufttwu, is~butou practltoners, end



Drug Enforcement Administration
FY 2001 Congressional Budget Submission

Diversion Control Fee Account
Reveue Against Planned Obligations

(Dollars In thousands)

2. Plwand 01 0 1
A. kMwbdge

TcM
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SSOM am 0"2" Wn $MOM S"RJ0,3W PRnaCT "014MT

o o 0 27,301 31,Of 2067M 36,724
9 0 9 2M ~MM a~m nSaz
0 0 a067,106 61061 "231 71,794
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Drug Enforcement Administratlon
FY 2001 Congressional Budget Submission

Diversion Control Fee Account
Priority Rankings

BASE PROGRAM

DM~ DN Co"

PROGRAM INCREASES
InilaUve gr
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DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
FY 2001 Congressional Budget Submission

Dlverslon Control Fee Account
Detail of, Permnanent Positlons by Cateory

Fiscal Years 1999-2001

ategory 199 2000
___________________ Audmoized Eace

wwtmce (300-M9 ) ................... 142 1
.. . ... . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .3 3

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .7 7
(800-799) ....................... 3 3

.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 2
500-159) ..................................... 1I

19).(Other the Che ist) ............ 2 2
. - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .4 4
)I.... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .40 1 401

(i602)........................................ 3 102;

.................... ... 133

............. ...................... 463 497

Sblogce Scdenoe (400-490)....
Accourig ui (500N9).

Low CWM~ (900-904) ..........
Abormy (905)...............
Mdemndce & Sommlle OuLp (I
Leqi Exankws (963). ........
Phyuc Sctme Group (1300-1~
OhenW (1320).............
Generl h weelgilve Ser~es (1801

MC ei" -MA V sift a1

U S b ....................d...
Vo eg FWield...................



Drug Enforcement Administration
FY2001 Congressional Budget Submission

Diversion Contro Fee Account
Summary of Attorney/Agent and Support Positions by Category

FY 2000 -2001

APPMOM~AME POMT10ft _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

I nw EM AoEld.Ow TOM A I AW~kwe II& H AMgeI "* I PC oT MIAI P TIIa "FI P T MIFI
OdMM LkhiLt T PO& I~ PT IT PPs. I~s FE Ius PTM Ps.

0" Ujw a" -9 - -2 Ad -M -M - -2 2 _jM i
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Drug Eniforcement Administraton
FY 2001 Congresalonal Budget 8umsslonW

D~verson Control Fee Account
Summary of Change
(Dollar In thousand.x~)

2000 A o r w Ens led .................... ....................

k~esse
2001 Pay R alse ................................................
Anuedon of 2000 Pay Rais ....................................
A nnu oon of 2000 ......o..................................

.. .. ....... Iw .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ...).. ... ..
G S A t .. ......................................... ......
Geneal Plf Level 2 ,p. . ............ I.... ..I.......... .........

T06K Inocres ..I...... .....................................
Dowusss:

ToWo, Decresess............... .........................
20 D I S w .. ... .. ... ... ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ... ... ... ... .... .. .. ... ...

Prgru da wn....................................... ..........

2001 E s a ... ..................... ...... ......... ....... .. ......

No0 643 S 60.330

13

13

$1,334
62n
567
137
373
174

3U,213

no0 66 3,543

6o6N6 $63,543



Drug EnforcementMI Admninistratio
FY 2001 CoaWGW"ios Budog Submlsslo

Divesio Co*nto Fee Account
Justifcatio Of Amuetmnt to fase

(Dollar In tOusans)
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Drug Enforcement Admlnltmtl~on
FY 2001 Congrslonal Budget Submisson

Division Contro Fee Account
Justifcation of Adjustmnt to Be (Continued)

(Dolars In fthousands)
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Drug Enfworment Administraton
FY 2001 Conremssiona Budget Submisson

Diverson Conto Fee Accont
Sumry ofRequirements- by Graeftand ObjecClas

(Dollu I thousands)

I~gAMAM&L
Ejxatmy L"v WV. $122,200
AL-3/F-100,660 (A~nin Law Judge)
08-15, $U.063-110.028
08-14, $71964483537
08-13, 860,69079,156
08-12, 881,2446,664
08-Il1, $42.72446.541
08-10, 838,6U5-60,554
08-0,836.310-46,200
08-8, $31 .6641,667
08-7. 28,666-37622
084S. $25,976-33,768
086. $2330)40292
8.,$20,829-27.060

Averag ES Salsy
Averae 08 S~y
Averag 08 Grads

I635
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63,W8

12
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I
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Drug Enforcment AkMn~stron
FY 2001 Congmelsonal Budget SubmnsIon

Dkviop Conto Fe Aount
Summary of Requkrsnwt by Grads and Objs CWam
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-imfipra m End Note~Iv~a Senke
Summary Statement

Fiscal Year 2001

Enclosed is the FY 2001 Immigration and Naturalization %mrice's (INS) budget request to Congress. INS is requesting a total of 54.8
billion, 33,122 positions, avid 33.065 workyears to continue the work of protecting the nations borders and serving legal immigrants.
This budget request is composed of 9 budgets: Salaries and Expenses (S&Ii-). Construction, Examinations Fee, Immigration Services
Capital Investment Account, User Fee. Immigration Enforcement. Land Border Inspe~ction Fee, Breached Bond/Detenion, MWd H IB
I mmigrant Petitioner.

From FY IM3to FY 199, INS has realizeda164 percent growth in resources. As an agencywe have alsogrpow. from 17,163
employees on-boaud to 30,944 employees on-board. This extraordinary growth has caused some growing pains, but INS is turning the
corner anid meeting the goals mud missions it has set roth. With the rvsouces requested in this FY 2001 budget, INS will continue and
improve its work of protcing the naion's borders, removing illegal aliens from the country, cracking down on illegal immigrults in
our workforce, reducing service backlogs, providing benefits for legal aliens and providing a safe haven for those seeking sheter from
oppression in their native countries.

Over the past several years INS has set mud met many goals. We adjudicated 1.2 million Naturalization (N-400) quplications lM year
signirucantly fnducing the backlog. In FY 2000. the Immigration Services Division will tackle the backlog in the Adjustment of Stata
area. The Desention propuu has brought more beds online, leading to the detaent of nuo criminal aliens. And th BorderPatro
has continued to make pea strides in seeuring our borders. This budget allows INS to build on its successful efforts to de mid!
support the immnigraton. roals aid strategies that t Administration anid agency have pursued over the pod seveal yew These
include improving cusomer service, facilitating legal immigration while deterring illegal immigration, and moving ceianiul aid
other aliens from the United States.
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Immlerato and Nataralinzado eryv
Salaries and Exuewts
Summanwry Statlement

Fiscal Year 2001

The Immigration and Naturalixation Service (INS) is. McliCst1ng A t1 Of 22.Wi) perivlianent positions. 22.380 workycurs. ' ad
$3.,120.280.000 ini it, Salaries and Expenses (S&li appropria on 11115 request rvpresents ain increase of631 position%. 1.013
workyears. and $229, 180.000 over the FY 2010) enacicd level o0122.329 positions. 21.464) wo~rkycair,. and $2.89 1. 100.000. The
requested incrases in the S&E appropriation. vioupled withi INS' IFcc acotnts and ('inst'uclion apfIiopriation. will enable INS
to mnage the nation's immigration system imore cffectivsl iii plenico it% major initiative%. The scpsirale cnhancemeil
initiatives* requested in this appropriation tire described beclow

Derder Mwlainm

The INS is dedicated to the basic tc.'-!is that the borders ointthe I Inited State% should he characterized by the rule of law, and that
the physical integrity of thouc borders ir. essential to dlelinimug our national !.overcignty. At the same time, it is equally
imperative that the flow of lawful commerce and the pai'.a.gc of lcgmmmtc traveler% be encouraged and arsisted to the greatest
extentl practicable. In deterring and denying ouir border area% to the lawless. INS recognize-% that it must not. compromise or
ignore the rights and needs of the lawful. A% we enter a new inilkenniuni. the INS will continue to focus its FY 2001 eforts to
the tanks ,of Border Enforcement (both domestic and overseas) amnd Border Facilitation. In all area., emphasis has been placed
on increasing not only the number, but also the effectivenecss of INS personnel through force-multiplying technology and
first-rate equipment. The FY 2001 request also continties the integration of all INS* cnormernent activities, both overseas and
at the immediate border arma, and into those interior areas of our niatin that have heen targeted by illegal immigrants and
criminal organizations. To accomplish these challenging tasks will require additional resources consisting of 545 positions,
273 workyears, and $82.095,000. This will include 430 additional Border Patrol Agents and 115 Immigration Inspectors.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



biterior Enforeentent

In January 1999, INS adopted a new Interior [inhtrccnicnt SI ratcgy to respond more effectively to the changing patterns and
consequences of illegal immigration. These new pattein% andl consequences arise from several dimrensions and underlying
causes of the illegal flow. First, progress made under the Border Patrol National Strategy has significantly shifted illegal
crossing patterns along the border. Second. international illegal migrat ion has hccornc increasingly coordinated through
organized criminal smuggling operations. Third, ;hcsc organized net works suport the recruitment and transportation of illegal
workers to places of employment, often with thc full knowledIge and active participation or middle and lower-level managers.
Fourth, illegal immigration is also drawing on more sophisticatctl and higher quality counterfeit documents often used to
support fraudulent applications for legal immigration hcnefits . Fifth. INS enforcement is encountering, to a greater degree.
illegal immigration that has a harmful impact Noth (in local cotimunies and often on the migrants themselve%. The primary
strategic goal of INS interior enforcement is tn reduce the size and annual growth of the illegal resident population. to deter the
flow of temporary illegal migrants, and to tighten controls on the applications for immigration benefits based on fraud. The
strategy includes five core priorities: I) Idenitification andl Remioval oif Criminal Aliens, 2) Detection. Disruption, and
Dismantling of Organized Smuggling and Traffjcking, 3) Rcspoitd to Local Reports and Complaints-. 4) Prevent Benefit Fraud
and Other Document Abuse-, and 5) Block and Remove FmploycrY* Acess to Unauthorized Worker%. For IFY 2001. INS has
adopted a two-tiered approach to support these priorities: I) refocus existing enforcement resources-. and 2) enhance certain
activities with new resources.

For FY 2001, the Interior Enforcement Strategy has four elemeints which address the goals of the Interior Enforcement
Strategy. They include: 1) Enhance the National Transportiti System; 2) Expand Juvenike Bed Space; 3) Expand State and
Local Bed Space; 4) Implemnent Detention Standards in I.S As;, and 5t) National Crime Information Center. To accomplish
these goals. INS has requested resources for Interior Enforcement consisting of 2-50 positions, 125 workyear, and $82,000,000,
including 90 Deportation Officers, 10 Detention Enforcemeint Officers, and 53 Detention Support positions.



lmfrnetutWP anfetia..allam

For FY 2001. the INS continues its conimillnicnt to imlproiving IO%tittiional dcvclopmennt and infrAstructure. This priority
provides critical service-, to support the servic -aind citorceiincot mission% of the agency. It also ensure-; that a motivated and
diverse workforce is well-trained and empowcwti to ao its joh. *rhc Infrastructure and Professionalism initiative focuses on
increasing staffing support in both the Rcgions andl I leadquarlcrs. dlevelopiing and implementing employee support
requirements. upgrading Financial managcnwill syslcms. and awhieving integration of he various mission areas and strategies.
The initiative continues to focus on sustaining and improving the INS' facility infrastructure, and commits resouirces for the
improvement of the Legal Proceedings program hy;idressing hei staffing shortfall. To achieve these institutional
improvements. INS is requesting 140 position%. 701 workycar%. anl $10.)76.

Pty Weorm

A total of $40.900,0010 is requested a% part of a pay reformn nit iativc rcqutcslcd for Border Patrol Agent% in the Salaries and
Expenses Appropriation beginning in FY 2M01 Tis pay retorna inctode-s I1 position upgrades. and (2) the substitution of law
enforcement availability (LEA) in the place of standards andl uncontrollable overtimei pay, a~s well as the establishment of special
saary rate authority for the Attorney Gencral's adininisiraiton toi ensure flair and effective compensation for the Border Patrol
workforce.

A total of $ f5.100,000 is also requested as part oif a pay rWornm initiative requested for Immigration Inspectors in te Salaries,
and Expensecs Appropriation beginning in FY 24M 1. T[he rotec of the Imimigration Inspector ha.' evolved from one that primarily
focused on facilitating fth legal entry into the United Stales or properly documcnte4 aliens and U.S. citizens to one with an
increased emphasis on the detmcion/identiricat ion anid apprehension of persons attempting to enter the country illegaly. In
addition, the Illegal immigntion Ikeform. and Immigrant Rcspimnsihility Act of 1996 has irwreased knowledge requirements.
authorities and responsibilities of Immigration Inspecto~rs to include the ability to remove immediately from the United States
aliens afttmpting to enter by frAd or without proper documnentation. The raising of the journey level for Immigraition
Inspectors tq GS- I I will recognize changes in the basic nature of the work and change-, in legislation, and will enable the INS
to recrit and retain employees who are critical to mission accomplishment.

To achieve this pay reform,, INS is requesting resources totaling $560MO.X).



Immirations and Naturallzat Stakce

INS Missio

T'he mission or the INS. an agency of the Department of Justice. i% established by the immigration and Nationality Act. as amended.
which charges the Attorney General with the administration and enforeieni or its provisions and other laws related to the immigration
and naturalization or noncitizens. T"he Attorney GCincrad has dclcgaicd authority to the Commissioner of the INS to carry out national
policy that provides for selective immigration and for contirolked entry anti stay on nonimmigrants. Thw overall purpose is to promote the
reunification of families, the entry of immigrants povscs-sing nceik'd %kills, the temporary admission of specific class or noncitizens. and
to provide refugee status to those subject to percution in oilir countries.

INS' mission is to determine the admissibility or per-4ons seeking entry and to adjust the status or and provide other benefit-. to legally
entitled noncitizens within the country with proper regard ror equity and due process%. This includes assistance to those who seek
permanent resident status and those who wish to become citizens through ntituralization.

Related responsibilities of the INS ame to ensure appropriate dtoctoentation of aliens at entry. to deny entry to those who ame not legally
admissible whether they attempt to enter through Ports-of-lintry (POEi) or surreptitiously across the border, anid to determine the status Of
those in the country. Among the enforcement strategies. INS uscs criminal sanctions against those who act or conspire to promote illegal
entry and stay, including the apprehension and remnoval or those whose entry or presence here is illegal.

Cauqmonaut Mbsson sad Gos, and irelallonshlp to DO)J Strategic 1lan

INS' FY 2001 plans and budget. directly support the overall immigration mission priorities, goals anrd stra'Iic: approahes that are
included in the Department of Justice (DOJ) Strategic Plan. FY 1997-200)2, dated September 197 "Th I S Annual Performnance Plant
for PY 2001 incorporates reviskios to previous performance activities and measures to better measure and achieve results in line with
Departmental objectives. The INS Annual Performance Plan links to specific Core Functions within the DOJ Strategic Plan, particularly
the Immigration, Detention anid Incarceration. Investigation and Prosecution of Criminal Offenses, and the Management core functions.



Smeiric finkate botw=e INS' Annual Performanc and thc Core Ifunctions in Ihc DIM Straterne Plan (1997-2002) is as follows:

OW CORE FUNCMON: IMMIJJQTIO

QMUj: Enhance the integrity and integration (if datta aind datln %ystemis operated hy the INS in order to establish fully integrated data
systems supporting the enforment and service funclioiis ii the INS-. enhance thc --haring of relevant data with other Federal agencies:
and support INS management and decision making proccss, .k.a.. Dawa.nd Data Systems lntcgrityl

Sig": Deliver services to the public in a timely. consisteol. faiir and high quality manner. Ia.k.a., Immigration Servicesi

Qjj,$: Sec*ure the land border, Ports-of-Entry anti coasts oif the United Stoics against illegal migration through effective use of
iLvhnlIog, and personnel resources focused on enthancig the deterrciicc to coitry and apprehending and removing those who attempt to
enter iOlcgally. a-ka.. Border Enforcemcntj

jgW4 ta.-. Ottte lawful travel and commerce across the torders oflihe nited States. laka., Border Foci litaton]

.i". MIaximize deterrence to unlawful migration and crnforcc immigration laws in the interior through effective and coordinated use of
resorces ito reduce the incentives of unauthorized cmploymcnt and assistancc:. remove deportabld/inndmisitible aliens expeditiously:
ardress Interior smuggling and benefit and document fraud: and tncrease inter-governmental cooperation and the integration of activities
amont 1hA* enforcement entities at all levels of government. laka Inierior Enforcmentj

Vdi1: Improve the development and implementation (if immigration related poilicies and practices by incorporating input from a broad
rangc ot internaliand external contacts. (a.k.a., Community Impact 1

NO Goal 6 of the DOJ Struegi Flin is focused ri the ititdi adt~miudswatoy operation or the Exectsive ottlic fmr lmrntsgrsio Review tE0t1). Goal
6. isaEpedice the 204dicatifm of ifflfligmtio cmes while 1#1%unp due wo(%C.. and fair tricn n(W alttsies"

The INS Annual Perfomance Plan (APP) mirrors this goal structure which provides a direct link to the DOJ-Ievel objetives. The only
variation between the DOJ straegic goa construct and the INS APP goal structure lies in the addition of a "Infrastructure mid
Prfesfsionalism" goal in INS' APP thag addresses various mi %,ion -support activities critical to overall mission accottiihttiitt. These
latter activities align with Doi's Management core function in the DOJ Strategic Plan. In FY 2001, both the INS APP and the anal
DOJ Summary Performanice Plan (DOJ.SPP) address Goal 7 object ives within the context of the other mission-direct goals, as an inherentl
method of Approach to conducting INS activities.. In contrast to previous years%. Goial 7 does not appea discreely in either annual plan.



* DOJ CORE FUNCTION: DWTENMON AND) INCARCERATION

God : Provide for the safe, secure and humatne conf'inement of pcr~.oii who are detained while awaiting trial or sentencing, a hearing on

their immigration status, or deportation.

As in past plans, INS' Goal 5 (interior Fnforcnunt) in Oli FY NMIt~ A PP addrcN.,cs the object ivc-. contained in this core funct ion.

*9 DOJ CORE FUNCTON: INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF CRIMINAL OFFNSES

QgML: Reduce violent crime, including organized crime and drug and gang-related violene.

Through various inter-Deprtmental and interagency task force' activities (e.g.. Violent Gang Task Force, organized Crime and Drug
Enforcement Task Force) the INS provides direct support to tbe'~c departmental activities. Removal activities and measures in INS' Goal
S (interior Enforcement) ame end-outcomes which benefit by this; involvement.

f..1: Reduce the availability and abuve of illegal drugs through traditional and innovative enforcement efforts.

Both INS' Border Enforcement (Goal 3) and Interior Enforccmcnt (Goal 5) are supportivc of thes efforts. As a by-product of INS people
inspection efforts at Ports-of-Entry (POEs) and Border Patrol interdiction of aliens illegal crossing the border between PO~s, drug
.seizures result, or based on the deterrent effct of INS activities illegal drug entry is thwarted. Given the linkage between drig-t'afficking
and illegal alien crossings and smuggling, INS Intelligence operations to deal with the latter invariably and often directly support success
in the war aganst drugs. INS performance measures generally focus on apprehensions and arrests of individuals as agency outcome
measures, however, rep#41ing ia provided on the number and level or drug confiscation's that result as% the by-product.

figjU Reduce espionage and terrorism sponsoredd by foreign or domestic groups in the United States and abroad when directed at U.S.
Citizens or institutions).

INS invest~ains and intelligence activities. both independent and as, part of t Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTl'F link to these
departmna obectves. As in the case of Goal I under this core function, INS' Removal activities and measures (in INS' Goal 5 -
Interior Enforcement) wre end-outcomes which benerit by and reflect the results of this involvement.

2uI: Coordlnate wa integrate DOJ law enforcement activities wherever posible, and cooperate fully with other Federal. Stale and
local Agencies that are criticaly linked to improved operation of the Nation's justice %ystem.



INS' intvestigations and prosecutions activities. and its intclligenec activities. resulting from INS' Goal 5 (Interior Enforceirte. ) and Goal
3 (Border Enforcement) efforts are supportive or these objectives. The operation of INS' Law Enforcement Support Center (LESC) and
the conduct of operations under the new Quick Response Teanm (QRT) offices throughout the United States are particularly focused on
.supporting and cooprating in State and local law cnforccnient efforts. INS activities to integrate and share biometrics information, make
booking information available to all law enforccnicnt agencies (e.g.. JABS). and post information on t National Criminal Information
Center (NC1C) law enforcement network arm all exemplary of improvement and support or nationwide justice system operations. These
automation based activities are addressed under bO INS' mis'.inn-direct goals. and to somec extent within the Information Technology
activities covered by INS Goal I (Data and Data Systcm Integrity).

DOJ CORE FUNCTON: M&NAGEMET~~

QM: Meet or exceed the expectation of our cust1omer%

INS* support for the recipients/customers of immnigration benefits is directly addressed in INS Goal 2 (Immigration Services) with directly
applicable performance measures. Likewise, institutional customers (e.g., employers and benefit providers) using INS' alien status
verifiio services aredirectly addrewsd under Goal 2 activities and measures. As regards law enforcement customers. INS' previously
independently itified Goal 7 activities, which arc now included within the respective mission-direct goals (e.g., Border Enforcement
and Interior Enforcement), focus on meeting these unique custoiner law enforcement nedx. Out-reach activities with State and local law
enforcement entitles as well as specific services and activities (e.g.. tJFSC and QRT) are included in INS FY 2001 plans.

ggU Make effective use of information technology

INS' Goal I (Data and; Data Systems Integrity) provides cental foc~us for INS' key rT systems% activities. Also. within specific mission-
direct goals automation is addressed, as appropriate. For exaniple. in INS' Goal 4 (Border Facilitation) the "Use of automated inspections
systems" is a major FY 2001 objective with speciWe tiargcts.

GW5: Ensure a motivated and diverse workforce that is well trained and empowered to do its job.

Thne Infrasntrur and Professionalism Goal within INS' APP directly links to these Departmental objectives.
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FY 2001 ANNUAL PERFORMANCE PLAN

Introduction

The mission or the Immigration and Naturahilitiii Scivwct. I INS p proiis bor eniforving proviioois ol the law which govern lawful
entry and presence with the United State'., ,indl pmistip iiitigrmtti henchi' ;intl srvice'. to individuals and entiti v (c g£
employers) entitled under law. 'he mt'.'iiin v. .Kcoiiplihd thrisgli INS' opcratiinl offices located on the horsier, in the interior
and oversas, and through a numerous special fKiliiies (c . ikic'ifiin t cilcrs. ipplicatitn' prKii'.ng critrs, national records
repository. training testers) throughout ibc I ImIit Statws Accoiiiplisiiiig thc riiiin-lirci enfiorcemetnt and hrncfit'.crviee'.
activities of the INS requires significant invc'.iiwni mi 

1
rsita irifrti'iniire andl c'ippiiit. adriki.rattvc: %uprioli services, and

maintenance ofra competent, diversified, nwstiviviictt intl peiislitioii'. witikltirce

The Immigration and Naturalization Servc i% prikio'.iii a IVY 2M1 Aitniil Performrance Plan (APP) that is aitainahie within the
requested level of bae ud enhancement ftrce'jr~c. Ilii I:Y 2W5 1 Ilts' arc tievelpd hased upon input from INS' Headquarters and
Field maniagers and other INS stakeholder.. bosth witliti ani mistk the (kpritiientl of !u'.ticic. Border Management activities.
particularly reflec coordinaion with the activities of the ('u'iot'.Servic, the: Deparime' of State. and State and local entities -

The INS FY 2001 APP supports the core Imimigration toil Mariagemcnt Goal' of the Depiarimen of justice (DOJ) Strategic Plan
1997-2002, which was developed with through coniiiltii with Congres The INS Performance Plan meets t Federal
Govermnenta obligation to Morage the tolmigralitn '.y'.i.."i inl law'.. antd attend. to the nccd'. of the various cutormrs served and
i mpnid by the operation of the INS.

Ovnrview oflINS' FTy M1S Fwefem PUN

In Sditim to continpuation the critica actvities funided under our hase hudget the Immigration and Naturalization Service's (INS)
Antita Perffome Plan (APP) for FY 2W01 identiris% new program activities that will he undertaken in support or the D0i Stirategic
PlanWand INS' Ostrategic planing eforts. T'he focus of the Annual Performanice Plan (APPO is the accomplishment of the mission
objectves of t INS and die specific strastgic goal' and ohijctivc-, outlinedJ in these plans. The INS* overll program activities with
qapregirisat fAswy-level parfomusee indicatrs are outlined hebow within the context of the below-cited goareas which address
the knigalon md MMAnagns core! functions goalv established in the DOJ Plan More deisiled information on FY 2001 program
activities is provided in the accompanying budget dewimentlstion

Immigration and Nawrahraii4mi Svrvicc
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Pt' APP addresses six distinct Goals or Caoal Area% Gia.il lDai System-s latcgrity: Imigration Services: Border Enfrcemet:
Border Facalitw ion, Inteeior Enforcement: antI Iilr~nasi-urv miil Vil'tt'sionalisiti 'M- Boider Enforcement wAd Border Facilitationt
goals, which exist separately is both the INS Alt' awli the lXii S'raicg~c Plan. ar' managed a% a contained goal area by an assiPgned
INS Executive, recognizing lbs integrated naiture ol ile ti, raitaaiawt and ihear aciavitic%.

M11a1da"d Netatlena far Tablets

.Standard notations used throughout all Cana table'% art'a a%' iillanss NA aNan Applicable: NC x Nt Counted: TBD = To Sc
tctcrnassed: Not projected - targe no cmlabla'heit Ixr lkpariiiett Iiitiv nlot Iit i ei rgtN in law enfo'cmcti actIvitwes that cinld he
perceived as quotas. and Repast * Report iii- sais fit awrv aawlwk'I 4tqu nl at1 Imtioltwv qualitative infiiratiaai Ir'Attnstcs-
3Lcompany such notiation, 1o Provide esplariisui. %lisre reqtitcil

Verliesd and Va*Nt. of Data

Iiprovemensa in data reluabatlily and accuracy have lx-vii ustplicia piraaraas, if( the Servxise law several years, In 1997 and 1998. each of
the INS priorities had a data integrity componentl ,rni. Ix'Vinnitg m t1999. -data antegrity" also became a centralired. eriss.-cutlang
activity aoider our 'Data and Data System tntCrriy g(Mal Iffiirts watt he cirtenirarsj on ensuring appropriate data reporting for
rasca year 2M0 md rucai year 200, a puarsuiing etfotr1% resirMs ia mastmapc cifeciveness and efficiency. in comhplyingl with
Results Act pesl'ormitwce management requaremenas anil rin %. iasying tiher tong-term dat needs An attachment to the enclosed
OPRA tables, whicth lists the measures for each INS ('mo4 ars't. raoites% for informnation cat the data colleciost. data validation an
data Itaists asociated with the respective rnastirL'

'The INS Performnance Plan iaons the impoisal csnplecneniary role for performance measurement aind program evaluation.
Cattisen with GfRA guidance, INS' program evaluation componenit will directly link ipgamo activities, stratgies and rest
achieved with future resaource requoests and provide sound infiamti for the fornsuilaion of ansmtgration policy aswell a Mslqic
direction withiin INS. Evaluation of INS prosgrams as critical to stensafy and overcome weaknesses before progrus aremo- widely
implemented anid to buiild upon antd expand those trnivc that work well a% the agency vrows and i. thap subjec of continued public
scruiny. Among programs where evaluation is critical iio cerattine programs effctivenes are harder control, automated esiltnlry
control, immigrant sponsmtoip, parole. and pik-s priiprtna i% on nipfiiymnrt eligibility venocatioti. new immigrant public charge

Imnupuion wW Natursioraimm ser'VKV
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bonding. the regulation of foreign students. and port of crntry [aitl~iiion and effctiisecx%. INS will initiate evaluattfin of new and
pilot prograsms, including those mandated. hy the Illlejul liiiniiratnrn ltcfiwirnitt Immigrant Respoinsibility Act OIRIRAI. and expendi

84its evaluation of the several employment verificaltion pilot pirrsraii inaislatexl by Cong~ress,

In addition to the types of program evaluating. iiciitiiiii'd ihoive. INS planner'. will utlize the resourc' and evaluation rL'Milt5
available from the Office of Internal Audit 401A) 01lA todnvts functional reviw'.. as well as the comprehensive. tnp-lo-htiott
evaluations of District Offices. Sector HeIadquarter., and Service Provc..ing Center' operation, under the auspices of the INS Program
for Excellenice and Comprehensive Trecking tINSPE'T) 'bew review, help us. frame improvements and goals for our annual and
strategic outcomes now and in the years it i.c D)J Otfive tit Inspector (kneral audit and in..jction reprts, as% well as. General
Accounting Office reports are also useful for planning pinryvsis

Lnialtg Parfartsase Gaok ta Responsible Orusnlloal CnrmtopnnetLs-4

INS' annual performance goals align generally with the iperdiiial re'.pon..ibilitis. of i- major Orgaiii,01iotia
t components and the

Executive Associate Conimisioners for tho..e eonponvniis have respojwnsibilty foir their developments and Tm aageint. On the 'Data
and Data Systems Integrity" goal, which is mrew cross-cutting in nature, a designated Executive manages activity on behalf Of all
components with appropriate cross-prorarnmirepentation io the tiunagement. team. In term% of executions goal activities that require
field office activity are segmented into assignable targcotd pisrtiois (tit the affected Field offices For most mission-direct goals (e g.,
Border Easforeemeist, lmmignition Services) regional office level iwrets are established, which are then further segmented and

apportotd to District Of'ficea. Border Patrol Setors% and other tnajor coniponknts.. For same -o activities, performnrNc
raeenrta are established for other type of muaor field office components (e g, Administrative Center, Service Centers

(Benefits), Asylum Offioces). This approach results in speciic perfisrmant: plans and goals being established at all major office levels
within the agency.
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DATrA A ND DA TA S YST i7PUS INTMEGRITY

l"hasm the kftty a1Ynd h i orada data %Ymemttw lpraed by the INS in order to: eatablbt fMy Itgratsd dat
xsstm suPPertlagd "he ireemem mwd serv Iunemn at ow INS; enhasee the shiaring of relevant data with oihe Federal

ape.: ndte upprtINS wAmpuesu and dec*%hmliwmkln priteewit.

1111111 M~d DOt&atemI h Mesa seld Sirmteef

In FY 2I 1, INS will maintan data inagemnent. atii'iiNid dIaI %v~icmi%. ind rclaied %uppii toi ensure ihat mixsion-critical data is
aviatlle for missin operations, sharing with parnnr agcpiiic. aihi li4w providing inforaatiron to our clmenti customrs and other
irfteirsd and affected patnics. Given the %ignifiiwnt. ictratest cspan-itsn of! the INS automated systems infrastructure bae, INS
will tO , attention on the support of operaltin asnd effeLctive ut *%f 4he currently deployed systems, and ont the maintenance Ofiiitcsrvittg technica networks and %ysiemt infrastintijurc rx~l.. ft5iL-6 for ilxiw opratiin. Furiher development sod deployment
lor crItictil mission-dirwc and for administration ansi iliratiinis %.uptpir aultimated %ystcms will occur otn a selective basis. In FY

M(~. INS will increasingly focus ott ensuring that %ysirm.. and vcr'ion.. currently deployed are fully operatiotnsl and ame benS Used
critta"scntly WA effectively Seirvice-wide.

In support of die acmgin and data quality improvemnt..i fir the .imini~lraeivc and operational support systms. INS will continue
1o ntodeane Its alien-filet (A-files) Kecrd Systm and the recently installed automated financial managemtet system (FFMS) within
resource availabtltty'. Proges toward centraliyatisn and mmvrn.?atm of t A-file Record System undertgen within the
n mtnI, -- I proved S-yew pla, will lead to feste and mote reli*al access to alien files fA-filesi, intformnation in both electronic and
badeopy .or Ltmltd inytuvemeet will he made to interface the newly implemented vatmed financial nmsament system with
othersystM in Order bo suppOt itceased operations effecivenes% antd enhance data quality. Other stystem sideffectiveniess and
data qality improvenens for ainawstrwv and foeratioalisuppmt system will be addressed witin rnesot avatlaltility. Do&a
QualltY iptwOvYtui outside thoe kideteat in. anid a a by-product of ADP systems improvements will be pursued. In particular.
ay"iail rview and evalla of daa collection and reporting requrmnts will continue so aimur da data is collected and
rePutd ase sY Md timely, ad thtdud s data and data acivities arc aipropriae for mitagirt Service operatlome sead satisfying
Misn reqpaumont.

1 Available resource may imeedig a prope Shared Service O)peratioi revolving fund in addition to bae resourcs.
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MW anlgo Service FY 200? Aniwal Pefrfnwm POWn- Jaswwy 2O10
ONO OnW )ua SYntCMh lnscgily

in FY M00. P4S will ptielmly foots on cnvuringt that tk-phiyev ADP tcchmolngy can tie used effectively by providing twuical
wAppwt for dwe underlying systemt and nework wira..nwturc rcquircnscvun and by pnwiding technical training and 004111tan1m to
vars alowevr. INS will not ittiie a refrcthrrrco cyck- pnira~n) in 1-Y -NMI1 to uptrmle and maitain the operational cquabilitY for
it baae Office Avitomation platform tiwoughot t Scrvucc thardwarv. %Mwaire. LAN%. etc.?. Thi% is a follow on necessity to
tiiiAMWN curn operaional levels ,ealirxd thrwtijth the nwlti-year ticployment o( the basic ADP pltform that will he completed in
IFY 2000.

2. ADPTgrfi4e., Dvwfomwhs DrabWnnei modv lyrfratisiosv

In FTY 2001, INS will continue limited dcvesmpmeii. ticp'yiew tvknl rurthcr integration of ADP tcchnology syttcm% used t0 sippof
opertion. 0t0m critical needs in the area. of financial ,otx xalnin~rativi: %umwr %ytcrm, arena will he aridresned within basie
tasotwes a emandible.

A ADP Svaseu UiiUraMOM Md Iec

INS letiansi omtdsanwto enhanC t1% ability tocarry out it%. mission will he increasingly monitored and measured to
9Mar MoM efeive and full aimatton and tn tdcntify the tmpaci% and henierits o( use. In FY 2001. INS' formtal peifootainct
inmeni for deployed sysmn will be citpunded. and xacti%, wi adirean and rcusove problem and isues aifevins use will

continue. Activiias will f(am on complation of monitoring anicmasurement for key miasim-critical 'sysems (e g.. ENFORCE.
CLANS. Owc.) mid expanding to other miaaion-dtrect and critical adlministraiiv: and orttonal suppmr systems.

4, Ahm Aim (A-AkSJeiti.Cdt MNdamrazion &W Intrarhr

Is PY 3M00 4E will m inti isPOWia cenirtaton and mtairni/stuon of its A-ile record system. However, the addititta
ldfanuan sapprt (e.g.. shelving faclities requircmentsl. ennirnetor support of operaions, ad father compaction of Federa
Rom* Cautar (FRC) holdiap will nam be pursued to complete the establishment of the Naitionial Records Cene. 7he impact Of these
effertwill be to rutaitain the imilrovents achieved in FY 2000 for mnagemnen of INS' pqmr ndelctronic A-file infonnatlrt.



Immapatica~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~at MWd Naurliitn Servicet- Incr (0 nua efrmcPa anay21
IMME anwlfityyei Itgrt

Within bane resources INS will continue iii i:aision%~ 141 enwure h1w inrormation in INS' databases is accure. timely, and

qIprpflt For managing. monitoring, and rcriivling on Sen wcc ii~rat isi. anid fiw woviding needed data required frt information
dt"ssemaion and formal easernal reporting. fliese ai:iion sidid nt only continuing improvement of manual and ramated

emeeIse. hut alit* in$ advuitage of oppmrunsse for invicsraiiima.i alimata %shn or data jcnm %ystems and agenieg,

Da&P IaSank imr a Os iualIrr

In FY 2001. INS will effectively Aupport 1thilepliiycd AlDP infraistnwiurc anti ik le-vcl of oimati4l capabilily hY:

* Maintain the ratio of ADPR technical support persmuaci to tsncr ersnd A 1: 1101

* Eatlisting a multi-yewr replacement cyvic prugnani ito uipake the hate ADP technology infranlruclurc platform throughout

the INS office and piogram operaior ns stricr. Nii upgratles will he accownpislied in FY 2M001.

a Establishing a multi-yewr program (or increawsing if lhe ivrall levcl of the securiy inrrasinsclure underlying INS' auomated
systema and network envitramtitm. None of the upgrade roesiirciiw"t will hr aklrmc'.d in FY 2001.

2. A.DP Ucmlm DevekomsaL Dmoirrii tuWi lnsirrooi

In PY 2001. INS will continue to develop, deploy and integrate AIW technology hy:

*Continuing aelcied dleploynt of ENFRMEIDENT it) 9 .uktlitional sues. which will meet 72q. of ihe overll depk*oym

*Continuing deployment of CLMtMS 4.0 vem.issasit) provie for poicrising of 2 additional Nauraiialloi formslepicitiott.

a napflenntinS 2 inteface of other stomatied %ystms c (e .. roorunsen4l with t new auomated financial system (PFRMS).

I,)-
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FY NXIII Annual Perfiwinance Plan - Jal)U-WY MlWarismson WW Nalvirshirmion'smicc
1xiia.iski Daia Symcim Imeprily

In FY 2WI, INS will irmintsim ulilizatkm imul 11w imipack rcahird I'mm dployrnicni. hy:

Maintaining U% utiliWion o(IDFNT.iml ENVORCE IDI-.NT;i1 Ocs whcru kploycil,

Rc"ofrP:%ul1%1ohcpmvidcd,

Maintaining ISIS OlipAtioti role% of 41514 (Aisiaml ItYk (Lamll lqw primary insIxvitom alaiMms mW land po".4.

RvtmwiofrcuI1%wKpn)vkW.

4 Alien Mrs (A -roles) Recivd Syshm Kofirryi-musis yoo I litio v is%

In FY 2WI. INS will rminfain the turnanstiml imw im potivithisp Awn rok hased information though famer tranrem of physk;al fiks

to reqtwmm. &W will Pincivaiiii: um of alicnimive iivdv*d% .uch a% ow n( cWrtwjjc Jj1stNLw% (w thmulth crihanced

w0dListalkinti.

Maintain thc 344y mvem9c lumarnurml linw Pis cransfef phywai rik-% in rtquc%14w% r(w fik% hmlcd at the NA114101111 ltcccwdx

In IFY 2WI, INS will inpo Dou Qualiiy

bnprovements in do" quality in k4ym a avallaNilly. mcuricy. timeline n( availaWlily, mW usc(MIMCNA Of daW, RePM 0(
rmki to be provWled klemifying inVmvemLw in lcmt% t4 quatilitalivi: wA qualilidive informoica,
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I)atj aml 1)aw Syk-nt% Integmy

DANA AND DATA SYSTUU INMRITY MMIMMANCE INIIJIVATURN '

" ADP[nftwrwiumSuppwwWOlwraihmtllmcgriiy
Ratio of ADP technical wppcxl persizinnel 14, owr rvirmwinel

Number ol'siles receiving upgrsdrVrcIq Kcnwni% ol t1ok-it *k-Owthop In(ea-4ruclurv plairtwins

Perccrit of the sterns network infrasAnwhirv %ecitrilv

Pment of end uem who rue Help Dck %uppowl a% - gottod" or -% cry gittlif

" ADP Technology 10itteelopmem, Deployirwrti amf Inicgraitivi

Nuffitiet of qtlc- with ENFORCEMENT intalk-d

Numka of aprilications romis covtrcd by CIAMS 4 0

Number or KY-4crn,.t imerfaced with the new finamial matial.viiwou %YWtll OWS I

" ADIP Symem UtilirAtion mW impacts

Pecei util ization of ENFMCE- [DENT arki I OF NT wlwi;: tkphiyed

Quwkwive wA qtWilative impticiii "Ifirip fnmi Ow uc itl UNIORCU-IMN'r OW IDENT

Pricent utiliamion of IBIS (or primary in4,icc1icw%%;A air PIWarwl 1;"Kl P(*-.

QuMitsfive wW QtWilativir impecis rew.hing froni uw 44 Itl IS mul I)aluhtfv

" A-filies Recor& Modernization wW lntc&riiy

Average time for physical A-riles to he transfemA to rcqw-44w,%

Dom Quafity
Quantitative mW qualitative imptovements in D.Ka Oualily

1124M
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DA TA A ND DA TA SYVSTE MS INTEGRITY

"P 0up 1ti She oermeinat a m ere fuewitm of the INS: eutalmis the 4uh* of nreean data with oWar Federa mVMKaa, aMd 111

1441111

Immigruion &W NaturalvAtion Scrvice

PWfWUNHK lssonomM Type 44 IDalm V 1996 FY 199 FY 1999 WY no1 WY ml9
Indikaliw %4ircfC ACtAlW Tarplet Actual -T~ ,~ Te"S

I. ADP Infrmatriaeturs Supporqui and~t

'a. Relic of ADP technical suppurt peruonncI Otpurt Offsc III I 14W 1 1.1 1 1 0M I 111 1:110

lbh. Number of sites recivin& cycle 
-

nel~etio sof DudS'basic Technoology Ousipuul OIR M Nt A 0 0 TDD 
1

1KCte
lfrurafe eaetinu m(Pece stage flotsI Rupuuri INAI
platimed sites)

edffIffiicm* Nomsher ofuiwrs where INS NA
movoes how baic coWmsr OIRM 760 (91'41 778(9'.k% ON (96%) 833

re~omi r o*a * (pre~ Of Oulpui RcOmu00%)

Ail Pevime to IFY 2001 bue* on mwm o( Im; mw, %t FLUaT a ICruI "MlY no0 also il .udinwm~nwp covAbact pt~m ~U
66W"W ( WO em do WW aiion setvompi Cagiam lev0uiwo Accoaft ISCIAI will 9MWin 2000 warbetm In FV 0 1 for

LU~MioAWW Fbopn sbus. Sbus to b.A duine -y ZimI epurc no FY 2=.I Meowsh*own replace pmviom wimmoue which admot
iniial opibumdupie) not of themew Tachelp Icn Iaruictmr FllhWne ihwdwu,. uiltweir. itleconmciam,) for INS office ad

Impm.which will be coughedi as FY 2000.
Doms to oulanud silce wo FY"" -abs to memeisalimem was 7fillussed front7501 mid FY9 "oml was 33.



D.11.1.110 Daw syit:111% 1111cgrily

ftdorwAnce 1111(brI1111111111" Tyne a( DOW F*V 19" F-V 119" FV It" IFY 2111111111 FY 2"1
Ndk-slov %ourm Actml Tsrlpt AciaW Tarpt Tarw

It Perce"( compliance with'iyffems netnori OtIll-411 OIRM NC NA NC TBD%" TOD%frawruc ore, secoorit., regwireme"Igiin 11 Rm"i INAI

Id Percent of end awn that rate tic lp Dck Oulcol1w 11wr i9ch. 60% 67% 60% 60%
,uPPon *A lood'or'very good %iirvcy WA I

Enor Ind# - ar Nrtmhrr, f trainingseats 0111fX11 NRM 11,474 10.(Xm) 12.0m 10.0rx) NA
-Eravided,1V Rcivini 120.(NN)i

L ADP TechnaM Dew*j*p=n*, Depwywm
sod lossoviles

2&. Nunibw of sims with ENPORCLqD.NT 011t1XII 01kM 370(59%) 423( 67%) 43.1 (0%) W (75%) 482 (77%)
inxW16d, (RN~ Of IOWIAwdwd xifts)' ltcp fl P" 03%)1

2b. 14urnkm o(aWicam'm form
COVeNd by CLAIMS 4.0 pmccu ng' Output ISD Rro I 1 3

SPOdfic WrFft will bt avsitobk by OrA of the 2AO Quola. FY W hoed on cummly evolvial; pke coonfiesod by DO).
Moomw deleftif fma APN&M - - - q , Md move to k-a level $m nwadoris& as a is a lowe level Wilicaw.

'010, cwwAwvGwwfw0wwYw*st) - n( 2M)RcFjlr*Wris6no4a.Or*WFYVOtwpowWlbeI to 47105%).
k1he covered hy C-LAIW 4.0. NowsliMia fro m4wadN-WeaboaWledisliry

CLAj 4.0., " oppmakvmlWyIOCappkakmKwmwWlhercvoewcdft*%*ftdmdlximrAWyeapriWoWic - 0"ViNkm of
hr ON applicelim I* be - -1.
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I liala aml I )m;a Syicm% Inteltnty

Typeof Data FY 19" rv I"t ry 1"0 rv 3W rv mll
186"Wer SAmem Adow Twod AC11111111111111 Tarp4 Twv4

lTorwi

2b.(2) Nm6m of INS prome as offism at Interim-dime CLAIMS I i (11%) hn (66%) .1111142%) 94193%) 90(IOD%)
which the CLAIMS 4.0 Naturefixistion inciduic (kilvivim OAOMW 10412%)
(N4W) will be deplo) ed (In cc o(total
*nmd ailft

2c. Nun*w of FFMS imtdam with slated (11411-o"m rinamm NC NA NC NA 2
symemlo. mF"%

slaiiu% RIA INAI
PfW M aim UnW"W NA

Olawsm an OU14:4wite AisdilW% N A Qualiried
fMOk*1 nimUmma prodwvdfiw FY 2000" Or4nim delay% Opinim

380). Pe WENT stilitsitiom, a sAn whei InIcir"Iediatc InENT. 85% 611% US" 88% us
dq*,"d Oulcmix- PAS IRBl

ImAdw up" of , lip I of Namirmilintion N400 Fm m4wsc to FAmit, by WOO ka powi to 90 11 p ladn by FY VI
'* HIPW 11141plimn 60 imlilial fammecimil - ap p %yam in*. iram lwpd vqom to obim an Uw"wd Av& Opkmm NoW in
IFYM.Mmermisafeft *mWFmioI*dm WW*g the new ammwedi mil wmapm-m xymm(FIFMS) with o6a ADPayallem (e.g..

10 Omm dkw 0 - 4.
fiWilmillil Ambophtion to" lobe mcomp"W ip FY WM

Inmlipailift and 141ftrialimmm Service I-Y 2001 Annual Perkmance Plam - )WHAS" 2INK)
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vwn m arommTpe of 1111ul11 lY 1996 FV 1999 FY 1999 FY An6 FY =Il
Imdikalew sowr Actual Tao"e Actual TpAet Toret

1hu. Impacu~from ENFORCEIIDENTusr IIIIkiik- hlId ()P% NA Reprt vanous Rcprl" Reprt1
dw INAI (Repoul)

k(I). MIS tilizAkio: peocet of ISIS queics Imoiruwtli;,k IIIIS. VAS 93% 95% gO%,I 95%" 9jW,
(r~ primary inspection at air ~ii PO4014.114)3 114 1

.%1t2). IBIS uatilization: percent of ISIS quelc'. liilcmiculic IIIrIAS ' 4% 2%IA t% lO%1%
for Primtery pedea r onpectians a Iutd (hitc 'ow
POEII_ _ ___

.Md hIct rom IIS' DatShm wse ()uiiinn IRIS. NC Repoul Report" Repoi", Report'
Io%pcclmiui% INAI

"PY WWW~u raised 1. 17% baued om reqirmen. % oxcupsod hyem;.isil'hcd s.ite% in FY 199. EvMUNishinief Af 0 W ne it; mcivily will
Iuctuk maliskalh' 91 % m. -No am" all Aines,
isF3S~U~4 Rope" -TWO gepmmeit p a avic y of .quci% frun wuing IWNRCE and IbENT, ishuding recidiviMts.aykwn Shoppers.
sad hehaui i~If . eqv ucc ess at lae pvtccedea. f"s'.h-rwirlaicmo of indiviaa. WAd cuts 0 smI darn system. The saysis
OftO -R WilWAWd Ify i th-dds ad coatsisa vwarityof operatiniwss.
"TarP imAtall du to anel1itc piimied targe. INS will review sod qet ao qqprovia targe for FY '0O by the 2" Quarter.
no im F3ar IBIS uamisao a Poo dmqt will he reuleud ud adrowulin FY WI based on an analysis of operational muds.
7%h tarp for PYl ll to1 de sao as mdi @4wtd targe ror FY Wi.
"EfDodhi Iepeat -he aepei pomas a ariety f nmlmic1oils pnh ise arid negative. 1mm wona f11111 and DataShaem. These yact

aihd ~ r aimmill ldhe nlokail'~ ui 'sdb liaain fdpiacdt nty 1wfoisae
MAN PONOn well a am" is ter of as in bodge nupeeaict ai and Oud h pWs

'4-M
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Immigrenio md Natursli,*mn Setwe FY 2M11 Anrnwl pcrfnrmwt Plmn - January 2000
I).e tid eDa l Si~ y.Ieie Imcgrfly

Ptwfm. Ilwwdsm

Priw Wkur:~ Perr"#~ of oww notursatiem~e
o eses proessted emntiv ihn'Duh Claimu 40e

4. A~SM Onl (A-flm) b~er* Moduquionkw
md 1mWMy:

46 Avevq Unm for phyxical iles io be
Iruufeffei to rseaer under ctraiircd

pro M 2w Pq'ret ' of~ vn CIS
ctv4Pd as recncded' %*A phinicolfifr"

S. IM W Moe"Do% QAjk

So 6 ip o mu i data quality

3~j omm - n py xft
* ewmam i vvm wuint Urn. -s ploda a o c hele Wia of mm*wt ontimat en AOW NeIII Rs Cmw) 41 A

U~~~~"NP 5 b 6m m~s "~ ths ak Ulii ail FY 210 sw. the NRC WIN bto picwuu . ito PT MeW IIm PMWIO
V -ay u Ihe, in do d ci ofe NCM . The FT Mw11 md FY 2M101 p w e A strew no p sie dot NRC ealY.

a h - iM u h"Wbq lMmt~~ -PP a Sen M he M hoc It C ui ee 1 1w9esa 0dcnw 0 M4KFA MCISi fecawe sam lai c N oil I wfth te
I q odI II I Iyu t 6m. ops fo. r h d copy ws umlikuly to he noeoct
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lPMM.IGRA TION SER VICES

The MNS will ceuiinu re-enpinertng efr inxxim at ikliivermi %ervlwe% that arn timely. contfAtet. 4sm. aid o( high quality, with

Continued emphAasin ensuring the infterity of i4raltotm. fiw immiltralim henerit%. lessons lcArmed' from pruvli~ o ""c

.t-ewlginmenng in FY 1997-20W0 will he shared and civinmi io tc incororaed into all apoplications Pirse. 1014" 9enhteW"t

beni previews years, io maconlsk pm~c% and improve auttnac %y.Ast.%oms Msp~lqplikatima Pioftlftg tid MO*

figpointin&g tehn-booed infonnation %crvm-c-%. amd (mmt doeri hui m mcsomers will cmnirme. The INS will continue to

inc M - casantrsfactioni with its wvvv% licigfrii. 11w AMylwl Proprami plan to "Mii PtOC2S~t *U*65 CSM)W"

thoveh FY 2000 for Expedited Removal and Asylum tl-.SK91 caw pnsimng. while addreusin WAi MANUhil fUd1i0%ttO For te Mew
NACARA (1-11) caw work th" swon just prior io the mian of! FY 21(E

MN will , mnti-- nu tmoodrdidwzac ad integratomn(o its posvcthcs% for detrmirning siens eligitiuty Wo W"emay mmidetac.

~Iis r1al-ser aiod natuuallzan. The moutomo 44 the sauppulng informto NyWlin Will etiMite. IIS wille"100111010

"who 3WAO 1lwquONes to the symma for verifying aliens immigration tatus. FY 2001 will ewuwe entlnufl0 Of all PreviOuly
sated atel, tomb and syt efforts, Anc-lune suh etfiwis and hun to take limited well-defined iAniitives to espai activity.
paricau In idafiglith lewd.

INS papasem to soolis a Pmk Senior for Dswines Cavae, to hegint in FY 2001. wit so mpgup e-01ee to "men do ammodo of

&O'bookle dismoe wits milote blw leach of aWplKaton %mrice for peciic eOae (ed.. H-l11). TheM Wff~ ilbe

etomll6i le ammainer tat will %te- servicee levels providd to INS' other individual and liutltutMOn chl"s The aisilatd
nmas temmay mc aud lee.iumd ta bs $90 ilmon. will fncuson the premium mevic eaadd ml-I'nd lvlty-0110

Poo 9legPPeit for. cop~tl inw

I iy .pgsedleg gamod- s amid maivities to redtuce qiliatiom poef bsaihmklops . pMwF 1l; bK11

eapledlelng*6 CMA a $127 inillim with usfwr (m the mew Prmiuom Service for tuslnes Can See. a 4i-lhgleed(MI)
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640suma of son Pavia hm and dwo "qWqWmds"W Pit immiNives fmas " haft Womm WdWW "posion of
AWW"ift Urvions vM do Had" C "m p Servic Ccimer. cabok" (Wookodwy for *a lack , - " rW4WPkAk4 d(SOWNCOOK

Imp -- ad upommics a(dioul th it S iold y mad Mpwhm tqd oil y in dw AppliCOWN 3V#pM CSFAMM 50-CIN -01
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&ON lm hmglm CMI $-=dVW qWV, CqMqMWO Md MkWAW1W AYMCM MFPWI M"iVO far dW NdiOW RMWRb

CANW.

EAWIA ko Amn"r Qs &"*r -j AW DrAfirm
Enk-rodw to hummy Cimummy Sen*YA

INS WM COMOM 00 WOVIONNIN ORMAIM142104M i1W6MiVV% 6,'Imxmm WOWWOM pacem" tiorm fwm delivery. *Idky

ammosom ad sdAdIcsfift pacetwes.
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fteso *0 -DM md Dam Inswity- Gow 1.
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bomimas mmIsimmom ad W"ft exuraw sowcc% in offer #,waive i n m mm, (for exompk do elopm - p - of as W341P
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knintiruion Md NavirwivAina scrvvt I-Y 2011 Ammal "commim Plan - Jowary M
I"ImigrAwn %k.Tvkv%

ANS will cortairm inealmn inarquix ttW^urv11wM- t4vtwownk-r %cr%,Kv inbs all hencU11% lWf4VWM and iflfilrvriakm CITO"'.mW replarly pAM remits.

-INS will .Altiffoyt the "Wwraciuring owl tht. new 1witeraition N INS cwnl% within iht rtanwworlt. n( olqwove inve-Ornent,; it,PrOOMCOM capacity.

WS RWI Len= TicAutokwy hy Eakaw-r, Prwios S%,LsrAsWmw,

INS will enhame the stouladlIMI&M. inicgrAlkIn. ind integrity of tvrwfot% P"vv-,WN, toy C"Wnng rnivation U( the busine-
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INTERIOR ENFORCEMENT

STo meat the complex cAMae posed i. the interior or Ihe k inited States, the Immigratioa ead Noturslkatla Service (INS)

has established the followisag priorites to be executed through effective sod coordinated se .r liied resources sod macurvsed

iater-gows atal cooperatls: Ideat and remve criminal silen%. sad miamiiz reeidiv~m; deer, dismanstle sad dimla"s

muggitag or tralfleldog of Ates; respood to commulih nrerIx sod complaints about llegal Ilonwtlo Ms a ol

portacrshipa to solve local problems; minimire immiltratina hetmeit fraud and other doscument sbowe; sad black Mad remove
employers' acse to adocameated worker'

Fiscal Year (FY) 2001 is the second year ofirmrleiintiin %iI a t~iiimirLeiisivc integrated intcrima enforcement strategy. In FY

2001 INS will continue to concentrate and tncrca~c cniirccnicnt rcwiurcc- for criminal rm val activities, targeting incarcraed

aliens, through institutional removal program-t. and ihnntugh inca'-'d coopcratiim with state and local authorities. INS will maintain

control of extitg corridors and continue ruirsuit of invc-;tigaiioo ani a%%cl forfiture to dismantle majo smuggling and illegal

employment-rclated organizations. INS will focus on anii rrud operations its identify and dian-Ap major document fraud ventures

and detect and detere-scale benefit fraud usinl crtK-tomponcnt dcocton strategies. INS will continue workait enforcement.

tteaig ciminal proseciont of employers who intentionaly violate. the law, exploit worker. or engage- in reaWa criminal

activities In addition to the removal emphasis and reliance on criminal pnc,cution of snmugling, fraud ad employer violatoris. INS

will coordinate commuty r esponse activities in supprt of Interior 1 riforcement operations vAn to liaion with law enforcement.

entities, INS enforement and comimity components will w4e to build close cooperating relskArhips with other fedra. state.

and local law enformet entities. INS will continue to empha.-v c nAis-regionsl planning with border SWd ovesie operations as it

cn'eFntra on common gols of debeteees of illega migration. pnumrA removal of high-priority categories of illegal aliens. withia

minimal negative impact of alens on national security and PUNKe %afty '

'ftfinwments to pals. -na-rg&e- tarvem. .'d pr~ccted owtcoes are hemip Sdi forth s pecific miplemvenitton -ln for each of di key
IoMpemaI" n m * lr--.io Enfaomenol tg TrWp 1he INS will use the target identified in this APP together with thes iffpluiiai lint to 1

ant only support thie Ilhas EnforeuseiP Strateg. but to assess overall agency performance and results

1/24=0 
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Initnmor I iltorcenilent
Idenft ed (ion Criminal and Trrrrsi lhiri (rn Abloirc 1 k-r Rrs agjrism

lte INS will tiargt incarertmed aliens ihroluvh he: IteraiI Insiitutiossl Removal Proram llRt
) INS will also emphasirt

alternative, noes-hearing removals. rtwponsivtre% ti ti an loc al law enlislresent iificials aind early and continuous monitoring
of all types of detention and transportation resource availailii) and utili-ainn INS will uic technological anld intelligence anaysis
and National Crime Informiation Center (NCIC) record-. to sidcnrtil% criminals and recidivist%. and in conjunction with the 1)111cc of
U S. Attorneys, will pursue proseution for re-cmnr aiter lrtaiiim li deter recidinisni

INS will increase and effectively manage bed-.pace in %upport itt inicoiw and border removalsi and! to meet Coingressionaly ma1"ndate
r-qurits wader tie Immigration Reorm andJ Immigirant Respilnsmhiliiy Act or 1996. Fly providing resourcs for the highest
n-;wndatnf detlention categories, INS will accomlis a4 dhcernc to guidelines and shifts to facilitie that have the lowest per diem
.. vN5 int addition to responding to detenion space needs in "iot spits" for initiatives such ws snuggling or fraud operations or the
Quick Response Teams (QRT), INS will need tied space for uniplanned events such &%s large smuggling operations fc g . Chinese boat
cases). Increased use of Joint Prisione Alien 1 rassspsrtatio Symcm tWPA I'S) will ensure that transportation resources support
national Priorities. law enforcement requairemns. remo~vals goals. and effective use of hedspace.

I Ifer DizeANIe god ThMzmzk Smsfi un Traflchmar rlAycm

In IFY 2001 the INS will conatinuea fht implementation of the Natitol Anti-Smuggling Stratey in order to diaspt and disnflle
alinsuvmaggorgmEstiona. The INS will aggressvely Pursue alien snuggling investigation that re costipliex Ion-len ad
interaIona in scope. In FY 2001 di, INS will consinac to ujilirt I ise Ill. wire intercepts. anld investigations ic utilize business.
Proprietaries and asset forfeiting. INS will also establish liaison with surrounding communities through eOnmwtiy rlaion
ofiers. INS will refit.. nd exand targeting to new geographic area through extensve use of a centrality coordinate flow Of
iellsomce anaysis edfotee ailtgorgmAara io o eelternaemrutesof travel. INS. in aliance with die FBI. will contaiue
10 aggrm"Wvly ta-ge sophiatieatad alien smruling organimaions that arm international in scop Thes activities will pevent the

meAndes of aMoisggfiug. vatimekim andidilranspoha ig ofhillegal aliens.

WNS wil m01isaaa WOe ms ata reome to she neds of federal, state and locally law enfammiaso enttie hcieula wide -O of LaW
Enbffocit SUppor Cute (LSC) Widenifiatin and11 referrls NCIC. and ledership of ad parbtiiption an U&tfrs (e44. Joist
Terroi Task Forceed Orplsind Crimne and onru Fcnforeen rash Force) to reduce threat to public safety. Ins coR doation
with community impa gPals ed strategies. INS wnil supw colmmunity-poicing sitives with oristation esd in-formaion

1 04S
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I iLtcii'r I Iil'fktuft

exchange and will address detention i,%ues nutisi niiiihl% liritih Il1v QR I rotram Such inicrgownrmmenlal operations, intelligene
sharing, and liaison will achieve the ohleci~c' 40 pitiil.~ '1-icl%. iilr-'ctI vai ~to . lile in cimrnunities. and removal of criminal
and terrorist aliens,

AuMufflzeiinr rgo MMfi Frad ndV u/r 0.t uurnivhil .lhii'.,

INS will continue its emphasis on major, large-..alc bcncfii frauid in'.e'.igaiiii'. including those identified from Service Cenier
detction strategies and intelligence assessmcniv INS will furikr dtgiusiic aod intcrnaitial efforts ii order to significantly inspect
the document fraud infrastructure and criminal actim'.iy a,'.'..yitd %ith dounumo fraud INS. in coordination with the I.1I AtIlomy's
Office. will also coordinate anti-fraud effort% in the lkiielis pnigrain to upplemsni casec-level identification with development of
national investigations and empsain thc usc (it a.wi rurtit:1tite

INS will focus on criminal investigations against vinplou'.r. -hii initnmitnally violate the employment provisions of the Immigration
and Nationality Act (INA) ad related statute'. I mplh.i.wil K,. placed on emprloyers who engage in alien smuggling and
immiparuton-relatW fraud ventures. Investigation%. %ill he cooducied of industries. with a reliance on unauthorized labor in targeted
geographic areas, INS will contlinue involvement %%oih Ikipirtmei ul ofI abor toi change hiring practices

I .In FY 2001, INS will increase the total nutmhor of itin-espi-dited liiial order removal% from the k IS. to 100.000. including 70,300
criminal remvals and 29,700 non-criminal rentisals INS -Aill nuintl the number of expedited reovals

2. In FY 2001 INS will remove 23,700 aliens via the Instfitutonal Remoival Program (IRP),

3 In FY 2001, INS will poesent for prosecution long. term. complex alien eanugling eases that we interreional andor workaile-
relabd. INS will also poen principals for piroscitlion toe alien %muggling-rclaled violations in ordey to disrsap and dismnt le
W-aggling ortmziis.

4. In FY 2001. INS will strengtheni operational effectisenes-. through the use of intelligence

Immigration and Naturalinttion Scricc I N 2MI Amiual 11critormance Plan - January 210)
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5. In FY 2001. INS will build purtnerslips io %olne al problerni by irvnihening t ($1' deployed in FY 1999 an FY 2000ma
well = by increased task force coopera"o

6 In FY 2001, INS will focus on the number sif Iargc-'ck Khit jnd doemircsit frud eawe% anid principals presented for
pronecunon that to"e ao fgitlill and 1Iwlitauuw.

7 In FY 2001. INS will continue to enphi'e the protwiulin nil cnminal caw% againt4 employers who intentionally hire
unauthorized workers or violate other emplnymlrited~a criminal %4alnit.%

B. In FY 2001. in cooperation with the I) S Attorneys (1111cc. INS svnll increase (hr number of fraud. wisqglrng. anid employment
conspiracy cases presented for prosecumim ith inliun (ifC tiirkint r n a parallel civil lrdeiiurs above the FY 200 rojectlon

* Number ofRemovals
Criminal and non-crimiunal alients

Insiusonal Removal Propeun
* Number of cases and principals presented for prnmmixilnn unde-r ihe- Naionail Anti-Smuggling Strategy

a Number of special operatis predicated ci, intelligenice

" Number of Law Eaforceenrt Agency (lEA) mrefrrlstt IN, h unick Response learnt (QRTs). alien qiprehensionis occurring as a
resul Of thea referrals, and individuas present fur rrnscuunrn a' a resui of LEA referil to QRts

a Number of ofprehensio of aliens with a nexus to organincd cnic, violent s-ws. andlor dnag-traflicking gangs by federal, sale.
and loca law enforcement a@gencrIePs on ta force opecrations and number of apprehensions of alien with a nexus to terroist-
related affiliations by prticipating agncis% of the Joint Icrrrin I ask Force (11111

*Number of w&es and principals preaei ted for prtniecutin ltgeting mna~or benitr appiscation anid document fraud orgaizatons
and facilitators

Immigmicin and Naturaliwicin Service I- V NX) I Anntial 11crCrinnanee Man - Jainuary VW



I N' 2(*)l Annual lber(Ormaocc Plan -jaimiry 21NK)Immigration and Natutalsoation %crvicc
hileillor I IIIotCVmCIII

" Number nkriminal cac% prewnted for prowcuimn ol emplocr, %%ho mientionalk birC LIMatilhOrbred workmor violate other

criminal lattess relating to the hiring and!or t:omisimmp viopim ou:sii ol unmilhort/cd %%t)rkcr%

" Number ofcarcs in which rorkiturc aulloilrmc %kcrc jimmicil ap.mi l cmplit.%cts . smugglers. and rraud vendor and orginmilitm,-

00
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1mmsgras~~~~~~on~ an 2aMni~lo SIvc'IV21 Annuael lPerfrmnance Plan - January 2(N)
hilcriiir I rtiisircinent

I cNRumber of IInalI order no-
criminal alien removals (excluding
expedted removal-)

I J Number of cxpcdmtc.d removal '

2. 1mev..,. The number of removals
resahlug firim te liatttiol.a
Removal Prftram (IRP)i

Type of DMIN
Indicator %ource"

()ulcoe l)At's

Iti ow A OM

(hilcome 1 ACN'

FS 1901
Actual

Ilargell

14 .61 X ))

11 1 0ll

imV lIW
Targtet

Nail

rruiecled

FY 119"
Actual

19.267

21.933'

Taroet

29).500-

Not 2
Projecd

25 700'*

IV MI
Target

29700

Not
peolecd

25.700'

IIn addition to traditional IP remoavals (decision Wofrre rclease frwn icct eawi. FYS 199Y Actuals and FY 2000 and FY 2001 Targes also
ieclude "faN-trackIRP rmowvala (an order of removal is i..mwd em the djsayf or Ite day aller releae from incarceraioicn). The efficiency
measure, percentagee of depostableinies released o INS Fo IninlIM10%on who received a (inal order via IP" and She disaggreated sub-
catlegories for nsanbers of rodet ed elate prison IRE' removall. cisenl/kly jail IRE' removals, and Voluntary Relturns Under Safeguads
oriiteWAt int correctional flalittionaC were moved 14, lower-lievcl intern., operational plan tracking, Since detenion resorce directly support
reobl lares. the detention 0"li and output measres f6r iicd-.rae avaslable" and accreditation were moved fromt AP-level monetorins to
"Me leve wnernal operational pla mbacking.
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PCRRfw -Mam Imh"Mmie yp o

3. lucius.e n umber ofs~ how
-rnc pras - a hr P soiaeaatm.I

under the Nathual A~dssl.hg

3a. Major. inter-resional and/or nertii
worksitc- lmned cawes presacated for
mviecution designated priority
investigation. in aupport of the

iNational Anti-Snsuggling Strategy.
to diw%"~ and diaanante-muggling

nraizmkm

3h. PrinciMpaeented for
prosecutiom for alien amug~ing-
relae violatons

lntcrmedialc
Outcom

&f
1-Y 2t4qtl AnnUial l'vrftiuanc -la January 2000

fffii - - FVI 9 -FYI19 -FW9f
Actual Tarltet Actual Tarwe

6 ~ N Nt 7 Nist
ltalrti:W rrcogccIcd piriijectcd

Ine o 1.1114

ntffmiualsi

t1AS) ind

maknual
traciing

Not 1.967
Pruiccted

Not
projected

Target

Not
projected

Not
pr'ected

'in accetwme wit Deagmiastof ice guidence, tarpcd Icvcl,. o(pcrtisrnancc arc not prjecled fol certinl indicators within tisSigal. INS
will &aek wd report achievemaift eab year. The (ormet mca-mrc fnr tracking The "%luift in vertical m1uslgting Corridors" will be traked with the
Sorda Eahmeeat ral.

1.547
(NA)



Fv I*"
Target

140

NA

NA

Immigration OW Nalumfiratim %ervicc

S. IWIM partmenbipit to 94ve Ilecal
probIlevas 7

5a ToW numba of Low Intermediatc
EWorcernent Agency ( ,EA) Outcomc
referrals to Quick Response Iles
(QRTs)

Intermcdialc
5b. Alien alnitielvensions as a fault OUICOM
or LEA referrals to QRTs

V 2M 1 Atinual perliimizitKe Plan -.1antory 21XXI

hilerwr hifilircemcni

ry fell,

Tarxet
fe-riwwnwe loWm-sties

4. So -0,11" Speiratiquall - -
effmWeviess threwO flat ww of
int Nixence

4a Numhef of -special (Terafion%-
predicated on intelligence'

Type of
Indicator

OUIC4111W

Patit
.1-41arcel

RA:g1q%11%

Martial
IrKking/
I ISCr,

I-NF0RCI

Manual
I racking/

FV 19" 1
Actual

itarptel)

Nit
4 N A I

NC
INA)

NC
INA)

TRD

NotI ted

Rawline

Not
pmjccied

)-cloft 0 joiat Caff -C. lite ertocti, iaoiral opeiraim. military or Naiianal Guard soom w0kad in dw ap"Im.
era SW49WOPWOM(GOW&MIN I 0"WW")inW4vM$Iw6WMd1V
OTbowmalliarefspecid I - podkemid va wev*m wo two picked to I V 19" &W inimm ion ftm dw wanure to &UM OW 4IMMY of pradisca sed

Saw Illig - A upirkm nwMwa(#w FV 19"opeMom weft odioW in pmvi*WrWW YUM ONIYGWNAW

WAmbwwm* 'i I WIFY1111". Asommit. WS isconwirvalr4ely pmpowt theamm in dog nexi two Mwal yvann 17 POCOM hv&w tm its Fy 19"

8=0w*MmNM. WCWMW*dw=Mtw"fWFY 20WwWFV 2MI dim wcW for IFY 19", wil wecon4wor"dww" ineariyMorcholl'21MIlimet

Gaillisfiriaqw0w.? M J'wl iiiesiodie Onion rar FY 2000
7 QviCk Respow Temis (QRT) was isalAwKsited toy Ow FY 1999 awivirmwivia. QRTme*ww*s(Sa.Sb.wW50wbwiF4,

fiRwiSFY211111111tioamMighl -111 . IFY 2001 tm"%1prr mjww will he "WOW M dw4*qaw0woFFY 20M hasedadowr*MM, TbM

MUVAM MPIWO AX Ma WAMM of haptiO an CrWW&I uJivily in wimsed cNin ki the Werior of the United Saian.
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Immiratin ad Naurats'atonServce Y CM1 Atnintl performance Plan - January 2000)
lIterior I, ntorcefll

Perforance lafamat"ee Type of '
Indicator

Sc. Individuals presented for -Intermcdmwi
prosecution as a result of LEA Outcome
recfctmls to QRTs

5d. Number of apprehensions of Output
alItenis wi th a nexus to organ iiztd
trinw. violent gangs, and /of drug-
trafficking gangs by federal, state.
and local LEAs on task fore
operations/

5c Number of apprehensions of Output
aliens with a nexus to terst-
related affiliations by pantcipattng
agencies of the Joint-Terrorism Task
Force

6. Focus *frau cam andW
priaripe that tarpt mnajer
.rgaakatlse aod taclfltatet

6a. Number of document and benefit Interm edi
applicatio frad cases presented for outcome
prosecution dial target. organiztions

atc

Intermediate
6b. Present for prosecuion Fraud oucm
Sorganization and facilitator principals
involved in major document. and
benefit application raud schemes

Manual
I rac ing

trarcking1

PAS and
manual
tracking

V o99 FVv w-? f 199 -99I
Actual Target Actual Target Tre

(Target)-

NAC projected projected

Not -4.056 No
t.461 protcted Not No

(2.'WS Projected projected

Nc
ti'NAl

Not
protcted

325 Not 373
(NA) projected

NC Not 636
(NA) projected

Report Report

1124100

lRo( Not
projected projecIed

Not Not
pro*Wte projected
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lmmonmid guraizon ervie FY 2001 Ann~sl Pterormance Plan - JunWrY 2W30
Intea rif smctnt

7."- imrar~m - -%i- -

7.-F

7a. Criminal caeepreentedlfor Intetmodic l.YNX
prosecution of empkoyers who Ouecoroc-
intentionally huimmAboriued
workers or viole other criminal
states mintling to the hiring andor
comiing empk*oym of
~WMhoriad worker

6. N W edgrnlagraud ad intenmedialc (osmhldaId
we~al Wit em sptd #ar OUtcoM A&%cl

prmecti lah ellwal Of 1'rackinW.
fo.eabure wra para ivV Usynem

fseCAUSe

iv""-
AetuAl

(Temet)

127
4NA)

NC
(NA)

FYIWy"
Aetua

Irv I
TaupeTarot

Not 182 NOt Not
projected pojcte projected

Blaeline 16 Not N~ot

prjce -aece

pry 19"
Tarot

SFowase*1 ctbm-~ Netnfl~io mFi (NiFt wa mewed to knw-Irvel gwcmi aMO apsuta -uW# Wakis usd diman em Is we***a
.sfwmme ern im~. maeMoar ret HIP& n~ rrlaed in ninintoruiv cae.
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Inimgralon ad N~iur.Ii,.iionScrvcc Y 2MI0 Anniiml lr rianeci Plan -January 2000

INFRASTRUCTURE~ANI) PROFESSIONALISM

Enhance and U aintain the admlnistralise -stiml, it srshrs andl inirrastictre required if) accomplish INS' mission-dittti
operations and "Kas through which a mntsatci. well-Iraintd and diverse woirkrorce is emnpowervd lodo, itsjob.

Infrastructure and Prolessionaliim Mean- and Stritsris:

INS miusi pioiidc: an extcnsive instiiutiiinal iiilr..isiiic ilii midv Lk qiitiis, kchide~c ril health and safety poicies, [raining.
support %tiff. and planning -- to support .1 itisamo 111,1 Ilai pFo"i 'iii.iiy dlii u thc psi II0 year and will continue to grow
lii.A% oii f ihc rapid growth expenricd by ihe 1NS5 iifi.isiui tie ippuHurt his iiut kept piec with the service and enforcemen
uissuows In FY 2001, INS will continue to adicli- I',k cliiciik u it, ciusire that the INS wiorkfoirce cin reform efficiently and
cffciively There arc ihrec malor comjsinconis this cituuili I i wpl-iinr andi piuectiif thc wiorkforce with a safe. secure, and
.idequaic working envsironlment, including Liviliies. d lvu. iriniig wmitie aiid _,irecr devckipment inioialivcs. 12) supporting the
inism~oii objective% with timely and efficieni ,uuhiuniraiiive miuc~s idi .uippiurt for pers onnel, physical and financial assets.
procurement. budgeting, and planning. and 1 I priiiiiiiim and miista~ining at prolessional. motivated and diverse workforce which
includes instilling productive attitudes into0 ic wouikfmr~e ,uch us thow ileuling wiih icamiwork. emrpoiwerment, and communication

INS will improve its infrastructure support user sevcrul years hroiugh the umplemeniat ion iii a 'sadr'approach. The standards
approach involve, establishing the :.-iopriae amount it '.p~ae liii cioployces. compliance with security requiremrents, compliance
with health and safety requir,*menwi. age and saufety of vclies. priotimpiness of training for employees. and adequacy of workife
initatives, Activities include involvement in OSIIA piiugratits,. the cluimunaiion of backlogs in facility construction, maintenance and
repair compliance with Federal security requirtenlni. fleci replac iwnt and maintenance schedules, and career development and
work-life initiaives.

To enaure that inrastructue aNd professionalism suippori continues at appropriate levels in the future. INS will increasingly integrate
administrative and infraatuture support requirements into mission initiatives through changes in the planifing and budgetary process.
This will provide a clear articulations of the relationship beween mission infrastructure support and the INS' ability to effectively and
ericmetly perform mlssi"~-relsted tasks, INS will als) expand the strategic planning and budgeting processes to prisvide mnulti-Year
sitt-speeiric deployment pla~s to aasist resource planning and pigraiming Finally, the basic management initiatives that allow the
existing workforce to0be productive (Empowrtncni. Teattwork. aiiil Communication) will continue to improve.

1124=~
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Iminigrai ion and Naturalizaion Service IY 24W)1I Ainnual p'erformsancc Mlan - January 2W10
Iiitrasitiiuic andi t'rnlitciim

Protect and Supo rt e INS Wyrivii

Over a period of several years. INS %sil it ite sLiiidaiils itt piiriciiin and suppotl for new inlitiative% and for addions to the
INS wotrkforce, as well as reduce resiirtC Idk kintgs,111 li 'teict stindlarits fiom being achieved (or the existing workforec
The four as.pcts of proteeling and %tosupp iltic isiriklicvie are at ensuring adequate iani secure facilities in which to work: hi
ensuring health and safety for cniptoyces- rund ileis isinrnnentn,1i heilili & safety compliance. officer safety): add C)
ensuring ihai cirpliryces have appropriale -t ls aint iter eluitritiii awd Iria) their LWC is properlycisniroiled

a Wirksvic-e and Foot fifte

The INS will protect anrd sitnppo 1w I ivINS workforee by (uniting backloiggeid repairs and alterations for INS
facilities and by allocng Inn.1irnttati spate hir stiff uniter the itigning One Tomr Cost Program funding. The
Office of Admintstrtiians acilitres -.nnnegs' refrains tire saline in FY 2111 itaintain existing infrastncture.
hopuse new missions, optirii/e poimir indl lriisate ictirees. siiprt quality (if tire and inipriive environmental
steward~hrp. Ipfnatnirucr itat pinrieis andtouports the tNS wo~rlcre andi integrated administrative and
resource sup't requirements unit titisirri iuni,itts'es through changes in the planning and budgetary process
are incl& in the FY 2l10t budget

Kit independent evaluation ofi the INS Prigratit dtletrmined an annual requirement of about $21.5 million per
year exists in major unfunded Repair aunt Alteration (R&A) requirements. In addition, the study concluded the
projected maintenance and repair baclotg at INS to he between $140-$191 tnillionrxpanitg ENY 1999-203.
Based on standardized industry measuires. buying-out the maintenance and repair projected backlog would bring
the Service up to commonly accepted sinindards for facility R&A. Decreasing the critical backlog of facilities
R&A project hinges-on receiving vital funding in FY 2001.

INS is required to to;,l.nenl and sustain secure work environment for all employee in compolianice with
Federal Security S4a'k rds. Of the current 417 INS locations only 32 are fully compliant with Federal Building
Security requiiiue1t In FY 2001, INS will increase compliance with Fiederal Building Security requirements
by 2% with die addition of 45 facilities io housec new interior enforcement Quick Response Team (QRTs)

1/24451



ligriMipto and Naturalmasnion Service- FY 200)1 Annual Performance Plan - January 2000
Infrairuciure .insl Plrofessionalism

The intent or this goal i% t to iviie .ippiipriamtc (iwmilitte' and space at sites where INS staff will be deployed in
the future. A combination of lacliiws hauve created ain enormous% backlog of needed lease spac through the
General Service% Adnmstriiiit h(SAI sloe ito the 'Jnvitage ol One-Time Co*st construction funds.. Current
practices% of using progrfn in11g and lapsersuc'w aii adcquatcly supfXWit the sire of this shortfall The
factorscontributing irshi'. lsackliti mcluck- (I iMiresae .ire;(1current requirements for lease
renewals, forced nitwie., coiiiiiii% aditic uiitlaiiiwcatin: and (3) t impact of the6 new growth
which thee agency ha%' heen experieni tug iii rent year'..

The known backlog of One lime ('it reliriinsin FY 24M) is approximately $2 10 million. An internal
INS analysis of the $2 10 imllti wrecienii skits'.v that abut eighty percent of the needed 'pace Supports the
strategic gols of thI gec 1I rvloimiig ittenty percent of pac equally supports space for the lRP or
ports-of-cntry, Isowesr l111:11 raty of I' '.l'ce retimircieiiis are met with new construction Interim
facilities solutions are king mip 'otentet %hwre po'.sihlc ait this time, hut they do no satisfactorily addrcss all
of the nead& for enabling the e to adequtely 3ccess many INS facilities1.

C. eld~hkOil r

INS will k~~rjc sto improved fleet managemencrt and operations Activities include the r-Oeplaemet of
the tlu*due of the Aset Management Informaition System: centralization of vehicle rerofitting; wa
awangenwis for majo maintenance and rebuiling of interujrban busses.

d. mW WotE romn

INS will provide a productive, safe, and healthy work environment for its employees eustottr and vaslou
other auliesn. Thia will he achieved through imprve compliance with varioua stand and raqsurenient
established by Fedeal statutes,. regulation. or policy. INS will continue to conduct site visits, tning, anaysis
and review to identify opportunities for improvements of processes and the reduction of coas assited with
watt-relawe injuries.



Immigration andl Naturulitaton Sersxice l-Y NO13 Annuald Perloriace Plan - January VIM1
loliti'triciirc ii Piiulc%%'ii'njti.ii

2 SUooor the INS ision with 7timrl toel tllity~~tls ieoiii i lvrryk jl vrt tif

The recent growth of INS ha. vtrainvd ilt .itliiii.i ii rvmiiitvc' that Lcp tlic Serivice fuotitoning. vniocihty and effectively

There revourees s.upport ongoing ,: it- '..it 1i .i% Ici ttin. ii tk'cii it ctel~ciiiic'. piioi diii n'. ravel. pervirnel action.

procurement, rnaintenanice. planning aind t'iiwtitg

3 Prnnipan ad Mintan t a PresitvviLAt. e ml I i i iA

INS wji continue i0 immve ihe qii11Y il ,titl cit- iiv ici l ti INS vstii n: iiiustgh tict-iiliN of .indi nitoaging lor diversity
This, wtjJ.-,Iiiude affirmative emrrployriint 1 11 titi. c.,.l 1hlig itci ti.t ye ,ow~tii, if (ii'piitt retolti itn. anid tn'ttitling core

value'. that redutc the potentil Im .titilait atiit.is INS Ila'. iiiitc '.igiiif'. i piuigit''. in the pa'.) several yeat'. in
inereasiing dive'rsiiy in its. workforce lli Ii % icv. lip itt grcalci sliallecte oin inatimig a diverse wiirklOwe fur
maximum etieetivenc'.'.. and increcil liii'. otlsiistintit'n hiteil ivi ii-iiicrii fietor. Fjaure to niake the. winpk place

more respontive to the tnerce.' in tirciNti'. till wcltvc INS' ability io tlitrawl .inid retain high perfnrtriin employee%

INS will focus' attention on changing mm tuic'. t liitteic .t %tiiking cottrioinnit hat clioinaic'. harrier'. it) hiring, inability.

advanicement, and productivity, INS will ailsot ltivc li rcins incident'. iif enmploiyment dliscriminationt through proactive:
training and clarification of policies.. hy re'.pitlitig it~t~y io toitplini' of ii'criminaiioti. and by uting alternative mean' to
resolve complaints at the lo%;sm pottible kcvcl

a Border Patrol mfirnts

in an effort to extend border enforcement suces.'. ihec Iinigraition and Naluralizalion Service will continue to deploy
Border Patrol Agents in accordance with the Attorney General'. bordr management initiative and to suppoil the INS
Border Patroll straegic plan, For FY 2t001. INS ha'. projected that 430 new Agents will he deployed in key opirratioaul
zones along the southwest border and at northern order tiles. The National Hiring Center (NHC) will continue Ot the
centralized processing facility for hiring entry-kevel Border Patrol Agent% The NHC assumnes full restponsihility for the
Border Patrol Regionw oral hoard teheduling. pre-apfunininlent processing. entry-ctnduy mnd attendance at the Border-
Patrol Academy, mnd the Border Patrol Reinstaeneni Program.

Availabl resource'. may include a propose Shared Service'. Operahitins revolving fundt in uddijiin to in ie resource'.

I rumO



Immigration and Naturalirgion Service -FY 2fl01 Annual Performnce Pln- January 2000
lnfrastructssrc and Pn~fess-mslimI

IIn FY 2001. INS will maintain erfectivc%.,or wivI~p.resuk it ailli% thiui:

" Maintaining the pecmentag of INS cnipIliycv% lihi aire lumi.l ill f~wiljjtk% %-tich ate o in cmpliance with GSA wWkleii

" Maintaining comopianix with Fetkrail huiltliin;mc rtii iit ii~iii% il1 7";

" Improving compliance with health awl %'cktviitwintl giniii% for INS wiwl, crivirtonmient tlfliprfvcmcflt% tin he reposted
hased con "on-ilite" visis and analyi~c%.

" Decreasing medital attention clims in Wiirlcr' (ioPsi%aiiMs ii 17 .5 pctI(W ttllipyees.

" Maintaining the percent or INS vehicle" in iiiilinrk with ilk: VeFcral replacementm cyclc ,.iandards,

2. In FY 2001. INS will actively puisuc the acqii'.itkn an alkicaiin ii f pacc hy:-

* Allowing Field and Regional personnel. wiwtring in coiwiniin Iwiih the Regional Facilities .Boards and their respcivc
Administrative Center. to esadulish s priority li-4 of appruived jmlt-v% ft~iw.~m and prioritirsation into a single Service-wide
priority list by dhe Headqtsanetir Facilities Steering Comnmittee

* Edariag updated INS Space Alloatuion Standard.. ISAS) are uniformuly applied in the spae acqisitionl and allocation Process to
meet de exiaing mission vaquiowment of INS. FT 2tX) I Annual Pcrfiirinance Plan. INS S:totegic Plan, anld provide INS decision
makers sold cumers a tool to detrin equity of facility svse alliication within their respctive area.

* lsupiolenwtln die Compote Aided Faciliie Managemeca Syilem (CAFM) data bese by FY 2001 The CAFM will allow trac11ing
widl tooysis of propmne&d and activities an tha recommnendations can he provided to the Regionall Facilifies Boeef& Wid
Headqurers Fcilities Sterialg Cotnunittlee so that, the INS can get t maximum return on its MW poopetty feal investmentK.

a fiwuest die timely hteieg of slewly appopriated enhaincemetnt pomitiois fr the fieill to immoediatly address; One-Timte Coat
wuopn suport. Admintisitrative Cene staptw to tivv antl ctoncentrate on planning programing. requisuttiets i an md



Imiration and Naturalization service FY 2(N)1 Annual Performnanc Plan - January 2000
Intrastructure andI Profesinim

development,' and facility operation and maintenance stipport to better deliver the INS program and niiict eqirements ts the
field.

. In FY 2W01. INS will maintain timely andl eltfittie atimittri i %uiwi through

" Insproving the timelines&s and efficicy iii it% ;iliii''irits IwtessesC. through rvm.orcc% commensurate with the %i;ute of-the
workforce and through strategic invc%ttiwioiii M%:c'' .ittioiatiiin and reeniginecoing.

* Increasing the staff suppotI and fund itig 4ii two. Adlt ii i.t r;uiwti ('enters (Dal las and Burlt ngtoni

4 In FY 2001, INS will prome and maintain a. piot."..iin.d. sitoiisaicil attil di verse workforce' through:

* Maintaining the number of employee%. whoi rece ive .slvaniced I raititPig

a Improving the recruiting. recent ion, dIcvel inueiii. .iind epli ty iteit of INS employee

0 Increasing the hiring and advancement of women amlnd ome'. ihrrughout at all grade level.

* Increasing the hinng of qualified entry- level Border Patrol Agent'.

* Percentage of INS employees thae are housed in facilities which are in compliance with GSA workspace standards
* Percentage of INS buildings that an in compliance with Federal Security standards
* Percentag of INS vehicles in compliance with the replacement cyclc .tande-d
* Reduction of the number of rm-hours lost associated with worker.' compenwaioni injuries
* Number of medical atention claim in worker. comfensat io per 100 employee%.
* Improvemnt in health and safety compliance (various measure'. to he repored)
* Percentag of women and minorities hired andl pronmte throughout all grade levels%
* Number" of EEO complaints over 180 days old

* Number Of Border Patol Agens On-Board

1124100
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND PROFESSIONAUSM

Faba meeew malaaha doe siuslotrallvc %uppmw1 wn-I ke" maW larrsinrture required tn actonimpi lMNS mdum-dket
ON1 W MI f OWN tha b ic a mntlv*Wr. well4rahaoed end diverse woeram Is amvn t do ha ob

I .remh Mye for Ilm IFY 1996 IN 1999 FY 3909 IFY IMW IF- M
lndivalow Sfurct, Acloal Taret A&W T~ra T~r

1. INS wo Imptuse aOd mobdolaia atearA

I a Percentap of INS employee thai ame
housed in racilitie whichi ame in compdiamv 4VA
with GSA worlkspace %lwadads. 1nia1mix-d I ia INliiN

Ilb. PercenueoflINS uildinp thmamin I hor"1 '"ool 141 NA 1i1s 7qi

I c. Paemap of INS vehicles in compliance Outrum L pF NC NA
with the meplacemen cycle twideed. INAI

Acowais rpa w*a so beaalil - m die ladcme amalysms o( INS (milksy do&s is cowqmpl in IFY 2M0.
To"m will be haa em huim nlyal. s be complete m FY MM0.
At d.md*IFY 1999. 34od419wesale locaia o Itor8% wer a ccmipiame with Fede m euhimiiu meFT2010 nd FY 200143
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wtirkcri, Compenmatron pmer 100 epmpleiyccr

Prior Indicator Number 40 SHA cifatierne
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annual auambersf

I f. Improvements in health and vafety
compliance.
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F111 I r
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I I2 I______ I

(hitrinn Nit' NA RejWifl IReport Repw

Cimei flee mmnAVeMnisyttemn doesiwit piidaicc rirlik l.it on W imsienancec nni% Nnl feww %ytir will he in P1K OW U*,b befoIm
FY 2001.
6TUe repeat will preaeIA basic dotn on workers. compefl'aimn inturme%. alml! with an analysi- of lost time. contritiutug fsclort &An IMSp tgett 1o
!eV ferue losi t I m,

Wih e owth of the FNS workforce, the targe wilt ti: in kee-p 4tkhe - wur mtr from increa~lng.

This. inidicatori andl anglysis of meiiilt have hseci itrriiifnlei Into1 Hest 2a,. which deal. more tiroaly with health and safety compliianice in
reticral.
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_________________ Ilrwel_
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DATA VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION

ixed ffitoMMWe an auldt olcincvrnctAj pnywt ag u r of nationwide and worldwide programsand Wkfie strictures, INS uses. a mi Xture of daispoie hog it uo~dcpuco rnatos(ste cu)admna
recording or counting of transactions, which are thnvk rpoug igh titomsally or hiuh Outome men ( Siheycu9r)IS a been
Investing Significantly in the development and cptiyinni o~f Iwos flii)witiv ricgnict~ae auomte mytmst a n
ifrmation on, respectively, enforcement action%. tl.NH)RCU.l and hecicfits/applcastiom ttervice. transactions (CLARIS). In addition.signiicant investments in various Service-wide. issit.louppon4ing '.y'.cm% havc beeni .nd continue to he in process that Provide-irect performance Measut~ment for certain goal activiie Ic g hiring Border Patrol Agcnts, processing alien-rile records) or provideinformation critical tdnPRA-basd performance nuanagctmcnt ( t financial n'anagement-FIMS). INS also has a sigificantnumber ofother case-based Asat that address. both missson-slircli and miNsion %upporfing activities necessary for eciveperformance management. which continue to need upgrading fc g. Asylumn case activity through RAPS-Refugee and AsylumProgra System). As these systems become fully deplyed. data relevanitoii performnc will increasingly he provided throughincreasingly veriltable automated Wmas. decreasing ithe potential for human cr. Pending any further INS efforts to collect datacerrally on an increasingly autonsae systemn-to-system basis. INS' Performance Analysts System (PAS) is used to mothly collectand mgregaft Workload data and data on staff hour% devoted to certain INS activities (system activity adldresse below). Togetherwithspciricic eport ericase-based system and from data reported from various local operations silts. INS ;Ollectanmd awegatespesformace datat on a mnily and quMry lasis relative to INS main perormance meuut and performanem sANOMieMtconceis. As reqired and directd. elective collecin occ-ur om a weekly. hi-weekly nr daily basis for specirlod Service progrmor activities. Under t Cowinaomrs Annual Performance Management Process, meeting and reporting from dwee lances isrei wed erodcaly tolop the business year (typically on an adjusted Quwferly basis) on INS' main petfinane mWaagemenactivtie and meUres.

2111111$ AM3kSinMA- IS' automated PASt.k a data rcporting tool andl centralized datiae used for information1001,61140 to nmy of INS' perfomiae idianrmesri PAS caftutes, datsaon workload atnd mtaff hour devoted to desinoodactiviies.

I rim
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DATA VAIDATION AND VERIFICATION

Data Collection -- PAS is a central repu..isnry of slai *pstaistl on a monthly cycle by automatcd input via the Service's
nationwide program office structure. Monthly figure%. ate intip at rield %ites from manual and automated tracking maintained
by the input offices. and Sn cme reprr..cnlts the ntmicricvi county. from national %ysscm.. which captre case-hased activity.

Data Validation -- Given the central impuitriance of this datahase to tracking worktload accomplished and hours devotled to
acliviaiex. a substantive review by the Staiic.. (tfivv stat Is v.mtAucicd during each cyc in addition to the built in edit%
which prevent certain kind% of erroneou% diai entry te.9 1nCi~mptibkc aiPhal-nu"Weic coding). In addition to logic. range anid
compisational edits. the staff reviews input k, iteiiiy atul sinsestigate data that appears, tvit or patter given past reporting Or is
otherwienoiteworthy. During the monthly input cycle. approxomaiety 95%Z of field tirrwc records are entered within the fir
eghtrworcdnys or each month. The remain ing It5% are subse:quentl y obi ained during the submi ssion sidits conduced hy the
Statistics &'fict star during the month-ensi eiootplatii'ii ansI review rmcs

Data Umnitationa - T1he potential for lucal data cisllte int) he incomplete, untimnely or erroneous exists, except where data
value can he compared with the automatedl data available fron natKM2 nal ytem. Futture esablishmient of aultomatled intlerface
bewee PAS aind vaioua sutoairited Nysltni wilt permit increased accuracy as well as timliness.

DO) Sunmia! Perfrmanc lpdicata fD -SPlI,.. Out of the totay of macro-level performance indicators used annually by the
INS. the Depairrment of Juatlie belects tose of dtpan rental -level interest and incus. Thcee eatsures are so ienified in this
document INS performance indicators documented heroin filcu primarily on those indicators of performance of strategic, importance
at the departmnental level (the DO) Summary Performanmc Indicator.. ID.1-SP1,I).

aNstnsar ad %ofaiwawlthNRKfC/DENTdpkiyed tDOI-SPIh
*Nwnbwrand4 % of silea WMt CIAIMS4 (Naluralizam N.40t form module) deplovyed
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DATA VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION

* % ENFORCE utl~ization at ISIC where dcployctl I l)-SPII)
* % IDENT utilization at sites where deployed tl)J-SPIt
* Number of sites with CILAIMS
* Number of FFMS interfaces with other sy%icmi. tk-ploycsl
* %~ IBIS system utilization for primary mspVccmn. lti r .tintl Lid MtE.
it Impacts realized from ENFORCE, IDENT. iiisl l*attl;rc

Data Collection and Itsae To measure u'.cratc(o fihL lENH )(lT-ind 11l*NThbiinjrK% xjcittireainn %y~tcns. INS utlihm% the
Performawwe Artav.si% System (PAS) to capture informttison 4i tta .ippreheni.n%, Trmkiii cuounts frnt th: ll*.NT and ENFORCE
atomjod -% .iemm activity we used to identify the nutoher of ,ihvkds.i apprhendrec- mecitving msuhe-a.e proce sSifg and bmnnurtrc

idendi~tts*enetlmnt/cnymtsonthrughstie,. ystes b l-ptttyivisnt N oNMRCtFATNT sofware and any related equipment.
contracto records will be maintained sirnlar to ihLe irsiiuds motoained for P%;ehnoloyy upgraik,

aa alodatio and Veyific;.: The aligned tvsmAqWr itindr i1w INS Arntil Performitnw Masat, it' will review suhoutld data aNd
sports relative to use rats on a qurserly basws 1in., rclipi'nga d review will moswu quarterly under the INS Ccmm rv'towers revseV-

DW Uifitlu cure" issues. replirnift type,; of caiw-- to exclsk- froi the couwt ame Iwing reviewed ins inrove accuracy of peftirnunce

AQP lniftottncture Suomori: and Qoferional lntcuitt
* Number of sites receiving technology upgrdcs
* Perment-omplianice with aysiens network infrumitnicturc security requirmnts%
* Ratio of ADP technical support personnel to user personnel
* % of evd-utersat rate Help Desk support a% Good or Wer

DIMa CoIbafioa MidgWi To track and measure prngress% for thesw "ks. Office of Ilorinstion Resources MWAnaueset (OIRM) Project
repota will be used. To eame aqppnt iraickirip and repfortingj on the equipnet/tnfraitinhctsue upgrades. a new conyIT1"itt eiwan

* inventorytof equiptnentproject isur caety undeeuiy to verify itk have and inupdate and enssure the accuracy offth INS eqailinievit inventory.
T7E replacement of equipmierstlnfrantueturc Is k a. iechitio esfresh" jwnW'esU wosrk will he monitored hy sawe reports thl atidcat exact

I r241O
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DATA VALmATiON AND VERIFICATION

DAM will he&v*iW*o"hmhft
cipipmmfiRframmaime affected. wA on thL mic% mquk-it-d Tr wkin 4 thi- mfivity will he accomMiAW mift ftVWir* Mccdw"
imlopled dwitj the orig" TKknr4M Inrramrswum mot"t 0,111 okrphvyrm-m, which p"w"kd Gw ihc initial uppaile mW emPWAim 10 cqwip
INS orums.

Dots Valklmian md Vair"m A cammior h-4ing s*i o vnural %samLalmic %4%ftwm dalahmse pnvvkk. the fdonminn for she% mviving
k%+AmAM upplidn. Mu is aft t on avoomimeom fmis a% tk-pkiysiv%!4% mcur. mid it t% r%:vicwed cm a nufthly hais by INS W&NNPM-
WW mcoadW wi* Cal I "I I I Ibr sisch b,% instimm i% an ck-ittent in I bc qu&MCHY mputW4 to the DcpwtfnM of
Jushce, as well as up&r Ike Conirniminmr's qsiwkriy rv%.,w% 44 Goal peffminamc.stain, Ta.%ppM dMa %ymem "WWOY. INS ASO will
mcmam the ow"I k-vel o(Ove wcamy infr"niciam untkAying vi% moonteed,4ymems aniffowcA eviviaminent IVY eKsMiOmW 2 "whi-YOW
propm for ummy a4mmeivients M fAan% in AlmN% VYA of ihL itlenitrwd vcvf *y'infrmmrm1ufC nec-6 in FY 2MI. a% PW 0( a 3-Yew
PIOWN..

2jlLLjffAjljM TU new WAksW fcw "c4moiance with % -Acnh nc4wtwk mxurity m(mmWism 1"WivnicoW will be a mpon md delit 40y
capwe yd to be th elop m by the Offom of lnfcw"wAmm Rmwcv. Mvotapenient. Bob mrimic WW iiam will br mo to
wAkaft*ewmWbw.mem@rAtziMofoocunlyxtivit".x4:twoo-,hLd ftwillbecoi-Va 04"Me 0111410
be oft wA it 9611 be mvk foreadly at the Ctmmmnacr*% 4uxkily rvview mmoW. mW becem Pon 0(the qVOWY PIPM04 10
D01.

Alim-film (A4HW Rwor& --- 11-- imliod and ifteghly
e Am fim for pby*M A-fiks to be Immfured to reqwming %mrce

UrAmr 'Opp rdimedicam opwWkw,%WarmipfimomA-rkmt P
wAdorm do local afte or =I ohmie in dw INS' amins-*W mw%* is cWwei by C in ft RAFACS ONOW110d
sy (Rem*u md ANw4%n Ascowabsky voW Cnmv4 Syam) md W4m" ik mam
UpOwde a* Nab" *@mmkC~ (bnemsM"&" a Pf WIFY Oft aeaMindowAftof willlbli"*
RAFAM pft to implemma" of a mw NamW Min Tnwkm# Syftm 4NM). Dm raw m boa no#= md Hm "Cm ft
&wsftwm I ladI&A60aftivusli"almde"wil. %spmWk=dmpWwWbeuW1oC*WWI% I M
rW Mfg mdft- 1pWm5bWd bWmor&r1O~&eW&vftr.

Itam
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DATA VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION

uataValtdauniaoVcGuonCurrently.a .iwrsiili rsitoiiliimill RtACS and IS rrpod' with the actual files on-hand at varit
locattonioccurs In FY 1999. INS conducwcd . natmlmuwilsk retgew 'i Alik% INational sk- Audit) and conducted )peiflc review 3A all
Naturalization-ile% Outmasndng. outdated tile replKt eIll eM eVrrn were renet froioth' %y'iCM tinder the new centralized NRC operation
to comminence in the later pa of FY 21)MW. ttmirit% jimi litinke Ilile 11WIssmumitig will result in itircisd accuracy of data live traInsfer

P9hiaL.nmirn File records are sontlitrs Iialerri %% iuii .imiiitfrmic u-A- otiti RAPACS procedure resulting in no retird in
compute the ianfr tirmeft centralimei NRCtIissi mill hiiiliie ii' eliinaliio mesithai problem.

Irnorovernents in Data Oualiti
a Data Qulity impeovenerts

Data Collecilon and Storae. The key mea'uire of misiniiig imud "iwing the tsmlitacs and xc uracy of monthly repcwtmgt through the
PAS tfeornntxe Analysts S ysiem) mnsvolves tsar kLung it e tmiiiimiled inpuats ofi ihe sanesr% nation- wide officers prov iding infomuF ttn
Specializd auonuted report are generated from the PAS iLtabiwA hbiwenig ihe nunt of offices submitting n vartou dates. The Office of t
Statistics then pnerates a report that indicate% lthe nscntier And rrCenilige of late suhnusseons. Similarly, the repor provide information ani i
the qualily of the daasbmittedby office. Spec ificaly. Ihe nu~iiii isi an amtinsited. 4dteremw eiutine indicales the number of rrs
tdentified. For lush timeness atd quality ihe current osinih i% set-ied ipati ihe past nututh experience and FY-dae pewetlages and
ntunten arelproividedReotardismntdirpesniis fteuloiinofc'

Dat Vaidation and Verificatn In addition to the autonilel capture ref edt-error%. Office of Statistic Staff review data
submitted by office and programs for anomralies or rioteottal pirohslnis leg.. data that appears out of pattern with past data
reporting). In some case data issues identified result in data corrections. and in others ihe data is, validated.

QaMauss~ The second data qality review by the Offie oif Slat iuic staff ii; currently not represented initheripenling.

[MyOMe Inunirati Benefi Aselicais Procissina ServiOcs
* Service-wide avefge projected case procsiing. limei mooit hil ir Naturalizration cases (D303-SPI)
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DATA VALIDATION-AND VERIFICATION

" Savice-wWe average projected cmc pnx:c%-inj! Imw Oist"iths) fitt Adjuimcni ol SURus case%
" Numksa of Naturalization cases adjudKalctl I omllson%) fIX)J -Silts

" NuffAm of Adjustment of Staw ew% adjodwaied iftvjNtrst1%)
a Level of compliance with Nalumli3pmum cac quail v mview pr4it-Ourc% (NOPI. NOP4)

4
DNA Colkg g sued Sioram: Data. a. cow protWit"s and ;wuvotv N wtwalij,,*ion tftlam mW AqIj9-4,1K1 4 SI (AUS) cww work an
collocled uWTeported as" am% ofamcmuk-d &W itimmal c4w wtuj% (,Iemmly.%cmwdmaweLiAkicdkvcmlly FrAWAM CMOs OW
teparled morAhly and wvne cowd% we pmvkk-4 frmn cawmwk It It CI.A[M. CLAIMSI. RNACS).

.. OW

f., .11 'L -
Dda ValkiNion and V INS ha% c-4."POKd .tandwd dAu erAry aW ft1wroing powt4kneN for al, sees WA %er"" Ce"W, 10
roll** for N4W notwali3ason cmim mW fcvpcw% the dma ton a mvWhIt hjt% fow.wcwo no reprang N 400 W"ahzillion
can proccuing is collocled throvio the Now-Airatmon (.%tAdy Nx:,,%ktrc% (NW) ant! revicwcd nn a numMMY bmis. Sirnilair 4M evilry md

reporift plac we be" itispiene ed I'm WKS A41ttr4otvc 4 %I;Wti*. caw%'.

QMLLAMj1fiM: INS curnaly trwk; bewfit% cioc% 1hrotto severall difren-m -kywms, which am M Y" %Yncht*Wwd- A"Wio8WY-
sevei local *om still Vwk wA proem- herst:61% vww% mmmAllyand rklw!ri iheir kncro% linveming aclivil" thmao MWMI counts, C4

Irnorm the EJF=N of Alien Sum Wrifi w4
e Respona time for Kato vairwition (DOJ -S PI I
e Nwrotser demiployen pwticipd!nS in EmployTmnt Verificalitm P&A programs (DOJ-SPI)

The response tinte dau ((xv" tin %krvKe% provitled thirmph wAorneW mbn"Aim WA v" r1mcilleu.
For the &P of enrolled in the employtmni umos verification pjk*& the Pft Tracking SyNoft WAiMbift
W& i I li, i 4ft an a& o ipla) P emolk

UdLY1JdA*UAjdyjdANM: 11he 1001101 301forneled hmpCM (primary venficatMR) fff vew"jon is P P do i 10 aiwam
.. - , ) bewilm' 6 - rontai 1P in INS' Alien %Ulm Verirksion Wes (ASVI) datibm. The I I 1 011110 Nr cwb CM is

a0makaft akabMid wA -we by ifar qwru at my Itivets ft"ift pow. Retimma wbm Pinvou) vOKKI11161141 dw 10 plow 8
deftiti lins ce WWo nmft in a mpera for rurdw. review a( INS recrw* Osecoadwy verificatim). Based a-
noraft for avontlory verl(kedwafmom the ASVI daiablAC.'M WArMaWd movdaf the dak4vo wWddeW POWN fwewhrvqmWis
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DATA VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION

nuisimed mikhe Stau of Venraion Syskes 1SVSt Asi .ierapc r-pimvc how Im 'ccwsrdary rcquec-ponsesC (or a qet of cases ower a
period .1 tilt is cowmeed by the system. In iknve caiw% %hce %(tasdry re.t% ame -ibmivitd in INS via tke manua G-845 form the INS
Mom. vwrisiesk dale-in aid dse-of-rvpiwc ftweth cviw.u intlunavcripc response imne is con"ipid. as cited above. For daia on
empiloyers; enrolled i ike employment vercatmo piloi. imNa (oril nvrsjsicv removal lfon~ ihe piri by ie enmployer sllows adjusiment
of ike iabase ritwiamning tke enrollment mimner%

Dai I LiffSaI Data i% complete and aeeiigite~vv the amitmuiev-d liv f~ t.quitunnt inl repiwilog data

* Expedited Re..ovsilredible Fear Rcerrfalv --- % cixoplte within 14 day-.
* S of new Reform cue% processed within 60 day%
* Number Of Asylum cane (1-589) compclikinv
* Number of NACARA (1-831) cases adjudiceds

1mjg:The Asylen Pre-Scmening Syvji (APS.t. impenaw ed for FY 99. is a case-bayedsystem that collects dafs for
Expedited Ramowal cane. Ptier to is. inylemeni asoin ACO-S.S itaauv wa used in collect data on tke casework that liegn in AW 199
withuslsliNeW Nofthemsw lw. All ACCESS;A- tSN Wrv sittiseitly iraitnferred into0 ike new APSS database t provide (or acmlt
histouical racad. The anaid. cas-based Refuge. AsylunmW ndk "asl ytm (RAPS), implemented it 199I. is used to incess all
Asybem cansewo (1-539)' 4mdn A Ite new MACAMA %:avwit ansjsg at the end ofi FY 99 with easahllnef Of the new reqfiRCeM1101
Bollite eform castad Expedited Remnoval Lave plevessnig tint- Amr aikulated by t respecttive syvewm pnafte data

go uWiig ydnefk-o: 1 omabdy, paneuty and annual reporning 1% review by the Hesdquarti propam office for both AM ad
RAP$ dnw Adiinay. eting of dat is available liv RAPS on a weekly bangs. For NACARA casework, mciticaiom to RAPS aIM till
cai*4 10iss-anne data cismv and FY 2W1 represent a veoifatmn and vasdaiiis year. However. rsutstodaid~cate accuratean

QWa.IjUm: At thi alam. peeding any problems arising wthk the new NACARA case capure. it itppebrs *"MlsY data is available For
pitim I s.
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DATA VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION

Finongim MMULft MOM of MM"km omm--mmis
" PmceWn finu for fingerp" (priffl cMurc 1hrmigh FRI cminwnw.sed findonpi

" Itepamm noe for prims tAm

All roprprist wtiviq m procemWokwo ft, 14) ZR 1-1-.
ocqmw TbO ism moommeddoscoNmom %"-mtwih too IN- MR0 med IAFIq pn.Lv,%

4fiW VMrKahM.
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DATA VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION

repo r mth Teennmg3'e te i *.inl rqqh'bufm.Nt 1*?V1 ftXPAS data ame Malwully
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Promt and Mmnain a RMkfesntoaj. Motivaid sand 4,Ivtwi WAI41ft.
*Number of Border Patrol Agens On-BrAwd MM)U SPil
aI of women andi minoritie hired and piowiwti

*Number of EEC) complaint over ISO di1y% AId
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DATA VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION

* %i of vehicles in compliance with 1kc rcrsiatineis cyt It sjnulhtrtl
* Number stalT-hount lost based in wswkcrstswrPisissss 114Ltic%

* Improvements in health and %afety aimnpsst'e

Data Collecton mood Storms: The data fir the assid~asrstC rxwssilrc' ir cisllicd bsy titiqintcn% wihin the Office of MSnMrtst and
Meted Sn an iernat desktop database nuiisrmet by lit (t- i- KM~snispnn The worke%,or iiesomlaK dote is collected by dir
Office of Human Resources and stored me ihe III)AMi.ituw lvw heath anod safety issue-%, the (mice of(Masgeni produces * sepsis'
ihat reflects the inmprovetos %that INS ha% mask- is health and safey Cno lmians With OSHA and iher srgsatinsn Dthairwlempo"sMi

collected qumrterly, by regional and riew ciioysonnts inst Asmily ed ast I t ew end si he focat year

Dat aiatioxn and veram The data smit.:11 ratios s4 esnptssyecstfailities. huvigtp ecursty. and vetticles in compliance with INS

en activitiemspgin then standards med the IKw 4rt s Mainapenrn report de status of eah during the INS quairtly pef'nn 0 vie
nueisg. Fore the werkce% conipensanon and health/safe-ty noiptiance mecaqures. INS lits. Manual calculation' to produce the daa Dat
for worker's conqieitain ia vevrie ihosuphi a cconqisonm- of wssrk-relatc injuries end the Wial" time tisa employees -1i sched1le
west times. Health and Safety comliance is verified using a qualiaaise anayss of INS actual INS ratios co"Wyed with the OSHA
and/o other induasy sloalld. The improvement in health is safety conitiance is a qualitative reportslam prsents itfstsitiflv.
analyses, and trends en the fuall ranget of ensinanrimntal hsealth and s-afety area that are covered by law. 'uplaim.or policy. VWe
possible, the report detaita factor slut crwissrtie to5 iiqyrovesl cosnpisa along with the overall inanqu on INS of 0nyr10enuMlts.

hKlfltinWM The ratios for ihe stasidardsi seaqires andtrr 4saff hours are calculated manually (no feeder database sysemf).
Calculation News we possible. bux utiakety due toithe simnplistc nture of the datw gathering
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INS' requested program inC e-Pes sotal 9-15 pomitiin'. .nt $2 14. 17 1 (CK. ad are targeted in four categories aOW three
initiatives, each of which support a *key conipon1 4rt IX)I Strilec Flan and the Adminisrations% commtlitmenit to resolve
long-standing immigration issues.

Initiative: BodrMmiam=s(545 poston, ad $2.0ti'$XX) 71&p p-isan Inlaki direct mppestsDOJ CN
Vuneth. 4: 1lMnd 1ade, Ga 3aud 4. Tbs iniative ahm suppert iNS' Ssteloe p o soa dores Mamnament
end Cesuen. The INS is dedicate to the banic t4cnet'. thiti the horder of the United Stawe should be characterized by
the rule of law. and that the physical oiegrity of thos border', is essential to defiing our national sovereignty. At the saM
tirm.it isequally i-meaive that the flow of lawful ctusnn'vocc and the passag of legitimate travelers be encouraged and
assisted tothe pettextent practicable. In dleterrng andl enying or border area% to the lawless. INS." re izesat "it rmt
no compromise of ignoe Ithe rights and need% of the lawful. A% we enter a new miullcnnium. the WNS will coninue to fOMu its
FY 2001 efforts, to the taska of Border Enforcement Ihoth tkmsreic and oversea) and Norder Facilitaiont. In all areas.
emiphianis has hats place on increasing nut only the nuniher. but also the elfectivenes. of INS personal through force-
multipying tehnoloy sad frst-mu eqtilpm.

Iunpaft; CarFe ns 5:~ea n nacral iidnapel INS' Shsnteoe Pla sh gadt Udle
lkdere . The proposed INS huserlor Enforcement Strategy seis forth frwv broad strategic goals mWi a serie oficlted
initites that plot tOe pec -- for INS law enfomvcen effort in the interior of sh U.S. over the nett five ye"y. The -rpw
so a excpia thedymsistleeofiertitnlmgain n t fet t otnalwhnr.ife
the goo and obetives ofdthi proposed Strategy will evolve over time as condition chmpe, new MMrendseeg andnew
capebisies and twck am develpe. INS als. o a tvekope thi% Fpropoa-d Strategy within the ctmeest of its intitstionall eam
values, wisich ineclude fair and effective enforcement of the immigration laws, a continuing commitment to increase the
competNcy) and profeaaionalisns of its law enfir cenen personal and a fundamental and enduring respect for the
CoaaOWiorad Right and Haitnm Dignity of all the people with whom it comes in contact. These core value srv to guide all
the law enforcement activities in which the INS engsages.

The Oft vision of its Intrkor law enforcement Strategy exprc'sses itself in t thre words, Protect. Preserv, NW Pronoe INS
will p eet public safety, national security and the general welfakre fpm the consequences of activities involving attempt or
actua illgal entry; INS will preserve the integrity of the legil imiiigraiion system through prevention of fraud and aluse; INS



will promote the common good by building trust with local comniuniilics in solving problems involving illegal immigration.
T7he Strategy has est'.blished five goals: Investigate. disrupit and pmsccute smuggling, trafficking and transporting by aliens
and/or involving aliens; Identify and remove incarcerated Mlega, I ins, and minimize the chances of recidivism; Investigate
and precute efforts to commit visa and other documecnt fraud anda.iuse, Assist federal. state, and local law enforcement
entities through criminal taskforces and effective community poilicing efforts; and. Investigate. deter and prosecute employers.
involved in criminal violations, including illegal emnploymnent and abuses.

Initiative: Professionalism &nd Infrastructure (140 positions. and $66.076.000). TIMs proposed Initiative directly supports
DOJ Core Function 4: Immnlgretlon, Goal 2. This initiative also supports iNS' Strategic Plan goals: Profeusionalismu
and Ilifrastnaicture. INS is dedicated to the provisioni or institutional infratructure and employee professionalism - which
includes facilities. support staff, and planning - to support ai mission that has grown significantly during the past 10 years, and
will continue to grow. Because of the rapid growth experienced by INS. the infrastructure and professionalism support ha. not
been able to keep pace with the service and enforcemnent missions. IN FY 200 1, INS will continue to address these serious
deficiencies and backlogs to ensure that the workforcc can perform efficiently and cftcctively. There are three major
components to this effort: (1) supporting and protecting the workforce with a safe, secure, and adequate working environment.
including facilities, vehicles, career -development, along with relevaint policies: (2) supporting the mission objectives with
timely and efficient administrative processes and support for pcrsionecl. physical. and financial assets, procurement. budgeting.
and planning; and (3) instilling productive attitudes into the work force such as those dealing with teamwork, empowerment.
and communication.



Salares and EXDSI.S

The FY 20D1 budget estimates include proposed changes. in the appropriation language listed and explained below. New language is
italicized and underlined, and language proposed for declion is bracketed.

Salaries and Expenses

For expenses necessary for the administration and enforcement of the laws relating to immigration, naturalization, and alien
registration, $3,120,280,000, as follows:

Enforcement and Border Affairs

For salaries and expenses for the Border Patrol program, the detention and deportation program the intelligence program, the
investigations program. and the inspections program, including no to exceed $30,000 to meet unforeseen emergencies of a confidential
character, to be expended uider the direction of, and lo be accounted for solely under the certificate of. the Attorney General; purchase
for police type use (not to exceed [3,0751 JALM. of which [2,2661 ZWL an for replacement only), without regard to the general purchase
price limitedion for the curmn fiscal year, and hire of passenger motor vehicles; acqluisition lease, maintenance and operation of aizcraft
reaeanch reoatd to inuinitiot enfoement; for proecting and maintaining the integrity of the borders of the United State including.
without lmitatiom equipping. maintaining, and making improvements to the infrasbscture and for the care mnd housing of Federal
detainees held in the joim nt beption aid Naturalization Service and United Staes Mashals Services Buffalo Detention Facility;
(SI,107,429AM A=8J of which not to exceed $10,000,000 shal he available for coots asstociated with the trainin prop=n for
basic officer Urni&g aid $5.009,000 is for pey~nents o advan s ing ow of contractual or rbusble aieents with State and
local law aftorvunent- agencies while engaged in cooperative activities reliadto iMn iiiiid of whic "t to e eeISS.00&OOis-
to hide r4isa -~a wa-r t .w~q~aiscmdrstI*-i of snuget laptles
(and OF w tno lies than SISJ5OO shal be for the costs o' conversion to narrowband comnuanication r and-f~l~iki sd
ma Intena of legcy Lad Mobile Radio systems: E~fd That such amount shall be trussfemd to and adinilstered by the
eparf f lstce Witieless Manegement Office:) &2lviitu, That n of the funds available to the in*Waigatan d Naluralzsion

Service dMd be available topay my employee ovetme pay in an amount ins exs of S30AM0 during the casdarkyew beginainiwmy
1, [20001 2001 urnt in adc knownce Idaei sh Coudustiier dwsrmuses dit enforda diii Oiwrim WnsidIM Wild h=
md= Trmd c~l wid 7hat uniform may be ptucsemd without regmilto the peseud pwuehm price binitation
for the curvief fiscal yea [: &Pkr~. That none of the funs provided in this or any othe Act shall be used for the continued



operation of dhe Smn Clemente and Temecula checkpoints unless the checkpoints ame open and traffic is being checked on a continuous
24hbou basis .

Citizenship and Benefits, Immigration Support and Program Direiction

For all programs of the Immigration and Naturalization Service not included under the heeding "Enforcement And Border Affars",
($535.011I,0001 S539,2aI~ of which not to exceed $400,000 for research shall remain available until expanded: . That not
to exceed $5,000 shal be available for official reception and representation expenses: P&yidcfigr. Thatthe AttorneyGenral my
transfer any funds appropriated under this heading and the heading "Enforcement and Border 'Affairs" between said appropriations
notwithstanding any percentage transfer limitations impo),cd under this appropriation Act and may direct sach fees as are collected by the
Immigration and Naturalization Service to the activitics funded under this heading and beading "Enforcement and Border Affairs" for
performance of the functions for which the fees legally maybe expended: fWrovided Ilrthe, That not to exceed 40 permanent positions
and 40 ful-time equivalent workyears and $4,150,000 shall be expended for the Offices, of Legislative Affais and Public Affairs: &-nM&
&c&r That the latte two aforementioned off ice shall not be augmented by personnel, details, temporary transfers of personnel or either
a reimbursabl or non-reimbusable basis, or any other type of formal or informal transfer or reimbursement of personnel or funds on either
a temnpormry or long-term basis: Prye f~r That the number of positions filled through non-carear appointment at the hnimigration
and Naturalization Service, for which funding is provided in this Act or is otherwise made available to the hnmnigratiori and Natuiralization
Service, shall not exceed four parmnent positions anid four MIl-time equivalent workyean rs:J ,ghi That.nn of die funds
avaU*bl to the Inhsiigration anl Naturalization Service shall be used to paty any employee overtime pay in an ainomr its excess of $30,000
&maing the calendar yew beginniki January 1. [20M] 2001. a=ce in such dtnmansrces whent th Cgonime 'tmwditMt a
t~wdevim " hm~rcrco~rcaivw Pry&cIunr. Tha funds maybe used, withtotlimitation, for
equlppsi maintaining, and nuking improvements to the infrastructure and the purchase of vehicles for peo type use withi the limits
of the Wnorcemm titmd Border Affairs appropritio: Prw~u. That the notwithstanding any other provision of law, sharin fiscal
yew [20001 M~L the ioney General is authorized and directed to impos disciplinary action, including termination of emnploymntt
pussm to policies and procetha applicable to employees of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, for any employee of the Immaigration
mdNiaUaWcSrvmo -%6o-vlolk policies an rocedum atforth by~4 Depatment of rafatvtohemtnofttileflhip
or who wifilaly deceives the Congress or department leadership on any matter. - -_________

(Violent Crime Reduction Programis)

(In aitoS 1,267,225,000, for such purposes to remain available until expended, to be derived from the Violent Crimne
Reduactioni Trast IPsid: ftd that the Attorney General may use the transfer authority provided under the heading "Citbinship and
Demeft bianlgrton Support and Program Direction" to provide funds to any program of the Immigration mid Naturaizato Service
that hautou bao been funded by the Violent Crtim Reduction Trust Fund. (DqsmentofiuatceAppropriations Ac~t,2000, P.1- IQ&



Exoanation of C3=aes

I . This change in die Enforcement and Border Affairs appropriation language is needed to delete language regarding dhe; transfer of
SI 18,5M0000 in funding to the Depautment or Justice Wirelcss Managemrent Office. This funding has been transferred and the
-language ii no longer required.

2. This change in both Enforcemen' and Border Affairs and Citizenship and Benefits, Immigration Support and Program Direction is
needed to provide the Commissioner with the authority io authorize overtime above the calendar year $30,000 limitation in instances
where enforcement or service activities would he advercly affected.

3. This change in the Enforcement and"Border Affairs appropriation language is needed to delete language regarding the operation of
the San Clemente and Temecula Border Patrol checkpoints. These checkpoints are being operated in a manner which addressed
Congressional concerns regarding their operation. In view of this, the language is no longer needed.

4. This change in Citizenship and Benefits, Immtrigration Support and Program Direction appropriation is needed to delete language
regarding the staffing level of the Offices of Legislative Affairs and Public Affairs and resources budgeted for their operation. The office's
combined staffing level remains within the Congressionally established limit. In view of this, the language is no longer needed.

'4
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ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT

2003 Apprupalatlon Enacted 1.63 1.091 $131,33

21*1 EstheasIIIIe 1.749 1.763 21LIAZ

The* Inspections program, staffs 136 land border ports-or-cntry (n (hc Cmnadin anod Mexican borders through which 85 PEcet
of th persona who enter the United States each year arc admitted. The number of persons entering theUnited States twhrg
land border por exceeds four hundred million per year. hImpecors; at land border ports administes immigration ld other
federal laws. civil and caimtinal, to all applicants. They carry out enforcement actions such as expedited removals.

prsctinsiatie of prey. interdiction of narcotics, and levy and collect bonds posted as a condiion of entry. Land
ho der Inspectors also serve as canine hand"r. interdicting smuggled aliens and drugs. serve as intelligence: officers, aOd as
national Immigration Respos rearneie M.

0 AN land ports, hinsectors operate several special facilitation programs, such as; dedicated commnute lane (inchmding Secure
Eleetinic Network for Traelers' Rapid Inspection (SENTRI) lane on the Mexican border) for pre-cleard enrollees,1
41111101911d permit part which exten the hours of small reme ports on the Canadian border, sand remote video inspection on
dw CanadIan border die links low volume ports, through interactive video conn -etions. to m open port. allowing'"~ time
hanictious aftr hour Sole of the cost of providing special services is defryed by levying fees for pm-. -4ng nonirmnigrant
pert ad anrolmoawI iecial program

* Additlomaly. aMy lad border Inpector service nearby general-aviation airorts for private InratWioal aircraft arrivals,
smal ,vmshi ad ferries on the great lAes and connecting waterways, and international train arrivals. Besides being specialy



-____ ----_trained in the almicton of immigration lawa.nd Nkillcd in thc detection of fraudulent documents and malafide applicants.
Inspectors are cfoss-designated to perform Cu 6;oln ZK- ndiLi-ka-%e-rtsu~ - __

inspection duties for INS, Customs, and Department -or Agricvl'ure's Animal and Plant Inspection Service.

INS Inspectors exercise a new responsihiliy. (mmcrly assig~ned to immigration judges. to remove inadmissible applicants to
their countries of origin. During these formal expcditcd remval pirmccings. Inspectors amirehend. investigate, create records
of proceeding and remove inadmissible aliem.s. In ecc%. of 70S00 ca.%es are processed annually.

ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT

Border PUM
2M0 Appropriatou Emacted 10.921 10.3216 $1,035,444

M01 51.11111 10,921 10.816 1.114,650
2*1 Eatwate . [hm UMA~ J.aL.!

I r 0 hfI~eereau 430 215 9,906

a The Border Patrol's primAry mission is to apprehend illegl alicns and alien smuggler that enter the U.S. illegally. As such.
the Border Patro ia responsible for ensuring that the entry of persots into the U.S. between pots-of-entry is controlled in a
manner that is conaistent with national interests..

B order Pwtol'aent dewe controlled entry into the interior of the'U.S. by- the rapid detection, intzepio, n
apprehension of illega entruit at or near the border, interdicting or deterring illegal aliens. drug smugglers, potenial terrorists
and criminals from attmpting illga entry between posts-of-entry; and causing persons seeking admio into the United
Sta to preaent themselves at desigated ponts for inspection.

0 BRderti Patro oftenseppd in surveillance activities to prevent entry or aipprehend thos who have illegalY crossed the
bo resm weappould by Co1unpeser1-monitored electronic ground senom. Additiona siappot is provided by observtion
aircrsft low IigSn level televso systems, and infrared viewing devices. Border Parol offeers wse a wide usoement of
Vehicles adapted to local terain aind operatioal reurmf s nldn bicycit motoreyes al-trri vecs, boaits. and
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horses. Traffic check operations areconducted along major-roulcs or travel to restrict access to the interior by illegal alienn.
Transportation centers are placed under surveillance for the same reasori.

* The Bordwr Patrol arrests thousands of undocumented aliens, notn-deportable aliens, and U. S.- Citizens for violating
Immigaion laws, and other criminal offenses. Border Patrol Agents use the Automated Fingerprint Identification System
(WIT) to colletand record fingerprint and biographical data on all apprehede aliens, and the Enforcement Can Tracking
S~sem (ENFORCE) to process undocumented aliens arrested for voluntary departure or removal from the United Staes.

* T1he Border Patrol has primary responsibility for drug interdiction between the land port-of-entry. The Border Patrol
paticipates in numerous interagency drug task force operations with other federal, state and local law enforcement agencies
through its participation in Operation Alliance along the stuthemn border. The Border Patrol also works closely with Joint Task
Force Six (JT-6), Department of Defense, in support of the Patrol's border enforcement operations. To further assist the
Border Patrol in this endeavor, all Border Patrol Agents receive Drug Enforcement Administration Title 21 cross-designated
authority as part of their basic training.

" T1he Border Patrol conducts bor der control activities from the decks of various ized marine craft &long the coasts waterways
of the United States, Poert Rico and the interior waterway-- common to the United Stae and Canada. The marine patro
consists of 55 vessels in 16 Border Patrol seplors. nationwide.

" The Border Patrol cuiloe program was implemented in 1986 in response to escalating alien and drug smggling activities along
the Mexican and CAnadi borders The canines are trained to locate Anidden persons, marijuana heroin and cocaine. The
canines we used in nearly every enforcement activity of the Patrol including finewalch, traffic operations, a nd tand bus
diecks. The eain proprm is responsible each year for the detection of record number of smuggled aliens and larw narcotc
lords. Including the apprehension of the criminals involved in smuggling activities.



AcliVITY ENFORC-EMENT
Perm.
Po0s. FTiE Amount

Investigations
2000 Appropriation Enacted 2,761 2,566 $297,539
2001 Base 2.761 2,708 316,11
2001 Estimate 2761 270 316,859

Increase/Decrease.. ..

134SL !"kux *AM DESCRIPTION:

The investigations program represent,, the interim ciitiirccmcn ciiNmcnt of thc INS charged with investigating violations of the

criniinal and administrative provisions of the INA. and other related provisions of the United States Code. The program's staff of

SpC'Oat Agents, immigration agents, and support personnel perform their dulic , it INS district offices, and their respective suh-

otticr.. Border Patrol sector offices, and domestic and foreign detail Post,%.

Thric are six broad investigative objectives: 1) support naiotnal drug interdiction and reduction efforts and counter criminal alien

activity by participating in federal (ICDE. OCRSF). St ate and local task forces, 2) identify atid remove incarcerated crimina! aliens.

3) counter immigration fraud, 4) counter alien smuggling, 5) enforce alien employment provisions of the INA; and 6) investigate

aliens who are determined to be national security or terrorist threats,

*Although there are distinct differences beween each (if the irves tigative ohjectives. there is also a relationship and overlap. For

example, it is not unusual for a Worksite Enforcement investigation to lead to a fraud or alien smuggling organization.

*Violent Gang and Drug-Related Activity: One area in which the INS is focusing its efforts is violent criminal alien gangs in

designated cities where INS Special Agents, in coordination with other law enforcement agencies, are working to dismantle

criminal organizations through the identification. apprehension, conviction, and removal from the country of alien members ine

these criminal groups. The [nvestigations program will continue its commitments to the task force activities funded by the

Interagency Crime and Drug Enforcement appropriation. (previously known ais the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement

appropriation) and Violent Gang Task Force (VGTF) efforts and work in coordination with other federal, state and local law

enforcement agencies,



*Crimbusl Allen.: The Criminal Alien Progranm has responded to 1hc various statutes in recent years that have directed INS to
identify and process aliens convicted of dcportahle offenses through different approaches:
(1) The Institutional Removal Program (IRP) was developed in order to identify criminal aliens within Federal. State, and local
correctional institutions, who are subject to removal once they have completed their sentences, and commence removal
proceedings while they are still serving their sentenices. Thc IRP process makes possible the immediate removal of aggravated
felons and other criminal aliens at the completion of (heir scntlcnccs. This process eliminates the need for an agent to locate an
alien after his release, and eliminates the need ror INS ilitinn after release from a State, Federal, or local correctional institution,
(2) The Prob.-tion and Parole Program war developed in order to identify, process. arid remove criminal aliens that are living in
the community. Special Agents work closely with Probation and Parole officials in order to process criminal aliens that were not
identified during ther incarceration in states and federal prisons, or -ho were placed on probation in lieu of incarceration.
(3) County ]ail Projects were developed in order toi identify. process. and remove criminal aliens within a county or local jail.
Investigators visit large county jails on a regular tiisin order io identify and process criminal aliens; for removal from the United
States.
(4) The Reentry After Deportation Prosecutiiir Proiii was, develorci in ordvr to prosecute criminal aliens reentering the tUnled
States after deportation.

* Fraud: The Fraud program focuses on the detection and deterrence of immigration fraud, which falls into two broad categories -
documnent fraud and benefit application fraud Document fraud involves the illegal manufacture, sale, purchase, or use of identity
documents to circumvent immigration laws, Benefit application fraud involves the willful misrepresentation of material fact to
gain an immigration benefit in the absence of lawful entitlement, Alien criminals and terrorists employ both document and
application benefit fraud to facilitate expansion of their illegal activities, which often includes violence, vice, narcotics trafficking
welfare fraud and tcrrotism. The investigation and priisecui ion (if complex fraud cases is both labor and time-intensive, often
requiring mart'y months of work by several agents% Who Conduict undercover operations to identify principal conspirators. Agents
utilize available technology to review hundred., of documents, conduct interviews, and gather and assemble evidence necessary to
bring a case to trial for successful prosecution.

*Snuagglhs: The INS Anti-Smuggling program is engaged in disrupting and dismantling organizations that traffic in human cargo.
There are unprecedented social, political and economic pressures that have created extcosjyc changes in human migration patterns.
Anti-Smuggling agents conduct investigations in source and transit countries, at the border and at potts-of-entry, anO in the
interior, aggressively pursuing criminal organization members domestically and internationally. These agents Aso are engaged in
the identifition and prosecution of contractors involved in the recruiting and transporting of illegal workers, orgarn eaticpns that
rely on illegal aliens for prostitution, the distribution of weapons and narcotics, and those that facilitate the entry of possible
terrorists and/or criminal aliens.



*WorkSe Btaforatemmt: Thie Worksise Enforcement pr~ogramn enforces the employer sanctions proves ons of the Immigration(JRe form and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA). which require employers to hire only U.S. citizens or authorzed aliens, and to verify the
employment eligibility of all workers. The program results in civil and criminal penalties against employers who violate these
provisions. INS officers investigate employers, verify eligibility docsuments, determine the nature andi degree of employer
compliance, and remove unauthorized alien,. from the works effectively opening job opportunities for legal workers. .The
resources for worksite enforcement are primarily directed to lead-driven investigations that involve alien smuggling, human rights
abuses, other criminal offenses and substantive administrative violations

* ('ounter-tnrorism: The Investigations program. with is% authority to enforce immigration law, is in a unique position to assist in
com'-et terrorism efforts. The INA and related law-., including new provisions contained in I1RIRA (including one establishing the
Alter t'errorist Removal Court), allow WNS to arrest and detain suspects both criminally and administratively. In order to enter into
and osmain within the U.S., terrorists often violate iinmiigration laws by smuggling aliens, providing false statements, claiming
asytuni. dnd committing other forms of immigration fraud. Through its participation on the FBI's Joint Terrorism Task Forces and
siter proactive efforts with members, of the Intelligence community. INS targets and aggressively pursues members. of these
oiPaniitois, which can lead to the identification of their leaders and thereby disrupt the organization As a whole.

* Asect forfeiture is one of the most effective tools available to law enforcement to dismantle criminal organizations, deter criminal
activity, and attack organizations by seizing the proceeds of the criminal enterprise. It fosters a closer working relationship with
State and local law enforcement agencies. Through the use of the equitable sharing program INS can share the forfeited assets or
proceeds from the sale, with agencies that participated in the investigation.

" The Law Enforcement Support Center (LESC) is responsible for idenifying and tracking criminal aliens in the United States. The
LESC works in cooperation with State, local and other Federal enforcement agencies that encounter foreign-born individuals
during the coniduc of criminal investigations or arrests. As part of this investigative assistance, the LESC provides access to
information contained in INS databases to these agencies. The LESC also provides access to the United States Marshals Service,
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Drug Enforcement Administration, and the Department of State, Bureau of Diplomatic
Security. T1he LESC also participates in the investigation of all individuals who INS ha previously encountered and fingerprinted
who are subsequently arrested anywhere in the United States and whose fingerprints are submitted to the FBI. Based on the results
of these investigations, INS can ensure that individuals whose detention by INS is mandatory are detaned and either prosecuted or
Processed for removal from the United States.



ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT
Perm.
Pos. t1W Amount

Detentilon and Depoutation
2000 Appropriation Enacted 3,547 3,216 $728,146
2001 Bawe 3,5 47 3.459 745.674
2001 Estmate IM9 %5M!f 927.674

lincrease(Decrease 250 125 842,000

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION,

"The Detention and Deportation (D&D) priigrain i5 ai ci.2riIl~ ceoent in 1hc structure of the INS. Its functions are to detain.
exclude, remove, and deport alien% INS tisc, Service Pio essing Center,. (SPCs), contract facilities. Joint INS/BOP1 Federal
Facilities, and State/local facilities to detain thowealiens, subpcci lo deportation, exlusin or removal proceedings Aho arc
likely to abscond. or whose freedom at -large would clearly represent a danger to public safety and security until theyi are ready
for removal To perform these functions, the INS maintains a system of controls that ensures that a case involving 21n alien is
efficiently and correctly processed and. if ncce'..ary. the alien'. removal from the country is -ffectcd promptly.

I N
" The D&D program removes deportable, excludlahlc aod remnovaihle alien%, and avoids detention to the greatest extent possible.

The D&D program: (1) tracks the cases through the IIP. 12) utpdates the necessary data bass (3) provides case status updates.
to inmates and their attorneys; (4) obtains required travel dixcumcnt,; (5) makes the necessary travel arrangements, including
notification to foreign govemments; (6) execute% the warraints of deportation and removal, and (7) physically removes criminal
aliens from the country, including providing overscws eciirts. when necessary, to protect the traveling public or to ensure the
criminal's arrival at the intended destination.

* The D&D program ensures that an adequate alien detention capability is available by detaining aliens through nine SPCs, seven
INS contract facilities, four joint INS/BOP Federa~l facilities, and by utilizing State/local facilities that meet INS detention
standards.

* The D&D program is responsible for making sure that human. statutory. and regulatory rights are consistently respected. The
program provides a health care program staffed by Public Health Service Commissioned Corps; officers who provide or arrange
for health care for aliens in INS custody The program also provides humane juvenile shelter care programs in coordination .



with INS International Affairs and through direct INS contracting, In addition, the D&D program conducts. a jail inspections
program to ensure appropriate detention -standards mci in INS contract facilities.

* he D&D program allows other enforcement pro' im to operate effectively by detaining and removing'aliens. Abscondee
Removal Teams further support effort', to r live alien'. with final order% of deportation or removal, and by locating and
removing abisconders. This orrc more crucial duc to provision-, contained in IIRIRA. which mandate thc detention of
every alien with a final mval order during the (X)-day removal pciriod

" Initiatives which have significantly changed I)&I operation' include use of contract detention facilities; long-range detention
resource planning, and major long-term, multi-year detiention %pace augmentation efforts, Other examples are the Institutional
)'paing Program under which hearings are conducted whilc alicu inmates servc their sentences and the use of video
teleconferencing in hearings to reduce the need to takc alien inmates and detainees to hearing% outside prisons and detention
facilities. Yet another example is criminal alicn ccnirali/at ion at sites with enough detention space and pers onnel for
processing cases, for expediting removal hearings.

" The nationwide D&D transportation system has been restructured to make more efficient use of transportation and detention
resources. New resource multiplier technology. to further inatunize titilization of D&D resources, continue% to he developed.
Legislation since 1986, in large part emphasi,.ing sitict criminal provisions, has similarly transformed the way D&D does its
work, Tlhese and other initiatives to remove criminal and other illegal aliens from the U.S. communities, supported by
enhanced resources, have recently produced record numbexrs of remnovals.

" 'he Administration's policy is to interdict smuggled illegal alien'. at sea prior to entry into our Nation's territorial waters. Over
the past few years, INS, working with the Departmecnt. of Defense and State, and with the U.S. Coast Guard, have cooperated
on numerous operations that have resulted in tihe %twift intidiction and repatriation of hundreds of aliens attempting to he
smuggled into this country illegally.



ACTINlTY: ENFORCEMENT
Prmt.
Pos. FTF Amount

Intengeafee
266 Appiropration Enacted 36 36 $14.M0
=61 Bawe 36 36 10.626

2661 Estimte 3 36 10,626

BASE PORAM DESCRIPTION:

"The Intelligence program provides s.tritegc and tIstical iniclligence support to INS offices enforcing the provisions of the INA,
anid assists other federal agencies in addressing national secioty issucs. Intelligence program activities contribute support to:
preventing the entry of illegal aliens, tcrroriss and itircoflc-s Iraffickcrs; identifying alien smuggling operations, detecting
fraudulent documents and false claims to U.S. citirnship: and dctccting other individuals or organizations involved in the
manufacture and sale of counterfesydoc rmn1nt. in application and benefit fraud schemes, and other related criminal activity.

" The Intelligence program provide% strategic intelligence asscssmcnt% (o'INS management that have long-term
importance/relevance to the mission of the agency in sterns of operation%, planning and policy.

" The Intelligence program maintains communication with apprmipriate U.S. and foreign gov-:mment agencies on immigration
and national security matters, including the idicntificaition and omonoting of known or suspected international terrorists and
alien smuggling operations.

* The Intelligence program provides personnel on a full time basis to various national multi-agency task forces including the CIA
Counterterrorism Center, t CIA Counternarcotics and Organized Crime Center, the FBI Counterterrorism Center,
DhTrMPOL, and the El Paso Intelligence Center.

" 'The Intelligence program provides assistance to international law enforcement agencies and international air earners to detect
fraudulent identity documents.

" The Intelligence program provides technical support and assistance to prosecute major document count ®rfeiterms. lien
smugglers ant other violators of the INA,



* The INS intelligence program supports the Commrrissioners% annual priorities in the areas; of border anid inlteior enforcement.
This is accomplished through provision of specialized training in the area.% of intelligence and document fraud to INS officer
corps personnel at all levels. through dissemnation of in vc-sigaiivc lead%, through development of threat assessments covering
a range of enforcement topics, and through identification and targeting of smuggling organizations, especially those smugglers
involved in the death or inhumane treatmnent(of smnuggled aliens.

" The Forensic Document Laboratory (FDLI i% the only federal crime laboratory dedicated exclusively to the forensic
examination of travel and identity document%. It provides a wide variety of forensic document analysis and other law
enforcement support services to INS offices. as wcll as other federal, state, and local agencies and foreign government entities.
The FDL works closely with law enforcement iiil to detect. inierdir,. disrupt, apprehendz-nd remove from the United
States individuals and organizations involved in the production arnd disirib Iion of counterfeit documents that facilitate acts of
terrorism, smuggling, and other criminal icfiiiics

ACTIVITY: CITIZENSHIP AND BENFFITS
Perm.
Pos. L"1'F Amunt

Adjudicationks and Nattirallzution
2000 Appropriation Enacted 100 200 $116,116
2W01 Base .. ... 6,621
2001 Estiate . 6.621

Inerease/Decrease.. ..

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

& In FY 1998 appropriations action, the Congress prove ided S 1 (6.910,00 for the purchase and installation of fingerprint scanners

to support fingerprinting benefit applicants in INS facilites. Of this amount, $6.62 1,000 recurs in the 2001 base funding level,

primarily for equipment operations and maintenance, as well as a ~mitcd amount of equipment replacement.

* The FY 2001 base amount reflects the end of appropriated funding for the naturalization initiatives that were funded in the

Salaries anid Expenses appropriation in response to a revenue shortfall in the Examinations Fee Account. These resources1 were
provided t) accelerate Service efforts to improve the naturalization process and implement major new initiatives designed to
improve major new initiatives designed to improve customrr service by making the process more timely and efficient.



ACTIVITY: CITZENSHIP AND BENEFITS
Perm.
Pos. FIE Amount

Internadamal Affairs
2M0 Appropriation Enacted 42 38 $ 10,831
201 Base - 42 38 12,48
2001 Esthiae 42 38 12 X-
Increase/Decrease.. ....

BASE-PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

Enforcement Activities: In coordination with the rkaietZo the U.S, Coast Guard, and componetttsof the
Department of Justice, the Off-ice -of International Affairs actively pa ,cipates in working with foreign govemnmenis to monitor
and disrupt the movement of groups being smuggked into (lie U.S. Through the program's operations, the three overseas
district offices wink closely with other countries. host country officials, and air and sea carriers in planning, directing, advising
and implementing plans that are targeted iowarnls individuals and organizations attempting to move persons i'ie-gally into the
U.S. through third, or transit, countries. resulting in the repatination of 1hosc persons who do not articulate a fear of return and
the prosecution of smugglers. A 1999 smuggling chsrsiption activity in Central America resulted in more than 2,400 -

individuals, headed towards the U.S.. being returnedl iti their country of origin. to
00

The placement of INS staff overseas allow% the INS io cst,ihjish and maintain an effective long-term working relationship with
host country migration authorities, consular officers. and enforcement organizations This relationship, coupled with a working
knowledge of cultural, social and economic condit ion% in the area. enahlcs officers to gather intelligence information and
coordinate enforcement operations, which have a significant positive impact on INS domestic operations.

[NS Overseas personnel, through coordination with domestic INS offices, other UI.S. Government agencies, host country
governments, airline officials, and other non-government eniies, pursue proactive international enforcement strategies such as
operation Global Reach, These strategies are aimed at identifying, inv est sating, deterring, disrupting aind reducing illegal
activities at their source, as well as identifying key overseas transit locations used by smuigglers and mala fide aliens bound for
the U.S. As greater diplomatic relations between foreign governments and immigration enforcement officials are forged, INS
will more effectively identify illegal migrants seeking 4o transit to the U.S., as well a.; to define more collective approaches to
deter illegal migration worldwide.



(214 ACTIVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
It, Perm.
00Pos. FTFl' Amount

Training
200 Appropriation Enacted 134 122 $17,936
2001 Bas 1.4 M34 N 8.5 1

Ii2W01 Estltnite 134 134 18.2
lncreas6e/Dereaa.. ..e.

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The Training program provides the staff and the resources ncccssaiy to maintain an employee development program that meets
the diverse training needs of the INS workforce Training requirements are ide ntified annually and ate revised, as needed, due
to new regulations, legislation, or organifatiunil need-, The program operaufs in a variety of ways: through rcsidcniial
training at the Federal Law Enforcement Training UCiiici l alI.t Glynco. Georgia (basic officer training),. at Artesia, New
Mexico (advancedljourneyman/speciatlired training), at tie I eadcrship Dcxe-lopmcni Center in Dallas, Texs
(supervisory/management training). through proglamNs cooidu5ci by oilher federal *igcncics; hy private contractors;- or in__
combined presentation% using INS and non-INS resoorces to

a The INS activated a satellite training facility at Clstrleston Naval Base. South Carolina in April 1996. Beginning in August
1996, the Charleston facility has been used esiltisively for Border Pairol training All other INS officer training, both haste
and journeyman, will be conducted at onc of the FLFiT( facilities at Glynco. Georgia. or Artesia, New Mexico. or will he
provided via exportable modules at or near employee's dluly stations.

* The Training program ensure% basic t1ining for all new officers, and advanced and technical training for journeyman officers.'
It also periodically updates eur~icula for the haste and advanced training programs. The INS must ensure that its workforce is
being utilized to its full potential and this is achieved through the provision or haste and advanced training. Timely training
will ensure that the INS Officer Corp% is kept current with policies and procedure%, thus reducing potential liability costs;. (an
under-trained workforce would increase the Service's liability exposure).

0 The Training program provides mandatory training for INS supervisors, managers, management officials and executives, and
technical and specialized training for professional. administrative, technical. clerical and other personnel who support agency
operations.



* training technology will afford the INS an oppo~rtunity 1o provide continuous, training for all INS employees at or near
)yfhe it duty station, reducing travel costs, and intcmral and esternal costs that come with having to train off-site. While certain

requirements such as basic training. fireartsv and driver Iraining, and other courtsN involving group interaction and practical
exercises may justify a group/residential learning ensvironinent. many learning ishjectives can he addressed by distanced
learning packages using video cassettes, woirk hxiks. training pamrphlets. and computer-based instruction and, in certain
instances, video conferencing, This training can he icariter based, selF-paced. ongoing, and reusable. Distanced learning
technology promotes the disseminaitioti or infitriition. iticases certaiin desired skill levels, strengthens efficiency, and
changes entrenched attitudes

ACTIVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
Perm.
Pus. IFE Amount

Data and Communications
2000 Appropriation Enacted 3204,666
2001t Base 2111 Bib6 IVY,86n
2001 Estimate 210 206 2,965~a

Increase/Decrease 
.. ... 20,000 J

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The Data and Communications program provides, lie l inkage ol c ces to information and information technology. Thete
are seven major technology programs included under the D~itai ommunications program plus the functions collectively

knon a Iforaton esurcs Mnaemet lRMOpr, s The seven program areas, each of which consist of one or
more projects in addition to the normal operate ions and maintenance required for existing systems and technologies, tire.

1) Infrastructure 2) Examinations Systems, 3) Inspections Systems. 4) Biometric Identification Systems. 5) Corporate
Information Systems. 6) Management Systems (financial and administrative), and 7) Enforcement Systems. TRM Operations
include the functions necessary to support the activities of the Data and Communications program. Through development and
implementation of these initiatives, the Service will improve the effectiveness and efficiency of Service functions through the
use of automation, provide for the operation of data and communications networks, and provide radio communications,
telephone call handling, intrusion detection -sensors, and electroae security equipment andsystems. INS automation efforts are
designed to directly support efforts to control the borders of the United States, reduce incentives for unauthorized employment

and benefits, and remove criminal and non-criminal aliens. The INS will continue to pc an emphasis and priority on its role
as a repository of the Nation's records on immigrants, visitors, and illegal entrants, as well as on meeting the customer needs
for enhanced technology services and information. A brief description of each of the seven major automation programs
follows.



Infl~stlreltm - The IRM Infrastructure Prograrm proso Nidan(Iard office automation hardware and software to support
improved conlmursications and interoperahi lily hcissecni INS sites. Through thc use of these products, the INS workforce will
effecively and efficiently communicate, .h~iii datai. and provide professional products and services that support customer
requirements. The Infrastructure Program encompasses threer significant IRM activities. The first and most significant of these
activities is Infrastructure Deployment in which the primar~ry goal is to equip each INS office with standard integrated sets of
office automation hardware, software, and IAN configurations. along with the telecommunications backbone through which
remote and centralized systems and the corporate daiaha'. are accessed The second activity, Infrastructure Support.
encompasses, the foill range of ongoing serv ices to support he technology and systems architecture. Included are hardware
maintenance, Field Operations Support WmO~, help desk operations, training, and data communications. Hardware
maintenance provides the necessary seric ' "sw ensure AtDP equipoitent is maintained in operating order consistent with
manufacturer specifications. The FOS contract provides on-site user support to INS facilities throughout the United State%
FOS also provides INS help desk operational support and computer operations and production control services for
Headquarters. The training element includes training in h le owe of the office automation hardware and software, and computer
network training to the field to support the inode ritired comtirer systems that have been sard continue to he installed it INS
field offices. Data Communications, provides daiai commiiunicai oni circuitis that allow operational users to access INS
centralized ADP systems from office'. vsorldsrrrc The third Ictivity is the Video Teleconferenctng (VTC) initiative in support
of the Service's Institutional Hearing Progrint (ll icr V R' provides, for atidin and video connectivity beween distant INS
locations to support INS hearings and legal proccedings /.-

* Examinations- Systems - The Examinations Systemrs Programn provides for an integrated set of functions that incorporates all Aindividual casework -oriented subsystems used to stippori the processing of applications, and petition% for immigration benefits.'
and associated processes, such as the production iof imirtlgiaiiri documents, These functions and processes include
employment authorization, asylum, resident alien processing, anrd ci tizenship application and processing for naturalization.

ln*jn Sytm - The Automated Inspections Sysiemts Program supports efforts to manage admissions at ports-of-entry
while facilitating passenger travel. Three major auitomnation efforts included under this program are the Interagency Border
Inspection System (IBIS), the INS Passenger Accelerated Services System (INSPASS), and the SENTRI/Dedicated Commuter
Lane (DCL) and Pilot.

IBIS, a project operated jointly with the U S. Customs Service, Public Health Service, and Departmients of State and
Agrculture, is used at potts-of-entry to facilitate inspection and to identify criminals. IBIS provides the deployment,
configuration, installation, and support for the personal computer-,, servers, gateways, and controllers that service these ports.
of-entry. INSPASS, is an automated inspection system for low-risk, frequent travelers using automated inspection kiosks. This
system is currently installed at several of the Nation's major international, airports, DCL allows border crossers, pre-entrolled



and authorized by INS, to use automated vcrificaioiiinsicjid of nianual inspection, This program develops and deploys
machine readable travel documents, which will allow for positive identification of air travelers destined fr~ the United States.

A combination of technology and advanced production techniques will produce entry documents that are fraud resistant and
easy to use. Profile scanning and a sophisicated worldwide law enforcement network will quickly and accurately identify
persons of interest. Smart card technology, with positive identlification features, will facilitate the quick and accurate
inspection of low-risk, frequent land travelers. Technology will allow for improved service to the public while increasing the
number of inspection hours, devoted to high-risk activities

" Biometric Identification Systems - The INS is developing ai single-fingerpnt identification system enables the Service to
rapidly and accurately identify persons of inierest Work is proceeding to integrate the INS fingerprint identification system
with that of the FBI (LAMIS). IDENT is the current INS fingcrprint-hased identification subsystem that is used by Service lAw
enforcement and benefit systems to asist in the po'.ilise identification of persons who are arrested, as well as those who apply
for benefits, including the identification of traivcer% referred to secondary inspection processing, and for automated inspection

" Corame Information Systems.- This prograin seeks to integrate and consolidate INS information and records management
capabilities in a secure, open system environment As a part of this program, the Verification Information System (VIS)
supports the confirmation of an alien's; inimigrition stis. eligibility for certain entitlement benefits, and authorization to work.
The INS has continued to re-engineer its dlata rcpo'.Iioi, sysienis it) streamline and improve its corporate information systems
and the data contained in those systems,

" Mananemnt Systems - The Management Systems Program includes the development, implementation, and maintenance of
financial and administrative applications providing dJecision -support information on INS workload, personnel, and financial
resources.,

" EnfM~nt y~ms- The INS has continued deploynienrt of the F.NFORCIIDENT capability to designated INS sites, as
well As implementing the Encrypted Voice Radio Program (EVRP), io conjunction with the Department's Wireless
Management Office. The INS continues providing services% to support and maintain the applications systems that support the
Enforcement Systems Prograrn (i.e., ENFORCE and [CAD), and the radios, scopes, sensors, and night vision equipment
depliloyed.

Iongungionmisume Mmmt (uIM) t rations - IRM Operations consists of the planning, policy development.
acqisition manaemnt, computer security, field and program support, and management activities required to support the
technology requirments of the Service. IRM Operations provide the strategic direction and tactical implemnentation strategies
for t effective and efficient development, deployment. and maintenance of automated information resources.



ACTIVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
Perm.
Pos. FTE Amiount

Informan and Records Managemnent
200 Appropriation Enacted 1,021 1,066 $101,903
2001 Base 817 862 67,563
2W01 Estimate 917 862 67.563

lncreasaliecrease

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTON:

The Information and Records Management progravri maintains and manages alien records and files, provide-% information from
those riles to fulfill requests, controls and mronitm 1he recise of information through the SAVE program and the
Congressionally mandated verification pilot propianiN. the Freedom of Inforniaiion/Privacy Acts program..it oversee- the
Service mail management program, and delivers forms% and applications to internal and external customers.

The program develops, implements, and monitors Iccords pollicy and procedures, promulgate% regulations. plans and executes-
the budget, and carries out operational support fmnctions ii' support the responsibilities described above.

Every operational entity in INS relies on accurate, timely and complete data and records, as well a.% the day-to-day records
support operations thal make it possible to conduct law enforcement activities, adjudicate bm~fits. facilitate foreign travel, and
support administrative functions, It is the rcspimNihilit), (i the Information and Records Management program to ensure the
high level of support demanded by out internal customers, In addition, the program represents the public's interest as the
custodian of records and information. The safeguarding of immigration related information. and the appropriate dissemination
of that information including its provision to the public and other governmental entities, is a primary objective of this program.
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*ACTVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
Perm~.
Pa. IF Amount

IAgO Ptdn
2000 Appropriation Enacted 623 -625 $64.328
2001 Base 623l 650 67,154
2001 EstImaste 673 fin~ 7 t.958

Increasrdelerese 25 4.804

BlASE MWAMD DECI2N:

0INS attorneys represent INS before the Immnigratiotn Courts, thc Board of Immigration Appeal%. the Office of the Chief

Administrative Hearing Officer, thc Mcrit Sysicins Protection Board, the Equal Employment"Opportunity Comtntssion. and

Boards of Contract Appeals. The attorneys review charging document% for legal %ufficicncy, prepare for hearings, represent
INS in court, prepare appellate brief,. train INS officers. and provides legal advice. The Legal Proceedings program provides
litigation support in agency litigation condticied in tU.S District Court% and U.S. Courts of Appeals. its attorneys provide

advice to the Commissioner, Regional Dircctors. District Directors., Border Patrol Sector Chiefs, and to their respective staffs.
on legal matters arising at all levels of agency opicrations.

" The success of the Service in its rcspnsihititic% i% intrinsically tied to the cffctiveness of its legal representation. Recently-
cnacted legislation and new Congressional mandatecs. powers. and resources granted to the Service require expanded
enforcement activities, increased arrests. criminal alien removal programs. Institutional caringg Programs. anti-smuggling

efforts, conveyance seizures, expedited removal protccdings, and mandatory dctcntion and removal of undesirable aliens.

" Between FY 1991 and FY 1999, the number of eases received hy the Board of Immigration Appeals increasd by 23 percent.

Indeed, the number of eases received has incrcascd dramatically evcry year for at least the past five years. Between FY 1994

and FY 1999. the Workload increased by 129 percent.

" The number of INS cases received by the Merit Systems Protection Board has increased by 207 percent in just three years -

from 27 camein FY 1996, to 43cases in FY 1997 and to83 cases in FY 1998.

" The additional legal personnel dedicated to labor-related matters will more than pay for themselves by saving the Service
tremendou sums of money in attorneys, fees and compensatory damages. From FY 1997 through FY 1999, the Service paid

over $6.8 million in adverse setileynents -- an average of almost $2.3 million per year.



* The U.S. Army Manpower Analysis Agency (t!SAMAAl recently completed a comprehensive review of the staffing needs of
the Legal Proceedings Piograrn. As part of is- study. the IJSAMAA visited the General Counsel's Office in Washington. D.C.,
the three Regional Counsel Offices, andi 29 of t'e 12 Distrct ('iinsel Offices In a 600-page report, the USAMAA thoroughly
documented each office's staffing shorifattls anid conieluitedt is follows.

Our study clearly demonsrrrte v iht ilir 1-plti ego r .dings% Progcrami is t o rls understaffed and tindeejiended. Its
aftnrnevsr cannot adequately pe rfi t isP uit I, I% iei'n/ f 1ni omn wirtoi iifi n t wIncreaise.s in personnel

Thne Legal Proceedings. program at Headquarters provZ7? b ihciwing legal support:

* Examinations Division: This division provides lce~ , SssAnce to INS program offices as well as to INS aid DOJ attomeiys on
issues related to immigrant and nonimohmigrant Iwo it, nai"urali/atiton. denaturahtiation, and inspections. in providing such
assistance, the division issues legal opinions. di,ts% and/or reviews, regulations. field guidance. and legislative proposals,
responds to inquiries/correspondence frm son agecuy souirces. and provides, litigation support.

* Refugee and Asylum Law Division This division prmrvidcs, [orita legil opinions and other legal advice to INS components on
issues arising in connclion with the Service's a'.ylkin. iefrgee. and temporary protcted status programs. takes a major role in
devising and carrying out procedures to iinpleiiicnit lIIIRA provisions, such as, expedited removal, supervises, along with the
Office of international Affairs, various programs [or screening persons; interdicted at sea; draftsand reviews regulations, field
instructions, and guidance to the agency. legislative proposals. and management initiatives concerning asylum and refugee
processing; represents, INS in dealings with other I1 S government agencies. the United Nations, non-government
organizations, the media, and foreign governments. oversees effort% to carry ouit 11. non-return obligations under the Torture
Convention;, and participates in the training oif INS aitot icys Asyum officers. Refugee Officers, and other officers, throughout
the Service and the Executive Branch.

* Enforcement Division: This division provides legal arivice related to the Service's enforcement operations. A primary focus is
the removal of criminal aliens, including aliciss convicted oif aggravated felonies and aliens involved in terrorist activities. INS
attorneys are stationed in all district and regional offices to coordinate and help ensure the effectiveness of the efforts to
remove criminal aliens, including the Institutional Hearing Program. This division also supports and monitors removal
proceedings against aliens, litigation in the federal courts, primarily as it relates to removal matters, and the development of
Serice enforcement operationwFincluding undercover matters, enforcement policies, and implementation of the enforcement'-
relaed provisions of AEDPA and UTRIRA legislation.

* Cominrierial Law Division; Conducts litigation of all contract mailers and complex persnnel cases for INS. Oversees FOIA,
Privacy Act, ADA, and personnel (EEO, MSPB, and OSC) litigation nationwide. Drafts, reviews, and advises on
implementation of interagency agreements, MOUs with state and local governments, and audits by the 010 and GAO. initiates
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financial collection efforts from air and ,ca cairricrN. a% wcll a% hond suretie, and supports district court litigation of such
matters by DO)

AC TIVITY: PROGRAM DIRECTION
Prm.
P0%. Fim Amount

Management and Admlnlstration
2000 Appropriatlor Enacted 1.250 1.237 $131.372
2001 Base 1.250 1.248 137,372
2001 Estimate 1.340 1M29 142,44

lncreaseirecresse 90 45 5.272

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

* The Managcmeni and Administratsoii program~ pimridcs mi.igeiicnit direction and support for the implementation and
operation of regional and field acti% ities and (mnow 14ii' li hos.c riiaiagcrr and ..upcrvisor% who are responsible for and exercise
authority over multiple programs,

* Executes the provisions of the INA anid replied lxolices lliriiiti the devchispment and implementation of immigration programs
and the management of resources;

* Provides for thc development, implemei.miiiii otrctii i.mi1 andI devaluation ofradministrativc support systems and
services that Mpeet internal operational and managerial nceds a%. welt as externally mandated requirements;

* Responds to congressional and public inquiries, performs; audits, conducts internal investigation.,. provides informational
responses to inquiries from GAO, 010, 0MB aind Departmental offices, and develops and evaluates policies and procedures to
improve the effectiveness of INS programs.

* The major administrative functions within the program include: personnel; budget; accounting; internal controls; equal
employment opportunity; procurement; property management: fleet management; seurity; safety iud health; aW other
miscellaneous general services that support all programs.



Border Nianagemewat and Coordination
SalarieN and F *xpvtmc
(DIt in tllou.unfdN)

Border Enforcemnent
lnspectiomi
Border Patrol
Data and Communicaion

Total, Border Mansilemrent and
Coowdlnvitlot

Coition. Workyears Amntl

11559 $10.095
410 215 5 2.WX)

545 271 $82.095



Sftry

The INS is dedicated to the basic tenets that thi' borders iii the U nited States, sioulil be characterized by the rule of law, and that the
physical integnty of those borders, is essential Jo defining our national sovereignty At the same time. it is equally imperative that
the flow of lawful commerce and the passage of kegnrimatc travelers be encouraged and assisted to the greatest extent practicable. In
deterring and denying our border areas to the lawless., INS recognizes ihat it must not compromise or ignore the rights and needs-of

he awfl. n F 201. he NS illconinu tofocs i efito to the tasks of Border Enforcement and Border Facilitation The

FY 2001 request also continues the integration of all INS' enforcenient activities, and into those interior areas of our nation that
have been targeted by illegal immigrants, and criminal organizations

INS' multi-faceted aspects of the Border Management anI ('ontrot Strategy is separated into several distinct elements First, the
special requirements of the Ports-of- Entry (POE) areraddressed under Poort Fnforcrmot.t where enforcement efforts must target not
only more sophisticated methods of illegal immigration and alien smuggling hut, also, implement the expedited removal authority
granted under IIRRA, INS, in response to the -Attomney General's and Treasury Secretary's Border Coordination Initiative (BCI). is
starting to formalize its joint agency efforts with the United States. Custhnms Service (11 ISCS). T'he BCI outlines a major strategic
plan for INS, developed with the USCS, to build a stronger platform of cooperation based on six core initiatives: Podt Management
Model, Intelligence, Investigations, Technology, Communications, and Aviation and Marine. By creating enforcement and
facilitation strategies that prioritize inspections hy security risk, INS can expedite the inspection of U.S. citizens and legal aliens.,
and dedicate more resources to the detection and apprehension of aliens attempting to enter the country illegally. Second, the
request speaks to the Deterrence A Apprehension of unlawful border crossers who seek to enter between the POEs.

These requests specifically support the National Border Control Straiegy, as well as the FY 2001 Strategy Statements addressing
Officer Safety and the Border Coordination initiative (BCII. BCI has been so successful, that it has expanded from its original 6
initiatives (Port Managemwent, Intelligence, Investigations, Air/Marine. Technology and Communications) to 8. The two new
initiatives are Performanci Measurements and Integrity. The goals that have been achieved with BCI include: increased
cooperation among agencies; joint intelligence sharing, unified intelligence reporting. joint enforcement efforts at the FOEs, joint
community outreach efforts; jointly working on investigations, implementation of a coordinated effort on controlled deliveries;
exchange of seize iand investigative information; improved coordinated processing of INS documents to allow for a smoother
transition of controlled deliveries; expanded use of Interagency Border Inspection System. progress in improving radio
communications; joint operations povided knowledge of method and best practices for use by both USCS and USBP; numerous
joint field operations were conducted; and with the Air/Marine initiative. toint fuel usage. training, landing pads and safety mission
effort saying.



Fkemt: Border/Port Enforemient and Faciliation

IEMgAM PwoMIIon Workycrs Amount
Inspections lis 5R $10.095

Included in this element amC two pieces--I) P.itt Enforcemeini. 28 additional Immigration Inspectors to support expedited removal
workload requirements, and 2) Port Facilitationi 87 lnnimigraiinn Inv;pcctnr- to ',taff'thackfill staffing) the three new rorts-of-entry
along the southern border.

iBQMemd wock-load millead In the expedited removal proccs., at land border POfA in FY 2001. Ureder Section 302 of ITRIRA.
INS inspectors aft flow authorized and required to process inadmissible aliens (cc expedited removal, rather than send these
case through the Executive Office for Immigrat ion Review (EOIR J. The expedited removal process is very labor intensive (1-2
hours On the average) for Inspectors in secondary inspection, requiring an increased amount of time spent in alien interviews.-
complcuon of required paework and entries into the Depotable Alien Control System (DACS). and supervisory reviews of tthe case. After its first full Yewr of activity, expedited removals at the land borders continue to generate a tremendous workload
for the Inspections progrun In IFY 1998, INS Inspectors removed approximately 76.000 aliens at land border pots who
previously would have been Scheduled for a hearing with an Immigration Judge or simply asked to withdraw their applications.
The number of expedited removals continue to grow andshow no signs of reversing this pattern. For example~just in the spa
of one month's increase (Dec 1998 to Ian 1999), expedited removals surged over 4.000.

0To conform with t law, expedited removal workload cannot be deferred or backlogged, but is performed by existing
Inspections staff. Additial ovemtme has been authorized to allow extra officer hours to be available at the heavy processing
location1. This is particularly so all regions where expedited removal authority was used to comnplement Border Patol
enfoecmeustt stratgie. Also, officer hours have been moved from other important primay and secondary fuonso to alleviate
Oie Img waits tr expedited processing. Fatally, a significant segment of the aliens have been allowed to witl*aw apliations
for aidMio who otherise would have been processed as expedited removials had sufficient staff resources been inv*11able
With an additions) 21 kimlpr'tion Inspector, about 24,000 addtional expedited removals would be completed uasaly (based
on 2 hours per completon).



* 37 mmipaum koinspcm " warkyear and %7-637,000 are equcsted in the Inipecions osRaMM in staff (backfill szaffingy~te
opnn a( tem new POE& alone the southern border- Section 121 of IIRIRA mandates that INS eliminate undue delays in the

inspection of persons and vehicles lawfully entering the United State,. over land borders via increases in INS and USCS
*inspectors. To avoid delays, PO~s must be appropriately staffed for the volume of traffic. INS war. authorized to open three

new southern ports but did not receive any FY 2000 staffing enhancements. USCS received comparable staffing for these polts
in FY 2000. The requested positions will allow INS, in conjunction with USCS. to ensure that p imary inspection lanes at these-
new POEs will be staffed for pea travel times. Eagle Pass 11 and Los. Tomate%. Texas have already opened their ports, and the
requested positions would backfill staffing needs. Laredo, Texas, is scheduled to open in June of FY 2000.

*Facilitation of lawful travel and commerce through northern and southern land POE serves as a major component of the INS'
overall Border Management and Coordination and Conirol strategy. Under the auspices of treaties and accords between the
United States. Canada, and Mexico, such as the North Amecrican Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the Canadian Accords on
our Shared Borders. INS has a responsibility to asust in the free movement of persons and goods betw .tn countries.

*In FY 1996. INS total inspections at land POEt numbered just over 400 million. In FY 1997. INS received 150 additional land
border Inspectors to address a growing workload but has not received anymore since that timeC. Land border traffic in FY 1998
was approximately 420 million inspections and then increased to almost 440 million in FY 1999. INS antlicipats that total
inspections will increase to approximately 460O million in FY 2001. Currently, INS' Workload Analysis Model indicates that
there still remains a large unmet need for additional land border Inspectors at the northern and southern borders.
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Empoi tiona Wosrkxars Affigunt

Border Patrol 410 215 $ 52,000
Data & Communications 20,00

Total 410 215 $72,00

NarrieDcri211

BOrder Efrorcement Operations. This request pritis to the full range of strategic. tactical and support activities designed to
sustain and expand INS' continuing commit menit to controlling all out nationn% borders. However, there is a clear emphasis on the
Ag..'ricy's determination to gain control and manage the Southwest border -- a continuing, focused, but as yet unfinished effort.
Over the past several years. the INS, the Adminisrat ion and the Cotigrev. have invested extraordinary efforts and resurces in the
National Border Control Strategy and the concept of "Prevention through Deterrence.- Both the San Diego and the El Paso area.%
have achieved and are maintaining control. The Rio Grande Strategy. that has evolved from Operation Rio Grande&%5 a subset of
INS' National Bor -der Control Stegy. has significantly improved border rcntrol in the McAllen, Laredo and Del Rio Sectors of
South C-ntral Texas during the past two years. These arc only souse of the most visible of the many stretches of the Southwest-
border that have experienced an unprecedented improvement in their quality of life and economic well-being, in part as a result of
the Border Patrol and odwe INS enforcement programs. But there are 1,900 miles of border between Imperial Beach. California
and Port Isabel, Texas, and whenever one section is brought under control, another area is pressured. Furthermore, as the
Migration patterns and entry corridors are pushed from the urban and suburban areas, into the more desolate and less hospitable
lands, the incidents of human suffering and tragedy increase. Much of the staffing. equipment and technology employed along the
border by INS serves the double duty of enforcing the law and preserving life.

Beyond the Southwest border, the problems, of the Northern and maritime borders are presenting new challenges. Reinforced by
recent Congressional mandates, awareness of the troubles~ome Poentiall of this area requires directing some of the requested
resources in FY 2001 toward the deployment of staff, force-multiplying technology and infrastructure improvements to the
Norther and maritime brder depending on migration patterns analyzed at the time of deployment. One of the most import
lessons leaned from our operations and deployments in the Southwest is that the Border Patrol trust ensure that agents axe
provided with the necessary equipment and technology, shelter and support facilities, to do their job properly. Agents must have
the tools to do the job for which they have been trained and assigned.

Emgram



A total 4if430 positions, 215 workyears, and $52.000,000 I% requested to provide enhanced Border Patrol operations in
FY 2001.

The number of apprehensions made hy thc Border Paitrol haive exceeded 1 5 million annually for three of the past four year%. The
number of other than Mexican national% apprehended in 19,Y) was nearly 45,000, the highest level since 1993. Only in a limited
number of border areas. where a decisive level osf agent stallIing his been built up %tice 1993, such as San Diego. El Paso and the
Brownsville area of the McAllen Sector, has it decline in the nuttier (if apprehensions occurred along with noticeable positive
effects on the border communities in those location% I !iifori unately. many other areas of thc border have not reached the sante
decisive levels of staying necessary to bring about the sani draititic deterrent effects on illegal entry attempts, The 430 new
agents in FY 2001 will also have a positive effect in the interdicton of drugs heing' smuggled across the border, The Border Patrol
continues to make record numbers of drug sei-urcs. including nearly one million pounds of marijuana and nearly 30,000 pounds of
cocaine seized along the border in FY 1999 The increase in drug smuggling between the land POE is expected to continue as
additional resources and new detection equipment is deployed mt and beween the nmijor ports of entry.

Closely following the vision and recommendations. of the National Border Control Strategic Plan,the Border Patrol Five-Year
Staffing Plan, and the 1997 INS Anti-Smuggling Strategy. the greattcst portion of the new agents will augment existing forces
along the Southemn land border. However, a% in the past. the FY 2001 deployment will be dependentupon the shift in migration
patterns and organized smuggling acivities., as well as the need to proactively place resources in areas of highest anticipated
activity, before the illegal elements can become entrenched

Border Enforctrisent Foree-Multpllers: In performing its mission, the Border Patrol cannot and does not function on staffing
resources alone. Ther are simply too many miles of border, and toio many ways to circumvent human senses and abilities. As a
result, the Parl has learned to enhance the capabilities of its personnel with "force-multipliers." This is the term that has come to
be applied to that technology and specialized equipment that makes a single Border Patrol Agent, or a small group of agents, many
times mome effective and efficient. In effect, the technology and equipment "multiplies" the number of agents. Notwithstanding
this. it must be remembered that technology and equipment do not replace Agents: equipment does not make apprehensions. It
does on the other hand, improve the capability of our agents to protect the border.

Integrated Surveillance Intelligence System (ISIS): The budget requests $20,000,000 to support the deployment of an additional 60
ISIS systn~ms along the Nothern and Southemn border-and to fund an operations and maintenance program to ensure system quality.
'The progiam mission of ISIS is to provide a capability to effectively monitor and manage vast portions of the border from remote
facilities and permit officer responses to known incursions.



The deployment of the ISIS technology along the order provides (lay and night visual coverage of the border through high'
resolution color and infrared cameras ,Major component systems oif iSiS include, the Intelligent Computer Aided Detectiotn

IICAD) systems, unattended ground sensors. potable infrared scopcs and a comprehensive system of fixed camera along the

border (ie the Remote Surveillance SystemlRVSl) Fach RVS systiti consists of a pole with one to four cameras. A site consist

of a fixed monitoring point for an area covered by many of these systems% By the end of FY 1999. INS had deployed 76 ISIS

systems and expect to add 74 additional systems in FY 2fN%) In locating along the Mexican and U.S. border in New Mexico.

Anzona and Texas. this technology has had a dramatic effect on border control and management and is credited with increasing the

-safety of officerswho must respond so border incur sins Because this technology can he deployed to vast, open areas and to

rugged terrain not easily accessible by Border Patrol agents it serves as an effective uicterrent to potential illegal border crossers.

The border enforcement request of 430 Border Patrol agents aind 60 ISIS systems will permit INS to enforce the rule of law and

enhance border management over larger portons of the border In support of the 2001 request for Border Patrol agents and

technology, INS will deploy these staff and technology resources in a manner that wilt permit their combined performance and the
results from the deployment to be measured The performance of the agent% and surveillance technology will help develop an
".optimum mix" of staff, border barriers, and technology and ass.ist in dectermining what future resources are needed to gain control

over specific border locations.



lniirlor Enoforcement
Sainrt-N midl Ijwflscs

CI )ulIrN isi J 1hoiisaid,)

Program s
Identify & Remnmc Criminal
Aliens

National Transrxirfiiinn
Juvenile Bed
Slate and Local fictd Spacc
[Meention Slimiidrd' for l(ISA,
Improve I Ilih'aiun oil N('IC

Totli. Interior Enforcement

Positioiis Work years

1119 54
x)40)

2541 125 SX2,OOC

Amount

$10,100
1,465

51,991
9,644
*Afxx)



Strat"g

For FY 2001. INS has adopted a two-tiered i pproachlIt a' ippoi these priorities-: I ) refocusl exsitinlg enforC~cent resources: mid 2)
enhancecertain activities with new resources 11w esiic r mitsi 01s l directly supportithe firstof the strategic priorities as

Priority I -Identification and Retmo% ait of (Criminat %lienit

Identify criminal aliens as they are prceseil iliruigli 1he criiiinl Itisice svsitenij--jj' mnFti ~iiwm i as appropriate Thc
activities wtIl direct resources to state and Icuteral rIswons %%s here crimtinalI atI iw are currentlIy incarcerated. to programs In
which aggravated felons currently on pariilc it, pr-iciioi ire ;ipprchciudt anid it, itil ltics actiely seeking out ahi-conclers
convicted of a crime and sublecti to rcnliivi!

I Enhance the National TransporitiuunOi Ssiciui

2 Expand Juvenile Bed Space

3 Expand State and Local Beds

4, Implement Detention Standards in IC SAs

5. Improve Utilization of the Nat ioni ( i loriati ion C2citcer

PrIordty 2: DetectIon, Dsroptle. and Dismantling of Organized Smuggling and 1 ra~i~kng

INS is changing the emphasis of its law eniforcemnent efforts. Thi: focuis is now on disrupting and dismantling the criminal
infrastnrutture that encourages and benefits from illegal migration including smutgglers. counterfeit document produces.
transporters and employers who exploit aid benefit from illegal migiration.

Priority 3: Respond to Le-al Reports aid Complaints

Or special concern to local communities and law enforcement has been the impact of criminal alien Activity, unaiuthorized
employment of illegal aliens, the movement of snnirrkd alienis along interior transportation moutes, and its. effect on the
economy and the quality of life in local conilmiiiie



Priority 4: Benefit Fraud and Other l~oievneni Ahuwc

Maintaining the integrity of the legal immigral ion sys~tem1 requires an aggIressive investigation and pro~ecti on strategy against
immigration benefit fraud and documcni aihtis

PrI~rfy 5: Block and Remve Employers' Acce"% o Ilnauthort,.cd Workers.

The INS will maintain a sustained and comprehensive aipproachi to denying employer-, access to unauthorized workers thus re-
affrming the crucial role played by thc employer in creaig~an effictive deterrent to illegal migration. INS will identify and
target notorious and egregious employers



Flemeustt: Enhance The National Transportation System

Programs Po"ii inii'" Workyears Amount

DetentiQn and Dcponratinii S I .(X)()

Narraive IPescriplan

" With 275,000 illegal aliens annually cnicrii the I I S INS* lentionand Defportation Program continues to race a growing
workload.

* Detention and Deportationi patterns shift aloing witi the flow nC alien traffic. As INS infuses more enforcement resourccs-
along the southwest border, illegal aliens adpms their nmovciieiisaccordingly These shi fling detention patterns impact
various jurisdictions throughout the country whereby Detention asnd lMporatioo staff provide air and ground transportation to
move deportable aliens to and from limited naitionwide detent ion lacilities. nicdical facilities. Courtroom hearings, non-U.S.
destinations, and other such locales. Ovcr the years. the reqimircnicrnts to Irinspmort, escort, and cxccutc alien removals have
resulted in the evolution of a Detention and M~poiiation "National Transportation System." Expedited deportation of illegal
aliens is a crucial component t for an effctivC eifnrcnni o111w Nation's immmigrainon laws.

Enhaw-ePATS-Remiecc f~oez8..000 Total RPATS Movenmcnts,
0 This request includes the following resources for JIPATS mnovements:

0 Detention and! Deporttion: A total of $l0000.ltxt -- and 5.550,0M in the Breached Bond Detention account -- to fund 16,000
addtional domestic wa repatriation JPATS movements. This request, combined with the SS.550.000 requested in the
Breached Bond Detention Fund will enable INS to fund a total of 95.000 total JPATS movements in FY 2001.

0 In October !995, the Attorney General directed INS and the United States Marshals Ser~Pice (USMS) t0 merg their respective
air transport operations into the Justice Prisoner and Alien Transportation System (JPATS), under the management of the
USMS. This system incorporates air operations of the INS, Federal Bureau or Prisons, (BOP), and USMS into a safe, secure.
and efficient network for the transportation andor removal or INS deportable aliens, BOP prisoners, and USMS detainees.



" Air transport operations via JPATS arc a critical component uf the National Transportation System. VPATS movemenits servic
as one of the more economical means of ttan%poriing large nunibcr ol aliens from various staging areas around the country to
those locations where they may be removed fromn thec initcd States Irton F~Y I1996 to FY 1999, INS increased its usc of
J PATS by 117 percent,

" Resources requested for increased SPATS movements are hased oin project ed Servicc-widc usage. The FY 2001 request
includes resources for repatriationnfights to Central America. ilic (rihhca.ii.and psrt% of Afica. Thc FY 2001 request is an
INI percent increase over the FY 2000 projected target. Increastil INS RIATS movements were determined using the following
factors: 1) DO)J recommendations to elinuinatc prolonged bufs trips thereby improving treatment of aliens as well as safety
compliance; 2) compensation for a lack ofavaiilahle local pad ii pce in certain areas; 3) accommodation of several INS work-
site special operations and Border Patrol highway operations simultaneously: 4) C'ongressional arnd DOS recommendations to
decrease the transportation of INS detainces (in comnicrcial airime,nc' d .11 ) a priority to increase the removal of aliens.

Element: Expand Joverifle Bed Space, and State and Iloctal Bed%

Programs Positions Workycars Amount

Detention and Deportation 2M( 100 $64000

Narrative-Deserlptton

* Increasing bed space is linked to increased removal numbers. Implied in efforts to increase the number of formal remvals- is
an appropriate increase of detention capabilities. In practice, increased removal targets and increased detention capabilities do
not always move hand in hand. Few cases arc uncontested, making it hard to gauge an alien's length of stay in INS custody.
Certain types of aliens necessitate more bed detention resources due to the conmplexsity of the docket case as is the ease with

uacmaied minor illegal aliens and long-ternm detainees; and even afler INS invests its resources, for many of these aliens
removals -me not imminent, Thisinitiative. combined with the funding for beds requested in the Breached Bond Detention
Eudanquests fundingloinrease INS' average daily detention beds by 1,.167 above the FY 2000 base level for a total of
19.702. beds.



Enhanced Juvenile Me Space
The request for an increase in beds for tinaccompinici nitnors, ncltics the toillowing component,

Detention and Deportation: I I positions (7 Dcrt.iton O~fficer,,3 Dl~cetiin 1llircenint Officers, and I Procurement
Analyst to be based at Headquarters). 0i sirlyears,, and S1.4r0.t0tt this includes $2.2700,M1 for alien detention. $1 114,000
for detention vehicles and $40,000 for laptop comppuicrs. pigcrs. anid cclii lar lcphones, This initiative, when fully
implemented in FY 2002. will result in t1w reiiial ii itI 90 iddilional juvenile aliens supported by 38 average daily beds
funded with S&E resources.

As stated in INS' Annual Performance plani, Minaceniciii tiorc functionn ( oak, INS needs to provide increased bed space for
unaccompanied minors to support the griiwiiig inllki ol Its'eile illegal aliens apprehended by INS Linforceccnt Officials.
Alst), 'iMS' Detention and Incarceration (joal iilirecse1 cisiicail impiriince ot providing a safe, secure, and hurrane
confinemrent for persons detained, Jenny Lisette v ues i al %s Janet Rctio was a class action lawsuit iled against INS that
challenged INS' policy regarding the a 'rresi. priscssing. dctentiiin, and release nf minors in INS custody. The settlement
actions, effecti .e February 1997, resulted in stricter pilicie, concerning juvenile illegal aliens In support of these goals and
responding to the Flores settlement, INS implemented a ness.%. comprehensive unaccompanied minor alien program in April
1997, providing national standards to ensure thme safety and ssellaire 411 mnaccompanted minors who are in the United Stales
illegally. This request supports INS' strategic goals by increasig the number of bed spaces available for detaining juvenile
aliens while also supporting INS' efforts to promote federal. Staic- aiid local cooperai in to expedite the removal of
unaccompanied minor detainees.

INS' Enforcement Officials have experienced a steady increase in the illegal alien traffic flow of unaccompanied minors. since
fiscal year 1995. The number ofjuveniles taken into INS custondy increased 34 percent from FY 1995 to FY 1997. In FY
1998. the number of unaccompanied minors, taken into custody reached 4,457, an increase of 61 percent over FY 1997. This
rate of increase is continuing; 5,644 juveniles were taken into custody in FY 1999.

To address increasing numbers of unaccompanied minor illegal alicn,. this S&E funded -initiative will fund 38 critically
needed detention bed spaces for juveniles nationwide in both contract and shelter care facilities. Detention space for
unaccompanied minors is procured through tNS' Unaccompanied Minors Shelter Care Program (UMSCP) and through a
number of In tergovernmental Service Agreements (IGSAs) v.ith State and local governments nationwide. After
unaccompanied minors are apprehended, like their adult counterparts, some are removed immediately-, others are held for short
peos4ssner 72 houm),andthe remanng rquu-clongcr dctcuan~sr(xtd. Both shelter care and contract facilities are



required to address the different n (it t hle iiiacnriipiied iiiiiiir Illegal .ilieiis

Th"is initiative at5 c ic*uests [)etentiori and l)eportation s;taft to perform services associated with the processing. detention, and
release of unaccompanied minors Giver. thek high level ii scrutiny placed on utivcoilc aliens in INS custody by advocacy
groups. INS requires resources to hire, train, and equiip INS liitbircecent Officers, so that they learn how to apply and comply
with the stringent constraints associated with Ilores, as well as keeping abreast of new developments and trends in
immigration law regarding unaccompanied minors Insc reased st a f for the u naccompanied minor program is based on the
following 'actors: guidance from the l'lores setlienieni, IN S' Iscort and Restraint Policy for unaccompanied minrs, which in
sonic categories is 1: 1: and INS' new detention siaiutards developed for tiivciiile: aliens in its custody.

" Resources for Detention and Deportation lDocket Clecrks will provide the necessary support for the processing of the juvenile
detainees. Advocacy groups have long held unaccompanied minor detention cases under a microscope, and with the Flores
settlement the INS has committed itself to maintaining a high level of' care for juvenile aliens and their interests.

Lncreas Funding for State and Local Bed Space
* INS requests 109 positions (25 Deportation Officers, 6?7 IDtention t,.nforeement Offocers, and 17 support) 54 workycars, and

S5 1,891,000 to support an additional 100(1) funded average daily State and local beds. Third -)mount includes S27,375,000 for
sliest d etention, S13,500,000 for removals, and St ,K7ttjtlot for vehicles to transport aliens. This initiative will facilitate the
removal of an additional 10.000 illegal aliens. This enhancement will add 1.000 new detention beds enabling INS to reach an
average annual funded bedlevel in FY 2001 of 19,702.

" INS has been faced with an explosion in its need for detention beds. In FY 1994, INS had funding for 5,532 detention bed
spaces. This number of funded bed spaces grew 172 percent, an annual average of almost 2,400 bed qwes per year, to 15.050
bed spaces from FY 1994 to FY 1998. The INS detained population grew with the beds. In FY l999,*due to sit increase in
mandatory spending on Personnel costs, on JPATS movements, and on Public Health Service costs, INS was faced with
funding 801 less beds than it had in FY 1999. INS was, therefore, unable to adhere to ils plan for bed space expanion as
outlined in the Federiall Detention Plan 1"97-2001. Faced with this situation, with the eind of the Temporary Period Custody
Rules (11CR), and coupled with the destruction caused by Humesne Mitch in four Central American countries, INS found
itself detaining permnent residents that it now was required by IIRIRA to detain, and that it formerly had resed based on
the unlikelihood that they would abscond. Furthennore, INS was unable to remove criminal aliens in its detention facilities to
tOse Central) Americain coutre affected by Hurricane Mitch while those countries wocovered from the hurricane. Indeed,
INS scrambled to make bed spaces available for criminals being released from prisons, who had completed the Institutional
Removal Program. However, they could not be removed until travel documents and clearances had been obtained.



Furthermoare. Hurricane Mitch had the cifeci ill cmisinp c~N (it ihiiiis,iit ol peuiple it) begin thc trek northward toward the
I Inited States border,

Although INS bed space requirements For F Y 199 ')'i) ic estiiates hy thc l-cderal Ietention Plan as far back as 1997 to be
18,200, INS did not have funding for this imninhr ot bdIs and was tfirced to request a supplemental appropriation and a
reprogramming to deal with the cascading cifecis ofliw cud ol J P( K aiid thc destiction of H~urricane Mitch. INS must
continue to expand its detention bed space iii I Y 24)(tl to mcei its mnaitory detent ion requirement

* INS is required by law to detain aliens suibtect to indatorv detriiun ii [Y 199, approximately 97% of INS' dctcntion
beds were devoted to the detention of mandatory detlainees, thereby leaving very few beds for tbc detention of non-mandatory
detainees. As a result. INS enforcement cllorts sitiffe.red. INS w,s compelled to bond out of custody most of ttue non-
mandatory detainees it apprehended in cnforceic ntl operations including aliens INS believed would abscond and never appear
for their hearing before an immigration judge Thus. INS enteurcement suffered without the ability to detain non-mandatory
aliens, INS has determined that, given the currently level ut enforceuicit resources, an appropriate number of average daily
detention beds for non-Mandatory dctainccs, is 2.50t0. Aiiyihiuug less would iiot enable INS to enforce the Immigration and
Nationality Act in regards to non-mandatory ailninlsrative cases. INS protects a need of 19,702 detentiot beds in FY 2001 in
order to comply with the mandatory deteittion provisions iii lIRIRA With this enhancement, INS should at least he able to
address its detention requirement for mandatory ileiaiinees

Detcntioni Standards forlOSAs
* As INS' detainee population has grown since IV 194, INS has been [orced to expand its funded bed space levels by

purchasing detention space in State arid local jails through Intergovermecntal Service Agreements (IGSAs). Indeed. INS'
IGSA average daily bed apac" usage rate of 1,654 had grown to 7,4301 by FY 1998. INS is projecting an average daily IGSA
bed space usage rate of 11,050 in FY 2001. Ike iuse INS is compelled to rapidly expand IGuSA utilization in a vast and varied
number of non-Federal facilities. INS cannot rely on obtaining (IGSA bed space that is always completely compliant with INS'
detention standards. The INS, therefore, propos:s implementing a program in which its detention standards will be
administered, implemented, and maintained with a dedicated stiff and funding for upgrading both small and large IGSA
facilities. Phase I of this three phase implementation plan will be implemented with funds provided in FY 2000. A total of 80
positions (40 Deportation Officers, 37 Detent out Enforcement Officers, and 3 Procurement Offirs), 40 worlsycars, and
$8,644.000 will be needed in IFY 20011to pay for the second phase of this implementation plan.

* The detention standards consist of four service!; for dctaices. First, detainees will attend a Group Legal Rights video
presentation in which their legal rights are outiiuned tits will require the purchase of a television and video cassette recorder



for the IGSAs. Second. detainees will have access 1io Lcgal Materials. this will require the initial purchase of Legal Reference
Matter I, the maintenance of the legal material, the purchase ol'updattcs io the legal natcrial. the replacement of the legal
inatetial when necessary, office supplies. ,ind miscellaniiii cils to include envelopes. stamps. notary services, certified mail.
and interpreters Third, detaines will havc access to tlccpfoncs. which will meet a one phone per 25 detainees standard.
assuring reasonable privacy for detainees when using the lclcplvines; aliernalc means to meet the iclephone standard when
telephone use is needed outside telephone contracts (cell phonecs, rnnation of aliens io an INS District Office to make
cerain phone calls); provisions for detinces to make inter- f.'tciiy calls to family members. and establishment of detaine
messalging system. Finally. detainees will have visiltifion in priic consultation mooms for attornecy/client meeting.

The INS potentially has access to ]GiSA bed spatce in approximately 900 state and local facilities The [NS has IGSAs with
538 facilities, arid access to another 4(X facilities. through W(SAs with the U.S. Marshals Service. The INS will concentrate its
efforts and resources in Phase I by implementing the detention standards in those facilities actively in use. In the first half of
IFY 1999, INS was actively utilizing a totalI of 227 l(.SA facilities. By thve cod of FY 1999. INS will implement the detention
standards and operating procedure% in its Service Processing ("enter% and Contract I)etenlion Facilities wuihin its base level of
resources; these hold more than 45% of INS detainees, In Phase 1. during WYV 2000. detention standards, will be implemented
in the 25 local facilities with the moit INS detainees Ian averagec daily population of 100 oremore detainees), holding
approximately 35% of at! INS detainees;. counting pecrsonis held in SK's and cnrs, the cumulative total will be 75-Mr0% of all
detainees. In FY 2001, during Phase I1, 100 more facilities (those with an average daily population of 10-l100 detainees).
holding approximately 20% of INS detainees, will receive upgrades% in compliance with the detention standards. Phase will
be completed by the end of FY 2001. and a total of 95% of INS detainpes will he covered by tedetention standards.

In IFY 2001,.37 deportation teams are requested to implement awl administer the detention standards. Each depotation team
will consist of a single Deportaton Olfiker and a single I)etention Fniforement Officer. in implementing the detention
standards at IbSAs, the flowing distribution of positions was applied: 1) One deportatin team was assigned to every facility
with 100 or more detainees and currently without any INS liaison;, 2) One deportation team was assigned to every 6 facilities
within a district that detain 100 of fewer detinees each: 3) Regional Office supervision of the program will require two
Procurement Officers and two Regional Deportation Officers at each Regional Office; 4) Headquarters administration of the
program will require one ProcurementI Ofricer. one Program Analyst. and two Supervisory Deportation Officers.
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Elemetit: improve Utmiailin or the Nalional Crime Informal inn (enter (NCi()

Programs t'o'.iions Workyears4 Amount

Dctcntiori and DcporiaiiiiiS 25 $X.004I

Narrative Description

Expand NCIC Capabilities to Address Serious Baicklog ol'Ilnpwtiiig INS's Criminal Alien
Records into Nationwide Databas

" This request totals 50 positions (I8 Deportation Ofrnccrs. and 32 %uppori). 25 workycars. and S8.000,000 for expanding NCIC
data entry. This includes S1.286,625 for alien detention (75 total detention beds). $1.000,000 to install terminal connections
through State and local systems, 5344.000J for detention vehicles, SI 75,000 for an NCIC/CJIS Expert Contractor. $310.000 for
travel costs. and S1,494.375 for alien removals. INS rcicsis resources for the National Crime Information Center
(NCICYCniminal Justice Information Scrvicc-s (K JISl to improved and expedite its capability to locate aliens on the Wanted
Persos File and the Deported Felon File.,track stolen property. and to obtain cnminal history records.

" The NCIC is a centralized automated database of infomauion which is entered primarily over a nationwide
telecommunications system to the FBI's central computer. All 2uthorized criminal justice agencies can eifiter records and
make inquairies regarding individuals and property which they encounter on a day-to-day basis. In faet. NCIC database% are
accewad by hundreds and thousands of law enforcement officers in their routine investigations of law violators. This
technology provides an excellent opportunity for INS to post alerts to law enforcenient officers that the detained person may
be a depot"l criminal alien. When law enforcement officers become more aware of INS' use of the NCIC System and
make additional innuiries that are not being made now, they will become a considerable asset in identifying criminal aliens.
INS will then have the opportunity to process the alien for removal. To obtain any benefit-. from the NCIC System. the NCIC
System record must first be entered into the System. Thcecer, all encounters of individuals by the criminal justice system.
which ar na through the System, can be harnecssed to locate records subjects thusr avoiding mnore resource-intensive
investigative efforts.

* Presently. INS ia no using NCIC to its full potential and is in jeopardy of losing its NCIC privilege if it cannot maintain its
datlablase records in full compliance. Over the past 6 years INS has grown Iremndously and is now close to becoming the
largest user of NCIC but does not have Ihe necessary program management structure in place, nor the resources% to enter
records and respond to confirmed record matchc,.. of criminal aliens.. INS cannot afford to succumb to bigger backlog



problems. In 1974 INS lost the privilege to enter records int the NCR. System as a result of failing to properly maintain the
database and, 17 years later, after providing assurances to the I III, INS was permitted to make inquiries of the NClC systemi
again.

in 1991, INS pursued a cautious limited approach to participating in the NCR. System. which was to centralize the entry of
records at INS Headquarters. All qualifying inforrntioii %was required and sent From the field to headquarters via mail or
facsimile. The Headquarters staff perfonins quality control and colers the record. INS received a budget enhancement in FY
1996 to meet the workload criteria at that time Subsequently, the criteria for records entry has increased dramatically. In
December of 1996 the Attorney General mandated that all qualifying wanted persons information had to be entered into the
NCIC Wanted Person File, and within 24 hours. Ab of September 10, 1999, 230.929 cases qualified for entry in t Wanted
PezsolsFide but only-.325 qualifying records were contained in the File. INS is unable to enter all qualifying records within
the mandated 24 hours. Also in 1996, with FI's approval, INS created and implemented a new NCIC file exclusively for INS
to enter records on depned aggravated felons. IIRIRA cspanrded the definition of aggravated felons whose records qualify
.for entry into the File. A&ofScptemnbr 10. 1999, only 29,625 qualifying records were contained in the Deported Felon File,
reultingin-a backlog-of 17045 remaining to be entered. Given the serious backlog of data entry, INS is further restricted
from performing other mandated NCIC System requirements such as adequate periodic validation/quality control checks of
records, and resurces to verify that records match is confirmed. INS must have sufficient staff and equipment in the field to
ensure that the record sub -t and individual being detained arc the same, that the arrest process is still outstanding or the,
deportee has re-entered illegally, to make a detention decision, and to transport, process, and then remove the individual. The
NCIC System requires that INS provide records confirmation 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

This initiative proposes to decenitralize the record entry back to the field where the initial qualifying information is developed.
This is absolutely necessary to avoid delays in the entry of iccords and ensure timely updating and removal of records. This
model of decentralized entry adopts the national approach to entry of NCIC records. Following the FBI model, INS would
connect INS District Ornmce to local, regional, and Slate computer systems, which interfacuto the FBI NCIC System.
Requested resources would permit the field to respond to the growingdemand placed on INS to administer its NC1C System.
and result in the entry of 54,000 qualifying records per year into the Deported Felon File. This request is based on the number
of positions and growth in the program that INS can absorb in a single fiscal year. Requests for resources to further address
the need to enter qualifying records may be made in future years.

Resources for Detention and Deportation Program Specialists, and administrative staff, will provide the necessary support for
data entr of the thousands of records, validation and quality control checks on thme records, and legal suppoOt, necessary to
pin the full benefits the NCIC database provides to law enfobrcemnrt.



In addition, the S1.000,000 for Data and (OMMUnicanhiir. program is needed to install tcrnminal connections through local.
regional, and State systems to NCIC INS willI staff the NCt( Sysitem at INS Heild Offtices This funding will also he uscd for
leasing and/or purchasing terminals rcqtiired for ic conniictiiiis. as %scil IIhe purchase of sonic tclecomniunication and modcni
equipment Telecommunications cost rcqiiiremcnis vary hy Slite



Infrastructure and Pri)(feskmoatism
SaIdric. ind Excnwc
I oltr. in lhis%.ndo)

I nitiative Summary

Pro2[lf~ I' %IhIIn, Work r, Amnount

IApi Proceedings 50 25 $4.804
Nlanaplmefi & Adminiralion 4XI 46 $527

TOWa 1401 71 $10,076

ONote: Infrastructure and Prd(CUisloIalihmn eletments are also in the Contnactlon Account.

For FY 2001. the INS continues its comsmitment to improving the njtitutional development and infrastructure needed to sustain thc
enormous growth in the workforce over the past 'cvcral year,, Thm. priority provides critical services to support the service and
enforcement missions of the Agency, It also ensure% that a motivated arnd diverse wq~irorce is well-trained and empowered to do its
)ob. The Infrastructure sai Professionalism initiative focuses on restoration of hase resources, improving personnel management and
accountability, increasing staffing support in both the Regions and Hcadquarters. developing and implementing employee support
requirements, and achieving integration of the variou% mission area-. anti strale ics This initiative will improve the INS' ability to
support its Operational requirements and the FY 217(1JIlnfrasiruciurc and Professionalism strategies, INS' strategy under Ib N tatv
is to

* reduce backlogs and tncmae vehicle replacement:

" Improve professionalism a motivation through effective management of dtiversity ini our workforce, and through more
flexible career development and geographic mobility strategies.

" improve organizational discipline and responsiveness% by csiahlishing more effective modes of internal communication, and by
better integrating strategic planning across the various complex scrvicc areas.



Infrastructure and Professionalismi
Sailarice. md Fxpcni%'
(Dollair% in thimusands)

Dlement: FInancial and Debt Management Services

P12gLan Pioitu'ns Workycar% Amount

Management & Adminiqramiio 641) S1.112

Namrat Descriotlon

INS requests 60positionm, 31 workycar... and $;11200N o stialt the Burlington Debt Management Center and the Dallas
Finance Center Twenty-ive positions sstll go tom Burlington. 25 to Dalla%. and 10 to the Headquarters. With the requested
positions. INS will have a fully independent end operational Debi Management Center (DMC) that will report to the Offc Of
Financial Management (OFM). Thi% center will perform allI ilutic and responsibdlities relating to the sericing of deposits.
bond rei administration. as well as the collection and adinitration of other account receivable services (ie. administrative
fine, un-collectbl checks, etc,).

Under Congnmionral approval of the INS finance restucturing, a det management center was approved for Burlington.
Vermont, as well as the Dallas Finance Center. this request is the first step in implementing the restructuring. This increms in
dat entry capabilities will benefit INS through the priidutiotum of beter financial reports and systems control. The Burlington
Center will be a revenue producer for INS, andi will more then pay for itself annually, through improved debt collectionS and

-thenwvablim-

a. Aggressively pursue outstanding debt after 41 day% (prior to referral to Treasury), and collect mney that would
otherwise be uncollectible or cost INS a fee fur collection

b. Bond audits - The DMC could provide the field with timely reports and follow-up on bond breaches. that have not
been finalized. This would result in breaches being collected and recorded in the financial system mote timely



*The mimion of the Dallas Finance Center has c% I ed I orn a regional support staff to a national payment, management center.
which in conjunction with the Debt ('enicr in Ruilingisin and 1t Nasiioital ring ('cnier. Twin Cities, results in a consolidated
financial operation at three locations Ihe adisionil postion'. icqtie'.d herein will support a %trategy of integration of
budgetary, financial and property systeivi. thi% cenler ils"i ial'o% INS is' he compliant with thc Prompt Pay Act and to process
travel voucher% within i days

* The additional support at the WlL4s l-inantc ( enicr along w ib ,sdsitioiial Nu.uti ;it o1 tther OFM %ices will give INS the ability
io obtsain and inaintain a "clean" audit opinion by tlirCCitrg k. .jniinm resources in o lie coticiliation of accounting records
suib as opcii obligation% and the fund hKil.inke -iil. I rca sums ANdliisnal re ourics will also he used to update financial records
xcurmlrly and timely

* The headquarters positions are for aLouniaw itis toill cisenilts that cointibutc to INS' inability to obtain a clean audit
opinion The Of-Ms- lack of accountant poitions wai ieopni/ctl in ihe FY98 Financial Statemn t Audit Report, The report
stated that INS lacks adequate staff resources (niisahly xsc~ianiiso perform the reconciliation of financial transacions In
October of 199A, a Clean, Audit Team ((Alt As% lornictl usitig estplovees from various offices within INS, This group was
convened hecause of the lack of resourses within the Cit of Isintx 1 be implementation of the CAT Team confirmed that
of OFM is given the proper resoures (%kill less'l & numbersi pte ii stides can he r-made in producing accurate financial d'ta

* This enhancement request, provides the staffing and financial reqirmentsI to coninuc operations beyond FY 2001.

EheMWtI. Adiluuqirative Center Sbtabg

Management A Adninisiitim 0ln$,6

* INS requests 30 positions. 15 workyears. and S1,9NWit )IInt t ofoe srtice to an acceptable level that meets customers ned
and expectations These positions directly support field operation, administering a full range of administrative support
services as provided by each of the Admiositratise ('enters



* As the Administrative Centers' customer Nosw hi% increased. sA) luo his the demand for the personnel services. including: the
Labor Mantagement Relations caseload. EFO compitinis,. Payroll, employee beniths, poersonrnel actions. and awards. Each
branch within the Administrative Center%' Human lcesourie.. Division has seen between a W050'% increase in their workloads.
The permanent staffing levels in the Ajinnsiative Center% have rcmained %tatic 147 for Blurlington. 146 for Dallas. and 160
for Laguna Niguel. while the officer corps hit% grimwit by over 751k-

In February 1996. the Justice Managemnt Division issued a Repor. Management Review of Adminisrative Services. In the
%ummaiy of Chapter 1. Overview of INS, the relori -taic'.

"During the last fiv years. INS has c otpcriciwccl conside-rahk growth in funding and staff resources in response
to policy emphass on better controlling illegil immigration and serving legal immigrants mote efficiently The
agency has naturally been required toi adjiisi its iviganiratisional design, not without somne growing pains," For a
number of reasons. INS* administrative remnurce have not kept pace with enforcement and immigration service
enhancements. This has been particularly true in the case of management and admsinistration rsource within
te larg dtrec Salaries and Expenses appooropriatin ihe overall decline in INS'staffing in almost every
mao* adminitsrattve activity tuggests a diiurttngly weak administrative inframStniiyre which has been hard
pressed to support achieving the agency's mi'.ii effrctively"

RhMOMM: La1111111 P11udh Be Sheuifa

~EDPositions W4k An
Ltgal Proceedings SO 25 S4,104

* INS is request 50 position. 2-5 wodtyears. anid $4.M.00 fkw the Legal Proceedings program.

* These position are regisstd to ensure INS can meet its legal reresetatin requirenents. withoutI the requested positions.
INS will have: (1) delayed mintovat of illegal aliens, including agravalled felonis an die cthrimmnal aliens. (2) prolongd
Oeeton of alien. (31 eecalmad de tto cost. (41 inadequat representation before. the lmtnigration COuW% anld the hiA; (.5)
an ineffective employer sianctios program. (6l an ineffective enforcement. program. (7) delayed nauralizatimon revircaintis. (3)
delayed legal advice to INS petsonnel; 19) an cscali~oorm in the isuiiier of subpoenas issued against INS. 10) an escalation in



the number of Freedoms of Information Act and Privacy Act rcquests-, (I I) delayed services to the public'.; (12) adverse
decisions in labor-rielated litigation, (13) delayed promulgation of regulation%. (14) the issuance of mandamus orders against
INS; (15) the issuance of injunctions against INS-. 16) clas~action suits resulting in additional work for INS; (17) adverse
federal court decisions; (18) unfavorable public scrutiny and Corigrersional oversight; (19) inadequately trained immigration
officers; (20) payment of EAJA fees and other cost-. and (2 1) a significant degradation of our ability to effectively litigate
sensitive cases involving terrorism and national -.ccity

Several other recently-enacted laws require significant additional attorney consultation support, including: (1) a new statute
requiring reinstatement ofprior deportationnand removil, ordcrs (2) amended statute% emphasizing the need for admIiI.tsive
removal proceedings by the INS and judicial removal proceeding% by district court judges, (3) new statutes eliminating ief
from deportation or removal and restricting wativers available to inadmissihle anid deportablc aliens, and (4) a new statute
requiring the expedited removal of certain inadroissihic arriving aliens. In addition, recent legislation eliminates or severely
restricts judicial review of removal ordersand INS detention determinations involving criminal aliens. Ttwese statutes are
generating a significant increase in judicial review procc-cdtnps. requiring more attorney representation and consultation
support.

The U.S. Army Manpower Analysis Agency IUSAMAA) recently completed a comprehensive review of the staffing needs of
the Legal Proceedings Program. As pant of it% study, the USAMAA visited the General Counsel's Office in Washington, D.C.,
the three Regional Counsel Offices, and 29 of the 32 District Counsel Office%, In a 600-page report, the USAMAA thoroughly
documented each office's staffing shortfalls and concluded as follows:.

Our study cleary demonstrates that the Legal Proceedings Program is vastly understaffed and underfunded. Its
atornys cannot adequatly perform their assigned functions without significant increases in personnel. Based
on its IFY 1997 workload, the program needs ., .an additional 4-44 employees -- 293 attorneys and 151 support
personnel - above and beyond its current authorized %taffing levels. This analysis does not include the
additional manpower that will be niecessitated by future increases in the program's workload.



Elermm: FMandel Mamamee System

f[28131 P(1%1114)11% Workyear Amount

Management and Adlntnlirail~ln .. [4,2001

" INS requested $4,200,000 for the Financial Managciiwnt Syslcni initplcmcfltaition. interfaces. improved system fuictionality.
and additional modules. Funding for this infliitiivc is proposed From 001's Asset Forfeiture Fund, This enhancement is vital
for the ongoing improvement of INS' financial system

" This request for FFMS will further INS' ability tohbecomccompliant with requirements imposed by the Chief Financial
Officers Act of 1990, and the Government Managcment Reform Act of 1994. for audif able financial statements that more
accurately track the status and use of fund%, These resources will also allow INS to become compliant with the requirements
imposed by the Governmencrt Performance and Result'. Act IGPRA) by tracking and interrelating performance and cost
information. These initiatives support the Prestdent's and the Commissioner's priorities to enhance professionalism and
improve accountability within the INS financial management process. It also supports a Chief Financial Officers audit which
staes, "INS' financial management systems% are not integrated, resulting in %ignificant delays and burdensome reconciliation 00
efforts; contain significant internal control weaknesses, affecting the accuracy and reliability of financial information; and
limit, rather than enhance, effective decision making." Anothcr finding in the CFO's audit was that, "accounts payable
balances were not properly determined and recorded in the general ledger.' Corrective action would be achieved, according to
the audit. "in conjunction with the implementation of the new core financial system." The implementation of added system,
functionality, new systems modules and interfaces will improve productivity and efficiency by automating manual functions. It
is also imperative that manual financial functions are automated to improve processing controls and to maintain an apgioprtate
financial infrastructure for an increasing INS budget that %upporis expanded immigration goals and strategies.

" The Office of Finance has provided a brief history of the FFMrS. as well or, future plans for the system,

-FY 97: Obtained FFMS software through an interagency agreement with the Deparitment of Treasury.
- FY 98: Implemented system with a limited number of transactions (5- 10% )
FY 99- Initiated first system stres-s test - systemn was unable to support adequate number of simultaneous users.

Unable to idenwify proiblemn as to whether it was a software or hardware issue.



-FY 99: Intiag second symtcm wer%% lc, l - identified problem a% platformi CaPacilY.
-FY ft. Department of Commcrce upgrid piaidtm cpa~ciy
-FYOO00 Initiaed Symem De,~ign Review awl~ FurictionaiI Testi lo addrc%% whether %y-.tem actually contains

functionality in documcniammi anknd to addrc%% what remnaining rcquirement-s nced to be designed into the system,
-FY 0001l Deployment of sy.tin nuiictionsan nll ii mrlemeintatlol of system



Pay Refwo
Salanc% and Fxpens
(llarsw in Ihnu%andst

IPosetionn S15.IO0ra

Border Patro". . 40,900

A WWta o(SIS.100.000 is requested apurtof a pay reformi initiative rcqucstcd for Immigration Inspectors in the Salaries anod Expetues;
Approprition. Additional resource funding is requested in lhc I kscr and Exams Fee Accounts. Thi pay reform includes the
upraing of the journy grade of the Immigration Inspector posit ion from GS-9 to
OS-Il1.

UPGRADING THE JOURNEY GRADE OF THE IMMIGRATION INSPECTOR POSITION

The role of the hrnmilgrtiton Inspector has evolved from one that primarily focused on facilitating the legal entry into the United States
of properly docunented alleas and U.S. citizen to one with an increased emphasis on the delecionifidentificiof and apprehension Of
psm -satpagtoeumrthecaary illegally. In addition. IIRRA has inc- pue knowle*e eqirenMats. ea totteM1,d
ratiosibilleu of lmalgeil 1-11 toi tincud the aiuility to rmnove lameudiatetly froum die United StaSte ie npMON toentre
by frid or wloa prupvdowumeutoi. The raising of On journey level for rImigration 16pectrsII to Os-IlI will r c Ogn19 e
chug. I. thu basic nom of the work Cange in legislation, and will enabl the INS to reenait and rain entipboyees whom critical
inomla 6 emhduet



A tota of W4,900,000 is requested as part of a pay refam Wsiwia sve requested (fo Bor~er Patrol Agenits in the Salaries and Expeises _______

Appropriation, This pay reform includes (1) iuosition upgrades. and (2) the substitution of lasw enforcemnentaa1- Ii~ E A 1
place of standard and uncontrollable overtime pay. as well as the cxtablishment of special salary rate authority for the Attorney
General. to ensure fair and effective conripen..atimi for the Border Patrol woirkforce./

POSITIN UPGRADES
The nature of Border Patrol work has evolved to the point that Border Patrol Agent% continually deal with refined smggling schemes.
advanced technology, and sophisticated fraudulent document rings requiring the agents to engage in investigative and intelligence
work on a regular aW recurring basis. In addition. IIRIRA ha-% imponcd increased knowledge requirement. work sAzmplexities. and
authorities on Border Patrol Agents in the pursuit of law enforcement ohjeeives.. The raising of the journey level for Border Patrol
Agents to GS- I I wilf'recognize changes in the basic nature of the work, changes in legislation. and will INS to recruit and: retain
employees who are a vital part of the goal to control illegal immigrstiwi into the United State..

SPECIAL SALARY RATM AND LEA FOR BORDER PA7TOL
Legislation is proposed to &aen Title 5. United State% Code, to, create a new subsecion 5S45ak). making border patrol agents and
certain other specified law enforement officer portions in INS eligible for law enforcement availability pay.

Border patrol agents, and the other snecifled law enforcement officer positions, currently receive annual premium pay for
administratively uncontrollable overtime work (AltO pay) under 51 U.S.C 5545(c)(2). AUO pay has proven to be comtplex, prone to
grievances and litigation, controversial, administratively burdenvome, and difficult to administer. By contrast, administration of law
enforcement availability pay under 5 U.S.C. 5545a has been relatively trouble-free. This proposal would substantially reduce the
administrative burden, and make t premium pay system easier to understand. Nearly all of the employees in the specified caegories
receive AUO pay equal to 25pePr Pem oftheir rate of basic pay. Over 80percent of the employees in the specified categories also
receive overtime pay under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) of 1919.

Law enforcement. availability pay is pai at a rate equal to 25 percent of an employee's rate of basic pay. However, since empoyees
receiving law enforcemnt availability pay are also exempt from the overtime pay provisions of the FlSA, FLSA overtime payments
to noa-exempit law enfoetiwan offers would be discontinued. It is estimated that INS pays $15 million per year in FLSA ovrIme,
payments to the specitied law enforcement. positions.



Thedaasssnsaane ofFLSA overtime pay for hordcr patrol agent% would he addressed and~pverCps~bY.SWmniazhAUanuY
be ffie ? Prsnne managementt (OPNI in esabliing pca8 alr4uslHowever, the Attorney Genecral would not he required to denwriwtaic significant recruiment and retention problems. T1he AttorneyGeneral would exercise this authority by granting border patrol igenits the minimum basic pay rates. necesrsary to prevent, on average, aloss in total pay due to the discontmiace or FISA ovcrtifmc pay. The kcvcls oft these special salary rates might therefore vary bygrade level and reograpic locality.

Pilots, deportation oficers, and detention and dertition officer% would not he covered by Subsection (C). The journey grade level orthewe occupations parallels the journey grad e Ivel of criminal investigators positions in the Immigration and Naturalization Service.When law enforcement availability pay became applicahlc to those criminal investigator positions. FLSA overtime pay wasdiscontinued. The special saary rates would he adininistered in a manner similar to OPM-administered special"saary rates. BorderPatrol Agents would be paid comparable to other INS law cnrorcemcnt officers.

- 'A--) -1. '--- --
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Finanocial Analysis -Program Changes
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PAY REFORM
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I-Mmirlo n auaiao e~
Salarici and E;~n~e%

Mtaty% or Cnresaionally Requested
Sludick!"orts.and FEvaluationq

I'he FY 2000 Conference report directs the Attorney ( iciieral submnit rccommcndilrons (in a Ilkpartmcnt-wide strategy to plan for
and manage its detention needs. The report was transmitted 14P the Congress~ on October 14. 1999

2 The FY 2000 Conferencc report directs thc INS to submIti a report oni the status of Iorder patrol hiring, plans for recruitment, and

a detailed plan of its expenditures of Fiscal year 1999 1 iiids pfovidcdl or Blorder Patrol agents. rhe report was transmitted to the
Congress on December 14. 1999.

3 The FY 200-0 Confercnce report requests the INS to skibmit any disctnti containing policy directives or instructions. including
training manuals, on stopping or detaining individiti' 11itiugl ut have volated k I S immigration laws, 'Thc report was
transmitted to the Congress on December 14, 1(9)()

4. The FY 2000 Conference report directs the INS to submit a1 reprt~r on the problems in the I ucson sector, the measures that INS has
taken and plans to take to address the problems. including a date by ssliich each measure is expected to be implemented. The
report was transmitted to the Congress on December 27. 1999

5 The FY 2^~00 Conference report requests lNS/D)J submit a plan to integrate INS Il[WNT and the FBI lAFlS systems. The plan
should address concerns that current environment does not provide other Federal. State, local law enforcement agencies with
access to fingerprint identification information captured by INS liol' agents, nor does it provide the BP with the full benefit of FBI
criminal history records when searching criminal histories or persons apprehended ut the border. DOJ has the lead on this report.
The report is being finalized within t DOJ.

6. The FY 2000 Conference report directs the INS to revise its strategy to comply with the original Committee directive - to focus on
the end-outcome of deportation - and resubmit the report. The revised report should include detailIs of the specific steps necessary
to implement this goal. The report is being finalized within the INS.



7. The FY 2000 Conference report directs the INS to asses'. the overall detention needs to support this cf~ort and to report to t1hC
Committee as to the number of beds and isii,,;xied vcists estimated it) lhe needed to support Operation Vanguard. The report is
being Finalized within the INS.

8It The F Y 2000 Conference report directs the INS it, provide a st:tigs on the obligation of funds for night vision technology. The
report is being finalized within the INS.

9. The FY 2000 Conference report directs the Ass~istant Attontey 6encral for Administration to submit a proposed %pending plan on
the use of existing base funds available for IDFN 1I10r the following studies: a system designt effort. a joint INS-FBI criminality
study, involving a matching IDENT recidivist records against the Criminal MaSter tile-, a study to determine the operational impact
of 10-printing apprehended illegal crossers; at the border-.an eniginecring proposal for the first phase to determine the validity of the
systems development costs that have been cstininted by the [ 1I. andi other related expenditures U pon completion of the studies.
results should also be provided The report is being flnali/ed within hei INS

10 l Te FY 2000 Conference report direct-, )J to provide a reporltion the status of the lawsuit Filed against the INS and the Army
Corps of Engineers challenging the major dnig interdiction etirt known as Operation Rio grandee and its impact on the
environment. DOJ has the lead on this report. The repiort is being fintali;i'Ld within the DO)J.

11. The FY 2000 Conference report requests that the INS subntit a report on the feasibility of expanding the pilot project begun in
fiscal year 1998 to implement section 563 of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Respnsibility Act of 1996 to the
Tucson Sector in Arizona. The report is being inali/ed within the INS

12. The FY 2000 Conference report directs the INS to identify new additional locations for future Quick Response Teams. including
Alabama, and report its findings. The report is being finalized within the INS.

13. The FY 2000 Conference report directs the INS to report on the results of program to identify and deport criminal aliens in local
and county jails. pursuant to P.L. 105.141, The report is being finalized within the INS.

14. The FY 2000 Conference report directs the INS to fully fund the records centralization anid redesign activities in Harrsonburg, VA
and Lee Summit. MO and provide a progress report on records cenitralization. The report is being finalized within the INS.



15. The FY 2000 Conference report directs the INS toi prim ide a detailed assessment of its current and projected detention needs for
the next three years. This report was originall duev MN 1. l9') lihe INS was granted an extension to March 1. 2000, *1the report
is being finalized within the INS.-

I6t The FY 2000 Conference report directs the INS to report mi the lightweight, hand-held. night-vision range-find binocular System
technology.- The Committee has learned this technoiliigy may he. oI uisc to Border t'atriil agents and directs the INS to investigate
this technology for possible use by the Border laitil mi the future 'I he report is duec to the Congress March t1, 2000,

17, The FY 2000 Conference report directs the INS (o cvailuiate alis-east, all weather, and alt light level ground surveillance
capability and report to on its Findings. 't~he report is (ilue to the Congress March 1. 2000.

18. The FY 2000 Conference report requests, the INS toi report on the additional 71 A413 unreviewed eases processd during the
Citizenship USA initiative. The report is dueC to the Congress March 1, 2000.

19. The IFY 2000 Conference report requests that the INS provide a report on the cost, security, and logistical assessment of providing
a Secure Electronic Network forIT-avelers Rapid Inspection thEIN IFRI) dedicated commuter lane at San Luis, New Mexico. The
report is due to the Congress March I1- 2000

20. The IFY 2000 Conference report directs the INS to provide a feasihility study and implementation plan for utilizing the Justice
Prisoner and. Alien Transportation System (JPATS ) fur a greater number of deportations I he report is due to the Congress
March 1, 2000.

21. The FY 2000 Confercnce report directs the INS, in consultation with the Executive Office of immigration Review (EQIR). to
report on IRP caseload, by case type, for fiscal years 1997-1999. If the IRP caseload does not give priority to aliens imprisoned
for serious violent felonies or drug trafficking, the INS is directed to explain why and to outline steps is will take to focus lRP
efforts on the must dangerous incarcerated aliens. The report is due to the Congress March 31. 2000.

22. The FY 2000 Conference report directs the Executive Office of Immigration Review (SOIR) to consult with the INS and the
private bar on the feasibility of electronic filing of documents, such as Notice's to Appear. etc. with the Offices of Immigration
Judges and with the Board of Immigration Review. The report is due to the Congress April 1.2000.



21 1 he FY 2000 Conference report directs the INS to coniilict a piloti prograin to) collect demographic data on persons% referred toi

secondary inspection at J 1: Kennedy airptio in Nc"s Yoirk Ilit' data should he collected beginning January I, 2000. for a six-
month period. rhe report is due to the Congress August t. 20i(Hl

24 1 he Conference report directs the INS too cotitini its cinsultiiot with the Co(mmtttees on Appropriattons before deployment of
new Border Patrol agents included ini the cuintereoce: rcport I hc coonferees expect that the proposed deployment plans will include
in appropriate d istribhution to address the needs i n andI irubuni I I (Ceniro, Cal ifornia. I ucson. A rtona: the Southeastern states., and
the Northern border I his report is due priiir to dceriniinptu final il newat it

25 The FY 2000 Conference report directs the INS iio prouvude a Iliscal scar 1999 Border Patrol aviation final report. This report is
due, as information becomes available

26 rhe FY 1999 Conference report requires the A(/INS. anongiuthers, tiuconduet a joint review and report to the Congr..is on a plan
to improve coordination of Federal agenwcs with rcspinsuhulity too pro)teci borders against drug, trafficking, including coordination
with State and local agencies and assessment andl an action plan A draft report was transmitted to ONDCP in May D) has
requested an official response on the report froint UNIXTI

27 The FY 1999 Conference report requires a report on the Itasubilily tul locating permanent INS detention center at Salt Lake City
and the resources and training needed to address the oserall INS unossiuun in I Itoh. with specific reference to detention space and
the number and distribution of agents assigned to te State

28. The FY 1999 Conference report directs the I NS iio evaluate and report on existing technical infrastructure and the quality and
integrity of the data used in the System for Alien Verification itl Eligubility (SAVF) system, or any comparable INS system. and
recommend how INS can meet the needs of Slates seeking to comply with Title IV of P.L, 104-193. The report is being Finalized
within the INS. 1

29. The FY 1999 Conference report directs the INS to report on the feasibility of expanding the local ambulance pilot program. The
report is being finalized within the INS



30 The FY 1999 Conference report requires the INS ito reprt~ ont clorts to improve response rates to State/local calls to remove
illegal aliens, including the number of calls, 11w nitniber (i aliens per call, actual response time from call to pickup, the number of
aliens determined removable, and actual disposition (it each casec I lie Ibarthi quarter 199l9 report is being finalized within the INS.

31 *the FY 1998 Conference report requires a wrilteti monthly repor addressing INS' status in processing applications for
naturalization adjustment of status, and emipliiyment aiihoritition documents 'I lie I )etohcr 1999 report was transmitted to the
Congress on December 9. 1999.

32 The IY 1998 Conference report directs the INS provide a quaritly report on the status of the revecation proceedings and any
actions that follow for deportation of those itidi idutials imiproperly naturalized in 1990 [hei third quarter 1999 report was
transmitted to the Congress on October 18, 1 999'

31 the FY 1998 Conference report requires the INS tii conduct an analysis of current resources among district offices to determine
whether an appropriate staffing model is being used ito address the application wiirkloiad requirements and report the findings. [he
report was transmitted to the Department ofl lutice on January 3. 2t0t00

34. '[he FY 1998 Conference report directs the INS to provide a report which addresses how INS intends to fully implement section
563 of Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act tlIR)t and recommend solutions with respect to
providing ambulance services even when the injured undocumented immigrant is not formally under the custody of the State or
local government. 'The report is being finalized within the INS

35 The FY 1998 Conference report directs the INS to priivide a report outlining the number of removals as follows: criminal aliens.
non-criminal aliens, expedited removals, and the number of outstanding final orders of deportation or exclusion. The fourth
quarter 1999 report is being finalized within the INS
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SiincLs anid L'&:sc

$9qrl20DO200
Method of Acquisition End- 7 Eew F n fI--ndW Average End of
and Type of Vehicle IrweJllor Acquuid Otnposd Year Acautred Ossposed Year Acquired cost Disposed yewf

t~rfcl Purchae
Subcomipactsedan 165 17 17 165 165 $15,000 185
CoenpW sedan 3b4 38 35 387 9 396 11 '16.000 15 392
fedsizesedan 553 164 13X 681 5791 419 SO1 640 18.000 457 1,024
Larg sedan 2.218 355 2r4 2309 576 40q1 2.476 582 20.000 365 2.693
Station wagon 14 3 3 14 14 18.980 14
Van 2,089 482 21,0 2.321 290) 126 2.485 349 27.800 192 2,642
Uti147,4X2 31 38 R A1 61 15 21.000 16 60
Carry@#,.402 124 28 17 134 134 10 21,000 10 134
Bus 272 18 10 280o 26 265 280 30 350.000 15 295
SpecLO purpose

4-wheel diwe 4,35 1 9(11 570 4J772 1,401) 905 5,272 1,174 32,000 956 5.490
Other 45 12 ';7 57 5 5

7ruclis
Pickup, 323 76 75 324 324 30.700 10 314
Other 234 5 4 235 235 235

SubotW. purchased 10.923 1 2,227 1.390 11.160 2.885 185 12.760 2,011 2,041 13.530

teased
Midsize sedan
Lerge sedan
Other 47 47 2 47

Seugoaleeeed 47 47 2 47

Seime or no oet es
Se,*con1tect 8 6 10 82 6 10 78 6 10 74
Compact 23 14 16 21 14 16 19 14 16 17
Midszeseu 39 8 12 35 8 12 31 '172 27
Large Sedan 13 3 1 15 3 1 17 1 19
Other 519 168 135 552 168 135 585 168 135 618

S. o we~ed Sa0 199 174 705 199 '174 7301 199 174 7558

TotelVehicles 11'680 2.428 1.564 12.51? 3,0.4 2.059 13,492 3,010 2.215 '14.332
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Immiarallion and Naturalization Service
Salaries and Exoenses

Summary of Ch~ane
(Dollars in thousands)

2000 Appropriation Anticipated..

Adkustment-to-Base Increases
Realignment cf positions and FTE
2001 pay raise ........ ...
Annuallzatlon of 2000 pay raise.,
Annualization of 2000 enhancements (net)
Annualization of 1999 enhancements
Increased FERS costs .......
Federal Health Insurance Prenmiums
GSA rent...........
Lease expirations...........
Antenna Fees ...............
Accident Comrpensation, .....
[CASS Costs ..............- ..
GSA Blue Pages .................
Meu"a Hospital Service Cost..
Travel Management Cantars Contract..
National Archive/Recodst Projecions ..

Total mandatory Increases ............ .

Reduction of Naturalzatio Intiative4.... . ..... .. ..........

2001 Base ...................................................... .*..........

Progirsm Changes ..... ...... ........

2001 Estimate .............. ... .

Perm. Work-
E-2L years

22,329 21,367 $2,891,100

50,708
19,863

308 1,627
29,125

391
9,316
3,912
1,722
1,714
2,786
1,44s

.. 26
9

185

949 123,009

22,025 21,912 2,890,109

M MR 20,17
22,960 22,380 3,120,280



!rnnygraion anid Naturalizaon Scrvice
Salaries and EwensesC

Jisigficaiin of Adiust"nscnt to Base
(Dotllars in thousands,

Base Ressraions/rransfers of Funding Sources

Reammnniessof Nawratization Initmtaive
This action reflect the realignment or the recurring eleonisn (if he Nawuiratioi tnitais, from the
Salaries and Expenses - Citizenship and Beniefts. lImmigratiion Suppro ins Program Dirction account to
the Immnigration Examinations Fee account,

Total, base restorat ions and transfers

Based on current FTE utilization, an analysis shows ait adpitstinenit in wvork years is necssary for the INS

This request provides ror the proposed 3,7 percent pay raise to he effective in January of 2001 and is
consistent with Administration policy included in the Preliminary Pay Raise uidance for 2001 Budget
Subssions. This increase includes locality pay adjustments as well as; the general pay raise. The amount
requested, $50,708,000. represents the pa,,' amounts ror ihrec-quanters of the Fiscal year plus appropriate
bensefits ($37,977,000 ror pay and $12,73 1,000 for benefits totaling $50.7Ott.OO)O.

Work-
Pos. years Amount

(104) (404) ($124,000)

(304) (404) ($124,000)

.50,708



Work-

Pos. yM. Amount

Annualization of 2000 pay raise $19,861

This pay annual ization represents first quarter amunts if Iiobi thrirtigh I k-scinbeel of Ithe MY() pay
increase of 4 8 percent effective January 20M,) and. f't th rce quiarters if ai yea. the difference beween the

4 4 percent estimated in the 2000 Ptrident's budget .ini the apprised incase of 4 R percent The
amount requested. $19,8631,000, represent,. total anniial,itiin (it pay miotr for the fist al year plus
appropriate benefits, ($14,698,000 for compensiton iiid $StfrS.W58 for benefits)

Annualization of additional positions approved-in- 2158) 108 1.627

This provides for the annualization of 616 additional positions requested in the anticipated 20M8
appropriation for the Border Patrol and Detention tmil Ilporiaiiin programs, Anntialivstios oif new
positions has been extended to 3 years in order to prode for entry lesel funding in the first year with a1
iwo-year progression to the journeyman level This request, ins tides -i decrease or $22.92 llX0 for one-
time items associatedl wish the increased positions,, and an ins reise rf $24,S11.1510 for full year costs
associated with these increases, for a net increise of SI 1,27,M)5

Apprt~vvcl Annuallatian
2000 Incase Reijiic

Annual salary rate of
616 asproved positions S22.4915

Leatapse(50%) L1 442)

Nei Compiensation -7 551 $14942

Other personnel compensation .72 1 s9

Assocated empkoyee benefits . 1ol 1 077

Travel . . . . . . .Is 2.269

Triuspotaton of Tht np . ..

Canunications/U i ties I ... 7.966

Other Serices 7.M9 (2.9401)

Subsistence and Support of Persons I159.92'

Supplies/Natersala h.2019 S2

Equipment 3S.143 (17,297)

Land and Siictures .... 5.172 (2,6861

Total costs subject to annualization 224,000 1.627



.. $29. 125Annualization of 1. 5 10 additional 2ositions approved in 1999
This provides for the annual ization of 1,510 additional posiliirrssipproved irs the 19 President's budget
for the Border Patrol, Investigations, Detention and Ilporition. and Manigeiment and Administration
propranu. Annualization of new positions has been eniended lio I yeairs in order to provide for entry level
funding in the firss year with a iwo-year progression to ihe joirrneymin level This request includes an
increase of S29.125.000 for pay and benefits ass-oiiteil with rhe incw.i'eii pxosiin it their loserseytnan
grade

Appr.cl~c Anssuili/aii
P'") I roveIs( R qirerl

Annual salary raie of
f.5 10 a~roved pmosirns; ILI51

Le-s- laps
Net Cnnyensai ion 71 (X* $2 1.424
Other personnel coknrwenatin 1 400
Associated errqployrr henefils 24i.0W)t 7 7i111
Travel .419

Trasisponasion of thing 24Y21
Couiiinsiomnliies ill?7
Other ernees . .11,171

Psschame from other Sovti accounts .1 1l19
Operation and maintenane of facilities. it'00
Operation & inaiesace of equrpiserm .1,777
Sutilaence & auprt of persons ...... I S.114
Ssappllcsmmeaws -.- ... .... X65 9

Equilpsiass .... 12,429
Land and Stuictures ....

Tota costs subject to annuatios 174,740 29.125



Penn. Work-
Pol.na Amont

IM3sfer of CSRS enulovee FERS retirement system $391
This request provides for the increase in Federal Emiployees, Retirement Systemr IFERS) costs. based on the
transfer of Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS) emnployees it) lERS. as athorized by the FEFRS Open
Enrollmnt Act of 1997, and the open season that ran from July 1. 1499 through December 11. 1998 This
increase is based on the number of employees who have iranslerred ito FERS. the grade of employees, and
ibe increased Government cost of FERS benefits Tis requiest includes $191.ISM for benefits

-l.I~kdlHealth Insurance Costs 931
This request provides for the increase in agency contributions io I-ede-ral emiployees health benefits In
1999. Federal health insurance premiums, including agency cionirtiiiins. tot reased appromnsuitely It) 2
percent. Becausew the Government absorbed a larger proportion oif the tii costs. up toY7S percent. the
total cost to the Government has increased substantially This increase is based on the mincreased
Government cost of Health Insurance. This request inclides% 9,lb16ttt for these costs

General Services Administraion (GSA) rent . .912
GSA will continue to charge rental rates that approsimate those charged io commercial tenants for
equivalent space and related serices. The requested increase of $3.9121KW) is required to meet our
cotrnmitnent to GSA, The costs associated with GSA rent were derived through the use of the automated
system which uses the latest inventory data, and rate, reflecting a 5 percent increase over 2000 levels.

IaLiaM um ....... . 1,722
GSA now reqires all agencies to pay relocation costs associated with lease expiration, Based on primr
experience the Department anticipates that 20 percent of all lease expirations will result in relocation'.
This reques provides for the coat associated with new office relocations caused by use expiration of leases
in FY 2001. No funding is requesed for any build-out costs. associated with lease expiration%. Funding of
$1,722.000 iii requesed for INS.

A nenna Em .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .,.. . .. . . . . . . . ... 1,714
GSA wI charge the Deparent antenna fees in FY 2001, The fees. include all current antenna's utilized
by Justice cossyotens that have antenna's atop their buildings .bonding tif $1,714,000 is requested for the
Inmnigration anid Naturalization Service.

A it tsmpui na . .. ... .. ... .. ... . .. . . .. . .. .. ..... . 2,786
This increase reflect the estinma billing from the Department of Labor for the actual costs in 1999 of
ewqsloyees' accident coinqesiatton, which will he billed in 2001 The 2W8)I increased cost will be
$2,736,000,



Perm. Work-
Pos. years

Internationall Cootirative Administrative Sunoont Services (ICAS5)
Under the CASS, an annual charge will be made by hek Department oif State (1)5 for administrative
support based ont the overseas staff of each Federil agency This request is hiscil upon the actual 1999
WCASS invokce billing foe post invoices and other ICASS costs fromit OS Itindingof 51.448,000 is
requested for the Immigration and Naturalization Servic

General Servces Admiunistration (GSA) Blue Pages
Previously, GSA has paid for all nationwide Government telephone honk listings through the GSA 9
percent FTS overhead rate. As a result of the Nattional Partnership for Reinvent ing Government
(NPR)/GSA Blue Pages Project. the funding for thee listings has heen removed from the overhead rate.
and agencies are heing billed foe actual costs incurred The liartmests% FY 2001 estimate) costs total
$282.0010. Funding of $26,000 is requested for the Immipratiosand Naisirailintion Service

Medical Hosital Serice costs.....
The Department of Health and Human Services is protecting in increase in health care costs( The
Department is applying a factor of 3.8 percent against medical services An increase of 19.00 will he
required for 2001.

Trawel Manazment Center Fees ...............
In the pest, travel management services were provided at no cost. and the Department received rebates
based upon ticket sales. However, current practices in the travel industry have ended this process, The
new contracs will no provide rebates and will carry fee-; for each ticket, hotel, car and other reservations
made. The Depertnsent't cost for trawl menager-ient center fees is esimrated at S2.500,000, Funding of
$1 83,000 is requested for the Irranigration and Naturalization Sevie

National Archives and Record Proiections (NARA)....P ... ......................
The Office of Management and Budge directed NARA to convert its direct-funded records center program
toea fully mrndiursab progpam by FY 2000. This proposed legislation mandates that NARA is to remain
die sole source for agency recorda center serices, through FY 2002. for agencies currently using its
services. In 2001, NARA advises that these charges will he increased by 2.5 percent. The Department's
FY 2001 eatiniated costs total $6.5,5951, ans increase of almost 5100.000, based on current records
maintained by NARA. Funding of$ $177,000 is requested for the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Total increases ... P.......... ... .............. I.........

Total adiuatmmnta to base.......... ............... ...... ......... P.. ... .......

Amount

$1,448

In

.. 949 123,009

(304) 545 (991)



Sunaiare 01 FIeOWWarma by Grade and Obiad Claig
(Dollars i thousands)

I9M Actual 2M0 Estimate, 2001 flequsl Incraas./Decreasa
Positions & Poselions & Posiios & Positios &

Grasts and Salary Ranges Wkft"n2 -Arnovni WPrvAMM AfmnI Wnftxnm Ama Watasma Ammn

EX 4.6122,400 . 1 ....... 1 ...... . .
ES 1-4, S15.8l1,30... 33 33 33
0$-tS, 84.636-lto,0o6s 260 260 260
08-.14, 671i,954-93.53 7 ......... .... 889 8It 8934
08-13,S860.89079,lss.. . ........ 1.195 1,195 1.232 37
08-12, . 1,069.64 ......... . ............ ... 2V89 2.879 2.579
GS-I1l. S42,724-56,58i. ................ ........ 2,t53 2,195 2.225 30
0S- 10.536,S80,554. , . .... 67 67 67
08-9, S310.45.110......... ................ . . .. 6,503 7,031 7,480 449
G". $631,%4&41,557 ............. . ... . . . 178 178 178
08-7. 528,S8837.822 ..................... 3,697 3,743 3.785 42
G"4.626*7833,7. ........... .... ........-1. 560 560 580
058, $23,304630,M92................ ... ........... 2.263 2,242 2.296 54
GS-4. 620,412947*0..................................... 601 601 818 1s
08-., lUG&2412o .......... ....................... 67 67 67..
08-2, $1T,006-21,8. .......................... 31 31 31
0S-l,Sl15.125-1 ,921 ........................_13 13 13
W ae Ona e .................................... 34434

AmW FS ~Saay .......................................... 696.520 6102.180 $106,267
Average Ungmidld Saly............... .................._,32.5 19 33,619 35,171
AveaWGS0Sl" ....................................... ...... 38,159 38,195 39,111
AvarGeS Graeft.......................................... .92 8.97 662
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Immisratio, and Naturalization Service
Construction Account
Summary Statement

Fiscal Year 2001

The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) requests 93 permanent positions, RI workycars, and SI 11,135,000 in its
Construction account. This request represents a totil increase of 21 positions, 10 workycars, and $11,473,000 above the FY 2000
appropriation level of(72 positions, 71 workycars. and $99062,0

The INS Construction account was established in the FY 1995 Appmopriations Act for the Dcpar1mcnt of Justice (P.L. 103-317).
Section 34 of the law provided an initial SSO,0(00W to fund prioritized border infrasiructure requirements of the INS. The
Construction account includes requested funding for enhancements for Bordcr Patrol and Detention facilities, Operations and
Maintenance (O&M), Repairs andl Alterations (R&A), and [,casc acquisition (Onc-Timc Costs).

During the FY 1998 budget cycle. the INS implemented a major ehangc concerning construction planning and budget requests. Prior
to FY 1998, the INS requested the entire amount required to design and construct a new facility in one fiscal year. This practice
resulted in low obligation rates during the first two years of the project the planning and design phases. To correct this problem, a
Construction Program Steerng Conimittec was established to review requirements and approve a single set of INS construction
priorities. Each approved project has been segmented into a multi-year construction plan in order to best estimate when each phase of
the construction will require funding. The INS now generally requests all planning, environmental, site acquisition, and design funds
in the first year of the cycle, while the actual construction funds are requested in the following fiscal year. This phased approach to
construction budgeting allows for close alignment of requests by construction phase

In IFY 2001, the Service will continue to address infrastructure weaknesses by: I) imiplementing a maintenance and repair system to
address operations Wnd maintenance costa; 2) constructing new facilities to replace exiting structures which are obsolete and
overcrowded; and 3) improving anid modifying existing INS facilities



lmmigratiou and Naturalizatilo ServPM
Construction

jastflatika 91 Propgso Changea in Anprepriation L28011g

The FY 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in thc appropriation language listed and explained below. New language is
italicized, anod language proposed for deletion is hracketed

('onstruction

For planning, construction, renovation, equipping and maintenance of buildings and facilities necessary for the administration and
enforcement of the laws relating to immigration. naturalui t ion. and a-lien registration, not otherwise provided for. jS99.664OOOJ
LL11IL,~ to remain available until expended (IDepartment ol Justice Appropriations Act. 2000.)

Exoaton of Chances

No substantive changes are proposed.0



Activty roam

Construcion arid Engineering

Immigraton sV Naturalizatin Srv'c

Crosaiwatit of _1999 Avaulablity
(Dollars in thousands)

Approved Final 1999
1999 as Enacted Reprogrammings Urrobtigated Balance Availability

Pos WY Amnount Pos WY Amount Pos WAY Amnount !ptos Amouni

70 51 90,000
70 5 0005586 70 'U 95,586

5m ZQ L 95.58



Crosnwakko 2000 Chana
(Dollars in thousands)

A~ftfl

Conatnflaon aid Engineerig

TOWa

2000 Presidents
Budget Request

EM. WY JA!pl

ZQ 0 99166

70J 69 99,664

Action on FY' 2000 Request Reprogranmltngs

Pos V Amt- pg W Arnt

2 2 10

2 2 (2)

2000 Approprion
Enacted

Pot )8n Amt

Zu Lna$ns
72 71 99,662



Perm

2000 Appmpulshon Eutead ........................ .. ... ... ..... 72 71 $99,664
Govsrmwt-wlde 38% medesion ptnuet to H.R. 3425.. ... .. ... ...... .........

Adlusbtinf to bese

Incrase........ ........... ...... ....... ..... . ...... . I .......................... ..... 8,49

201fm................................... ..................... ............... ...... ...... ................... .000~i

2001 , Sass.........................at..... . . .............. . ................ .............. 2 1 IQ .000

P001r- .................. (as Program ... ...s................. ...r.details)................................. ....... 3 i1 111,fl

-2000 Avellebiky 2001 Bas 2001 Estbat lIcaeme-/Decroes
Perm. Penn. Penn. Penn.

I. Ccan~uindWEninrlng.... 72 71 $9962 72 71534,000 93 61 5111,135 21 10 577,135
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Immigration and Nateralization Service
Conoimueto"

Program Performance Inforation
(Ilnll in thousands)

The INS Construction account was established in the VlY 199~5 Appropri actions Act for the Decpartment of Justice (P.L 103-31 7). The

law established the account appropriating S5O0iWtK) to lund prioritized border infrastructure requirements of the INS.

ACTIVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
Perm.
Pos. FITV AMOUNT

Construction and Engineering
2000 Appropriation Enacted 72 71 S"9,662
2001 Base 72 71 $34,000
2001 Estimate 93 81 $111.135

11 crease/Decrease 21 10 $77,135

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

aThe functions of the Construction and Engineering Program include the acquisition, environmental compliance. design.

construction, alteration, repair, maintenance, and management of all buildings, structures, facilities, and other infrastructure for 0

which the INS is the owning or leasing agency. Space is acquired through the General Services Administration (GSA), by lease.

by INS construction, and through assignment by airport authorities. New inspection fac I ities are coordinated as necessry with
the U.S. Customs Service, Public Health Service. Department of Agriculture. GiSA. and with State. county, local, and foreign
authorities.

*These resources ame in addition to resources that may be made available in the S&E appropriations, which could be used to support
construction related ptojeets. These projects include hut are not limited to, tactical enforcement support such as border roads.
fence and vehicle borriers, communication equipment shelters/stat ions, additional border lighting, emergency maintenance and

rpirs to existing infrastructure.

*The Construction and Engineering Program also is responsible for preparing an annual workspace management plan and related
rent and obligation estimates for submission to GSA and the Office of Management and Budget,



Construction Account
II ollats in thousands)

llos.tons Workycar, Amount

Construction and Engineering 21 10 Si 111.135

Total Conalruelion Account 21 1I S11.135

Stratet

For FY 2001 the INS National Facilities Strategy renim in ihangcd i) Maintain Ixisling Infrastructure; 2) House New Mission%.

3) Support Quality of Life, 4) Improve Environmental Stewardship. and 5) Optirniici Public and Private Resources

In FY 200 1. the INS will continue to address infrisirksoitire weaknesses by I) continuing to implement a maintenlance and repair

system to address operation and maintenance requiremnts, 2) constructing new filiiies to replace existing structures which are

obsolete and overcrowded; and 3) improving and nitvdilying INS' existing facilities.

As of September 30. 1999, the INS had an estimated requirement for over $ 1.0 15.000.000 in facilities and construction projects. This

includes $530.000,000 in Border Patrol; $254.000000 in lketenlion, S2 1.500.000 in major unfunded Repair & Alterations0

requirements, and Ajsroximately $210,200.000 in GSA lease pro jects (onec-time/buildout) These figures exclude projected, but not

yet requesed, repair and alteraion projects, and does not include the additional facilities and construction that may be required with

new increases in the number of Border Patrol agents. ItI is impossible to recti fy this situation in a single year: but the. INS is continuing

to address these requirements in this budget.



INITIATIVE: Border M management and Coourdina tion

ELEMENT: Real Property Repairs & Alteration% (It&AI Progtram

t'ositiisss. Wiirkear Amount

Construction and Eingineering 21 l (t $2000)

This request addresses the funding shortfall hor maintenancee and repair costs fr I NS-owned builIdi ngs, roads, grounds. janitorial
services, utility systems, border roads and fences. stadiiin lights, and conimunicatioli towers. The request provides an additional
21 positions and $2,000,000 to provide precoclive. rotinmeand recurring maintenance at INS District offices, Service Processing
Centers (SP~s), and Border Patrol facilities,

The resources requested provide funding to continue eliminatding the 5-year backlog of INS maintenance and repair projects, which
carry an anticipated cost of between SI 40.000.000 and $ t91t.00O.NHY I hese backlogged projects, represent the most serious safety
and health problems within the INS. The INS began addressing these long-standing backlog items in FY 1999. The increase will
provide additional facilities management persnnel to each of thc INS:' ssued and operated facilities as recommended by a recent
staffing study conducted by the Logistics Management Institute (l Ml). V'hcse additional resources will enable the INS to bridge the
gap between the new construction planned for these facilities, and luc normal maintenance and repair programs. which are required to
keep these facilities in operational condition,

Narrative Deserlotlon:

Trhe INS requests 21 positions, 10 workyears. and S2,000)00NX tiiaddress severe backlogs in the maintenaneand repairofNS-own'ued
facilities. This request will provide additional facilities management persnnel at major INS facilities for the preventive maintensane
work necessary to niainiain the original anticipated life of a facility or real property installed equipment, and to restore damaged or
worn-out facilities in order to provide a safe, quality work environment



The distribution of positions will ensure onc profc! sional facility person/position at each of thc INS service locations that
have responsibility for INS-ownoed facilities, and ait each Blorder Patrol Sector along tlic Southwest border.

"The maintenance and repair dollars support the INS' close t) 2111 million square feet ofspace. This space houses close to thirty-
live percent of the INS work force. This thirt'-isie percent ol* (he workforce represents almost sixty-ive percent of the INS'
Officer Corp employees. The maintencc and repair moncy ailso supports in excess of 762 miles of border roads and 82 mile,, of
border fencing. Of the $19 million appropriated in FY 2000. $7 million is dedicated solely to supporting existing INS controlled
network of roads and fences. The remaining Si12.250.000 supports the buildings and facilities owned by INS. Approximately
forty percent t of the repair and maintenance dollars ($7.68 million) arc used for temporary alterations/expansion of these older
facilities, or the purchase of modular buildings to house new employees. These "quick-lixes* and modular buildings result in

0 maints.'sance and utility costs incurred hy INS. Subtracting maintenance for border roads and fences. along with modular
structurer to su,-Vort additional employees, only around S6.000.0 remains to perform preventive maintenance and repair.
Emergency maircrnance normally usurps a significaint portion ot the remaining funding.

"The INS budget ci nrently provides abjut fifty percent oif the funds required to address the backlog over the next live years.
Without the Additional resources reqitested,: it will take eight to ten years for INS to eliminate the backlog, based on LMI's
Projections. The FY 2001 request w If provide, in the outyears. reso)urces dedicated to performing the routine maintenance and
repair necessary to ensure the opera~bility of INS facilities -- t11e preventive work ncesary to maintain the original anticipated life
of a facility, and its real property i'istalled equipment.

Requhreumab for repair & akemtioa projects are developed tender the following standards:'

(a) "Requid Fedty Fuoediag Levels for the U.S. Immigration and Naturaliation Service", Logistics Managemett
Istitu, *Jus. 1997.

Mb Mally Repl, & Mfterv des prejeet are identified by the INSpeet program during facilities reviews. The INSpeet
rvieers; often ekte 4m errlerwding. and violation nf National standards and the Occupational Safety Health Act (OSHA)

(c) AN Reeair & Alteralle. projects are ndeflaeket to comply with the Uniform BulilIng Code, or 1locial builing codes, if
mati stringent



INITIATIVE: Border Mmmagemat aud Coordination

ELEMENT: New Construction - Border Patrol Facilities

'ositioris Wc Lycars Amount

Construction and Engineering S 50.302

This FY 2001 request conforms to changes implemented ini the INS budget process, which requires that projects be segmented into
multi-year construction pans in order to better estimate when each phase ol construction will require funding. Only Planning/Site
DevelopmentDesign (P/Sit)) funds are requested in the firsi year it the multi-year cycle, with actual construction funding being
requested in the following fiscal year. This phased approach to construction budgeting allows for a closer alignment of resources.

The INS requests S45,779,000 for the construction oil]Y 21) planned and funded projects, and 14,524.000 for new P/S/t) projects in
FY 20011to support future construction initiatives.

Narratie Description

Construction Projects have been identified for FY 2001 request based on the projected size of the Border Patrol staff, and in relation to

the shortage of required space on hand. On average, Border Patrol stations identified for new construction projects in FY 2001 have
experienced a 400 percent increase in staff since FY 1994, increasing frorn an average of 61 personnel per station in FY 1994, to an
aveage of 250 personnel per station in FY 1999.

" In the majority of the Sectors that have received new staff, new facility construction is the only option at these locations, due to the

magnitude of the staff incrase and because of the age of existing facilities. Additionally, many of these sitts have space
restrictions and cannot be expanded to provide the necessary additional space.

* These projects are ir, line with the Departmnent of Justice and INS initiatives for Phase l and Phase I1 of the Southwest Border
Control Strateg. Ticsowrces for FY 2003 construction projects are based on approved FY 2000 space requirements and
support the P/S/D funding -quested in the FY 2000 budget.



*The FY 2001 budget will continue testing thc effectiveness of mulli -ier border harriers in San Diego. California, as part of
developmental efforts in support of the Tactical Southwest Border Barriers program. With the project approximately 65 percent
complete, initial results indicate that this inteigrated S> ,tcinj of urlan corr idor tactical border controls is very successful in
Sustaning deterrence once border control has been achieved. I he 1994 Blorder Patrol National Strategy has been expanded to
include border barrier systems for border operations in critical urban areas all along the Southwest border. Once the final plan for
Tactical Southwest Border Barrier program hasv bceen completed. resources to implement the plan in other high traffic sites will bc
necessary.

SEE ATTACHED BORDER PATROL CONSTRUCTION PROJECT SUMMARY SHEETS

Footnotes:

I. The development of new Rorder Patrol facilities is required to comply with the following:

(a) Fametleonil standards for all Border Patrol Facilities are required to comply with the Border Pastroll Station Focilitiea
Design Guide, dated M9%, and the Border Patrol Sector Headquarters Design Guide, dated 1999.

(b) AB Border Piatroll Pacdli. are required to comply with the National Environmental Protection Act, end nationally
Iuenind holing codes, local zoning lows, and State and local government recommendations, pursuant to U.S.

Cede Tkde 4k, Chapter 12, Section 619.

2. The development of am Border Barriers is required to comply with the following:

(a) Coseoptieal eosifgriatIlo of Border Barriefs are required to comply with the Draft Southwest Border Strategi
Muller Pla, dated March 1999, by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineer%.

(b) AN Boder Beerlor are quired to comply with nationally recognie building codes locally zoning lows, and State
and keel goseerma reomendations, ponsant to U.S. Code Title 40, Chapter 12, Section 619.



INITIATIVE: Border Manmgemne mend (Coordinauion

ELEMENT: New Construction - New Detention Facifliie

1ll'tins ikcr Arnount
('onslruction and Engineering $24.831

The INS requests $24,8313,000 for the consiruction i ocs% deiention facilities in I Ys 201)0 1 his request includes $20,700,000 for
construction projects in FY 2001, based on approved I Y 2(H81 spaice requirement,; and .issociaaed PIS/I) funding, and $4.1 31,000 for
planning resources (FS/fl) to support future construiction

Narrative Desrip tion

* This request will add de-tention space to detain criminal and non-criminal aliens subject to removal, replace old, antiquated
dorms and buildings thiat have not been adequately upgraded. and allow the INS to meet congressionally mandated
requiremen ts to increase the number of illegal aliens detained under the Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility
Act of 1996 Act (1IRJIRA). Additionally, detention facility improvements and upgrades have been requested to improve the
safety and health stmndards for both detained aliens and INS personnel

* INS anticipates that its average daily population will increase from 8.279 in FY 19,96 to) 19,702 in FY 2001. To meet this
growing population the INS needs to drastically increase its available detention space. over the last several years a,, the
number of detainees has risen from under 8,000 to over 17.000 the percentage of INS detainees actually in INS-owned
facilities has shrunk to 20 '., down from approximately 700/ in FY 19195 The impact of this trend on the Detention and
Deportation Program's operational expenses is tremendous. Currently, projected daily costs per detainee in contract facilities
can run up to three times higher than the cost for equivalent space in INS-owned facilities.



* The Antiterrorim and Effective Death Penalty Act (Al: IA). and IIRIRA, greatly expanded both the numbers and types of
aliens to be detained by the INS. lIRiRA requires mandatory detention during removal proceedings for most inadmissible and
deportable criminal/subversive aliens. Congress has already expressu'.d serious concern ovcr the great difficulties the INS has
had complying with the mandatory provisions of the laiw. dtic to insufficient bcd-sphice for an increasingly more violent and
criminal alien population,

" Overall, AFOPA and IIRIRA increase the perctvntaig ol aliens detained who nay not have been previously detained during
the removal process.

" The budget request will add 400 beds e'spcicd to conic on line hy 21KB and supports thc renovation and expansicoi of 6
additional facilities.

SEE ATTACHED DETENTION CONSTRUC~TION PRO.IFC-rT SUMMARY SHEET.

Footnotes:

Requirements for new Detention facilities and requirements for repair & alteration projects art developed under the following
standards-

(a) INS Service Processing Center Design Guide, dated November 17, M92, and the INS Hold Room Design Gukle, dated
January 1"93. Both of these design guides are now being updated by the A-E firms of Henningion, Durham &
Rlehqrds~e (HDR).

(b) Standards for Adult Local Detention Facilities by the American Correctional Assoition (ACA).

(c) All detention projects are .onstructed to comply with the National Environmental Protection Act, and natlenally
recognied building codes, local zoning law s, and State and local government recommendations, punusat to U.S. Code
Titl 40, Chapter 12, Section 4 19.
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PROPOSED FY 2001 BORDER PATROL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

.oNSTuftdN. - ' I"'

TUCSON, ARIZONA, BORDER PATROL STATION I he 'ucson lBorder Pairol Station is collocated with te Sctor
headquarters and housed in a total of 7.562 square feet ot ricte consting ol a small building and four modular trailers Currently, the
station is staffed by 93 agents and 4 support staff. aid operates. 24 hours per day %even days a week, The most recent review of the
facility identified almost total non-compliance with h1w I 4itformt Iluilding andl Fire Codes. In addition, the facility was over crowded.
and functionally obsolete Of the total consiniet ion lunds requestIed in FY 1996. S3,500,000 was earmarked to begin the design and
construction of a modern replacement station An additional $3.1X1)00X was appropriate in FY 1998. to complete the project
Subsequently, pro*eeI agent staffing levels have risco to ipproxitnately 240 agents As a result, the revised cost estimate for the
replacement station .a~ risen to approximately s7j0(m)lME rTk l-Y 2t(Xl hindsj M500,000O) will serve to complete Fit-out of the Station
in the second quarter of FY 2001.

FY 2001 REQUEST:

FUNDING TO DATE

$ 7,000,000
$ 500,000

$ 6,500,000

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



RIO GRANDE CITY, TEXAS, BORDER PATROL. STATION -'rhe existing Rio Grande City Station is a Service-owned 1,320
square foct cinder block building built in 1950 titi support a stall oit six agents. There is little or no area for processing and detaining
aliens or criminal defendants, The armory. supply, locker, anid coirruni :atiions (radio) roolms are inadequate Parking space on
the proper-ty is very limited and it encroaches upon adjacent properly A substantial potion of the station's operations are housed in
a trailer which is located adjacent to the station building The stattoit is currently staffed by 41 agents, with anticipated growth to 125
agents The station's aica of responsibility extends, over 1,(4U1 squire miles, which includes 41 miles along the Rio Grande River. The
station has long -since surpissed its ability to supponi ik stall and workload, and the physical condition of the permanent structure is
ONi i 14vaitg rapidly The end of the trailer's lile cc. wlttcl was added to the station in 1985, has heen reached

is, proicr consists of a n-w Station and Vehicle Mainit-nance Building built oin seized asset forfeiture land. In addition, 2(5 parking
''laces covered parking fir 90 Servicr vehicles. parking for all terrain vehicles, a fuel island, wash rack, emergency generator, and
sinai! kennel will he const-ucted. The project has been divided into multiple phases The initial phase included PISID. The next phase
nctudes the administratioiti portion of the Station and sitc developoteni The final phase includes the processing area of the Station,

%,thictr Maintenance and any remaining site work such as, paving, I 'V 2W*1 funding will he used for construction and items such as
cabting, security and fu-n tore,

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $ 8,527.000
FN 2001 REQUEST: $ 3,837,000

FUNDING TO DATE 1 4.690,(00



HEBDRONVH±LE, TEXAS, BORDER PATROL STATION - The current facility is a 1,200 square foot cinder block building
tt Was Constructed in the 1950s to Support eight agents. The station is currently staffed by 63 agents and is projected to grow to
100 agents. This request provides resources to construct a newk 17.000 square foot building with fuel island, car wash CAnoPY,
parking for 150 vehices, and covered parking for iNS-owned vehicles. The FY 2001 construction request builds upon the
resources appropriated in IY 98 and FY 99 for land acquisition, site development and] design and construction. The project has
been phased to allow the shte work to be built in the first phase The second phase will include all other work including the vehicle
maintenance building and kennels. The FY 01 request will he used for construction completion and support items including
cabling, security and furniture.

ESTIMATED TOT AL COST: $ 5,99000
FY 2001 REQUEST: $ 1,955,000

FUNDING TO DATE $ 4.034.000



EL CENTIIO, CALIFORNIA, BORDER PATROL STATION - The El Centro Border Patrol Station is located with the
El Centre Border Patrol Sector Headquarters and the El Centro SPC. Recent expansion and renovations at the SPC have made it
necessry "st both the Station and Sector buildings he relocated to another rite; the present location will no accommodate the
expansion amrded to support the additional Border Patrol Agents anticipated at the Station. This facility has out-growin the
deteriorating wooden modular buildings that were provided as an interim solution in 1985 to accommodate the Slatiou's 77
personnel. There are currently 168 Agents, plus support personnel assigned to the Station, with an activity level of 367
apprehensions per day. The life expectancy of this facility was surpassed many years ago, detention space is inadequate to support
(he Station's activity level, and it is unsuitable for the anticipated staffing level increase, which is projected to reach over 400
persuniw; Yhe project is to he co-located with the Sector Ficadquarters,

TOTAL COST: $12,269,000
FY 2001 REQUEST: $ 4,000,000

FUNDING TO DATE $ 6,269,000



YIUMA, ARIZONIA, BORDER PATROL SECTOR HEADQUARTERS - This facility consists of four separate buildings
totaling 13.000 &Wu&r. feet, was built in 1955. These facilities huuc the anti-smuggling unit, communications center, electronics
shop, maintenance shop and a small garage The FY 1999 resources, 'which build upon the $922,000 requested in the FY 1998
budget for land ac"isifion, silt development and design. will he used to construct approximately 30,000 square feet of
Headquarters oftce and support space. The project will include a 38,000 square foot vehicle maintenance facility and warehouse.
maintenance shop, radio tower, 283 parking spaces, an emergency generator, fuel island, and a car wash rack. The project is
being phased: Phase 1, Vehicle maintenance facility and wareho~use, this phase is currently under construction with estimated cost
at $7,672,000.00; Phase 11, Administration and communication building. This phase is estimated at $4,.000,000,00 requested
under FY 2001.

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $ 13,672,000
FY 2001 REQUEST: $ 4,000,000

FUNDING TO DATE S 7,672,000



DOUGLAS, ARIZONA, BORDER PATROL STATION (New timid Exhanh) - The existing Station was built in 1967. and is
located ont a stte tin the town of Douglas. The current facility was designed for 60 agents. The station is currently staffed by 290
splits, with anticipated growth to 550 agents. There is little or no area for processing or detaining aliens or criminal defendants.
The armory. supply roo, locxker rooms, and communications (radio) room are all very inadequate. Parking space on the property
is very limited anid it enicroaches; upon adjacent propcly. This request provides resources for a new 47,000 square foot Station
building to be constructed on a 30 acre site. The project conists of providing a new 500 Agents station anid renovating the existing
staion to support 50 Agenits. In addition to the station building, this requet includes resources for patting, a fuel island, wash
rack, eme~rgeny generator, and a 14,000 square root vehicle maintenance r.zop. The estimated cost of $19, 107.000 for this project
includes approximately $4,500,000 for site development and $14.607.000 for design and construction. The estimated construction
completion date of phase I of the project is fth third quarter of FY 2001. Phase I will consist of the site work and a portion of the
Station. The second ptas will compile the Station. The third phase will complete the project.

ESTMATED TOTAL COST: $19, 107,000
FT =001 REQUEST: $ 8,000,000

FUNDING TO DATE: $ 7.107.000



PROPOSED FY 2001 BORDER PATROL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

TEMECULA, CALIFORNIA BORDER PATROL STATION -The existing Temecula Border Patrol Station was built in 1981
to support a staff of 40 agents. The station is eurrcnily staffed by 145 agents, with anticipated growth to 250 agents. The existing
5.000 square foot facility is a leased facility with an arinual cost of appriisimately $100.000. There is little or no area for
processing or detaining aliens or criminal defendants. The locker rootos. armory. parking. and supply room are inadequate. The
station lacks an adequate communications (radio) roo~m and the physical cornditton of the permanent structure is deteriorating
rapidly. The Temecula station supports traffic checkpoint operation% on Interstate Route 15. and on a secondary highway in Oak
Grove. California. This request will support The ctinstructiiin if a 23.fXX) square foot building on 10 acres of land and build upon
the PISID resources appropriated in FY 00. -In addition 14) the station bitlding, 328 parking spaces. covered parking for 147
Service vehicles, a fuel island wash rack, emergency generator, vehicle maintenance area, and kennel will be constructed.
Phase I, Administration and holding proce"sing will be constructed withi lY 2001! funding

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $ 9.820.000
FY 2001 REQUEST: $ 5,373.000

FUNDING TO DATE $ 447.000



CAMPO, CALIFORNIA, BORDER PATROL STATION -'kh original Campo' Station was built in 1940 to support 22 agents.
An interim expansion project was completed in FY 1998 to increase capacity to 75 agents The station is currently staffed by 272
aMentu. There is little or no area for processing or detairsiig aliens or criminal defendants. The locker rooms, armory. parking.
and supply room are all inadequate. The station tacks an adequate to4mmnunicat ions (radio) room and the physical condition of the

permanent1 structure is deteriorating rapidly P'arking space on the property is very limited. The station encroaches on adjacent
property for secure parking of Service. employee-owned vehicles, andl seized vehicles. The station has long since surpassed its,
ability to support the required workload. This request Will provide br a 49.077 square fooKt building to he constructed ofl

,Wroxiuitey 10 acres of land. In addition ii' the station building. 495 parki ng, spaces, covered parking for Service vehicles, a
tte island, wash rack, emergency generator, vehicle mnaintenance area. and kennel will he constructed. The estimated cost of

112,400.010 for the project includes 5600.000 bor Plaitning Site andJ design appropriated in 1-*Y 00 and $11,800.000 for design

casropleitton and construction, phased over multiple years

F7STI'MATED TOTAL COST: $12,400,000
IN 2001 REQUEST: $ 5.000.000

FUNDING TO DATE:$ 0.0



YUMA, ARIZONA, PORDER PATROL STATION -The existing Yuma Border Patrol Station was constructed in 1978 to
support a complement of approximately 70 agents and supervisors. It encompasses 7,842 square fee of floor space. Anticipated
future growth is expected to reach between 250 ito 280 agents. Office space is unavailable for any supervisory personnel in the
station building. The current floor space and inzeror design is inadequate (or the number of agents and the processing of aliens.
The existing Station building can be modernized, esteniding the useful life of the building well into the next century. This requestwill provide a 28.000 square foot addition to he constructed oin the existing site. The facility will accommodate additional
personnel, providing office space, training rooms, locker rooms and showers for both male and female officers, station dispatch,
secure armory, storage space and alien processing areas The plan also calls for emergency generators, limited vehicle
maintenance facilities, and additional paved and covered areas for parking vehicles;. The project will he phased over multiple
years.

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST- $9,320,000
FY' 2001 REQUEST $5,133,000

FUNDING TO DATE: $687.000

C4



SANDERSN, TEXAS, DORDER PATROL STATION - The existing Sanderson Borde, Patrol Station was built in 1964. The
current facility is sufficiet for 5 agents, with anticipated growth to 50 agents. There is little or no area for processing and
detaining altem or criminal defendants. The armory, supply romn locker rooms, and communications (radio) room are severely
inadequate. Puking space on the property is very limited. and it encroaches upon adjacent property.- The station has long since
surpasae its ability to support the staff and the physical condition of the structure is deteriorating rapidly. The FY 2001 request
includes resources for a 8,834 square foot building it) he constructed on approximately 10 acres of land. In addition to the station.
the project will include 87 parking spaces, a fuel island, wash rack, emergency generator, vehicle maintenance area. and kennel.
The project is divided into two phases. Phase one consists (if environmental studies, site acquisition, and concept design and is
supported with the resources appropriated in FY 2000. Phase two will complete the design and construction of the Station. The
e--timated construction completion date is the first quarter [FY 2tX)2

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $4,118,000
FY 2001 REQUEST: $3,380.000

FUNDING TO DATE $ 238.000-



LAREDO, TEXAS, CHECKPOINT SYSTEM - The Laredo Sector Checkpoint System is required to check and intercept north
hound traffic that runs through the major transportation routes in the State. The total project consists of five sites on major Texas
highways within the Laredo Sector. The project includes three sites located on highways 59 East, 16 and 359, and two new sites
are required because of the construction of the Caminoi Colombian Toll Road. The sites will he contained within the right of way
or the highway. The checkpoint will consist of a new building, canopy, and primary and secondary inspection areas. The site will
include a well for water, septic, electricity, and communications needs and site improvements include paving, lighting and signage.
The project will be divided into multiple phases. The initial phase consists of Planning, Site and Design work supported with
resources appropriated in FY 2000. The next phase will continue the P/S/fl process. The following phase will hke for the
construction of the checkpoints. The land for the site-, will he leaked from the State of Texas. The esimated construction
completion date is the first quarter FY 2004

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $5,000,000
IFT 2001 REQUEST: $ 400,000

FUNDING 10 DATE: S 14,M)~



DEL RIO, TEXAS, CHECKCPOINT SYSTEM - The Del Rio Checkpoint System is required to check and intercept north bound
traffic that runs through the major transportation routes in the State. The total project consists of five sites on major Texas
highways within the Del Rio Sector. The five sites are located on Highways 90 West. 90 East, 277 North. 277 South and 57
North. The sites will be located within the righ! of way of the highway. The checkpoint will consist of a new building, canopy, and
primary and secondary inspection areas. The site will include a well for water, septic, electricity, and communications needs and
site improvements include paving, lighting and signage The land for the sites will he leased from the State. The project will be
divided into multiple phases. The initial phase consists of Planning, Siic and Design work supported with resources appropriated
in FY 2001 The next phase consists of the construction of multiple checkpoints Phase three consists of the construction of any
remaining checkpoints. The estimated construction LOMPletion datec of the second phase is the first quarter FY 2003 and the third
phase is the first quarter IFY 2004,

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: S 5,000,000
FY 2001 R.EQUEST: $ 400,000

FUNDING TO DATE:$ 140

27



PROPOSED FY 2001 BORDER PATROL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, STRTEGIC BORDER FIARRIFR PROGRAM - This request continues development of the
San Diego Border Barrier System. The 14 mile-, oif border adjacent to San Diego, California, is a desirable border location for
illegal drug and alien smuggling due to proximity to major 1 . highways. urhan, and developed areas. A major west-coast
highway system, US, 5 and Mexico t, connecting major coastal urban centers, crosses the international border in this area, The
variety of terrain throughout this area has made it difficult it) detect and apprehendl aliens attempting to cross the border illegally.
Aliens use the deep canyons and vegetation in the western end, and developed areas in the eastern end of the 14 mile area, as cover
for illegal entry into the U.S. The barrier system currently under development provides a dedicated corridor for border control
using a continuous system of fences and roads Tis project was; begun in 1996 as a multi-year. phased effort to construct an
integrated system of barriers, lights, and roads for all 14 miles of border from the Pacific can to the Otay Mountain foothills.
The completed system will provide a continuous enforcement /one Itoin the Pacific to Otay Mountain.

Work to be performed through Fiscal Year 2000 provides for all areas except those at the far west end and the far east end of the
project areas. This request provides site development resources for the Borderfield Park, the Tin Can Hill area, and for
installation of roughly 2 miles of fencing and road between Smuggler's Gulch and the Sewer Treatment Plant.

.OTAL COST: $25,400,000

Fy 2001 REQUEST: S 3,300,000

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



Dote *2~IWFY 2001lBudget I
Detention and Deportation Projects

2001 Construction -Phased Projects
noseed Fundin Phtased Funding

Construction Prao1e-eb nvotinent required in require to Total Cost

________________ to date in fY I00 Comiplete

I !Port Itae T X SPC Pvooes%t1.*mary S 150 000 S 4,000,060 S 413%000

2 nPrtaI TX SPC Two 200-B0dfDomsn S 614000m0 S 6400000

-Kromne, FL SPC Adrmwr Mdtoe S 1 200 000 S 9900,600o $S307.0 23,767,000

'q anPerdro CA SPC Meoo" $ OING. S 800.0m

Conetrucflicir TTAL S I 550 000 20,700 000 S 13.087,000 $ 35,337000

T 2001 PlannlngiSite/Deslgn Projects
PlOtrili Pirto inse Fuain

VWI ( 4KRM to datow_____ oitt

I PortleIl TX SPC Dmn*romea S 19250.000 S tr0.. zw0r $00TO0
2 Kromn, FL SPC tAdrninW b df 1 1,200000 $ 1,164,060 $ 2,364.NO

3 El Centro, CA SKC bEn*Pht 1 0 200 000 S 23'".000 $ smo 24.000,000
4 ElPao. TX SPC Seoheso Donie $ 1,149,060 9 11,1161160 $ 1400

1 PMM1 TOTAL $ 20,60.000 1 4,133,000 mem $i W $0,201.000



FY 2001 D)ETENTIlON C'ONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

PORT ISABEL, TEXAS, SERVICE PR(K-ESSIN(; CENTERER PHASE 3 PROCESSINW;INFIRMARtV'SECURITV
COMMAND: The existing facilities at the Pori ksihvl SI'are in an advanced state oii deterioration and are inadequate to support the
mission of the INS. The existing facilities are widclN dispcrwcd. operationally inetftieini. and security is severely impaired. Phase I
the design and construction of.a new 200-Bed Open-Iis Dorirntiory. wa,ciimpteted and placed into service in June 1998. Phase 11
design and construction of three additional 200-tiecd O()pen-t1a% Iorrnitories. completed and placed into service in January 2000 The
FY 2001 request- Phase Ill of the construction initiiive-miclttdes the Iiroccs ,sing/lnhirsiry/(Comfliand (Cnter stage of thc new
Administration Building. This project will provide needed prieessing. health care. and operational support facilities. Out-year
projects defined by the Port Isabel SPC L~ong-Ranp~e Master Plan will include demolition of existing support buildings; construction
of follow-on stages of the new Administration Buiilding. a 200-lied Secuire D~ormitory. Remnodeling lBuilding 4 into Pre-Clearance
Housing, a new Laundry Facility, a new high-scciii perirtcier leiice. paitroil road and silxprts, 6(K) parking spaces, and utility &
site improvements

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: S 4,350,000
1rY 2001 RI -)UEST: S 4,000,000
INVESTMENT TO DATE: $ 350.0m

PORT ISABEL, SERVICE PROCESSING; CENTfR - TWO 200-BED OPEN-BAY DORMITORIES: Phases I & I I of a
completed construction initiative provided four 200-h :d open-hay diirmitories at the Port Isabel SPC. Design is underway for Phase Ill
which will construct an administrative/infirmary but&Jing in I:Y-2(ll and a 200-bed secure dormitory & Building 4 remodel in
follow-on years. The Port Isabel SPC Master Site Plan has defined additional detainee housing, support buildings, and utility
infrastructure pr-)jects for future years that would %upport an ultimate Population of 2,000 detainees.



The Port Isabel SPC has a continuing need for additional bedspace in order lii help iiffset a national detention bedspace shortage, and
to respond to rapid detainee influx situations 'I his protct pros ides tir the site-adaptation of two 200-Bed Open-Bay Dormitories
similar in design to the completed Phase I & 11 opeo-bay dormitories I lie site-adapted donnilties. each of which have four 50-bed
housing pods, and may be staffed with only five ollicers. Aill Ie ie 75 'and gh dormitories hased on an original design developed for
the El Paso SPC.

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $6,400,0
F'V 2001 REQUEST $6,400,000

KRONIE, FLORIDA, SERVICE PROCESSING F N'I ER - l'JIASE tINE-B3, ADMINISTRATION BUILDING AND SITE
INFRASTRUCTURE: The Krrjmc SPC existing adininistratise & support facilities are very crowded operationally inefficietl and

do not nmt INS design standards. The existing.adtninistraiis & snpport facilities 15KC Administration, Deportation. INS Court
Attorneys, Central Laundry, Asylum Office, and Firing Itingel must he replaced in order to support the increased level of detainees at

t facility. The existing buildings arc in an advanced state ot disrepair and are difficult to clean and he maintained in an effctive
manise. Because the SPC was not originally a detention facility, the wide dispersion ot'buildings on the site creates many blind spots,

which Present security risks to the detriment of both INS oll'icers and t he detainees. I he FY 2001 request of $9,500,000 will be used
for the construction of Phase One-B of the Administrative/Support Building, a parking lot and associated utility infrastructure and site
development. The FY 2001 request for $],184.000 fr P'SI), detailed elsewhere in this budget, will he used for the design of Phase
One-B.

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $23,797,000
FY 2001 REQUEST: $ 9400,000

SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA, SERVICE PROCESSING CENTER - MAINTENANCE/ELECTRONIC SHOP UPGRADE:
The existing San Pedro SPC maintenance and el-ctronic shops arc not large enough to accommodate the necessary maintenance and
repair acivities to0 support the staffing and detainee levels of the SI'C. Further, the shops arc outdated, inefficient, and do not meet
INS design standards, The FY 2001 request will be used fir a 1ksign/Build contract to upgrade the maintenance/electronic shops.

EMA"TED TOTAL COST: $800,000
FY' 21 REQUEST: $800000



IFY 2001 DETENTION CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

PORT ISABEL, TEXAS, SERVICE P'ROCE.SSING CENTER - P'HASE ONE-A ADMINISTRATION BUILDING: The
existing support facilities (administration, processing. medical. I .0IR court. dining, and maintenance facilities) are inadequate in size
and layout to support operations for the curreni detainee population. and Itir the planned 2.000 detainee capacity. The FY 2001
request Provides for the design of Phase #1 of the construction initiative as defined in the Port Isabel SPC Long-Range Master Plan.
Phase 01 will initiate a two-year construction phase (possibly in 1I Y 2W02 and I Y 2003). which will include: demolition of the existing
support buildings, the infirmary, an EQIR court trailer. lt)IR storagelulding, atnd other miscellaneous storage buildings-, construction
of the second stage of the new administration/proce,..ing building, a new laundry facility, a ncw perimeter fence, patrol road and
sallyports, 600 parking spaces, and utility and %ite iiiprowenis,

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $40,750,000
FY 2001 REQUEST: S 1,500,000
INVESTMENT TO DATE: $19,250,000

KROME, FLORIDA, SERVICE PROCESSING CENTER - EXPANSION PROJECTS PHASE ONE-B:
The existing administrative and support facilities are very crowded and operationally inefficient, and do not meet INS design
standards. The existing admsinistrative and support facilities (Sl'(.Administration, Deportation, INS Court Attorneys. Central
Laundry, Asylum Office, and Firing Range) must be replaced in ordcr to support the increased level of detainees at the facility. The
existing buildings awe in an advanced state of disrepair, and are difficult to clean and maintain. Because the SPC was not originally a
detention facility, the wide dispersion of buildings on the site creates many blind spots which present security risks detrimental to both
INS officers and detainees. The FY 2001 request for $II 84,000 will be used for the design of Phase One-B, which will complete the
construction of the Administrative/Support Building (supplentiing the requested Phase One-A resources of $9,500,000). a parking
lot, and associated utility infrastructure and site developmcnti in I-Y 2002.

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $2.38,000
FY 2001 REQUEST: $1,184,000
INVESTMENT TO DATE: $1,200.000



EL CENTRO, CALIFORMiA, SERVICE Pkn )CSSING CENTER - EXPANSION PROJECTS PHASE ONE-A:
The El Centro SPC has experienced an enormous increase in woirkloand in the past 5 years without the benefit of additional facilities.
The proposed relocation of the El Centro Border Patrol Sector I leadquarters %kill more than double the existing 3-acre site to 7 acres to
acoiritodate the expansion of the SPC administrative. I 1)1K deportation, and trial attorney functions. The existing buildings are in
an advanced state of disrepar and are difficult to maiintain I11w corrent layout or the buildings creates many blind spots which present
security riaks detrimen~tal to both INS officers and detainees, I he existing maintenance and warehouse facilities are inadequate in sic
and not properly located on the site to support the SI'('as it expands.

The FY 2001 request for $300,000 will be used for the design of Phase One-A to include alteration ot vacated Border Patrol buildings
lor SPC operations, additional administrative. F0)1R. deporation and tial attorney spaces. additional secure and open-bay detainee
housing, and associated site development and utility inifrastucture ito support expansion onto Border Patrol land. This work is being
tone in accordance with the new El Centmo Service Processing centerr I ong-Range Master Plan. Follow-on phases possibly as early

as FY 2003/2004 will provide for the design and construction ot additional detainee hoLusing. and for further expansion of support
facilities.

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: $24,000,000
FY 2001 REQUEST: $ 300,000
INVESTMENT TO DATE: $ 200tOOO

EL PASO, TEXAS, SERVICE PROCESSING (ETR-SECURE AND ISOLATION D)ORMITORIE.S: The two original
openbay dormitories are outdated and were rot designed to accommodate direct-supcrvision 'nanagement of detainees. The SPC also
need to accommodate the increasing number of aggravated feonts with secure housing (single and double cells), and to rehabilitate
the existing isolation dormitory, which is in disrepair and does not meet INS design atindardi. The FY 2001 resource request will be
used to site-adapt a secure dormitory design analogous to the Port Isabel SPC secure dormn project. Construction has already been
completed on new dining, processing, laundry, deportation/I OI R court, and security c'-mriand support facilities.

ESTIMATED TOTAL COST: 5 13,114,000
FY 200 REQUEST: S 1,149,000
INVESTMENT TO DATE: $1I 1,965.000



Inwnoqration and NaluAhi8WY011 Service
Construrlslt Account

Financal Analysis - Progra Changes
(Dollars in 1thousands)

BORDER MANAGEMENT & COORDINAMiN STRATEGY
Facdiltis andl COnstfuci~n

Repenir a Alterations Bonier Patrol Projecds Detenti Prolecta

Pon Aimnoi Pos Amount P05 Amount

GS- 12 13 $688
IO~s- 1 1 44

05-9 ...... .... 7 256

Tota Poeltons & Annual Rob....e..... 21 988

LaPse (-) ...I .II- . -........ -1-..I (11) (494)

Tota woflyser andl peromet

Convellmlon .. * to 494

Trafspandtinapoe....p..son 27
- 11 33

Oem s~o e ... ................... 813

ESpie t....ark............................

twsu &11 Stan6 ..... . 92 50,302 2

Tota ptoopwo WY &OMOI Ijialr 1 20 50.302, 24
gdwm quet 2W01 2000.........

Bonier w-~
Pon Amountl

13 5688

7 256

21 ON8
(11) (494Y

.633:

10 494
133

33
613:
12

396,
75,227,

.833 10 77,135'



Imigration and Naturalizalio Service
(on~traetion

2001 Priority Rawkiasa

Base Program
Prarm

Construction & Engineering

Ranking
Program Increases

Program

ltorder Management - Repairs and Alterations
Order Management - Construction - Border Patrol
Hordcr Management - Construction - Detention A Deportation

Rankinit



Category

Engineerng a-d Archketur (

Total....... ..

lmml(Iratiofl and Naturalization Service

Detail of Permanet Poeftion. by Caiaaorv
Fiscal Years It" - M00

FY ION 2000 2001

Program Total
Aufthozed Athored Increame Aufthrtzed

00-899) 70 72

33 33

37, 39'

70 72
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!LmLaralon and Naturalization Sor~

(Dollars in thousands)

2000 Appropriation Enacted.........
Goveirnment-wide .38% reclsuio pursuant to H R 3425 .
2000 Availabiity.................. .. .......

Adhabywents-o-base:
Increases:

2001 pay Increse....................
Annualzation of 2000 pay rail......
Ajinuallzatio (net) of 38 posftion received in 1999-......
Genera Services Admkletton (GSA) rent
Total, Increases.................

Decreases:
Non-recurringl decrese for Undeirground Storage Tank (UST) Program.
Non-recurring decreases(maomatic non-policy) ..........
Total, decreases............ . ....... .

200 1 B a s ... .... .. .. .... .. .. .... ..... . .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. ..

Prcojm Chaig ...........e.s.... ... . ... I.. . -

2001 E stim ate ............ .... ....... ... .. ............-.. ... ......

Workc-

72 71 $99,664

72 71 $99,662

.. 139
51

278

479

.. (4,300)

72 71 34,000

93 81 111,135



lmmirateu and l4siursalzalon Servk,

JaluIcatlos or Adilamb to se
(Dollar's in thousands)

Work-
Adoustymn-to-Base ireaes:, ye Amoun)

2001 payrai ......... .... .......... ..... 139
This request Provides for the proposed 3,7 percent pay raise to he effective in January of 2001 and is
consistent with Administration policy included in the Prelinminary Paty Raise Gluidance for FY 2001 Budget
Submissions. This increase includes locality pay adjustments a% well as thc general pity raise, The amount
requested. Si 39,000, teprksents the pay anits ror ihrec-quanicrs of the Fiscal year plus appropriate
benefits (S107,000 for pay and $32,000 for benefits SI 139,000).

Annualaion of 2000 my rain ......................... .. ....-.. . . ..................... ........ .... ... 5
This pay annualization represent first quarter amounts (October through December) of the 2000 increase
of 4.8 percent effective in January 2000, and, for three-quarters of a ycai. the difference between the 4.4
percent estimated in the 2000 President's budget and thc approved increase of 4,11 percent. Thec amount
requete $51,000. represents te pay amounts for three quarters of the year plus appropriate benefits
($3 7,000 for cotapensti on and S$14,000 for benefits).

Annulization of 36 Rositioas amooved in 1999 .......... ................. .. .. 278
This provides for the additional annualization of 36 additional positions requested ins the enacted 1999
appropriation for IMS Construcion. This request includes an increase of $279,000 for full year costs
associated with these positions at the journeyman grade level.



Approved Ammali/alwn
2000 Rc.iur c% acquired in 2001

Annual salary rate of
36 approved positions . $, 1 x

Other personnel caw'npensafion

Less lapse (W0%)... .....I .. .

Net Comipensation_- .......... 1.239 $212

Associated employee benefits. 1726

Other (non-personnel) . .......

TravelI............. . . .... 9 )

Transportation of Things ..... .

G SA Rent ....... .............

Consmunications/Ulilities .......... 7

Purchaae from Government
A ccounts ....... ............ ...

Other Servsce ....._..s.... ..II.. 87

Supplistal aials ............ .. 89

Equipment ...................... 8

Total cost subject to annualizaion- 2,014 218



Genemil Serices Adminiaiaion (GSA) rent
GSA will continue to charg rental rates that approximate those cliargedi to commercial teniants for
equivalent space and related services. The requested iscreaw oif $1I ).N0 is% required to meet our
Commitment to GSA. The Costs associated with LiSA rent %ere der ived through the use oftlse automated
system, which uses the latest inventory data and rates reflecting a S percent increase over 2000 levels.

Total, adjustment -to- base increases.

Adj ustm ent-so- base decreases:

Decrease for one-time coats associated with construct ion...........
i"is amount represent ts non-recurring costs associated with new construction projects, and planning. site
developments, and design coas for planned projects The costs% do not carry forward, and are non-recurred
from the base,

Decreas for Coats associated wisth Underground Storage Tank (LIST) Program . . ... .. ...........
This INS has saccessflilly completed a 5-year initiative to correct numerous leaking underground storage
tanks that were well past the expected useful life and posed an unacceptable ris of increased
environmental damage. This anmount does not carry forward and are non-recuirred from the base

Total adMaMent-so-~baae........ ............

.1(61,841)

(4300
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration Service Capital Investment Account

Summaatement
Fiscal Yeaw 2001

In FY 2001. the Imimigration and Naturalization Service (INS) propose,% to establish an Immigration Service Capital Investment
Account (ISCIA) to fund service infrastructure, system upgrades and immigration benefit backlogs initiatives. By establishing the
ISCIA, INS will have a mechanism for tracking investment -.pending for improving the delivery of immigration services. The
$127,300,000 in the ISCIA will be capitalized from Premium Service Fee ($55 million), re-authorization of a permanent 245(i)
adjustment of status program ($37.5 million); and $34.8 million in direct appropriations. INS estimates that for FY 2001 the Premium
Service Fee could generate approximately $80 million in additional revenue. Of the $80 million generated from the "Premium
Service" fee, only $55 million will he used for capital investment items and the remaining $25 million will remain in the Exams Fee
account.

The resources in the Immigration Services Capital Investment Account (ISCIA) would be used to fund the following initiatives:

INS surpaaaed its FY 1999 target for naturalization applications processing. Targeted backlog reduction funding provided in FY 1999
was critical to INS' success, and this new account will he a continuing source for such improvements. INS requests $43.4 million for
this effort. This increase will support INS' backlog reduction efforts through:

Contractor Support -This request: includes an increase of $13 million to allow INS to completely support the National Records Center
(NRC) in support of backlog reduction. The investments that these resources will support full development and deployment of a
single-tier national records tracking system to complement the NRC, and the upgrade of associated equipment. Resources will also be
used to update the functional requirements study for the INS' Central Index System; t central repository for information on all iles;
recover and rebuild space in INS field offices currently being used to store records, and reconfigure mail rooms so that they will be
able to function in a centralized records environment.

Naturalization System Upgrades - An increae of $1 0.4 million is included in this request to conclude the deployment of CLAIMS 4.
This will mean that all naturalization case tracking will he accomplished in one automated system, and eliminate the need for other
second generation systems that INS is currently using for some case tracking thereby helping to reduce the backlog. The upgrade will
also improve the statistical and financial reporting.



Fingerprinting for the FBI - An additional $20 million investment is being requesed to enhance fingerprinting function for the FBI for
electronic criminal background checks. These resources will be used for software and hardware improvements in the ASC's, to
develop a system to store and retrieve electronic fingerprint images to support immigration benefit processing.

A capital investment totaling $30 million will be used for the National Customer Serice Center to maintain anod enhance telephone
customer serice enhancements. These services will include expansion of the National Customer Service Center to build
infrastructure for anticipated increases in telephone call volume and expanded services. It will also support national implementation of
the Change of Address initiative to allow applicants for immigration benefits to update addresses by phone. Live asistance will be
provided to customers on case status information around the clock from the NCSC's automated services, and will also allow customers
to request via telephone 'he rescheduling of their interviews.

This request includes an additiotial $11 million investment in the Application Support Centers (ASC) to continue the development and
installation of digital photography and digital signature capabilities in the ASCs. This added functionality would facilitate mnd
strengthen t integrity of the berkfit application proccss. while; proving customer service.

This request includes $25 million to replace CLAIMS 3, the only case processing and fee receipting system used for all the benefit
applications, except naturalization. 1he system has exceeded its life expectancy, and no longer performs the tasks for which it was
designed. These resources will begin the System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) process to create a nev. system to replace
CLAIMS 3, and will also be used to purchase hardware and software for the new system.

An increase of $14. 15 million ib being requested for replacement of hardware in field offices. This hardware replacement will include
approximately 2,000 worktstoons; replace anttquatcd postage meters. and replace cash registers with electronic Cash registrs that will
allow fl15 to better accounts for fee receipts.



immiamaton and Naturalization Service
limmirastion Services Camtall Investmitnt Account

Justiracation of Prooose;d Chanacs in Approcration Language

The FY 2001 budget estimates include appropriation language for the Immigration Services Capital Investmnent account. This is A

new count.

Immilrat ion Services Caoaal InVestment

For backlo. reduction. IfrAstrumr imvements. Process imrovemenls. major caitul acuisition. and Suh Othr service-rlte
empe"Me ard Drowrn necgua for die administration of the lowsY relating (g immirratioL iargfirqtson. and alien reriltrof
S34.OO. to emwasn available mWel Swnde. (Department' of Justice Appropriat ions Act, 2001.J

Languag uneeding Section. 286 of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended, 8 USC 1356. authorizing this account is included
in fth Department of Justice Generall Provisions.
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Immigration Servime
Immnigration Scrvicc Capital Investment Account

O~llar-s in thousand%)

Initiative Summary

Elemnents/Program% Pomiiions Workycars Amount

Adjudication and Naturalil;itioTI $61.000

Data and Communications $53.300

Information and Record,.
Management $13,000

Total, Infrastructure Items .. $127.300

in FY 2001, INS has proposed establishing a Immigral ion Service Capital Investment Account. The resources in the Immigration
Services Capital Investment Account (ISCIA) would he used to build service inifrastructure. fund %system upgrades and address other
immigration benefit backlogs. The ISCIA would he capitalized from the following fee revenues: a voluntary Premium Service Fee
($55,000,000); Re-authorization of a permnanent 245(i) adjustmnent of status program (S37,500,000); and $34,800,000 in direct
appropriations. INS estimates that for FY 2001 the Premium Service fee could generate approximately $80.000,000 in additional
revenue. Of the $80.000,000 generated from the "Premium Service" fee, only S55.000.0)00 will he used for capital investment items
and the remaining $25,000,000 will remain in the Exams Fcc account,

The level of revenue received h.. the Exams Fcc account from application fees is unable to keep up with the growing resource
requirements. By creating the ISCIA, infrastructure and eqtiipmcni need,. can he met, This fund would also provide a mechanism for
tracking investment spending in the ISCIA. Thec following initiativcs will he funded in the ISCIA-



Elemnest: Backliti Raetlom Efwots - S43,44fntm

Program Positions Workyears Amountl

Adjudication and Natural,7mhlion S. 20,000
Data and Communication% . 10,400
Info and Records Managecmtin

Total .. 43.400

" INS requests $43,000,000 for Backlog reduction efforts INS surpassed its FY 1999 target for naturalization applications
processing. Targeted backlog reduction funding provided in IFY 1999 was critical to INS' success, and this new account will
be a continuing source for such improvements. This increase will support INS' backlog reduction efforts through*

" Contrato Suppoirt - This request includes an increase of $13 million to allow INS to completely support the National
Records Center (NRC) in support or backlog reduction. Thc investments that thes resources will support full development
and deployment of a single-tier national record' tracking system to complement the NRC, and the upgrade of associated
equipment. Resources will also be used to update the functional requirements study for the INS' Central Index System, the
central repository for information on all files, rccovcr and rebuild space in INS field offices currently being used to store
recorda; and reconfigure mail rooms so that they will he able to function in a centralized records environment.

" Naturasti.. Sylke UpIpae - An increase of S$10 4 mill ion is included in this request to conclude the deployment of
CIAEMIS 4. This will mean that all naturalization case tracking will be accomplished in one automated system. and eliminate
the need for other second generation systems that INS is currently using for some case tracking thereby helping to reduce the
backlog. The upgrade will also improve the statistical and financial reporting.

" F1W epilt Wig Wr the FBI - An additional $20 million investment is being requested to enhance fingerprinting function for
the FBI for elecronic, criminal background checks. These resource% will he used for software and hardware improvements, in
the ASC's, to develop a system to store and retrieve electronic fingerprit images to support immigration benefit processing.



EhCMMu: Remuote Customer ServIce - $3'1,OOOAA

E MPosition% Workycars Amount

Adjudication and Nilurali /.tlimi $0,

Total .. $30,000

The cost of providing and expanding service at telephone center% for FY 2001 will he 145.000.000. A capital investment
totaling $30,000,000 will be used for the national Cutomcr Service Center to maintain and enhance customer serice
enhancements. These service include:

" Nationwide expansion - the NCSC service area will actually expand nationwide in FY 2000. 'The FY 2000 budget is-
sufficient to support this expansion. However, additional funding will allow INS to build infrastructure for anticipated
increases in call volume and expanded services.

" National implemnentation of the Change of Address initiative. which hegan with N-400 applicants living in Florida and
California. With full implementation, any applicant for an immigratioti benefit will he able to update his or her address
by phone.

* Customers will he able to obtain ease specific casestatu% information around the clock from the NCSC's automated
services, with live assistance available during business hours

* Customers will be able to request interview rescheduling by phone nationwide,



Eluuest: Appall..m Support Ccnter - S ILWOM0fll

Adjudication and Naturnalii
Total

Position% Workyqa Amnn

S$11,000

The contract cost of providing service at thc ASO, in FY 2M I will he S50.000.000. An additional $11,000,000 investment in
the Application Support Centers in FY 20tH will he used to continue the development and installation of digital photography
and digital signature capabilities in the ASC', This added lunct ional ity would fac ilitate and strengthen the integrity of the
benefit application process, while improving cusiorlir scrvic

Elemtent: Replacemneit Case Tracking System -$29,000,00

Pof o.tin Workycars Amou~nt

Data and Communication,,
Total

$29.00
.. $29,000

This request includes $25,000,000 to replace CLAIMS 1, the only cawe processing and fee receipting system used for all the
benefit applications except naturalization, The system has exceeded it% life expectancy, and no longer performs the tasks for
which it was designed. These resources will he tisci for thc following

" Begin the System Developmcnt Life Cycle (SDLC) process to create a new system to replace CLANS 3.

* Purchase hardware and software tar the new system.

" Dsign the new case tracking system to Ixe contpaitihic ss:th newer INS financial tracking systems, which will improve
financial reporting.



Additfionally. the new case tracking system will replace an antiquated system that no longer serves the needs of the INS
adequately.

Ehmmt.aL Hardware Replacement -$13,900,000

ft=Nul Positions Workver Annount
Data and Communications $13,LL

TOta] ... $13,900

An increase of $13,900,000 is being requested for replaceiment of computer hardware in field offices. This hardware
replacement will include:

" Replace approximately 2,000 workstat ion%. rtndcd from thc Exams Fee account, that ame on a five-yea replacement
cycle.

* Relae antiquated postage meters that are costly to maintain and frequently break down.

" Replac cash registers with electronic cash registers to support receipting in field offices, allowing INS to better
account for fee receipts.



Immqigafhn and Natufa~atio Service
Immqyalion service Captal Investment Account

Financial Anstysts - Program Changes
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration Examinations. Fee Account

Sunimary Statement
Fiscal Year 2001

For FY 2001, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) requests 6.046 position%, 6,559 workycars. and $807.317,000 in the
Immigration Examinations Fee account.

The Immigration Examinations Fee account was c-stahthcd in the Department of Justice Appropriations Act of 1989 (P.L. 100-459).
Section 209 of the Act amends 8 U.S.C. 1356 by establishtng a s-eparate account into which the "Attorney General may deposit
adjudication fees collected under the regulations governing INS, All deposits to the account are paid out of this appropriation for
expenses in providing immigration adjudication and naturaliation serviccs.. The resources are to be made available for: adjudication
of applications and petitions for benefits under the Immigration and Nationality Act or 1952, as amended; asylum, refugee, parole, and
overseas activities, adjudication-related work performed tn other INS and non-INS programs-. and the necessary support for all of these
activities.

In action taken in FY 1995, the Congress amended Section 245(i) of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, to allow certain
categories of eligible aliens who have a current immigrant vis.a itumber available hut who are unlawfully in the United States, to adjust
their status in the United States upon payment of a fee, of SI(MN) for this benefit. Congress did not renew this section of law when it
passed the FY 1998 Commerc-Justice-State Appropriations Act, but it did pass an extension of eligibility f6r certain aliens who have
begun the immigrant visa process prior to January 14, 1998. Adjustment of status under this provision will be availabe to aliens on
whose behalf an immigrant visa petition has been filed with INS, or for whom an application for a labor certification has been filed in
accordance Wit Depailment of Labor regulations by January 14, 1998.

In FY 1996 and FY 1997, the INS conducted an Activity Based Costing (ABC) study of immigration adjudication and naturalization
fees in the Examinations Fee account. The purpose of the study was to develop a more consistent and reliable methodology, and to
produce a legally defensible Examninations Fee Account Fee Schedule. The Final rule was published in the Federal Register on August
14, 1991, with the implementaton of.a new fee schedule set for October 13. 1998, and January I5, 1999 for naturalization fees.



In FY 2001, INS is proposing to establish a voluntary Premium Service Fee for Business cases. Premium Service will provide
businesses with a consistently high level of customer %,ervice and i mproved processing. The fee for this service is $1,000. The
Premium Serice concept is being offered to enable INS to mieet thc needs, of business clientele who may be severely impacted by
procesing delays. INS is currently unable to meet the demand for expeditious service to the business community without adversely
Impacting relative petitions and document applications The business% community would derive a direct benefit because of the
improved service.

INS estimates that for FY 2001 the Premium Service fee would generate approximately s8o,0ooooo in additional fee revenue INS
anticipates a significant portion of the revenue will be generated by high tech industries riling H-I B petitions lItshould also he
pointed out that since this is a voluntary fee, expected revenue is an estimate.

This request represents an increase of $27,441,.000. The separate enhancement initiatives; requested in this appropriation are funded by
the Proposed new fee, and are descrnbed below,

An additional 141 positions, 71 workyears and V17.500.000 is requested for the processing of applications submitted for the Premium
Service an for the re-engineering of the citizenship testing process. The Premium Service will provide guaranteed processing within
15 days for business cues, fax capability for resolution of evidentiary issues, and access to an ombudsman to quickly rectify
processing errors. It will provide businesses with an option from the regular proce-ssing of business cases, which currently takes from
60 days to well over one yeas, depending upon the form type and the servicing office.

An increase of 54 positions, 24 workycars and $7,500,000 is requested to provide resources that will be dedicated to identifying
benefit fraud by conducting local and ocher agency cheeks of applicants; and conducting immediate secondary referral after primary
interview. By enhancing these operations, INS will improve the deterrence of fraud instigated by individuals acing alone.

PayLetsn

The INS requests an increase of $2,441,000 as part of a pay reform initiative requested for Immigration Inspectors in the Examinations.
Fee account beginning tn FY 2001. This pay reform includes only pay upgrades.
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lmmijratiou and Notsaralzat Servic
Inuslaaton Exanatiogns Ee

Program Peroisc inforsnwion
(D~ollars in thousands)

T'eImmigration Examinations Fee account was established hy [lic Department of Justice AppropriationsAcof18 PL10-5)
Section 209 of the Act amends 8 .S -C.13 56 byestbshinga sparateaccount nto whichthe Attorney oenral~ maydeposit

expenses providing immigration adjudication adnirhtn wvceThrsocsaetobmdeavailable for adjudication of
applications and petitions for benefits under the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), asylum. refugee, anid parole and overseas
acti vities adjudication-related work performed in other Service and niin-Servicc programs and to providc necessary support to all of
these activities.

In action taken in FY 1995, the Congress amended Section 245 of the INA to allow certain categories of aliens to adjust their status in
the United States upon payment of fees for this benefit. The provision hs resulted in an increased workload, as well as an increase in
resources available to the INS, for processing these and other applicitiins for immigration benefits.

The Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (P L. 104-208) amended section 245(i) of the INA to allow
the INS to collect $1,000 in addition to the regulatory filing fee required for the processing of an application for adjustment of status.
The Examinations Fee Account will be allowed to retain the cos t to process the application provided that at least $800 of the $ 1 000
penalty fee is deposited in the Immigration Detention Account. now the Breached Bond/t~etention Fund. At the present time. $75 of
the penalty fee is deposited in the Examinations Fee Account and $925 is deposited in the Detention Account.

The Congress did not renew the provisions of Section 745(1) when it enacted the IFY 1998 Department of Justice Appropriation.; Act.
It did, however, paus an extension of eligibility for certain aliens who hasd begun the immigrant visa process by January 14, 1998.
Adjustment of status under section 245(i) will be available to aliens on whose behalf an immigrant visa petition had been filed with the
INS, or for whom an application for labor certification had been filed in accordance with Department of Labor regulations, by
January 14, 1998.

The INS recently completed two comprehensive Aciivity Based Costing (ABC) reviews of its largest fee accounts, the Immigration
Examinations Fee account and the Immigration User Fee account The reviews were consistent with the Service's pledge to improve
the nsvtagement of the fee accounts, including the method hy which the INS determines. its fees. Key components of the Immigration



Examinations Fee account effort included identifying. in detail, all the costs related to adjudicating immigration and naturalization
applications and petitions, and logically assigning the costs to appropriate applications in conformance with fed-.&]l cost accounting
standards. The INS plans to update the results of thcsc studies. as business volumes and processes and/o costs cange, n as more
precise cost determination processes become availahle. At the time of ihc next %cries of reviews, the INS is committed to examining
and evaluating its budget base to determine where efficicnis. and cost savings may he realized. This evaluation may include thn Use
of cycle time analysis should this tool be a key (ict f the fec reviews

To expand on the existing fee studies, the INS will examine the method by which it determines the appropriate source of funding (fo
its resources. This review will examine current cost allocations, and will seek to identify a systematic process to assign expenses-
among each of the INS' funding sources, This evaluation wilt he conducted within the coming year.

The study of the Examinations Fee Account led to the production of a revised Examinations Fee Account Fee Schedule.
Implementation of the new fee schedule took place in OCmohcr 1998, with the exception of the fee for naturalization, which went into
effect in January 1999. This budget request incorporates the new schedules in receipts projections.

In FY 1999, the Congress appoved merging the Legali?,ation Account with the Examinations Fee Account. The Legalization Account
was established in 1986 as a part of the legalization program. The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) (P.1. 99-603,
Title IL Sections 201-204), established a legalization program that provided temporary resident status to aliens who entered the U.S.
illegally. or lapsed into illegal status prior to January 1, 1982, resided continuously in the U.S. since then, and am not excludable. The
legislation also provided for adjustment to permanent resident status aftrt 18 months of temporary status upon showing general
admissibility and basic citizenship skills. Section 202 further provided for adjustment to permanent resident status of certain Cubans
and Haitians who entered the U.S. prior to January 1, 1982. The Immigration Act or 1990 provided a one-yeaw extension of the
deadline for iling applications for adjustment from temporary to permanent resident status. Merging the Examinations Fee Account
and t Legalization Account simplifies the tracking of budget resources and eliminate duplicative accounting of resources for
essentially identical purposes.



ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT
Perm.
Pos. I'TF Amount

2000 Availablity 398 349 $22,215
2001 Ban 39 %9 23,479
3001 Estimate 39" 349 25.920

Ineresei*creaae . 2,441

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

" The function of this program in the Immigration Examninations Fee account is to process and adjudicate applications for
immigration benefits. Applications and petition.% for a full rainge of benefits under the immigration laws are adjudicated during
periods of standby time at morst poins-of-cniry during non-peak workload hours.

* Certain types of applications are presented directly at land border ports-of-entry where they are adjudicated and issued by
inspections personnel.

" INS began assessing these fees for services at land order ports-of-entry on October 9, 1995. The documents are issued to
visitoirs from Mexico and Canada who are quilified to enter the United States, and are afforded such special privileges as
extending length of stay and broadening areas of travel beyond that offered to nonresident alien Mexican or Canadian border
crossing cards.

" A change in the language authorizing the Land Border Inspection Fee account (sec. 286q) of the INA) will be reqt'este4 which
would require depositing fees for services into that account. If enacted, inspecttons positions supported by these fees would be
moved from the Examinations Fee account to tbe Land Border Inspection Fee account.



ACT11VFF: ENFORCEMENT
Perm.
Pas. FUE Amount

Invesfiatlam
20M Avallabllty 93 82 $11,175
2001 Bas 93 82 11,849
2001 Est~mate 147 109 19.349

IncreafADeeras 54 27 7.5W0

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

Generally, the functions of the Investigation% program include the detection of criminal law violations and the identification of
violators through undercover operations and traditional investigative procedures to initiate criminal prosecution and/Of
administraive action. Many cases investigated involve violator%~ associated with large-scale, organized criminal conspiracies.
Quite often, these criminal alien organizations are simultaneously engaged in other illegal activitie-s such as racketeering, alien
smutggling, immigration benefit fraud, counterfeiting. prostitution. official corruption. extortion. narcotics, and weapons
trafficking on a national of international scale. Special Agents identify these organizations through interiews, informants.
surveillance. and through undercover and task force operaItions. Investigative task force operations include a combination of
resources from several offices and agencies.

Mome specificaly, these resources are focused on one of the basic enforcement priorities of the INS: detection and deterrence
of fraud. The principal goal of the fraud program is to discourage illegal immigration through fraud and to prols~t the integrity
of benefits and documents legitimately provided to authorized aliens by the INS. Many investigations concentrate on
individtaa applicaions. wnich have led to the identification of large-scale production of fraudulent documentation. Therefore,
the INS is agresively targeting complex criminal organizations involved in immigration fraud for criminal proseution.



ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT
Permi.
Pos. FIE Amount

Intellivnee
2000 Availablity 14 12 $1 J95
2001 Bane 14 12 1.474
2001lEstlmate 14 12 1474

IncireaseDlecrease.. ..

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

* This program provides strategic and tactical intelligence support to Service offices enforcing the provisions of the INA and
assists other Federal agencies in addressing national w.curiiy i-sucs. The Service's Forensic Document Laboratory (FDL) is a
critical component of the program. Intelligencc support in thc Immigration Examinations Fee account contributes to efforts
aimed at detecting the creation and/or utilization of fraudulent document% to enter and/or remain in the United States.

* The FDL is the only federal crime laboratory dedicated exclusively to the examination of international travel documents and
identity documents. It provides a wide range of forensic document analysis and other law enforcement support services to INS
offices worldwide. as well as other Federal. state and local agcnctes and foreign government entities. INS adjudicators iri
asylum offices, district offices and service centers submit to the FDL suspect documents for forensic examination. The results
of these examinations are then used by the adjudicators in thcir decision-, to approve or deny the applications and petitions.

* In the recent past, terrorists and other criminal aliens, have filed asylum requests in the United States or submitted applications
for other immigration benefits, utilizing fraudulent documentation. The work of the FDI.. in the examination of these suspect
documents led to the rejection of these applications.

ACTVITY: CITZENSHIP AND BENEFITS



Adjudiatios &W Naturalization I i'n i
2MW Availability 3,1.% 3,906 $407,605
2001 Basle 3,236 4,062 421,%62
2001 Estimate 3.377 4.133 4AMh
lisereusdIfeeease 141 71 17.54M

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTON.

10The mission of this program is to provide accuric and timely information and adjudication of immigration benefit applications
to our customers in a professional and courteous manncr. Immigration service activities include the processing of applications
for permanent residence, petitions for relatives, employment authorization, reentry permits, refugee travel documents, orphan
petitions, and naturalization. To adjudicate these applications, and petitions, the INS trust receive the application, answer
inquiries, examine the evidence presented by the applicant. and make a determination mL to the applicant or petitioner's
qualifications for the benefit under the immigration laws. Some adjudications also require INS to conduct a background check
and/or a personal interview with thte applicant,

The INS Immigration Services program operates in ficid offices located throughout the country and in four Service Centers,
located in California. Texas, Vernmt and Nebraska. Applications and petitions for immigration and citizenship benefits are
received by the Service Centers and held offices. These applications and petitions are adjudicated by acorps of examiners
(adjudications officers) and adjudicate ion support personnel. The field offices concentrate on those cases that require personal
appearances of the petitioners or applicants. Thet Scrvice Centers focus on those applications that can be processed without
interviews and that benefit from processing in a high-volume, product ion-oriented environment where INS can benefit from
economies of scale.

* In response to requirmeutsecontained in the FY 1998 Appropriation Act, the INS established a new in-house fingerprint
program. Those applicants wAd petitioners required to undergo a background check as pan of the processing of their benefits,
other than toe applicants or petitioners fingerprinted at U.S. military installations abroad, must appear at one of INS, t29
Application Suppot Centers nationwide or at a diesignated law enforcement agency (DL.EA) to be fingerprinted.

* This Program is also responsible for processing applications for permanent resident status in accordance with the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) (P.L. 99-603. Title It. Sections, 201-2014). The Act established a legalizaion program



that provided temporary resident status tojhltn% whoceniced the Ui S illegally or laped into illegal status prior to January 1,
1982, resided continuously in the U S, since then, and arc not excludable The legislation also provides for adjustment to
permanent resident status after 18 month% of temporary status upon showing gener ii admissibility and basic citizenship skills.
With the exception of residual case-,, the procsing of atll applications was comnpited in 1993. Processing of appeals of
denials will continue during 2000 and 2001

ACTIVITY: CITIZENSHIP AND) BENEFITS
Perm.
Pos. F Amount

International Affairs
2000 Availability 749 658 $92,273
2001 Bame 749 658 96.764
2001 Estimate 749 658 90.64

Increasei~ecrmwa..

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

* The function of the program is to adjudicate refuge applications, process parolees, conduct investigations for preference and0
relative visa petitions, and conduct other record checks and background investigations as required at overseas Service offices.F4
Headquarters components are respnsible for maintaining liaisoi with foreign government embassies in Washington, liaison
with domestic district anid regions, and mectirg the challenges% of long-range planning and policy direction. The impact of the
overseas environment on administrative and managemencrt issues requires a strong support function to meet the mandates of the
ICASS (Internationai Cooperative Administrative Support S, stem), budgetary functions, and other administrative systems
unique to maintaining a workforce internationally. Officers in the field provide assistance to citizens and lawful permanent
residents abroad regarding adoptions, and immigration or p irole of alien spouses and children and other deserving individuals.
Officers in the field also coordinate with the U.S. Coast Giard on the asylum screening process of the Alien Migrant
Interdiction Program. Also of importance to our international base mission is the: training of officers and families preparing
for service abroad. o~i-going turning in areas of responsit ility. and training of host government immigration officials, air
carriers and Department of State Consular personi-el in a vas of fraud prevention.

*The refugee admission ceiling for FY 200)0 is 90,000 an J1 is expected to increase again with special emphasis and increae in
refugee candidates from Africa. This increase will inst lye increased transportation and per diem expenses because circuit
rides must be conducted mome frequently to a greater nimber of refugees processing posts. Additional asylum officers will be



needed on temporary overseas assignments to adpu~cican increased number of applications for refugee status. And, officersselected to serve in these activities must1 be trained ini up io dale country conditions, special emphasis on changes in application
of the law, and how to handle the increased utscload

" The INS Asylum Program is administered by the Office of International Affairs thr-iugh eight Asylum offices located
throughout the U S. The 1990 final Asylum Rule mandated the establishment of the Asylum Officer Corps as a separate bodyof adjudicators with sole responsibility for the Asylum function, The rule also mandated the establishment of a documentation
center to provide information on human rights conditions. in refugee producing countries.

" The mission of the Asylum Corps has diversified since it was established in 199 1. It now encompasses the following
worklioads: 1) adjudicating the Asylum Reform caseload of new receipts; 2) eliminating the pre-reform backlog;. 3)adjudicating the suspension of deportationdspccial rule cancellation of rmovval applications of certain Salvadorans andGuatemalans under the Nicaraguan Adjustment and Central American Relief Act (NACARA) and their pending asylumapplications; 4) conducting reasonable fear interviews for all personnel placed in expedited removal who request asylum orexpress fer-of returning to their home countries 5) conducting reasonable fear interviews under the Convention against
Torture; and 6) undertaking details to overseas locations to interview and process applicants for refugee status.

" The Congress transferred responsibility for the Cuban and Hlaitian Entrant Program (CHEP) from the Community Relations
Service (CRS) to the INS in 1996. Through grants and cooperative agreements, staff who is part of this program administers:

(1) the primary Resettlement Program which provides transitional community-based refugee resettlement services to
Cuban and Haitian nationals paroled into the United Staten:

(2) the secondary Resettlement Program which provides resettlement services, emphasizing employment placement and
retention, at specialized sites outside the state of Florida to Cuban and Haitians whose initial resmettleent in South
Florida did not lead to self- sufficiency; and

(3) the Unaccompanied Minors Program which provides foster case, residential shelter care, health, counseling,
educational, recreatkioal, and family reunification services to unaccompanied minors hed in the legal custody of the
INS.

ACTViT: IMM1GRA71ON SUPPORT



Pos. FTF~ Amnount
Traincing

20W A vailability 25 22 $2,7
2001 Bas 25 22 2.289
2001 Esdtate 25 22 21119

Increase/Decrease.. .. ..

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPMON:

The function of the Training program is to provide the staff and the resources necessary to maintain an employee development

program that meets the diverse training needs of INS' workforce. Training requirements are identified annually and are

revised, as needed, due to new regulations. legislation, or organizational needs. The program is accomplished in a variety of

ways: through in-Service training at the Fede ral Law Enforcement Training Center facilities (FLETC) at Glynco, Georgia and

a satellite training facility in Charleston, SC (hasic officer training), and at Artesia. New Mexico (journeyman-level advanced.

specialized officer training); through the INS Lea~dership Development Center (LDC) in Dallas, TX; through programs

conducted by other Federal agencies; by private contractors; or in combined presentations using Service and non-Service-
resources.

00

ACTIVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
Perm.
Pos. IF.E AiimwA

Data & Cemuaaeatom
2000 Avaftbility 72 66 $100,164)

M01 Barn 72 66 100,861
201 EStUMAUe 72 66 100.36

Inceerneac...



"The Data and Communications program provides the linkage of employees to information and information technology There
upn five major technology programs included under the Data and Communications program. plus the functions collectively
known as Information Resources Management (TRM) Operations. The live program areas, each of which consist of one or
more projects in addition to the normal operation% and nmaintcnance required for existing systems and technologies, are:
I) lnfrastnicture; 2) Examination Systems. 3) Biometric Identification Systems:, 4) Corporate Informtion Systems. and.
5) Management Systems financiall and administrative). IRM Operations include the functions necessary to support the
activities of the Data and Communications program.

The1 Examination Systems Program provides for an intcgratcd set of functions that incorporate all individual casework-oriented
subsystems used to support the processing of application% and petitions for immigration benefits and associated processes such
as the production of immigration documents. These functions and processs include employment authorization. asylum,
resident alien processing, and citizenship application and processing for naturalization.

In IFY 2000. INS will provide services to operate and maintain the Examinations. information technology systems. Such
services include: making corrections to existing software to eliminate functional errors, failures, and deficiencie. that could
affect operational performance, modifications in response to legislative andlor policy changes; the costs for maintaining and
upgrading licenses to existing application-specific software: and the costs for maintaining validation and verification
capabilities that can be used to test application systems. hefore they are deployed and placed into operation.

ACTIVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
F-...
t2L ME Anumit

Information and Roer*d Management
260 Avabblily 857 W5 $94061
3015800a 1.061 1,043 97,058
2"i KWAIIf 1.061 L9AQ !L

leateid!Decmi



The functiowis of this program are to:

" provide responses to inquines from the public and private sectors: local. State and Federal agencies', and the various branches
of government, by telephone, in-person. andl in writing

* maintain alien records and riles from which dia~ may he readily obtained to respond to request% from boh within and outside
INS-,

* provide information and records management support to the staff of thc Legalization Appeals Unit (LAU).

" develop guidelines, policies and proccdlurcN. and rcsponscs to FOIAJPA 'requests,
" compile. analyze and evaluate statistic% for use in preparing regular and special reports about Scrvice operations acid work

accomplishments;

" provide for the coordination, development, preparation and review of the Service's regulations, directives, operating
instructions and forms, to ensure that these materials ime issucd and published in accordance with established Federal
regulations and laws-, and

" monitor and ensure internal compliance to standards for ..ystcms and serv ice delivery.

* In FY 2000, INS will continue efforts to establish and begin operation of the National Records Center (NRC). Facility space as
been leased and one-half of the file shelves base been erected Tlie core staff for the NRC will he hired and trained for the
operation of the Center. By the end of the year. it is anticipaitcd that the Center will have approximately eight million Files from
the INS field offices.

ACTVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT



Perm.

LePI P. lopPos. FT Anni

200 AvalabillIty 72 62 $11.363
2001 Same 72 62 1,102
2001 Estimate 72 62 8.02

Increse/Decrea

BASE PROGRAM DE-SCRWPIIQN:

INS attorneys represent the Service in asyluIm. rescission. naiiirali/iation. visa petition. adtustmcent of status. registry, Section

-212(c), 241(f), and other esaminations-rclatcd casesan imalters

ACTIVITY: PROGRAM DIRECTION
Perm.
Pos. tTE Amount

Management and Administration
2000Avallablilty 131 105 $14,776
2001 BaMW 131 105 15,938
2001 FstlImte 13f105O 15.938

InctaDeem.. ..

The functions of this program awe:

" to provide management direction and support for the implementation and operation of regional and field actil. ties and
functions to those managers and supervisors who are responsible for and exercise authority over nmulttple programs.

* to execute the provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act and related policies through the development and
implementation of immigration programs and the management of resources: and



to provide for the development, implementation, direction, operation and evaluation of administrative support systems and
services that meet internal operational and managerial needs, and externally mandated requirements. Included in this program
are duties related to providing executive direction and control of the Service; furnishing accurate and prompt responses to
congressional and public inquiries; adminisieritigand maintaining effective budgeting and financial management systems;.
performing audits;, conducting internal investigations, providing informational responses to frequent inquiries from the General-
Accounting Office, the Departmnt of Justice office of Inspector General, the Office of Management and Budget and
Departmental offices; and developing and evaluating polIicies and systems to improve the effectiveness of Service programs.
Thle major administrative functions within ihc prifgram include personnel; accounting; equal employment oppoflunity
procurementt, property management; fleet management. ccuriiy, safety and health; and other miscellaneous general srie
that support all programs within INS

00
to



Immigration Services
Examiination% Fec AccountlPrcmiumn Service Fee

(D~ollar% in thousands)

Initiative SummarY

Elemfcnts/Protramn Posiiions Workycars Amount

AdJudication and Naiural nion

141 71 17,500

Investigations
54 27 7.500

Toi, immigratlon Servle. 195 98 $25.000

Sim=z
In FY 2001, INS will continue its efforts to improve Immigration Services hy focusing on the customer, both internal and external to
INS. INS will continue~ to implement standardization for application processing, delivery of forms, quality assurance and adjudication
procedures. Thia initiative focuses strategies designed to improve service. Anti-fraud efforts will be increased by providing resources
to support field reviews. These resources ame necessary to maintain the integrity of the adjudicative process. They also Kupport
eustoter service because adjudications offtceirs can concentrate on timely adjudication of clean petitions while receiving support for
suspected fraudulent filings. INS will share information with other federal, state and local agencies to improve fraud detection and
independently verify application acurcy, such &% employment-related records and birth certificates. Also, t bi-annual Exams Fee
Study will be com pleted in early FYs 2000 and it will he used to substantiate a rulemaking to implement a revised schedule of fees for
immigration and naturalization benefit applications and petitions in FY 2001.



INS is Proposing to establish a voluntary fee for "Premium Sers ice" for business-related applications that would be implemented in
1Y 2001. This fee would be voluntary for business-related applications and would not impact family based applications, In Fiscal
Year 2001 the Premium Service fee will generate approximately $80.000,000 in additional revenue. The limiting revenue factors
include the actual date that the FY 2001 appropriation is passed. and the number of H-l B petitions filed prior to the fee going into
effect. Of the $80,000,000 generated through the Premium Service fee, $25,000,000 will be used for the following initiatives.

Element: Setvdee Center Personnel and Equipment

Proga Posit ions Workvearv Amount

Adjudication and Naiiirahlion 141 71 $17,500

* An increase of 141 positions, 71 workycaisanid $I7.SIMLI(WXO is be ing requested to provide Premium Service in the processing
of business related applications and to provide res ources for tittenship testing re-engineering. Premium Service will provide
businesses with a consistently high level of customer service and improved processing. Highlights of the improved service
include: guaranteed processing Wiffiiii 15 days, for business eases, fax capability for resolution of evidentiary issues and access t
to an ombudsman to quickly rectify processing errors Adiuional services may be provided based upon customer needs, The0
fee for this service is; $1.000. It will provide businesses with tin option from the regular processing of business, cases which-
currently takes from 60 days to well over one year. depending upon the form type and the servicing offices.

" The Premium Service concept is being offered to enable INS to meet the needs of business clientele who may be severely
impacted by processing delays. INS is currently unable to meet the demand for expeditious service to the business community
without adversely impacting relative petitions and document applications. Petitioners who choose not to elect Premium
Service can expect to see application processing times longer than that of Premium Service.

* The business community would derive a direct benefit because of the improved service, but other INS customers would benefit
because revenues received in excess of the program costs would be used to pay for infrastructure needs to improve
adjudications and customer service.

* Included in this enhancement is $1,500,000 for citizenship testing. Redesign of the naturalizaticon English and citizenship test
is a part of the ongoing re-engineering nf the naturalization Process that began in 1997 The resources in the FY 2001 budget



will eunable INS to contract for the development of a ncw test designed to ensure that naturalization applicants undergo aconsistent, uniform testing process., Redesign of the process is a multi-year project. and this funding will represent asignificant step forward towards developing andl implementing a re -engineered system.

Element: Anti-fraud

Program Positions; Workyear Amount
Investigations 54 27 $7,500

An increase of 54 positions, 27 workyearS and $7-500() is requested to provide resources that will be dedicated to supportfield reviews to identify marriage fraud cases as, wctlI as fraud in business related visa petitions, 1-90s and in re-entry permit%.Currently, INS agents focus their resources on investigating large-scale benefits fraud conspiracy cases, The investigation oflower level, "one-on-one" fraud cases, where conspiracy is not immediately apparent, is left to adjudications staff to perform astirm allows. With the large backlogs in N-400%, l-485s ird other applications, IN$ adjudications staff have limited time andresources to focus on resource-intensive fraud identification and investigation. The funding will provide resources that will beused to increase production and resources dedicated to the three steps involved in identifying benefits fraud: 1) conductinglocal and other agency cheeks of applicants: 2) conducting immediate secondary referral after primary interview, instead ofrelying on scheduled interviews when fraud is suspected; and 3) conducting field inquiries to gather necessary information,in"-luding the status of marital cohabitation, viability of claimed business operations, and verification of identity of applicants.By e chancing these operations, INS will improve the deterrence of fraud instigated by individuals acting alone. Further, -sincet investigation of "one-on-one" cases. serves as the foundation for developing information that leads to identifying linksarnotig cases, these activities will increase the likelihood that large scale conspiracy cases will be uncovered.



Pay Reform
Immigration Examinations Fee

(Dollars in thousands)

Initiative Summit-v

Proirrams Positions Workers Amount

Inspections $2,44 1

A total of $2,44 1,000 is requested in the Examination% Fee account, as part of a pay reform initiative requested for immigration
Inspectors beginning in FY 2001. This pay reform includes ihc upgrading of the journey grade of the Immigration Inspector position
from G3S-9 to GS -11.

UPGRADING THE JOURNEY GRADE OF THE IMMIGRATION INSPECTOR POSITION

The role of the Immigration Inspector has evolved from one that primarily focused on facilitating the legal entry into t United States
of properly documented aliens and U.S. citizens, to one with an increased emphasis on the detect ion/identificationi anod apprehension of
persons attempting to enter the country illegally, In addition. the Illegal Immigration Reform and immigrant Responsibility Act of
1996 has increased knowlege requirements, authorities and responsibilities of Immigration Inspectors to include the ability to remove
immediately from the United State aliens attempting to enter by fraud or without proper documentation. The raising of the journey
level for Immigration Inspectors to GS- 11I will recognize changes in the basic nature of t work and changes in legislation, and will
enable the INS to recruit and retan employees who are critical in mnission accomplishment.



Immigration and Naturalization Service
Examinations Fee Account

Financial Analysis - Program Changes
IDollars in thousands)

Item

Grades

GS.13
OS 14.

GS-12 4.

GS-9

0S9
OS- 7 ... .
OS-6

Total Posons Annual Rate-

Otherthanpesnariser4.
Othser peraonrse compesation

Total woryears and personnel
COmpeneetiof .... ... ....

Pe'reossnet Beefts
Traele and trmneportatto "MTransportation of Thinga...
GSA Rlent ..............
Coostns'Uheeldteelnoura

Equpps se Materias.........

Lwnd & aftuctur .... ...........

Tota pogram WY' oblilgatlonas

-- -. -Irmigrat>o ServFOs
Adliidbctxr A Naturalization Inventigationis

POO Amount Pos Amso

91 $4,817'
to

s0 1, 343

141 8,160
(7 10) (3 1 501

71

3.010
1,405

271
615
220

6,958
141

2,709

17,600

Subtotal
Immigration Services

unt Pos Amount

.2,7691

529

54 3.298
127) (1,649)

27 t,649
951
166

192
85

t,629
303

2,525

27 7,500

44 12.769
91 4,817
tO 529

50 4,343,

195 9,458
(97) (4,79")

98 4,659
2,356

33?
27$
807
305

10.587
444

5,234

96 25,000

Pay Reform tot
Immigraton Inapectors_

Pus Amount

$1,653

Total
Pos Amount

44 2,769
91 4,817
to 529

s0 1,343

195 11,111
(97) (4,799)

96 6,312
3,144

33?
271
SO?
305

10.587
444

5.234

96 __27,441



Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration Examinations Fee

Priority Ranking
Fiscal Year 2001

Base Program
Prgram Ranking

Atudications & Naturalization 1

Inspections 2

Information & Records Mgmt 3

Data & Communications 4

Legal Proceedings 5

Investigations 6

Intellgence 7

Management & Admnistrationi 8

Tra"Wn 9

Program Increases

Program Ranking-

Adjudications & Naturalization I

Investigations 2

Inspections 3



ImmIgrton and Naturalzatio Service
Immigration Examinatio Efte

Detail of Permnient Positions b CAteor
Fiscal Years 1999-2001

1999 2000 -2001
base Program

Category Enacted Availability Adjustment I ncreases Estimte

Attorreys (905) .. 59 59 5
A"lm Off icer (930) ............ 404 4041 . 404
Paralegal Specialist 1950) ....... 18 18 is 1
Ofthe Legal and Kindred (900.999), 4361 436 436
Contact Representative (962) ............ 101 101 101
General Enforcement & Support (1800 1899) 768 768 5 77
Criminal lnvesogtors (IS11) ...... 104 t104 44 148
lmnligraton Inspectors (1816). 298.. 298
Ad*uications Olfic I 1) ..... .... .... 2,090 2,090 100 91 2,281
1Ohe 10is1cellaeous Occupations (001 -099) ....1 1 16 16 16
Social Sciences, Economics and Kindred (100-.199) 16 16 16
Personel uepemnt (200.299). .. ..... . 60 60 60
Genral Admitrave an Clerical (300-399) - 1,074 1,095 204 55 1.354
Accounin "n Budget (500599) ...... 26 26 -. 26
Engineerind Arotulechur (900-899) ..
Information "n Ails Grou (1000-1099( .... 7 7 , 7
Business "dlndustry Group (I IO- 1199) 11. .. .*III . 11
FhitcaSciaencesGrowp(1300- 1399) ........ .3 3 .

MaeowetcI wd Statistics Group (1500-1599). 2 2 .2

EducetlonGroup(1700-1799)........... ... 12 12 . ... 12
Supply Growi(2000.2099)..................... 17 17 17*.

OthrMG) ... I.................................. 4 44
Tot*l ........ ........ 5,5* 557 -.D 195 8,046

Wasiton ............................... ............. 224 224 224
U.S. Field .................................- 5.255 5,276 304 196 5,775
Foroo ~ Field ..................... ... . . 74
Total ...................... ............ 5,526 5,5471 304 1951 6,046
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Immigration and Naturalization Srvice
Immigration Examinations Fee

Summary af Change
(Dollars in thousands)

2000 Appropdeton Enacted .... . .
Proposed reprogramming ....

200 Availability .... ........ ... ....

Adoustment4obae:
Adjustment af w oiky........sars........
Adjusment of positions and wortcyesrs related to the Naturalization Intiative...

icrese:
2001 Pay Raise............................... ..... ...............
kinuasison of 2000 pay raise, ... ... .......
W tIOM G ad = . . ........................ .. ..............
GSA Ran ........................ .... ... . .... ..
Aci*dt prato - ..................
IC M S Costs ................ ...... .........-
GSA Blue Pages .............. ......... .....
Gensra prcn WayS adjustments ................

Total. adouetmentto-base increases.... .....................

2001 Blase ..................... ..... ... .. - . .........

Program -w .......... ..... .... .........

2001 Estinat, Examinations Fee .............. ....... .........

Amrount to be provided to Immilgration Semrvce s Capital Investmeant Account ..

2001 Estim ate .......................... .... . . ......... .......

Perm
Pos.

5,547

5,547

Work-
years

6,120

6,120

Amount

$706,500
45,700

754,200

(63)
304 404

.. 4,564
4,313

.. 3,066
527

.. 708
.. 16

2=r
304 341 25,676

5,851 6,461 779,676

1.95 so 27A441

6,046 6,559 807,317

.. 92,500

6,046 6,559 899,817



Immigration and Naturalization Service
ImmigerationExaiqtni'isi

Justification or Adiustments to Base
(Dollars in thousand.%)

Work-

Adjustmcnt and Realignment of bane sources

Adiustmenti of worvam ............. .. ... (63)
Based on currnt FTE utilization, an analysts has shown in adjusiment in workyears is necessarY for the
INS. This adjustment in FTE is due in part to a reduction of approximately 2,000) FTE in FY 1996. The
positions aind funding in the INS budget were unchanged, To remedy this situation, a change of 63 FTE is
necessary (or the Immigration &aaminations Fee account

Adjustment of illos and woirkmran ............ ....... ..................... ... 49

At the end of FY 2000, appropriated funding foe the fINS Naturalization Initiative comes to an end. The
pernianeis positions and workyeara. assciied with the initiative in the Salaries and Expenses,- Citizenship
and Benefits, Insugmion Support and Program Direction account are needed for on-going activities
related to the processing of applications for naturalizat ion and oilher immigration benefits. This adjuttmentl
accomplishes that transfer of positions and workycars, to the Immigration Examinations Fee account.

Total, adjustment and realignmen of resources.............. 304 341

2001 Rris fo.................................................. .. $119

This request thede ord proposed 3.7 percent pay raise to be effective in January of 2001 and is
consistent wish Administaion policy included in the Preliminary Pay Raise Guidance for 2001 Budget
Subissions. This increase inchades locality pay adjustments as well as the general pay raise. The amount
requested. $10,191.000 , represents the pay amounts for three-quarters of the fiscal year plus appropriate
benefits ($7,939,000 for pay and $2,352,000 for benefits, totaling $10, 191.000).



Work-
Pos. years Amoutt

Artnuahization of 2000 pay raise ..... $4,56
This pay annualiation represents first quarter armnts (Oktober through l)ecmt) of the anticipated
2000 pay increase of 4.8 percent effective January 2000. and, for three-quarters of a year, the difference
between the 4 4 percent estimated in the 2000 President's hiidget and the approved increase of 41 8 percent
The amount requested. $4,564,000, represents the total anniialitiiou of pay amounts for the fiscal year
plus appropriate benefits ($3,51 1.000 for compensat ion and St 1.093.000 for benefits;)

Within gude increass 4,313
Thin request provides foe increases for the expected increase in costs of within-grade increases foe slow or
no growth components foe FY 2000. This increase is hased on an accurate model of the Department'Is
employee population, which includes numerous factors such as ant icipated pay raises, adjustments to
include three-year attrition or separation rates, and career ladder series to reflect promotion policy for each
organization The request includes $3,3 18,000 for pay and $995,IXE for benefits

General Services Administration (GSA) rent -,6

SSA will continue to charge rental rates that approximate those charged to commercial tenants for
equivalent space and related services 1Te requested increase of $3,066,000 is required to meet our
coninitmenit to GSA. The costs associated with GSA rent were derived through the use of the automated
system which uses the latest inventory data, and eases reflecting a 5 pericens increase over 2000 levels,

Acidatommiaton...................... . .. 527
This increase reflects she estimated billing from the Department of Labor for the actual costs in 1999 of
employees' accident compensation, which will he billed in 2001 The 2001 increased cost will be
$527,000.

Inlasatonal Cooceativ Administrativ Sugsor Services (ICASSI.... ........... . 0
Under the WCASS, an annual charge will be made by the Department of State (DOS) for admininsrastve
support baaed on the overseas staff of each Federal agency, Thin request is based upon the actual 1999
[CASS invoice billing for post invoicea and other WCASS costs from DOS. Funding of $708,000 is
requested for the Inunigrastion and Naturalization Service



Work-

Pay. years Amount

General Services Administration (GSA) Blue Pages . .$16

Previously, GSA has paid foe all nationwide Govermeni telephone booik listings; through the GSA 8
percent Ff5 overhead rate. As a result of the National Partnership fnr Reinventing Governmeni
INPR)/GSA Blue Pages Project. the funisdng for these listings, has been removed from the overhead raic.
and agencies are being billed for actual costs, incurred The Department's 1WY 2001 eaitmaied costs total
S282.000, Funding of $16.000 is requested for thte lmmigiat ion and Nammmrmlm/ation Service in the
Immigration Esaminaions Fee account.

General Pricti Lvel Adiuatment .. 2..
Thins request applies 0MB pricing guidance to selected expense categories The increased costs identified
result from applying a factor of 2 0 percent against those subohjemct classes where the prices that the
Government pays are established through the market system inteadti f by law or regulation Generally,
the factor is applied to supplies materials, equipment. simntratts with the private sector, printing costs,
tranispoetatton costs and utilities

Total, mandatory increases 256

Total, adjustments tobase ... 304 3441 25,6760



Immigration and Naturalization Servce
Immigration Examinations Fe

Summary of Requirements by Grads and Object Class
(Dollars in thousands)

Grades and Salary Ranges

ES 1.6$115,811 ... . ...
05-1 5, $84,838.1 10,028 ....
05-14, $71,954-93,537.-.
03-13, $5W,890-79,155 ..
GS-12,651,2044 .....
GS-i11, $42,7244554 1.I ...
OS-1O, 638,885.50,554 ..-..
OS-B, 635,310-45,900 .........
03-8, 631,968-41,557 .......
03-7,526,666-37,522......
034525.978-33,78........
03-5, $23,304-30,292....--...1
08-4, 520,82927,.0 .........
03-3, 618.55W24,120 .........
08-2, 17,005-21,396,..
GS-1, 515.1215-118,9211 .....
Unrae pofias.........

Tota poelite ...........

Averae ES Salary ............
Average Ungraded Salary......
Averag GS Salary ..........
Aveiraga GS Grade............

1999 Actual
Posiions &
Wotltyears Amount

2
34

176
307

1,.230
1,125

9
377
236
383
204
656
349

56
7

17
4

5,tms

$1 15,811
$28,797
$45,409

10.62

2000 Availability
Positions &
Worltyears Amount

2
34

176
307

1,330
1,325

9
398
236
441
204
656
349
56

7
1?
4

5,547

$115,811
$29,909
$47,234

10.77

-- 2001 Estimate
Positions &
Worhysars. Amount

2
34

176
351

1,421
1,420

9
457
236
601
204
706
349

56
7

17
4

6,046

$115,811
$31,048
$48,959

10.91

Increase/Decrease
Positions &
Workyears Amount

- 50



Iromigrabon and Naturkzanbq Service
lmmqgrsleon Exammatons Fee

Summer of Requiremmnts by Otlec Class
(Dollars in thousands)

11 1 Fti-1t1w pemwienl..
11 3 061w Ow pemiw'erwi..... ....
11 5S O~le personnel compensatbon,...

O rm ... ... ....... .....
Law Ere*vcwrew Abfl Pay......

1160 S;Peiesonne serviceamnts.......
Total. wetyeesmd pe Mr*e cmpeneeton

121 Person~ne ft...... ... .... -b..
130 Benelllsto ksie pew..so ...nnel ...
21 0 Travel and I - povtleft of per sons ..
220 TneWaWlSelbofVEiip..-...........
231 GSA rent. st.......................
23.2 RutS paymenlts .. ..... .ers... .
23.3 Con, uillsee aid n~c doerges ....
24.0 Prt*W en rpram .....eon .........
25.2 Oile s e r st................. .........
26.3 Puixo of goods end serve Wra WAv mcounits
257 operaolinarmid " me dnn euo ment ...
26.0 Siwpke end matrIils....................
31.0 5t lpwrt.. ...........................
32.0 LwfidmdWsuctus................. .... ..
41.0 0rils ..... ..............................
42.0 Ntrm aki endo - ....dene ...........
,40 RPA W & ................................

Obqegiltr tsi*lM Fn ..................
Teeter Is kipmiraon Bersle CepW kweegnen Acci,

Tow. Luemthiaor Fee end C" kwWetw Acel.

Rem- o sagna, toWO

OsUftsne.iitlone F e e....................

1999 Actual 2M0 Avallabi~ly 2001 Elistit Inrce~esel "aa"
Wofysars Amount Wortryah Amount Worfryes Amun Wow's M '

4,817
1,076

350
2

$214,061
33,233
7.482
8.3 12
1,344

4,653
1.467

350
2

$20,795
14,79%

3,125
9.948
1.275

4.688
1.467

350
2

m211in
15.7m6
5,2 17
8,742
1,298

6,247 264.432 6.472 23. 41 .507 2S2.9211

65.92
207

9.791
1.622

57.664
1,369

13.3 12
3.041

66.061
126.169

455
14.512
3,463

120
9.9 13

665
6,247 639.w4

639.042

1.654
(21,184)
(24.564)
594.948

63,473
488

6,014
2.632

70,513
1,670

14.570
2,926

2"9
26.059
2,172
6,391

23,965
10

71,544
468

6,522
2,937

73.579
Itan

14'M9
2.964

309,020
26.767
2,172
cV.176

29.237
817

6,42 - 75400 6,507, 807,317

754.200 8109,617

24,564

7l8,764

35 $19.133

23

35 2.6

6.071

508
305

3,M6

305
36

12,000

787
5.252

So7

35 saiff7

007,317
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lmmigrallon and Naturialization Servic
Immigration User Fee Account

SummeryStatemn
Fiscal Yar

For FY 2001, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) requcsl% 3,990 po~it00%. 3.956 workyears and $529,103,000 for the
Immigration User Fee account. This request reprr%ciit an tiicrcasc of 154 po'~itions, 77 wiirkyeatrs, and $23.614,000 over the FY 2001
hase level.

T'he Immigration User Fee account was established in (tie 1 997 Appropriations Act for thc Departmencrt of Justice (P.L. 99-591).
Section 205 of the Act directed the Attorney General to charge and collect a $5.00 user fee from each individual arriving in the United
States aboardd A commercial aircraft or vessel front foreign loc aiion% (o'rier than Mexico. Canada, and the adjacent islands).

In the 1991 Appropriations Act, the Congress rermlvcd the fee exemption for Mexico. Canada, and the contiguous terrtories for airline
Pauangra As well as placing a 45-minute immigration in%pcction -tandard at air ports-of-entry. The Department of Justice
Approriations Act of 1994 (PtL 103-12 1) increased the user fee from $500 to $6.00. Despite increased costs associated with
providing the necessy services as well as $29,53600M in costs transferred in FY 1999 Conference action from the Salaries and
Expenses apopriation to the Immigration User Fee Account, the fee has not increased since FY 1994.

Fees ame deposited into the immigration User Fee account to provide immigration inspection services for commercial aircraft and
vessls; administer debt collection activities, including the establishment and operation of a national Collection& Office; expand and
operat infosmaion systms for non-immigrant control and debt collection; detect fraudulent documents used by air and sea
Passengers traveling to tie United Staes as well a% provide specialized training to airline carriers in fraudulent documentt detection;
detain 80d deport inadmissible aliens waiving on commercial aircraft and vessels. detain and deport inadmissible aliens who attempt
e"r hrugh avoidanc of immigration inspection at air or sea potts-of-entry. provide expedited removal and asylum-proceedings at
air or aes port-of-entry; aOd Provide necessary operations support to ensure that the objectives of the programs are achieved.

The FY 2001 collectionts eatirnait uses, th collecion, of FY 1999 as a bnje from which outyear projections ame calculated, an
includes an Wma inrePot in international passenger traffic of 6.0 percent, based upon Federal Aviation Administration and airline
tiduirY Projectionsi. The Activity Based. Costing study performed for the User Fee account in FY 1998 determined tha the current



$6.00 roe was adequate to cover costs through FYs 199S) Ilosceser. because I it increasing costs; be Ing cxerted on the account. II1RIR A

among them, t he revenues collected beyond FY 1998X wiu Idht-IIl IK isIlf Ic Iecit t(, cover al o (f the accounts% base operating costs. For

FY 1999. INS used available carry- forward halIances to LCI tlie IsNing cost oIf riperatins in the User Fee account.

The FY 2001 President's budget request assujmes ;tii iciense of $2 0tO to the current $6 00 fee. With the continual growth itn
international traffic at Potis-of-Entry (POE), the inert-asci I [ser Fee, to' $9.t00 per passecnger, will allow INS to maintain operations.

Revenue from the $2.00 fee increase is assumed ti tius hirrplge proposdil

In addition, the budget submission includes a general piovisuiri remourving tir UsNer Fee exemnpion for passengers arriving in the United

States from Mexico, Canada, and adjacent islands oii comurrocial vessels In place iuf Ilie exemption is specific language that allows

INS to charge a $8.00 User Fee to conduct conumecreil vessel itspeciiis The INS esltmates that the $8.00 fee increase will generate

$27,000,000 in IFY 2001. This revenue is also assiuri-rI tis bIudget priuposal

Also included in the FY 2001 budget submissions is St 12, I MONu it)1 pro,iti fror air ,adlditriunail 154 Immigratiron Inspectors to staff new

airport termninals that are being constructed at unapor rirruis across lie I ruted States

The INS requests an increase of $11,428,000 as part of a pay upgrarte iitiative reqtested for Immigration Inspectors in the User Fee

account beginning in IFY 2001. This pay reform incliues tire urpgraulitig nof Ire tourney grade of the Immigration Inspector positions

from GS-9 to GS-Il1. The raising of the journey level tuir Imiigratriron nspectrrrs to CS-IlI will recognt/e changes; in the basic nature

of the work and changes in legislation, and will enable the INS to recouit and retain employees who are critical to mission

accomplishment.



Inmioratton and Naturalization Service
ImmaatinUw Fee

Crosswalk of 1999 Avadabititv
(Dolars in thousands)

I Enforcement
a Inspections
b tInvestigations
C Detention & Deportation
d Intelligence

subtotal

Final 19991999 as Enacted Reprogrammings Prior Year Recoveries Availabilty
NIL WIf Ajngjn Pq5- WiY AmQwil Em- MI AMun Em W& Awnil
3,181 2.980 S302,900

53 46 7,015
t77 155 81.360
22 24 33-1.

3,438 3,205 394.W88

2 Immigration Support
a Training 23 20 3,036
b Data & Commrunications . 32 28 48.149
c Infort .okn & Records management 32 28 2,650
d Legal Proceedings, M M2 2 111,0

Subtotal 216 198 66,937

3 Program DWectoi
a Managemnentt moid Administration, M1 1 2 4-54i

Total *.3,86 3,563 486,071

10.591 3,181 2.980 313,491
160 53 46 7.175

3,512 177 155 84.872
M2 22 24 &MZ

15,020 3.438 3.205 409,608

418 23 20 3.454
32 28 48,149
32 28 2,650
MA ja 13.1 W~

504 216 198 67.441

do Wa nM 253
16,333 3,836 3.563 502,404



lmmxiraton and Naturaizationi Service
Immiaration User Fe

cQi2salk b000g8aci
(Dolla's in thousands)

Aviy/Lrurmn
1 Enforcement

a Inspections
b Investigations.
c Detention & Deportation
d Intelligence ..

Subtotal

2000 President's 2000 Availability
Budget Request Congressional Action Reprogrammings Anticipated
Rti f Arnov n I PQS5 WY AmountI E2L WY Amon EQL &Y

3,181 3.038 $330,104
53 46 7.329

177 155 82,995
21 2.4 3431

3,438 3,263 423,859

2 Immigration Support
a, Training . .,., 23 20 3,.16C2
b Data & Comnmunications . 32 28 48,682
c Information & Records Management 32 28 2.795
d. Lega Proceedings, I2n 1M2 13,53

Subtotal ... 216 198 68.169

($4.9?)$635 3,181 3,038 $287,327($48,670) S618 53 46 6,667
(9,906) 10,160 117 155 83.249

Lim .. U 2.1 24 am
(59.900) 16.872 3,438 3.263 380.831

(893) 21,697 23 20 23.966
(6,265) 405 32 28 42,822

(298) 32 28 2.497
(1,196 12n 1M 12L5

(8,652) 22,358 216 198 81.875

3 Program Direction
a Management and Administratioi

Total

n 11 10 25,772

3,836 3,821 517.800 (71,649) 40,849 3,836 3.621 487.000

Congressional Action In the FY 2000 Appropriations Act, the Congress reduced the amount requested in the Pres~dent's Budget
by $71,.649.000 based on protectedt receipt levels at that time

Repogramming, BOse on more recent receipt projections, a reprogramming has been submitted to the Congress
requestrig an increase of $40,849,000 above the authorized level of $446.1 51,000
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Lmumaratics. aud Iaturitnation Service
k'rogram. Ferformamec Information

Immihtrafiom User Fee
(Dlham in thau~snds)

ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT
Perm.
ros. 1711 Amount

I nspeetlous
2000 Avallahility Amtilpated 31181 3.0311 SZR7..27
2001 Base 3.1R1 .1.279 .301.578
2001 Estimate 3335 3.156 325.192

Increase/Decremse 154 77 23.614

RASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION.

The function of the inspections program is to ctiforce ind. admninister thc inmmigrationi and nationality laws with respect to the
inspection of all persons seeking admission to or transiting through thc United States at air and sea ports-of-entry to determine
if they qualify for admission ari, if so. under what conditions, Thc i nspect ion may inc ludc questioni ng under oath, and a

search without warrant, of the applicant and their effcts. The program is charged with inicreepting terrorists, smugglers, other

criminals, and undocumented illegal aliens seeking admission to thec United States,

* Overseas, INS officers work with foreign governments and earniers to assist them in identifying mala ide passengers before

they board an airerafl to Ohe United States. The Carrier Consultant Program provides fraudulent document training. both

domestically anid internationally, to airline personnel and foreign government offcials. The Inspections program also

preinspeets passengers destined for the United Sates.

* The Inspections program also conducts special operations at sea andi iir rOEs including the use of Immigration Response
Teams (IRT), Passeger Analytic Units (PAU), and oversight or iir andi seaport security to prevent the transport of contraband,
drugs, criminal aliens, and terrorists to the United States.



* The inspection process is coordinated with the I )cprrtii i f State, oilier Federal inspection services, and local port
sulbdrities. Local and national lookout systems contaiiniiig intomniation relating to inadmissible alienis are used and updated at
each POE.

* Inadmissible aliens may be denied entry anti ordered expeittioiisty removed by an Immigration Inspector without further
heanng or review. Inadmissible aliens clainmom asylum ire referred Ittm review ot that claim., Cnminal activity discovered in
the inspections process is referred to the appropriate law enrernent agency for furither investigation, or presented for criminal
prosecution Various applications and pcttmimrs fiir henimeji irimmi tire inigraiomi laws arc adjimdieatcd at some P0Ks during
non-peak hours.

ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT-

Perm.
Pos. 1-IL Amount

Investigations
2000 Availahility Anticipated 53 46 S6,A67
2001 Base 53 46 6,980
2001 Estimate 531 46 6.980

IsCTeeselDecrtase .. .. -A

* Generally, the functions of the Investigations program include the detection of criminal law violations and the identification of
violators, through undercover operations and traditional investigative procedures, to initiate criminal prosecution and/or
administrative action. Many case investigated involve violators associated with large-scale, organized criminal conspiracies.
Quite often, these criminal alien organizations are simultaneously engaged in other illegal activities, such as racketeering, alien
smuggling, immigration benefit fraud, counterfeiting, prostitution. official corruption, extortion, narcotics and weapons
trafficking on a national or international scale. Special Agents identify these organizations through interviews, informants,
surveillance, anid through undercover and task force operations. Investigative task force operations include a combination of
resources from several offices and agencies.

* More specifically, these resources sit focused on one of the basic enforcement priorities of the INS: detection and deterrence
of frqud. and smuggling. The principal goal is to discourage illegal immigration through major POEs (primarily airports) via



fraud. En an effort to accomplish this goal. ilic INS is aggressively targeting complex criminal organizations involved in
immigration benefit fr-aud and counterfeit documnt fraud. Smuggling cases typically involve the investigation of major
international alien smuggling and criminal orgaiiiations. Many StIliggling cases have demonstrated the use of cxtcnsivc
networks to move aliens via the use of Fraudlenct docunt tiul circuitous rouics 1io reach this country.

ACTiVITY: ENFORCEMENT
Perm.
Pos. FITE Amount

Detention and Deportation
2000 Availability Anticipated 177 155 S83.249
2001 Due 177 166 94,191
2001 Estimate 177 166 84391

Increase/Decrease..

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Detention and Deportation protramn functions include thc dcicnition, transportation, removal, parole and deportation of aliens.

The INS utilizes Service Processing Centers (SK's), contract facilities, joint INS/BOP Federal facilities, and State/Local

facilities to detain, until ready for removal. thosc aliens subject to exclusion and removal proceedings who are likely to

abscond, or whose freedom at-large would represent a danger to public safety and security. The contract facilities located in

Quszen NY, and Elizabeth, NJ, am, for Immigration User Fee detainees. In the performance of these functions, the INS
maintains a system of controls ensuring that every case involving an excludable alien is ernicicntly and correctly processed and,
if necessary, the alien's removal from the country is effcted promptly. This is critical since the IIRIRA mandates detention of

expedited removal eases until credible fear is found or the alien is removed.



ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT
Perm.
Pos. Fl1E Amount

Intelligence
2000 Availability Anticipated 27 24 $3.599
2001 ease 27 27 3,707
2001 Estate 27 27 3.707

Increase/Decrease.. ....

BA&EYROLsRAM-DESCRIMION

This program provides strategic and tactical intelligence support to INS offices enforcing thc provisions of the Immigration

and Nationality Act, and assists othcrfedcral agciicics in addressing national security issues. The INS' Forensic Document

Laboratory is a critical component of thc program lIntelligece support conitributes to cfforts aimed at prcenting thec entry of

illegal aliens, terrorists and narcotics traffickers, and detecting fraudulent documents. alicn smuggling, falsc claims to U.S.

citizenship and other instances of fraud.

The INS will pursue a proactive international enforcement strategy in identifying, investigating, deterring, disrupting and

reducing illegal activities at their source, and ai kecy overseas transit locations used by smugglers and mala tide aliens-bound for

t United States.

* The Intelligence program provides assistance to international law enforcement agencies and international air carriers to detect

fraudulent identity documents.

* The INS Forensic Document L.aboratory (FDI.) is the only Federal crime laboratory dedicated exclusively to the examination

of international travel and idenity documents. It provides a wide range of forensic document analysis and other law

enforcenint support service to INS offces worldwide, as well as other Federal, State, and local agencies and foreign

governmentt entities. Inspectors at potts-of-enitry contact the FDL seven days a weck for real-time assistance, via the

phOtoPhone. to detesinine whether individuals detained at the ports-of-entry are in possession of fraudulent documents to gain

entry into the United States.



ACTIVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
Perm.
Pus. lIFE Amount

Training
2000 Availability Anticipated 23 20 $2.269
2001 Bast 23 23 2,407
2001 Estimate 23 23 2.407

IncreasieDecrease.. ..

13ASE PROGRAM-DESCBJEIIN:

The function of the Training program is to provide thc staff wid thc rmsurccs necessary to maintain an employee development
program that meets the diverse training nceds of this agency's work forcc Training reqtiircmcnis arc identified annually and arc
revised, as needed, due to new regulations. lcgislai ion, or organition need.,

* New training technology affords the INS an opportunity to provide continuous training for all INS employees at or near their
duty station in order to reduce travel costs. Distance tcam~ing methodology will he utilized to reduce the INS' dependency on
resid entialI-based training. While certain requirements, such as basic training, firearms and driver training, and other courses
involving group interaction and practical exercises, may just ify a group/residential learning environment, many learning
objectives can be addressed by distance learning packages using video cassettes. workbooks, computer-based instnuction and.,-
in certain instances, video conferences. This training can hc learner-based, self-paced, ongoing, and reusable. Distance
learning technology allows for the dissemination of information, the enhancement of certain skills, and changing attitudes.



ACTIVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
Perm.
rot. IJL Amount

Data & Communications
2000 Availability Anticipated .12 29 $64.1 14
2001 Base .12 28 64,617
2001 Estate 32 28 64.6.17

Increase/Decrease

BASEMIXRAMIXESCRIPIMO:

The Data and Communications program provides direct tippor1 lFor operational programs as well as for administrative support

functions of the Service. There are six major technology programs included utidcr thc Data and Communications program, in

addition la the functions collectively known as LotOrimiion Resouirces Management (IRM) Operations. Of the six program

areas, each of which consist of one or niorc projects, iii diion to the nomial operations and maintenance required fo~r existing

systems and technologies, there are threc that apply to tie Immnigration Itesr Fee Account.

Insimlion&tSysleuus -The Inspections Systems Proiiram supports eforts to control admissions at ports-of-entry and enhance

INS Inspection functions. Two major automation effrorts included tinder this program arc the interagency Border Inspection _

System (IBIS), the INS Passenger Accelerated Services; System (INSPASS),

IBIS, a system operated jointly with the U.S. Customs Serice and the Departments of State and Agriculture. is used at POEs

to facilitate inspection and to identify criminals, IBIS IS Currently installed at major air and land border POEs. INSPASS is an

automated inspection system for low-risk, frequent travelers using automated inspection kiosks at several of the Nation's major

international airports. This program will develop and deploy machine readable travel documents, which will allow for the

positive identification of air travelers destined for the United States.

A combination of technology and advanced production techniques will produce entry documents that are fraud resistant and

easy to use. Profile acamsing and a sophisticated worldwide law enforcement network will quickly and accurately identify

persons of interest. Smart card technology, with positive idenitification features, will facilitate the quick and accurate

inspection of low-risk, frequent land travelers. Technology will allow for improved service to the public while increasing the

number of inspection hours devoted to high-risk activities.



In FY 2001. INS will provide service-, to operate and( maintain thc Inspections information technology systems developed and

deployed in FYs 1995 through 199).

Rinmetriv tdenificatin Sytem - The INS is developing a single Iingcrprint-hascd identification system that will enable itto

rapidly and accurately identify persons of intcrcst. 1)1-NT is thc current I NS fingerprint-based identi ication subsystem that is

used by INS law enforcement and hecfit sysicmis to assist im thc positive identification of persons who are arrested, as well as

(Or those who apply for benefits, including the iilcntificitiiin (if traclcrs- rcfcrrcd to secondary inspection processing and for

automation inspection.

Enforcc-1 nS~mtcm - In FY 2001, INS will continite with thc deployment of INFORCE at air PO17s. The INS will also

continue providing services to support and maintain tlie applicat ions systems that support the Elnforcment Systems Program

ACTIVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
Perm.
Pos. kfIE Amsousnt

Informatlee & Records Management
2000 Avaiability Antipated 32 28 $2.90i2
2001 Baan 32 2R 3,019
2001 Estimtate 32 28 3.019

Increase/Deeas. .

BASE PROGRAM DlFSCRIPTION:

The functions of this program are to: (1) respond to inquiries from local. State and Federal agencies. and the various branches

of government, by telephone, in-person, and in writing; (2) maintain alien records and files from which data may be readily

obtaned to respond to requests from both inside andi outside the INS; (3) recommnicd guidelines, policies, procedures, and

responses to records requests; and (4) compile statistics for use in preparing regular and special reports about Service

operations and work accomplishments.



ACTIVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
Pernm.
Pos. 111 Amount

Legal Proceedings
2000 Availability Anticipated 129 122 $12,590
2001 Ruse 129 122 13,204
2001 Estimate 129 122 13.204

IneressetDecresse.. .. ..

BAS EYRIBAMDESCflO1N:

INS attorneys represent the Service Wcore Immiigration Juldgcs and thc Board of Immigration Appcals. The attorneys review
charging documents for legal sufficiency. prcparc for hearings. represent INS in court, prepare appellate briefs, train INS
officers, and provide legal advice. Thc pmgran provi(ls bligation stipport in agecy litigation conducted in U.S. Dic!Hct
Courts and U.S. Courts of Appeals. Attorneys prnvidc advice to the Headquarters staff and field officials on legal matters
arising at all levels of agency operations issociaicd with prograitis suipported by thc Immigration User Fee account.

ACTIVITY: PROGRAM DIRECTION
Perm.
Pos. YT E Amount

Monagemtent and Admistratlca
2000 Availability Anticipated 132 160 $24,294
2001 Bane 132 160 25,566
2001 Estimate 182 160 2.1.566

Iscreas&FDecrease

RASE PROGlRAM nflECIPIn:

The Managemecnt and Administration program functions include:

providing management direction and support for the implementation and operation of regional and field activities and functions

to those managers and supervisors who are responsible for and exercise authority over multiple programs;



e xecuting the Provisions of immigration laws and rclated policics through the development and implementation of immigration
Programs and the management of resourcc,; and

* providing for the development, implementation, direction. opcration and evaluation of administrative support systems and
services that meet internal operational andI manaigcriail nccds and ciitcmally mandated requircmcnts. This includes duties
related to providing executive direction and control tif thc INS, Furnmishing accurate and prompt responses to congressional and
public inquiries; administering and maintaining clTectivc budgeting and financial nianagemcnt systcms; performing audits.
conducting ir'teral investigations; providing infomriationail responses to frequent inquiries by GAO, 01G, 0MB and
Departmental offices. and developing and evaluating policies anid systems to improve the effectiveness of INS programs. Thc
major administrative functions within the program include: personnel; budget. accounting, equal employment opportunity;
Procurement; property management; flcct mianigement; security and health, and other miiscellaneous general saorvices that
support all programs funded by the lmmigraii I Ixer lec account.



Order Management and Control
Immigration I 1er Fee Account

)iillar% ini thousands)

P trtprlm Posiijpni Workyears Amnm

Inspections 15 77 $21.014

Th reqiw s4 inc/idcs 154 lpnpigralion Inspicliiri

Note: Total User Fece Account request depends. on a I YV 2001 pripo'.cd fcc iiicreaw, in available revienuc including. S2 fec increase for
all passengers for a total $8 charge and removal (il the criiisc 11i1e CXCIIption with language inserted to charge and collect $8 fee.

In FY 2001, improved facilitation of United States cit,/eiii and other legal visitors. while ensuring enforcement against the entry of
inadmissible aliens, continues to be a major goal ii the Agency II&ed on1 historical trends and passenger data collected. the air
transport industry estimates that international air traffic contiinies to increase hy 6-8 percent annually. In [FY 2001. INS expects to
process an estimated 100 million passenger% for inspection at air 1POts Alongside the steady growth of air passengers. new airport
terminals are being constructed at major airports tiUs iniperative that INS receive resources to the meet the congressionally mandated
wait times at the new airports.

In addition, INS recognizes the importane managing and maintai ni ng a product ive work force Career opportunities and
responsibilities must be commensurate With compensation, and all are critical to staff retention. The Illegal immigration Reform and
Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 has increased knowledge requirement,.. authorities and responsibilities of immigration
Inspectors to include. the ability to remove immediately from the United Slate aliens attempting to enter by fraud or without proper
documentation. The upgrading of the journey level fur Immigration Inspectors to (iS-I I will recognize changes in the basic nature of
the work and change,; in legislation, and will enable the INS to recruit and retain employees who are critical to mission
accomplishment,



Flemenit: Port FadiftationfEaforeenttInreate Immigration Inspectors for Openingt of New Airports in San Frandisco and
Detroit to Maintain Congreaslosafly Manidated Wait Times

Ewgzant1 Positions Workycars Amountfl

Inspections 1540 77* $ 12.186

Note T'he FTbs andI woettycars do not match to FY 2001 trc'stcni. flmrig MAX uhiini.w)"

Narraive Dscipi

INS reotaat 154 Vaostif 77 worklears. and $ 12,186.000 to *ncrease primary Insoector t2 ma1111intain the 45-minkte wai
standard at new airport terminal
The improvement of Border Facilitation continucN lo remain a high priority for the Congress, as it is (rt he air passenger. Baaed on

historical trends and passenger data collected over the past five years thc air transport industry estimi,- that international air traffic

will Increase at the current rate of approximately 6 percent for FY 2PMt INS expects to process an estimated 100 million passengers

for inspection at air PO~s. Alongside the steady growth of air passengers, new air terminals are being constructed at major airports

Congressional scrutiny and perfommnuace expectations are that INS wilt immediately implement a 45-minute wait standard for these

new facilities as well as maintain the 45-minute standard at INS' existing airlxs~t terminal,,

According to Section 286g) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA), INS is required to process all air passengers arrivding into

the United States within a 43-minute standard. New port facil ities are planned to become fully operational during FY 2000 and

FY 2001. Currently underway is a new airport terminal complex at San Francirco Internationial scheduled to open in FY 2000. The

new terminal will be divided into two separate inspectional areas, with up to 100 primary booths (50 each), 24 arrival gates (12'each),

and 2 In-Transit Lounges with flights arriving simultaneously at both terminals during peak hours. The size of the new terminal is

three times that of the current one, which ha~s only 27 primary booths and 8 gates. In addition, another airport scheduled to open is the

miw mid-field terminal at Detroit's Metropolitan Airport which will be roughly fth same size as the Chicago O'Hare International

Terminal. This terminal will have 74 primary booths and 10 gates compared to the current terminal which has 24 booths. Also,

Philadelphia is expecting to open a new terminal that will have a 65 booth capacity compared to the present terminal which has 14.

Traffic is estimated to increaaie by 33% with this new terminal. Although these terminals are due to open in late FY 2000 andearly
FY 2001, no additional Inspectors have been provided to staff the increased inspections operations. Due to a IFY 1999 base transfer

from Salaries and Expenses to the User Fee Account and continuation of the cruise fee exemption in FY, INS only had sufficient

revenue to hire 100 Immigraion Inspectors. The planning, site design, and construction of these facilities is the result of several years

of planning and millions of dollars already invested.



Also, Miami is Scheduled to open the first of three new tcnngnals coinhincd with a surge of mcgacruisc ships (passenger capacity
ranging from 1,000-3,000) increasing inspections. activity in tlhc Miamii area. By FY 200)3, the total number of primary booths will
have increased from 57 to 120. All of these locations. will Feqiire a'liinal Inspectors in support the increased air traffic.



Element: Upgradil2 the Journeyman Grade of the i immigration Inspector Poition

Program Positions Work years Amsount

Inspections $1 1,42R

Narrative Description

0 The role of the Immigration Inspector has evolvedi frio milthat primarily fociised on facilitatiug [hc legal entry into thc United
States of properly documented aliens and U S, citi/ciis to1 one will] .18 iiicrcasc emphasis on the dicetionlidcriti fica ionl and
apprehension of persons attempting to enter the cokintry illegally. In addition, the Illegal Immigration Rcfonin and Immigrant
Responsibility Act of 1996 has increased knowlslgc requiircnicnts. authorities and responsibilities or Immigration Inspectors to
include the ability to remove immediately from the United State alienis attempting to enter by fraud or without proper
documentation. The raising of the journey level for Immigration Inspectors to GS-I I will recogni7,e changes in the basic nature of
the work and changes in legislation, and will enuable (ie INS to reenuit andl retain employees who arc critical to mission
accomplishment.

0 A total of S 1,428,000 is requested for pay upgrades fnr Immigration Inspectors in the User Fee account beginning in FY 2001.
This proposal will upgrade the jourrcy grade of the I mmigration hIspector position from GS-9 to GS-I 1.



lrmqraleon and Naturatzalion Service
$mrmgralmo User Fee

Financial Analysis - Program Changes
)Dollars ini thousands)

Pay Upgrades

Inspections

Pos Amount

Grades
054 15A 7,281

Total Positionsi & Annual Raln 154 15,032
Laps 4.) (03) 14006]
Other than perrrianonl
Other personnel cornpensatrin 16 791

Total wrryaaru wa personnel
Comnwior 77 1181

Peraoninel Benefits ,5.701
Trave & traportation of persons 29
Tranaportalon of Things 458
COeWntlltleaj*lcettaneous 241
Oe Servlc. 4.637

Sqpplnf WA Materials 482
Equ~ment249

Total progam V IL oblhgatn
ctwwarequeesed2001 ... 77 23.514



Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration User Fee

Priority Rjnkin
Fiscal Year 200.1

Base Program
Program

Inspections

Investigations

Detention & Deportation

Intelligence

International Affairs

Training

Data & Communications

Information & Records Mgrnt

Legal Proceedings

Manent & Administration

Rankina
Program Increases

Prourani

1 Pay Upgrades

Ranki
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Immigration and Naturafization Service
Immigration User Fee Account

Summary of Chano
(Dollars in thousands)

Worki-

. .....- 3,836 3,621 $487.0002000 Availability Antlpated ........ ..

Adjustmnt to base
Increases:
Adjustment of IFTE ................ . ....
FY 2001 Pay Raise............... ....... ....... . ....- -
AnnuWalzatlon of 2000 pay raise ...... ... ............. .....
VV vn Grade increases ........... . .... ... .... ........p..
G S A R ent... .. .. .... .. ...... ... .... .. .. .. .. ...... .....
Accent Compensaion............... -1 ..-.....
ICA SS cot................ ..... ...... I...

G SA Blue Pages ..................... ........ .... ... ... .......
Genersi prlolng level adjustments...........
Total, hnceases ...............p.... ... .. ... ....

2001 Bem ..........................

Program Changes...............I......... ... ..... .... .......

2001 E adtm ate ................................................ ......

... ... 8,375
3.993
2.544

... ... 577
.. 452

... ... 644

.. 258 18,489

3,836 3,879 505,489

im Uz 23,614

3,990 3.956 529.103



Ininugration and Nawuralatwn~crs'icx
-Lmmigntwiu.Uscr Lic

JubttfiCaLtun os! Adjusicoa toJ~asc

Work-
AdlusbncnlsoBaae Ps. yena Amount

ReIC21 n9110-1 o fl .. . .. . .. . . . 258
Itased oni Current FUE utilizastion. an analysis has shown.airadjutilmnin in wiirkyears is necessary for the
INS. To remedy this situation, a change of 258 is ncessary foi the Iimigration User Fee Accouint

Z 20(1 g y sn .. . . ...u ... ... . ... S8,375
'MIS request Provides for the proposed 3.7 percent pay raise to lit etteetive in January of 2001 and is

consistent with Administration policy included in the Pirebmnary tiny Raise Guidance for 200t Itudgel
Submission. Thi1s increase includes locality pay adjustments as well as the general pay raise 'The amount
requested, 58,375,000, represents the pay amounts for thiree-quarters of the fiscal year plus aipproprialte
hencfits (56,272,000 for pay and 52,103,000 for benefits totaling $X.375.0)0)

Annual atinn of 200 py ria 4go......................... . ....... 3"
This pay annualization represent ts first quarter amounts lflcIotwr through Iteember) of the approved 2000
pay Incesa of 4.8 percent effective in January 2000, and, for tre-quarters iif a year. the difference
between the 4.4 percent estimated in the 2000 President's budget and the approved increase of 4.8 percent.
The amoss requested, 53,993,000, represents the total annualization of pay amounts for ihe fiscal year
plus appropriate benefits ($2,"91,000 for compensation and S t (12000) for benefits),

WidlitgSM&U1-r~.................................... .......... 2,544
This request provide. for the expected increase in costs of within-grade increases for slow or no growth
component in 1Y 2000. This increase is based on an accurate model of the iDepsrtment 's employee
population, which includes numerous factors such as, anticipated pay raises, adjustments to include three-
year attrition or Separation rates, and career ladder series to reflect promotion policy for each organization.
The request includes S1,905,000 for pay and $639,000 for benefits,



GSA will continue to charge rtrntal rates that appe~niae those charged to commercial tenants for
equivalent space and retategj services. The requested ilierce iFlS577iX0t is required in Miet ouir
commitment to GSA. Thet costs associated with GiSA reni were derived tlhrnugh the use o)f the automated
system, which uses the latest inventory data and rates reflecting a S pecent nereasc over 2000 levels,

Acwirent amUOI LM a.......... ..... ..................
Ibis increase reflects the estimated billing providecd tromi the I )epartnuent nftlx hrfor the actual co-ts in
1999 of employees' accident compensation, which will Nw hilled in 20(1 IThe 2(1(11 increased cost will he
$452,000.

Intrns-1Iropitstve ~rintraixe -Supp1ii~ervccs CASS) .. ....
Underthe ICASS, an annual charge will bemade hyltie t eparinsentiii oState 41) sir admntnirative
support based on the overseas staff'of each Federal agecy Ihis request is tbased upon the actual 1999
1CASS invoice billing for post invoicesi and other ('CASS ciists from theI 1)S binding of $4000 is
requested for the Immigration User Fee account.

Genem l G dinstt(A ) Rb gs .............. .............
Pritvioualy, GSA has patd for all titunwidie Government telephone hook listings through the GSA K
percent M1' overhead rate. As a result of National Partnership fiw Reinventing Government (N'R)/GSA
Blue Pages Project, the funding for these listings has been removed from the overhead rate, and agencies
are being billed for actual cos incurred. 1Te rkperet's IY 2001 estimated costs total $282,000.
Funding of DO,00 i requested for the Inmmigration titr Fee account,

This request applis OMB pricig guidancoe to selected expense categories. The increased costs identified
resul rom apying afaetorof 2.0 perce apainat those subobect classs where the price that the
Governnwt pays are estblishd tough the market system instead of by law or regulation. Generally, the
factor is appied to suppies, materials, equipmt, contracts with the private sector, printing costs.
traaporttn costs and, utilities.

TOWa, adju~nents to bow............ .... ....

Pcris. work-
Pot5 Years Amount1

$577

452

W4

25K 18,4119



Sinwac 0 Rmvmensb r and Obecium Clue

Summary of Ro wemynts ty

2000 Avadabddty
1999 AcWM ~ Anipalell 2001 Requesl

Pm-s nA Posi~onsa POednIO
Gnad" Snd" Ran ___-prva rrw Wrre Ao"

OS-IS U.6W-10.028 21 21 21
OS-Id. 171.054-93,537 138 t38 I3u
OS-I), S60,S6-79,s5 712 192 192
GS-12. 951,2"4.%64 433 433 433
OS-l1I. 542.724-56,54 1 605 605 2.208
05-10. sS.SS5-5o.564.. .. 3 3 3
G"-.5W.3104,000- 2.116 2 11851
084. 631,MSS41.57.. 14 14 4

S-n2.1S37.M., 17a 178 332
08.6, m 5.7-3,6. . . . . 45 45 45

GS-85 I,3"43.296 11 71 71
WS52AM827.060 . . 17

OS-I. SIS.125.IS.521 ., 1- - -_ I
TWPosicns ........ ... 3,836 3.836 39.6

Asqp GS Soy ...... 1 ... 41.100 $43,128 6".243
A 1 pO0ea gm_..... A4 984 10 68

tklw 0" @f s 9 su IF Iood It is al 00 1,3 Urowidao Inoeckws in ow Yvl1p Uwe Fee wcow4i .4 be "liibl lOw upwades
lin FY 2001, M~ w ft awng im b posft o t* G S4 &,d OS, Il levels

--Imasefo.lao

1,603

11.6031

154

-154



1999 Actual 2w0 Estimiate 2001 Reques ncusll6f
Object Cilas Wnttyum A0u9 Wmimnmn Anna ll m Wmkmamm AMSOa lfl

ItII Full Wile, pan~lt .314751 $143,011 3,417 $150,472 3,736 $1660 319 619.163
113l OWls Man Patm m, 204 8.101 204 8,331 m elm is 452
115 Olhw ersnnel ccnynsatoq, 3.669 3.310 3.65 235

1931 Actcsvna . I 023 41 639 P.061 37,459 1.06* 40,122 2.662
AO40 1,561 40 1.423 40 1,524 101
O9'ffe" 5.796 50 5.216 s0 5.56?37

11 6 Specsa pesonelsebrvices papmw 66 so0 50 --
Totsf, * WC96m W6501 4,792 203,95 4.792 206.275 5,027 229.260 336 22166

121 Paersnnlw 59,319 61.397 71.9 9.09
130 Sanes to sormapems~s 371 to0ss 1.055
21 0 T law "a Irwsplalat of pas 6,324 16166 16e3s 149
2)20 Tmnspodmwancuuiga 3,280 3,413 3.92 516
73 1 GSA ft 14,491 16337 10.914 577
232 RAosapeymswwalstoiues 727 39a4 93
212 Co'"I"t um Oeb~cna "we 1g 5.217 9720 6.961 241
240 Pr4*n aci reprodcoi 2,349 M1456 11.401 23
251Idv& AaSrA 35 15.103 156103
252 00w sakes . ,947$ 42,77 49.21$ 6.442
25.3 P*urcae 100mGWA. Acs . 54.419 36,101 36,101..
254 OPeWAOat SOCCS 2,657 3.406 3.464 so
2S5 SMaeal ca.p.... 4 1.130 1. 1 31D
2527 Op.t & men ofbgnSN 766 3,19 3.106 20

2iOhf fepanPu~wBC 8 30.203 39.353 150
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Breached Boind~eliadw Fund

The Immigraion and Natrallization Service (INS) requests total of 21 positions, 63 workycars, and $1 10,134,000 for the Breached
Bond/Detention Fund for FTY 2001.

The Breached Bond/Detention Fund was authorized in Section It12 or the Department of Justice Appropriations Act of 1993
(P-L 102-395). The Act amend Section 286 of the Immigration and Nativrnallity Act of 1952, a% amended, by establishing in the
General Fund of the Treaary a separae account known as the Breached Blond/Detention Fund. Breached cash and surety bonds
totaling in excesa of $8,000,000, posted under the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, as amended, which arm recovered by the
Department of Justice, wte depusited as offseting receipts into the Fund. Amounts deposited into the Fund remain available to the
INS, until expended, for expenses in curred in the collection of breached bonds and for expenses associated with the detention of illegal
aliens.

The INS uses inuinitios delivery and exclusion bonds a-, a means of ensuring that illegal aliens appear at deportation and exclusion (
hemlap. Aliens in custod of the INS may be released on their own recognizance or through the posting of delivery bonds, which are CAD
either cub or surety bonds (and a limited number of Treasury bonds or notes). These bonds become contra between the INS and
person actng on behafallens (obligors) who promise their appearances in court. Under&a cash bond, an obligor deposits the entire
WOMiwiin cub with the INS. U the alien fails to appear as. scheduled, the bond is breached and the Govemnment retans the amount of

the posted bond. Under a suret bond, the surety (insurance) company guarantees the amount of the bond and, if the allen fails to
F F IK a requied. the sury is libl to INS for the breached bond anmunt.

In Settiber 1996, t Illega Immigration Reform and immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (URIRA), (P.L 104-206) authorized a
new deftatos account-titled the huisration Detention Account (Section 286(s)). Receipts from this account were derived from the
PialtY portion of reoslpt cilecled under the provisions of Section 24.5(i) of the INA. Specifically, these resources am for expense
Incurred for t dementon of adien under URA Section 236(c), mandatory detention of criminal and terrorist aliens, and mandatorY
deentloNaswithfinal oder of deportation under IR IRA Section 241 (c).



In FY 1991. to simplify the INS resource Structure, thc Immigration Detention Account. was merged with the Breaiched

Bond/Dettittiot' Fund. Receipts am still collected the same: as they were when the Accounts were separate.

FY 1996 Conguacional action did not renew Section 245(t) but did pass an extension of eligibility for certain aliens who had begun

the ittufipit visa princess prior to January 14. 1998 Adjustment of status under Section 245(0) will be available to aliens on whose

behalf an imminuu visa petition has been filed with INS, or for whom an application for labor certification has been riled in

accorduncie withs Depiritment of Labor reglations, by January 14. 1998 This means that the filing of a visa petition or an application

for labor oefricot on or before January 14, 1998. may preserve an individual's eligibility to apply for adjustmrent of status in the

future. For the eligible 245(i) applaats, statutorily, there t% no deadline by which they must apply for adjustment of status.

In FY 1999, Breanched Bonid/Detention Fund obligations were significantly reduced based on lower receipt levels. As the number of

individuals eligible to adjust their stawu under Section 241i i decrease%, this trend is expected to continue into the outyears. However,

the President's IFY 2001 Budget proposes reauthorizing Section 2456) with half of the anticipated $75,000,000 in receipts deposited

into the Breached Bond/Detention Fund. This $37,5wO0,,i reflected in the V 110, 134,000 receipt estimate and supports INS'
detention prorwn.

In PY 2001. resouces from the Breached Bond/l)etentioii lund will he used to. support activities related to detention operations of

criminal and illegal aliens, including additional State and local decent ion capacity, particularly additonal juvenile detention capacity;

condnwtu bond maniagemenmt and collecton activities, support the use of litigation to obtain compliance from surety companies found to

be delfiquentl in meeting ter obligations to the INS, and, continue the operation of automated systems to support these activities.

The mathorfization (fo the INS to retan these services has pros ided the agency with the means to effect improvements in bond -

processing aind debt management.
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(Dollars in thousands)

2000 Presidentls Gorigressionati ApproprItions
Budget Reqtuest Action on F Y 2000 Request
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21 tg 69.035(92 865j

11 PY 2000 tuning was reduced by $45,000,000 due to 01M Seoof a 245is) not being reinstated
trY 2000 fun~n ta also reue by $41.368,000 due In mn reduction in anticipated receipts

The Conereno areme reduces budgietwavort by 56,477.000 based on projected lower recepts in this account
The FY 200 Budget autot k"a doe not Iiciude 58,000,000 to be deposited to t" treasury
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Immigration and Naturalizatin Servkce
Breach Bandl~efentlon Fund

Program Pernance Information
dollarss in' Ihousands)

The Breached Bond./Detention Fund account was auihorietd in Section 112 of the Department of Justice Appropriations Act of 1993
(P.L. 102.395). The Act amends Section 286 of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, as amended, by establishing in the
General Fund of the Treasury a separate account known as thc Btreached Bond/Detention Fund, Breached cash and surety bonds
totaling in excess of $8,000,000. posted under the Inmmigration and Nationality Act oif 1952, as amended, which are recovered by the
Department of Justice, are deposited as offsetting receipts into the lund ovcr and above the S8,000.000. Amounts deposited into the
Fund remain available to the INS, until expended. for cxpenscs incurred in the collection of reached bonds and for expenses
associated with the detention of illegal aliens,

'The INS uses immigration delivery and exclusion bonds as a means of' ensuring that illegal aliens appear at deportation and exclusion
hearings. Aliens in custody of the INS may he released on their own recognizance or through the posting of delivery bonds, which are
either cash or surety bonds (and a limited number of Treasury bonds or notes). These bonds become contracts between the INS and
persons acting on the behalf of aliens (obligors) who promise their appearances in court. Under cash bond, an obligor deposits the
entire amount in cash with the INS. If the alien fails to appear as scheduled, the bond is breached and the Government retains the
amount of the posted bond. Under a surety bond, the surety (insurance) company guarantees the amount of the bond and, if the alien
fails to appear as required, the surety is liable to INS for the breached bond amount.

In September 1996, the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (P.L. 104-203) authorized a new
detention accountt titled the Immigration Detention Account (Section 286(i)). Receipts from this account are derived from the penalty
portion of receipts collected under the provisions of Section 245(i) of the ;NA. Specifically, these resources are for expenses incurred
for the detention of aliens under Sections 236 (c), mandatory detention of criminal and terrorist aliens, and mandatory detention of
aliens with final orders of deportation under Secion 241 (c).

In FY 1998, to simplify the INS resource structure. Congress merged the newly created Immigration Detention Account with the
Breached Bond/Detention Fund, Section I111 of the department's FY 1998 appropriation amends the language authorizing the
Immigration Detention Account to require that the receipts made available under Section 245(i), be deposited into the Breached



Bond/Detention Fund, These receipts amc used to support activities related to detention operation:i. including additional State and local
detention capacity. T1he amount projected to be available for this purpose in VY 2000) is $69,035,000 excluding $S,000,000 that is
deposited into the tresury. This resource level is based on the avn~ilifiy of carryover in FY 1999, and new receipts projected for the
fiscal yewr.

In FY 2001. resource from the Breached Bond/Detention Fund will he used to: support the detention of criminal and illegal aliens;
continue bond management and collection activitics support the usc of litigation to obtain compliance from surety companies found to
be delinquent in meeting their obligations to the INS: and. continue ihc operation of automated systems to support these activities.
T he authorization for the INS to retain these services hias provided ihe' agency with the means to effect improvemcnts in bond
processing and debt management.

ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT
Perm.
Pon. FTlE Amount

Detention *ad Deportation
ZM6 Appropriation Anticipated 6 5 S 67,182
2661 Bosn 6 44 70,491
2061 FAttuata 6 44 107." 1

11meaeaseeerease 37,.W0

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTON:

" Detention and Deportation program personnel, located in INS ficid offices, process allI required documents needed to issue cash
or surety bonds to permit the release of aliens in deportation/exclusion/removal proceedings. These personnel are also
responsbe for reviewing aliens' files and taking appropriate actions to cancel bonds when their provisions have been satisfied,
and to breach bonds in the event that the aliens do not appear as required.

" The Detention and Deportation program detains aliens who arc subject to deportation/exclusion/removal proceedings who are
likely to abscond or whose freedom at large would clearly represent a danger to public safety and security until they are ready
for removal. Performance of this function includes the transportation of aliens to INS and non-INS (contract) facilities, secure
detention, medical care and other necessary support serv ices



" The Imsmigrations Detention Account (IDA) was authorized in the Illegal Immigratior Reform and Immigrant Responsibility
Act of 1996 (P.L. 104-208), for the purpose of making available a portion of the receipts obtained from the adjustment of
immlffigration status under the provisions of Section 245(i) of thc Immigration and Nationality Act (INA). In FY 1999, as noted
above, these receipts were deposited in the Breached Bond/Deention Fund.

* However, due to the sunsetting of the 245(i) provision in FY 1998, the anticipated receipt level for this account has been
decreased in FY 2000.

" The preident's FY 2001 budget proposes reauthorizing Section 245(i). The anticipated increase in revenue from 245(i)
receipts totals $75,000,000, with half of these receipts proposed to he allocated to the proposed Immigration Services Capital
Investment Account, and half, or $37,500000 to he deposited to the Breached Bond Detention Fund.

ACTVITY: IMMIGRATION SUPPORT
Perm.
Pos. VIE Amount

Legal Preedimp
20W Approptieflon Aimtelpated 4 3 $388
2WI Baa 4 3 421
2001 Estimate 4 3 421

Imesease/lDeereas

BASE PROGRAM D9SCRIPT1O:

* INS attorneys provide legal advice regarding administrative sanctions and other means of enforcing obligations arising from
breahe surety bonds, air and sea carrier fines, transit without visa damages, and checks returned because of insufficient
funds. Whens necessary to refer such matter-, to the Civil Division for actions in U.S. District Court, INS attorneys assist with
the litigation.



ACTIVITY: PROGRAM DIRECTION

Meagemuet end Admluhtaide
200 Apprepriotiou Autleipated
2"1 Bse
2001 Eutmnate

IsceaeIlDeceeas

Perm.
Pas. FT.L Amonm

11 11 $1,464
11 16 1,722
11 16 1,722

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIJPION:

T1he function of the Management and Administration program is to direct implementation of INS-wide Policy as it relates to
collection of breached bonds, and ensure its effe'ctivc and uniform application; establish a system to track, repot. and bill
breached surety bonds posted by aliens; and continue improvements in the forfeiture and collection process to allow increased

resources to be directed toward the detention of criminal and other illegal aliens.



Interior Enfrcement
1Brcachcd Bond Detention Fund

(tDollr in Thbousafdt)

EMSU-
Detem~m mad Deportation

Replace 199M Crimne Fund carryover
Enhance Nationial Transportation System
Increase Juvenile Detention Space

Total, Detention and Delmortation

Pos~itions Workyear Anmunt

... ... S27,000
.. 5,550
.. 4.950

... ... S37,541



In January 1999, INS adopted a new Interior Enforcement Stratcgy to respond more effectively to the changing patterns and
consequences of illegal immigration. These ncw patterns and consequences arisc from several dimensions and underlying
causes of the flow of illegal aliens. First, progress made under the Border Patrol National Strategy has significantly shifted
illegal crossing patterns along the border. Second, international illegal migration baa become increasingly coordinated through
organized criminal smuggling operations. Third, these organized networks support the recruitment and transportation of illegal
workers to places of employment, often with thc rull kniowlcdge and active participation of middle and lower-level managers.
Fourth, illegal immigration is alto drawing on more sophisticated and higher quality counterfeit documents often used to
support fraudulent applications for legal immigration benefits, Fifth, INS enforcement is enicounterng, to a greater degree.
illegal immigration that has a harmful impact. hoth on local communities and, often, on the migrants themselves.

* The primary strategic goal of INS interior enforcenicnt is to reduce the Size and annual growth of the illegal resident
Population, to deter the flow of temporary illcg~il migrants, and to tighten controls on the applications for immigration benefits
baaed on fraud. The Breach Bond Detention F~und provides resources for the detention and removal of aliens.

* For FY 2001, INS proposes the reauthorization of section 245(i) of the INA in order to provide for detention and removal of
aliei.. apprehended by INS under Prionity I of the Interior Enforcement Strategy.

Priority 1: ldentfcatio ad Removal of Criminal Aliens

Identify criminal aliena as they arm processed through the criminal justice system and remove then as appropriate. These
activities will direct resources to State and Federal prisons where criminal aliens are currently incarcerated, to programs in
which saravaW tefeona currently on parole or probation arc apprehended, and to activities actively seeking out absconders
convicted of a crime and subject to removal. The Following initiative funded from the Breached Bond Detention Fund; will
enable INS to achieve its goals in this area:

I . Expand the Nationtal Transportation System

2. Expand Juvenile Detention Space



Element: Enhance tbe National Transportation S"stcm

Pracams -Usitions Workycar Amonmt

Detention and Deportation . 55

Narrative Deseription

Fnhamce JPATS Resources for 85-000-ToLaIJIIS Movvmcnts
This request includes the following resotiTCCS for Jl'A VS iiovcicnts.

Detention and Deportation: A total of S5,550,M(N to Fund I ni0(X additional domestic and repatriation J PATS movements over
FY 2000. These resources, combined with the $lOI),(X tcqucntcd in thc Salanes & Expenses account for FY 2001, will
enable INS to fund a total of 850(X total I PA IS moventsno in 1VY 2(X)I I

* Air transport operations via lBAIS arei critical cocuponcilt of-Lhe Natora-Iasm te-YIM. JPATS movements Serve
as one of the more economical means of transporling large niimbhrs of aliens from various staging areas around the country to
those locations where they may be removed from thc I oniled Statcs' borders. From FY 1996 to FY 1999, INS has increased its
use ofIJPATS by 117 percent.

* Resources requested for increased .IPATS moveniciiis arc based on projected Service-wide usage. The FY 2001 request
includes resources for repatriation flights to Central Amierica, the Caribbean, and parts of Africa. The FY 2001 request is an 18
Percent increase over the FY 2000 projected target. Increased INS JPATS movements were determined using the following
factors: 1) DOJ recommendations to eliminate prolonged bus trips thereby improving treatment of aliens as well as safety
compliance; 2) compensation for s lack of available local inilI space in certain areas; 3) accommodation of several INS work-
site special operations and Border Patrol highway operations simultaneously; 4) Congressional anid DO] recommendations to
decrease the transportation of INS detainees on commercial aiines, and 5) a priority to increase the removal of aliens,



Elelent: Expand Juvenile Detntion space

Prowrns Positions Wockycars Amount

Detention and Deporlation S4,950

Nm F-incd havileEe pc

The request for an increase in beds for unacconimuiiid ninors inc ludes thc following elements:

Detention and Deportations: $4,950,000 to pay for 112 itvcnilc hed spaces in FY 2001. This Initiative will result in the removl
of 41OJuveniai aliem m an annual baxag,

As stAe in INS' Annual Performance plan, Management Core Function Goals, INS needs to provide increased bed space for
unaccompanied minor to Rapport the growing influx of tuvenjlc illegal aliens apprehended by INS Enforcement Officials.
Also, INS' Detention and Incarceration Goat addressecs thc critical importance of providing saf, secure, and humane
contfinement for Perons detained. .Insliscttc Florcs ct al vs. Janact~no was a class action lawsuit filed against INS that
Challenged INS' policy reading the arrest, processing. dclcntion, and release of minors in INS custody. The settlement
actions, effbetive Febmuwy 1997, resulted in stricter policies concerning juvenile illegal aliens. In support of these goals and
respXonding to th Ek sentiment, INS implemented a new, comprehensive unaccompanied minor alien program in April
1997, providing nadimi standards to ensure the safety and we] rare of unaccompanied minors who are in the United States
illegallY. Whi requed w1F R o INS' strategic goals by increasing the number of bed space available for detaining juvenile
aliens while also suppm*WtinINS, efforts to promote Federal, Slte, and local cooperation to expedite the removal of
unaccompanied rninor detainees.

* INS' EasforcemWn Offiial have experienced a steadly increase in the illegal alien traffic flow or unaccompanied minors since
fical Year 1993. The nwnber ofjuveniles taken into INS custody increased 278 percent fromn FY 1995 to FY 1999.



To alddretsincreasing numbers of unaccompanied minor illegal aliens, this initiative will fund 82 critically needed detention
bed spaces for juveniles nationwide in boith contract and shelter carc facilities. Dctcntion spacc for unaccompanied minors is
Procured through INS' Unaccompanied Minors Shiclicr Care Program (UMSCP) and through a number or IntergovernmentalService Agreements (IGSAs) with State and local governments nationwide. After unaccompanied minors are apprehended,
like their adult counterpanas, some are removed imcediaicly, others arc held for short periods (under 72 hours); and the
remaining require longer detention periods Both sliclcr care and contract Facilities are required to address the dilTerent needs
of unaccompanied minor illegal aliens
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lInmiaration and Naturalization Service
Breachod'Bond/Detentlon Fund

Prioil Ranking
Fiscal Year 2001

Base Program
Errn

Detention and Deportation

Legal Proceedings

Management and Administration

Ranking
Program Increases

Prooram

Detention and Deportation

Rankinj
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Summary of Chanose
(Dollars in fthosands)

2000 AproPrdated Enacted ................ ....................... .......
Adjustrm to Bas Increases:

R eaignm e of FTE ..................... .- . . . .. ......I....... .....
2001 Pay rats......................... ...- I - .-.. .. 1' . -...I ....
Annualizatio of 2000 pay raise ..........-.. .. . ................
W M * Igm a wcres e ............... I........ ................. ..
GeneW Servtes Adnlbatlon (GSA) rent ..........................................
M edical HoW S w c cos .... ......I..... ......... ....... ..........
Genr al pd in leve adjustm ent............I....I..-........I....II........

Total m n dto y Ircreases ............. .............................

2001 Base....................................................................................

Progr m C hans ..............................I.............. ...

2001 E st nm ate ..........................................................

Work-

P2si XM Amu

21 19 $69.035

44

86
24
13
8
5

3,599

21 63 72,634

21 63 110,134
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Jusirication of Adlualasemta to Ba
(lkllars in thousands)

Adiusiments. to Base Work-
P2L. yIM Anwam

Inctreases-

A-di'1 smmnQofITE4
fBred on current FJE utilization, an analysis has showii in adliisiineni in work years is necessary for the 4
IN i. To remedy this situation, a change of 44 1 I. is necessary for ilic Breached ttond/Deirntion Fund

account.

201 ay Mi....- $36
This request provides for the proposed 3.7 percent pay raise toi be effctive in J1anuiary of 2001 and is
consistent with Admiiiistrataon policy included in the Preliminary Pay Raise Guidance for 2001 Budget
Submistions. This increase includes locality pay adjustments as welt as the general pay raise. The amount
requested, $316,000, represents the pay amounts for three-quarters, of the fiscal year plus appropriate
benefits ($64,000 for pay and $22,000 for benefits totalIing S6fON i)

Annualizaion of2000 pav rais .. .................... .. 24
i his pay annualization represents first quarter amounts (October through December) of the 2000 pay
increase of 4.3 percent effectie in January 2000, and, for three-quarters of a year, the difference between
the 4.4 percent t estimated in the 2000 President's budget and the approved increase of 4 8 percent The
amount requested, $24,000, represen ts the total annualization of pay amotints for the fiscal year plus
,ppropriate benefits ($ 17,000 for compensation and $7,000 for benefits).

w v . n-u~d i CM A ......... ........ ......... ... .. . ....... .. ....... .. ..... 131
This inquest provides foe the expected increase in costs of within-grade increases for nlow or no growth
conitF'ents in IFY 2000. This increase is based on an accurate model of the Department's employee
popsmttion, which includes numbers factors such Ps anticipated pay raises, adjustments to include three-
year attaition or separation rates, and career ladder series to reflect promotion policy for each organization.
T'he requ,.st includes $ 10.000 for pay and $3,000 for benefits



Work-
Po, sears Amount

General SeirvicesAdministraion (GSA) rent
GSA will continue to charge rental rates that approximate those charged to commercial tenants for
equivalent space and related serices. The requested incrcas (if S6,000 is required to meet our
commitment to GSA, The costs associated with GSA rent were ilcrvcd through the use of the automated
system, which uses the, latest inventory data and rates refleciing 5 percent increase over 2000 levels

Medical Hosoital Serice costs.. ..........
The Department of Health and Human Services is projecting an increase in health care costs. The
Department is applying a factor of 3.9 percent against medical services An increased ol'S5

,W00ill he
required for 2001.

Gcmmlra Pricing Level Aditistment .........
This request applies 0MB pricing guidance to selected cxpense categories The increased costs identified
result from applying a factor of 2.0 percent against those stihotsject classes where the prices that the
Government pays are established through the market system instead of hy Isis or regulation. Generally. the
factor is applied to supplies, materials, equipment, contracts with the private sector, printing costs,
transportations costa and utilities.

Total, adjustments to base.... .............................. 44 3.599

3.465



ImmigratOn and Natueahatin Sr,,io

Dollars in thousands)

Ota ndSaslary Ranges

OS-lit,$71 *6443,537
OS-IS3, SW0,890-7155 .........
OS-Il 15 42,724-66.541.
OS-0, $83O4,0
OS-?. 126,86 -37.522- .. ,.-.......
OS-4, 325*76-33.761I.. .. ....
OS-S. 923,304-30,M.2

TOtM, PHceIM.....

Average OS Salary., ....
Averag S Orals

1999 Actual 2000 Estimate
Position & Position &
WoQrtysrni Amoyini WouikSynaS Amoun)

10 14
$51,819

10 14

2001 Request
Postio a
Winf w Amm

kwceaiiDectese
Position &
Wornn ~s

$53,736
t0 lit
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6.363
1,67
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4,146

21
620

42 149.315
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Otis?7
33

309
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3
136

7.477
11.162
23,167
2,336

16.097
1,130

135

2001 SwAst iasm

Is $1.222 (3)
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22 753 22

86 3.356 44
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715
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Inmiaraflais 2nd Nat ralligation Service
Land Bonder Inuaectin Fee Accounpi

The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) v, rctc-sitng 12 pti.ition,., 26 workycars, and $1,641,000 in the Land Border
Inspection Fee Account.

The L.and Border Inspection Fee accountt was aulhorii'cd in Sectlion 210 (if the Dcpartmeni of Justice Appropriationis Act of 1991
(PL. 101-5 15). The Act authorized the Attorney Gecneral to) cstablish, by regulation, pilot projects under which fees may be charged at
one or more land border ports-of-entry (POE). These pilots would be used to study the feasibility or charging fees to provide
inspection services at all land border POEs. The regulations stated that the projects may include the establishment of commuter lanes
to be made available to pre-qualified United States citizens and .tlicns, Th i % prov is ion, a% amended, authorizes projects on the
Northern border and the entire Southwest border, but prohibits the implementation of a universal border crossing fee. FY 2000
conference action included language that made ibis .Iccosint permanent.

I FY 2001, a change, in the language authorizing the Land Border Inspection Fee Account (Sec. 286(q) of the INA) is being requested
that would redirect certain fees for services at land border ports-of-entry into this account rather than in the Etxaminations Fee Account.
Vf approved, Inspectiona positions supported hy these fees would he moved from the Examitnations Fee Account to the LAnd Border
Inspection Fee Account.

'use INS is currently operating Secure Elecronic Network for Traveler.; Rapid Inspection (SENTRI) in Otay Mesa, California, Buffalo.
New York, ad Detroit, Michigan. The Otay Mesa site was originally implemented as a National Performance Review pilot project
withs tse U.S. Customs Service, Drug Enforcement Administration, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the U.S. Attorney's Office. In
FY 1997, Congress approved five new pilot sites in Nogales. AZ-. San Luis. AZ; El Paso, TX; Laredo, TX; and Hidalgo, TX. The El
Paso lane opened in September of 1999, and the San Ysidro lane is expected to open in FY 2000.



Immigration and Naturalizationt Serice
Land Border Inspectionl Fee

Crosomik of 199 M v~bt
(Dollars in thousands)

Approved Final 1999
1999 as Enacted Reprogramnmings Prior Year Recoveries _ __Ava*itbii
E2L W Amnounl EPi. Anou a~i W i1 -EL I Aount

J1 2fi S327

12 26 3.275

69oMEM M j j.2 Z§ 9338

106 12 26 3,381



Immigration and Nauraikzation Servie
Land Border Inspection Fee
Croswatk of 2000 Chtan"on

(Dollars in thousands)

2001) President's Aptrpattrns Action
Budgqet Request on 2000 Request Repttogrmnvr4 200 AveiettleEcY&qarm o WY t a A" Art En. W Aa Et I h

Inspections 32 36 15.09 -20 -10 13,547 12 26 11.548

trmgretion Suppoi

Onto & Conutnabon Systems i SIX) -i Soc
Undistulised Bae" Reduction

TOWa 32 36 6,"S 20 n 10 -5047 12 25 1.548

Qg a-MkKW&M an2 AdoSM atM Congress reduced the budget eutlhonity tor the Lend Border inspection te esowrcd Oron VPresident's 2000 budget request by 15.041.000 to a tota of 11,548000 This leve wee
based air lower proteced receips for 2000 This account wee peetneersly estableied
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Immigration and Naturalization Service

2000
1999Actual Avaikla 2001Raqusat

Unappropriated balance, stautlofyew. 512$122
Recoveryofpnrmyear obligations 5106
Recent .... .. ... &.LA 115" lld
Total uvalkable for eppropnato~ 1,172 1,870 1.7m-prpibn-.....f1M (tIX O1A&U
Unappropriated balance avaulable. end of year 122 122 122

Tota rqurmnts '....., 1,050 1,5s6 1,641

Inspectons ............................ ..... 1'050 1,546 1,641

Data and C m n k ao*t~na .................-... ........ ... - -

Total obllg ~ n IF .....- ........ .... . -.. ... ........... .. 1.050 1,548 1.641



Immigration and Naturalization Service
Land Horde r In.4pection Fee

Program Performance Information
(Dollars in thousands)

The illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 tceidcd thc Land Border Inspection Fee program to
September 30. 2000. ror pilot pro Is on thc northern and sinithcni borders of the U.nitcd States. The FY 1997 Appropriations Act
granted INS permission to estahi , Dedicated Conmmuier iics. (I)('Ls) in all soutlicr hordcr states, Frequent border crossers, in the
states of Arizona, New Mexico. and Texas can derive considcraic henefit through thc usc of D(Ls, as well as other means of
expediting inspection traffic The Congressional Appropriatioii Action on the IY 2(X00 request permanently established this account. A
language change is being Troposed so that the fcc tbor service functions at land bordi.r POFs, currently in the Exams Fee account, can
he moved to this account

The INS is currently operating Secure Electrontc Network for Travelers Rapid Inspection (SENTRI) in Otay Mesa, California, El
Paso, TX, Buffalo, New Yorkt, and Detroit, Michigan and I)CL~s in 11inc and Point Roberts, Washington. The Otay Mesa site was
originally a pilot National Performance Review (NPR) site in cooperation with thc Druig Enforcement Administration, Federal Bureau
of Investigation, U.S. Attorney's Office, and the U S. Customs Service Land Border Inspection Fee founding is used for such items as
personnel, overtime, equipment, and minor facility modifications

ACTIVITY: ENFORCEMENT
Perm. Work-
Fos. years Amount

Imapeftkda
2000OAvailable 12 26 Sl,548
2001 Base 12 26 l'fsAl
2001 Estimate 12 -26 1.641

Increase/Decrease



* The Land Border Inspection Fee account authori/a ion authorizes the Attorney General to charge a fee for inspection services
at one or more land border ports-of-enitry (POF.)

* This program enables low-risk, frequent border cnissers, who) arc approved for participation in the program, to transit the
border through a specific vehicle traffic lanec with ani abbreviated inspection process, The INS currently operates sites in Blaine
and Paint Roberis. WA, Detroit Ml, (May Mesa. (A. Iturfalo, New York and ElI Paso, TX.

*The El Paso, TX lane opened in September I191N. [lie Sani Ysidmo, CA lane is anticipated to open in May, 2000. The sites
established are popular among users and allow the iresources required to inspect border crossers to be more efficiently applied
to enforcement and other facilitation efforts.



Immigration and Naturalization Service
Land Border Inspection Fee

Detail of Permanwent Positions by Category
FY 1999 - 2001

1999
Category Auhorized

USerwl d..........................399......A 12

Geneal dmiistatie an Clricl (00-99)12

U S tal__i~bi...1.1.... ....... ...... 12
Toa...... ..................... ........... 12

Authorzed Estirnate__

12 12
12 12

121___ 1



Immigration end Naturelization Service
Land Booder Inspection Fee

Sumary at Agents andlor Attorney, and Support Positions

De-sa Uno

Inspecots

Border Patrol

lrveo-s

Dolention & Deportation

'nt-nw .

Adjdicalions & INNxalbz

fanetAl -n
Tra"tt

Onto&Cammi System

Intitnudn & Records Mgnt

Canst & Engitesttt

Lega PraOsedkWg

Umauaamafl A Aen*%W*Mb

2000W AvailablePO

Poo FTE4 Poo fTE Pot FTE

12 26

Total Age'nt%
Pos FTE Pos VTE

12 26

12 n[6 261

2001 Irasese
Attorneys Support Total
Pos FTP Pot FTP Pos. FTE

200 Rqus Level
Aet, Als Suppor fatalc

-Pot FTE Poo FTE Pot__FTC Pot _FTC

12 26 12 26

12 26 129
I TOW .. . . , .



Immigration and Naturalization Service
Land Border Inspection Fee

Summary of Chano
(Dollars in thousands)

Work~-
pitio2 ye~ws Arnwat

12 26 $1,548

- 35
.. 16

19

200 Ava~lable......... ... ...
Adliutrraitskk e Increasesi

2001 Pay Raise ..................
Annualization of 2000 Pay Raise
YVhvsde Inceaes.........
Aninuallization of 2000 positions (FTE),
Armallzation of 2000 positions (Dollars)
G SA RA . ............. ........ .
Genrwal Pricing Level Increases ... ..
Total, increases. .. ............

2001 8 B se ... -...-......... .

Program Changes ..............-.. .......

2001 Estinvat.................................. .. ... . .........

16
* .. 93

12 26 1,641

12 28 1.641



Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immiltration land 11order Inspnctinft Fee

JUStification of AdjutmcaUs to Babe
MIollars, in tosns

Adjuatmexts ICI 3ASe,

This request provides for the proposed 3.7 percent pay iis to lie elective in January 01'2001 and is
consistent with Administation policy included in the P'reliminary Pay Raise Guiidance for 2001 Budget
Submissions This increase includes locality pay atjiistrnents, a-; %kell as, the general pay raise l'se amount
requested, $35,000, represents the pay amounts for three -quaricrs, it the hwsal year plus appropritate
benefits (S26,000 for pay and $9,000 for benecfits. totaling S15.t(M)

Annuli7atsrw o-f 2000 pity raise..... ...

This pay annualization represents first quarter amounts, (O)ctober through Ikeembier) of the 2000 pay
increase of 4.8 percent effective January 2000. and, for tre-quarters ot a year, the difference between the
4 4 percent estimated in the 2000 President's budget and the aptrrosed increase of 4 8 percent The amount
requested, $16,000, represents the total annuatreation of pay amnounts for the fiscal year plus appropriate
benefits ($1 1,000 for compensation and $5,000 for henist)

Withus-Srail snwrers ................. .. .......... ...
This request provides for the expected increase in costs of within-grade increases for slow or no growth
components in FY 2000. This increase ts based on an accurate model of the Department's employee
population, which includes nurous factors such as anticipated pay raises, adjustments to include three-
year attrition or separation rates, and career ladder series to reflect pronvttton policy for each organization.
The request includes S14,000 for pay and S5,000 for benefits

ft=m Work-
Pas. YCMe Ama.-ri

$35

.. 16



Jaslfleakm of Adjustments to Rase feoutlaurd)
It islars in thous-ands.)

Work-
EQ. )LcasI Amoamt

(ic.e.t Services Admniniraion (GSAI g 1  S16
GSA will continue to charge rental rates that spprirate those clsiirged toi commercial tenants fiw
equivalent space and related serices T'he requested increase of~lttX~l isrequiired itirmeet our
commitment to (iSA Ihec costs associated with (iSA rent were derived Iftiugi the use of the automated
system, which uses the latest inventory data and rates reflecting a 5 prceiit increase over 2000 levels

Crenerai Pricing L-vet AiLuanysnt .. . ... 2...
This request applies 0M B pricing guiance to scIelced es pense cate giis. I heincreased cists identified
rFsul from applying a factor of 2.0 percent against those suhobject classes where the prices that the
Government pays are established through the market system instead of hy law or regulation Generally, the
factor is applied to supplies, materiali, equipment, contracts with the private sector, printing costs,
transportation costs and utilities.

Total, adjustments to base .................... ......... .......................... ....... 93



Immigration and Naturalization Service
Lend Border Inspectiori Fee

Summary of Reoutemepts by Grad. and Obl Cla
(Dollars in thousands)

1999 Actual 2000 Estmiae 2001 Reqes Incmeseee/ecreese

Grades and Salygs mim nK1 Wyg Amount Workxlam A Whym Ux1

G&-5. $23.304-30,292 12 12 12 _________

ToWa, worlryears & persowtel compensaton. 12 i2 12 -_______

Averae G S Salay. .... $23,889 $24.85? $25,826
AverageaGS Graft. . ..... 500 500 5.00

113



lmmlgration and Nalurakozation Service
Laid Border lsepcl Fee

Swiwiw *I Raumanuma hi Goad. aid Obaci Oln
MAWS mi ffoui.vds)

Obyad Clais

Ill Fullbin pwiiuvl
11 3 0aw #a -w w

09hw pail Iw and wite1W101 4 enrrle1

11 5 Ofue penna4 co.00ensahou
Onion.w

Total workyears auid permormoe coouymnsalo

12 1 Peronnel beqwfi s
21 0 T ravel
220 Transportmawn of lw~gs
231 GSA rwi
232 Fetlparnwet to ds
23 3 Covrwocaboos, ulAies
240 Pnug
25 2 09w sees
253 Prwte Smm GOOl Act
2$?7 Oplarao and nusfa a o wE q~mrtf
260 Swppbm aid meter"l
310 Equ~ems#
420 busuranice dawn aid mdenmidbe

Tota obtmn

Reation of obbogatan 10 outay

Total raqmiris

Raibon of Otbgabons lo0~fly
ToWal" oIbn

Obbgsead balance mid of Yea'

1999 ACtoal

16 $So

2 'in?

4 66
2? 59%

13

140
69

33
32

22 1Q0

2000 Estwmale

I 1 $156

15 114

4 41

93

13
1I

132

11
415

11

100

10 1 -AS

2001 Rag?@!!!

2 559

24 Ale

30 426

112
14

146

11

475
14

100

30 1,641

.9 ($97)

9 144

- 19

1

16

93

im
93

93

93
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration Enforcemnent Account

Summary Statentent
Fiscal Yeasrl2l1

The lmmtgratton and Naturalization Service (INS) requests ai toldI I .X9OtNW for the Immigration Enforcement account for
FY 2001

The Immigration Enforcement Account was authiri/cil in Set tioii 392 it the IIRIRA 'The Act amends Section 280 of the Immigratton
and Nattonality Act of 1952, as amended, by esiabliship in the (Iericial Funid ol ti: Treasury a separate account known as the
Immigration Enforcement Account Prtor to FY 19 97, two-thirds if the lincs rece:pTs, for INA Sections 271 and 273 were collected
and deposited in the User Fee Account, hut were unavailable to be spent on I.ser Fee activities as outlined in the INA
Section 286 (h$(214A) These fines receits, plus atddittiinal reseiii relating to fines and penalties, as outlined in Section 382(a) of the
1996 Act, are deposited into the account and remain available to INS until expendeil Fipenses may be incurred by the Attorney

General for the identification, investigation, apprehension. dcii itiiin, and rcoval of criminal aliens; the maintenance and updating of
a system to identify and track criminal aliens, deportable aliews. inadtissible aliens, and aliens illegally entering the United States; and-
for the repair, maintenance, or construction on the U noted States border, in areas experiencing high levels of apprehensions of illegal
aliens, or for structures to deter illegal entry into thc Iminted States,

'The INS negotiated enforcement fines regulations based on the Immigration and Nationality Technical Corr ections Act of 1994
(P.L. 103-416), which amended the Immigration and Natioinality Act IlNA) Section 273(e), to allow the Attorney General, in
prescribed cases, to reduce, refund, or waive fines

In IFY 2001, INS plans to spend these fines receipt% in the Data and Communications program. Funding in this account will allow INS
to expand its Integrated Surveillance Intelligence System (IStIS)Rcnoie Video Surveillance (RYS) for the Border Patrol. New
theima infrared imager mounted with RVS daylight cameras improve the Boider Patrol's 24-hour surveillance capability along the
Southwca border. The integration of RYS with the new generation of "smart" sensors through the Intelligent Computer-Aided
Detecion (ICAD) command and control system, when fully deployed, will allew for the development of a true "electronic fence"
between the United States and Mexico.



Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration Enforcemewnt Account

Crosaviaik of 1999 Availability
(Dollars in thousands)

1999 as Enacted

PO )YAcEirdmgrm

Data and Communications.... ....

T o ta l .. .... ...... . .. . .. ........

Approved
Reprogrammings

Amt1 E2jWY

4.050

Final 1999 Availability

UM 601wx
14-050

4,050



Immtigration and Naturalization Servce
lrmtgratlon Enforcement Account

Crosswalk of 2000 Chone
(Dollars in thousands)

2000 President's Congressional Appropiriations.
Budget Request Action on 2000 Request Reprograrr!nns. 2000 Available

FM MY AMI EPs W AMI EPM M Aol FMa WM &W

Data and Communications .... ..... 3..I903,5

Total ....... .... .... .... ...... .... 3800 (1.950) .. ... ... ... 1,850

QgO9ukm A~m~tkjM c~o an 000Reqest Congress reduced the budget authority for
the Immration Enforcement account from the President's FY 2000 budget request by $1,950,000 to a
total of $1,850,000, This change was based on revised receipt estimates,
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immlgraton and Naturalization Service

1999 2000 2001
Acacigtual Availablemir

U aponted balance, sW:9:p ... ......... $ar- $1,133 $2283
Recovery of prior year Obligations......................
Receipts....................................Ib9
Total available for appropriation ................... 5,062 4,133 5,S3
Appropriation .................................. 392 1Il so 1M
appropriated balance available. end-year ....... 1,133 -2,2833,3

O b r .............. t........o.............. 3,9291,5180
Recovery of prior yewr obligations ................. A

Total requireets........................... 3,929 1801 5

Obligatons by program

Data an C n vn lcatt l ns . .......................

Total oblom g a.................o n s.......... 3,929 1801,850



Immigration and Naturalization Service
Immigration Enforcement Account
rralP. rutance Information

(Dollars in thousands)

AMTVITV: Immnlratots Support
Perm. Work-
]POS. ycmJ Amount

Data aid Communications
2000 Available S1,9501
2001 Base 1,8501
2001 Estimaic ... ... 1-850

Increase[Decrease..

RASF PROGRAM DESCRRIPTION:

This account is used for the identification, investigation, apprehension, detention, and removal of criminal aliens; the maintenance 00
and updating of a system to identify and track criminal aliens, dcportahlc aliens, inadmissible aliens, aind aliens illegally entering
the United States; and for the repair, maintenance, or construction on the United States border, of structures to deter illegal entry
into the United States in areas experiencing high levels o apprehensions of illegal aliens.

*The INS negotiated regulations based on the Immigration and Nationality Technical Corrections Act of 1994 (P.L. 103-416),
which amended the INA Section 273 (e) to allow the Attorney General, in prescribed case, to reduce, refund, or waive fines. The
INS e"tbIahe an Acepqtable Performance Level (APL) based on statistical analysis of the performance of all carrets, as a means
to determine eligibility for a reduction of fines. For FY 1999, approximately 40 percent of the 273 fines eases, which were
reviewed, excluding all cases anticipated to be canceled or appealed to the Board of Immigration Appeal, were eligible for either
25 peivcmt or 50 percent mitigation.



*The INS plans to use the fines receipts in the Enforcemcnt Account in the Data and Communications program. Included among
the projects this funding will support is the expansion of remote video surveillance (RVS) systems for the Border Patrol. The
current low light level television (LLLTVJ systems are reaching thc end of their life cycle, and are in need of replacement and
augmentation, These new thermal infrared irnagers mounted with daylight cameras improve the Border Patrol's 24-hour
surveillance capability along the Southwest border. The integration of RVS with the new generation of "smart" sensors through
the ICAD command and control system, when fully deployed, will allow for the development of a true "electronic fence" between
the United States and Mexico,
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
Il-I B Nori-Immi~rant Petitioner Fee

SUMMarS alemnat
Fiscal Year 2001

The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) requests SI1, 125,000) in spending authority for the H- I B Non-immigrant Petitioner
Fee account. The resource level is the same as thc tevel anticipated to be available to INS in this account for FY 2000.

The American Competitiveness and Workforce Improvement Act, P.. 105-277, was enacted in 1998 and created the new H-l B Fee
account beginning in FY 1999. The new law increased the number of ti-lB visas available and established a new fee to pay for the
cost ofjob training and scholarship programs. The number of visas available has been increased from 65,000 to 115,000 for Fiscal
Years 1999 and 2000, and to 107,500 in FY 200 1. In FY 2002 thienumnber of 11-113 visas available will revert to 65,000. TheS$500 H-
l B visa fee is in addition to the $1 10 filing fee for the I-1I29S petition. The ncw fee is being used to help U.S. citizens, legal
permanent residents and other U.S. workers with job training, low-income scholarships, grants for mathematics, engineering or science
enrichment courses administered by the National Science Foundation and the Department or Labor, and for processing and
enforcement. The Department of Treasury assumes control of the revenue deposited into the account and distributes the amount based
on the following percentages set forth in the law: 62,3 percent to Department of Labor, 36.2 percent to National Science Foundation;
and 1 .5 percent to 1mmi;;rdtion and Naturalization Service.

The I-NS' Adjudications and Naturalization program is responsible for processing applications for immigration benefits under the
provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended. Resources which are made available in the H-lIB Non- Immigrant
Petitioner Fee account are used to acquire the additional personnel and infrrastructure needed to process the increased numbers of
temporary worker petitions submitted to INS for review.



Immigration and Naturalization Service
H-18 Non-Immigrant PoNttloner Fe.

Crosswalk of JIM Avalablily
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Immigration and Naturalltoa Service,
11-I18 NUn-lmmagraat Pedtasse Fee

(Dollars in thousands)

ACTVITY: CMZENSHIP AND BENEFITS

Perm. Work-
Fos. Yeses Anions]

Adjudication and Naturalization
2000 Available $ 1,125
2001 Base 1,125
2001 Estimate . ~ ... 1.125

Increase/Decreas .

RASP PROGRAM nDPSCRIPTION

This program is responsible for processing applications for immigration benefits under the provisions of the Immigration and
Nationality Act, as amended. A porlion of thc visa filing fee cstahlished in Thc American Competitiveness and Workforce
Improvement Act, P.L. 105-277 is made available to the INS for this account, Thesc resources are used to process the
increased numbeii of temporary worker petitions submited to thc INS for review.
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tImigration and Naturalization Service
Shared Sutvport Operationis Fund

Summary Statement
Fiscal -Yea-r 2001

In FY 2001, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) proposes to establish a Shared Support Operations Fund (SSOF) for the
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to provide apency-vide shared support services for INS programs. The estimated value
of services to be supported through this fund is S I 54,622,M) The fund will use an approach which will increase the accountability of
,service providers resulting in improved quality aind timliness of delivery to support INS' operating divisions and field activities. Thts
will he done through "purchase" agreements covering funding and delivery of-sersices It is anticipated that this approach to shared
support operations will result in enhanced customer satifaction as well as enhanced service productivity. This concept, which has
been employed in other Federal agencies with success, is consistent with the current INS restructuring proposal for shared services
supporting enforcement and immigration services functions, In its first year (FY 2001 ), INS will develop the mechanisms for thes
central services to gain experience with the concept T7he establishment of the SSOF does not require an Increase Its resources. It
provides a means to increase the productivity of existing resources by requiring the application of a business process to the delivery of
specific services covered by the fund.

The Shared Support Operations Fund would be used fir the delivery iif services in the following areas:ts

Infonmaimo and Records Manasejnent ServicesC

The-fund will provide information-and records management services, which will include, information and records services (including
the INS National Records Center, Freedom of Information Act/Privacy Act (FOIAIPA), and records services related to the Systematic
Alien Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) program, lnformnAtion and records services include, establishment and maintenance of
files, archive services, file retrieval, and security of information. FOIA/PA services include receipt and tracking functions, acquisition
of information, and the production of responses to FOiAIPA requests. Activities related to the SAVE program include: the
maintenance and production information for client agencies required to verify eligibility for certain federallIy -supported benefits
programs.



-mi an kz1101 &d
The fund will Stipport that part of the Security program which provide% services related to the adjudication of security background
investigain for new employees and the procurement and adjudication of background re-investigations for on-board employees. The
services related to the adjudication of the results of the investigations. are critical to the maintenance of INS' internal security. All INS
employees in sensitive positions undergo a background reinvestigation every five years to determine their continued eligibility to hold
a sensitive position and, if applicable, to have continued eligibility for access to classified information. Therefore, Background
reinvestigation service to INS' program is critical to the integrity and security of their operations and the timing of the performance of
this service ia of considerable importance.

EasWnal E a n t 09vhoulat ProArm Services

The fund will support all aspects of the INS Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) program. Activities will include the development
of AflirMaltive Employment Program Plans for use by manager-, and supervisors, EEO corniplaints program management, EEO training
for manages and supervisors, special emphasis training for all employees (in areas such as sexual harassment), and advisory services
to management for the purpose of maintaining and enhancing EEO program compliance throughout the Service.



Immigerat ion and Naturalization Service
Shared Suooort Operations Fund

Justification of Proposed Chanes in Approoration Languagse

The FY 2001 budget estimates include new language lo auihOrisc the creation of the Shared Suppost operations Fund. This is a new
fund,

Shared Sunort Operations Fund
Uncludinje Transfer of Funds)

There is hereby established a Shared Sunort Overauonns Fund for the Immigrauion and Naturaligation Service, which shall be
aygilabl without fiscal Year limiation, for expenses and equipment necessary for the operation and maitenance of such
administrative services as the Commisioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, with the aooroval of the Deparment 0
Jusstice and the Ofice of Manaremnw and Budeet. determines may be performed more advantageously as central services. The
CaMia of the-fund shall consist of the amn of the fair and reasonable value of such inventories. eagiment and other assetsan
invenforie on order 2ertmj ne to the services to be carried on by the Fund as the Commisiner may transfr to the Fund less
relaed liabilitis and unpai obliraiou~ together with any approriations made for the guryome of Poviding caWMi a: Provided. That
the Fund shal be reimbured or credited with advance Payments from applicable appropriations and amounts available for the

Imneraio an Nturliatin Srvce.oter edral agencies and other sources as authorized by l4wfosarls.merasan
Services at raes tha will recover the exoee of Fund operations including without limitation. depreciaion of 91=n and eautiment
of dWe Fd The Fund shl aLro be credited with other receipts from the sale or exchange of progerty or in pavment for loss or
denases to DrOoertv held by the Fund Provided further. that all retained earnings shall remain available without limtation, for the

16140iit of CQ~AW tai u OneL automated systems and to imlement financial personnel reord keepgins and management system
W* . (DeparMent of Justie Appropriations Act, 2001.)

EAtabliglunent of this account will allow the Immigration and Naturalization Service to improve the delivery of services in specific
support operations, applying business, practices to enhance performance and quality of service. This language, establishing the fund. is
included in the Department of Justice General Provision%.
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Shared Support Services
Shared Support Operations Fund

(Dollars in thousands)

In FY 2001, the Immigration arid Naturalization Service (INS) proposes to establish a Shared support Operations Fund (SSOF) for the
Immigration arid Naturalization Service (INS) to provide agency-wide shared support services for INS Programs. The estimated value
of services tobemsupportedthiroqts this fund is $154,622,000. T'he fund will tise an approach which will increase theCCOUfltslitYOf
service providers resulting in improved quality and timeliness of delivery to support INS' operating divisions and field activities. This

will be done through "purehme" agreements covering funding and delivery of services. It is anticipated that this approach to shared
support operatim will result in enhanced customer satisfaction as well as enhanced service productivity. This concept which has
been employed in other Federal agencies with succss, is consistent with the current INS restruicturng proposal for shared services
supporting enforcement and immigration services functions. In its first year (FY 2001), INS will develop the mechanisms for these
central services to gain experience with the concept. T1he establishment of the SSOF does not require an increase in resources. It
provides a memn to increase the productivity of existing resources by icquiring the application of a business process to the delivery of
specific service covered by the fund.

The Shared Support Operationst Fund would be used for the delivery of services in the following areas

T1he fund will provide information and records management services to all INS programs and will include:

" providing responses to inquiries from the public and private sectors; local, state and Federal agencies; and the various branches
of government, by telephone, in-person, and in writing;

" maintaining alien records mid files from which data may be readily obtained to respond to requests from both within and
outside TIS;

* developig guidelines, policies and procedures, and responses to Freedom of Information Act/Pivacy Act (FOIA/PA) requests;



" providing for dhe coordination, 'A sdopmnent. preparation and review of the Servie's regulations, directives, operating
instructions and forms, to ensure that these materials are issued and published in accordance with established Federal
regulations aind laws;

" monitoring and ensuring internal compliance to standards for systems and service delivery, and

" managing and administering the Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) program.

The estimated value of the shared records management services to be supported through the use of the Fund is $134,414,000.

Seat akrydIvsbto eye

T7he fund will provide INS Security program services which will include the following:

" providing services rated to the adjudication or security background investigations for new employees, and

" procuring and adjudicating background re-investigations for on-board employees.

T1e services rated to the adjudication of the result% of the investigation% are critical to the maintenance of INS' internal security. All
INS employees in sensitive positions undergo a background reinvestigation every five years to determine their continued eligibility to
hold a sensitive position and, if applicable, to have continued eligibility for access to classified information. Background
reinvestigation service to INS' programs is cnttcal to the integrity and security of their operations and the timing of the perforrmne of
this service is of considerable importance. The estimated value of the shared Security program services to he supported through the
use of the Fund is SI 11.328,000.

Eau ~ ~~gWR KmmtOso bPrMM Serykes

Thle fund will provide services related to all aspects of the INS Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) program and will include:

* developing Aff irmative Employment P~rogram Plans fot use by managers and supervisors;

* managing INS' EEO) comnplants program;



* providing EEO training for managers. and- supr'r. Ismor..

* providing special emphasis training for all emiplilye. (in areas such as ..csual harassment), and

* providing advisory services to INS management for ihe purposec of maintaining and enhancing EEO program compliance
throughout the Service.

The estimated value of the shared EEO program w.rviic eNl he ,uppxorted through the use of the Fund is $8,880,000.
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Bureau of Prisons
Summary Statement and Performance Plan

Fiscal Year (M~ 2001

The Federal Prison System (FPS) is requesting a total of 38,042 positions, 35,120 workyears (FTE), and S4,381,429,000 for FY 2001.
This request represents an increase of 1,373 positions, 506 FTE. and $713,576,000 over the FY 2000 appropriation. In addition, a
total of $79 1,000,000 is requested as advance appropriation for FY 2002, and S535,000,000 for FY 2003 in the new construction
program. Positions and workyears. will also be needed to 3ccumplish those construction projects.

The Bureau of Prisons' (BOP's total requested program increases for FY 2001 (1,824 positions, 755 FTE, and 874,545) will: support
an Average Daily Population of 153,547 and, including advance appropriations for FY 2002 and FY 2003, will provide construction
funding for sixteen facilities and one secure female unit. Seven of these facilities have some psior funding,

While this new construction request provides for nine new facilities and a secure female unit, overcrowding will remain a serious
issue Even with the new facilities requested in this budget, overcrowding will be close to 30 percent by 2007. The BOP is
experiencing record breaking increases in the inmate population. If this trend continues, additional capacity may be required. The
BOP will constantly monitor facility capacity and prisoner overcrowding.

A detailed explanation of the BOP's FY 2001 program increases by initiative and a corresponding explanation of the BOP's base
program is included in each individual budget. The four budget requests for the BOP include: Salaries and Expenses (S&E);
Buildings and Facilities (R&F); and Federal Prison Industries (FPI). The Commissary is treated as a revolving fund. Funding and
positions formerly provided via the Violent Crime Reduction Program (VCR.P) are included in the S&E budget.

2001 Federal Bureau of Prisons Performance Plan and FY 1999 Accountabi ly Report

A. SOP's Mission and Goals, and Relationship to Department of Justice (DOJ) Strategic Plan

BOP's FY 2001 budget submission and performance plan directly support the Detention and Incarceration mission priorities, general
goals and strategic approaches that are included in the DOJ Strategic Plan, FY 1997 - 2001. In addition, it incorporates information
on performance measurement that should lead to better accountability regarding actual results achieved.



BOP issin

The mission of the BOP, an agency of the 11)01 was established in an Act of Congress, signed by President Hoover on May 14, 1930.
This legislation established the BOP and directed it to develop an integrated system of institutions to provide custody and treatment
based on the individual needs of offenders.

The mission of the BOP is to protect society by confining offenders in the controlled environnlents of prisons and community-based
facilities that are safe, humane, cost efficient, and appropriately secure, and which provide work and other self-improvement
opportunities to assist offenders in becoming law-abiding citizens.

While State and local incarceration growth rates have declined in recent years, the FPS has experienced record growth, with an
increase of over 10,000 inmates during FY 1998 and over 11,300 inmates during FY 1999. Given increased resources for law
enforcement and prosecutory agencies, and even stronger emphasis on prosecution of gun related crimes, this inmate growth trend
promises to continue tnto the future. Z

The Detention and Incarceration priorities in DOJlt strategic plan include the following:0

Goal 1: Provide for the safe, secure and humane confinement of persons who are detained while awaiting trial Or
sentencing, a hearing on their immigration status, or deportation.

Goal 2: Ensure that sufficient prison capacity exists so that violent and other serious criminal offenders are imprisoned
to the fullest extent of the law.

Goal 3: Maintain and operate the FPS in a safe, secure, humane and efficient manner,

Goal 4: Provide productive work, education, medical and other programs to meet inmate needs and facilitate their
successful reintegration into society, consistent with community expectations and standards.

B. Highlights of IFY 1999 Mission Critical Results

During FY 1999. the BOP exceeded its plan by adding over 3,500 new prison beds to BOP capacity. This kept overcrowding near
planned levels despite a second record year in inmate population growth. All medically fit inmates worked, and all inmates were



provided the opportunity to participate in general and occupational education programs, psychology services, religious and fitness
activities. The BOP met its goal to provide residential drug treatment to 100%. of eligible inmates.

C. FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

The BOP is proposing an FY 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable
results, as showni below. These FY 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future performance may be tracked and reported
upon as required by the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA).

A summary table of key performance measures which support BOP and DOJ goals is provided. More detailed tables are contained in
each individual budget submission.

The following goals summarize the major accomplishments anticipated for FY 2001:

1. Ensure sufficient orison canaily exists so that violent and other serious criminal offender ai mrsnd to the fullest extn
of helaw

During FY 2001. the BOP anticipates activating over 6,200 additional prison beds. The activations include the
following new facilities: Pollock, Louisiana High and Minimum; Coleman, Florida High; Atwater, California High and
Minimum; and Honolulu, Hawaii Detention Center. Also included are approximately 2,500 beds to be added by
expanding low security bed space at: Ft. Dix, New Jersey; Elkton, Ohio; Jesup, Georgia; Yazoo City, Mississippi;
Seagoville, Texas; and Lompoc, California. In addition, Congress has recently approved a reprogramming to convert
the existing prison camp at El Paso, Texas to a secure camp and expand capacity to 500 beds. Activation funding will
be requested once the project is completed. The BOP plans to begin construction of several new facilities during FY
2001 which already have received partial funding. The FY 2001 request and advance appropriations will provide new
funding for construction of new facilities which will add nearly 20,000 beds when completed and activated during FY
2005. FY 2007.

2. Maintain And o2Mrte the FPS in a safe. secure. humnane and efficient manner

The BOP will continue to repair and renovate facilities as required; identify-and address any hazardous wast that may exist on
Federal prison property;. comply with all requirements of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA). 101 Life Safety
Code pertaining to penal facilities; bring applicable utilities into compliance with National Electric Code and American



Waterworks Standards; and ensure safety and security of facilities. During FY 2000 through FY 2001, the BOP will remediate
100 percent of Life Safety discrepancies. Approximately 450 Modernization & Repair (M&R) projects will be completed each
year, including 60 special projects completed and closed relating to life safety, accessability, environmental and energy
projects. The BOP has been working diligently to complete MaR projects over three years old. By FY 2001, 100 percent of
those M&R proj' ects subject to the new guidelines and over three years old will be completed. In addition, long range master
plans will be developed for facilities over 50 years old (50+ surveys) in need of extensive renovation first. Twenty-one BOP
facilities are over 50 years old and have not had major renovations. A minimum of four long range master plans will be
completed each fiscal year through FY 2001.

3. Provide productive work. education. medical and other programs to meet inmate needs and facilitate their successful
reintegration into society. consistent with community exoectations and standards.

All medically fit inmates will continue to work. All inmates will continue to be provided the opportunity to participate
in general and occupational education programs, psychology services, religious and fitness activities. FPI will continue
to employ up to 25 percent or inmates in secure facilities. The BOP will continue to provide residential drug treatment
to 100W/6 of eligible inmates. During FY 2000, over 7,500 inmates are expected to complete at least one vocational
training program, and approximately 12.400 will participate in residential drug treatment programs. In FY 2001, an
additional 120 staff positions are requested for education programming expansion and to address the backlog of inmates
waiting to participate in literacy/General Education Development (GED) programs.

The BOP and United States Marshals Service (USMS) have recently begun a pilot project for delivery of health care to USMS
prisoners confined in BOP detention centers. The study results from a recommendation in the Congressionally-mandated DOJ
Detention and Incarceration Study which was completed in March 1998. Traditionally, the BOP has provided healthcare services to
USMS prisoners in BOP facilities, while the USMS has been responsible for outside medical care. It has been USMS responsibility to
transport, maintain custody, and pay for the treatment of USMS prisoners at community hospitals. Under the pilot project, the BOP
assumes outside medical care responsibilities, including guard and esort duties, for USMS prisoners at thre BOP detention centers:
Metropolitan Correctional Center (MCC), New York; Federal Detention Center (FDC), Miami; and Federal Transfer Center (FTC),
Oklahoma City. From January I - April 30, 2000, the BOP will collect data on all outside medical trips at the pilot sites, for both BOP
and USMS prisoners. The data will be used to assess the financial and operational impact of this initiative on BOP facilities.

In addition, the BOP is actively participating in DO J crosscutting initiatives that have agency representatives meeting on a regular
basis to identify and work together on issues which impact them, The BOP is included in three crosscutting groups, Detention,
Communities. and Federal Information Resources Management.



D. New 2061 lllattsea

For the S&E budget, this amount includes a program increase ofSl193,274,000 for activation of four facilities, activation of
expansions at six existing low security facilities, and initial equipment purchases for two new facilities which will activate in
FY 2002. Also included is funding for Contract Confinement to house 6,000 criminal aliens in contract beds; a contract
population adjustment; and adding staff for educational programming.

For the B&F budget, a total program increase of S681,271,000 is requested for FY 2001. Of this amount $224,722,000 is for
completion of additional capacity to absorb the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) long term detainee population.
For BOP sentenced capacity, S416,397,000 is for completion of four facilities and $40,152,000 is partial funding for site and
planning of five new facilities. The balance of funding for these facilities is requested as Advance Appropriations for FY 2002
along with remaining construction funds for a USP with prior funding. Advance Appropriations for site and planning of an
additional four Federal Correctional Institutions (FCIs) and one secure female unit is requested for FY 2002, with the balance
of construction funding for these facilities requested for FY 2003.

Iniffitiv FRL EU Aou

Activations 1,529 530 S101,379,000

Contract Beds/Population Increase 23 12 84,462,000

Education 120 120 7,433,000

New Construction 53 35 681,271,000

Federal Prison Industries 78 48

CommissaryTrust Fund 21 10

TOTAL: 1,824 755 874,545,000



Initiative: Activations (1,529 positions and $101,379,000). This provides funds for activation of four new facilities (3,806 beds): high
and minimum security facilities in Pollock, Louisiana; high security facility in Coleman, Florida; high and minimum security facilities
in Atwater, California; and a detention center in Honolulu, Hawaii. Also, funds are included for activation of satellite low security bed
space at six existing locations (2,444 beds): Ft. Dix, New Jersey; Elkton, Ohio; Jesup, Georgia; Yazoo City, Mississippi; Seagoville,
Texas, and Lompoc, California; and initial equipment funding for two institutions to activate in FY 2002.

Initiative: Contract Beds/Population Increase (23 positions and S84,462,000) Funding is requested to place an additional 6,000
criminal aliens in contract beds and support the projected increase in the BOP contract population. Approximate 'ly 29 percent of the
HOP population are non-U.S. citizens. One management tool for addressing this growth is the use of privately owned and operated
correctional facilities for inmates appropriately housed in minimum and low security facilities.

Initiative: Education (120 positions and $7,433,000) Funds are requested to expand education programming for inmates waiting to
participate in literacy/GED programs. Implementation of the Violent Crime Control Enforcement Act (VCCLEA) and the Prison
Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) have dramatically increased demand for the literacy/GED program in the BOP, more than doubling
since August of 1997. In addition, enrollments in all BOP education programs have expanded considerably requiring enhancement of
resources.

These initiatives directly relates to DOJ CORE FUNCTION 5: Detention and Incarceration

DO] Strategic Plan Goals:

Goal I. Provide for the safe, secure and humane confinement of persons who are detained while awaiting trial or
sentencing, a hearing on their immigration status, or deportation.

Goal 2: Ensure that sufficient prison capacity exists so that violent and other serious criminal offenders are imprisoned
to the fullest extent of the law.

Goal 3: Maintain and operate the FPS in a safe, secure, humane and efficient manner.

Goal 4: Provide productive work, education, medical and other programs to meet inate needs and facilitate their
successful reintegration into society, -consistent with community expectations and standards.



Initiative New Construction (53 positions and $681,271,000) For the B&F budget, a total program increase of $681,271,000 is
requested for FY 2001. Of this amount, $224,722,000 is for completion of additional capacity to absorb the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) long term detainee population. For BOP sentenced capacity, $416,397,000 is for completion of four
facilities and $40,152,000 is partial funding for site and planning of five new facilities. The balance of funding for these facilities is
requested as Advance Appropriations for FY 2002 along with remaining construction funds for a USP with prior funding. Advance
Appropriations for site and planning of an additional four Federal Correctional Institutions (FCls) and one secure femnale unit is
requested for FY 2002, with the balance of construction founding for these facilities requested for FY 2003.

1! 2001 Aft=06 Avororiationa (10001
F2 a T 2002 F!Y 2003

($000)
e"w Construction Project*

FCI Yazoo City, MS (Med.) (prior funding) .... 86,884 $0 $0
FCI Forrest City, AR (Med.) (prior funding) 95,814 0 0
FCI Herlong/Sierra, CA (Med.) with Camp ............ 116,861 0 0

(prior funding)
FCI Victorville, CA (Med.) with Camp ............... 116,838 0 0 i

(prior funding)
LiSP Lomnpoc, CA (prior funding) .................... 129,861 0 00
rci Mid-Atlantic (Med.) with Camp (prior funding) 94,861 0 0
USP Midwestern (prior funding)....................... 0 130,000 0
USP Western........................................ 11,930 147,000 0
USP Southeast ..................................... 11,931 133,000 0
FCI Southeast....................... .............. 5,430 106,000 0
FCI Mid-Atlantic................................... 5,430 121,000 0
FCI Midwestern..................................... 5,431 131,000 0
FCI Western...-...................................... 0 6,000 131,000
FCI South Central.................................... 0 5,000 115,000
FCI Northeast........................................ 0 5,000 133,000
FCI Mid-Atlantic..................................... 0 5,000 133,000
Mid-Atlantic Secure Female Facility/unit .... 0 2,000 23,000

Total, Maw Construction Projects ................... 6S1,271 791,000 535,000



This initiative directly relates to DDJ CORE FLTNCTION 5- Detention and Incarceration

DOJ Strategic Plan Goals:

Goal 1: Provide for the 'safe, secure and humane confinement of persons w~ho are detaned while awaiting trial or

sentencing, a hearing on their immigration status, or deportation.

Goal 2 Eissurc that sufficient prison capacity exists so that violent and other serious criminal offenders are imprisoned
to the fullest extent of the law.

E. Data Validation and Verification Issues

Data Collection and Storage: The data contained in the BOP measurement tables are gathered on several computer systems: Inmate
data is collected on the BOP on-line system (SENTRY); Personnel data is collected from the National Finance Center (NFC) database,
the Human Resource Management Infomniation System (HRMIS), and from field locations reporting on a regular basis; and Financial
data is captured on Financial Management Information System (FMIS)

Data Validation and Verification The BOP's Financial Statement is audited annually by an independent certified public accounting
firn. For FY 1999. the BOP received an Unqualified opinion. Further, within the BOP headquarters, subject matter experts in
different divisions retrieve data, analyze. validate, and report it for each budget cycle. On the measurement tables, the column entitled
"Data Source" contains acronyms for the BOP division/divisions which validate and provide the information in the other columns:
ADM - Administration Division-, CCD - Community Corrections and Dqtention Division; CPD - Correctional Programs Division;
HRM - Human Resource Management Division; HSD - Health Services Division; IFVT - Industries, Education & Vocational Training
Division, IPPA - Information. Policy & Public Affairs Division; OC - General Cosassel and Review Division; PRD - Program
Review Division.

Data Limitations:The BOP and DOJ have strived to provide meaningful performance indicators which have solid and reliable data to
back them up. Due to the unpredictable environments in prisons, there may often be discrepancies between planned and actual
numbers contained in the performance tables. Most plans are based on past experience and best estimates for the future.



F. Resources

Core Function 5: FY 1999 FY 2000 FY 2001
Strategic Goals 1, 2,3, 4 Dollars (000) Pos. FTE Dollars (000) Pos. FEE Dollars (000) Pos. FE

S&F 2,862,354 32,059 29,942 3,088,S49 33,394 31,526 3,545,769 34,984 32,254
VCRP 26,49" 318 302 22,524 318 302 a/a n/a r/a

Strategic Goals 2, 3 ____________

EI&F 410,997 306 329 556,780 340 334 835,660 342 335

Strategic Goal 4___________ _____ ______

FPI N/A 2,011 1,867 N/A 2,029 1,876 N/A 2,107 1,933

Commissr N/A 565 565 N/A 588 576 N/A 609 598

C,. DOJ Summary Performance Plan, Performance Goals, Targets and Actuals

('ore Function 5: Detention and Incarceration

Strategic Goal 1: Provide for the safe, secure and humane confinement of persons who are detained while awaiting trial or
sentencing, a hearing on their immigration status, or deportation.

Goal 2: Ensure that sufficient prison capacity exists so that violent and other serious criminal offenders are imprisoned
to the fullest extent of the law.

Goal 3: Maintain and operate the FPS in a safe, secure, humane and efficient manner.

Goal 4: Provtde productive work, education, medical and other programs to meet inmate needs and facilitate their
successful reintegration into society, consistent with community expectations and standards.



PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

(1) Performance Goal: Reduce Overcrowding

Key Summary Level Indicators FY 1998 Actual FY 1999 FY 2000 Planned FY 2001 Planned
________________________ ___________ PlannedJActual _________________

Number of prison beds added. 3,029 3,408/3,530 5,208 2,817
(BOPj' I___________________________

System wide overcrowding (BOP) 26% 300//31% 33% 37%
By Security Level: Low 27% 340/a/37% 33%1/ 37%

Med. 48% 500/0/51%/ 56% 57%
High 56% 556/o/51% 65% 86%

Number facilities under design or
construction (BOP) - - 13 19/19 19 26

Number inmates in alternative
confinement (contract facilities) 14,109 16,439/16,394 20,090 28,847

CCCs 5,414 5,684/5,768 5,941 6,119
and home confinement 1,368 1,343/1,323 1,300 1,300

These numbers tie to the BOP Capacity Plan which identifies the year in which the majority of beds are available for inmates.



(2) Performance Goal: Efficiently Operate Well Maintained Facilities

key Summary Level Indicators FY 1998 Actual FY 1999 FY 2000 Planned IFY 2001 Planned
_________________________ ____________ Planned/Actual_________

Number of 50+ surveys completed 4 4 6 3

Life Safely discrepancies 2% 1% 0"/. 0%/

Facilities ACA Accredited 71% 8 1%/O/a 95% 94%

Per Capita Costs $60.07 $60.07/$59.41 S61.78 $63.71

(3) Performance Goal: Provide Critical Inmate Set-ices

Key Summary Level Indicators FY 1998 Actual FY 1999 FY 2000 Planned FY 2001 Planned
Planned/Actual _________ _________

100% eligible inmate enrolled in
residential drug treatment 1,010,800/10,816 12,400 14,400

% inmates with GED/H]S Diploma.
7 months prior to release 68% 740//67% 75% 75%

Number inmates completing at least
one vocational program 6,848 7,244/8,711 7,550 7,927

In the above table, the projected and actual percentage of inmates with (lED/I-S Diploma 7 months prior to release is being impacted
by the influx of criminal aliens into BOP institutions. Many of these criminal aliens are exempted from mandatory literacy ((lED)
requirements because they will be deported. During IFY 1999, 11 percent of releasing inmates were exempted compared to 7 to 8
percent in FY 1997.
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Federal Prismn Systin
Summry Statement and Performnce Plan

the Iuresu of Prismse 10P) Is Seeking a total of 34,966 permom t positions, 32,254 aorkyears (FTEl, arnd 13,545,769,000, in its Salaries arid Exensesi
(tiUl reqEst. this rsqjuest represents an increase of 1,212 positioned, 426 FTs, ai 5434,696,000 over the enacted appropriation of FY 200.

95Ps total requested progrnm increases for f0 2000 11,672 portions, 662 Ml, an Si93,274,00O, i stl support an Averag Daily Population of 153.547.
A deotmilad saoaitln of NOs Ft 2001 proram Increases by Iitiative ore described an pages 30-34, anid a correspor Ing explanation of UPs bae"
program is described am p..ges WA29.

2001 federal SW-sa of Pritano Peforimmixt Plan "i 1999 Accountability Osoort

A. OP's ision anid Goals, "ri Itlationaitip to Departmet of Justice IDOJ) Strategic Plan

1101's Ft 2001 bidget subission and performance plan directly support the Detention an Incarceration mission priorities, glseas goals and strategic
approaches that are Included In the DOJ Strategic Plan, FY 1997200. to edition, It lncorporoteo Infornation on performance 4aaeurint that should
lead to better accountability regarding acturt results achievedl.

The emission of the 9OP Is to protect society by conf linn offenders In the controlled onvirormew to of prisons arnd couity-bsed facilities that are
safe, hiUve, cost-efficient, "i appropriately secure, ord which provide work arid other self-improvement opportunities to assist offenders in
becoming Law-abiding citilene.

the SOP plays a vital, role in Federal l(am anforcement, not only by incerceratinog offenders, but sloe, by helping to break the cycle of crime. First wit
feromot, the IMprotects pulbtic safety by ~nuIng that Federal offenders serve their sentences. Through imprisonment, the IV help deter crimal,
activity by uhowinog offenders the consequences of crime. to help break the cycle of crime, the OVprovides a range of progams to help ittee" adapt
o crime-free lifestyle whan they return to the commuity.

SOP-s General toals: suports the Detention arid Incarceration priorities in SOJIs strategic ptan i.,2335.i nclude the foltoairg:

1) 0 will proactiveLy Manage Its offender population to ensure safe an secure operations.

2) SOP will hae a competent and representative workforce meeting the organization's n ud p to and beyond the year 200.

3) SOP will maintain its facilities In operationelly sound coniditins ar" In compirice with security, safety arid mooirorintt
requi rements.

4) SOP mit tsg "Its opestitns arid resources in a cometent and effective ouwr whicht encourages creativity aidl irvation
in deo,"onwt of exeapLary program as sell so excellence in maintaining the baeics of correctional manaemet. Kl
contiosseily strives toward Improvements In its effective wse of resources arid its effici ant delivery of services.



5) I provided services and protigin to *ft e & rmt@ -edo, providing pro live use.Of-tila activities, Wid far ttitating tire
usssful reitrtiot1n of rust..s Into society, consistent with community eopctatiors mid sandards.

6) a1OPwll continued to seek OpaotUaIties for 14 anIng thre Irwolvnment of cemarity, ard local, State, mW Federal agencis,
In Proving thre effectiveness of the services it provides to offorders anid constituent agencies. The active perrticipstion
by SOataff to ioprove partrneraips will allow thre POP to carry out (to misuior witin tire criminal juotice eysem and to
roin responsive to other egneclee mid tire, public. S il develop partneraships to focrs the shared reeposibility for tire
esot asint of a esotive enwiraus promoting tire roteirtato of offender into tire commnity.

8. ogigh~ts of FT 1999 Mission Critical Resuits

by tire end of FT 1999, the SPincarcerated over 133,000 imats tgrowthr of over 11,300 irustes from FT 1999) in 94 bureau operated Irstitutions; 2
privately - god prison; a variety of contract facilities, including cinrity corrections centers anid jail/short term detention facilities; aid
ho confireni. At the end of FT 19419, ove 122 of the tota KP population owe housed in Comtrect Confinmoret. Despite activation of POIC Oevoin,
FC1 losr.sont, FCI EFef~lld mid the eini". security facility at iCI Forrest City in FT 1999, overcrowding In BPfacilities increased to 312 free M6
at the end of FT 199. In FT 1999, SPcontinued Its efforts to met the pro'viaitrrs of the D.C. Revltatlation Act reparing the IV by o later than
0cmbr 31, 2001 to esom custody of feb'.o sairterced pursuanrt to the District of Columbia Cods. Further in FY 199, 9Poperated U reeidential
substance sbus treatment program aid provided reeidmrrtisi drug treecowort to 1002 of elble frenes. Numerous speciality progrn wore offend In
FT 1999 including: CNprot; Skills building program; BRAVE progromi; folue program; Bridge program; SPARE proeree; ClSAWa progromi; mind Fsthse
proves. Also in FY 1999, received on Unqualified opinion on it' Financial Statomearts.

C. FT 2001 Feriomo ac Goels aid Indicators

The UP~ is proposing em FT 2001 Parfoousrnce Flan tiat Is attainable within the reopjestad level of resources arid sith dinnstrabLe results, so sham
below. These FT 2001 goal* will establishr a baseline upon wirch future perforae na my be trachedl anid reported upon, as required by tire Governmnt
Perfoeusce anid Results Act t(WO).

The fol lowing lios summrits tire or accamplishmm ts anticipated for FT 2001:

1. ADD CAPACITY TO KEEP PACE WiTs teATE OPIALATION ~N~ AND REDUCE OViNCRINie

During FT 2001, the so onticipetee activating four now facilities and six soperns': LWSPFollock, LA; LIP Atsir, CA; LIS Caow, FL, mid FOC
5aolulu, si. The expansions are at: ft. Dix, NJ; Elkton, Os; Jesupr, GA; Yatoo City, Fil; DeegoviltsI, TX, arid Lmoc CA. When fully activated these
facilities will *06,250 critically nede bade to SOPs capacity. In addition, tihe KVwill convert che El Peso minim..s facility to a satellite Low
cmp for a total of 500 beds. Ato in FT 2001, OWsill inereese Itrs contract capacity by 6,000 beds to house short tsam crisinstalsli and
Fees.

a. PROVIDE INMAEtS Wite PRDUCTIV USE11 Of TIE PROGCIMMIeQ INCLUDING WORK, EIUCATFON, MUD De" TREATMENT PIROWASd

All medical ly fit luomtes will continue to worb. All inmre. sill continued to be provided the optunity to participate In gararal aid accr.tianal
e&tstion program, psychology &*rvicee, religious mid fitnees activities. The PPwill continue to provide residential drug~ treetwont to I00 of
etlgible rusnts. During FT 1999, over 6,000 Irmstee comleted at toat one vocational. training program, mid slrtIotely 11,000 participated In
president drugl treatment progrs. During FT 2001, nearly 61,000 ireeites arm expected to complete at lest one vocational training programs, mi
over 14,000 sillt participate In residential drugl Irootment progr. In FT 2001, an additional 120 staff positions are requested for eduation
pror~ig expansion mrd to dress the backlog of Inmtes waiting to participate in Hiteracy/ciD progrin.



0. New FT 2001 Initistives

The UOP is requesting for FT 2001 a total of 1,672 positions, 662 FlEa and S193,274,00,0 in program erdiancemets for the Salaries and Expanses budget.
This maciurt includes a program increase for activation of four facilities, activation to support expanions at six existing low security facilities,
a" initial equipment purchases for two new facilitiea. Otto included is furidine to house an additional 6,000 criminal aliens in contract beds; and
add staff for educational programing.

Initiative 1: Activations (1,529 positions "i 11101,379,000). This prooidea funds for actioationi of four new facilities (3,806 beds): high wed
mini " security fatilities in Follock, iLouistana; high security fatcility in Colean, Florida; high a" mini" security facilities In Atwater,
California; and a detention center in Honolulu, Hawaii. Aiso, finds are included for activation of satellite low security beds at 6 existing
iocsoionsl2,444 beds): Ft. tis, New Jersey; Elkton, Ohio; Jesup, Georgia; Yazoo City, Mississippi; Seagoville, Texas, aid Loopc, California; and
initial equipent Huoing for two institutions to activate In FY 2002.

nitiative 2e Contract 8edsi/optoiifl0inrse t 3 positions aid li84,62,0D). Finding is requested to place sit additional 6,000 aliens In contract
beds aid support the projected increase in the UP0 contract population. Approximtely 29 percent of tire 900 population are rain-U.S. citizens. One
anapeeenit tool for addressing thts growth is the use of privately owned aid operated correctional facial ties for lretes appropriately housed at
siximum and tow security facilities,

Initiatioe 3: Educatio tt20 positions aid S7,433,DO0. finds are requested to ecyar education programming for irmates waiting to participate in
I IiTercy/LED program. Implementation of the Vioient Crime Control Enforcement Act IYCCIOA) ai the Prison Litigation Raform Act (FLRA) have
dramtically ncease dewmd for the i itiracy/GED program in the 8OP, more then doubling since August of 1997. In addition, enrolleents. in all SOIP
education program hace expanded considerably requiring additional resources.

these initiations directly relate to 001 CORE FiUNCTION 5: Detention aid Incarceration

002 Strategic Firn Goals:-

Goal 1: Provide for the safe, secure aid himare confinement of persons tho are dletained while awaiting trial or sentencing, a hearing on their
ammigration status, or deportation.

Goal?: Ensure that sufficient prison Capacity exists so that violent and other serious criminal offenders are imprisoned to the fullest extent
of the law.

oID3: maintain and operate the Federal Prison System in a safe, secure, humane SWm efficient Smrmer.

GoalS: Prooide productive work, education, medical and other program to meet iraete needs aid factilitate their
successful reiniegration into Society, consistent i thO commnity expectations and standards.

E. Data Validation ai Verification Issues

Data Collect ion aid Storage: The dais contain ned in the BM0 measurement cables are gathered on several computer system: Iraete data ;- oLiected on
the W0 on line system itiflORi; Persoeniel data is collected on the National Finaice Center tNFCO database, the Hf~a Resource Managemet Information
System las~i, and from field operations reportingp on 5 regular basis5; aid Finaoncial data on Financial Managemerit Information Systems (FRIS).

Data Validation we Verification: The 800P's Finanicial Statement is aidited aresualip by an irdeperent certified pslic accounting fire. For FT 0999,
the " received air Unqoualified opinion, further, within the OPhescliuiroers, subject matter experts in different divisions retrieve dats, analyze,
validate, and report it for each budget cycle. On the measurement tables, the colun entitled 'Oata Source- contains acronyms for the SO
di volon/dioi aions which validate "r provide the information in the ocher colimis: ADO Administration Division; LCD - Cnirity Corrections and
Detention Division; CPO - Correctional Program Division; HeS -aH~ Resource Managaeent Division; HO - Health Services Division; IEVt - industries,
Education A Vocational Training Division; IPPO Inforemion, Policy 8I PitiIc Affairs Division; COGC - General Counisel and Review ZCivial", and P8 -
Program Review Division.



Ogg usifatinsi The OWand the Department Of Justice have strived to provide meaningful perforswirce indicators which have solid and retallle dots
to beck thin up. Out to the unpredictable ervironments in prisons, there my often be discrepancies bet~ee planned and actual numbers contained Ins
the peirforaice table". eoot plans are based on past eopieree end hoat guess estimste for tha future.

F. Resources

Core Furic tIon5: Ft 1999 FY 2M0 FY 2001
Strateuic Goals 1.2.3.4 DottarlOOCI Pot, f~T Dot lars(000) Pot, FTE Dot Lartwo)~ Pas P TE

SM 12,662,354 12,059 29,942 13, 066,549 33,394 3?,526 13,545,769 34,964 32,2%4
vIt~P 26,499 318 302 22,524 316 302 Wie W/e Wea

6. 004 tummary Perfornance Pian, Performance Goals, Targets and Actuslo

Coio F,,rctlor, 5: Detention and Inc arceraticon

004 Strategic Pion tea is:

Goal 1: Provide for the safe, secure ad huanse confirement of persors bft are detained while awaiting trial or sentencing, a hearing on their
Ilnigration status, or deportation.

CoaL?: Ensure that sufficient prison capacity exists so that violent and other seriu criminal offenders are Imprisoned to the fullest axtent
of the lee.

Coatll: Kirtain a" operate the Federal Priso System in a safe, secure, humae "ur efficient Mannar.

CoaL4: Provide productive work, eduation. mdical and other program to met inimte needs and facilitate their
successful reintegration Into society, contsistent aith cinavity expectationse and standards.

PtY 1999
Kay Swrv~r Level Indicators Ft 1996 Actual P Iarstsd/Ac tual t F 2M0 Plaried PtY 2001 P~te

TOWe OM Popjiatlon 122,316 133,135/133,689 U46,174 160,919

total SW Capacity 66,051 69,459/89,581 94,769 97,606

Overcrosdrng Levnel Itystemordel 26% 303 I1X 33% 375

Number of BW Facilities Activated 1 212 4 4

Escape rateofrnm secure instltutirn 0% 0% 0% 0%

Iligibie Imate enrolled in
residential drug treatment 13,006 10,&W0,816 12,400 14,400

% Irntes owith 10/Pt Drpom,
7 motths prior to release 6n2 74%/67% 75% 75%

shiler inmates cowleting at least
vocational progrm 6,646 7,24/1,711 7,550 7,927
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Federal Prison System

k fareslandlxein

Justification of Procosed Chan fin Awroprstitln Lants

the Fr 2001 budget estimates include prompted cfharges in the appopriaion language listed and explained belos. Hes lanuag is ital cited arid ia-dartfined,
arid laniguag proposed for deletion is bracketed.

Salaries avid Expenses

For ecpenses necessary for tire administration, operation, and maintenance of Federal peae arid correctional Institutions,
ircludinig purchase inot to eoceed 17081 Q?. of wichef [602] 600 are for replacement only] ad hire of lasw enforcart amid passenger motor
vehicles, avid for the provision of technical assistance avid advice on corrections related issues to foreign goverreents, tS3,089,110,000;
of uhich riot less than $500,000 shall be transiferred to aid administered by the Departmenit of Justice Aireless fkeragesrit Office for the costs
of conversion to riarrostarid communications. an for the operations avid mintoeance of legacy Lard eobile Radio system)lj, 545 069 000: Provided, That
the Attorney General my transfer tr) the Health Resources arid Services Administration such asouns as my be necessary for direct expenditures
by that Adinistration for medical relief for trine of Federal pael arid correctional instltutions: Provided further, That the
Director of the Federal Prison system (FPS), whore necessary, my enter into contracts sith a fiscal aget/fiscal litermdiary clime processor
to determine the amouits payable to persons who, on behalf of FPS, furnish health services to Irdiidutals committed to the custody of FPS:
Provided further, That niot to exceed $6,000 shall be available for official reception arid representation expenses: Provided further, That riot to exceed
090,000,000 shaLl rasmn avuilatile for necessary operations until Septmer 30, t2OIt 2002 Prooided further, That, of the smouits provided for Contract
Confinemnt, not to exceed $4,000,000 shall rain available util expand to mabe payments in advance for grants, contracts mid reimbursable e"rements,
mid other expenses aatho,'loed by section 501(c) of the eefugee Education Assistancoe Act of 19150, as ende, for the care aid security Iri the United States
of Cuban avid Haitian entrants: Provided further, That notaithstaniding section 4(d) of the Service Contract Act of 1965 f4t U.S.C. 353(d)), FF5 my enter
into contracts aid other agreements sith private entities for periods of not to exceed 3 years arid seven additional option years for the confinement of
fudrel prima-ar. i" iddts, $fl,56,O foe, *toast pow e, to remain, an~te triviA~i 41pelided, to he deriteed Aem Ohe vloln Ca-ine tdurtmsi Trint
Funid.t

tt8 U.S.C. 3050, 3059, 3651, 4001. 4002. 4007, 4008, 4011, 4041, 4042, 4081, 4082, 4253, 4281, 4351-4353, 5015; Deartment of Justice Acocriations
Act, 2000 (F.L. 106-113))]

Lxolanation of ChpM e:

No st-stantive changes proposed.
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Earns. by Budget AnflV

I hnmaNCar. rdPtogram.

2 baftlIm Securty and
Adernflaro

3 Cenrcl C',fnemsI

4 ireagem aned Adirarfon

ToW

Y2K and 06w Unobligd Sdlarie
orwtsoo EnA!rwniswv SmijotFsr

Poo Wtl Amount P"e W AM oun " WM Amoun ! MW t W!f &ns !n2 i~i

12,M6 10,576 $1,000*4a 0 0 (16.50m 0 (24,6M0 0 0 P47.404 12.0"1 10,576 61.103.452

16.761 17,940 1,401,349 0 0 0 0 17,6000) 0 0 56,122 10.761 17,940 1.481.971

297 297 255.062 0 0 6,500 0 0 0 0 4,400 297 2W7 M.6962

16 IZ4,29 142,094 0 0 0 0 (tS-OO7 0 0 71 1*3 1*W3 13372

kr.i7 -X 61*0 -2,653 0--- --- 0' --- 6- 'T' (-40.9007X C 0- 010,004 32,377 30, 10-6- 2.7,7W7

Viodent Crime Rlealpon Program.
AMoft progra-m. [311 (X 1) W16446) 0 0 0 0

'Ejctjdee 136 rmmbjmsbl **owsar
' Tvwslerinclude -P1.100,000 to Sldegmi ed Fals. Ap~xprpsci and .6200000 from CGovemmem ide Y20 fund

0 0 0 (86451 OfIB) (WA 14S47



Eimaliv by Budgt lM#Ay

I kima Oas and Piogwi

2 lkitao Secune aid

3 Coftsl Conhunwimt

4 Sciagemeci aid Atncseoeton

Told

Fode.CPreen s-
Sea"to Edt-ce9

Ceceew~o MW soCihpj.
(Dols fin ticues)

0-Im~
20DO Prewdenfe Congiusso d Appmopflow Wide 30%
Budge Reqeea Dctlon on 2000 ReaLOO Trawwers (~weon" N w--w 2 Am*~panmei

Po WV' Densourv Pot WV Amoun Amnourt Aewio Poe WY Amowl Poe wV Aau

12,514 11,471 $1.1a7,471

19,576 18,611 1.50002

3n6 317 340.256

1,293 1293 147696

33,712 31.669 32!1&427

o 0 (65,115) 0

o 0 (47.663 (6500

o a (4,M6) 0

0 0 0 0

06-- 0 ( 1 0793) - (500

0 0 0 (66500 12.514 11.471 $1,1236

0 0 0 0 16576 166811 1,496606

0 0 0 6500 29 317 344773

f61) 0 0 0 I=29 1293 147,63

f61) 0 0 033 -712 316,2 311,7

Volen Cww Rledion P" romn
nmneiathp'anee (3ve) [XV] (26,41M) 0 0 ti3.975) 0 0 0 0

EskKe 136 miloursale wodryes
Conigress reduced 9106 793O mof icr6 m~cc carryover, $11 aM rodkoc Ii Dina actfoc delay, and64 065 mdboc fot INS Long Term Dt&""*
Coneeic language drectI toe BOP t trnab 9500D Ocunnsny besig spent by BOP $or nenvmtandonvesiocn Io Vie Wrsirn Mainonn Oft.

0 (3148) lWX) (2. SM)



F ederalIP rlson Syt!
Salariesi and E xpense

Summa-ry, of RequirmtsL
(Dollars in thousands)

Adjanenl to base

2000 Appropuaistin Enacted (Direct)
20W Appropriation Enacted CVCV)

36% reductions
Transer to WwelesMaagement Oftic

2000 Aveudsbift
AdjuoentM-to-ba flcreaes
Acqustnen-to0- bese decresess

20D1 Base
Programs Changes (See Programt Narrat"v for Dews )

2001 Estimate

Pot. WY Amount

33,394 31,390 3,069,110
316 302 22,524

o 0 (61)
0 0 (50D)

33,712 31,692 3,111,073
0 79 246,375

33,312 31,.456 3,552,495
1.672 62 193.274

39432116 3,545,769

Esimsne by Budget Act

I lrnnis! cai and Propr

2 Instltulon Security sic

3 Contract cordtnament

5 Management and A~t

Diec (ntn-a
bCIF (nont-a

Total,

Perm vaacat

Pon WY Amount

ant 12,514 11,471 St 123656G

tAdnlstn 19,576 18,611 1,494809

* 35 317 344,773

tiietatioft 1,P93 1,293 147,635

d107 . 1.. .3941d (31W)M (3 on 549)
dtV t318) (W7I (22. SN

33,712 31,6923.i11273

2001 Base _

Poet WY Amount

12,114

19,576

329

1,293

11,09

14,745

329

1.293

$1,183,516

1,555,473

458,342

155,162

2001 Estirnet lncrewsscrei
Permt Perti
Pos WY Amount Poe. WY Amoun

12,731

20,608

352

1,253

11,367 $1.223,646

19,09 1,620,957

341 5-42904

1.293 15.,162

617

1,032

23

0

33,.312 31,456 3,352495 -34,9N4 32,116 3,M45.769 1,672 662 193,274

$43,326

65,464

84.4S2

0



(Imolov in SnkamAj

-J Pm y - ActW ?0OPr
7 l- __-tlo 2001 3m. 2W01 Eseta" lom...mAWrabae. wtPwtt POM ~ P POM,

WMfl ewe4 Pnopeym 12 026 tO,7S St 4103 452 $2,029 S9 St111 052 184 12.514 11.471 St 1034854 12.114 T11.036 3 1. 1 43's6 12 731 11W3 01.2n6640 Si? 2M6 34332

Am*&gaoo St e 1?.40 t I31'lhf 1St0 tt 17 1,77t0 13,575 t911 t 1454.50 19576 118,745 t.55.473 20,60 9.tOO? 1.530,307 t,032 352 65,434
C-em cr*owmffv 23? 21 2M4962 237 274 260,30 32W 317 344,713 323 32n 458.342 352 34t 542,304 23 12 84.40
MagM "m w Wd A~nktbw 1233 t,23 t335S2 t1293 t t14 123,015 M3 1.23 14?,635 1,23 t,203 155142 1,293 1%23 tS5,162 -- -- --

3T.37 300 2,5.5 2372,3 .13.56i 33,71i 1SMl l.03 3 3t2 'i463243 34364S I21t 3.51 1,312 362 2 634
ftmrobmawoo e3  136 136 '34 36 15To ctyw30244 26,374 31626 3 1,511 25 462

OVNMG,, 626 813 929 523 ?o 7TOW oomwpcmsao ae-hyMn 30.670 23. 1 6 32 75? 32521 33,253 732

/3" V -n O&sdw, Anw4 - t vIV 1 o 1 Aln ,ssM' I M /3e FBIa 1302a [2,54 nn I-- -- ---- --- j ----- I I---------

*Actsiii 4319a bebr 39mt y" Cryoov. SCAP 521K and noma lottg mind be Io "wt ape-ing piat nackming twabtnabl. ologaon,



federal mao,, Btepm
Slaries.and eXPwM

Reimbursable Resowurce
Summay of ReqWGuumn to~

(Dollars in diouswufls)

1999 Actual

Poe. WY Amount

2000 Appropriatkon Enacted
Perm.
Poe. W-Y Amount

2001 Estimate_____ IncreaseDecres
Pqrm.Perm.

Poe. WY Amount Poe. WY Amount

S tates ........... ..... ..
0 C, Inmate$ .... ........
Staff Housing Rlental. _.......
Federal Pnison Induties.....
Meal Tickets.. .. .. ..
Farm Property....
N IC _ . _ .. .. _ .. .......... .. ..
Rlecyching__ .. .... _
Wortimg Capital Fund,. .........
Travel arnd credit card purchases...
Victims of .-....me....

T otal... ........ .. .... ..

Goods or Services Provided:
Custody and Care of State Prisoners
Rental of Stalf Housig to BOP Stalf.
Utilities for Federal Pnison Industriles.
Sale of Meal Tickets to Staff.
Sat of Farm By-Produicts.

$10,007
11,300
3,772
1.388

799
678

1,092
115

23,835
860
200

54,044

136 136 $12,000
2,825
3,823
1,475

821

108

500

21,552

136 136 $15,275

3,936

136 13 1,19

.. $3,275

.. (2,M2)

44
.. 25

3
10

.. 47

from varnous sale D.C.

NIC - Reimbursoemt br services provided to State, local and other corrections agencies.
ReccliIncome.
004 - Working capital lund reimbursements.
Crie Viti Training kw SOP SWaf.

-1,2

Authority by Source



Federal Prison ~ypem
Salaries and expenses

Reim bursable- Resources
SummarI of Recwirements

(Dollars in frousends)
(Contnued)

Obligation by Program:

1999 Actual 2000 Apprplation Enacrted- 2001 -Eshimat-e __ I ncrease/Decrease
Perm, Prm. Pewm Perm.
Pos, WY Amount Pos. WY Amount Pos. WY Amount Pos. WY Amount

imate Care and Programs 8 .. 8 68 $7,852

isttution Security end Administration ... 8 8 23,374

Contract Confinement ....... . .... ... 22,638

Management end Admirnstratin.. 60 60 180

Total .... . . .... - , - 136 136 54,044

68 68 $4,240 68 68 $4,367

8 8 3,823 8 8 3,938 ..

13,489 - .. 13,894

60 60 0 60 60 0

.. $127

115

.. 405

0

.. 647



Fedecral Prison System
Salaries and Expe s

"rem Perfo, ..ncei Informatio
(DOo(.r. in 1housands)

ACTIVITY: US?!E CARE AM FROUIM

Pe. VIM (M

200 Appropriation Anticipated 12,514 11,471 11,1238516
2001 Base@ 12,111 11,089 1,183,518

?001 Estimate 12,731 IIlh! 1226J&
i ncreaseteceasse 617 2W 43,328

BASE PRWAN8 DSCiPTIWI:

The purpose of Ire-ste Care is to provide of fenders Incarcerated in SNP with a nwtritiorai diet; aeqate health care services; clam clothing,

footwear, linens; toLetries and atatiorrery; "i to properly manase the Iraste Trst Pund. The purpose of Irmate Prora Is to Improve Iraote self-
control, provide eclucationat opportunity, aid establish healthy reationships, between staff "i rates by dividing the large institution population

into ematler, mare mane able groupe. A team of aeaiti-discipltisery staff tho have adminfstrative and aupervisory authority in most institutional,

aspects of prograine and living are pormeetiy assigned and located in the unit to work with the Inaites. This places services closer to the Uars

and permit dlecision-making by those tho are most knowledgeable of the rates and their progra. The increased interaction between Iiate and

staff eefrvces commuication a" understandingg of lamite needs to a level not possible in a centralized correctional evironment.

irsate progra Include general end occupetitnal education progra, post-release job deveispeent and job placment services, psychology aervicee,

religious aid leisure tim activities. General. adjcation program are designed to meat specific Irmate nesfor fun-ctional literacy, high school

equivalency, continuing education, and Personal growth. There are seven major casnenmto of the general ettacation program: Literacy, "shat Continuaing

Education, EnglIsih-as-a-Second-Lfinguae, Parenting, Postsecordary aid Advanced Occupstional Eduation, Life Skilas a" Structured Leisure Activities

teeg Physical Fitness aid wealth Eduaetion). Leisure tim activities, both structured and un-structured. reduce irmate Idleness, enhrance personal.

fitness a" wellness, and promote positive life styles. The Life Skills copent helps fnates develop a positive slf-image and positive
interaction ski lie, including parenting.

The 90F provides dally male% tich are certified for tsutritional adeq~uacy by registered dieticians and mast the Atecoana Dietary Allowances

established by the Food ai Nstrition board Cmmision of Life Sciences, National Aesearch Council. Vealt preparation is accomLlished primarily by

Irmate workers (@bouat 12 percent of the population) under the supervision of staff. The United States Penitentiary at Lopoc, Californisa md the

Federal Correctional. Institution at It Reno, Okaha utilio available lard rnsources In limited production of beef ai milk. Farm products are

consmd at the producing institutions aid are also shipped to nearby Institutions to offset their seed to purchase some products an the ope market,

4iedical torrices are provided by a variety of professional aid pora-profeasional health care peroremnel Including 0rysiciars, dentists, rue-mw,
pharmacists aid physician assistants. Within 16 days of edeission, alt newly senternced laesw receive a comlete physical, aotat health, aid
dental examination. Sick call, which includes examination of patient comlaints, ordering aid assesmnt of diagnostic teats, and a medical treatment
plan is coetchted five days a me"h. medical emrgencies during other than normal eokIng hours or on oesd aid! holidays are handled an an on-call
bails, If an Irmate has a health condition thich Is beyo- the professional capability of an institution's medical staff, the Iiate is referred to
en outside physician, a hospital in the commuity, or one of S1OP's medical referral. centers.



The Medical Center for Federal Prisoners ISCYFI at Springfield, Missouri Is the major Medical referral center and dialysis canter for the Federal
Prison System. However, the FMC, Sutner, North Carolina, a nes 500-bed medical arid psychiatric prison hospital, sill becm the Major medical
referral center for the federal Prison System then actiosted in Ft 2000. There are ale additional regional medical centers slt-+etie 0011 health care
delivery systm. The Federal Medical Center OKNI, Rocheater, Minntesots accepts referrals of omui Inmates for medical, surgical and psychiatric
specialty care nationside. The Federal Correctionail institution tPCI. Butner, North Caroline provides for sets psychiatric taem. FMC, Lexington,
Kentucky Is a chronic disease arid Long-term institution for mele inates. FMC, Carswell, Taeas handles feaste medical, surgical mid psychiatric cases
nationwide. Also, selected chronic (disabled, handicapped, geriatric) teale cases are referred to Carswsell on a natioswide basis. FMC, fort Worth,
Taeas accepts referrals for mele inates with chronic disease mid in need of long-term care. FMC, Devens, Massachusetts bega accepting hasites in
jarsiary 1999. When fully activated In Ft 2000, FPIC Devens sill accept referrals for sale fantes with chronic medical care, dislyuis, aind acute mid
chronic mental health care.

The U.S. Public Nealth service provides persttsie Iin support of the 90P medical program Ilhe NWI contracts with the Neslth mid ihan Services (HSS
for Dentists, Physicians, Pharamcists, Nturses, Nurse Practitioners, Fhlrslclens Assistants, Psychologists arid Engineers. In addition to provic

t
lng TA-

hour or 24-hour medical coverage at all institutions, all mejor medical facilities have accreditation by the joint Commission on Accreditation of
Neelthcare organizations. Medical, surgical, anid rehabilitative services not available In SOP medical facilities are provided to fnates throLsj
contract arranganmtsob thacsri'ty hospitals arid/or governmental health facilities. Increasing rumbers of Federal famotes, are requiring medics(
tare, primarily as a result of ohs population explosion, general aging sf the population, mid the increased isabrs of irmetes with a history of shrug
abue. the incidence of alA/AIDS 0%51 and Infectios Diseases has rained stable throughout the lamote population. iiosaever, new treatment protocol
Is beaming mrs comlex ari expansive. For examle, SlY/AIDS patients are row crested with ten or more drugs simultaneously.

The NWCI arid USMS have recently beget a pilot project regarding the delivery of health care, to 11915 prisoners tonifined In 90P detention centers. The
project results irom a recmmedat ion in the Congresslonally-mendated OCi Detention anid Incarceration Stidy, thIch sea comleted In March 1996. (hider
the pilot program, the NWP assimas outside medical, care responsibilities, Including guard and escort ties, fir 11536 prisoners at three NWO detenition
centers: M6CC New fork, hOC Mi mi, anid FTC Oklaha City. From Jansuary I - April 30,2000. the NW sill collect data an all. outside medical trips at
the pilot sites, for bath W id "11910 prisoners. The data sill be used to assess the financial and operational Impact of this initiative on NWl
facilities.

UP maintains an Inventory of clothing, footwear, toiletries, Linens, arid writing supplies for issue to all fnates tiring incarceration. Clean
clothing anid linens are issued weekly In exthange for clothing arid (inane to be laceiderad. A laueidry operation is maintained to clean all clothing
arid linens. All services are performed sith lamte Labor wider staff supervision.

NO anages an Inaite Trust Furid account for all moies on deposit for each inatet. Monthly lasite earnings received for work sloh Federal Prison
Irndustries, performance pay, and meiney froe fami ly or friends are deposited directly to each famte's account. NWP contlinues a successful record with
the tatest Financial Nesponsibil ity Progrm for court-Iiosed fines, fees, and their Legitimete financial obligations by developing a financial plan
wich considers bath outside astst end late earning capabilities while incarcerated. At the end of FT 1999, NW collected $7,043,242 through
iraxe institution accounts. In addition, fetes can aithidraw funds then nede to meke purchases from the zaomissairy, send money to talily memers,
pay for legal services, or pay for suiplies to participate In elective progress.

NW's Literacy Program Is designed for the aporoulmetely 40 percent of Federal offenders tho Lack a high school diploa, and consists of basic
literacy arid high school eqluivalenicy courses, arid eerial equivaleincy suammnations. All rates, with few exceptions, are required to sroll If they
do not have verification of a high school diploa or a GED equivalency. A meandatory attatidence period Is 240 Instructional, hous. in Novaber 199?,
the Bureaua of Prisonis Implemented the literacy progra satisfactory programs provision of the Violent Crime Control mid Lme Enf orcemnt Act (VCCLEAI
and the Prison Litigation reform Act (PLAt. These two l a aidate that Inates tho are sentenced wider the vCCLEA or the PLOt mid do not hae" a
verified high school diplam or its eqluivalent sill mike satisfactory progress in a literacy program in order to vest their earned Good Conduct Tie
(KIT or to be eligible for meximm OCT, respectively. As a result, mere Insit" are enrolled in a literacy program for a longer time period. Adult
Cantilnuing Education courses are designed for lnates tho have a desire to brush up" ini a special area or enroll In a special program, e.g., speed
reading, english, mthatics, history, aid foreign languages. The Crime Control Act of 1990 requires all non-togLish speaking Federal prisoners to
participate in en Enilish-as-a-ecrid-Language program until they funection at the equivalent of the eighth grade level. Advanced occupations[
tdacation courses are for fasites* tho have successfully comleted high school arid sent to further their preparation for poet release aaploymnit, e.g.,
drafting, building maintenance, date processing, anid dental technology.

Occupational education program serve to ertsrice skills tuirn Incarceration and increase the a~loybility of offenders upon release, particularly



thot* who I ther lack ao I d aept aywot Is tor or a mrketabl. skillI. IMhas recently apdeted data for the Post -to iasse EWplomgnt Project, which
support earlier findings that Prison Irdejstries med vocatioanal training progams decrease recidivim. The majority of Federal irmates ate uuraktited
at the time of comitment to prison. Federal Iroes can choose a vacation, through Instruction, motk experiences, and career orientation; acqirs or
impove productive work skills and! habits; med gain practical knowledge essential to working and functioning in a complex Irrlmtriak-tchnical morld

of work.

Pro and Post-release pilot jode dvelopmnt ed job piocsnt services include job fair In selected Institutions to familiarize imutes with current
=eployer recruitment proceders proempLomment cao~ling for targeted job Interview, coordination of foliow-up activities, med related program to
erduene contirued emloyment.

Chaplaincy personnel. conduct rel igios se*vIces of their particular faith grasp andl arrang for delivery of religious services of other faith groups
to fulfill, their role as correctional OprMe providers. Chaplaincy staff play a positive role I in huts and religious gras eccmdation se they
provide program acrossa the spectrum of faith represented In the iruts population. Chealn aiso train med aenmitite staff regardng the variety
of faiths that irutes practice. Chaplains additionally provide guidance to the inatitutin to comly aith the legalt standard esablished by the
Religious Freedme storationt Act med the First 1-Amt A cmo fore diet Is provided to meet the religious diet raluirmeta of a variety of
faith grasws.

fApraimelely 400 contracts are Issued mevuiily for the delivery of services to smaller faith grasps and fat other related religious services.
Chaplains alse recruit, train, supervise, med sustain aproimitely BlOG volunteers frm the trurity who regularly visit the Institution to
participate in religious progrming. Appoamotely 130,000 religious worship services mill be conducted In FY 2001 reprsetingi the 31 raliIUsm
discipi Ire" within the prisoner population. Ins addition to worship services, chaiplaincy pereanet offer a wide variety of non-w oship retlous
program options.

Psychology staff are en integral pet of catrectioaul treatment se they administer programs of grasp med IrdividueL psychotherp, crisis
Intervention, personalt developmnt classes, and staff consul ttion/trainingl. IMpolicy reputes that every inmate admitted to a facility be
given an Initial psychological. screening which consists of psychological testing, poytfctolgcal interview, social history reviews, and beArvioral
observation, The purposes of the screening art to Identify special treatment med/or referral naeds; provide Informetion useful In future
cruies-couamueline situatimes; Identify strengths as well as potential adjustment problem to emprisorvunt; med discuss possible program ned with the
iate "e provide Infomamtion about thea.

moth irdividus med grasp poychothverapy, are available to irmates who aepea a desire and daetrate, the raed for it. Training med orientation
programsar atels offered fat developing "Litt comptency skills' Including communication, seif-imega, Interpersonal relationship, conflict
resolution, problem solution and matk skills. Shot-term crisis couseling hes baow acknowledged by mental health professionals se a powerful, viable
shill, and ow psychelogists with expertise In thi s oae provided training med consultation to mtaff In Institutions. SCPpsychologists hews
traditionally provided the courts, pale Officials and prison administratats with quality psychuological evaluations.

In respe to the rapid growth In the Fedeal inmote population having drug abme histaties, S has developed a cap ahaniva drug abue trestt
strategy consisting of fewr comonents.- drug abe eduation, nan-residential drug abuse counseling services, redntiat drum cause progruning end
comnni ny-transitional services programing.

Participation In SM's Drug Abu"e Education Course Is strongly ecouraged fart l irmethee hae" a judicial recomndton fat tratmnt, en
Instance offense Involving drugs medor a violation of supervision involving sustance sme. The Drug Abuse Education compeni provides the Inmate
with specific instruction anu the risks Involved In drug using med abamn bskeviors. presents stategies towr living a drug-free lifestyle, delta
Intredfcrn the Innte to the concepts of dirug treatment med mtivating the inmate to enter med paticipat* In BV'a residential drug demua treshent
program.

Isan-reaidentil orug Abuse Courteing Cervices consist of both gresu mIdrdividjal therapy delivered through the poythelogical services depwamnt In
ech Institution. These services offer flexibility of service delivery to those who do not east the eligibility roaluirinnts fat IM's realdwutial
drum abuse treat program. eon-residential treatment services aeaelso provided as a fol low-up to the @We residentil drug troetmant program
while meAlting ret ee to the cianity.



The residential drug abs.e program is deeigned for eotere drug abuse treatmn. aesidential drug Program umits, contining for aix-to-owein-e
=nnth&, are eveilable in 48 Slureeu inatituione. The residential program provide terit-bea living with eoteneive asesamert, tretnt planening,
OW Individual and Scu counel fog. In edditiont, tihe IVhee opene a 6i-bed residential drug abuse program for inaites with co-securring menta
health ernd subtance abuse disorders. This program, operation at TIOC Leoington, has becom. a eodel for the corrections field. In FT 2000, fNC
CarswellI will also offer a omitt program for femle irates with co-occurring mental health and subsance abuse disorders.

The Crmuity-bsed transitional drug abuse treatment programs were developed f or successful residential drug abuse program graduates who were
relea@sod to the comarity under U cus tody. The cancirsat Ion of treatment, through commuity- bsed tranitionalI drug t reetmnt It required of these
n-maces SWring this critical period of the Iratet's cransiio beck Into society. Additionally, the couity transition programmmaeccopts ramtes
tho have not participated in a residential drug *buse program, but have later been identifed in neeod of drug abuse treetownt, as pert of thelr
tanmimity re-integration pin tilte still In IKPcustody, (eog., Intensive Coninent Center lrates, and rates serving short sentences In CCCs).

IFT 1999, 12,202 ratess participated in the Drug Abuse Education Course, 6,35 races participated in N-fesidential Treatment, 0,016
participated In the Residential Dru Abse Treatment Program, eaSd ?,366 participated in the Cmmuity Transition Drug Abuse Tresteent Program.



PPC Tsktsdgm, AL
IPC Mantpoo", AL
FCI Phem.ix, AZ
FPC Matti~s, IV
PCI "thin.A CA
FPC"tin. CA
FCI tompc, CA
FCI Teramnal IIuwd, CA
PCC tng% ,o cooW
FPC Florence, 00
PCCI to.*mc., 00
FCI Dertury, CT
FNC Carswell, TIC
FCC CotL ,Ft (Iou)
PPC 1911m, Ft.
FC IIm 0eI, FL
FCI T.las,.., FL
FPC La4venworth, KS
FaC Leflhtmn, KV
FPC Cmdrat, 04
PCI Waeca, 0
FPC tolfild. SC.
PNC Dt.ene MA

PCI Milan, NE
fCI Falrton, NJ
FCI Pt. 0lt, NI
PCI Butner, AM;
PCI III Rem. OK
PCI Ahrlden, OR
FPC Sheridan, 01
FPC AtterAod, PA
PCI Ac~eeu, PA
PKC McKeen, PA
PPC Tm'Atoui, 30
PCI A110smn, TX (tow)
FPC Beaumntl, TA
PCI SesoviIL, TX
FMC Fort Worth, TX
PCI Thr.. Rivers, TX
PCI LaTume, TAC
PPC Bryan, TX
FCI Batslp, TIC
FPC T.Aarkou, TI
PCI Beckley, VV
IP K Bckle)' INW
PCI Morgantowm, VV
PPC Alderont, AY
PCI Oxford, WI

IrtngI;hsd Bru4 Treatment program Is exclusively for Sarit Cte wlth diep"veed drug problems and INS rAoes d~cisloft.
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20100 Appropriation Anticipated 19,S76 18,611 If1, 494,Sem
2001 se 19,576 1S,745 1,555,hfl
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SASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

this budget activity cover coats associated with institutiont Security, irnstitution Adeinistration, Irnstitution Maintenance ardInstitution Staff
Training. All inlstitu~tionsO are assigned a security classification based In part on tha physical design of each facility. There are four security
levela: mini"a; low; media; avi high. Additionally, there is aw administrative category for specialized population ouch as pre-trial, medical,
etc. A separate classification system for tesmtes has been developed based on extensive research which tidicstes that female offenders generally do
not require the *we degree of security we male offenders.

Oth irate is tracked through GOP's SENTRY Information System. Offenders aore assigned a custody status which relates to the degree of aipervision
needed arid ensures that ofnders are placed In the least restrictive avi least expensive correctional anrviroirment spproprista to their custody arid
security level wed The result Is a grouping of offenders with similar custodial ned In an institution, s significant reduction In the mixing of
aggressive avi nonaggreasive offenders.

Within each institution, correctional officers are Wssigned to security posts which are primarily established on the basic of structural/visual
considerations. The two basic categories of security are perimeter security arid internal security. Perimeter security consists of a walled or lanced
perimeter, suplemented by staffed security towers, rat or wire string between a double fence, high mast lighting to iLiLainste the perimeter,
metorisied perimeter patrols arid highly technical equipmnt such as alarm system, aend video surveillance. Entrance through the perimeter are
controlled by a series of sates, both electrical an manual,, supplemented by metal detection systems a"i search procedures for weapon and contraband
control. For practical purposes, all ocher security measures, processes avid activities can be elled Internal security, comencing when an iraote is
omitted avi terminating upon his/h er release.

Supervision of rates is provided in living units, wtrb areas, visiting areas, diningf halls, "aneny other areas wtare 'rates my be located or have
aci~ess. Segv ly scheduled coins are conducteci savera I times a day in all institutions to monitor the whereabouts of irwatee. Work siupervlsorsai
program persoeigi are held strictly accossitable for all raimtes unider their supervision.

Violations of institution regulations are dealt with through the tnmate disciplinary Process. Correctional staff investigate the Incident, prepare a
report an submit it tt the U~nit Discipline Coaitte Depeninrg on the seriousness of the charge, the Uit Discipline Comittee may hear avid decide
the case or refer It to the Discipl ine Hearing Officer for appropriate action. An adeministrative ready process provides for apeals to decisions of
the Ctmwitteg.

the Adeiistrative Detention program provided for the sepration of the genral poptulation from offenders who require specfal protection end for thoee
who pose a serious escape risk or threat to the security arid orderly operation of the institution. The Disciplinary Segregation Program provides for
segroetion of offenders who have committed serious prohibited acts within the Insitutional setting. Irastes who have committed serious prohibited
acts are held in segregation only after a due prowess hearing where the irate is given the opportunity to rabut the charges.

The maintenance program is designed to adequately maintain arid contirsue to operate the physical plants of IMp. FacIlities vary In age from recently
constructed to those 100 years old. Nearly half of the facilities are ver 30 years old, which is the expected life of building system without major
upgrading ari renovation. At the end of Pt 1998, BOP facilities were situated on approximately 34,742 acres arid contain aproximately 40.6 aitifon
squre feet of floor erwa (includes estimated activations an espansiorist, all of which must be maintained aind furnished utility services. Comlex
heating aid air conditioning system, high pressure steam power, plants, sophisticated hospital equipment, emrgency electrical poster systema aid lire
protection seid life safety system all require regular maintenance, tech institution maintains commuiction systan Including comlete private
automatic branch exchange telephone system, radio system Including base station s" mobia unilts e" several electronic detection arid control



sysem. Addititnatty int FY 1999, this program provided for the oSIntanance an4 operation of approximately 2,99' vehticles.

fhysical plant reqjireowts are identified throui regular inspections conducted in the on-golme preventive minteance program; foriat semi-aust
Imspections; and throukt requests for specific nefcds Identified by Institution staff mmers. This program finances mointens a w4 minor Imerosmen
projects whichi normally cost 110,000 or toss. hOwevr, there are policy guidslines Witch silos founding of Maintenance projects (Major Work Orders)
costing more than 110,000 in certain circumsances. Meinterwnc e nd repsIr requirawants In excevs of 510,000 are noremally included In the
"Modernizstion and Imair- progrm of the %Sultdings ard Fatltlesc appropriation.

the work within this progrsm is accomlishted almost entirely by irmete cress undo? staff supervision. Each work crew consists of a staff forint and
fins to fifteen Iremtoe. Each institvtion mant have highly skilled staff with experisnce and training in every phase of construction and maintenenca
work including stemfitting, air conditioning, Mechanics and/or electronics repair. A few specific jobs sre contracted out because special skills or
equipmnt item ae required, or because the work may be extramly dangrous. EoamLes of these jobs are elevtor Inspection aid repair, radio
frequency ilgman t, and water tower painting.
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2001 Misc 329 329 458,342
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BASE MCI"8 OtSCRlPtlI :

This budet activity cantos costs associated with rWinates in contract tare aNW for the Miatianal Institute of Corrections. Approimtely 13
percent of the Bureau's irate population are. housed in alternative canirinat, fncluidirng privatized prisons, contracts with private providers far
cacri0ty corrections centers (CCC), ard inter-eoverruentat ereanta with states md ocal governments for secure bed apace and trarfunty-bsed
program, aid hows confinement. Tontyriine Coamunity Corrections Managae tCCsl throughout the nation develop aid oversee contract confinement,
eak. initial recommuidations for designsutian of n4wly-sentenced offenders, and perform liaison activities with the U.S. Marshals Service, U.S.
Probation Servite, U.S. Parole Commission, Federal courts, other Feoderal agencies, State and local government agncies, and local comuites.

Several categories of Federal offenders are confined in State, local and private faciliin. Juveniles mast he separated fraa adult offenders mnd
are placed as close, to their realdeinces. as possible in State, local aid privately-run toarity-based and secure facilities. Adalt offenders whoss
lives aigt be endaongered in Federal facilities (protection-caes) are placed in State correctional facilities, ai offenders wose short sentence
preclude transfer to a Federal facility are placed In lacaL jalts to serve their sentences. The BMalso oversees the joint WW and migrationn mid
eaturalloation (15$) 1,300 bed (730 for IMpriwoners end MO0 for 151 Meainees) private detention facility in Arizona, the gorrmsnt-oeoed,
contractor-operated correctional Institution In Taft, California, aid the contractor owned ai operated facilities that will house O.C. offenders.

Since Janary 1962, the rsIer of rates monitored by contract CCCs has, nearly qaidrugoled, from 1,425 to en average daily population of 6,741 for FT
1999. Over 250 CCCa throughout the nation provide Mervices to federal offenders, moet of whom are preparing for their release to the community.
These intro ara transferred from Federal Institutions to CCC's near the mid of chair sentences for transitional prograsoing. Life sWile, gainful
emloymeet, the roeatablishment of family ties, mid drug treatment are major aspect of transitional program. Nra corifinaent Is the lost prose of
Incarceration for seect offenders tho have dsntrted parsoal responsibility mid positive progrnming thile In the Bureau's custody. Strict
accoutabaility procedures are Applied to rate on hose confinement to continued the sanction of the sentence.

Some federal offenders with short sentences (less then one year) and a racassindation from the court, serve their entire sentences in CCCa. Sirect
court comiteants are subject to a more punitive program, tich restricts moveat from the CCC for lmted purposes, such as employment. offenders
tho 6re eider the supervision of the U.S. Frobation office, but have demnstrated the need far einhanced superviaion mid progroin, are also
subjected to the more restrictive program.

Ihe Volunrteer aid Citioen Participation Program create partnership. with commuity Mrus, public service orglanizations, and other agencies by
encouraging staff aid iraste veonteeiriem mid erancing citiens' understanding of arid participation In correctioaisl facilities. (raste veiwoteriem
ari citizen participation program facilitate Irmates' reintegration Into their coasrtis and fellies. (natituton citizen participation program
tontisue to increase the rember hi volteeors providing non-traditiorel services. The Statement of Worh for contract community corrections facilities
new rew~ire the use of noluarteers. Inetitution Volunteer Coordinators mid directors of these contract facilities have been mocoured to establish
ongoing working relationshipa, as a means to improve the volunteer program at these facilities.

Mat-lel Cubarn outlcement throuhIM CCCa provides. highly structured residential arid tramotity-besed services far those toss nao mid trialinet
histarles dictate support arid supervision in order far them to becom self-sufficient. Eacih year, aproximately 100 Marfel detaine participate In
one of three Intenive substance abuse program classes. Detainees betom eliie after INS Isus a release, notice. Outplacment throsgh family
sponsorship provides transitional, aseistante to individuals tome n anmd trialnel histories de not rewuire Intensive residential or comunity
supervision, mid is genrally granted far Parial detainees releasing from non-M facilities,



flfl8 -the t-, fis and t Eeouh~t 44f on .l-4amiint ion Meaim £50112 uissamd a Namra of ijrderetanr e"tebishing the Ernhanced institution
eenvl Progra t01)), which ean Implementad in 1997. The LIP allowsis S 10dWI to complete remval proceedings for non-U.S. citizein -Irate at thg
beginniing of their sentences, rather then iindiately before reletais. As a result, INS cut minimize the inmber of non-U.S. citizen Inmates detained
after expiration of their sentences, e" the SWP ten onae Its Iiste population aore, efficiently bry anticipating the neda of rnatee eleeody given
deportation decisions.

The ISP continued to e.'pend in fiscal year 998 ats additional release sites were activated at FCI Forrest City, FCI Yetoo City, and-OIC Carswell. In
addition, during fT 1999, 1,089 hearing beds and 2,040 release beds were added by reaLlccating beds at the existing 11MP sites, in en efort to keep up
sith the increasing , tr of criminal aliens being admitted each year Into the BM. Approoimatelyr 29 portent of 9W Inaites are non-citizens.
Etisnced iPs are now established at 27 30 institutions and contract facilities erounid the nation. They reange from rmailer sites that handle loe
then a dozen, to loree, operations handl ing ouer 1,000 Iisate" at ono time. All UP ofitea facilitate the release of rates with deportation orders.
Fourteen of the 27 facilities provide courtroom sanS office spece for INS end [011t staff to process sanS comlete deortation decioions. In addition to
the Inhanced IRP sites, yet Oakdale operates its ieP as It wa originally initiated in IM8, processing iraetea at the end of their eanteicees.

Also included in this decision unit is the hetional tIstitute of Corrections IWICI, the oily federal govetrramnt ages-y that Is solely dedicated to
providing comprefhensive, technical corrections assistanice to state a"- local correctional eencte. eIC provides technical assistance either by a
Technical Resosurce Provider ai/Or en sIC staff memar to the requesting ageny, or an Iidiofidal or tean of Individuass visits another aoy to ealin
expertise uSd experience in the specific area of concern. The National Institute of Corrections ecedemy is the training division which provides
training and related services for state anid local correctioriel practitioners. My developing and deLivetring training to prisons, jailts anS commiity
corrections practitioners, the Atedemp eriences interaction amng correctional agencies, other coponents of the criminal justice system, public
poLiiynakero, u" concerned puiuic and private organizations.
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this buget actinity covers costs associated with geneiral adinistretfori and provides funding for the tcentrol office, is regional offices, end three
staff training centers. Included are overslght fiunctions of the executive staff; "n regional and cenitral office program waagers In the areas of-
personael wniagamnt; spinet sioyawnt .portnicy; Irmate systems management; safety; staff training; feacilities mangement; procuremenit a" property
manaement; voil; printing ari repirxdjction; Space awoagasnt; research and evaluation; program analysis; buitget development; budget execution;
financial. mnagement; poi icy devsipment end implantat ion; systems support; ADP services; arid legal services.

lhe Bureau of Prisons is managed! free a Central office in Washington, D.C., share the Director, Assistant Directors, anid Assistant Oireccor/Sexierel
Counasel gide the agency's headcluarters funictions, and sio regitral offices, each of which Is led by a Regional Director. The Executive Staff, dhich
includes the Director, Assistant Directors, ar Regionel Directors met crxe e quarter to review ail mjor issues an determine policy far 80P. The
oemnasevit staff at ech Institution, Iicluding erdan, associate wardens, arid executive asaistanta, provide ovterall direction mnd Implemnt

policies. Staff training is provided on sits at each institution; central office; reigional offices; at three training centers; throsuo external
training provided by the Office of Personnsel Maneigement, National Academy of Correctiona; by other Federal, agencies; by colleoges/uaoivrxi ties; and by
private agencies. SO sets ai enforces high standard& tf personal ar" professional tordeuct in ita workforce.

The Office of Internal Affairs reports to the Director arid provides liaison a" Investigative assistance to the Deartment of Justice Office of the
Inspector General (010I. The Office Is responsible for investigating Saff misconduct within the Bureau. Staff provide liaison and inviestigative
assistance to the Department of Justice, Office of Inispector General, when there are allegations of waste, fraud, aisemoageommit, or other laroper
activities by Bureau emloyees, contract apoyiies, or Piblit Health Service employees assigned to the Bureau. Staff also coordinate with the Office
of Inspector General and the Federal Bureau of investigation when investigations my loed to criminal prosecution or when there are allegations
cnooing the abuse of an individual's constitutional rights iunder the color of lee.

The Office of General Couansel provides legal advice, assistance, ard representation to bureau officials In the areas of Correctional Low, Cemaercial
Leow, Ernironmental Lao, iraete Civil arid Criminal Litigation, Irsite Remedies, Administrative Claims, Ethics, Equal Exploymnt opportunity Coplaint
Processing, Labor Low, freedom of Information mid Privacy Acts, Administrative eulembking, and legislation affecting the Bureau.

The Coa'iitv Correctitns arid 0eeto Dvso has en instriaental role in the designation of nw offenders to KIP and to non-40P facilities;
develops arid mnaqes contract resilential resources that provide pre-relesse assistance for ramtes who ere nearing their eventual release date, an
option to Institutional conifinemn, for certain elnotterm offenders, ari a structured enniramrnt for certain probationers, parolees ard aservlxedc
reesees tho neeod ore assistance ari supervision then can he provided by tammrilty supervision. In addition, the Division dleveloa arid oroide
oversight to contract resources that operate aridaage secure adult correctixnsfdetenct ion facilities for federal offenders; that provide secure,
confinement for all sentenced Federal juveni le offenders; longtrs Federal Irmates confined in ncni-edelral Institutions, mnd deotention of Federal
offenders serving shdirt sentences. The Division maintains eorking relationshipe with U. S. District Courts, U. S. Probation, U. S. Narshals Service,
the immigration wed faturaLixatlon Service, U. S. Parole Comission, U. S. Attorneys, State, wed local government agencies for the purpase of
processing offenders into arid out of the Survau of Prisons. this Division also provides mats systems aid case amnmt Services to offenders in
nonBSOP facilities, and provides technical assistance to State and local criminal justice ageincies.

the Correctional Program Division ensures a safa socure institution environment for inoaes arid staff, id aricauages Iimte population activities
sid program designed to eliinate Idleness arnd Moitl a pos Itive, sorb ethic, the Division provides leadership ari policy direction in seven areast



Correctional Services, Correctional. Program, Psychology Services, Religious Services, Irmete Systems Management, D.C. Offenders, a" Special. Needs
Offenders.

the Correctional Services Branch has primary responsibility for security an custody istat,. this icldes oversight for emergency prepaoredness (to
include Special peerationsm Respoinse Teems), locksmith operational, inate discipline, the urinalysis program, irmate transportation, end the
vnttiiente gathering network. Additionally, this Branch is responsible for monitoring end revising all Program Statemnts applicable to the

Correctional Services discipline an developing specifications for all contracts pertaining to waeapoons, chemical egents, "senrency oqufmrit.
This Branch continues to seek says to reduce violence in SOP facilities by handling disturbances, minimizing drug introductions, operating an"
esinteiving security posts within federal Institutions, an enhiancing the intail igence network for the detector. en preventionr of security hazards

adthe tommission of crimes on federal property.

the Corretionai Progruam arsath is responsible for pilreiing, dlocientinig, monitoring, en providing the delivery of correctional. program arid
services to Inlaet. The Banch provides guidentce, Instruction, and technical support to field staff In the areas of Witness Security, the central
init* monitoring system, unit meniegew vt Issues and training, case maniageent, policy development, Imeo Finanicial Responsibility Program, anid
poplulationI issues. This Branch ensures insmtes are placed In en institution comnurate wi th their security and custody raqusi.~ete ani sets forth
"simlpjetnt individual pre-release piannling for inter, successful reintegration into the copaiuity through the Implementation of policy. The

Correctional Progaem branch is also retponlsible for answering written snd telephronic Irpicilies from the general putilic and other law enforcement
agencies concerning "rorrectional progra issues.

0 
Additionally, the Breinch provides services to victim wni witnesses of Federal cries to tenure

that they have their rights upheld, their dignity end privacy respected, arid their safety protected.

clvii ;..reqiimnt, an vntnyral part cf correctional progressm, detereinet Inmate program, deterelints irmate program needs ai encourages pro'sociel.
institution, an commuity behaviors that benefit ireustes, staff, victims arid society, this is acciomplished through functional. snilt emnegamt and

In additiven, the Correctional Program brancnh is responsible for chomping sith the District of Columbia Revital ization Act of 1997 by transferring
all D.C. sentenced felons, approsimately 0,0i00, free the D.C. Department of Corrections 10CC) to various SoP institutions anid contract facilities,
The Branchr milk be responsible for facil sting the transfer of D.C. offenders. Duties include completing sentence tonpuottlon, reclassifying tv
rates using the SM0s sirate classi fic , ion system, designating D.C. offenders from DOC, providing training to DOC staff, an closely monittoring the C

transfer of D.C. offenders throughout thu 901. This Branvch is responisible for answering written and talephonir q"rie regarding D.C. offenders, en"C
coordinating all activi ties concern ng D.C. rasuts, silh a variety of Federal, state and Local agencies. The Branch also has primary responsibility
in developing policies, procedures and practices relative to the BM's responsibilities ueder the Revitalization Act.

The Psychology Services Branch is responsible for piermiing arid monitoring the delivery of psychology services , hostega negotiation training, the
suicide prevention program, psynhoLogiteL evaluations for the oveusoity Witness Protection Program, the employee assistance program, the dlevelopment
en imleentation of nsit-based psychology treatment programs, ari victims assistance training. In addition, the Branch is responsible for drug
alone treatment program liitiatives through standardized drug education progra, comprehensive treatment programs, arid institution trenitionel
services progra.

The Irmate System management Branch Is response for policy development t related to sentence comptations, the adeission "i release of iratee, enid
processing of mil, es weill as procedural Instruction which includes delivery of clessroom-bosed and multimedia training programs at the national
level. The branch monitors compliaince wi th various court decisions, rulings an statutory changes. it provides technical support enid oversight to
field stsff en Regional Offices in the areast of sentence cssputalr's, irmate arid properly processing, delivery of irate an official wmill andi the
interdiction of contraband. the breivh responds to controlled correspondence signed! by the SW Executive Steff, written an telephone Iropuiries free
law enforcement ari other related agerloes, en pnktlic iroyjliee on all relative Issues. Additionially, the branch responds to iramte corresponidence
end edmnvistrative remedy filings at the national level.

The Special Needs Offervier Coordinator worbs sith Bureau tt~fI at all levels to ensure that female offenders, offenders sith medical concernsen
disabilities, end offenders with mental health concerns receive the aperopriate program anid services afforded the rent of the Iinte population.



The Chaplaincy tervices Branch facilitates opportunities for free exorcise of religion by Federal rates ar extends this mission of pastoral care to
institution staff asmers as their personal spiritual needs may require. This branch has provided extensfie educational motrists to eneare that SW
provides for all faith groups consistent aitf the Rel igious Presedom Mestoration Act. As of January 2000, there were Approolmately 216 Chaplains from

s ide variety of faith traditional serving SWI's 95 Institutions.

t he tejQ Services Droision has three missions: provision of sounid Medical tare, safety and environmental health, aid food services, The Walthi
Care Urainch ensures that essential medical, dental, arid anosi health services are provided to tastles by professional staff consistent with
acceptable commurty standards. The Safety aid Enviroenmental Health Branch is responsiblet for a safe arid healthful. environment in idiichI staff and
rates tan sort arid lyve, The food Service Brsanch establishes requiremnts for healthy, nu~tritionally sound, and appetiting mats that met the

reeds of the general population arid those at nuitritional riot.

ihr e lesosrce Nenaimnt Division tittflt is respoesiite for the development, roplemetation, arid Administration of ell personal mind training
petities ari program whiich meet the regulatory requirements of the Federal Govrerti.

CR56 develops and implemenits the siresu's federal ("tee Oportuniity Rectruitment Program plan; monitors the recruitment efforts coordinated at the
regional level to ensure a diverse post of qul tfled applicants are costlable for positions Burauside; pilan, develop, arid implements tha Bureaus*
Affirmetios action Progra for Miner ities arid Woeen, Disabied fetersns, ari Persons with Disabilities; provides aogant staff aith techniques aid
procedures to Idartify arid et tmale barriers in the hiring aid retention of staff; develops aid impteents ths Sexual farassment Prevention Progras
arid the Diversity Program; develops arid operates a nationide staffing program for the processing of job appiicatiovo; morages seven nationaide Office
of Persoiniel Mesent registers to provide timely services to lab spat cantso ard alt Bureau of Prisonsa facilities; Mintains registers for
Correctional Officer, Correctional Treatment Specialist, Drug Treatment Specialist, Clinical Psychologist, Counseling Psychologist, Physician
Assistant, edicel Doctor, in addition to the establistarts arid mainoeeriiv of the Priority Consideration Inventory for DC Department of Corrections
empltoyees who are Slid assa resulti of closure of the Lorton complex; develops an effective correctional workforce through challenging staff
developmnt experiences; adivisters the Managemt Selection Systen for the processing of spptlications for Warden arid Associete Warden positions;
desigis arid impoiinnts menameni arnd executive level development program to meet leadership needs; i.e., the Maniagement Preference Profilet System;
implements autoation initiatives to entrce customer service to all eoployees arid the pubtlit; provides expert advice arid guidance on matters relating

to the employee's iunion, empioy*e grievances, Arid eployee disciplinary actions; provides Agency representation before administrative third parties; N
provides sdoics an local negotiations; represents the *aeny at national negotiations; ensures all positions are properly classified anid amtyees th
receive aIt Ibenefits, rights arid entitlements; conducts research arid analycis of etamn Metsouts program to support the denetlosat arid ernhancmnt of C)
various Initiatives; ari aages the personnel security oid bactgrond Investigation program, ensuring all emloyaes receive appopriate bactground
investiietionis arid su.tssquent stinnestigation, with soploymitit security approvals processed in s timely merier.

50O operates a Training Atadeey at the federal asw Enforcement Training Center IPLEYC), 111rico, Georgia, which provides introductory correctional
training for all new tax rnfortant eployees. The Training Academy provides facilities for the housing of the majority of students, training in
academitcs, firearms arid self defense. Course Materials provide instruction an hostage situations, ethics, interpersonal communication stills, Special
offenders, irawte discipline, legal procedures, etc. Mandatory comletion of'this program, in addition to the Physical Abilities Test, Is required
for retention of squcloyaent by newly hired staff entering into law enforcmmt positions. GOP also conducts Self-Defoee Instructor training at the
FIATC, Olyrico facility. The Academy oversees the curriculum development arid administration of the 60-hour Institution Familiariztion course provided
st all institutions for all view employees prior to attenidance at the Staff training Academy. 1OP cornbucts advanced correctional stills traIningp such

so disturbance control, firearms, side-haridle baton, bus operations arid WItSAC, at the PLSTC, satellite facility In Artesia, Noex Meoico.

the majority of the 11010s senior level training seminars, worbshop aid wortgrous~p are held at the Managemet arid Speciality Training Canter (MSTCI in
Aurora, Colorado. The Management sit specialty training offered at the MSTC is comeotency-bsed, providing participants the opportunity to

progressively develop leadership stills arid speciality competencies. A wide range of courses are availablet for Institution ectutive Staff,
Department Heads, arid Technical Sippert Stsff. these Include courses for Associate Wardens, Correctional Services Sipervisors, tood, Pinancial, ai
Personnel staff, Legal staff, Education arid Recreation staff, Drug Treatment arid Psychological staff, Chaplains, UNlCOR arid Trist Pied staff, a"i
others. In addition to preparing staff for position specific responsibilities, classes also train staff to assm collateral responsibilities such

asHostage Negotiations Teas Mebers, Disipinamry Nearing Officer, Arid others. All classes are evsluated for effectiveness s, yfieling, pre/poet-test
scores for the performence of each participant, and in some cases evaluations matiuring transfer of training to the jab site. All courses are
currently uider review for updating arid revisions. Revised testing evaluation strategies are also being addressed.



Also, the USIC has created a CD-RON entitled '2000 Aresialt Training' and distributed it to all institutions, Regiontal Offices, Central Office, "e the
Natrooet Institute of Corrections information Center tWIC) fo, distribution to other state arid local law enforcement agencies. with the guidanice of
the Bureau's tEeCutise* Staff, the MStC has ippVemetedl an initiative to provide off-site training in an effort to realize cost savings. in support of
this initiative, the mite established criteria for selecting ctaisses that could be successfully delivered off-site. Additionally, the use of ellitary
facilities for training purposes is being exparnded since they effect significant savings in Lodging and per diem, The M4STC coentirsues to review med
revise aL I courses that are presented throge the center.

appromamilty 80 percent of Sureau~ of Prisons training is coeducted on-site at Institutions, fegionial Offices, and the Central office. Each facility
has an Eamployee Develomnt Maniager (EDMI tho plans, manages, arid organizes the facility training programs. The Employ*e Development Martial,
utilized by Mtile for operational procedures, has been revised by the aSIC, Certain institution-courses are required by national policy. For esmeple,
it is mandatory that earch news emoployee attend the two-week Institution Callt arications training immediately upoet entry-on-&ity (EOD) at a correctional
institution. Each experienced esployee at correctional !institution exust receive urual refresher treiinig lART), total of A0 hours of instruction
yearly in sitjetts such as sef defene, disturbance control, firearms, fire protection, safety (OSHA) aind snisate supervision. Additionally, mot
powiti ons have mandatory training requirements wich maey Include self-studyi program. For example, each new Unit Manager mAst completer a self-atudy
Cross Oevelopokrnt course ti tied Case Mansagemet within two esontfis of appointment. In FY 1999, the MSTC developed an electronic (autmted) training
request Form to ensure eapeditious enrollments arid an accurate method of tracking student training. In addition, Mandatory Training Staondards have
been estabilisned for each position.I

The Inlfor-eation, Policy, and Public Affair$ Orisiion facilitates the use arid dissemination of information within SOP ari to eternal constituents,
including Congress, other ceytionents Of federal, State, avid Local goverrments, metters of the criminal[ lust ice caonity, thre media, "ri the aenserl-
public. the Dinision includes offices of Pulic Affairs, Conigresional Affairs, Research "ri Evaluation, Informaxtion Systems, Policy arid information
Resource Managemet avid Security/technology.

The Office of Public Affairs Is responisible for public Informationi, pilblic ari media relations, archives, endi communications fiunctions and provides a
wide range of putl ic information services to the aM018, the public, avi other organizations. This office series as primary contact for s1Iw regional
offices ari 9S institutions seeking advice on media policy arid national media convtacts. In addition, this office coordinates reaponseso to natil t
miedia contacts, responds to rumfrous inquiries Irom local arid national news organizations, compilers a detailed weekly report from the Directo, to the
Attorney Generail, develops documrents arid ptications about Sureu-ire lated issues, prepares informational videotape program, mi disseminates daily
news article clippings to agency esecutines. This office also develops projects, pulicat ions, anid coem~iicatiors that entrance public knowledge of
F0P arid its program; coordinates information regarding Community Relations Boards in SOP institutions nationwide; coordinates aid Advises on
international issues of interest to SOP; maintains Liaison with foreign governments anid international orsanizatiois requesting technical assistance,
advice, arid information; arid assists other U. S. Coverruent agentories in their efforts to provide international assistance.

Tye Office of Public Affairs also conducts historical research* and develops publications arid special presentation on SOP history for both internal
arid eterial aiences; responds to requests from SOP offices, other federal agencies, scholars, the press, Arid the general public for historical
information an records; collects aid preserves historical records arid artifacts; conducts orai history interviews; ari develops displays on SOP)
history. The Offict of Public Affairs assists in records management issues for SOP by serving as a liaison with the National Archives aed Records
Adiministrat ion, assisting in the transfer of records to the flatioial Archives, and providing staff with training arid advice on historical records
management procedures.

the office of Conigressional Affairs tracks aid analyzes legislation in coordination with the Department of Justice, Office of Legislative Affairs;
maintains. direct contact with Masbers of Congress arid their, staff; responds to CongressIonal irsquiries arid concerns; prepares the Director asidother
staff for Congressional hearings arid visits with embers of Congiess; coordinates impleementation of new laws; and works with the Federal judicial
Center in coordinating Sentencing Institute seminars for federal judges, arid tours for Congressional staffers ari others.

The office of Research aid tvaluation prfovides information relevant to current arid future questions in the field of corrections through social science
research which includes analyzing current arid proposed gonernmnt policies, conducting studies, developing and maintaining an interactive PC-based
system for organizational monitoring, producing arid distributing reports, responding to information and technical assistance requested, and processing
research proposals. The Research office generates arid distributes reports on such topics as institution social climate, subttnca abse problem of
inmartes, escapes, irmaite classification, inmate programs, staff misconduct, avid privatization. The office also responds to requests for prison impeoct
assessment, information or technical assistance from SOP staff arid outside agencies; arid generates data on such Issues as population projections,
gangs, "IV, Irmate misconduct, low-risk segmnts of the prison population, avid career paths of staff.



the Policy and Inforotion Nesource Msnh - t Branch Is responsible for system wide ominegomant of egancy directives, form, printing, electronic
VAI shInr," wed twI t y as surwenwe review of the Bureau's directives before and after Issue, The Brandh also, coordlinates. the agencys electronic and
raper records mnagemn t em!d disposition funoctions a" In the principle &aeny liaison with the National Archives and Records Administration.
aereover, the Branch has Rusea.,*sde coordirat ian responsibility for- the ovngmet and protection of informstlan as avaluable an'd vital resource to
the successful day-to-dey operation of the ageny and manages and minceinis the agency's electronic Freedom of lnformistn Act reading raon.

The Office of Security Technology is responsible for Identifying, evaluating, assisting, and developing security/tchnoogy Initiatives and eqipmnt
within MOP; centrallaing the Identification and screening of new equipmnt wed technology for potential use; establishing relationships with other
Federal and State low enforcaawnt anrcies; rasporiIng to field reque to for technical solutions to operational problem, coordinating gyslustionis
with other SPbranches, divisions, regions and Institutions poentially affected; distributing Information to Institutions and offices regarding the
rosulta of evaluations ad tests; and establishing standards for the use of security system.

The Office of Informtion System enaures. the provision of modern, wutoemied date and Information system for allMO Locations incLuding compuer
services, application system develomvt, technical support, personal comuter support, financial system, and field support.

The Proof" Review WiisOn facilitates organizational self-assesmant by MW owwwgrs to determine strengths ard weaknesses; gathers Inforation
about 9Poperatitns iv a consistent wad objective mariter; provides accurate, relevant Information, to management In a timly moviar; provides
training, insight and strategies to assist management in the strategic piaesiing process and the efficient, affective gathering, monitoring and sharing
of data, coordinates end monitors appropriate oversight activities of sdit wed regulatory authorities; and ansuree that effective sonagmrit and
orations procedures exist throughout the Bureau of Prions.

The Program Review Branch reviews comliance with the law, regulations aed policy, adequ~acy of controls, efficiency of operations, aind effectiveness
in achieving program results, leitding exploring and developing all pertinent a" significant Information necessary to properly evaluate, support,
ard present findings. Through this process, the Branch Is able to provide assurweme that SOP program are operating within policy wed are free of
fraud, weote, abuse, iaomnaeent, ard Illegal acts.

The Program Analysis branch (PA) is responsible for monitoring sa analyzing WV programs to provide timoly wed relevant information about specific
proerom performance and Bureauwide pettirna and trends. PAS aleswsists B(W staff with the deveLopont of mormgement information system and trains
thee in the use of the system to monitor, evaluate aed plan. In audition, PAII Is responsible for creating and overseeing national policy on
institution Character Profiles CtCPl and Pi lot Program. PAS assists regionst bureau staff with ICP question developmnt, analysis, and reporting.
PAS provides analysis of all 1CP reports for the Director. Aditionally, PAS oeauates piloat proposals aid tracks the progress and outcomes ofPO
pilot program. Also, the brwe'ch supports the Eecutive Staff through collection and review of pertinent Issues proposed for Executive Staff
cornsideration, es well as tracking loplemantation of, wend reporting on, executive Staff decision.

The Strategic eanagamnt franih 1361 facilitates, mnitors, ad evaluatesi the agencys loplamentation of the federal Manaers Integrity Act by
coordinating monwgemsnt assessmnt%, thereby providing a quality assurance mtchaniom ftr the program review process. The branc-h also providers program

mangement In the area of American Correctional Association (ACA) accreditation. 30 Is responsible for providing training to Institutional and
reional staff on the accreditation process, has primry oversight over the agencys efforts to ensure that polity appropriately addresses ACA
stadards, funtions as the primary resource/source of clarification for Institutions progressing through the accraditation process, and hew primary
responsibility for interacting with AA at corporate level. The 96I encourags the Implementation of strategic plansning through training,
publication, and the dissainetion of strategic planning upates. The Branch als provides ssistancte to @aeny mangers In the dovelopmnt wed
implementation of strategic goals, objectives and action plans. This effort supports the budget develtpment process and the Buroeus compi lance with
the Governent Performance and Results Act.

The Cmetition Advaocy Section (WA) provides support for the Bureau's Cmetition Advocate by providing analysis of information required for
decisions related to competitive procurement. The Cmetition Advocate seeks to enhance deficit reduction, avoid wasteful spending, and accruis
savings to the NPthrough various comptitive strategies which are designed to redue contract costs. The CA$ coordinates osd prepares the integrity
Act Issues comonent of the 1101's subission for the *Arrsvsl Accotuntabil ity Report for che Dieportment of Juatice' for the Director, and the Section 2
and Section 1, certifications of the Federal Nane~rs' Pirtential Integrity Ott, for the Director, which Is forwarded to the Attornery general. The CA$
serves as a liaison for the Bursau of Prisons' contacts with external aidit authorities such ae the Generel Accounting Office "i the Office of
Inspector General.



The Adinirstration Diviion provides the resources ari support nseessary for SOP to perform in the moot effective an efficient meetner. This inctiues
the develpmnt of budget requests; the stewardship of firiecial resources; procurement and property managemet; the design anid construction of tw
correctional facilities, as well as t renovationi an maintenance of exsating facilities; endl other administrative aupport services required by the
organization.

The Bidget Developmnt Branch foresulsat SOP's resource requests including budget submissions, moments, supemntale, prison impact asesoment
estimates and repogrnvirgs; justifies the budget estimates by preparing formal. budget exhibits, written testis"n arid detailed data which support
the agency's fundirig requests before the Department of Justice, the Off ice of Manoagesinnt asi Budget, ovid the Houge an Senate Appropriationo
Sucomittees; and represents the BOP at various interagency budget related workgroups.

The Budget Execution Branch ensures operation within the appropriaeted funding and position levels by developing arid overseeing adequate monitoring ai
control mechanisms; and develops national. psilicy to ensure coml lance with requirements end instructions issued by agencies ouch as the Department of
justice, office of maniagement arid Budget, Genrsi Accoueiting Office, Department of Treasury, etc.

The Finance Branch ensures that all financial transact ions are recorded lnean accurate end timely uinrever in the Fivanicial management system in order
to produce the financial reports necessary for the monitoring of the finani status of the Bureau end its institutions,; develops Ba' accosunting
policies ar" Internal controls to ensurecomplilance with the requiremnts of the Department of Justice, the Office of Management and Budget, the
General Services Adinistration, arnd the Department of Treasury; pays Central Off ice vendor arid travel payments; manages contract progra which
support the financial management mission of the Bureau such as the Qoverramenti Travel Charge Card Program, the third party draft program, the
Gooerrnnit-wide Small Purchase Card payments, anad the Ceintral Office Travel fsateet Center contract; deveopsm specifications for the design and
operation Of the Bureau's financial manageament system; ari prepares the annualk P navai Statement of the Federal Prison System required by the Chief
Financial Officer Act of 1990 arid the CGonerrment Management reform Act of 1994 tainoi.

The Capacity Plainning Branch coordinates arid analyses information related to capacity plaening, covering suh varied areas as fassle offender needs
the D.C, felon requirements, detention requirements, medical facilities, new facilities construction med contract confivnmnt. Tire Brmanch also
produces an updates the Bureau's Capacity Plan, which is the official copoite for the determination of correctional capacity requirements; assists
the oifice of research iv developing population projections by population subgroups,, and Is responsible for reviewing rated capacity changes at each
institution arid assuring that those changes are properly reflected in SENTRY.

C4,
facitliis Management directs wed monitors the existing institution repair anid ioprovamet program; esablishes policy governing the maintenance of
existing facilities; "ns provides technical support to both OM staff an outside entities regarding architectural, engineering, and facilities

tire Design arid Construction Branch is respoinsiblte fur the planinig, design, and construction of new Institutiong for the Bureau of Prisons; develops
design and related. technical standards and policies for devloumt of new BSOP facilities; participates in 91' long range capacty exptanaion
pleesninig; ari provides technical advice ari support within 30 arid to outside entities related to architectural, engineering, construction, med
project amanament I ssues.

the Procurement arid Property Branch develops Bureau-aide procurement policy to ensure goods avid services are acquired in a timely menver, within
Federal statutory regulations, arnd at the best value to the Goverrnnt; provides accurate accoumtobllloy aid! control of 800's real Amid pgraoeval
property resources, and Information technology processing equipmnt to include Iiaite toeleione system ari autoated colletctall operator services;
provides direct national contract services in the areas of conmity corrections, new Facility construction, prim vendor pharmceutical products, avid
other large voum requiremets; provides contract oversight arid training to regions avid institutions; provides direct contract services aend develiops
procurement mid oversight policies for the private operation avi mnegent of secure adult correctionsfdetantion facilities.

Procuremet training avid education is required by the Clinger-Cdien Act of 1996. Approoilmately tO years eigo, the Bureau of Prisos estialised a
procuemno training program for its warranted contracting officers, The Program provides for in-houise Basic midl Advancead Procurament training arid
for speialized technical training, tracks individual developean t plan for each Contracting Officer, avid monitors, In accordance with the requirmeat
added by the Justice Acquisition Regulation In 1995, the competion of federal, Acquisition institute Contract Specialist Workbook by each Contracting
Officer. At the 9ri of Fit 1999, over 0D0 warranted Contracting officers were provided with specielioed procurmeat training.



The Site Sotectioand - Evirwientut Review SIuenh identifies site* fWt now correctioal, facilities; provide* "ic infoemtwM progrn" for tocal
officlets and the Voweli pubic to garner support for proposed facilities; and coordinates the dseopmnt of the reqjirod onvireenmotatimlpact
studies.

Finally, the trust Phard Sremcii provides coisary services; moures the financiaL integrity of the Trust Fund OWd Inmate Deposit Fund; ilminits and
a sr*Wv-wids irmmtq telephone calling Program and provides wngemint oversilit for the Isuri' arid waehouse operations.



Initiative 1: Activatiorai

Irsate Care 49T 173 S35,89W450O
institution Security
and Aodeihtratitfl L MfI Ill MI4.
TOTAL 1,529 530 101,370,000

An increase of 593,262,000, 1,529 poeitiona "n 530 worbysairs Is requeted fow the ioLlowirq facilities uhich will require activation resources in FT
2001. These facilities will adld a total of 6,250 critically nboddbe to reduce overcrowding at penitentiaries and low security facilities, endi
address VS detantiotned in NeweI.

Pot lock, LA USP 960 1/Z001
minimum Security 128 1/2001

Atwater, CA USP 960 712001
Minimal Secujrity 129 712001

Hfonolulu, Ml FCC 670 812001
Colean, FL USP 960 9/2001

Ft. Oix, NJ 250
Elkton, Oe 512
Jesup, GA SOS
vowoo City, MIt 228
Sewgovilie, TY 696
Lamoc, CA 250

The MW is requesting 125 positions "b 513,081,300 for the actioation of fix expansiors at Ft. CIo, 5iJ, Elkton, Cii, Jeu, GA, Tacos City, HS,
Seagovil Is, TO and Lomoc, CA., which were approved by Congress In FY 1999. The DOP received aproval for the expewlions Including: Ill conrverting
miss security beds to modified low security; (2) adding work cap at low security Institutions therefore, freeing up~ low security beds currently

occupied by work cadres; "n 151 adding hIoiing unite rasids the secure perimeter of existing low security FCs. In addition, the OWwill convert EL
Pso einiums to a satellite low security cass for a total of 500 bae. The 9Wwil need to request activation funding Ooma this conversion is
comlete.

Activation of the Pollock, LA, Atwater, CA, and Coleman, FL, LISPs will ads much nede peitentiary bed spac in the South Central, Western, and
Southwest regions. Additional higher security boe for the OW rain the highest priority for new cscity. Overcrnwdirg in IVes penitentiaries is
currently et 53 percent, "n these facilities are sigificant to address this problem which is poemntially dangerous to staff, canwtles and
I rates.

Activation of FCC worsoLulu willI provide 670 detention beds In the Western region. FCC Honolulu will house both UMS detainees and IM sentenced
Irmates for work details.

Also Included in thio request Isaen Increase of 88,117,000 to begin the initiaL purchase of equipment for L/SP Lee County, Vs and FCI Petersburg, ye.
Both of these facilities sill be activating in the first half of FT 2002. It Is necessary to bay olm equipment at lseat sixs months to ors year prior
to activation because it requires lonw lead time for det ivory/ Ineteiltiton. toaples Inclu~de but are sot liied to: vehicles, beds wnd iockers,
comuters, radios, mdIcai equimnt, wodical, supplies, ard Caars.



~owinh a new facility is the eulalnetoi of four $top: site selection, deign, construction, amid activation. To ovoid daits In occaptonce of
Insete, It Is necessary to staff facilities s minism of three monfhs prior to activation, arnd oqhipmnt which ropifree 1w load4 tim Is ordered six
wanth, to one year prior to actfvation.

00t of February 3, M00, there are 119,65,3 irintes in IMoperated Institutions with a rated capacity for only 90,473 irntee, reeuiti'w In a 32
per-cent overcrowding rote syst~oide. Despite activation of rnow facilties and ospontsiora, the oM ntlicfpstes a 34 percent ovortroolirt rate
systematlde in Ft 2M0 dum to projected Iremse population increases. Without the activations Incutded in this request, ovei'crowdins Is projected at 43
percent systsmide. The 900Is experiencing record breakirg Increase, in the iomte popuation, and has been forced to absorb thouarids of frmaes
above its rated capacity. This trend Is expected to continue and the need for additional capacity sill be constantly monitored.

Asquipts fovronw facilities are developed booed upn mndular costs for now position d the existing operation of similar typo facilities within 30.
first year funding is requested based on the projected activation dote of the facility and the anticipated period of operation. Further, It Includes
one time costs such as oq.,ioPIrq the facility, perament change of station lPCIlcoots for traraferring experienced aipoito from othe facilities,
coeductIng background investigations on new amLoes and providing three weeks laow enforcmoit training to all new, amplyote at Glynce, GA. All ons-
time costs are non-recurred the following year In accordance aith future nee

If these ectIvationa ore not fLId the comled facilities arid expansions would ste" vacant after taxpeyero spent nearly MO00 million on
construction. Overcrowding enuid aorsen by FY 2002 from an anticipated 74 percent to 938 percent at penitentiaries, potentially leading to oajor
Imstitutiont disturbances, loss of life and property.



IIitive 2: Contract lods/Populatiom Inerease

Pro lt IJ worktera Amj

Contract Conement 23 I? S"462,000

For IF! 2001, a total Increase of 184,462,000, 23 positions avid 12 workysars Is requested for an additional 6,000 low security contract beds mid a
general contract popltion increase of 520. The 6,000 beds will primarily house a population coriaad of short ternm criminal ailens avid finbeso
irom the Southern mid Western regions. Approoimtely 29 percent of the IM population are ncei-citizoen.

Conjrtran for 6,M0 Short Tare Criamal Ailins

In FT 2001, the KV requests 172,125,000 to contract for an additional 6,000 low security beds to houas short toie criminal aliens aid fimimies from
the Southern arid Wstern regions. These beds will alleviate croswdirg at Cti in, Californieanmd Wwie the OWto keep pace with projected growth in
the S~k hoast, South Central arid Western legions. The requiramavts will be for private corrections services in contractor-oensctntractoo-oparaoed
facilities, The UP's ot recant projections tf Irmate growth anticipate nearly 63,000 additional ratte by the enid of FY 2006. This Includag over
8,600 DC sentenced falons mid over 5,600 INS tong tern detainees (11051. One marmgammnt tool for addressing thia growth Is the use of privately ame
avid operated correctional faciliie for sirinm and low security rates, since this growth Is particularly significant In the SO0's low security
level populations.

There era a vuoter of benefits to contracting for the confinement of the nonUt. citizen population. most of the aliens ae serving sort sentences,
less than 3 yeara. avvy ains serving less than one year. thane Is not sufficient tim no provide the drug treatmt program vocatisnal, training
poogrom, mid other such progrge Which are typically fouwid In a Federal Correctional. Institution serving a Imuaer tern sentenced popuiatfon.
Accordinly, the contract can be written with reduced prograxiing requinaments In some areas, potentially producing a les aspoeive contract.

Contract Population

Finally, Inciluded In this request is a total of 11T2,337,D00 to sport a general contract population Increase of 520 Imtes. Tie coot for tha
additioiai boe is estimated so 665 a day. The 50 aspects tine contract population to grow to en estimated 30,063 by PT 200. This Is en Increase of
1I,669 boe finm the FY 1999 levels. Ilo thousand Of these beds are fcided In Ft 200 mid 10 Is requesting funding for enocher 6,000 in Ft Mi0.



Initiat ive 3: Education

Progir !ajSizi Uortears Amun

ramte Cart 1,0 1210 17,133,000

An increase of 57,433,000, 120 poitions "i 120 aerytars is requested to increase iraste enrollment in education prograing. The positions mill be
distributed across the with volt institutions getting one position, ad some receiving two or three as the population Indicates.

tduxatlion prior am have the dueal benefIts of prove idingi a) pro -soc Ial and saplolsont sillI s to r actes Shich have been shosen by the aO's Post -toelss
Employment Study to lead to loser recidivism, aed b) consitrictive says of laproving institution security by reducing Iiate Idleness. Several new
education Initiatives have greatly increased the dInI for education progra.

1) GAD vCdL.EA/PL5A- in coveer 1997, the ta iplanted the literacy program satisfactory progress provision of the Violent Crise Cciitrol
and Las Iiorcemmnt Act lvCCLtal and the Prison Litigation Wefr Act IPL5tAi. These two laws ' sedte that tractes who are sentenced uncer
the yCCLSA or the PICA "r do not have a verified hirh school diploma or General Educational Cevellopeit 1000) credential sht all t
satisfactory progress in the literacy program in order to verst eerred Good Conduct Tia tOCIl cr to be eligible to earn the Maximum amount of

O~CT respectively. the taplenan.tatlon of the CioeA and the PIRA have diramtically increased the Iraste demad for the literacy/OW program.
The dead fcr literacy program has more then doubed sirne August 1997, Sian ins then tO,000 ratoes were enrolled, to Noveber 1999, Sian
over 24,000 rates were either in the G10 program or on waiting lists.

The I has proactively handlled this .arfide amndaote bry increasing enrollments In literacy program to 16,000 Ironos sith no. additional

staff. Despite this effort, over 8,000 raowtes are currently on waiting lists for literacy services: there soa no staetdinig waiting list In
1997. The WP has attempted to set this sasive dIan by nacielaing all existing educational resources: keeping classes at tor over)
capacity at all tions; using contractual monies to supplement staff, using qpualifled iranteo tutors, using all available apace creatively,
ekiainsating saw romnedatory, program, reducing class duration In order to schedule more classets, etc.

Without the additional positions, it Is aspected that the s ill continue to experience even-larger salting lists, due to the increased
winter ef those incarcerated and rnew policy reqirements for Oft, spatial octitat ion and D.C. imastes. Also, ao sore rates enter 0
facilitiesN with PLIA sentence, the dee for edliatlon services sill grow at an even higher rate. Cur-rently, 62% of 0I rmates hae"
sentences whuch aret Impacted by the provisions of YCCLEA/PL5-A; 100% of allI newlty sentenced rates entering the Federal system will be held
to the PLILA provisions.

Tt Impact of the large selling lists Is Significant, as the KI my be unable to fully comply sith a ra r of laws. As required by PLAIA,
Inates conm ern only 42 of 54 possible days of OCT a year If they are net enrolled and stking pecigress in the program. ramtes So oae only
earning 42 days a year typically sent to be re-enrolled Into the program but are facing long silt lists. A potential consequence of net
increeingiil staff resources to handls the Increasing literacy silt List is tasete lawsuits, since dlaysr In program reenmrollment could
adversely imtact their tims served, in turn, this potential increase in time served sill drive uip both prison costs and prison overcrowiting.

2) GKO-Inilish Proficiency -in fiscal Tear M00, the 0M pians to Iplment on English Proficliency test policy Shich requsires Spanish-speaking
Inaites to pass en English Proficiency eana so pat of the 010 cowletion requirements. The polity Was chernqadl to encoasea A1pnish-opeakill
pirates to iprove their abillily to obtain mlotynant old capa with the everydy demanse of en English-apeaking society. Improving the
English commuiication shills of Irsetes de-inil their incarceration also Is supportive of a safer correttlet aneiroenant Aer potential
confrontations con be avoided due to the Imprved English commuication skills of irastes. The English proficiency policy sill gireatly
increase the tim it takes for frastes to finish the program. Apporsaity 33 pecent of all rainte enrolled In Literacy/=V prograo are
in thte Spanish CEO program.

A earth 996 survey shows that the estimated aidditloewi time required to master the English Prof iciency shills Is 14 months (beyon the
aroximately TO months already nede to prepare for thet five sub-tests In Slpantahi. Thus, Stan ipaonted, one third of or's literacy
trastee (thosg in the Spanish 010 program) my take at least toica as Long, to complete the program, placing wuoteir meno demad on IMMs
dedication resources.



3) Spogjsisk -0MA Inmates with varioua kitds of Cognitive Learning prow reqciira Intensive instruction to benefit from odixation
progromming. Theae frumt., my also have probiom adjusting to a corrections( environent, e.g., they hae" difficulty udorstandrtg rulesi,
they are manipuastod by other Inutes, etc. The IM has a goat of better managing these Inmates and stable fah a pi lot program for Inuts
with special learning nesat the federal CorrectionaL CampI#o Colt~a, Fiorida. The Educat ion Branch has devilped asasinnt and
Instructional proceoires to help to determine thtealigibility of irumte to participate in spatial program such as th Coimmo pilot,
accommdate spacial leirrting needs of Iruts in Literacy and other program, and increase the lervel of special education Instruction at all
fad lties, truetes participating In thes* programs roQ~ire a semiliar rnmte to staff ratio, a wlder range of irstructionel activities,
longer periods of enroi hunts, and more estansivety trained teachers. Oce agaim, these recivirments pace an increased dod an the $We
literacy program. The ability to make program accomodations for individuals with disabilities io a requirement of Section S04 of the
Rehabilitation Act.

4) Enroii.eLJ.rrmes -Tn addition to literacy and special e&,cation pt-oframa, enirolanrts In ail OW education programs hove expanded
considerably, aga'n placing cometing demaws on educational resources. In September 1999, S5 maret Inmtes were an-oiled In orme or mere
programs than wert erolled in septertber 1996. this increase in detly enrollments was accomlished with a .5% decrease in education
positions. In September 1996, approximately 25,000 irustes were enrolled in one or more education programs directed by 914 field education
positions; In September 1999, elmast 38,000 itmetes were enrolled with 909 field educationr posttions. In Decmer 1999, enrol oo.n are so
40,000. in addition, to the benefits Inmates rectlow ft-om these program, increased irueo involvemnt in programs help to decrease the
negative effect, of prison Idleness.

One major atea of program imrovement and txpeisian has bean in, occupational training program. The uraou's Post-rolaaaw Emptoyut Study
10ffkce of Research and Evaluatlin has dIm"strated that rumts, aho participate in these programs recidivate et a rate as much we 33% lower
than rummteS that do net. O espi to the improvements to the OW a occupational program, more pr-ogres Is neddIn the ares of asseaunt of
an 'ruotes s edst for vocational progromming. This is prtmrily due to the cometing literacy program de Id an staff maide, by VCCLEA/9L5tA.
without the adclitionsi positioes, the SWP will be ueale to provide program -with demstrated ability to lower racidiviame rats - to all
rumts with vocatioal neds

5) D.C Thit e DC Offerder Sentence Computation Group in the IM has recrded that OC offenders serving time In BW custody should
receive education goed time credits for courses competed, "r this is currently net being done. The effect of this decision would be that
DC trumts woutl be sore likely to enroll and participate in education program because these ctuses would teed to a reduction In the tim
they serve. This would Increase the demand for many types 00 education programs and Inmts on welting (lists would net got 'tim off* their
sentence,, It would also mwen mere staff tim will be required to monitor and key dote to be used by staff such as the trust* Systems
management ovd th. Discipline foaring Officer Involved in the sentence comptation. Not having program available for thesw D.C. inmates
Wil increase the Ililihood of Inmate lawsuits. It will iia increase their time served which further ilacto on prison oveircroeding mid
prison costs.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE PRESENTED BY GENERAL GOAL

0 I-GO Amanage iat Operations anSM a~ f*6=01i iA W "o~~n 60d acnner Vhil anWWO
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ofJstice Core Function 5 Dee -ninid Incarteratio

pate Goal 5 1. 52. 5 3.5 4

Perorience Goal As lINstedlw_____________________

PEFFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFR; UPR MN

nIlicator I Perfdrmance Indicalt Source Actuat Enacted Actuas Plan Plan

Amount (SO0Os) ADM $1,367,590 $1,401,549 $1,377,501 S1,494.109 11620.987
FTE ADM 16,509 17.940 17.189 186511 19.097

2 Management and Admonistrato
Aroun 110008) ADM $127,916 $142.1)94 5123,075 S147,635 1156.162
FTE AD_,7 ,9 114 '' '
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o bi7 AI P__ _

RD tiali meaeatstsnnspro-gram reviws and accreditaIns manually
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Frequency of Program Reviews for location with good ratings reduced

issues Afin Seion of FY 200 and FY 2001 Plans _____ ______

13) The number of istrtuton on tie accreditaton Ist has been subataiay incetted for FY 2000 an4 Ft 2001
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Federal P.30of Sse.Mr

Ju~lI al- on al MoAh Actoy1y Program~ C he gq*

Acbwooms

Polloce LA Morals, r-A Codonmen FL He7,olul, 77*e3 2 64 4440sIo 4301776
106606 lodUSP 1 068 beds LiSP %60 bade LiSP 670 bed. FOC exP.,on_

ESOehsn by Program Poo WY Am~ount Poon WY Amount Poon WY Amoynt Pon WY Atmounl Poo- WY' Ao7wum

I..SO* CO'S sod Program$
Irn7..44Car* 30 26 6456 36 0 1 01 Oi 27 3 V677 37 6 V70M 4 2 6224

30Rst 609ofl s2o 60 2 G s 0 2620 1 70 $ 049 s 00 6 462 so 35 2.644
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Juatrcatnon ot MOOtt - Actryt Program Ctrenges Cant d

Equpmeni otrc
F unorg ft poputelson

Le. County USP Subtotal Actrvatons I ContractS 6 0ad! to lo ncresas Totui
& FCI Pqleterq ExParr oI Criminal Aiins - S2 beds) Educ trnotp! aoi PtogWur Intem .es

Es~meWe by Program Amoutnt poas WV Amount pasn WY Amount Amount Poon WY Amount Po4 WY Amourtir

tnmato Cate and Programs ~4 2 S ~ 4 2.3
tMeM~e Catr S18! 14 4 M74 0 0 51 4 ,3

#nmarnaPrograms 1 960 343 1296 1s19t 0 0 0 0 120 120 67.433 463 249 22.504
Subnotmt 3 365 407 176 35695 0 0 0 01 120 120 743M 6W 26 43.320

InsOrtiton Sacurily amd Admiristriton
los44u~ SOrUOrY 119 756 273 21 t43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 76 2731 21A43
tno~rtuton M.,rrnhnnc 26872 66 26 t6466 0 0 0 0 0 0 a IN ' 19,466
Inmrubon Adminmtretorr 635 146 47 216816 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 146 67 21.86

Stm9 Tirvug 66 t2 4 3037 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t2~ - 4 3037
Sut'otmt 4 732 103,2 352 65464 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,032 3521, U 444

Contract Comfnerrmen 0 0 0 01 23 12 $72 125 $12 337 0 0 0 23 12 4,462

Menegemert! nd Admnm,*Ifston 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01

I TOTAL I S9 5301 101,3791 231 12 72,1251 237 121 120 73 7~62~3l



Fodeal P-iso Syrstem
Solaro*s and Expenus

Financial Ansty,-, - Program Chainges

Mimat Care & Inotttutwo secrity Cofc1 ToW~

ROMoe Proram and Administtewo onienl Praanthni

GM-15 1 8 7 9 777

GS-13 41 254 20I 1,2421 24 1,496
GS-I?2 63 3265 21 1,094 23 6 121? 1071 5.596
GS- 11 223 9753 40 1 742 263 11,495
GS-10 4 164 10 409 14 S73
GS-09 61. 6012 651 2416 226 8,426
GS-0S 47 1631 3641 12.637 411 14,268
OS-0? S' 267 417~ 13682 425 14,148
OS-0S 55 1 697 Bl 247 63 1944
GS-05 3 87 4 118 7 205

ungraded 41, 1 777 71 3.18as 112 4,962

Total Positions andi anriuar Rate si?' 25617 1.0321 38004 23 1.217 '1472 64838
Lapse - (3191 (13211 (Uq0 (25,004 ( 1 1 1.0 1 4 138797 Q

11 1 WoVfkyoal5 end Corrvonsatton 298 12406 352 13,000 12 635 IM2 26,041
11 5r Other posonnel compenrsationt 16 940 54' 3 069 70, 4,M0

11 5 Special Personal services payment 59659

Totl Workyss and comrpensation 314' 13942 406 16,069 12} 63 732 3064W
120 Perbonrteq benefits 5082 - 7580 254 12,946
21 0 Tra"e and irons o personls 16.0 1.601 17 1.778
220 Trsnsprtatson of things 76 i 1 623 1I89
23? Rental paymernts t0 0o11ers 44 I44
23 3 Comm, tilities arid misc ,4 267 4,267
252 Other services . 562 10923 83.556 95,041
256 Medical Cars 4 573 4,573
25 7 Operations end Maintenance of equipmrent 2 303 2,303
260 Supplies and materials i 5891 1 395 i 7,26
31 0 Equipmnt 12 971 19523 I 249
41 0 Grant$. subaSdres.9 and contracts 27 27

Total, Program workycars & obligations changes 34 32 0 54 3 9 7
requested, 2001 1 341 43321 406 6546 1 6 J62 X 113]2 i

*Lapse isle is based on projected acivalin date of a facily of projected d14te of an initiative



Federal Pnwsn System

Status of Congreaionally Reueste
Studies, Renorts. aind Evaluations

The Conference Report on H R 4276, for the Departments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the Judiciary and Related Agencies for Fiscal Year
1999 directed the Bureau of Prisons (BOPI to submit the following report back to the Committees on Appropriations of both the House and
Senate

I The BOP is directed to conduct a study of the growth and development of the private prison industry and compare general standards anid
conditions at private and Federal prisons, and report to the Appropriations and Judiciary Committees of the House and Senate 270 days after
enactment (7/18,99)

The BOP requested an extension through February. 2000 to complete the report The BOP is working under cooperative agreement with ABT 6
Associates to determine the status of privatiization ofprisons in the United States A quest ionnai re was developed to gather in formiat ion on N
staffing and training and other pertinent information from privately run facilities. The questionnaire was sent out during October 1999 to state
correct ions officials io complete about private prisons in their jurisdictions Data compilation is proceeding but not all significant stts have
responded Some of the private prisons were %isited during tate January 2000 to verify the quality cif the data It is anticipate tt both phases of
thr study will be completed and forwarded to the Department by the end of February 2000



Federal Prison System
Salaries and Expenis
FY 2001 Priority Raitreig

Base Program

Program

Inmate Care & Progams

Institution Security and AdmunrStraeotf

Contract Contunemrent

Management and Adminiraton

Program increases

Program P.ing

Activations . .

Contract Conriement Increases (6.000 beds + poputr ad~Mwvet). 2

Echictio Programming 3



Fad..d Prison Symsr.'
Selen an'd 6. pems4a

Det&' ol Pve,,ttoa" Pot~ons by Category
F~gcd YeVars 1999 2001

Oy 1999 2000 2001
Total Tola

C off go fy ~A,~rloo'dd ursabI Aulhctizd uossble Chagso uhfzd fal

Amvcneyi 9051 135 135 135

paralegal Speams-t 'V 0 Be 8 89 4 92
0"'., Legas *'d K "dod '900 998) 447 494 44 538

Corect,o.'Wnslull~em OLdm-a1'do, C06 . 787 1 1839 64 1,903

Cosor~ic'scl (98,0071 14 714 15I 343 84' 16 184

0)h16 Ms. Osc..p.Ions 001 099 615 19 629 191 15 644 19

Soc 5.11. Fco- aend K-c4'ad 000 1991 2 388 18 2 523 '9 121 2.864 i8

Pwsornfl vaangarnent 200 299) 988 2 1 030 2 42 1 072 2

GeneralAdmI cisl~c m,,00
8

*501V115l3m 00 -3991 2 340 58 2460 58 82 2 542 59

5,ogw 0409, 0 0csc (433 4991 2 2 , 2

Abcollmt~g a'd Odge! 50 -099 944 4 972 4 37 1008@ 4

edca 0011W & PuoSt emh oSO 5 7991 2 339 8 2 430 8 (3063 2 124 8

E.'g'aev"" and AI111'09c1,e ilcup 8600 -8991 282 . 2%6 15 311

lnlo~mlm.n a'd AM* Group ('000 1099) 22 22 , . 22

9oanaasalnd ldctfiyGos [1100 1'199) 338 362 17 379

Equ~p't'art FscO~tlaaaand Soec ovop (1600 1599) 499 16 515 6s 19 534 Is

Educaom Gousp11
4
10- 141 1 ' 70 '7991, 931 9 967 9 161 1 l29 9

Com'n1lInvall.9u1'g So,,* 0 a'11 8 6 a

Svpply Group(2000 20991 '09 1 13 . 4 117

Ta nspohlon) 2100 2109) 2 2 .2

Ungroded Ic-sAnasy fwrm W1-Chs81cal & constfuCl'01) 3 357 2 3 484 2 112 3 596 2

Towt 32 377 136 33 712. 136. 1 272. 34,1184. 138.

Wathnmgfon 943 , 943, ' 943
US Vold 31 434 '36 321?69, 138 1,272 34.041 138'

Total 32 377 136 33 112' 138' 1 273* 34,984' 138



Federal Prison System
Salaries and Expenses

Summary of Law Enforcement and Adrrini strative Positions
FY 2000 - 2001

Primary Law Enforcement .......
Administrative (Includes

secondary law enforcement)"

T otal... ... .. ..... .. .. ..

2000 Appropriation Enacted

Pos Wye

32,090j 30,082

1822 1,610

33,712, 31, 692

-200-1 Increases

Pos.

1,2491

-23,

1,2721

4021

4261 _

-~ ~T~r -. I fl59UU~L LUVUI

Pos. WV4

1,6451 1,634

*Excludes 136 reimbursable FTEs.
*Includes Management and Adrnnistration and Contract Confinement Decision Units,

I



Federal Prison System
Salaries and Expenses

Schedle of Motr~ Veies

1998 1999 2000 2001
Method ofAcquisition En f Ya End-of- End -of - Average End-of-
and Type of Vehicle Inventory Acquizred Disposed Year Accpvred Disposed Year Acoired cost Disposed Year

Direct Purchase.

Large Sedan 210 20 i5 215 65 40 240 70 520000 40 270
Mdsize Seudan 82 8 5 85 10 10 85 11 18,000 8 88
CompatSedta 85 20 14 91 35 20 106 40 14.000 27 119
Siaton Wagon 59 0 10 49 12 5 56 10 20.000 10 56
Var4x2 538 50 50 538 110 78 570 125 21,000 79 618
Truck 4x2 Utlitly 377 23 5 395 60 86 369 75 31.000 90 354
BusInrr-urban 75 2 0 77 2 0 79 6 285,000 4 81
Bus Scho-olType 53 0 3 50 6 4 52 5 85,000 2 55
Special purpose
Carryall 4x4 91 15i 10 96 10 8 98 10 25,000 8 100
Othier 89 6 5 90 6 5 91 6. 21,.000 5 92

Truck s
Pick -up 4x2 906 10 46 980 175 150 1,005 200 16,000 190 1,015
Pick -up 4x4 183 20 18 185 71, 67 189 70, 20,000, 67.* 192

Sub- tot l Purchased 2.748 284 181 2.851 562 473 2.940 628 530 3,038

Leased

LargeSedan I I 1 I 1 1 1 5,000 1 I
Other 12 2 6 8 6 5 9 4 5,000 5 8

Su -ltotal Leased 13 3 7 9 6 10 5 6 9

Seizes or Noa-Cost Excess

Large Sedan 41 6 0 10 3 1 121 5 SO' 3 14
MidizeSedan 0 0 0 0 3 1 2 3 0 1i 4
Other 115 21 11 125 46 40 131 66 01 60, 1I37

Sub--totalSezed 119 27* 11 135 52' 42. 1 45 74' so 64i 155

TOTAL VEHICLES I 2,8801 314 199 2,9951 621 521, 3,0951 707 6 0 6' 3 202



Federal Prison System
Salaries and Expenses
Summary of Chrange

Pos PF $0
200- Appropriation Enacted 3,712 311 $3111,4

CoDngrassronaIle3aCis~on 38% 0 0 (61
Transfer o NerrowbandiComnrunrcalions AcCount 0' 0 (500

2000 Appbopriation Anticipatedt 33 712* 316J.21 3,111,073

Adjuslmeints to bass
2001 Pay Rati (3 7%) 0 0 52,490
Annuuixatroin of 2000 pay raise (4 8%) 0 0 26.629
Transfer of CSRIS employees to FERS retroeant system 0 0 474
Increase Federal Health Insurance Costs 0 0 101867
GSA Rant 0 0 3,363
Lease Expirations 0 0 815
AntennaFags (GSA) 0 0 8
Accident Compensation 0 0' 2359
GSA Blue Pages 0 0 41
Medical Hospital Service Coat (380%) 0 0 4,594
Travel Management Centers Contract Fees 0 0 225
National Archrvea and Record Projections 0 0 14
Subtotal 0 0' lt 879

Annualization at 2000 Progiamn increases
Loretto, expansion 0' 1 613
Foirest Cty AR 256 b~edsnminimum security 0, 5: (1,267
Victoninie, CA 1+40beds( 1, 52 beds ndirn A 256beds female camp) 0' 231~ 5,682
Hmoun~. TX MDC 6 70 Beds Detention F acility 0 108; 637
Biooktyn, NY MDCI1 229 bade 0 241 8,131
PthlodeflfiPA MDC 757 Bade Detantion Facilities 0 163' 5,718
Burner, NC FMC 763 Beds 0. 0' lt.80
House 2.200 0 C Felons in private facilities (ADP of 3.8000 C Inmates) 0 0 57 000
Contract 4,000 beds tot criminal aliens 01 91 54,463
Residential Orug Treatmnent Program 0 1?2 610
Community Based 7ranaitonat Drug Treatment Servcee 0! 31 ga1
Subtotl, Annualizatrorof 2W0 increases 0 _7921 -14 4,496

Decrass
Postiton and FTE reduction (400) (9751 0
Bison, CA Deactivation 0" (S3 - - 4.9p,
Subtotal. Decreases (410 (1.020~ (4,953 5

2001 Bae 33.312! 31.4561 3.352.495



Federal Prison System
Salary fis and Expenses
Sum mary of Change

_____________________________________________ os FE BA (00

2001 Program Increases
Activation of Senlenced Capacity

Pollock LA 1 088 beas (960 beds High A 128 beds Minimum) 1(2001 379 284 33,511
Atwatler, CA USP 1 088 beds (960 beds High A 125 beds Minimum) 7!2001 379 95 22316
D C Iiiitiva - USP Colemai, Fl. 960 too$ 912001 370 30' 10,235
Low Security Capacity ExpnSion 24" beds (1 t Dix 250 Elkton 512, JeSup 508

Yazroo City 228, Seagoville 6% and Lompoc 250) 125 75 13,081
Equipment Funding

Lee County USP, FCI Petersburg (partial) 0 0 8,117
Acivation of Detention Faci

F DC Honrolulu 670 beds 8(2001 276 46 14.119
Subtotal Activationsa Expans ons (6,250 beds) I 529 530; 101.37

Conir act Confinement increases
Contract 6000O beds fox Criminal Aliens (including 500 women &1 000 Rteeves asp 23 12 72,125
Contract Population increase (5210 inmates) 01 01 12,337
Subtotal, Contract Confinement increases 231 12 84,482

Other in creases
Education programming (GEC -VCCLEAJPLRA. GE D0- English proficiency.

Special Ed, Enrollment increases, Vocational training and 0 C inmates) 120 10 7,433
Subtotal. Other Increlases 120' 120 73

Total Program increases 1 6 72 662 193.274'

2001 Eaumate 34,9641 321161 356.aow
*Excludes 136 reimbursable wcskyears



An~icto of Adjus "Writs to ine..

Mandatory Io tlcAMi

Tis re.quest Provides for thre proposed S.7 percentI pay rat&e to be effective i jVonary cI 7001 "~ ts

coniftlert withr Admiitration pol icy iieclwded in ire Prel iairr Pay Raise Wcidance for ?001 Budgeet
Subissons Thisinrre~ae imoudes local' ty pay aidjustimeile as cell as tihe getr pay raise. lThe mismisrt
reolwested, 151,490.000. represoqta lI%* pay amounts for tirreequeorters, of tire fiscal year plus apprpriae
tonefits (138,31S,0010 for pay &Wo 114,172,000 for beewlits totalig ~152.490 0001.

hn~rnial ilation of 2 M M ca ll ... . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . .. 862
Tis pay .'ysalizaeler reproenets first quarter amounts (October through Decmber of tire anticipated
?W0 pay incrt... of 4.9 perceit effective is'.Any M00, ", for thre.t 9,arters of a yoar, tire
dilfersitice bietwein tire 4 6 percent etimmited i tire M00 Fireidenito b~dget "d "ir, aprovect nnir***
of '.6 percent lire vm.a't requested $276,6n2,000, relproeita thre total aavoumi roatieti of pay limitss ice
thre fiscal year plus appropriate beftieits 11t9,4.39,000 for co"atroi end $7,190,000 fcr beefits).

3 TIrtnlinr 01 CSRI eMicy~e FENS rttrit sl~itec . ..... - .......... ........... . . .
This request provides for tire increaen isiederal Impkinvee retirement tliai MRtS) costs, basad on tire
transfer of Civil Service Retirrmet Systems ICIOI emlyees to FENS, &A acchirited by tire FENS Open
Erollment Act of 1997, And tire open season tirat ran fiom July 1, 1996hrug tirrt ecowler 31, 1996. Tis
inc rease is bated aen tire I ~r of smitye i ieehae transferred to FENt, thre erade ofimaqoyte, Arid tihe
ircreased Covieeret cost ci FIRt benefits. Tir request ire cudw 146,400 fti betelifts,

4. A"oajlilatig tn Mi 200 roeroo lnocrairsts..................... ... .... ......... .797 144,496
ftt provde or the anjisaizetier of prior yesr Program rnccreaeest.

Arincal itsal i

Sen ~ ~ ~ ~ Rig Crnre e 166,0

Otirer perrsore'e compwrst on. ...... .. ..... .. . 3,936,0010
Special personal Service* Is NMN -- ........ .a~nt Wj0M
Associlated eaqltove benefit$................... 14,060,0010
Travel and t'iantporltien of persten .............. 5I.6,OW
lrVntsportation cf t... ........... . . (2, 931, DOC)
Co iairo, ccI titles 0, mlst .............. 3,532,000
erortirie ard neyccduct .co ..................... 3,0010
Other Service,-........................... 116,637,000
Sculre and molerit al...................... 5,1,300
lteciment. ............................ (?5,001.000)
Crants, sukiidiei, ard coritrecis.............. . .. 1

Total, Afnv.,z atIOn crwi1 of non recurrinh)l.. .. 1"4696,000

52



Paitr lt.!mens Eflmcwt~

5 Inceased federal Kesith Insurance Co s ts............ ... ............ . S10,66?
This request povrdes fat the Increase in ago"t VContrlbtions to federal emloyee health benefitIs.
Itt IM9, fedeprat tedl~ insurance preirm, including egencr contriburtions, increased s~onsly
10.2 percent. Seces the Governen absorbed a larger proportion of the total costs, up to 79 percent,
the total cost to the Governmentt hem increased surtantially, tis tnrerase is based at lt.e 'rirreset
Gocerrment cost of heaath Insturance. This~ request includes 5110,867,000 far threse Costs.

6. Genral Sercrceej 400rrtrtlln (GSA) Rert. ...... ......................... 3,163
GSA orl CIL at rote to Cirr" rental rates that approalmesto loose cirarged to coarcraL tenernts far
equrosvlent stac s" related services. Thre requested increase at 13,163,000 is required to meet our
commtment to GSA. Ore. costs associated sith GSA rent were derived tlrougr tire use of tire asoitted
sirstao, which uses the latest irneentarr detsa nd rates reflecting a I percent icreasee over 2:000 levels.

7. Lease EtiretL ..... -......................... .. I........................... . ... 85
GSA rows requires elk egericres to pey relocation costs associated sith loose expiration. Baoed on pr or
experience lire Department antitcipate@ that 20 percent of al Lese eAplratin lwtelr1 result in relocatilote.
lhis request provides for lire cost assocreted sith nw off ice reloicaticets caed by tire expiratiran of teases
in FY ?O0t. wo funding as requested foir any build-out costa associated cwith lease axprratlons. Finding
of $815,000 Is requested for the Bureeu at Prisoins.

Anti b F ......................................................... ... ... .I
GUA cr11 charge tire Departwpit attenena fees it Ft 20O1t The fetes cldes all current antenna as utlized
by Just ice Components that have einterete astp thier bildings. Plunding of 54,000 Ia requested.

9. Accident .onv"tE .,..... ............... ....... .............. ............. ................... ... ... 2,359
Thins ancrease reflects the estimated billkirg from the Department of Labr 100(1 fot rthe actual. costs an
t999 of e"rl ire-es' accIdent comensatiot, whricrwall Ibe billed tn 200 the 200 incrteased cost wilt
be 52,359,D00.

t0. General Deroices Adminittralrar (GSA) SIres Pases ......................... 61
Preniously, GSA haes paid for all natrasarde Govrrr-mt telephto beak ratings thtrough the G"A B percent
F t% overhteed rate, As a resrultI of tire satiorat Prirersirip fat, Nelnvenitng Government 15991/G&A Slue Paoes
Frojecf, the funding for titese Ilestigs has been ravedv from tire otveritead rate, find agencies are being
billed tar actual costs incurred. lire Department's Ft 2OOT est flited costs total I28,000. frdrrq of

1,1000 is requested for tire Bureau of Prisons.

tO, "edroL Sasltal service costs ................................ ............... 4,594
The Departw't of health "n etarm BeornIces Is projectilng en ancreesetoi health care coats. Tire Department
Is a~Lylng a factor of 3 B percent egatnet medical services. Anr iroreese of U6,594,000 sill be required
for 20Sf.

1?. travel Manasant Centers I ................................................... .. 225
in the past, traveLt moesmrnt services sore provided at ta cost, and the Department received rebates beesed
r.tpn tIckett sales. Nownve, current practices In tire travel Industry irave seoe this process. The tn
contracts wilt Inrt provide rebates fid sill carry fees far ech ticket, hotel, car ad other reservation
mede. tire Deportment'a cost for travel wwg ntI center fees is ested at 12,500,000. Funding of S225,5000
Is requested for the Surae of Prisons.



1s. 10at ona5 V Anhve d lecorm Adlnfo:1trotn I.............................
th,1Cc oo wupnt and butet directed aMA to convert Its direct fwdmd records center progm to

fully roniole pr-oorm toy Vt 2000. This propoed legisltan soodtoe that sLA is to reaset the Sol*
source for agency records center service*, th10ro.* FT 200, for mwcln caranty usirq Its aevIce.. In 2001,
MAU1 advlsee that the.. charges will be Inre.sod by 2.5 prcnt. the Departsoto. FY 2001 est iote& coots total
U,S99,lSh, an increase of @twat &W0.000, bodam current records voitoined by &WA. Funding of 114,000
Is roolaefed for the kareao of Pristm*.

TOTAL 5a'diptory Increases...............................................

1. Peitin rid VIE RequctI .....m ......................................
These reductions ore to roe)g ipo saitions mrd morkyeers within the foertwt.

2. om CADjt~0n................... .............................
th. Ot.Nea of Prisons has received aproval to cloet the minimsa security coo in Won, CA, becA* It Is
not coot effective for If to rto the facility, This ant repreents betance of saving ty clouine
the Won facility.

TOTAL Docreeset......................................................

TOTAL CO.AGFI................................... . .......... I..-......

ULL An uft

.. 792 246,373

(400) (9M3) ..

... 03) 10*(,M)3

(400) (110n) S(4 ,953)

1400D) (236)9241,422



Federal Prison Systerr
Salaris aid Expenms

Summery of Reqwremefis by Grade and Object Class
(Doliws in thousand.)

IGrads and salary ran

ES - 6S130.200
ES -s 5130,200
E S - 4130,200
E S - 3 $126,825.
ES-2$121,264
ES-I $115,8111
GS -IS W4,818- 110,028
~GS -14 S71,954 -93,537
GS- 13 80,89- 79,155
iG5-12S51.204-68,S64.
!OS-11 42.724-55,541-
GS-I053M88-50,564,.

GS-07 S21.86-37,522.
GS-OG 125.976-33.788 ..

GS-05 S23.304-30.292
GS -04 $20,829 -27,C0
Ungraded posmions
jTotlI appropneed positions

Woyw,-Arourit

5
4

25~
4381

2,183

3,671~
5,865
8,511
1,101

126
33

3,357,
32.3771

Average ES Salsry..
Average GS Salary
Average OS Orade

Pitionls '1

21

11

171
4481

1,148
2,299
5,198

441
3,799
6,164
8.849
1,164

130
33

3,4814

$115.858
42,28

899

I ositons A
Amrount W; ,r~rs Aor

10
4
7
22
8

4571
514

1,172

5,481
455

3,980
6,46"
9,124
1,207

137
33,

$1 22,469 $2,8
44,35645,997

8.99

Poeitions &
Amount_

2
3

24
107
m6
14

161
305
275

43
7

S3 _

1,272

55



Summary of Requremerts by Grade and Object Class (Conifd)

Ob"c Class

ItI Personnel comp,r6.ation
ItI I Full -time permanent
11 3 Other than full - time permanent
11 5 Other personnel comnpensat ion
I1 8 Special personal compensation

Total

Reimbursable Workyears Full -lime permanert

12 Personnel benefits
13 Beneftts. for former personnel
21 Travel and transportation of persons
22 Transportation of things
23 1 GSA rerv
.23 2 Retal paymets to others
23 3 Commurecattons. tiAliies and misc charges
24 Printing and reproduction
25 2 Other services
25 4 Operation and maintenance of faciliies
256 Medical Care
25 7 Opefaltons & Maintenance 01 equipment
25 8 Subsistence & Support of persons
26 Supplies and malenafs
31 Eqipment
32 Lamnd
41 Grants. subsides, and conributions
42 Insurance claims arnd indemnities
43 Interest and dividends

Total direct obligations,

1999 Actual 2000 Estimate
Positions &' Positions 8.,
Worlrysars Amourt Workiyears Amourit

M1 2.66 $1,191,493
2081 5,938:
810 105,752.

603
*29,184' 1,303,786'

1 1361

508,908'
1. 100!

27,9021
10837'
13, 109

499,
126,006

2,311
221,014

51.907
75,198
5,856

92,308
279,08

41,740,
927

8,520,
3551

2, 71,402~

31,6201$1,345,253'
208 7005:
929 122,8681

1 846
32,757 1.475,972

1I 361,

585,780
1.100

36,587
* 11,783

16,302,
55,

' 135,169
2,567

316.116
52,945
81,81S,

6,043
116 03
3040841

19,344
0

3,059
12
0

.164.766.

20011 Request __ Inceas/tecra
Positions A & 0Posions 1
Worirysars Amourt Wotyears_ "~or-01

32,046 $1.419,975 ~ 426 1574,72
208~ 7,005 70 J60
9991 130.548' 0 ,60

2,005 159'
33,253! 1,5595331 496~ 835661]

11 361

6 31. 012 i
1, 100)

37.538
12,103
16,302

55,
13 7,443

2,629
513,820
54,004
83, 721

8.285!
116,0033
300,490!
25,8W k

0 1

0Qi

3,500,991T

45,232.

951
320.

0
0,

2,274,

197.704j
1,0591
1,9061

01

6,45S9

3,38,163



Summary of Requvemntsl by Grade anW Obp.d Cm trorn'd)

Ob"CUMs

ALLOCATION TO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
H UMAN SERFIICES

ill Personnel compensatson
M4ary

Total workyears and personrno company

Ottw O~t

12 1 Personne bons Milwy
25 2 Ott.wevices

Tota dired ob)ligationh, HHS Ajlocado,
Tota obliginons Saie and Expwis

Unobgod bance. Stai-of-yar
Unob".d balance, exping.
Unoblomod bgnce, end-of-year
I Tota Requirment

R*10wir of obbpations to outisys
*Toalobligtwons
Obftged bance, stat-of -year
Adguemnwt in *xpred accounts
Obliagad balance, end - of - yew.

Ou~ae.

I 9 Actual -

-Worly"s Amount

$28,326

29,164

2, 1 77
- 42,167

2.813,589

(1 10,004)
47,042
97,146

2,867.753

2.813,5459
373,400

2,724
(432,656M

2.757,07'

~20D Esimate 2001 R ue

WramAmount Wor ars ur

29,204 30.109

32-,7571

12.025
2.223

43453_
3.208,219

(97,148

3.111.073

3,208,219
432,656

(548,131:

3,094

12.399
2,270

33,253 3.545,769

3,64,769

3.545,769
548,131

(3,909

A~tYm mount

$905

373
47

46 337,458



IstIeatO4 Pop Pistl Yusr ZOOP

Summary Stetommt wid Perfao e'i Pion .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A. CNWWIt It 11910M Cots, WW NeIkt Iw~IP to bOJ ttratsgtC PIO'n

, Pt n0o$ Perforearwe Pion ard Umryted Perfopmvtcw Imcstora
C . kajor ft ?001 Imiti~ativ*4

Ji~mtlficatl09 of Proposed Cliwqn i A~toriati09 L ......... ....... ................ .........
Cr ss a k f 19 A a la i it .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. ...99. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. ..... . .. 7
Crosswtak o 0 0 C a .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .I.. . . .. . . . .. .I. . . . . . .. . . .-... 1. a
timry of Insow e s b- Programs - . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Progrm Perforvwco Imiry t io .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- 10

Status a# Cam trtio .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

Status of Cw~r0510911V Requested Studiels, teyptis "d EoIkmtitfl ........................ ............... 2

Detail of Ptftmoptt polltiw o by CMtoVo Y .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2?
Su e a y f C aqi. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . 2

oAn tificatici of Adjut omts t* Sit . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . 30
Su ry of Requlr y ts by firec end Object Ciss ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3



The 310 peras setamiod So1 new Infratructure projects itt 19" for a total Of 1,10 projects aCtive 11116004 the Yee, IMidu raned Int coot fromn
St1,000 to mittlion of dellesr. Of thee. projects. SW) wort CaWtd, fifty-sove percwAt moro than planed.

tn fT 199, the Se was te to occelerate now construction wel N11 mission efforts, so evidenced by. the ltwroes In actual ebtiptiess VWr the
planned level. the tlge1fited 181 mil lion ud the new constriatta. program, nerly 2S pricst moro than planed, me ton mjor csotructigt
carvtracta to sardedo.

C. ry net perormaem k ate d ifaimote

The av' TY MCI msifon-crltical remt. ore attainable vithIn the roaiueted resource level and with dmntrle results. as ~ heroin. TheKI
performance p40M Is built upon the Incarceratti peets Incudd I" the N0J plan, and the IV trategic plan owals which eppot urd esdn the OW
pt an pasa.

Asummry tate of hey perfotmance measurs which upport B alld O Se ats Is provided loter tn this budet. The easure ostaltleh a baeoline how'
whtch future performance my he tracked and reported so rotred by th*ae ew- e Perforow"c and Soutts Act (OA).

ho aWwiltmww that sufficient plan cpaity mists as OMu vielto d otbor moam criefr. offoe we Iiesam to the MiotSm
of the Iea.

During fT 20T, the MWpiers to begin constrwtta. of se~era now facilties which hae already received partial Iwoire. the of Ml refleat,
including a&-- aprpritaions wilt also provide funding far construction of faciliis to addnerly 20,00 bad ens comttd and activated
&oir* Ft 2M0- IT 20CF.

In IT MCI, the OWpao to awrd ton mjor conetruction contracts to odd capacity and addro. iMoete populetia. grvert ard overcrowding. in
ailtiat, fer now facilities are planned to fe comloed In IT MC111.

The gV ilt maintain ail facilities In spa r egally @mad Condition ad In coolfairm, with aaaatv. esaby. aod sewfrusom modrnc

the Uwll continued to reair and reovate facilities as required. Idetify and addeo any hatardsa tote that mey axist a. federal prea.
proprly: cosly with sll roiuIrments of the National fire Protection Ascalst (tI.f~ T0T Life Sofety Cafs pertaining to pasot facilities; brn
apltae utilities into copltiance winth otleesl octric Cad. and Amrican Waterworks Standrd; and ensre safety nd secuilty ef facilities.
11hrosg PT MCt. the OW will remdiaie 100 percent of Life Safety 41scropa is*. AWeaimtoly 450 odsrnlzotla. It smIr (0110) projects will be
compiled each Toter. Incluing 60 special projects rolotinr to life safety, occeoiabiltY, owlrmem at ard ww"g projects. Sy FTF 30I, IN0 percent
o thee, 01111 projects subject to the now swidetino and eve three pear* old wilInh coplietad, In addition, long trtie meter pluse will be

develod fur Oil facilities eve SO yeers old tIW Pievepe). Tworrentro fecititie wre ~ve SO peers etd and hove tot hed major ruW11atIon.



Buaaw of Pr Iam
Buildings Well factS itiaa

Vmr Statement wd Perfargarce Plan

the sueeau of Prisons (11m1 Is requestiing 0 total of 342 posiitions, 30M cwkyt-as, aid $833,660,000 for its Sulidings and Facilities C1SF budget,
Ihis request represents on incromse of 2 positions, I ssorkyear, and $27S,10,000 save the Fit 2000 erected leveli.

the "It a total repasled program increases for Ft Z00i 153 positions, 35 workyeers, anud wSI21O0 ould provide aditiorait secure capacity for
the ~SCP sentenced population mid help to absorb the 1NS Long-Ters Dotainees UCIO into the Federal Prison Systm. In addition, this budget
lrilus a request for advsnce appropriatiw ovthority in fit 2002 in the Amount of 9791,000,000 and 11135,0C10,000 In fy 20103 to fully fund the nw
construct ion program oid est doaer o vercrowding levels. Positions and sorhyears will *ito be neddto accomlishu tnes. projects. A detailed
explanation of the SUf 5 Fn 2001 program increases 1by initiative is described ain paews 13-il8 aid a corresponding exploration of Ulis bae. program is
described on pages 10-12.

Ft Mi0 federal 1wsu of Prisons Perforeamf Plon end Ft 1999 Accou'tsbitity twon

A. 10 lMssionwel Gooala, Aid Seistioneip to Dprtaw of Justice CO0W) Strategic Plan

aM fT 2001 , It sbission and performance plan direct support the Detention end Incarceration mission priorities, general goals and strategic

approaches contained in the 001 Strategic Pion and Performance Pion for FT 1997- 2001.

the mission of the OCIP, an agency of the 004, was established in on Act of Congress, sip-ned by President Hoover on May 14,, 1730. This Legislation
esiablnshed the VPand directed It to develop on Integrated system of institutions to provide custody "i treatment based on the Individual toeo of
offIerder s.

the mission of the 11ureon of Prisons io to protect society by confining offenders In the controlled enviroimeoits of prisons and comauity-eswed
facilities that an, Sate, tisma, cost efficient, and appropriately secur, and which provide work mnd other $Wl-iopirovewnt opportunities to assist
ofenders in becomirng Ia-abiding citizens.

the BW will proaictively aoneng. its ofeerder population to ensure safe andl secure operations.

thi directly retes to the @0.1 Strategic Plon, COE FesiTIOsI 5: Detention will incarceration: Goals I J 2: Provide for the sae, &ecure
aid hnwie confinement of persons whoe are detained while smiting trial or sentencing. a hearing on their Imigration status, or deportation;
and insure that sufficient prison capacity waiGss so that violent aid ether series criminal offenders. are imprisoned to thne fullest extent
sf the low.

the @C ailkt sintain Its facilities in operatioinally sound conditions,

This directly reletes to the NJ. Strategic Plan, CONt fUCTIOS. Detention "i Incarceration: Goals 1 6 3:
Provide for the safe, secure end humsn- confinement of perorem ie are detained whue seiting tria1 or sentencing, a hearing on fthir
immigrat ion staty$, Ki deportation; aid Maintain m&d operate She Psudersi Prison System In a safe, secure. hswe and efficient oar~.

B. 1i1tis ef "t 1999 Mission Critical Uatelot

During fT 1999, the eSCeeddc -4 Its plon by adding over 3,500 newa prison bedo to Imcapacity, holding ovecrowding at plated levels despite a
Wormd record Yoet ef irto population growth, The eV lse ence@"m the ONase nsuer of Modernitation aid 1seir (11111) projects campleted in Ft

19"-



a. am" alm Imihltimam

SM Critrwu,* hm AM orpltw

Projects with Prior Fundins
ICI VSoc City, $I Me im ......e ....i ......... . ..
PCI1 Poruit city. At (im e.................. . ..
PCI Aorri/lorra, CA (Medium) with Work Cam ...........
ICI Victosroitle, CA (Sidluml with Work Cop ...........
Sumto. Project$ with prior Fudig.............. .....

2M ho mmat

Ae out- AN~v

26 13 41'"

fS" Wicami Gmty PrIet w-l m atium hoidit
Port lot Site Min Pter ea SiWiIN18ua for twe Ut:

USp wetern (with work C)....................
UtP Southeast (with Work C.................

two US tibtotml ...................... A

Ortiet Site a Plauli & Remaning Pwah for tbrim PKIM:
PCI Southitst (with Work Cap).......... 3..
PCI MidAtlantic with Work Cam)........ 3 ..
PCI Micrtte (with Work Cm..................

Three PCIs tulilto ..........................

Partial Site oW Plmitg & Remaining fusli for few PCls:
PCI Western (with Work CV) ........... .... d...
PCI South Central (with Work Com)................
PCI Northeast (with Work C" ...................
PCI Aid-Atlantic (with Work Cm)................
four fC11 th.totat. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

Site mra Ptwoin 9 Remaning Pund for a Secure Pinmt facility:
Mid-ATiwntic Secure Pait facitty/tit .........

Sihtotal, Mew Sentenced Capacity ....................... Is

1e2 Lin-111w1 ectatIH upacy . WItN P4111111 PIMI
VIP Lmo, CA ..................................
PCI Mtd-AtIwotit (Medium) with Work Cm ................ A
VIP Midwetern 4.11k Work Cs)....................
sutitotaI. iwtl Capacity..........................

total, ouw Construction.............................3

2 11,930

5.1.30
5,1430
5.431
16, 291

to 40,152

a ia~,aet
A 94,861

fl ULm
33 611,271

$14r,00

121'000131m
3M.,00

6,00 $13.00

S'N 133,W

hA1ACA S3.,000

?91.0m 531,000

Ul anorts io (13 positio and S61111,21't,000) Til request provides a total proilrom Increase of 33 PDOitilora, 3$ workYwOro, Nd 11"11.271,0100 for
the Kim' now constrution program, In PT 2001. Also, incudd or. advane oprpristiwra r.omlatsoPr FT 201M wal PY 203 In tho aoutsat
$791,0N,000 And S$3$,05,T0N, respetiveip to fully fund Oll now conotrr.ctiom projects Included In Phis Wool. the PT MiO requestt together with
the evorwe appopriation funds wilt provide inuo~o of Mae rocialred to prevent escalation of overcrowding lenete through Fir 2MI.

Aillwomon "pop latiom



hii.lo tis a construction reqjeat provides for situ now techitlee and a secure f~mte unit, overcrowding will remain a seiNA iat". even wth
the nw facilities rented in tfhis budget, overcrowding will be 0ls0, to 30 percent by 200?. The WV Is experiencing record breebing Increases In
the Imtint population. If this trend continusa, aditional capeclty myn be required. The GOP wMl contatntly ammiltor facil ity capacity and privotur
over rowdng.

the fundirg provided by advo appropriation milt enable, construcetli to proceed an an accelerated schedule to rod~ie overcrowding. hisle already
apropiated, the advencod amouns will rot be available (mid mill not be scored ageiret the Sec. 30211 atlcationaet until the year for which they aro
appropriated. this aill allow the GOP to maintain a sewer unobtllated balance carrying forward from year to year. In addition, the MOP mitl be able
to entr Into full construction contracts under the dasign/bulld procurement concept before funds are technicelly available In Ft 2002 and ft 2003,
since they are evaporated in advance.

this Initiative directly relates to D*d COtE FUNCTION S Detenstion end Incarceration

NJ Strategic Plan Goals:

Goal t: Provide for the safe. secure ard hAsmm confinamot of porsomt hov are detained idille awaiting; trial or sentencing, a hearing am
their imigration sattua. or deportation.

Goal 2: Irnure that sufficient prison capacity exists so that violent aid ether serioua criminal offiriders are Imprisoned to the fullest
extent of the tinw.

1. kee Vatlideato ai verificeatiton totue

Onto Collection "d Stormw: the data containesd In the Sureau of Prisons (KIP) masurement tables are gathered and maintained by various offices,
NUA data is reported directly by facilities to Itegional officeo or the Control Office through written reports "d via the e-mil on the Wide Area
Network (%Kl. the information Is consolidated and maintained by program moiagars. Meet PMA and nw construction projects ore authorized "ri anagad
in the Central Office Wier. dota Is consolidated on Personal. Ctorn conniected to Local Area networks (LAOSI) aid AfS. Capaity and Isnte
statistics are sairtanad on SENTRY by program managers, aid Financial dota Is collected fro, the Firancial Managmat Information System tFMtSl.

Data Validation ad erfc Tin the GOP's F inaicil Statment is audi ted annually by an I mdeperd t certified public eccoutai I firm. For IFT Wg99,
the GOP receivedle an W'lidopinion. further, wihin the GOP headqarters, sibject mtter euparts in different offices retrieve data, analyze,
vatidate, and report It for eachi budget cycle. On the wsasmnt tables, the colums entitled laste Saoce' contairs acronm for the UP
dlvissenddivisons htich validate and Provide the Information: D"- Administration Division.

Dat Itstiff. the 10 ai Department of Justice have strived to provide meaningful performance Indicators hsich hove solid and relilabie data to
back thee up. Due to the unpredictable envirorwants in prisos. there my often be discrepancits between platte and actual rsabra conteirued in the
performance tabes. Mest plate ore based am post esperiice and beat estimates for the future.

F. ofeemeg
Neslwme "rpoplation fAssrity

strategic Goala W ta ore gltara Got tarwo ir g~ ~ . s~
5.2.3 in Pea. I lEESI ) ga FY Pm. FT "Ims4"o

FP 41 0? "6 M 54M * 3." $ m1 o 3-



a. 'ON %byW lPiforamf Pt on. Po9 wio deal, Iwto Wesd htCf 6

CaraI. n Ftl I an : Ot ntli u andI eorat Ioan

Sftoe 711C So@l 1: Provide for the afe, ecure ana lfowi confinoit of Woeswbo we. detolned %Ali* smiting trial or molru.ig a heowlng
ont their Imigraftifon s~ta, or deportation.

Cost 2: [now*v that sojfitlnt plootm Capacity exists Be that violent anal other serbs criminal otfondoro we. lorsotod to theo
fut lest tnt of the tam.

Raw bimea Lvm Inillcaters 9?1 ctult Irv IM9 1111111 Remve am., F Iplowed

Number of prison bods eO~od CO) 3. on 3.4M6/330 6. 49 SAW9

Systoid be ovorcrowdlng C9W) 162 30231% 3 0
By tS~uoty Le.Ve: Low 2?S 4131 6 262

01b S42 550/0 491 7M

ib of a"o Facilties Colted 1 2/2 4 __________

nmber of facilties tador design or

construction (am 13 19/19 to 26

Coro fucton 1: Woontlem ord Incrceration

trteglc Goat 3: maintain and apereo the Feoral. Prison Systoo In a saf. secure, hunwa edfficient Now.

Loy Develo LemO linlootma Ti Is Amat IFT 199 Mann I ed PNIPimA

lowallae of " VirPa complete A

Tota prjecs cmlpttedWal cted 43 0 4a1if Safety 95
'13rgami I% 41/10 09S



buiLms rd fciite
justification of fromeed atuus in hirietion Liwoe

The 2001 bdgt gssiostos Iveii.fe proposed changs in the m~ropiition iorsiumW listed ord expieined WeOsN. New LosyAW it italiciled W'

undrlined. and ioAee proposed for deletion Is bracketed.

vulidings and FacMlitie

Per planning, eccluisitiom of sites and construction of nw facititis; leasing the 0kImhome City Airport TrustlFPeil ity; purchtase mil sel.iition of
faciLities end remoeInvg, and sqoi*0pgr of such facilities for pael and correctional. use, includirg all neceeawy *apuee Incident thereto, by
contract Or force eccs~et; and constructing, ramoetig, and epipping necessery buildings and facilitis at existing penotord corrvctlouwL
irstitutiww, including eLi necessary opuwe incident thereto, by contrect Or force ecosat; tSD6S.A0 W-Mi~j, to rimin soitebte until
sped1-d, of which not to exceed M14A,074.0003 $1-O- *helt be vyirelobie to costruct aroe for Inmts work progris Provided, That 1211hr of
United States prisoners a" be used for work perfer uncr thisi oproprietlon: Provided further, That not to exceed 10 percent of the uvs
spproprieted to reulldinge end Facilities- In this Act or any ether Act msy be transferred to Ss1laries and Eoperes. Pederat Prisme lystsm, ipon
notification by the Attorney General. to the Cmittees On AWroprIstIOne Of the lease Of sresetetives mid the Senate in CSepl&Iuw With proISIOM
set forth in section 60S of this Act. In Piitlion- fr*Ce1~Sr eXWrneS for DMIM- .11 C9IJlS~t11 Of SIMe OWt Caitrtn Ofr QMo faclitie to
Deo aei tible an Octo I of te fiscal rear uwepfied and ruwin ass, le uInti exnorold fpscil sr 2W-2 SMLQW 00 000 'iical arf 200

(11 U.S.C. 4003. 4009 40W0 A3tallt~l. 4042- 4125-Domrtmt of Justice Awaltions Act, 20001

loienetien of Changes: OW Is reipuestins Adve Appropriations of 1?91,000,000 in FT 2M0 and S531,000,000 In FT 2003 to provide the fraireg
necessary to complete the coorstructioni oi ten facilities end & seciwe femoie unit. of these, preliminary site and plannring costs are requested for
five facilities In PY M01 with the reesirder of their construction cos Included in the PT 2002 A*ence Apropriation; preliminary site end planning
costs for five facilities In FT 2002 with the reminder of their construction costs Included in PT 200 Advance Apirpriatien; and for P1 2W0 the
rrerder of construction costs for alitS. Penitentiary, which received preliinry site end planning funding in PY 200.
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Federal Prison System
tWIings end feutcldes.

Cinwelk of 2W6 Q.1n
(Do~or I imouwrnds)

2000 President's
Budget Request

ActI Poga Poe. WY Afnint

1 New Corwtruction 200 168 S441,.003

2 Modermizahon and Repeirof ExeiNFciee 140 140 117,78
Tot 3W4 308 58,91

Mcon on
-20-00 Raqunt

Poe. W MOWi

a 0 0

0 0 _R2,00 )
o6 (2.000)

2000

Rng~lram*9ge Enacted
g-o Vff Anma NIL W nf

0 0 0 200 168 S441,003

0 0 0 140 140 115.7SM

Congresioal AppropatonAction on2000Request Congres approed the Jackson-Lee amexndent to reduce the 5SF aowunt by 52 milan.
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2001 Owa
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Add Rpaowl-

Lam " s066. 30%-
Sa-N

111" AVh~t. j" Aft _ 2=0 AppW
PS,. 06 -fii

POL WY AtMu POL WY AMU PO VW APwl

184 161 SM,631$ 184 111 6661014 200 Ill 8441,003
215 -44 - -

164 111 01 16611046 461,005

122 122 227.720 122 06 106,437 140 140 116.766

19,60001

122 122 247.330 122 06 100.437 140 140 1 15.,1

300 302 1,204,145 30i 21f 764 3 20 iW66676.0

26 26 20

2001 9OV

f W Aoad

66 140 31,112

122 125 123,27

123 126 123.2"7

iW W i Si4W6

28

19 1"4 712.303 632 NIV

122 125 122,277 0 a 0

123 126 123,277 a a

26

*A Ag6om9 0 45 pa0 1 S W 40 PTIE is I4I5In ftW d m FY P2001 T1he 1564506 IM 10 1aS No CovWSujSm (-Z7 pooeand -W 24 FTIE)
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Federal Prison roeu
Buildings end Faciities

Prirm perform Itfrtfut
(Doliare in thousands)

IVIiito my STMJICiM1
Pero. min
to- fit is

Ne Construction
2000 Apporiation Eriacted 200 168 S"1,003
?001 Blae 166 149 31,112
2001 tot into V2 JA 7

Increase/Oecreaso 53 35 611,271

Advance. AppropriationI
ft 2002 $91,000
FT 2003 535,000

BASE P#00A1w DESCRIPTION: The Bureau of Prisons (00P) conttrnucusty reviews capacity requirements, considering the projected irvaite population level,
current low enforcement initiatives, gieograpliic origin of the confined population, wd the age aind condition of existing facilities. As Fedieral
roste population loevl or* projected to increase and contiroue to greatly exceed the rated capaity of the B001, every possible action is taken to

protect the communty, white keeping Institutional overcrooding at manageable proportion to aftaure that Fder-al inrtts erve their sentences ina
safe and humoe erivirorment.

tho federal prison tystam (FPS) is at the Wnd of the administration of justice pipeline. hloot criminal justice agencies have at east som degree of
discretion in controlling their workloads, typically through priority systemw developed to ensoure that the Iaportant cases are handled. The FPS,
however, has little choice 014 mist accept Otl irntes sentenced to confinement by the courts. In addlitioni, through the D.C. Revitalizatioi Act of
1997, the SO he been directed to aboim responsibility for the District of Columbia sentternced feon population by 2001, and Is also addling capacity
to absorb the tImagration and Naturalioation Service'a (IaS) Long-lere Detainee (I.TD) population into the FPS.

The B0 trios to accommodate the Increasing population in the meot cost effective meneer, Following a policy of addling capacity throughit the
utiliiation of contract facilities wfire the iruste security level is apopropriate, expansion of existing facilities, the acquisition and conversion of
military an ether properties so prison use, and the construction of nes prisons.

From a cost perspective, the expansion of existing Institutions Is the least ecpenisioe techniqu for increasing FPS capacity, and the 80P is currenctly
building additional housing uilts at facilities whlers program space arnd system Infrastructure can absorb populatier, increases, Further, the IM he
identified seven facilities which mill be converted or expanded to provide addlitional secure cuap or satellite low security beds, However, whlers
aajor program areas such as food service anid utilities are already saturated, expensior my approach or even exceed the cost of newly constructed
facilities.



ACItVITY: UEMlZAtI AI WP515

Modrniatimn wedl tepair of REistitsg Facilities bt N a

2001) Appropriation mcted 1W 140 SI 15,777
2001 goas 123 125 123,277
RI0T tot imate ID232 I 2"f

Increase/Decrease

tSES P11058kM 0ESCIPII0: the Modernization aid Repair (MAC) program provides the resources to undertake essential rehabilitation mid reiteration or
replacement projects at etioting institutions to ensure that structures, utilities system, and other plant facilities are kept in a good! state of
repair. Proper maintenance, modernization aid repair of SMinstitut ions is essential. Failure to adequately maintain structures mid utility systems
erodes capital investment aid multiplies the costs In future years for accomlishing the required mintaramt aid repair. Most lapxortairt, failure to
maintain structures can cause direct aid/or Indirect security problem.

mst maintenance, Aid repair projects are performed using insite crews. This provides work for irates aid labor for the aork performe. Insist work
crews require staff supervision to direct the sorb, being performed aid lot obvious security reasons.

of 50,s 9S Institutions, 2? are over 50 years old from the tim they were constructed or acquired by the SW, aid mare thel 40 facilities are over 20
years old, Bused on a survey, Z0% of NOP institutional are actually older facilities canored to Federal Prison use. tach facility has isareous
building%. as soil as imtt living quarters on the co p-d, woy of thick require extensive sort to maintain thinm In an adequte stats of repair, to
assure they meet M0 and American Correctional Association (ACA) standards, These prison facilities are subjected to heavier than norinil use, sire
they are used on a 25 hour a dey basis. in addition, because of record levels of overcrowding, these facilities are being over utilized tiics Is
causerg eatensive sear ai tear, as sell as premture deterioration, This Is especially Inue in amany of the older facilities wick haee
irastructures designed for a much smilter iraete population.

to amintain these facilities sid provide a safe aidl secure enviroesent, the 1OP contirsily reviews institution project requests to detemine thick
projects sill be scheduled for competion. Irucitutions perform detailed annual Inspections of all areas of their physical plants aid provide a list
of protects to their Regional office for all item tick are in need of remadial action, the sic Regional Offices consolidate project request lists
iron their faci lities aid forward the Iiys to the Central Office, The Central Office priotritizes all the NUe project requests sbitted by the
Regions ai then schedules as MAY projects as practical. Generally, only the highest priority projects frm the list are plante eac year within
ouisting resource levels. Noeever, the list of projects can range into the thousands.

with such a large invenrtory of facilities, the POP generally has over 1,500 MU projects at various stagers of completion at any given time, ranging
iron 110,000 to sill ions tf dollars. To anage this volua of projects ai resources mere efficiency, the 8M Iplamane three Initiatives tick
have begcn to significantly loprovs the entire MU program: tong range master plaimning with detailed surveys of older facilties; a project timet limit
policy; aid a two percent replacement value method so provide a reliable aiesual source of funding.

to* dress the large inventory of older facilities, the SOP established a Lone Range Rester Plan to Incude surveys of pertinent facilities. The
first facilities to be surveyed are those tich are over 30 years old aid have niot had any imalor renovations, The surveys are conducted by
contractors to determine the extent of renovations required te bring the older facilities to en adequate stats of repir, or whether the costs of
repair would etqusl or exceed the cost of replacing the facility. Survey results are then used by managemet in a long range plan slong with other
known renovation need so M55 projects can be prioritized aid pileis eolt into the future.



A three year tie limit Policy Wum loPlmmeted in 1996 to ansur. that institutise*ither comlte scheduled project% In a timely wane, or thu
project Is cancelud, and the unds are committed to other high priority NMl projects. All projects are monitored so kotal regilosl and control
sattcwuwgenr vorr-be- is mode ofprejesoo-whioh ape4no inut.4-tM m Ut-i Mis uWpo low lm hat ansb9d the WP to mks saltentlat creation
In Its committed yet usobtligted NHl bolutta. For fiscal Veur 1999. the NAN unbigated butie a me reclced from nearly A010fli~on available &wine
the year to opproximesteiy SIS4 million, a 381 reucgtion.

The 2% replacement value method of funding is being iImplemnted in PY 2000 an alloam the MPto adopt a pro ject -engmeut apromch to the MN
program since It enoures a reliable funding sore id, o permanent murk force. This method Is baeed an the rucndutione of the Federal Facitities
Council Report Itmbr 131 which rec ds that maintenance program should be fwtdAd at 21 to 4% of their raplucauo value, at a mini..m. Using
this method of funding, rather than the previous Line Itio method, projects con be plotmu mull in edvance, and peeliainary/prempuration murkt con be
performed prior to the scheduled start of the projects. to addition, stuff and jobs con be schedolad to met the unique requirements of each
Institution ed project. The level of plasering provided by this funding method mill enuble megmuent to start projects, td thus oblgute funtds on
stheduile, which wme not the case under tine itim funding. As a result, the mO ill be able to shorten the time required to cowtote Lret projects
and operate mith a lower utthligeted belanca.

WVPs NUl projects are classified under five general categories for internet mw-gement pu~rposes, (Life, Safety, Genurul Ioprovn ts, infrastructure
Improvements, Hazardous Waste and tnergy, Savings). Within each of the"e cateos are special projects to eest various regulations ard codes
requirements. Life Safety projects are required to make corrective actions in order to comply with National Fire Code (MFPA T0t) standrds. general
loprovmvt project are established to modernize and/or Iprove equipmnt, entire rom, such me kitchens, or building that require total
rehabilitation oh structures, such as ells, ord utilities. Infrastructure tapromnt projects are established to modernize or reptat. Utilities,
such us muter pipes and electrical system. Hazardous Waste projects are established to &bt* hazardous mostie, such as sbeeotas, through ressa ,
uncapsulttion, and other methods as necessary. Energy savings projects are established to conserve energy by using mere energy efficient ecluimnt
anM system, moirgy, projects era required to met pertinent energy conservation laws and regulatilons. The energy conservation iduto Is enunsciated
by the P'Ibtic Low 102-486, codified at 42 U.S.C.1 M23 (a), Whtich coils for Federal "aeene to achieve at least a 20 percent reduction In energy
consumption per gross square fest of building area In FT 2000 versus energy consumption per gross square foot of building ares diring FY 19M. A
further energy conservation requirement for Fedearal agencies, set forth In Executive Order 122 calis for a radiation of energy use per aross "wuse
foot oi building area of 30 percent by FT 2005 compaed to energ iu per gross square foot of building arms during FY 198S.

the five categories mey mist contain subcategories of projects, such as Accessibility, Envirormental an others to muet specific ned.For ex~emt,
Ceeneral Improvement projects mey th Includesattler Accessibility projects, which are required to met current Architectural Barriers Act and
proposed Chapter 12 under the Americans with Disabilities Act Acesibitity Guidelines. Environmental project are necessary for the IVto be In
ct sirce, with envirormenit and safety regulstione required bT the tnvirormental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Office of Safety and Health
Administration (OOHA).

in summry, the OILe program hem undergone substantial changes through the Iplementation of the Long *onga Planning mith its ssociatad facility
surveys, the time ilest policy which began In FY 1991 and the 21 replacement value method of funding which bellan In FY 2000. These, changes mill help
the IRO to complete more projects in a shorter period of time a" save repair dollars. In addition, the 6OP hat been able to subatantially reduce the
PAR obligated balance wich s comitted to projects mith the time limit policy, and am the 21 replacamsnt method Is implemmntd, the M expects to
further reduce the issobi igated balance to a metitenence level which miii be just sufficient to meIntain the program.
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Gaw Construction - Ad -- Ap%, ~istlam
Projects with prior Feamdi'ws

FCI Yazoo City, "S t l ldi.............. ..... ......
PCI Forrest City, AN ( i l dium ................ . ..
PCI Nerti/Siorre, CA (Mdtu) with Work Cam ............
FCI Victarvitte. CA tMIUit) with Work Cap............
Smbtotat, Projects with Prior Fig ............. . ...

inw seatt cimmlty "01ja ith M1S6m. lAmmitus Autheity
Pert lot 11i11 No planning a lIning Reek for tm tifs:

USP western (with Work C ..................
USP Southeast (with Work Cop ..............

two USPs lubtotai ......................

Partial, Site adPlanning II Remaining Fuvia~ for three Met:
M~ Sotheast with Work CW .................
FCi 111ia-Atlwritic (with Work CW) ...............
PCi Midwesstern (Wit Work Cap)................

Three PCI% tt.btotat.......................

Partial Sit*sw Planning Remining Fuecle for feie PMe:
FC1 western (with Work Comp)................. ...
PCI South Central. (with Work Cap)...........
PCI Northteast (with Work CmW ..................
PCI mid-Attantis (with Work Cop)..............

;our PCiS SehtstAI.. . . . .. I.. . . . . . . .d. . . . .

Site wid Planning 11 Itmining FueNh far a Secure Pemtle facility:
Cid-Axietic Secure Pemia Pwaciiityflknit ..........

Subtotal, New Sentenced Capacity ..... 1.............. i

135 L.G-TIOM SITAISEE CWAI1T 111WIN PRIOR RWIN
USP k p''.C A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
FCi Mid-Atiweitic (Isvdi.) vith Work Cow................... 6
iJIP Midwestern (with work Cap).....................
tehtttai. INS Capcity............................1

16tal, aew COnttion .. .......................... 3

Arpeaatilemi

IFNe- r fiwmit

$86, U4
95,8t'

116,861
116,
4ib,397

2 11,9m

3,430
5,430

16,291

10 40,152

6 129,861
6 94,861

224,722
35 661,271

$147,000

106,0DO0
121.000
131
3S8.000

6,000 5131,000
5,000 113,000
3.000 133,000

21,000 5121 OW

661,000

53500



Fr RF 2001 this Initiative seeks to address the following objectives:

1. to increase Federal prison capacity and taose prison overcrowding to a mot-s manageable level.

2. To construct now Federal prisons and esparnd existing Federal prisons In the mst Cost efficient Marnear.

3. to provide budget, personnel, and administrative capabilities as needed for the design end construction p4-ogre.,

This request provides a total progra increase of 53 peoltiona, 35 workysars, and 1681,271,000 for the SO's now construction program In FY 2001. It
also includes advance appropriation authority for FT 2002 In the amount of $791,000,000 sand 5535,000,000 in FT 2003 to fully fund all nw construction
projects Included In this budget. The FY 2001 request, together sith the advance appropriation finds will provide the amount of bade requred to
prevent escalation of overcrowding levels through FY 2007.

While this nea construction request provides for nine nsa facilities and a secure faloe unit, overcrowding will remind a serious Issue. Swan with
the new facilities requested in this budget, overcrowding sill be ctne to 30 percent by 2007. The 111 is experiencing record trading Increaset. In
the Insote population. if this trend continues, addlitional capacity say be required. The 8Pwill constantly monitor facility capacity "n pirisonr
overcrosdling.

The futding provided by advance appropriation sill enable construction to proceed on an accelerated schedule to rethsce overcrowding. While already
appropriated, the advanced aonts sill riot be available (and will not be scored against the Sec. 302b allocations) until the year for Shich they are
appropriated. This sill allow the SOP11 to maintain a lower onobtligfated balance carrying forward frog year to year. tn addition, the UPwill be able
to enter into fullt construction contracts under the desian/beml Id procuremert concept before funds are technical ly available in FT 2002 and FT 2003,
since they are appropriated In advance.

Projects -Partially fuied in Prior Tears
Of the total increase, 26 positions, 13 sorkyas, and 5416 397,000 are included to conetruc. four aedlue security Fete with Irsete work program

areast which hae" already received prellinary funding. Two FCts ase ptoned for the Western Region (1,152 bade each and 128 bade for eacth Work Cowp),
at FCt enoltetgf/trra, California, and PCI fictorvills, Cal fornie which sill be coi-located sick other existing facilities at these sites. The other
two FCta are to be to-locatedl with existing Low security facilities in Yaeoo City, Misoiasippi tl,152 teds) and Forrest City, Arkansas 11.152 beds).
Prt-e emery funds were received In FT 1999 for Yazo City arid Forrest City, and additional sits and planning funds for Tacos City were provided in FT
2000.

This request also includes construction funds associated with the transfer of tat IT~s to the 11OP. The PT 200T request seeks an Increase of 12
positions, 12 workysart, and 1226,M2,000 for construction of two facilities tone 115 and one FCI) to adld capacity to absorb part of the 155 LT~s. tn
the TV 2000 budget, preliminary fueling was provided for two US~a arid one FCI. Construction funds for the third facility are requested in FT 2002,
using advance appropriation authoril:y. The SOP woo directed to accept transfer of the LTDs based on the recosmedtions contained In the
Ctngfrssionalty directed Detention Cotsnaldation Study. The SO11is assumptiovi of custody of tat LTDe sill free tip tat badapasce for shorter tens
detain awaiting deopottation. The rumber of tat LTD& is Increasing by agoosaty 460 a year, and by FTY 2004, it Is projected there will be over
6.000, LIDs to bce -ntase by SMP. however, the 900does net currently hae" bad space to absorb ctese rates, andSMmat build additionsl capacity.

The LTD% ca frm cotuntries wtich refuse to allow thei r return. In the United States, they are non-releasablte by Is% or for rasons of pubict
safety. The severity of the of lenses committed by the LIDs adds so the challenger in detaining thee for an indefinite period of time. The most
f requent offenses of the LTDs are burlary, larceny, drua possession and eats, assault, and homicide. According to an earlier DOW study, LTDs require
program similar to those provided to sentenced porisoneirs, such as vocatilanai, recreational and educational program, as well es lang-tans, health care

services, The tack of progrem activity in let short-tens facilities results in Idleness which causes disciplinary problem.

no Facilities In FT 2001 - No Prior Fondle
Crowding at edium security facilities Is 53 percent above capacity and 'A percent at high security levels. These facilities are Crowding Inates,
Stick results in Increasing the rnates to staff ratio, and decreasing time for staff and Iiate Interaction end exchange. Thus, higher tewaole of
overowdinig potentially endanger staff, frastes, and the community, and new capacity in this request is critical to safe eanageent of the Federal
Prison System.



trncluded In this request Is a program Increase for 15 positions, 10 wkyeas, mid M40.152,000 permitting partial site "i pleanning of two IMfs and
three PCls, for a total of 6,016 beds. the LISPs are pius -a for the Southeast aind Western regions. of the country. The PCts are ptw-mad for Ste
alideest a"i ore each In the Southeast and Mid-Atlantic regions, the balance of construction funds for these five facilities Is raqaested for PT
2002, under advance approprlet ion authority.

the 30' 4roo~tlon projections Intensify the need for additional higher security capacity. Due to the absorption of the D.C. sentenced population
ari let 0I0s there is a greet need for higher security beds in the SOP. The higher security population sittI nearly double by 200? reinforcing the
need for higher security facilities, this, it Is anst critical to Increase higher security capacity for the safety of staff, friates, and the
surroundina commitiles.

New Faciliies" Partial Site an Pies-ine Fis In Ft 2002 - So rir issinIncluded in this request Is advance appropriation authority of 123,00 n iT 2002 for four Fida an a secure feae faciLity,.att. The remaining
5535,000,000 to construct these facilities Is requested for Ft 2003. this delay of initial site an plainting funds uill iT 2002 recognizes both the
reality of tight budget constraints in it 2001, as welt as the IBM's critical nood for additional capacity to rellieve projected overcrowding. Caving
the authority for construction funtdo in Pt 2002 and PY 2003 aill silow the KIP to plan aind advertised full construction of these facilities under the
deaip/bjitl procurement concept far In advance of wat aould be possible otherwiase. These facilities mitt provide a total of 5,632 beds In four
geographic regions: Western, South Central, Northeast. an afid-Atlantic Segions. The addition of capacity In these regions sill maintain the IM's
policy of housing rates as close to their state of residence and release as practicable.

Capet ity Requlirement$
the Sow is presently designating Irnmtes at a level whlich forces dostle-bening In 15% of penitentiary tells and 902 in medis security facilities.
In other worde, the TIM has doute-bweted far greater rsmbers of Irates at at! security levels than specified by its rated capacity sandards, aid
the Ft 2001 request for new construction is premised on continuing this higher level of douta-bua*ing. The table bolos Illustrates hos thia level
provides nearly 50 percent mora beds in penitentiaries arnd over 1/4th more in media security facilities.

fated Capacity it 2001 Proosal
Percent Percent

Security aumbr bouole- faster DOW*-
LeelOfIS pjgWf of Sed* IL*

High 960 25% 1,421 85%
tiedisa 1,152 50% 1,459 902

Populat ion Proiections
Desyrte recent news reports of lower growth in State prison populations, the S"'s population projections indicate tremerndoua growth In the short arid
long' term. Sentences have rained fairly stable over the last few years. However, the SOP is again experiencing dratic increases in the ysmber of
rates diue to higher rstrs of prosecutions, particularly drug cases, This, s well so the recent sharp Increase in immigration cases are the
primary causes of current BOP irate population growth. In it 1999, the SOP esceid the FY t9f record growth of 10,000 ireates, and set anotr
,ecord breaking year in FY 1999, with an Increase of over 11,300 rates.

ay the end of Ft 200?, the total SM population is expected to reach 204,527 rates, Including absorption Of D.C. feons arnd IlNS LMs. the projected
populat ion in S" facilities sine will iricreasto I 13,477. without additional new construction, the SOP capacity will be only 112,8, resulting In
an se-anageable and piacfe system-wide Overcrowding rate of 54 percent.

Thus, the FY 2001 request proposes to add enough beds to bring overcrowding close to 30 percent system-aide by 2007, thile Incrasing the level of
do,.tls-bunmbing. The projected year-and capacity In the table on the nest pae" reflects new construction requested in Pt 2001, aid advance
appropriations for FY 2002 avid it 2003.



ProaJctod PopAles, Cpclty uSan orcpasmilng
lewd an 77Y 2001 Nese (Includlis "S 2000/30Rd --uwe Derprleotluo)

Actual

IM IM ai a m a m a i a
IM Facilities
Starting capacity .......... 66,051 39.581 94,789 97,606 105,060 107,167 113,669 120,396 127,502 132,622
*Aprovd/Ptrde/to"ueTed Capacfty. 3,530 5,206 2,617 7,454 2,107 6,502 6.729 7,104 5,120 0
OtbtotaL Capacity .......... 89,581 94,789 97,606 105,060 107,167 113,669 120,3W 127,502 132,622 132,622
Populat ion Proje ction........ 117,295 126,064 134,072 141,132 146,676 154,7Th 164,154 169,131 173,477 177, 44
Percent Ov rc rowded......... 312 332 37% 34% 392 362 363 332 312 342

Total federal Prison
Po p ulation.............. 133,669 144,174 160,919 171,191 173,735 185060 194,667 199,917 204,527 206,769

oYear-end capacity ties to the date by whilch the majority of beds are projected to be avaitlble for Inats.

the population, capaity "i overcrowding projections are displayed on the graph on the following pace.

onmtrwtil
The up strives to prove the pace en effactlveness of its construction progress "n recently bega to incorporate design-build! contracts for now
construction projects. this will potenitially shorten construction tie end lmt litigation related to contractor disputes. Under the design-buid
procurement concept, the Government contracts for a single firs to parforst both the design und construction of a facility Sils prior policy wee to
separate the teo. The new process Is a negotiated procurement Stare the Government can review the talificetions med pest performance as a basia f or
awaerding the contract. Also, with design-build there Is a single point of responsibility for quality, cest, and schedule adheence; so the Ooverrusont
Is abe to focus on the scope of the project rather than coordination between a sopreta designer asd builder. This approach allow the overlapping
of the design and construction periods, and eliminates construction bidding periods, resulting in earlier comletion. The WFhes successfully used
the design-blid process for a ainimum security facility In Forrest City, Arbansss and currently hew several larger projects underway wsing this
method, including penitentiaries (05951 at Col~se, Florida; gig Sanody, Kentucky; ectreary Cosunty, Kentucky; Canaom, Pennseylvania; end Federal

Correctional Institutions (FCtot at Petersburg, Virginia and Glenville, West Virginia,



Projected Population, Capacity and Overcrowding
for the Bureau of Prisons

Based on the FY 2001 Request
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY GENERAL GOAL (500)

X)CISIONi UNITIPOGRAW NEW CONSTRUCTION
.3ENERAI. GOAL 1: SOP will proactively manage t offende population to ensure safe and secure operations.
Depiltment ot Justice Core Function 5. Detention and Incarceration
Strategic Goal: 5, 1and 52
Iknnual Perlomience Goal: As listed below.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PEAF ORMAWCE P LAH9

Performance Report Performances Plans

Type ol Performiances Indicators iData 1998 l9ow00 2001
Indicator Source Actuate I Enacted Actuats Pln Plan

I Plan

Input 1 Funds obligated to construct
new tsaiotes

2 Number of new construction FTEs

Oulput 3 4 of beds added (BOP facilities)
Activity 4 End of Yewr Capact (BOP facilties)

5 Number of Envk-onmental Impact Studies)
Iterniedlate Environmental Assessmienta
outcome 6 New facility desigs

7 Number ot major construction awards

End S. Number of new facilities completed
outcome

Product"Ivr 9 System-wide overcrowding Level
Eftiiency
A. Oats Valiation and VerifIcation:

$270.343! $530,887:

125 114

ADM 3,0291
ADM 88,051~

ADM

ADM
ADM 5,

ADM I1

3,408:
89,459

8

ADM 26%' 30%

S851,0141 $482,3O00 840200

3.530, 5,200& 2,817
89,581 9479 97,606

6' 7 5
7 10 11

31%1 33 - 37%

The date collected In thla table awe authorized and managed in the Central Office wttee data Is conslidated on the Local Area Networks (LAN)
and thve Wide Area Network (WAN). Capacity & Inmate statistics are maintained on SENTRY & finanocial data Is collected from the Fkuancle
Management Infration System (FMIS) - -

0. FY 19" Pewlormance Report.
Own" FY 199 the OwOP exceeded Ita planned addition of 3,408 beds by adding over 3,500 new prison beds to capac"t.
The SOP wee able to accelerate new construction mission efforts. In FY I999 The SOP obligated 5120,mkio or neerty 23% more, funds under fte

construction pr ogr am tha planned, as tan construction contracts were awarded.
7. taeuea1 Affect"w Selection of FY 200 and 2001 indtcatore:



D3ECISION4 WT0IJPROGRAM: MODERNIZATION AND REPAIR OF EXISTING FACILITIES
GENERAL GOAL 2 SOP wf eTiN5mWk lel*Ue Wt opeainlly sound aoitiore and in compliance wth security, onalyend
VIA l --sqistet
Depaternt of Jushos Core Fundehon 5- Delerib and lneroatelon
StrategicGoal 5 1 md 53
Anual Pairformance Goal As NOWe Pe0 -I

PERFORMANCE INICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCt PLA"R

I Performanice Report Psilormano* Plans

Type of PefOrManc IndeceWS Dale 1996 1999 2000 1 2001 --
IdtrSource Ack"l Enacted Adtuala la Plan

PlanI

Input I FTE Ict M&R
2 Fundsolaleg W dr MaeR

Outpt/t 3 Total piqec estblelte
Activity 4 S- - I-Ietalshed

Inlermediate 5 Pvctect omplete and closed
Outcome TOTAL prred

special 0vlel iduded in TOTAL)

a Prol" cteaet the "dof the yse(
Tota prospect
Spec4el prolects

End 7Court ordered remedial propect
Outwome 8 Dollar Value Of tkn" or veolalbons

Mfdut"I 9 Number of fecilibes over 30 yewrs old
Efecency 10 Number of tealees over 50 yaws old

11 Long range master plan for exoating
tsaites - in development

12 Long range maier lan wfor Lusting
faclities - completed

122

49 I

ADM 435
ADM a?

ADM
ACDM

ADM
ADM

ADM
ADM

ADM

ADM

1 22

450.
40,

410,
50

1,290
209

0
0

48
32

10

4

96 1 401
5109.437 $116,000

5W6 4751
541 45

680 450
84 601

1,078'
189'

31

10

1,1031

174

0

4,

31

4;

125
$120,000

Soo
-4C

475
85

1,128
149

0
0

31

a

5

IL Gala Valkdation and Vertlcatlon.
rhe data mclced ileths woe.are reponred dtreCtly by lacitrbee Ii RegeoWa Office or te Central Office tough wrilen report and via te
in-nwan "tt Wide Area Networit (WAN) The mforeton a oneledted and maintained by programmnagers, Most MetR end now
Donso ucto roects ue authorized and managed in the Cens~l Office In addlton, linancial data as collected from the Frenciel Management

soraonSystemi (FI5Sl
B FY I69M Performarnce Repoort:
the SOP exceededl t planned urnw of MER prpects completed i FY 1I9
The MAR program eatald~ed S06 new pied i 190 lore atota of 1.660 profect actve duraxg the year Of thee pro"ad. 562 were
wnV~te, lt more than the plane 370
C. Ieses AflaclIoI -elcion of FY 2000 anW 2001 lIndIcators



Federal Prison System
Buildings and Faclift~s

Financial Analysis - Progranthang..
(Dollars in thousands)

New Construction ___

-- Budget Total
Item - {Pos. Oblg. _ -Authort Amount_

GS-12 ......... .................................................. .......... 26 1,350..
GS-1 1 ............... ........................................ 27 1,196 _

Total positions and annual rate ....................................... 5t3 2,576
Lapse...... ......................................................... (18) (874

Total wortkyears and personnel compensation ........................ 35 $1,702 $10,342 $10,342

Personnel benefits ....................................... .. 681 4,137 4,137
Travel and Transportation of persons...................................... 430 967 967
Transportation of things-.................................................... 155 314 314
Rental payment to others ........................................ .. l 180 645 845
Comm, utilities and miscellaneous.......................................... 45 190 190
Printing and reproduction ........................................ ............ 53 155 '155
Other services (Object Class 2652) ...................................... 455,639 662,705 I682,705
Supplies and materials .................................................. 524 1,015 1,015

Total program workyears and obligations

changes requested, FY 2001 ................ ............. 351 $459,960 $681,.271 $881,271

NOTE: The BOP is requesting Advance Appropriations in FY 2001 for FY 2002 and FY2003
to provide the construction funds necessary to complete ten facilities and a secure female

unit. Based on estimates, the BOP is requesting Advance Appropriations of $791,000,000
in IFY 2002 and $535,000,000 in FY 2003.
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PARTIALLY OR FULLY FUMCED CAPACITY BY ANTICIPATED
FICAL YEAR OF ACTIVATION
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Status of Coaryssionulv Recajeted
Studiese leoorts. mid Evalustions

The Conference Report (N. Ept. 106.d.79), directs the Bureau of Prisonsi OP) to subit the fotlowing reports to the Cinoitteaf an Appropriations of
both the Rouse mrd tenae.

1. Study and repot an the feasibility of constructing edditionel medium or high security prisons or mwk camp at existinr ederaL prison sit"e,
Inctuding those currently being constructed, arnd Inctling taoc4 City, by May 1. 2000.

The up contines to evaluate eiting sit"s for additional construction and compre that with population projections.

The Conference Report on 51.. 4 276, for the Deprtnts of Cmrce, justice, and State, the Judiciary mid Related Agencies for Fiscal Year 1999
directed that-

2. The Attorney General shall comiate conveyance of the parcel of land, by quit claim deed and negotiated salo, to the City of Tracy, California.

An egressent for Gensal Services Adinistration (GSA) to insethe transfer ws signed by OP on 12/23/96. and a meeting ws held between the City
of Tracy and GSA on 1120199 to begin negotiation for the purchase. After review by OW arid tLO/tnrviroremantat Review Division, In July, 199, GSA
Submitted ts the City of Tracy a draft offer anid in Auust, 1999 submitted a draft deed for the Tracy property. As of January, 2000O, the S9W Is
waiting for a response from the City on the draft affer and draft deed. GSA Is else waiting for the City to providers survey showing diet area silt
be for educate I wet use end what areas for economic develoow . One the survey Io received, It sill. be provided to the GSA apraiser for update.
Additionally, the City of Tracy iso In the process of corn.icting their Enviromaentai Impact Report (Elf) of this property, arnd GSA Is waiting for the
U.S. Fish ard 'dildilfe Service cdmmnto to the draft El*, regarding proposed mitigation mesures, before initiating consultations under the Enclanerad
Species Act.
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Federal Prtaon Systemi
Buildings and Facilitiee

Detail of Permanent Postions by Category
FY 1999-2001

___________________________I____ 19 2000 2001

Relm- Total Mon- Program Tota I
Category Authorized .burnable Authorized Relinb. Recurring lncreaeeas Authorized- Rewnb.

General Adrnnstratior Clerical and Office Services (300-399), 27' 4 29 4 (9 6 . 261 4
Accungand Budget (500-599) . .. 8 0 9 D 0 31 12 0

Engineering anArchitecture Group (800899j. 161 14 179, 14 (20 21 180 14
Buisness and Industry Group (1100-1 199) .. 701 0 80' 0 (12 161 84' 0
Ungraded (mech Kial and coisruo), 40' 8 43, 8 (10 7 401 8

Total. 306' 26 340 26 (51 53i 342 2

ashinglori 46' 18 50 16 (13 15' 52 81
US Fied 260 10 290, 10 (38 381 20 1

Total 306 28, 340 26 (511 5i 32 6



Fedel Prison Syse
Bulding and FesilOs

SUaM~WyzfG"m MOMM0I)j
(Doleus lin thousand)

ppropretion nacte

dustments to Bas Increvises:
Inceews (Automatic, ro-c):
2001 Pay Ralse (3 .7.. ).... ......................................
Annualization of 2000 Piogram l n c r..........s............e* ...."...*AAwalzatn of 2000 pay rase (4)..................)....I..1,.......
2% Replacemn Value Adjustent to M&R B a se.......................

Tota Ir e se s ........................................ ......

Adjstmnt to Oane Decreases:
Positions end wortsees associstd with closed Now Costuction p projects ..
New Constructin Projects Funde l In 2000 ................... ........
Base Reductin of BAR Positions and Wrlyesn .......................

TOW . NMt D e r e as es.... ........................................

2001 B w ...................s e.............. ............... ......

2001 Progem Inrae
New Construction

Sentenced Capait Pr.et wftil Prior FuningV
FCI Yazoocediumn (1,l52beda) ..................................
FCI Fort. sity Mediumt (1,l152 bed )..............................
FCI lHerlongSler Medium (1,152 beds) wfli a Work Camp (128 beds) ....
FCI Victorvile Medium (1, 152 beds ) with a Work Camp (128 beds)....... -

Subtotal. Four Facilities with prior fundin fo Senteced C~apeclty .. ....
J4.854 beds at rated capacity)

Poe. FTIE IE00

(7)

(521

289

... 783
12 ..

326
1 7,500

13 8,809

(411,000:

(4T0 (1 .6

274 154,389

2 86.884K 4 ~ 95,814
4 116,861

3L 116,8381
13~ 416,387

AdVance -p*isi
FY 2002 FY 2003



Federa Prison Sysamo
Buildings and Fectitlee

Summay of Chang (200-201)
(Dollar in thousands)

IeM

Advance Appropriations:
New Sentenced Capacity Projects (No Prior Funding)
Partial Site and Planning for two USPa (960 beds each) with

128 bed W~ork Camps (Southeast and Western Region) ..... _.... ...
Partial Site and Planing for Seven Medium FCls (1, 152 beds each) wit

128 bed Work Camps
Southeast .... ................ .................... .....
M id -A tlantic ... .. ... . .. . .. .. .. ... .. .... ... .... ... .. .
M idw estern .. .. .. ... .. .. ... ... .. .... .. .... ... ... .... ...
W e ste rn .. . .. .. .... .......................... .. ........
South C e*nt* ......-.. ....al...................... ........
N o rth ea st .. ............. ..I. .......I .....I. ... .... .. ........
M id-A tlantic ,... ..... .. .. .... .. ... .. ... .. ... ... ... ... ..
Partial Site & Planning for Mid-Atlantic Secure Femal Unit , .. ......

Capacity (with no prior funding -11,848 beds at rated capact)..........

INS Long Term Detainee Capacity Projects with Prior Funding
LISP Lo mpoc (960 beds) ................................ ........
FCI Mid-Alantic Medium (1, 152 beds) wit Work Camp (128 beds)..........
UISP Midwestern (960 beds) with Work Camp (128 beds),. . .........
Subtotal, Three INS facilties with prior funding .........................

(3.328 beds at rated capacity)

Subtotal New Construction (19,840 beds at rated cap"ct for sixteen
facilities and a Secure Femnale Unit) ..... ................ .... .....

Total, Program Increa ss . ........... ............. .........

4 23,861

2 5.430
2 5,430
2 5,431

101 4015

129,861
94,861

Advance Appropriations
FY 2002 FY 203

280.000

106,000
121,000
131,000

6,000 131,000
5,000 115,000
5,000 133,000
5,000 133,000
2,000 23,000

861,000 535.000

130,0001
T3,o000

881,2711 V 791,0001 MOOD

-5 i27- 791,0001 Kx 535000

2W 1 Estimate... I .... .. .......... . ................ . .... .... 1 6 1 .................. .



Federal Priso ystes
Saitline enid Facilities

Justification Of Aisaat a
(Cot tars In thousands)

2001 Adlustmt to Sfes

mactameis oaatmtic. rampotiew)-

1. MI m ... .... ... ... ... ... .... .... .. ..... .. .. ... ... . ...
This repaust providers for the proposed 3.7 percent pay raise to be effective in Juary of 2001 &W io
consistent with Adinistration policy ictuded in the Preliminery Pay Raise Guidoec for 2001 Budgt
Submissions. this increae" includes locality pay adjuetanots as well as the genra's pay raise. The aout
requested, 5783000000 represents the psy amoute for titree-querters of the fiscal year plus qppropirite
benfits t8359,t0t,000 for pay and $224,000.000 for benefits toteirg 571M1000,0003.

2. Anrisalisatio of 200 my raise ..............................................................
this pay avvsasLization ropresente first quarter amaruts. (Otoer through OCecber of the anticipated 2000
pay Increses of 4.8 percent to be effective Jwsmary 2000. vd, for three-quarter of the yeer, the
difference between 4.4 percent eatimated In the 2000 President's bdgt ari the approved increase of 4.8
percent. The arout requested 826,100,000 represented the total orrsielizatien of pay amits for the fiscal
year plus apprpriate benefits (523,000,000 for comensation arid 59,000,000 for beinefitel.

3. Adlutit to soeizatlesn mid eommir (S81 Ba se..............................................
The request @Mles to the Bateau of Prisons tIV) which urdertaes essential rehtotilitatin aud renovation
or repleceent projects at existing Institutions. This eneures that strctwaes, utility system, aid other
facilities are kept in a geed etate of repair. In PT 2000 cte IV used a 2 percent rveseeo value method
of fording retarde by the Pederal Pacilities Coauncil Report fter 131, Wclt recomeds thet esintonence
progam are, f-d at 2 to 4 percent of thei r replecoment value, at a sini"a. This esthod Wil allow1 te

soto compete wes projects In a shorter tie peeled aid sass repair dollars. funding of 57S,10000, ens
position OWd ens FTE are requested for this base odjutent.

4. Aeailiation of 12 adeitionst positions nowred Ina 25000........................................
This provides for the oris'aztien of 12 additinl positions requested In the 200 budget for the Iea
Caistrct len program.

Sit-Totatlincreeses ...........................................................................

Part work-
ftg. Yasrn Am

5783,SO

12

1 13 8,609



..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... .....
Pre sp I rmefe the cinmtrtmtln of nom facit ti wre ,euvrecurr the Vow after wmetmt, Ocie theen
wre fist recuring costs. this re et lnctes a dserease of 9411,00,000S feom the " nft iNow Constrution
ro~.ut. W ? pesitiets wW wrlvaere which awe nwvremmared from prier Vwar.

.......... ......... ......... ......... .. . . . . . ..

d$tets1. ............. ..... ............ ..... ... .. .....

Ttal, adjust= to as ................... ss................ .. .......

M7 (?) ol 1. 00)

LM L~j.U

(51) (36) OW 3 )
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ftdaral Prison Spstam
Federal Prison Industries, incorporated
Nunney Statement ad Performaince Plean

Fisal Yea 200

A total of ?,l107 positions and 1, 933 irorhyears are requested for Fedenis Prison Industries Inc. (FPI) in FY 2001, and
$SI. 42q, 000 Is requested as the Administ rat ive expense l imi tat ion. This includes a program increase for the activation of 3
factories at Polilock, Louisiana: Atwater, California and Coleman, Florida which will employ approimnoehy 336 inmpates at each
locat ion In FY 2001. A detailed explanation of FPI's FY 2001 program increases and base program are included in the Program
Performance Information section of this budget.

A. Comonent Mission and Goals, and Reletionmhip to 003 Strategic len

FP's plan directly supports the Detention and incarceration goals and strategic approaches that are included in the
Department of Justice's Strategic Plan, FY 1997 - 2001,

The mission of Federal Prison lIIdustries iFF11 is to employ and provide skills training to the greatest practical number of
inmates in Federal correctional facilities necessary to ensure the safe and secure operation of such institutions, and in
doing so, to produce market priced, quality goods in a self-sustaining manner that mininioes potential impact on private
business and labor

FPI' s goals are to provide seivic es acd progr~ns to address Inmate needs, providing productive use-of-time activities, and
facilitating the successful reintegration of inmates into society, consistent with conenunityp expectations and candards.

U0 Higthlighrts of 1989 Missioin Critical Results

As of September 30, 1999, there were 20,966 inmates employed at 100 factories located at 68 facilities, an increase of 666
inmates over the planned employment level of 20,300. FPI also exceeded its planned new orders by $22,964,000 and its net
soles volume by $28,572,000,

C Irt 2001 Perforsanne goals and Indicators

In TY 2001, FPI anticipates adding 1,003 sore jobs to employ inmate employees ace asmareasuit of the projected population increaes.
These additional Inafee jobs cmitt provide inafe opporttiese for on-the-job training and apprentficeship programs to develop etry level skills
"enatbie Irates to ecquire on-the-job hnowledgeaend profitlerty, s cell as discipiline In the cork efhlc. To provide then, jute, FPI pins to

actirete factories at Pollock, Louisiana; Atwater, California and Coleman, Florida.

p Now 2001 Initiativs

FPI' s request of 2,107 position and 1,933 worhyear. for FY 2001 is to support the activation of factories at Poloch,
Louisiana; Atwater, California, and Coleman, Florida which will employ approximately 336 inmates at each location.



A r',rtal of 2,107 positions and 1,933 work years are requested tor Federal Prison Industries, Inc. rPIJ in FY 2001. This
request represents an increase of 19 positions and 49 wokyears over the FY 2000 base. These positions and $17,322,000 are
being requested for the activation or factories at Pollock. Louisiana; Atwater, California; and Coleman, Florida employing
approximately 336 inmates at each location Further, $3,429,000 is requested as the Administrative expense limitation which
is equal to the amount requested in FY 2000

B. Data Validation and Verification Issues

Data Collection and Storage: FPIsa operations consist of five principal product programs. The product programs Are Metals,
Furniture, Electronics/Plastics, Gxxphicn/Service/Optlcs and Clothing/Textiles. Financial and manufacturing data are
maintained In the Central Off ice on a Wide Area Network (WAN) using off-the-shelf integrated manufacturing software. Local
data is both uploadedi and downloaded as needed to Local Area Networks (LAN).

Data Validation and Verification: FPl's financial and operational data are audited anoially by independent accounting fires.

Data Lmatons rPI is dependent on its WN being operational and sufficiently backed up

P Reswources

1999
DolIlars Pos. Fr E

2000
Dollars Pos FITE

$463,111 2,011 1.693 $600,396 2,029 1,976 $607,625 :,1Iv 1,933

a. MUsary Pertaruance len, Perfarnance Goalks, Targets and Actuals

Key summery level indicators

Number of inmate jobs added
each year.

Numfber of inmates employed at
hear end

Number of factory activations

i99g Actual
199 2000

Planned/Actual Planned

975 100/766 100

20,200 20, 300/20, 966 21,666

Strategic Goals

Budget Activity

2001
Dollars Pos. FTC

2001.
Planned

1,006

22, 374



rFdral Prison Swts
Federal Prison Industries. Inoorporste

,ustification of Procosed Chanme to the Acynropristion Wnija

The 2001 budge t estimates include proposed changes in appropriation language listed and explained below. Noaw language is
itsllciasd and underlined, and language proposed for deletion is bracketed,

Federal Prison Industries, Incorporated

The Federal Prison Industries, Incorporated, is hereby authorized to sake such expenditures, within the lmts of funds and
borrowing authority available, and In accord with the law, and to sake such contracts and commitment, without regard to
fiscal year limitations as provided by section 9104 of title 31, United States Code, am may be neceary in carrying out the
program eat forth in the budget for the current fiscal year for such corporation, including purchase of
(not to eoweed five for replaceent only) and hire of passenger motor vehicles.

(it U.S.C 4121,jj4129: nflecactment of Justice Avorooriations Act. 2000. P.1. 106-1131.

Liaitation on Adinistrative Expenses
Federal Prison industries, Incorporated t%

Wi
N4ot to emcee 83,429.000 ,'f the funds of the corporation shall be available for ita adminietrative expenses, and for service ~
as authorized by 5 u.s.c 31C'9, to be computed on an accrual basie to be determined in accordance with the corporation's C)

current prescribed accounting system , and such amount shail be exclusive of depreciation, payment of claims, and
expe-' tures which the said accounting system requires to be capitalized or charged to coat of comodities acquired or
produced, including sellIng and shipping expenses, and expenases in connection with acquisition, construction, operation,
maintenance, Improvement, protection, or disposition of facilities and other property belonging to the corporation or in
which It has an interest

(Department of Justice Aiorcoprations Act. 2000. P.L. 106-113)

Esolanstion of Chances-

No substantive changes proposed.



Federal Primf Syate
Federal PrIson Induwtres Incorporatd

Crosswalk of It" AvalMblHt
(Dollar In Viousandas)

Approved Unogated Balance Fina IM9
1999es Enacted Roprograning Transfers Srm~ffowsd- _ AvvilW

PAvtyPran Poe. WY Anmnt Poe WY Armount Pos. WY Amoun Poe. Y Annait Pa W A

Feder, Prison lnusase 2,011 1.867 $463.111 . ,... 149.11 2.=1 LM7 12291

Toal, 2.011 1,867 463.111 .. 149,180 2,011 1,867 612,291



Fedra Prism Sveo

2000 Prmdid*ns
Buge bAqu Cr

AclivWlPogmm PaM WY Ajnour

FmdW PNemw Indutries 2.029 1.060605.3N6

-w " PAton
--onZOOO RsquS--

Pom.- - W AOWV

20Acpiao
-- RmwQPWMbW-- EnflCw

Po, Yf zn -JmAm

Total ............. .. 2,029 1,676 605,396 . ... ... . ... 2,029 1,876 606,306

m. amaiont requestd in the FY 2000 Preskdents Budget Rmqumst anid enacted Weve ($640000,000) weS an em"Wma baed On
prajeded salso, cassnd canyvebalance. Actual amounts varied from estiats rooutzn in rdue budgstauthorfty ($60,396.000).
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40, 00010.000
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40.000
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32 32 3.429

2,076 1,901 GU.M
- 40.000
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Federal Prism Systso
Federal Prison Industries, Incorporated

Praro Perfort Inanl
(Dollars In thousands)

Actviy., Federal Prison Inrstries
Peru.

2M0 Apprupriation Aticipated 2,029 1,676 060,396
2001 as"e 2,029 1,6M 39030
2001 Estimate 2,107 1.9W3 607629

lncresse/Decreass 75 48 I7?,=

BAK PeO" OiS2lpTipS: Federsi Prison lrshastries, Inc. (fPI) reduce*widsrel ragte Idleness by providing a full-time work program oal
strives to amLay approximately 25 parcet of cte eligible irawte population. dare titan "0 percet of the iraote populstiat do net hae mrketle
shills. IPI provides s program of cnmtructive Indsatrial work Starsin jab skills can be developed arid work habits scqauirad.

FPs operations are seif-su*rtng. Sevsrsaee ae derived fran the sais of peite end services to other federal flerusnts, agencies. anid
goverrment Institutions wtick purchase prodit listed on FPI Ia tcihedule of Predicts. FPI provides services art a non-seridecory, preferred source
basis. Operating eorss suick a the casts of raw ateriels arid splies, Iiate wages, staff salaries, and capital gspsridturee are led

aantthese revernues, resulting In operating Income or lose. Stick is rosliald toward operating casts for future production.

Institution factories ari stops are opsrted by civil ian s4wsviecs arid managers, training arid overseeing the work of Irmates. The factories
utilize raw materias arid compnent parts purchased from the private sector to produe finished goods. FPI's njor Sw~oen coAtomsra Inlude
cte Department of Defense, tire Pososi Service, the Veteranse Adirnistration &Wi the Geneal Services Administration. Institution factories
insafacture suck Iso as furniture, clothing, electronics, motel arid carves pricts, oa provide such services as data processing arid furniture
refinishing. Orders for goods arid services are obtained through marketing arid sales efforts by civilian staff. A portion of the ernings realized
by these operations is reinvested to Improve arid build new facilities ard purchase saiWslt, aintaint state-of-theart capability enid provide
working capital.

loonrie testing arid predict devlopent procedursoare rewpired to operate ad0m factories that produe products Stick amc governarent
specifications. lnats training is else aittrwmve because mot of the Inmates have rne previous. training, soperenca or skills, Mick of tire neoedd
training occurs on-the-job, with the civilian supervisors ard asperiersed iraete explaining art!Id disrstirg the work to newly assigned Iiates.
literst skills rewairs sees forst training, suck as soldering. classroom Instrutiart Is provided by IUICO staff.

Pi ekes capital invettos aIn building arid Improvemnts, machinery arid aqiwmnt as necessary In the cardct of Its Induistrial operations.
Ottwer eapanse charged to the industrial manfacturing program Include irtiate accident compensation.

'As a result of prinets sector concerns that the Corporation as becasing en undlia burden of comptition, Congress adopted guidelines for tire
production of row preits arid significant product expansion Stick are iricorporeted Into statute. lefors any significant pedit emporien or as
predicts era Mewfacaurad, the guideline process is conducted silk full kroslede of Interested parties. The original guidetines procedures first
prowllrated in 199 were spdtetd In 199?, with Irput free the prinats sector, With %61ICetionM of interns pr*eedre In the Haracs 12, 199? Federal
segistor.

As repaired wnder the federal rules, commnly referred to as the Guidelines procese, whan FMI proposes to produce a now peit or paSIts
seeket share of en emitting predict, they first marl candidt a serbet Impact study. This study at identify and consider the ruilar of vatr
currsrntly seting the rpsrant, of the f-dersl goverrment; the proportion of the federal asritet for the prouct currently serve byr ll



business. amltI disadvantage businesses, or businesses operating In labor surplus areas; the site of the federal nespiederel markets for the
produt t; the proiec ted growth in the federal governnt dard for the product; and the projected abiI Ity of the federal erket to sustain both FP
ard private vwKtre. PI then must astossce In t Carte Business Daily Its proposal and invite canmnto ire private irakustry. FPiQuist asn
directly notify those trade essocitin affected an altos then to provide cammnt.

Falls Board of Directors is provided copies of the Market Impact study, the caments received, And FPPs recoA-endatlons. The Board also hotde
hearings whith the publ it can etter sad provide testilesy.

At the tconclusion, of the above process, the Board renders Its decision, wticht Is Alto published In the Cammre Buiness Daily.



Pert. Work-

Proote Acvt e

Tis initiative seeks to addess the following objectivers:

P tan f or the 'growth of FP I arnd prove Idoe mpOyant for Inaetes wh Iich Is row I red for the safe "anorderlty mvwgaat of the Bureau of Pr Isons.

Rneges FF1 financial affairs in an efficient and more produtive fashion.

Proavide on-the job training to epprointaly 22,300 rates in all Iidstrial factories In 2001.

Provide pro-iAtrial training projects to enhamce factory operation m" provide Increased training ~stwsitias.
Achieve the Installation of dlevontai programs which sill assure FF1 of s highly trained, qaiifiad, and ativated staff.

tnsure total Customer Satisfaction by bing competitive in mrketplace price, quality, end delivery samidarde.

Develop aid Implmnt strategies for comaritsting FP3's primary mission and goais to the public, private sector business city, govireot
aenIes, mid elected officials.

A total of 2,10? positions mi 1,933 sorkytars Is requested for Federal Prison Indstries, lnc.(FPI) it FT 2001. This request raprosata a prora
increase of 7$ positions aid A8 morklreers, for the activation of factories at Pollch, Louisiana; Atwater, California; mid Cot~a, Florida. The
factories at these locatioie sill emloy approimately 336 ramtes at each location.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

Department of Justice Core Function 5 Detention and Incarceration
Strategic Goat 5 4 Provide Critical Inmate Services

Annual Performance Goal

Type of
Indicator

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION

Performance Indicators

Input I Base number of factories
2 FTEs
3 Net sales volume ($ 000)

OutputV 4 Number of Inmate jobs adde
Activity 5 Inmates employed at year-end

6G New orders received (S 000)

Intermediate 7 New factory activations
Outcome 8 Increase in sales volume ($8000)

End 9 Number of inmates emploed as a
Outcome percentage of inmates housed in low,

Tedium and high security institions
6 Actual sales as percent of sales

prfons,
A Data Validation and Verfiation

PERFORMANCE REPORT AND Ptkr6K-0xk-UPIZAN

IPerformaonce Report
I 99 1999 i

Data Source Actuals Enacted
IPlan-

Annual Report 97 99
NFC PayrollSystem1  165 1.867

Annual Report _$534,279 $537,600

Activations Reports 975 100
Annual Report 20,200 20,300

FPl Key Indicators $5 48 714 S579,000

Act'v Sched ~ 2 1
iAnnual Report $21,383 $9,600

SENTRY

25% 25%
Annual Report 100% 1 00%

Actuals Plan fti

1001 100 1011
1,893 1,878 1,933

$588,172 $84865 $57,000

786 400 1,008
20,986 21,388 22,374

$601,984 $805,396 $807.a25

0 1 3
$31,893 19,293 (8,485

17% 25% 25%
130% 100% 100%

Date contained in this table as collected by email, manufacturing software on Local Area Networkis which upoaedskifrmionto aside
Ares Network, BOP's Key Indicators National Finance Center Payroll Report and schedules and reports generatd by sutijec matte
experts tInormation is verified by subject matter experts and independent auditr verf financial and maonfacurgdataal

8 FY 1999 Performiance Report

B. Factors Affecting FY 2001 Program Performrancet



Federal Prison Systemn
Federal Prison Industries. Industries

Summary of Change
(Dollars in thousands)

2000 Appropriation Enacted ......... .... . . ..

2001 Adjustments to Base
Increases

Annualization of FY 2000 P ositions ... .... ........

Decreases-
Change in Cost of Production,................. .. ...

2001 B ase --...- -... . . ... ...... . ......

2001 Program Change
Factory Actvaton

Pollock, LA (High, 0112001).-... ...... ...... . .. ........ .
Coleman, FL (High, 09/2001) ...... ..... .. .. .. ........... .. .
Atwater, CA (High, 07/2001)... ........... --... ....- ------ , -

Total Program Changes., .... ....................................... ..... ... ... ....... .......

*The amount enacted for FPI in FY 2000 ($640,000,000) was an estimate based on projected sales,
Actual amounts varied from estimates resulting reduced budget authonty ($605,396,000).

* Includes staff and production costs

Perm. Work-
Pos, Year Amunt

2,029 1,876 $805,396

0 9 8,234

0 - (I (23,32n

2,029 1,885 590,303

26
9
13
48

9,448
4,724
3,150

17.322

2z10 ,3 0,2

costs and carryover balancss



Feda Pso hidsbM, i

Summery of Requlrsmsnb by Oflo m i Ctm
(Dotm in OKOonds)

Grades and Salmy Ranges
199M Ackial 2000 Ealne - 2001 S nassmm

Paeans k PaeansM & Posar & Poe"SL-okw MOMl -baw baf Afl bmf *a"

ES-SV530,200 .... .... 0 1 1 0
ES-4,5130,200 ..-. ... ...... - -...... 2 0 0 0
ES-2. 5118,739 . - - ....... ......... 0 1 -1 0
09-15.5$80,658-104.851 .......- -..-...- 10 10 10 0
09.14,571,954-93,537. .. . ..... 54 S5 58 3
09.13 50,890-79155 ... .... ... 117 11 117 0
GS-12. 55.20446W56 261 263 269 6
OS-l. 542.724-55,541 ....... 160 165 180 15
G-10, $368865-50,554- 18...... .... 8.... isi 0
05-9,55310-45W... ......... ......90 190 191 203 12
05-7. 528,86537,522 .... ....... .. .... 8sa 0
08-6. 525.975-33,7W 6... ... ... ... 6 6 0
09-..523.304-30,292 .....-- . ..... . 26 26 26 0
OS-A, 52082927,060 1.. 1 .... . . . . 1 0
Unwadod peot* ....... 1,078 1,067 1,129 42 0

TaWd. ip apuLowedpeb"n 2,011 2.029 2.107 78

AvwepeES Sas ....r..... .......... 125,900 120,715 120,715
Averg OS Sigmy ..... 50,330 52,557 54,659
AversGeS Graft .,. 10-73 1071 10.74



II Fedtrwm palno se
II 3 061W Sean poelk N
I115 09w paus*-onwwroeabm

Gnerri
Other ="ewn

I Is Specia wmv, pay
Ttal oovtyos and poesonnot cmw

061w oflf

12 Personl boof
21 Trael and t arOowbmw' of porno.
22 Treneoitto of lose
232 ph"S se e a tolurs
23 3 CaowuCaonw Wast and meeoooWA hago
24 Prigot deroduedeon
251 AdvuwV and esesiem seine
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Ut Nblad Baoraneu-ype.
Total Ahqulesmfi

Seomn of obbpbon to OOy
Total Obbg~co 1,0.094

Lu

Neilgatied Kuoaredne

ftemrebC k) oex of oeeoor Sl-f-ee
Roemweeblo n cmos of obigateone end-of-yea

ade Nta *YA"
POeft Pfl., toieks, kot

S Dollars offe m by uds)a

ION Act" 2000 Emb~

Yeem Asewio Years -Amose

1,678 87,311 1,1161 82,133
1 81 IS 554

4 63 3,931
0 187 0 14"

33,822 392
I,86 121,415 1.838 125.8900

2,442
2,416

61,4
1,791

464

1336
3.66

4,435
N4,140
1.307

561.003

50,46
463,111

561,002

(71081167)

(8,340)

0036
4.6w2

14,420
2,000

10.300
2.897

35
814

8.173
6.463

345,818
12.532
21,000
3.420

iiim
(50,460)
.47,48

ibs6

em

SM336

0

2001 Request -^B

Yesrs -Arn-out Yomr Aawst

1,018 84,561, 87 2.46
1 5 57 1 . 17

63 4,046 118
0 148 4

40.40 .. M
I'M -- 129.77 57

51,908
4,758

11874

3,564
36

30=

12,111
211.N

(47.466)
1#40

266w

WIM

1,512
227

1.154

300

64
164

376

0
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1. COMMUNITY JUSTICE INITIATIVE

A. SUMMARY PERFORMANCE PLAN -Component Mission and Goals, and Relationship to DOJSrategic Plan

Throughout the country, communities are engaged in the process 3f building and rebuilding neighborhoods. At the heart of this work
is a commitment to help nurture families to become capable of providing the skills, knowledge, care, values, and resources necessary
to ensure that their children become productive, financially self-sufficient and law-abiding citizens. OJP recognizes the direct impact
that families and communities have on reducing crime, preventing violence, and promoting public safety. In partnership with
communities, QJP is committed to assisting these efforts by supporting a broad range of programs to build safe and healthy families
anid communities, including comprehensive offender reentry programs. Because crime affects everyone living in a community, many
of the strategies for identifying, understanding, resolving, and preventing crime also lie within the community. OJP's goal is to ensure
that local residents and organizations who best understand their needs and resources have the tools to be successful. Community-
based initiatives and the use of local comprehensive strategies that give residents a real opportunity to solve problems show great
promise in preventing crime. The public, private, and community partnerships being formed provide the mechanisms through which
residents can sustain their involvement. QJP supports a number of community based initiatives and provides technical assistance to
help make programs successful.

All program increases identified under this initiative support the DOJ priority of providing Assistanee to Tribal, State and Local.
Goveirassica.



B, NEW INMTATIME

to ELE Amomit

Community Supervision Initiative: Project Reentry 1101 151 1$60,000,000I

Police Use of Force Program Initiative (Justice Assistance) 2 1 2,100,000

Executive Offie for Weed and Seed (Weed and Seed Program) 1 1 I0

Total, Community Justice Initiative 3 2 S10,600,000

The Office of Justice Programs (QIP) requests $10.6 million in resources for the following programs included in the Community
Justice Initiative:

1. Community Supervision Initiative: Project Reentry - $60 million and 10 positions are requested for a collaborative,
comprehensive offender reentry initiative to be administered by OiP of which $25 million is requested under OJP's Zero Tolerance
and Drug Intervention Initiative and $35 million and 10 positions are requested under the Office of Community Oriented Policing
Services (COPS). Thiq initiative will help to reduce recidivism and improve public safety by awarding discretionary grants to address
the public safety threats posed by offenders returning to the community from state and federal prisons or local facilities housing state
anid federal prisoren. The Reentry Project wfi enable states and local communities to create broad partnerships that will use their
combined resources to provide the necessary combination of surveillance, sanctions, incentives, and support services in ways that
afford ireased protection to communities that experience unusually high returns of inmates. The Department of Justice will
admnite the program in puuinership with the Depairtment of Labor, who will target $75 million to develop anid operate jobs-related

program in the same communities and with the Department of Health and Human Services, who will dedicate $10 million in
substance abuse and mna health treatment to support this effort.

2. Pebos Use of Fern Props. lmadtve - $2.1 million and 2 positions are requested to implement a comprehensive pogram to
address the appropriate uwe of controlling techuniques by law enforcement officers when dealing with citizens. This program wI be
jointly administered by the Bureau ef Justice Statistics (BJS) and the National Institute of Justice (NUJ). This enhancement will
provide flids to BJS to continue the development and collection of data on use of force from local police agencies, for more extensive



data on police-citizen encounters based on the results of a supplement to the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS), and for
the analysis of data obtained under these data collection programs. NI) will perform a variety of research and information gathering
functions.

See related base program information under the Justice Assistance Account beginning on page 1 1.

3. Executive Office for Weed and Seed - An enhancement of $8.5 million and I position are requested for the Executiv ie Office for
Weed and Seed. Of this amount, $6.5 is requested to replace the supersurplus asset forfeiture funds with direct appropriated funding,
which will return the program to reliance on the appropriation process rather than the uncertain availability of DO) supersurplus asset
forfeiture funds. The remaining $2 million is requested to enhance data collection and performance assessment capacity at existing
Weed and Seed sites so that these sites can evaluate the effectiveness of their strategies.

See related base program information under the Weed and Seed Program Account.



C. COMMUNITY JUSTICE - PROGRAM INITIATIVES

I. Community Supervision Initiative: Project Reentry............................................. S60,000,000
Funds Requested Under the State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Account ................... 1S25,000,000I
Fund. Requested Under the Community Oriented Policing Services Account........................1IS35,000,0001

The Office of Justice Programs (OJP) will administer S60 million and 10 positions for a collaborative, comprehensive offender reentry
initiative, of which $25 million is requested under OJP's Zero Tolerance and Drug Intervention Initiative and $35 mil' lion and 10
positions are requested under the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS). This initiative will help reduce recidivism
and improve public safety by awarding discretionary grants to address the public safety threats posed by offenders returning to the
community from state and federal prisons or local facilities housing state and federal prisoners. The Reentry Project wI enable states
and. local communities to create broad partnerships that will usc their combined resources to provide the necessary combination of
surveillance, sanctions, incentives, and support services in ways that afford increased protection to communities that. experience
unusually high returns of inmates. The Department of Justice's OJP would administer the program in partnership with the Department
of Labor, who would target $75 million to develop and operate jobs-related programs in the same communities and with the
Department of Health and Human Services, who would dedicate $ 10 million in substance abuse and mental health treatment to support
these efforts.

The Reeistry Problem

Amewrican crime policies over the past two decades have resulted in record numbers of offenders being incarcerated. Some 1.2 million
offenders are now living in prisons, and another 600,000 offenders are incarcerated in local jails. Although many offenders are serving
longer sentences than they would have a decade ago, once they complete their terms, they return to the community. A record number
of approximately 500,000 inmates will return to communities ths year. Historically, two-thirds of returning prisoners have been
rearrested for new crimes within three yeaw.

The safety threat posed by this volume of returns has been exacerbated by reductions in the abilities of states and communities to
suprvise returning offenders. Parole systems have been abolished in thirteen states. Moreover, policy shifts toward more determinate
sentencing have reduced the authority to impose supervisory conditions upon exiting offenders. Consequently, an estimated 105,000
iznates will receive no super-vision in the community. State system have also reduced the numbers of transitional support programs
aimed at facilitating the return to productive communty life styles. Recet studies indicate that many retuning prisoners receive no
help in finding employment upon release. Most offenders have low literacy and other basic educational skills which can impede



successful reentry. At least 60 percent of offenders are fathers, and therefore face a number of issues related to child support and other
family responsibilities during incarceration and after release. Substance abuse and mental health problems add to concerns over
communiity safety. Approximately 70 percent of state prisoners have a history of drug abuse. Research by NU indicates that between
60 and 75 percent of inmates with heroin or cocaine problems return to drugs within three months -when untreated. An estimated
179,000 state prison inmates have self-reported mental health problems. Mentally i inmates are more likely than other offenders to
have committed a violent offense and be violent recidivists. Few states connect mental health treatment in prisons with treatment in
the return community.

Current policies to reduce public safety risks are cost prohibitive. Efforts to enforce offender accountability for release conditions
have led to record returns to prison for revocations. These practices have added significantly to state correctional costs. Revocations
comprised 20 percent of prison admissions in 1980; they have risen to nearly 40 percent in 1997.

Juvenile offenders represent a serious part of the reentry issue throughout the country. Juveniles were involved in 17 percent of all
violent crimes and 35 percent of all property crime arrests in 1997. In 1997, 369 juveniles were in custody for every 100,000 in the
population. Between 1987 and 1996, the volume of adjudicated cases resulting in court-ordered residential placements rose 51
percent. The steady increase of youth exiting residential placement has resulted in an increased strain on the juvenile justice aftercare
system due to increased case loads for parole officers and the inability to provide the appropriate level of required supervision.
Without structured aftercare supervision and services, youth are likely to relapse and recidivate and return to confinement in either
juvenile or adult correctional facilities.

The OJP will launch four activities to reduce the short and long term risks presented by returning offenders. A Reentry Partnoerships
Initiative ($40 million) would award discretionary grants to state and local community partnhps for coordinated approaches to
com munity returns of offenders, A Juvenile Aftercare Initiative ($5 million) would address the special reentry needs of youth in the
juvenile justice system. A Reentry Courts Initiative ($10 million) would award pants to states to czeat courts based oversight
programs for reauning offenders. The ORP would collaborate with the Department of Labor's Employment and Training
Admninistration and the Departrmt of Health and Human Services's Substance Abuse and Mental health Services Administrtion
(SAMHSA)in building these initiatives. Additionally, a Reentry Research and Development program (S5 million) would sponsor
much needed researh on reentry and evaluation of promising approahes. A three percet set-aside would be applied to the reentry
pun prcgrams to provide for technical assistance and training. Each of these components is described below:



*Rasattay Fartweshfps - S4MU$W. The goals of the Reentry Partnerships initiative are to help reduce recidivism and improve
public safety. The initiative seeks to improve risk management of released offenders by enhancing monitoring and follow-up, anid
strengthening individual anid community support systems, and addressing the harm to victims. Patterned after successful police-
corrections partnerships, reentry partnerships would establish alliances among institutional corrections, community corrections.
community policing, grassroots community leaders, and service providers to prepare for more successful returns of inmates to their
home neighborhoods.

The ORP would award up to 40 grants of $1 million to state/community teams consisting of the entities listed above. Applicants
will designate an agency within the partnership to serve as the grantee, responsible for grant administration. Thei Department of
Labor's Employment and Training Administration would award Responsible Reiniegratlon for Young Offenders grants in the same
communities to provide job placement, work experience, internships, and other transitional services. The target population for
these grants would be young offenders aged I8 to 35. A local match would be required by grantees for both Department of Justice,
Labor and SAMHSA funds.

Partnership funds could be used to acquire any of the services needed to facilitate the partnership and operate the reentry program.
Communities could hire community safety officers - law enforcement officials who supervise offenders in the targeted
neighborhoods - who would work in partnership with police and community leaders to develop the necessary support network to
ensure succesful transition to jobs and housing. These officers would also enforce release conditions by administering graduated
sanctions through appropriate administrative law processes. Funds could also be used for drug and alcohol testing and treatment,
planning efforts, devr:Ioping appropriate progress tracking tools, convening victims panels, and service and suoveillance costs.

States could apply with multiple partners. Geographic diversity will be a consideration in awarding the grants, as will urban areas
which shoulder the burden of heavy concentrations of returning offenders, especially those in which partnerships are in place. Thle
five-year goal of the partnership funding is to establish sufficient programs to supervise 75 percent of the nation's reentry
population.

*Javen&l Aftercare Program - S5,00,000. A special juvenile transition support program of S5 million wI be used by QJP's
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) to address the special integrative needs of youth in custody of the
juvenile justice system. Discretionary grants will be awarded to 10- 15 demonstration sites in the amount of approximately
$250,000 each to develop and implement an intensive aftercare program with emphasis on employment and job training and
placement services. This prora would be coordbiaed with the Department, of Labor to cae reentry employment opporunities
for these juveniles end youth while simultaneously tending to educational, treatment, and family support needs. funding will also



be used for evaluations of program effectiveness and for training and technical assistance, to include on-site training, cluster
meetings, information dissemination to the field, and a national teleconference.

Reentr Courts - S1O,000,000. Patterned after successful drug courts, reentry courts would create judicial oversight of returning
off'endlers. Funds would be used to create these special courts that would usc the coercive powers of the court in promoting
positive behaviors. Inmates would appear regularly before judges to review their progress and problems with successful reentry,
including drug and alcohol testing and treatment progress, job stability, child support and family responsibility accountability, and
community restitution as appropriate. Graduated sanctions would be applied by the courts to punish violations, and modest
incentives would be given to reward sustained clean drug tests and other positive behaviors. Moreover,judges would order
offenders to participate in various treatment and reintegration programs, using drug and alcohol testing and other checks to monitor
compliance. The expectation is that this continual review of performance, coupled with appropriate rewards and sanctions, will
reduce recidivism among the returning inmates.

Grants of up to $500,000 would be used to establish these courts and to support services like those allowed under reentry
partnerships. The Department of Labor's Responsible Reinlegration.for Young Offenders grants would also complement these
efforts. Eligible award applicants include state and local courts, state agencies, municipalities, public agencies, nonprofit
organizations, or tribes that have an agreement with the courts to take the lead in conducting such a project. A local match is
required of reentry court grantees.

Reeary Reserch and Dgelopmenl - $,000,000. Both Reentry Partnerships and Reentry Courts are new and complex
endeavors. While pilot efforts are being tested by the OJP, these efforts are modest, unfunded attempts to explore the issues
involved in establishing these kinds of programs.

NU wHi sponsor research on a range of issues pertinent to reentry programs including drug and alcohol testing and treatment
outcomes, the ability of transition programs to prepare offenders for return to the community, the effects of family and, community
ties on job performance and compliance with release conditions, and the attitudes of the business community toward returning
offender su employees. In order to accelerate the adoption of promising approaches, NhJ will develop and tea new reentry
components and. approaches. It will evaluate the results of these field tests as well as a cross section of the projects funded under
the joint .Justiee/Labor initiatives. These results will be communicated rapidly to participating programs through cluster
conferences and information dissemination to the field and a national teleconference. Department of Labor evaluation funds may
be linked with this effort.



To fulI the mission of the Project Reentry, 7 positions would be requircd to administer the 3 reentry grants programs. At least one of
tose positions will be assigned to OJJDP to administer the juvenile Recntry Program. An additional 3 positions are requested for NIJ
to support research, development, testing, and evaluation.
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2. Polllee Use of Fore Program Ial1tlatie ................................ $2,IO0000
The Office ofiJstice Programs (OJP) requests $2.1I million and 2 positions to implement a comprehensive program to address the
appropriate use of controlling techniques by law enforcement officers when dealing with citizens. This program will be jointly
administered by the Bureauk of Justice Statistics (BJS) and the National Institute of Justice (NhJ).

The shooting of an unrnied man in New York City by police in February 1999 has brought this issue to the forefront. Lack of funds
has limited OJP's ability to appropriately address this issue and to fully carry out the legislative mandate for the Attorney General to
report annually on data obtained about the excessive use of force by law enforcement officials. Each year since passage of the 1994
Crime Act, BJS and NUJ have alternated the responsibility for the production of the annual report to Congress. In 2001, OJP requests
$2.1 million to pursue a long-term comprehensive program to address this issue

Under the Police Use of Force Program initiative, SI 2 million and I position is requested for BJS. This enhancement would initiate a
Police Use of Force Statistics Program and enhance the annual data collection and reporting program mandated under Title XXI,
Section 210402 of the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (VCCLEA). This enhancement would provide funds
to continue the development and collection of data on use of force from local police agencies, for more extensive data on police-itizen
encounters based on the results of the 1999 Police-Public Contact Survcey, and for the analysis of data obtained under these data
collection programs.I

The collection instrument used to supplement the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) will incorporate data from citizens
about use of force outcomes associated with tsaffic -tops for routine traffic violations, an area of increasing public interest, as well as a
wide variety of other types of contacts. whether citizen-initiated or police-iritiated. In both 1996 and 1999, BJS undertook pretests of
potential items to be included in a final questionnaire. The pretests have yielded signiricarit insights into the interactions between
police and citizens; either the use of force or the threat that force would be used was found to account for about I percent of the
contacts between citizens and police. The pretests also revealed that collection of data fromn the full NCVS sample will be necessary to
examine use of force contacts in greater detail, as well as, citizen reporting of such incidents to complaint review boards or other
agencies with responsibility to receive and investigate complaints.

VCCLEA sets forth three requirements for the Attorney General with respect to data on the use of excessive force by law enforcement
agencies (Title XXI, Section 210402): (1) the Attorney General shall, through appropriate means, acquire data about the use of
excessive force by law enforcement officers, (2) data acquired shall be used only for research or statistical purposes and may not
contain any information that may reveal the identity of the victim or any law enforcement officer; and (3) the Attorney General shall
publish an annual awnimary of the data.



BJS was assigned the lead responsibility for developing a national reporting program on the use of excessive force. In mid-]1995, BJS,
together with NU, commissioned outside experts to prepare discussion papers on alternative measurement issues associated with the
use of force and convened a national panel, composed of representatives of law enforcement and those with an interest in the quality of
law enforcement services, to consider the range of statistical opportunities for carrying out Section 210402 of the VCCLEA. These
efforts laid the substantive foundation for a first annual report to Congress in December 1995 on future efforts with respect to use of
force statistics.

Following the working group conference, BJS initiated three experimental data collection programs in order to meet future reporting
requirements. These efforts, while small and very preliminary in scope, have provided useful data for inclusion in the annual reports
to Congress.

"The BJS NCVS, the second-largest ongoing household survey sponsored by the federal government, was utilized to estimate the
extent of public contact with law enforcement authorities through interviews with a small subsample of respondents in 1996. The
NCVS maintains biannual contact with a nationally representative sample of nearly 100,000 persons residing in about 43,000 U.S.
households in order to learn about crime and its consequences for our citizens. A set of experimental questions on citizen contact
with the police was fielded in May 1996 with a 3-month data collection period and covering approximately 6,000 respondents.
BJS published findings from the pretest in the second annual report to Congress released in November 1997.

"In 1995, BJS and NIJ began a two-yeajoint project with the International Associat-on of Chiefs of Police (IACP) to acquire use
of force data from local law enforcement agencies modeled after a pioneering study undertaken by the Virginia Association of
Chiefs of Police. In 199, they focused upon developing uniform data collection standards and the formation of a constituency for
supplying data on these incidents. Findings from this study will be used in the third annual report to Congress now in preparation
by NIV. BIS and NU have both ceased funding for the JACP effort due to the lack of success in securing adequate participation by
law enforcement agencies.

" During the summer of 1999, BJS fielded a second supplement to the NCVS designed to test a revised version of the instrument
pretested in 1996. This instrument will be administered to approximately half of the NCVS sample. A major new addition to this
iteration of the instrument will be the use of a number of questions focused upon the exposure to and experience with police traffic
stops for routine ftffic violations.

This enhancement will permit the continue-4 implementation and expansion of the survey effort to the full NCVS national sample with
the goal of learning more about the use th appropriate and inappropriate force as well as other types of contacts during



police-citizen encounters. In addition, funds will be used to support analyses of the collected data and the preparation of the required
annual report to the Congress. Specifically, this $1.2 million will:

" Support a required annual statistical report to the Congress on the use of force by law enforcement authorities. The enhancement
will permit full fielding of regular data collection activities and will cover the costs associated with analysis of the data and
preparation of the annual report.

* For the first time ever, provide for the development of a national set of measures describing the public's contact with law
enforcement authorities. These measures will be monitored over time to identify changes in the nature of such contacts and the
types of contacts experienced by different subgroups of the population.I

* Provide new information from the public about those use of force encounters with police stemming from traffic stops. Unlike the
Traffic Stops by Pollce Initiative, this data collection effort will focus on controlling techniques by law enforcement rather
than racial profiling concerns. Specific attention will be paid to the analysis of those stops in which handcuffing, vehicle or
personal searches, or provocative actions by the officer or respondent were factors in the use-of-force encounter. These data will
permit estimation of the relative likelihood of a use of force interaction arising from a traffic stop.

A total of $900,000 and I position is requested for NIJ to perform a variety of research and information gathering functions. Informed
in part by BIS Use of Force Statistical Program efforts, NIJ would convene an expert working group to define a research and training
agenda. That agenda would result in a national survey of the current state of practice in use of force training and policy, policy
suggestions and operating protocols for use of force, and a program of research on police use of force issues. NIl estimates survey cost
at $250,000 and research cost at $650,000.

A total of 2 positions are required to support the Police Use of Force Program Initiative. BIS will require one statistician to support
their new statistical efforts and NIJ wfi require one position to perform a variety of research and information gathering functions.
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3. Exectutive Offtee for Weed and Seed (EOWS) -. -;.......a........I. . I 5 . ... _8,5so0
In 2001, OJP is requesting a total of $42 million and I position as a direct appropriation for the Weed and Seed program. This request
represents an increase of $8.5 million over the 1999 level of $33.5 million. Major elements of the requested increase include funds to
replace current DOJ supersurplus asset forfeiture funds with appropriated funds ($6.5 million), and raise the existing site funding level
to support local evaluation ($2 million).

Weed and Seed is the Department Of Justice' (DOI) premier community-based crime prevention program. Enthusiasm for Weed and
Seed is growing rapidly around the nation as in' ,rmation about the program spreads. The success of the Weed and Seed program
comes from bringing together the energy of community leaders and organizations and the resources of the public and private sectors in
an organized and coherent way. Weed and Seed is unique among DOI programs in focusing on neighborhoods whose manageable
size makes it possible to achieve demonstrable progress that gives siopi and encouragement for further efforts in the initial
neighborhood and others.

Weed and Seed is currently active in over 200 sites. While many site activities are locally initiated, Weed and Seed sites also serve as
platforms for Administration initiatives from conflict resolution and anti-truancy programs to home visitation and after-school
programs.

In spite of the phenomenal growth in the number of funded Weed and Seed sites from 36 to over 200 in the last 4 years, the demand
for new sites continues unabated. In 1998, 69 communities filed requests for Official Recognition of their Weed and Seed strategy.
Funding limitations allowed DOJ to offer 1999 funding to only 25 of those sites. Jurisdictions from across the nation are requesting
participation and assistance far exceeding our resources and capa.-ity to respond. Driving this demand is the growing recognition that
programs that offer partnerships with residents in troubled neighborhoods and that also provide flexible funding to support
neighborhood-based strategies work best in helping to reduce crime and restore neighborhoods.

Of the $8.5 million requested, $6.5 million will be used to replace supersurplus asset forfeiture funds with appropriated funds. This
will return the program to reliance on the appropriation process rather than uncertainty of dependence on supersurplus asset forfeiture
funds.

The remaining $2 million will be used to enhance data collection and performance assessment capacity so that existing sites can
evaluate the effectiveness of their Weed and Seed strategies. Locally collected data can be very useful to' sites in helping them identify
what is wcridng and what is not, so that it can be corrected or duplicted. EOWS is working with the National Institute of J'1tice to
design this new element of the program so that it can provide credible ethnographic documentation of local Weed and Seed experience



which will lead to improvements in performance measurements. At tlsc same lime, the General Accounting Office (GAO) has
prepared a report that discusses ways the Weed and Seed Program could improve measuring the progress of Weed and Seed sites. As
a result of both the GAO findings and the work it has completed with NhJ on improving performance measures, EOWS proposes to (I)
help sites improve their capacity to do small-scale evaluations by providing technical assistance ($500,000) and (2) look at 22 different
variables, such as household income, truancy rates, new business start-ups, home ownership. unemployment, out-of-wedlock births
and other measures to get a better sense of the impact the Weed and Sced Program has had at its 200 sites (S1.5 million).

Rather than having sites perform impact evaluations, which can cost almost the samc as te average grant award ($200,000 versus
$260,000), EOWS will help sites improve their capacity to do small-scale evaluations, The $500,000 requested would be uszd to
provide technical assistance and the actual evaluations would be funded from the grant award amount. In addition, the remaining
$1,500,000 would be used for data gathering efforts. The 22 different variables will be collected by a contractor.

One additional staff person will be required to compile the data collected by the contractor and work with this data and with EOWS
program monitors to determine what progress is being made at sites and determine whether site programs should be modified in light
of information gained from the data collected.
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H1. BREAKING THE CYCLE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND CRIME

A. Summary Performance Plan - Component Mission and Goals, and RelIationshaip to DOJ Strategic Plan

The inextricable link between substance abuse and crime is wel! established by research. For example, studies indicate that over
60 percent of anrestees coming into the criminal justice system test positive for drugs, and that some 80 percent of incarcerated
offenders have been involved in some form of substance abuse. Most ittporsantly -- from our research and evaluation activities -- we
now know many things that can be done to break that cycle of substance abuse and crime, As it is OJP's mission to help "break the
cycle," this initiative builds on proven successes to expand existing Department efforts to address both adult and youth drug use, and
to address the frequently overlooked problem of alcohol and crime andi drug abuse in the offender population,

All program increases identified under this initiative support the DOJ goal of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local
Governments.



B. NEW INITIATIVES

Arrestee Drug Abuse Monitoring (ADAM) System (Justice Assistance)

"'Stop Drugs and Stop Crime" Initiative:

-Zero Tolerance & Drug Intervention Initiative (Statc & Local Assistance)

-Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Program (Statc & Local Assistance)

--Drug Courts (State & Local Assistance)

Community Demonstration On Alcohol and Crime (State & Local Assistance)

OJJDP Drug Prevention Demonstration (Juvenile Justice)

Total, Breaking the Cycle of Substance Abuse and Crime

r~ EE Amun

2 1 $5,000,000

24 12 87,000,000

20 10 175,000,0001

0 0 12,000,001

4 2 110,000,0001
2 1 1,500,000

0 9 110,000,001
28 14 $93,500,000

The Office of Justice Programs (OJP) requests $93.5 million in resources for the following programs included in the Breaking the
Cycle of Substance Abuse and Crime Initiative:

1. Arrestee Drug Abuse Monitoring System (ADAM) - $5 million and 2 positions are requested to complete the development of
the ADAM program and bring the total funding level to $11.7 million. This funding is needed to: continue expanding coverage of
ADAM to an additional 15 sites to reach the targeted level of 50; ensure that outreach data collection in rural, suburban and tribal is
conducted from each site; initiate regional training meetings; initiate testing for new drugs that as-c costly to detect (such as inhalants
and LSD); and to ensure that juvenile data collection is expanded to as many of the 50 sites where access to juvenile detainees can be
obtained (estimated to be 12).

See related base program information under the Justice Assistance Account, Research, Evaluation, and Demonstration Program,
beginning on page 11.



2. "Stop Drugs and Stop Crime" Initiative - The following three enhancements totaling $87 million along with ONDCP's $25
million are requested under this initiative for a total enhancement of $87 million:

-icro Tollerance and Drug Intervention Initiative - $75 million and 20 positions are requested for this drug testing and
intervention initiative of which $10 million will he targeted towards an Indian drug testing program. In addition. $25 million will
be directed to the Offender Recntry Initiative which is ighlighitcd under thie Community Justice Initiative, Planning grants of tip
to $50,000 will be available for those tribal, state, arid local jurisdictions interested in implementing comprehensive drug testing
and corresponding interventions. These funds will also prove ide criminal justice agencies and Indian tribes grant funding for
implementation, and enhancement of comprehensive drug treatment programs; training and technical assistance; and program
evaluation.

-Residential Substance Abuse (RSAT) Treatment Program - {)Jl' requests a $2 million enhancement to RSAT. bringing the
total program level to $65 million, The RSAT program, which is administered by the Correctiorns Program Office (C10), provides
formula grants for use by state and local governments to develop and implement residential substance abuse treatment programs
wvithirf state and local correctional and detention facilities where inmates ate incarcerated for sufficient time to permit substance
abuse treatment, typically 6 - 12 months, The demand for RSAI treatment services is tremendous and this increased level of
funding will address only a small fraction of the need.

See related base program information under the State and local l.as Eniforcemnent Assistance Account beginning on page 72.

-Du or3- OJP requests an enhancentent of $10 million and 4 positions for the Drug Courts Program, bringing total funding
to $50 million. This enhancement will be used as folows: (I) $2 million is for the Dependency Court System's Response to Chi'ld
Abuse and Neglect Initiative -- see the Building Knowledge initiative and (2) $8 million will be used to establish 12 new drug
courts, assist 8 additional communities in planning a drug court, provide the additional training and technical assistance needed for
the new gratees, and further the national evaluation of drug courts.

Drug Courts leverage the coercive power of the criminal justice system to achieve abstinence and alter criminal behavior through
the combination of judicial supervision, treatment, drug testing, incentives, sanctions, and case management. The Dnig Courts
Grant Program offers grants to jurisdictions to plan, implement Or enhance drug courts.

See related base program information under the State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Account beginning on page 84.



3. Community Demonstration On Alcohol and Crime - The Office of Justice Programs requests $1.5 million and 2 positions for
this initiative. In addition, ORP will direct $3 million from existing Byrne Discretionary funds to bring the total program to $4.5
million. These funds will be used to develop and implement a national demonstration initiative to assist communities in breaking the
link between alcohol abuse and crime and will] provide a comprehensive community-level enforcement and prevention program aimed
at combating underage drinking, drinking and driving, and alcohol-related crime~s. Of the total, $2,25 million will be used to Support
and evaluate approximately 7 community demonstration projects: $750,000 will be used to disseminate information to communities
and practitioners on what practices identified to date already work to efl~ctively deal with alcohol abuse, S300.000 is for BJS to test
and implement a series of supplemental questions for victim respondents to the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) on their
use of alcohol and drugs at the time of the victimization incident; and $1 million is for NIJ to develop a program of study to better
understand the link between alcohol abuse and crime.

4. OJJDP Drug Prevention Demonstration - Thie Office of Juvenile Justice aind l)clinquency Prevention (OJJDP) requests $10)
million be made available through existing OJJDP's Title V funding, f'(r the Drug Prevention Demonstration Program. The
Administration has identified juvenile substance abuse as one of the most critical areas of concern related to juvenile delinquency, with
the country experiencing significant increases over the past six years. OJJDP will use these resources to increase the perception
among children that substance abuse is risky, harmful and unat~rtsctivc I hese resources will fund up to 280 ncw sites and reach
approximately 280,000 middle/junior high school students. (JJM) will use the Life Skills Training program to demonstrate effective
drug prevention methods. This program has been through extensive pt occss and outcome evaluation, shown sustained successful
outcomes over time, and been successfully replicated. It targets middle/junior high school (6th, 7th, and 8th grade) adolescents in
urban, rural, and tribal jurisdictions. In studies involving more than 180 suburban and urban schools, grades 7-12, diverse populations
of youth, various substance abuse issues -- and with long-term Collow-up for up to six years -- the Life Skills program has generally
documented initial reductions of fifty percent in youth alcohol, tobacco, and marijuana use, along with a sustained impact.

See related bas program information under the Juvenile Justice Account



C. BREAKING THE CYCLE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND CRIME - PROGRAM INITIATIVES

1. Arrestee Drug Abuse Monitoring System (ADAM) ........ ........................................ $5,000,000
ADAM is the only feerally-funded drug use prevalence program to directly address the relationship between drug use and criminal
behavior and is the only program to provide drug use estimates based on urinalysis results, which have been proven to be the most
reliable method of determining recent use ADAM's data provides policy-relevant information to local, state and federal decision-
makers. In addition, because ADAM's infrastructure has already been developed, research projects and evaluations that use the
ADAM program can be fielded more rapidly and cheaply than most other studies. ADAM's findings are processed and released
immediately and allow for quarterly monitoring in changes of use of a wide range of drugs by numerous subgroups of the offender
population. In 200-0, Congress provided S6.7 million to NIJ to sustain operations of the existing 35 ADAM sites. With the 2001
request, Ni) will expand ADAM sites to 50, the total targeted whcn the program w.as implemented in 1998.

In 1999, the ADAM program achieved several major successes. Project staff developed a new interview instrument that will generate
important, policy-relevant information not available from any other source. With the new instrument, which will be fielded in
calendar year 2000, local governments will be able to estimate the need for treatment and levels of dependence among the arrestees
and will be able to track important changes in drug market operations in their communities. Also in 1999, ADAM staff published the
1998 annual report on drug use among arrestees, four reports on drug usc (cocaine, opiates, methamphetamine and marijuana) that
provided detailed information about trends in drug use, a report that compared U.S. and English drug use rates, and a detailed study of
methamphetamine purchase and use patterns in 5 Westemn sites. NIJ also provided technical assistance to governments and institutions
in 6 foreign countries (Australia, Chile, England, Netherlands, Scotland, and South Africa) that funded their own ADAM-like
programs. Finally, project staff, in collaboration with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, developed a supplemental
interview instrument to explore the extent to which arrestees undertake behaviors that raise their risk of contracting sexually
transmitted diseases. When this project is complete, the information will be used to advise correctional staff on the health risks that
the arrestee population poses to them in their work.

Also in 1999, ADAM awarded 4 important research grants. A grant to the University of Oklahoma will be used to study the co-
occurrence of alcohol and drug use and Intimate Partner Violence among male and female arrestees. A second grant awarded to the
San Diego Association of Governments will be used to compare the victimization of female offenders to victimization among
homeless women. A third grant awarded to the University of Las Vegas-Nevada will be used to study the prevalence of pathological
gambling and the relationship of substance abuse and gambling among offenders. A fourth grant awarded to the University of
California at Los Angeles, Drug Abuse Resarch Center will be used to propos-- methods for using ADAM data to estimate national
drug use trends.



ADAM staff' also initiated an intramural evaluation project of ajail-bascd domestic violence treatment program in California. This
study will follow offenders over time and allow the community to determine fits specific jail programming has an impact on
domestic violence recidivism. Finally, NIJ collaborated with the U.S. Attorney in Nebraska and the COPS office to pilot test the
outreach data collection component in rural Nebraska. Initial results indicate that drug use, particularly methamphetamine use, is
substantial in some rural communities. The information gathered will be provided to the U.S. Attorneys and service providers.

In 2001, ORP requests $5 million for NIJ to complete the development of the Arrestee Drug Abuse Monitoring program as originally

planned.

This funding is needed to:

" continue expanding coverage of ADAM to an additional 15 sites to reach the targeted level of 50;
" to ensure that outreach data collection in rural, suburban and tribal is conducted from each site,
" to initiate regional training meetings;
" to initiate testing for new drugs that are costly to detect (such as inhalants and LSD); and
" to ensure that juvenile data collection is expanded to as many of the 50 sites where access to juvenile detainees can be obtained

(estimated to be 12).

ADAM is designed to provide key substance abuse data in communities across the country. While ADAM sites are selected from
among the most populous counties (generally population greater than 200,000), other factors are considered including the capacity of
the site for compelling "outreach" data collection to suburban, rural, and/or Indian Country arrestee samples; the need for q network of
sites that can provide a platform for analysis of national and regional drug trends; local demand for the data and demonstrated ability to
maximize the utility of the data; and compliance with certain data collection parameters such as access to arrestees, assurances of
interview data privacy, and specimen collection facilities.

Increasing the number of sites will allow the program to pursue two important but distim., goals with respect to population coverage.
Instead of relying solely on a national sample that cannot provide insights for specific communities, additional ADAM sites will
expand the ability to directly inquire into drug problems within these additional cities, The capability to look at drug use at the local
level was the moss important contribution made by the predecessor to ADAM, NIJ's former Drug Use Forecasting (DUF) program. It
is now beter undersood how different kinds of drugs are abused and that patterns of use vary tremendously from one region of the
country-and even one city--to the next. For example, the growing phenomenon of methamphetamine use in the West became
apparent through the DUF program while other systems have only recently started to register the trend. Current increases in heroin use
among young people being seen it. ADAM samples may not register in a national sample for many years. Heroin is a drug that appears



to be particularly susceptible to local conditions and needs to he monitored throughout the U.S. Expansion to the next 15 sites, largely
Eastern U.S. cities, will be critical for monitoring this serious problem. At the same time, the addition of ADAM sites will enable the
program to better support estimation processes of national level drug usc that arc in development.-With national coverage, the value of
the program will be multiplied greatly when, along with providing data for the majority of large U.S. cities, data can be generalized to
the entire population.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

INITATIVE: Breaking the Cycle
PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: Arrestee Drug Abus Monitoring (ADAM) ProgramlNitOrnAl Institute ofi Justice
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal, Stle ank] "tLoa tverunment
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2.1) Imnprove the crime ighting and! crinirial juvenile justice system capabilities of tribal. slat and local govnments.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2.1 1) Research and Evaluation
MISSION: To address directly cte relationship between drug use And criminal bhlavioir by p rovidinig drug use cilimaics based oit urinalysis results which convey policy-rclesan iniformialion
to local, state And federal decision makers

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION [_ _____[PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Perfarmnnie Reports Perfoilmaince Plans

Type af Performiance Indicators Data Source 19 I I 2001
Indicator Actoals Enacted Actuals; Enacted Plan

Plan Plan

input Appropriation (?n millions) P L $6 7M $6,.7M 56 7M 56 3M $1) 7M

Outpuat/ 2 #of ADAM sites operating N0J Files 35 35 35 33 50
Activity 3 0 of questionnaires collected, tabulated, and NUl Filcs 36,l" 70.000 60,000 60.000 100.000

analyzted
4. 0 of days unit)l questconnaire and urinalysis NU File- 20 days avg( 20 days (avgl 20, days (Avg) 20 days (avg) 20 days(aig(

data available to local sules_________

Interi,edatle 5. # of sties receiving research design & quality NIJ Files 33 35 35 35 50
Outcomse control technAie assistance

6. 0 of ADAM outreach sites (suburban, rural. NUl Files Ilyilisi) 2(pilot) l(pilot) 0/a 33/h
and tribal lands) established

7. # of ADAM sies that have initialed juvenile NU Files 12 12 12 12 12
data collection where access to juvenile detainees is

__________ permitted _ _ _ _

End Outeessn 8. # of community drag research policy Nil Files 35 33 35 35 so
collahoratives (local coordinating councils)

9. 0 of issue-specific research addenda NiJ Files 2 3 3 3 6
1.0 of NU base-funded grants for drug-crime NUl riles 0 4 3 45

research capitalizing on ADAM research platform
And findjings

12. 0 of ADAM publications disseminated to law N0uRS . -- 22,519 23,000 27,500
enforcement, policy-makers, researchers and
practitlinersIII

A. Defitlem of Tersna or Ezplanatlon for Inrdilean and Other Data Soures:
The ADAM instasamet focus on the deiection of 5 drugs highlighted for prevalence nseasurement by the National Institute on Drug Abuse. opiates, cocaine, marijuana, PCP, and
metbainphetarmea. The urinalysis sting component, however, provides t capacity to lean fur any controlled isr other substances capable of detection through analysis, such us a variety
of pharmacesmias, hallucinogensa, anti-depressants, and alcohol.

-Indicator 07 - Targe mniaber of sies collecting juvenile data is variable due to the fact that human subjects review committees, juvenile detention facility manager, and/or state laws may
scpermit juvenile leaning at alt sites.

-Indicator S en Wo the local policy cotlabisratives that help 'tweak' the testing programs to adjust toi local cionditinsan rieeds. It usually, bias noc always, should parallel the number itr
sites recei- quality cotarol technajl assistancet.



[sn ing 1999 Program Prfornmnce. N)A _____________________

C. Issue Arrectiag Suhnealon of 2i00aend 201 Plwano In 2001 DIP proqpoes in expand ADAM cfi n osQ ~
a/ -s InF 00. NUJ mtoi duet all funds in mintaining the crem sirady ijcL,4 sinairicutole ert 01 prorimni No Nljfund, trc plincnd it)be ued t mainna inuircadrd .11 ilk011
pilin efforts in FY 00

il In FY 01 J ic IE e inreneil alep(r te emsanioirs utrc:a Ii,ii.,c,.hlls,,'ic ll,.istoi.llil 01c oi4)ilfA~il(c

PD ~lisinand Verilcotion NU sDOffce of Resarch and Fneluauuue i xIddocs and scile iv rnitox ni-mnrcs by rroi r:Ntq is u, mniid by grAmcnn. onsitcenoioringo ri,
, hj orio ennaee and 0eesonecii

20b



2. "Slop Drugs and Stop Crime" Initiative ............................... S87,000,000

The following three enhancements along with ONDCP's proposed 125 million criminal justice treatment program fall under the

Administration's "Stop Drugs and Stop Crime" Initiative

Zero Tolerance and Druge Intervention Initiative............... .................................. 1$75,000,000
Funds Directed to Offender Reentry Initiative ................................................ 1IS25,000,0001

175 million snd 20 positions are requested for a drug testing and intervcntioin initiative of which $ 10 million will be targeted for Indian
drug testing programs. In addition, $25 million will be directed to the OWesder Reentry Initiation which is highlighted under the
Community Justice Initiative, The Zero Tolerance and Drug Intervention Initiativc will provide criminal justice agencies and Indian
tribes grant funding for planning, implementation, and enhancement of cfnmprchensive drug treatment programs; training and technical
assistance; and program evaluation, This initiative along with OJP's existing drug prevention programs -- Drug Courts and the
Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Program -- and ONDCP's proposed 125 milIlion criminal justice treatment program fall under
the Administration's "Stop Drug and Stop Crime" Initiative.

Under she coercion of the criminal justice system. systematic drug testing is arn important tool for criminal justice agencies concerned
with controlling drug abuse among the offender population. Research has shown that when drug testing is combined with effective r-
interventions, such as meaningful, graduated sanctions, drug use can be curtailed within the criminal justice population. Further,
recent studies demonstrate that drug-dependent individuals who receive comprehensive treatment, decrease their drug use, decrease 0
their criminal behavior, increase their employment, improve their social and interpersonal functioning, and improve their physical
health. Moreover, when compared to substance abusers who voluntarily enter treatment, those coerced into treatment through the
criminal ,justice system are just as likely to succeed. Since the majority of drug users are processed through some part of the criminal
justice system during their drug u~se careers, it makes sense to consider that system as a location for intervention.

The Drug Treatment Outcomes Study (DATOS), sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse, examined 8.000 clients in 11I
cities in four types of community-based drug treatment- -outpatient methadone, long-term residential facilities, out-patient drug free
programs, and short -term inpatient programs, principally detoxification programs About 35 percent of those in the long-term and
outpatient programs were criminal justice referrals. The final analysis on 3,000 subjects reassessed 12 months after leaving treatment
were very encouraging. The researchers found that both long-term residential and outpatient drug-free programs led to significant
decreases in illegal activity. Drug use after treatment also decreased in both types of programs, especially for those who were treated
for at least 90 days--with criminal justice supervision increasing the likelihood of an individual's stay beyond the 90-day mark.



Moreover, studies suggest that, not only do treatment interventions work, but that they are cost-effective, In 1994, the RAND
Corporation reported that drug treatment is the most cost-effective drug control intervention. Another 1994 study examined
CALDATA, a comprehensive drug and alcohol treatment program in California, and concluded that for every dollar invested in drug
treatment, taxpayers saved $7. This savings was attributable to decreased use of drugs and alcohol and the resulting reduction in costs
related to the crime and health care.

Rigorous evaluations of a number of prison-based therapeutic commuiies around the country--Stay'n Out and KEEP in New York.
Comerstone in Oregon, Amity Prison TC in Califomria, Key Crest in Dclawarc. the Texas Initiative, the Florida comprehensive drug
treatment program and TASC-have all shown both reduced drug use and reduced criminal behavior after the offender is released from
prison. These studies also show that when we combine prison-based therapeutic community-style treatment with post-release
supervision and follow-up treatment the reductions in drug use and criminal activity are even greater.

Thus, based on research and experience, we have the building blocks to support a national effort aimed at drug testing, treatment, and
graduated sanctions for those individuals under criminal justice supervision. First, a significant portion of our national drug
consumption is attributable to individuals arrested and placed in the custody of our criminal justice system. Second, over half of those
arrested are drug users and, therefore, candidates for some sort of intervention, Vhird, interventions under criminal justice coercion
and control have the effect of significantly reducing drug use and criminal behavior

The $50 million request for the Zero Tolerance and Drug Intervention Initiative will be used as follows:

$40 million will be used for planning and building block grants of which $10 million will be for Indian programs. Planning
grants of up to $50,000 will be available for those tribes, state, and local jurisdictions interested in implementing
comprehensive drug testing and corresponding interventions and are in the early stages of development. Building block grants
of up to $500,000 will be offered to jurisdictions that have demonstrated a commitment to furthering a system-wide strategy of
universal drug testing combined with treatment interventions and graduated sanctions for failure to comply. For example, a
jurisdiction may use this funding to purchase drug testing equipment to move to universal testing; to develop and implement a
management information system that would allow the judge to instantly view the offender's drug and arrest history, or to create
a treatment referral and readiness system in the jails. For both planning and building block grants, juvenile and adult systems
would be eligible.

Many jurisdictions have considerable experience with drug testing and treatment interventions, but much more needs to be
done to encourage and assist criminal justice agencies to adopt and implement (on a broad scale) new, comprehensive drug
testing policies and practices with regard to their arrestee and offender populations. For the most part, jurisdictions have been



constrained by limited resources in achieving the advantages of enhanced testing and intervention efforts for drug abusers. In
addition, some jurisdictions have lacked information on thc most rent research and findings and "best practices" already
shown to be effective in certain sites. This funding will provide state, local and tribal criminal justice agencies grant funding
for planning, implementation and enhancement of comprehensive drug treatment programs; training and technical assistance;
and program evaluation.

*$5 million is requested for technical assistance and training. An informnation packet that describes the objectives of a
comprehensive drug testing program will be produced and uscd for a training -and technical assistance program. This packet is
based on research findings that support successful interventions. Among the topics to be highlighted will be: developing
ppropriate responses to positive drug tests, including the use of graduated sanctions;, the use of confirmation tests for drug

positives; and brokering treatment services through the court. Training will be directed to a variety of key players in the
criminal and juvenile justice system, including state courts, the prosecution and defense bar, pretrial service agencies,
corrections and probation and parole authorities.

$ 5 million is requested for program evaluation. Evaluation resources would be devoted to documenting innovative program
models and evaluating the two-year impacts of funded initiatives. Every effort will be made to develop comparable
information across clusters of similar programs. A small amount of resources will be used to analyze the imple mentaltion
process, including difficulties encountered by sites. A central theme of this assessment will be the challenges posed by s
implementing system-wide coordination and resource sharing. A multi -site impact evaluation of the funded jurisdictions wi l
also address several behavioral issues including: (1) effectiveness of the various interventions on reducing drug abuse and
subsequent criminality; (2) the differential effectiveness of various testing, graduated sanctions, and treatment combinations;
and (3) the effectiveness of using various treatment modalities and the severity of drug addiction problems encountered.

Residential Substance Abuse Treatment (RSAT) Program ............................................ $2,000,000
ORP requests a S2 million enhsancemnent to the RSAT Program, bringing the total funding level to $65 million. The RSAT program is
administered by the Corrections Program Office (CPO). RSAT funds arc awarded to the states to assist them in implementing and
enhancing residential substance abuse programs uiat provide individual and group treatment activities for offenders in residential
facilities operated by state and local correctional agencies. These programs must:

Last between 6 and 12 months. Each offender must participate in the program for not less than 6 nor more than 12
months, tusless he or she drops out or is terminated,



*Be provided in residential treatment facilities set apart from the general correctional population. Set apart means a totally
separate facility or a dedicated housing unit within a facility exclusively for use by program participants.

* Focus on the substance abuse problems of the inmate.

*Develop the irnate's cognitive, behavioral, social, vocational, and other skills to solve the substance abuse and related
problems.

The demand for RSAT treatment services is tremendous and this increased level of funding will address only a small fraction of the
need. According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), at least 80 percent or approximately 980,000 of the 1.4 million inmates in
state prisons used drugs before incarceration. Further, about one in six reported committing their current offense to obtain money for
drugs.

In 2001, approximately 22,000 offenders are projected to receive RSAT treatment services from approximately 130 programs. The
additional $2 million will support an additional 700 offenders and t0 additional programs will be initiated. All 56 states and territories
are expected to continue to apply for and receive RSAT grant funding. CPO has streamlined the application process so that grant
awards can be made no later than 30 days after the application deadline. CPO will continue to provide technical assistance to states
through workshops and conferences. These workshops and conferences will provide approximately 800 policy makers and
practitioners with intensive training on the essential elements of effective treatment programs, with a goal of increasing the likelihood
that treated offenders will remain drug free and crime free.

Recent research and evaluations show consistent reductions in drug use and recidivism for offenders completing treatment programs.
To allow states to provide the comprehensive programs needed to appropriately treat irnates with substance abuse problem, language-
is proposed to enable states that have existing in-prison drug treatment grams, which comply with federal requirements, to use their
RSAT grants to fund a full continuum of drug treatment, which includes treatment and sanctions, during both incarceration and reentry
into the community following release.

Drug Courb ...................................................................... $10,000,000
$ 10 million and 4 positions are requested for the Drug Courts Program, bringing the total funding level for this program to $50
million. Drug courts are a community based response to the increasing numbers of nonviolent, alcohol, and other drug abusing
offenders who contribute to the pervasive problems of prison and jail overcrowding and who maintain a highs rate of recidivism. $2
million of the $ 10 million request will be used to help fund the Dependency Court System's Response to Child Abuse and Neglect
Initiative (see the Building Knowledge Initiative). Drug courts leverage the coercive Power of the criminal justice system to achieve



abstinence and alter criminal behavior through a combination of judicial supervision, treatment, drug testing, incentives, sanctions,
and case management.

Since its inception, the Drug Courts Program Office (DCPO) has assisted more than 400 communities in the pkc, ing,
implementation, or enhancement of drug courts. In addition, DCPO has provided technical assistance throu,, ' _1 established Mentor
Court Network, which provides jurisdictions in the planning stages with drug court mentors near their jurisdict (ns.

Of the total request, $8 million will be needed for the DCPO to establish 12 new drug courts, assist 8 additional communities in
planning a drug court, provide the additional training and technical assistance needed for the new grantees, and further the national
evaluation of drug courts. While the Drug Courts Program has grown in size since its inception, there is still insufficient funding to
award grants to all qualified applicants. As interest in the program increases, the need for technical assistance grows exponentially.
DCPO plays a critical role in providing information, resources and training on the key components of a drug court. Technical
assistance and training stimulate interest in drug courts in general, provide tools for interested communities to properly plan for the
creation of a drug court, and include an emphasis on sustainability with non-federal funds. While many courts and treatment providers
are interested in the drug court concept, they may have little experience with the fundamental changes required to implement this
approach to managing offenders. Furthermore, court administrators and judges often have difficulty developing their capacities for
data collection and program evaluation, These are issues that can best be addressed through training and technical assistance to
promote and support best practices in the development, implementation, evaluation and institutionalization of drug courts.

In 2001, DCPO is requesting 4 additional positions to support the drug court program. Of these 4 positions, 2 positions would be grant
program managers to monitor the increased volume of grants. By the end of 1999, each DCPO program manager will monitor an
average of 70 grants. DCPO anticipates that in 2001 the grant load will exceed 90 grants per program manager -- a 20 percent
increase. DCPO is not able to effectively monitor th' volume of grants without 2 additional positions. Currently grant managers are
traveling an average of twice a month to monitor grants on-site and at training programs, writing monitoring reports as a result of on-
site monitoring visits, processing grant adjustments, conducting quarterly desk reviews of grants (the original goal was monthly),
reviewing an average of 40 new applications for funding, participating in ORP working groups, and participating in external working
groups on drug courts. To manage their work loads, staff frequently work weekends and evenings. In the first six months of 1999,
staff members have each worked a minimum of 140 hours of overtime.

The remaining 2 positions would manage the training and technical assistance program. D-CPO greatly expanded its training and
technical assistance program in 1999 to meet the needs of the drug court field. DCPO is now working with 10 organizations to
provide training and technical assistance to grantees (previously there were only 3 organizations). Training and technical assistance
continue to be a significant need in the drug court field and are a critical component of DCPO because training and technical assistance
build capacity at the local level. Staff working on the training program are also frequently working weekends and evenings in order to
manage the program,.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

INITIATIVE: Breaking The Cycle
PROGRAMIDECIS1ON UYNIT: Zero Tolerance Initiative/Office oif the Assistant Atiorticy General
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tr ibal, State and Licil Goverotii
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2 3) Support innovative, cintittuity-htsed siraiegies Aimed at reducing crime, delinucxy and violence in iiur
communties
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (23.2) DO) will continue in enciiurage comitiani> based approicitoii crime a7-d justice at the state andl local level,
MISSION: This initiative will provide criminal justice agencies and Indian tribes grait founding lor pliniting, implenmentatiion, and enhancement tirceuprehensive drug
treutment programs, training and technical assistance, and program evaluation Additvmnally. this initiative coimplinments QiP's existing drug prevention programs; such a% tie
Drug Courts Program Office and the Reitilenial Substance Abuse TreatmoentiPriigr

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PI.ANS

Type or Performance Indicators Data Source 1999 z9MM
Indicator Actual Enacted Actual Enacted Plan

Input I .Appropriation ('n millions) P L1.7

Outpt) 2. Number of planning grant% awarded GIP Records 0
Actity 3. Number of butilding block grants. OJP Records

awarded
4. Number of itriplrmentstivin grants O1P Record%

________________ awarded

lutermedlat 5. Number of training sessions for granteet QIP Records
Outcomse 6. Number of technical assistance support GJP Records

mud expertise to grantees________

Enid Otfom 7. Number of jurisdictions; with drug testing OJP Records 85
program

8 Numbher of indivi~aas tesed O)P Records 150,000
9. Number of iralivkhiala enrolled in OJP Records

treatment peogratrs
I0. Percent of indivi~xas, who tee not OJP Rectirds,

rearreuxed, after participating in a drug
trueaet program



A. Deflnimofs Tervis or Exphamaiions fre Indicators and Other Date Sources: "Rmv~hv will ht. adnieved in 2002.

D. luu Alfecting 1~9" Program Performance- N/A

C. Issue Affe Selection or 2000 and 2001 Plans- 'Of he $75 million, $25 million wil]lvh dirCLI~d 1Ili: Offkixkr Reecntry liiiivc tid $10 million toi ndioti coluniry
progranis

D. Validation and Verifialin These measume will he validatedl and veriied ilmirigh a revicw of iaroiu% OJP rriit., inl~ioc progrenn repili rorn the data cilici. lollagent



PERFORMANCE ME.ASUREME(NT TABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM.

PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: Drug Courts Program/Drug Court Program Office (DCPO) time Program)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTCE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Asuarce to Tribal, Suate anid Uocal Caocrrimtent
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTCE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2 3) Supportionnovativr, commarnity-basedstrateg vs aimed At redusing crime, ediiiquency and violence in our corroutires
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL.: (2 3 3) Drug Cnurts
MWIlON: To Provide financial ari techical ausntance fur suiiu, stalr crurts. unts if ricat g~vernneii. ):icul risen% and hintian Tribal govternments toi deyclip and implement troimnen.
drug courts that riripoy thr Corcive power o(coultint subje ni irens otfenders to an inegratedJ m ix it ivcaiment. tutistance abus resting, incriies. and sanctumIs t) torah the r4yIe it
sublstance abuse and rien.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMIANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Prformnacn Report Perforaene Plani

Type 01f im imam 20
Indicator Perfeemaaaucn Indicators Data Source Atuats Eraaded Aetuats Earsiel Pa

Plan t

Input I Apprnlsnaatnois (in millions) P.1 $30M $401 S41)M SA1OM WIVM
2 Tiout number of affitors received Oftice if i1w Coiriollrr 291 (95 215 150 2(00
3 Program Specialist poaii to prrrpare/monuirr grants Prioon Office 8 9 7 7 10

4 Policy adrinrslraoe positions to guide prograt rffort Personnel Olfor 2 2 11 2

Otipat' 5 Suapport comimunities ir the process of lanning a drug court TrLi Ast Prosinor' TAP 75 so 81 60 120
Actity 6 Award imptemeintation grants (includes ciwu gravn) OlIieo 11Wit Ciilvyivllc 318 85 119 43 5i)

______ _ 7 Award eriauncrrirr grants Oilveif the Cimpirilcr 30 39 23 32 43

Intermnediate a Provide training sutons for graroe TAP I I t6 22 37 10
Ougeame 9 Providespreciattraining CrSKvnifoirtribal grarsm TAP 2 3 9 11 11

10 Provideie011Choict nuporaind tsperrSeto grantes TAP& DCPO 1736 73)) 3,148 750 750
11 Cotact aid exchange tefonrirueoi with other frderal DCPO

agencies 6 6 ft 6 6
12. %ofont-itie tech aut that is evaluated try grasteens as gooid TAP

or eucetten 1003% 1 95% 95% 95% 95 1K

End 13, Numbler of DCPG.fuided inew operational drug course Diug Court Cleariogloose 112 1IS t08 40 54
Outom" 14. Establishi cooperatine prams with rotter federal agencies OCPO 1 2 3 1 1

15 Pereri of drug cour program pariticiparitn in gestuir
programs dial do inot commit tidier crimes white participating Drug Curtn Clearitigloise 85% SD% 90% 89% 89%
in the pIrotams (ERecilivsen

A. Defletleast of Tees,. or Eamieravlom.aes de~nadDt Soure: N/A

B. Issue Aftoctksg; 19119 Pens-mn Pertarwsaico. N/A

C. Issum Affetig Selection of 20 ad 2001 P'lses.

In 2001, 12 mattso of the 5)0 million request will he used tij help fuid thie Dependency Court System's Resguinse to Childi Attune and Neglect Initiative (see the Bilarding KisowLedge
Initiatore) The remaining $8 million will he needed for the DCPO to establish 12 new drug couni s assst I additonal coinmaniten in Planwing a drug court. provide the additional training
and Itcnical a ue needed for the new granted, inthder the national evaluation of drug ci

25~d



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLI. -SENTED BV INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

PROGRAMIORG UNIT: Residetital Substance Aburse Treatment fce Swae Prioinem/Cmrecin Program Ofrke
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUJNCTION: (2) Assitalte to Tribal. Staic and Local Gioermsiwit
DEPARTMENT OFJSUM1CESTRATEGIC GOAL. (2 1)lmtmoeethe crime-fighing and "iminal/juvtulilcjuice srs:Iemcapjahlittmrif trrhal, qaic and local governments
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL (2 1,7) Stpprn Improved Crimil and Juvenrile Justice Capahilmiio at the iSlate arid L"ca Levelr
MISSION: To enhatsce dt capability of states an] auus of local gownienn to peroie resutential %uh'4ujic thuwv ireament for iarceraled sniale%

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PaERFORMuANCE REPORT AND PERFORtMANCE PLANS

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ Perfomnceu 5Repot Pnefcrnsanee Plain

Typ Or Pefnetiamae Indicators Date Source 19 9ja 20
Inistloer Aetabit Enactedt Actstals Enacted Plan

Plan plan

I"pu I 1 Apjpritao (in millinsc) P L S63M S63M S63M $63M 56iM
2 Numbter of ApKiction received lrinteul RqioirS 56 56 56 56 56

Ooput/ Numbser of acurds made Internal Riti 56 56 56 56 THDL
Activity 4 Number of technical assistance wockshs~rs andtional101 Interrual Rorir 6 3 5 3 Toll

______ technical ashistancee conferences ctondacted toe rmute grarer ___ ____

Inteiresedte 5 Number ofrestiential substantce abruse resilmcmpogram% Project Repirt. 74 120 114 IS0 1111
Outcom itmeto fir erpnded is st and local correcioa 103 aciliii Accrual EiulujtoloW

6, Numberof mte and ocal poicynakers and correctioaland Tech Arumie & 8100 8M5 950 801 1I1H)
treaunent prfactiiers who renceive techrnicul aceirtance and Training Reur,
training

Ead 7 Number c(offenterstreated for subtrace hue Proii Rt81pertr & 10 220 12,001) 18899] 22.000 TIDl
Outcom Annual Evalioain*

A. Datodkaa of Terms or Expla"nass Wa hoadkuttons an Dats Sourcen:
Rcitdivismr c defined aa rutcatiton foe a crime committed tfker release frum tlhe treuanment program
o rndirrdAW Pijeci Reports and Antual Erraluattuin Reports saubmitted by the vtatrv

10-Itrrnl Report of Namber of People Renceivrn Technical Assstance and Survey of Numbher ot Cimfiolcece Patiipirts.

B. Una Affectbig 199 Programs Poerfoeaaae. NIA

C. boaw Affecting Setectio lam 1128*4 and 21 Pans OJP requests aS?2 millmoi entancemnt tor RSAT. bringing thre total trogram level in 20D1 to 565 ntillion The RSAT perogramn.
whi s nadministered by the Corntnt Program 0115cg (CPO), peovides formula 113101s forimc bsty iaii arid ivea; government I toevelopr andl onpiernent revolentoat sutnelee ahuve
tremittna peogramts witin state and tocat corecttonsat and detentrt facilities wilees il are incarcerated for villieia. time to prermt substance there trealeee. The demand fir
RSAT teutmeto services is Imemendout and this increased tenet of fandirg wiotkkrttess only a small (ruo rit it te omd

25c
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1). Validation and VerifcaIlon
Performance mvesures swill be validated and 'nuttfed through a resica ill prigress reports kubetied hi franiLCes, telephone cirniact. andl inite oniortog ifpraites perfirnnartc by grilt
Piriglirn managers Additionally, the OIP Drug Court Clearinghiouse and Technical Assistance Projct, a ciillatiinatiue etffirt with Anricait University. provides data it) measure
pecrtirmnirce

011 Number of DCPO funded new operatinrat drug courts The number oi ttPOllurided tea% irpitic01.1 i i g urr is '~injed ijitli the anrivia e tit ., ratite survey coinducted by ico
Drag Court Clearinghoiuse I li impftirnAnt lii note that the number of DCPI) taited iwsa irperat ial dru: chitsk fist I V iti lie obtailked by adding lie tm iher i planning,
ininntticiion. And enhancemtrw grants in one ItY, it may noi come tsriiiinal Uiitil lie rint 1Y I li lhag Cout (larnbttusc surveys drug cmiil granies and otibains iniorai 41
u hen a drug couart becoones tiperatritnal This in the inforniatnn used it) arrive at tris psifiitiirnce! iiidiciiiii Tliiiiiitrimirn is veritied h% D( PO1 ProgrAmn Managers tliroiagli prirpriti
oinitirit

#15 Percent it drug cinurt prmgrm-' parrti ifunts in granite prigiants ilal doi ool Tuit metier: lm ies while' pit put rig ini tic pitigranir irc issin This iii 1rnation IN Acilted ilhrioughi
;uarver of all ioneralionat drug courts The survey is admintitred by the! Drug Cioart Clcuring~iur iiut tilc lila is sell try~ted This data is not vrified by ilie Drug Cirurt Ctearinglhouse im
Ori lie DCi) thrnugh evaluative meanst



3. Community [aeMOnatration on Alcohol and Crime .......................... S1,500,000
F-njing rromn EXisting Byrne Discretionary Grant Program ....................................... IS3,0O,000I

According to a 1998 report by the National Center on Addictions and Substance Abuse at Columbia University, "Behind Bars:
Substance Abuse and America's Prison Population," drug and alcohol abuse and addiction arc involved in the incarceration of 80
percent of offenders behind bars. Moreover, the report finds that alcohol is more closely associated with violent crime than any
illegal drug.

This inextricable link between alcohol abuse anid crime--particularly violent crime--was highlighted at the April 1998 OJP-Fponsored
Symposium on Alcohol Abuse and Crime. Participants met for a three-day period to share current knowledge of the relationship
between alcohol abuse and crime its all of its dimensions, and to provide advice and guidance to DiP regarding how it can best provide
support to ongoing and emerging efforts to reduce alcohol-related crime and its consequences in communities across this country.

The total funding level for this initiative will be $4.5 million: $ 1.5 million in new funding plus $3 million from existing Bymne
Discretionary program funds The Community Demonstration on Alcohiol and Crime Program %ill provide funding for comprehensive
community- level enforcement and prevention programs for both juveniles as well as adults.

The total program level of $4.5 million for this i nitiati ve will1 be needed for the fol lowing:

S2.25 million will support and evaluate approximately *7 community deiimonstration projects. By awarding grants totaling $1.75
million to 7 sites ($250.000 per site), DiP's initiative will develop a comprehensive community-level enforcement and prevention
program aimed at combating alcohol abuse by adults, underage drinking, drinking and driving, and alcohol-related crimes so that the
link between alcohol abuse and crime can be broken. Communities will determine their needs and the most efficient and effective
interventions to combat alcohol abuse and related crimes, The additional $500.000 will be used for evaluation of these sites. A
-special emphasis will be placed on communities in rural areas and Indian country, where alcohol abuse is a special problem.

S750,000 will be used to develop and disseminate information to communities and practitioners on best practices that effectively deal
with alcohol abuse. The Community-Based Responses and Initiatives Working Group of the April 1998 OJP-sponsored Symposium
on Alcohol Abuse and Crime identified some current practices and knowledge regarding the ways in which communities have focused
on alcohol outlets and availability as a way of addressing crime related to alcohol abuse. This Working Group agreed that there were
some common strategies across communities that could be emulated in a wide range of situations and settings and that this information
needs to be shared with communities and practitioners as they mobilize their efforts to deal with drug abuse. As we learn more from
the 7 demonstration sites, additional information will be available.

S500,000 is requested for the BJS to test and implement a series of supplemental questions for victim respondents to the National
Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) on their use of alcohol or drugs at the time of the victimization incident in order to establish a



data source for alcohol related issues. This information will complement data that is currently collected on offenders both through
inmate self-reports and victims' perceptions of offender drug and alcohol use, as well as available national data on substance use
obtained through national household surveys and surveys of high school and college students.

$1 million is requested for the NIl to develop a program of study to better understand the link between alcohol abuse and crime. The
Department of Justice is responsible for addressing interpersonal violence, crime, and threats to public safety. When the role of
alcohol abuse is considered within the study of crime, other federal agencies have expertise that is valuable to the effort. NIJ will
execute a government-wide strategic plan, building on OJP's work to date as wcll as on the extensive research already carried out on
alcohol abuse and alcoholism and substance abuse prevention and treatment that have come from Health and Human Services
agencies. Nil's program of study will directly address issues around the reduction of violent crime, which is unique to DOJ's mandate.

To support approximately 7 community demonstration programs and disseminate information, two additional professional staff are
required to oversee program development, administration, monitoring and evaluation. In addition, these two staff members will be
responsible for coordinating sites technology transfer, technical assistance delivery, and disseminating information.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED Dy INITIATIVE AND PRO-GRAM

INITIATIVE: Breaking ihe Cycle
PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: Comnmunity Demossiration On Alcohlol i Criioc! 0111c it (fic Avssiii Aitriiric General
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCION: (2) Asiatce to Tribal, State ai LtmiI Goccrvi~
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2 31 SuppiirtiIniovtea. coiiinuiiilt hoed ireietidat reducig rime. dlitriquettip and vioilencte in our
c~inmuiiiies
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2 3 2) DO) will continue toe emiiitragc contiiin) based .pproJiaClte to crotte JTK U111Cc t the Slat and liC.1! level.
MISSION: To provide assisianee in developing and inmplementing a nvtiontl deinoiriiriin initiatve, to assisi coiitirnitiie ini breaking tie Iiiik beitween aleisliil above and
crime and wsi provide a comprehensiive community-level estorceinii and prevent prograrit J1ined it1 ceiib1.iiiiig underigc' driving. dritiking .iid driving. aind alctihl-
Irelaied crimes

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Perfoemance Plans

Type.of Performance Indicators 1)ala Source 19"20- 2000 f~
Indicator Actual Enacted Actual Enacted Plan

Plan Plan

Inpu Appropriationts (in millions,) P U ;____ ____*S4.SM

Output/ 2. Demonstration projects OAAG Report% 7
Activity 3. Research solicitations, or number of topics included in NIJ file-.

one Solt1clsatio
4. Number of proposals received NIJ contractor rpi. 40
5: Design survey instrument Rand, BJS
6. Pretest supplement in partial NCVS sample Rand. 815
7. Field data coltection in full NCVS sample Rand. 815 90%
U. Response rate Creighion, Census 0

9. Analysis and finding report Rand. an o

IntermiedIarte 10. Niamben of planning and demonstration grants awarded OAAG Reprts 7
Outcome 11t Number of demonstation sites evalsated NhJ files 7

12. Percent of sites which received technical assistance OAAG Repao 75%
and trainng

ei mntsc it- ai ealuieatS U l L... .Jh



End 14. Research publications, including information on Internet NIJINCJRS 4

15 Publication ofnatonal report on Alcohol Abuse & NIJ/OJP filevI I

A. Dfin~~ons Crime NIJINCIRS

A.Dniln fTermts or Explanations for Indicators and Data Sou-ce: 0*Result it) he alieicd ini 20102

HIssues Arrcual9 reamPuoaac /

IC. [suem Affecting Selection of 2M0 anid 2001 Plans. 1on 2001, 01? requests SI 5 million ror this programs ii veo In adiion11, 01? will direct $3 million from euiig
IByrne Discretionary funds io bring lhe total program to 14 5 million. Of he total, $2.25 million -ill he-c w t support and evaluate approximately 7 community dcro.ilrai

proscts. 5150,000 will be used to disseminste informaion to coenmuntlies and pruciioners n what practices idenilird to date already wort to effectively deal within alcohiol abuse
$ 50 0 ,0 0 0 is fo r IS to cita an d i rp lem e t t series of ap ip lem en il queustlin f r v ic itim resp o d e its lo iii: N oirnia C ri m o V tiC m i 2 iiiii S u v y (N C V S ) ii1 their use o ra co lio and I
d.ua Vat hetimeo ~vcison icdn and II millin is fo NUs ro e a revie of vd tv utricstaisi behu eiwe s alco .hol a tit m coecin e gr



4. Drug Prevention Demonstration Program ............................. jSIO,OO,0OO1
The Administration has identified juvenile substance abuse as one of the most critical areas of concern related to juvenile delinquency,
with the country experiencing significant increases over the past six year-,. The Drug Prevention Demonstration Program is designed
to develop, demonstrate and test programs to increase the perception among children and youth that drug use is risky, harmful, and
unattractive. OJJDP recognizes the relationship between substance abuse and delinquency, and has thus promoted a rational
framework for preventing and responding to adolescent problem behavior that is substantiated by years of research on risk-focused
prevention (Hawkins, Catalano, & Miller, 1992). While the following plan is designed to provide communities with a structure to
develop and evaluate their proposed substance abuse reduction program, it also provides the necessary latitude to enable them to meet
their own specific and unique substance abuse reduction needs.

The 2001 Drug Prevention Demonstration Program total request is $20 million. The requested $ 10 million increase will be made
available through existing OJJDP's Title V funding and will he used in conjunction with the existing $ 10 million in base Drug
Demonstration resources. S20 million in resources will fund up to 280 new sites, which will serve approximately 1,000 middle/juinior
high school students per site. A total of 280,000 students will be reached at a cost of approximately S70 per student and will provide
training and technical assistance and support a process evaluation of the 140 currently funded sites as well as the initiation of the 280
new site evaluations.

The Drug Prevention Demonstration Program builds upon previous work in the area of juvenile drug prevention. The Center for the
Study and Prevention of Violence (CSPV) at the University of Colorado, funded by the Carniegie Corporation, developed Blueprints
for ten exemplary violence prevention programs (funded with support from the Colorado Division of Criminal Justice, the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention, and the Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency). In consultation with an Advisory
Board, the Blueprints were used to establish programs based on the following set of evaluation standards: (1) strong research design,
(2) evidence of significant deterrence effect, (3) sustained effects, and (4) multiple site replication. The Blueprints provide
step-by-step instructions that will help communities plan and implement youth crime and violence prevention strategies. QJJDP
recognizes the impofrtace of evaluation and has chosen a program model to replicate from the Blueprints project that focuses on drug
prevention. The program, Life Skills Training, resulted from CSPV's search for effective drug prevention programs to combat crime
and violence. This program will target middlejunior high school (6th, 7th, and 8th grade) young adolescents in urban, rural, and tribal
jurisdictions. While this model has been tested in a number of jurisdictions, the Drug Prevention Program will foster the replication in
more and diverse types of jurisdictions. The following is a brief summary of the program and highlights of its extensive evaluation.



LifefSkills mini

The Life Skills Training program is a drug abuse prevention program that is based on an understanding of the causes of
smoking, alcohol, and drug use/abuse. The l ife Skills 1Training intervention has been designed so that it targets the
psychosocial factors associated wiih the onset of drug involvement. With th is in mind. the programs impacts on drug-relaied
expectancies (knowledge, attitudes, and norms), drug-related resistance skills, and general competence (personal
self-management skills and social skills) Increasing prescnliii-related drug knowledge and resistance skills can provide
adolescents with the information and skills needed to develop anitdrug attitudes and norms, as well as to resist peer and media
pressure to use drugs. Teaching effective self-management skills and social skills (improving personal and social competence)
offers the potential of producing an impact onl a set of psychological factors associated with decreased drug abuse risk (by
reducing intra-personal motivations to use drugs and by reducing sulnerahility to pro-drug social influences).

More than one and a half decades of research with the Life Skills ['raining program have consistently shown that it can cut drug
use in half. Thes reductions (relative to controls) in both itse presalence (i e,, proportion of persons in a population who have
reported some involvement in a particular offense) and incidence (i e.. the number of offenses which occur in a given
population during a specified time interval) ofdrug use have primarily been with respect to tobacco, alcohol, and marijuana
use. These studies have demonstrated that this prevention approach can produce reductions in drug use that are long-lasting
and clinically meaningful. For example, long-term follow-up data indicate that reductions in drug use produced with seventh
graders can last up to the end of high school. Evaluation research has demonstrated that this prevention approach is effective
with :a broad range of students including white, middle-class youth, and poor inner-city minority (black and Hispanic) youth. It
has not only demonstrated reductions in the use of tobacco, alcohol, or marijuana use of up to 80 percent, but evaluation
studies show that it also casn reduce more serious forms of '(rug involvement such as the weekly use of multiple drugs or
reductions in the prevalence of pack-a-day smoking, heavy drinking, or episodes of drunkenness.

A substantial base of knowledge has been developed about juvenile substance abuse prevention programs There are few of
these prevention programs that have been tested as thoroughly as the Life Skills Training program. OJJDP selected this
program model based on consultations with the Department of Education (DOE) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NlDA). In studies involving more than 180 suburban and urban schools, grades 7-12, diverse populations of youth, various
substance abuse issues-and with long-term follow-up for up to six year --the Life Skills program has generally documented
initial reductions of fifty percent in youth alcohol, tobacco, and marijuana use, along with a sustained impact. There is
no doubt that the program can be successfully replicated. Our challenge will be to ensure that the integrity of the program
design is maintained so that similar positive outcomes will be achieved in additional communities. In summary, there will
always be much to be leared, but we should not fail to seize the opportunity to replicate to full-scale implementation that
which will make a difference on juvenile substance abuse in this country.



PER FORMA NCE M EASUREMFNT TABLE: PRLFN FED1 ui~ IM IA TIVEF AN D PROGRAM

INITIATIVE- Orcasng she C> dr of SsuhssaniccAbuse and Crime

PROG RAM/ORG UNIT: Drug preventsion UXmonsicas on Prsngruns/Oficc of) luucnilc liissic andl lk/nuuc Irecniom

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION:1(2)Assisiase Io IrIhal, Swar and! sI kOocrmn

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC COAL: (21) improtic hei erime-fighssigng.sd rt iii, 100u11::C sstiuC S)5c ktMcs1pa/:(cs oflrshal1 sI.C load l0<ai

goncrnmnrtt
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2! Sy l1o cmphassne broth cni'rsccmcins and pro ucirirfniic u W: .omnscr soul/s u olec shirugh sasicicd programs that prouride

funding and sgicialsmed asiqnto1 states and localities

MISSION: I o reduce she usc ofalcohul. tbaeco. or marijuana, intrease pireniuehild esrnsnsumkneons: a/ssoui drag tac, and redUec: more: srious form. (i5 drag ins olvon

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR IN FORMATION PE.RFORMIANCFE REPORT AND PLANS

Pecrformnance Report Performiance Plans

Type of Performance Indicators onto Source 1998 :99000 2001

Indicator Actual% Enacted Acloala Eracted Plan Plan

Input I Appropriasns (in millions) 1 51. S/sI S10m slum IlNI SlO1,1

2 Number of appl icassions rcessevd from 01 J DP Rerinrs 57 800 W10/ 8g1o 1.2001

school distesoss

Output/ 3 Number of appicationo rensessed 0111)1 Repoi 57 84100 110 800 am 200l

Aetivity 4 Number of sites selected OJ/1)1 Ropsisis 35 1401 140 140 2X0

Intermediate S Nsmbcr of macstoring sine *a 'rIle Visi Rcirls /3S 30 70 30 Wa

ovocen 6 Numnber orsises esoluased OHM1)' Ilcyonts 35 1401 140 140 280i

End -7 Number of drug presention programs I soal (irai Rcpo 35 140 140 140 280s

Outcome Implemnted
8Number of msstdle/jorsor high school 0111)1 Reports

stodcnts reached s, 11 40,000 70,0g0 70,000 2110.000

a 1 - -

A. Doflnkleras of Totms or Espaoiations for Itdlcators and Date Sonirees:
IIn addition to the $510 million Appropriated for the Drug Prenention Program. hose is an additional S5t0 million Isom it As-Risk Children's Program. bringing she sotal to

520 million fur Fiscal Year 2001

EL loss Alfectina 1999 Prostram Pon~rmanee. N/A

C. Iava AffectIng SelecIdonof 02811 and 20011 Jolnno. The Office of Jusensle Justice and Deliiicc Prevention (OJJDP/ requests 510 million be made available through

existing 0J1DIW, Title V funding. foe bhe Drug Prevnstion Dernsonstrosion Pesigran (he Admisiissrahon has idenliid juvenile suostance as oneof he most criticalwaras of

coosct related to juvenile delnacee with the comnolrs "renoc ins.f anisficati increases over. the na s1% ar%

D. Valiation and Variflieato.
lmplementatios of prfoeosus mensooes mill be vaidated and verified through a resiess at progress repearls submitted hy granices., telcpsoote contact. end onsite monitoring

of _.atec Icfetac eeilnneusoMt



111. COUNTERTERRORISM INITIATIVE

A. SUMMARY PERFORMANCE PLAN - Component Mission and Goals, and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

An unstable geopolitical world has cicated a significant threat to the United States from international and domestic terrorism -- a threat
that the U.S. Congress formally recognized with the 1996 enactment of the Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty.Act As a
result, a comprehensive domestic preparedness initiative is underway which coordinates the resources of federal, state, and local
agencies. While the federal government plays an important role in preventing and responding to terrorist threats, the state and local
public safety community are the first responders on the scene. These first responders need the most comprehensive training and
support available to combat terrorist attacks, especially those involving weapons of mass destruction (WMD), such as chemical,
biological and nuclear weapons. Most state and local governments lack the specialized equipment and expertise needed to effectively
respond to terrorist attacks. Federal leadership in counterterrorism training, equipment purchase, technology development, and
research and evaluation will result in better prepared state and local public safety agencies.

All program increases identified under this initiative support the DOJ priority of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local
Governments.W

ClM



B. NEW INITIATIVES

Equipment Acquisition Support Program
OVC Rapid Response Unit

National Domestic Preparedness Office (NDPO) Liaison
Center for Domestic Preparedness, Ft. McClellan
Local Law Enforcement Training Program

Technical Assistance

Nunn-Lugar-Domenici Implementation
Counterterrorism Technology Program

Subtotal
Base Progam Reductions:
Other General Training

Counterterrorism Reseh and Development

Distance Learning
Subtotal

Net Increases, Counterterrorism Initiative

F Amount
0 $3,000,000
2 11 000 1
2 1150,0001

0 2,000,000

0 9,000,000

0 6,000,000
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All enhancemnts. requested under this initiative are appropriated under the Justice Assistance Account. See-elated base program
information under this account beginning on page 36.

The Office of Justice Programs requests $33 million in resources for the following programs included in the Cousnterterrorism
Initiative:

1. Equipment Acquisition Support Program - OJP's Office of State and Local Domestic Preparedness Support (OSLDPS) requests
$3 million and 6 positions for the Equipment Acquisition Support Program, bringing the total program level to $78 million. Of this
amount, $2.66 million will provide additional equipment support to states and territories. The remaining $340,000 will support the
following activities:



0 Office for Victms of Crime's (OVC) Rapid Response Unit - $ 190,000 and 3 positions are requested for OVC to establish a
rapid response unit within OVC to enable the Department of Justice to provide a timely, coordinated response to victims of
terrorism and mass violence. The additional people will be housed in OVC.

* National Domestic Preparedness Office (NDPO) OJP Liaison - $1 50.000 and 3 positions are requested to enable OSLDPS
to fully participate in the NDPO. These staffers will serve as liaisons between OSLDPS and NDPO to ensure that all
counterterrorism activities within OSLDPS are integrated into overall federal program activities and all training conducted is in
accordance with standards, policies, and guidance promulgated by NOPO.

2. Center for Domestic Preparedness (CDP), Fort McClellan - $2 milIlion is requested for the CDP bringing the total program level
in 2001 to $15 million. Of these funds, SI1.8 million will be used for information systems to develop a training support management
system~ for tracking students, maintaining a database of student capabilities across the country, and for the installation of an electronic
security system for all CDP facilities. The remaining $200,000 will be needed for contingency costs associated with repairs that fall
outside of the realm of routine maintenance such as boiler or air conditioning replacement and for inflation in the operations and
maintenance costs for the CDP. These funds will allow OSLDPS to operate the CDP and provide advanced level residential training
to 2,600 first responders.

3. Local Law Enforcensent Training Program - S9 million is requested to develop and implement a comprehensive national law
enforcement training program, which will enable OSLDPS to reach out to all states and territories. These funds will support 1) the
aggressive expansion of the Law Enforcement Awareness Course; 2) the development of a Tactical Operations Training Curricula for
state and local SWAT and tactical teams in cooperation with the FBI's Hazardous Materials Response Unit; 3) the expansion of an
already developed demonstration training program in order to train the 3,300 sheriffs nationwide; and 4) the development of a new
course for senior command staff in sheriffs' and police departments.

4. Technical Assistance Program - OSLDPS requests S6 million to provide additional technical assistance to state and local
jurisdictions, which have received or are going to receive equipment from the equipment acquisition program. Of this amount, $3
million will be needed to provide technical assistance on equipment maintenance. OSLDPS will accomplish this by establishing 4
mobile training teams to visit jurisdictions that have already received equipment and provide them with onsite assistance. A help line
manned by an equipment technician will also be established to provide jurisdictions with assistance for minor equipment repairs. The
remaining $3 million will be needed to assist jurisdictions in 1) developing and writing response plans;, 2) assessing training and
equipment needs; 3) conducting and reviewing exercises, which will include exercise scenario development; and 4) conducting stake
holder meetings to gauge current needs of the first resoonder community and share information regarding equipment and model
response program.



5. Nunn-Lugar-DomenilcIlmpklmenttion (NLD) - $31 million and 23 positions are requested to provide resources sufficient for
OSLDPS to continue and complete the existing NLD program, which is currently administered by the Department of Defense (DoDj.
The NLD program is proposed to be formally transferred from the DoD to DOJ on October 1, 2000 and will be administered by OJP.
The program was developed as a "tain-the-trainer' initiative targeting the most populous 120 cities in the United States. The 2001
funds will be used to complete Phase 2 trainng (Field and Biological Table Top Exercises) in approximately 20 cities (cities 69-88)
that were initiated in 2000; initiate and complete Phase 2 training and provide training equipment grants to approximately 17 cities
(cities 89-105); and initiate and complete training Phases I (City Training) and 2 and provide training equipment grants to
approximately 1S cities (cities 106-120).

6. Counterterrorism Technology Program -$17 million is requested for the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) to address the
counterterrorism technology needs of state and local law enforcement first responders. This program will specifically address
technologies in the areas of infrastructure protection; hostage rescue, explosive detection and remediation; chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear defense; and information/commun icat ion. Of the $17 million, $7.1 million is requested for the following 2
projects identified by the National Security Council's Interagency Working Group on Weapons of Mass Destruction: 1) $1 million to
develop a more structured process for evaluating and responding to potential terrorist events involving toxic chemical agents and 2)
$6.1 million to develop equipment standards, equipment deployment guidelines, and testing methods for law enforcement and first
responder personal protective equipment and collective protection.



C. COUNTERTERRORISM - PROGRAM INITIATIVES

1. Equipment Acquisition Support Program .............................. S3,00,O0
QJP's Office of State and Local Domestic Preparedness Support (OSI)DPS) requests $3 million and 6 positions for the Equipment
Acquisition Support Program. bringing the total program level to $78 million. Of this amount. $2.66 million will provide additional
equipment support to states and territories to procure personal protective. chcemicallbiologica! detection, decontamination, and
communications equipment. The remaining $340,000 will support the following activities-

*Office for Victims of Crime's (OVC) Rapid Response tUnit - $190,000 and 3 positions
$190,000 and 3 positions are requested to establish a Rapid Response Unit within OVC, This unit will coordinate an effective,
timely response to terrorism and other crimes of mass violence. The unit would be staffed with people who have experience in
dealing with terrorism victims, responding to multiple casualty crimes, crisis response, managing resources, and providing
technical assistance and training. Most importantly, they would beL able to respond quickly to emergencies and travel extensively,
when necessary, to provide on-site assistance. This staff would be housed in OVC.

The purpose of this initiative is to enable the Department of Justice to provide a timely, coordinated response to victims of
terrorism and mass violence. The need for these types of services and coordination is unpredictable, hut when they, are needed, it is
crntical that 3VC is able to devote staffing resources immediately and intensively. Curr ently, OVC does not have adequate staff to
handle the urgent and ongoing needs of existing cases, much less a rapid response unit. Among current employees, who are mostly
program specialists, there are only a handful who havc the recent experience and practical expertise required to manage the
provision of crisis response to victims and technical assistance to other professionals.

Experience demonstrates that crimes involving mass violence quickly overwhelm the ability of local communities, and even states.
to respond to the immediate and longer-term needs of crime victimsi-nd their families. Acts of terrorism against American citizens
abroad overwhelm the federal agencies that have to respond and create other unique issues due to where the crime occurred and the
residesncy status of the victims. Americans who are victimized abroad, particularly in multiple casualty crimes, may not be able to
access traditional services available to people victimized in the U.S.'

OVC has had to take on extensive direct service responsibilities in cases of national and intemational terrorism and mass violence.
Providing direct servces has meant that other policy and programmatic efforts had to he set aside during the crisis and sometimes
for months afterwards. It has been nine months since the bombings of the embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, and several OVC

IEves wisen they we eligible fr state povam asistance. the exteni of victims compvnsation and asissance depends upon ihe siate in wliilt the victim cialns tept
eesdenicy. state-eo pengiuna vary greatly is the typies srservices covered arid the amount of comvensation avilable, It also takes time to access these aervies arid funds, which
is sites difitib for victims working or traveling abroad. Foe example, victims of the August. 1991 embassy bombing in East Aftica enesustened it bureaceatic mores when
they uWd so wess wkr i nscin, death benieft fr gsventmfenil emipteyees, burial assistane. counseling, and otiher types of services.



staff continue to spend a significant portion of each day trying to assist the victims and providing technical assistance to the
Department of State and the U. S- Attorney's Office prosecuting the case. In addition, OVC has been tasked with providing direct
assistance to the families of the victims of the December, 1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 during the course of the trial in the
Netherlands. Other pending terrorism cases, such as the bombing of Khobar Towers in June, 1996, also require ongoing assistance
from OVC staff.

Because it is impossible to predict where the next act of terrorism or mass violence will occur, it is both impossible and impractical
to try to maintain adequate staffing in FBI Field Offices or U.S. Attorney's Offices for responding to victims of these crimes.
Therefore, OSLDPS requests 3 positions to devote to these purposes.

National Domestic Preparedness Office (NDPO) OJP Liaison - S 150,000 and 3 positions
S I50,000 and 3 positions are requested to enable Oil' to fully participate in NDPO. This request is consistent with NDPO's office
structure.

These staffers will serve as liaisons between OJP and NDPO to cnsurc OJl's counterterrorism activities, such as exercises and
equipment acquisition, are integrated into overall federal program activities, all training conducted is in accordance with standards,
policies, and guidance promulgated by NDPO, and ensure there is no duplication of effort. All 28 people currently working in
OSLDPS are vital to their existing duties and cannot be spared for such full time liaisoning obligations. Therefore, we request 30
positions to devote to this purpose.



2. Center for Domestic Preparedness (CDP), Fort McClellan ........................................ 1S2,00,000
The Department of Justice's 1998 Appropriations Act established a training center for state and local first responders at Fort
McClellan, Alabama. In response, QJP's Office of State and Local Domestic Preparedness Support (OSLDPS) formally opened the
Center for Domestic Preparedness (CDP) on June 1, 1998. The CDP continued to operate as a tenant of the U.S. Army until
September 30, 1999 when the Army base closed as a result of the Base Realignment and Closure Act of 1995. DOJ/OJP has assumed
control of 14 buildings at Ft. McClellan under a permit with the U.S. Army and is scheduled to take possession of these facilities
through a lease agreement estimated to be completed by the end of fiscal year 200 1.

The CDP offers a unique environment and opportunity to provide specialized advanced training to state and local emergency first
responders in the management and remediation of incidents of domestic terrorism, especially those involving chemical agents and
other toxic substances. Furthermore, as the former home of the U.S. Army Cheical School, Fort McClellan has the facilities and
infrastructure required (classrooms, lodging, dining areas, administrative office, and support areas) to support a "live agent" training
facility.

The CDP is a member of the National Domestic Preparedness Consortium (NDPC), which is an integral part of OSLDPS' state and
local first responders training program. The remaining four members are the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology;
Louisiana State University; Texas A&M University; and the U.S. Department of Energy's Nevada Test Site. OSLDPS will ensure that
all Consortium activities are coordinated with the NDPO in order to ensure Consortium activities are consistent with standards,
policies, and guidance promulgated by NDPO.

In 1999, the CDP received $8 million to support both its operations costs and to support first responder training. In 1999, the CDP
trained 1,156 emergency first responders. Through 1999, all operations, maintenance, and facilities' support was provided by Army
personnel, based on an agreement between 04"' and the Army. In 2000, $13 million was appropriated for the CDP and will be used as
follows:

1) $10.5 million for cost assciated with the Army's departure, such as maintaining building and other structures. This includes a
contractual 24-hour security gw."d force for the entire CDP, physical security plans of the CDP property (including the live agent
facility), and physical security %/stems (such as fencing and intruder detection);
2) $2 million to conduct 40 training classes of S0 students each, or 2,000 trainees. Training costs reflect costs for instructors,
equipment, materials, training stipport, and transportation and lodging cost associated with each student; and
3) $500,000 for the management and administration costs for supporting the federal Fort McClellan staff.

In 2001, QJP request an increase -.fS2 million for the CDP, bringing total funding to $15 million. These additional funds for the
CDP will be used as follows-



--SI1,5 million for information systems to make the CDP a functional Department of Justice entity. These funds will be used as
follows: 1) develop a training support management system for tracking students and their capabilities across the country; 2) purchase
and configuration of a LAN and additional desk top computers, which will be required to set up a centralized computer area to be used
by the first responder trainees; and (3) install an electronic security system for all CDP facilities.

--$305,000 for CDP contingency costs associated with repairs that fall outside the: realm of routine maintenance such as a boiler or
air conditioning systems replacement.

--S$195,000 to cover inflation (2.6 percent) in the operations and maintenance costs for the CDP.

With thIs additional funding, OSLDPS anticipates training about 2,600 first responders in 2001. The NDPO will be coordinating a
national strategy for domestic preparedness and will determine the appropriate role of the CDP in the overall federal training program.



3. Local Law Enfor c eaet Tratining Program .............................. S9,OOO,OOO
OSLDPS requests $9 million to develop and implement a comprehensive national law enforcement program, which will enable
OSLDPS to reach out to all states and territories These funds will support 1) the aggressive expansion of the Lau, Enforcement
Awareness Course, 2) the development of a Tactical Operations Training curriculala for state and local SWAT and tactical teams in
cooperation with the FBI's Hazardous Materials Response Unit, 3) the expansion of an already developed demonstration training
program in order to train the 3,300 sheriffs nationwide; and 4) the development of new course entitled WME) Operations fir Lau,
Enforcement Command Personnel for senior command staff in sheriffs' and police departments. This initiative will be closely
coordinated with the NDPO.

In most instances, a patrol officer or deputy sheriff will literally be the "first to respond" to a potential or actual terrorist incident. It is
imperative that these first responders have the basic awareness training to safely and quickly assess a situation and make informed
decisions to reduce the threat to both civilians and themselves. During 1999, the Lau, Enforcement A woreness Course for first
responders was developed and implementation began in November 1999. In 2001, $5.5 million is requested to engage al 150 states' to
integrate the Law Enforcement Awareness Course into their present curriculum through a combination of train-thec-trainer and direct
delivery enabling approximately 45,000 first responders to be trained using this course. For those states that are unable to integrate
this basic curriculum into their existing program, OSLDPS will work with state associations representing sheriffs and chiefs of police
to schedule train-the-trainer and direct delivery of this basic first responder course.

The second key component of the Local Law Enforcement Training Program initiative will be the development of a Tactical
Operations Training Curricula for state and local SWAT and tactical teams estimated to cost approximately $ 1.5 million. This
curricula will be developed in cooperation with the tactical training recently developed and implemented by the FBI's Hazardous
Materials Response Unit. The FBI has already deployed this training to their Hostage Rescue Team to ensure a consistent and
comprehensive smooth integration of local, state, and federal tactica-l units. OSLDPS will develop a similar law enforcement tactical
training course, which will involve multiple components to address threat assessment and tactical requireme nts. 'The Tactical
Operations Training Curricula will also address the utilization of specialized equipment designed to enable tactical units to operate in

,,potentially contaminated environments.

Third. $1.5 million is requested for OSLDPS to significantly expand tts new Executive Training for Sheriffs: Response to WMD
Terrorism demonstration training program. Through an agreement with the National Sheriffs' Association, these additional funds will
engage all 50 state Sheriffs' Associations and enable 1,500 of the nations' 3,300 sheriffs to be trained. By 2002, all 3,300 sheriffs will
be trained.



Lastly, 3500,000 is requested to develop a new course, which will focus on senior command staff in sheriffs' and police departments.
At present, theme is no training available for these senior officials. The class will focus on the operational requirements facing law
enforcement, such as perimeter security, controlling access and departures from incident scenes, integration of crisis management with
federal agencies, and the challenges to effective transition from crisis to consequences management.



PERFORMANCE MEAS11 *NT TABLE BV PROGRAM

PROGRAMIORG UNIT: Counifencrornsa Program-, (Base)l Olfice tor Stae and LUxat Dniestoc Pr%.parcdneo. Suppoirt Program
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance ft Tribal. State ands Uic:al Groyernen
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Soveriemw
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domestic terrisrism through training in real-lift ituations%

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

________ ____________________ _________Pesfornance Repor rformaaae Plaml

Type ofPeefoermme Indlcaon Date Source US im M am
IndluaW Actuash Eniacted Actual,. plan Plan

Plan

1"pi 1. Approuipson (at millions) P L. 519M $135M $135M $152M $IS9NI

Outpi 2. Number of grants made for equipiment OSLDPS reports 207 30 50
Activiy acqais3tti.

3. Number of classics conducted at the CDP report 25 40 52
Center for Domestic Preparednesi,
(CDP) Ft. M~cCleltan.

4. Number of classes coidaciedhbylte OSILDPS repors 67 ISO 80o
Cbonsortuan excluding die CDP.

5. Nainber or courses developed! uider the OSLDPSreports 0
Locally Law Ensfore cn Program

6. Numnber of FirerightertEMVS courses
comidiacted. 051 OPS reports 428 428 428

Wa Outceoe 7. Niamtber of mates receiving equifnent. OSLDPS report 50 5
8. Namrber of comaies and miatitipataten

receiving equimnts.
9. Nanther of siudet trained at CDP
10. Number of student trained by die

Consoelmin excluding CDP.
11. Number of traders trained by die Lotcal

Law Enforcement Training Program.

OSLDPS reports

CDP reports
OSLOPS reports

OSLDPS reports

TBD- I

2000
TOD-2

TBD-I

2600
TBD-2



End Oumena 12, Numbr ofraiersrained by OSLDPS reports 338 350 350
FireiglnserfEMS Tratiin Program.

13. Number offirmaresponersltrained by OSLflPSreairts4,62 4.004i0

Irainers who received training through
the Firefighier/EMS Training Program

14. Number of jarisdsctional carrel-es OSt.DPS rirniri% 0 1 0
conducted, *

A. Defin~lan . Toeri or Eaplaasoam far, ladleato nd other Dalt Soarces: TOW- imncar lut the State% will desermrne the number of counies and munscspaliis
receiving equipment TBD-2 means GatCosorim applicutins are expected April 200. which will esimate the number of students that will he trained by the

D. loom Affeciting 1999 Pi-cor Perferacem: **A plan far ditributsnioaiif FY 99 equipawoet acquisition funds was appnrovedl by Congress in early August. Eligible
applicants aubminted their application by September 30, 1999 and OSLPDS will consipicic fil awards by mid-March 2000.

'*Tbe $3.5Ms provided for sitnatiial exercises in 1999 is heing usedi for aLipp offisal (TOPOFF) exercise withi paricipation of all key officials who would participate in
thew co;eqitn management of5 a aor terrorgit e vent involving the use of chemical. haslogicat. radhaslicalinuckear (CORN) and/or cy her wrApovy, In mid-2000.
OSLDPS wall co-direct the TOPOIIF 2000 Exercise aWong with the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

C. ham Ahfeuting; Sueeln of 2W amid 28111 Pioa: The Countrterrorism Program GPRA chins bane been consolidate and revised to reflect dasta a"a cani he
inasra. GPRA Wnornion on equipiasent, Ft. McClellan, the Consortiumn. LeAcal Law Eaforcenin Training Program, FireFOWMtr/MS Training ad exercises are

lascoeporatd il this sew base charn.

"Dtig 1999. she Law Enfoircement Awarenesa Couarse for frmst responiders wa-. developed aiid implemeiiatai began in November 1999. In 200. OSLP$ resquess $9
million so develop and i nsilsisen a comnpreheosive niil law enl'srcemenat program. The naional law enforcement programing would enable OSLOPS. so expand at Law
Enoteenese Awrenesa Course; develop a Tacticial Operations Training Curricula, and expand ass. new Exective Training for Sheriffs: Response to WMD Terrorism

D. Valal said Vatrlicstlon: These measures will be valiated and verified through a revirw of various OJP reports, including progress reports from tne data colleciina



4. Technical Assistance Progr-am .................................... $6,000,000
The threat of potential terrorist incidents in our Nation presents an enormous challenge to all levels of government, but most
significantly to the nation's first responder community. OJP's OSLDPS p-.ovidcs funds to state and local emergency first response
agencies to purchase specialized equipment for fire services, emergency medical services, hazardous materials response units, and law
enforcement agencies to enhance their capability to respond to acts of terrorism involving chemical and biological agents, as well as
radiological, nuclear, and improvised explosive devices.

Beginning in FY 1998, OSLDPS initiated a limited equipment acquisition program, which formed the basis for the FY 1999 State and
Local First Responder Equipment Program totaling $85.5 million This funding is being used to provide the nation's 157 largest
jurisdictions and the 50 states with first responder basic defensive equipment, as well as for one-time state assessment grants and
technical assistance and training to assist states in conducting their assessments.

In 2001, $6 million is requested to provide technical assistance to the jurisdictions receiving personal protective, chemical, biological
and radiological detection, and communications equipment. The S6 million will be distributed as follows:

0$3 million is requested for an Equipment Maintenance and Repair Program. These funds will he needed to teach jurisdictions
receiving grants from the two QSLDPS Equipment Support Programs how to use, maintain, and repair equipment purchased.
The most up-to-date information will be disseminated to jurisdictions. on how equipment works and a consumer guide will he
developed to address equipment performance expectations and testing results.

Four mobile training units will be assembled and headquartered at the Pine Bluff Arsenal. These units will travel to the
jurisdictions which have received equipment and provide hands on training as well as videos and procedure manuals on the
specific equipment they have purchased.

A hep line located in the OSLDPS Washington, D.C. headquarters and manned by an equipment technician will he established
to provide jurisdictions assistance on equipment repairs and maintenance questions.

$ 3 million is requested to establish an ongoing Domestic Preparedness Technical Assistance Program which will provide
jurisdictions with onsite assistance in the following areas:

-Assistance in developing and. writing response plans which were not covered under the statewide assessments in FY 1999.
These will address the areas of training and exercises rathe- than a focus on equipment;



-Assessment of jurisdictional training and equipment needs;

-Assistance in conducting and reviewing jurisdictional exercises. This will include excrcase scenario development. The
success of a domestic preparedness program depends upon building the skills and confidence of emergency first responders,
firefighters, emergency medical services, and law enforcement officials in their ability to respond to terrorist incidents.
Experience shows this evolutionary process of building new knowledge and skills is best supported through realistic
confidence-building exercises based on threat-driven scenarios.

-Conducting regional stake holder meetings to gauge current needs of the first responder community and share information
reading equipment and model response programs. These con ferenccs will enable the first responder community to come
together and discuss what works and lessons learned.
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5. Nunn-Lugar-Donsci Implemntation (NLD) ........................... S31,00,000
The Department of Defense's (DoD) domestic preparedness training program, which was created in response to the 1996 Defense
Authorization Bill (P.L. 104-201) and is commonly referred to as Nunn-Lugar-Domenici (NLD) Program, is proposed to be formally
transferred from DoD to the Department of Justice (DOJ) no later than October 1, 2000. As envisioned, OJP's OSLDPS will
administer this program in coordination with NDPO.

The NLD domestic preparedness training program is a comprehensive, systematic approach to domestic preparedness providing
classroom training, various levels of practical exercise, and equipment and training aids. This approach insures the involvement of all
levels of personnel and disciplines within targeted jurisdictions, and incorporates all dimensions of domestic preparedness for nuclear,
biological, and chemical (NBC) incidents.

The NLD program was developed as a "train-the-trainer" initiative targeting the most populous 120 cities in the United States.
Training the cities' trainers is seen as thc most effective and efficient meant of providing critical training and capacity building
knowledge to the cities' first responders. The train-the-trainer concept allows each city to decide which of their personnel would be
trained as trainers and how incorporation of this program would be accomplished to respond to a city's specific training needs and
requirements. Through December 1998, the NLD program has completed orientation training support in 65 cities.

The DoD train-the-trainer program includes training equipment loans which consist of the following 4 categories:
00

Category 1: Protection - suits, respirators
Category 2: Detection - detection kits
Category 3: Decontamination - kits, showers
Category 4: Training Aids - videotapes, books

'Tis training program is composed of 2 phases. Phase I begins with the initial meeting with each city and continues through a week of
training, a chemical tabletop exercise, and receipt of category 4 training aids. In conjunction with the hands on training obtained
thioug the train-the-trainer program, the city uses the category 4 training aids to train their first responders. Phase 2 consists of the
planning, preparation, and execution of the chemical functional exercise and biological tabletop exercise, as well as the receipt of
categories 1-3 equipment.

In 2001, 531 million and 23 positions are requested to provide resources sufficient for the QJP's OSLDPS to continue this multi-
agency collaborative training effort with a commitment to complete the cities remaining from the original list of 120 NLD cities during



2001. In addition, ORP will supply training equipment support to NLD cities through the Equipment Acquisition Program.
Negotiations between DOD and DOI have resulted in a detailed Memnotandumn of Understanding (MOU) outlining the tasks to be
accomplished by both agencies by 2001 to ensure a seamless, efficient transition.

Current plans for 2001 require OSLI)PS to complete Phase 2 (Chemical Functional Exercise and Biological Table Top Exercises) in
approximately 20 cities (cities 69-88) that were initiated in 2000; initiate and complete Phase 2 training and provide training
equipment grants to approximately 17 cities (cities 89-105), and initiate and complete Phase I (City Training) and Phase 2 and provide
training equipment grants for approximately 15 cities (cities 106-120).

A total of 23 new positions are required to support the NLD train-thc-tratner program in 2001 .Contingent upon fund availability,
OSLI)PS plant to begin hiring in early FY 2000 in order to have all 23 staff members and on board by October 1, 2000, to support a
seamless transfer from and continued, uninterrupted implementation of this program from DoD to DOJ/OJP, In addition, this request
for $31 million includes S3 million for management and administration, which will support the 23 NLD positions.
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6. Couatertirmriuin Teehalo Prorm....................a............ S$17,000,000
Anticipating, evaluating, and combating domestic terrorist incidents continue to present some of the most daunting challenges law
enforcement and first responder agencies must prepare to f~ace. The nature-of such incidents, their unpredictability and potentially far-
reaching and disastrous effects, demands state-of-the-art readiness and a response that can be both immediate and seamless in terms of
inter-agency coordination. The nation's counterterrorism planning efforts have focused on training in rapid situation assessment,
coordination and response as well as the development of technology tools to fortify those who must protect and save the lives of
citizens and other responding personnel when such tragedies occur. Increasing concerns over the potential use of Weapons of Mass
Destruction in domestic counterterrorist incidents has generated intensely focused efforts on developing technology tools and training
to arm first responders and law enforcement against a daunting array of nuclear/radiological, biological, and chemical weapons.

Since 1996, OJR and its technology partners have worked together to develop the nation's ability to deal with terrorism. The
Counterterrorism Technology (CT) Program, managed by the Nati,.nal Institute of Justice (NHJ), addresses the unique technology
needs of state and local law enforcement first rtaponders and coourlinates the4 c needs with organizations such as OJP's OSLDPS,
NDPO's Technical Support Working Group (TSWCI), and the National Security Council's Inter-Agency Working Group on Weapons
of Mass Destruction.

NIJ's Counterterrori:;m Research and Development Program has 3 major programmatic thrusts: the assessment of state and local law
enforcement and first responder technology needs, the development of technological solutions to meet identified needs, and the
implementation of technology standards to complement the technology development process and ensure that new technologies are
user- and situationally-appropriate. In carrying out its programmatic mission, NhJ coordinates these efforts with those of other
agencies involved in combating terrorism at both the federal and local levels to ensure the application of appropriated funds to best
effect.

In 2000, Congress appropriated $30 million for two NIJ-managed institutes--the Oklahoma City Memorial Institute for the Prevention
of Terrorism. and the Dartmouth Institute for Security Studies. No funding was allocated for the continued funding of NIJ's core
activities of the Counterterrorism Technology Research and Development Program. Through judicious leveraging of existing
resources, NIJ expects to keep vital, core program activities moving forward at some minimal level. However, this can not be
continued indefinitely. Without a dedicated funding source, technology and standards development with respect to key domestic
terrorism countermneasures nay be placed injeopardy. Promising programs that have been initiated will not have sufficient funding to
be seen through to completion. For example, the improvement of bomb robots, the personal alarm monitor, through-the-wallI
surveillance, and concealed weapons detection technology which guard the lives of law enforcement and first responder personnel as
they protec the citizenry, will not be sustainable with the currently limited resources now available.



In 2001. NIJ requests SI 7 million, of which $9.9 million will be used to continue the core technology and standards development
activities of the Counterterrorism Research and Development program and facilitate the further development of targeted efforts
addressing nuclear/radiological, biological, and chemical (NBC) weapons of mass destruction. The remaining S7.1 million will he
used to address two specific proposals recommended by the National Security Councilsb Inter-Agency Working, Group on Weapons of
Mass Destruction-a chemical detection program and a personal collective protection program.

the $9.9 million requests for NIl's core program activities will be used as follows:

$ 2.6 Mlfor infrastructure protection technologies, including continued development of portable and handheld devices to remotely
detect concealed metallic and non-metallic weapons. Weapon detectors currently available require close proximity to function,
placing the lives of their operators in jeopardy.

" $1 6Mfrfir hostage rescue technologies, including continued develOPment ot'portable devices enabling law enforcement offiis to
"see" through exterior and interior building walls to provide for the safe resolution of hostage taking situations Among the new
technologies being developed are those that enable responding officers to "see" through metal walls.

* $2Mfor explosive detection and remediation technologies, including continued development of bomb robots; demonstration of a
lightweight, portable container for explosive devices with law enilorcement agencies, and continued funding for Operation
Albuquerque-the NIJ funded "graduate school for bomb technicians."

" SI.SMfor information technologies, including continued development, demonstration and assessment of interagency information
sharing and communication systems.

" S2.2Mfor chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear defense technologies, including continued development and
demonstration of a low-cost wearable device providing first r-sponders early warning of exposure to chemical and biological
agents and, as a companion piece development of a low cost, disposable protective mask to enable first responders to extricate
themselves from hazardous areas.



To address the recommendations of the National Security Councils' Interagency Working Group on Weapons of Mass Destruction,
$7.1 million will provide for the following two projects:

0$6. 1 M to develop equipment standards, equipment deployment guidelines and testing methods for law enforcement andflrst
responder personal protective equipment (PPE) and collective protection - using the combined expertise of the Office of Law
Enforcement Standards (OLES) at the National Institute of Science and 'Icchnology (NIST) ane the National Institutcs of
Occupational Health and Safety (NIOSH) to implement standards, prepare guidelines and conduct safety testing of PPE such as
respirators used in nuclear/radiological, biological, and chemical contexts.

.$1 Mto develop a more structured process for evaluating and responding to potential terrorist ei ents 'nvolving toxic chemical
agents - developing an understanding of the characteristics of likely toxic agents, requirements for detectors that would identify
those agents in harmful quantities, developing an architecture for howv various detector systems may be used and an intelligent
approach for making these systems available to law enforcement and first responders.
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IV. BUILDING KNOWLEDGE

A. SUMMARY PERFORMANCE PLAN - Component Mission and Goals, and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

Law enforcement is the most visible of all the criminal justice system components in a community. For this reason, law enforcement
has an enormous impact on how residents view the quality of life in their neighborhoods, the criminal justice system, and the law.
This initiative includes research, evaluation, and statistical analysis to determine "strategies that work' to reduce and eliminate crime
in our communities, and the national dissemination of this information. This initiative will provide statistical studies which will build
our existing knowledge of the criminal justice system, conduct research to develop ways to improve the criminal justice system, and

propose a program to better understand and improve the dependency court system's response to child abuse and neglect.

All program increases identified under this initiative support the-Department of Justice (DOJ) priority of providing Assistance to
Tribal, State and Lo>cal Governments.



B. NEW INITIATIVES

Victimizatio3n of the Disabled (Justice Assistance)
Hate Crime Reporting and Statistics (Justice Assistance)
Hate Crime Training and Technical Assistance (State and Local Assistance)
Tribal Criminal Justice Statistics (Justice Assistance)
Statistics on Disparities in the Justice System (Justice Assistance)
Traffic Stops by the Police (Justice Atsistance)
Dependency Court System's Response to Child Abuse and Neglect

($2 million from DCPO-State & Local Assistance aind $3 million from Juvenile Justice)

Total, Building Knowledge Initiative

Iri Eli Amont

- - - $300,000
- - 1,000,000
- - 11,250,0001
- - 2,000,000
- - 50,000
- - 800,000

2 IS.MQ 01f9

2 1 S4,600,000

The Office of Justice Programs (O1P) requests $4.6 million in resources for the following programs included in-the Building
Knowledge Initiative:

1. Victimization of the Disabled -$300,000 is requested for the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) to develop an appropriate
methodology and to initiate preliminary testing of potential questions to be used to enhance the National Crime Victimization Survey
(NCVS) to measure victimization of the disabled population in the United States. This data collection effort is required under P.L.
105-301, the Crime Victims with Disabilities Awareness Act, which was signed by the President on October 27, 1998. Currently there
are no ongoing programs tha. provide information on criminal victimization of persons with disabilities. The enhancement will be
used to develop questions to determine whether persons in the NCVS sample have any of a specified list of disabilities as well as to
identify the distinctive impacts that victimization might have upon people with disabilities.

See related base program information under the Justice Assistance Account, beginning on page 17.

2. Hate Crime Reporting and Statistics - $1 million is requested for BJS to develop and implement a program for producing
consistent annual measures of the incidence ofitate crime and to estimate the extent and nature of change from year to year. Activities
to be conducted include enhancing the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) to include items about any crimes respondents



experienced to determine whether they attribute to the offender any bias motivation based on race, ethnicity, religion, sexual
orientation, or gender.

See related base program information under the Justice Assistane Account, beginning on page 17,

3. Hate Crime Training and Technical Assistance -$1.25 million is rcquestcd for BJA to administer hate crime training and
technical assistance. These funds will be made available from existing Byrrme Discretionary funding and will enhance and build on the
following two programs dealing with hate crimes: (1) Hate Crime Technical Assistance ($250,000) and (2) State and Local Police
Hate Crime Policing (S$I million), Working with appropriate partners at the federal, state, and local level, a technical assistance and
outreach program will assist jurisdictions to develop partnerships and highlight innovative hate crime strategies.

See related base program information under the State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Account beginning on page 17.

4. Tribal Criminal Justice Statistics - $2 million is requested for HiS to establish a tribal criminal justice data collection program
which will include conducting a national census to identify all areas of criminal justice activities implemented by tribes and those
provided by non-tribal entities. The U.S. Bureau of the Census will contact each tribe to document information on criminal justice
agencies, the sers ces they provide, aid specific characteristics of these agencies. This information is critical to Policy makers
involved in the formilation and impl ementation of criminal justice related programs throughout Indian jurisdictions. Improved tribal
criminal justice information will enhance tribal capacity to participate in federal funded programs, which frequently require the
reporting of crime and crime related data.

See related base program information under the Justice Assistance Account, beginning on page 17.

5. Statistics on Disparities in the Justice System - $500,000 is requested for BiS to upgrade current statistical series which gather
case-processing data from the 75 largest counties in the United States. These data will be collected and analyzed for the identifiable
disparities in handling by the justice system in order to estimate the extent to which non-legally relevant factors may influence case
outcomes.

See related base program information under the Justice Assistance Account, beginning on page 17,



6. Traffic Stops by the Police -$800,000 is requested for BIS to design and field a statistical series that gathers data from law
enforcement agencies and thc public on the nature and consequences of routine traffic stops. Administrative data will be collected
from law enforcement agencies on the content and consequences of traffic stops In alternate years, OJP will conduct a supplement to
the NCVS to learn about the public's experience relating to traffic stops, The primary goal of this effort will be to determine whether
and to what extent such stops may be based upon legally inappropriate criteria such as "racial profiling."

See related base program information under the Justice Assistane Account, beginning on page 17.

7. Dependency Court System's Response to Child Abuse and Neglect - $5 million and 2 positions are requested to conduct a five-
year research and evaluation program to better understand an improve the dependency court system's response to child abuse and
neglect. This initiative will be carried out in cooperation with OJP's Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention and the
Drug Courts Program Office. These funds will be made available from thc base funds of the Juvenile Justice Formula Program ($3
million) and the Drug Courts Programi Office (12 million) . It will be administered by the National Institute of Justice.

See related base program information under the State and Local Law Linforcemcent Assistance Account (Drug Courts Program Office)
beginning on page 84 and the Juvenile Justice Account.



C. BUILDING KNOWLEDGE - PROGRAM INITIATIVES

1. Victimization or the Disabled .............................................................. S300,000
OJP requests $300,000 for BJS to develop a methodology and to initiaic preliniina~y testing of potential questions to be used to
enhance the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) to measure victimlz.'tioil of the disabled population in the United States.
In addition, BJS will design methods to be used for measuring victimization of disihled persons in institutional settings, This data
collection effort is required under P.L. 105-301, the Crime Victims with lDisabilitie:: Awareness Act, which was signed by the
President on October 27, 1998. There has been extensive Congressional interest in moving forward to collect and report such jata
back to the Congress.

Currently, there are no ongoing national programs that provide systematic and recurring isfformation on L-iminal victimization of
persons with disabilities. The proposed initiative will begin to address the requirements of the Crime Victims with Disabilities
Awareness Act by providing initial funds for the design and pretest of questions and the formulation of sampling strategies to carry out
the goals of this legislation. Because the Act requires the enhancement of the NCVS to collect these data on an ongoing basis, BJS
anticipates that a recurrng increase of at least S 1.5 million annually %NillI be required to actually conduct the survey with the new
disability questions and prepare the analysis.

This initiative will be closely tied to and coordinated with other Federal agencies that have an interest in and responsibility to address
various problems of the disabled. In this fashion, the Federal government. by the use of consistent definitions and measurement
techniques among statistical agencies, will be in a position to provide a comprehensive statistical portrait of disabled citizens and the
challenges which confront them. Collaborative activities already underw-ay include:

"The task of developing a concise battery of questions that willI identify persons with developmental disabilities is being
addressed by the Interagency Subcommittee on Disability Statistics, an organization comprised of members from throughout
the Federal government arid sponsored by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The subcommittee meets monthly to discus's issues
related to identifying and measuring the characteristics of persons with disabilities as these issues pertain to the various federal
agencies. The BJS staff member assigned to this subcommittee has compiled a master listing and calendar of studies now
underway in other statistical agencies to address these measurement problems.

"The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) has solicited a proposal from the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) National
Research Council to carry out the mandated study descibed in the statute. The research study mandated by the Act will be
coordinated with the design and implementation of questions to be included in the NCVS.



" BJS is consulting with the Committee on National Statistics (CNSTAT) of the NAS on possible areas of assistance they may
provide in carrying out this study,

"BJS staff, with the assistance of the Office for Victims of Crime. have begun discussions, and plan to extend and enhance
them, with members of interest groups that represent disabled persons, and especially disabled victims of crime, to assure that
their concerns are addressed in the process of collecting data,

" The Bureau of the Census Cognitive Research Laboratory is initiating planning for pilot-testing of alternative questions and
methods for the NCVS among samples of disabled persons.

Utilizing the knowledge acquired under these efforts, in subsequent years. given adequate funding. baseline and annual national data
will be collected on the levels and rates of violent and property victimization of persons with specified disabilities, along with the
characteristics of the victims, crimes and consequences of victimiza.tion.

Research in other countries suggest that persons with certain disabilities are at much higher risk, possibly 4 to 10 times higher, to'
become crime victims than those persons without disabilities. There have been, however, no significant studies on this subject
conducted in the United States. It is not known, for example. how victimization risks may differ for people with physical, mental, or
sight or hearing related disabilities. The survey will provide researchers with a rich database of risk factors on violent victimization
among persons with varying types of disabilities and handicapping conditions.

In order to produce measures of victimization of persons with disabilities, it is necessary to design questions that can identify a range
of conditions, accurately and efficiently. Starting with the federally defined definition of developmental disability (Section 102 of the
Developmental Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act (42 U.S.C. 6001)), current methodologies will be examined to determine
the extent to which they might be applicable to extend to the victimization survey. The National Center for Health Statistics, the
Center for Disease Control and Injury Prevention, and other relevant agencies associated with the measurement of disabled
populations will be contacted to assist in the development of questions designed to identify and classify disabilities.

Careful study and planning, which BIS will carry out with this funding. will help determine how to word and implement questions that
will elicit the desired information. To produce accurate measures of victimization of persons with disabilities, it is necessary to design
and administer questions that:

*Identify those characteristics that define or delineate the presence of a wide variety of disabilities, accurately and efficiently;
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*Obtain the desired victimization information; and,

*Collect data about persons with disabilities which does not excessively burden the more than 100,000 Americans interviewed
in the crime victimization survey, thus affecting rates of participation.
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2. Hat Crime Reporting and Statisties ............................... s1,ooo,0oo
SI million is requested for the Bureau of Justice Statistics (HiS) to develop and implement a program for producing consistent annual
measures of the incidence of hate crimes and to estimate the extent and nature of change from year to year.

One component of the requested program will be to enhance the National ('rime Victimization Survey (NCVS). The national sample
of respondents will be asked detailed questions about any crimes they experienced to determine whether they attribute to the offender
any bias motivation based on race, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, or gender.

HiS, in conjunction with the COPS Office, has developed Windows-based software that allows anyone to conduct a local version of
the NCVS in their own community, city, county, or state. The CVS software has stimulated an incredible response since it was first
released through the BIS website in Summer 1999. To date. BJS has received more than 600 requests for copies of the software from
police departments, local agencies, and criminal justice resarchers. HiS plans to include the hate crime questions in the CVS
software and will update the wording of the questions to reflect experience with the quality of the hate-crime data received from the
national sample.

This funding request will enable BJS to assemble the responses to hate crime questions obtained by jurisdictions using the CYS
software, and to analyze them in conjunction with the nationally representative NCVS data on hate crime to produce a richer and more
detaled understanding of hate crime and its correlates than can be obtained from national data alone.

Aside from NCVS and potential CVS data about hate crime, the other primary source of data is the FBI's annual Hate Crime Statistics
Program. The FBI effort to gather hate crime data from all law enforcement agencies in the U.S. provides a limited ability to estimate
trends and annual change in the volume or rate of bias-motivated crime in part because of a low level of participation by local law
enforcement agencies (as late as 1995 only 16 percent of police agencies reported hate crimes) and the deliberate pace at which law
enforcement agencies are implementing the FBI's National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS). Making the tranition from
filing aggregate monthly statistics on hate crime to incident-based reporting requires a major commitment from local law enforcement
agencies but concomitantly improves hate-crime reporting.

The limitations of the Haze Crime Statistics program are well recognized by the FBI, and BJS has funded a study in cooperation with
the FBI that is addressing these issues and making suggestions for improvements. The study, "Improving the Quality and Accuracy of
H-ate Crime Reporting," has the following eight objectives: (1) document the extent anid character of hate crime training programs in
place across the United States; (2) assess the effectiveness of existing hate crime training curricula or materials; (3) improve estimates
of incidence, types and trends in hate crime; (4) evaluate the impact of incident-based crime reporting system; (5) assess the status of



hate crime reporting nationally; (6) conduct a survey of special interest group members to ascertain methods of improving hate crime
reporting; (7) examine the relationship between the characteristics of jurisdictions and agencies and the level of hate crime reporting;
and (8) ases the circumstances that led agencies to develop hate crime reporting programs.

Based on study recommendations, funds requested will be used to develop procedures to improve collection by the FBI under the Hate
Crime Statistics Act of 1990 with the goals of;

(1) assisting the FBI to improve the quality and accuracy of hate crime administrative statistics gathered from law
enforcement agencies;

(2) expanding the geographic coverage of hate crime statistics recorded by local law enforcement agencies; and

(3) implementing approaches tt will result in reliable administratively-recorded hate crime trend data.

Under Nhs proposed enhancement, a variety of procedures will be examined for developing improved methods for consistently
estimating both the volume and nature of hate crimes over time and across jurisdictions. This proposed effort has been closely
coordinated with the Hate Crime Statistics Unit of the FBI as a complementary activity to the ongoing development of their Hate

Crime Statistics Program.

This initiative directly supports the requirements of the Hate Crime Statistics Act, as amended, which states ",.the Attomney General
shall acquire data, for each calendar year, about crimes that manifest evidence of prejudice based on race, religion, disability, sexual
orientation, or efthicity..." and brings together the efforts of the FBI and BJS to attack in a concentrated and coherent way the problem
of improving the recording and collection of administrative data on hate crime from local law enforcement agencies. Attention will be
given to the expansion of participation in the NIBRS as the principal vehicle for the future for obtaining and analyzing hate-based
crime incidents.
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3. Hate Crimes Training and Technical Assistance ......................... [$1,250,0001
$1.25 million is requested for BJA to enhance and build on two initiatives dealing with hate crimes: [late Crime Technical Assistance
($250,000), and State and Local Police Hate Crime Training ($1 million). These funds will be made available from existing Bymne
Discretionary finding. Working with appropriate partners at the federal. state and local level, a technical assistance and outreach
program will assist jurisdictions to develop partnerships and highlight innovative hate crime strategies. State and Local Hate Crime
Training will support a partnership with appropriate federal agencies, national constituent groups, and state, local law enforcement and
community officials to: (1) promote the DOJ developed Hate Crime Curriculum for state and local law enforcement; (2) train trainers
to deliver this curriculum at the state and local levels, and (3) in cooperation with local U.S, Attorney's Office's, provide core training
to every U.S. District.

Reported incidents of hate crime, which encompass a multitude of violent threats and acts against total strangers based solely on racial
or ethnic differences from the perpetrators, has risen dramatically. In part, this increase is a function of much greater awareness by law
enforcement, social services, and the general public of the true nature of what has previously been dismissed as random violence, drug-
induced incidents, juvenile pranks, and the like. The tremendous fear induced in victims, especimlIly young or immigrant victims, by
hate crime activities has also inhibited reports of such incidents, leading to the under reporting of this type of violence. BJA has been
at the forefront of activities aimed at increasing awareness and prevention, enhancing investigation and prosecution, and promoting
better responses to victims of these crimes. This new initiative will allow expansion and concentration of effort in this important area.

In June 1998, BJA in cooperation with other OJP and DOJ agencies, supported a Summit on [late Crimes. Participants represented a
diverse field of professionals who are involved in assisting victims of hate crimes, including law enforcement personnel, educators,
medical and social workers, acaemia and youth crime specialists. A training program directed at prosecutors has also been funded to
enhance the ability of these local leaders to address hate crime not only through effective prosecutorial strategies, but coordinated
community outreah and overall improvements in criminal justice system response to victims. Also supported was a multi-year effort
by the Maine Attorney General's Office to prevent and respond effectively to incidents of school-related hate crimes and harassment.
Herm students and teachers are directly involved with guidance from law enforcement, in changing the environment within the schools
such that hate crime is not tolerated Or ignored. Approximately 100 schools in Maine have been reached by this effort.

Most germane to the 2001 plan is Work begun by BJA in the spring of 1998, when funds made available for the editing of a
comprehensive, four volume hate crime training curriculum. Working with the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center, state and
local law enforcement officers were provided with training intended to allow these officers to train others at the local level. Three
regional training sessions using this curriculum reached at least one statewide team of trainers within each state, for total of over 400
officers, civil rights organization members, and legal community representatives. Plans are to expand this training in 2001, providing
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some limited travel and other support to ensure that etch state could continue to participate. Special emphasis will be on states wherc
organized hate group activities are known to be occurring. Some technical assistance and information dissemination to participant
sites, based on this training, will be provided and a general education and public awareness campaign will be mounted. Key to all
these activities is the active participation of United States Attorneys. In 2001, at least 5500.000 will be expended on this effort.
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4. Tribal Criminal Justice Statistics ................................. 52,000,000
S2 million is requested for BJS to conduct a natio-nal census of tribal criminal justice agencies and related statistical activities to I
improve the Nation's understanding of crime and the administration of justice among Native Americans --- American Indians. Aleuts.
and Alaska Natives. The implementation at several new national crime prevention grant programs has highlighted the lack of
criminal justice information regarding Indian Country. Tribal law enforcement authorities have had great difficulty in fully
participating in available programs because of the lack of high-quality and comparable law enforcement datr-traddition. such lack
of data places local tribal authorities in a disadvantaged position in seeking state pass-through funds such as the Byrne formula grant
program administered by BIA.

BJS and the Office for Tribal Justice (OTJ) have not been able to fully respond to policy makers' information needs regarding the
agencies which provide criminal justice functions to the more than 500 tribes across the Nation. In the delivery of law enforcement
services alone, different tribes are served by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), local sheriffs, their own police departments, and
various combinations. As a consequence, there is no coherent and uniform manner for defining criminal conduct or victimization,
measuring its incidence and prevalence, examining the response to crime, assessing case processing, or systematically understanding
how criminal matters are adjudicated and disposed. There is simply no basic tribal criminal statistics infrastructure.

There is reason-for concern about the lack of high-quality data---BJS findings from the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS)
indicate that native populations experience the highest rates of violent victimization of any race group. By contrast, the limited data
on tribal crime from the BIA would suggest much low ?r than average rates of viole "nce. This disparity in our understanding of the
extent of crime among Native Americans is directly the result of poor data quality and the absence of uniform measurement indices in
administrative record-keeping by tribal law enforcement authorities.

With funding from Corrections Program Office and BIA, BIS is currently conducting two tril'.l-related statistical projects that are
relatively limited in scope:

" In order to meet the immediate needs of the ORP Corrections Program Office, BJS has L--"4-.,taken a complete census of
correctional facilities operated by tribal govermnents. Existing data on tribal correctional facilities were not available.

* Beginning in 1997, BJS, with funding from BJA, implemented a pilot project with two tribes to establish criminal justice
information systems to better manage caseloads and produce statistics.



Recent BJS attempts to identify tribal criminal justice statistics underscores thc need to expand statistical activities related to
American Indian crime and justice issues. To meet these needs, HiS proposes to use $2 million in requested funds to conduct the
following range of activities:

"Census of tribal criminal justice agencies and capacity. Comprehensive information is needed in the area of tribal courts.
law enforcement agencies. probation and parole functions. correctiiinal institutions, information systems, and agency
employment and expenditures. HIS proposes to conduct a complete census of the Indian tribes to gather information on each
of the criminal justice agencies operating in these jurisdictions. '[le U. S. Bureau of the Census will contact each tribe to
document information on criminal justice agencies, the services they provide, and specific characte~isties of these agencies.
Additional information will be collected on the capacity among tribes to collect and report information on crime in their
jurisdictions. Specific attention will be given to evaluating personnel resources and training available to manage and operate
statistical reporting programs. These survey results will be published by HIS and a public-use data set will be made available
to the criminal justice community. In addition, BJS will make available a national directory of all tribal justice agencies.
Information gleaned from this exhaustive data collection will allow HIS to respond quickly to information requests from the
Office of Tribal Justice, Congress, and other policy makers

"Improving tribal crime measurement capabilities and information systems, Many tribes are not in a position to report
comprehensive uniform criminal justice statistics which hinders their efforts to meet the needs of tribal members and to make
application for federal crime prevention programs. Funding would be used to develop a long-term plan for assessing and
improving criminal justice capacity and infrastructure in Indian country,. This would include capacity building for crime
measurement, communications, training, information management. and records systems. Technical assistance could be
provided.

Associated with the crime measurement and management limitations of tribal law enforcement agencies is the need to devise
improved methods to utilize information for law enforcement resource allocation or problem analysis. For example, about a
third of all murders with Native Arican victims involve victims and offenders sharing an intimate or family relationship;
there arc no data available, however, on use or enforcement of protetion orders. Victim surveys and homicide data indicate a
relatively high involvement of alcohol in violence among Native populations but such data are not systematically collected by
tribal criminal justice agencies.

"Integrate tribal crime statistics into existing national reports. National statistical programs do not routinely contain data on
criminal justice activities in Indian country. This project component would integrate statistics on criminal justice about Indian



country into existing national statistical reports, To date %;c are uncertain how criminal justice activities which take place
among tribal jurisdictions compare to the rest of the Nation. [his component would work to include tribal statistics with those
from the Nation's law enforcement corrections, and judicial agencies [or certain Indian tribes, this will entail providing
training and technical assistance in setting up collection and reporting procedures. For example, BJS, with funding from the
OR Corrections Program Office, recently conducted the first sursey of large detention facilities in Indian county' which
provided data on the age and physical capacity of these facilities, staffingt. and program resources. Such information is not
available ftr the range of other criminal justice services currently administered under tribal law and authority,

Understanding violent crime in Indian country. To date little is known about the nature and extent of violent criminal
victimizations among Ameirican Indians. Findings from the NCVS show that violent crimes committed against Indians may
be the most interracial, together with Asians, when compared to crimes against sshites and blacks. Studies are needed to
examine more about the circumstances of such offenses,

Other findings from the NCVS indicate that victims reported a relatively high rate of alcohol use among offenders. Working v.ith the
National Center for Health Statistics, Indian Health Service and related agencies, BJS would design statistical studies to uncover the
correlates of offending such as the role of alcohol in crime. A joint effort v~ould be developed to systematically collect such data oil
consumption, illnesses, and violent crimes which are alcohol-related. This can include a supplement to the NCVS to expand the N
sample of American Indians as well as the range of questions asked. A better understanding of the American Indian crime experience
will go a long way in developing effective crime prevention programs in Indian country. CP
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5. Statistics on Disparities In the Justice System ..................................................... 5$500,000
S500,000 is requested for BJS to upgrade current statistical series which gather case-processing data from the 75 largest counties in
the U.S. These data will be used to support in-depth analyses of identifiable disparities in handling by the justice system in order to
estimate the extent to which non-legally relevant factors may influence case outcomes.

This request, part of a larger government-wide initiative inspired by the Administration's Initiative on Race, demr'nstrates the
Department of Justice's support for and commitment to the development and monitoring of statistical measures designed to examine
concerns about racial discrimination in the administration of justice. The effort will enhance existing statistical series which collect
felony case-processing information from representative samples ofjurisdictions resulting in an improved ability to examine the
effects of legally relevant factors, such as gravity of the instant offense and prior criminal record, on defendant outcomes at each stage
in the processing of adult and juvenile felony cases at the local level, from filing to disposition. This approach will expand the
capacity of the Department to estimate the impact of non-legally relevant factors, such as defendant race, at each stage of
case-processing and to monitor changes in their proportional contribution to case outcome over time.

Disparity, by race, is often observed in the justice system in the matc or percentage of persons involved as defendants when compared
to their relative share of the resident population. These disparities, frequently referred to as an over representation (or under
representation by race) are occasionally described as evidence of discrimi nation. The National Academy of Sciences, however, has
properly obsered that such evidence is insufficient to establish discrimination. Rather, discrimination is the application of
inappropriate racial factors to case-processing or management at decision points in the justice system. The study proposed here will 0
examine the typs of data necessary to establish the effects of legally irrelevant factors and will attempt to gather such data as a part
of the regular collection of data on the movement of felony eases through the justice system.
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6. Traffi Stops by the Police ................................................................ S80000O
The Office of Justice Programs (QJP) requests $900,0O0, on a recurring basis, for the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BIS) to support the
development of a national statistical program to gather administrative data from law enforcement agencies on the content and
consequences of police-initiated stops of motorists for routine traffic violations. In addition, during alternating years, BJS will utilize
the Traffic Stops supplement to the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS), pilot-tested as a part of the Police-Public Contact
Survey during 1999, to learn about the public's experience with such encounters with law enforcement officers. The two methods
used will complement one another and help to identify gaps in agency-level information.

The primary goal of this effort will be to determine whether and to what extent such stops may be based upon legally inappropriate
criteria such as "racial profiling," Recently, this issue has received much attention and has bein the subject of repeated legislative
proposals both at the Federail level (such as the proposed "Traffic Stops Statistics Study Act of 1999") and among the States. BJS has
assisted DOJ in formulating a potential Executive Order or Directive, which will gather data from Federal agencies on the nature of
Federal law enforcement contacts with the public in order to determine the presence of any bias-motivated coniu,;t on the pars of
Federal officers. Of particular interest by the Administration and Congress, is the issue of possible bias in law enforcemnti- initiated
traffic stops. Attorney General Ret-, has declared that increased data collection on traffic stops is "very important" because with such
information, "we can see where the problems exist and how extensive they are" (Source: Washington Post, April 16, 1999).

This proposal will provide the vehicle for the collection of systematic information from law enforcement agencies and from the
public on the content and consequences of these stops, which may include:0

" the number of individuals stopped for routine traffic violations,
" characteristics of the individual stopped, including the race and ethnicity as well as the approximate age of that individual;
" reasons for the stop including the type of traffic infraction alleged to have been committed that led to the stop;
" searches of drivers and vehicles initiated as a result of the stop and what prompted the conduct of a search; and
" especially important, any provocative actions on the part of the person stopped, the rationale for the search, and whether any

contraband was discovered in the course of the search.

Analyses will be conducted on the consequences of such stops including whether any warning or citation was issued as a result of the
stop, any collateral non-traffic charges resulted, an arrest was made as a result of either the stop or the search, or any complaints about
an officer's conduct in a traffic stop were filed and bow they may have been adjudicated and disposed.



Utilizing the Law Enforcement Management and Administrative Statistics program as the platform for the collection of agency-level
data in 200 1, BIS anticipates carrying out initial data collection from among the Nation's 18.000 law enforcement agencies to learn
more about the content of and limitations associated with any adniinistritve data they currently compile en traffic stops. A
substantial effort will be made to secure participation. but itis anticipated that this collection effort will be met with resistance from
local agencies Much of the first-year funds Aill be directed to a series oif meetings with law enforcement executives around thle
Nation to obtain their input on data elements for collection. In addition. organizations with an interest in this topic will also be
contacted to obtain their comments and suggestions for content of thle data collection program

Funding this project is likely to raise the visibility of the issue as law enforcement agencies sic queried about the types of
administrative data they maintain on such stops. This is likely to result in improved accountability for law enforcement employee
conduct. In addition, these data will be helpful to local officials in managing data and citizen complaints to law enforcement agencies
and complaint boards about officer conduct.
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7. Dependency Court System's Response to Child Abuse and Neglect ................................ 115,000,000I
OJP requests that S5 million and 2 positions be made available to N!J. $3 million from the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinkquenicy Prevention (OJJD?) and $2 million from the Drug Courts Program Office (DCPO). to conduct a five-year research and
evaluation program to better understand and improve the dependency court system's respor.,. to child abuse and neglect.
Specifically, the program will focut eos the State Court Improvement Program (CII') and the Adoption and Sale Families Act IASFA).
which are two pieces of legislation enacted to change the practices of juvenile dependency courts and prevent children from lingering
in foster care. This program will provide much needed information regarding how jurisdictions and states use their U S. Department
of Health and Human Services -admin is tered CIP funds to improve the handling of child abuse and neglect eases, whether these
efforts have had the intended result of moving children to safe and permanent placements more quickly, and whether court process
changes have been implemented in ways that have decreased harm to ehildrmn

This five-year research and evaluation program will accomplish the tbllov'irg

* Develop and implement a national evaluation of the ASFA and its affect on the processes and outcomes of court practice.
- Develop and implement, in cooperation with the IJS D~epartment of Health and Human Services, a national evaluation that

examines the processes and impac: of the State CIP on court structure and practice D
* Develop and implement a setien of process and impact evaluations that examines the development of local model dependency

courts and the effectiveness of local model dependency courts on both the court system and the families and abused and
neglected children it serves.

* Produce and distribute publications describing results and/or best practices.

Juvenile dependency courts face overwhelming pressure in the form of high judicial caseloads, more difficult and complex cases
(e.g., drug-exposed children), and limited court and service resources that delay litigation These pressures have resulted in numerous
cases in which children in the foster care system linger for years, while the courts continue to review their cases with little progress or
change. In some cases there is little hope of family reunification, yet courts fail to make decisions regarding the child's permanency.

Since 1993, two pieces of legislation have been enacted to change the practices of juvenile dependency courts and prevent children
from lingering in foster care: (1) The State ClP, enacted an part of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, set aside a total
of $35 million (over 4 years) for states to improve tbeir court handling of abuse, neglect, foster care and adoption cases, and (2) the
ASFA that, among other things, requires more timely permanency d .cisionn and stronger safety guarantees for abused and neglected
children. Under the CIP grants each state court system has conducted a detailed assessment of sheir current handling of these cases,
and developed a plan to improve these practices. The passage of ASFA extended State CIP funding to states for an additional 3 years.



Nearly all U.S. states are currently enacting CIPs (48 plus the District of Columbia) and 1S k'cal jurisdictions have implemented
Model Dependency Courts (with an additional 3 to be added shortly).

Little is known to date on the impact of the ASFA legislation and the efficacy of subsequent changes in court structure and practice
on children and families. Specifically, this proposed research will offer empirical research findings to inform fut'Ire court
improvement efforts. OJP will partner with the Department of Health and Human Services' Administration for Children, Youth and
Families, which currently oversees the distribution of ClP funds to the states, and explore the possibility of joint funding, and will
provide NIJ funds to carry out the evaluation of the ASFA and State CIP efforts. Tbis initiative will be carried out in cooperation
with OJP's OJJDP and the DCPO.

The major objectives of this program include:

"Understand the Impact of the ASFA on Court Practice Nationally. The ASFA, passed by Congress in 1997, is meant to
clarify the intent and application of the existing federal Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Ac', (P.L. 96-272) by requiring
more timely decisions and stronger safety guarantees for abused and neglected children. Key elements include time limits on
when courts must make permanency planning decisions for children in caue (permanency hearings are required at 12 months);
recognition that reasonable efforts toward famiy preservation arc not always retired e.,g., in css with jggrya ed
circumstances, such as torture, abandonment, chronic abuse, parental murder of a sibling); encouragement for state social
service agencies to "concurrently" plan for adoption and reunification; and requirements that states petition for termination of
parental rights in cases where a child has been in foster care for 15 of the last 22 months (with some exceptions). At this time,
several states have either passed state laws or made administrative changes to conform to the principles of ASFA while others
have received waivers to delay the implementation of ASFA in their jurisdiction. Evaluation, at the national level, will
determine how the ASFA is impacting the process and outcomes of court practice: which states have implemented legislation
and reformed state and local practice based on ASFA, how was this donc, and who was involved?

"Unsderstand the Development and Impact of State CiP Efforts. A report by the General Accounting Office published in
January 1999, Juvenile Courts: Reforms Aim lo Better Serve Maltreated Children, states that most court improvement efforts
"have not been formally evaluatd... (and]. ... without this kind of -nformation, officials are unable to determine which
interventions have improved their courts and which have not." The report also notes that most current state evaluation plans
are limited. A national process evaluation will document the various ways courts have used CIP funding to change court
structure and process to improve their handling of abuse, neglect, foster care and adoption cases. A national impact evaluation
will documsent the affect of the State CIP on both the court system and the families and children it serves.



* Understand the Development and Impact of Mlodel Dependency Courts. Concurrent with State CIPs, a number of local
courts have implemented innovative strategies and enacted administrative changes to improve the timeliness and decision
making in dependency cases. Thes efforts have often been aided by the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court
Judges (NCJFCJ). OJJDP, through NCJFCJ, funded the publication and release of Resources Guidelines- Improving Court
Practice in ChildAbuse and Neglect Cases, which provides step-by-step recommendations on how to improve court practice.
These guidelines serve as blueprints for the development of Model Dependency Courts and NCJFCJ (with OJIDP funding)
provides training and technical assistance to judges, court personnel. attorneys, agency representatives and child advocates on
developing model dependency courts. Process evaluation will document the development of local model dependency courts.
the degree to which they have various model elements, and to document barriers to implementation and how these were
overcome. Impact evaluation will assess the effectiveness 01 local model dependency courts at the systems level (court and
other agencies) and at the individual level (families and their children). Research will also consider the impact of Model
Dependency Courts on other state improvement efforts,

This research will document the impact of innovations in for example, family drug courtst , management information
systems, methods to link delinquency and dependency eases that involve the same children, and family group
conferenelag. Researh is needed on the number of courts that are implementing innovative practices, and to document
immediate outcomes of these practices. As a result of these innovations, are hearings occurring in a more timely manner? Art
permainency plans for children occurring more frequently, quickly, or both? Are courts actually implementing the reforms as
planned?

To fulfill the mission of this initiative, QJP requests 2 additional positions. One Ph.D. level social science analyst is required to
manage this research agenda. It is preferred that this person have expertise in violence against children and court system research,
understand the need for a multi -d iscipl inaey perspective, and have experience conducting field research in this area. In 2001, this
person will be responsible for coordinating this effort with OJJDP. DCPO and other DOJ and Federal agencies, writing research
solicitations, and. managing the award of the researh grants. A masters-level social science analyst is also required to assist the Ph.D.
level analyst in accomplishing the tasks outlined above and in subsequent years, to help manage the existing research portfolio.

2 Fmldrgoutwedesigned anhepabsd r negleced children byadesn aetlsubstance abuse within the contest ofaiycourt child-
proection cams Functionally, these courts screen eases for eligibility, arraign clients (who enter a plea and agree to accept the program's rules). prepar a
treanuis plan for the substance abuser and a child welfare plan, monitor compliance with the plans, and either graduate the client upon successful completion of
the plans or termint the client's participation and tranfer thes back into traditional judicial procedures.
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V. ENHANCING TECHNOLOGY

A. SUMMARY PERFORMANCE PLAN - Component Mission and Goals, and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plant

The amazing speed of technology development today is outstripping the c~rimiinal Justice system's ability to keep up with, much less
stay ahead of, the technology curve. Use of technology and information integration and sharing in addressing crime are among the

ost urgent issues facing the criminal justice field today. The Offie oflJusticc Programs (OJP) is committed to working with tribal,
l(e, and local criminal Justice agencies to encourage and facilitate development of electronic crime data and online information

exchange; utilize the full potential of the lntemnet; provide training on cybcrcrimnc. develop, test, and commercialize new law
enforcement and criminal justice technoingies, and develop a statistical program to measure the magnitude and consequences of
computer crime,

All program increases identified under this initiative support the Department of Justice (DOJ) priority of providing Assistance to
Tribal, State and Local Governments.



B. NEW INITIATIVES

Gun Safety Research and Development (Justice Assistance)

Electronic Crime Data: On-Line Data Collection/Analysis (Justice Assistance)

National White Collar Crime Center (NWCCC) (Justie Assistance)
Justice Online Information Exchange (JOIE) (Justice Assistance)

Computer Crime/ Cyber-Fraud Fraud Statistics (Justice Assistance)

Total, Enhancing Technology

Pos ELji Amount

0 o slo0ooo0ooo
o o 500,000

I 8,750,000

2 1 1,000,000

0 0 1.000.000

3 2 S21,250,000

The Office of Justice Programs (OJP) requests S2 1.25 million in resources for the IbIlowing programs included in the Enhancing
Technology Initiative:

1. Gun Safety Research and Development - $10 million is requested for NIJ to expand development, testing, arid replication of
"Smart Gun" technologies that will reduce the cost to human life resulting from the use of weapons taken intentionally or accidentally
from their proper owner. NIJ's technology mission is to identify and provide access to promising technologies foi use by law
enforcement agencies to enable them to perform their jobs more efficiently and effectively and to provide the necessary tools to
enhance protection of public and law enforcement officers. Currently there are four different and promising techniques for "Smart
Gun" development - radio frequency, biometric, ultrasonic, and touch memory. Once fully developed and tested, these "Smart Gun"
technologies will allow law enforcement officers' weapons to be more safely and reliably secured, and will help prevent accidental
deaths to children who have access to a Firearm.

See related base program information under the Justice Assistance, Research, Evaluation, and Demonstration Account beginning on
page 1I.

2. Electronic Crime Data: On-Line Data Collections/Analysis - $500,000 is requested for IS to begin converting existing paper-
based collections of administrative data from state and local units of government to Internet-based, paperless collection programs. In
addition, this enhancement will provide for a substantial upgrade to current BJS web-based data dissemination efforts by making



available to users of the BIS website thc most current technologies for accessing [IJS datasets and conducting analyses online,
particularly for those with disabilities and those users participating in college-level distance learning programs.

Gee mlated base program information under the Justice Assistance Account, Criminal Justice Statistical Program, beginning on page
17.

3. National While Collar Crime Center (NWCCC) - $8,75 million is requested for [IJA to support the work of the National
Cyberrime Training Partnership (NCTP) in concert %aih DOJ's Criminal Division. The NCTP is a national partnership comprised
of federal, state, and !ot:al level law enforcement, investigative and prosecutorial agencies. Its mission is to provide guidance and
assistance to local, stAte, and federal law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies in an effort to ensure that these communities arc
properly trained to address computer-related crime. The foundation of ItIJA's request for $8.75 million is a
five-year budget plan for NCTP training activities

See related base program information under the Justice Assistance Account beginning on page 3 1.

4. Justice Online Information Eiehange (JOIE) - $1I million is requested to create the Justice Online Information Exchange
(JOIE). As the new century begins, the expanding justice challenges and the potential of powerful new technology demand a shift
from reactive, one-way, paper-based dissemination to an electronic knowledge exchange and network linking communities and
justice professionals together to maximize crime prevention, crime control, public safety, and community justice efforts. Utilizing the
full potential of the Internet--perhaps the most profound socio-technological development of the late 20 century--QJP proposes to
create an interactive information exchange and communications network to provide answers to pressing questions, share hard-to-find
information, and foster linkages between communities to share best practices on crime and justice.

See related base program information unde-r the Justice Assistance Account beginning on page I11.

5. Computer Crime and Cyber-Fratid Statistics - SI million is requested for BiS to initiate the operation of the National
Computer Crime Statistics Program (NCCS) to gather information on changes over time in the incidence and prevalence of computer
crime offenses, statistical data on the costs and consequences to victims of computer crime, and data on prosecutions, convictions,
and sentencing of persons convicted of computer crime.

See related base program information under the Justice Assistance Account. Criminal Justice Statistical Program, beginning on page



C. ENHANCING TECHNOLOGY- PROGRAM INITIATIVES

1. Gun Safety Research and Development......................................................... $10,000,000
$10 million is nmquested for NIJ to expand development, testing, and replication of "Smart Gun" technologies that will reduce the
cost to human life resulting from the use of weapons taken intentionally or accidentally from their proper owner. Currently, there arc
four different and promising techniques for "Smart Gun" development - radio frequency, biometric, ultrasonic, and touch memory.
Once fully developed and tested, these "Smart Gun" technologies will allow law enforcement officers' weapons to be more safely and
reliably secured, and will help prevent accidental deaths to children who have access to a firearm.

According to the recent FBI report Officers Killed and Assaulted, one in six officers are killed annually with their own firearm after
being disarmed by a suspect. To address the growing concern for the safety of our nation's police officers, NIJ, in 1994, awarded
funds to Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) in Albuquerque, NM, for the following purposes:

" study the problem of police fireitrm take-aways,
" identify the extent to which officers are assaulted and killed with their own firearms, and
" identify the requirements officers would want in a "Smart Gun."

SNL was also charged with identifying existing technologies that could be used to disable a weapon so that it would only fire for a01
recognized user.o

Law enforcement officials have the following needs and requirements:

" the progrmmable code that operates the gun has to be accessible to a varied number of law enforcement personnel (i.e., entire
shifts, specialized units or to the entire agency);

" a way to confirm visually that the weapon recognized the registered user;
" the weapon does not require extensive training or in-depth modificati6n to existing equipment; and, most importantly;
" the weapon must be foolproof so that if the "smart" system failed, the weapon would revert back to manual operation.

Baond on these and other requir~eents, Sandia assessed the technical and practical feasibility of 14 technology concepts ranging from
simple mechanical devices to sophisicated electromnagnectic concepts. Subsequently, five models of proof-of-priincipal "Smart Gun"
devices were built to illustrate the strengths andl limitations of each technology under consideration. They included (1) passive radio
frequency, (2) radio frequency (you enable the weapon to read the frequency), (3) touch memoty, (4) voice recognition, and (5)
finger~pit identification. A final report detailing Sandia's findings. was published by NU in 1996.



Of all the promising techniques for "Smart Gun," the radio frequency technology is the only one to be developed into an operational
prototype. A partnership was formed witls Colt Manufacturing to further develop the radio frequency "Smart Gun" technology. Thc
radio frequency "Smart Gun" works by an energized weapon emitting a radio signal that is received by a small transponder worn. by
the authorized user. The transponder returns a coded radio signal to thc firearm. When the weapon hears the signal, the trigger
automatically unlocks and the weapon can be fired. Colt will deliver two "Smart Gun" working prototypes that use radio frequency
technology by mid-2000.

Colt's research initiative for bringing its law enforcement version of a 'Smart Gun" to fruition has not been Without Several
mechanical and technical difficulties. For example, Colt had to position critical components in the frame of the pistol. The
communications package, power source (batteries), and actuator motor) are currently located in a customized grip panel. In addition
to extreme environmental conditions (dirt, water, temperature, impact, cic.), thc shock and vibration on the "Smart Gun" components
while firing the pistol pose a significant design challenge. Developing and incorporating components that operate reliably under
extreme conditions is difficult, expensive, and time consuming. Colt's projects have demonstrated that commercial off-the-shelf
technology to supfiort the "Smart Gun" has been difficult to locate and once found, difficult to incorporate.

In response to NIl's 1999 technology solicitation, and as a result of the heightened interest in developing a "Smart Gun", NIJ
received four proposals from both firearms manufacturers and the technology industry to develop additional versions of "Smart
Guns." T'he projects range from a fingerprint -authorizcd, fully electronic firing weapon to magnetic and material recognition. The
proposals, currently undergoing independent peer review, are in various stages of product development, from proof-of-concept to a
fully integrated, operational prototype (a 28 month project), Of all the proposals received to date, none meets all the pertinent
requirements identified in the Sandia report, such as being able to fire the weapon while wearing gloves, no introduction of
specialized equipment (i.e., specific holsters or ammunition), manual or automatic override in case of system failure, and the need for
separate identification devices to be carried by the officer One of the primary requirements unique to law enforcement is that if the
"smart" aspects of the weapon fail, the weapon is still operational. For example, if batteries go dead 01 the communications package
jams the weapon wI still fire sc the officer can use it to protect himself or a citizen. Of course, this requirement would be the
reverse for civilians.

Of the $10 million requested. $2.5 million will support refinements to Colt's radio frequency prototyp; $1.5 million will be used to
replicate and distribute the radio frequenicy technology prototype (if this becomes the first fully functional law enforcement model) to
law enforcement agencies for actual field testing in police academies, as well as provide training and testing for officers in the field.
The remaining S6 million would be used to fundl the four new proposals for "Smart Gun" technology development including
biometric, magnetic, ultrasonic, and material recognition. T1he cost for thes proposals ranges from $300,000 to more than $3 m, Ilion.



The availability of a "Smart Gun" would be of great benefit to citizens as well, but that does not take the place of responsible use,
storage and ownership of a firearm. The "Smart Gun" is merely the next evolution in firearms technology, much as the introduction
of the semiautomatic pistol was after the revolver. While radio frequency technology may appear to be readily adaptable and
accessible to the novice, we have not had an opportunity to fully evaluate how successful it will operate in the field and whether other
frequencies will interfere with its consistent performance. Extensive research, development and testing will be required to bring any
"Smart Gun" concept to an operations status.
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2. Electronic Crime Data: On-Line Collection/Analysis ......................... $500,000
QJP requests an enhancement of $500,000 for BJS to begin converting existing paper-based collections of administrative dama from
state and local units of government to Internet-based, paperles collection programs. In addition, this enhancement will provide for a
substantial upgrade to current BJS web-based data dissemination efforts by making available to users of the BIS website the most
current technologies for accessing BJS datasets and conducting analyses online, particularly for those with disabilities and those users
participating in college-level distance learning programs.

Current web technology is changing rapidly and 835 has led the way in QJ? and much of DOJ in utilizing these emerging tools. Ncw
capabilities, emerging technologies, more efficient languages, and improved standards (such as eXtensible Markup Language (XML),
JAVA, and Cascading Style Sheets) offer promising improvements for the way BJS both collects and disseminates justice statistics.

Reducing Burden to Criminal Justice Anencies
BJS currently maintains nearly two dozen different data collection programs that obtain data describing the workload of the
approximately 50,000 federal, state and local agencies, offices, and institutions, which compose the criminal justice system
nationwide. At the present time, all BJS collection activities involving criminal justice agencies utilize traditional papzr-based
methods for obtaining the requested data from law enforcement agencies, prosecutor's offices, probation offices, local jails, courts,
pretrial release agencies, offices providing public defense services, prison authorities, and parole authorities. This proposed
enhancement will permit BJS to acquire the moat up-to-date software for expanding the potential opportunities to collect da,.
on-ltne fr-om agencies--it will require no new software for BJS respondents. In many government and private sector data
management activities, paper-based data collection methods are rapidly being replaced by methods utilizing the Intemnet for direct
submission of information to a database. With appropriate safeguards and protections, such as client-sided validation of data on
electronic. forms, electronic authentication and identification of respondent agencies, automatic e-mail notification, and automatic
updating of directories and databases, collection of statistical information will be easier for the contributors, will provide more
accurate data will cot less than the curreit process, and will take far less time to prepare the data and produce findings than is
required using the current methods. This upgrade to the BJS website will provide an electronic option for Internet-capable
respondents so that they merely need to complete requested fonns directly without any need to enhance their own operating systems
or Internet environment.

Aside from the hundreds of BJS reports and the numerous links to other sites available to users, the BJS website provides a number
of significant features to enhance user acces including regularly updated Key Facts at a Glance; a ke~ord search capacity; access
to simple spreadsheets covering a wide variety of crime and justice issues; and online tabulations, datasets, and codebooks. to access
and analyze NCVS data, Supplementary Homicide Report data, and BJS data on prison admissions and releases.



Use of the BIS website has been growing dramatically; the website is now e 'xperiencing over 20,000 user sessions per week with
thousands o)f publications and datafiles downloaded each day. This 13JS user community is growing rapidly, increasing by two-thirds
during l199S.

The current website provides a series of static pages in which the user must find the desired information. This proposal will improve
BJS' software to interact with users. In addition, some customized infoi mation will be delivered automatically. This capability is
particularly important for providing content to persons with disabilities who may need the information presented in a particular form
which is usable by their assistive software. For example, a sight-impaired user coming to the BJS website will automatically be
served the information in a format that can be read by text-readers designed to assure access for the blind to web materials.

Similarly, the ability to disseminate information dynamically would be valuable for those participating in online course work which
would permit both finding data on a specific question of interest and manipulating the data for presentation. Our analysis of our web
use statistics shows that usage corresponds closely to the educational calendar Furthermore, we are continuously asked questions
online by students and teachers which require the response of a BJS staffer -- a dynamic website would help users to craft answers to
questions themselves. Finally, a dynamic website would allow a student looking for a particular number to gather information on a
wider array of topics related to the subject of his/her initial inquiry.

With this enhancement, users will be able to find the information most relevant to them --information on people like them, people
who live near them, or people with whom they share a common concern. An upgraded HIS website will permit web users to obtain
the greatest utility from the data most pertinent to their needs and wil t nsure that HIS dissemination strategies are operating at a level
consistent with the new technologies increasingly available to acadenmie and physically challenged user communities.

Utilizing seed money from NIJ, HIS is adding some dynamic content, which willI allow users to obtain statistics about specific
jurisdictions. This new feature was initiated in response to the numerous requests for data describing individual jurisdictions and will
sere as a prototype for the types of improvements to be obtained under this 2001 enhancement. Furthermore, HIS will need to
explore additional enhancements including expanding the statistics in the database and providing new capabilities, such as graphics
and client sided data manipulation. HIS is also coordinating this effort with other Federal Statistical agencies' efforts to provide users
a seamless interface to statistics produced by the federal government. Already, HIS has introduced software, accessible through the
HIS website, at the National Archive ofCriminal Justice Data at the University of Michigan to provide for immediate on-line
analyses of homicides, criminal victimization, State prison admissions and releases, and international surveys of crime. In addition,
data collected from the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts and the Federal Bureau of Prisons under the Federal Justice Statistics
Program for 1994-97 can now be analyzed by non-technical users as a result of major upgrades to make the HIS website more user-
friendly. This enhancement request will permit HIS to increase these efforts to improve and expand the utility of the BIS website and
the range of options available to those users who are seeking greater control over the content of the information they receive.
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3, National White Collar Crime Center (NWCCC)................................................... S8,750,OOO
The NWCCC, through funding from BIA, provides a nationwide support service for federal, state and local agencies in conducting
multi-state investigations of white collar crime, including investment. telemarketing and securities fraud, advanced fee loan scams,
health care fraud, financial crimes against the elderly, and computer crime. The NWCCC serves as the operations center for the
National Cyber~rime Training Partnership (NCTP) activities, due to its position as a fully functioning support service group. It
provides logistic, administrative and communication support for NC Ii1 activities, and serves as the state and local liaison and training
arm of the Partnership. It also acts as a clearinghouse, providing information on all federal computer crime training available to state
and locals, as well as a "yellow pages" of resources available in forensic computer science, computer and network investigations.

In 2001, NWCCC is requesting an S8.75 million enhancement to support the wvork of NCTP The request would bring total funding
for NWCCC for all purposes to $18 million. The NCTP is a national partnership comprised of federal, state and local level law
enforcement, investigative and prosecutorial agencies. Its mission is to provide guidance and assistance to local, state and federal law
enforcement and prosecutorial agencies in an effort to ensure that thcse communities are properly trained to address computer-related
crime. In this capacity, the NCTP serves as a centralized, operational focal point for assessment, design and delivery of federal, state
and local training and technical assistance regarding computer crime investigation and prosecution. The Computer Crime and
Intellectual Property Section of the Criminal Division (CCIPS) initiated the NCTP approximately two years ago, and serves in a
leadership capacity, providing policy and oversight of NCTP functional activities.

The rapid growth of the Internet and other computer technologies are promoting advances in virtually every aspect of society and
every comer of the globe. The Intemnet, which allows people to interact electronically for both personal and commerciai reason-, has
generated justifiable excitement over the past few years. But as with other innovations, crime has quickly followed. While new
computer technologies allow us to do things that were previously impossible, they ca also be misused in ways that threaten public
safety and security. Although it is difficult to quantify the scope of the computer crime problem, public reports have estimated that
computer crime costs us between $500 million and $10 billion annually. Law enforcement must keep pace with advances in all areas
of computer-related crime. This request will enable the NCTP to deliver a basic level training program as well as design and deliver
more advanced level training by expanding and enhancing the NCTP Operations Center as identified in their 5-year plan.

The foundation of BJA's request for $8.75 million is a 5-year budget plan for NCTP training activities. This plan was drafted based
on program development objectives determined by the NCTP and 2 focus groups conducted by CCIPS on behalf of the NCTP, These
focus groups provided state and local law enforcement the opportunity to detail their needs in the area of cybercrime training. Results
from this assessment confirmed predictions that nearly all low enforcement officers require at leant a basic level of cybercrime
training and investigators require several levels of training. This input was incorporated in the NCTP's design for the scope of its
training program, and in the development of its 5-year budget plan.



The NCTP's 5-year budget plan recognizes that program start-up costs will involve a significant investment in computer hardware
and software that will require continuous upgrading. Facility and equipment sharing between NWCCC and the FBI has been
initiated, as well as cross-utilization of instructors. NCTP'F 5 -year budget plan recommended funding levelIs of approximately $6.2
million in the first year (1999), $5 million in the second year (2000), $5.5 million in the third year (2001), $5.8 million in the fourth
year (2002), and nearly $6 million in thc fifth year (2003). WJA set aside S4 million at the end of 1998 from its Local Law
Enforcement Block Grant (LLEBG) program to be used in 1999 as funding for the first year of this budget plan. In 2000, NCTP was
appropriated $1.9 million. The 2001 enhancement would bring the total funding level for NCTP to $ 10.55 million.

Specifically, the $8.75 million enhancement will support the following NCTP activities:

$2 million for the expansion and enhancement of the NCTP Operations Center -- Current facilities at the NCTP Operations
Center in Fairmont, West Virginia consist of offices and two state -o f-the-art computer training rooms (leased space). Expansion
will include additional leased office space ($135,000 for first year cease of approximately 5.000 square feet); a forensic training
lab ($300,000); work stations and other technical support ($65,000). upgrades for existing computer systems and training labs
($250,000); and general administrative and telecommunications support ($50,000).

Included in this reque st is an additional 15 core staff for the operations center ($1.2 million), bringing total staffing to 32
positions. Additional staff are as follows: I deputy assistant director. I supervisory computer crime specialist; 6 computer crime
specialist; 2 forensic specialists, I section clerk, 2 curriculum developers, I research assistant; and I administrative assistant,

$1.7 million for development and delivery of basic, intermediate, advanced, and specialized level training -- NCTP has identified
and prioritized approximately 15 training programs needed beyond the basic level courses for law enforcement. This willI allow
for the delivery of 70 hands-on basic level training reaching approximately 2, 100 law enforcement officers. In addition, 10
intermediate, advanced, and specialized training courses now under development will be completed and presented. These 10
courses will reach an estimated 600 law enforcement officers, administrators, and forensic examiners.

S500,000 for forensic "tools" production, distribution, and training -- NCTP needs an internal capability to pursue th..
development of specific t~pes of technology software "tools" required by its partners. NIJ has agreed to lead the research and
development effort: . ' nich they are currently doing through base funding streams, the LLEBG research and development
aet-aside, and the development of counterterrorism technologies. NCTP Operations Center will provide training on the use of
these tools. This request relates only to the training expenses and production/distribution costs ror the "tools." An example
of a forensic "tool" used in the cyberenime area would include software designed to retrieve data from the "crime seene" or
criminal's computer in order to avoid destroying this data or evidence. Approximately 300 forensic examiners will be provided
these "tools" and trained on their use.



$400,000 for forensic "tools" validation and standardization capability -- Therc is a critical need for a third party independent
evaluation of new forensic software developed and to provide standardization of software tools used by law enforcement. This
verification of newly developed software for forensic purposes will be done through a partnershiip with the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST). NIST will use this funding for development and first year implementation costs to establish
the capability to assess newly developed software for forensic examinations to determine if the software actually works as
expected. NIST would then validate the performance of the "tool" or refute its claim based upon independent evaluation. Law
enforcement can then rely upon the NIST validation before buying, or otherwise acquiring these "tools." The NIST validation
will become the accepted "standard" for law enforcement use.

* $900,000 for continuation and enhancement of the guideliness" project -- The "guidelines" project is a series of 7 "best practices"
manuals covering all major aspects of law enforcement management of electronic crimes. The first has been completed, and the
remaining 6 in the series can be produced in a time effective manner with this funding. Each manual costs approximately
$150,000 to develop. Production and distribution will continue beyond the initial year.

* $1.45 million for enhancement of the Secure Collaborative Communications System (SCCS) - The SCCS requires constant
modification and upgrading to maintain its maximum value to the partners of NCTP. This system provides a totally secure, real
time capability to work on training and technical assistance programs and products. Additionally, it provides high level security
for distance learning and development of exercises, while also protecting the sensitive information in programs and other
communications. This request will allow for the continued development and addition of a critical multi-media component, as0
well as secure online collaboration, training, and research.

*$500,000 for establishment of a "virtual" software library -- As law enforcement encounters a wider variety of software and
hardware in criminal cases, it is necessary to establish a "clearinghouse" or library of technologies available. This "virtual"
software library will enable law enforcement officials to locate technologies and will establish proper protocols for gaining access
and assistance for investigative purposes. Actual purchases of software will be rare, but necessary. NCTP plans on establishing a
partnership with several academic institutions to offet rtaff, space, administrative support, and technical assistance expenses.

$800,000 for short-term high level technical assistance -- The NCTP requires short-term high level technical assistance for portions of
various projects. This assistance is generally obtained through agreements with uniquely qualified experts and is an effective and cost
efficient method for managing this need.

$500O,000 for a student-based evaluation of training -- The NCTP serves as a centralized, operational focal point for assessment,
design and delivery of federal, state and local training on computer crime investigation and prosecution. In this capacity,



additional funding is required to perform a follow-up student evaluation of training, This evaluation would look at the
effectiveness of the available courses given at the NCTP to enable them to revise and enhance the program to better meet state,
local and federal law enforcement needs.
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4. Justice Online Information Exchange (JOIE) ............................. S1,0O,00
The Office of Justice Programs (OJP) requests $1 million to begin to create the Justice Online Information Exchange (JOIE). As the
new century begins, the expanding justice challenges and the potential ot powerful new technology demand a shift from reactive, one-
way, paper-based dissemination to an electronic knowledge exchange and network linking communities and justice professionals
together to maximize crime prevention, crtme control, public safety. and community justice efforts. Utilizing the full potential of the
Internet--perhaps the most profound socio-technologtcal development ol the late 20 h century-0.OJP proposes to create ans interactive
information exchange and communications network to provide answers to pressing questions, share hard-to-find information, and
foster linkages between communities to share beat practices on crime and justice.

For more than a quarter century, OJP has fulfilled its Congressional mandate to sere as a national and international clearinghouse for
criminal justice information. Through the N~ational Criminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS), OJP has built the largest
clearinghouse for criminal justice information in the world, with a traditional lhbrar) of 150,000 document abstracts and a virtual
library of over 1,500 documents that the public can request via an 800 telephone number or the Intemnet. In 1999, NCJRS distributed
over 1.5 million documents and over 750,000 people requested information and/or publications from OJP. Thc success of the
reference service is undeniable.

Current information and communications technology, and the public's appreciation and widespread use of them, has highlighted the
limitations of NCJRS' one-way dissemination model. The traditional delivery systems-publications, journals and 800 numbers-are noti
longer sufficient because they lack interaction and knowledge transfer capabilities. In addition, the current system is too antiquated toW
offer the "one stop shopping" capacity that OJP envisioned in its March 1 999 Report to Congress, Therefore, OJP proposes a
five-year plan to increase productivity and customer services by transitioning from a primarily paper-based reference servicii to an
interactive 2l1st century information sharing and communications network for justice professionals and those interested in justice.

The technology is here to make this a reality. Information technology advances of the last decade have moved the imaginable to the
attainable, Today, technology allows its to link researchers and practitioners from around the world to discuss important issues of
crime and justice; today we can convene a panel of experts in school violence prevention and bring their discussion directly to
thousands of classrooms around the country--and the kids can ask questions and interact with the panel; today we can build
"knowledge-bases," which can be easily accessed by customers to quickly find "what works" and "what doesn't" in any crime
prevention area. These knowledge-bases can also include rosters of experts in specific jurisdictions that have tried interventions to
address these crone: problems. This linked system will permit continuous growth-from the top down and from the bottom up--as the
frontiers of knowledge are expanded and as researchers and practitioners working together in the field apply that research and learn
valuable lessons in implementation. Today, information technology will allow us to put a police chief who has implemented a
program to deal with managing sex offenders in the community directly in-touch with a community faced with this problem. This is



particularly important because ORP has learned (and recent research supports this) that practitioners are far more likely to adopt a
proven best practice if it is communicated by a respected peer than it if were presented in a journal or at a conference.

In order to develop an appropriate 5-year funding plan for JOIE, OJP commissioned an independent feasibility and cost analysis of the
JOIE system. This report shows that JOIE is not only a better way to interact with our expanding customer base, but that it is cost
effective as well.

In the first year, 2001,S$1 million is requested to (1) begin analysis and design for the system and (2) upgrade and/or modify existing
computer hardware, software and search technologies to ensure that they are compatible with the plans for the new system. Finally,
new technologies, including hardware and software, will be assessed, field tested by potential customers, purchased, and installed.

In 2002, OJP will engage in the first of two major development years, Systems analysis and design will continue. The upgrading of
relevant hardware and software to state of the industry standards will progress, and the start of designing, developing, and loading the
knowledge-base will begin. This comprehensive database will actually consist of multiple, compatible, connected databases whose
information can be cross-analyzed when queried by customers. This knowledge-base will contain electronic versions of all criminal
justice related publications, journals, newsletters, news stories, etc., produced around the world, as well as video and audio justice
information as it becomes available. To achieve this comprehensive, virtual library, OJP will forge partnerships with publishers, news s
services, and academic and criminal justice institutions. Eventually, JOIE, with an audience in the hundred thousands, will be seen as
a major distribution "channel" for these organizations. In addition, other linked databases that will become part of the
knowledge-base will include "best practices" on crime and justice; criminal justice subject experts, practitioners and policy makers
working on crime prevention and criminal justice; training, technical assistance, and funding opportunities available from the
Department of Justice, archived data-sets, on-line training curricula, etc.

Through design and development of an easy-to-use, customer- friendly search engine, which will also be completed during year two,
communities, criminal justice professionals, researchers and students alike will be able to access the knowledge-base and get the help
that they need without waiting for hardcopy materials or dealing with intermediaries. In fact, through the satellite telecommunications
services, list-servers, and on-line discussion areas offered, JOIE will be capable of virtually linking communities together-in real
time-to discuss issues of crime and justice. ORP will require grantees and others who access our services to add their research
findings, data sets, program's successes and failures, innovations, etc., to feed OJP's continuous updating and refining of the databases
with current news stories, publications, on-line training curricula, an on-line feedback mechanism to provide customer input, etc.
Thus, the knowledge-base will be continuously growing and expanding to improve its own capacity and usefulness over time.



Summary Funding Chart (S in Millions)

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

System Development $1 00 $2 75 _____ ____

Implementation _____ $1.63 $2.75

Operations and $2106 $1.96 $2.05
Maintenance

Totals $1.00 $4.38 $4.81 $1.96 $2.051

As the chart above ill jstrates, after an initial investment in capital. including hardware and software, reductions in cost resulting from this
more efficient networked communication system will begin to offset the initial capital investments. By 2004, a real savings of $1.2 million
will be realized in printing, mailing and warehousing costs as searchable electronic versions orjustice information are expedited to target
areas and made available in an electronic data warehouse. In 2005, a savings of $3.9 million will be realized and by 2006, the JOIE system
will have paid for itself.
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5. Computer Crime end Cyber-Fraud Statistics ............................ SI,ooo,ooo
OR requests S1 million for BJS to initiate the operation of the National Computer Crime Statistics Program (NCCS) to gather
information on changes over time in the incidence and prevalence of computer crime offenses, statistical data on the costs and
consequences to victims of computer crime, and data on prosecutions, convictions, and sentencing of persons convicted of computer
crime. There is currently no national data available to characterize the nature or extent of computer crime nationwide. or to serve as a
baseline against which future data could be compared. Estimates relating to the volume and amount of computer crime have been
prepared by a variety of organizations and advocacy groups using different methodologies and definitions, thereby leading to multiple
views of the nature and scope of this problem, often limited to a particular type of computer crime, The NCCS will provide for the
first time a consistent and comprehensive nationwide view of the volume and cost of computer crime and will serve as a baseline
against which future measurements can be compared.

At present, 49 states and the federal government have enacted specific computer crime statutes which provide penalties ranging from
civil remedies to incarceration. The NCCS statistical series is designed to gather information on the enforcement of these statutes and
changes over time to the incidence and prevalence of offenses.

Computer crime may affect a wide array of victims, drawn from both the public and private sectors, and may reflect a diversity of
criminal behaviors. The general categories of computer crime for which data would be collected include:

* unauthorized access or use for illegal purposes, such as unauthorized penetrations of financial networks, use of
network to facilitate future crime such as child abduction:

" causing damage to systems or records, such as incidents involving vandalism to financial records or deFr-riction of
networks, costs to repair damage or reconstruct financial records,

" theft a/ intellectual property, such as theft of computer programs or software, illegal transfer of proprietary computer
code; and

" economicfraud or gain, such as illegal credit card transactions over the Intemnet or creation of false identities for
purposes of theft from financial networks.



The sources of data will vary and the data collection procedures will need strong coordination with and endorsement from other
federal agencies (such as the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and
VOl's FBI and Crimitnal Division's Computer Fraud Unit). In 1984, using data obtained from credit card companies over a four year
period, BJS reported that losses from credit card fraud were increasing:

YM Lossnsr $1000 volume Losga ta naction
1979 $1.126 $.042
1980 $1.321 S.953
1981 $1.499 S.065
1982 $1.673 $.079

In 1985, in an in-depth study of 16 U.S. banks, HIS examined fraudulent transactions involving automated teller machines (ATM) and
electronic funds transfers (EFT'). Based upon the sample transaction data collected, HIS estimated that fraud losses may have been
running as high as $.07 per transaction and SI. 12 per $ 1000 transacted electronically.

In the 15 years since such data was last collected by HIS, the range and volume of economically significant types of electronic
transactions have grown exponentially, and there continues to be no current national data series measuring the extent of fraud %
associated with such transactions. There is no single source of national data to inform policy-makers and the public on the magnitude 4A-
of such losses, the types of transactions most vulnerable to fraud, and the extent to which the incidence and prevalence of loss vary 0
over time and across geographic areas. While we know that bank robbery accounts for about two percent of the robberies in the U.S.
with an average loss of $4,207 per incident, there are no equivalent measures of the distribution by victim or the size of loss associated
wit ATM, EfT, or other types of financial transactions.

In addition to economic fraud, there are other types of thefts and illegal acts that need to be counted and described: unauthorized
access to or use of computer networks, causing damage to systems of records, and theft of intellectual property. There is no current
source for information on these kinds of crimes and their consequences.

HiS has not collected or published any data on this emerging crime problem in 15 years. The initiation of the NCCS maintained by the
Department of Justice will be a critical step in determining whether enforcement measures are having an effect on the magnitude of the
problem.

In 2000, 5250,000 will be used for developing the methods, definitions, and protocols to obtain uniform nationally-representative data
on the four general categories of computer crime previously mentioned. A major effort is being devoted to identifying the data
collection objectives, preparing agreements with respondent data sources, and examining the range of data availabe on a recurring



basis. In addition, BJS is developing agreements with other federal agencies, such as the FDIC, the SEC, the FBI, and the Computer
Fraud Unit of DO], on the types of data available for use as measures of computer crime. Finally, for each of the data collection
activities designed, a schedule for recurring measurements is being devised as a foundation for a long-term plan for and commitment
to national statistics on this topic. Throughout this phase, BJS is seeking the assistance of the American Statistical Association and a
variety of organizations which have an interest in this subject such as thc public and private members of the President's Information
Infrastructure Working Group. BIS is closely coordinating these efforts with relevant DOJ components and is maintaining a close
working relationship with the Computer Crime Unit in the Criminal Division.

In 2001, ORP requests $1 million to initiate the operation of the NCCS. 1 he NCCS will measure the annual change in the volume and
impact of the wide variety of computer-based crimes and will provide for a consistent annual estimate of the extent of such crime and
its consequences by examining key areas of illegal access, damage to record systems, thefts of intellectual property, and frauds
perpetrated through computer systems or networks, The NCCS will collect data from a cross section of commercial, governmental,
and individuals to estimate the incidence, prevalence, and costs associated with computer-based crimes.

The development of a consistent set of measures, jointly with other federal agencies, represents a coordinated strategy to address a
growing problem. As with other crime data, data on computer crime will provide a coherent basis for the development of public
policy and for evaluation of public initiatives designed to affect the incidence, prevalence, or costs associated with these types of
offenses.
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VI. JUVENILE JUSTICE INITIATIVE

A. SUMMARY PERFORMANCE PLAN - Component Mission and Goals, and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

With so many risk factors for delinquency and violent behavior for young people today, we know that there is no magic formula that
will cure the problem ofjuvenile crime. But experience and research are pointing to a nut~ber of effective responses to reduce youth
crime, starting with the ealiest stages of life. The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention's (OJJDP) Comprehensive
Strategy for Serious, Violent, and Chronic Juvenile Offenders helps pull together all resources in a community to address juvenile
crime. The recent outbreak of school shootings reminds us that much remains to be done to prevent young people from resorting to
violence and to ensure that violent juveniles receive appropriate interventions. The initiatives that follow respond to this tremendous
challenge,

All program increases identified under this initiative support the DOI priority of providing Assistance to Tribal, State, and Local
Governments.



B. NEW INITIATIVES

Eli f Amount

Evaluation of OJJDP Comprehensive Strategy (Juvenile Justice) -- S4,403,000
Local Goa Violence Reduction Media Campaign (State & Local Assistance) - 10l,000,000I
Reduction of Youth Gun Violence (Juvenile Justice) - -J0.,000"~fI

Total, Juvenile Justice Initiative S 4,403,000

The Office of Justice Programs (OJP) requests $4.403 million in rcsourccs for the following programs included in the Juvenile Justice
Initiative:

I . Evaluation of OJJ DP Comprehensive Strategy.- $4.403 million is requested for OJJDP for evaluation of the Comprehensive
Strategy for Serious, Violent, and Chronic Juvenile Offenders, which provides communities with a framework for developing
sound prevention and graduated sanction strategies for reducing juvenile crime and victimization. OJJDP will measure this
program's success by tracking the number of sites completing integration of the Comprehensive Strategy Initiative into their
performance review process; the establishment of both process and outcome evaluation frameworks by sites; and completion of a
national process and outcome evaluation,

See related base program information under the Juvenile Justice Account.

2. Local GunViolence Reduction Media Campaign - S10 million is requested to be made available from existing Byrne
Discretionary funding for the Local Gun Violence Reduction Media Campaign initiative to support local media campaigns to
reduce gun violence among youth. The campaign will focus on local gun violence strategies to ensure proper storage of guns as
well as other messages to prevent child access to guns, gun accidents, and other forms of gun violence. The Bureau of Justice
Assistance (BJA) will work in close partnrship with the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) to
administer this campaign.

See related base program information under the State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Account beginning on page 17.

3. Reduction of Youth Gun Violee - 110 million is requested for OJJDP to be made available from existing Title V funding to
expand the current OJJDP "Partnerships to Reduce Juvenile Gun Violence Initiative." Of this amount, S7.5 million is requested to



provide S300,000 to 20.25 new communities; SI million to provide technical assistance and training to assist the sites in
implementing their programs, and S$1.5 million to support evaluation of this effort.

See related base program information under the Juvenile Justice Account.



C. JUVENILE JUSTICE - PROGRAM INITIATIVES

1. Evaluation of Comprehensive Strategy ......................................................... S4,403,OOO
The Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) is charged with leading the fight against juvenile violence and
victimization by promoting practical solutions to the problems challenging our Nation's juveniles. The key to addressing these
problems is a comprehensive strategy for communities. OJJDP has developed a framework for such a comprehensive approach - The
Comprehensive Strategy. The Comprehensive Strategy is a research bascd, data driven and outcome focused strategic planning and
implementation framework for the juvenile justice system. The Strategy incorporates the following two principal components: 1)
preventing youth from becoming delinquent by focusing prevention programs on at-risk youth, and 2) improving the juvenile justice
system response to delinquent offenders through a system of graduated sanctions and a continuum of treatment activities. The Strategy
is best represented as providing a comprehensive and seamless continuum of programs and services, from prenatal care to correctional
aftercare (0- 18 years of age), with the emphasis on juvenile delinquency prevention. early intervention and graduated sanctions. The
program complements the National Institute of Justice's (N Ii) Community Safety Initiative in that information gathered by NIl may be
used to help target communities and assist in gathering data to design and implement a local Comprehensive Strategy.

The Comprehensive Strategy for Serious, Violent, and Chronic Juvenile Offenders has been the foundation of OJJDP's programming
since 1993. OJJDP has synthesized decades of research and practice from practitioners and established a framework for implementing
an effective juvenile justice system. Through support of research, demonstration programs, and training and technical assistance,
OJJDP encourages states, local governments, and communities tvi use the Comprehensive Strategy to develop coordinated, community
wide approaches to intervene and prevent juvenile delinquency and victimization. This comprehensive, systematic approach will help
tur the tide of rising juvenile crime by implementing a continuum ofjuvenile delinquency prevention, early intervention, and
graduated sanctions that are responsive to community risk factors. OJJDP focuses its support on programs and initiatives that further
one or more of the six key principles of the Comprehensive Strategy:

(1) Strengthen families in their role of guiding. disciplining, and instilling sound values in their children;
(2) Support core social institutions and their role in supporting families and helping children develop their maximum potential;
(3) Promote delinquency prevention strategies and activities that reduce the impact of negative (risk) factors wad enhance the

influence of positive (protective) factors in the lives of youth at greatest risk of delinquency;
(4) Immediate, effective, and appropriate interventions at the first signs of trouble in a child's life;
(5) Establishment of a system of graduated sanctions and a continuum of services to respond appropriately to the needs of each

juvenile offender; and
(6) Identify and control the small group of serious, violent, and chronic juvenile offenders who account for the majority ofjuvenile

crime by providing their incapacitation while at the same time addressing their treatment needs.



The Comprehensive Strategy planning process consists of three distinct phases. First, a local Comprehensive Strategy plan is
developed through intensive training and technical assistance, provided by OJJDP, which is based on a Comprehensive Strategy
curricula. The development of local Comprehensive Strategy plans is achieved by local teams who assess risk factors that put youth at
risk of delinquency and develop and establish effective programs t hat reduce those identified risk factors and strengthen protective
factors to prevent juvenile delinquency. The second phase is implementation of the local and State Comprehensive Strategy plans.
Implementation requires the provision of technical assistance in developing management information systems, effective program
evaluation, and other needs as identified by state and local officials that arc developing Comprehensive Strategy plans. The third
phase is for outcome and process evaluation. Evaluation results will assist OJJDP in developing the ability to replicate effective
Comprehensive Strategies in other communities.

OJJDP is currently providing intensive training and technical assistance to eight states -- Florida, Iowa, Maryland, Rhode Island,
Texas. Ohio, Oregon, and Wisconsin -- for each of the eight states to implement the Comprehensive Strategy in up to six local
jurisdictions for a total of 44 participating communities. In addition, OJJDP is providing technical assistance support to San Diego
County, California, one of the first sites in the country to develop and pilot a local Comprehensive Strategy. The Comprehensive
Strategy is currently supported with technical assistance and training funds through grants to Developmental Research and Programs,
Inc. and ih,?National Council on Crime and Delinquency (NCCD) in the amount of $1,1 million for FY 1999. These grantees have
assisted in esi-Ablishing the research foundation and development of Comprehensive Strategy publications, including a training
curriculum, and have p-mvided intensive strategic planning training and technical assistance in each of the local sites in the states.

In 2000, OJJDP will begiii a multi-year, multi-site process evaluation of the Comprehensive Strategy for Serious, Violent, and Chronic
Juvenile Offenders. The evaluation will first look at the lessons learned from the Comprehensive Strategy training and technical
assistance process that was provided in three pilot communities: Fort Myers and Jacksonville, Florida; and San Diego, California.
The evaluation will then look at the effect of the 2-year training and technical assistance process that is currently being provided in 8
states and 44 local jurisdictions. The training and technical assistance process is designed to transfer the knowledge, skills, tools, and
practices necessary to develop a comprehensive strategic plan in each community. The evaluation vilI document the effectiveness of
the training and technical assistance process in a sample of communities. The evaluation will also Ljok at the level of services being
providedin each of the jurisdict~ons that have successfully completed the training and technical assistance process and are
implementing their Comprehensive Strategy plan. In the first year, the process evaluation will also document baseline data in the
Comprehensive Strategy states rind participating local communities.

Thec S4.403 million requested would be used to support a full outcome evaluation from selected local jurisdictions within the 8 states
(5 of which are in the process of implementing locally developed Comprehensive Strategies and 3 of which are in the planning phase
and scheduled to begin implementation efforts in the fall of 2000). Additionally, at least one other state (Kansas) that has developed
Comprehensive Strategy plans throughout the state and based on the work in the 8 states that received training and technical assistance



from OJJDP will be included in th;i- evaluation. Although OJJDP is currently working on conducting a process evaluation, without the
provision of additional resowves it will not be possible to conduct a full outcome evaluation. The implementation of the
Comprehensive Strategy in the jurisdictions will be primed for an outcome evaluation in 2001. Such an evaluation is essential to
provide the richest possible information on the program's successes and failures and the reasons for these outcomes.

In order to determine the effectiveness of the Comprehensive Strategy in helping communities combat juvenile delinquency, an
evaluation must go beyond a process evaluation stage. While the process cvaluation can identify what the community did to
comprehensively respond to and prevent delinquency, it cannot identify how effective these changes were in reducing actual rates of
delinquency and achieving other measures of success. To measure the value of the Strategy, data must be collected regarding the
juveniles served to determine both how the Strategy affected risk factors and protective factors and whether thes changes caused less
recidivism or initiation of delinquent behavior. The intended evaluation design will keep costs as low as possible. Evaluation experts
warn of the difficulty and the expense of measuring final impacts like reductions in crime and delinquency in evaluations of
comprehensive community-based initiatives. However, intermediate outcomes such as decreased risk factors, increased protective
factors, and reduced recidivism will be available earlier. Even being careful with costs in this way, the evaluation will have to sample
from the 4 participating communities. With a sample of adequate size, however, an outcome evaluation should communicate the
effectiveness of the the Comprehensive Strategy piconning approach in reducing risk factors and strengthening protective factors and,
ultimately, in reducing juvenile crime and delinquency.
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2. Local Gun Violee Reduction Media Campaign ........................... SIOOOOOOO
$10 million is requested to be made available from existing Byrnec Discretionary Grant funds support local media campaigns linked to
local gun violence strategies to highlight proper storage of guns, as well as other messages to prevent child access, accidents, and other
forms of gun violence. Localities can also use these media campaigns to publicize gun penalties to maximize deterrence against gun
crimes. The Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) will work closely with the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(OJJDP) to administer this campaign.

Although overall crime rates have declined nationwide in recent years. concerns associated with gun-related violence ame far from
over. These concerns resurfaced graphically on both the national and local levels this past year as a result of several tragic shootings in
our nation's public schools. These violent episodes galvanized the American public and alerted everyone of the immediate need to
address our country's gun violence problem, particularly the issue of youth access to firearms. The unfortunate recent spate of school
shootings left an indelible mark on the country, serving as an abrupt reminder that gun violence can happen anywhere, at any time, and
in any place.

Recent studies have shown that Amencan children are more at risk from firearms than any other children in the world. According to
the Centers for Disease Control, the rate of firearm death of children 0- 14 years old is nearly twelve times higher in the U.S. than in 25
other industrialized nations combined. From 1984 to 1994, the firearm death rate for 15-19 year olds increased 222%1/ while the non-
firearm homicide death rate decreased only 13%. For every child killed with a gun in America, four are wounded. Within five years,
firearms are expected to overtake motor vehicle accidents as the leading cause of death among American children.

In many cases, research has shown that children in America often die or are badly injured because their parents and other gun owners
do not store their firearms properly. As a result, children ind loaded guns and use them unintentionally on themselves or other
children. Older children are more at risk from horseplay with available guns, while teenagers use guns for impulse suicides and for
crime. All are vulnerable to getting caught in the crossfire from guns used in domestic violence and in crime.

Perhaps the greatest tragedy of gun violence is the increasing number of children and youth killed or injured each year by firearms. On
average, more that 14 youths each day are killed by gunshots. In 1985, the number of firearm homicides for youth 19 years and
younger was 1,339. In 1995, that number was 2,754, and, in that same year, guns accounted for 84% of homicides of persons 13 to 19
years of age. Youth suicides from firearms have also significantly increased since 1985. In that year, there were 1,256 firearm
suicides for youths one to 19 years of age. In 1993, this number increased to 1,460. Additionally, unintentional firearm deaths among
youths 19 years of age and under totaled 551 in 1991. In that same year, a total of 5,737 youths 19 years of age and younger died from
firearm homicide, suicide, and unintentional shootings.



Another disturbing indicator is the increasing number of young people in possession of firearms. A 1990 survey conducted by the
Centers for Disease Control found that one in 20 high school students carried a gun to school in the past month. In 1995, 43,211
juveniles were arrested for weapons violations. In 1976, 59% of murdcrs committed by juveniles involved a gun. In 1991, that
number had increased to 78%.

Contrary to conventional wisdom, people who keep guns in their homes for self-protection often place themselves and their families at
tremendous risk, particularly when the firearm is kept loaded and in an unsecured location. According to a 1998 study conducted by
the New England Journial of Medicine, guns kept in the home for self-protection are 22 times more likely used to kill somebody a
person knows than to kill an intruder in self-defense. Thus, a gun in the home actually increases the likelihood of an unintentional
shooting, particularly among children. Unintentional youth shootings commonly occur when children ind an adult's loaded gun in a
drawer or closet, and while playing with it shoot themselves, a sibling, or a friend. In 1996, 1,134 people - many of them childresi -
were killed accidentally or unintentionally by firearms. In 1995, there were 1,225 unintentional shooting fatalities. Of these fatalities,
181I were children 14 years of age and younger. Perhaps more troubling is research that shows that as many as one-fourth of all gun
owners do not even take the most basic of safety precautions - for example, leaving a gun unloaded and activating the safety
mechanism. Many popular semi-automatic weapons lack magazine safely disconnects or load indicators, meaning that children have
no way of knowing that a gun that appears unloaded actually has a bullet in the chamber. A 1995 survey found that 590/ of parents
who admitted to having a gun in the home did not lock the gun away frorn their children. The Chicago-based Joyce Foundation
commissioned Louis Harris Research, Inc. to conduct a poll which found that only 43% of parents with children under 18 years of age
who own a gun keep that gun safely locked, An estimated 1.2 million elementary-aged, latchkey children have access to guns In their
homes. Because handguns and other firearms are so easily accessible to many children, adolescents and other family members in their
home, the risks of gun violence in the home increase dramatically. Indeed, the risk of homicide in the home is three times greater in
households with guns than those without guns.

The 110 million request will be used as follows:

* $7 million for grants to support local media campaigns designed to increase youth awareness of gun-related violence and
reduce the number of youth gun-related incidents. The grants will emphasize a multi-media approach to ensure broad access to
a wide range of audiences. Methods of disseminating this information will include various distribution channels, including
electronic print media, billboards, public service announcements (PSAs), point-of-purchase information for new gun owners,
and community outreach to publicly available gun safety programs,



$1SI.25 million in product reproduction to promote the dissemination of documents aimed at reducing gun violence, including.
but not limited to. brochures, leaflets, panphtlets. camera ready print. radio commercials. etc.;

$ I million for technical assistance to local agencies to assist in developing and implementing strategies to emphasize gun
safety and prevent gun violence, and,

* $750,000 for an impact evaluation to assess the effectiveness ot the program.
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3. Reduction of Youth Gun Violence ................................. [s1o,ooO,oooI
T1he Office of Justice Programs requests $10 million to expand the current Office of Juv'enile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(OJJDP) funded "Partnerships to Reduce Juvenile Gun Violence Initiative" being implemented and evaluated in Oakland, California;
Syracuse, New York;, Baton Rouge, Louisiana and Shreveport, Louisiana, Although this program is relatively new, there have been
several lessons learried from the evaluation.

These funds will be i.iade available through existing OJJDP Title V resources and will fund 20-25 additional demonstration sites.
These sites are needed to test the various prevention and intervention components of this comprehensive model in diverse
communities and to maximize what we learn from the demonstration ellfort. Of this amount, $7.5 million is requested to provide
$300,000 to 20-25 new communities; $I million to provide technical assistance and training to assist the sites in implementing their
programs; and S1.5 million to support evaluation of this effort.

The goal of this program is to reduce juveniles' illegal access to guns and address the reasons they carry and use guns in violent
exchanges. The success of this program will be determined by addressing the following measures: (1) reduction of illegal gun
availability to juveniles; (2) reduction of the incidence of Juveniles illegally carrying guns; (3) reduction ofjuvenile gun-related
crimes; (4) increase in youth awareness of the personal and legal consequences of gun violence; (5) increase in participation of
community residents and organizations in public safety efforts; (6) improvement in community attitude toward law enforcement/
more confidence in public safety, and (7) increase in services and resources for at-risk juveniles, especially juveniles involved in the A
juvenile justice system.

OJJDP expects this program will promote and increase the effectiveness of new and existing, youth gun violence reduction programs
by enhancing and coordinating prevention, intervention, and suppression strategies, and strengthening linkages between community
residents, law enforcement, and the juvenile justice system.

The requested program increase would expand demonstration of an approach supported both by three decades of research on
prevention delinquency and reducing juvenile crime, and preliminary research on reducing gun violence. As recently as July 30,
1998, at a Department of Justice focus group, the nation's top public health and criminology researchers, city mayors, community
representatives and law enforcement practitioners, reaffirmed the components of the Partnerships to Reduce Juvenile Gun Violence
Initiative, from the elements of gun tracing, strong law enforcement activity, and innovative police/probation partnerships to
community-based efforts involving schools, mental healLhN social service providers and parents and public information efforts to
educate youth and communities as a whole on the dangers of firearms. They also voiced their suppor-t for more demonstrations of
comprehensive approaches to reduce juvenile gun violence, along with essential elements of training and evaluation.
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VII. MEETING NEW CHALLENGES INITIATIVE

A. SUMMARY PERFORMANCE PLAN - Conmponent Mission and Goals, and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plano

The criminal justice needs of tribal, state and local jurisdictions are exploding -- prosecution rates are up, prisons are crowded, forensic
labs are overworked and the court systems are overloaded. As a result, OJP is reaching out into some previously under-addressed
areas. Such as international crime, investigative and forensic sciences, and treatment of the ever growing number of serious mentally
ill offenders within the criminal justice system. Additionally. OJP is focusing on Indian Country needs as they relate to alcohol and
substance abuse, tribal courts, sexual abuse, and juvenile mental health. Presently, prisons and jails face unique problems due to this
growing trend and they are ill equipped to manage or serve the deinstitutionalized mentally ill.

All program increases identified under this initiative support the DOJ priority of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local
Gov~ernments.



B. NEW INITIATIVES

Mental Health of Offenders (State & Local Assistance)
Investigative and Forensic Sciences Improvement (Justice Assistance)
International Crime Research Program (Justice Assistance)
Tribal Criminal and Civil Legal Assistance (State & Local Assistane)

Indian Country Grants (State & Local Assistance)
Tribal Youth Mental Health and Behavioral Problems

Indian Alcohol and Substance Abuse Diversion Program

Sexual Asaault Nurse Exanminer Units

Indian Tribal Courts (State & Local Assistance)

Total, Meeting New Challenges Initiative

E Eu FE AMOUNT

1.0 1.0 1S6,000,000I
1.0 1.0 2,000,000

1.0 1.0 1,400,000

4.0 2.0 6,000,000
8.0 4.0 21,000,000

13.01 11.51 18,000,0001
13.01 11.5] 18,000,0001
12.01 11.01 15,000,0001

EO U 10,0000
15.0 9.0 $40,400,000

The Office of Justice Programs (OJP) requests $40.4 million in resources for the following programs included in the Meeting New
Challenges Initiative:

1. Mental Health of Offenders - $6 million and 1 position are requested for this program. Of the amount reiuested, $5.169 million
is requested for the Mental Health of Offenders Discretionary Grant Program tv be administered by the Corrections Program Office
and $83 1,000 and I position is requested to establish a Mental Health Court Program to be administered by BIA. The entire $6
million will he made available from the base funds of the Prison Grant Program.

See related base program information under the State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Account's Prison Grant Program
beginning on page 30.

2. Inveattive and Forensic Sciences Improvement - $2 million and I position are requested for N13 to initiate, develop, and
support several Technical Working Groups (TWGs) dedicated to creating guidelines for investigative and forensic sciences. NIJ will
create new protocols and establish national guidelines and standards, based on a broad-based consensus from criminal justice



professionals, to ensure the sound identification, collection, and preservation of forensic evidence and its presentation in the courtroom

as well as develop criteria for training investigators.

See related base program information under the Justice Assistance Account beginning on page 11.

3. International Crime Research Program - $1.4 million and I position are requested for NIJ's International Center to implement

an International Crime Research Program. Crime in the twenty-first century will occur in a global framework and because multi-

national business creates global economies, no country is more vulnerable to transnational crime than the United States. While we can

occasionally collaborate across state and county, lines, our capacity to track offenders across international borders is virtually non-

existent. Developing countries and emerging democracies, with weak enforcement capabilities and justice systems, serve as natural

origins for illicit goods and destinations for stolen properties and laundered money. In the absence of a firm and broad-based

understanding of the nature and extent of transnational crime threats operational agencies cannot develop effective programming to

combat this type of crime. This program would help NlJ to develop and share knowledge in support of federal law enforcement efforts

to assist justice agencies in emerging democracies, and to share knowledge developed through a variety of research, evaluative and

technology-related practices with law enforcement and criminal justice practitioners and researchers both in the United States and

abroad.

See related base program information under the Justice Assistance Account beginning on page 11.

4. Tribal Criminal and Civil Legal Assistance - $6 million and 4 positions are requested by QJP to be funded under the Byrnie

Discretionary Grants Program for the Tribal Criminal and Civil Legal Assistance program, which will develop and enhance the legal

services provided to Indian tribes through a mix of program funds, training and technical assistance, and program research and

evaluation. This program is crucial to furthering the President's Indian Country Law Enforcement Initiative begun in 1999.

See related base program information under the State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Account beginning on page 17.

5. Indian Country Grat - A total ofS$21 million and 8 positions are requested to implement a three-part initiative in Indian

Country. The primary purpose of the Initiative is to promote Indian youth mental health, education, alcohol and substance abuse

related services, and provide certified medical staff to assist in the forensic examination of sexual assault victims. Specifically, S8

million and 3 positions are requested for Tribal Youth Mental Health and Behavior Problems Initiative; $8 million and 3 positions are

requested to establish an Indian Alcohol and Substance Abuse Diversion Program; and $5 million and 2 positions are requested to

form a pilot project for establishing Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner Units to be administered by the Violence Against Women's
Office.



6. Indian Tribal Courts - $10 million is requested for BIA to expand the current Tribal Courts Initiative, bringing total funding to
$15 million. This initiative will provide additional resources to focus on juvenile and family issues, non-traditional approaches to
justice, enhancing the administration of civil and criminal justice on Indian lands, and encouraging the implementation of the Indian
Civil Rights Act by tribal governments. While promoting greater cooperation among tribal, state, and federal justice systems, this
initiative assists tribal justice systems to coordinate programs and services within its tribal structure with law enforcement, victims
services, treaetit providers and others. The initiative also assists with technology development to ensure that tribal justice systems
can communicate within the tribal and non-tribal justice community.

See related base program information under the State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Account beginning on page 34.



C. MEETING NEW CHALLENGES INITIATIVE - PROGRAMS INITIATIVES

1. Mental Health of Offenders................................................................I[$6,000,0001
$6 million and I position are requested for this two-part program: $5 169 million is requested for the Mental Health of Offenders
Discretionary Grant Program to be administered by the Corrections program Office (CPO) and $83 1,000 and I position is requested to
establish a Mental Health Court Program to be administered by BJA. I he entire $6 million will be made available from the existing
Prison Grant Program.

The Mental Health of Offenders Discretionary Grant Program will add ress problem s related to the growi ng number of serious adult
and juvenile mentally ill in the criminal justice system--a primary) concern oftheli Attorney General. This issue, which has been given
little attention in the past, is emerging as a national crisis as the milgrotude of the problem is now being recognized, According to
CPO data, one in every 14 inmates in local jails suffer from serious mental illness according to a nationwide survey of 1,391 jails
conducted in 1992 by the Public Citizen's Health Research Group and the National Alliance for the Mentally ill. Among persons in
the criminal justice system who are diagnosed with schizophrenia, major affective disorders, or antisocial personality disorder, 90
percent also have a co-occurr ing substance abuse disorder. Almost one in three (29 percent) jails detain seriously mentally ill persons
who do not have criminal charges against them. The most common offenses cited by jails for arresting the mentally ill were assault
and/or battery, disorderly conduct, and drug and alcohol-related crimes. Seriously mentally ill persons face substantial problems in
jails, including abuse from other inmates, and jail officials report that tlse seriously mentally ill must be closely monitored for possible
suicide, require more attention from jailI staff, disrupt normal jailI activities, and increase the potential for outbreaks of violence. In
many jails, psychiatric resources are limited or non-ex istent--over 20 percent of the jails report having no access to such specialized
services. Corrections officers in 84 percent ofjails receive either no training or less than three hours of training in the special
problems of the mentally ill. More than two-thirds of the jails report seeing more or far more inmates with serious mental illnesses
now than 10 years ago.

It is estimated that at least 10 percent of prison inmates have a serious brain disorder such as schizophrenia or manic-depressive illness
(bipolar disorder). Inates with schizophrenia or manic depressive illness are at higher risk for suicide. Too often, inmates with these
disorders exhibit behaviors that result in disruption for the correctional system and disciplinary problems for the offender. They
frequently "get lost" in the cotltctional system preventing them from receiving adequal': treatment and causing them to suffer in
silence. Many mentally ill offende-s are unable to adjust to the myriad of rules and the stresses of prison life and accrue disciplinary
records that lead to their placement in isolation or in super-maximum security facilities.

In July 1999, BJS released a report entitled, "Mental Health and Treatment of Inmates and Probationers." The report found an
estimated 283,800 mentally ill offenders were incarcerated in the Nation's prisons and jails. BJS estimates that 16 percent of state
prison inmates, 7 percent of federal inmates, and 16 percent of those in local jails reported either a mental condition or an overnight



stay in a mental hospital. About 16 percent, or an estimated 547,800 probationers, said they had a mental condition or stayed
overnight in a mental hospital at some point in their lifetime,

It is widely recognized that, as public mental health facilities deinstitutionalize many of these individuals find their way into
alternative institutions (i.e., prisons and jails), which are ill equipped to manage or serve them. This poses particular problems for law
enforcement, the community, jails and prisons, amt the mentally ill/persons with mental retardation. In a correctional environment.
they are frequently humr'Iiated, degraded or abused by other prisoners, and sometimes, staff who are often neither trained or inclined to
recognize or serve their special needs.

In addition to the adult mentally ill offenders, an increasing number ofjuveniles with emotional disorders are also entering the juvenile
justice system. This growing trend is the result of multiple systemic problems including inadequate local mental health services for
children and more punitive state laws related to juvenile crime. The National Mental Health Assoc iation estimates that up to 60
percent of youth involved in the juvenile justice system suffer from emotional disorders. Special treatment should be available to
children who are sexually abused, who have substance abuse problems, health problems, educational problems, histories of family
abuse or violence, and who are sex offenders. Programming in facilities should be appropriate to the child's age, gender and culture.
Linguistically and culturally appropriate therapy with the child's family should be crncouraged. Facilities should train staff to use
behavior management techniques that minimize the use of intrusive, restrictive, and punitive control measures. Facilities should have
wittens guidelines for the use of seclusion, room confinement, and restraints.

The White House recently held a conference on mental health that included a breakout session to look at solutions to the problems of
mentally ill offenders who repeatedly cycle through the criminal justice system without appropriate intervention. As a follow-up to the
conference, DOJ and the Department of Health and Human Services' Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMI-SA) are hosting a conference this summer to focus on how the criminal justice system can prevent: crime by mentally ill
people, and address the needs of offenders with mental illness. Following this conference, DOI plans to launch an outreach effort to
educate the criminal justice community on how better to serve people with mental health needs. This initiative will include a new
partnership with the National GAINS Center for People with Co-occurring Disorders in the Justice System so that communities
interested in pursuing these approaches can get technical assistance and ideas about how to implement successful strategies.

The GAINS Center for People with Co-occurring Disorders in the Justice System was established in 1995 and is jointly funded by the
Center for Mental Health Servces the Center for Substance Abuse Treatment, and the National Institute of Corrections. The National
GAINS Center is the locus for the collection and dissemination of information about effective mental health and substance abuse
services for people with co-occurring disorders who come into contact with criminal justice systems. GAINS Center staff and
consultants collect information designed to influence the range and scope of mental health and substance abuse services provided in



jails, prisons, and community corrections; tailor these materials to the specific needs of localities; and help localities plan, implement.
and operate appropriate, cost-effective programs.

In 2001, $6 million and I position are requested for the Mental Health of'Offenders Program, Of this amount. $5.169 million is
requested to provide discretionary grants to 20-30 state adult and juvenile corrections agencies and local jails for the assessment,
diversion, and treatment of mentally ill inmates. Grants will help correctional agencies develop and implement a System to screen
iticoming inmates to identify those with mental illness, and provide needed treatment and adequate aftercare service in the community
following release. The program will support the development and implementation of innovative and effective approaches which result
in partnerships between corrections, the courts, mental health and substance abuse treatment agencies, and other community support
services to effectively treat and monitor mentally ill offenders while incarcerated and when released back into the community. Of the
funds requested, 10 percent of funding would be used for research and 10 percent for training and technical assistance, Programs that
are implemented by local jails and juvenile detention centers would bc expected to establish mechanisms and protoc )Is to screen
individuals for possible mental health and co-occurring (mental health and substance abuse) problems and to divert those whose
disorder is more related to mental illness or retardation than criminality to an appropriate mental health provider. Programs that are
implemented by adult and juvenile corrections agencies would be expected to establish mechanisms and protocols to evaluate and treat
individuals with serious mental illness.

The remaining $83 1,000 and I position is requested for BJA to develop a mental health court program that will provide a single point
of contact for mentally ill defendants charged with misdemeanor offenses. Such courts would provide, in large part, screening and
placement decisions for mentally ill offenders at the "pre-institutiunalization" stage. They would also serve to divert a portion of these
offenders from the correctional institutions into other residential settings and community care situations. A mental health court would
apply the treatment court concept demonstrated initially by drug courts, and later, domestic violence courts. This strategy would use
the authority and oversight capabilities of the court to link mentally ill defendants with mental health services; such linkage does not
presently exist except in a few jurisdictions. BJA is already working with three existing mental health courts (Broward County,
Florida; King County, Washington; and Anchorage, Alaska) that deal with mentally ill or impaired individuals arrested for
misdemeanor offenses. One of these courts was set up in response to a study that found that mentally ill offenders in the county jail
had an average of six prior bookings into the jail in the three years prior to their current offense. The study also demonstrated that the
average length of stay in the jail for inmates with mental illnesses was three times longer than for the average inmate. BJA anticipates
that the three existing courts would be invited to become host sites for providing technical assistance and outreach to up to five other
jurisdictions which will be selected within the first year. Of the amount requested, $600,023 will be used to support the demonstration
projects, and $230,977 will support the planning and documentation that occurs before site work begins and the ongoing technical
assistance required to ensure successful implementation of the court model or models. In the second year of the program, an
evaluation component will be added to the continued support of the site work and technical assistance components.
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2. Investlgative and Forensic Sciences Impgovement ........................... S2,000,000
$2 million and 1 position are requested by NIJ to continue the development of guides for the investigative and forensic science
communities. In the NIJ research report Convicted by Juries, Exonerate'd by Science , the Attorney general enumerated several tasks
for the scientific and justice communities, including "ensuring proficiency and credibility of forensic scientists so that their results and
testimony are of the highest caliber and are capable of withstanding exacting scrutiny". Support for the development of basic
minimum protocols, the development of appropriate validation studies to support traditional forensic sciences newly challenged as
inadmissible in the courtroom, and the evaluation of fundamental information about the activities of the greater than 300 public crime
laboratories currently conducting some form of forensic analyses is needed to effectively support the criminal justice system in its use
for reliable, accurate analysis of crime scene evidence. This initiative will (1) assess the baseline capacity and capability state and
locP1 forensic laboratories; (2) continue to develop guides on the effective identification, collection, preservation, and preparation of
forensic evidence target to specific areas of investigation as requested by the investigative and forensic science communities; and (3)
support appropriate validation studies to support, and in some cases, establish the scientific foundation of traditional investigative and
forensic sciences currently or potentially facing admissibility challenges in court.

There are currently no nationally recognized investigative and forensic science protocols to guide state and local law enforcement.
Police departments currently operate under a broad array of state and local investigative and procedural guidelines and standards. NIJ
has already responded to requests from the investigative and forensic science communities by developing and supporting several
Technical Working Groups (TWGs) dedicated to creating practical guides for Death Investigation, Eyewitness Evidence, and Crime
Scene investigation based on broad-based consensus from criminal justice professionals. For example, in developing the Death
Investigation Guide, NIJ selected an independent review panel whose members represented international and national organizations.
The multi-disciplinary technical group that was formed allowed the experts to develop consensus guidelines about the 29 essential
points that must be addressed during a death investigation in order to safeguard important evidence that may be of forensic value.

Response to the Guide series has been uniformly positive and the demand for the pamphlets has superceded previous records for NIJ
publications. For example there have been more than 30,000 Guides for Death Investigation distributed since its publication in
December of 1997 with thousands more downloaded off the web. Additionally, the Eyewitness Guide has yielded more than 6500
downloads and been distributed to almost 3000 recipients in less than a month since publication. Clearly, this Guide series is filling a
need in the criminal justice system.

The funds requested for 2001 will be used to develop several Guides and their training criteria as requested by the investigative and
forensic science communities. Due to the overwhelming response to the first publications, there is obviously a need for these tools
within the law enforcement community. The specific request for 2001 includes guides and training criteria for digital evidence from
computers, cell phones and other sources which will contain seven volumes. a guide for teleforenisics using remote sensing devices at
the crime see, and a law enforcement guide and training criteria for the identification, collection and safe presentation of DNA



evidence. In addition, NIJ will conduct an overall assessment of investigative and forensic sciences training criteria. Validation
studies will complement the existing and planned series in fingerprinting and document evidence.

Recognizing that many of the nation's approximately, 9000 people responsible for signing Death Certificates across the country are, in
many cases, not required to have any medical background whatsoever, the national death investigator guide researchers also identified
training criteria for each of the 29 points in the national guide. This research was completed and the guide published in February 1998.
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3. International Crime Research Program ............................... S 1,400,000
$1.4 million arnd I position are requested for NIJ's International Center to implement an International Crime Research Program.
Crime in the twenty-first century will occur in a global framework. Beccause multi-national business creates global economies, no
country is more vulnerable to transnational crime than the United States. As the world's wealthiest nation, it offers the most customers
foi illicit goods like drugs, stolen art, and forged financial instruments, and the most wealthy targets for thefts and swindles. A
fragmented criminal justice system of 17,000 police forces, 3,000 courts systems, and 50 sets of statutes further enables criminal
entrepreneurs. While we can occasionally collaborate across State and county lines, our capacity to track offenders across international
borders is virtually non-existent. Developing countries and emerging democracies, with weak enforcement capabilities and justice
systems, serve as natural origins for illicit goods and destinations for stolen properties and laundered money. In 1996 alone, the United
Nations (U N) estimated that profits from illegal drug trafficking markets and trade exceeded $400 billion worldwide, and $50 billion
in the United States alone. In the absence of a firm and broad-based understanding of the nature and extent of transnational crime
threats, operational agencies cannot develop effective programming to combat this type of crime. Additionally, the creation of
proactive policies requires a solid grasp of emerging trends and future threats so that practitioners can take the offensive in the fight
against transnational crime.

Over the last few years, the United Nations Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Branch has executed, Memorandum of
Understanding with NIJ. Since that time, NIJ has been one of 12 UN affiliated criminal justice research institutes around the world.
As a member of this network, NIl participates in a global dialogue on the problems of crime and crime prevention, and efforts to
improve the administration of justice. NIJ has also created the International Document Exchange (IDE) program, an information
network with more than 100 members from more than 50 countries and has partnered with international ADAM research sites around
the world. These affiliations have improved U.S. access to internationally available criminal justice information that can assist' policy
makers and practitioners in this country and around the world.

The $1.4 million will be used for the following two activities:

NIJ's International Center proposes to implement an International Crime Research Program to support the goals and objectives
of the President's International Crime Control Strategy. NIJ's International Center currently coordinates QJP's international
activities antd-serves a international research, dissemination and networking resource for the Department. The requested
enhancement would allow the International Center to support other Department components' international activities, and to
share criminal justice information with an international audience of practitioners and researchers. This program would help
NU to develop and share knowledge in support of federal law enforcement efforts to assist justice agencies in emerging



democracies. Additionally. it will allow NVJ to share knowledge developed through a variety of research, evaluative and
technology-related practices with law enforcement and criminal justice practitioners and researchers both in the United States
and abroad. NU estimates the cost of this activity will be S500,000.

NIJ proposes to establish an "International Research Support Contract" to fill any research/information gaps, and to form the
Department's policy relevant questions. For example, agencies have expressed needs for reliable information on subjects such
as (1) the extent of trafficking in women and children from China: (2) the nature of transnational organized crime across
regions; (3) the number of countries that test arrestees for drug use; (4) the extent of research on global computer crime; and
(5) human trafficking into the U.S. The kind of research envisioned under this initiative would determine how human
trafficking is conducted by organized crime and would facilitate examination of the network structures that make up various
transniationall criminal organizations.

NU is establishing a Department of Justice International Consortium, which will include all Department components with
international activities and whose members will share information and propose to NIJ research and information gaps that need
to be addressed. The International Research Support Contract will allow NIJ access to the resources and expertise necessary to
draft background reports, conduct quick responseltactical support studies, produce policy briefs, translate research findings,
examine international policies and practices, determine the nature and extent of transnational crime problems, etc. This will be
done through a contract with the pool of experts to be called upon as the need arises. NU estimates the costs of this activity
will be S900,000 and believes it can be implemented no later than 3 months from the receipt of the appropriation.
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4. Tr~bl Criminal and Civil Legal Asistance .............................. $6,000,000
$6 million and 4 positions are requested by OR to be funded from thc Byrne Discretionary Grants Pregram for the Tribal Criminal and
Civil Legal Assistance program, which will develop and enhance the legal services provided to Indiari tribes through a mix of program
funds, training and technical assistance, and program research and evaluation. These resources will provide for: (1) the Tribal
Criminal and Civil Lega Assistance Program, (2) a Tribal Colleges Program, (3) training and techr~cal assistance, and (4) program
research and evaluation.

The Indian Country Law Enforcement Initiative is intended to reduce crime in American Indian ind Alaska Native communities by
improving tribal law enforcement and justice systems. Funding has been provided for more trit.al police officers, detention facilities,
and tribal courts, so complementary funding for tribal criminal legal assistance is critically important to ensure due process for
indigent defendants in tribal justice systems. In addition, indigent tribal members are often lert without assistance in child custody and
other cases critical to their civil rights because tribal courts lack funding to provide assistanc.- to such indigents, so funding for tribal
civil legal assistance is also critical.

While there are over 200 tribal court systems, ORP has identified only 30 public defender offices. These offices are both tribally.
sponsored and contracted practitioners. Additionally, there are 30 Indian Legal Service offices throughout Indian Country primarily
providing civil legal assistance. Tribal justice systems and legal services offices need rmsurces to meet the burgeoning demands of
tribal criminal and civil justice systems. OJR has identified the following 5 areas to hedp meet these needs:

$4.5 million, to be administered by the Violence Against Women's Office, F~,r the Tribal Criminal and Civil Legal Assistance
Program will provide Mndan tribes, tribal consortia, and private/non-profits legal services organizations serving a reservation-
based constituency resources to develop or enhance their capacity to provitie criminal and civil assistance. Grants ranging from
$50,000 to $200,000 will be awarded to develop anid enhance both adult and juvenile public defender services. In addition,
grants will provide for necessary resources, equipment, case managesnen'., police and procedure development, personnel and
training to operate these areas to better serve the criminal and civil needs of Native Americans.

Consistent with principles of government-to-government relations, IWdian tribes should have the first opportunity to provide
governmental and community services to Indian communities under tlaeirjurisdiction. To avoid duplication in the provision of
services, legal aid agencies and non-profit legal services organizations (such as Indian Legal Services) will be required to
subtnh a stamnft of support from the tribal government with jwisd Pction.

S1 million, to be administered by the Violence Against Women's Office, for discretionary grants to the 31 existing Tribal
Colleges to create, develop and enhanice a two-year cisniculwvr on I aralegal studies, law advocate studies, indigenous justice
systemsorote res directly related to criminal and civil legal assistance. Tribal Colleges are proving to be effective avenues
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for increasing access to justice by educating the public about their legal rights in tribal justice systems Moreover, some Tribal
Courts permit paralegal advocates to defend cases in ribal courts, and Tribal Colleges are training cost-effective paralegal
advocates to defend tribal members in misdemeanor cases and small claims court cases. For example, the Crownpoint Institute
of Technology provides a law advocate course. These advocates are then able to make application to the Navajo Nation Bar
Association to represent indigent defendants in misdemeanor cases. Additionally. Tribal Colleges will be able to 'ocus on
justice systems integration and technology development, Grantees will work closely with public defender offices and legal aid
agencies in tribal communities on training and technical assistance activities. Furthermore, Tribal grantees will be able to use
resources to ensure that their respective public defender office is involved in an intergovernmental justice information
architecture which would permit information sharing between all components of the criminal justice system. The overall goal
is to improve the effectiveness of the criminal justice enterprise through better information sharing.

.$250,000 will support training and technical assistance activities to develop the tribe's capacity in criminal and civil legal
assistance and technology. A competent provider must have working knowledge and experience in working with indigent
defense and tribal justice systems. The training provider will be encouraged to coordinate training activities with relevant
organizations such as National American Indian .Judges Courts Association, the National Institute for Trial Advocacy and
others to maximize resources and depth of knowledge.

0 S$150,000 will be provided to NlJ for the following research and evaluation activities: (1) developing adult and juvenile
innovative indigent defense strategies in Indian Country, (2) studying the impact of civil and legal assistance in Indian Country
and (3) evaluating the program. A promising practices document will be coordinated and disseminated by ORP to share
inform-ation on innovative strategies and practices in the field.

* $100,000 will support data collection activities in the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) to work with Indian tribes and other
legal aid offices on indigent defense. The goal of this effort is to develop a survey instrument and gather information from
Indian tribes to supplement the National Survey of Indigent Defense Systems to develop data collection capacity at the tribal
level in order for participation in national information systems.
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5. Indian Country Grunts ..................................... $21,00,0O
The Office of Justice Programs (OWP) requests S21 million and 8 positions to implement thc following three-part initiative in Indian
Country:

Tribal Youth Mental Health and Behavior Problems Initiative - S8 million and 3 positions are requested for a Tribal Youth
Mental Health and Behavior Problems Initiative, which will support tribal justice systems in helping to prevent juvenile and
gang-milated violent crime. This initiative provides resources for a rang of youth support services and programs to address the
needs of native youth with mental health, behavioral. or alcohol and substance abuse problems in various settings as in the
home, school, community, and juvenile justice systems. It will also support training and technical assistance, evaluation, and
research on mental health issue of native youth to help build our knowledge and continue to develop effective strategies and
servi. ;to better assist Indian youth.

American Indian youth face serious mental health, behavioral, and alcohol and substance abuse problems that often later lead
to involvement in the justice system. For example, the Health and Human Services National Child Abuse and Neglect Data
System reports that the rate of child abuse and neglect among American Indian children was the highest in the nation in 19),,
and abused and neglected children are likely to become involved in the justice system as they become teens. The FBI, the
Bureau of Indian Affirs (BIA) Division of Law Enforcement Services, and tribal law enforcement agencies report that violent
crime by juvenile offenders and Indian youth gangs is on the rise in many Indian communities. The Final Report to the
Attorney General arnd the Secretary of the Interior of the Executive Committee onw Indian Law Enforcement Improvement,
published in 1997, sited data estimating that there are 375 gangs on or near Indian reservations. The Bureau of Prisons (BOP)
reports that the number of American Indian youth in custody has increased by more than 50%/ since 1994. The Indian Health
Service (IKS) report Key Facts About American Indian and Alaska Native Youth 1997, states that homicideie is the second
leading cause of death among Indiums from 1-14 years of age and third for 15-24 year-olds.".

Indian juveniles entering the criminal justice system are more likely than others to have a mental health or emotional prblem.
In 1998, BJS reported in their Survey of Jails in Indian Country that detained Indian youth "wer significantly

Rates were calculated on the number of children %ge 14 or younger because they account for at leat 80% of the victims of
child abuse and neglect. 1995 was the most recent year for which statistics were available and 1995 statistics indicated an alarming
increase in child abuse and neglect among American Inisns from prior years.



more likely than their non-detained Indian counterparts to have a diagnosable substance abuse/dependence, alcohol
abuse/dependence, and/or conduct disorder."

In response to this issue, the U. S. Departments of Justice, Hlealth and Human Services. Education and Interior are currently
working on a Memorandum Of Understanding on the Mental Health and Community Safety Initiative for Najive American
Youth to utilize existing resource.- to address thc mental health, behavioral. substance abuse, and community safety needs of
tribal youth in the home, school, community and justice system. The $81 million requested for OJP's Tribal Youth Mental
Health and Behavior Problems Initiative would build upon existing efforts and be used as follows:

$3.5 million is requested to provide 45 Indian tribes, which operate tribal juvenile detention facilities, with resources to
support tribal efforts in developing or enhancing programs to address tribal youth with menial health, behavioral, or
alcohol and substance abuse problems

$3'millioni is requested for continuation grants for up tot 12 Indian tribes participating in the federal interagency Mental
Health and Community Safety Initiative for Native American Youth.

$700,000 is requested to support training and technical assistance for grantees to develop or enhance youth mental
health, behavioral, and substance abuse programs. 1Technical assistance providers will have a working knowledge and
expertise on tribal justice systems as well as experience in the area of mental health, behavioral, and substance abuseC.
issues among American Indians and Alaska Natives, which will] enable them to promote the development of effective
tribal strategies that are capable of replication in other American Indian communities

$550,000 is requested for research and evaluation efforts by NIJ. Of this amount, $300,000 will be needed to evaluate
tribal juvenile detention facilities and the cf-ctiveness of the federal interagency's Mental Health and Community
Safety Initiative for Native American Youth Information collected through this evaluation on effective tribal strategies
for dealing with tribal youth mental health, behavioral, and substance abuse problems will be developed, published and
circulated to grant participants and throughout Indian country The remaining $250,000 is requested for research into
problem areas such as child sexual abuse and dual diagnosis treatment modules. ORP will coordinate these activities
with the Department's Office of Tribal Justice.



S250,000 is requested to expand the BJS Survey of Jails in Indian Country, to include data collection on tribal juvenile
corrections and services.

Indian Alcohol and Substance Abuse Diversion Program - $8 mill ion and 3 positions are requested for an alcohol and
substance abuse diversion program. Alcohol is the most pervasive substance abuse problem in Indian Country, however drug
abuse is a growing problem in some Indian communities. Alcohol and drug abuse are often involved in violent crime, ranging
from homicides to child abuse, The viulent crime rate among American Indians generally ( 124 per 1,000 persons age !2 or
older) is almost 2 1/, times the national rate. Among federal and tribal law enforcement officials, there is broad consensus that
a large majority of violent crime in Indian country. involves alcohol and/or drug abuse. American Indian victims of crime
report that alcohol and drug use was a factor in morc than half ol thc violent crimes committed against them, the highest rate of
any group in the Nation It appears that when the violent crime is committed by an American Indian against an American
Indian, roughly two-thirds of the crimes are alcphol and/or drug rclatcd, The 1997 arrest rates among American Indians for
alcohol-related offenses (driving under the influence, liquor violations, and public drunkenness) was more than double the
national rate. Arrests of American Indians under the age of' 18 for alcohol-related violations are also twice the national
average. About half of convicted American Indian inmates in local jailIs had been consuming alcoholic beverages at the time of
the offense for which they had been convicted. An estimated 7 in 10 American Indians in local jails convicted of a violent
cnime had been drinking when they committed the offense, In an effort to more effectively deal with this problem OJP is
requesting $8 million to be used as follows.

$6.5 million will be available to Indian tribes for grants ranging from $100,000 to $500,000 to support tribal detention
or probation-based demonstration projects Currently, many tribal criminal justice systems have minimal referral
services available for court-mandates activities. These demonstration projects will target alcohol-related offenders,
including non-violent recidivist adult offenders, Indian youth, Indian parents with child abuse or neglect problems, and
pregnant Indian women with recurring involvement in the justice system. Innovative court-mandated services will be
provided; especially those that place offenders in detoxification centers, halfway homes, in-patient treatment, and home
detention. Other services will include court-program coordination (e.g., probation, social services). Resources will
include support services, equipment, training and personnel necessary to effectively develop these projects.
Additionally, demonstration sites will coordinate service delivery with the DI-HS' Indian Health Service, BIA and
other federal agencies targeting tribal alcohol and substance abuse programs.

$700,000 is requested to support training and technical assistance to assist participating Indian tribes in developing or
enhancing their projects. Technical assistance providers will be knowledgeable and iave expertise on tribal justice
-systems as well as expertise in the area of alcohol and substance abuse in American Indian communities. Training will



be fa rmult pi te o ingf-irafeadrs emicM -depefnecouwselors, and criminal justice-
personnel.

S550,000 will be available for NlIJ to evaluate the demon strati on projects and to research effect ive strategies to break
the link between alcohol abuse iimd :rime in Indian country, Input from the Strategic Planning Meeting on Crime and
Justice Research in Indian Country, will help guide the development of a body of knowledge on alcohol and crime in
Indian country. NIJ will work with other federal agencies such as DHHS' Indian Health Service, National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, National Institute of Health and/or Administrative Office, US. Courts on a
coordinated, comprehensive research and evaluation. NIJ will also coordinate the development and dissemination of
promising strategies and practices information based on an evaluation of demonstration projects.

S250,000 will be available for BJS to collect Indian-specific information about alcohol related crime as pars of the
National Crime Victims Survey. This work will be coordinated with the Department's Office of Tribal Justice and
OJP's American Indian and Alaska Native Affairs Office.

Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner Units - S5 million and 2 positions are requested for the Violence Against Women's Office to
form approximately 16 Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner Units (SANE) in Indian Country. This request includes equipment,
personnel, training and technical assistance, and research and evaluation of these units. A Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner is a
registered nurse, RN.. who has advanced education in forensic examination of sexual assault victims. In some areas, the
SANE is referred to by other names, including Sexual Assault Nurse Clinician (SANC), and Sexual Assault Forensic Examiner
(SAFE). Across the country, state and local governments operate special sexual assault exam units wish funding from the
Department of Justice and other sources. These units are critically important for gathering evidence for use in prosecuting
sexual offenders, but very few such units exist in Indian Country.

The impetus to develop SANE programs began with nurses, other medical professionals, counselors, and advocates working
with rape victims in hospitals, clinics, and other settings. These individuals recognized that services to sexual assault victims
were inadequate and not at the same high standard of care as for other emergency room clients. When rape victims came to the
emergency room for care, they often had to wait as long as four to twelve hours in a busy, public area; their wounds were seen
as less serious than the other trauma victims; and rape victims competed unsuccessfully for staff time alongside the critically
ill. They were often not allowed to eat, drink, or urinate while they waited, for fear of destroying evidence. Doctors and nurses
were often not sufficiently trained to do medical-legal exams, and many were also lacking in their ability to provide expert
witness testimony. Even when they had been trained, staff often did not complete a sufficient number of exams to maintain
their level of proficiency. Even when the victim's medical needs were met, their emotional needs all too often were
overlooked, or even worse, the victim was blamed for the rape by the emergency room staff.



Typically, the rape victim faced a time-consuming, cumbersome succession of examiners for one exam, some with only, a few
hours of orimnttio and-lite experience. Emergency roomn services were inconsistent and problematic. Often the only
physician available to do the vaginal exam after the rape was male. While approximately half of rape victims in one study
were unconcerned with the gender of the examiner, for the other half this was extremely problematic. Even male victims often
prefer to be examined by a woman, as they too are most often raped by a man and experience the same generalized fear and
anger towards men that female victims experience. There are also many anccdotal and published reports of physicians being
reluctant to do the exam. This was due to many factors including their lack of experience and training in forensic evidence
collection, the time-consuming nature of the evidentiary exam in a busy emergetey room withmany other medically urgent
patients, and the potential that if they completed the exam they were then vulnerable to being subpoenaed and taken away from
their work in the emergency room to testifyi in court and be questioned by a sometimes hostile defense attorney. This often
resulted in documentation of evidence that was rushed, inadequate, or incomplete. Many physicians even refused to do the
exam. In one case, it was reported that a rape victim was sent home from a hospital without having an evidentiary exam
completed because no physician could be found to do the exam. As research became more readily available on the complex
needs and appropriate follow-up of rape victims, nurses and other professionals real ized the importance of providing the best
emergency room care possible. For 75 percent of these victims the initial emergency room contact was the .rnly known contact
they had with medical or professional support staff. Nurses also were very aware that while they were credited with only
"assisting the physician with the exam," in reality they were already doing everything except the pelvic exam. It was clear to
these nurses that it was time to re-evaluate the system and consider a new approach that would better meet the needs of sexual
assault victims.

Sexual assault, including rape and child sexual abuse, are extremely serious problems in Indian communities, andi occur at
much higher rates than the national rates. American Indians have higher per capita rates of violent criminal victimization than
whites, blacks, or Asians in the United States, according to data from the National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS). The
NCVS provides estimates of the violent crimes of rape, sexual assault, robber, and assault for persons age 12 or older. During
1992-96 the NCVS found that American Indians experienced an average of almost 150,000 violent crimes per year from
among the estimated 10.8 million violent crimes occurring on average per year among all racial groups. The Nation's
population of American Indians age 12 or older experienced an annual average of 126,400 simple and aggravated assaults,
14,800 robberies, and 8,400 rapes or sexual assaults during 1992-96. American Indians are over represented among victims of
violence compared to their share of the general population age 12 or older. The average annual per capita rate of violent
victimization translates into about I violent crime for every 20 residents age 12 or older. Substantial variation, however, was
evident by race. American Indians experienced about I violent crime for every 8 residents age 12 or older compared to I
violent victimization for every 16 black residents, I for every 20 white residents, and I for every 34 Asian residents. The
violent crime rate for American Indian females during this period was 98 per 1,000 females, a rate higher than that found



UUA~l~wjtefemles(40per_ ipOO)_or black fema les (56 per 1,000). American Indian victims of rape/sexual assault most -

often repoted that the victimization involved an offender of adiferen race -



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

I&f1flTVE: N-ew Challenge
PROGRAM(ORG UNIT: Carve-Out Prograins/indian Comwry Initiaiive/OTike of Assistance Atioricy, General
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTON: (2) Asainlance to Tribal, State and Local Governimen
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL. (2. 1) Imptrove bhe crimes fighting and criminal juvenile justice system capabilities of tribal, st and local
governments.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (211.4) Tn focus oni criminal and juvenile justie sysiem improvements in Indian country.
MISSION-. To provide fvnidsng to Indian tribes for die general purpiss of reducing crime anid improvi ng criminal programs.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION ] PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ Petorva eport Perforrmnce Plans

Type of Peroernsnce Indicators Data Source 19" im am M
Indicattor Actuall Enacted Actual, Enacted Plan

Plan Plan

Input Appropriation (in milliorns) P.L S21M
1. Tribal Yinuth Mental Health and Behaivioral Proibiems ISSMI
2 Indian Countv) Alcohol and Sub-tance Abuse Di vermsoniS

Program
3. Sexual Abuse Nurse Examinaiion Units (SANE) 5m)

Output/ Tribal Ymitb and Mental Htealth and Oelsavioral Pith,
Act~ty 4, Number of grants awarded to tribal communites OIP tles TBD

Indian Country Alchol and Substane Aiuse DiverSnin Pre,
5. Number of akohol related arrests OIP file%

TIID
Sexual Absae Nurse Eu~minaticas Units ISN
6. Number of grants awarded OIP files TBO

111A



Intermediarte Trba 1ot TeMl elh n khvoa)Po
OutrCome 7 Number oechncal asitnce sppor anil epese OJP IC

given in graneesT3

End TriblYothMenta Hatand Behaioa Prolm
Outcome 8 Number oChilAssesmen Cene- etbihed 01 V Til)

Indian Couantry Atcoho and Susai bseIie~
rL
9, Number nf drug ireaimeni centers esiahshed ini Indian (liP tile, 711)

Country

Sexual Abusc Nurse Examination Unto (SANE)
10. Number of sexual abuse nurse exainer units established (liP tilell

in Indian country

A. Definitions of Terms or Explanation or Indicators and D~ata Sources. TBD - Tii lie Jetermiiwd

3. Factors Affecting 199" Program Performance. N/A

C. Factors Affecting Seleetian at 2000 and 2001 Tar11etls.
Tbe Office of Justic Programs requests a total of $21 million to implements a bhree pait iniiaivr in Indian Ciiuniry The primary purpose ol the Initiative is to prit nian
youth menstal health, education. alcohol and substance abuse related services, and provide ernifieid medniat slaff in assist in the lortonic exam ination of sexual assault victims
Specifically, $9 million is requested for Tribal Youib Menial Healib and Bebavior Priiblems Initiaiive; $8 million are requested in ennablisli an Indian Alcohol and Substance
Abase Dinersion Program; and $5 million is requested in firm a pilot projeci for esiablisbing Senual Assuali Nurse Examiner Units.

D. Vaiatlin rad Verlflicatlos. OJP validates and verifies performance measures by progress reports submitted by gramees, onvite monitoring of grantee performance arid
tlphn contact.

11 1b



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

INMATIVE: New Challenges
PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: Trtbal Youth Mental Health and Behavioral Pmoblens/Ollice oii lie Assistani Allornecy General
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to State and LsA) Gve ritent
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2 1) Improve the crtmelfighiing and crinsinal/jusenile justice system capabilities of tribal, state and local
govern.ts
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (21 A ) DO3 will focus on criminal and juvenile justice system ittpeovettetst in Itindian country.
MISWON: This initiative will address the growing number of serious problems in the area ia youih mental health and behavior problem,,, such as suicide, depress sion. alcoholl
and substance abuse, gang activity, domestic violence, and violent crime. Through tis tritiAlive, irtblc will be able to consult with participating federal agencies, and will be
abl to receive guidance in assessing mental health and related program needs, through iedinitI assisIanc and in developing earl> mental health assessment and intervention
peottaMA._ _____

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of Perfoestanee Indicators Data Source IM M 00
Ind~ctor Artuals. Enaced Aetuals Enacted Plan

Plan Plan

Inut 1 Appropriation (in millions) P.L1. 0____________________ 8M

Output) 2. Number of grants awarded to tribal GIP Records
Atyiy communities _________________ ______ _____ _________

Isemedlate 3. Number ai) technical assistance support OJP Records
0utrune anid expertise given t0 grantees _____________

End Ouleme 4. Number of Child Assessment Centers OJP Records
established _________________

A. Defiloona of Term or Explianations, for Indcatorsm and Other Data Souare. c"Results will be achieved in 2002.

B. Issaea AIfetlif 1999 Progiram Perormance: NIA

C. LInes Affweetl Selection of 2M0 and 2001 Plans: *This $8 M initiative is a carve our of the proposd $21 M Indian Country initiative.

0. a~al nd V~lataaThe masre wll e aldaed ndveifed hiue areiewit vrius W enars acldit enreeview fan hedaa olletoi ser

113co



PERFORMANCE, MEASUREMENT TABLFi PRESENTED BY iNITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

INITIATIVE; New Challengirs
PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: Sexual Abuse Nurse Litaminrion (SANl)(i~lticc of the Asiiont Aiornev ieiicr a
DEPARTMENT QOFJUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) A i/uanix In Trbal, Yn~nlrand L.mrl Goiiuriictil
DEPARTMIENT OFJUSTCE STrRATEGIC GOAL~ (2 5/ lkoduxe the il osW Alt ikox1L jCAuiii W0li1101

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2, 1) Reduct: Family sioleme, including I) rni. VWICIRCo AndJ Child ViLIrmU110iii
MISSION: To prot de ccritfid medical staff t 3%sist in ilhc lorenric %osininition 4Assl iiIiitm

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLAN

Performance Report Performance Plans

Indicator Actuall Enacted Actuals Enacted Plan

_____________________________Plan Plan

Outputl/ 2 Number of grant% awarded VAWO Retords N/A N A NA N/A 115

End Outcome 3 Number of sexual abuse nurse exanminer units VAWO Rcor ds N/A NA N A N/A TBDl

established in Indian contr 6_________

A. ef~~tonsn(ersasor xtLajnatlonn 2ge Indliators atnd Other Dail Soxarces: TBD - Ti ts- detrmonttd

B.lnsAfdat1299 11Lra PErfjsance N/A

C. Imaa Aflecing Sellection of 200 and 2001 Plant. fis request included equipment, perruinnel, trainting aridt technical assistance. and research and evalualtion of these units,

*3 The grants to establishi the sexual abuse nurse examiner units witl run for 18 mornths Threrefiore, ici units wilI be established in 2002

Foiaainu. . -1h.xu uiaietnxh heniclin ContCr(Arn Pnra M 101ia ill aamiisrolhrehv hVil e A inWiWonse'xifu VAWOi

I Iid]

D. Validation and Veriglcain. VAWO closely nutnunors grantees to validate and verify performance measures hy using protgress reports submitted by grantees. on-sie monnitorring
and telephone contact. Through these tracking mechanisms, VAWO keeps. highly accurate records to assess their programs and determine "lessons, learnesd" and "iest pracices."



6. Tribal Courts ......................................... S1,000,000
Sl0 million is requested for BJA to expand the current Tribal Courts Initiative, bringing total funding to $15 million. This initiative
will provide additional resources for the necessary tools to sustain safcr and more peaceful tribal communities by focusing on juvenile
and family issues as well as non-traditional approaches to justice, enhancing the administration of civil and criminal justice on Indian
lands, and encouraging the implementation of the Indian Civil Rights Act by tribal governments. While promoting greater cooperation
among tribal, state, and federal justice systems. this initiative assists tribal justice systems to coordinate programs and services within
its tribal structure with law enforcement, victims services, treatment providers and others. The initiative also assists with technology
development to ensure that tribal justice systems can communicate within the tribal and non-tribal justice community.

Funding for law enforcement for Indian tribes is an important DOJ priority because crime rates arc rising in Indian Country and tribal
law enforcement has historically been under funded and undermanned. Just as in other parts of the country, crime has spread on
reservations at a rapid rate, thereby increasing the need for criminal adjudication in tribal courts.

Tribal courts have existed in one form or another for several hundred years. The last I I years, however, have witnessed an
unparalleled growth in their vitality, importance, and workload. This is due to a number of factors, in particular economic growth and
development on many reservations. This growth has increased the nced for a reliable means of settling disputes that arise in the
ordinary course of business. This is especially true when business responds to the changing needs of the communities that they serve
raising issues, such as how to appropriately regulate complex affairs like the gaming industry, environmental pollution control, mining.
banking, and toxic waste disposal. Because of these challenges and a lack of funds, tribal court judges and cuurt personnel handle
astounding caseloads,

In 1999 and 2000, QJP was appropriated $5 million for this program. Congress did not approve a funding plan for the tribal courts
until May, 1999. Therefore the grant solicitation process did not begin until June, 1999 and grants will not be awarded until March,
2000. In 200 1, ONP requests an enhancement of $l1 million, bringing total funding to $ 15 million. The proposed funding increase
will provide for:

Discretionary grants for enhancement and continued operations of existing tribal courts.

Implementation of tribal courts for those tribes that were awarded planning grants in 2000.

Development and awarding of tribal court planning grants.

Developing and implementing training seminars for sites awarded tribal court planning grants.

On-site technical assistance to tribal court enhancement and implementation projects.



Education and training for tribal court personnel.

Promotion of cooperation and coordination among tribal justice systems and the federal and state judiciary systems.

Outreach to tribal judicial systems not previously funded in 1999 or 2000.

Projects may include, but are not limited to, improving case management, training court personnel, acquiring equipment, enhancing
prosecution, improving indigent defense services, establishing diversion programs, and accessing services.

T'he impact of strengthening tribal justice systems is far reaching. It benefits Native Americans in Indian Country and raises the level
of respect for their adjudicatory role with Indians, non-Indians. and state-and federal judges. Tribal justice systems are essential
mechanisms for resolving civil and criminal disputes and family problems arising on Indian lands. Strong tribal justice systems also
encourage the development of and investment in Indian lands by Indians and non-Indians. Moreover, interaction with federal and state
judges on Indian issues will improve communication and coordination between jurisdictions, which are intimately connected, but
know very l ittle about each other. Informed decisions by tribal. federal and state judges arc essential in the delivery of justice for
Indian people and others residing on Indian lands.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE RV PROGRAM

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal Stale And Ld 0, 15'1nrrcnil
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2 1) Imptrove the crime liguhring and) rinrAl'juocidlnjuii.c rymir p.wtliliec of i ribAl. %late And intil ronernorelt%

MSSION: To promote coordration and) cooperaacoim mmg tribal justice eryrlrmi And the ILrtt~~l And .1.0:dliFYSWn

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION J_ ______jPERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Performance Report If PerforManC PlAnr1

Type of Performsnc Indicators Dbata Source i991 1a [ 21101
Indicator Actuals Friacled Actual% Eniasird I Plan

Plan Plan

IptI Approrpriation lot millions) P L $5M sSM $5M *Sl Wb

Otputr/ 2 Numbrer of planning grants atnardedi BIA Reptxrrr 45 45 5 TBtO
Aelloly 3 Number of enlrancemen: grants awarded ObS Reports 31) 30 9 THll

4 Number of implementationt grants HIA Reptorts 0 4,1 TDll
___________ awarded

Intermediate 5 Number of triltol Lioant implemnerd with BIA Retrt: TBD TDll TBO Till)
Outcatie planning grant funtds

6 Number of training teminars held tor site% lILA Repoirti TBDl 110 TBll TIMO
awarded planning giants

7 Number of orn sitr technical assistance lILA teptirti Tub TOO TBD TBDl
viilt toi tribal LittiniI

8 Number if court petronel trtiord and lILA Reports TBO TflO TID TID
_______________ educated in tribal court procedure ________ _______ ______ ____

End Osatnne 9, Numbet of casr% iatnllo by tribal courts BIA teptirti 100 TOO TOOD TO
10 Ratio of cases beard to cases cloned by

tribal contrisBARaii TOD TOO TOO TOO

A. Defledlons of Tem or Ropuasalloun for Indicators and Othier Dhata Souarces:

5, Itsaews Affmcting 1999 Program Perfoenmnice: Contgress did ni approved d funding plan For tribal ciojei% until May 1999 and bhceorer the grant tirliciltatmnt process dot not beginl unitl June
199Drm wl echeaare o~l ach29 a nt thrfoeal olnrmesto an)d WiWuLcoloc wcilt rio be dvallable uril 21)0

C. Issues Afflecting Seletion of 2000 and 2001 Plana: a In 1999 oed 2000, QIP mat Appropriaited 5 million tor titir program In 2001, OJP requests An enhaicemntri tof sli million. brningr
total banding to $5 million In 2000. additional planning grasnts will he made, as well as implemerat r ns t~ioi ttme iribves wlo received prlanntng grants in 1999 Enhancemnent grant% will be
made to bhose tribes who already bane courts Tribal corta tave exoted) in one firt tK awlhehr ftor seocrol huntlrut yun The Iast ItI yearn, bowmver, bare witnessed an unparalleled grttwtht tr
their vitality, impoesuice,. and worliload Tthts is due to a number of factors such at ectimic grwth and dranltoreni or reservatins, Ibis gnrwth has trrcreaned the reed for a reliable means tif
settling diasenc that arti in tho ordinary course or butiness This enhancement will allo fir tenlhtrceinnt and ciwlirued igneratlates oflesing tribal corurts arts foe dervelornntent and awarding itf

nlaontna.. ........... to tnhe wh1ti itleatia

D. a~ddmaadVerflalin:Thewe .e..t.itb .n.d...n.e.....iroiaretwi nntu pPrmrt ntdin rttrrfnnrifrntedtacdeinna

1!ijha ctwo 5dfo QErri1,irmr AW~lna



Viii. CURRENT INVESTMENTS

A. SUMMARY PERFORMANCE PLAN - Component Mission and Goals, Relationship to DO) Strategic Plan

OJP's fundamental mission is to provide assistance to state and local law enforcement. As such, OJP remains dedicated to providing
the criminal justice community with resources to address their criminal justice problems. The 2001 proposal includes increases for
three grunt programs - the State Criminal Alien Assistance Program (SCAAP), the Public Safety Officers' Educational Assistance
(PSOEA) program, and the Violence Against Women Office (VAWO) Lzw Enforcement and Prosecution Grant Program. The
SCAAP program provides federal assistance to states and localities for a portion of the costs of incarcerating criminal aliens who are
being held as a result of state and/or local charges or convictions. The PSOEA program allows eligible dependents of public safety
officers whoa awe killed or disabled in the line of duty to apply for funding to defray the costs of higher education. The VAWO Law
Enforcement and Prosecution Grants are designed to protect, detect, and stop violence against women.

All program increases identified under this initiative support the Department of Justice (DOJ) priority of providing Assistance to
Tribal, State and Local Governments,



B. NEW INITIATIVES

R-23 EY Ainoun

State Criminal Alien Assistance Program (SCAAP) (Statc & Local Assistancc) 0 0 $180,000,000

Public Safety Officers' Education Assistance Program (PSOEA) 0 0I 4,800,000

Violence Against Women Office (VAWO) Law Enforcement and 5 2.5 13,250,00
Prosecution Grant Program (State & Local Assistance)

Total, Current Investments Initiative 5 2.5 S$198,050,000

The Office of Justice Programs (OJP) requests $198.05 million in resources tor the following programs included in the Current
Investments Initiative:

1. State Criminal Alien Assistance Program (SCAAP) - $180 million is requested in direct funding for the State Criminal Alien 6
Assistance Program (SCAAP), which will bring the total funding award for SCAAP to $600 million in 2001. SCAAP is administered A.I
by BIA and provides federal assistance to states and local units of government incurring costs of incarcerating illegal aliens convicted 00
of one felony or two misdemeanor offenses and to expedite the transfer of custody for certain deportable aliens. This enhancement
will be used to maintain the current level of awards and to provide additional financial assistance to state and local corrections
agencies for the incarceration of criminal aliens.

See related base program information under the State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Account beginning on page 27,

2. Public Safety Officers' Educational Aaaistance Program (PSOEA) - $4.8 million is requested for the Public Safety Officers'
Educational Assistance Program (PSOEA), which is administered by the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA). PSOEA was formerly
known as the Federal Law Enforcement Dependents Assistance Program (FLEDA). These funds will provide education benefits to the
dependents of our nation's public safety officers who are killed or disabled in the line of duty.

See related base program information under the Public Safety Officers' Benefits Account.

3. Violence Againat Women Office (VAWO) Law Enforcement and Prosecution Grartt Program -$13.25 million and 5
positions are requested for the S.T.O*P formula grants program, which is administered by the Violence Against Women Office



(VAWO). Of this amount, $7.25 million is requested to expand efforts to strengthen Civil Legal Assistance to domestic violence
victims; Si million will be used for the Bureau of Justice Statistics OHIS) to collect data on the justice system's processing of
domestic violence cases, and the remaining $5 million is requested for the National Institute of Justice's (NIl) Family Violence
Research Program.

See related base program information under the State and Local Law tFnloiccttt Assistance Account beginn npg 46.



C. CURRENT INVESTMENTS - PROGRAM INITIATIVES

1. State Criminal Alien Assistance Program (SCAAP) ............................................. $180,000,000
The SCAAP program provides federa I assistance to states and localities for a portion of the costs of incarcerating criminal aliens who
are being held as a result of state and/or local charges or convictions. Aliens claimed must be convicted of either a felony or two
misdemeanors that occurred prior to or resulted in the current custody. WJA administers this program with the assistance of DOJ's
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS).

Congress authorized SCAAP, and appropriated substantial funds to the program, because it recognized that the Federal government is
ultimately responsible for controlling this nation's borders and the criminal acts of those who illegally breach those borders. SCAAP
funding, which began in 1995, has clearly provided relief for a pressing need in state and local correctional systems. On average, 6 to
8 percent of state and local offenders now incarcerated are deportable aliens.

The program was initially intended to serve as an interim and alternative means of providing states with some relief from the burden of
incarcerating illegal aliens while the rNS moved to more vigorously monitor the national borders and deport aliens already
incarcerated. However, the number of qualifying illegal aliens has continued to increase, thus the need for the program is still
apparent. Since its inception, SCAAP has expanded in coverage and impact. Statutory changes have allowed the number of entities
receiving SCAAP funds to increase from 44 states in 1995 to all 50 states and 286 local and terrtorial jurisdictions in 1999. T'he
number of days of incarceration reimbursed, which is the key measure for this program, has likewise risen from 13,387,835 in 1995 to
25,430,696 in 1999.

BIA requests an $180 million enhancement in direct funding for this program, bringing the total SCAAP request to $60 million.
This enhancement will be used to maintain the current level of awards and to provide additional financial assistance to state and local
corrections agencies for the incarceration of criminal aliens. The need for additional funds is evident in that, although there have been
increases in total funds over the years, the reimbursement rate for qualified claims has remained at about 40 cents per dollar in the last
several years, down from a high of 60 cents per dollar in 1996. The additional funding w ill only raise this reimbursement rate to 41
cents per dollar. Thus, while SCAAP program funds are helping these state governments in defraying costs of incarcerating illegal
aliens, their proportionate share of these costs has not decreased.



PERFORMANCE M EASUREtFNT TABLE: PRESENTED 0% INITIAL I'a FAND PROGRAM

INITIATIVFE Current tnventmcni
PROGRAMIORG UNIT: State Criminal Alier, Awqm Priuo tgram N' AAI N': ttrcu o itv :Uue no~jl
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2 A%it t lr:6ihal. S,Iird (wernmeo
DEPARTMENT OIJUSTICE STRATEGIC COA~i. (2) trrpro i: k rimc fiV6tin6 .0 iiiI:i.1 JLI:Ii eII I:ie okt: Ik~iC N~l !p~hIbIIlC% OfI::bKI 'tate and It.

4  
i

ANNUAL. PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2 1 6) itappit ilrotd .riti ,Ipllti: 11 IIe Nii li0 h: proitdinj dITVI.e iperdioinil tilppor (or rew::I ini oointiIm cim~e pitilNvoi
MISSION: To prio ide federal assistance to statet and localtiie for thed cost ii intalir kertin Lrioiwi:i licrti h0i:irehving held a% a result ii state ot licit iondi1:iofn

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

rerfromance Report Performance Plans

Typef or Performance Indicators Data 199 1999 2004 2001
Indicator Source Akctuati Enacted Actunis Enacted Plan

[______J Plan Plan _________

Input I Appropriation (in toiltion:) lt [ s5NW1\t if(i~M $585M $585 SSM w1Si)1
_______ 2 Number of application reccised h/ 2)7 3201 336 320 31)

Output/ 3 Numbcr orappticatono cc iwed 6 h"32 3 320 1 1
Act~iiy 4 Numberroftawards made 6 2:11 W 336 300 3soI

End S. Number or inmate da~ s rot ii hich pa~ mcnl isn ) 661(M 701 6,3 c/ 70iull 75,(X0)
Outcome made

6 Average payout pcr diilar or clarn tot h/ diii tel[ 35cns 3 et5 ceots 41dl
qualifying alien Inmates

A. Definitios of Terms ar Explarintion% foe Indicators and Other Dais Sources:
a/ Reflects S420M in direct SCAAP appropriations plus 5163M eoarnark frim Correct otal Nitle Pr:00 trotn
b/ tnoomation is obtained tram graole applications, hIA automated SCAAt'o~steors, and INS diia6asei
c/ Artificial calculation based on thc total number of ai divided h) 365

B. Issues Arifeetla 1999 Program Performance.
Cononcon mandated that fund', be awarded in the same vear as anearariatedtA brsoe nite inys brh 1099 dria %io.c the as fr determnitnug 1999 mwisd

C. Iasaes Affeting Selection of 2000 aad 2001 Plans.
In FY 21101 the normal ataolicalion/award nrocesi waitl rcsumc ivith suM2ritelairds in the prring iii he %icaratnirrtated

D. Vatidation sad Vaerification.
Data is generated sord versicid tram SCAAP applications, ILIA automated SCAAII stulenti. mid INiS datihis

I PIa



2. Public Safety Officers' Education Assistance Program (PSOEA)......................................$S4,800,000
The PSOEA program provides educational benefits to dependents of federal. state, and local public safety officers (including law
enforcement, fire, and emergency) who are killed or totally disabled in the line of duty. In addition to providing assistance to
dependents currently attending institutions of higher education, the program provides retroactive benefits to dependents of federal law
enforcement officers killed since May 1, 1992, and state and local public safety officers killed since October 1. 1997, The S4.8 million
request ensures that all eligible dependents w4ll receive benefits in 2001.

The Police, Fire, and Emergency Officers' Educational Assistance Act of 1998, P.1.. 104-238 (110 Stat 3495). signed November 13,
1998, amended the Education Assistance to Dependents Program and established the Public Safety Officers' Educational Assistance
(PSOEA) program. The new educational assistance program, PSOEA, amended the Federal Law Enforcement Dependents Assistancc
(FLEDA) program to include state and local public safety officers as well as Federal public safety officers. PSOEA provides payments
for educational purposes to children and/or spouses of Federal, state, and local public safety officers killed or disabled in the l ine of
duty. Based on the availability of appropriations, financial assistance is provided by direct payments to an eligible dependent and are
computed on the basis set forth in section 3532 of title 38, United States Code. A dependent cannot receive assistance for longer than
45 months of full-time education or training (or a proportional period of time for a part-time program), and is not eligible for
assistance beyond the child's 27th birthday (unless there are extraordinary circumstances that precluded the child from pursuing a
program of education before reaching 27). A person seeking assistance under this program submits an application to the Attorney
General, and is notified of approval or disapproval in writing. Educational assistance can be discontinued if it is found that, according
to the regularly prescribed standards and practices of the educational institution, the recipient fails to maintain satisfactory progress as
described in section 484(c) of the Higher Education Act of 1965. Legislation is pending in Congress that would provide retroactive
educational assistance to eligible dependents of federal law enforcement officers killed in the line of duty on or after May 1, 1978,
instead of the previously enacted May 1, 1992, and state and local officers killed in the line of duty on or after October 1, 1978, instead
of the previously enacted October 1, 1997.



PERFORMANCE MEASIJREMENI LIABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGRAMI ORG UNIT: Public Safety Ofren, Beneflis rrns (Busc Program) I Bureau oif Juslic A-islancc
DEPARTMENT OFJUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistane to Tribal. State and Local (joncmnoiini
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (Q 4) Uphold rights or, and improve scrvicc% it Amu ris viilimrs
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL J2 4 1) Initiative designed in ensure assistance io all victims and &Jk'pvnl
MISSION: To provide a death benefit to eligible survivors oflfederal. state and kical1 public %alc iccr is1 rihohavedied as 4resultofpreonal injury su-nained inlihC lineuof Juty or idinalrilii3 bniciil
paymcire to fedcra2. stoic. and local safety oflicers who am epenmancritly aind totally disabledasbhe direct rilof ua caiamropi personal injury rcainved in tlnc line ofduty and to provide dciiiiia
"s tetohe dependens ofderal lawa enforeent o(Ticials *ioawe kilIled oirdisabled in bhe liirnani ofhe itduiei

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Performance kepori Perform anrce Plan

Type of Dlata 19" 199 2000 2001
lainetor Pirrformance Indicators Soarce Enacted Plan

Eacted Plan
Aclosls Plan Actuals

Input I Appropriation (in millions) IllI. $32 3M $34M $34M S32 541 M S39 024M (a)
2 Number of claims initialed lMA Ole'

Death 262 265 236 2t15 265
Disability 25 311 42 42 42

3 Numberof agcy ppeals equsted 10(A lsk
Death 20 20 31 31 31
Disability 5 5 5 WI 10

4 Number orcourt appals iniiated IWA fi31
Death 1 2 4 4 4
Disability 0 I 1 A a

5 Number of applications foreducaatmal assistance receivedl lBA flles 6 TOI) 6 6 713l)laW

Oalial/Acthrlty, 6. Numnber of claims reviewed aflen all documents we received lHlA files
Death 262 230 236 250 250
Disaility 73 30 21 75 75

7. Number of agency appeals reviewed WA1 iles
Death 20 20 20 25 25
Duallity, 5 5 8 10 10

94 Numnber oftcourt appeals reviewed IIJA files
Death 1 2 2 4 4
Disability 0 1 1 2 2

9 ee laofapplicton o educational ailancireiewed 11JA filcs 6 TBD 6 TID (al) 113r) (il
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10 Annually process eligible death claims within two weeks iilbcinp Filed ind HIA Files 200 200 200 2wil 225
fully documented

11, Annually process ineligihlc death claims within four weeks of tiing fited [hA files 62 62 62 62 70
and fully documented

12 Annually pnocessdisabilii claims within 6 iseeki oflicing Filed and raill) IDA ilks 2 15 I5 201 25
documented

13 % ofappeals heard within 60 day' oreaimant's request MA role, 80%. 0% ' 1101/ 81". x 0
4 % of app icat ions for educalienalI assistance processed -Ait hin 120 day IWA rile, 110M. 1B01 TBDI 11III) I Ill

I5 Number of claims closed (IrlihItl or ineligibnle)
Death IlA t11lc, 2410 250 250 2511 2301
Disability It)A l11! 25 30 27 10 410

16 Number ofagoncy appeals closed
Death M~A fles Il0 Is 15 Is 15
Disability MlA file, 0I 5 5 5 5

17 Number of court appeals closed
Death tllA il..s 1 2 2 2 2
Disability IA Fiks 0 1 1I

IS Namben ordependents receiving educational assisinee MAi file; 7 Ilt D TBt) rlitm ol ll)laW

19. Number of death and disability claims paid pet yeat
Death
Disability

ItIA files
25I

A. Deflalitan OTrn. or Expanations for Indicators and Data Sources:
*BJA Files - Public Safety Oflicer's Beniefits Pnsogram Annual Repws

IL nves Affoctlog 1999 Program Performtance.

a Number of deai and diability claims nnceivei varies from year to year,
a Claims received in a given fiscal year may not be paid until tse following fiscal yews due to delays in receiving nccsaty documentation from claimant.

a The responasibtttty of a count appeal no longer resides with fth PSOII office until adjudicated, Once adjudicated. the PSOII office is involved for closure ofthbe claim,
o The haaat~incf appeals. within 60 days depends on the availability of administrative hearing offlcers and, more ones, time constraints on the paw of claimants' legal reperesentuaives
o Io nspaaton to note tha the number orappecal requests we inceasnatg commensurate wieth increases in the amount of the benefit payment,
o foe nuirbeir (9) 1999 enacted is not available.

o Data. for number (18) 1999 enced and actual. is not available
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C. tsuens Altfeetag Seletioa of2060 @ad 2001 Tartes.
a/Funds include a $4 1 million increase for the Public Sartes Officers I ducationat Assistance WI A) I'rogriint I Y 2(K)11 I he 211141 nxcted total includes alt overall IX)OJ reductions of) 3M. IIt meet
congressionally rndawd budget spending caps,
Vflhicredoalsdaioalita nci~w e portion of thisprogram waepnded on ctobher 1, 1998,. to inuludeill siatecand local public safety t fieis asupposest) formerly includingionly lederal liv
oslaricenit ol'icer which likely result in% large incrust in applications and dependents recciing ossisinue We ore unable, at this lime, to project for I'Y 2(W0 and I> 2001
o Taeasfoe 2000 and 2004 arestimates, Numbeir oldeath and disahility claims rceiecd sat's
o Claims insa given Fiscal Year may not be paid until the following l ineal Year
o The responsibility ora court appeal no longer resides with the it)

01 
etflie until adludicated llnsidjudis.iicd, ie 'StB ll ie is minv sal i fosoure olihe claim

o The handlling of appeals within 60 days depends on the availability of adlninistnatise votring officers and, more oRes, time constraints tin the pant ofdcaimantY' legal represenialitcs
o Itin important to note that the number of appea requests are increasing commensurate sitli increases in rthe artouni ii bhe heniefit pa> ment
o The federal educational snistance portion of thin program was expanded or Oetibicr 1, 1998, to include All state and local public safety officers us opposed iii litmserly includiirg only festera) liii%
enforcement ofrocers which likely result in a large increase in applications and dependenrts ieee sing ,%si~ini We arc unahle, at this time. to project for I Y 21,t0 and FY 2NS)l

D. VaUdati nad !::fetla
The Public Safety Officers' Benefits Pregrnn IPSOIJI validaties nd verriis siuns by sarious tracking meihtdss. ihil include log books, a database system. microfilm, statistical tepsis and a system of
sell-reporting PS011 also crota-referces data with lam enforcement agevncies (t 2 .linccrni a) Police St irorsis National lass snforcemeni Memorial. National Volunteer lire Council. ec i
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3. Violence Against Women omce (VAWO) Low Enforcement and Prosecution Grant Program ........ $13,250,000
The mission of OJP's Violence Against Women Office (VAWO) is to restructure and strengthen the criminal justice system's response
to crimes of violence committed against women and enhance the services available f' .. isof such violence through the award of
formula and discretionary grants to states, units of local government, Indian tribal governments, and other public and private entities
A related responsibility is to ensure that domestic violence is recognized and treated as a serious violation of criminal law. These
grants help communities strengthen their capabilities to respond to violence against womcn at every stage of the criminal justice
system. The programs supported with these funds highlight the development and implementation of a coordinated community
response to violence against women, emphasizing the safety of women who are victims of this violence.

As of December 1998, states and terr itories had awarded almost 4.500 S*T'O*P (Serices -Training - Officers - Prosecutors)
subgrants. totaling $1 93 million. This represents 93 percent of all 1995 through 1997 S*T.O*P funds. In May 1999, the Urban Institute,
which is evaluating the S.T.O.P Program, reported that women victims of violence are safer now than they were prior to S-TO-P
project implementation and have greater faith in the criminal justice system. S*ThO*P funding has made it possible to improve efforts
to reach out to and serve women who had been victims of violence and provide them with an increased number of services and
enhanced access to these services.

In 2000, Congress appropriated $206.75 million for the Law Enforcement and Prosecution Grant Program. which is commonly
referred to as the S*T*O*P Violence Against Women Formula Grant Program. This included the following: $28 million to strengthen
civil legal assistance for battered women; $5.2 million for research and evaluation of domestic violence programs; $ 10 million for
Campus Safety; $10 million for Project Safe Start; and $1.2 million to support an enhanced domestic violence prosecution unit within
the District of Columbia. In 2001, VAWO is requesting ail enhancement of $13.25 million and 5 positions under the S*T*O*P formula
grants program for a total of $220 million. Of this amount, $7.25 million is requested to expand efforts to strengthen Civil Legal
Assistance to domestic violence victims; $1 million for the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) to collect data on the justice system's
processing of domestic violence cases; and the remaining $5 million for an NIJ Family Violence Research Program. A detailed
desription of the enhancement follows:

Grants to Support Civil Legal Assistance for Domestic Violence Victims - $7.25 million and 2 positions are requestcd to
expand efforts to strengthen Civil Legal Assistance to domestic violence victims, providing a total of $35.25 million for this
program. Battered women seeking to escape violent relationships face a myriad of legal problems. Assistance in obtaining
protection orders, M*+rCntation to ensure that child custody and visitation arrangements will not endanger them or their
children, and access tQublic benefits to help them maintain economic independence are some of their most immediate needs.
Abusers often use economic coercion as a means of punishing their victims. They frequently forbid their partners to work or



deny them access to money. Women in these situations cannot afford to retain qualified counsel to assist them in obtaining
safety and redress through the civil legal system, or to defend against legal challenges brought by their abuser. Victims who
earn too much to qualifyr for the limited free legal assistance program that exist, but who still struggle to support themselves
and their children also cannot pay legal fees.

In 1999,1$23 million of the S.T-O-P appropriation was allocated for civil legal assistance for domestic violence victims. The
program encourages collaborative efforts involving the legal community (including legal services providers, law school clinics,
anid pro bono programs) and the domestic violence victims advocacy community. The need to fund and the demand for civil
legal assistance for domestic violence victims has been significantly greater than anticipated On May 22, 1998, VAWO
received more than 360 applications requesting approximately $83 million. In September 1998, VAWO awarded 57 grants
totaling $1 1.5 million to support projects in 54 states and territories. Grant awards averaged $190,500. Recipients included 35
Legal Services Corporation agencies, 3 other legal assistance providers, 12 state or local nonprofit community organizations. 5
universities, and 2 national constituency organizations. VAWO anticipates awarding up to 100 additional grants by the end of
May 1999.

Justice System Processing of Domestic Violence Cases - $1 million and I position are requested for BJS to conduct a
national study tracking the justice system's handling of domestic violence cases. Currently, no national studies exist that
document how the system processes these cases. The conventional wisdom is that many of these cases do not lead to
conviction because victims often reconsider and decide not to assist in prosecuting alleged offenders or that the justice system
treats non-stranger crime more leniently. But this conventional wisdom is based on anecdotal evidence, which may be
unrepresentative of what typically happens when domestic violence cases are brought to the attention of police or prosecutor.
The proposed study would track domestic violence cases and document their outcomes -- a priority of VAWO. Factors that
increase or decrease the likelihood of conviction would be carefully documented. Apart from varying legal provisions, such
factors may include: the victim-offender relationship, criminal histories of victim and offender, policies regarding issuance and
enforcement of restraining orders, prosecutorial policies regarding domestic violence cases, and pre-trial release and sentencing
practices in the jurisdiction.

For the tl-st time, nationally representative data from the 75 largest counties would be gathered prospectively tracking domestic
violence cases through the justice system: from arrest, through prosecution, to conviction and sentencing. The database would
establish a baseline against which improvements in the justice system's handling of these cases can be



evaluated. A six-month data collection period wou', b,: utilized during which data on art estimated 16,000 cases would be
obtained. Cases of interest would include both feotty and misdemeanor charges in which the defendant's relationship to the
victim is known and the relationship can be specified as involving family members or intimates.

This study would have particular value for those who must initiate programs to address domestic violence. Studies of
domestic violence in Kansas City and Minneapolis found that in half the cases of domestic assault and homicide, police had
previously been called to the address an average of 5 times. This has the practical effect of demonstrating that the criminal
justice system may have an opportunity to intervene early in domestic violence to avert future, perhaps more serious
consequences.

BJS is uniquely qualified to conduct this study since it has been in the forefront of the deve;,;pment of offender-based
transaction statistics and State court case processing statistics. Sincc 1986, BJS has produced a wide variety of studies tracking
felons following arrest. However, the proposed study would require the enhancement of ongoing case tracking systems to
gather information on the victim and offertder relationship and to generate substantial increases in sample size in order to
produce generalizable findings.

The cost estimate is based on the cost of an existing BJS case processing statistical series that longitudinally follows a sample
of felony cases from arrest through disposition or one year, whichever occurs first. This series normally costs about $800,000
to conduct biennially. The cost for domestic violence case tracking statistics, which would also be a two-year project, would be
higher since domestic violence must be determined manually from case records; knowing the offense would not be sufficient
to ascertain whether domestic violence was involved, information would have to be obtained on the victimioffendet
relationship at the time of arrest. In addition, since domestic violence cases are less numerous than felonies, BJS would need a
longer period of data collection in order to insure sufficient sample size which will also increase the overall cost of the study.

Additionally, I position is requested for BJS data collection, analysis, report writing, and coordination of intra-and interagency
activities with regard to the successful conduct of this statistical effort.

Family Vlolence Research Program - $5 million is requested by NO to conduct a family violence research and evaluation
program. The nation spends billions of dollars each year to curb family violence, mostly with an array of treatment and
intervention efforts. However, most of these services have not been evaluated for impact and effectiveness. In fact, a National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) report found only 113 research-based evaluations had been conducted in this field, of which only
23 related to services provided by the criminal justice system.



The need to improve our understanding of family violence has ncver been greater. Annually, nearly three million children in
the United States are reported to child protective service agencies as alleged victims of maltreatment, and at least one-third of
these cases are confirmed. The 1996 national rate of victimization was 15 victims per 1,000 children in the population. Most
disturbing is that 1,077 child maltreatment fatalities occurred in the 50 states and the District of Columbia in 1996. According
to BJS's annual National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS). nearly I in 4 crimes of violence occurs at or near the home of
the victim. Research also shows that, for I in 4 female victims of violence and I in 16 male victims of violence, family
members and intimates were responsible for the victimization they experienced. Our current information on the depth and
breadth of policy responses to family violence in the United States is limited and filling this information gap is a priority.

In response to the gravity of family violence today, the economic and social costa to society, and the findings presented in the
NAS report the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) proposes to (1) evaluate current practices and systems of service delivery
responding to family violence, (2) establish a basic research program concentrating on the understudied areas of child abuse
and neglect and elder abuse, and (3) design and test a demonstration program guided by family violence research and
evaluation.

NU proposes a series of program evaluation efforts. Among the evaluations recommended by the NAS report are mandatory
reporting laws, protective orders and shelter programs, child witness-to-violence programs, home visitation programs, and
training programs for service providers and law enforcement officials.

2 Positions to Serviee VAWO Indian Country Grants - Currently, VAWO has 2 staff servicing its Indian country grantees.
Through its various programs, VAWO provides more grants to Indian country than any other DOJ grant component. In 1995,
VAWO provided grants to 14 tribal governments; currently they provide grants to 113 tribal governments and 9 tribal
consortia. Because of the geographic isolation of many tribes, their inexperience with grant programs, and the fact that many
of the granitees require intensive technical assistance and guidance to launch projects, management of these grants is labor
intensive. In addtion, because VAWO has so much experience with Indian country, these 2 staff members are frequently
tapped to work on DOJ projects and with OJP's Tribal Liaison. Given all of the above and the sheer number of tribes the
current staff deal with, 2 additional positions are requested to work on Indian country.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Justice Assistance Programs

2001 Summary Slatement

The (3 -ce of Justice Programs (OiP) is requesting a total of S377.907 million, 954 permanent positions and 966 work years for the
Justice Assistance account. This 2001 request represents an overall increase of $58.959 million from the 2001 base of $3 18.948
million.

The mission of the Office of Justice Programs is to provide federal leadership in developing the Nation's capacity to prevent and
control crime. administer justice and assist crime victims These programs of the Justice Assistance appropriation account contribute
to that mission through direct grants, an well an through program research and evaluation and analysis of program statistics.



Office of Justice Prop-rams
Justice Assistance

Justification of Proposed Chanees in Appropriation Language

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below. New language is
underscored and deleted matter is enclosed in brackets.

Justice Assistance

For grants, contracts, cooperative agreements. and othcr assistance authorized by title I of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act of 1968. as amended, ("the 1968 Act"), and the Missing Children's Assiance Act, as amended, including salaries and
expenses in connection therewith, and with the Victims of Crime Act of 1984. as amended. [$155,61 1,0001 S186,26,000, to remain
av ailable until expended, as authorized by section 1001 of title I of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as
amended by Public Law 102-534 (106 Stat. 3524).

In addition, for grants, cooperative agreements, and other assistance authorized by sections 819, 82.1. and 822 of the
Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996. [$1 52,000,0001 518?5, 000, 000, to remain available until expended.

lDceoartmcnt of Justice Appropriations Act. 2000. as enacted by section 1000(a)(1II of the Consolidated Approoriations Act. 2000 (P.L.
106-113)
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS

Research. Evaluation And Demonstration Proarams
2001 Summia Statement end Performance Plan

2001 Comoonlent Mision and Goals. and Relationship to DOJ Straleic Plan

The National Institute of Justice (NlJ) is the principal federal agency for research on crime. Crime costs the citizens of the United
States as much as $450 billion each year and the federal government alone spends $5 billion annually to fight it ("The Extent and
Costs of Crime Victimization- A New Look,' National Institute of Justice. Research Preview, January 1996). Strategic investments in
research and development can build knowledge and to(-ls that begin to reduce this cost over time. In 2001, NIJ will continue to
develop new information on the nwiture and causes of crime, its consequences and its relationship to institutional and community
corrections. Developing this information on what works to prevent, enforce and adjudicate crime allows NIJ to disseminate practical
knowledge and tools to all levels of the criminal justice community, to include the international front. NIJ's mission directly supports
the DOJ's Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Highfights of IM9 Mission Critical Results

NIJ supports research and development programs, conducts demonstrations of innovative approaches to improve criminal justice,
develops new criminal justice technologies, and evaluates the effectiveness of OJP-supported and other justice programs. An
overview of program specific highlights are as follows:

* Arrested Drug Abuse Monitoring System (ADAM). ADAM is a research program that provides progremn planning and
policy information on drug use and other characteristics of arrestees through quarterly interviews of adult and juvenile
incarcerated in 35 U.S. cities during 1999. Through interviews and drug testing, communities continue to assess the
dimensions of their particular local substance abuse problems, evaluate programs and interventions with offender populations,
and plan policy responses appropriate to these populations.

In 2001, NIJ proposes to expand ADAM to 50 sites, which will provide for greater advancements in the understanding of
substance abuse patterns such as the largely western methamphetamine abuse phenomenon and the characteristically regional
abuse patterns associated with heroin.



The National Law Enforcement and Corr ections Technology Centers (NLECTC) System. NLECTC is a system of
regionally located centers that provide a gateway for law enforcement, corrections, and the entire criminal justice community to
have access to relevant technology information. The centers, which are located in Rockville (Maryland), Rome (New York),
Charleston (South Carolina), Denver, Orlando, and El Segundo (California), are co-located with an organization or agency that
specializes in one or more specific areas of research and development. Each center has a specific technology focus within this
linked web of service for law enforcement, corrections, and other criminal justice professionals.

In 2000, with base funding, NIJ wilt continue to build upon existing program activities. These include: responding to
technology assistance requests from agencies; facilitating the transfer of Defense excess equipment to state and local law
enforcement and corrections agencies; disseminating documents pertaining to innovative law enforcement and corrections
technology; performing analyses ordinary crime labs cannot perform because of limited capabilities, resources, and expertise;
developing and supporting special task forces to develop requirements, study evolving needs, and develop strategies for getting
technology into the field; soliciting manufacturers to commercialize technologies based on requirements identified by law
enforcement and corrections practitioners; providing "Capacity Building" in which agencies are assisted in developing their
own technology capabilities and encouraged to share with other agencies; and providing law enforcement and corrections
practitioners with technology information via the JUSTNET Wcbsite, Techbeat publications, workshops, and direct technology
assistance. N

C.Tt
" DNA Research and Development In 1999, NIJ implemented a five-year effort to miniaturize (DNA miro-chip) and make the

performance of forensic DNA testing faster, easier, and less expensive. Also in 1999, NIJ published the brochure, What Every
Law Enforcement Officer Should Know About DNA Evidence by National Institute of Justice, September, 1999 and the report
Issues iind Practices, Post-conviction DNA4 Testing ,Recommendations for Handling Requests by National Commission on the
Future of DNA Evidence, September, 1999. This improved technology will enhance the ability of state and local jurisdictions
to convict many more criminals, exonerate innocen, suspects earlier, and change law enforcement in fundamental ways.

" NIJ oversees the direction of the National Commission on the Future of DNA Evidence, The duty of the Commission is to
recommend courses of action and means to improve the use of DNA technology in the investigation of criminal cases. In 1999,
the Commission sponsored four two-day conferences which included working-groups in a wide range of topics concerning
DNA uses within the criminal justice system. In 2000, NVJ will embark on a two-year effort to reduce the estimated one
million backlogged DNA samples.

" Application of mapping demonstration programs. NIl supported implementation and use of crime mapping through the
Crime Mapping Research Center (CMRC) and the locally-based Crime Mapping, Planning, and Analysis Program



(COMPASS). CMRC provided classroom training modules in partnership with the COPS Office through their Regional
Community Policing Institutes throughout the country. NIJ further disseminated crime mappings through forums such as the
third annual conference as well as a series of publications to inform the field about crime mapping including the handbook,
Crime Mapping- Principle and Practice,

COMPASS. COMPASS is a data-driven approach to enhancing community safety through proactive problem-solving
involving analysis of comprehensive data by key decision makers in the community. NIJ is assisting in the implementation of
this process intended to facilitate identification and understanding of the underlying causes of crime problems, and foster the
development of innovative solutions. Seattle, Washington will pilot this new initiative in 2000.

* Strategic Approaches to Community Safety (SACSI). SACSI is a comprehensive, problem solving, information-driven
effort intended to reduce crime. SACSI was implemented in five cities in 1999 (Memphis, TN; New Haven, CT; Winston-
Salem, NC; Indianapolis, IN;, Portland, OR). Pilot communities are analyzing data to determine the nature and scope of local
crime problems, and designing interventions based upon the data. U.S. Attorneys in each of the five cities are working with
local decision-makers and a local research partner to fonmulate strategic approaches to identified and verified crime problems.

* Sharing research results and providing access. NIJ published I110 documents. NIJ grantees published their research
findings in journals and newsletters, averaging about 70 articles per quarter. Additionally, NIJ research was cited in numerous
news articles in 1999, averaging about 50 per month, The National Criminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS) is the largest
clearinghouse for criminal justice information in the world. It has a traditional library of 180,000 abstracts of documents and a
virtual library of over 1,000 full documents which the public can request via an 800 telephone number or via the Internet. In
1999, NCJRS, distributed over 1 .5 million documents and over 650,000 people requested information and/or publications from
NIJ.

FY 2001 Perforsanct Goals and Indicators

NIJ is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results, as
shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future
performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS

Reserch. Evaluation and Demnst-ration Programs
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

Research, Evaluation and Demonstration Programs Amount
2000 Appropriation Enacted $ 43,448
2001 Base 46,000
2001 Estimate 49.400

Increase/Decrease S$3,400

BAE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

NIJ, a component of the Office of Justice Programs, is the research agency of the U.S. Department of Justice. The bureau was created
under the authority of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended. Nil is authorized to support research,
evaluation, and demonstration programs, support development of technology; and both national and international information
dissemination. Specific mandates of the Act directs NIJ to do the following:

* Sponsor special projects, and research and development programs, that will improve and strengthen the criminal justice system
and reduce or prevent crime.

* Conduct national demonstration projects that employ innovative promising approaches for improving criminal justice.

* Develop new technologies to ight crime and improve criminal justice.

* Evaluate the effectiveness of criminal justice programs and identify' programs that promise to be successful if continued or
repeated.



* Recommend actions that can be taken by federal, state, and local governments, as well as, by private organizations to improve
criminal justice.

* Carry out research on criminal behavior.

* Develop new mecthods of crime prevention and reduction of crime and delinquency.

In recent years, NIl has greatly expanded its initiatives, the result of the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (the
Crime Act), partnerships with other Federal agencies and private foundations, advances in technology, and a new international focus.
Examples of these new initiatives are:

* New research and evaluation is exploring key issues in community policing, violence against women, sentencing reforms, and
specialized courts such as the drug courts. This research is being carried out in cooperation with Department of Justice and
Office of Justice Programs Crime Act offices, supported by funds from the Crime Act.

* Dual-use technologies are being developed to support national defense and local law enforcement needs. The five-year
program, begun in 1994, is the result of a partnership between the Departments of Defense and Justice, supported by a $37.5
million Congressional appropriation in 1995.

* Three regional National Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Centers and four specialty centers have joined the
National Center in Rockville, Maryland. All offer toll-free and online access to information about products and technologies
available for law enforcement use.

* The causes, treatment, and prevention of violence against women and violence within the family are being investigated by
interagency research. The research is sponsored by NIl and several agencies of the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, with funding of more than $5 million.

* Nl's links with the international community are being strengthened in several ways: through membership in the network of
criminological institutes affiliated with the United Nations (UN); participation in the development of the United Nations



Criminal Justice Information Network; initiation of UJNOJUST (United Nations Online Justice Clearinghouse), an
Internet-based system electronically linking the institutes to the tIN network. and establishment of an International Center
within NIJ.

* The NIJ-administered criminal justice information clearinghouse, the world's largest, has improved its online capability. It is a
resource widely used by state and local officials across the country and by criminal justice agencies throughout the world.

* The Institute's Drug Use Forecasting (DUF) program has been expanded and enhanced Renamed ADAM (Arrestee Drug
Abuse Monitoring), the program will1 increase the number of drug-testing sites, and its role assa research "platform" for
conducting studies of drug-related crime will grow.

* The development of computer mapping technology was the impetus for the establishment of NIJ's Crime Mapping Research
Center. The Center will provide training in the new technique, collect and archive geo-cod-d crime data, and develop analytic
software, all intended to help police analyze the spatial patterns of crime. Training is also offered through the Crime Mapping
and Analysis Program at the NLECTCs in Denver, CO and Charleston, SC.

* The Institute's program of intramural research has been expanded and enhanced,

2001 Program Chana

In 2001, NIJ is requesting $49.4 million. This request represents a S3.4 million increase over the 2001 base level funding. This
amount is the net result of a $15 million decrease for DNA Research and Development/NLECTC, which are requested under the
COPS appropriation and the following 2001 program increases:

* $5 million for ADAM -- program details are included under Breaking the Cycle of Substance Abuse and Crime, page 17;
$10 million for Gun Safety Research and Development -- program details are included under Enhancing Technology
Initiatives, page 71;

* $2 million for Invest dative and Forensic Sciences -- program details are included under Meeting New Challenges Initiatives,
page 105;

* $1.4 million for International Crime Research Program -- program details are included under Meeting New Challenges
Initiatives, page 107.



PERFORMANCE MELASURMENTM TADLE. PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGRAM/ORG UrNIT Rescar A. Evaluation, and Densraiono Prorams/Natiosal mnseun of Iustoce (Base Progam
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTI1CE CORE FUNCTON: (2) Antssiace wo Trial. State andI Local Goverrnment
DEPARTMZNTOP JUST1C! STRATEGIC GOAL: (2.1) Imprgrove lda cntme-figong and criminalIiovonlrjrcoice systems capabilitie of trbal, state and local governments,
ANNUAL PrMFORMANCE GOAL: (2.1.1) Reserch and Eruluation
MIS9ON: To develop new informnation on crime; to determiner aii works arid whry in prevetion. enforcement, and adjudication of crime and its coeseqrences, and in incsiriena
and cmmimily con ooso and to disseminate fre infoermationr to am and local criia usic romrni

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND) PLANS

Purarusce Rewor _ pefw w Ph=n

Type of Perorronc a Idiceausi Data Soerc LM LM a
Iaaoe Atealls Bnced Acessa; Enced ?we.

laPus I . Aprpropmalho (in millions) P L $42 3M $37. 1M $46 148M $43.44IM $49.4M
2 Naumber of gre spplicatios received NU Records 700 Boo 923 900 1,125
3 Nunber of gram awards made NU Records 200 400 273 330
4. Nauber of tedonoclog ies trarnsferred tolfrom NU Records 9 10 0

DOD_______ _____

output/ S. Has 6i rof reaestor nornaemoe(NCJRS) NCJRS Records 738,727 Ismillion 54, 240 685.300 925,155
Activity 6. Prrnaw of NCJRS ontactsuialnesa NCJRS Records 63.4% 90% fl% 80%90

7. Numnber of score rsaurcr projecoo, both NU Records 750 630 907 S00 W5
wironosral aend grafs awarded

I, New prodcsapdslnded NU Records 105 1251 Ito 130 130
9. Number of pracoaoaerilreseordoer NV Records 3,200 3.200 4,500 4.725 4.950

peonicipsatcg in NU coeferessees, seminrs.,
ocu griop, pin -ein

Iatnedlaile 10. Grammeelevel of saasorwith NU NU Recordis 75% 60% us% us% us
osceamme Conferences- II

11. Percent increase in DNA aralytas spreed "Alln
ewly-dvokpitd. an oppose to por- n$n.
DNA analyss claaoloeso

12. Nasiber of arro. drug testing seesn
13. Law rnfonre aeardiaology delierables

(standards. prio"c prl'orm ce evalatisea,
-1 -wds

14. Technologies comnwciaWised dsroab the
Private .coI
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NU Records
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A. Iss.makkm of Twa. ne Essaluaatlm. far lndIeMaes and Octane Data Sauarrur N/A

S. Kumae Affecting 1999 Poeau Perasia.
0 4 -Trnsfer technology dnnot occursin eleenetofths program unitofthe Base Program, As such, FY9"9acivity lvel is reportedat zero. This aivity isrepored aspan
of the Cotneeronsro Research and Development Program. Department of Jstice Counterterrorismo Programs activity.
8 11 has tanderrgone a changein description. This new descriptiot provides at more accurate outcome measure.
# 13 - FY 99 actual figure recorded as 72. This number is smaller thun the enacted plan because the enacted plan figure represented all science and technology programs, regardless of
progrsm funding source. The number 72 represents the outcome foe tis specific program unit

C. Lm.s Affecting Seleellen of 200 and 202 Planes.
0 4. Curresi year plan and outyear plan total are reflected in the Performance Measurement Table for the Contertlerrorism Research and Developnt Program, Depanisent of
Justice Counterterrorisms Programs activity.

D. Validation and Verilletao. NDl validates and verifies performance measures by progress reports submitted by graitees onstae monitoring ofrante performance and telephoe
Icontacl

I ,



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLEP PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGBAMIORG U~flT: Carve-Out ProgramsiNational Inatitute of Justice
DEPARTMEN'T OFJUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistace to Tribal, State and Local Goverrnent
DEPARTMENT OFJUSTI1CE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2.1) Improve he crime fighting and criminal juvenile justice system capabilities or tribul, Ktate and local governments.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL (2 1. ) Research and Evaluation
MISSION: To develop new information on crime; to determine what works awl why in prevention, enforcement, and adjudication of crime and its consequences. and in
mstitsaionat and constotasisy correction and to dissaenate the information to stair and local criminal justice programs.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

TyP@ of Perflormnce Indicars Data Source ImM
Indiamor Actuash Enacted Actiash Eaclaod Plan

Plain Flats

Input Appropriation (in mill ions) P L.
1. RIA Byrne Evaluation Initiative 51f
2. VAWA STOP - Family Violence Research SM
3. VAWA STOP - Research and Evaluation [$7M] ($5.21 $35.2MI 1&5.2M) 5 2M]
4. Dependency Court System's Response tn Child Abuse and 51]

Neglect__ ___

Outputi ByeEv
Activiy 5. Seoticitations NU filet

6. Nauner of proposals received NU contractor 25

VAWA Family Violenc Research:
7. Solicitations; NV files
8. Number of proposes received NU files s0

VAWA Reseachb and Evaluation:
9. Solicitations NU files II 7 7 2 2
10. Number of proposals received NV file 500 350 350 t00 100

Deneteenes Camr Systemn:
11t Number of propsas received NU report 60
12. Number of rants; awarded OWP eponn 16



outom. 13. Number or gram awards for program evaluations OJP files 25

VAWA Family Violasc Research:
14. Number of granm awards 0OJP iles 25
15. Number of evaluations of justice system activities and NU Files 66

servie del iver
16. Number of basic research projects NIJ FilesI

VAWA Resela and Evaluation:
17. Numiber of grant awards 01P tiles 29 17 17 11 11
IS. Naniberofevaluatioisof'crrent practice and service NUl files 24 12 12 a a

delivery underway
19. Namberof basic research projects underway NU files 5 3 5 3 3

End Byn vla
Osatoons 20. Number of program improvements recommended NV files 25

through evaluation results
21. Publications nct Wding information on Internet NCJRS 10

22. Number of publications NC.RS TBD

23. Number of publicaiiona NCJRS a aa12

24. Number of effective law enfrorcement NV Repoil 4
moodels idenified

25. Number of effective couri models NI) Report 4
identified

26. Number of publiations on all reserch NCJRS Rveport 10
findinsa, including ste Inrie

A. DeEbdli of Terma or EapIaaaeu of Indlcatoes and Dols Sources: TED -To be determined.

B. Factar Affeethag 1996 P. ogma Perfairvismce. VAWA Resarech and Evaduat o: A re4tction of $ 1.SM led to a dcreaa itn proposed and actual ad lics and fewer

gras awarded.

*Pssblicaim bighligiaiag program impact for 1998 auid 1999 gram will isis be ready foe publicaion until aer the two-year Vesa begin to expire.



C. Factors Affecting Selection of 2000 and 2001 Targets.
flyrjy.,gfluatsQ To evaluate the Byrne Formula Gramt Programs

In 2001. funds, are requested from the Byrne Formula Grant Program for the National Institute of Justice (NIl) to conduct comprehensive evaluations of Byrne programs. This
program evaluation activity also fulfills Nil's statutory mandate to evaluate programs funded under the Edward Byrne Memnorial State and Loical Law Enforcement Assistance
Programs

VAWA Faiih Violence Research To evaluate current practice and systems of service deliivcry responding to family violence, to establish a basic research program
concentrating on the understudiedt areas of child abase and neglect and etder abase, an design and test a demonstration program guided by family violence research and
evaluation,

02- Publications and crtter dissemintation activity to begin 0n PY 2001

In 2001, lie Violence Against Women's Office is requesting an erliancemcni it S1125 million under the S.T.O.P formula grants program. Of ibis amount, 55 million is (fo
an NIl's Family Viotence Research Program Nil proliives a series of program eiatuation eflorts Among the evaluations recommended by the NAS report are mandatory
reporting laws, protective orders ;ml shelter programs, child wosress-ini iolence programs, home visrtaton program, and training programs for srnice providers and law
enforcement offi-ials

VAWA Research anid Eoaluatton To evaluate current prauctc and system of service delivery responding to violence against women; to establish a basic research program
concentrating or the understudied areas of violence against women, and design and rest a demonstration program guided by YAW research

The number of solicitations is again reduced as a greater share of the appropriated omourt goes towards program support and dissemitnation, continutatinsu arid nupplemenos, and d
planntng and feasibility studies. tsZ

Detindenco Court Systm. To conduct a floe year tevearub and evaluation program to fierier understasu arid improve the dependency court system's response to child abuse and
neglect.

The fards for this initiative will he made available through the (1111cr of lascoile lojiice and Ihelinquenicy Preventive lOlJDP) Formula grant program (53 million) and the Drug
Courts Program Office IDCPOI 132 million) NIO will implemoni this initiative in cooperation with OIIDP arid the I5CPO Specifically, the program will focus on the Stale Court
Improvement Program lClPl and the Adoption and Safe fumilies Act (AMIA), vs hich are two pieces of legislation enacted to charge the peacticen ofjuvenile dependency courts
and poenent children from lingering in foster care

D). Validatian andl Verifteateen. NIU validates and verifies performance measures hy progress s reports submitted by grantees, onsite mioniing of grantee performance and



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Justice Assistance

Criminal Justice Statistical Proeram
2001 Surmary Statement and Performance Plan

2001 Comoonent Mission and Comb,. and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

The Bureau of Justice Statistic's (BJS) mission is to provide the Nation with comprehensive and accurate statistical information
concerning crime and the operation of our justice systems; to support the information needs and operational demands of policy and
decision-making officials of the Office of Justice Programs, the Department, the Administration, and the Congress; to provide
financial and technical assistance to states in developing and improving capabilities in justice statistics and information systems; to
provide customers with access to statistical information through both paper and electronic means. BJS's mission directly supports the
DOJ's Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments._

Highlights of 1999 Mission CrisitResults

In 1999, the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) continued so serve as an important resource for data for many DOJ components, the
White House, Congress, justice agencies at all levels of government, academia, and the public. BJS maintains more than two dozen of
its ongoing core data collections, collecting and publishing data on criminal victimizations and the consequences of these crimes foe
victims, populations under correctional supervision, federal criminal offenders and case processing, administration of law enforcement
and correctional agencies, the nation's felony trial courts, and criminal justice expenditures and employment.

In addition, BJS develops and maintains analytic programs addressing the implications of national justice statistics and methodologies
for Administration and legislative initiatives, including anticipating data needs that respond to emerging policy imperatives. BJS
works closely with OJP's Bureaus and Offices and DOJ policy offices in collecting and analyzing information on victimization, law
enforcement, adjudication, and corrections for use in program and policy development. In 1999. BJS conducted analyses and
published data addressing many topical and policy-relevant areas, including:

- In partnership with the Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) Office, BJS conducted city-level victimization
surveys in 12 cities providing a unique city-based dlataset to examine attitudes toward community policing activities,
perceptions of crime, police-public contact and characteristics of victimizations by crime. Findings were released>' 'une
1999.



BJS responds to the information needs of customers through the develv1_pment and maintenance of publication and dissmination
programs and through new technological mechanisms to facilitate the electronic distribution and access to statistical data and
publications. In 1999, BJS disseminated over 1.3 million statistical reports, codebooks, and other information products by mail and
conferences through the BJS Clearinghouse and the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data. Many BJS reports are accompanied by
press releases or put directly on the newswire and are given prominent coverage in the nation's electronic and print media, BIS reports
are also frequently discussed in the editorial columns of American newspapers. During 1999, BJS data were included in an estimated
167,160 media citations. Ten federal and state court ease opinions cited BJS data.

'BJS customers have become heavy users of data and reports accessing the BJS website an average of 88,352 user sessions per month --
this represents an increase of over 30,000 user sessions per month when compared to 1998.

New in 1999, BJS in collaboration with the COPS Office developed the Local Crime Victimization Survey (r.VS), which represents
a major step forward in empowering communities to examine crime and, its consequences. Together BIS aoc COPS developed this
desktop survey software package and made it available to police and local officials, planning agencies sri researchers -- at no cost --

to conduct surveys that measure local crime levels and citizen attitudes toward public safety The CV S is based on the National Crime
Victimization Survey (NCVS) and contains questions that measure citizen altitudes toward crime, their neighborhood, and local
policing services. The software can be tailored to meet individual jurisdiction necds by modifying questions to emphasize issues of t11
local concern. The CVS software has stimulated an incredible response since it was first released through the BJS website - to date, l
BJS has received more than 900 requests for copies of the software from police departments, local agencies, and criminal justice
researchers, some of which are from countries including Israel, Ireland, and South Africa.

FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

BJS is proposing an 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results, as
shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future
performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFFICEQ0V JUSTICE PROGRAMS _

fiuru ofJustike Statitics-
PROGRAM PEFORMAN!CE INFORMATION

collarss in thousands)

Criminal Justice Statistical Program Amount
2000 Appropriation Enacted $25,505
2001 Base 27,100
2001 Estimate332
Increase/Decrease $ 6,100

BASE PROGRAM DESCRWJ'IQN

BJS was established in December 1979, under the Justice Systems Improv~ement Act of 1 979, which amended the Omnibus Crime
(onirol and Sale Streets Act of J968 As the statistical arm of the Decpartment of Justice, BJS is responsible for (1) providing
comprehensive, objective, and accurate national data on crime and justice system operations to the President, the Congress, the
judiciary, state and local gove~ments, and the general public, (2) assisting states and units of local gov ;mment in the development of
justice information systems and the collection, analysis. and dissemination ofjusticc statistics; and (3) providing customer access to
statistical information by a variety of traditional and electronic means.

NATIONAL DATA ON CRIME AND THE JUSTICE SYSTEM

Collect and Analyze Statistical Information

Crimes and Victims: BJS conducts the National fCrime Victimization Survey (NCVS) that collects data from a nationally
representative sample of roughly 50,000 households comprising more than 100,000 persons on the impact, frequency and
consequences of criminal victimization in the United States. Survey data reveal how many rapes, sexual assaults, robberies,
assaults, thefts, household burglaries and motor vehicle thefts U.S. residents age 12 or older and their households experience
each year. BJS also collects information on intentional injuries, such as domestic violence, rape and child abuse, from a
national sample of hospital emergency rooms on characteristics of the victim and perpetrator, victim-perpetrator relationship,
alcohol/drug involvement in the incident and a description of the circumstances of the injury. Data are collected on the
incidence of campus sexual assault victimizations from a national sample of women enrolled in post-secondary institutions in
the U.S, In 2000, BJS will begin development of a methodology to enhance the NCVS to measure victimization of the



disabled population in the United States. Currently, there are no ongoing programs that provide information on criminal
victimization of persons with disabilities. Baseline and annual national data will be collected on the levels and rates of violent
and property victimization of persons with specified disabilities, along with the characteristics of the victims, crimes and
consequences of victimization.

Law Enforcement: Every four years, BIS collects and analyzes data from the more than 18,000 law enforcement agencies
nationwide on the organization an~d administration of police and sheriffs' departments -- capturing details such as number of
sworn and civilian personnel by state and type of agency. In addition, censuses of federal, state and local law enforcement
agencies are conducted periodically, as well as a survey of campus law enforcement agencies. BJS is scheduled to conduct
this survey in 2000.

Prosecution Through an ongoing effort, BIS collects data on resources, policies, and practices of local prosecutors from a
nationally representative sample of chief prosecutors who handle felony cases in state courts on a variety of topics including
those of emerging and long-'term interest, such as the usc of innovative prosecution techniques, intermediate sanctions, plea
bargaining and work-related assaults and threats.

Courts and Seniencing BJS provides data on (1) state court sentencing of convicted felons, including demographic
characteristics of felons, conviction offenses, types of sentences, sentence lengths, and length of time from arrest to conviction
and sentencing; (2) criminal justice processing of persons charged with felonies, including demographic characteristics, arrest
offense, criminal justice status at time of arrest, prior arrests and convictions, bail and pretrial release, court appearance record,
rearrests while on pretrial release, typ and outcome of adjudication, disposition, and type and length of sentence; (3) civil trial
caseload data, including case type, outcome, jury awards, type of parties, legal representation and dates of filing and
disposition; and (4) annual data on workload, activities, and outcomes associated with Federal criminal cases collected from
the Executive Office of U.S, Attorneys, the Federal Pretrial Servic-.s Agency, the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, the
US. Sentencing Commission, and the Federal Bureau of Prisons. In 2000, a Survey of Civil Trial Cases in State Courts will
collect civil trial caseload data for a I -year period from a sample of counties representative of the Nation's 75 largest counties.
Data will include case type, outcome, jury awards, type of parties, legal representation, and dates of filing and disposition,

Also in 2000 with funding from OJJDP, BJS will track all cases of juveniles in adult court filed during 1998, in a
representative sample of the Nation's 75 largest counties. The project will build upon BJS's State Court Case Processing
Statistics data collection series as well as data collection efforts of the Building Blocks for Youth project funded by OJJDP and
BJA. This data collection will represent the most comprehensive dataset on juveniles in adult criminal court to date.
Corrections: Information is provided on correctional populations and facilities gathered from Federal, state and local
governments, and covers the major sub-units of the corrections system -- probation, jails, prisons and parole. The overall



program consists of the following components: (1) annual counts and characteristics of persons entering or exiting probation
and parole; (2) annual and mid-year counts of incarcerated persons in state and Federal prisons and local jails; (3) annual
statistics onpss ad~te~ resdfom state and Federal prisons and on persons released from parole supervision; (4)
annual counts and characteristics of persons sentenced to death; (5) quinquennial surveys of national samples of prison and jail
inmates and adult probationers: and (6) censuses of state and local correctional facilities and parole and probation agencies.

13JS will conduct the 2000 census to obtain detailed information on facility characteristics, including design and rated capacity,
construction and renovation, and facilities under court order for conditions of confinement; inmate counts, persons under age

8 and over age 55, inmate housing arrangements, and inmates being held for other authorities; facility o rationss and security,
misconduct reports and grievances filed; inmate health, including procedures for suicide prevention and ,creening for lIVY and
tuberculosis; facility programs, such as work, education and counseling; and staff characteristics, including occupation and
ethnicity.

In 2000, BJS has begun to compile a report from existing data on deaths in custody including trend information on in-custody
deaths by cause' and to design and test a new data collection for all deaths in custody in local jails to be conducted annually.

With funding support from the OJlP Corrections Program Office (CP~O) and FBI, BJS is currently conducting a national study
t~iai will develop a sample of state prison releases with oversampling of violent offenders, particularly those offenders
convicted of sexual assault crimes and crimes against children. Fifteen states are participating in the recidivism study and
collectively account for over half of all releases from state prisons in 1994. TIhese include. Arizona, Califomnia, Delaware,
Florida, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, North Carolina, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, and Virginia.
BJS will track released prisoners for three-years, using State and Federal criminal history records. An initial report giving
results of the three-year recidivism study is expected by the end of 2000.

Analyzc Implications for Policy and Legislation

I3JS develops and maintains analytic programs addressing the implications of national justice statistics and methodologies for
OJP, Departmental, legislative and budgetary initiatives, including anticipating data needs that respond to emerging policy
imperatives. BJS works closely with OJP's Bureaus and Offices and DOI policy offices in collecting and analyzing
information on victimization, law enforcement, adjudication, and corrections for use in program and policy development. The
Attorney General and White H'ouse frequently indicate areas of statistical interest such as alcohol and crime or denials of
handgun purchases due to background checks. Additionally, BJS often receives legislative mandates to collect data on such
topics as police use of force, crimes against the disabled, or campus crime,



Identify and Implement Recommendations to Improve Data Quality

BJS conducts, suppoi_, aiTimpT6i-eii~t's metTodologicaI research and initiatives designed to improve the quality of justice
statistics, records, and information systems. Over the last decade, BJS has played an important role in demonstrating the utility
of the FBI's National Incident-Based Reporting System (NIBRS), which is captsble of producing more detailed, accurate, arid
meaningful data than produced by the traditional Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program, Currently, BJS and the FBI are
working on efforts to assess the status of incident-based reporting among law enforcement agencies and promote the
implementation of NIBRS. Working under a cooperative agreement from BIS, a contractor and the National Consortium for
Justice Information and Statistics are undertaking efforts to demonstrate how local agencies can or are using NIBRS data at the
local level for crime analysis, resource allocation, and other purposes, assessing technical issues relating to data elements,
software, and data input; and providing technical assistance to local agencies in record system upgrades and NIBRS
implementation, Efforts to support state and local agencies in the implementation of NIBRS will be significantly enhanced
with the availability of funds under the Crime Identification Technology Act.

ASSISTANCE TO STATE, LOCAL AND TRIBAL GOVERNMENTS

Improve Quality and Coverage of Justice Dats and Statistics and Their Compliance with Confidentiality and Security
Requirements:

Criminal Records Data Quality Program supports surveys, studies, conferences and technical assistance on issues relating to
criminal justice records. Primary emphasis is on accuracy and completeness of records, limitations on dissemination, co-
mingling of juvenile and adult records, data auditing techniques and the interstate exchange of records.

Encourage the Development, Maintenance and Utilization of Data Systems and Analysis:

State Justice Statistics (VIS) Program for Statistical Analysis Centers offers technical and financial support to states to
establish and operate state-level Statistical Analysis Centers (SACs) to collect, an~alyze and report statistics on crime and justice
to Federal, state and local levels of government and to share state-level information nationally. Under this program, BJS, in.
conjunction with other OJP components and SAC directors, identifies particular criminal justice topics for in-depth analysis
and encourages SACs to conduct statistical research and publish findings on these issues.

Technical assistance to the State SACs is provided by BJS through the Justice Research and Statistics Association (JRSA) in
support of state-level development, collection, analysis, use and dissemination of criminal justice statistics. In providing



technical and liaison services to the SACs for BJS, JRSA maintains a criminal justice information clearinghouse; provides an
automated Database of State Activities and Research; and conducts an annual conference on justice statistics, research and
policy analysis.

CUSTOMER ACCESS TO STATISTICAL INFORMATION

Publish, Disseminate and Facilitate Electronic Access:

[BA Internet World Wide Web site presents information by crime and justice topics. Summary findings, descriptions of the data
collections, publications and additional work by BJS staff are listed under each topic and subtopic. Links to related pages on
the BJS site and to related sites are also included. 835, in conjunction with NIJ, is currently establishing Internet access to
much of its data and related sources using a database interface. The Internet Database will meet the growing needs of many of
the users of BJS and NIJ crime and justice data, provide a new resource of information that will permit users to see trends over
time on a jurisdictional basis, and significantly expand the services to BJS and NhJ customers.

I3JS Clearingho use, a component of the National Criminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS), provides information about
crime and justice statistics. The clearinghouse offers products and services tailored to the needs of the criminal justice
professional.

National Archive of/Criminal Justice Data, on behalf of BJS, archives data files, documents them and makes them available to
researchers, scholars, journalists and other users. The archive is located with the central staff of the Inter-university
Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) in the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan. The
data from most BJS statistical series--more than 300 individual data sets--are held by the archive and distributed through
electronic and traditional means, including downloading from NACJD Intemnet site, datatapes, CD-ROM or diskettes. Online
data analysis can now be conducted from the NACJD website.-

National Clearinghouse/or Criminal Justice Information Systems operates an automated index accessible through the Internet
of more than 1,000 criminal justice information systems maintained by state and local governments throughout the Nation,
issues technical publications, provides technical assistance and training for state and local government officials, and operates
the National Criminal Justice Computer Laboratory and Training Center.
Database of State Activities and Research, maintained by the Justice Research and Statistics Association (JRSA), contains the



ac~viiies of state crim inal justice statistical agencies, inclIuding current Statistical Analysis Center (SAC) activities, research
efforts and statistical g-ograms, abstracts of SAC publications, information on publications in the JRSA l ibrary and data from
the SAC Skills Survey.

2001 Prorm Changes:

In 2001, 835 requests a total of $33.2 million, which is S6.1 million above the 2000 base. This increase is requested for the following
- program activities located in the Initiative Section:

( I) $ 3 million for Victimization on thc [Disabled under the Building KnowNledge Initiative on page 52.
(2) $1 million for [Hate Crimes Reporting Statistics under the Building Knowledge Initiative on page 55.
(3) $2 million for Tribal Crinsinal Justice Statistics under the Building Knowledge Initiative on page 59.
(4) $ 5 million for Statistics on DJisparitics in the Justice System under the Building Knowledge Initiative on page 62.
(5) $.8 tMillion for Traffic Stops by, the Police under she Building Knowledge Initiative on page 63.
(6) $.5 million for Electronic Crime D~ata. On-line Data CollectionlAnalysis under the Enhancing Technology Initiative on

page74.
(7) $1 million for Computer Crime/Cyber Fraud Statistics under the Enhancing Technology Initiative on page 84.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY DECISION UNIT

PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: Crnitnal Justice Statistical Programs (Base)/Breau~ of Justice Statistics IBIS)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) A'cmtance to Tribal. State and Local Governments
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTCE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2, 1) Irnpnrove (he crirne-fighiing and cr im isal/juvenhte just ice system capabilities of tribal. state and local.ggverntnenin.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2.1 1) Research and Evaluation
MISSION: To prove ide the Nat ion with comrprehtensive and accurate statistical inrformat ion concerning cri me and the operation of our/justice systems, to support the information needs
3nd operational demands of policy and dectsion-making officials of ttt Ci.fcc ot Justicc Programns, the Department, the Administration, and the Congress, to provide financial and
tccfinical assistance to states in developing and improving capabilites in justice statistics and information systems, to provide customers with access to statistical informal ion th roagh
both papet and electronic means

PERFORANIANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION ] PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

___________________________ ______Perf snct Report Peirfoenaince Planas

Type of 200
Indicator Performance Indicators Data Souarce Aclaats Eanaced 12Acluals Enacted Plan

Pian plan

Input I Appropriationn(ir millions) I' L 52t.5M $53 M 323 GM $25SM '332M

Osutput/ Nationial data on crinne and the justice systemt: Collect and
Activity analtot statistical inforataion

2 Major data collections conducted IS Reprt~rs 27 ai. LI2d
Core series 14 10 10 17 12
Sprcral collection 3 5 5 4 6

3 Anatlvev and publication of findings IllS Reports
Paper version publication 41 40 51 50 50
Electronic version only (BIS Internet site) 3 5 3 5
CD Rom only N/A N/A 3 3 3

Asistaince to stale, local and tribal governments: Eancourage thne
development, maintenance, and titilizatlon of data systems and

nalssi
S uppit lot s/ate, locat, and tribal data system and statistca OC PAL 45 44 5Sf) so 51
ac/ivities (ramlecr of coocpraiie 3geemenis) Relports I



Ou..tput/ Customer mcets to statistical information-. Products mnd
Aetbtt bers'ica
leafird)

5. Electronic versions of data collection questionnaires HIS Records N/A N/A 19 25 28
6, Electronic H15 reports available on 315 sleeves site HIS Records 251 270 249 290 330
7. Electronic charts oald supporting material available on HIS HIS Records 465 481) 1,69711 1,867 2,053

Internet sit
& Electronic datatsm made available through the critninal justice NACI D 987 1,000 1,049 1.075 1,100

data archive
9 Meda releases, including those neports put on newswire HIS Records 17 15 2t 22 22
10 Professional mseetings and conferevee eubibits demonstrating NCJRS 61 65 84 65 65

BS!Lmand products _____

Intermediate Cuastsmer eemtoi statisticul informsation: LeAvel of requests
Oustcmes and autito of 335 data

7Thmtal irtfl
11. Staistical reports disseminated annually by the BIS NCJRS 986,061 900,000 1.325,907 942,375 989,494

Clearinghouse by mail
12. Requests for data filled annually by BJS Clearinghouse NCJRS 25,146 22,000 29.346 31,290 32,855
13 Subscribers en HIS mat/tog list annually for publtcation NCJRS 19,873 18.000 20,176 20,377 20.580

distribin

Daas and docannentito requested and disseminated aninually
by ltst National Archive of Crimtnal Justice Data (NACID),
14. Studies and code books disseminated NACID 252/! N/A N/A N/A N/A
15. Datasets distributed on CD Rom NACJ) 1,488 1,400 1490 1,750 2,000
16. Datasets distributed on customnized diskette NACID 136 so N/A± N/A NIA
17. Information products dinsemnated annually from the criminal NACID 1.50 1,200 1,000 1,000 1.000

justice data archives by ma/l and at coriferessees

Eleeuomlc seamt:
HIS Internet WWW Homse Page 1115 Records 51,488 52,000 88,352 90.000 92.000
18. Average number user sesion per month HIS5 Records Nvt avail \g 14,450 Not avail ~j ThD THD
19 Number of user sessions downloading regionts per month HIS Recerds Not avail %d 27,795 Not avail /j TED TED
20. Number of user sesioins downloading filet pen month BIS Records 1,601 1.800 2,331 2.400 2.500
21. Inquiries to BIS e-nmail pe year Altaisa 2,481 2,200 6.310 6,400 6.500
22, Number of Internet sites linking so HIS home page search engine



Inemdae National Archive of Criminal Justice Data Wenvite
Oucms 23 Total files viewed or downloaded pet year NACI~T 68,372 70.000 103,657 116 11(01 136.000

24 Annualized number of datasers accessed NACI) 19,699 20,000 24,174 27,000 29,000

Distribution through automated faxing systems
Fax-on-demand --
25 Requets NCJRS 3.298 3.350 4,281 5,265 6.476

Fin broadcasting 
79026 Suhssctphers 1619 ReOlTdi 785 800 777 780

End Ottoner Cuaonwr acorns to sottmitol informutian ('aee arnd utes of data

27 Media citations of BIS data lcinseruatiue estimaiei 1llS 6 c,.rdn 134,16ol\e 135,000 167,160 168,000 170,000
-Daily newspapers 114,4501 [14,540) 17,8501 [18,4801 [18.7001
*Radio and TV news spos [ 119,714] [120,4601 [149,310] [149,5201 [151,300)

28 Federal and state court case options citing 191S data NCJRS 7 8 10 12 12
(LentiNenis mnetafile)

29 General breakdown of 815 users
*Federal policynaers and practitioners NCIRS 4%, 5% 4% 5% 5%
*State arid local policymakers and practitioners 28% 32% 32%\k 34% 36%
Private organizations 23% 27% 9% 11 % 11 %
Factuliy/sttadenis 20% 22% 18% 21% 21%

*General public 18% 12% 29% 23% 23%
*Other 7% 2% 8% 6% 4%

A. Deflations of Tertnn or Explanatinss for llndicators
- lidS distributes many of its publications through mass faxing. as well as fan on-demand systnis (#25 and #26) Fan on-demand refers toan automated fax delivery qnstem in
which customers call a loll free number and request dttcamentis thttrough a touchtiine menu F-an broradcasting rivers to mass faxing to several hundred destinations at. a single time,
- Indicator 023 includes links iio the EIIS home page only, information in not available tin the number of Internet sites linking to irtler pages of the B15 webstte,

2 4 c:



B. issue Affecting 1I9M Progasa Peefoesnansee:
j/ indcator #14 studies and cardehooks dinnemnated by NACITI, is no longer useful as A measure because virtually alt study files and codebooki are being electronically accessed
and downloaded by users. This activity ts captured by indicators 023 and W24

t/ Most products previously diseeninated by mail are now available on the Arcive wcbsrie and Awill not be printed and disirihuied in the future, In 1998. printing of the Naitonal
Institsie Of Justice ( Nil) Data Renourcen Program Catalog was replaced by a psif version on flie iebsite Addaittrally, ihe National Crime Victoimizasion Survey ( NCVS)
codehooks were ntao printed and distributed as these are available for downloading from the wehisitr
gI Thin indicator wttl be useful for 335 in assess its performance, however complete data is nit yet available
0/ This indicator wilt be useful for [US to assess itn performance, however complete data is wit yet available,
g/ Targets relating to number of media citations (inidicator #28) has ticreased due to an improved method of estimation using factors such an number of daily newspapers on AP
wire, number of TV and radio nations, and number of [tIS press releases

lssu" Affectling 1999 Program Perf'ormaunce:
(/ Over SO0% of these cooperative agreements included funding, full or partial, friiin the COPS office, Juveile Accountability Incentive Block Grants (JAIBO) program, and the
Criminal Records Upgrade program
It The number of charts anid spreadsheets available from the HIS website incased at a rate far greater than anticipated New spreadsheets and webpuges have been added in the
areas of Key Pacts at a Glance, Crimne sind Justice Data Abstracts, tDru~gs aiid Crome Facti, and Hoiido Trends ln 1999, the number of charts and spreadsheets included in
publications also increased
h/ Indicator 0l6. datasen or customized diskettes distributed by NACID, ii tiiloner useful as a measure because daucasts preciously distributed on diskettes are being obtained
from the NACID website This actioiry is currently being captured to indicarir #24
5/ T'hin inditor wilt he aweful for B35 so Assess itn performance, however cnirsplete data is not yet available
I/ T'hin indicator will he useful for 835 so assess its performance, bowese; ciiiplete data is wit yet available
k( Although difficult to base direct control nicer this measure, [US rootais turce or (iiicreasing use of 1515 data by stae and local policymakers and practitioner

C. [isara Affecting Seleeion sf20 an d 2001 Plans:.
* Of the $33.3M reqtuested for PtY 20011, the following initiatives are included to lie 533 2M toral

*Vsiimigattun of the Disabled) (7M)
*Hate Crine Reporting Statistics (IM)
*Tribal Criminal Justice Stistics (2)2o
aStatistics on Disparities in the Justice Systems I 5M43
T Traffic Stops by the Police ( AM)

* Electronic Dima Collection (.SM)
*Computer Crimelyber Praud Statistics (IMI

Perfotniune measures describe intended results front both base program aLcUtise And requetedC program iiiatises
B35 anticipates a gradual decrease is its customers' use o1 traditional methods of dissemisatii I.e,, mailing paper versions due to te increased use of electronic dissemination,
such us the Inieriet and automnated faxing systems.

D5. Verification send Validatisn:
[US obis its measurement data from a satiety of sources,, including Manag'rnnt arid pro)oci irakiig systems of 815, Office of Comptroller (OC). the National Criminal Justice
Reference Service, arid the National Archive of Crimitnal Justie Data: OP Aiebcierc logs. LenilNests database Alia Vista search engine: und data front the Assuctated Presst
and National Broadcasters Assonciution. 835 continually evaluates the son rccv and meliss ill data colle int of these data and have determined they are reliable and of satisfactory
Quality.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Justice Assistance

Missing Children's Proarm
Mission Statlement and 2001 Performance Plan

2001 Component Mission and Goals. and Relatioship to DQJ Strategic Plan

The mission of the Missing and Exploited Children's Program (MECP) is to enhance the national response to missing and exploited
children As-authorized by the Missing Children's Assistance Act of 1984, the Missing and Exploited Children's Program coordinates
the Federal government response, supports research and demonstration programs, provides training and technical assistance, and
maintains a national resource center and clearinghouse dedicated to missing and exploited children issues. The MECP's mission
directly supports the DOJ's Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Hiphlialsts of 1999 Mission Critical Results

In 1999, MECP established guidelines (The Standards) pertaining to investigations of online sexual exploitation offenses in
collaboration with the Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC '[ask Force and various federal law enforcement agencies. The
Standards foster information sharing, coordinate enforcement efforts, avoid redundant or disruption of ongoing investigations, ensure
the probative quality of undercover operations, and facilitate interagency case referrals through the standardization of investigative
practices. Created by state and local law enforcement for state and local law enforcement, the Standards play an important role in
sharing a national strategy for investigative efforts targeting hi-tech crime. In thc First year of the ICAC Task Force Program, more
than 100 child molestation or pornography offenders wcre arrested and thousands of children and parents received information about
online safety. In late 1999, MECP selected ten new agencies for participation in the ICAC Task Force Program 4nd anticipates adding
another ten agencies by April 2000.

In a collaborative effort with the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children and the National Association of School Boards,
MECP provided information about safe Internet practices for children through two broadcasts of-Online Safety: A Primer for Parents
and Teachers, More than 30,000 parents, teachers, and law enforcement officers from 525 downl ink sites viewed the broadcasts.

FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

MECP is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within thc requested level of resources and with demonstrable results,
as shown on the Govemment Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which
future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Ciovemment Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Missing Children's Progrgm

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
(dollars in thousands)

Missing Children's Program Amount
2000 Appropriation Enacted $19,952
2001 Base 19,952
2001 Estimate 20.000

Increase/Decrease $ 48

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Everyday in America, 2,200 children are reported missing to lawv enforcement. Many of these children are runaways, others are
abducted by noncustodial parents and used as pawns in custody battles. Some wander away iuid are unable to find their way home,
and still others represent a parent's worst nightmare, the loss of a child to a predator. To improve the system response to thesemr
children and their families, MECP supports research, training and technical assistance, and a national resource center and
clearinghouse to assist parents, law enforcement, prosecutors, and other individuals working on child victimization issues.

MECP research, training and technical assistance programs are designed to assist communities develop effective policies and enhance
services to missing and exploited children and their families by providing practical information for parents, legislators, policymnakers,
prosecutors, law enforcement, and other professionals working on child victimization issues. In addition to collecting statistics about
missing children, MECP research efforts also identify model programs, best practices, and emerging technical information to inform
training and technical assistance programs. MECP provides training and technical assistance on w a wide scale of child victimization
topics ranging from assisting communities develop comprehensive response protocols and action *plans to specific investigative
techniques for frontline law enforcement personnel. The Jimmy Ryce Law Enforcement Training Center Program (JRLETC) at the
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children provides multi-tiered training for law enforcement executives and investigators
working on missing and exploited children cases. Under the JRLETC program, law enforcement executives receive information to
assist them develop policies and procedures for their agencies while investigators are offered information about the most effective
investigative techniques and available resources to assist them respond effectively to missing and exploited children cases.



MECP began a national program to counter the emerging threat of fenders using the Internet or other online technology to sexually
exploit children. Designed to encourage communities to adopt a multidisciplinary, rnultijurisdictional response to online enticement
and child pornography cases, the Internet Crimes Against Children (lCAC)Task Force Program ensures that participating state and
local law enforcement agencies can acquire the necessary knowledge, equipment, and personnel resources to prevent, interdict, or
investigate ICAC offenses,

2001 Program Change

In 2001. MECP requests a total of $20 million, which is a $48,000 increase above the 2000 base. This enhancement will allow for the
updating and reprinting of important MECP publications.



PERFORMANCE MEASUrREMENT TABLE: PREENTED BY PRO-GRAM

DECISION UNITfPROGRAM: Missing Children's Program/Ofice of Juvnimle Justice arid Delinquency Prevention
DEPARTMIENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUrNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal. State and Local Government
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATIEGIC GOAL: 12 4) Uphold the rights of, and improve serv ices io, Amrtica's crime vicrims;
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL. (2 4 21 Expatd child victimization prevention programs, such as the Missing C'hildren's Programt and fte Court Appointed Special Advocates program.
MISSION: Reduce the incidenice of crimes against children, particularly hi~diinln and sexual exploitation, and to improve the criminal justice, social servwsceand treaier systems that are
responsible for dealing with these crimes when they omr

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

PeWrfosnsance Reports Performnanee Plaint

Type or Penfoensance Indlsa Dat a Source MI
Indicator Act us Enuacted Actuial Enacted Plan

Plan Plan

Iniput I Appropriations (its millions) P L $12 256M $17 168M $17 168M $19 952M S20M
________ 2 Numbher of applications reteited i)IDP repont 45 100 100 150 150

Out puat 3 Numher of applications renilewed O)IDP Reris 45 100 10) :50 t50
Altfty 4 Numhilerrof awards made OIIDP Reposrs 18 28 28 44 44

Intermsediale 5 Niumber of monitoring ste ols its matle hilte Visit RMebus 35 50 30 75 75

End Otonse 6 Technical assistance sessions pros~drd by itate 14.500 14,500 14,500 14,750 14,750

t clearinghouse
7 Number of law enforcement tceStigatOrn trained *8,125 6,000 6.000 6,000 7.5W0
8, Number of hot line calls
9 Publicationis distributed 1 33,732 135.000 135,000 135,000 143 000
10 Numher of criminal justice, regulatory and social C2 4M 2 4M 2 dM 2,4M 2.7M
service personnel trained 38.419 34,000 41,412 41,412 41,412
11 Native American training and technical assistance *55 70 70 70 77

A. Defnltas af Tema or Explnasamleas fr Indicators and Other Data Stiscea: Measuring outctomes in terms of mtissing children is difficult due to the *We aplctrsan uf Title IV
programming For example, while fthre my he some correlation between training and oncreusest recoveries of missing children, it ia difficult to establish a direct relationship between training
andl a speictric recovery Oither program products include 'A Report Card to the Nation" a dicament thai protnotes self assessent by states regarding their lawa and procedures, esxahhishmeu
of time lines on known serial murderers to close previously unsolved homicides, studies thai produce resource manuals, catalog of Federal sernte to missing, exploited children and their
families, esalatiots of state cleactoighouses and non-rroir organizations. resource and investigative guides for law enforcement innolned in child homicide inveatigationsa and demnstratxon
models all coneribte in the recovery of missing children.
0Nij Cese orMsiw xlied Children (NMECI

C.JuIM Al~ete Seleto of20 n 401 Plats. None

D. Vaiatlt n&d Venlcaliee: Implementation of performance measures will he validated and verified through a review of progress reports suhbmitted by groawetes. relepsos contac, and

onside monitoring of grantees' performance by grant program managers Additionally, Fox Valley Technical College sad the National Center for Missing and Explotit Children have
infoemioatii svstems which have the catiacito v or:[ 5Mfo i~ tr da iningmm coinwlm -iss t hot1 lineclls, respectivily



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Justice Assistance Prorrams

Regional Information Sharing Systemn
2001 Mission Statement and Performance Plan

2001 Component Mission and Goals, and Relationship Ig DOJ Strategice Plan

The Regional Information Sharing System (RISS) is a valuable tool that provides information and intelligence services to state and
local criminal justice agencies nationally in the pursuit of criminal investigations. Its mission is to enhance the ability of state and
local cri minal j ustice agencies to identi fy, target and remove criminal conspiracies and activities spanning jurisdictional boundaries.
The mission of RISS directly supports DOJ's Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local
Gos crnrnents,

ilihts of 1999 Mission Critical Ilesults

BJA measures the impact of the RISS program by identifying how successful state and local law enforcement agencies are in
addressing local and national crime issues as a result of thc services RISS provides. For example, during 1994-1996, RISS projects
were instrumental in effecting: a total of 21,452 arrests; the seizure of narcotics valued at $550 million; the seizure of $68 million in
currency, and the recovery or seizure of property valued at $45 million.

Since 1980, when the R-ISS program was fully implemented, it has assisted member agencies in investigations resulting in over $12
billion in recoveries at a total cost of 1.6 percent of that amount, This amounts to a rate of return of $62 for each $1 invested.

RtSS Intelligence Centers reported the following summary-level performance indicators during the second quarter of 1998 (April-
June) RISS centers were instrumental in effecting: a total of 925 arrests; the seizure of narcotics valuated at $39,198,493; the seizure
of S1,925,640 in currency and property.

FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

RISS is proposing an 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources arid with demonstrable results,
as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which
future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
JUSTICE ASSISTANCE

REGIONAL INFORMATION SHARING SYSTEM
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(Dollars in thousands)

Regional Information Sharing System Amnount
2000 Enacted $20,000
2001 Base 20,000
2001 Estimate20

Increase/Decrease S 0

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The RISS program is administered by OJP's Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) and was first funded in 1975. The RUSS program
operates six regionally based information centers: (1) Middle Atlantic-Great Lakes Organized Crime Law Enforcement Network; (2)
Mid-States Organized Crime Information Center, (3) New England State Police Information Network; (4) Regional Organized Crime
Information Center; (5) Western States Information Network; and (6) Rocky Mountain Information Network. All six centers are
electronically linked and provide services such as:

" Automated information sharing to provide controlled input, dissemination, rapid retrieval and systematic updating of criminal
information;

" Analysis capabilities to assist in the compilation, interpretation and presentation of criminal information; and

" Telecommunications systems to support the operation of the information sharing and anal';sis comporents, and to support project-
sponsored investigations and activities.

In addition, the RISS program provides non-federal member agencies investigative fund support, specialized equipment on loan,
training and training support to upgrade investigative skills, and technical assistance.

In 2000, RISS was appropriated $20 million. However, an additional $5 million was provided from the COPS appropriation which
will allow the FUSS Centers to maintain the demand for membership services which include information sharing, data analysis and
telecommunications. Center staff will assist in membership training, information sharing, production of monthly and annual Center



bulletins, update and enhance in-house print materials, and production of superior quality analytical products in a timely manner. This
program will continue to maintain the six regionally-based information sharing centers throughout the United States and continue the
deployment of the criminal intelligence database pointer system (RISSNET) and the RISS Secure Intranet (RLISSNET).

In addition, this funding received from the COPS Technology Program will be used towards enhancing the RISS program by
upgrading its communications infrastructure. This will involve the expansion of the RISS program by providing access to law
enforcement member agencies to the RISS Secure Intranet to increase their ability to share and retrieve criminal intelligence
information on a real-time basis.

2001 Program Change

The 2001 request of $20 million is the same as the 2000 enacted appropriation.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGRAM/ ORG UNIT: Regional Information Sharing Systemr (RISS)i Bureau of Justice Avirviarice (Base Program)
DEPARTMENT OF.JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance in Tribal. Suate arnd Local Gorvernmsent
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2 1) Improve te crime fighting and trlrniul juvenile justice system capabilities of Tribal, stare and local governments.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2. 1. 1) Research and Evaluation
MISSION- To enhance lie Ability of scare anid local criminaL justice Agenies to rdeniNv tar et, and remove criminal conspiracies and activities Vnntnguri 4ctotsal boundaries.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION ]PERFORMANCE REPORTS AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Perfonssaasce Reports Performance Plans

Type of Performnce Indlicators Data Source jI3 .2m .I=
Indcator Aetaas Enaocied Acteals Eniacted plain

- jPlan Plan

Inpuat I Appeopriatroe (in millions) P L S25MI S25Mo S5M6 25mo $20M
2. Number of applications received (Program & TA) 13 7 7 7 7

Oapa] 3 Namber of applicaios reviewed 13 7 7 7 7
Act~v~y 4 Number of awards made n.13 7 7 7 7

lnterrivediate 5 Number of monitoring site visits to assess program to 6 6 6 7 10
Outcome olseratbons. compliance with 28 CFR Pari 23, and RISS

funding guidelines
6. Number ofitadvisory board mneetings attended by project ~ n6 6 6 8 10

monitor to monitor policy development
7 Na~iber of RISS member agencies 4,822 4,85 3,2.27 6.100 70(8)
8. Total subjects database stabeitted by member Agencies 436,436 470.000 606,859 700.000 750.000
9. Number of inqitees from member agencies for informat ion on C*590.896 60,000 844,173 900.000 1,000,000

criminal intelligence
10. Numbnerof suspect noatcs bets in projectfiles where data was 52,456 53,000 125,683 170.0m0 200.000

provided to member agencies
11. Number of Intlligensce ree publications distributedto low 98.412 .8,500 117,546 12.5.000 135.000

entfoecememt personnel
12. Numbreof aalytical productsadelmvered to menmberuAgencies to Cu11,332 12.000 11,272 12,000 18.5w0

assist an itnvesigations. and VeoMenaoI

Ead Outcceme 13, Nuonber of Arrestsnoodras areit of srvicespovided by poec 4,160 a/ 5,112 adJ a/
14. Eaitneed value of nsarcotics seizurea An a result of services 0

provided by project (indosans) 104'83 ad 74,120 at A/
I5. Easiasaed value orf property sewzaees. as a remult of services CC

Provided by projct(Mt o -robsd) 22,135 at 5,112 a/ A/



A. Dellaitlbona of Terms or Expanatllons for Indicators ad Data Source:
In addition to the $20M in 1992 and 1999 direct appropriations, ISM was made available each year through a cops earmark. for enhancements itt RISS communication infrastructure.
WJA files and Regional Information Sharing Systems Annual Pogram Performance Report

9, 29 Member agencies are the RISS customers.
#13,14, 13 (af) -It is a matter of policy that the Departmsent of Justice (DO)) does not set numeric targess for these indicators. However, DOJ does track thsesesneasuires because they
prnvie valuable information concerning the nature and lrvel osf activity in a jurisdicin

0. Issaes Affecting 1999 Program Peefoensianen NIA

C. isues Affecting Selections of 2000 and 2001 Plans. An additional $5 million will be transferred to this program for FY 2000, as was the case in prior years We do not yes know
whetr theuc COPS earmark funds will he transferred io the program in FY 2001

D. Validations and Verificatlo. The Program Development Division relies or BJA files anid granted priigress reports to verify CPPRA numbers. BWA tiles truck information for indicators
2-5 Information obtained for indicators 6-12 is obtained from quarterly reports submitted by individual projects 'BlA requires that grantees track figures for these performance indicators
and report them quarterly To further validate she numbers, the projec!5 maintain the original documents that support the numbers.
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Justice Assistance Proa-rams

National White Collar Crime Center
2001 Mission Statement and Performance Plan

2001 Component Mission and Goals, and Relationship, to DOJ Stratcegic Plan

The National White Collar Crime Center (NWCCC) provides a national support system for the prevention, investigation and
prosecution of economic crimes. The NWCCC provides assistance to Federal. state and local law enforcement agencies in conducting
multi-state investigation of white collar crimes including: investment, telemarketing and securities fraud; boiler room operations; and
advanced fee loan scams. It also supports investigation efforts regarding health care fraud, computer crimes and financial crimes
against the elderly. NWCCC's mission directly supports the Department of Justice's Strategic Plan core function of providing
Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments

Highlighsts of 1999 Mission Critical Results

In 1999, BJA through its National White Collar Crime Center (NWCCC) funded 24 multi-state investigations, exceeding the 1999
target of 22. Significant 1999 outcomes of NWCCC activities include the following:

NWCCC received the International Association of Law Enforeecnt Intelligence Analysts' 1999 Professional Service
Award for excellence in law enforcement intelligence publications and NWCCC was recognized for producing and
distributing A Guide to the Financial Analysis of Personal and Corporate Bank Records, currently in its second edition.

" Santa Cruz County, Califorrnia, received nearly $20,000 in case funding to pay for out-of-state victims to travel to Santa Cruz
to appear as witnesses and to testify against Mathew lBowin and his Internet-based, start-up company, Interactive Products &
Services, Inc., (IPS). lPS offered its shares for sale on the Internet. The shares were not registered for sale in California under
the state securities law. Bowin was arrested in April 1998 and charged with 53 combined counts of unregistered sale of
securities, fraud and grand theft. NWCCC's funding assistance led to the successful prosecution of Bowin. -in October 1998,
Bowin was sentenced to 10 years in state prison,

" The Aurora, Colorado, Police Department reported that two major organized crime eases emerged as the direct result of
NWCCC training. Aurora Police Department investigators used computer forensic skills to draft search warrants that take into
account the sensitive nature of computer storage media. The officers NWCCC training allowed them to efficiently secure
computer evidence by using effective crime scene evidence checklists. These cases represent initial success in the prosecution
of racketeering and organized crime where the method of operation was computer crime.



The Administrator of the Governor's Office of Consumer Affairs (OCA) in Georgia received funding and support in the
investigation of the alleged criminal activities of a telemarketing fraud operation. NWCCC provided the necessary analytical
data associated with evidence seized, compiling victim data, and most of the financial analysis of these companies. NWCCC
analysis and financial flow charts were invaluable in resolving these investigations. OCA stated numerous times that the costs
associated with the production of documents, as well as the support associated with these investigations, would have been cost
prohibitive for their department. OCA could not have conducted these investigations without the NWCCC's financial support.

An Alaskan NWCCC member reported that, because of the publication cited above, he was able to obtain search warrants that
ultimately resulted in a plea to a felony offense. As a result, the subject was sentenced to 7 months and restitution of $500,000.
This same member also reported that he investigated an insurance agent who embezzled $ 160,000 from a fiduciary account.
Based upon the investigator's NWCCC computer training, he was able to copy the hard drive and extract the relevant
information This investigation resulted in a pica and surrendering of the subject's insurance license.

In a civil ease brought by the Cali fornia Department of Corporations (DOC), the DOC needed to find bank accounts of the
defendants to enable the accounts to be seized. Ilowever, the names of the individuals were very common and the banks
wouldn't cooperate without social security numbers. The DOC provided the NWCCC the names of fifteen individuals
including the probable cities where they resided to NWCCC. Within 24 hours, NWCCC faxed a list of information including
social security numbers, addresses, drivers' license numbers, and civil actions filed against them. DOC located bank account 0
numbers from that information and their receiver was able to seize assets. A

The Colorado Department of Revenue, Criminal Tax Enforcement Section, used NWCCC's public information database for a
number of its investigations. In one particular instance, they were engaged in a joint investigation with the Denver Police
Department's vice squad. The target was involved in prostitution and racketeering. Denver PD acquired an intelligence
package independently, while the Department of Revenue requested information from NWCCC. The other intelligence
package came in the form of about eight generic pages, while the 40 plus pages supplied from NWCCC included information
that was invaluable to the prosecution of this case.

T[he Louisiana Department of JuFtice received nearly $9,000 of funding for a mortgage fraud case, operating out of Cal ifornia,
that solicited victims in Louisiana. NWCCC's involvement resulted in seven indictments in Louisiana and three in California.
An arraignment is scheduled for December 1999.



FY 2001 Performance Goasj and Indicators

NWkCCC is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable
results, as shown on the Government Perfdrmance and Results Act (GPRA) chants. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon
which future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAM
JUSTICE ASSISTANCE

NATIONAL WHITE COLLAR CRIME
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(Dollars in thousands)

National White Collar (Crime Center Amount
2000 Appropriation Enacted $9,250
2001 Base 9,250
2001 Estimate 8

Increase/Decrease $8,750

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The NWCCC, administered by OJP's Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA). provides member agencies assistance such as: (1)
automated information sharing to provide controlled input, dissemination, rapid retrieval and systematic updating of criminal
information, (2) analysis capabilities to assist in the compilation, interpretation and presentation of criminal information; and (3)
telecommunications systems to support the operation of the information sharing and analysis components and support to project-
sponsored investigations and activities. However, like the RISS program, NWCCC also provides non-Federal member agencies
limited investigative fund support.

In addition to the Criminal Intelligence Database, the NWCCC operates (I) a Civil/A dimnistrative Database that maintains
intelligence on civil/administrative economic and white collar violations and (2) a Training and Research Institute, in partnership with
West Virginia University.

NWCCC was appropriated $9.25 million in 2000, $1.9 million above the 1999 appropriation, These additional funds are being used to
support National Cyber~rime Training Partnership (NC'I P) activities. The NWCCC serves as the operations center for NCTP
activities, due to its position as a fully functioning support service group. The NCTP is a national partnership comprised of federal,
state, and local level law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies. Its mission is to provide guidance and assistance to these groups in
an effort to to ensure that these communities are properly trained to address compute r-relat ed crime. The NCTP serves as a
centralized, operational focal point for assessment, design and delivery of federal, state and local training and technical assistance
regarding computer crime investigation and prosecution.



20011 ProwramlChan

In 2001, BJA requests $18 million for this program, an $8.75 million increase over the 2000 appropriation. This increase will provide
resources for the National Cyhcrcrime Training Partnership (NCTP) and is explained in detail under the Enhancing Technology
loitiati\e which begins, on page 77.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABI 'XSENTED BY INITIATIVE ANY) PROGRAM

IIITV:Enancing Technology
PROGRAM/OIRG UNIT: Naticonal White Collar Crime Center (NWCC)/Bureau of Justice Assistance

IDEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (21 Assistance to Tribal, Stare arnd Local Governent
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL-. (2 1) Irmprove the crime fighting and criminal juvenile justice systems capabiliies of Tribal, state and local governments
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (21 1) Research and Evalaain
MISSION: The NWCC through funding frim BJA. provides a nationwide support sei vioe ho federal. stat:. and localI ageocien in conductig mulli-state investigations of white collar crimes,
including Lcesimert. remarketing anid securities fraud,. aidianced Iee ian 'ci mS. health .a4rv fraud, finia il critnen afgiinst ilhe elderly. and computer crimes

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Performance Report Perforcsaae Pt"n

T.Ype Of 20" Za Z_
Indicator Performance Indicatnrs Data Source Acicals; Enacted Actuala Enaced Plan

_________ ___________________________________ _________jPlan plan

Input t Appropriation (in millions) P L S5 23M $5.35M $1 35Ms $9,5 $SM
2 Number of applications received (Program arid T&AI WIA fikv 2 2 J 2 2 2

Outlput/ 3 . Number if applications ten iewed IA files*I 2 f 2 2 2
Activity 4 Number of aonards mAdt WIA files'I 2] 2 2 2

Intersmediate 5. Number of monitoring site visits made 131A filei 1 6 78
Outcome I

End 6 Number of multi-siate investigat ions funded by Cerier Grante" Reprts" 19 22 24 28 32
Ouatcomse 7. Number of arrests as a result of services provided by projects Grantee Reports* 25 70 (a) 35 353

S. Number of enforcement personnel trained in computer crime Grantee Reports* 710 1.200 J 1,301 2.000 3,000

A. Definitions of Terms or Explanations r Indicators and Data Source:
*BJA files%- Bureau of Justice Asisutance's files and Narionaml White Collar Crime Center Annual Program Performance Report.

B. IMaMc Affecting 19" Program Performance. (a) The original estimate of 70 arrests was projected incorrectly.

C. Iaaaes Affecting Selection of 200 and 2001 Tarts. In 2001. WJA rests an increase (of S8,750 million to support the Nationsal Cyherceime Training Partnership (NCTPI. Specifically, a
portion of chose funds will be devoted to truising law enforcement officers in cyhercrime, The balance of the funds will be used for txpansiton and etchancement of lhe NCTP Operations Center, for
development of training materials, for independent erialuatioct of new rorensic soflwarn, fot dleveloipment of hemi practices rmanuals, for eutablishmente of a software library, and for altoirt-ierm. high.
teneltichsnical assistance - all of which cannot he quantified in the GPRA

D. Validlaos and Verifiocation.
Tlse Program Denelopvtc Divsieon relies on BIA iles and grantee reports to verify GPRA nuthers WJA files crack information foe indicators 2 - 5. Information provcied on indicators 6 - 9 ure
cheaitned fetes quarterly reports submitted by individual project% RWA requiren that granites track figures for these performance indicators and report thsem quarterly, To further validate cte numbers,
ihe projects maintin the original docuaments chat support the timbers



OFiEOF JUSTICE PROGRAM

Counterterrorism Programts

Minsion Statement and 2001 Performance Plan

201Cm~gnent Mission and Goals, and Relationship to DOJ Strateeje Plan

While the Federal government plays an important role in preventing and responding to terrorist threats, the state and local public safety
community serve as the first responders. The mission of the Office of State and Local Domestic Preparedness Support's (OSLDPS)
Counterterrorism Program is to provide state an~d local first responders with the most comprehensive training and support available to
combat terrorist attacks, especially those involving weapons of mass destruction (WMD), such as chemical, biological, and nuclear
weapons. Most state and local governments lack the specialized equipment and expertise needed to effectively respond to terrorist attacks.
Federal leadership in counterterrorism training, equipment purchase, technology development, and research and evaluation will result in
better prepared state and local public safety agencies. OSLDPS' mission directly supports the DOJ's Strategic Plan core function of
providing Assitance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Highlights of 1999 Mssion Critical Results

OSLDPS has made great strides in developing comprehensive training programs for our Nation's first responders and providing technical
assistance and grants to states and localities for the purpose of procuring appropriate basic level first responder equipment. A key feature j
of OSLDPS' program is the Center for Domestic Preparedness (CDP) at Fort McClellan, Alabama, which is a "live agent" training facility
thatoffers advanced level counterterrorism courses to a full spectrum of first responder personnel including firefighters, emergency medical
personnel, HAZMAT units, an law enforcement officials. In 1999, the CDP trained 1, 156 first responders. In 2000, $13 million is
available for the CDP to train approximately 2,000 first responders.

OSLDPS also provides funds to the National Domestic Preparedness Consortium (NDPC) - a 5 member consortium that brings a unique
set of assets to QIP's domestic pr".-, Asess initiative and delivers specialized training to the emergency response community. The four
Consortium members, excluding e CP?, include: (I) the New Mexico Institute of Mining andTechnology; (2) Louisiana State University;
(3) Texas A&M University; and (4) the U.S. Department of Energy's Nevada Test Site. In 1999, a total of 1,672 responders were trained
at these four Cnnsortium, sites.

The success of a domestic preparedness program depends upon building the skills and confidence of emergency first responder community
in their ability to respond to terrorist incidents. Experience shows that this evolutionary process of building new knowledge and skills is
best supported through realistic confidence-building exercises based on threat-driven scenarios. In 1999, $3.5 million was provided for
situational exercises. These funds are supporting the planning, development and execution of a top level officials' (TOPOFF) exercise
in cooperation with the Federal Interagency Working Group on Exercises. This no notice exercise is a major, nationally- based, state, local,

-' federal exercise and will provide for the participation of seni'-- level federal officials. This exercise is scheduled for mid-20 vW en



witi be a combination of field training exercises and command post exercises, A variety of scenarios including chemical, biological, and
cyber-attacks will be used. As planned, there will be multiple venues across the nation.

FVs 2001 Performance Goals and Indicaltors

OSLDPS is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results,
as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future
performance may be tracked and reported upon. as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Counterterrorism Programs

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
(dollars in thousands)

Counterterrorism Programs Amount
2000 Enacted S1 52,000
2001 Base 152,000
2001 Estimate 85,000
Increase/Decrease S 33,000

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The existing national threat of terrorism incidents involving weapons of mass destruction, such as chemical, biological, and nuclear
weapons, demands that countermeasures be developed and Perfccted to defend the United States. Most state and local governments lack
the specialized equipment and expertise needed to effectively respond to terrorist attacks. Federal leadership in counterterrorism training,
equipment purchase, and technology development willI result in better prepared state and local public safety agencies. The Counterterrorism
Program is a comprehensive program to integrate terrorism training, equipment acquisition, and exercise and technical assistance initiatives
into a coordinated, integrated approach to achieve enhanced domestic preparedness capabilities at the state and local level in all public
safety disciplines. C

* The National Domestic Preparedness Consortium (NDPC) was established in June 1998, in response to language in the
Conference Report accompanying the 1998 Department of Justice Appropriations Act. The Act urged the Department of Justice
to look to the nation's existing assets in developing a training program for first responders. NDPC is the principal vehicle through
which the OSLDPS identifies, develops, tests and delivers training to state and local first responders. The NDPC is comprised of
five members who bring a unique set of assets to OSLOPS' domestic preparedness initiative. The Center for Domestic Preparedness
(CDP), Fort McClellan, Alabama is one of the five members and is a key to OSLDPS' comprehensive counterterrorism training
program is the Center for Domestic Preparedness (CDP) at Fort McClellan, Alabama. Operating as a field office of OiP's OSLDPS,
the CDP offers a unique environment and opportunity to provide advanced, hands-on specialized training to state and local
emergency responders in the management and remediation of WMD terrorist incidents. As a former home of the U.S. Army
Chemical School, Fort McClellan offers what no other U.S. civilian training facility can provide -- the opportunity to train in a live
chemical agent environment in its Chemical Defense Training Facility (CDTF). In 2000, S$13 million was appropri'med to train
approximately 2,000 emergency first responders. In 2001, $15 million is requested that will train approximately the same number
of first responders.



The tr-maining four members of the NDPC and a brief description of their expertise follows:

-New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology (National Energetic Materials Research and Testing Center) (NM1MT)
has the ability to offer live explosive training including the use of field exercises and classroom instruction. NMIMT has been
desif,nated as the Consortium's lead for explosives and firearms, live explosives, and incendiary devices training. NMIMT modifies
currculum used for ire and emergency medical services personnel to train law enforcement officials in crisis management. In
addiuon, they provide hands-on emergency response training in detecting live explosives.

-Louisiana State University (LSU) (National Center for Bin-Medical Research and Training) has the ability to provide
training on biolo, at agents as well as other aspects of weapons of mass destruction incidents. LSU has been designated as the
Consortium's lea. or law enforcement training and program activities. LSU has focused its efforts on the delivery ofthe Emergency
Response to Terrorism: Basic Concepts for Law Enforcement Course and on the developing and delivering a Biological Agents
Course which provides on-scene incident commanders, mid-level and senior management for fire, law enforcement and emergency
responders with knowledge about microorganisms or toxins derived from living organisms that induce death or disease in human
beings, animals, or plants.

-Texas A&M University (National Emergency Response and Rescue Training Center) has the ability to provide training
(including use oft yve exercises) in a variety ofemergency response techniques, including urban search and rescue techniques. Texas
A&M has been designated as the Consortium's lead for fire service training programs and activities. The University integrates its
well-established emergency response training programs and facilities of the Texas Engineering Extension Service. Its mission is
to prepare state and local officials, including emergency first responders, to effectively respond to acts of terrorism caused by
weapons of mass destruction.

-U.S. Department of Energy's Nevada Test Site (National Exercise, Test, and Training Center) has the ability to conduct large
scale field exercises using a wide range of live agent simulants, live radiological materials as well as explosives. The Nevada Test
Site will develop and deliver a Responder Operations Training Course and a RadiologicallNuclear Agents Course. It will also
collaborate with the National Fire Academy in the development and the delivery of a Weapons of Mass Destruction Incident
Operations Course.



* The Metropolitan Firefighter and Emergency Services Program (FF/EMS) is authorized under Section 819 of the
A nliferrorisrn and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1 996, (P. L 104-132) Each year since 1997, this program has been appropriated
$5 million, Its mission is to enhance the capability of fire and emergency service departments to identify and respond more
effectively to terrorist attacks by providing training to local fire and emergency services departments personnel and funding to
purchase equipment necessary to enhance their ability to respond to terrorist attacks including NBC warfare and other explosive
incidents. Planned activities and on-going priorities continue to support the antiterrorism policies and initiatives of OJP,
Department of Defense (DoD), the Administration, and the Congress. Domestic terrorism is a major threat to public safety
throughout the nation and the haunting possibility of a terrorist attack using nuclear, biological or chemical agents represents an
unknown challenge to local fire and emergency medical personnel as first responders to such incidents. OJP, in conjunction with
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FIEMA), administers this training program and estimates that approximately 120
metropolitan jurisdictions, which protect 80 percent of the nation's population, are eligible to participate. In 2000, $5 million of
the $8 million general training funding will be dedicated to this program. OSLDPS will maintain this level of funding in 2001
for FF/EMS.

Local Law Enforcement Training Program. In most instances, a patrol officer or deputy sheriff will literally be the "First to
respond" to a potential or actual terrorist incident. It is imperative that these thousands of first responders have the basic awareness
training needs to safely assess a situation, which may be a Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) incident, and make informed
decisions that will reduce the threat to both civilians and themselves. During 1999, the Law Enforcement Awareness Course for
first responders was develop and implementation began in November 1999. In 2000, OSLOPS. will train first responders with basic
awareness training. In 2001, $9 million is requested to engage all 50 states' to integrate the Law Enforcement Awareness Course J
into their present curriculum through a combination of train-the-trainer and direct delivery. For those states that are unable to
integrate this basic curriculum into their existing program, OSLDPS will work with state associations representing sheriffs and
chiefs of police to schedule train-the-trainer and direct delivery of this basic first responder course.

Equipment ApUmisition

The threat of potential terrorist incidents in our Nation presents an enormous challenge to all levels of government, but most
significantly to the nation's first responder community. OJP's OSLDPS provides funds to state and local emergency first response
agencies to purchase specialized equipment for fire services, emergency medical services, hazardous materials response units, and
law enforcement agencies to enhance their capability to respond to acts of terrorism involving chemical and biological agents, as
well as radiological, nuclear, and improvised explosive devices.

Beginning in 1998, OSLDPS initiated a limited equipment acquisition program, which formed the basis for the FY 1999 State and
Local First Responder Equipment Program totaling $85.5 million. With Congressional approval, $85.5 million was distributed
as follows 1) $8 million was set aside for one-time state assessments grants, which provided for the conduct of risk and needs
assessments based on models developed by NDPO. These- assessments will serve as the basis for the guidance of future federal
domestic preparedness efforts. In 2000, assessment grant-, will not be available; 2) $2 million was set aside for technical ass;,tance



and training to assist states conducting their assessments and for developing a required plan. In 2000, no funding is specifically
provided for technical assistance and training; and 3) $75.5 million was set aside for states and jurisdictions to purchase first
responder basic defensive equipment - $31.7 million to the 157 largest national jurisdictions and $43.8 million to the 50 states for
distribution to localities. The states have been instructed that their funds may not be sub-granted to any of the 157 direct OSLDPS
grantees.

Counterterrorism Technology DiryelonmenI

The Development of Counterterrorism Technologies Program is ituthori red under Section 821 of theArifterrorisrn and Effective
Death Penalty Act of 1996 (P. L / 04-13 2) and was appropriated $ 10 mill Iion i n 1997, $12 m illIion in 1998, and $ 10 mill Iion i n 1999.
This program's activities are managed by OJ~vs National Institute of Justice (NIJ). In this program, NhJ has undertaken a
comprehensive research and development effort to address the unmet technology needs of state and local law enforcement first
responders to combat terrorism. In 2000, S30 million was appropriated for two NIJ-managed institutes-the Oklahoma City
Memorial Institute for the Prevention of Terrorism and the Dartmouth Institute for Security Studies. No funding was allocated for
the continued funding of NlJ's core activities of the Counterterrorism Technology Research and Development Program. Through
judicious leveraging of existing res urces, Nil expects to keep vital, core program activities moving forward at some minimal level.

This program aims to enhance the safety of the public and of law enforcement officials by developing better tools to anticipate,
prevent, and deal with terrorist acts. It focuses on the areas of infrastructure security, hostage resc, explosive detection and ,
remediation, information technology and defense against weapons of mass destruction. NIJ has also placed a strong emphasis on
the development of technical standards for these technologies and on keeping their unit costs low. O

2001 PrograM Chantes

In 2001, a total of $185 million is requested for the Counterterrorism Program, which is S33 million above the 2000 base. This increase
is the net result of restructuring the base funding for state and local domestic preparedness assistance: (I) eliminating the $30 million
in earmarks for counterterrorism laboratories at Dartmouth College and the Oklahoma City Memorial Institute due to the fact that these
laboratories are currently under development the funding provided in 2000 will be ample to cover the resource needs through 200 1; (2)
eliminating the $2 million distance learning earmark is eliminated; (3) and reducing over general training by $3 million. Offsetting these
reductions are the following program increases, which total $68 million. These increases are discussed in detail under the
Counterterrorism Initiative:

- $3 million to expand the First Responder Equipment Acquisition Program - page 35.
- $2 million for operations of the Center for Domestic Preparedness, Ft. McClellan, AL - page 37.
- $9 million to expand the Law Enforcement First Responder Training Program - page 39.
- $6 million for a Technical Assistance Program - page 41.
- $31 million for cost associated with the Nunn-Lugar-Domenici Domestic Preparedness Training Program - page 43.
- $17 million for the Countettr-oriam Technology Program -page 45.

41



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE BY PROGRAM

PROGRAMWORG UNIT: Couitateno,u Programs (BasY Office for State and Local Domstic Preparedness Support Programn
DEPARTMENT OF JUSniCE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Awsstance to Tribal, Slate and Local Govcrnment
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2 1) Improve the crime fightting and criminaVruvenile justice system capabilities of tribal. state and local
governments.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2 1 6) Improve Domestic Prepaeedness
MISSION: Enhance the capabilities of the nation's first responder community io effecively aitd safely respond to nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) incidents of

doesstc errorism through training in real-life situations

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION - PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of Performance Indicators Data Source I 12M2
Indicator Actual, Enacted Actmalo Plan Plan

Plan

Input I Appropriation (in millions) P L S19M SI35M St35M S152M SIIS5M

Oaitpist/ 2 Number of grants made roe equipment OSLDPS reports 207 50 50
Activity acquisition.

3. Number ofclasses conduced at the CDP reports 25 40 52
Center foe Domestic Prepairedness (CDP)
FLt McClellan
4 Number of class econsducted by the OSLDPS reports 67 190 190

Consortium, excluding the CDP
5Number ofsessions oflltheLaw OSLDPS reports 0 400 400
Eisorcersnt Atroreriwy Course

conducted,
6 Number of FirefighterfEMS courses OSLDPS reports 428 428 428

conducted

End Owleomi.o 7 Number of stales receiving equipment. OSLDPS reports *50 so

8. Number ofrovintses and municipalities OSLDPS reports 157 TBD-I T13D-lI
receiving equipment.

9 Number of students trained s CDP CDP reports 1156 2000 2600

10. Number of students trined by the OSLDPS reports 1672 TBD-2 TBD-2

Consortiumi excluding CDP.

41a



End Outcome 11 Number of trainees trained by OSLDPS r 338 330
Firefighter/EMS Trai-sing Program,

12 Number or first responders trained by OSLDPS reports4,72 600600

trainers who received training through
the Firefiglnisr(EMS Training Pragrarn

13 Number ofjunsdocionul cercmises OSLI)PS repois
conducted**

A. Definitions of Terms or Explanations for n dicators and Other Data Sources: TBll. I mean% that the States wnill determine tbe number of counties and municipalities

reZ sn qimn 102masbtCnotu plctosaeepcelArl20.suihwl xtactenme fsuet hiwl etandb 
ceCnotut

enni,rg: mn TD2mastatCnotu ppiain r ce pi 00,%h- kiletmt henme fsudnsta il etandb teCnotu

B. Issuesi Affecting 1999 Program Performance: $A plan Inn distribution of PY 99 equipment acquisition funds man approved by Congress in early August, Eligible
applicants suimnitted their applications by September130 1999 and OSI PDS m ilt complete final asoards by mid-March 2000

"The $3 3M provided Ion situational exercises in 1999 is being used rot a lop officials IT(IOrrI coccic with participation Of 2ll key officials wbo would participate in the
consequence management ofa mnajor terrorist event involving the use stfchemical. biological. nudiologicalinuclear (CBRNI and/or cyben weapons In mid-2'l00, OSLOPS will
co-direct thne TOPOFF 2000 Exercise along with the Federal Emergency Management Agency

C. lssavesAfftectngSelectionof 2000 mad 2001 Plans: The Counteterrorism Program (iPtA iharli have been consolidated and nevised to reflect data that can be measured
GPR.A information on equipment, Fi McClellan, the Consortium Local Lass Enfiorcement T raining Program. Firelighien/EMS Training and exercises are incorporated into

h.-x ei h m i

D. Valcdation and Verifealion These measures w ill be validated and veritied through a revietw of various ORP reports, including progress reports from the data collection



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INTnlATIVE AND PROGRAM

PROGRAMJORG UNIT: State and LocAl Anit-errorism Training (SLATflITureau (if Justice Assistance (Base Program)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal. Stare and Local Governmrentr
DEPARTMsENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (1 1)(Improve the crime fighting and criminal juvenile justice system capabilities or Tribal, stare and loca
governmTYK115
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2 1 6) Improic Domestic Preparedness
MISSION: To train law esrforcentnert and prosmutliov agencies to respond to act of domestic terrorism

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Peefnensainee Report Performanee Plans

Type of Perforrmance Isdk-alori Data Source L9! i Im M~
Indicator Actuals Enacted Actuals Eascted Plan_

Plan Plan

inpu I Approprialions (in millions) P L $2M $2M $2M a/ a/

Outwus 2 Number of awards made I I1
Actlety ______________

lntermsediate 3 Number of training sessions coni de
Ostatnss - Intelligence Workshop 3 88

-Executive Workshrrp(Briefings 9 II) 15
4 Number of specialized workshops *4 8 21
5 Number offocus groupsconducted *4 10 6

End Outcowe 6. Number of Line Offiers/lntellgence *838 838 7,616
Officers trained

7 Numbnler of Law Eriorcersent Execruuives *811 1,360 386
,iraned

S. Number of Trainers trained *56 400 37

A. Duitflom of Terms or Explanriacun re Indicators and Othe Data Sourena:
Diats Somcca-mformatio obiwined through monitoring, progress reports, stare and local reports.
-Thin highly visible!, high specialized training program is designed to prepare State and local law enforcement, prosecution and intelligence agency personnel to
effocliy osaap domestic teirroesnan activities. Training focuses on providing law enforcement with the skills and abilities to identify, prevent and respond to domestic
teerosm activities

* omGrouips, composed of Law enforcement and terrorsm experts, will provide for comiinrious program development, refinemnent, and expansion.
*Thia program in in great demand and is only limited by the aissul apgroprialstns Process. 01P has established that it can achieve 100% of its mission and tai uas y
kaw Pasfeca - iow cxo nroee as fiandina allows.



S. Inaie Affecting 19" ?1qmm Pwrfwrmm c.
IVe program was revised at die begalmmgd of the 1999 prog-is period A previous measre, "train the trainer worksliops," was merge with 'secialized worklocps.'

C. Inma Affacting Sceleo af 200 and 211141aiMs.
Outcomes 03 ad 6 were changed to include iineliigence officers.

D. Valdatiee and Verificatlon,
Th ifomaio i scton 38 Cr verified by rts rr re esrdo h r raieasela mnrn sthzroam inae
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STATUS OF CONGRESSIONALLY REQUESTED
STUDIES, REPORTS AND EVALUATIONS

JUSTICE ASSISTANCE

1,Section 102(b) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended, requires the Assistant Attorney General
to submit an annual report to the President and Congress by March .11 of each year. The 1998 report was submitted to Congress
in June, 1999. The 1999 report is expected to be submitted on lime.

NOTE: Section 8 10 of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended, also requires the Assistant
Attorney General, the Directors of the Bureau of Justice Assistance, the Bureau of Justice Statistics, and the National
Institute of Justice to submit to the President and the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President of the
Senate by April I of each year, a report on their activities from the preceding fiscal year. The submission of the Section
102(b) report satisfies the reporting requirement under Section 8 10.

2. Sectiont 520(c) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended, requires the Director of the National
Institute of Justice to annually report to the President, the Attorney General, and the Congress on the nature and findings of the
evaluation and research and development activities funded under Sections 501 (c), 506 and 511. The Institute will report on its
program to evaluate anti-drug programs and will report on anti-drug research and development projects initiated since the passage
of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988. The 1997 report was submitted in November, 1998. The 1998 report is expected to be
submitted by March, 2000.

VIOLENT CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAMS, STATE AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE

I.Section 522(b) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended, requires the Director of the Bureau of
Justice Assistance, no later than 180 days after the end of each fiscal year, to submit to Congress a report that includes with respect
to each State - (I) the aggegate amount of grants made under subpart I and subpart 2 to such State for such fiscal yea, (2) the
amount of such grants awarded for each of purposes specified in subpart 1; (3) a summary of the information provided in
compliance with paragraphs (I) and (2) of subsection (a); (4) an explanation of how Federal funds provided under this part have



been coordinated with Federal funds provided to States for drug abuse education, prevention, treatment, and research activities,
and (5) evaluation results of programs and projects and State strategy implementation. The 1998 report was submitted in
September, 1999. Submission of the 1999 report to Congress is anticipated to be submitted in Spring, 2000.

2. Section 1406(b) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended, requires that the Director of the Bureau
of Justice Assistance, no later than 90 days after the end of each fiscal year for which grants are made under the Grants for Closed-
Circuit Televising of Testimony of Children Who Are Victims of Child Abuse program, to submit to Congress a report that
includes, with respect to each State -- (1) the aggregate amount of grants made under this title to each State for the fiscal year, and
(2) a summary of the information provided in compliance with subsection (aX I). The 1998 report was submitted along with the
Section 522(b) report in September, 1999. The 1999 report is also expected to be submitted along with the report due under
Section 522(b). (This information is still included in the annual report, therefore the status is the same as the above.)

3, Section 2004(b) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended, requires the Attorney General to submit
to the Committee on the Judiciary of the House and Senatc, no later than 180 days after the end of each fiscal year for which
grants are made under the Violence Against Women STOP program, a report that includes for each State and for each grantee
Indian tribe: (1) the number of grants made and funds distributed under this subchapter; (2) a summary of the purposes for which
those grants were provided and an evaluation of their progress; (3) a statistical summary of persons served, detailing the nature of
victimization, and providing data on age, sex, relationship of victim to offender, geographic distribution, race, eticity, language,
and disability; and (4) an evaluation of the effectiveness of programs funded under this subehapte-. The 1998 report was
submitted in May, 1999. The 1999 report is anticipated to be submitted in Spring, 2000.

4. Section 2406(b) of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of l968, as amended, requires the Attorney General to submit
to Congress, no later than 90 days after the end of each fiscal year for which grants are made under the DNA Identification Grants
program, a report that includes: (1) the aggregate amount of grants made under this subchapter to each State Or Unit Of local
government for such fiscal year; and (2) a summnary of the information provided in compliance with subsection (aXI) of this
section - a summary of the activities carried out under the grant and an assessment of whether such activities are meeting the
needs identified in the application submitted. The 1998 report was submitted November, 1998. The 1999 report is anticipated to
be submitted by March, 2000.

5. Section 201 10(d) of the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act (VCCLEA) of 1994, as amended, requires the Attorney
General to submit to Congress by May 15, 1999 a report which contains the recommendation of the Attorney General concerning
the extension of the program under this setion. The report was submitted in June, 1999.



6. Section 20112 of the VCCLEA of 1994, as amended, requires the Attorney General to submit to Congress, begnning on October
1, 1996 and ach subsequent July I thereafter, a report on the implementation of the Violent Offender Incarceration and Tnith-ln-
Sentencing Incentive grants, including a report on the eligibility of the States under sections 20103 and 20104, and the distribution
and use of funds under this subtitle. The 1997 report was submitted July, 1998. The 1998 report was submitted in July, 1999.
The 1 999 report is due July 1, 2000, and is expected to be submitted on time.

7. Section 40506(b) of the VCCLEA of 1994, requires the Attorney General, in consultation with the Secretary of Education, to
provide a national baseline study to examine the scope of the problem of campus sexual assaults and the effectiveness of
institutional and legal policies in addressing such crimes and protecting victims. The report is to bie based on the study required by
subsection (a) of this section and data collected under the Student Right-To-Know and Campus Security Act (20 U.S.C. 1001
note; P.L. 10l1-542). BJS sponsored a study of campus sexual victimization being conducted at the University of Cincinnati. BJS
analyzed data collected under this study and expects to release findings in Spring, 2000

8. Section 40610 of the VCCLEA of 1994, requires the Attorney General to submit to Congress an annual report, beginning one year
after September 13, 1994, that provides information concerning the incidence of stalking and domestic violence, andI evaluates the
effectiveness of State anti-stalking efforts and legislation. The 1998 report was submitted September, 1998. The 1999 report is
expected to be submitted to Congress in March, 2000.

JUVENILE JUSTICE PROGRAMS

I . Section 207 of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended, requires the Administrator of the Office
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention to submit an annual report to the President and Congress within 180 days after the
end of each fiscal year. The report must contain: (1) a detailed summary and analysis of juvenile custody data, including offender
type, offense, race, gender, age, facility type, death rate information and educational status; (2) a description of part A funded
activities; (3) a description of each State's compliance with Section 223 and the State plan; (4) a summary of each part C or part D
funded program or activity, evaluation information and an assessment of replication potential; and (5) a description of exemplary
delinquency prevention on programs funded under title I1. Included in OJJDP's Annual Report is the report to the President as
required by Section 404(a)X5) of the Missing Children's As~;stance Act, as amended. The 1998 report was submitted in March,
1999.



2. Section 248(bX6) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended, requires that not later than 180
days after enactment of the 1992 amendments (November 4, 1992), the Administrator shall begin to conduct a study on the
incidence, nature and causes of violence committed by or against juveniles in urban and rural areas. The study is to be completed
and a report submitted to Congress discussing and summarizing the results, within three years (by November 4, 1995).

OJJDP awarded four grants to study the incidence, nature and causes of violence committed by or against juveniles in urban and
rural areas. The first two studies (Wisconsin and South Carolina) were funded with 1993 funds. The South Carolina study has
been given further funding to develop violence prevention resources for schools, parents, and communities in their target areas.
Data analyses will also be performed to study community factors affecting rural violence and juvenile homicide, and results from
that analyses will be discussed at a later date. The second two studies (Washington, D.C. and Los Angeles, CA) were
competitively awarded with 1994 funds. Because of the nature of the competitive award process, these studies were delayed. The
Los Angeles Violence Study will be continued in 1997 to implement the research design fully.

OJJDP has a draft interim report on the four projects that is currently under review. However, because of the different end dates
of these projects, the production of he final report had been delayed. The final report was submitted in March, 1999.

3. Section 288H of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended, requires the Administrator of the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) to submit to Congress, no later than 120 after the completion of
the first cycle of Mentoring grants, a report regarding the success and effectiveness of the grant program in reducing juvenile
delinquency and gang participation, improving academic performance, and reducing the dropout rate. QJJDP awarded forty one, 3
year grants that end in June 1998. The Administrator's report was submitted January, 1999.

5. Section 504(4) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended, requires the Administrator of the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention to submit to Congreass, not later than 180 days after the end of each f is-al
year, a report that (a) describes activities and accomplishments of grant activities funded under the Incentive Grants for Local
Delinquency Prevention Programs; describes procedures followed to disseminate grant activity products and research findings; (c)
describes activities conducted to develop policy and to coordinate Federal agency and interagency efforts related to delinquency
prevention; and (d) identifies successful approaches and making recommendations for future activities to be conducted. The 1997
was submitted March, 1998. The 1998 report was submitted in May, 1999.



CRIME VICTIMS FUND

I . Section 1407(g) of the Victims of Crime Act of 1984, as amended, requires that the Director of the Office for Victims of Crime
shall on December 31, 1990, and on June 30 every two years thereafter, report to the President and to the Congress on the revenue
derived from each source described in section 1402 and on the effectiveness of the activities supported under this chapter. The
Director may include in such report recommendations for legislation to improve this chapter. The report is expected to be
submitted by March, 2000.
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11W 2000 _ _ 2001
Author Ratn*- Total P ogram Total

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Izad bumble Auth. Rambt. kh~asse Auth. Romb.

Abomeys (905).....................I........ -.... ..... 20 10 20 10 0 20 10
Ottw LOOaland KndrW(90-M9) ....... ............................... 2 2 2 2 0 2 4
Social Sciena, EOWMWOWmcadOdrad (100-1 g9) ............ 135 85 139 s8 10 149 100
Peraorwal ManagemwAn(200-299)........................................ 1I1 6 11 10 0 11 12
Genrwal A&Mftlbuvon. Clauical and O~RM Services (300.399) 155.. s 230 174 230 23 197 252
AcwuntlngMWdBudgt (500-M9) ..................................... 15 93 15 94 0 15 94
Medical, Denta and Pubic Heal"G60-69) ............................. 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
I dmi mnn&WAt Coup (1000-1999) .....I......I.....I.... 1 10 12 10 12 3 13 15
Bualnaa&Wndlnuatby Grou(1100-1199)....................... ........ 15 5 15 5 0 15 5
Ptriabcal SolancaaCoup (1300-1399) ................................... 1 3 1 3 2 3 5
LibrayaMWAfclva GrOWp(1400-1499) ................................. 3 1 3 1 0 3 1
Malow'i~c and Statitica Group (1 500-15M9) ................ 6 15 38 16 2 38 20
Eupply G U " (2000-2099)...... (I............................. 2 3 2 1 2 0 2 3
ESupmeny Group~e an0d209 ....e............. Group ~ tImvo (1600-1699) 2... 2 2 0 2 2

TOTAL ............... ov ................... 407j 4____ 4301 4__ 4 40]_ =__ 70____ 23

407 401 4701W fthnvton ................................... . ..... I
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200 Av*MWIUtv 11Adjustment

iAttornes Support I rt t"
P T!I P M T I P s FIN. Poe. MT

2001 Rsoust Level2000 kilceses
AttornsyI Support Total
Poe. PT!I Poe. PT!I Pon. PT!

AftorneyI Support TOWa
PM~ "T! Po. PTE Pac mT

ManagementwWW A I*stin ~20 40 0 430 429 0 3 0 0 40 34 40 
34

f
2

0 2 450 446 470 46s

PsA*wsuaW Postom_ _ _ _____

2MM0 AAdustment m00 Increases 200 Level U
AWWWme Support TOta to 5in Afmw SupmrnTW wysr Support TOWa

Decision ni P"e "I! Pm~ MT POC M Pe."E Pos M oT! Ps [M~ -Pm MT Poe. Pos PT!

M*WW 014msntu*d M OMersc 10 10 464 463 474 473~ 0 0~ 0 0 49 27 49 2j 10 10 513 49052 50
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Office of justice Progrania
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(Dolars in thousands)
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Justfiation of Adlustisnts to Bass teonlirluadl

(Dollars In thousands)

Penn. Work.
Poe, Veats Atmount

5 Increased Federal Health Insurancei Costs .... -- 227
This request provides lorthie increase Ittagency contnbutions to Federal employees health benefits In'1999, Federal health
insurance prrus, including agency contnbuttons increased approximately 10 2 percent Because the Governmen absorbed a
larger proportion of the total aosts, up to 75 percent, the total cost to the Go vemnrient has increased subs tanialy This increase is
based on the 'increased' Government cost of health Insurance This request includes $227,000 for these costs

6 General Services Administration (GSA) rent 16t0
GSA wil continue to charge rental rates that approximate those charged to commercial tenants for equivalent space and related
services The requested increase of 5180,000 is required to meet our commitment to GSA The costs associated wth GSA rent were
denvelt through the use of the automated system, which uses the latest inventory data end rates reflecting a 5 percent increase over
2000 levels

7 General Services Adminstration (GSA) Blue Pages ., .

Previously, GSA has paid for all nationwide Gevemnment telephone book listings through the GSA B percent FIS overhead rate Msa
result of the National Partnership for Reinventing Goveeimment (NPRYGSA Blue Pages Ptorec, the funding tor these listfigs has
been removed tram the overhead rate, and agencies are being billed for actual ants incurred The Department's FY 2001 estimated
costs total $282,000 00 Funding of51,000 is requested for OfficeofJustice Programs

B Travel Management Center Fees . . . . -- 183
In the past, travel management servces were provided at no cost, and the Depantment received rebates based upon ticket salesti
However, current practice in the travel industry have ended this process The new contracts will not provide rebates and will carry
fees (or each ticket, hotel, car and other reservation made The Departmentls ant for travel management center fees is estimated at

$2.500,000 00, Funding of 5183.000 is requested for Office of Justice Programs

9 General Pneng Level Adjusbnrents . . .-- i
This request applies 0MB pricing guidance to seected expense categories The increased costs identified result from applying a
lactor of 2 0 percent against those suboilect dunses where the prices that the Government pays are established thrugh the mertial
system instead of by law or regulation Generally, the fader is applied to tupplies, materials. equipment contracts with the private
sectori, prntns costs, transportation ants, and tWlies

Total increases . . . . . . . . . . .. ..- 4,696

1 Accident Compensation.
thits decrease reflects the estimated billing tram Ohie Department of Labor tot thie actual ants in 1999 of employees' acid ent
conpensabion, which will be billed in 2001 The 200t ant eilt baa decrease of $8,000 from the actual 1999 biting

Total, adlustmrrents to bae. 3 4,60
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SuMnwv of Reouk=2mnts by QMad end Oblec CLas
(Ooltars In thousands)

Grad* and Salary Rang"a
EKeCuliva Level IV. $122,400.

E S-, 5 130,200
ES-3, 5126.825
ES-2, $121,264
ES-1, $115,811
GS-15. 584,638-110,028
GS-14, $71.954-93,537
GS-13, 560,89079,155
GS-1 2, $51,204456.564
GS-1 1, 542.724-55.541,
GS-10, $38,885-50,554
GS-9, $35,310-45,9W.,
GS-8, $31,96"-1.557
GS-7. $28,868-37,522.
GS-8, 525,97-33,768
GS-5. 522,208-28,868
GS4, $20,829-27,00
GS.3. 518,555-24,120

Total. Appropriated Positions.-

Average ES Salary........
Average GS Salary......
AveragoGS Grade

I M Actual_

4

60
68
60
37

32

28
15

407

$117,34S
550,221

11 24

2000 Estimaete

6
2

9
3

46
62
72
68
40

35
6

30
15
is

2001 Rqet bcsaVwe

P aL Amu g mn
6-
2
4
9 -

3-
50 4
70 a
77 5
78 10
48 a

430 470 40

$122,584
$52,605

11 26

$130,200
$54.908

11.34
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Stat aad Local Law Esforcement Assistanc
2001 Summary Statement and Performnance Plan

The Office of Justice Prorams' (OJW) is requesting a total of $1.662 million in 2001 for State and LAl Law Enforcement Assistance
Appropriation. The total request for the State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Appropriation for 2001 will support the goals
and priorities of the Administration, the Department of Justice, and the Office of Justice Programs. Due to the expiration of the
Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund (VCRTF) in 2001, all of the programs previously funded under the VCRTF will now be included
under the State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Account.



Office of Justce ProarMS
State and Lou]l Law Enforcement Assistance

Justification of Premoed Changs in Anajroorjstlon LanaUsg
The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below. New language is

italicized and language proposed for deletion is bracketed.

State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance

For assistance authorized by the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (Public Law 103-322), as amended
("the 1994 Act") [11,634,500,0001; the Omnibus Crime Control cand Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended ("the 1968 Act'),; and the
Victims of ChidAbuse Act of 1990, as amended ("the 1990 Act'), £1,662,200,000 (including amounts for administrative costs, which

shall be transferred to and merged with the "Justice Assistance " account), to remain available until expended [; of which
$523,000,000 shall be for Local Law Enforcement Block Grants, pursuant to H.R. 728 as passed by the House of Representatives on
February 14, 1995, except that for purposes of this Act, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico shall be considered a "unit of local
government" as well as a "State", for the purposes set forth in paragraphs (A), (B), (D), (F), and (I) of section 10l1(aX2) of H.R. 728
and for establishing crime prevention programs involving cooperation between community residents and law enforcement personnel in c
order to control, detect, or investigate crime or the prosecution of criminals: Provided, That no funds provided under this beading may
be used as matching funds for any other Federal grant program: Providedfurther, That $50,000,000 of this amount shall be for Boys
and Girl!- Clubs in public housing facilities and other areas in cooperation with State and local law enforcement: Provtdedf/urther,
That funds may also be used to defray the costs of indemnification insurance for law enforcement officers: Provided further, That
$20,000,000 shall be available to carry out section 102(2) of H.R. 728; of which $420,000,000 shall be for the State Criminal Alien
Assistance Program, as authorized by section 242(j) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as amended; of which $686,500,000 shall
be for Violent Offender Incarceration and Truth in Sentencing Incentive Grants pursuant to subtitle A of title 11 of the 1994 Act, of
which $165,000,000 shall be available for payments to States for incarceration of criminal aliens, of which $25,000,000 shall be
available for the Cooperative Agreement Prlgram, and of which $34,000,000 shall be reserved by the Attorney General for fiscal year
2000 under section 20109(a) of subtitle A of title 11 of the 199,1 Act; and of which $5,000,000 shall be for the Tribal Courts Initiative],
as follows:



(I) $600,000,000 for the State Criminal Alien Assistance Program, as authorized by section 2420) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act, as amended;

(2) $73,000,000 for the Prison Grant Program, of/which:
(a) $33,000, 000 shall be for the Cooperative Agreement Program,
(b) $34,000,000 shall be for grants under section 20109(a) of subtitle A of/title IH of the 1994 Act, and
(c) $6, 000, 000 shall be/aor the Menial Health of 0/fenders Program;

(3) $15,000,000/or the Tribal Courts Initiative;
(4) $459, 300,000/or programs authorized by part E 0/title I of the 1968 Act, notwithstanding the provisions section SI)

0/said Act, including:
(a) $5, 000, 000/or the National Institute ofJustice far program evaluation,
(b) $59,SO0,000 for discretionary grants under the Edward Byrne Memorial State and Local Law Enforcement

Assistance Programs, of/which $4,500, 000 shall be/or the community demonstration grants on alcohol and crime,
$4,500, 000 shall be/or the Esecutive Office a/ the United States Attorneys to support the National District Attorneys
Association's participation in legal education training at the National Advocacy Center, $10,000,000 shall be/or the
Kids and Guns Local Media Campaign, and $6,000,000 shall be/or strengthening criminal and civil legal assistance
programs/or Indian Tribes,

(5) $9, 000, 000/ar the Court Appcinted Special Advocate Program, as authorized by section 218 a/the 1990 Act,
(6) $2,000, 000/or ChildAbuse Training Programns/or Judicial Personnel and Practitioners, as authorized by section 224 of i

the 1990 Act. 0

(7) $220, 000, 000/or Grants to Combat Violence Against Women, to States, units a/local government, and Indian tribal
gove'-nments, as authorized by section 100/ (a)(18) 0/the 1968 Act, including:

(a) 533,250, 000 to be used exclusively/or the purpose strengthening civil legal assistance programs/for victims of
domestic violence,

(b) $3,200,000/or the National Institute of Justice far research and evaluation a/ violence against women,
(c) $l,000,OOOfor the Bureau a/Justice Statistics/ar a domestic violence case processing study,
(d) $3,000, 000/or the National Institute a/Justice/ar research on family vilence,:and
(e) $10,000, 000/or the 0/fice a/Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention/or the Safe Start Program, to be

administered as authorized by part C of/the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Act of/19 74, as amended;
(8) $34, 000, 000/ar Grants to Encourage Arrest Policies to States, units a/ local government, and Indian tribal governments,

as authorized by section I1061(a) (1 9) a/the 1968 Act;
(9) $25, 000, 000/or Rural Domestic Violence and Child Abuse Enforcement Assistance Grants, as authorized by section

40295 a/ the 1994 Act:



(10) $5. 000, 000 for training programs to assist probation and "parole officers who work with released sex offenders, as
authorized by section 40152(c) of the 1994 Act, andfor local demonstration projects;

(11) $ 1, 000. 000 for grants for tele vised testimony, as authorized by section 100 1(a) (7) of the 1968 Act;
(12) -$65, 000, 000 for grants for residential substance abuse 1yeatment for State prisoners, as authorized by section

1001(a)( (7) ofthel968 Act: Provided, That states 'hat have existing imprison drug treatment programs, in compliance
with federal requirements. may use their residential substance abuse grant funds for treatment and sanctions, both
during incarceration and after release,

(13) $900,000 for the Missing Alzheimer 's Disease Patient Alert Program, as authorized by section 240001(c) of the 1994
Act,

(14) $1,300,000 for Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Programs, as authorized by section 220002(h) of the 1994 Act,
(IS) $50,000,000 for Drug Courts, as authorized by title V of the 1994 Act, of which $2,000,000 shall be for the National

Institute of Justice for research into the dependency court system's response to child abuse and neglect;-
(16) $1,500,000 for Law Enforcement Family Support Programs, as authorized by section 1001(a) (21) of the 1968 Act;
(17) 52, 000, 000 for public awareness programs addressing marketing scams aimed at senior citizens, as authorized by

section 250005(3) of the 1994 Act,
(18) $21, 000, 000 for the Indian Country Grants Program, including $8,000. 000 for demonstration grants on alcohol and

crime in Indian Country, $5, 000,00for the establishment of sexual assault nurse examiner units in Indian Country and
$8. 000, 000 for a Tribal Youth Mental Health and Behavior Program;

(19) $7S,000,OO0for the Zero Tolerance Drug Testing and Intervention Initiative, ir~cluding $10,000,000 for Indian Tribes
and $25, 000, 000 for the Re-entry Initiative,

Providedfurther, That funds made available in fiscal year 2001 under subpart i of part E of title I of the 1968 Act may be
obligated for programs to assist States in the litigation processing of death penalty Federal habeas corpus petitions and for drug testing
initiatives: Providedfurt her, That balances for these programs may be transferredfrom the Violent Crime Reduction Programs, State
and Local Law Enforcement Assistance account to this account

(Deoagrtment of Justice AporooRiations Act. 2000. as enacted by section I1000(aX I ) of the Consolidated AprO~rijafions Act. 2000 (P.L,
106-113).

Explanation of Changes:

1. Adds references to authorizing language.



2. Adds language to allow the transfer and merging of funds from the State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance account to the
Justice Assistance account for management and administration costs.

3. Deletes language for the Local Law Enforcement Block Grant Program, the State Criminal Alien Assistance Program, the Violent
Offender Incarceration and Truth in Sentencing Incentive Grants, and the Tribal Court Program..

4. Adds language to fund programs previously funded under the Violent Crime Reduction Programs: State Criminal Alien Assistance
Program ($60,000,000); Prison Grant Program (S75,000,000), including funding for the Cooperative Agreement Program
($35,000,000), grants under section 20109(a) of subtitle A of title 11 of the 1994 Act, and for the Mental Health of Offenders
Program, Tribal Courts Initiative ($15,000,000); Byme Memorial State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Programs
($459,500,000), including funding for the National Institute of Justice for program evaluation ($5,000,000), funding for
demonstration grants on alcohol and crime ($4,500,000), funding the Executive Office for United States Attomneys ($4,500,000),
funding for the Kids and Guns Local Media Campaign ($ 10,000,000), and funding for criminal and civil legal assistance for Indian
Tribes ($6,000,000); the Court Appointed Special Advocate Program ($9,000,000); the Child Abuse Training Programs for
Judicial Personnel and Practitioners ($2,000,000); the Grants to Combat Violence Against Women Program ($220,000,000),
including funding for strengthening civil legal assistance programs for victims of domestic violence ($35,000,000), funds for the
National Institute of Justice for research and evaluation of violence against women ($5,200,000), funds for the Bureau of Justice
Statistics for a domestic violence case processing study (SI 1,000,000), funds for the National Institute of Justice for research on
family violence, and funds for the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention for the Safe Start Program ($10,000,000);
the Grants to Encourage Arrest Policies Program ($34,000,000); the Rural Domestic Violence and Child Abuse Enforcement
Assistance Program ($25,000,000); funds for training programs to assist probation and parole officers who work with released sex
offenders ($5,000,000); funds for televised testimony ($1,000,000); the Residential Substance Abuse Treatment Program
($65,000,000); the Missing Alzheimer's Disease Patient Alert Program ($900,000); the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Program
(S$1,300,000); the Drug Courts Program ($50,000,000), including funding for the National Institute of Justice for research into the
dependency court system's response to child abuse and neglect ($2,000,000); the Law Enforcement Family Support Program
($1,500,000); funds for public awareness programs addressing marketing scams aimed at senior citizens ($2,000,000); funding for
Indian initiatives ($21,000,000); and the Zero Tolerance and Drug Intervention Initiative ($75,000,000), including funds for Indian
Tribes ($10,000,000) and funds for the Reentry Initiative ($25,000,000). Language is also included to allow balances from the
VCRP account to be transferred to this account, as those programs are now included in this account.
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Croswalk of IMf Avanlabilt
(Dollars in thousands)

Approved
IS"l as Enacted Reprogrammiong* Transfersi

Recoveries and
Unobigated Balance Final Itfl

Brought Forward Avieflablty

PN& W Amouff Pm W Amnunl Rot. WI ou S tj Rn Amnuo Em IM Ams

Edward Byrne Formula Grants - -$505,000

Edward Byrne Dtscretaorary Grant& 4Z,.

Total -- - 552,000

.. -- S--? M - $74 - - $0,795

-- ---- -.- - - 2e,1 - -o 578,190'
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Office of Justice Progrs
State and Local Enforcement

Reimbursable Resources
Sumdmr of Reaulremenis

(Dollars in thousands)

699 Actual 2000 Availability
ft& Yff &MRun EMiu f W Amnia

Department of Justice ... ...........-.... $43,780
Office of Nationial Drug Control Policy. . 1 000
Sht~ Justie Institute .......... ........... 61

&xdgeary" Resources. ........................ - - 4,641

Byn Olecreonary Grants ........... .... 20.734
Totel ............. -........... -..... 20,73

- - $33,000
- - 69

2001 Estimate IncreasaiDecrease
Armun A r WI Amoyn

- - $33,000 - - -

- - - - -. ($69)

-- 33.0611 - 33,000 - - (69)

-- 57.176 - - 33,000 - - (24,176)
- 7,176 - - 33,000 - - (24,176)

Nole: Oblgatio amount for 2000 Wdudes $24,106,900 In uniblgated 199M rekmrsemenits

In 1999, resources prov~ded by contlbutIN agencies for jont projects or progams to be administered by the. Bureau of Justice Assistance. Resources
lnkilded such prga."m fth Depsiment of Justice Ofieof Community Onetltd Pol" %Services for the &i"e Proof Vests MnWlalv and the FBI State
killsacwo SyseR W;;Program. Adminisin of twes progra.ms wilt continue In 2000 and 2001.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State And Local Low Enforecmnent Assistanec
Byrne Low Enforcement Alritanct Proeramn

2001 Sunima' Statement and Performance Plan

2001 Component Mission and Gols. and Relationship to DOJ Strateic Plan

The Byrne Law Enforcement Assistance Program is composed of two grant programs: (1) the Edward Byrne Memorial State and Local
Law Enforcement Assistance Formula Grant Program and (2) the Edward [Byrne Memorial State and Local Law Enforcement
Assistance Discretionary Grant Program. Together, these two programs are managed to meet a unified mission of assisting tribal,
state, and local law enforcement units of government in controlling and preventing drug-related and violent crime, and improving the
functioning of the criminal justice system through enhanced criminal history systems and other advanced technologies. For 2001,
planned program initiatives and ongoing activities support the anti-drug abuse priorities of the Office of Justice Programs (OJP), the
Department of Justice (DOJ), the Administration, and the Congress. Specifically, the Byrne Law Enforcement Assistance Program
directly supports DOJ's Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Goveruments.

Byrne Formula Grant Program

Hiahligts of 1999 Mission Critical Results

BJA conducted six major technical assistance visits related to the Byrne Formula Grant Program in 1999. They are outlined as
follows:

BJA conducted a multi-state training session in response to State Administrative Agency (SAA) requests for training of new
staff and a forum to share information regarding innovative programs, problems, solutions, and concerns. This session focused
on the administration of the Byrne Formula Grant Program and thc Local Law Enforcement Block Grants (LLEBG) Program.
as well as Byrne program evaluation and annual report writing. WJA provided specific training on Byrnie Formula and LLEBG
compliance measures and requirements, developing and evaluating state and local programs, and defining needs for evaluation
and reporting. Attendees included new SAA staff from Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, and Wyoming. (September 1-2, 1999, in
Denver, Colorado)



" BIA provided technical assistance to the Montana Board of Crime Control (MBCC), the SAA for the Byrnie Formula Grant
Program, on strategic planning in preparation of the state's multi-ycar Byrne Strategy. Topics included: Strengthening the
Strategic Development Process; Coordination and Input of State, Local and Federal Agencies; Public, Legi slative and
Executive Review; Sources of Data for Dcfining Problems and Determining Needs; Describing the Nature and Extent of the
Problem; Priority Setting; Program Response and Program Brief Development; Program/Project Monitoring, Assessment and
Evaluation; and Issues Related to Statewide Strategy Development. As a result of the training and in preparation for
development of their multi-year strategy, a compendium of strategies was developed on historical operations of state level drug
strategy development and the modifications that have occurred over the life cycle of the Byrne Program. (May 9.13, 1999)

" BJA supported three major technical assistance events for groups of SA A staff and Byrne Formula Advisory Committee
members to assist states with the development of their FY 2000 Multi-Year Statewide Strategies. The first event was provided
for the State of Alaska (September 21-22, 1999), the second for the State of Washington (August 11, 1999 and October I1I- 12,
1999), and the third for the State of Utah (September 21-22, 1999). The purpose of these technical assistance sessions was to
facilitate each state's efforts to better identify crime problems, their sources, and develop effective corr-.;tive statewide
strategies.

" BJA facilitated a training workshop, "Planning and Strategy Development Assistance," for the Office of Drug Control Policy,
Michigan's SAAX The purpose of this workshop was to provide technical assistance to the SAA for the administrative and
planning needs related to the development and implementation of the multi-year strategy for the Byrne Formula Grant Program
and to enhance the state planning, management, and evaluation capabilities for the implementation of effective criminal justice
and other related programs. As a result of the workshop, Michigan plans to incorporate the shared information into its FY
2000 multi-year strategy submission. (June 16-17, 1999)

Byrne Discretionary Grunt Program

Hightshi of 19" Mission Critical Results

Significant 1999 achievements for the Byrne Discretionary Program include the following:

*expanding and enhancing the Boys and Girls Clubs to serve 3 million youth in 2,260 clubs nationwide including clubs for
military families and Native American communities;



" supporting National Night Out, which in 1999 involved more than 32 million people in more tha 10,000 communities;

* providing services to prosecutors, investigators and DNA analysts on scientific developments, case law, legislation and training
in DNA analysis;

* developing model business case solutions for integrated information systems;

* making significant advancements in development of the National Resource Center for integrated information systems;

* initiating the development of model court systems for dealing with mentally impaired offenders;

* training law enforcement agencies in dealing with issues associated with cybercrime;,

* providing technical support to law enforcement agencies on computer-based information management related to criminal
investigations;

* establishing model protocols to guide police-medical collaborations;

"developing a guide for law enforcement agencies to effectively recruit, hire, train and retain female police officers;

* providing technical assistance to state and local agencies on creating community probation-comnmunity police teams in their
jurisdictions;,

* producing and disseminating a guidebook for police officers on dealing with hate crimes;

" developing a set of police facility design guidelines;,

* conducting regional and statewide training seminars on developing successful comprehensive public safety initiatives;

" developing model trial court perfontnance standards and measurement systems;



" providing technical assistance services to local prosecutors on successful and cost effective ways to prosecute as well as
prevent home improvement fraud against senior citizens;

" providing technical assistance to Alaska native villages to conduct community analysis and community problem solving
through the Alaska Native Technical Assistance and Resource Center, and

" providing training to law enforcement officials on firearms interdiction,

FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicatos

BIA is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results, as
shown on the Government Performance and Results (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future
performanc may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PR GRAM~
State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance
Byrne Law Enforement Assistance Programn

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
(dollars in thousands)

Edward Byrne Formula Grants Amount
2000 Enacted S500,000
2001 Base 500,000
2001 Estimate 40O

Increase/Decrease S(100,000)

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Byrne Formula Grmnt Program is authorized by the Ansi-Drug Ahim' Act of 1988, as amended, and administered by OJP's Cl'
Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA). This program assists states and units of local government in carrying out programs that offer ao
high probability of improving the functioning of the criminal justice system, with a special emphasis on nationwide and multi-level
drug control strategies and violent crime prevention. The states, in consultation with local officials, develop statewide drug and
violent crime strategies and funding priorities to address their drug and violent crime problems and to improve the functioning of their
criminal justice system, while supporting national priorities and objectives.

Grantees may direct the funds received under the Byrne Formula Grant Program in one or more of the 26 program purpose areas
authorized by the law. As reflected on performance measurement charts, the State and Local Assistance Division (SLAD) will
develop and implement in 2001 an integrated information system for the Byrne Formula Program. This system will enable SLAD to
track all program components, including exemplary programs that exhibit a high probability of improving the functioning of the
criminal justice system in the 26 purpose areas.



* State Administrative Agencies continue to use Byrne funds across all 26 purpose area. The areas with the highest percentages
of 1999 allocations include multi-jurisdictional task forces (thc L',-st Dcrrentage of funds at approximately 4.6%1/), criminal
justice infonination systems improvements (10.33%), crime prevention programs (6.42%), and corrections improvement
programs (4,76%).

" In 1999, the State and Local Assistancc Division conducted a total of 56 monitornng visits to Byrne grantees to address
compliance issues. In addition, six major technical assistance visits were conducted to assist states with specific needs requests
for the Byrne Formula Program.

* To support BJA's efforts to conduct extensive outreach, BJA willI conduct five regional conferences for grantees during 2000,
including those grantees responsible for the administration of the Byrne Fornula program. The conferences will be designed to
provide training and technical assistance in the areas of criminal j ustice planning and budgeting, address emerging trends and
issues, discuss changes in program requirements, and allow opportunities for feedback from grantees.

2001 Program Chang&

In 2001, BJA requests $400 million for the Byrne Formnula Grant Program, a decrease of $100 million from the 2000 funding level. Of
the funding requested, $5 million is requested to be made available to NIJ to support an evaluation of the Byrne programs.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforcemecnt Assislanec
Byrne Law Enforcemecnt Assistance Proeram

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
(dollars in thousands)

Edward Byrne Discretionary Grants Amount
2000 Enscted S52,000
2001 Base 52,000
2001 Estimate .5

Increase/Decrease: $7,500

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Byrne Discretionary Grant Program is authorized by thc Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, as amended, and administered by OJP's
Bureau of Justic Assistance (BJA). BJA awards grants to public and private agencies and organizations for national scope and multi-
state programs, demonstration programs, anid training and technical assistance to assist states and local jurisdictions. National scope
programs are those that provide services or products thst benefit county, multiple states or address issues of national concern.
Demnonstration programs include those that develop, test, evaluate and document new programs and practices. Training activities
provide state and local criminal justice practitioners and others with state-of-the-art information on effective programs and practices.
Technical assistance programs provide support to sites participating in demonstration programs and assist individual jurisdictions to
implement programs or practices and/or address specific issues, Additionally, this discretionary program assists states and local units
of government to control and prevent drugs and violent crime, and improve the functioning of the criminal justice sysem by assisting
states to develop and implement innovative alternatives to traditional modes of incarceration.

Thec 2001 budget submission reflects programmnatic needs and priorities developed from a broad spectrum of sources. Throughout the
yea, BJA receives planning input from a wide variety of sources, both within and outside of the Department of Justice, fi-om which
program strategies are developed. Those sources include:



" Meetings with criminal justice agencies, academia and professional associations, such as the International Association of
Chiefs of Police, the National District Attorneys Association, and thc Amcrican Correctional Association, to identify the needs,
priorities and gaps in service in all areas of criminal justice;

" Individual focus group meetings with representatives of specific disciplines (police, courts, corrections etc.) to concentrate on
priority arma of concern as identified by individuals most closely associated with what is happening in the field;

" Meetings with 01P Directors and Administrators, and with reprcscntativcs from the Department of Justice and the Attorney
General's Office to determine the priority areas of interest or concerm to the Administration-, and

" Formal information-sharing conferences with representatives of all of the stale agencies administering the WJA formula grant
programs (note that these agencies generally administer the other GJP state level programs for OJJDP and OVC) and review of
the annual state-wide strategies prepared by each state and territory participating in BiA's formula grants program.

BJA program development activities involve on-going coordination by BJA and other OJP and DOJ staffs. For example, efforts in the
area of counterterrorism are undertaken in concert with the FBI, the DOJ Criminal Division, and the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, and involve participation by staff members on a national working group. Anti -violence programming involves coordinated
activities with the National Youth Gang Consortium sponsored by OJJDP. OJPs Gangs Working Group, constant interaction with the
Criminal Division of DO), the DEA and FBI, and Treasury's Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. BiA's programs for tribal
strategies have been fully coordinated with OJP's Native American Program Manager. In developing the Community Justice Program,
BJA has coordinated with the Deputy Assistant Attorney General of OJP, NIJ, and appropriate offices within DOJ.

Open Solicitation Grants. This program involv'-; i broad range of activities addressing a myriad of topics - only a few of which can
be highlighted here. Technical assistance and training efforts make up a large part of the total program, and nearly all site-based
efforts are supported also by some technical assistance component.

Established in 1997, BJA's Open Solicitation responded to grantees' suggestions for improving the grant application process by
simplifying and shortening the application and by allowing creativity and innovation.

In I998, BIA announced the third annual Open Solicitation competition. The topic areas for the 1999 Open Solicitation included the
following: Alcohol and Crime, Crime Prevention Among the Elderly. Improving Access to Services in Rural and Tribal Settings,
Mental Health Police Partnerships, Local Criminal Justice Planning Improving Front-End Decision Making Strategies to



Strengthen the Adjudication Process, anrd Innovations in Offender Supervision and Reentry. The concept paper deadline was
December 13, 1998. Approximately 1,400 applicants representing state, local, and tribal governments and agencies responded to the
solicitation. Awards of up to S 150,000 each will be issued. In 2000 and 2001, EGA plans to continue to its Open Solicitation program.

National Citizens' Crime Prevention Campaign. The National Citizens' Crime Prevention Campaign is administered by the
National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC) and sponsored by more than 120 member Crime Prevention Coalition of America, which
represents millions of Americans affiliated with federal and state agencies, national associations and organizations, and bftanhes of the
United States military. This initiative reaches out to children, their families, public and private service providers, and elected officials
in a comprehensive effort to control and prevent crime, violence and substance abuse. Readily recognized by Meciruff the Crime Dog
anid the slogan, "Take a Bite Out of Crime," the campaign and its public education messages serve as positive symbols that can
influence the public's understanding and behavior with respect to crime prevention, crime control, and drug abuse. In cooperation
with BIA, NCPC also coordinates activities with members of the Crime Prevention Coalition of America and throughout the program
period works with O1P offices, other DOJ agencies (e.g. EOUSA. DEA) and federal agencies (e.g., ONDCP, HI-S and HUD) in an
effort to enhance program goals, activities and products.I

Public Safety Asuistance to Communities. BJA is pursuing a number of initiatives, which will support technical assistance and
demonstration efforts in our neighborhoods and communities. Results from the Comprehensive Communities Program (CCP) show
that public, private, andl community partnerships, which use deliberate strategies to focus on crime issues, can make a big difference,
not only in the decreasing the crime rates, but also giving community residents a real opportunity to solve problems. National
programs like the CCP, Tribal Strategies Against Violence, and the Federal Partners in Local Planning, reflect BJA's commitment to
build the capacity within our local communities to sustain problem solving approaches. In 1999, BJA continued to focus on state,
urban, rural, and tribal jurisdictions to promote comprehensive crime prevention and control strategies and to support implementation
of those strategies. For example, the Statewide Communities Initiative (SCI), operating in Colorado, Maryland, Pennsylvania and
Virginia, will be expanded into other states to build the infrastructure of state, local, tribal, and neighborhood communities to develop
deliberate and integrated strategic plans so that resources from various federal, state, and local sources can be applied in a more
responsive way. The SCI will build the skills, knowledge, and abilities capacity at all levels to understand and apply the principles of
strategic planning, partnership, and coalition building to sustain continued focus on problem solving in our neighborhoods and
communities. In addition, SCI will seek to enhance coordination among state agencies in their strategic planning and allocation of
block/formula resources.

During 1999, crucial elements and program design were developed to support implementation in 2000. Building upon lessons learned
from recent system wide training, which targeted executive level managers from urban and tribal jurisdictions (i.e., The Cutting Edge



and Community Analysis and Planning Strategies [CAPS]), technical assistance providers will be identified to enhance and/or design
curricula to be administered through workshops targeting teams representative of both rural and tribal jurisdictions. Specifically,
interactive sesions will provide participants with problem solving techniques and tools to effectively and accurately collect and
analyze crime statistics; utilize analysis in strategic planning activities to develop a community-wide crime control and prevention plan
(that is relevant and achievable in their community); and enhance the development ofpartnerships and collaborative efforts both in and
outside of their jurisdiction. Under CAPS, 42 tribal teams, consisting of a total 268 participants, received training. This training was
provided through seven regional training programs and one technical assistance program. Through the Cutting Edge initiative, three
training sessions reaching 35 jurisdictions were held. Additionally, follow-up technical assistance was conducted in four jurisdictions
in Florida.

2001 Program Changc

ln 2001, BJA requests $59.5 million for this program. This request represents an increase of $7.5 million over the 2000 appropriated
level, to include funding for the following two new programs: (1) Alcohol and Drug Demonstration at $1.5 million, as described under
the Breaking the Cycle Initiative, which begins on page 23; and (2) Tribal Criminal and Civil Legal Assistance Program at $6 million,
as desenibed under the New Challenges Initiative, which begins on page 109.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED 90 INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

PROGRAM) DECISION UNIT: Edward fl rnc Memiorial State and I ocal Law Lnfcorccnicnl A %onrce lllinrclionary (iroal Programltlureau ofiutiee Assistamnce
DEPARTMEN4T OF JUSTICE CORE FUINCTION: (2) Assistance io Tfitmi. State and 1 0,21 Cncrnrcnt
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC CiOAL: ( 21) Impro~c the crimc flghliirg id criminal ju01cc t> %%cm cipa-hiliticn of Tribal. stale and local governments
ANNUAL PERFORM ANCE GOAL: (2 17) To support improicd criminal and juicnic k rinlic ciriabilitiien tr he state and local leveln
MISSION: To asi states and units of local government in canrrn nut sriccific prrogrims that al -ir a high probability or improving the rundliitittg oftki criminal ju-tice tyntem. with
special anphais on a nalotiwdie and multi-level drug control stratcgics and niolcli cringe precatiur

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performance Plans

Type of Data 19 1900I
Indwcator Pnrform@*"e Indicators Source Actuals Enacted Actai lEated Plan

Plan Plan

Inpuat I . Appmoiptons (in millions) r L $46 5 M S47M $.47M S.52M 59.5M (b)
2 Numnber of applitonsreceived *2800 1700 (a) 1492 1750 1750

Oupt) 3 Number orapleuots rctcwd 1,745 1700 1492 1750 1750
ActivIlty 4 Numsberof peairpaei condaclted 78 70 70 60 (d) T1hD (d)

S Number of awards Made 232 (75 200 240 240

Ilnate lae 6 Number of monitoingaWe visits made 1 47 110 IS0 I50 130
Outam 7 N umber of cluster confrencesaheld *6 10 10 6 6

S. Numnber ofpw guoacs af ngBJA-sponsored training evcnit 9.000 9.000 9,000 9.000o 9,000
9. Numnber ofjrisdiciona requesting technical assistance *N/A N/A N/A T13D TOD

10. Numnber of jurisdictiesis receiving teltca)" anistarce NIA N/A NWA TOD TIOD

lad I I Numbter or promising porn models/t~otyprs developed *13 t15 18 N/A (c) N/A (c)
Outcome 12. Number nf lasoixtfil formula gran proeccts furnded to replicatc *1.300 (.500 TBD (c) N/A (c) N/A (c)

disarenasy puttK pirogramo

A. Doilaltioas of Terms ow Esplams111u for ladicalors tad Dala Sooren:
0 a 3oati-m~mao obtained Ilvuagh BJA iles and gronsee files no include netitortng. progress reports, and ntanmd loca repts. Indineteors 9 and 10 were revised in FY 2000

and w data coilectIcan melhods wet botllmdevelpedl to ensse wace dac&

& luau Alhetlag 1999 Program Pnaarnusae.
(a) The W"li projecition was ~mroeitky - "ered. it Oinld have been 1700
(c)l!Pafr e Iideo 1 land 12 annnoi 1,hnl to the majority of tlI base dtscirctonuay programs. and will be dilse during the next budget cycle They will be replaced wO itne
puk muce ldiemera wklsrltmaacemacuelymomeprograaccempcshnenls

IS,a'



C. Im Aftieetiag Sellelioa of 2000 and 2001 Plans
(b) This figure includes Si 5M for the Alcohol and Drug Derrsrin program and SWi [or Ihc I rin Criminal and Ciil I ega) Assistance progtuet. in addition to the hase program
amount ($2M) out of tie base program amount or S52 milliiw. thc lfuloning program sarc cannrlud l Ilaic Crimes (S I 23M) Adi..acy Center Training (S4 SM) anrd Kids and Guns
Local Media Campaign (SIOM)
(c) performsance indicators I I and 12, are not applicable to thc maporily orithe hasw divcrctionar pre1grimsand will be dekrecd during the next budget cycle They wi:l be replacedl wiith innw
performance indicators which morn aceuraiely meaure program tccrrmplismeni
(d) This figure depends onut he amount of runds earmarked bry Congress. %uhicb his insrcased in rcueni sets Ai'i a result, lie niumtber or programs thai will lbe funded through upen
competitionr is expected to decrease.

D. Veldalies and Veriflkatioa.
To validate and verily, performance indicators. the Program Developmnent Division maintains reLiirt oin ire number of applications rccivcd, reviewed, and awarded Contractors maintain
records on peer review panels and attendance at catrenrces anid provides th ii informal ion in sen i .,nniiat progress reports llA htas determined that indicators 11-12 ame not reliable for
ver-ifcaton purposes therefore. these indicaturs will be deleted and new indicators %vill be added in lie I Y 20012 budget eyce



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Stott and Local Low Enforcement Asuistane

Local Law Enforccmcnt Bllock Grants Prr
2001 Summsa Statemcnt and Performance Plan

2001 Comoonent Minsion and Gosh. and Relationship to DOJ Stracaic Plan

The Local Law Enforcement Block Grants Program (LLEBG) is administred by the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) and provides
funds for purposes of reducing crime and improving public safety. The LLEBG planned program activities support 0OR and DOJ goals
and initiatives relating to providing assistance to Statc and local governments, investigating and prosecuting criminal offenses, and
improving the criminal justice system. LLEBG's mission directly supports DOJ's Sfrziegic Plan core function of providing
Assistance to Tribial, State and Local Governments.

Hiphigb of 1999 Mission Critical Results

LLERG 1999 accomplishments include the following:

"BJA administered S523 million in funds authorized by Congress in FY 1999, the most since the program began in 1996. More than
3,500 jurisdictions in all 50 states and the 5 U.S. territories-an unprecdentcd number-applied for and received LLEBG assistance.

" BJA launched an Internet-based, end-to-end, electronic grant application and award system for the LLEBO Program. The system
revolutionized how BJA works with state, local, and tribal grant recipients by putting at grant recipients' fingertips all of the
information they need to apply for and receive LLEBG funding. In 1999, the system eliminated 6 weeks typically needed to prepare
and mail out LLEBG application kits. The system will dramatically improve BJA's ability to collect, analyze, and disseminate
information on how jurisdictions are spending LLEBG funds and improve BJA's outreach to potentially eligible jurisdictions.

" The reorganization of BJA's State and Local Assistance Division and the impact of time-saving information technology allowed S LAD
grant managers to move their focus from administering LLEBG funds to helping state and local communities define and resolve
criminal justice issues.



FY 200! Performance Goash and Indicators

LLEBG is proposing an 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results,
as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. Thcew 2001 goalsw~ill establish a baseline upon which future
performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by thc Govcrmecnt Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Stat an L2Sl Lw Enforcement Assistanec

Local Law Enforccmcgnt Block Grants
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(doilars in thousand%)

Local Law Enforctment Block Grants mu

2000 Enacted $523,000
2001 Base 523,000
2001 Estimate

Increase/Decrease (523,000)

BASE PROGRAM DESC ITION

The LLEBG program primarily provides funding to units of local government for thc general purposes of reducing crime and improving
the criminal justice system, However, these funds are also available to states for re-award to local governments, which do not qualify for
direct funding based on the distribution formula, and to State law enforcement agencies that provide law enforcement services to local
governments. At the end of 2000, there will be 8.800 active block grants to approximately 3,100 grantees, requiring ongoing program
administration, monitoring, and technical assistance.

The amount of funding provided to individual units of govemment is based on the average number of Part I Violent Crimes Reported
through the Uniform Crime Report (UCR) for the three most recent years. The formula is statutorily mandated and consistent with the
desire to focus reources more ir 2,nsively on those jurisdictions where the violent crime actually occurs. There are seven statutorily
prescribed program purpose areas for which LLEBG funds may be used. These purpose areas are consistent with CIP and DO) goals and
initiatives. This program also provides states and units of local government the flexibility to make programming decisions. The charts that
follow provide detailed expenditures by program purpose areas and funding levels for technical assistance and training support provided
for 1996 through 1998.



'This category under Program Area One includes expenditures of' LLEBG funds on crime technology, as well as more
traditional law enforcement equipment expenditures.

Local Law Enforcement Block Grant Program Fiscal Year 1996 Fiscal Year 1997 Fiscal Year 1998

S Amount % Total S Amount % Total S Amount % Totat

Program Area I : Hiring S 67,265,658 17 58% S $4,055,476 t3,52% S$46,958,742 I11.47%/
Overtime S 52,737.232 13 78%* S 48,244A23 12 07/a S46,56,717 11.37%,'
Equipment/
Technology' $175,605,251 4 5 89% S213,355,072 53 390/ S239,409,412 58 49%/

Program Area 2: School Security S 17,574,419 4.59%/ S 13.124,792 3.28%. $ -'
9

,4
7

8,5
96  

2.31%

Program Area 3. Drug Courts S 14,835,825 3.88% S 11,898,330 3,000/ S 11,029,905 2.69%*

Program Area 4: Adjudications S 16,934,832 4.43% S 12,841,973 3,21% S 13,034.531 3.194/o

Program AreaS: Multi-jurisdictional Task Forces S. 2,131,872 .56% S 3,016, 133 .75% S 764,788 I.18

Program Area 6 Crime Prevent ion S 34,861,649 9 11% S 41,946,762 10 50%/ S 41,566,724 10.50%

Program Area 7: Insurance Indemnification S 697,044 18% S 1.107,827 .28% S 462,766 .11%

Total All Areas-, S 382,643,782 1 0% S 399.590,703 100% S 409,271,181 100%.



TECHN ICAL1 ASSISTANCE & TRA IN ING
Local Law Enforcement Block Grants Program

Fiscal Year 1997 Fiscal Year 1"S Fiscal Year 1999

$2,103,231 S9.843,771 $10,853,607

For crime technology related technical assistance For crime technology assistance and-training For tcchnical assistance arid training regarding
and training regarding MIS replication projects at regarding cyhcrcrtme, surveillance technologies, automated grants administration, surveillance
State and local levels: arid Tribal Court MIS and drug court programmatic IS dcsveloptnrnt irchnologies, information technology strategic
system development. planning, and Alaska native cntminal justice

_________________________________ __________________________________ planning

Program Evaluation: Phase I (process evaluation) of the LLEI3G program evaluation being conducted by the National Institute of
Justice should be completed in 2000, The evaluation will be continued with Phase 1110o review jurisdictions using an "outcomes-
oriented" approach with the grant funds.

Technsology: In addition to BIA's block grants program, each ycar since 1996. S20 million in LLEBG funds have been made available
to NIJ for the purpose of assisting local units of government to identify, select, develop, modernize, and purchase new law
enforcement technologies.

In 1999, Congress extended this I percent or $20 million set-aside for these purposes, NIJ targeted the LLEBG set-aside fund 1o
develop testing and standards, investigative and forensic science, officer protection and crime prevention, training and simulation, less-
than-lethal, and communications and information technologies. In 1999, Congress earmarked $10 million of these funds for the Safe
Schools Initiative. The remaining $10 million will be targeted for:

" NIJ established Technical Working Groups (TW~s) for the development of reliable forensic evidence, including: crime scenes,
eyewitness evidence, electronic/computer crime, and training of evidence technicians. In addition NIJ supported the National
Commission on the Future of DNA and the establishment of the National Center for Forensic Sciences.

" Officer protection and crime prevention includes: testing of surveillance technology, development of a School Security
Technology Guide, further development and assessment of a personal alarm monitor, development of a health status monitor



for use by corrections agencies, and assessment of per fluorocarbon taggant technologies to detect dangerous contraband (e.g.,
explosives)

* Training and simulation projects include computer-based interactive training, training and simulation for bomb training, and
video-based interactive training.

* Among Les-Than-Lethal projects is development of vehicle stopping methods (primarily those using electronic discharge
technologies).

* Communication and information technology projects include, information technology for selected High Intensity Drug
Trafficking Areas; standardization of wireless communication planning, development, and dissemination; and improvement of
law enforcement interoperatbility for fixed and mobile system.

Boys and Girls Clubs: In 1999, $40 million was earmarked for LLEIIG for the Boys and Girls Clubs of America (B&GCA) to
establish, enhance, and expand Boys and Gids Clubs. The program targets communities where children are most disadvantaged. In
2000, $50 million will is available to the B&GCA to continue efforts to provide at-risk boys and girls wish a fully and fair opportunity
to lead productive and meaningful lives,

2001 PM-aMM Change

There are no continuation funds requested for this program in 2001, as other new programs targeting community justice and law
enforcement are proposed. In addition, continued OR programs such as the Byrne program, the VAWO program, and the Drug Court
program provide resources which may be used by State and local jurisdictions to. purchase technologies.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGRAMIORG UNIT: Local Law Enforcesnt Block Grants (LLEBG) Program/Bureau of Justice Assistancee (base Program)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal, Stale and Local Government
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2. 1) Improve the crime fighting and criminal juvenile justice system capabilities of tribal, stae and local
towel -lelts.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL- (2.3.2) To enceourage community-bsscd approaches to crime and justice at the state and local level.
MISSION: To restore funding to tse LLEBG program, which provides finding directly to units of mtate and local goversestl and to Indian tribes for the general purposes of
reucngcrmean improving etiminal justice programs. ____________________________________

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PL,-NS

Performn"e Report Perferast see Plans

Type of Perfrmaaee Iadicators Data Soa re HE
Indicator Aeteals Emacted Aeftesa Eacted Plan

Piss Pisa

spant I . Appropriation (inmillios) P.L. SSO3M S"W3M S463M$ WWIMS0
2. Any diange is atmsztory requirensesto
3. Nantber of active ras front OCPA

previous fiscal yemn a/ 83770 8,770 8,800
4. PTEsassigned to peormn. OC

tnusqead A/ 13,5 13.5 13.3
S. FT~s aigned to related progron, SLAD

WW lchasealualstu=c &J 12.5 12.5 12.3
6. Devulopnment of te~grated informations SLAD

system (IIS) ( esacking all program.
companafts: SLAD/OA NIA N/A N/A N/A
Syssen Impleentation.- 9130=O
Maimor nnual system revlslona



Outpti 7. Number ofpgants closed OC a/ 2,655 0b N ,641 b/
Ad"lt S. Number oftgants awarded OC 2,98 t 3,100 0 ci 6,200 C/

9. Number ordesk reviewit SLAD IV 3,100 261 d/ 240
conduct

to0 Number otori-ite compliance visits SLAD 189 240 261 240
conducted

11, Number ofon-uite technical SLAD a/ IV 9
assistance vists conduced
12, Number oron-sieeproramsassistance SLAD Vt 3 5 7

visits conducted

Imitergaedlte 13. 1 to I ratio for gmatees examined for SLAD IV 1:1 :11
Outearno compliance in order to establish

baseline tar addrestsing crimlna
justice Wsues
14. 1Ito I ratio ofSLAD responses to SLAD a/ 1:1 11 :

grain reqes for techn"ic
"Sitac in order to improve
grantee use of LLESG findts
I5S I to 1 ratio of SLA Dresponses to SLADa':1I 1

grnee requests for program
assistance visits
16.Number of prograusdenti red SLAD C/ a iCI

"in exh ibi a high pr obabilIity of
improving the operation of criminal
juakie system (as stated isn the
minion) and can serve as new peer-
to-pam resources made avalable to Wll
pirpm rates

17. Ability to effetiity and SLAD
1
OA at t al a

efficiently report VAi to Congres. die
Department, and i I s-ed parties on
programnpo as inclitiding
copiac Mrattan d exemplary
initattves:
Establish initia ability - 9100V
Maitain abi I ty - W30Mt I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

26b



End Outcomne 18. SLAD maintains thatby following SLAD a/ &I IV
the above strategic perform ance
model, it will be abe to provide
Conpess with information to assess
the contribution being made by

LLEBG to address criminal justice
issues across bhe nation,

FroduelIvlryI 19. Ratio of number afgrants cloud SLAI)a 25 135 0 b/. 13.5 56,41 b/: 13.5
Efficcy to number of program marugement

FiTs assigned
0 aioaadpoesdo SLAD a' .1100, 135 0 c 1335 6200 c/ 13.5

program massageneni FiTB assigned
21. Ratio of desk reviews conducted SLAD a 3100 .13.5 260 13.5 240 13.5

10 number of program management el
FTEs assigned

22. Ratio of on-ste monitoring visits SLAD a/ 2401 13.5 260. 13.5 240:13.5
conducted to number of program
managensenl FiTs assigned

Lffece~ees 23. Ratio of number orpograms SLAD a/ e/' 261 el i240
idet iitied for peer-to-peer resources
to number of site visits conducted

24. Ratto ornusberofprogramn and SLAD W' 12.3 100 12 5 :100 12.5 : 100
technical assistance Flts assigned, a
percantage of technical assistance
responses



A. Defltts of Terms or Explanations for ladletors and Other Data Sourees:
W The OPRA information for LLEBO was redesigned in 1999, in keeping with newly established values and goals asa result Ora reorganization within the Bureau of Justice
Assistance. Therefore daoa for 1 998 actuals are not available for certain indicators.
W IFY 1996 grants were not closed during FY 1999 due to a change in the expenditure policy which had potential impact otn the close-out of these grut. Therefore, SLAD
will close-out these grants, during FY 2000, along with the FY 1997 grants.
d/ Technical difficultis with development and implementation of the application system and award systems, primarily with the application server, significantly delayed the
application and award processes. However, BJA continues to work with the Information Resourccs Management Division (IRMD) to complete application verificaion and
award capabilities. While actual awards were not made by September 30. 1999, financial obligations were completed for 1,835 ULEBO applicants amounting to
$316,979,648 in fiscal year (FY) 1999 funds. LLEBG awards for FY 1999 funds will be made during FY 2000.
d/ It was anticipated that desk reviews would be conducted following the implementation of the new LLEBG grants management system. However, due to delays in system
development and Implementation, which resulted in a revised time line for system implementation. automated desk review capabilities were not completed during FY 1999.
Thus, desk reviews were completed for the 260 grantees monitored for compliance, rather than for all LLF43G grantees,
e/ Future Indicator which Is based on system development and implementation which will provide the analytic framework to Identify promising progratn.

QMWL Mgitoing- on-site review of all program activities, including compliance and actual program initiatives, as conducted according to standarized review protocol
In order to addresstreview statutory, regulatory, and programmatic requirements.
Mak rview- Internal review of documents and other Information submitted by grantees as conducted according to standardized review protocol.
10 - Integrated Information systems which equate to both an information management system and a management information system.

M&M~n mrumgun syo -software system designed to integrate the application, Award, progress reporting, and monitoring phases of grants management into one

Q& -Ofic of Administation, Mice. of Justice Programs.
~ Ofie of t Comptroller, Office of Justice Prorams.

Q= -Office of Congressional and Public Affairs, Office of Justice Programs. 0
prol Kgg mon~na- geneall assistance to address any criminal justice system needs that may/maty not be funded directly with LLESO program finds; this type

of assistance could be combined with more targeted technical assistance to ensure corrunwnity success in dealing with criminal justice issues.
ILM - Stat &Wd LoAl Assistance Division, Bureau of Justice Assistance.

rgi" MigM moi~dut- to provide on-site guidance expert advice, and/or training on program planning, implementation, and administration as It relates directly to
progress activities; this type of assstance could be combined with more general program assistance to ensure community success In dealing with criminal justice: issues.

3 Issues AIfsetg 1"99 Program ?erformaaee * In each 1998 and 1999, LLEBG was appropriated a total of $323 million. The amounts shown reflect the balance
available after netting out the $20 million LLEBG technology setaside aind the $40 million Boys and Girls Club earmark. The 2000 amount reflects an appropriation of $497,

8$4,OO ea.the$20milion LEB Tehssloe seasid fo NI als te 50 milliott Boys and Girls Club earmark.

C lssom Afkebg Selotio of 28 sad 201 lans. Funds were not requested In President's Budget for FY 1 9]

D. Yalliat and Vetllcatets
Peformasee Indicators are genrally based on the following activities: awards made, desk reviews completed in preparaion for on-ite visits, on-site compliance moniton
visits on-siw program documetitatlon and assistance visits, technical assistance visits, and the close-out of grants. Activities are routinely tracked and documentded which in
turn provides the verification for reported dat. for example, staff monitoring reports are used to verity completion of on-site compliance monitoring visits conducted and to



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance

State Criminal Alien Assistance Program
2001 Summarya Statement and Perormance-Plan

2001 Compsonent Mission and Goals. and Reintianshin to DOJ Stratcyic Plan

The mission of the State Criminal Alien Assistance Program (SCAAP) is to provide fcderai assistance to states and units of local
government incurring costs of incarcerating illegal aliens convicted of onc fclony or two misdemeanor offenses and to expedite the
transfer of custody for certain deportable aliens. In 2001, SCAAP planned activities and ongoing activities support the goals and
initiatives of ONP and 1)01 that deal with providing assistance to State and local governments. SCAAP's mission directly supports
1)01's Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Highlights of 1999 Mission Critical Resultsi

In 1999, $585 million was available for SCAAP. Of this amount, $420 was provided as direct appropriations and $165 million was
available from the State Prison Grants Pro gram. Funds were awarded in July 1999, to 336 jurisdictions.

F7Y 2001 Performance Gosh and Indi~a ton

SCAAP is proposing a 2001 Performance Il1an that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results,
as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPR;A) charts. Thes 2001 goals will establish a basline upon which
future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Stott and Local Law Enrorccment Assistanec

State Criminal Alien Assistance Program
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

State Criminal Alien Assistance Program Amount
2000 Enacted S585,000
2001 Base 420,000
2001 Estimate 6

Increase/Decrease $180,000

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The State Criminal Alien Assistance Program (SCAAP) is authorized under section 20301 of the Violent Crime and Law Enforccment
Act of 1994 (VCCLEA) and governed by the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1990, as amended at 8 U.S.C. 125 1 (i). It is
administered by BJA with the assistance of the Immigration and *Natwnralization Service (INS). SCAAP provides federal assistance to
State and units of local government to help cover the costs of incarcerati.,- certain categories of aliens (primarily those entc:ring the
United States without inspection or overstaying visas) who have been convict.. c,"sne felony or two misdemeanors.

Recognizing that the record-keeping systems used by many individu ' State and ocal correctional facilities may not be very
technologically advanced and the fiscal systems used are complex,'BJA has bech' flexible in the requirements for inmate and cost data
during the first few years of program implementation. However, as the program continues and these requirements are refined and the
information requested is standardized, the impact of SCAAP in fostering improved records and fiscal systems within correctional
institutions will also become significant. Information is requested not only on numbers of suspected illegal aliens, but on all possible
aliens in applicant facilities (i.e., all self-reported foreign born inmates and any others with indicators of alien status), on the offense
that qualifies them for reimbursement, and on the foreign country from which they came to the United States. This information will
allow INS to better map out the scope and distribution of criminal aliens within State and local institutions and better identify areas
where significant numbers of undocumented aliens need to be processed for removal. The information on costs of incarceration



developed as part of the application process will help fill gaps in knowledge at the federal level about the total burden on states and
local jurisdictions resulting from the activities of all categories of aliens.

In accordance with 1999 appropriation language, 1998 applicant data submissions were used to support 1999 awards. In addition, the
cycle for SCAAP awards was changed so that awards can be made in the same year in which funds are appropriated.

Below is a chart displaying the average payout per dollar of claim fr qualifying alien inmates for the past six years for SCAAP.

Fiscal Year Average Payout Rate (per S of claim)

FY 19950 17 cents

FY 1996 60 ccnts

FY 1997 34 cents

FY 1998 40 cents

FY 1999 39 cents

FY 2000 35 cents

FY 2001 Plan 41 cents"

Note: This was the first year this data was available,

2001 Proaratn Change

In 2001, BJA requests a total of $60 million in direct funding for SCAAP, which is $180 million above the 2000 base level. A
detailed description of the 2001 SCAAP enhancement request can be found in the Current Investments initiative on page 122.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

1 1MATIVE: Current Investment
PROCRAMIORG UNIFT: State Criminal Alien AIssiWsta "rrnn (SCAAl'lineaa uof Ju%1ice Astancc
DEPARTMEN4TOFJVSTICIE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistanc to Tribal. State and Local Governmet
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (21 I mprve ttte crime lighting and criminal juvenile justice systern capabilitte of tribal, state and local governments.
ANN4UAL PERFORMANCE GOAL- (2 1.6) Suspport improved criminal capabilities at the stat level by providing direct opieratmontal support I'or resolving unusual ctirtse problems
MISSION: To Wrvie federal asistaice to states and local ities for the cots of increaing certain criminal aliens who are being held as a result ofrsae or local costoactbonts

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Perform**". Report Perfwasas Plains

Type of Performmnce Indicators Date Im1 a &
Indleater Soarce Actoals Easeted Actuals Enacted Pn.

Inpuit 1. Appropriation (in millions) P1L. $383Ms 1-i $OM $35M t SSM W SSMa 600M
2. Number apliations received b/ 297 320 3136 320 330

Outpu! 3. Number of applications rcvkewed h/ 297 320 336 320 350
At" 4. Nut meoarda md h/ 297 300 336 300 350

TAd S. Number of' ',at days for which payment is h/ 66.690 70,000 69,673 c/ 70,000 75,00
Out made

6. Avag payout per dollar of claim for h/ 40 cents 35 cents 39 cents 33 cents 41 cents
quWiitr~g Wlks inatates

A. Dftlihms of Trm aw Eapheatinen hr laditaag and Other Data Seeress:
at RafleS 420M Indlast SCAAP appropr1-1,ons - SISM ew mr Corretioat/Staaei/on GsulL
bi IadnIn -a asblalandflom in. Ia-plleadonsg WA tomiad. SCAAP nystems. and INS databases,
df AIdfbela ealeaina banid oanh WWa ninbor of day" divided by 365.

3. I...Aeda 019 Pr~amPanrlrmma.

C. lau A1191t Boaisen of 2M1 aud 2111 PILaa

P. vaesdt"a Mnd Varcala.
Deb Is pWrtd and vernWe fron SCAAP aplialommi, WA wtomalad SCAAP systems, and INS dalahascs.



FE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Statemndid~: Law Enforcement Asistance

Cquydon L Fglils mt
2001 Suimmary Statement and PerforMance Plan

1001 Conisnt Mission and Goals, and Relationahip to QOJ Stratse Plan

T"he mission of the Correctional Facilities Grants Program is to enhance the capability of states to confine violent offenders in secure
facilities and ensure that violent offenders remain incarcerated for substantial periods of time and to ensure that the actual time served
by Part I violent offenders is accurately reflected in their sentences. The Correctional Facilities Grants Program's mission directly
supports the DOJ's Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Highlights of 1999 Mission Critical Results

In 1999, the goal of 5,000 new prison, jail or alternative beds constructed was significantly surpassed. With the reported construction
of 12,427 new beds, this is A landmark yea reflecting tremendous progress toward the program goal of increasing bed space for violent
offenders. The numbers of beds are anticipated to increase dramatically over the next 2 years as some multi-year constution projects
are nearing completion. Additionally, the number of states qualifying under the Truth-in-Sentencing Grant Program increased from 25
in 1996to 30 in 1999.

During 1999, OJP's Corrections Program Office (CPO) provided extensive technical assistance and guidance, not only through on-site
technical assistance visits, but through extensive workshops, symposiums, and conferences for grantees and the criminal justice
community at large. This training and technical assistance provided essential information to corrections practitioners and
policymakers to enable them to make informed decisions about the management of violent offenders within prison and jail systems.
Two examples of CPO sponsored and co-sponsored events held in 1999 are as follows:

National Correctionsi Conference on Coat Effective Interventions for Substance Abusing Offenders. This conference
continued the assistance to state policymakers in making informed decisions about state policies related to substance abusing
offenders. It focused on state efforts to achieve sysems integration and to maximize resources across state agencies to create
drug-firee prisons and drug testing, treatment, and sanctions programs that are effective in reducing drug use and related crime
among offenders in institutions and in the community following release.



*National Workshop on Privaizaion. This workshop brought together correctional administrators and other key
policyrnakers in the states to help them make informed decisions about privatization of correctional operations and support
services and to effectively manage these activities if the state decides to pursue privatization.

*Training on Planning and Designing Juvenile Correctional Institutions. This training was a series of three week-long
workshops provided by the National institute of Corrections with support from the CPO and the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention. The training was designed to assist state juvenile corrections agencies and local and tribal
jurisdictions in planning and designing correctional facilities and detention centers that meet their needs. Topics addressed
include the following: the facility development process, planning team role clarification and decision-making process, mission
statement, using data for facility planning, building in space for programs and services, new facility staffing, development of a
space program, direct supervision, site evaluation, and transition and activation.

FY 2001 Performance Goals end Indicators

The Correctional Facilities Grants Program is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of
resources and with demonstrable results, as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals
will establish a baseline upon which future performance may be trackcd and reported upon, as required by the Govemnment
Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforermcnt Assistance

Correctional Facilities Grants Program
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

Correctional Facilities Grants Program Amnti
2000 Enactcd S653,533
2001 Base 686,500
2001 Estimate 7,0

In :rease/Decrease ($611,500)

ASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Corrections Programn Office (CPO) was established within the Office of Justice Programs (QIP) in 1995 to implement the
correctional grant programs created by the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, as amended (Crime Act). The
Violent Offender Incarceration and Truth-in-Sentencing tnccntivc Formula Grant (VOlTIS) Program is the vehicle used by CPO to
administer the correctional grant program.

T'he Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 (Crime Act) addressed the necd for additional prison and jail capacity
so that violent offenders can be removed from the community and the public can be assured that the offenders will sere substantial
portions of their sent' ences. Through the VOLMTS, created under Title 11, Subtitle A of the Crime *Act, Pub.L. 103-322, as amended,
formula grat finding; is available to states to build or expand correctional facilities and jails to increase secure confinement space for
violent offenders. Half of the funds are available for Violent Offcnder Incarceration Grants and half as incentive awards to states that
implement Truth-in-Sentencing. States may apply for grants in both categories. States may make sub-awards to state agencies and
units of local government. Between 1996 and 1998, over $1.3 billion was distributed to jurisdictions under the VOIMTS Program. In
1999, $481 million was awarded to states through formula grant programs and an additional $34 million was provided to Indian Tribes
to construct jailIs on tribal lands.



The VOIMTS program goals include:

" Provide assistance to states to build or expand correctional facilities to increase the bed capacity for the confinement of violent
offenders.

" Promote the implementation of truth- in-sentenici ng laws that cnsurc that violent offcnders serve a substantial portion of the
sentences imposed.

Although, the federal government has strongly encouraged states to participate in this program, it is not anticipated that any additional
states will adopt the Truth-in Sentencing (115) legislative provisions beyond the 30 states participating at the end of 1999. Three years
have elapsed since the inception of the TIS program in which states have had ample time to evaluate its costs and benefits and whether
or not to adopt.

To date, CPO's efforts to build capacity for violent offenders has been successful. Research indicates that a more cost effective means
of building capacity for violent offenders is to stop the criminal justice revo~ving door by treating substance abuse offenders, especially
non-violent offenders. Research findings also determined that as a nation we cannot build our way out of this paradigm. Now that the
program has reached its maximum potential &Wd target audience, funding should be redirected to other federal prison building efforts.

2001 Prorap Chonae 0

In 2001, a total of $75 million is requested for the VOIJTIS program. Of this amount, S34 million is for construction of detention
facilities on Tribal lands, $35 million for the continuation of the USMS Cooperative Agreement Program (CAP), which is a $10
million increase over the 1999 appropriation; and $6 million for Mental Health of Offenders Program. A detailed description of the
Mental Health of Offender Program can be found under the New Challenges Initiative request, which begins on page 101.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE BY PROGRAM

PROGRAWiORG UNTS: Violent. Offender Incareration and Truih-tri-Sentencing (VOI/TIS) IncIKVive Grantsl~orretions Program Office
DEPARTMENT OF JUSICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal, Staie and "oca Government
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE S'TATEGIC GOAL: (2. 1) Improve die cirme-fightig and crimmnal/juvenilc justice system capabilities of tribal. isailc and local governments.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2. 1.1) Research and Ev'aluation
MIIOP4: To enhance tie caaility of isia to confine violent offenders to tecare facilities and ensure that iolein offenders remain incarcerated for usatial periods of time
throaagh, die impflemewatmon of'out in aeunilaws.

PERFORMANCE WIN~CATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLA14S

Performance Performance Ptiam
_______________________________ ________ Repo"t____

Tli o Perfermetine lidicasora Data Souire Aim

Plan Actuala Plan

Ilow I. Appropriation (in millions) P.L. $509M S561M $490M $686.5M S75M
2 Nuneo apsa moasr ed CPO Record% 112 110 111 112 %6
3. Numbnter of requests foe on-sae of host site technical CPO Records 110 (10 76 TBDi TMD*

asnastancte reccivedc from atm or local
________ jrsdictioaiaiprosccts- -___I

Ot 4. Numaberof awrdasamue CPO Records 112 110 111 112 56
S.Nunmber of sedmiical assistance workalioi and CPO Records I 1 4 4 inn' inn'

_____________ natassia tedasscal asance conferencers for grantees

new prison, jail or alternative beds under CPO Records 8.00 000 159 D I

costriction
9. Number of new prison, jail or alternative beds CPO Records 4.333 5,000 12.427 TBD' TED'

constructed
9. Number of beds licated under Oln privatization CPO Records 675 3003 1.423 TBDa TBD'

oroveton;
10. Number fplci aetrpattoesta CPO Records 2,905 1.50D 2,703 TBD' TED'

I eiiia asnaacetam or srormtna I____

Emd demo 111. Avasepoca f etec setrve by Part I violera 835 Report 54% 54% inO*$ TBD*" TBD*
offeilirs ekan frm sias prison

12. Perom of minsibuais to suate prion for Pan I WS Repor 42% 42% TBDna TSD" TED'.
violent offenessnene under a lruth an snecn
law this retirs tdn offene to aseesiat leas 95% of
the senenc hiqo.

A. Dallbalitlsa of Taen or Eaplisat2sia foe haientara aid Otheir Data Sourcea: TED - To Bie Determined. ' Information should be available mid-2002.after grn awards have
been made.

"0Iadcasors I I A 12 - Updated data for the end outcome measures will be prviedwen it hecoiic available frisn the Otarea of Justice Sitistics. Given tht long term nature of
the comanlouction pi -et (most take 3 -7 years). it haa takent the ist fitie toffciey plan aind isilize t money andl, therefore, CPO wall a more beds cotructed aOd in W. in
Useoatgilg years. Additionelly. nonn ioaes will ot receive enough fitnals in any one year to co. plete a construct ion project alad wilt therefore, accumuldate several awards pr ior to

Noe data reflects bedls funded by OJP only.
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3IaaAffeellog 199 Proram Pierformance. N/A

C. kwol Affietinig Sebectim .( 2M6 aed 2061 Plans.

In 2000. a total of 5653 5 million is requested, or Which 525 million t% for the USMS Cioiperaiicc Agrtericod Program ( CAP) and $34 million is for Indian Country,
In 2001. a lviii of $75M is requested for the Stale Corrections Program The Violete O[icroler lixaru~crair arJTrut in Scvltctltg lIncetive (VOIITSI Grant Program is
admmrmiem try thic Corrections Program Office (CPO) Of thre $5 million. $34 mrillmn is for wrow ruction or rkieton facrlities on Tribal lands, 5 million for the conrt'aton ofr
the USMS Cooperative Agree .ese Program (CAP). Wtith isoa S 10 million iixreacc ovr i h 1 914 app, rprirtion, and $6 million for Mental Health of Offernders Program

D.Vadatlin and Verifletilitn:
lnfomaiaion vlidtedthr ttrelicl aso-irum nc mits visi



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforcement Asslstancc

Indian Tribal Courts Program
2001 Mission Staicement and Erformance Plan

2001 Comment Mission and Goals, and Relationshin to DOJ Stratcaic Plan

The mission of this program is to assist tribal governments in the development, enhancement and continuing operation of tribal
judicial systems by providing resources for the necessary tools to sustain safer and more peaceful communities, by focusing on
juvenile and family issues as well as non-traditional approaches to justice, to enhance the administration of civil and criminal justice
on Indian lands, and to encourage the implementation of the Indian Civil Rights Act by tribal governments. While promoting greater
cooperation among tribal, state, and federal justice systems, this Initiative will assist tribal justice systems to coordinate programs and
services within its tribal structure with law enforcement, victims services, treatment providers and others. The Initiative will also assist
with technology development to ensure that tribal justice systems can communicate within the tribal and non-tnibal justice community.
The Department will consult with tribal leaders and court personnel on the development of this initiative.

This 2001 program request and performance plan directly support the Department of Justice's (DOJ)Strategic Plan core function of
providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments. In addition, this Initiative is consistent with the 1)03 policy on
Indian Sovereignty and government to government relations with Indian tribes and the Indian Tribes law enforcement initiative.

Highlights of 1999 Minsion Critical Results

Thruuigh the Indian Tribal Courts Program, tribal communities receive assistance in developing justice systems through a combination
of technical assistance and direct hunding for specific projects. To date, 1999 data for the indicator "number of cases handled by tribal
cuurts" is unavailable as awards have not been made. The solicitation process for the Indian Tribal Courts Program could not begin
prior to Congressional approval of the funding plan in May 1999. The Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) disseminated the program
solicitation in June 1999, and I1S4 tribes submitted concept papers in early August 1999. BJA anticipates awarding 70 Tribal Courts
Program grants in March 2000.

The 1999 Tribal Courts Program was part of the Department of Justice's initiative to Improve Indian Country Law Enforcement,
which provided funding to tribal communities for purposes such as hiring, equipping, and training law enforcement officers and



building new jails and detention facilities in Indian Territory. This comprehensive Indian Law Enforcement Initiative is aimed at
improving criminal justice services and reducing the rate of crime among the 1.4 million Native Americans living on or near Indian
lands.

FY 2001 Performiance Goals and Indicator

The Indian Tribal Courts Program is proposing an 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and
with demonstrable results, as shown on the Govemnment Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. Thes 2001 goals will establish
a baseline upon which future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Govemnment Performance and Results
Act.



OFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Stall And LOSaI Law Enforcement Assistance

Indian Tribal COMMt Protram
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

Indian Tribal Courts Program Aon
2000 Enacted A5,000

2001 Base $5,000

2001 Estimate 
00

Increase/Decrease $10,000

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

"Today, in the United States, we have three types of sovereign entitics--thc Federal government, the States, and the nintbe.Eh
Of the three, sovereigns has its own judicial system, and each plays an important role in the administration of justice inda this, uncy,

(Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor).intscotr,

Tribal cowrts have existed in one form or another for s4 ,eral hundred years. The last ten years, however, have witnessed an
unparalleled growth in their vitality, importance, and workload. This is due to a number of factors including economic growth and
development on many reservations. This growth has increased the need for reliable means of settling disputes that arise in the ordinary
course of business. This is especially true when business responds to the changing needs of the communities that they serve raising
issues, such as how to appropriately regulate complex matters like gaming, air and water pollution control, mining, banking, aind toxic
waste disposal. Just as in other parts of the country, crime has spread on reservations at a rapid rate, thereby increasing the need for
criminal adjudication in tribal courts.

Because of these challenges and a lack of funds, tribal court judges and court personnel handle astounding caseloads. For example, in
1996 the Navajo Naition court system handled over 25,000 cases; she much smaller Gila River Tribal Court in Arizona handled over



3,000 cases the Colville Tribal Court in Washington handled approximately 1,700, the Ft. Peck Tribal Court in Montana,
approximately 3,100; and the Ft. Hall Tribal Court in Idaho, approximately 4,000.

This is a new program that was ftrst appropriated to OWP in 1999, at a level of $5 million. IIJA has used some of its discretionary
funds to support improvements in Indian Tribes, including funding, in 1997, for the National Indian Justice Center to provide technical

assistance and training for tribal court judges in the areas of domestic violence, child abuse, and gang violence. Another program, the
Tntbal Strategies Against Violence (TSAV) Program, in 1997 and 1998 provided direct funding and technical assistance to a number
of individual tribes. emphasizing crime prevention initiatives,

In 2000, the Tribal Court Program will (1) provide financial and technical assistance for federally recognized Indian Tribal
governments to further development, enhancement and continuing operation of tribal judicial systems; (2) provide education and
training for tribal court personnel; and (3) promote cooperation and coordination among tribal justice systems and the federal and State
judiciary systems. Alto irs 2000, I3JA anticipates funding the development of new tribal courts, the implementation of recently
developed tribal courts, as well as the enhancement of existing tribal courts. In addition, BJA anticipates the development and
enhancement of tribal judicial and inter-tibal court systems. This program will be competitive, based on the extent and urgency of the
need of each applicant. As directed by Congress, BJA will fund the WYapka Sica Historical Society of South Dakota and the
Winnebago tribe of Nebraska to assist in the enhancement of their tribal judicial systems. These tribal courts will enable Native
American and Alaskan Native communities to sustain safer communities and enhance the administration of civil and criminal justice
on Indian lands, and promote cooperation among tribal, state, and federal judicial systems.

The Indian Tribal Court Initiative complements the White House law enforcement initiative and addresses findings of the U'S.
Commission on Civil Rights. First, the White House has acknowledged the rise of violent crime on Indian reservations, and directed
the Department of Justice and department of Interior's Bureau of Indian Affairs to work with tribal leaders on the law enforcement
problems on Indian lands. The White House cites that during the past five years, as the homicide rates nationwide have dropped as
much as 22 percent, on Indian lands crime rates have increased dramatically. Second, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights found that
tribal justice systems were inadequately funded by the federal govemment--as the judiciary of the third sovereign nation, tribal justice
systems make significant contributions not only to Indian communities but to our national administration of justice.



2001 PinWia Cbau

The 2001 request for this program is $15 million, an increase of Sl0 million above the 2000 appropriated level. A detailed description
of the 2001 initiative can be found in the New Challenges Initiative on pagc 117.



rERIORMANCEI M&ASIIREMENT TABLE BY PROGRAM

INMlA11VE: New Omeng.es

DEPARThW4T Or JWSTICE. CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal. State said Local Orwrerac
DEPARThIENT OF JUi1CE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2.1 I ntprve the crtnw-figlaiag mid crimittat/juveedle justice symm. acmhIittaor mba), nae andocal gonene.
ANNUAL PERPORMANCE GOAL. (2.1,4) Indian Coutiey
MI)Od: Tolmerton t lwlfimid -I erion antoong tribal maite sy anid the federl ..J state judiscary tywem.

PZRIORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE P.F.PRT AN4D PLANS

Prfrfmmsaee Repert Perfonnanc Plat

Ty"e a Parferne m ldleee Det Sew" , im m m
Indicamer Aelsai Emacted Acliaa ELadted man

mP1.Appropriation (itn milis) P 1. S5M sSM SSM *$tSM

Outpmi 2 Number of planning granes awarded SWA Rrioes 45 45 15 TBD
Actely 3. BubrfJ1aaeeervswre A Repens 30 30 15 TOD

4 Number of lenlemewmmo gras BJA Reprms 0 0 45 TED
awarded

ltanuiedlisk 5 Nunme of tribal cosart implemaeted wet JA Reperts TED TED TED TED
Odlinaplamsingramfundo

6, Number of training eniturn held (tcr aites WA Reports TED TED TED TED
awarded planning grants

7.Number of sr-site toehntsl assigac BSA Rrpoets TOD TED TED TBD
Visits so tr*Wa ceasrts

I Nutmber of mean paeworsel trained uttd WA Repeat TED TED TED T1ED
edemmed In tribal omirt prcedre ________

End Owea 9. Huwmeteof cana Iw--dned by lthal saneu BiA Rep"el TED TED TBD TE1D
10. Rai eas a rdto tam dosed by

tribal courts I BAtReports _ _ _ _ TEID TED TED TED

A. n~a n ao Teras or Eqi ailm har liadeeen smal Other Dosa Seareaa

B.1Imms Affarctheg gg111 Png Pat fm mmee Congresa did eat approve a flnsuing plan foe tribal courts urdil May 1999 aid dterfore the gramt aslsoliroces did ta begintll Jue

C. 1m AffeMiaS Saeesaw1206 ad 2I3PWAan *le 999 ad 00, 019wnmp pprp e $5 millions for "tt program. In 2001.011' reqesma on Cadltiu of 51 million, brin
tmad bingW t S15 million In 2000. additioml plsanning gram will be made, as well a homeanan grams to dtoe tribes who rocrinod pleaing gran in 1199 Bsaannniai grm will be
ade to thoe tribes who alrady hae cou. Tribal court hen esiaa" in one fern or maco for asrridl Isairad years. The la 11 yars, boweae. bave wswa an ag- 'l%$e growt In

their vtality. Iinistane, miad wokload Thain is dee to a manbo- of Am each as ereonslc growth sad 1enelepa sto o maraem. Thingrowtbh Ia cmdo he need mk m ilbl m of
mealW4 disputes this arise Ins t amay couseof hiasess. Thin enbncewes will &I ow kwv eeisusrwaa aid corattlam operains of asiWOW trtia Couts ad fo 6 deatu midA awarding of

a" t a rmwe iss u rlmw
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OFFICE OF JUS~ICL PROGRAMS
State and Local Low Enforcement Assistance

Court Apointed Surcil Advocates
2001 Summma Statement and Performance Plan

2001 Component Mission and Goals. and Reiatignshin to QQJ Stralceic Plan

The rates of child abuse and neglect continue to increase every year with over one million confirmed cases of abuse and 'neglect in
1995. The Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) Program's mission is to provide for a Court Appointed Special Advocate to
every victim of child abuse or neglect in the United States that needs such an advocate. This project recognizes the need for technical
assistance in program development and public relations, so that CASA programs can effectively complement the service provided to
children and their families through the existing juvenile court and social service delivery system,

The ( -9urt Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) Program requcstlperformance plan directly supports the overall assistance to State
and local governents mission priorities, general goals and strategic approaches that are included in the Department of Justice's (DO)
Strategic Plan: Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments:

igblights of 1999 Mission Cmuicll Resul

The 1999 goals of all indicators under CASA program were exceeded. The r ASA program is a national program that supports
volunteer mdv ates to represent abused and neglected children's in! -rests in court. fn 1999, this program served 906 jurisdictions
across the United States. This reflects significant increase frowr the 810 jurisdictions served in 1998. Although this number
reptesen ts only 27% of the total US jurisdictions, CASA programs~ have been established in jurisdictions where 72% of the US
population reside. Similarly, the number of children served increased by over 10,000 in 1999. These two program outcomes along
with the increase in the number of state and local CASA programs, demonstrate the significant national impact of this program.

FY 2001 Performance Goalls and Indicators

CASA is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results,
as shown on the Governent Performance and Results Act (OPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which
futur performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performsance and Results Act.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS -
State and Local Law Enforcement Assistancit

Court Apgointed SIneciall Advocates
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

Court Appointed Special Advocate Program Amount
1999 Enacted $10,000
2000 Base 10,000
2000 Estimate 21M~

Increase/Decrease (1,000)

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) Program is authorized by Scction 21 8(L) of the Victims of Child Abuse Act of 1992,
42 U.S.C. 13014(a), and Section 261 (aX3) of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
5665. This program is administered by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP). Beginning in 1996, the
CASA program was funded under the Violent Crime Reduction Programs Trust Fund. This project recognizes the need for training,
technical assistance in program development, data collection and evaluation, public relations and resource development, so that CASA
programs can effectively complement the services provided to children and their families through the existing juvenile court and social
service delivery systems.

To advance program services/growth objectives of the project, the National Court Appointed Special Advocate Association
(NCASAA) provides ongoing direct consultation and referral to CASA programs and other resources. NCASAA encourages the
development of unified, strong organizations at the State level for the purpose of support for new programs, communication among
existing programs, training, support for program quality and consistency, and advocacy with their State legislatures NCASAA also
promotes and enhances effective, well-managed local CASA programs providing volunteer representation of children.



Program Activities:

Children - One of the CASA primary objectives is to increase the number of abused and neglected children receiving representation
through indigenous CASA programs in tribal and State courts.

Technical Assistance - A variety of technical assistance services are provided to CASA programs to support their program operations,
volunteer representation of children, and promote excellence and consistency in CASA programs.

Training - The objectives of training are to provide specialized training for CASA program staff; to promote use of a comprehensive
training curriculum; and to provide interdisciplinary training and discuss issues affectirg abused children.

Grants Program -In 1998, NCASAA was able to provide grants to all State CASA organizations who qualify, for the first time. This
was also the first year that CASA was able to award demonstration grants. A grant was made for a kinship care project, to establish
permanence in the lives of the children served. Another demonstration grant was foray prevention program, identifying children in
school who are neglected, aid providing assistance to help these families before they enter the abuse and neglect system.

Public Awareness - The objectives of public awareness are to support programs in their community outreach and volunteer
recruitment efforts.

2001 Prgam Chiace

The 2001 request ofS$9 million is SI m; lion less than the 2000 enacted appropriation.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

a0SGRAM/OUG UNIT: Court Appointed Special Advocae ProgramOffice of Juvenile Crime Conirol andi Prevention
D5EPARTMENT OF JU=tCE CORE FUNCTION:. (2) Asisiance to Tribal, State and Local Gvsverrincii
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL.: (2, 1) Improve the crime-lighting and crimr tral /juvenile Justice system capabilities of tribal, state and local governments
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL. (2.1.3) To emsphasize both enforcement and prevention strategies to counter youth violence through targeted programs that

MISSION: To poide a Court Appited Scal Advocate (CASA) (tor evy Victim or child abuse or negect on lie U S that need one.

________ PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Performance Repwut Penfeensne Ptas

TyIpe of Peirformsauce Indlocators Data Source J.M tm M W
Inelcatiar Actuall, Enacted Ensacted PIANO

plan Actuaila

LtptI Appropriations (in millions) P.L Slim $9M $9M sIbM sIM
______ 2 Applications received OJJDP Reports 1SO 240 240 260 260

OutPut) 3. Number of awardsmade OJlDP Reports 100 100 107 100 100
Act~vky 4 Issuance of program guidelines by grantee Grantee Reports I I I I1

S, Developninetsrteromsi of core curriculum Grantee Reports I I t 1
6. Nurrtbeof collaborative events sponsored or sapprted Grantee Reports 100 100 67 100 100

lagarmedhml 7. Numsber of monitoring ante visits made (grantee visits) Grante Reports 22 22 20 30 30
0wat I. Number of training conderene conducted Grantee Reports 2 1 2 1

9. Nauber of technical assistance cotoauuiona provided Grantee Repors 1,500 2,000 35.934 36.000 36,000
10.__ __ t Narmber of. messberdip aerice provided Grne ts~q 190,000 l9V7.0010 211.568 220.0003 220.000

It. Nuaoe drelll serve
12. Number orJurisdictioms served
13, Number of loca CASA programs
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QFFIC~ OF JUSTICF PI4(XRAM
Statt and og [,ia*- lEntoricemnL Aisiitriee

(bild Abuse Trainir Prern, rJui iatnn;njd ractiiong,
20)01 Sumary ttment and Pecr-rormance Plan

WQJi~n~~i Missionl and Goals. andi RcspgissRsip LIO1 Stratec,[' lan

Thle mission (if this program is to develop, refine and imiplemnrt rili(dCl Irr~ning arid technical avsi',iance programs to improve thc
juvenile anid family courts' handling of abuse and neglect Lase, arid thec dc-,i-,i ol model priigrams to improve State court systems.

[-he Child Abus 'I raining [ograms for Judicial Personnel and llractitoners program request and performance plan directly supports
the overall assistance to State and local governments mission ppriibe, ;,'cneral goals and strategic approaches that are included in the
Department of Justiceti (DO)) Strategic Plan- Assitance to Trihal, State and Local Governmernts.

Ifhlifhia of 1 M ion Critical 14esult.s

Program Activities of the National Ciourncil of Juvenile and I anrily Court Judgc, Piermanency Planning for Children Department's
(PPCD) M~oel (:ourn Projct

" Conducted 47 planning and dissemination coirlerencs

" Provided 67 jurisdictions with technical assistance

" PPCD continues to develop and publish a National Permanenicy lanirning Judicial T[raining Curriculum4 [his curriculum was

the basis for training conducted at the second Annual Child Abuse and Neglect Institute.

" PPCD) staff participated in a work group sponsored by fDcpdrtment of I lealth and Human Services and OJJDP to produce
guidelines for state compliance with the Adoption and Safe Families Act oif I19Y7, the development of which many NCJFCJ
member j udges contributed.

" PPCD is and will continue to seek support for a natioinwide appellate training initiative

42



*PPCD is proposing a 15 month effort to study information nmgement systems and devise perfonnance meastues for
application in court improvement programs. Also, PPCD is becoming involved with family group conferencing and
experimental learning techniques with judicial applications.

FY 2001 Performance Goash and Indicators

The Child Abuse Training Programs for Judicial Personnel and Practitioners program is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is
attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results, as shown on the Government Perfornmne and
Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future performancemay be tracked and reported
upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act,



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local LAw Enforcemeint Asaistance

Training for Judicial Pcraonnel
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

Training for Judicial Personnel Amontn
2000 Enacted $2,000
2001 Base 2,000
2001 Estimate Z

Increase/Decrease 0

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The increased demands on juvenile and family court calendars for expanded and increased hearings on increasingly complex child
abuse and neglect matters have strained judicial resources to the limit. The Judicial Child Abuse Training program is authorized by
Section 223(a) of the Victims of Child Abuse Act of 1990, P.L. 101 -647, as amended, and administered by the Office of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquerncy Prevention (OJJDP), provides for a grant to the National Council of Juvenile and Fanmily Court Judges
(NCJFCJ) to develop, refine and implement model technical assistance and training programs to improve the court system's handling
of child abuse and neglect cases and the design of model programs to improve State court systems.

In 1997, Congress enacted the Adoption and Safe Families Act (P.L. 105489) significantly shortening federally mandated time frames.
for court handling of child abuse and neglect case. The impact of statutes bringing states into compliance with this legislation is
being realized in individual jurisdictions and courtroms nationwide. The NCJFCJ's Permaneney Planning for Children Department
is working in 17 Model Courts in 16 states, where judges are taking leadership roles in permanency planning. Each Model Court is
making unique, court-specific changes to reduce the length of time children spend in foster carm and to improve the timelines and
quality ofjudicial decision making. The Model Court focuses on the following objectives:



" increased community-based services and outreach to vulnerable children and families
" increased institutionalization of alternative dispute resolution such as court-based mediation services and family conferencing

to keep inappropriate cases from reaching litigation
* reorganized court calendars to allow more substantive, expanded hearings through which permanency planning for children can

begin as early as possible
* increased collaboration with social services to safely speed case processing
* increased representation for families and children
* increase frequency of court-led meetings and training programs for all individuals involved in child abuse and neglect cases

The model programs and approaches documented by NCJFCJ will assist courts to achieve: (1) improved cooperation among juvenile
and family courts, child welfare systems and related agencies to establish and maintain linkages to avoid duplication of resources and
prevent further victimization of children; (2) careful, complete and fundamentally fair hearings for every child victim st all stages of
court proceedings involving abuse or neglect; and (3) training arid technical assistance to judicial personnel, attorneys and other key
people in juvenile and family courts to achieve expedient yet thorough adjudication of child abuse and neglect cases. Theoverall goals
of the project are to disseminate information, offer court improvement training programs and provide technical assistance widely at the
national and State levels on permanency planning and on Model Court achievements for purposes of increasing the number of
dependency courts that improve administrative practice in child abuse and neglect cases.

2001 Program Chan..

The 2001I request of $2 million is equal to the 2000 enacted appropriation.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMEN I .ALE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGRAMIORG UNIT: Child Abuse Training for Judicial perisonnel and PnAcrmrier-s/Oficeof Jusenilc Crim Control and Preventiion (Bae Program)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSMiCE CORE FVNCTION: (2) Asnisnce toriha, State and Local Cuovcerono
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2 4) Uphold the righis to, and imprire nervicvto, Anseri~'s crime victim-,
ANNUAL PERFORMAINCE GOAL: (2 4. 1) Coreinu, full implementait-in of rrogranr' .uppnried ilifoufl lie Criire Vir.ims Fund, as well an other initiatives designed to ensure the safety
of, and asiarce to, all victimis and witness
MISSION: To develop, refine, and innplennrn model training and technical assisance rirrrio Improve the jun rle and family court% handling of atuse and neglecicases and 0we design of
mrodel pirigramssas improve siate conirt systems,________ _______________________

__________ PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Perfonnane Plans

Type of Performance Indicton Data 19" M
Indicate Source Aelnala Enacted Acttails Ertaced Plan

Plan Plan

Input I Appropriation (in mr/ltons) PA $ 2M S2M $2M $2M m
_______ Anrplicatirots received nd awarded OJJOP RepNri I I III

Output] 3. Numbler of informeation packets developed Grantlee Riporis 7 a l1t 8 7
Activt_____ ____

Into m Ilt 4 Number of moninrinS site vsis made Site Visit Repsies 3 3 4 3 3
Oukome 5Nambser of plannig/dtssemination conferences Grantlee Ri port 30) 30 47 40 30

____________ held ____

Ltnd 6. Numnber crfjuriadicrts receiving technical Grantee Riepvorts 63 65 67 65 70
Oulcut Assistance

7. Numbr- of program models developed Gramte Reports 2 2 2 2
8. Nuamber ofrnew publications developed and Granttee Repcos 7 6 5 6 5
distribtraed

9 Number of training cuaricnla developed Grantee Reports 2 2 2 I 2

A. DeflWano of Terni. or Expnfatonas fr lndlears tanda Data Souren: N /A

D. Veeilcta iandal Vaidatin:
OJJDP will validate aind verify information through a review of aermi-anaaaal progess reports sAhmitted try granlsee. nan-sire namiloing of grantee performance, telephone conatacts and
traai" mussons in corijrancaion with larger programs with foeasarck from tine samehased con/ccrc cooseJimiter. Technical assistance requests and dimmttiisatiosn of ptuilinit&u are tracked
on a regnlar bral thrratgh a lase-friendly manigemrt Information system which provides varioun iriftisenincluiang: the mainshee of requentn/reqaentoes. training tensions, coinferences.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Low Enforcemetnt Assistance

Law Enforcenment and Prosecution Grants
2001 Summary Statement and Performance Plan

2001 Compnnn Mission and Goals. and Rclaflonshin to DOJ Stralceic Plan

The mission of OJP's Violence Against Women Grants Offie (VAWO) is to restructure and strengthen the criminal justice system's
response to crimes of violence committed against women and enhance ilic services available to victims of such violence through the
award of formula and discretionary grants to states, units of local government, Indian Tribal governments, and other public and private
entities in rural states. A related responsibility is to ensure that domestic violence is recognized and treated as a serious violation of
criminal law. The Violence Against Women Act Propram's mission directly supports the DOJ's Strategic Plan core function of
providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Highlights of 1999 Mission CriticaI Results

in 1999. the Violence Against Women Office (VAWO) did not mect any of its planned goals. Th is is due to the fact that, in 1999,
VAWO made a policy decision to make more continuation grant awards than originally estimated, decreasing the number of new
awards that could be made. This was particularly evident under the Grants to Encourage Arrest Polices Program. This was done
because the grant programs created by the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) require the initiation and institutionalization of
changes throughout local and state criminal justice systems (e.g., the creation of special units within police departments, the creation of
vertical prosecution teams within prosecution offices, enhanced victims' services, domestic violence courts, arid the development of
new information system to gather cumulative data on the impact of VAWA).

These major changes cannot be accomplished in I or even 2 year's time. Most jurisdictions have requested continuation funds for 2
and 3 years running so that they can sustain and enhance the systemic change the grant programs require. In 2000, this will be
addressed by an adjustment in the estimates. In addition, 2000 solicitations will require thc submission of a plan on how grantees will
begin to gradually absorb some or all of the costs of their VAWO programs.



Also, it is importat to note that under the indicator "Number of jurisdictions that implement new policies and procedures to supervise
and manage cases involving release of sex offenders," there was an unanticipated need for additional technical assistance in many
states. Even after receiving technical assistance in 1997 and 1998, many states were not ready to put new policies and procedures into
place.

In 1999. there were 66 states, te'mtories, and Indian tribal governments, that introduced coordinated justice approaches to
address violent crimes against women. Success under this indicator can be measured by the important work that is being done at
the tribal level. The following examples demonstrate this success:

"Northern Cheyenne Special Prosecutors Unit: This special unit, established under a 1997 grant, has a 90 percent conviction
rate. As a result of this unit's work, the number of domestic violence incidents declined sharply among a population of 6,000
people. The success of this unit can be attributed in part to the following:

revision of the Tribal Code, which was fundamental to increasing prosecutions;

training personnel to properly handlc domestic violence cases,

adoption of a pro-prosecution policy, which is also changing social tolerance of domestic violence; and

coordination with the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the U.S. Attorney's Office, which has been crucial to the successful
trasfer of eases.

"Intertribal Council of California: The lntertribal Council of Califomnia's (ITCC) Taking Responsibility project fosters a
strong tribal community commitment toward prevention and intervention of domestic violence and child victimization for
individuals residing in isolated communities. The project encourages collaboration between tribal and nontribal agencies and
promotes culturally relevant prevention to enhance the safety of Califomnia Indian women: These goals are achieved through
community forums, educational workshops, and emergency services. The project currently reaches 16 tribes from I I counties
in northern wad central California.

ITCC worked with consortium-member tribes to develop tribal codes and ordinances and establish domestic, violence
coordinating councils. It developed educational materials and implemented a "Domestic Violence: is a Tribal Responsibility'



campaign. To provide comprehensive emergency services to tribal consortium members, ITCC helped establish food and
clothing banks aed staffed three Family Liaison Specialists to provide outreach to women and children.

EX. 201 PhffrmsnSS Goals and Indicators

The VAWO is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable
results, as shown ot, the Government Performance and Results Act (GPR.A) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon
which future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFFCE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and LAml Law Enforcement Auulstamc

1Jaw Enforcement and Prosecuton.Gftnts
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars In thousands)

LawlEnforcement and Prosection Grat Amunti
2000 Enacted $206,750
2001 Base 206,750
2001 Estimate 210

increaseerase $13,250

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

T'he Violence Against Women Office of the Office of Justice Programs was created in 1995 Jo implement the 1994 Violence Against
Women Act (VAWA) and to lead the national effort to stop domestic vioicnce, sexual assult, and stalking of women. The Violencre
Against Women Office (VAWO) works with U.S. Attorneys to ensure enforcement of the federal criminal statutes contained in the
199-4 Act, assists the Attorney General in formulating policy related to civil and criminal justice tor women, and administers more tha
$270 million a year in pants to help states, tribes, and local communities transform the way in which criminal justice systems respond
to violent crimes against women.

The VAWO works with victm advocates anid law enforcement in developing prant programs that support a wide range of servces for
women, including: advocacy, emergency shelter, law enforcement protection, and Wega aid. Additionally, the VAWO is lending
efforts nationally and abroad to intervene in and prosecute crimes of trafficking in women and children and is addressing domestic
violence issues in international fort. The VAWO works with the National Advisory Council on Violence Against Women to pt"pu
public information strategies and materials. and to carry out special projects, such a writing an Agenda for the Nation on Violence
Against Women scheduled for release in the yewr 2000. Guiding the work of the VAWO is the understding that eradicating cie
of violence against women calls for coordinated community-based responses. The VAWO administers four programs: (1) The Law



Enforcement and Prosecution Grant Program ( S.T.O.P), (2) Grants to Encourage Arrest Policics; (3) Rural Domestic Violence and
Child Victimiation Enforcement Program, and (4) the Scix Offender Training Program, which are described in detail below:

Law Enforcement and Prosecution Grant Program. This program is commonly refcrred to as the S.T0P (Servies .
Training - Officer - Prosecutors) Violence Against Womcn Formula Grant Program. S*T*O*P grants are awarded to thc
states, District of Columbia, and territories to develop and strengthen their criminal justice system's response to violence
against women and to support and enhance services for victims. Fach grantee must allocate 25 percent of the grant funds to
law enforcement. 25 percent to prosecution, and 25 percent to victim services. The remaining 25 percent can be allocated at
each grantee's discretion within the broad parameters established by VAWA In 2000, Congress appropriated S206.75 million
for S.T.O'P, This included S2R million to strengthen civil legal assistance for battered women. $5.2 million for research and
evaluation of domestic violence program S$10 million for Camnpus Safety. $ 10 ni Ilion for Project Safe Start, and Sl.2 million
to support an enhanced domestic violence prosecution unit within the lDistrnct of Columbia,

This program is designed to create a coordinated. integrated response to violent crimes against women that actively involves all
components of the criminal justice system, victim advocates and sci-vice providers. and the community as a whole. The
development of coordinated and integrated strategies requires collaboration among police, prosecutors, the courts, and victim
services providers. The purposes for which these grants ma)' be used by states, units of local government, and Indian Tribal
governments include: training for police officers. prosecutors, and oilier criminal justice practitioners to enable them to
respond more effectively to violent crimes against vsomcn; the creation or enlargement of special units of police officers and
prosecutors to handle cases involving violence against vomen, the creation or enhancement of services for victims of such
violence; the development and implementation of more e ffcctiv e police and prosecution policies and procedures, protocols,
orders, and services specifically dedicated to preventing, idenitifying, and responding no violent crimes against women. and the
creation of programs addressing stalking.

Additionally, VAWO will continue to administer the S-T*O*P Violence Against Indian Women discretionary grant program.
The Violence Against Women Act stipulates that four percent of the funds available each year for the S.T-O.P Violence
Against Women formula grants must be set aside for grants t0 Indian Tribal governments. The purpose of this program is to
develop and strengthen tribal law enforcement and prosecutorial strategies to combat violent crimes against Indian women and
develop and enhance services for the: victims of such crimes. Tribes that have law enforcement and prosecution activities must
allocate 25 percent of the funds they, receive to tribal law enforcement,, 25 percent to tribal prosecution-, and 25 percent to
nonprofit, non~govemmental victim services. The S.T.O.P Violence Against Indian Women discretionary grants may be used
for the same general purposes as the S.T.O.P formula grants.



Grauts to Support C"vi Lal1 Assance for Victims of Domestle Vlolsuee. Battered women seeking to escape violent
relationships face a myriad of legal problems. Assistance in obtaining a protection order, represent tation to ensure that chiid
custody and visitation arrangements will not endanger them or their children, and access to public benefits to enable them
to maintain economic independence are examples of somc of their most immediate needs. Abusers often use economic
coercion as a means of punishing their victims. They frequently forbid their partners to work or deny them access to
money. Women in these situations cannot afford to mount legal challengcs to protracted litigation. Victims who are
middle class - earning too much to qualify for free lawyer assistance programs but still strugging to support themselves
and their children - are still unable to pay attorney's fees.

In 1998, $12 million was available under the S.T-0*P program for civil legal assistance. VAWO received approximately
350 applications requesting a total of $80 million. From this pool of applicants, VAWC) awarded 57 grants at an average of
S190,500. In 1999, S23 million of S.T.O.P funding was available to strengthen civil legal assistance programs for
domestic violence victims. VAWO awarded 94 new grants with these funds. Recipients of these grants were selected from
applications that could not be funded in I99S because Of the limited amount appropriated for the program that year.

In 2000, $23 million was made available from S.T'O.P to continue to support law school legal clinics assisting battered
women, as well as legal services provided by other entities and domestic violence victim assistance programs. Up to two-
thirds of the funding in 2000 will support continuation of the successful grants awarded in 1995 at their current levels. At
the same average level of funding, approximately 20 new grants will be supported in 2000. Given the number of
applications submitted in 1998 when the program began, this amount would not begin to address the needs of states and
local communities.



2001 Proarm Cbengt

In 2001, VAWO is requestingma enhancement of$ 13 325 million under thc S.T.O'P formula grants program for a total of S284
million Of this amount, S7.25 million is requested to expand efforts to strengthen Civil Legal Assistance to domestic violence
victims S I million for the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) to collect data on the justice system's processing of domestic violence
cases, and the remaining $5 million ror an Nil Family Violence Research Program. Details for each 2001 program change is as
follows:

* S7.25 million for CivilI Legal Assistance - program details are included under Current Investments Initiative, page 124;

* $I million for BJS to collect data on the justice system's proccssing of domestic violence cases -- program details are included
under Current Investments Initiative, page 1 25, and

* $5 million for an Nil Family Violence Research Program -- program details are included under the Current Investments
Initiative, page 126.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Stott and Local Law Enforcement Assitance

Grants to Encouras Arrest Policies
2001 Summary Statement and Performanct Plan

2001 Component Mission and Goals, and Relationshigi to DOJ Stratc Plan

The mission of the Grants to Encourage Arrest Policies Program is to ensure victim safc~y and offender accountability by encouraging
states, units of local government, and Indian Tribal governments to treat domestic violence as a serious violation of criminal law. The
scope of the Grants to Encourage Arrest Policies Program includes, thc statutory program purposes and the special interest categories.
An example of a current special interest category is Enforcement of protection orders and implementation of the full faith and credit
provision of the Violence Against Women Act. The Grants to Encourage Arrest Policies Program's mission directly supports the
DOJ's Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Hlighligzhts of 1999 Mion Critical Results

All of the currently -supported projects under this program arc meeting their objectives and progressing toward the project's goal. In
1999, eight new grantees received Funding to implement mandatory or pm-arrest policies as part of a coordinated response to violence
aganst women. This level of new grants was greatly reduced by the policy decision to fund requested continuation grants, to stabilize
existing grantees before expanding to new ones.

Success under this indicator can also be measured by the outstanding projccts funded. The following examples illustrate this success
at the local level:

Baltimore City, MD: Baltimore City, MD, enhanced its police department's response to domestic violence. Components of
this project included advanced training on domestic violence for police department command personnel and development of a
quality-compliance procedure to ensure the proper investigation of all domestic violence case. Baltimore strengthened the
Internal Investigation Division's ability to investigate cases of police officers who commit ascts of domestic violence,
administratively prosecute police offenders, and share information with other jurisdictions to learn of abusive officers who live
outside of Baltimore City.



a Milwaukee County, WI: Milwaukee County expanded the availability of services for victims of domestic violence by hiring
three additional assistant district attorneys and victim liaisons for its Domestic Violence Unit Additionally, nonprofit, non-
goverrnental victim advocacy services have been made available on weekends. This enhanced the implementation of
Wisconsin's marntory arrest law (for perpetrators of domestic violence) by ensuring, thorough investigations an evidence
gathering, proper case preparation and ongoing contact with victims in domestic violence case.

* Town of Greenwich, CT: Greenwich, CT, created a multi -disciplinary team to address domestic violence in a coordinated,
comprehens-ve manner. The team works through the Domestic Violence Prevention Unit as a partnership of the criminal
justice system, Jomnestic violence support services, and local community organizations and agencies.

FY 2001 Performae Ga gis ndIndicators

The Grants to Encourage ufest Policies Program is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of
resources and with demonqmrble results, as shown on the Govemnment Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals
will establish a baseline upe'n which future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government
Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAM
Stitt and Local Law Enrorctment Assitanc

Grants to Encourate Arrest Policies
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars In thousands)

Grants to Encourage Arrest Policies Ammant
2000 Enacted $34,000
2001 Base 34,000
2001 Estimate 3,0

Increase/Decrease so

VAWO will continue to administer this discretionary grant program, designed to encourage states, units of local government, and
Indian Tribal governments to treat domestic violence as a serious violation of criminal law. Although the title emphasizes arrest, the
scope of the program actually is much broader. If arres is to be an effective response to donmsic violence, police, pretrial service
professionals, prosecutors, judges, probation and parole officers, and victim advocates and service providers must be poised to follow
through insa coordinated and integrated manner that will enhance the safety of victims and bold offenders accountable for their violent
behavior. Grants therefore may support the following purposes:

" Implementation of mandatory arrest or pro-arrest programs and policies in police departments, including mandatory arrest or
pro-arrest programs and policies for protection order violations;

" Development of policies and training in police departments and other criminal justice agencies to improve tracking of ca-s
involving domestic violence;



. Creat ion of central sized and coordinated polIice enorce men i, prosecutIion, probate ion, parole, or judicial responsibilIity for
domestic violence cases in groups or units of police officers. prosecutors, probation and parole officers, or judges:

. Development of coordinated computer tracking systems, lo ensure conimunication between police, prosecutors, and both
criminal and family courts,

* Strengthening of legal advocac) set-sice programs foT % dims of doniestic vokence, and

. Education forjudges and others responsible for judicial handling of domestic s'iolrrncc cases in criminal, tribal, and other courts
about domestic violence and to improve judicial handling of such cases,

The Program assumes that the arrest of a hatterer will leseragc the CocrciC' and persuasive power of the criminal justice system to
ensure victim safety and manage the behavior of abusive, violent iiltcnclers Arrest, accompanied by a thorough investigation and
meanin~gful sanctions, demonstrates to the offender that he has committed a serious crime and communicates to the victim that she
does not have to endure the offender's abuse Arrest must be followed by immediate arrignment and a thorough investigation. Orders
of protection and conditions of release must be proactively monitored. Cases must be vigorously prosecuted. Designated dockets
must be created to enhance the management of offender behavior and expedite the scheduling of trials, The violent behavior of
domestic violence offenders must be managed through frequent judicial monitoring and appropriate sanctions. 1-robation and parole
agencies mnust develop strategies--in collaboration with local lawv enforcement--for monitoring offenders and strictly ensuring that the
terms and conditions of probation or parole are met.

At each 'juncture in the criminal justice process, the actions of all partners in the system should be guided by concerns for victim
safety. MAechanism should be put in place to allow the voices and experiences of women who are victims of domestic violence,
particularly those who have sought assistance from the criminal justice system, to inform the development of policies, protocols,
procedures, and programs. These mechanisms should ensure that she diverse experiences of abused women are

considered--particularly &le experiences of women of color, immigrant women, the elderly, the disabled and women from
other traitionally underserved parts of the community.

Criminal justice agencies must collaborate among themselves and in formal partnership with victim advocates from nontprofit,
nongovernmental domestic violence programs, including local shelters, advocacy organizations and domestic violence coalitions to
ensure that victim safety is of paramount consideration in the development of any strategy to address domestic violence. Grants to
Encourage Arrest Policies challenge victim advocates, police officers, pre-trial service personnel, prosecutors, judges and other court
personnel, probation and parole officers, and community members to work together to craft solutions to overcome domestic violence.



With 1999 funding, VAWO continued grants awarded with 1996 and 1997 funding, and supported a limited number of carefully
selected new jurisdictions. Also in 1999, 52 grantee implemented mandatory or pro-arrest policies as part of their coordinated
response to violence against women. The 2000 requested funding will continue to be used by states, Indian Tribal governments, and
units of local government to shape and solidify a unified, coordinated response to domestic violence that includes aggressive
enforcement of protection orders, arrest and prosecution of barterers, appropriate supervision of and intervention with batterers in the
community, and legal and support services for domestic violence victims as the cascs against their batterers proceed through the
criminal justice sysem,

2001 ProRam Change

In 20l, VAWO requests S34 million for this program, which is the same amount appropriated in 2000.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance

Ruratl Domestic Vig lce and Child Victimiration Enforcement Prormm
2001 Surma Statement and PEformanc Plan

2001 Comononent Mission and Goals. aind Relationshin to DOJ Stratggsic elan

The mission of the Rural Domestic Violence and Child Victimization Enforccmcnt Grant Program, hereinafter referred to as the Rural
Program, is to focus on the needs and unique characteristics of rural communities in addressing domestic violence and child
victimization. The Rural Program addresses these issues in collaborative ways that improve and increase the services available to

women anod children, and enhance community involvement in developing a jurisdiction's response to domestic violence and child
victimization. T"he Rural Program's mission directly supports thc DO~s Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to
Tribal, State and Loaml Goveruments.

HMablata of 19 Misnion Critical Reults

In 1999, 53 new jurisdictions received funding to provide services to previously under served populations in rural communities.
Success under ths indicator is demonstrated in that funded projects are achiving their goals:

" Isolated rural and tribal communities are using funds to develop services for battered women and children where previously
there were none.

" Grant funds have allowed communities to provide serices to diverse and tralitionaily under served populations: battered
immigrant women, migrant farm worker women, and women of color.

" People living in rural areas often stae tha battering of women and children is not a Problem in their community. The Rural
Program supported the creation of community awareness campaigns on the dynamics of domestic violence and the availability
of services.

" Children are present in nearly half of reported incidents of domestic violence and batterers use children to maintain control
over their victims. Children are traumatized by witnessing domestic violence, can be hurt during a violent episode, and are

58



intended victims of the batterer. Jurisdictions are using funds to create shelter-based programs tar children, provide supervised
visitation centers, and support partnerships between ',he domestic violence and child abuse prevention advocates.

The following exemplary local programs further demonstrate performance under this indicator

"North Carolina Governor's Crime Commission. The Goverrnor's Crime Commission received funding in support of the
Family Violence and Rape Crisis Services (FVRCS), located in a rural section of North Carolina. Under this program, FVRCS
efforts include: enhancing safety and access to services for Latinos', increasing community awareness of domestic violence and
services among Latinos, and increasing the capacity of communit) agcncics to address the needs of battered Latinas.

"Missoula County, MT: Missoula County supports a victim assistance satellite program in Seeley Lake, an extremely isolated,
under served community in the county The program provides legal advocacy, crisis counseling, and transportation to victims
of domestic violence, as well as public educate ion about the issue The grantee established services in this under served
community following a grassroots model: holding focus group meetings, interviewing key players in the community, and
forming a task force, the entire community has been involved in development and implementation of the program.
In 1999, Missoula expanded its Rural Program by reaching out to people in the 1Hmong and Russian communities using this
same grassroots. model. The project team, which includes women from the Hmong and Russian communities, is translating
and developing materials, leaching domestic violence classes, dialoguing with the community members and elders, and
providing direct services to battered women and their chi ldren.

While the project does not include an evaluation component, anecdotal information shows progress. For example, between
January 1, 1999, through June 30, 1999, eleven domestic violence classes were held in the Hmong community, in which a total
of 95 community members attended.



Ily 2011 Paf ue 0 ~ a neir

The Rural Progrurn is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is 2ttainabic within the requested level of resources and with
demsre esut s~ show.. on the Government Performance a&d Results Act (GPRA) chmrt. These 2001 goals will estblish a
baseline upon which future performance my be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results
Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance

Rural Domestic NViolcncc and Child Victimization Enforcement Progfraim
PROGRAM PERFORMANCES NOMTO

(dollars in thousands)

Rural Program Amnii

2000 Enacted S25,000

2001 Base 25,000
20-01 Estimate 5

lnrsceasecl~ecreasc $0

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

The Rural Domestic Violence and Child Victiration Enforcement program designed to implement, expand, and establish
cooperative efforts and projects among law cnforcemcit iifficcrs, prosecutors, victim advocates and service providers, and other
related parties to investigate and prosecute incidents of domestic v tolcncc and child .sbusc, provide treatment and counseling to victims
of' these crimes, and work in cooperation with the community to develop education and prevention strategies directed toward such
i issues.

The Rural Programn provides an opportunity for law crnforccmcnt and prosecution agencies, the courts, non-governmental victim
serices agencies, community organizations and businesses in rural communities and Indian Nations to collaborate in creating
pwtowcols and straegies taiored specifically to meet the needs of rural populations. The goals of' the Rural Progra are to:

" Develop and implement policies, protocols, and services, designed to promote the early identification, intervention, and
prvention of domestic violence and child victimization,

" Increase victims' safety and access to treatment and counseling;



" Enhance the investigation and prosecution of domestic siokence and child abuse cases, and

" Develop and implement comprehensive strategies that draw on a rural uiisdiction's unique characteristics and resources to
cnharnce community understanding of the phenomenon ol domestic violence and child victimization.

A 1997 study by the Center for Policy Research (supported by the Nationil Institute of Justice) indicates that I in 7 women has been
raped in her lifetime, I :n 13 women has been stalked, I in 3 adult womnr was physically abused as a child; anid 1 of 3 has been
physic-ally assaulted by an adult. The national sample of 8.000 women Aas represenitative of rural as well as urban communities, Thc
University of Maryland report referenced previously also noted that battered women's shelters are a promising means to ensure
women's safety, The report indicates a stay at a battered women's shelter can improve a woman's personal safety. Unfortunately, the
report also notes that there arm not enough batered women's shelters in the United States -- in New York City alone, a March 1995
study showed that 300 women and children per week were tumed away due to lack of space. If there is limited access to shelters in
urban areas, the problem is exacerbated in rur a aras If there is a shelter at all. it may serve a large geographic area and be located in
a town or city miles from a battered woman's home. Even if a woman can find transportation to get there, she may be very reluctant to
leave her immediate community to seek shelter or assistance. This Program expands the services available in rural communities to
abused women and children, including increasing the availability ofshiclters. In 1999, VAWO awarded 50 new grants, 10 planning
grats, and 15 continuation grans. In addition, 68 jurisdictions provided services to previously under served populations. In 2000,
Congress appropriated S25 million for this program and VAWO anticipates contin'jing support for the most successful projects and
also awarding a limited number of new grants.

Public awareness of the orevalence of violence against women, particularly domestic violence and sexual assault, has increased
dramatically in recent year. The resulting attention, however, has focused largely on urban areas, making them the primary
benieficiaries of the comprehensive research and enhanced victim services. Although there is a dearth of information about violence
against rural women, results of the National Crime Victimization Survey indicate that there is little variation in the extent to which

urban, suburban, and rural women experience violence by intimates.

Unlike their urban and suburban contemporaries, rural victims of domestic abuse often face additional obstacles' Fewer law
enforcement resources, a .hortage of victim services, lack of privacy in tight-knit communities, geographic isolation,
cultural pressures to keep family matters private, and an inability to keep locations of shelters confidential. All of these barriers can
seriously complicate rural women's acess to legal remedies and social services.



Rural and tribal criminal justice practitioners must work in partnership with social services agencies, local service piroviders and
community leaders to send a strong message that domestic violence and child victimization are serious criminal offenses that will not
be tolerated and that ending such violence is the responsibility of the entire community. Creating partnerships that include nonprofits
and governmental agencies, as well as local volunteer and membership organizations, will augment available resources and enhance
the capacity of rural jurisdictions to respond to domestic violence and child victimization incidents.

2001 Proram Change

In 2001, VAWO requests $25 million for this program, which is the same amount appropriated in 2000.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State end Local Law Enforctment Assistanc

Vilolence Azainst Womven's Qffice Training Proaram
2001 Summery Statement and PcrforMance Plan

2221 Compoent Minsion end Goals, and Relationship to DOI Strateic Plan

The mission of the Violence Against Women's Office Scx OfTcnder Training Program, is to provide~ training and technical assistance
that focuses on case magemnent, supervision techniques, and relapse prcvcntion. It is designed to emphasize offender accountability
and at the same time enhance community safety by strengthening collaboration among those agencies responsible for community-
based sex offeider management. The Sex Offender Training Progiam mission directly supports the DOJ's Strategic Plan core function
of providing Assistamee to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Riffblkbht of It" Minsion Critical Result

In 1999, 28 new jurisdictions received funding to implement new polices and procedures on sex offender management. In additional,
1,500 probation and parole officers were trained. The program's success is demonstrated by the activities of the Center for Sex
Offender Management (CSOM). CSOM provides support, training, and technical assistance on managing violent sex offenders to
jurisdictions. CSOM is achieving the following:

" Developing a comprehensive training curriculum for those who are managing sex offenders in the communities. The
currculum will address sex-offender superision, treatment, assessment, and other management issues and will include 15
training modules.

" Identifying and providing technical assistance to two tribal resource sites, documenting their work, and building the capacity of
these sites to serve as resources for other tribal jurisdictions. The Navajo Nation in Arizona and the Yanktonv-Sioux Tribe in
South Dakota were selected and are currently providing services to other tribes.

" In single and multi-disciplinary settings, providing basic knowledge of sex offender management issues to the field. CSOM
developed and delivered a Risk Assessment Video Conference and provided intensive training on sex offender management at
the American Probation and Parole Association.



*Providing access to informnion through the Internet as a means of cfficicnt and broad information disseinustion. The CSOM
website was established in November 1998. The websitc has beet accessed approximately 31,500 times sirice then.

FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indileaor

The Violence Aganst Women's Office Sex Offender Training Prograim is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within
the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results, as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRLA)
charts. These 2001 goas will establish a baseline upon A~hich future performances may be tracked and reported upon, as required by
the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforca ment Assistance

Violcee Against Women's OMee Training Proaram
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

Sex Offender Training Program Aon
2000 Enacted $5,000
2001 Base 5,000
2001 Estimate 5

Increase/Decrease so

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

Under this program, VAWO provides training and technical assistancc that focuses on case management, supervision techniques, and
relaps prevention. It is designed to emphasize offender accountability and at the same timc enhance community safety by
strengthening collaboration among those agencies responsible for community-based sex offender manager sit.

According to a report released in February 1997, by the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), on any given day in 1994, almost 60 percent
of the 234,000 convicted sex offenders under the care, custody, or control of corrections officials in the United States were on parole
or probation. Prior BIS follow-up studies of sex offenders discharged from prison or sentenced to probation showed that while these
offenders have a generally lower rate of rearrest than othe violent offenders, they are substantially more likely than other violent
offenders to be rearrested for a new violent sex offense. Released rapists were found to be 10.5 iimes as likely as nion-rapists to be
rearrested for rape. Offenders who served time for sexual assault were 7 5 times as likely as those convicted of other crimes to be
rearrested for a new sexual assault, Within three years of prison release, about 52 percent of released rapists and 43 percent of those
convicted of other sexual aaaault were rearrested for a new crime. To coordinate these efforts, the Center for Sex Offender
Management (CSOM) was established in June, 1997.



In 1999, S5 million wMs mpPWOpnat fr this program. Of this amount. $2 million was staged to continue support for technical
assistac and training through the Center for Sex Offenderr Managemcnt. For the first time, in 1999, the remaining $3 million was
targeted to fund demonstrattion grants including planning, implementation, and enhancement grants.

In 2000, plans include the continuation of CSOM's activities, along with additional support to the demonstraion grant recipients.

2MIm
In 2001, VAWO requests $5 million for this program, which is the same amount appropriated in 2000.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enfo9rcemegnt Assisaftc

Closed-Circuit Televiuing of Child Vkctims of Abus
2001 Mission Statement and Performance Plan

2001 Comnonent Mission and Goals. End Relationshinl to DQJ Strateuic Plan

The mission of the Closed-Circuit Televising of Child Victims of Abuse (CCTV) Program is to reduce the trauma related to testifying
at a hearing and/or trial by children who are victims of abuse. Its planned program activities support OR and DOJ goals and
initiatives as they relate to providing assistance to state and local governments. CCTV's mission directly supports DOJ's Strategic
Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Hishffithia of 1999 Minion Critical Results

During 1999, Closed-Circuit Televising of Child Victim Testimony (CC'UV) grant funds were instrumental in providing the necessary
videotape and/or closed-circuit equipment for a central child interview center; developing inter-agency protocols coordinating child
maltreatment investigations among social workers, prosecutors and law enforcement; training 12 officials (4 social workers, 4
prosecutors and 4 law enforcement staff) in the use of the equipment; supporting a workshop on the lega requirements of CCTV
utilization, training a total of 65 court and prosecutor staff; and educating officials in human service and criminal justice areas, and the
general public on the utilization of the CCTV equipment.

1999 CCTV funds also supported an award to the American Bar Association (ABA) to evaluate the FY 1998 CCTV projects to
determine their effectiveness and impact on reducing the trauma to child abuse victims during criminal hearings or trials. Currently,
the ABA is conducting visits to the 131998 CCITV projects. Of the 13 visits planned, three projects were visited in the aeas of
Wisconsin, Florida, and Califoenia. These site visits consisted of interviews of all key personnel1 case file dat extraction, observation,
and group meetings with non-offending parents. Case studies will provide the basis for a future report which will include both
quantitative and qualitatve data assessing the impact of the use of the CCTV equipment in reducing the trs experienced by child
victims during hearings and criminal proceedings.

In 2000, Si million is available for this program. Thes funds will be combined with the remaining 1999 funds to award 27 pants in
200.



FY 2001 Performance Goash ad Indicators

BJA is proposing a 2001 Perforrmance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resource and with demonstrable results, as
shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRLA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future
performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforcement Asalatan!

Closed-CircuInt Teleisina: of Child Victim. of A au
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

Closed-Circuit Televising of Child Victima of Abuse mu
2000 Enacted 5 1,000
2001 Base 1,000
2001 Estimate L

Increase/Decrease so

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTON

Thc Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended by the Crime Control Act of 1990, created Part N-Grants for
Closed-Circuit Televising of Testimony of Childrcn Who are Victims of Abuse. The Director of the Bureau of Justice Assistance
(BJA) is authorized to make grants to provide equipment and personnel training for the closed-circuit televising and video taping of
tkee testimony of children in criminal proceedings for the violation of laws rating to the abuse of children. Thw CCTV program seeks
to reduce the trauma related to testifying at a hearing or at trial by children who ame victims of abuse. It encourages statesl to PaS lAwS
that allow the use of closed-circuit televising or video taping of testimony of children in criminal proceedings against those charged
with violation of laws relating to child abuse. Funding can also be used to assist courts or other system agencies to establish
procedures, obtan equipment, and conduct the types of training necessary to televise or videotape the interviews and testimony of
child victim and witnesses.

This program was originally established as a formula grant program, with each participating state slated to receive a ban. award of
S50,000 and the remaining balance to be distributed to participating states on the basis of population. However, funds. appropriated
were not sufficient to acheve the bane distribution. Section 40156 of N~i 1994 Crime Act modified this program, converting it to a
discretionary grant program.



The goals of the CCTV Program are (I) to encourage stsa to peus laws that promote the use or closed-c.ircult televising and vide
taping the testimony of childnn in criminal proceedings for the violation of laws relating to child abuse and (2) to assist cots in
establishing procedures and programs for televised Iesfimony in case where the judge detmines that a child wvitniess will be
traumatized by the p Psesce of the defendant.

The 2001 request ofrs1 million is the same as the 2000 enacted appropriation.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: FPRESENTED BY INMATIVE AND PROGRAM

PROGRAM/ ORG UNIT: Closed Circuit Televising of Child Vitm of Abuse (CCTV)/Burcau of Just Ausac (ISon Pirp.
DEARTMUIT 0F JUSnCE CORE FUNCflON: ( 2) Asmstance to Tribal, State and bsal Government
DEPARTME!NT OF JVSTIE STRATZGIC GOAL (2.1) Impove die crime fighhing and isminal jvusce capabilite of Tribal. slae Wn local goverims.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL (2. 1. 1) Resarh s and Evahiluoni
MISSION: To redhie the trmma relate so stsibif at a heaig aauiloe tria hychi whnare victinte o cerm.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance

Residential Substance Abuse Treatment for State Prisoners
2001 Summmay Statement and Performance Plan

2001 Consnonent Mission and Goas,. and Relationshin to DOJ Strategic Plan

The Residential Substance Abuse Treatment (RSAT) Program's mission is to provide support to the states to enhance heir capabilities
to provide residential substance abuse treatment for incarcerated inmates. The RSAT Program's mission directly supports the DOJ's
Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Highlights of 1999 Mission Critical Result

Increased number of substance abuse treatment programs and number of offenders who received treatment. 18,893 offenders
received treatment from 114 programs initiated or expanded with 1999 funds. The CPO monitors and collects data on the number of
treatment programs that are established and the number of offenders that are treated. The following are the major performance
indicators for measuring program success and projected outcomes:

Provided technical assistance. CPO continued to conduct technical assistance workshops and conferences on effective treatment
programs and strategies to convince policymrakers that treating offenders is one of the most effective means of reducing recidivism
among offenders and reducing management problems Within institutions. These workshops and conferences provided more intensive
training for corrections practitioners on the essential elements of an effective program and how to implement such a program. In 1999,
5 workshops or conferences were held and 950 policymakers, correctional practitioners, and treatment practitioners received training.

IFY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

Thse CPO is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable
results, as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon
which future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Governiment Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforcment Assistancc

Presidential Substance Abuse Treatment Prorm
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

State Prison Drug Treatment Program Amomnt
2000 Enacted $63,000
2001 Base 63,000
2001 Estimate65

Increase/D3ecrease $2,000

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The Residential Substance Abuse Treatment for State Prisoners (RSAT) Formula Grant Program msists states and units of
local government in developing and implementing residential substance abuse treatment programs within state and local
correctional and detention facilities in which prisoners are incarcerated for a period of time sufficient to permit substance abuse
teament. The RSAT Program was created by the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, Pub.L.
103-322 which amended Title I of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safc Streets Act

The demand for treatment services is tremendous. According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, at least 80 percent t, or approximately
92,000 of the 1.4 million inmattes in state prisons have used drugs in the past. Only about I1I percent of prison inmats and a smaller
percentage ofjail inmates participate in drug treatment programs. About one in six reported committing their current offense to obtain
money for dntp. Lack of substance abuse treatment is recognized as a significant problem among juvenile offenders yet few
tresamn programs exist and little is known about what types of programs are effective for this population.

To allow states to provide the comprehensive programs needed to appropriately treat inmates with substance abuse problems in 2000,
nev legislative language is proposed to enable states that have existing in-prison drug treatment programs, which comply with federal

73
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requirements, to use their RSAT grants to fund a full continuum of drug treatment, which includes treatment and sanctions, both
during incarceration and after release

Programs continue to move through preparation hiring, and training stages to actually admitting clients and operating. In 2000,
approximately 22,000 offenders are projected to receive treatment from approximately 130 programs with 2000 funds. The CPO
monitors and collects data on the number of treatment programs that are established and the numb,-r of offenders that are treated.

2001 Program Changfe

In 2001, CPO requests a total of $65 million for the RMAT Program. This request represents an increase ofS$2 million above the 2000
appropriation. A detailed description of the RSAT Program can be found under the Breaking the Cycle Initiative request, which
begins on page 27.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: RENTED BY INITAIVE AND PROGRAM
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Locall Law Enfrremesit Assiatangc

Juvenileg Accountability Bl1ock Grants
Mission statement and 2001 Performance Plan

201 Comnonent Mission and Gosh. and Relaitionshig to DO.1 Strategic Plan

The mission of the Juvenile Accountability Incentives Block Grant (JAIBG) program is to provide states and units of local government
with funds to develop programs to promote greater accountability in thc juvenile justice system. The .IAIBG program is administered
by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) The JAI BG program mission directly supports the DOJ's
Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governimenta.

Hiablebt of 19,9 Mission Criticail Results

In 1999, JAIBO Block Grant funds in the amount of $232.25 million were distributed to the states, with allocations ranging from $1.48
million (Wyoming) to $22.6 million (California).

In addition to the Block Grants program, approximately $4.7 million was provided for research, demonstration, and evaluation to focus
on examining strategies and programs that target juvenile offenders; providing critical information about juveniles in the juvenile
justice system and the impact of accountability-based sanctions; and to cnhancc the research and evaluation capacity of practitioners.

In 1999, approximately S7 million was provided for training and technical assistance, which reached more than 4,000 participants.

FY 2001 PeirforMamee Goala and ladicators

The JAIBO program is proposing a Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable
results, as shown on the Governmnent Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon
which future performance =ay be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act,



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Juvenile Accountability Incentive Block Grants

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
(dollars in thousands)

Juvenile Incentie Bllock Grants Amount~fl
2000 Enacted $237,995
2001 Base 12,005
2001 Estimate

Increase/Decrease $(250,000)

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The Juvenile Accountability Block Grant (JAIBG) Program was created through the 1998 Commerce, Justice, State and the Judiciary
Appropriations Act, P.L. 105-119, to encourage accountability-based reforms in states and local jurisdictions. JAIBG funds, which are
administered by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevcntion (OJJDP) can be used ,or 12 purpose areas, including
building juvenile detention facilities, hiring prosecutors, establishing gun courts, improving juvenile probation programs and testing
youth in the juvenile justice system for controlled substances.

To qualify, states have to certify that they have adopted, have considered or will consider certain accountability-based reforms,
including enabling prosecutors to charge youth I5 or over accused of committing a violent crime as adults; establishing graduated
sanctions for juvenile offenders, treating juvenile delinquency records for felony offenders in the same manner as adult records; and
ensuring that juvenile courtjudgers are not prohibited from issuing court orders that require parental supervision ofjuvenile offenders.
States ame also required to agree to establish a policy of drug testing for appropriate categories of youth in the juvenile justice system.

Absent a waiver, each state must distribute not les than 75 percent of its allocation among units of local government in the state. In
making such distribution, the state will allocate funds among units of local government using a formula that combines law
enforcement expenditures for each unit of local government and the average annual number of Uniform Crime Report Part I violent



crime arrests reported by each unit of local government, pach for ihe three most recent calendar years for which data are available.
Two-thirds of each unit or local government's allocatior is based on the law enforcement expenditure data and one-third on the
reported violent crime areat data, in a ratio based on the aggregate data for all units of general local governments in the state. A unit of
local government must qualify' for a minimum of 5,000 in order to be eligible to receive an award. The state will retain funds
allocated to nonqualified units in order to provide services for their benefit or use. The state or local governments recipient of a JAIBG
award must contribute, in the form of a cash match, at least 10 percent of the total program cost. If JAIBG funds are used to construct
a permanent juvenile correctional facility, the cash match must be at least 50 percent of the total costs. JAIBO program funds cannot be
used to supplant state or local funds.

States and units of local government eligible to receive JAIBO funds must establish a Coordinated Enforcement Plan (CEP) for
reducing juvenile crime developed by a Juvenile Crime Enforcement Coalition (JCEC). State CEP's must be developed by a JCEC
consisting of law enforcement and social service agencies involved in juvenile crime prevention. Te assist in devciupirg the state's
CEP, states may choose to utilize members of the State Advisory Group established by the State's f.Mief executive under the OJJDP
Formula Grants program, if appropriate membership exists, or another planning group that constiv ites a coalition of law enforcement
and social service agencies.

2001 PraasCa.

There is no funding requested for this program in 2001.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGRAMIORG UNIT: Juvenile Accountabilily Incentive Block Grants (JAIBG)/Officc orjuvcnle crime Control and Prevcrition (Base P-%gra.)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal. State and Local Governrels
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2. 1) Improve the crime-flghttcg and crnmlhjuvinrle just=c system capabilifics or tribal. state and local governments
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2 1.3) To emphsasize bo0th enforcement and prcocntion strategies io counter youth violcec through targeted programs that provide finding and
apeesailizod stance to statess and localities.
MISSION: To provide States and units ol local government with funds to develop progranra to promote greater accountability in the juvenile justice system.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Performance Report Performane Plans

Type of Performuane Indicators Data1u 9 200 2001
ladicatsr Source Aelaals Enaeted Actual$ Enacted Plan

- Plal n Plan

Inpat I Appropriations (in millions) P L S230M S250M $250M 5237 995M* $0"
Number of Applications received for Program Manager 56 56 36 56

3. Discretionary grant programs designed Program Manager 36 41 41 32

Outpnl/ 4. Numberorfformrula grnt awardls made Program Manager 56 56 56 56
Activity 5 Number or discretionary awards madc Program Manager 36 41 41 32

later"Wlat 6. Number or on-site monitoring visits to Program Minager. 26 46 46 56
Ovieama states Site Visit Reports

7. Number or monitoing site visits Progrsm Manager, tO 14 14 21
_________ (dlseauasrary) Site Visit Report$ ____________

End Oatoea 8. Number oF juvenile accountability Progrit Manager, 1130 TBD TOD TOD
program imp lemented(fortnula) Final Grant Report

9. Number ofjuvenile aeCOUnrs3bility Program Manager. 36 25 25 19
resear, A valuation, and Final Grant Report
demonstration programs implemented

A. EDtitiemn oflTerms or Ex pa natloan for Iladleators a nd Data Sooaren: (6) 56 is based on the number of planned on-site visits to Title I1 Formula Grant States; and (3) TOID (To Be
Determised) States will be reporting FY 1999-1999 local program data nia Electroic Follow-up Informantion form beginning 2" quarter FY 2000.

IL lassies A fftliohn11 Paum Prforann: N/A

C. laIe Aletiorg Seletiaon 02000 and 2001 Planar 00 Funding was no requested in 2001. *This includes 2n overall DO) reduction of 3.1% to meet Congressionally oatadaed budget

. aldaiad VerficatIon Iniv id rollow -Un Renon sutitritied at the onset af roti nd scorinnti :ind lion) Droicce: renrts k cen OJJT)P/SR AD abreast of arnteie rroacss.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Low Enforement Assistance

Mishiny Alzheimer's Disease Patient Alert Proaram
Mission Statement and 2001 Performance Plan

2001 Component Mission and Goals. and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

The Alzheimer's Program's mission is to establish a national Missing Alzheimer's Disease Patient Alert Program to protect and locate
missing patients with Alzheimer's disease and related dementia. The Missing Alzheimer's Disease Patient Alert Program's mission
directly supports the DOJ's Strategic Plan core function or providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Hfighfights of 1999 Mission Critical Results

In 1999, the Alzheimer's S ate Return Program increased its registration data base to 55,869 individuals and assisted in return of over
4,900 wanderers. In 2000, the program will continue to expand the national registry of memory-impaired persons, support the toll-free
telephone service, provide a Fax Alert System, conduct train the trainers programs fc r law enforcement and emergency personnel,
disseminate information and educational materials, and continue a national public awareness campaign.

FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

OJJDP is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results,
as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which
future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFFCE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Low EnforcMent Assistance

Missing Alzheinmers Disease Patient Alert Progrm
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

Missing Alahelmer's Disease Patient Alert Proeram
2000 Appropriation $900
2001 Base 900
2001 Estimate 2QM
Increase/Decrease 0

T"he Alzheimer's Program provides grants to address materials developmcnt, outreach, and training of local law enforcement, public
safety, and emergency health personnel in identifying and handling lost Alzheimer's patients. The "Safe Return" program provides a
national registry of memory impaired persons, a toll-free telephone service to report missing patients, conducts train-the-trainer
programs for law enforcement and emergency personnel, disseminates educational materials, and conducts a national public awareness
campaign.

2001 PrormM Chakn&es

The 2001 request of $900,000 is the same as the 2000 appropriation.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED DY PROGRAM

PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: Missing Alzheimer's Disease Patient4 Alert ProrOfce of )uvenric Crime Control and Prevention (Base Frogrisn)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal. State and Local Governmntt
DEPARTMENT OFJUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL (2.1) Imnprove the crime fitghting and] criminal justice system capabilities of Tribal. state and local governments,

MISSION: To esuablisht a national Missing Alzheimer's Disease Paient Alert Program to protect and locate patients with Alzheinmer's disease and related dementian who are

______PRFOR ANC INDICATOR________INFORMATION ______ PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Perfoetnaneie Repoets Performnscse Plains

Type of Dats 1WMM
Indicator Performance Inodicaitors Source Actual, Enacted Actualas Enacted Plan

Plan Plan

Input I . Appropriaton (in millions) P L S.9M[ S.9M $.9M S.9M $.9M
2. Applications received and grams awarded .2,URprts~,,,,,,,, I1 I I I____ I_____

Outaut/Acfcy 3. Number oftpieces of tnformataon disseminated on Safe Grantee Reports 390,000 I420,000 420,000 420.000 420,000
Raen Program _I_

Itermaediate 4. Number or motoring rite visis -Site Visit Report 0 I 1 1 1 I
OuDtcom S. Nuinbe rSafeReturn relatedcIls Grantee Reprt 5,051S8 5.100 5.100 5,100 5.100

ed 6. Numb~erof Safe Retrn Rgirrants Progress Report 44,311 1 45,000 45,000 55,869 60.000
Outcome 7. Missing Aluitelmer Persons recovered I rgesRp" 1 3.322 3.400 1 3,400 4,900 1 5,300

A. Dellbatama of Term or Ezjalaaetl for Indicator andl Dat Soatce
The Safe Reman Programs is a tatloru computerized registry containing infiormation on Alzheimer patients and the care givers and agencies to contact when these individuals are
report msisaing. This prognam adin~itra a 24-Iarrr-a-day toll free telephone service to report missing Alzheimner patients. Once an individual is registered with the national
centr, deytaceive a uttlqm a enr staion vaanbee which is worn on clothing labels or metal bracelets, or carried on a card in a wallet.

5. mm ffeiam199 PrermPeroem ee.N/A

C. Iam flatla Suac a m 09 -A 21006 s. NIA

D. Valdalia and Verlffcatimat:
Inqaleanaion o(prfeesnase measures will he Validate and versed through a review w of progress rets~ submitted by grantees; te lephone contact, and onuite motittoring of
prasaes' performance by gra proram managers. Additionally. the National Aliheimer Association wWa their desigated contractor, Life Service, Inc. have managemers

--frmue I~et wh:Ich 1have 1h cinacitv tovrf n aiaetanrscumtsr n o ieclsrstivelv.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Stoic and Local Low Enforcement Assistsnce

Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention
2001 Mission Statement and Performance Plan

2001 Comnonent Mission and Goals. and Relationship to DOJ Strateic Plan

The mission the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention (MVTP) Program is to reduce auto thefts committed primarily during the early
morning hours. The 2001 planned activities and priorities support thc initiatives of the ORP and DOJ related to improving the justice
system by assisting State and local law enforcement. The mission of the MVTP Program is to directly support the DOJ Strategic Plan
core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

The MTVP Program measures its performance by tracking the number of states implementing the program. In the long-term, program
performance will be measured in terms of how well the public responds to what the program offers, the number of vehicles registered
in the program, and the overall level of public satisfaction that the program is beneficial and dependable. As end outcomes,'we have
included performance measures for the number of cars stopped and the number of cars recovered.

HWhts of 1999 Mission Critical Results

In 1999, the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) awarded MVTP grants to the states of Arizona, Colorado, Delaware, Maryland, New
York, Tennessee, and Washington in the amount of S950,000. These sevcn recipients joined Alabama, Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, North Carolina, and the U.S. Virgin Islands as participants in this national motor vehicle theft prevention program.
Colorado, Delaware, Tennessee, and Washington each received new $200,000 implementation awards. Arizona, Maryland, and New
York each received supplemental awards of 350,000 to continue their ongoing efforts.



FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

The MVTP is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resource and with demonstrable
results, as shown on the Government Performance and Results (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which
future performance may be tracked and reported up-on, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance

Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

Motor Vehicle Theft Prevertion Amon
2000 Appropriation Enacted $1,300
2001 Base 1,300
2001 Estimate1N

Increase/Decrease so

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The MVTP was established by the Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Act authorized under Section 220002 of the Violent Crime Control
And Law Enforcement Act of 1994 and is designed to assist states with development of a voluntary motor vehicle theft prevention
program. The program encourages motor vehicle owners to voluntarily display a decal or othcr authorized device on their vehicles to
alert police that their vehicles are not normally driven between the hours of I a.m. and 5 am. Motorists may also choose to display
another decal or device to signal that their vehicles are not normally driven across or in the proximity of international land borders or
ports. The goals of this program are as follows:

"Improve the interdiction of stolen vehicles, narcotics, firearms, etc., within the United States and at international land borders and
international ports.

" Expand the program nationally

* Identify' major auto theft rings and develop a strategy to disrupt chop shop operations and the interstate/interationall trafficking, of
stolen parts and vehicles

" Develop objectives and timetables that will increase the number of vehicles registered in the program.
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A total of nine states were participating as of the end of 1998, and an additional four will be added in 1999. By 2000, BJA anticipates
that a total of 18 states will be participating in the program - five more states than in 1999.

2001 Program Chkamp

In 2001, BJA requests SI1.3 million to implement the fifth year of funding of the NIVTP Program. This represents the same level of
funding.a the 2000 enacted appropriation.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Programl~ureau of Justice AouisL'snce/([Base Program)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSnCE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governiment
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2. 1) Improve thar crime lighting and criminal justice system capabilities of Tribal, state arid local governments.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2. 1. 1) Research and Development
MISISION: To create a cooperative partnership between car owners and state and local law eoforcemsent to reduce car theft committed primarily by professional auto thieves
and to facilitate dhe recovery of stolen vehies ______

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION [PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Perfonsace Report Performance Plans

Type of Performance Indkalanr Data Soorce JI9" ImM
Indicator Actuals Enacted Actals Enacted plan

Plan Plan

Input 1. Approprtation (tn millions) P, L. S.75M s2M $1.3M $1.3M $1.3M
2. Number or ff piatinu recei ved BIA tnlcs% 9 10 (s11) 7 7_____ (b) __12

OulpaV 3. Number of awards BJA files 7 25(c/) 77
Adv~y 4. Numbe of conferencs held by BlAfor BJA files 0 3 1 1 1

gramsne on auto theft prevention

Iilaruadhta S. Number of slates inqieeniaIg program Grantee reports 12 is 13 is 23
ouesm 6. Number of registered vehicles Granite reports TEDD TIID TED TED TED

Participating in program
7. Number of public awareness materials Grantee reports TED TED TED TED TED (d/)

distributed to the public

8. Number of events posted by grantees that Grantee reports TBD TED TED TED TED (d/)
exposed the public to this initiative

9. Number of people who have their Grante reports TED TED TED TED TED (dfO
automobiles glass etchd with Vehicle
ldedrocaaion Nussmbera

Red Outoma 10. Percentage of grantees who, at the time of Grantee reports. 0 N/A N/A * TED (dt) TED (d/)
close-out have inylemented programs that
inet the majority of their goals ad objectves
as defined In dieir appowed appilicaffmw



B. haves Affcting 19" Proram Perfrmance.
V/ Thls nmnles'waschaged fromnIto 10. 1Iwas an error.
cJ This snnser was previously reported in error.

BJA will not be akl so meaar the end outcome of the Program until each grant has been closed. None cloned in FY 1999. Those grans which close in FY 2000 will be

C. lassem Afraetag Selectie of 2000 and 2001 Plans.
Pls e er to mat in Section B.

h/ Thts maabe inelsades 4 new appications andl 3 applications foe supplemeniAl funding.
dI Snce his s a ew idto. henetea office needs time to develon a ilin for tuackinE tlii,

D, VaIsa d Vu'lllealieea.
The Programs Develiopes Division maintains tiles that track the nainber of applicutins received and awarded (#2,3), as well as on the number of meetings held on auto theft
prevenin i(14). Grne - Ports will als itack the number of states implementing the program (05) and number or vehicles registered under the program (#6. as well as indicators 7.8
andl 9.) Grantee progress reports and division ste visits will he used to determine the end outcome measure,%. Tis determsiation will he made through a process of ensuring that the
grante has measuratle. atminsle, and germane goals and ob~eciives, ta grantee reporting requirements are established tents the atart of the program, and that ass asseassnent is made

he he raram asnse t te imeo los-ti tha theI I rme I coolse th a-arity or it% goals and nlstectives.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance

Drug Courts Grants Program
2001 Summary Statement and Performance Plan

2001 Componenit Mission and Goas., and Relationshini to DOJ Strategic Plan

The Drug Courts Program Office's (DCPO) overall mission is to improve public safety and reduce criminal recidivism through the
support of drug court programs that intensively supervise drug treatment fr drug addicted, non-violent offenders. DCPO's mission
directly supports the DOJ's Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Hialebhts of 1999 Minilon Critical Result

Currently, DCPO measures performance in terms of thc numbers of drug courts that come on-line and the percent of drug court
program participants in grantee programs that do not commit other crimes while participating in the program. In 1999, 108 new
federally funded drug courts, including 16 tribal drug courts were established through support from the DCPO. Eighty percent of drug
court program participants in grantee programs did not commit other crimes while participating in the program. Other
accomplishments during 1999 included: DCPO conducted 60 site visits and sponsored 22 grantee workshops; all of the 1997 planning
grantees (79) attended two training workshops; and DCPO staff and it technical assistance providers have responded to more than
3, 100 requests for assistance.

In 1999, DCPO received 215 applications. From this pool of applicants, 81 planning grants were awarded for up to S30,000 each; 11 9
implementation grants were awarded for up to $200,000 each; and 23 enhancement grants were awarded for up to $ 100,000 ($300,000
if for multiple jurisdictions) each.

Despite their increasing numbers, drug courts have generated only limited research and evaluation, both locally and nationally.
Research show that substance abuse treatment works and that coerced treatment works in other settings. Evaluations of individual
drug court programs we swing promising results. In 1998, Columbia University's National Center on Addiction and Substance
Abuse provided the first major academic review and analysis of drug court evaluations. T7he author reviewed 30 evaluations pertaining
to 24 drug courts and concluded, "that drug courts provide closer, more comprehensive supervision and much more frequent drug



toting and monitoring during the program, than other forms of community supervision. More importantly, drug use and criminal
behavior are substantially reduced while offenders are participating in drug courts."

National research activity started slowly due to the slow growth of the drug court movement in the early years -from 1989 to 1993.
only about 12 courts were developed. In 1997, NIl awarded the Drug Court Evaluation Program 1. Grants were awarded to study
four drug courts (Las Vegas, Nevada; Portland, Oregon; Kansas City, Missouri; and Pensacola. Florida) to examine "process" issues
such as the operational features of the courts and the dynamics of program development. The impact of the drug courts on criminal
recidivism also will be measured, as will the extent of participants' retention in treatment and changes in their life circumstances and
productivity. Resuts from the first phase of this study are currently under review. Results from the second stage are being compiled
at this time.

In 1999, NUJ awarded the Drug Court Evaluation Program 11 to evaluate the 16 drug courts that have received implementation
grants from the DCPO with 95-96 funds. This phase will take a more in.pth look at program outcomes. The results will form the
nucleus of a future publication addressing possible new or improved approaches and techniques to fourth develop the drug courts.

As of 1998, to ensure that grantees are collecting critical information on their drug courts for evaluation purposes and to assist in the
national evaluation of drug courts, grantees that receive funds to implement and enhance a drug court are required to collect, and
submit on a semni-annual basis, a minimum data set. This data set was developed with input from the drug court field and the U.S.
General Accounting Office.

FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

T'he DCPO is proposing an 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable
multi, as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon
which future perfornnace may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performaince and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE P'ROGRAMS
State and Local Low Enforccement Assistanec

Drug Courts Grants PrormM
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

Drug Courts Grants Program Aon
2000 Enacted $40,000
2001 Base 40,000
2001 EstimateSU

Increase/Decrease $10,000

The Drug Courts Program Office (DCPO) wss created under the authority at the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968, as amended. The DCPO provides financial and technical assistance for states, state courts, units of local government, local
courts and Indian Tribal governments to develop and implement treatment drug courts that employ the coercive power of the courts to
subject non-violent offenders to an integrated mix of treatment, drug testing, incentives and sanctions to break-the-cycle of substance
abuse and crime. Furthermore, Drug Court Program is regarded as one the cornerstones of the Administration's Stop Drugs and Stop
Crime Initiatives. In conjunction with the National Institute of Justicc, the DCPO is conducting comparative evaluations of drug court
programa to identify the most effective program elements and designs to combat drug abuse and crime. The drug court movement
began as a grass roots, community-level response to reduce crime and substance abuse among criminal justice offenders. A drug court
brings together the court, othe criminal justice agencies and the treatment community to create i paradigm shift when intet~ening with
substance abusing offenders. The DCPO fully supports this grass roots, community-level movement by awarding drug court grants,
technical assistnce and training. The DCPO awards two types of grants:



" Itaplamentation Grant. Awards for jurisdictions with new drug court programs that have already made a commitment to
develop a drug court program and have identified the target population to be served and the case processing procedures. These
grants are available to either single jurisdictions or multiple jurisdictions planning a joint effort.

" Enhancement Grant. Awards to jurisdictions to improve or enhance services in existing drug courts. These awards are
available to single jurisdictions or to multiple jurisdictions or statewide or regional entities to coordinate joint improvements,
such as information Systems, program evaluations, or training,

The DCPO implementation and enhancement grantees use grant funds to support the development of management information
systems and the necessary software to accompany these systems. It is critical that drug courts be able to efficiently and effectively
share data regarding program participants in a timely manner. Specialized technical assistance is made available by DCPO to assist
drug courts with the development of effective information systems.

Implementation and enhancement grantees are required to evaluate their program efforts. A future publication addressing possible
new or improved approaches and techniques to further develop the drug courts is being compiled based upon 16 site evaluations
completed by the Rand Corporation in 1)99. It is anticipated that the results will be released by the end of 2000. DCPO will continue
to supplement funding to support evaluations which will produce additional outcome results beyond recidivism and drug use.

Multi-agency collaboration and cooperation are at the heart of the drug court philosophy. Drug courts work effectively because of the
successful linkage between the criminal justice system and substance abuse treatment systems, as well as other community resources.
DCPO's implementation and enhancement grantees are required to randomly and frequently drug test participants and to provide
comprehensive treatment services. The 2000 Drug Court Grant Program is responsive to, and supportive of, developments in the field.
The grant program will support the opening of 40 drug courts.

Additionally, in 2000, DCPO is launching the Drug Court Planning Initiative (DCPI) to assist communities in the process of planning
a drug court. DCPl will consist of a series of three workshops for community teams who want to plan drug court. As part Of the
DCPI, communities will not need to submit an application for a planning grant, provide a 25% local funds match, or compete for
funding to receive training and technical assistance or, planning an adult, juvenile, or family drug court.

DCPI will pay for the workshops and the planning team's travel cost (airfare, ground transportation, hotel, and meals) based on the'
federal travel regulations for up to 10 team members. An eligible team must consist of a judge, prosecutor, public defender, treatment
representative, coordinator, and a research or management information system specialist. If a Community is planning a juvenile drug



court the team must also consist of a school represent tative. Each workshop will build upon the foundation of the previous workshop.
Thus a dnug court team must attend all three workshops. There will be specialized series of workshops about how to plan an adult,
juvenile, or family drug courts. Technical assistance will also be available at no cost to communities participating in the workshops.

2001 Proarm Chana

In 2001, DCPO is requesting a total of $50 million. This request represents a S 10 million increase over the 2000 base level funding.
$2 million will be tor the depenidenicy court system's response to child abuse and neglect detailed under Building Knowledge, page 65.
The remaining $8 million will be needed by the DCPO. A detailed dcscription of the DCPO program enhancement can be found
under Breaking the Cycle of Substance Abuse and Crime, page 29.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGRAWORG UNT: Drag Coursa Program/Drug Court Program Ofic (DCI'O) (Bat rupm)
DEPARTMENT Or JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assisance to Tribal. Sate anil Local Govereo
D19ARIEMN OF JI.WiCE STRATEGIC GOALU (2.3) Support innovative, commiansty-baseid straiegic aimed am reducing crime, derlioumey &Wd violence in au cosuvismabras
ANIMAL PEFORMANCE GOAL- (2.3.3) Drag Cowut
MLWOM: To proved.e rmws:l a&M ledusicall asalsamss for moma. satie courts. nts of local goretivmew, local courts, and Inian Tribal governmeias to develop mwd. iroleg treatment
drag cor d&M ensplay Ow coerciro passer of courts toIM nooe uiolawn offcoajarsto oan integraited mix of treatment, unibstanco aboro ieronng. omce ivoand ndiito break the cycle of

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Perfisrwemt" Reoert Prfe"Nae Plum

Type of LM mi W
Jadloamr Performss. mudicaaaru Data Source Actuak EnaMted Aclueb Egascted PuM

-PF I1 Appoope itmm (in millions) P' L. $30M S4OM $4091 $40M ISM
2 Total maoiber of alglcatiosreceived O/rice of theCostrof/er 29) 195 215 IS0 200
3. Program Spescaullue poasiioa so prepare/massoor grants Personnel Office 9 9 7 7 10
4. Policy nibujasisralo Poasios so gossle program effort Personnel Office 2 2 1 I 2

OWpu/ 5. Suppast cootwatios. in 11 process of plaluswig a drug court Tnch, Am Prorolors - TAP 75 50 $I so 120
Ad~iy 6. Award inplusmamlwegramaa(aclude contgrans) Offlroof the Comisirilicr 5I Is 119 45 59

__ _ _ 7. Award eadaancemnmgran Offic of the Comptroller 30 39 2.3 32 43

Inderomem a. Proved.e Iramang osasions for gramste TAP 1I 16 22 37 30
n wm 9. Proved.e special leansan isesm 'ot tribal gtrarsoes TAP 2 3 9 11 11

10 Provite ebaacalsppotandoexpere tsogratees TAP ADCPO 1736 750 32148 750 750
11. Conea med exchange information web oiling federal DCPO

agm.6 6 6 6 6
12, %d easus we. am a ao i evalamad byp giaesn as gtoad TAP

or eacolA 100% 1 5 95S % 9%

zed 13. Number of DCPO-fuWdW nmew aau druCOMMa Drug Cowl Clenadiglatua 112 135 106 40 54
0dm. 14, Eamlw cooperative programs wedh adver federal agawm DCPO -1 2 1 1 1

15. Puts of drag coon program. Participate 0 graimoe
programs dot do anm mi eu a dwg ciisW~k pstlpmqi Drag Cow"r Cwersugon US% 80% ID% 80% 80%
In 00 porom (Rodhlvisml _____ _ _ _ _ _ ________

A- Drdim ofTasma wr Rstalmawal m emiD-A Smasta MIA

N. Imm Mfiealis 19 Ise or Perfarume NIA

C. 1smas Affeelbe 8edsedim of 3M9 and 201 Pam

Ia 2001, 0 1mio of Mhe 810 million reaess widl be imdl to help, food doe Deperisency Coast Syoms Rapes. so Cbdd Alus. ida Neglec Wiatieve (amt Oan oDdMWg Kaowledge
ledabelve). TMheaaaiiiri $8 milleem will be nsmded for d. DCPC so ealalisiliA 12 new dasa coasts, anu 8 eddtonal comnmrs. m lassising a drusg coei.t provide doim ddiomil training

am mC - mssilesodm for se mm graftem, .mae w wmemntinl evalummewi of drug mimic.



Performanc essares will be vallaed and verified through a review of progress reports snted by grantr. telephone contact, and sile monitoring of grnees Peirfosse" by gramt
program mansgun Addasotually. die OR Drag Cuin Clearnghouse and Technical Assissance Prjctw, a collaborative effort with American Universiey. provide data tomesr

113. Number of DCPO-fsssed new operational drug courts. The number of DCPO-funded new operational drug cins is obtained with the anatiance of a gram. survey conducted by the
Drug Court Clearinghouse. Itis important to nole ta the number of DCPO-fisnded new operatinal drug cos per FYgg be obtained by adding the manli of planning,
inqtlemreation, and esitanesiei gramnm one FY, it may not become opecrational wail the next MT The Drug Court Clearinghouse surveys drug court granme anid ebtais information on
whoe a drug court beromes operations. This is the information used to arrive at this performance indicator. This information is verifited by DCPO Program Managers through program
monitoring.

I1S. Percent of drug court program pmnticipasts in grantee programs that do not commit other crimes while participating in the program (recidivism). This inforsmation is colleced through a
survey of gjj operations

t 
drug courts, The survey is administered by the Drug Court Clearinghouse and t data is self-rrpocrtrd. flis data is not verified by the Drug Court Clearinghouse on

or Use DCPQ through evaluative meam,



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Stott and Local Law Enforcement Assistance
Law Enforcement Family Support Program

2001 Sunmarv Statement and Performance Plan

2001 Component Mission mad Goals. and Relationship to DOJ Strategic Plan

The mission of the Law Enforcement Family Support program is to assist State and local law enforcement and correctional agencies in
developing and implementing policies and programs to reduce stress and provide appropriate support services for officers and their
families through research, training, technical assistance, and financial support. These planned program activities support the goals and
initiatives of ORP and DOS. The Law Enforcement Family Support Program's mission directly supports the DOS's Strategic Plan core
function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Highlights of 1999 Mission Critical Results

The Law Enforcement Family Support Program is discovering innovative ways to prevent and treat the negative effects of stress
experienced by law enforcement and correctional officers ai.d their families. The program consists, among other development
activities, of demonstration and research grants which are periodically awarded to state and local law enforcement t and corrections
agencies, or organizations (i.e., unions and associations) representing law enforcement and corrections personnel. In 1999, fewer
grants than expected were awarded due to the decrease in innovative proposals from the field of law enforcement and the requirement
for rigorous evaluation of all programs. Proposals that were funded focused primarily on programming for the line staff rather than the
managerial staff. There were 6 new employee assistance programs established, 2 grants were awarded for research, and 6 grants were
awarded for demonstration and training programs. Also in 1999. 38 managers were trained to establish, operate, or expand stress
reduction and family support programs. Through the Law Enforcement Family Support Program, over 5,600 officers and family
members were served in 1999.



FY 2001 Perfarsnca Goush mod Indman

The Law Enforcement Family Support Program is proposing a 2001 Pcrformancc Plan that is attainable within the requested level of
resources and with demonstrable results, as shwn on the Government Prrormance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals
will establish a baseline upon which future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government
Performance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
State and LOWa Law Enforcement Asstnce
Law Enorcment Family Sunrt Proera

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
(dollars in thousands)

Law Enforcement Family Support Program Amumnt
2000 Enacted $1,500
2001 Base 1,500
2001 Estimate1.

Increasedecrese so

BASE PR RA ASCRIPTION 
S

The Law Enforcement Family Support Program is authorized by section 1001 (aX2l) of the Omnibus Crime Control Act uf 1968 CA
Crime Act and directs the Attorney General to: 1) establish and implement family friendly policies within law enforrcement related
offices of the Department of Justice, and 2) support research, program development, and evaluation; training, technical assistance, and
support programs; and information dissemination concerning family support, stress reduction, and psychological services to federal,
State, and local law enforcement agencies and related organizations. In 1995, responsibility for developing a guide for research and
program development was assigned by the OJP Associate Attorney General to the National Institute of Justice (Nil).

In 1999, NU intensified it's efforts to understand the extent and nature of stress experienced by corrections and law enforcement
officers. Their efforts included: a solicitation directed at correctional officers and their families, a grant writing workshop, the
completion of an Issues and Practices Report entitled. Correctional Officer Stress, and establishment of several single-site
de'ionsmtion projects targeting, under-served populations (rural areas, regional service models, corrections, etc.).

In 2000, NIJ is using funds to targept and expand the program to the corrections field. NIJ's plan is to spend a more substantial
percentage of their funding on correctional officer stress reduction programs. In addition, NLJ wilt sponsor a national symposium on



the nature, causes and. consequences of stress and will identify programs to help prevent and ameliorate those stressors. From the
information gained at the national symposium, and in conjunction with other partners (e.g., BIA, COPS Regional Training Centers,
etc.), Nil will build a curriculum to be utilized at regional training sessions. The regional training sessions will focus on general and
local/specific issues, stressors and/or programs.

Finally, in 2000, Nil will coalesce program outcomes into a handbook that can assist law enforcement and corrections agencies in
developing successful stress programs. To accomplish this, Nil will compile and disseminate a compendium of all final program and
hypothesis-based evaluation reports filed by Law Enforcement Family Support funded demonstration programs.

2001 ProaraChana

In 2001, NiJ requests $1.5 million for this program, which is thc same amount appropriated in 2000.



PERFORMANCE, MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGRAMIOAG LINIT: Law Enfon.. nave Faily SuppofllNatmonal Initute of Jite
DEPARI?4U4NT OF U=T

0
1 ORE FUJNCTION: (2) Aaaiatarce t0 Tribal. State and Lrical government

DEPARThUNTOF li.uCE bRATEGIC GOAL- (2.1) Improve the crane fiting and criminaljuvenileiatce systemn capolvilewae oftrihal. ass wA local govasofeto.
ANM1IA. MAVORMANCE GOAL- (2AI1) Reseandi andEvataatwn
MISSON: To "iat fedtirai. tate, id local law enfrceement agencis in dcveloping and imlemnting priliciti and programs to reduce stress aind prov~de appropriate: support ervices
fr oaw enforesnnotfrr andtheir families thfoaegi reseih training technical assistanc, and finaricial fuprn

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Performaisnce Indiciators Data Seure inMM M
Type O Aeluals Enascted Actank, Egaod" Plan
Isidicator rim__ __ Plunha

lap"l I Appropiaton(inmillce) F.L Sim $1 SM SI SM SI.5 $M.3l61
2. onf avpiwctow orrserch on gresa and siren NU Files 3 3 4 5 5

redctiPon foe law enforceiment officers and their
families

3. If of picationa for denionrateon programs and NUl file% 39 45 46 45 43
trw"no program _ _ _

tvell1111 4. Iof awards re reearch Nil tiles I 2 2 2 2
Aetinty S. 0of nwwardsefor demonstration andlrining NUl files 9 10 5 6 B

Islowmadkit C # of new employee assistance programs established ad 2 12 6 2 2
Ovietios 7. Fof managers tndtetablihndopetiee a A/i6 165 38 so so

expoand ctress mibacacin and family nupport
protgramis

__ _ ._ 0 onfofficersand family met ieraservd ad 984 4.463 3.633 5,000 SO00
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uhaost n ovar folivg

A. De'Wttgm at Term or Eailamitisaaa rear Lodleaters andl Data Seares: a/ Final program eports

3. lInact Affading 1999 Pr1pua Prforinsct. Fewer grants than expected were awarded due to the decrease in innvanatine proposals fronm die (kWd of(law enforcement and the
Weunn foe rgoroa evvaleain of all propaneo Proposala that were funded roamed prinoarily on programming for Ime stalf meawen dims wsgrral ctalf.

C ~on AffectgSalell tsUB and S" Pln N/A
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Offcc of Justice Prourams
State and Local Law Enforcement Assbtance

Telemarketing Fraud Aaalnal Senior Citize s Proaram
2001 Mission Ststement and Performsnc Plan

201Cmonent Mission and Goals. and Relationahip to DOj Strateeje Plan:

The mission of the Telemarketing Fraud Against. Senior Citizens Program is to reduce the incidence of scams perpetrated against
senior citizens. The goal of this program is to mnake grants to states, to state and local law cniforcement and prosecutorial agencies and
senior citizen advocacy organizations aimed at decreasing the incidence of fraud perpetrated against senior citizens. The
Telemarketing Fraud Against Senior Citizens Piogram's mission directly supports the Department of Justice's (DOJ's) Strategic Plan
core function of providing Asistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

Hitblabzta of 1999 Mission Critical Results

In 1999, 8 grants were awarded under this program and 3 technical assistance training workshops were held for approximately 300
program participants. In the long-term, prograri impact will be based o-n the number of telemarketing scams that are investigated and
prosecuted as a result of the resources provided by this program.

FY 2001 Perforimance Goals and Indicators

The Telemarketing Fraud Against Senior Citizents Program is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the
requested level of resources and with demonstrable results, as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts.
Thes 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the
Government Perform-ance and Results Act.



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAM
State and Local Law Enforcement Assistanc%

* clemarkcting Fraud Against Senior Citizens PrograM
PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

(dollars in thousands)

Enhanced Penalties for Telemarketing Fraud Amouint
2000 Enacted $2,000
2001 Base 2,000
2001 Estimate 2

Increase/ecrease so

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

This program, authorized by Section 250005 of the VCCLEA, providcs grant funding *for State and local law enforcement agencies
and senior citizen advocacy organizations for public awareness and prevention initiatives, such as seminars and training targeted at
fraud against senior citizens.

In Mg9, the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) awarded grants to: (1) National Association of Attorneys General, (2) American
Prosecutors Research Institute; (3) National White Collar Crime Center and (4) American Association of Retired Persons, which have
begun to address the following major challenges to the investigative and prosecutorial efforts of State and local agencies in addressing
telemarketing fraud:

1. A multi-agency committee comprised of State and local law enforcement and prosecutorial officials assisted by federal justice
divisions to coordinate the planning and provision of criminal law training to State attorneys general, district attorneys and
investigators.

2. National and regional training and technical assistance to broaden criminal and civil enforcement efforts by increasing the
numbers of State and local telemarketing prosecutions against both companies and individuals.



3. A case study of up to 10 State and local task forces that have created unique approaches to increasing prevention and
prosecution of telemarketing fraud cases.

2001 Program Change:

In 2001, BJA requests $2 million for the continuation of this program, which is equal to thc 2000 enacted level.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: Telemarketing Fraud Against Senior Ciiensl~ureau of Justice Assistance (Basn Progruon)
DEPARTM04T OF JUSTICE CORE FUNC11ON: (2) Assistance io Tribal, Stale and Local Governmets
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2. 1) Improve the crime rigting and criminal justice capabiltes of Tribal, state and local governments.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL. (2. 1 ) Research and Evaluation

MSlON: To reduce te onciodence of telemarketing acams perpetrated againsA senior cilizno.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PERFORMANCE PLANS

Type of Daia Souarce im LW M~ M.~
Indicator Performance Indlicators Actual Eactled Actual Enacted Plan

Pian Plan

Inpu I . Appropriations;(in millons) PFL 2 5M* $2M 2m 112M $2M

Output) 2. Number of appicaltionas received fiA riles 5 3 21 20 20
Aetbely 3. Numoter of awards made lBlA riles 5 4 I 5 5

4. Number of techntical assistance training workshops offered WJA rilcs 2 3 3 3 3
to grated _ __

5asaekt . Number oftrainng wobshopprogram partcipans WAttiles 175 3 300 300 30D

L111 6. Nanber of enarteirigfraud cases leslandnosectted. Gratee reports NIA (0) NIAs) N/As? N/A (s) NIA (an

A. Deltikkeno aTm- -r Esp'laatlsa for badlesan stod Data Sioure:
a/ Thit imati will be changed in the neat cycle. The curen indicator does not4 mere the activities upon which this grant program focuses which are traiining and the deeloment or

3. hivoir Affaceheg 1991 Proop Pafaaniaee: Of the 12.3 million appopriated in 1991. 5300,000 waa transferred to the Office for Vicaussa of Crime fot coeutisuation of demonstration

C. 1mmAllsetheg Saelsetia tM ad 2W1Plan: New indicators will be added in the next budget cycle to more accuraitely.r.lc the types of acitivisme that arepCondattd in shea gran

D. Vaildetimsa d Viarlicatian. The Program Develiopment DivisWon mainstains feas that track t1he nmnber of applicalioo rece ied reviewedoand awarlidt as wel m$ielit aatance
log tha mmcrd the tainber of reqataad --stsbertoype of TA provided. Records are also maintained by the division to track the tainber of workshop offeeae aind itasber of participants.
Grassef promresaos t andl divsio ite asta will he used to dettermrin the end tascomme memurs. This determination will he made trough a pmcnof m sen t hat thed grantee hll
mesauralealtable.voandgem gash and objalctives. tha gram epoissag reqluirements are estalethed from the slant ofihe program, and don amestsiness is made by the program
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Office af Justice Programs
tase and Local LewrEntoeee Aealsetrmc

PS 200

BASE PROGRAM-

VAWA STOP Grant
Edward By"n Poros Grants
G"rog a"t
Edward By" Disrtirery Grant
Meserdis Statanca Abuse Irtetmen
VAWA, EnouregAmat Paces
VAWA' FOmal Dometi Violecs and Chad Abuse EnlOrmrrent Aat~asce
VAWA. Treer Programs to MAst Probefto and Parsle OcAsm
Los Law Enloroeenn Bto* Gramt

- Stses samVK Blcanwt
TMt Courni Inted
Conantiondi Paotes.
StaB CtFlN Alan Asssance Program
Cort AM ~t~ Bpec" MAvcare
Chd Abu** Tr**rg Progam Pow Jer Per euort
Low Enoraea Panfy S~on
Canarbr 1lemakewg Sirs
MO Vend Thal Pranartot,
I - n &*w Programo
Gan Ow Closed Corod TelekWVer

R- Progra

1 Zero Tolerance aN Drug Irrrer~nroorr tt
2 Edwvart Byrn Orscrat~onary Grant
3 VAWA: STOP Grat
4 Resde*eia Subats Abuse Tratmentwa

5 Drug C""r
6indoet Counry Grant Progreti

7 Sclan Country Grant Program
B Trbal Couirshn~ali
B Edward Byrne Olacreatre anf

10 VAWA 'tSTOP Grarwa
11 w~v trdaC""askyrffnt Program
12 VAWA STOP Grants
3 State Crisi Men Asaitance Program

PnoonAA WCRAK
Iltftww

ZeoMTolernc and oiglm ot btrwd o 15
Carmetanty Dwmnetevan an AloolS and Coeer
CM Legalesitnce
IAeeldenlel Suselanta MAue Ttaearerd
Drug Court P OWN
k~f Courtay MAttehl & saiance Abu"a Olaerton Progra
Trial Youtr Merem HeUB and Ssteaoleru P olot
Triba Caret 6b a
Trite C*t"r an CM LaM Asttace
00me Vifta Caf P meg bt
Seau" Absea f"rs fEriitn Uts (SMtE)
Pamly Sitance ReAsmd
Stal CrS Alan Astnc Progam
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Office of Justice Programs
State and Local Law Enforcement Aaslstance

Summary of Chnge
(Dollars in thousands)

2000 pr p i ti n E ac e ..................ropr................at...........on..........Enacted......................
Government-wide Rescission per Public Law 106-113 ..

2000 a la iiy ...... .... .. ............. ......tab.. ....... ..... ......li........... .... .............................
Add-back of Goverinment-wide Rescission per Public Law 103-113- ...
Transfer of Violent Crifm Reduction Programs to State and Local Law Enforcement Assistanice Direct Appropriation,

2000 ss......Base. ...........................................................................................................
Program Changes:

Local Law Enforcement Block Grants.....
State Criminal Allen Asastanca Program
Correctional Faciliie Grants ....... .... ........
Tribal Courts Initiative ................ ........
Edward Byrne Fonmula Grants...............
Edward Byrne Discretlionary Grants....
Court Appointed Special Advocate.
VAWA STOP Granta . .........
Residentia Substaince Abuse Program.... .......
Juvenile Incentive Block Grants.- -- - .- -.......... ..........
Drug Courts.. ............. .. .... ..... . ..- ..
Indian Country Gran Program...........
Zero Tolerance ari Drug Inrtervention Inritiative.....

Total, Program Changes ..........................................-.... ,......................................*"* ..........

2000 E t1 m tEsti ....a ....... .............I. .....................................................................................I..............

ADmou
$1,634,500

(58,083)

1,576,417
58,083

2,828,950

(5,1.000)
15,000

(448,5m0
10.000

(100,000)
7,500

(1,000)
13,250
2,000

(250.000)
10,000
21,000

(1,116 ,T50)

111,1112.200

..... ............ I .......

...................
.......... ....... ....... .... ......

................ I .............. I ....... I .........
..........

............. - ...........
............ .. ...' ...... 1. ...... .............

......... ........ 111.1.11 ....... I.-
........................

............. 11, ....... I ...
.......... .....................
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Violent Crime Reduction Prosarams

200! Summary Statcment antd Performiance Plan

Summary Statement

In 2001, all programs previously requested and fundc:d undcr the Violent Crime Reduction Programs, State and Local Law
Enforcement Assistance appropriation are requested to be funded under the St~ite and Local Law Enforcement Assistance account.



OMcce of Jutstice PoIrx'tuiis
Violent CrinIS Reduction Progarams. State and Local I ,aw Enforcement Assistance

Justirkalion of Pronosed-Charaucs in A120rirnration Ldanag

Thc 20101 bud-et estimates include proposed changes inl the apjiiopriatofl language listed and explained belows News language is
italicized and language proposed for deletion is bracketed.

(Violent Crime Reduction Prograrm, State and Loical Law Enforcement Assistance I

(For assistance (includiag amunts for administrative costs for toanagenient and administration, which amounts shall be
transferred to and merged with the "Justice Assistance- account) authorized by ithc Violent Crime Control and l.aws Enforcement Act
of 1994 (Public Law 103-322), zs amended ("the 1994 Act"): the Oninibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. as amcndedI
("the 1968 Act"); and the Victitm of Child Abuse Act of 1990. as amended (thme 1990 Act"). $1,194,450,000. to remain available
until expended, which shall he derived from the Violent Crime Reduction Tnisi Fund, of which $552,000,000 shall be for grants,
contracts, cooperative agreemren ts, and other assistance authurized by pait E of title I of the 1968 Act, for Statc ,mnd Local Narcotics
Control and Justice Assistance Improvemnents, notwithstanding lie picovision of Ncction 511 of said Act, as authorized by section IM1)
of title Ilof said Act. as amended by Public Law 102-534 (100Siat. 3 524), ofsswhichS$52,000,00shall be available to carty out the
provisions of chapter A of subpart 2 of part E of title I of said Act, for discretionary grants under the Edward Byrne Memorial State
and Local Law Enforcement Assistance Programs: of which $ltX0.000 shalt-tic for thc Court Appointed Special Advocate Program
as authorized by section 218 of the 1990 Act; of which $2,000,000 shall be for Child Abuse Training Programs for Judicial Personnel ?
and Practioners, as authorized by section 224 of the 1990 Act: ot which $206,750,000 shall be for Grants to Combat Violence Against
Wom-en, to States, units of local government, and Indian tribal governments, as authorized by section 1001 (a)(I I) of the 1968 Act.
including $28,000,000 which shall be used exclusively for the purpose of strengthening civil legal assistance programs for victims of
domestic violence: Provided, That, of these funds, $5,200,000 shall be provided to the National Institute of Justice for research and
evaluation of violence against women, $1,196,000 shall he provided to the Office of the United States Attorney for the District of
Columbia for domestic violence programs in D.C. Superior Coutt. $10,000,000 which shall be used exclusively for violence on
college campuses. and $10,000,000 shall be available to the Offtcc of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevern ion for the Safe Start
Program, to be administered as authorized by Part C of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Act of 1974, as atm'r-nded, of which
$34,000,000 shall be for Grants to Encourage Arrest Policies to States, units of local government and Indian tribal governments, as
authorized by section 1001(a)( 19) of the 1968 Act; of which $25,000,000 shall be for Rural Domestic Violence and Child Abuse
Enforcement Assistance Grants, as authorized by section 40295 of the 1994 Act. of which $5.000,000 shall be Ior training programs
to assist probation and paole officers who work with released sex offenders, as authorized by section 40152(c) of the 1994 Act, and
for local demonstration projects; of which $1.000.000 shall be for grants for televised teslrnony, as authorized by section 1001(a)(7)



of the 1968 Act; of which $63,000,000 shall be for grants toi residciitial substance abuse treatment for State pi oners, as authorized
by section 1001(a)(17) of the 1968 Act, of which $900,000 shall be for 1he Missing Alzheimer's Disease Patieit Alert Programr, as
authorized by section 240001(c) of the 1994 Act; of which $1,300,000 shall be for Motor Vehicle Theft Prevention Programs, as
authorized by section 220002(h) of the 1994 Act; of which $40AX0,00) shall he for Drug Courts, as authorized by title V of the 1994
Act; of which $1,500,000 shall be for Law Enforcement Family Support programs, as authorized by section l(X)l (a)(21) of the 196-N
Am; of which $2,000,000 shall be for public awareness programs addressing mlia keting scams aimed at senior citizens, as authorized
by section 250005(3) of the 1994 Act; of which $250,000.00 shall be for Juvenile Accountability Incentive Block Grants, except as set
forth in the provisions under this hcading for this programs in Public Law 105- 119. but all references in such piovisioiis to 1998 shall
be deemed to refer instead to 2000: Provided further, That funds made available in fiscal year 2000 under subpart I of part E of litllc I
of the 1969 Act may be obligated for programs to assist States in the litigation pimcessilng of death penalty Fedcral habeas corpus
petitions and for drug testing initiatives: Provided further, Thai. ira unit Of 1oe:il government uses imny of the funds made available
under this title to increase the number of law enforcement officers, the Unit 01 local government will achieve a net gain in thme numbe-r
of law enforcement officers who perform nonadministrative public safety serice]

(Denariment of Justice Anoropriationb Act. 2000 as enacted by section IW)( (I).of the Coiduted Appropimations Act. 200
(P L 10-11).

Exolanafion of Changcm

1. Deletes VCRP language. In 2.01, funding for these programs arc requested under State and Local Law Enforcenmcnt Assistance.



Office of Justice Programs
Violent Crime Reduction Prograims

Crosswalk~ of I9M Availability
(Dollars in thousands)

Approved
Reprogramings

Recoveri#.s and
Unoibligated Balance Finai 199

Transfers Brought Forward --- Avaliabitty

EQC WYA ELWYAt ~ Au EMs MY Amount ps Wyf Amount

CdrAl1 IAecordil Upgrade Prog............ .. - $45,000
Corractiona Facities Grants. . ........... - - 555,500
Drv)' CrAxta Grants .. ............-p..... .. .. 40,000
violen10,1ce Agains Women Act Program... -. - 2a2.750 .. ..

Sts Cntint Aien Assistance ............ .. .. 585,000 .. ..

RPdentrai substance Abuse Treaitment. ... . 63,0' .. ..

Trba Couut Iniitive ..................... .. .. 5000 .. ..

DNA Identicatilon - Stats Grants ........... .. .. 15,000
L=Wa Law EntoroeinentA Block Grant . ...... .. .. '23,00 .. .

Axnbt Acooutbtfy fntve Block Gwwnis . .. .. 250.000 .. ..

Cow ClnwmeControl.I................ - -.- -.l :_ -

Total... ..... ..........p ..p.. ... - - 2,369.950 .. ..

--- $5,296$529
...... 77,198 - 632.6N8

-1,697 .* 41,697
- -. *.* 1,572 - - 284,=2
- -. 577,859 .. .. 1,162,859

2,187 - -. 65,187
- .. . 5,000

(12)-. ... ... 14,988

- . . 9.451 - 612.451
.. 6,350 *- *. 256,358
= 11-981L = 1,.. IL

- ... ... 773,587 .- ... 3,143,537

I Enwow entries in he acicOurAt system' ca~ted a negative unottlgated balance, These enines vwt be c.orracited in 2000.

199 Ma Enacted



Offiof @ Justice Progrems

Goneestiona Governmernt-wtd
2009 Presidents ApWproptto Ation M3 Per cen 2000
B8g~ ftequal an 2000 Request Rescission Reprwgreuntnlngs A Nadlly

Brne Law Enforcemnt Assistance £45950 S92.050 - - 5S4.000
Correoctional Facibtis Grents ....... 75,000 (75.000) - --

Dru colors ... 60,000 (10.000) - - 40,000
V'uoerc Against Womew ActlProgrems ....... 0,750 1.000 - - 203,750
Stae Cutinus Alten Asssance, Program-_ 500.000 (500.000) - - -

Reuideil Sibstancs Abousa analTreelmerd Programr 65,100 (2.100) - - 03,000
Drug Teetig end luterrentiou r~at. kS r 100,000 ( 00.000) - - -
Trube Cowrt trOdsv ... .......... 5.000 (5,000) - - .

Exoe sr Oficefor Weed so Seed 33,500 (33.500) - - -

Juosnts Acotatftr Incenltive Block Grets, ... 250,000 (912,009) - 237"94
Cosabty ofPurllsftmeut 35000O (35.000) - -
Othe riue Control Pr ogrea LZM = =

Tota 1,7.00 (47,5) (12.006) - .130444

Gorgerest ored the Byrn Pregren to Bus 1999k* unlevel.s Aitho~ tutg e not pould underO 5' CP crcourt tW CosensiW Pefes Grants, Stae v* Orbb an
Assistance end Bus T&e ot MUM,. a toal of S1.078.533,000 wat prowloiedf tot ese pugra w der tos *State MWl Local Law Eitorosmw srasietos cora The Dru
Court Progrem wee re olde u 910- nelol nacesserequeeled Gongressionaction prowld an mcueaso s @41 on lotoseCowlr Appointed Spame Advocate Program sCSI
t e iruosAgak"Woman Act Progres Congress estre ktng. .t uvendsAccoasby ucertnysBlocGewProgram t 1227 Odd swo

Oter CorgrnalW flon' , I Ided no Itsag tortm e Almno Carflitof Pwatteen Programur reduced tuaVnog .1 ne o r Ose Rleedera Sulmanos Abuse end
Treere Program end kalng tor the WedWn Seedl Progrn wee pro~wled t usWeed aud Seed* auroat



Otfof Justice Prooamns
Violent Crime Reduiction Programs

Summr f luri n
(Dollars in thousamlst)

Altens taBze Perm.
LIL Mi a

2000 Approprialo Enacted . . .. 474 473 $1.194.450
Transfer to ""lc Assistance Appropriaton lot adimwwstralrve tirtotros . . . . . . 474) (473) (-588 I/
Gsvemmenl-s.OePSC'O RPcsir e Pulic Lam 106-113

Jurnrde Acoianlaby Incentive Block Grant. V2
2000 Avadaoiley ... ... 1.182.444

Add-beckof0 OiWernTet-wide resesslor per Public Lam 106-113 ..... 12,006
Transfer of Volet Crmte Reduion Programs to State and Local Law Entorcenerit Asssance Direc Appopsator ......... MSZI9O10 31

200 1 Biae .... . .

Program Changes.. ......

2001 Est"Iae .....

I / Associated landing for personnel isin oraclels ow diSplay purposes only arid is trot additie
2/ Airxl shrownrvs rounded itossarrds at dollars. The exact amount is 112.005 50
31 The 2001 Presidents Budget proposes elemnaterg thre Vient Coime Ptitdcoir Trust Fund Theretore, proposed 2001 londknig teels for the trust land

programs kisted below are diosrssnd under thre Slate arid Local Law Entorcener Asluotance approp~tion

2000 Aeslil
Perm

- Eallmeteebytbdgaclntly - Poe- WY Amount

BmeLaw Ettlorcetret Assistanrce .. 5.. 52.000
Drug Coons . -.. .. 40.000
Vilernce Against Women Act Programs .. .. 283.750
PeosdentWs Sutance Abuse Tteatrrcrr- 63,000
JavndeAccounlablty Innenrne Block Grants .. 237.94
Otter Cnme control Programrs .12U09

2001 Base 11 2001 tamaleft ceat~cee
pain Penn Penn

Pos WY Amount Poo WY Amount Poe WY Amunt

-.. $812AM444

vt BStonring tar fthse prorans apipear uaider fti ltate and Local Law EI orcoerrett Asstan"ccud



Mile 66.1666.6 POgW476
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63338
40,060

4132

29.53"

- . 9.000

- 346

- - 616966

405
- 13,04

- 456,747

- - 727

- 76
1.461

- - 2.941 J"

-2001 GamIt - 2061 fill ' - -- I -- h 0', -es

Awl Im56
15000 )

52000 -

40.000

2M 770

34000

1.7000

-. 35000 -
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2.000-
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Office of Justice Programs
Violent Cum Reduction Programs

Re~mburable Resources
Sumoma of Rawurementa

(Dollars in Thousands)

IsaM Actual 2000 Estimate 2001 Request Ir hscrae(Deoaae

EnL WY Amount ELt MI An fLs MI An f MM Ao
Deparetr of Justic .......... -.......-.... $7,318- $0000 -. .... ($50,000)
Depeimn of Helt enW Human Servces 375 -. 250 -. - -- . - (50
OapaUtmwnof Doeese ...... ..... -..-.... 500 -- - *- .. .- . -

Depariment of Treasury .... .............. 3,000 -...- (3,000)
Doeatmeni of Transportation .- -.... ... .. -. ..- .... o .. . -.. .
Departmnt ol Edcation ... ..... 0.... - -.-- ... .. .. .. .. 5
Office of National Drug Contro Pokcy ..... .... ..... - -

Budgetary Resuroea..... -.. ....... .... . . 10.23M - - 63250 - -. (63250)

NaioalInttue f ubo ......... .. .. ..... 500 - 3300 - -- - (33,000)
Bureau of Justice Stabatics .. --.......... .- ... 30,000 - - (30,000)
Correcins Pogrrn Offcs .. ..... 7,318 .. .. -- -

Office of Juvenlie Jutee & Defnquency Prevention-- -- 100 - *- -- -- -

Violence Against Women Grat Offic .... .... 375 - - 25w - - - (250)
Drug Cout......... ..... ..... I ... ..... .. -.% -* =

Total.- ..I ... 1........ -. .-..... 10,2M 63,250 - -- - (32 0

Raeurcers from Federal agendaes i 1999 provided ktd icr several program aci~le that included OWJ resources of $7.316 naton for support to the CIRCLE Project HHS
resources oS 375k forVIolenceAga~st WomesDomestic VIec programs. 000 resources of $500k to NU to support goa Southwvest Border Stales Andi Drug Infi aftn
Sysleme pr ojetir VMe Stale of New Mexic DOE and DOT pIde S each tlo support Juvrnile Just"c Youth Court Programs and ONDOP resources were provIed lo fk~he
developmernt mid operaton of a nalonel drug court institute

EFl- -ele meore in 2000 wll suport eCurirtal Reorjpgrade Program, DNA Backlog and Crime Laboratory Improvement Prrm, Money Launidering progect end-vaolnst women edheses



Cloe of Juatice Programs
Violent Crim Radtlot Program

hicnwYum of .jM~wnlkf by Calea CU A

(Dollrs in thoWfAnds)

11 1 PdATma;PMWm IenlI
11.3 OoiarThan Fu-Trnwe
III CgiePGMAratlaCopnlt llm . ....

II.0 Speal Perorela Seroam yil

12 PersornnelDoarsI
13 Sanefts to Former PerOMnnel . ...

21 Tr"d a&d Tramporluor of Personse
22 Trwump*OflblMt ingo

23.1 GU FWav
I232 PM8 Parnta 10 Ones

232 CornwntlwboIN" U111t1es and Moo .. .

24 Pybtng and RaProduoL'~
125A Coneutin Serncea.

202 Otar SOars .........
25.3 Purdiass of Goods arid Sarvnue Iron

-oewwi Mocounils
20.00 Supplesanmd Ma~lnf ....i..

31,00 Equma'.... ... 1

41.00 Gta. Staoid.. "dCrgOnin.
Towm Captiora.

Raonvry ofPrWorYear Obbtligalons,
unobogeb @SWMic. start OfYear-
UrWt01agleanwce.,ri wofo year...

Total 11euRramant..................

Ralston of Obligations 1o CraltM"
Tom. 0Ceag.eor ....s - ....

Obliates! Slarica and of year.... ..
waim meaet.ba. - A .

A4wflwtSb as teol Acooofl

l i feV A -t u l L

0.0

.. $997

.. 1,494

.. 241

.. 2,941.509

(690,1711

2.941,509
3,165.175

(3.757,248

2.29.020

20oo AVallabI-tyr
WY Anmunt_

00

S997

93
311

.. 8.400,

* 25376
24

1 40.93

(22.500
(202,028

1. 152,444

3,757,248
(4,0.908 Nl

2001Eamaa lceaIeea
WY_ _Amout - Amun

00 *.. 002 .

.. (931

*. (311

.. .. *. (8,4001

*. . (25.3781

... ~ I .. 1406,9431

4,054,98

haft. kfim! wa~ flaO may niot add .46 to unag.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Es--cutivc Office for Weed and Seed

2001 Summary Statement and Performance Plan

Summary statement

Weed and Seed represents the Department's premier, neigh borh ood-based comprehensive crime control initiative. The Executive
Office for Weed and S~ed (EOWS) is accordingly recquesting-a total of $42 million as a direct appropriation for the Weed and Seed
Program. This request represents an increase of $8.5 million over the 2000 base funding level of $33.5 million. Major elements of the
requested increase include funds to replace current DO) supersurpius asset forfeiture funds with appropriated fids ($6.5 million), and
raise the existing site funding level to support local evaluations ($2 million). EOWS's total request for 2001 will support the goals and
priorities of the Administration, the Department of Justice, and the Office of Justice Programs.

2001 CQomasnent Mission and Goal . and RelationshiR to DOJ Strategic Pian

The Executive Office for Weed and Seed's (EOWS) mission is to assist communities in the development and implementation of
comprehensive strategies to "weed out" violent crime, illegal drug and gun trafficking, and illegal gang activity and to "seed" their
communities with crime prevention programs. To achieve this mission, EOWS provides assistance to sites in designing
comprehensive strategies to prevent and control crime, coordinates federal participation in cooperation with the U.S, Attorneys Offices
and Federal law enforcement agencies and other Federal departments, and provides grant funding to communities to further their
strategies. EOWS' mission directly supports the DOJ's Strategic Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and
Local Governments.

li!ifihts of 1999 Minion Critical Results

Since 1991, the Weed and Seed Program has grown from three to over 200 sites nationwide. The Weed and Seed Program assists
communities in establishing strategies that link federal, state and local law enforcement and criminal justice efforts with private sector
and community efforts. It assists communities in "weeding out" violent crime, gang activity, drug use and drug trafficking in targeted
neighborhoods and then "seeding" the targeted areas with programs that lead to social and economic rehabilitation and revitalization.

In 1999, Abt. Associates published a National Impact Evaluation on the Weed and Seed Program, which focused on, eight sites (Akron.
OH-; Hartford, CT;, Las Vegas, NV; Manatee and Sarasota Counties, Ft.; Pittsburgh, PA, Salt L-ake City, UT; Seattle, WA; and



Shreveport. LA) exemplifying different aspects of' the program. In six of the eight Weed and Seed sites studied, clear evidence exists
that Pars I crime (homicide, rape, robbery, aggregated assault, burglary, larceny, and auto theft) declined more rapidly than ill
comparable areas over the course of the program and that this was attributable to the Weed and Seed Program efforts. Furthcrmore,
the evaluation found that Weed and Seed funding acted as a significant catalyst for general community revitalization efforts arid that
most target area communities have undertaken programs and created beni-ficial community organizations that likely would not have
come into existence without Weed and Seed.

In addition to the evaluation described above, in July 1999, GAO issued a report on its review of EOWS operations for efficiency and
effctlveness. LOWS is currently working with the National Institute of Justice to enhance data collection and performance
assessment capacity so that existing sites can better evaluate the effectiveness of their Weed and Seed strategies. Locally collected
data will be useful to sites in helping them identify what is working and what is not, so that it can be corrected or duplicated. As a
result of both the GAO findings and the work that has been completed with NIJ on improving performance measurements, FOWS has
requested an enhancement in 2001 to further improve Weed and Seed site strategies.

FY 2001 PerformanCe Gjoall and Indicator

LOWS is proposing a 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results,
as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which
future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Govemrment Performance and Results Act.



Mree of justice rra~m
Weed and Seed Prop-ram Fund

Justification or Prosoxed C iqnWe in Appropriation Language

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below. New language is
italicized, and language proposed for deletion is bracketed.

Weed and Seed Program Fund

F-or necessary expense,,, including salaries and related expenses of the Executive Office for Weed and Seed, to implemeInt
"Weed and Seed" program aesiitics. [$33,50OtXMIt $42,00.(Y) to remain available until expended, for inter-governmental
agr-emnrts. including grants, coo~peratise agreements. and contract,,, wsith State and locrl law enforcement agencies engaged in the
investigation and prosecution of violent crimes and dnig offenses in "Weed and Seed" designated communities, and for either
reimbursements or transfers to appropriation accounts of the [)epatimnri of Justice and other Federal agencies which shall be
specified by the Attorney General to execute the "Weed and Seed" program strategy: Povided, That funds designated by Congress
through language for other Department of Justice iippropriatioii rICCOUnts for 'Weed and Seed" program activities shall be managed
and executed by the Attorney General through the E~xecutive Office for Weed and Seed: Prot'zded further. Thai the Attornicy General
may direct the use of other 1)epailTrient oflJustice funds and pci sonnel in support of "Wee'd and Seed" program activities only after the
Attorney General notifies the Committees ott Appiopriattons ol the Hiouse of Representwiives and the Senate itt accordance with
section 605 of this Act.

(Departmcnt of Justice Appropriat ions Act, 2000, as ettacted by section Ilt)0() 1) of the Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2000
(E. L. I0)- 113).)
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Cirosswalk of 159M Availablity
(DOaa in thousands)

Approved
Reprograrmmlnngs
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Weed and Seed Program $33,500 $5,391 .. .-. $38.891

1999 as Enacted Trmnafera

Recoveries and
Unvobligated Balance

Brought Forward
Final 1999
AvallablIty



2000 presidentas
Budget Request

Weed and Seed Program .........

Office of Justice Programs
Weed and Seed program

(Dollars in thousands)

Congressional
Appropriations Action

on 2000 Request

ml L Mff W Arounl

-- $33.500

ftprogramnmings

P~L Mff Amoun1

2000
Appropriation

Enacted

E2L WIf Amun

... .. -- $33,500

Congressional Apporontion A&lion on 2000 Regueat
In 2000, funds had been proposed to be reimbursed from the "VCRP State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance* account. Congress provided a direct appropriation for this*
actvt, as well as direction to use $8.5 million from Asset Forfeiture Funds.
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Office of Justice Programs
Weed and Seed Program
Reimbursable Resources

Summary of Reouirementl
(Dollars in Thousands)

1M9 Actual
Pos. WY Amount

Collections by Source
Department of Justice ..................

Budgetary Resources ....... ............ ......-- 6,600

Obiloatlons by Proaram:,
W eed and Seed ............ ........... fs

Total............... ............................... -- 6,600

Resources provided funds to support Weed and Seed program activity,

2000 Estimate 2001 Request Increase/Decrease
Poon. WY Amount Posn. WY Amount Posn. WVY Amount

.. .. 6,500

6,500

--- (6,500)



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Executive Office for Weed and Seed

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
(dollars in thousands)

Weed and Seed Program Amount
2000 Enacted $33,500
2001 Base 33,500
2001 Estimate 42.000

IncreaseiDecrease 8,500

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

Begun in 1991, the Weed and Seed program continues to pioneer the nationwide adoption of community-based comprehensive crime
prevention and control strategies, Site funding generally tends to be evenly split between "weeding" and "seeding." "Weeding"
activities encompass joint law enforcement operations and community policing, while "seeding" activities range from prevention
activities located in Safe Havens to neighborhood physical improvement and economic development. N

Since 1995, Weed and Seed sites have been funded with resources available through direct appropriations and funds available from the
DOJ's Asset Forfeiture Fund Super Surplus. By 1995, 36 Weed and Seed sites were supported by an appropriation of $23,5 million,
plus Asset Forfeiture Funds; and by 1996, 79 sites were supported by an appropriation of Si18 million, plus Asset Forfeiture Funds. In
1997, Weed and Seed funding was provided to almost 120 sites supported by an annual appropriation of $28.5 million plus Asset
Forfeiture Funds. In 1998, Weed and Seed funding was provided to 176 sites. As the number of sites has increased by almost 400
percent, while overall program resources have increased by only 43 percent, EOWS has reduced the base level of support to each site
from $750,000 to between $200,000 to $300,000. The decision to provide smaller grant resources to more sites reflects Weed and
Seed program experience that the federal dollars are useful as a catalyst in bringing people to the table to work together. The effect
sought and expected is that sites will reach out to local partners early on to leverage resources from other government and private
sources. By reducing the award amount, EOWS is able to more effectively reach a larger population of needy sites. In 1999 and 2000,
Weed and Seed received $33.5 million in appropriated funds plus $6.5 million in Asset Forfeiture Super Surplus Funds for a total of
$40 million. This funding level has enabled the program to grow to 201 sites. In 2001, $42 million is requested as a direct
appropriation with no funding provided from Asset Forfeiture. Of the $8.5 million requested, $6.5 million will be used to replace
Asset Forfeiture Super Surplus Funds with appropriated funds. This will return the program to reliance on the appropriation process



rather than uncertainty of dependence on Asset Forfeiture Super Surplus Funds.

In addition to providing funding directly to sites, the Weed and Seed appropriation has supported many multi-site activities. In
cooperation wAith AmeniCorps, Weed and Seed has supported hundreds of AmeniCorps participants contributing to public safety-
oriented projects in a growing number of Weed and Seed sites. In cooperation with the U.S. Navy Drug Demand Reduction Task
Force and other military partners, Weed and Seed is supporting the implementation of the successful year-long "Drug Education For
Youth" (DEFY) program in Weed and Seed communities. The number of DEFY programs in Weed and Seed sites increased from 3
in 1996 to 30 in 1997. DEFY programs were fielded in 60 Weed and Seed sites in each 1998 and 1999. This level will be maintained
in 2000.

Weed and Seed sites are provided funding and training to implement programs that will help them deal with serious crime problems in
their communities such as: gun abatement; community empowerment; truancy prevention; conflict resolution; justice innovations;
jobs for at-risk youth;, anti-gang crime initiatives; prevention through the arts; mentoring; and anti-drug and alcohol abuse strategies.
Consistent with the program's emphasis on flexibility and customer orier. ation, sites were invited to select the programs that fit their
needs. Increasingly, funds are being used to marshal the experience of older sites by making them peer-to-peer training sites that
showed potential new sites what to do and what to avoid to have a successful program. The Weed and Seed program has proven to be
an effective Federal program, which works at the grass roots level and is tremendously popular.

2001 Program Changes;

In 2001, EOWS requests a total of $42 million, which is $8.5 million above the 2000 base. Of the $8.5 million requested, $6.5 million
will be used to replace the Asset Forfeiture Fund Super Surplus with appropriated funds. The remaining $2 million will be used to
enhance data collection and performance assessment capacity so that existing sites can evaluate the effectiveness of their Weed and
Seed strategies. A description of this enhancement can be found under the Community Justice Initiative beginning on page 11.



PERFORMANCE MEAS~j KA8ENT TABLE BY PROGRAM

PROGRAMJORG UNIT- Enscisive Office for Weed and Seed (EOWS) (Base Prograim)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assisianct: to Tribal, State andl Local Gosernments
DEPARTMENT OF JUSICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2.3) Support innovative, commumity-bwed strategies aimed at reducing crinst, delinquency and silence in our commnuniomn.
ANNAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2 3.2) Encourage communiaiity-based approaches to crime and justice at Ilic stare and loca level
MISSION: To provide grant funding to commnunities to hep develo anti implement comprehensive strategies to "weed out" violent crime, dmtg and gn trafficking, ad gang activity
and ated' the neighhiod with programs that achieve and maintain crime prevent and economicK revitalization,

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Peromance Report Peefortoane ftai

Performance Indkiaors Data Source I~m Zm M
Actasn Envaced Actuala Enacted plan

plan plan

I ,Appropriation (in millions) P L S44.SMi $33.5M $40MO $33.5M $42M

2, Number of Sites Funded EOWS Files 176 201 201 201 201

1 Grantee expressing satisfacton with Weed and Seed program
overall Survey 98% 90% 95% 90% 90%
Applicaion kit Survey 100% 90% 97% 90% 90%
Pumiications Survey 100% 90% 96% 90% 90%
Conferences Survey 100% 90% 95% 90% 90%
Technica Assintance and Training ISurvey 70% 90% 94% 80% 80%

4. Partacipaots who feel that community policing is working to
retduce crime (S of renponnen. customer survey)

New Rnetmtne Reouiremn:
5. Law Einforcement -Total Numbher of Honsicides in the Site

laveritge # for all sites reportinig)*n

6. Number of sites inning the following
community policing acivities:

0

A. Foot Patrols
b, Bike Patrols
c. Substations
d. Crime Watch
e. Participation in community

nee Ings

Survey

Site Reporting

Site Reporting

88%1

TBh*0

TBD0
moss.*
ThD)**
T80O*

TBO**



End Outcome 7. Safe Havens - Participants who) feei that Safe Havens are I

could'd) working to reduce crime (% of responses, customer survey) Site Reporting 81% 80% 93% 80% 80%

8 Total unduplicaied Safe liavensAttendance for all services/
activities during on.- typical week during January I - March 31, Site Reporting ... - 50,485 TBD TBD
1999 (total for all sites reporting)"*

A. Definitions of Terms or Expisnmatlons; for Indicators and Other Data Sources: TBD -To Be Determine]
*Actual appropriations include carryover and Super Surplus Asset Forfeiture.

B. Isasues Affectltag 1999 Programt Performance.
an PRA data category revised for FY 1999: law enfoircemnent data reported in FY 1999 reflects FY 1998 performance, For end outcomes 05 and 0i. approximately 50% of sues

reported. Data is unavailable from new sites,

naThese data will he available with sites' FY2000 funding applications, expected May 2000.

In 1999, $33.5 milhor was appropriated and $6 5 million tn Super Surplus t'the AsscI Forfeiture Fiund (AFF) was provided to Weed and Seed Withiin DO], other funding sources have
included the Executive Office for U S Attorneys, the Bureau of Justice Assistarce Byrne Grant Program, and Aset Forfeiture Funds under 28 usc 52

4
1(181X) (approximately S8

million in 1994 and $9 million in each year thereafter) A variety Of factors beyond the control of the federal givnment may affect perfornnane iniciators, for example: local
capacity and commitment to implensent the program, and societal trends of a regional or national nature.

C. Inssue Affectig Selecela of 2M0 ad 2001 Plazas
In 2000. funding sources include the appropriated amount of $33.5M. An in years past, plan to receive additional funding of $6.51M in Supe: Surplus of the AFF.

In 2001, S42 million is requested as a direct appropriaion The typical level ol site finding us of 1997 and thereafter is approximately $200.000 - $300.1100 per site. downi from $750,000
pen site for the original demonstration sites This reflects a program decision to spread program resources over a larger number of sites Also nole that ot sites awards are made toward
the end of the fiscal year, so that outcomes will extend into the subsequent fiscal year

The NU impact evaluation final report and the GAO finadingt have assisted EOWS in improving data collection efforts. Of the 58.5 million enhancement requested for 2001, S2 million
will be used to enhance data collection and performance assessment capacity so that existing sites can evaluate the effectiveness of the Weed and Seed strategies. EOWS will help sites
improve their capacity to do small-sAca evaluations by providing tehnical assistance anid examine 22 different variables, such as household income, truancy rates, out-of-wedlock
births and otr measures to get a better sense of the impact the Weed anM Seed program has had at its over 290 sites.

D. Validation and Verification. EOWS validates and verifies performance measures through a review of progress reports sabmtted by grantees; telephone contact, and onsite
monitoring of grantees' perifortnxrke by grant program managers.



Office of Justice Program
Wood and Seed Program

Financial Analysis - P rrm Chan3e
(Dollars in thousands)

Weed and Seed Program Total

Poe Amount Pin, Amount

Grants, Subsidies and Contributions,-_ S2

Total Program worirysars and obligation
Changes requested 2001 ... 8.500 8,500



Office of Justics Programs
Weed and Seed Program

Summary of Chong
(Dollars in thousands)

Ampun

ProgrBame Change ......... .......................... ................................. ............. ... ..... ........... ............. .............. 83,500

2001 a m E stim ate. .... ... ....... ...... ... .... ...... .... ... ... ..... .. .... .. ....... ...... ... ....... ... ... .... ... ... ... .... ... ...... ....... ... ... ..... 42,00050

2 0 1 E s i a e .... .... ... .... .... .... ... .... .... .... .... ... .... ... ...... .... ... .... .... ... .... .... .... ... .... .... .. 4 . 0
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COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVICES
Summary Statement and Performance Plan

Fiscal Year 2001

The Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) is requesting a total of 366 permanent positions, 301 workyears, and
$1,335,000,000. This request represents an overall increase of $740,000,000 above the 2000 enacted level, as well as an increase of
131 positions and 66 workyears; to support new and enhanced initiatives further identified within this document. Of the 131 positions
and 66 workyears; supporting COPS programs, 31 will be derived from Management and Administration funds. The 2001 requested
level supports continued implementation of the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994.

The COPS Office is requesting an additional S225,393,000 for the Public Safety and Community Policing Grant programs. The
COPS Office will continue to provide grants to state and local law enforcement agencies to hire and redeploy police officers, as well
as encourage the institutionalization of community policing practices.

The Management and Administration increase for 2001 (31 positions, 16 workyears, and $5,22,000) will support continued
management oversight, administrative support, and will ensure that the goals of the COPS Office are achieved. Five positions and 5
workyeas will be used to support the Justice Management Division's (JMD) Global Program. The remainder of the staffing increase,
95 positions and 45 workyears, will support new Office of Justice Programs (OJP) administered programs proposed under the COPS
program. These OJP positions will be funded with $5,016,000 from program dollars.

The COPS Office is requesting an increase of $190,000,000 to enhance the Community Based Prosecutors Program. Additional
funding will asist state and locaities. to hire prosecutors dedicated to addressing community crime problem through identifying and
proseuting criminals.

The COPS Office is requesting an increase of $99,325,000 in 2001 to enhance and expand upon COPS current crime suppression and
community building efforts. Additional funding will support several 2001 initiatives including School Safety programs and Police
Integrity Training.

To assist law enforcement agencies in obtaining the latest crime technologies COPS is requesting an increase of $220,000,000 to
enhance Crime Technology programs, including the COPS CONECT initiative. Additional funding will give COPS the ability to



promote interoperability among law enforcement agencies' telecommunications and computer systems and the uses of crime analysis
tools to detect, prevent, and solve crimes.

2001 Component Performance Plan and 1999 Accountability Report

A. Component Mission and Goals, and Relationships to DOJ Strategic Plan

The COPS Office 2001 request is a critical component of the Administration' s Crime Control Strategy, and fully supports the
Assistance to State and Local Governments core function included in the Department of Justice's (DOJ) Strategic Plan, 1997-2001.
The COPS program directly supports Strategic Goal 2 and 3, under Core Function 2: Strengthen and improve community policing
services, and, by the year 2000, increase the number of officers funded by 100,000 over 1992 levels and support innovative,
community-based strategies aimed at reducing crime, and violence in our communities. COPS supports these goals by substantially
increasing the number of officers on-the-beat practicing community policing, through Public Safety and Community Policing Grant
programs, Community Crime Prevention efforts, and Crime Technologies initiatives. COPS Indian Country grant program directly
supports Strategic Goal 1, under Core Function 2: Improve criminal and juvenile justice system improvements in Indian country by
providing grants to Indian tribes to develop and enhance their judicial systems, train local court personnel, support youth anti-violence
initiatives and for basic law enforcement needs.

CQ isio2n

The Office of Community Oriented Policing Services is dedicated, through partnerships with communities, policing agencies, and
other public and private organizations, to significantly improve public safety in neighborhoods and communities throughout the
country.

We will accomplish this mission by funding up to 150,000 additional officers by the end of 2005, expanding the use of current
technology, and continuing to put into practice the concepts of community policing in order to maintain and reduce levels of disorder,
violence and crime through the application of proven, effective programs and strategies. We will meet the needs of our customers
through innovation and responsiveness We will create a workplace that encourages creativity, open communication, full
participation, abl problem solving.



We will carry out these responsibilities through a set of core values that reflect our commitment to the highest standard of excellence
and integrity in public service.

B. Highlights of 1999 Mission Critical Results

9On May 12. 1999, the COPS Office reached its goal, established in 1994 at the Office's inception, to provide funding for 100,000
additional community-policing law enforcement officers. This was accomplished with a total of 24,141 grants for hiring,
redeployment, technology equipment, and support systems announced to 11,5 58 grantees. The federal share of these awards total
over $5 billion,

0 In response to an alarming number of violent crimes recently committed in the nation's schools, the COPS Office awarded $178
million to hire over 1,500 school resource officers deployed to work in and around schools in 1999. In addition, COPS awarded
over $13 million in 1999 to provide policing agencies with an opportunity to work with schools and community-based
organizations to address persistent school-related crime problems. Grants funded such items as computer technology, crime
analysis personnel, collaborative problem-solving training, community organizers, school personnel, and student- involved
proj ects.

8 In 1999, the COPS Office continued to support comprehensive on-site and in-house monitoring activities consisting of in-depth
reviews of grant compliance and implementation of community policing. The COPS Monitoring Division conducted 809
monitoring site visits and, along with the Legal Division and Office of the Comptroller, was involved in eleven planned regional
training sessions nationwide that addressed issues such as supplanting and retention.

a In 1999, the COPS Office continued support to the 28 Regional Community Policing Institutes (RCPls). The RCPls trained
50,000 individuals including 8,500 community members in advanced community policing strategies. To expand training
opportunities the Training and Technical Assistance Division, through the RCPls, partnered with domestic violence advocacy
groups, police departments, and other providers of social and health services to utilize community based strategies to combat
domestic violence throughout the United States. The COPS Office also provided 1 55 School-Based Partnership grantees with
training in implementing problem-solving efforts to reduce and preven; crime and disorder in and around public schools.

a COPS provided $33 million to enhance law enforcement on Indian lands in 1999. Grants were awarded for hiring uniformed
officers and for the purchase of -quipment and training for new and existing officers. This included the development and delivery



of culturally sensitive community policing training for Indian Country through the RCPIs. Of the $33 million, COPS provided
$7.3 million for the Comprehensive Indian Resources for Communities and Law Enforcement (CIRCLE) project in coordination
with the Office of .Justice Programs.

"In 1999, COPS awarded nearly $4 million for the implementation of a voluntary 3 digit non-emergency system. These systems
provide communities with an easy way to reach local law enforcement agencies for non-emergencies, thus relieving the burden on
the 9-I -1 emergency system,

" In 1999, COPS provided funding for state and local projects to combat methamphetamine production, distribution, and use, as well
as training funds to the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA). A total of $34.9 million was provided under the COPS
Methamphetamine Program designed to fight this escalating methamphetamine problem.

C. 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

The COPS Office will continuic to support its two primary goals of significantly increasing the number of officers on the beat and
advancing community policing. The goals are attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results, as
shown below. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as
required by the Governent Perfoirnance and Results Act (OiPRA). The key COPS performance goals for 2001 are i sted below:

COPS Long Range Goal: Fund up to 50,000 additional officers

In FY 200 1, COPS will continue its progress toward funding up to 50,000 additional officers by funding approximately 6,000 to 7,000
additional law enforcement officers in 2001 through the Universal Hiring and MORE programs.

Summary Level Performance Indicators

" Number of grants awarded
" Number of additional police officers funded

"Cumulative total police officers funded



COPS Long Range Goal: Strengthen and improve community police services

In FY 2001, COPS will conduct 660 site visits to examine grantees' records and practices to insure that COPS funds are being used
properly to fund additional officers and implement community policing,

Summary Level Performance Indicators

e Number of on-site comprehensive monitoring evaluations of COPS grantees

COPS Long Range Goal: Strengthen and improve community police services

COPS will host or attend 7 conferences on community policing where researchers, academics, and law enforcement officials can
exchange information and ideas. We will increase the availability of COPS-generated information to the law enforcement and
research communities by 50 percent.

Summary Level Performance Indicators

" Number of conferences hosted or attended to disseminate information about community policing
" Percentage increase of the availability of COPS-generated information to the law enforcement or research communities

COPS Long Range Goal: Strengthen and improve community police services

COPS will increase efforts to enhance police integrity by implementing a nationwide training program that will focus on polce ethics
and community policing. COPS will also develop and implement the Police Recruitment Initiative, which aims to diversify the
workforce in law enforcement agencies,

Summary Level Performance indicators

6 Number of grants awarded to provide technology and technical assistance (to Police Integrity grantees)
0 Number of training products that are available for police agencies (under the Recruitment Initiative)



COPS Long Range Goal: Strengthen and improve community police services

COPS will make up to 50 CONECT program awards to law enforcement agency consortia working together to enhance
interconnectivity in a region.

Summary Level Performance Indicators

5 Number of CONECT grants awarded

D. New 2001 Iitiatives

The COPS Office total requested program increases (131 positions, 66 workycars, and S740,000,000) can be grouped into five distinct
initiatives, each of which supports a key component of the Administration's commitment to community policing.

nititive: Public Safety and Community Policing Grant (S225,393,000)

Hiring Programs: (S68.393 million)

The COPS Office will continue to provide grants to state and local law enforcement agencies to hire and redeploy police officers,
as well as encourage the institutionalization of community policing practices. The Universal Hiring Program will continue to be
the COPS Office's primary hiring grant program. COPS is requesting an increase of $68,393,000 to the Public Safety and
Community Policing Grant programs to fund up to 150,000 additional law enforcement officers, including continued funding of
school resources officers through the COPS-in-Schools program, from 1994 through 2005.



*Non-Hiring Programs: ($157 million)

The 2001 budget requests $ 157,000,000 for non-hiring programs including Police Corp, Bulletproof Vests, Safe Schools, DC
Court Services and Offender Supervision, Indian Country, and National Police Officer Scholarships. These on-going programs
have been funded from unobligated balances, in the hiring program, in prior years.

This initiative directly relates to Goals 1, 2, and 3 under the Core Function 2 in the DOJ Strategic Pla. 1) Improve the crime-
fighting and criminal/juvenile justice system capabilities of tribal, state, and local governments; 2) Strengthen and improve
community pollee services and, by the year 2000, Increase the number of oftiers funded by 100,000 over 1IM levels; and 3)
Support innovative, community-based strategies aimed at reducing crime, and violence in our communities.

Initiative: Management end Administrajio (131 positions and $5,282,000)

Management and Administration (M&A) is responsible for funding management oversight and administrative support for the COPS
Office, These responsibilities include labor-intensive tasks such as processing grant applications, assisting grantees, compliance
assessment, and programmnatic and financial closure. Due to the rising numbers of maturing grants, the need for grant compliance
monitoring, site visits, non-compliance resolution, and grant closure have increased. These responsibilities require substantial
interaction with grantees, a final programmatic compliance assessment, and records archiving. COPS continues to review and award
new grants at the same time as they are addressing these issues. This situation has caused the need for an increase in the management
wa administration of the COPS Office, Of the 131 increased positions. 5 are requested for the Justice Management Division, 95 are

requested for the Office of Justice Programs, and 31 will be dedicated to COPS.

Thls Initiative directly relates to the following goal In the DOJ Strategic Plan: Strengthen and Improve community police
services and, by the year 2000, Increase the number of offers funded by 100,000 over 199 levels.

Intiative: Comnmunity and Local Prosecutors (%19 million)

This program will be administered by the Office of Justice Programs anid will make discretionary grats to state, local, and tribal
jurisdictions and prosecutors' offices to substantially increase the number of local prosecutors interacting directly with members of the
community and to encourage local prosecutors to reorient their emphasis to tought enforcement at a community level. Of this amount,



S150 million will be used to hire 1,000 state and local gun prosecutors and $50 million to hire up to 300 community prosecutors. In
addition, funding will also be available for training and technical assistance as well as program research and evaluation.

This initiative directly relates to goal 3 under Core Function 2 in the DOJ Strategic Plan: Support innovative, community-
based strategies aimed at reducing crime, and violence In our communities.

initiative: Community Crime Prevention ($99,325,000)

4 Polite Integrity and Hate Crimes Training: ($20 million)

Public concern over police integrity threatens the trust between the police and the community that is essential to effective policing.
In response to these problems, the COPS Office, in coordination with the Office of Civil Rights and the Office of Justice Programs
will administer this initiative.

The COPS Office will encourage greater professionalism in the ranks of local law enforcement by providing training and technical
assistance grants to develop and implement new policing methods and strategies that encourage a more professional police force.
Departments seeking to prevent problems such as use of excessive force, racial profiling, overtime abuse, and/or other egregious
methods that raise questions about department integrity will be eligible to receive training and technical assistance under these
grants.

0 Police Recruitment: ($5 million)

COPS will assist local law enforcement agencies with recruiting a diverse body of qualified applicants. Police agencies have
struggled for many years to recruit and hire minority and women officers, knowing that by reflecting the demographics of the
community they serve, police agencies are better able to reach those communities, as well as minority groups that have historically
been excluded. The lack of diversity has hindered police agencies' community policing efforts. The Community Police
Recruitment Initiative is designed to assist agencies in the development of officer recruitment standards, collaboration with their
stakeholders, and provide training for law enforcement personnel professionals on effective recruitment techniques..



" Citizen's Problrn.Solvlng Academies/One America Race Dialogues- ($5 million)

The primary goal of this program is to provide citizens with the tools and training necessary for them to work collaboratively with
policing agencies to use problem solving techniques to reduce crime. A secondary objective of the Citizen's Academies is to help
institutionalize the practice of community policing in jurisdictions throughout the nation, through substantive citizen participation
in crime prevention efforts.

In addition, COPS will coordinate with the Department of Justice's Community Relations Service to provide support and technical
assistance to state and local governments and community-based and other organizations to promote and facilitate dialogues on
racial diversity and understanding.

" Value-Based Program Between Youth and Police: ($5 million)

The Value-Based Commaunity Policing Partnerships Initiative is designed to encourage and support the development of
relationships between police, youth, and local value-based organizations and entities. These organizations will work
collaboratively to develop program that address youth issues such as street violence and gangs, drug abuse, school failure, child
abuse and neglect, teen pregnancy, incarceration, chronic joblessness, lack of cultural values, and hopelessness about the future.

" School-Based Partnership Program: (SIO million)

Recent school violence has generated intense public concern about the safety and security of our nation's youth. As part of the
Administration's commitment to combat and prevent crime in and around America's schools, the COPS Office will expand its
existing School-Based Partnership Program. This $30,000,000 program (S20,000,000 is derived from the Safe Schools program
mentioned under the Public Safety and Community Policing Grants section) provides pants to local law enforcement agencies to
reduce school-related crime through enhanced community policing strategies. COPS School-Based Partnership Program
emphasizes the fostering of partnerships. among police, community organizations, and local boards of education. These
collaborative teams will be responsible for problem identification, as well as developing effective responses, including prevention
and intervention strategies.



"Safe Seboola/Healtby Students: ($20 million)

In partnership with other offices within the U.S. Departments of Justice, Education, and Health and Human Services, OJJDP plans
to fund Safe Schools/Healthy Students continuation grants to 54 sites awarded in 1999 and a projected 18 additional sites in 2000,
Through a cooperative agreement with the Research Triangle Institute, OJJDP is collaborating with the Departments of Educatic
and Health and Human Services to conduct a national evaluation of 'his program and will provide continuation funding foi this
activity in 2001, as well as transfer continuation funding to the National Mtental Health Association to provide training and
technical assistance to the sites through the Safe Schools/Healthy Students Action Center. With the 2001 request, the Safe
Schools/Heaulthy Students program will continue to fund the 72 sites from 1999 and 2000, as well as provide funding for an
additional 40 new sites.

"Community Supervision Program - Project Reentry: (S35 million)

This initiative, Project Reentry, will help reduce recidivism and improve public safety by awarding discretiouwy grants to address
the public safety threats posed by offenders returning to the community from state and federal prisons or lowa facilities housing
state and federal prisoners. Project Reentry will enable states and local communities to create broad partnerships that will use their
combined resources to provide the necessary combination of surveillance, sanctions, incentives, and support servc-s in ways that
afford increased protection to communities that experience unusually high returns of inmates. The Decpartment of Justice will
administer the program in partnership with the Department of Labor, who will develop and operate jobs-related programs in the
same communities, and the Department of Health and Human Services, who will dedicate funds for substance abuse and mental
health treatment service.

" Police Firearms Surplus Safety Program: (SIO million)

The goal of this initiative is to prevent guns from being circulated into the population from state and Il--A law .nforcernent
agencies. The program funding will provide one-time grants to state and local law enforcement agencies to hell) meet budgetary
constraints associated with selling used and seized firearms. Law enforcement agencies must certify that they will i'se the funding
to end the practice of reselling used police firearms and confiscated weapons on civilian markets.



" Building Blocks: ($15 million)

The short-term goal of the Building Blocks program is to help communities identify and respond to immediate and pressing
community problems, The long-term goals are to institutionalize the skills gained from short-term activities and to integrate
lasting problem solving capabilities, This program will provide assistance to communities in the following five core areas: (1)
Collaborative Teams for Technical Assistance; (2) Data Driven Assessment and Planning; (3) Community-Based Intervention; (4)
Long Term Infrastructure; and (5) National Evaluations. The goals of the program apply equally to adult and juvenile justice
issues, and to enforcement and prevention efforts.

" Strategic: Approaches to Community Safety Initiative (SACSI): (SIO million)

SACSI resources will be used to implement a collaborative, information-driven approach to crime reduction in 50 communities
across the country. Under U.S. Attorney leadership, this Strategic Approaches to Community Safe,- Initiative (SACSI) model --
which partners federal, state and local law enforcement, researchers, criminal justice personnel, elected officials and community
members to critically examine and overcome a targeted crime problem -- is extraordinarily promising and offers the potential of
real success in terms of reducing crime and saving lives.

" Methamphetamine Program: (Decrease S35.675 million)

The $35,675,000 decrease in COPS funding is to eliminate the earmarks for methamphetamine and drug hot spots. In 2000, the
funding was included from direct appropriations for state and local law enforcement programs to combat methamphetamine
production, distribution, and use (with over S35 million earmarked for specific state and local projects). In addition, the funding
was used to reimburse the Drug Enforcement Administration for assistance to state and local law enforcement for proper removal
and disposal of hazardous materials at clandestine methamphetamine labs. The funding was also used for policing activities in
"hot spts".

This Lnitiative directly relates to goal 3 under Core Function 2 In the DOJ Strategic Plan: Support innovative, community-
based strategies aimed at reducing crime, and violence in our communities.



Initiative: Crime Technology ($220,000,000)

*Crime Identification Technology Assistance Act: (S69 million)

The following six programs comprise the CITA request in 2001, towing S$199,000,000:

- COPS Community Oriented Networking and Enhanced Communications Technology (CONECT): ($89 million)

The COPS Comxnuni^,y Oriented Networking and Enhanced Communications Technology (CONECT) program will help state
and local law enforcement agencies purchase and implement new technologies to fight crime more effectively. Unlike the
COPS MORE program, CONECT will not require agencies to redeploy officers as a condition of this grant. COPS CONECT
will enable agencies to employ state-of-the-art technology to address interoperability issues, improve information flow
between criminal justice agencies, and provide access to fuly-integrated information systems required for successful field
operatio'-s, investigations, and problem -solving. The ability to purchase enhanced technology will allow multiple agencies to
work coilaw~ratively to analyze, prevent, and fight crime through the development of regionally based law enforcement
information networks or consortia.

. National Integrated Ballistic Identification Network (NIBIN): (S10 million)

The National Integrated Ballistic Identification Network (NIBIN) is comprised of approximately 229 computer installations in
federal, state, and local forensic laboratories At the present time, there are approximately I million ballistics images in this
system. There have been over 8,000 matches (cold hits) linking two or more images that would not have otherwise have been
linked. The President has proposed the goal of being able to identify every bullet in every crime with a gun through the
expanded use of this network.

- OJ P Global Criminal Justice Information Network Initiative (OJP Global): ($18 million)

The goal of the Global Initative is to improve state and local criminal justice through the development of a nationwide
network of criminal justice information systems where state and local authorities with responsibilities for law enforcement,
courts, prosecution, public defense, corrections, probation and parole will have immediate access to information necessary to
respond to and reslve the consequences of criminal activity. The Global Initiative is being coordinated with two other



interoperability efforts in DOJ -- the NIJ's Advanced Generation of Interoperability for Law Enforcement (AGILE) Project and
the Public Safety Wireless Network (PSWN).

JMD GLOBAL: ($7 million)

The mission of the Global Justice information Network (Global) project is to facilitate mission critical information exchange
among law enforcement, courts, corrections, and other justice-related entities at the federal, state, local, tribal, and international
levels. The Global initiative was established in Initiative A07 of Vice President Gore's "Access America: Reengineering
Through Information Technology".

Advanced Generation of lnteroperabllity for Law Enforcement (AGILE): (S5 million)

The goal of the National Institute of Justice's (NIJ) Advanced Generation of lnteroperability for Law Enforcement (AGILE)
programs is to address the lack of communication interoperability among state and local criminal justice and public safety
communities. The AGILE program is the only federal interoperability program that will address both wireless communication
and information sharing technology.

Public Safety Telecommunications Assistance Program (PSWlN): ($70 million) 0

This initiative will provide for planning grants to states and eligible territories for the purposes of encouraging these
jurisdictions to include several criteria in their planning process, including interoperability across all loca, state, and federal
public safety agencies. In addition, PS WIN will seek to administer a technical assistance program to assist states and
municipalities in the planning and design of improved public safety communications system, structured to account for states
at differing stages of systems development. Finally, the program will provide the National Telecommunications Information
Administration (NTIA) with funds for demonstration grants that will assist a limited number of states and municipalities in
implementing public safety communication systems.

National Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Centers: (310 million)

The National Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Center system was established in 1999 by the Office of Justice
Program's National Institute of Justice to offer technology information, support, research findings, and technological expertise to



help state and local law enforcement a~nd corrections personnel perform their jobs more safely and efficiently. The NLECTC
system consists of facilities located around the country that are co-located with an organization or agency that specializes in one or
more specific areas of research and development. This arrangement is particularly cost effective and beneficial to the field
because it allows for leveraging structures and expertise already in place in these organizations or agencies, and in which taxpayers
have already made significant investments.

"DNA Technology Research and Development: (S5 million)

The challenge for forensic DNA testing in the 2 1 " Century is to be able to identify offenders quickly, with high discriminatory
power and lower cost from minuscule sources of physical evidence. This program, previously funded by the Department of
Justice's NIJ, directs research toward the development of highly discriminating, less costly, reliable, rapid, and portable DNA
testing technology tools for the investigation of violent crime. NIJ anticipates that this initiative will result in the development of
at least two acceptable DNA testing technologies complete with training and validation necessary for court acceptance. These
innovations will provide new tools for suspect identification or exclusion in violent crime cass and for development of a
nationwidee DNA database system, increasing the likelihood that the guilty will be identified and reducing the likelihood that the
.nnocent will be charged or convicted.

" Criminal Records Upgrade: (570 million)

The Criminal Records Upgrade Program, also referred to as the National Criminal History Improvement Program (NCHIP), assists
states in the upgrade of criminal history, criminal justice, and identification record systems; promotes capability and participation
in national, state, and local systems; and captures information for statistical and research purposes. Among other things, NCHlP
will improve the speed and accuracy of Brady background checks for firearm purchases.

" Crime Laboratory Improvement Program (CLIP): ($35 million)

CLIP will improve the analytic and technological resources of forensic labs servicing all 50 states. This program A~ill also increase
forensic laboratory aces to specialized forensic services, strengthen the network of cross-jurisdictional learning among local,
state and regional labs; and establish a steering group for the intelligent allocation of scarce, yet high priority, forensic capabilities
to critical investigations. In a decade when high profile cases have called the accuracy, reliability and integrity of the nation's



forensic laboratories into question. CLIP will provide immediately appreciable results: more crimes. solved, more criminals
brought to justice, and better administration of justice through the presentation of strong, reliable forensic evidence at trial.

0DNA Backlog Elimination: ($15 million)

Funding for this program will provide DNA laboratories with the technology to dramatically improve analytic capacity, thereby
reducing the backlog and freeing up laboratory resources for the analysis of new DNA and other types of forensic evidence. The
requested resources will assist state and local DNA labs in eliminating their backlog of statutorily mandated convicted offender
DNA samples while keeping, pace with current DNA casework needs.

0 COMPASS: (SlO million)

The Department of Justice requests S10 million to build local crime data collection and analysis capacity in urban, suburban, and
rural communities, to improve models for predicting crime in neighborhoods with the use of advanced crime mapping techniques,
and to test the effectiveness of selected community crime prevention interventions. This initiative, which will be administered by
the National Institute of Justice (Nil), will develop a new way of understanding crime in its local context, and will arm
practitioners with the tools they need to help them adapt to changing crime patterns.

0 Computer Forensic Crime Laboratory Enhancement Program: (S6 million)

The criminal justice community has an immediate need for greater investigative resources to combat the rising levels of electronic
crime. Because of the unique nature of electronic crime -it involves the use of rapidly changing technology, and its perpetrators
can strike instantly from everywhere in the world - most state and local law enforcement agencies which typically have a very
limited capacity to respond to such crimes, face severe hardships in responding adequately. Nil will address the electronic crime
forensics challenge through the development of a computer forensic laboratory 3ytam including up to ten dedicated regional
cornputer forensics las and wI engage in strategic activities to enhance state an! local law enforcement's capabilities to respond
to the most common electronic crimes.

This initiative directly relaes to goal 1 nder Core Fuaction 2 to the DOJ Strategic Plan: Impruve the crime-fighting
crimlitaliJuvenfle Justice system capabilities of tribal state and local governments.



For a more extensive discussion of these initiatives and how they relate to DOJ's longer-term strategic goals, begins on page 29 of this
submission.

E. Data Validation and Verification Issues

Data Collection and Stojaae:

The COPS Management System (CMS), an in-house database, is an integral part of the grant award process, tracking every
application from the date it is received to the date of announcement. CMS contains detailed data on each grantee, including
the type of awards held and the number of officers funded. This system yields grant processing information that can be tracked
and verified.

In the past year, we have implemented a new section of CMS called the Issue Resolution Module which for the first time
gathers in one place all the compliance issues found by various divisions on specific grantees. The Legal, Grants
Administration, and Grant Monitoring Divisions are now jointly tracking compliance issues which has enhanced our ability to
report on those efforts.

Data Validation and Verification:

The COPS Office's primary vehicle for measuring the number of officers hired and practicing community policing as a result
of COPS funding has been the COPS Count Survey. This survey, conducted three times a year by a contractor, is a labor-
intensive process that involves contacting every single COPS gratee. In an effort to enhance the accuracy of the count, as
well as reduce costs, COPS is evaluating the benefits of conducting limited surveys using representative samples of MORE
grantees contacted by COPS employees familiar with the program. In addition, COPS will continue contacting the entire Uri-P
population through the use of the listing contract.

COPS collects data on the number of officers, citizens, ai d agencies trained from the Regional Community Policing Institutes.
The office believes that the data is reliable; however, to enhance accuracy and standardize data collection among the Institutes,



COPS is considering asking the institutes to report on the number of training hours delivered as well as the number of
attendees at each training session.

F. Resources

Under Core Function 2, Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments, the COPS Office supports three DOJ Strategic Goals
Strategic Goal 2 1 is to Imsprove the Crime-l-rghting and Criminal/Juvenile Justice System Capabilities, Goal 2.2 is to Strengthen and
Improve Community Policing Services, and Gjoal 2,3 to Support Innovative, Communi~y-Based Strategies Aimed at Reducing Crime,
and Violence in our Communities

Strategic Goal _______1999 ___ _____ 2000 2001
Dollars Positions ]VrE Dollars Positions PTE Dollars Positions E

Improve Crime- 143 million 23 '19 130 million 420 million 46 2
Fighting and
C rimin al/Juvenile
Justice System
Capabilities_____ _________________________

Strengthen and 1.194 billion 228 17 419 million 235 235 543 million 240 -238

Improve
Community Police
Services _______ __________

Support innovative, 81 million 15 13 46 million 1- 372 million 80 40
community-based
strategies aimed at
reducing crime, and

communities____________ _______



G. DOJ Summary Performance Plan, Performance Goals, Targets, and Actuals

Core Function 2: Assistance to Tribal, State and Local Governments.

DOJ Strategic Goal 2.1: Improve the Crime-Fighting and Criminal/Juvenile Justice System Capabilities of Tribal, State
and Local Governments,

DOJ Strategic Goal Z.2: Strengthen and Improve Community Policing Services and, by the year 2000, increase the
number of officers funded by 100,000 over 1992 levels.

DOJ Strategic Goal 2.3: Support Innovative, Community-Based Strategies Aimed at Reducing Crime, and Violence in
our Communities.

~KeySunmmr Level Indicators 1998 Actual 1999 Actual 2000 Planned 2001 Planned
Number of standardized packages of materials developed for 12,000 500* 12,700 13,000
grantees to provide guidance and implement community

licing_____
Number of law enforcement agencies that have received COPS 11,075 11,853 12,564 13,317
Cumantiv ubro e oieofcr udda arsl f8,3 0,2 0,5 1,5
Cumantiv number__ ofnwoiefierune______1372 0,33 15,5

COPS funding: I______ !_____ 116,353
*FLETC delayed dissemination of 10,000 training packages to COPS grantees until 2000.



COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVICES
Justification of Proposed Changes in Appropriation Language

The 20011 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language listed and explained below. New language is
underscored and bolded with deleted matter enclosed in brackets

tlot Activities authorized by the Violent Crote Control and Laws Enforcement Act of 1994, Public Law 103-322 (ibhe 1994 Act') (including
administrative costs), $595,ll0,000, io remain available until expended, including S'55,000,O10 which shall be derived from the Violent Crime Reduction ] rust
Funds, of which $130,000,000 shall be available to the Office of Justice programs to carry out section 102 of the Crime Identification Technology Act of 1998
(42 U S C 14601 ), of which $35,000,000 is for grants to upgrade criminal records, as authorized by section 106(bI of the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention
Act of 1993, us amended, and section 4tlbj of the National Chi ld Protection Act of 1993, of which S5I5,0W0000 is for the National Institute of Justice to develop
school safety technologies, and of %h ich $30,000,000 shall be for state and local DNA laboratories ax authorized by section 100 1 (al(22) of the 1968 Act, as well
at for improvements to she state and local forensic laboratory general forensic science capabilities and so reduce their DNA convicted offender database sample
backlog, of which S419,325,000 in for Public Safery and Commuuity Policing Grants parsuant to title I of the 1994 Act, of which $180,000,000 shall available
for school resource officers, of which 535,675,000 shall be used for policing initiatives to combat meshampheramnine production and trafficking and to enhance
policing initiatives in drug"hot spots', and of which S$10,000,OIJ0 shalt be used for the (ommunsity Prosecutors program Provided, Thai of the amount provided
for Public Safety and Community Policing Grants, not to exceed $29,825,000 shalt be expended for program management and administration. Prosidedfariher
That of thre anoibligated balances available in this program. $2 10,000,000 shall be based for innovative community policing programs, of which S 100,000,000
shall be used for a law enforcement technology program, $25,000,000 shall be used for the Matching Grant Program for Law Enforcement Armor Vests pursuant
to section 2501 of pan Y of thne Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (" rise 1968 Act"), as amended, $30,000,000 shalt be used for Police Corps
education, teamning, anid service asset forth in sections 200101-2001 13 of the 1994 Act, p40,000,DO0 shall be available to impose tribal law enforcement
including equipment and training, and $15,000,000 shall be used is combat violence in schools Far activities authorized by Ilse Violent Crime Control and
Law Enforcement Ace of 1994. Public Law 103-322 (ithe 1994 Act' 51 335&00.000. to remain avaiable until expenaded: Providged. That the Atitorey
General may transfer ay of these funds. and batanees tar aroarams landed under thia headia In ticat year 2000. to the "State and Local Law
Enforcemencrt Assistance" account. to be available for the purosaea stated under thi heading: Provided further. That adminfistai enoenas passed
with aach trataslerred atioanta may be transferred to the "Justice Assistance" account. Of the amounts provided:,

11 for Public Safety and Community Poticiast Grants narsant to litle I of the 1994 Act. 5650.00.000 as (ollowa:t not to eceed 136.000.000 (or
soroermm nManagement and administration: 520.000.000 far pogsrama to combat violence In school 525.0000 far the matchIna grant
program (or Law Enforcement Armor Vests pursuant to section 2501 of cart Y of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Street$ Act of 1968. as
amended: 587.06.000 (or orot rant sanoo~rt for the Court Services and Offender Supservision Agency for the District of Colambia: 545.000.000
to Imsptrove tribal law enforcement Includias easimunt and trainina: 520.000.000 (or National Police Off7icer Schollasahisa and 530.00.000 for
Police Corns education. train Inst and serv Ice under sections 2001014200113 of the 1994 Act:

21 for crime technoolon. S350.000.000 as follows: S70.000.000 (or arantrts to asserade criminal records. §1sautorzed under the Crime
Identifcation Technaloev Act of I993 (42 U.S.C. 14608: 515,000.000 for state and local forensic tabs to redact their convicted offender DNA
samoliti backloe: S35.000.000 for state. tribal and local DNA laboratories as athoried by section 1001 (a)(221 o( the 1968 Act. as welt as

20



imrirosemennts to stalt, tribali and local forensic laboratory izentral forensic science caipabilitics: $10,00.000 [2r the Nattional Institute of Justice
Low Entorcemrent and Corrections Tcchnoloms Centers. $5.000.000 for DNA tchnolozy research and develtimet:t- SMO000,000 for research.
technical ossistance. evaluation, armnI5, and oilier expenses to tiflize and Improve crime-solvln., data shorin. and crimet-rorecasting
tectinooies-: $6.000,000 to estabili resrional forctnsic computer labs: and $199.000.000 for discretionary arans. including planninaz grants, to
statn under section 102b of the Crime Identification TtchnoloasN Ayt of 1998 (42 U.S.C. 14601). of whichs)t to SM9000,000 is for grant$ to la%
eniforcement arcdes, and of %hich not more than 23 Percent may be used for salaries. admnlltratlyl esoeuist tchnical assIstance. training,
and devaluation :

3) for a Community Prosecutioni Progam, $200,000,90,t)( of hich $t150,000,000 shall be for azrants to states and units opf local 9noVernment to
address 2un violencet sots'%

4) for eratins. traionii. technical aisislanc. and oilier expenses to support community crimet prevention efforts. 1l35,000A00 ao follows:
$35.000.000 for a Youth -id school safety program:, 15,000,000 for citizen academies and One Amricat race dialtoes: $35.000.000 for an
offender re-entry Drowra 0:i $25,00000 for ai Buildiniz Blocks Proaram. including $10,0W0.000 for the StratetIc Approaches to Community
Safcts Initistives:, $20,000,000 for police integrity and hate crimes training: S5,000.000 for police recruitment: and $10,00.000 for notice
firearms surplus safety.

(Department of' Justice Appropriations Act, 2000, as enacted by section 1000 (a) (1) of she Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2000
(PI. 106-113))t

E.?planationi of changes

I L anguage is proposed to provide the Attorney General the authority to transfer any, 2000 COPS funds, and balances for programs
funded under this heading in 2000, to the "State and Local Law Enforcement Assistance" account, and to allow administrative
expenses associated with such transferred ansounts so be further transferred to the "Justice Assistance' account. This language
will provide optimum flexibility in the operation of these programs,

2. Language is proposed to delete reference to the use of unobligated balances in 2000 language. Language is proposed for funding
Public Safety and Community Policing Grants, including programs to combat violence in schools, matching grant program for
Law Enforcement Armor vests, for program support for the Court Services and Offender Agency for the Dtstrict of Columbia, and
improve tribal law enforcement, funding for National Police Officer Scholarships, and for Police Corps education, training, and
service. Similar language waa provided in 2000. The current proposal is intended to make language proposals more easily used.



*3. Language is proposed to fund iuovative programs to combat crime, including $70,000,000 for grants to upgrade criminal records,
$15,000,000 for State and local forensic Jabs to reduce convicted offender DNA sample backlog, $3'5,000,000 for State, Tribal and
local DNA laboratories, $10,000,000 for the National Institute of Justice Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Centers,
$l10,000,000 fur assistance to use and improve crime-solving, data sharing and crime forecasting technologies, $6,000,000 to
establish regional forensic computer labs and $199,000,000 for discretionary grants. The discretionary grants language, including
planning grants, to States, under section 102b of the Crime Identification Technology Act of 1998 (42 U.S C. 14601), of which up
io $99,000,000 is for grant it laws enforcement agencies

4 Language is proposed lot a Community Prosecutor Program, including S$150,000,000 for grants to States and local govemmeni to
address gun v iolence "hot spots'

5Langoage is proposed for funding S I 35.000,000 for grants, training, and technical assistance in support of community crime
preventioni efforts
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COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVICES
Program Performance Information

(Dollars In thousands)

ACTIVITY: PUBLIC SAFETY AND COMMUNITY POLICING GRANTS

Perm.
Pos. FE Amount

Public Safety and Community Policing Grants (in thousands)
20W, Enacted ... ... S389,S00
2001 Base ... ... 388,607
2001 Estimate -1 61-0

Increase/Decrease ... ... 225,393

BAkSE PROGQRAM DESCRIP'TION: The 2001 requested le~el will provide sufficient fundingto continue the COPS program.
Funds will be used to hire and redeploy as well as train and ed icate law enforcement officers. The COPS Office is requesting
$614,000,000 for Public Safety and Community Policing Grarit programs.

The Public Safety and Community Policing Grants decision unit includes th.e following critical program areas, in addition to the
hiring-relate' program: Police Corps ($30,000,000), Bulletproof Vests ($25,000,000), Safe Schools ($20,000,000), D.C.
Offender/D.C. Courts ($17,064,000), Indian Country initiatives (S45,000,000), and National Police Officers Scholarships
($20,000,000).

PROGRAM CHANGES:

COPS Hiring Programs: (increase $68.329 million)

The goals of the hiring programs are to design, implement, and support discrtionary grant programs that significantly increase the
number of law enforcement officers and sheriffs' deputies in communities throughut Amerca. Funds are to be applied to grants for
the hiring and redeployment of officers through procurement of related equipment and technology, or civilian hiring. COPS funded a

29



total of 103,720 officers by the end of 1999 and anticipates reaching 109,353 at the end of 2000. Based on requested funding levels,
COPS estimates between approximately 6,000 and 7,000 additional officers will be funded in 2001.

COPS Universal Hirnit Prog~ramn (UHP)V The COPS Universal Hiring Program was announced in June 1995. The COPS Office will
continue the Universal Hiring Program as its primary hiring grant mechanism, This program is open to all policing agencies that have
primary law enforcement responsibility and to applicants seeking to start a new department. These resources will be used to fund
officers to work with communities to fight back against school violence, drugs, gangs, and other crime as well as continue to fund
school resource officers through the COPS-in-Schools program. The Universal Hiring Program accepts applications submitted by
agencies or communities that are not currently COPS grantees as well as current COPS grantees seeking additional resources.

In 2001 COPS will target up to S50,000,000 of its UI-P hiring funds for the hiring of community police officers to work with local
prosecutor officers. Officers hired under this initiative will be counted toward the COPS Office hiring goal of up to 150,000 officers
funded by the year 2005. It is estimated that up to 670 officers will be hired under this initiative in 2001.

The COPS Office has begun to develop a new program to fund officers in crime hot spots. At this point, it is anticipated that this
program will be initiated after congressional notification sometime in 2000 and will be continued in future years. In order to
implement this program, a change in the application of the waiver criteria would be required. Under the program, any law
enforcement agency would be eligible for a waiver when a community-pol icing officer is assigned to an area designated as a crime hot
spot. The waiver will guarantee that fiscal constraints will not exclude any community from participating in the program.

COPS Making Officer Redeployment Effective (MORE) Program. COPS MORE was announced in December 1994 as a program
designed to expand the time available for community policing by current law enforcement officers. These grants are used both to
purchase equipment and technology and to procure support resources (including civilian personnel). Applicants are required to
demonstrate how funds will result in actual increases in the number of officers deployed in community policing equal to, or greater
than, the number of officers which would result from grants of the same amount for hiring new officers.

Training and Technical Assistance, This program area includes Training and Technical Assistance as well as Program, Policy,
Support, and Evaluation. The goal of Training and Technical Assistance is to design, implement, and support programs that reinforce
partnerships and activities to deliver training and technical assistance that will help in permanently sustaining community policing.
The objective of Training and Technical Assistance will be achieved by integrating community patneships, problem-sol /in&, and
organtizational transformation into regional, state, local, and Indian tribal police and community groups and activities. Through the
Regional Comnmunity Policing Institutes trig in community policing will be available to every state in the nation. The goal of



Program, policy, Support, and Evaluation is to evaluate the practice of community policing nationwide, promote its adoption, and
determine the effectiveness of various strategies.

COPS Non-Hiring Programs: (increase $157.064 million)

In 2001, the total requested increase for non-hiring programs includes the following new program:

National Law Enforcement Scholarshi2 Progrram. Of the $20,000,000 requested, eighty percent will be dedicated to improve the
retention of dedicated officers while creating a better-educated police force. In addition, twenty percent of the available funds will be
used to support internships and part-time positions for students as a way for them to gain an understanding of the duties performed by
law enforcement agencies.

The following on-going programs, funded in previous years out of carryover funds, are requested increases in 2001.

PoliL~2w Co .In 2001, $30 million is requested for the Police Corps Program, which will be administered by the Office of Justice
Programs (OJP). In each 1999 and 2000, $30 million has been appropriated under COPS to be administered by ORP for this program,
which is designed to address violent crime by helping police and sheriff's departments increase the number of officers with advanced
education and training assigned to community patrol. The program, which operates within states that have submitted an approved
state plan, is designed to motivate highly qualified young people to serve cities and counties as police officers and sheriffs deputies. It
does this by offering federal scholarships on a competitive basis to college students who agree to serve as police for at least 4 years.
The scholarship funds cover educational expenses, including tuition, fees, books, supplies, tranportation, room and board, and
miscellaneous expenses. Participants who seek baccalaureate degrees begin their work as police upon graduation from college. Those
participants pursuing graduate study complete their service in advance. Participants become members of stae mrd local police
departments in geographic areas that have the greatest need for additional police officers, All serve on community patrol.

BullProofLVss. In 2001, S25 million is requested for the Bulletproof Vest Partnership (BVP) Progra, which will be administered
by the Office of Justice Programs (OJP). In each 1999 and 2000, $25 million has been appropriated under COPS to be administered
by ORP for this program, which helps to protect the lives of law enforcement officers by providing funds to units of state and local
government and Indian tribes for the purchase of bulletproof vests that meet National Institute of Justice (NUJ) standards. The chief
executive officer (CEO) of a jurisdiction may request funds to help purchase one bulletproof vest per law enforcement officer per
fiscar. The program provides up to 50 percent of the cost of each jurisdiction's vests. Each jurisdiction's CEO coordinates vest
needs amng all law enforcement agen#ries (.police, sheriff, correction, probation/parole, etc.) in a jurisdiction and submits one



comprehensive application per year through the Internet. While online, applicants can read about NVJ standards for armnor vest and
link to vest vendors.

In March 1999, OJP's Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) successfully brought on-line the Bulletproof Vests Partnership Program -- a
paperless, Internet-based grant application and award process. This state-of-the-art innovation was a cooperative effort between BJA,
NIJ and BJS, COPS, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the U.S. Bureau of the Census, and private industry. This
collaborative effort lead to the development of an Internet-based technology that allowed the potentially 39,000 jurisdictions
nationwide easy access to grant application and award instructions, as well as information about different types of vests, vest vendors
and vest manufacturers. Under this partnership, states and units of local and tribal governments request federal assistance in
equipping their law enforcement officers with armor vests. The partnership provided that each eligible jurisdictions could request
federal funds to help cover up to 50 percent of the cost of purchasing one bulletproof vest per law enforcement officer per fiscal year.
Jurisdictions were required to purchase only those vest models meeting the standards developed by OJP's NIJ. By September 30,
1999, BJA approved a total of 3,510 jurisdictions to share in the $23 million in 1999 available funding. It is estimated that these
jurisdictions will have sufficient resources to purchase 167,000 vests.

The success of this important program was formally recognized in June 1999, when the Bulletproof Vest Partnership Program
received the gold award~ from the Federation of Government Information Processing Councils, which recognizes innovative efforts in
the use of technology to provide government services.

SaeScols. This program area was developed in response to an alarming increase in the number of violent crimes committed in the
nation's schools. S20,000,000 from the Public Safety and Community Policing Grants will be used to continue funding of the COPS
School-Based Partnership. An additional$S 10,000,000 will be used for this initiative, and is to be derived from the School -Based
Partnership Program identified under the Crime Prevention section of this document.

District of Columbia Court Services and Offender Suoervision. This program has been developed to reduce crime, enhance public
safety, and restore confidence in the criminal justice system in the District of Columbia. COPS will provide $ 17,064,000 to strengthen
and increase the level and quality of supervision of released offenders and pretrial defendants, as well as provide additional drug
testing, treatment, and sanctions facilities to increase offender and agency accuntability.

IndanCoutr, COPS will provide $45,000,000 in grants. to Indian Country to be used for hiring tribal law enforcement officers, the
purchasing of equipment, and providing training to new and existing tribal law enforcement personnel.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE BY PROGRAM

IPROGRAMJORG, UNIT-. Offke of te Pollce Corps and Law Enforcement Education (OPCLEEI
DEPARTMHENT OF JUMlCE CORE FLINCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal, Stats and Local Qevernonent

199 levels.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2.2. 1) In PY 2000. 1>01. Warugih the COPS program, will advance tha implementationt of coemmunity policing
MISSION: To increase the number of commsunty police with advanced education and trining and put them on the airnets of comsmunities that need them mot.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION [PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

____ ___ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ _____ Performance Regiorn Performance Plas

Type of Perforomanc Indicators Dasta Source Im M.222
Indicator 1 Actuisls Emoated Actisab Enctd plan

Plan Plan

Input I Appro~tnnion (int silhon) P L $30M $30M S30M S30M $30M

Outcput/ 2 Nuber ofjuisdicions approved to
Activity soptemei the Police Corps ,OPCLEE Recotdi 24 25 25 21 29

3. Number of jurisdictions awarded grants OPCL.EE Reccords 24 25 24 27 29
4 Number of jurisdictions; receiving

___________ technical auaisiance OPCLEE Records 24 25 24 21 29

lotetrmsdis 5 Number of parelcipanist receiving or whto
Oticome received scholarship or reitrburserneni OPCLEE Records 234 350 500 700 900

paymtis
6 Nutrbet of participants thai completed

Police Corps basic taw enforcement OPCLEE Records 61 140 74 200 00
training (nota cumuastive)

7 Number of new Police Corps paricipants OPCLEE Recotds NA 300 205 300 4400
________________ that sign service agriient

End Outcome 8 Number of Police Corps graduates
sevi n a community paurol as ann of die
four required years of service. OPCLEE Records 65a 100 ISO 350 650-

A. DeflItslts sf Terms or Explaciatlons; for Indicaitors sod Oither Data Sources: Indicators et & #9 . The number of participants siin to sate or local police departments is higher tin
the number ser-vknin oncootneunit.1y patrolI because a participant mail be assigned to a police department ielthiey can receive payment for their education These sassignmnento leadt ultimately.a

few ars iterto anoshion ith he dnartn~ni one ntirin of their education

B. lamae Affectinag 1999 Progran Performeanscs. The nature of the Police Corps program reasults in a tag between the number of positions approved and the actual number of graduates serving

C. Issue.s Affedlag Selecion sf240 anid U01 Plans. The nature of the Police Corps programs results tn sagS between that number of positions approved and the actual camber of gradusies
seenr o cm untnt ron ceomme t1 t acetd nt hennasma ci1e fehmnoitd rtcoItt fuInofoocllr adthnoeueasrbe ffcesfo fuvir

D. Veldiatic lend Veellsilaa. Performasnce measures will be vYl1ate and verified tii..gb review of approval letters sand grant, award letters is OPCLEEIll isiesecitics) assisance memros,
esils and suasas Is OPCLEE ies. OPCLEE records psmicii~nts and payments in Police Corps database. The Office of tise Comptrollnr/Accesanting also records payments. Participating
statoes ronlde reot aigtefsa er, Thec biannusal Statistical rot, lists tanleisates' statuei t D ereot or Iscoli rneain service.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PROGD.AMJORG UNIT: Bullepvwf Vest Partnership Gramt Act cf99S (Act) Imnplemenaoni.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Astsiance to Tribal. State and Local Gonserni
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2. 1) Improve the crime fighting and criminal justice system capabilties of tribal, satei amd local government
ANNUAL PERFORMAN4CE GOAL: (2.1, 1) Research and Evaisaiton.
MISSION: The purpose of the program is to assist &se a&d local gosermnos and Indian Tribes by providing veats tial met the Nationa tnstitute or Jstice's balluiic -res issn

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLAN

Performance Rapore Performance Plana

Type of In~lcAtr Performance Iaicator Data Soarca 1.2 12 m l]
Actal$a Enacted Aetialls Enactd Plea

Plan Plan

Input I Approrisaon (1n million) P L. N/A S25M W2M W2.M $25M
2. # of jurisdictiona regiace red Ve'.4 Program N/A 10.0m0 4,439 5.000 5.000
3. lof application subittced Vest Program NiA 3.000 3,510 3.950 3.950
4 #Fof masufacturera and distributora registered Vest Progisin - 500 5001 600 600

output/Activity 5 # of paymnts provided IVeai Program N/A TBD 3,510 3,950 3,950

Ineenntedlata 6 An loterriei-based. end-io"en diatributive Veat program

electroracaly.

Design N/A 2/15/9 4/15/99 i N/A N/A
Revisions N/A 3/15/99 N/A ! 1/31t2000 1/3 1 /M0

__________ implementation ,_________N/A N/A 4/15/9 2/1/2000 2/1/200

End Outcome 7. F armor vests purcd Vesi Program N/A TBD 167.000 170,0010 170,000

9. Percentage of Applicauis astied with
Internet systm. IVest Program N/A 60% 82% 05% V61

A. Derissitiona of Terms or Eaplansatloos for ladlcaton asd Other Data Sources: Each aplicatin fr funds mean data at least one veat in being purchased through the program

B.FcoaAftfetin, 1999Poga Parr ne:

C.~~~~~~~~ im Iatr mato eeaaa 000ad20 Toraea

D. VadiM said Varlllasie. The U.. PV Progriam ates an oracle database whach provides ccursta, real Woe rePoaa aNW anlse. n all asects of the Programn st by Juer/adactina.
Peoa arlae oneaad eteaaos r edb ~i rermaset~ t aar curC la omlaaasa atddlaele



DECISION UNITIPROGRAM: PUBUC SAVE1T AN~DCOMU45T POUCNGJAT1ONAL POLICE LAW KV011CEHM11SCRIIOARIPIi

Itpan" a J6sAw Cans Oaassdsa Anbua I@ Ils ae sad LaWa Gwom mas

PERFORMANCE INDICATE INFORMATION _____ PERFOM NERPR N EFRAC LN
PerforiuPee romance Plans

Type or !icw IM200 20
Indicator Performance Indicators Data Source Enacted Actal& Enaecteid Plan Plan

Plan Actuals
Plan ______

Inpit National Police Law Enforcement Scholarsljips

I Number of aplications received Internal ... ... 20
2 Number of collaborative internal and external partnerships Internal ... ... I s
3. Number oif staff hours devoted to the project Internal . . 6,264

Output 5. Number of participating states Internal 8 B
Acl vity 6 Numnber of participants sceeced to participate in the program internal . ... 100

7 Number of materials packaged for the project Internal _ ___55

intermediate 8. Number of LES personnel receiving scholarship n ema7 - . .

Outcome 9. Number of curresit law enforcement interns Internal .10

End Outcome 10 Nambe, of LBS officer who have completed a degree: with lnternaV .. .. o
LES assistance, to date. Qrtly Reports

I I Number of students who have completed a LBS tnternshLp. Intelc 
t  10*

to date Only Reports _________ ____

Productivity/ 12. Percent of LES officers who completed their degrees and .. .. 10%/
Efficiency service requirement.

13. Percent of LBS internship graduates who have been
-______ accepted by a law enforcement aecy. ____________ 25%

A. Definitions of Terms or Exsplafnaloa I'dicstors:

B. Issues Affeeting FY I99 Program Performance:

C. luauie Afftel Selection ot FY 200 and 2001 Plans: Pend log 2001 sapproprlsoono.
I These esrsta fascio in the provisioni that some recipiese are already in the program and therefore should complete she sevke in 200 1.



ACTIVITY: MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION

Perm.
Pos. Fl'E Amount

Management and Administration (in thousands)
2000 Enacted 235 235 $29,825
2001 Base '135 235 30,718
2001 Estimate 366 301 36M00

Increase/Decrease 131 66 5,282

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Management and Administration (M&A) is responsible for funding management oversight and
administrative support for the COPS Office, and ensuring that the goals of the Office are achieved. For 200 1, there are three separate
enhancements within this decision unit:

To ensure the best return on the continuing federal investment ib community policing, it is incumbent upon COPS to review and
process each application quickly and accurately. COPS expects the number of incoming applications needing review in 2001 to be
particularly high given the scope and range of various programs. Furthermore, competitive applications, such as MORE, which
provide funding for technology to local law enforcement jurisdictions, are considerably more time consuming than processing
Universal Hiring Program (UHP) grants. On average, it takes three times as long to process a competitive hiring grant as opposed to a
normal hiring grant.

In addition to processing grants, the COPS Office will dedicate a significant portion of administrative resources to closing out expired
grants from previous fiscal years. Closeout activities including final programmatic compliance assessment, financial closure, and the
archiving of grant records are resource- intensive and require substantial interaction with grantees, In 200 1, approximately 5,000
grants will be eligible for closeout.

Critical to program integrity is the monitoring function. Grant monitoring, funded under M&A, helps ensure that the resources
provided are spent as authorized and as reported by the grantee. Monitoring typically involves the labor-intensive tasks such as
conducting on-site monitoring reviews or site visits of teesee, coordinating resolution of non-compliance issues with appropriate
officials, and serving as liaison for the evaluation aspects of the program. The COPS Office has developed a strategy that enables
monitoring personnel to visit a significant sample of grantees that includes both small and large jurisdictions from a pool of
approximately 13,800 agencies. Because there are significantly more small jurisdictions, monitoring a representative sample is



extremely resource intensive, The requested increase of 31 positions, 16 FTE, and $5,282,000 for COPS, is necessary to not only
support on-going grant processing, awarding and payment activities, but also to ensure that COPS can continue to monitor grantees
effectively. This would provide a total staffing level of 266 positions and 251 FTE for the COPS program.

In addition, an increase of 5 positions and 5 FTE are requested for JMD's Global Program. Funding will be used for pilot projects,
additional staff, and support for the Global Advisory Committee. This funding would be paid for out of CITA program funds.

The remainder of the staffing increase, 95 positions and 45 FTE, are to support new OJP-administered programs proposed under the
COPS appropriation In order to fund these positions, the budget proposes that a portion of the proposed program funding be used.



DECISIONWUIT/POGRAM: IOAFAGEMENT AND AD*4INISTRATIONI MONITORING DIVISION OM1W
L~~rmal #4Justice Cor o. Pinsta: Assistance to4A Sasd Local Govrs menmis

Strategic Gal. Strosigsisu sod Improve Conmmeaslp Polka Services
Ammos Perormnce G..I Momilorlog will conuct~ 475 ite viuits to examine gromslt' records sod pracices
MioIring Division prov'ides feedback to gralet In order to bring the.mb noompllaao"

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORAC RPR ANDPRO " C LN

7. po Inrdicator Performance inikaor Na Sorce 9Y 1999le 2M 0
Exauied, Adlol Eated Actusis Plan Plan

__________________Plan Plan
I'PulMonitorng

I Sie Ot 30a0100 pool COPS IoAMooocoo SYslem 3433 TDD -
'WI10o

2 Number,1 ofMonlo.1115 Division Slafflng flan 22 29 29 31 39
Specialists ____________9___

OacAl.1y3 Number of on-vto compoeheruive Diovapoo Database 29 4W* 7T 75 66
monitoring evaluaions of COPS

4 Peivenuage ofsa vie1sit feedlback Ilers Divison. Database 60% 60% 70% 77% 110% 90%

Intrmediste DOtome 1 Cum~ulative paOUnlage oPCOKS Dirooocn Database 92%1~ 95%~ -7 95% 95
gnintee1 broughtl back ait wmire'I*
with retention pl@a requirements

CUMVrLuVopteotral o1 COP noaea
61046t bS64 into comnpliance *A011 P1051101 Dn is in Dlaisao 19% 90% 9 I9, 90% 90%
Progress Repoi requncoeocl for currentI
And1 prior Ye4r,

End Oolcomre

Prco.200vityoloyk17 1Cwoaooowrwtoerlac 7ue Division Database -- -73% 7% ** 7 75%
Iesclvod/nrrr cearpwAo isues

A. Densitlies"a ormer Laptabatlaaa hor ladleaaae,.s
& bsi Affed.ia FY 19" 11'egwos Prfrireec

C. Iowae Affed"agSaollo a sWoy 20and 3001 pit":.



ACTIVITY: COMMUNITY AND LOCAL GUN PROSECUTION
Perm.
&L .. Amount

Community and Local Gun Prosecution (in thousands)
2000 Enacted ... ... S 10,000
2001 Base ... .. 10,000
2001 Estimate ... 200.000

Increase/Decrease ... ... 190,000

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

Since 1999, a total of $15 million has been appropriated under COPS and administered by QJP's Bureau of Justice Assistance (BIA)
for the Community Prosecutor Program. In 1999, $5 million was appropriated, however, due to the normal deiay involved in
developing a new program none of the funds were awarded. As a result, BJA plans to make these awards in 2000. In 2000, an
additional $10 million was appropriated for this program - these resources will be awarded during 2000 for the continued support of
the development, implementation, and enhancement of the community prosecutor programs, The expertise of existing programs led
by prosecutors in Denver, Portland, and Washington D.C., is being utib:'.ed in creating and enhancing new programs.

On example of how well the commuunity prosecution concept works is the U.S. Attorney's Office in the District of Columbia, which
created a community prosecution program in the Fifth Police District to work with residents to respond aggressively to the crime
problems that afflict their neighborhood. Results included:

. Crime decreased by 34 percent during 1998 - compared to the average decrease of 29 percent in the District of Columbia

* With assistance from HUD, the DC Metropolitan Police, and the DC Public House Authority, a housing project known as
"Montana Terrace' experienced a 72 percent reduction in crime in 1997.

Other prosecuting offices that have embraced community prosecution in some form include: Boston, Chicago, Denver, Indianapolis,
Kansas City, New York City, Milwaukee, and Austin.



PROGRAM CHANGES:

Community and Local Gun Prosecution Initiative: (increase $190 million)

Objective

In 200 1, an increase of $190 million is requested to establish a Community and Local Gun Prosecution Initiative. This program will
be administered by the Office of Justice Programs and will make discretionary grants to state, local, and tribal jurisdictions and
prosecutors' offices to substantially increase the number of local prosecutors interacting directly with members of the community and
to encourage local prosecutors to reorient their emphasis to tough enforcement at a community level with a special emphasis on gun
violence, Of this amount, $150 million will be used to hire 1,000 state and local prosecutors to handle gun related cases and $50
million to hire up to 300 community prosecutors. In addition, funding will also be available for training, technical assistance, and
program research and evaluation.

This initiative will allow DOJ to assist states, localities, and tribes to hire dedicated prosecutors to address community crime problems
through identifying and prosecuting criminals. To accomplish this mission, DOJ will focus on the following goals,

I. To assist state, local, and tribal prosecutors in bringing criminals to justice by identifying community criminal justice needs and
providing funds to hire new prosecutors to address those problems - especially gun related violence; and

2. By encouraging community and local prosecutors to work in conjunction with community police, community members, and other
community stakeholders to identify community needs and address them through tough and effective enforcement.

Increasingly, law enforcement agencies throughout 'he country are turning to successful community policing and other community-
based criminal justice program to combat priority crime problems such as guns, gangs, and drugs. One of the touchstones of these
programs is the close interaction between law enforcement personnel and the community, including neighborhood and civic
associations, local businesses and business associations, value-based organizations, and individual citizens. Through this interaction,
law enforcement agencies can respond swiftly and effectively to crime hot spots and emerging crime problem. Moreover, by being
more responsive to local crime concems, the law enforcement community can help in efforts to revitalize communities by cracking
down on quality of life crimes, fostering a safe environment for schools, businesses, and citizens, and reducing the fear that can
overwhelm entire communities.



Community prosecution is a logical extension of the proven successful community -policing concept. While community police
officers can do a great deal to respond to community crime concerns, the success of community policing programs can be limited due
to the lack of effective coordination and communication with local prosecutors. For example, while the police may be willing to
address quality of life crimes that plague a particular neighborhood, the success of such efforts wfi be limited if local prosecutors are
not committed to prosecuting these cases. Without such a commitment, the confidence and support of the local community and
community police officers will be lost. Community and local prosecutors can also work with allied government agencies, including
fire marshals, building inspectors, environmental and public works agencies, and others to shut down crack houses, clean up troubled
housing projects, fix street lights, and address other problems that foster and promote crime.

Another advantage of community and local prosecution programs is that the dedication of prosecutors to such programs allows them
to take a pro-active approach to the most pressing local crime problems. For example, communi ty prosecutors would:

" combat gun-related violence through intensive local enforcement initiatives aimed at seizing illegal guns and prosecuting gun
offenders;

* crack down on open air drug markets, crack houses, and other neighborhood drug problems; or

" target quality of life crimes -- such as gang violence, loitering, prostitution, graffiti, and vandalism -- that can victimize residents
and businesses in a community.

Program Characteristics

Kiting: (S 195 million)

Effective prosecutorial efforts to address crime and public safety have increasingly shown the importance of working in partnership
with communities, service providers (such as substance abuse treatment providers and family violence prevention specialists), and in
collaboration with other components of the criminal justice system.



In order for localities to accomplish this work effectively and to implement strategies in partnership with communities, additional
proiecutors are needed. This program provides resources to hire prosecutors in community and local prosecution programs to prevent,
reduce, and respond to crime at the local level -- especially gun violence.

This hiring initiative provides a much-needed enhancement to the criminal justice system. As a result of the Administration's
successful efforts to put an additional 100,000 police officers in communities across the nation there is increased burden on the
prosecutorial sector of the criminal justice system. This burden is largely felt in local communities where resources are limited. The
Community and Local Gun Prosecution Initiative attempts to bridge that gap by providing additional prosecutor and prosecutor-
related personnel at the local level to encourage and facilitate community partnerships to address unique crime problems locally.

This discretionary grant program will assist jurisdictions in hiring community and local gun prosecutors for up to 3 years and will
require the grantee to design a retention plan that would maintain the prosecutor for a minimum of 1 year past the end of the grant
per Lod.

In addition to local grants, a total of $5 million will be designated for technical assistance, training, and evaluation.

Trair,in& and Technical Assistance. ($4 million) 00

a Convening of 8 regional training and inrformati on -sharing conferences during the multi-year initiative that will allow the widest
participation of local rural, urban, and tribal prosecutor offices and other related personnel,

* A series of symposia for loca prosecutors and other related personnel with classroom instruction developed and provided by the

National Advocacy Center;

0 Development and distribution of community prosecution publications; and

6 Local community capacity building to participate in decision-making and strategic planning for local crime prevention priorities.



Program Research and Evaluationw (S I million

*An action research component, which will allow researchers to offer strategic assistance and planning to practitioners throughout
this multi-year initiative;

**A national evaluation that examines both the process of how this major initiative is being implemented, and the impact of
community prosecution on local crime problems;

*A dissemination plan to deliver information to the field regarding community prosecution best practices and lessons learned; and

A forum of practitioners, community representatives, and researchers to explore community prosecution and its implications for
the future in preventing crime through strategic problem-solving, partnerships with communities, and cross, minal justice system
coordination.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREM ENT TABLEi PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

PROGRAMJ DECISION UNIT: Commuity and Lr'cal Prosecuiors
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribel, Stste and Local Govcrnment
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2 3) Support innovati ve, communty-basecd strategics aimed &I reducing crime, delinquency and violence in our communities
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL (2.31) To encourage comnvunity-bascd approaches to crime and justice &t the stoi at l Oca levc/
MISSION- To assist states and localities to hire prosecutors who are dedicated to addrrnsinit, "Mmunit crimc problems through idcntily-tri and prosecuting criinnls

-r non.a~Nrc n~PAhT AND

-~~ Performance R-sr Performn'ece Plans

Type .1 Performance Ild/coo Dots Source 1.2 M 1W
Indicator Actuate Ciacted Actuala Emacied Plan

IptI Appropriations (in millions) P L N/A S 5M (IT/ S IOM W)l S200M W)

Otatpuli 2. N stsbennofpplucationorccciv nd SIA iles N/A 36 36 70 c0) TBD (d)
Activity 3 Nuinbrof awiairds SIA fil N/A 36 -0- (b/) 90(bM TBD (dI)

4 Numnber ofo-snitemonitoring viits BJA rlecs N/A 30 -0. 50 TBD (di)
5 NumsobrTA rquests received TA Log N/A 15 -0- 30 TBO/(di)

6 Number ofTA rcewcompletecd TA Lot N/A IS -0. 30 1 TBD/dW)

Intermediate 7 Percentage of program operational 6 months Grmntec repoirts/sit NIA 75% -0 50% TBD IdNi
Outcoe after project San-up visits

8. Number of now comnitny prosecutors hired Gramnce reports/sitc N/A TBD -0. TED 1,300
or redeploytd visits

End Outcome 9 Perceniap of granted thit implemented Granite reportsste N/A 55% -0. 1 DO% TBD (d))
programs meeting de majority of their goals visits
and objectives as shied in tir approved

isilicaion

A. Daflelelom of Termsoer Expanations for Imdlicutors mad Other Dali Sources: Data Sources include iniemal Burtau of Justice Assistance (B)A), semiainual grantee progress
t.nvn n nAdrhiu.~uu~!~i

II. Weise Affecting 1999 Prora a Parform uac.
a/ Funds for duo programs wairn re/sobend. from the Office. ofCommuniy-Ornatted Policing Services (COPS).
bW Applieasons wor receved and reviewed in 1999, but awards will be. made in 2000 (due io timong of funds reimbwosnmentl This affects; all pcefomonce indicaucors in1999.

C. Issues Affacolog Saliecatlsa sf 2W0 mamd 2001 Plaau.
c/Dun to the delay in /snp/emia$l the 1999 p"am dW 20W plain reflects tbose applications re'd use 199 sand anticipaslod in 100.

4/ Tin easo Ins~ I 201 Asdin seh milaye~,honnlal tnniiein to snrotm

0. valldo soad Veffaloe. OiP validaumid tarS/leam porfiernanica measure dmvuegh proajnss reports submitted by die vuimttn, Internal files. Technical Assistance Logs, and site
n/a/s. lad/comm 2.-4 will be doceanenead damogls records; mnaad on te number ofeapl/eatlows received and awardimil as well as den numb.i otits n/sits madle. Indicators, 3.6 wi/l
be dloiented Itheneagh a lWS oif tcholal msmnrn requests med stolus reports masnaalined by QIP. lad/eatin; 7.-1 will be no.doletd through s/te visit report" and granted reports Gruntecs

.. ;- rni.ndn m~ aei-mssat It deni Mma~ .nan .euin .ti .nr .n .byww .n .il nawmen niii



ACTIVITY: COMMUNITY CRIME PREVENTION

Perm.
Pos. FTE Amount

Community Crime Prevention (in thousands)
200 Enacted ... ... S35,675
2001 Bast , ... 35,675
2001 Estimate -*1150

Increase/Decrease ... 99,325

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The Community Crime Prevention programs advocate the development and implementation of
strategies to support specific programs that engage the entire community in suppressing and fighting crime and delinquency. Funds
support partnerships and collaboratives among policing agencies, prosecutors, probation and parole agencies, schools, value-based
groups, business leaders, civic association members, social service agencies, and other relevant stakeholders that can assist in creating
safe and secure neighborhoods. Communities are encouraged to participate in a comprehensive planning and strategy development
process that sets local crime prevention and crime-fighting priorities, and devises locally crafted responses.

The Community Crime Prevention programs fill critical gaps in support Nit local public safety efforts that current DOJ funding -- both
formula and discretionary -- cannot fill. In addition to supporting neighborhood planning, these programs also encourage jurisdiction-
wide strategic planning that other DQJ programs administered by Weed and Seed, BJA, OJJDP, and COPS are unable to fund, These
programs provide greater flexibility in the use of funds for planning and implementation of comprehensive strategies than is allowed
in current programs (e.g., Weed and Seed, BJA's Comprehensive Communities Program, OJJDP's Comprehensive Strategies
Progrm). The Community Crime Prevention programs allow communities to develop and implement their comprehensive plan
through one source of funding and overall technical assistance.

For 2001, COPS proposes several new and enhanced grant programs including a comprehensive collaborative problem-solving effort
encouraging school-based partnerships with local law enforcement. In addition, initiatives addressing training, technical assistance
and recruitment efforts are supported under the Community Crime Prevention programs.



PROGRAM CHANGES:

Police Integrity and Hate Crime Training: (increase $20 million)

Objective

In response to the President and the Attorney General's directive to the COPS Office to implement programs d*osigned to enhance
police integrity, the COPS Office has designed a unique training and technical assistance initiative with the objective of training police
in the ethical and appropriate use of police authority. This initiative, based on recommendations made by civil rights, community and
law enforcement leaders from across the country, will build on COPS currently funded projects and will rely on COPS expertise
gained through our leadership role in promoting community policing, police integrity, and delivering training and technical assistance
to local communities.

Relationship to Community Policing

In his statement at the Attorney General's Conference on Strengthening Police - Community Relationships, in June 1999, the
President emphasized the relationship between community policing and police integrity. "We have to restore the trust between
community and police in every community in America. It is the only way that community policing can really work to meke our
streets safe."

The use of aggressive police tactics such as excessive use of force or racial profiling can undermine community trust and is a barrier to
advancing community policing. Recently, public concern, particularly in underrepresented communities, has become national in
scope and has become the focus of civil rights groups and police leaders across the country. This initiative will provide training and
technical assistance to police in the appropriate and ethcal use of police authority: a prerequisite to establishing effective relationships
between police and the communities they serve.

Program Characteristics

The COPS integrity initiative has four components: Data Collection to Identify' Racial Profiling; Targeted RC!PI Training to Promote
Police Integrity; Innovative Training and Technical Assistance Grants to Promote the Effective Use of Police Authority; and Hate
Crimes Training.



Data Collection to Idenify Racial Profiling

Law enforcement agencies apply to the Regional Community Policing Institute (RCP1) to establish pilot sites that implement a
comprehensive program of data collection and evaluation to identify instances of racial profiling. Grantees will receive training and
technical assistance from the RCPls, and will establish: a procedure for collecting data, a system for evaluating the data, a committee -
composed of police and community members that will make policy recommendations based on the evaluation of the data, and an
evaluation of the proess ard outcome of the data collection.

Thirty sites will be funded through this pilot project. Grantees will be targeted based on their capacity to collect data (existing
technological infrastructure) and those that have expressed interest in such a project. COPS will collaborate with the Civil Rights
Division and other Department of Justice components to identify potential grantees, and to identify a variety of urban, rural, large,
small, and state policing agencies to allow for maximum replication among other law enforcement agencies.

Targeted RCP! Training to Advance Police Integrity

The COPS Office and the Department of Justice have sponsored numerous conferences to examine ways to advance police integrity.
The feedback from these conferences frequently points to the need for non-militaristic, scenario-based training on police integrity
issues. This scenario-based. ethics training will be delivered to police through COPS national network of RCPIs. Cooperative
agreements will be implemented to develop training on the following topics that have been identified by police practitioners and
community and civil rights leaders: Appropriate Use of Force, Disengagement from Confrontatiun, Developing Cultural Competency,
Combating Racial Profiling, and Reducing Overtime Abuse.

Innovative Training and Technicaissistance Grants to Promote the Effectiv'e Use of Police Authority

COPS will promote a culture of accountability in law enforcement agencies by promoting organizational and individual police
accountability. These grants will provide funds and technical assistance to law enforcement agencies and police training academies
for innovative local projects. These grants will allow state and local law enforcement agencies to build the capacity for developing
innovative responses to police integrity issues, such as personnel management systems to provide early warning and intervention for
abusive police practices, use of force reporting systems, and non-militaristic tactical training to reduce citizen apprehension and
tension during police encounters. In addition, a portion of this money wfi go to an assessment of the effectiveness of these innovative
integrity programs.



Hate Crimes Training

The growing concern generated by the increasing number of hate crimes in communities across America is among the top public
safety issues that law enforcement is facing today. Training to prevent hate crimes will provide the necessary skills to build a
foundation of collaborative problem-solving that will permit police arnd community partners to minimize the negative impact of hate
crime incidents as well as mobilize the community to educate its citizens. Out of the $20 million, $2 million will be used for Hate-
Crimes training. This, when combined with the S 1.25 million from OJP will provide a total of $3.25 million for hate-crimes.

Police Recruitment: (increase S5 million)

Objective

The COPS Police Recruitment Initiative will assist iaw enforcement agencies with recruiting a diverse body of qualified applicants to
reflect the community they serve. The primary objective of this initiative is to foster the engagement and involvement of under-served
populations in community policing strategies to address crime. Police agencies have struggled for many yeaz to recruit and hire
minority and women officers, knowing that by reflecting the demographics of the community they serve, police agencies are better
able to reach the communities and minority groups that are historically excluded.

The economic and social conditions that have hindered police recruitment and retention include an expanding economy with low
unemployment, changes in worker expectations and demands, and the retirement of the baby-boom generation. The COPS Police
Recruitment Initiative would encourage the pooling of resources among small and rural police departments to maximize their
recruitment, hiring, and retention efforts. Police departments will be able to develop an ongoing pool of qualified applicants, a course
of study and workshops to familiarize prospective recruits with-the application process, and peer-officer mentoring programs.

Relationship to Community Policing

Community policing requires that law enforcement agencies partner with the community to identify and adds crime and quality of
life concerns. Often, under-served populations do not participate in these efforts due to lack of trust, prior negative police contact,
and other cultural considerations. To reach these groups, officers must be versed in community policing strategies, and be able to
parne with those under-served populations.



Program Chiaracteristics

The Police Recruitment Initiative will include collaboration with stakeholders; recommendations for community police officer
recruitment strategies, hiring, retention, and training for law enforcement professionals; and an education component on law
enforcement career opportunities designed to promote interest in law enforcement careers.

Police agencies will be invited to apply for these grants on a competitive basis under the following groupings:

" Departments that serve populations of more than 100,000,
* Collaborative groups of smaller police agencies within a geographical area such as a county, metropolitan area, or other anaogous

grouping,
" Rural or tribal police departments within it statewide or Indian country area, and
" Partnerships with local minority community groups and educational institutions.

Twenty demonstration sites will be funded at $250,000 per site. Each of the sites will receive training and technical assistance,
recruitment program design, community partnership training and outreach- strategies, as well as funding for personnel, training
materials, and marketing tools.

Partnerships will be developed between the COPS Office, the Comm-unity Relations Service, the Civil Rights Division, and the Office
of Justice Program's American Indian Alaska N~tive Am~erican Desk to help identify the jurisdictions that will be invited to apply.
Initial solicitation criteria will be based on need, past civil rights violations, incidents of police-community conflict, and currefit
involvement in community policing practices.

Citizen Problem-Solving AcademleslOne America Race Dialogues: (Increase S5 million)

Objective

The primary goal of this program is to provide citizens with the tools and training necessary for them to work collaboratively with
policinguagencies to use problem-solving techniques to reduce crime. A secondary objective of this program is to help insitutionalize
the practice of community policing in jurisdictions throughout the nation, through substantive citizen participation in crime prevention
efforts.



This program is greatly needed because few citizens or community group representatives have had the training necessary to actively
participate in community problem-solving efforts. When citizens are not actively involved in selecting and developing law
enforcement's responses to persistent crime problems, the interentions may not be supported by the community. In addition, police
agencies can greatly benefit from strong working relationships and the development of substantive problem-solving partnerships with
broad segments of the community.

Relationship to Community Policing

Collaborative problem solving is one of the primary building blocks of community policing. For problem solving to be collaborative,
it must involve the police and at least one other member or representative of the community, such as individual citizens, neighborhood
watch groups, businesses, schools, value-based organizations, other municipal and social service entities, senior citizens' groups, etc.

The COPS Office defines community policing as collaborative problem solving and the implementation of organizational changes to
support these activities. This particular program focuses on the collaborative problem-solving aspect of community policing, but also
helps to develop an organizational infrastructure for mnsitutionalizing pol ice-comm unity problem-solving efforts in agencies across
the country.

Program Characteristics

Ten demonstration sites will be funded at an average of $500,000 per site, for a total of $5,000,000. Sites will receive funds for a
variety of tools that will help build citizens' formal knowledge of problem solving and enhance their ability to access and analyze key
data in order to achieve the objectives of the program. These resources will include initial training and ongoing technical assistance;
information systems and technology that enable police and communities to analyze crime data, ir ding crime analysis programs,
mapping software, in-field reporting systems; laptop computers; public information terminals; In net/lntraniet site development costs;
and project staff, such as training coordinators, crime analysts and project managers.

To ensure that thie goals and objectives of the program regarding collaboration are being met, formal alliances between policing
agencies and community organizations will be required and additional partnerships with social service agencies and other municipal
entities will be encouraged.

Further, to ensure that specific crime and disorder problems are targeted and reduced, all citizens and police officers participating in
the acaemy training And technical assistance program will be required to work on a specific problem-solving project in their



communities. Citizen academy attendees will be encouraged to team up with other citizens and one or more officers to jointly address
a problem of mutual concern and interest.

To ensure that the COPS Office learns what works best with regard to citizen police academy structures, approaches to training and
impacts on crime and disorder problems, at least 10 percent of the funding for each site will be set aside by the site to document its
efforts and evaluate the impact of all of the selected problem-solving projects undertaken by academy participants.

In addition, COPS will coordinate with the Department of Justice's Community Relations Service to provide support and technical
assistance to state and local governments anid community-based and other organizations to promote and facilitate dialogues on racial
diversity and understanding.

Value-Based Program between Youth and Police: (Increase $5 million)

Objective

The Value-Based program is designed to encourage and support the development of relationships between police, youth, and local
value-based organizations and entities, These organizations will work collaboratively to develop program that address youth issues
such as street violence, gangs, drug abuse, school failure, child abuse and neglect, teen pregnancy, incarceration, chronic joblessness,
lack of cultural values, and hopelessness about the future.

Relationship to Community Policing

Addressing crime and violence through collaborative, community-based responses is a hallmark of community policing, Value-based
entities can be a unifying leadership force in a community. Developing relationships and restoring trust between value-based entities
and law enforcement is an essential building block to the comprehensive implementation of a community policing philosophy in many
neighborhoods. As President Clinton recently stated, "We have to restore the trust between community and police in every
community in America. It is the only way that community policing cun re ally work to make our streets safe." By supporting the
development of these collaborative partnerships, we promote trust between these groups thereby strengthening the foundation for the
institution of community policing.



Program Characteristics

The Value-Based Program between Youth and Police will provide competitive grants to local law enforcement agencies that create
and strengthen the development of positive relationships between police, youth, and local value-based organizations and entities.
Collaboratively, these entities will develop programs such as peer mediation, conflict resolution efforts between gangs, neighborhood
crime watches, and mentoring. All programs are designed to enhance young peoples' commitment to their communities, to intervene
with at-risk youth and to nurture youth to enhance their personal, educational, occupational, and spiritual development. Funds will
assist these collaborative partnerships by supporting personnel, strategic planning, training and technical assistance, partnership
building, and requisite technology and program infrastructure.

School-Based Partnership Program: (increase SIO million)

Objective

Recent school violence has generated intense public concern about the safety and security of our nation's youth. The Columbine
shooting, the worst school violence tragedy in U.S. history, was just one in a string of recent school shootings. As a result, the public
is demanding a response from law enforcement to this critical problem. As part of the Administration's commitment to combat and
prevent crime in and around America's schools, the COPS Office will expand its existing School-Based Partnership Program which
has been designed to keep school children safe by reducing school-related crime through innovative community policing strategies.

In addition to media accounts of crime on school campuses, a national survey of school principals and disciplinarians for the school
year 1996-1997 demonstrated that crime in schools is a major public concern. More than half of U.S. public schools reported
experiencing at least one crime during the year and one in ten schools reported at least one serious violent crime. According to the
National Center for Education Statistics, principals say that the most serious disciplinary problems center on student tardiness,
absenteeism or class cutting, and physical conflicts among students. The increasing threats posed by student bullying and intimidation
and the seiousness of disorder in and around school campuses can be reduced effectively by promoting smart policing and crime
prevention through collaborative problem solving. Thus, the School-Based Partnership Programn emphasizes the fostering of
partnerships among police, community organizations, and local boards of education. These collaborative teams will be responsible for
problem identification, as well as developing effective responses, including prevention and intervention strategies.



Relationship to Community Policing

One of the primary tenets of community policing is that effective solutions to persistent crime problems cannot be developed and
implemented without the buy-in and cooperation of the atfected comirwiity. The School-Based Partnership Program emphasizes the
need for local law enforcement agencies to work with schools and community-based organizations to address school-related crime and
disorder problems in or around elementary and secondary schools. In addition, the program emphasizes problem analysis, a key
component of problem solving, to help develop effective responses to the identified problems.

Program Characteristics

School-Based Partnership grants to local level law enforcement agencies will foster the development of partnerships between police.
community organizations and local boards of education to address crime and safety issues in and around schools by applying tested
problem-solving techniques. These comprehensive grants will address a broad spectrum of crime and safety problems experienced by
communities. They will also address the policies that affect how the police, cQmmunities, and schools work together. By
collaborating, police, communities, and schools will foster community health and make school environments safer and more
conducive to student learning. In keeping with the tenets of community policing, School-Based Partnership grants will focus on crime
and rectifying the decline or decay that can facilitate its occurrence,

School-Based Partnership grants will be open and competitive. To be eligible for funding under this one-year grant program, agencies
must submit a justification that:

"delineates the city's/county's experiences with crime and disorder in schools, including a review of juvenle violence and crime
rates;

" demonstrates the formation of a collaborative team of stakeholders that includes parents, students, mental health professionals,
youth advocates, and representatives from other social service and policing agencies within the geographical area being
considered; and

" includes a proposal for how funds would be used to develop solutions to identified crime problems.

Grantee will be required to work with the COPS Office to develop strategic plans that focus not only on the development and
outcomes of the project during the first two years of funding, but also on a longer-term, five-year plan for the collaboration. School-
Based Partnership grantees will be encouraged to build upon the strength of their collaboration to be creative in their strategic plans.



Levels of funding will consider general and student population sizes and the quality of the proposed project, strategic Plans, and
budget. Agencies will be eligible to receive up to $1 million. Based on the experiences of the COPS Office, the primary grantee pool
consists of approximately 10,000 policing agencies; 10 to IS agencies would be accepted under this initiative.

Safe Schools/Healthy Students Initiative: (increase $20 million)

IGretive

In 2001, S20 million is requested for the expansion of the existing OJP Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention's
(OJJDP) Safe School/ Healthy Students Program. Thes resources will be added to theSI15 million that is requested to be made
available under OJJDP's Title V program. The $35 million in resources will allow OJJDP to significantly expand this program in
2001.

Program Characteristics

In partnership with other offices within the U.S. Departments of Justice, Education, and Health and Human Services, OJJDP plans to
fund Safe SchoolsHealthy Students continuation grants to 54 sites awarded in 1999 and a projected 18 additional sites in 2000.
Through a cooperative agreement with the Research Triangle Institute, OJJDP is collaborating with the Departments of Education and
Health and Human Services to conduct a national evaluation of this program and will provide continuation funding for this activity in
2001, as well as transfer continuation funding to the National Mental Health Association to provide training and technical assistance to
the sites through the Safe Schools/Healthy Students Action Center.

In addition, OJJDP, along with other offices within the U.S. Departments of Justice, Education, and Healt and Human Services will
contribute funding for up to 40 new sites in 200 1.

Community Supervision Initiative - Project Reentry: (Increase S35 million)

Objective

In 2001, a total of $60 million is requested for a collaborative, comprehensive offender reentry initiative, which will be administered
by the Office of Justice Programs.



Of this amount, $35 million is requested under the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services (COPS) and $25 million is
requested under the Office of Justice Program's Zero Tolerance and Drug Intervention Initiative.

Program Characteristics

This initiative will help reduce recidivism and improve public safety by awarding discretionary grants, to address the public safety
threats posed by offenders returning to the community from state and federal prisons or local facilities housing state and federal
prisoners. Project Reentry will enable states and local communities to create broad partnerships that will use their combined resources
to provide the necessary combination of surveillance, sanctions, incentives, and support services in ways that afford increased
protection to communities that experience unusually high returns of inmates. The Department of Justice will administer the program
in partnership with the Department of Labor, which will develop and operate jobs-related programs in the same communities, and the
Department of Health and Human Services, which will dedicate $10 million in substance abuse and mental health treatment to support
this effort.

A detailed description of this $60 million initiative is found under the OJP 2001 Congressional Budget request.

Police Firearms Surplus Safety Initiative: (increase SIO million) t

Objective

In 2001, $ 10 million is requested to implement the Police Firearms Surplus Safety Initiative, which will be administered by the Office
of Justice Programs.

The goal of this initiative is to prevent surplus police firearms and confiscate~ weapons from being resold on civilian markets where
they may fall into the hands of criminals or other restricted persons, Policr agencies are often subject to financial pressures to sell
their used or seized firearms once those firearms are no longer needeu, and need assistance to end this practice. This initiative will
provide one-time grants to state and local law enforcement agencies to help them meet those budgetary constraints on t condition
that they certify that they will use the funding to end the practice of reselling used police firearms and confiscated weapons on civilian
markets.



Program Characteristics

Police agencies are, often subject to financial pressures to sell their used or seized firearms once those firearms are no longer needed.
However, because such firearms, if sold on civilian markets, can end up in the hands of criminals, state and local law enforcement
agencies do not wait these weapons available to the public. Thus, law enforcement agencies need the revenues associated with the
sale of surplus weapons to help defray the escalating costs of new weapons. This phenomenon presents a particular problem for state
and local law enforcement agencies where no policy relating to the disposition or destruction of service weapons when they are no
longer suitable for the agencies' use. Some departments destroy their obsolete weapons, some make the available to other law
enforcement agencies, and some sell excess weapons to the public. Many police weapons sold on civilian markets have later been
used to commit crimes, including homicides and assaults.

The goal of this initiative is to prevent guns from being circulated into the population from state and local law enforcement agencies.
Gun violence is a pressing crime problem in America that is exacerbated by the ready availability of firearms to criminals on illegal
markets. An estimated 200 to 250 million firearms are in circulation in the United States, and guns account for nei ly 70 percent of all
homicides in our nation. In 1997, over 32,000 Americans lost their lives in gunfire, and almost 100,000 others are treated each year
for gun-related injuries. This initiative aims to curb this disturbing trend by preventing public accss to firearms used by state and
local law enforcement agencies, and reducing the likelihood that these firearms may fall into the wrong hands through secondary
market sales.

Building Blocks Initiative: (Increase S15 million)

Objective

In 2001, S15 million is requested for the Building Blocks Initiative, which will be administered by the Office of Justice Programs.

Federal crime policy is !a a crossroads. For thirty year, the Office of Justice Programs (QJP) and its predecessrs have supported
wide-ranging research and demonstration efforts to bring promising programs to state and local governments. Thes efforts to build
and deliver programs have met with mixed succss. In its best moment, the fedeal program delivery model has helped states mnet
important challenges in cour delays, detention or prison crowding, drug enforcement, and crime and delinquency prevention.

Success comes by combining strategic thinking with local action. Recent succesWs in community crime reduction in cities such as
Boston and New York are difficult to attribute to specific programs. Successes of community interventions stem more from flexible
and reasned responses to both specific and general problems than from structured responses to general problems. The identifiable



components in successful initiatives are not programs per it, but up-to-date information about delinquency, risk factors or crime in
relevant locations; coalitions of local, state and federal officials sharing authority and responsibility; comprehensive research-based.
programming from delinquency prevention to aftercare; and feedback oni how well trial solutions were faring.

Federal initiatives firom several OJP agencies have sought to marry these same elements in different combinations and settings. OJP's
Comprehensive Communities Program, the National Institute of Justice's (NIJ) COMPASS Initiative, the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention's (OJJDP) Comprehensive Strategy, the Bureau of Justice Assistance's (BJA) integrated state strategy
efforts, the Department of Justice's (DOJ) SACSI (Strategic Approaches to Community Safety Initiative), and the evolving Weed and
Seed program have all sought to blend problem assessment, strategy development, coalition-supported interventions. and evaluative
feedback into planning for public safety and healthier communities. Each in its own way seeks to create a closer relationship between
the problem and the system response.

OJP's research and experiences in a wide variety of communities have led to the following common key ingredients to successful
crime reduction efforts:

" coalitions that collaborate across disciplines and/or jurisdictions (federal, state, local) and have strong community-level
involvement;

" data driven problem identification and safety assessment (including risk and protective factor, crime and safety, and resource
assessments);

" community-based law enforcement and crime prevention approaches;
" concentration of resources in areas of greatest need;
" implementation of proven and promising crime and justice intervention models;
" implementation of key effective programs from pre-natal prevention and youth development, to graduated juvenile and criminal

justice sanctions and probation/afiercare;
" evaluative feedback on program performance, and
" investments in community problem-solving infrastructure.



Program Characleristics

Building Blocks adopts these principles and combines them into the following five core activities: (1) Collaborative Teams for
Technical Assistance; (2) Data Driven Assessment and Planning; (3) Community-Based Intervention; (4) Long Term Infrastructure;
and (5) 1 jtional Evaluations. These five activities are the operating philosophy and allowOJP to bring coordinated community
support to different jurisdictional levels. The short-term goal of the initiative is to help communities identify and respond to
immediate and pressing problems. The long-term goals are to institutionalize the skills gained from short-term activities and to
integrate lasting problem-solving capabilities, These goals apply equally to adult and juvenile justice issues, and to enforcement and
prevention approaches.

The Building Blocks Initiative would support:

" Neighborhoods using the Weed and Seed approach to grass roots community involvement and the U.S. Attorneys partnerships;

" Cifles/Counties engaged in strategies that mirror SACSI, COMPASS and the Comprehensive Strategy approach to targeted,
community wide problem solving, prevention, and accountability;

* States engaged in the Comprehensive Strategy and similar system wide reforms and infrastructure building.

The Building Blocks Initiative will bridge delinquency and crime fighting across jurisdictional levels, building on existing/proven
program models and working to achieve system-wide integration of strategies and resources over time. To accomplish this, the
Department requests $15 million in 2001 for the Building Blocks Initiative to be funded through COPS 2001 Commuunity Crime
Prevention Program initiative and will be administered by OJP. By pooling OJP's existing expertise and targeting specific skills and
services, 25 jurisdictions (neighborhoods, cities/counties, and states) would be able to address immediate delinquency and crime
problems and develop long-term infr-astructures that identify and successfully meet future crime and public safety challenges.

The Building Blocks funding processes will facilitate integrating activities for, and building state capacities to support networks of,
collaborative problem solving. Jurisdictions will be able to apply for one, two, or three levels of program support -- neighborhood,
citylcounty, and sut support -- depending on their needs and their current capabilities. All of these funding opportunities will be
offered within a single program, within a unified application process.



Supporting Collaborative Teams (initial Technical Assistance) - S500,000

The long-range vision of the Building Blocks Initiative is to achieve integrated planning amnongstate, local, and neighborhood
coalitions, aided by federal presence in law enforcement and prosecution. Building Blocks will support coalitions, whether at
state. local, or neighborhood levels, interested in moving toward integrated strategic planning expertise while solving immediate
short-term problems.

To equip communities with the skills to formulate, implement, and evaluate comprehensive prevention and enforcement plans,
Building Blocks will provide resources for orientations of key community leaders, training on developing risk and resource
assessments, identification of mapping and information integration needs, and other technical assistance as needed to develop
problem-solving processes. This comprehensive, interdisciplinary approach will dramatically increase the efficacy of prevention
and enforcement efforts, while coordinating service delivery.

*Data Driven Assessment, Planning, and Progress TrackinR -S2.5 million

Communities cannot wait for lengthy analy5ss And planning processes to address the delinquency and crime problems that
conifront them now. In taking on the challenge of providing an immediate response to pressing problems, while also developing
longer-term solutions to deep-rooted issues, communities already possess considerable data and understanding of their problem
areas.

Taking what we have learned from the assessment process of Strategic Approaches to Community Safety Initiative (SACSI) and
Comprehensive Strategy, the Building Blocks Initiative will enable community coalitions to both immediately, and in an ongoing
manner identify and shape responses to targeted street crime as well as broader delinquency and crime problem. Exactly where
are offenders getting their guns and drugs? What are key deficiencies in the community's ability to prevent child abuse and
delinquency? What barriers and resources exist in the services established to serve comnmunities?

In the short-term, coalitions will rely on existing data sources and other local information to asses problems. Neighborhoods will
be asked to use existing city and county data plus local police and community information to pinpoint problems. Cities and
counties will be asked to portray problem at neighborhood levels using not only crime statistics but also public health, zoning,
and school information. Participating states will not only need to support participating jurisdictions through their Bymne funds but
also to develop training and educational opportunities that encourage jurisdictional efforts in planning and problem assessment.



Ultimately, the coalitions are expected to build sound infrastructure that will generate permanent sustanable information streams
for safety strategies. Infrastructure building would include crime mapping, ability to estimate neighborhood indices of risk and
protective factors, and program performance measures. These funds will support the areas described below:

Data Mapping of Targeted Street Crime. Building Blocks will require that a team of crime analysts, law enforcement, and
researchers routinely analyze information from juvenile and criminal justice and city agencies to provide a picture of the area's
general delinquency and crime trends and detailed characteristics of the target problem. The research partner will help the
coalition through its problem solving processes, designing targeted strategies based on the opportunities identified by local crime
data anJ crime control theory. Building Blocks will offer crime mapping and data integration support to cities and counties
through NIJ's COMPASS, which will select its first ten sites in 2001, DOJ's SACSI (another US Attorney-supported program),
which plans to expand to 10 sites in 2001, and OJJDP's Comprehensive Strategy, which currently operates in eight states and
multiple local jurisdictions.

Community Risk and Protective Factor Assessment. The Building Blocks Initiative will also go beyond identifying and targeting
street crime, to assess and address the risk factors for delinquency and family violence, based on what we have learned from
OJJDP's Title V Community Prevention Grants and the Comprehensive Strategy.-

Resource, Management and System Analysis. Building Blocks will support communities in identifying federal and private
resources available in the community to address crime. This support will be provided through an interagency team and through
the development of management information systems that track funds, allocations, and outcomes in the communities.

Local Evaluative Feedback. Building Blocks communities will operate under a performance assessment and improvement process
where research partners help coalitions understand the progress that their efforts are making through simple "on-the-job"
assessments and performance measures. Communities would use data and changing conditions to adjust program priorities and
target strategies. This local, micro-level evaluation would be use to continually assess and improve intervntions. Selected,
particularly promising, programs would be singled out for more formal evaluation it' their prospects for successful replication
seemed high. This approach is particularly important for earl), Building Blocks interventions, which might begin with less-
developed empirical bases than later initiatives.

aCommunity-Based Interventions -$5.9 million

Recognizing the planning ophistication and available resources, the Building Blocks Initiative will offer grant support to teams at
state, city/county and community levels and will build on programs with proven records of success such as DOJ's Weed and Seed
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Program. The Weed and Seed Program is DOJ's premier community-based crime prevention program and serves as a platform for
the Administration's and Attorney Generars cfrme-fighting initiatives vNhich range from conflict resolution and anti-truancy
programs to home visitation and after school programs. The success of the Weed and Seed program comes from bringing together
the energy of community leaders and organizations and the resources of the public and private sectors in an organized and
coherent way Wherever possible, activities will be closely coordinated with U.S. Attorneys to engage their support. QJP will
worlk at the federal level to encourage U.S. Attorney collaborations with local jurisdictions, offering them appropriate
opportunities to contribute their resources as well as bring federal law enforcement officials into the coalition.

TIe primary goal of the Building Blocks initiative is to help communities choose strategies that work for their problems and to
implement programs that have a high probability of 'succeeding Fortunately, we are now armed with considerable knowledge on
liow to respond to street crime, treat offenders in the justice system, and prevent delinquency. Recognizing the multiple causes to
crime, we must implement tested and proven programs and strategies to successfully attack the multiple causes.

Building Blocks will build upon previous DOJ demonstrations and successes in implementing comprehensive, community-
involved strategies. For example, it will incorporate what we have done in addressing juvenile crime, integrating community
policing lessons of community engagement, and forging multi-disciplinary partnerships with health, education, and housing. OJP
will assist communities in moving from their strategic plans to program choices and model implementation tough technical
assistance, consultation, and seed program funding as necessary. The specific grant size will depend upon jurisdictional size.

Specifically, it will support implementation of a continuum of integrated programs and strategies which have proven effective in
reducing delinquency and crime, including but not limited to law enforcement targeting of gang members, and gun and drug
traffickers, model criminal justice interventions, probation and aftercare for offenders, gang outreach and mentoring, drug
opportunities and safe schools, pre-natal and early intervention, and community development and problem-solving.

Communities would also be encouraged to devise new and innovative solutions to their problems. However, these innovations
would be formed out of their analyses of local data and information and they would be evaluated under the feedback framework
proposed in the preceding section.

*Lons Term Infrastructure - $5.4 million

Funding for long-term infrastucture at the initial 25 Building Blocks sites will not be needed until the third year. The $5.4 million
requested in 2001 for this core activity will be used to support the completion of OJJDPs Comprehensive Strategy inS8 states. The
funds requested will provide these states and their 48 identified local jurisdictions with nominal, but essential incentive funds



(S75,000 to each of the 8 states and $100,000 to each of the 48 jurisdictions) to ensure the commitment of the local counties/cities
and states in the hard work of bringing together disparate agencies and implementing a full continuum of programming from
prenatal, to the deepest juvenile justice interventions, to aftercare. Given the extensive work that each of these states have done,
lack of support at this time would squander investments that have been made.

Although funding is not requested in 2001 for long term infrastructure activities that will take place at building blocks sites in
years three through five, a brief explanation of these future activities follows:

Buiding Blocks will assist in nstiutionalizing data collection and problem solving as a matter of course for community crime
reduction strategies. It will work with neighborhood sites to help their adjoining neighbors collect similar information and to
participate in similar interventions It will also help neighborhoods link with city officials to obtain expanded and more routine
data coverage. Complementing this "bottoms up" approach, Building Blocks coalitions will work within participating jurisdictions
to identify neighborhood groups that are experiencing difficulties in coping with specific problems and help these communities
engage in problem-solving processes.

Building Blocks wlllfocus on County and Ciry-level system and service coordination and reform which can support lasting and
effective implementation of crime reduction strategies. Funds will be made available to bolster comunity-planning staffs
through training and short-term staffing support. Funds will also help build geographic information system that merge data from t
schools, public health, and transportation sources with safety statistics. Attention will be paid to improving identification, referral, 00
and case management processes; making services serve children, families, and communities more holistically; increasing the
quality and communication among service providers, systems and organizations; and reducing gaps, deficiencies, and barriers in
prevention, intervention and accountability policies, procedures, and services.

Building Blocks will support interested states infw'ihering long-range strategic planning in their major Jurictlons. Building
Blocks will utilize BiA's existing Byrne program and Local Law Enforcement Block Grant processes and OJJDP's Comprehensive
Strategy State-level work to create stale-level support to institutionalize strategic planning processes. States have important
resources to contribute. In addtion to Byrne, Juvenile Justice, Health, and Education formula funds, state administered agencies
that have skills and information relevant to local affairs. Statistical Analysis Center house geo-based information and analytic
expertise. State drug abuse, health, and educational agencies offer programs that can be placed or coordinated with city andl
county initiatives. State universities house analytic resources that can support immedate local interventions and also help enrich
the pool of local tant through educational courses.
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Building Blocks enables communities to formulate coordinated interventions almost immediately. These early efforts provide
important learning experiences in working in coalitions and data driven settings. Th-ty also amplify the importance of systematic
program and data support. A significant portion of funds have been allocated to creating a permanent core of skills, processes, and
resources for identifying emerging problems, formulating and implementing responses, and monitoring results. Building Blocks
will support states, which demonstrate a vision and a willingness to help their localities through such enterprises. It could help
states build and offer training programs in strategic planning, computer crime mapping, and data systems integration. It could
support statewide strategic planning initiatives. In geroral, Building Blocks would expect states to show commitment toward
institutionalizing the outgrowths of this support.

National Evaluation - $500,00

In 2001, $500,000 is requested to begin implementation of a national evaluation of Building Block sites. The national Building
Blocks Initiative will be evaluated from implementation to determine the effectiveness of a comprehensive crime reduction
strategy, The value of the initiative will be the ongoing dissemination of lessons-learned from the communities as they replicate
effective programs, sharing of data and mapping technology from local assessments, guidance in targeted problem-solving
approaches, approaches to developing a lasting strategic plan and changing the agencies and organizations that need to work more
effectively together in reducing crime and delinquency. This information will be invaluable to the Building Blocks communities
as well as to others across the country, as we learn of the benefits of this initiative, including its impact on reducing crime and
victimization.

Participating agencies would contribute the necessary executive and managerial staff to assure the proper coordination of program
functions.

Strategic Approaches to Community Safety Initiative (SACSI): (Increase SI10,000,000)

Objective

In 2001, $10 million is requested for the SACSI Initiative, which will be administered by the Office of Justice Programs.

SACSI resources wil b used to implement a collaborative, information-driven approach to crime reducion in 50 communities across
the country. Under U.S. Attorney leadership, this Strategic Approaches to Community Safety Initiative (SACSI) model -- which
partners federal, state and local law enforcement, researchers, criminal justice personnel, elected officials and community members to



critically examine and overcome a targeted crime problem -- is extraordinarily promising and offers the potential of real success its
terms of reducing crime and saving lives. Building upon such efforts as Weed and Seed, Comprehensive Communities Program, the
Anti-Violent Crime Initiative, the Boston Gun Project, and New York City's successful COMPSTAT program, this data-driven,
problem-solving strategy is cred-ted with reducing youth homicides in Boston by 65 percent.

SACSI will give communities the tools they need to work together, understand their crime problems, and develop effective
interventions to deal with those problems. The goal of SACSI is to significantly reduce the targeted crimes and to institute a process
by which to address friure community crime problems

DOJ's Commitment to SACS1

In 1997 there was a growing recognition that cities such as Boston and New York had achieved a sustained drop in major crime
categories. For over six months DOI examined lessons learned from these cities as weli as from other locally-based, crime reduction
initiatives, and found that these successful approaches each had several important components: they were collaborative in nature,
information-driven, used a problem-solving approach, and judged success by outcomes such as reductions in crime and increased
public safety. Led by the Office of the Attomney General, officials in the Department distilled 'what worked" from these models, and
in March 1998, devised the Strategic Approaches to Community Safety Initiative. The Department felt so strongly that this approach
could be effective that 12 DOI components' volunteered funds and staffing to plan and implement 5 Pilot sites. Working through the
leadership provided by the 5 United States Attomneys in Indianapolis (IN), Memphis (TN), New Haven (CT), Portland (OR), and
Winston-Salem (NC), DO] implemented the SACS1 model. A year and a halt into the project, each site has engaged diverse cross-
agency policy teams, targeted and analyzed a major crime problem facing their community (from gun crime to sexual assaults),
developed strategic interventions that capitalize on local dynamics, vulnerabilities in the crime problem, and the "what works"
literature, and begun implementation. Preliminary results in Indianapolis, where implementation has been underway the longest,
suggest a significant drop in their target crime homicides.

The excitemtnrt generated from the 5 pilot sites has created a demand to bring the SACSI model to other jurisdictions -- some 15 cities
have expressed serious interest in adopting the model. The Attorney General ii supportive of SACS! expansion, and has stated that
the DO) should expand SACSI to 10 additional sites as soon as possible.

I Doi components include office or the Associate Attorney General, Oftie of Justiec Prognums. (National institute of Justice, Bureau of Justice Assistance,
Office of Juvenile Justice an Delinquency Prevention, Bureau of Jus. e Statistics, Office of Victim of Crime, and fte Executive Office of Wted and Seed),
Office of ComnmuniTy Oriented Policing Services the Criminal Division, Executive Office of U.S. Attorneys and tnier-Governrnental Affairs.



Program Characteristics

To build on the momentum of the 5 existing pilot sites and to institutionalize this way of doing business more broadly, OJP proposes
to implement SACS1 in up to 10 new sites every year for the next 5 years, Using the lessons learned from the pilot sites, the OJP is in
a position to assist communities in building an even more robust model that will reduce crime over the long term.

SACSI has several site-level core components The first is to institute a collaborative, system-wide process by establishing an Inter-
Agency Working Group. Building on the process used successfully in Weed and Seed, the U.S, Attorney in each new site will
convene a team of local, state, and federal criminal justice practitioners, community leaders, representatives from relevant community
agencies -- and a research partner. Teams will meet to develop, implement, and evaluate a crime prevention and reduction strategy,
which focuses on a major crime problem facing the community. The team will work to strategically deploy both federal and local law
enforcement and community resources, coordinating around the identified problem and de.-ired outcome. This effort will build on and
enhance existing efforts in selected communities. $3 million is requested to support this effurt.

Th - next core component is to build the Research~ and Analysis Infrastructure. DOJ, specifically NIJ, will fund a consortia of crime
analysts and researchers to work in each community to develop data-driven crime control strategies and to evaluate the eff(;ctiveness 00
of those strategies. The research and analysis team will routinely analyze information from criminal justice and city agencies to
provide a picture of the area's general crime trends and detaled characteristics of the target problem. The research partner will help
the Working Group develop targeted strategies based on the opportunities identified by local crime data, crime control theory,
organizational capacities, and promising strategies used elsewhere, and will provide ongoing evaluation of the intervention. $3 million
per year is requested to support this effort,

Additionally, QJP will work to assess, utiiije, and/or build crime analysis capacity in local law enforcement agencies. For example,
funds are required to ensure that each district has a crime mapping and analysis system. As has been proven in New York City and
other jurisdictions, mapping enme and other data to identify and predict emerging crime patterns is an effective analytic tool in
deigning crime reduction interventions. Sl million per year is requested to improve the analytic tools and technologies integral to the
success of this project,

Once the data and information needs of communities have been met, the Inter-Agency Working Group can institute the Problem
Solving Process. This process, which proved so effective in Boston and elsewhere, relies on the implementation of the following
seven steps: (I1) identify the problem; (2) analyze the problem; ( ) identify trends, patter-is, opportunities for interve-aion; (4) design
the strategy; (5) implement the intervention; (6) evaluate the intervention; and (7) adjust the intervention.



This work, albeit straightforward in concept, is quite difficult in Practice. Fortunately, much has been learned from prior initiatives,
research, and evaluation efforts. The ORP will Provide Technical Assistance both to communities chosen to implement this model,
and more broadly to communities interested in implementing the model on their own. In addition to the support and guidance planned
under the technology and data acquisition section of this proposal, the ORP will host a series of training opportunities and cluster
meetings to enable communities to learn from one another. Further, guidance to communities through conferences, "blueprints", web
sites, and other forms of communication will be made widely available. $2. 5 million per year is requlredfor this effort

The final component of this initiative is to Build Knowledge and Transfer Lessons Learned. The long-term value of this program is its
ability to translate lessons learned from a small number of sites to communities nationwide. In order to have the greatest national
impact, NIJ will identify, evaluate, and di:zseminate techniques as they are developed, tested, and demonstrated to be effective. NIJ
will also document barriers to successful implementation and conduct a comprehensive national evaluation of all SACSI sites. The
evaluation will develop models of succesful implementation, and, to the extent that there arc failures, document how, when, where,
and why the initiative failed. The evaluation results should be seen as a road map toward a national model to address local crime
problems. $0.53 million is requested in fiscal year 2001 to support the national evaluation and translation of research, evaluation, and
program findings throughout the criminal justice community,

Communities will be expected to compete for funding, with preferences given to jurisdictions with significant crime problems that
demonstrate a serious commitment to this process over the long term. If, as expected, the approach is found to achieve greater public
safety along with greate r efficiency, there is a strong likelihood of it taking hold across the country.

OJP's 5-year plan will be to implement this effective crime reduction model in 50 new communities. Each site will receive
approximately S900,000 in federal development and assistance over three years. Over the long term, jurisdictions are expected to
institutionalize this work and support it locally.



FY 2001 FY 2002 FY 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005

New 10/15 10125 10/35 10/45 10/55
Sites/Cumulative __________

New Site Funding S7.0 $7.0 $7.0 $7.0 S7.0
(3 year cycle)_________________

Training & Tech $2.5 $2.5 $2.5 $2.5 $2T.5
Assistance
National Evaluation $0.5 --

Total SACSI $10.0 $9.5 S9.5 $9.5 $9.5

It is hard to argue with SACSI principles -- collaboration, analysis, targeted interventions, and results. These are straightforward
principles, but challenging to implement, as they require a new way of doing business. If there is one common lesson that has be-n
learned from the 5 pilot sites, it is that this process of coalition building, data analysis, problem identification, and strategic
intervention towards goals that matter requires an enormous amount of effort and skills that are currently underdeveloped SACSI
challenges the traditional approach to crime control and encourages communities to work together. It is a process that, once learned,
can be very successful not only in reducing the initial target crime problems, but in establishing an infrastructure that can be adapted
to other criminal justice and safety issues over the long term. This is no doubt compelling to criminal justice practitioners and
policymakers looking for a comprehensive, cost-effective way to combat local crime problems.

Methamphetamine Program: (Decrease S35.675 million)

The S35,675,000 decrease in COPS funding is to eliminate the earmarks for metharrphetamnine and drug hot spots. In 2000, the
funding was included from direct appropriations for state and local law enforcement program to combat methamphetamine
producton, distribution, and use (with over $35 million earmarked for specific state a.nd local project). In additon, the funding was
used to reimburse the Drug Enforcement Administration for assistance to state and local law enforcement for proper removal and
disposal of hazardous materials at clandestine methamphetamine labs. The funding was also used for policing activities in "hot
spots",
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTr TABLE: PRESENTED BY INMATIVE AND PROGRAM

INIT IATI VEt Healthy Students lnissative
PROGRAMIORG UNIT: Safe Scisooi/Offtce of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
DEPARTMIENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Trnbal, Simatesnd Local Governmnent
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2. 1) Improve the crime.ighting and criminalljuvenile justice system cipibiliieci of tribal, state and local
governments.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2.1.3) Continue to emphasize both enforcemen and prevention strategies to couer youth violenc through targeted program shag
provide funding and specialized assistance to states and localities.
MISSION: This intiastive is aimed si helping comsmunitiea design snd tmplememt comprehensive educational, mental health, social service, law enforcement and juvenile
jusuce services for youth. _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

____ __ _ ____ ____ ____ ___ ___ Pedrfonna Report Perforace Plan

Type of Performancee Indicaon Data Source I=f 12f M M1I
Indicator Actuals Eseeed Actasal Enactd Plan

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Plan Plan

Input 1. Appropelamun (is mi~ons) P.L. I J I M SII ISM S33M

Output. 2. Number of Application Received Program 447 47
Act~v~y Manager________ !2IL..... _______

O~im I
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PERORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED 5Vy INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

INITIATIVL Comiunuruy
PROGRAMIORG UNITi PMinjecolrylOMce of lMe Assistani Attomevy General
DEPARTMENT OFPJUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance in Tribal. Sw~e arid LoWu Cinuenmeni
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC COAL: (2.3) Improve crime fightiing and crivnai iuvenic justice systemn caaiit r t riba).1 Rtare wild local sove-nrnrfl
DEPARTMENT OF JU$TICE ANNUAL GOAL: (223 2) 01 will niiue to encvnvarit commniry-bastcd aproucho to inrm and iwusare ai the swn and locally level
MISSION: To enable slate arid local commuanities in convbinc. surveillance, sanctions, and support services in ways thai afford increased preciin to commaunities that
exprec hil rarler of o rnvale relamai

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Paermac Report Perfurm sees Pla$a

Type af Porformamcm Indiatrs Data Soairce jm "aZ~ M
ladreaten Acli Easered Aeiaala Eseced Plc.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

INITIATIVE: Commwuty
PROGRAM/ORG UNIT; Police Puum Surplus Saiery Wauvosurgu of Justce Assistane
DEPARTMENT OF IUOTCE CORE F1NCl1ON: (2) Asatatance to state &nM LocAl Govumnet
DEPARTMENT OF J1J.TICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2 3) SuPPoi lnovattve cornmntrny-beod straeges aimed at reducinS crime, delinqasincy and violence in our
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2.3 2) DOI will coinueO to rge community-based &I roachea to crime rad soce at the state and koalw level

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION Performance Ropedl @ad PLagm
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INITATTVE AND PROGRAM
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PROG/ORO UNIT: Strategic Aproads so Comnity Safety Initiative (SACSI)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICB CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal. State arid Local Goverorurti
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC COAL: (2.1) ImpiovitsUne crLme righimlr and crImrnnl JaVnnlejuscica systemn capabilities of tribal, state and local govorntmeats
ANNUAL PERFOR.MANCE GOAL: (2.1,1) Roeerchl and Evalation
MISSION: To anplnnes a collaborative, enformsaiioei-driven approach to crime reduction at sites across lie country
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ACTIVITY: CRIME TECHNOLOGY

Perm.
Pos. FTE Amount

Crime Technology (ins thousands)
2000 Enacted ... . S 130,000
2001 Base ..... 130,000
2001 Estimate 300

I ncreaselDecrease . ... 220,000

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The Crime Technology programs assist state and local law enforcement agencies to purchase
and implement new technologies to fight crime more effectively. COPS will strive to develop regionally based law enforcement
networks or consortia allowing rcultiple communities to work collaboratively to analyze, prevent, and fight crime through crime
technology grant programs.

PROGRAM CHANGES:

Crime Identification Technology Assistance Act (CITA): (increase $69 million)

COPS is requesting a total of $199 million for the Crime Identification Technology Act (CITA) program in 2001. This funding willI
be used for several programs; some of these will also receive funding from the 1999 CITA appropriation. Consistent with the thrust of
the CITA legislation, these six projects will promote the interoperability and interconnectivity of computer systems within the public
safety community. COPS is proposing to use up to $99 million of this funding to provide grants directly to law enforcement agencies
so that they can develop regional information networks and put ballistic images from crime scenes into the National Integrated
Ballistic Imaging Network. In addition, COPS is requesting the flexibility to use a greater portion of funding for administration, and
training and technical assistance, including developing standards and protocols on information sharing in both the adult and juvenile
justice systems and addressing privacy issues regarding information sharing.

The CITA legislation requires that 20 percent of funding be used for forensic labs. Rather than setting aside this funding from the
$199 million, the 2001 budget proposes $50 million in additional, separate funding to improve forensic labs: $35 million in grants to
state, tribal, and local laboratories to improve their DNA and general forensic capabilities and $15 million in grants to state and local



laboratories to reduce their convicted offender DNA sample backlwg. The following six program comprise the CITA request in 2001,
total ins $199,000,000:

1. Community Oriented Networking and Enhanced Communications Technology (CONECT): ($89 million)

Objective

COPS Community Oriented Networking and Enhanced Communications Technology (CONECT) is a ccmnprehensive technology
program to advance community policing and cross-jurisdictional information sharing and problem solving. CONECT grants are
predicated on enhancing partnerships between agencies and citizens through the application of advanced technology and better
communication. Technology purchases under CONECT are designed to be flexible, but applicants under this program must
demonstrate a clear link to community policing and problem-solving strategies.

CONECT program objectives are consistent with the Attorney General's recent calls for greater regional information sharing
among law enforcement and other public safety organizations which would: enable agencies to employ state-of-the-art technology
to address interoperability issues; improve information flow across multiple jurisdictions and among criminal justice agencies; and
provide real-time access to fully integrated information systems required for successful field operations, investigations, problem 8
solving, strategic management and resource allocation. C

Relationship to Community Policing

The COPS CONECT program will enable agencies to employ state-of-the-art technology to address interoperability issues,
improve information flow between criminal justice agencies and provide access to fully-integrated information systems required
for successful field operations, investigations, and problem-solving,

The purpose of this grant program is to develop regionally based law enforcement information networks or consortia that will
allow multiple communities to work collaboratively to analyze, prevent, and fight crime. This approach will build on existing
COPS investments in technology to support community policing and meet multi-jurisdictional needs of law enfotcement agencies
within geographic regions. Because crimes and criminals do-not stop at jurisdictional boundaries, public safety professionals must
be provided with the tools to facilitate inter-jurisdicti-onal information planning and sharing, communication, and criminal
investigation.



Program Characteristics

The CONECT program will provide funding to law enforcement organizations forming a consortium of regional ly'based
networks. It will provide agencies with the resources to 1) plan and identify technology requirements with a built-in needs
assessment component, and 2) acquire and implement an expanded technology infrastructure that would include the hardware,
software, and personnel to achieve cross-jurisdictional modernization objectives.

Since the CONECT program is not intended to be "one size ftts all" and would serve the diverse needs of a variety of law
enforcement consortia, grant amounts will vary. The funding will benefit both large agencies that may want to expand their
technological infrastructure and smaller/rural agencies that have not traditionally had access to such resources. Grants would
typically range betv~een S1-15 million per applicant, allowing for up to 50 jurisdictions to receive the technology and
interoperability benefits of COPS CONECT. The numbe-r of agencies that could be funded and the size of the awards would vary
based on factors including total available funding, the number of law enforcement agencies within the region, the informational
needs of the agencieci, and the types of technology applications required.

Fundable items under this program may include: network hardware and software, communication systems, digital imaging
technology, crime analysis software, training and technical assistance providers, and other personnel necessary to carry out the
intended purpose of the ir.tegrated technology.

Five percent of the appropriation for the COPS CONECT program will be set aside for training, technical assistance and a
program assesstitent. Training and technical assistancc may include conferences, site visits and consultations by agency staff with
advanced technological capabilities, or the provision of problem analysis and mapping training to crime analysts from
participating agencies. The program assessment will track the progress of the initiative from start to completion across the
selected consortia, coupled with an assessment of the effectiveness of this initiative in meeting the stated program objectives.
These funds would supplement, not supplant funding requests submitted by the applicants for a technology needs assessment or
other training/techni cal assistance purposes.

Eligible law enforcement agencies are thosse that demonstrate a commitment to community policing, the ability to work
collaboratively with other agencies, a willingness to develop a communications infrastructure with a regionally diverse group of
agencies and a need for information systems technology.



Funding decisions will be based on such factors as potential for successful interagency collaboration, regional participation,
curr ent technological abilities, systems integration needs, and dt monstration of how technology will enable applicants to better
employ the concepts and practices of community policing within the proposed region.

To encourage local commitment, a 25 percent local match will be required. ~n extreme situations, waivers may be considered for
regional consortia demonstrating fiscal hardships and distress.

2. National Integrated Ballistic Identification Network (NIBIN): ($10 million)

Objective

The National Integrated Ballistic Identification Network (NIBIN) is comprised of approximately 229 computer installations in
federal, state, and local forensic laboratories. At the present time, here are approximately I million ballistic's images in this
system. There have been over 8,000 matches (cold hits) linking two or more images that would not have otherwise have been
linked. The President has proposed the goal of being able to identify every bullet in every crime with a gun through the extpandcd
use of this network.

Statistics reveal that time is a critical factor in successfully matching ballistic images..- 85 percent of matches are made within 6
months of the image being taken and entered into the system. Unfortunately, the combination of the volume of gun crimes, the
limited personnel and the input capacity of the equipment can create significant backlogs for imaging crime evidence across most
of the ballistic network. These backlogs are either short-term in nature - due temporary workforce reductions or unexpected
workload surges such as those that occur when a locality sponsors a gun-buyback program or semri-permanent due to increasing
volumes of gun-related crimes in a particular jurisdiction or changes in local government policy.

For example, the Washington D.C. Metropolitan Police offered a gun buy-back program in 1999. The response was
overwhelming. Several thousand weapons were purchased and had to be processed in NIBIN for past crime use. To handle this
sudden increase in volume, the FBI loaned the D.C. Police an additional ballistics imaging system for 4,months. The additional
system temporarily increased in the imaging capacity of the city lab by 50 percent. Absent the availability of FBI's equipment, the
D.C. Police would still be processing this backlog.



In an effort to assist state and local forensic labs in reducing backlogs, whether short-term or semi-permanent, the Office of Justice
Programs is requesting S10 million to implement the National Ballistics Image Backlog and Conversion Grants Program. OJP will
award state and local forensic labs grants for the purposes of establishing a regional loaner equipment program to handle short-
term backlogs; provide needed training to bring workforce up to speed on now imagining technologies; or hire additional operators
to increase the manpower capacity in order to more efficiently manage larger volumes of ballistic evidence; and/or to convert
critical database images from the existing system to the new unified NIBIN system.

3. Global Criminal Justice Information Network Initiative (OJP GLOBAL): (SlS million)

Objective

In 2001, $18 million is requested for the Global Criminal Justice Information Network Initiative, which will be administered by
the Office of Justice Programs.

Crime is global and must be pursued on a global level. Criminal organizations such as drug, terrorist, and organized crime are
more sophisticated, better financed, and more efficient than ever before. Criminal elements are routinely organizing themselves$-
across national boundaries and their application of technology often exceeds the capabilities currently available to law 0
enforcement. The Global Criminal Justice Information Network Initiative, referred to as the Global Initiative, recognizes that an
information sharing capability across the entire criminal justice community is essential for effective crime fighting. Access to this
information in a timely, secure, and user friendly fashion will assist all local, regional, state, and national components of the
criminal justice community to apprehend, charge, and convict criminals. The Global Initiative is not intended to De a new
network, rather an initiative of collaboration and understanding to help create and foster information sharing among local,
regional, state, and federal criminal justice entities.

The goal of the Global Initiative is to improve state and local criminal justice entities through the development of a nationwide
network of criminal justice information systems where state and local authorities with responsibilities for law enforcement, courts,
prosecution, public defense, corrections, probation and parole will have immediate access to information necessary to respond to
and resolve the consequences of criminal activity. The Global Initiative is being coordinated with two other interoperability
efforts in DOi, the NIJ's Advanced Generation of Interoperability for Law Enforcement (AGILE) Project and the Public Safety
Wireless Network (PSWN).



In 1997, at the request of the Vice President, Attorney General Reno accepted, on behalf of the Deparment of Justice, the
-4eade'shipxoie1he deveylopment of a Global Criminal Justice information Network capability under the Access America A07
initiative. Since that time, the Office of Justice Programs (OJP) anl!d t Just i Mazlen iso the)avbeisk --
with coordinating efforts to encourage the development of integrated information sharing capabilities between state, local, and
federal criminal justice components. At the December 1998 Global Criminal Justice Network Advisory Committee meeting, the
Committee agreed that the Global Intiative would support the objectives of the Global Advisory Committee regarding the state
and local integration portion of its task under the A07 initiative.

In 1998 and 1999, the OJP Global Initiative completed two primary objectives (1) eliciting information from state and local
criminal justice leaders to aid OJP in developing funding and technical assistance strategies for development Of state and local
integrated criminal justice information sharing systems, and (2) initiating programs in response to field input to facilitate integrated
criminal justice systems.

In 1999, OJP initiated eight actions developed in direct response to input received from state and local criminal justice leaders
through its 1998 outreach and conference series. The eight actions initiated were: (I) the development of a "business case" or
marketing strategy for high level executives, legislators, and judiciary to support state and local integration initiatives; (2)
identification of information interchange points within the criminal justice system; (3) a survey and analysis of state integration
governance structures; (4) the facilitation of a national information technology standards discussion; (5) implementation of a grant
guidance strategy to improve coordination of QIP information technology funding; (6) a survey of stat and local information
technology and integration legislation; (7) a survey and analysis of information technology procurement issues; and (8) the
planning and development of a national center for integration resources.

Funds were not specifically appropriated for the Global Initiative in 1998, 1999, or 2000. Funding for Global projects has been
accomplished through redirection of appropriated funds from the Office of the Assistant Attorney General (OAAG), the Bureau of
Justice Assistance (MAL, and the National Institute of Justice (NIJ).

In 2001, the Department requests a total of S25 million to advance national integrated information sharing at the state and local
level. Of this amount, JMD will administer $7 million and OJP will administer $18 million. JMD and OJP will work closely in a
coordinated effort on the Global initiative.



- - -~ Program Characteristics

The Office of Justice Programs is requesting S18 million for the following purposes:

*SS50,O00 is requested for OJP's Office of the Assistant Attorney General to review privacy law and procedures as they relate
to state, local, and tribal criminal justice information sharing. Of the S500,000, $290,000 will be used to host a national
privacy conference to discuss privacy issues associated with sharing of criminal justice information. The review of privacy
law and procedures wI include a review of criminal justice intelligence systems and compliance with section 8 1 2(c) of the
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended, and 28 C.F.R. part 23 (1998). These efforts will build on
and be coordinated with current efforts of the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) and the DOJ Privacy Council and will seek to
focus a national discussion on criminal justice information sharing and privacy. The remaining $210,000 will be used for
specific research and technical assistance projects in the area of privacy policy and law. State privacy laws affect the
development of inter-state information sharing systems in the criminal justice arena and must be explored in more detail.

* $7 million is requested for NIJ to develop criminal justice standards, guidelines, and protocols for information sharing and
analysis tools to facilitate interoperability. Standards, guidelines, and protocols will take several years to develop. They would V
include, but not be limited to, hardware and software interfaces for encryption, fingerprints, voiceprints, facial matching
technologies, general databases, and legacy databases. Coordination for this effort will occur with other ORP bureaus and
offices and, while separate from NIJ's AGILE project, the development of information sharing data standards will be done in
conjunction with AGILE's effort to assess and develop wireless standards. The initiative will employ the services of the
National Institute of Standards and Technology's (NIST) Office of Law Enforcement Standards (OLES) under its agreement
with NhJ. NIST will survey, inventory, catalogue, and anaiyze existing standards and make recommendations. to the field on
existing standards for justice and public safety information sharing. Where gaps in standards are identified, NIST will initiate
a standard setting process to ill these gaps. As members of the Global Standards Subcommittee of Global Criminal Justice
Information Network Advisory Committee (GAC), JMD, and ORP will work closely in this effort.

* S4.5 million is requested for the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) to administer infrastructure development grants in five states
to support the development of strategic plans and the enhancement and implementation of stratgies to ensure coordination of
information technology. Over the past 25 years, BJS has had an historical interest in promoting an integrated criminal justice
infrastructure for states and localities. From funds awarded in 1972 through the Comprehensive Data Systems program to
support the development of Computerized Criminal History (CCH) systems, to today's National Criminal History
Improvement Program (NCHIP), BJS has provided assistance in facilitating this integrated infrastructue. BJS will provide
integration planning grants to enable state and local governments to develop strategies for integrating their existing criminal
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justice information systems, including extending existing law enforcement systems to all components of the criminal justice
system, or improving and maintaining their existing integrated criminal justice system networks.

$1.5 million is requested for the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) to do the following:

$500,000 to survey juvenile justice agencies and conduct focus groups and conferences to determine present information
technology capabilities anq future needs for the field. The surveys, focus groups, and conferences will address the needs of
juvenile courts, juvenile probation, juvenile corrections, and law enforcement with emphasis on juvenile issues. These
efforts are specific to the area of juvenile justice. Similar efforts for the sharing of adult criminal records have been
undertaken in the past. Separate efforts are necessary due to unique confidentiality issues related to sharing data on
juvenile offenders, the separation of juvenile from adult data in most systems, and the current lack of automated juvenile
justice systems throughout the country.

S$I million for the development of interagency information sharing protocols on juveniles among juvenile serving agencies,
such as juvenile courts and juvenile corrections. Given that understate laws, most juvenile records are sealed or are
considered confidential, only specific types of information can or should be shared. However, there are pieces of
information, such as warrants, that make sense to share, The juvenile system must be linked, at least in part, to the
overarching system and care must be taken to first explore and test out the modes and methods of information sharing to
assure no laws are broken and that the legitimate privacy of minors is protected.

$4.5 million for BIA to assist in developing integration models. BJA will conduct four "pilot projects" modeled after the
Year 2000 Pilot Projects in which BJA enhanced already successful state, local, and tribal government integration
initiatives and used these projects as "learning laboratories" for other states, localities, and tribes ($3 million); peer-to-peer
consulting at the state, local, and tribal level for three to five states, three to five tribes, and up to seven local jurisdictions
that have not begun or are just beginning the planning stage of criminal justice integration (S 1.05 million), and project
evaluation ($450,000). The purpose nf the pilot projects and peer-to-peer consulting projects is to create a state, local, and
tribal technical assistance capability where jurisdictions with successfully implemented integration initiatives will assist
jurisdictions that are entering the integration planning and implementation process. States thai may be considered for the
pilot projects include California, Colorado, Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Missouri, North Carolina, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Texas, and Washington. These states and their local jurisdiction have shown successes in
developing integration governance bodies, legislation, and comprehensive strategic planning, and have partially or fully
implemented integrated criminal justice information networks. States that may be considered for the peer-peer consulting
projects include Alabama, Arizona, Illinois, Kentucky, Mississippi, Nevada, Oregon, and Rhode Island, These states have



shown an interest in criminal justice integration, have evidenced resources available to undertake an integration project,
and are either beginning the planning process or have undertaken integration planning, but have not yet begun system-wide
implementation,

4. JMD GLOBAL: (S7 million)

Objective

The mission of the Global Justice Information Network (Global) project is to facilitate mission critical information exchange
among law enforcement, courts, corrections, and other justice-related entities at the federal, state, local, tribal, and international
levels. The Global initiative was established in Initiative A07 of Vice President Gore's "Access America: Reengineering Through
Information Technology".

Program Characteristics

The $7,000,000 will be used for centralized planning, development, and support of the Global Advisory Commtte. In particular, D
these funds include: 0

* S$1,925,000 to develop a detailed concept of operations and implementation plan;
* $ 1,950,000 to conduct a pilot project;
* $1,874,000 will fund the Global office, including: 5 permanent positions, 4 detailees, $840,000 for direct contractor support,

and travel for Global office members; and
* $595,000 to support and continue the activities of the Global Advisory Committee.

These activities form the foundation for the development of the Global network. With these studies and pilots the Department,
state, local, or other agencies will have the necessary documentation to begin coordinated development. These studies and the
pilot will also enable the Department, state or local entities to articulate a coordinated plan and provide the basis for expansion in
the future.

The Global office will serve as the integrator for the DOJ components, other federal agencies, and the Global Advisory
Cotnnittee. As the integrator, the Global office will be responsible for producing a number of policy guidelines, as well as
programmatic, operational, and technical standards. All activities will be coordinated with and build upon the efforts of ORP and
the Global Advisory Committee Working Groups.



In the current information sharing environment, states and localities are developing their own integration efforts, often using grants
from QJP. Without conducting these integration activities at the federal level, the work supported by these grants does not
guarantee the efficient development needed for automated information exchange for local and state entities with federal
components.

5. Police Communications Improvement Program (AGILE): ($5 million)

Objective

In 2001, $5 million is requested for the Police Communications Improvement Program (AGILE) which will be administered by
the Office of Justice Programs.

The goal of this program is to develop and demonstrate a broad range of technologies to improve police communications and
interoperability. Law enforcement work requires effective coordination, communication, and sharing of information with
numerous criminal justice and public safety agencies. Unfortunately, many police officers, firefighters, and emergency medical
service personnel responding to the same incident cannot communicate with each other. The lack of coordination is further
compounded by the fact that many law enforcement agencies either have or are in the process of upgrading or implementing
computer aided dispatching, communications, and records management systems. A majority of these systems will be unable to
communicate and share data across jurisdictional and regional boundaries or with other public safety agencies within the same
jurisdiction (e.g. fire and medical) due to unique system designs.

Program Characteristics

The goal of the National Institute of Justice's (NIJ) AGILE program is to address this lack of communication interoperability
among 5tate and local criminal justice and public safety communities. It should be noted that the AGILE program is the only
federal interoperability program addressing both wireless communication and information sharing technology. This
interoperability is important because the convergence of information technology and communications begs a singular activity to
bridge the gaps in interoperability. In 2001. the AGILE program will focus on four key program areas:

1. the development of advanced technologies to enhance interoperability,
2. the demonstration of interoperable communications technologies in public safety testbeds and pilot projects,



3. the development and coordination of standards that will establish common baselines for all public safety interoperable
equipment, and

4. the development and implementation of an education campaign designed to inform policy and decision makers about
interoperability.

Technology Research and Development for Law Enforcement Communications

The goal of the technology research and development phase is to provide the tools that address the regional communication needs
of police. This goal will be accomplished by either identifying commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) items that meet these needs,
identifying COTS items that can meet these needs when used in a new or innovative way, or by developing new technologies
when COTS items do not meet the user's needs, Examples of communication needs include seamless voice communications
among regional agencies, e-mail, intelligence information, image transmission, data management, trend analysis, on-line inquiries
of other regional data bases, secure commercial celular communications, and quicker messaging. Data management and
searching tools are particularly important because as information becomes electronically available, law enforcement will require
efficient ways to obtain needed regional intelligence information in a timely fashion. These too are especially important where it
is easy for criminals to cross-J jurisdictional and interstate boundaries. The end capability will be to provide law enforcement with
the ability to transmit voice, imagery, and data via wireless and wire methods. The following technology areas will be addressed 0
by this initiative: o
I. wireless radio, including spectrum issues; cellular; security; voice; imagery; and data transfer;0.
2. wire, including creation of shared databases;, accessing information; knowledge mining; voice, imagery, and data transfer; and

systems security; and
3. information analysis, which includes Geographic Information Systems (GIS), command and control, time line and trend

analysis, and intelligent search techniques.

Test and Evaluation

The AGILE program will conduct operational testbeds and pilot projects to evaluate a number of interoperability technologies in
various operational settings. The lessons learned from these efforts will be used by the AGILE Interoperability Education and
Outreach campaign to assist law enforcement and other public safety agencies in developing interoperable commaurtications
infrastructures to meet public safety needs. The operational testbeds will include an exhaustive evaluation of the process involved
to fully integrate selected interoperable technologies into the operational use by the participating law enforcement agency. This
evaluation will include the steps taken by the Department to incorporate department-wide strategies to create a seamless
communications infrastructure. Pilot projects that focus on individual interoperability communications technology (e.g.,



interfacing with the FBI's NCIC 2000, Regional Public Safety jurisdictions, other federal, state and local testbed initiatives) will
also be evaluated.

Development of Open Architecture Standards

Open architecture is the ability of different systems to integrate or be compatible with one another. Interoperability cannot be
achieved without open architecture. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and NIJ's Office of Law
Enforcement Standards (OLES) will continue to work on creating a set of industry-wide interoperability standards. These
standards will maintain an open system architecture that enables individual law enforcement agencies to select peripheral
communications equipment among competitive vendors and encourages the integration of current and future public safety
technologies. To accomplish this result in a timely fashion, NIJ, together with NIST and OLES, will work closely with a broad
range of non-government standards setting organizations to develop open architecture standards which will help ensure the
development of a seamless, interoperable national public safety communications infrastructure.

Interoperability Education and Outreach

Technical personnel within law enforcement and public safety agencies are aware of the challenges associated with achieving
interoperable communications. There is an acute need to conduct focused education efforts with decision-making entities that
clearly state the urgency of the problem, discuss possible solutions, and facilitate multi-agency cooperation. AGILE's educational
efforts will be directed primarily at policy makers, government leaders, and legislators so as to explain complex technical issues in
laymen's terms. In addition, outreach efforts must support on-going state and local efforts by associations and jurisdictions in
planning, radio frequency coordination, and regional systems architectures.

6. Public Safety Telecommunications Assistance Program (PSWIN): ($70 million)

Objective

Major public safety 'incidents, such as the World Trade Center and Oklahoma bombings, dramatically illustrate some of the
deficiencies of existing public safety radio communications. Public safety agencies rMpondisg from different jurisdictions and
levels of government were unable to establish and maintain effective communications. Due to the number of agencies,
jurisdictons, and levels of government involved in responding to such incidents, a concerted and coordinated effort is needed to
resolve these deficiencies. The Public Safety Telecommunications Assistance Program will meet this challenge,



The National Performance Review (NPR) called for the Departments of Justice, Treasury, and Commerce, and the Federal
Enforcement Wireless Users Group (FLEWUG) to convene an interagency working group to develop an alternative funding
mechanism to improve public safety communications. Pursuant to the NPR, the interagency working group was formed and has
been meeting since January 1998. Initially, this group was focused on planning to ensurgihaLiederal agencies procure compatible
technology when replacing their current radio systems with digital narrowband radio systems as mandated by the National
Telecommunications Information Administration (NTIA). However, FLEWUG has determined that it is essential for state and
local law enforcement to begin planning efforts so that their systems will be compatible with the federal systems. Currently, every
federal, state, and local law enforcement agency operates separate tactical networks in every metropolitan area in the country,
lnteroperability among these tactical land mobile radio systems has been difficult to achieve. Federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies operate in different parts of the radio spectrum. Complicating this problem is the lack of security on most
systems, leaving them open to interception and monitoring. When security is applied to the radio systems, interoperability results
in different law enforcement agencies being unable to communicate with one another when they are responding to the same
incident.

Program Characteristics

As part of the Department of Justice's efforts to improve public safety communications, $70 million is requested for public safety
radio communications planning grants, a technical assistance program, and demonstration grants to be used as follows:

* $41 million will be used to provide for planning grants to states and eligible territories for the purposes of encouraging these
jurisdictions to include several criteria in their planning process, including interoperability across all local, state, and federal
public safety agencies. This competitive grant program will assist states by providing federal resources to allow them to (1)
recognize the security risks associated with public safety communications systems and (2) create comprehensive statewide
public safety telecommunications system plans through collaborative efforts at all levels of government and with different
agencies. It is estimated that it will take states and municipalities approximately 18 -24 months to plan and develop their
systems and 2 - 3 years to implement them.

* $9 million is requested for the Department of Justice's National Institute of Justice (NIJ) to administer a technical assistance
program to assist states and municipalities in the planning and design of improved public safety ccmmunications systems,
structured to account for states at differing stages of systems development. This flexibility is necessary because of the large
number of agencies currently procuring replacement communications systems because they currently lack existing systems
leaving them unable to take advantage of new technologies.



$ 20 million is requested to provide the National Telecommunications Information Administration (NTIA) with funds for
demonstration grants that will assist a limited number of states and municipalities in implementing public safety
communication systems. NTIA has played a major role in the demonstration of new uses of the National Information
Infrastructure by public safety agencies and its Office of Spectrum Management advises the Administration on public safety
communication issues.

National Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Center: (Increase $10 million)

Objective

In 2001, $10 million is requested for the National law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Center, which will be administered
by the Office of Justice Program.

The National Lawv Enforcement and Corrections Technology Center system was established in 1999 by the Office of Justice
Program's National Institute of Justice to offer technology information, support, research findings, and technological expertise to help
state and local law enforcement and corrections personnel perform their jobs more safely and efficiently. The NLECTC system
consists of facilities located around the country that are co-located. with an organization or agency that specializes in one or more
specific areas of research and development. This arrangement is particularly cost effective and beneficial to the field because it allows
for leveraging structures and expertise already in place in these organizations or agencies, and in which taxpayers have already made
significant investments.

Program Characteristics

The NLECTC system includes a national center in Rockvillc, Maryland, four regional centers in Charleston, South Carolina, Denver,
Colorado, Rome, NY, and El Segundo, California, and three specialty centers in the Border Research and Technology Center in San
Diego, California, Office of Law Enforcement Standards in Gaithersburg, Maryland, and the Office of Law Enforcement
Commercialization in Wheeling, West Virginia.

Examples of the activities the NLECTC system suppo,. in 1999 include:

*Responded to over 10,000 requests for Science and Engineering Advice and Support from law enforcement and corrections
agencies across the United States.



" Tested 183 models of body armor. Of the models tested 108 passed, 68 failed, four produced inconclusive results, two withdrew
from testing, and one is pending. A total of 68 manufacturers worldwide now participate in voluntary body armor compliance
testing program. To date, 2,100 lives have been saved as a result of the Body Armor Testing Program.

" Facilitated the transfer of excess military equipment, totaling $35 million to state and local law enforcement and corrections
agencies in all 50 states.

* Disseminated information pertaining to law enforcement and corrections technology

" Performed a technology demonstration for the Sullivan County (New York) District Attorney's Office that was key to the
conviction of two child-killers. The demonstration involved both digital and forensics technologies. The analysis performed
during the demonstration lead to the plea bargain of both suspects to the highest count, murder one, Both will serve life without
parole.

" Conducted Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Exhibit attended by 239 law enforcement and/Ior corrections agencies, hrepresenting over 80 different federal, state and local agencies. A total of 53 technologies were demonstrated or displayed. 0Overall, the activity drew participation from 10 different states and the District of Columbia.

" More than 100 analysts from over 70 agencies nationwide were trained through the Crime Mapping Analysis Program. In FY
2000, this effort is expanding training with a new program in the NLECTC-SE located in Charleston, South Carolina.

*Over 125 law enforcement personnel and representatives from several foreign countries participated in Operation Riverside. This
advanced render-safe training for selected bomb squad personnel is the only intensive 10-day training event of its kind in the
world.

*Hoste four Comnmercialization Planning Workshops with an average of 12 technology developers per session. These workshop
are designed to work with vendors and inventors to take a technology from concept to commercialization in order to get the
product into the hands of law enforcement or corrections practitioners. Road Spike and Tiger Vision are two examples of products
that have been commercialized.

In 2000, $10 million NIJ received direct appropriations for this program activity. In 2001, this request is included under COPS.



DNA Technology Research and Development: (Increase S5 million)

Objective

In 2001, $5 million is requested for the DNA 'Iechnology Research and Development Program, which will be administered by the
Office of Justice Programs.

The challenge for forenc DNA testing in the 2 1" Century is to be able to identify offenders quickly, with high discriminatory power,
and lower cost from minuscule sources of physical evidence. DNA testing needs to be faster, cheaper, and better. NIJ's 5-Year DNA
Technology Research & Development Plan, begun in 1999, will harness the tremendous growth in the field of DNA technology by
directing research toward the development of highly discriminating, reliable, economical, portable, and rapid DNA testing methods for
suspect identification or exclusion in violent crime investigations. The goals of this five year, $25 million initiative are to develop
technology tools that will allow for free DNA testing of any biological sample at the crime scene, and to develop and apply new
biotechnology methods such as microchips and mass spectrometry to allow unique identification of any evidence sample.

Ths program, previously funded by the Department of Justice's Nil, directs research toward the development of highly
discriminating, less costly, reliable, rapid, and portable DNA testing technology tools for the investigation of violent crime. NIJ
anticipates that this initiative will result in the development of at least two acceptable DNA testing technologies complete with the
training and validation necessary for court acceptance. These innovations will provide new tools for suspect identification or
exclusion in violent crime cases and for development of a nationwide DNA database system, thus increasing the likelihood that the
guilty will be identified and reducing the likelihood that the innocent will be charged or convicted. Improvements in rates of analysis,
discriminatory power, and costs can enhance the criminal justice system and society as a whole by bringing investigations to a faster
conclusion and quickly removing the guilty from society.

NIJ's 5-Year DNA Technology Research and Development Plan is critical to the stimulation of technological innovations and the
continued advancement of DNA science within the criminal justice system. Nil is the only source of funding available to private
industry for such forensic DNA research and development efforts. Much of the forensic DNA researh conducted in the U.S. has been
funded in whole or in part by NIl. Since 19g5. NhJ has invested more than $7 million in DNA technology reseach and development.
The DNA markers known as 5Th,, which are now being implemented in all public and private laboratories in the U.S. and abroad,
and are the required genetic markers for the National convicted offender database, CODIS, were first developed for forensic use under
an NhJ-funded effort.



NIJ received $5 million in each of 1999 and 2000 to implement a five-year effort to make the performance of forenic DNA testing
faster, easier, and less expensive. Continued funding of $5 million per year through 2003 will complete the development of
technologies to meet Technical Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods (TWODAM) and DNA Advisory Board (DAB)
requirements for casework and database testing, field testing of prototype technologies (including validation of test results), and
development of training programs for the certified use of these technology tools.

Program Characteristics

The proposed 2001 activities of the DNA Technology Research and Technology Development 5-Year Plan are attainable within the
2001 resource request of $5 million. The program's objectives are:

" Reduce DNA test perfor mance time to minutes instead of hours within a number of technology platforms
" Reduce DNA testing costs to less than $ 10 per test

"Develop inexpensive, single-use DNA test tools for analysis at the crime scene
* Increase the number of DNA traits to achieve unequivocal identity of a crime scene stain
" Reduce the time delay in entry of DNA profile data into state and national CODIS databases
" Increase the availability of court-ready methods for all aspects of forensic DNA testing

Criminal Records Upgrade: (increase S70 million)

Objective

In 2001, a total of $70 million is requested for the Criminal Records Upgrade (CRU) Program, which will be administered by the
Office of Justice Program.

This program, which is also referred to as the National Criminal History Improvement Program (NCHlP), assists states in the upgrade
of criminal history, criminal justice, and identification record systems; promotes capability and participation in national, state, and
local systems; and captures information for statistical and research purposes.

NCHIP, established in 1995, and administered since them by the Office of Justice Programs Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), wais
designed as an umbrella program providing support to states in the expanding range of areas which impact on the improvement of
criminal history records and record systems. The program was initially focused primarily on enuring that stale could fully



participate and support operation of the National Instant Criminal Background Check Systcm(NICS), which was established under the
Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act (Brady Act). The WCHIP program builds on DO~s efforts to assist states in establishing the
overall infrastructure required for a national criminal record system capable of meeting both criminal justice and non-criminal justice
demands. Funds under the program are awarded to states to improve the accuracy, utility, and inten-state aucssibility of criminal
history records; records of protective orders involving domestic violence and stalking; arid other non-criminal records relating to
firearm ownership eligibility.

Improved criminal history records are necessary to support the immediate identification of persons prohibited from firearm purchases
or holding positions of responsibility involving children, the elderly, or the disabled. The proposed increase will help to improve the
speed and accuracy of pre-sale firearm checks. Interstate access to complete and accurate criminal records is also necessary for
criminal justice decisions on pretrial release, career criminal charging, sentencing, and correctional assignments Background checks
for national security and related purposes are also only as effective as the quality of the records on which they are based.

Program Characteristics

Starting in 1998, awards were also provided under the NCHIP program to assist states in the development and enhancement of state
sex offender registries capable of interfacing with the FBI's National Sex Offender Registry. Complete and accurate in-state sex
offender registries that meet the requirements of the Jacob Wetterling Act, Megan's law, the Pamn Lyclsner Sexual Offender Tracking
and Identification Act, and related state standards, will protect the public and assist law enforcement in handling incidents and cases
involving sexual offenses. Timely collection, maintenance, and exchange of information on released sexual offenders is critical to
supporting the effective operation of the FBI's national Sex Offender Registry, which was established pursuant to a Presidential
directive and will provide immediate interstate acess to such information.

Prior to 2001, this program was funded as a line item under the Office of Justice Program's Violent Crime Reduction Trust Fund
(VCRTE). However, in 2001, this program is requested under COPS Crime Technology Initiative. The total 2001 request of $70
million will be administered by OJP's BJS. These resources will continue to provide for the upgrade of criminal history, criminal
justice, and identification record systems; promote compatibility and participation in national, state, and local systems; and capture
information for statistical wa research purposes, as authorized by the Crime Identification Technology Act of 1998, P.L. 105-251 and
consistent with 42 USC 3732 (c) (18) and (19).



Crime Laboratory Improvement Program (CLIP); (Increase $35 million)

Objective

In 200 1, S3 5 million is requested for the Crime Laboratory Improvement Program (CLIP), which will be administered by the Office of
Justice Programs.

To provide the best service possible to the criminal justice system, crime laboratories must stay abreast of and have access to the latest
technology and methods to analyze forensic science evidence. Limitations surrounding accesibility to new technologies, training,
and support threaten the quality and effectiveness of the criminal justice system. These limitations can be overcome both by
increasing the capacities and capabilities of state and local crime laboratories and by developing a means of accessing specialized
forensic services that extend as a network available to the forensic scienc 'e community. The framework of sharing methods,
equipment, and other valuable resources already exists in the forensic community, where consortiums of laboratories share certain
DNA-based technologies across states and regions. The Crime Laboratory Improvement Program (CLIP) will leverage lessons
learned in implementing DNA techniques to other critical forensic science areas such as tranfer (trace) evidence, bomb, and arson
and latent print examinations, in addition to continuing improvements in DNA identification.

The explosion in both technology and detection capabilities and the availability of new tools being implemented by criminals, coupled
with a number of incidents which have called into question the integrity of parts of the nation's forensic laboratory system, makes it
essential that the nation continue to develop, test, and implement new forensic capabilities across the country. CLIP will build on a
number of efforts within the Department of Justice to address critical forensic science needs at the state and loca levels of the criminal
justice system. These efforts include the existing NI~s National Law Enforcement and Corrections Technology Centers (NLECTC).
This program will improve the analytic and technological resources of for-ensic labs servicing all 50 states. CLIP will also increase
forensic laboratory access to specialized forensic services, strengthen the network of cross-jurisdictional learning among local, state
and regional labs; and establish a steering group for the intelligent allocation of scarce, yet high priority, forensic capabilities to
critical investigations. In a decade when high profile cases have called the accuracy, reliability and integrity of *g nation's forensic
laboratories into question, CLIP will provide immediately appreciable results: more crimes solved, more criminals brought to justice,
and better administraton of justice through the presentaton of strong, reliable forensic evidence at trial.

In 2000, NIJ was appropriated $15 million for CLIP. Of the approximately $4.5 million in uneamarked funds, about $3 million will
fund existing DNA laboratory improvement at the state and local levels. The remaining $1.5 million will be used to develop I) three
pilot program focusing on non-DNA forensic sciences, and 2) priorities and directions for the anticipated continued funding of CLIP
through a national survey and a National Forensic Science Symposium.



Program Characteristics

In 2001, the Department of Justice requests $35 million for the CLIP programs to improve the ability of the nation's crime laboratories
to more effectively support investigations by bringing the best available science to bear in the investigation of serious crimes. These
funds will be used for the following purposes:

8$20 million to award discretionary grants to state and local forensic science agencies in all 50 states to expand and improve their
investigative and analytic capabilities in forensic areas other than DNA. Grants will be awarded following the National Institute at
Justice's external review process, which will include a review by the FBI and other researchers, practitioners, and other experts in
the field. Of this amount, $ 10 million for laboratory equipment such as mass spectrometry systems for trace evidence and drug
analysis and computer systems for fingerprint and weapons identification; $5 million for laboratory staff training in new forensic
technologies and methods; $3 million for research/validation for equipment and systems to be implemented; and $2 million for
technical assistance for consultants services in system set-up, implementation, and training.

6 $9 million to continue to award discretionary grants to state and local forensic DNA laboratories in all 50 states under the DNA
State Idcntification Grants Program. Since the inception of this program in 1996. NIJ has funded over 100 separate laboratory
facilities in 48 states. With additional funding in 2001, NIJ will be able to provide support to labs in all 50 states. C

a S5 million to improve forensic services for Indian Country.

a $600,000 to conduct a tee-day National Workshop in each of NIl's four NLECTC regions to identify' crime laboratory
development potential in several specific areas, including: resource protocols for state and local agencies to gain access to
specialized forensic capabilities unavailable to them; fee for service arrangements like the MetroCard concept; and protocols for
obtaining sound scientific testing of forensic evidence in specialized national or private laboratories.

6 $250,000 to initiate a National survey in cooperation with the FBI to identify the status and needs for specialized forensic
capabilities in state and local laboratories.

a $150,000 to establish a federal, state, and local steering group for NLECTC to give advice on the development of protocols for
locating and funding high priority, hard-to-find forensic capabilities in critical state and local criminal investigations Among the
planning members on this group will be the FBI, the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors (ASCLD), and the
American Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS).



DNA Baclog Elimination: (Increase S15 million)

Objective

In 2001, $I5 million is requested for the DNA Backlog Elimination Program, which will be administered by the Office of Justice
Programs.

The National Commission on the Future of DNA Evidence, charged by the Attorney- General with the improvement of the use of DNA
technology throughout the criminal justice system, recently identified the elimination of the Combined DNA Index System (CODIS)
convicted offender DNA sample backlog as an urgent priority. Currently, the system contains approximately 650,000 backlogged, or
untprocessed, samples, representing an untold number of crimes as yet unsolved for lack of these potential sources of evidence. DNA
technology has been widely recognized as key both to ighting crime and preserving justice through the identification of the guilty and
the exoneration of the innocent. Funding for this program will provide DNA laboraturie, with the technology to dramatically improve
analytic capacity, thereby reducing the backlog and freeing up laboratory resources for the analysis of new DNA and other types of
forensic evidence.

DNA is key to fighting violent crime. The power of DNA technology has been widely documented and agreed upon by the legal, law
enforcement, and scientific communities. So much is possible in this new millennium that seemed like science fiction only a decade
ago. With a 62 percent felony recidivism rate and almost 2 million felonies per year brought through the criminal justice system, we
must make better use of DNA technology. We are poised and ready to use DNA data to stop crimes before they happen.

To date, analysts find one "hit". or DNA match, per one thousand samples entered into the FBI's CODIS National DNA database. At
this rate, adding 300,000 high priority convicted offender samples to the database may result in 300 hits or more representing
approximately 300 offenders who will be brought to swift justice.

For example, in February of 1995, in Tallahassee, Florida, the Florida Department of Law Enforcement linked semen found on a Jane
Doe rape-homicide victim to a convictcd offender's DNA profile. The suspect's DNA had been collected, analyzed, and stored in a
CODIS database while he was incarcerated for another rape. The match was timely; it prevented the suspect/offender's release on
parole, which had been scheduled to occur eight days later. By prioritizing the samples of convicted offenders, we will maximize the
number of cases solved;, those destined for parole, those out on time served, or parole, should have their DNA profile in the database
before they step away from custody.



Program Characteristics

Elimi 'nating the backlog is a priority. In 1997, the Attomney General asked the National institute of Justice to establish and administer
the National Commission on the Future of DNA Evidence, The Commission's mandate is to improve the use of DNA technology
throughout the criminal justice system, from the crime scene to the courtroom. In March 1998, the Commission. a group of twenty-
two of the country's leading authorities on DNA technology and policy, met for the first time. Among the most pressing concerns the
Commission presented to the Attomney General was the elimination of convicted offender samples backlogged for entry into local,
state and national databases. In November of 1998, the Commission voted to recommend both backlog elimination and convicted
offender sample prioritization as urgent issues to be addressed.

In order to eliminate the backlog, it is estimated to cost a total of $30 million over a two-year period. These resources will assist state
and local DNA labs in eliminating their backlog of statutorily mandated convicted offender DNA samples while keeping pace with
current DNA casework needs. This funding will complete the forensic analysis of all samples identified as urgent priority samples
(i.e., samples for homicide and rape/sexual assault cases) in the current backlog of convicted offender DNA samples. The backlog has
accumulated as states across the country have passed laws requiring that DNA samples of convicted offenders be included in state or
national databases. States were unable to begin processing samples until September 1997, when the National system (CODIS)
announced the 13 STR acceptable DNA markers. By then a surplus of convicted offender samples had already occurred. There are
currently 650,000 samples waiting to be analyzed and this number is estimated to reach I million by the year 2000. To reduce the
backlog, grants will be awarded to ,wte and local crime labs to either conduct or outsource analysis of convicted offender samples.
An estimated cost of $50/sample for the 13 DNA markers allows the analysis of 300,000 high priority samples with the SI 15 million
request.

In 2000, the Department's NIJ was directly appropriated $ 15 million to initiate the first year of DNA backlog reduction activities.
In 2001, the Department of Justice requests $ 15 million for the second year of the two-year effort. The $15 million request will permit
the Department, through NIJ, to assist crime labs to eliminate the convicted offender backlog, thereby freeing future time to analyze
samples quickly and immediately. DQJ believes these goals may be reached within two years due to advanced technology such as
mass spectrometry and microchip DNA analysis. Prototype state-of-kIeart machines are already screening 3,000 samples per day in
contrast to the maximum of 300 samples per day analyzed with the te ctiI~logy in place at most crime labs today. Samples that
currently take three hours to analyze will take less than three minutes; a e ult that can be achieved in-house by the more sophisticated
labs or by outsourcing to private contract laboratories.



Community Mapping, Planning, and Analysis for Safety Strategies (COMIPASS): (Increase $10 million)

Objective

In 2001, $310 million is requested for the Community Mapping, Planning, and Analysis for Safety Strategies Initiative, which will be
administered by the Office of Justice Programs.

The Department of Justice requests $10 million to build local crime data collection and analysis capacity in urban, suburban, and rural
communities, to improve models for predicting crime in neighborhoods with the use of advanced crime mapping techniques, and to
test the effectiveness of selected community crime prevention interventions. This initiative, which will be administered by the
National Institute of Justice (NlJ), will develop a whole new way of understanding crime in its local context, and will arm
practitioners with the tools they nerd to help them adapt to changing crime patterns.

Community Mapping, Planning, and Analysis for Safety Strategies (COMPASS) modernizes crime analysis and crime fighting at the
local level. Over five years, COMPASS will equip a diverse group comprised of 15 jurisdictions -- 10 urban and 5 rural, mid-sized,
and tribal jurisdictions -- with cutting edge information technologies that will allow them to fight crime more effectively and t
efficiently. Though crime has fallen in recent years, it is still much higher tha it was in the 1960s and today's criminals have become co
increasingly sophisticated, armed, and mobile. More police and more prisons help, but law enforcement officials are using outmoded
technologies for building their strategies. COMPASS offers communities a profound new mode of strategic planning that directs
resources more efficiently and cohesively. This mode involves not only police, but also strategic teams consisting of police,
prosecutors, community corrections, and other community stakeholders such as educators, housing officials, and local leaders.

Why COMPASS, Now? The logic behind COMPASS derives from a combination of recent experiences and realizations:

Our knowledge base has never been better. Thirty years of federal research and development have produced significant
improvements in our understanding of crime as well as our abilities to fight it. In the Congressionially-mandated assessment of
programs to prevent crime, Preventing Crime: What Works, What Doesn't, What 's Promising, authors identified a wide range of
successful and promising programs that prevented adolescent drug abuse, built effective parenting skis, and secured community
trouble spots. Other recnt reseach has uncovered successful interventions with neighborhood gangs, crack houses, drug addicts,
spouse abusers, and sex offenders. Research and evaluations funded under the Crime Act are adding to this inventory in the areas
of community policing, drug courts, violence against women, and incarceration of violent offenders.



" Knowing what works and making it work are two different things. Part of the understanding that we have accrued tells us that
programs "work" under highly specific circumstances, in terms of target populatons and community circumstances, and fail to
"work" in other settings. So simply packaging programs will not achieve significant gains in public safety.

" Another reality is that community crime threats are constantly evolving. At the base of the crime pyramid, we find that shiftirg
socio-economic conditions can cause neighborhoods to decline in vitality. In turn, this loss of communal strength, which involves
combined factors of economic decline, impacting businesses and families; and a weakening of social infrastructures (i.e., families,
businesses, value-based organizations, schools), renders communities more vulnerable to crime. Even the most successful law
enforcement crackdowns can simply cause criminals to migrate to other neighborhoods within a city. Evolving and adapting
crime threats require equally dynamic assessments and responses

" Today's local drug problem is part of a complex trans-national industry. Stolen cars and burglarized art are routinely smuggled to
other continents. Motorcycle and ethnic gangs operate in regional networks.

" While law enforcement has been adopting new telecommunications technologies, planning technologies are still unsophisticated.
Virtually all departments rely on reported crime as their sole measure of criminal activity. Only about one thrd of large (over 100
officers) police departments do any kind of computerized crime mapping. Of the remaining 16,500 smaller departments, only three
percent do crime mapping.

COMPASS Premises. Financially pressed communities can not afford to simply add more police, prosecutors, or jails in response to
crime problems. Neither can they afford to apply existing resources in the same way across a community irrespective of
neighborhood differences. As police departments in this country have moved toward community policing, advanced departments have
found that their greatest tool is information, particularly information about crime that shows crime in its neighborhood context.

Responsibility for crime control resides with local law enforcers. The Federal govemmnent can help by accelerating the introduction of
information technologies into police departments around the country. Technology alone is not enough; however, it must be connected
to sound data collection activities, and supplemented with data-driven policy formulation that recognizes changing local conditions.

The heart of COMPASS is mapping, planning, and assessment. Crime mapping is now at the cutting edge of community policing.
Crime mapping develops computer-generated pictures of the location of crime in space and time. It allows commanders to hold their
officers accountable for results. When other data (e.g., school data, liquor outlets, abandoned housing stock, parolee residences) are
added to the data mix, then local planning and problem solving become more comprehensive and strategic. The same data streams



facilitate assessments of the tactical and strategic decisions taken. As new approaches are tried, gec' oded data displays neighborhood
results, including displacement to adjacent areas.

Each of the 15 communities selected for COMPASS would be equipped with a crime data system containing the following building
blocks: the Uniform Crime Reports, an incident-based crime reporting system; an Arrestee Drug Abuse Monitoring (ADAM)
progr-am; a public survey to measure fear; a local victimization survey; a school-based survey to measure school safety, and a gun
tracing system for guns used to commit crimes. These data would all be geo-coded and mapped to show community-level problems
and results;, other data that are available in the jurisdiction would be added to the system, although not paid for by the federal funding.

Communities will be drawn from large and small population centers. Sites will be selected to ensure geograhic diversity as well as
diversity across ethnic composition and crime problems, Communities will compete to receive Funds. Awards will be based on the
innovativeness of plans to use data to formulate crime policies and the extent to which communities involve a broad base of
community organizations.

COMPASS would also fund a research entity or consortium to work with crime analysts in each community to develop data-drven
crime control strategies and to evaluate the effectiveness of those strategies. Participating jurisdictions would agree, in return for a
federal investment in building this infrastructure, to create a broad partnership of agencies that would develop and tes safety strategies
using the data to reduce crimec. This initiative would build upon the New York City's COMPSTAT experience (and other crime
mapping projects in large departments), the Boston Gun Project, and Department of Justice Strategic Approaches Initiative, and other
projects of the Office of Justice Programs (e.g., BJS victimization surveys. NIJ's ADAM program, OJJDP'a. Communities that Care
program, BJA's Comprehensive Communities Program, the Weed and Seed program, etc.).

The Department of Justice would also carry out research, test new technologies, and provide technical assistance under this initiative.
Evaluations of these new strategies would build an important national reservoir of successful, strategies to learn what works to reduce
crime, at the jurisdiction level as well as the neighborhood level. It would be particularly important to work with jurisdictions of all
siZes to learn lessons from these test jurisdictions and to implement successful strategies and technologies in non-COMPASS
jurisdictions.



Program Characteristics

In 2001, the COMPASS initiative has three parts that together develop local skills to assess and combat crime:

" Crime Mapping and Data Integration provides intensive aid that helps neighborhoods develop models to predict and thereby
prevent local crime through comprehensive crime mapping information systems (S5 million).

" Strategic Planning and Assessment will help communities understand what works (and why) in preventing crime in specific
neighborhoods (S4 million).

" Research, development, testing, and evaluation (RDT&E) will ensure that federal funds are spent efficiently and promote
continued innovation throughout COMPASS development ($1 million). This function will be funded by reserving up to ten
percent of the program funds for the mapping and planning activities.

Program Administration

COMPASS is presented in three parts because each of the three parts represents a distinct activity. Nonetheless, COMPASS as a 0
concept depends on all three activities for its success. The three parts are Mapping and Data Integration; Strategic Planning and A
Assessment; and, National Research, Development, Testing, and Evaluation. The table below highlights the fund ing request.



COMPASS Sumamary of Funding Requested

FY 2001 FY 2002 FYs 2003 FY 2004 FY 2005

New Sites/Cumulative 9/9 0/9 3/12 1/13 2/15
Startup Funds S9,000,000 0 $3,000.000 $1,000,000 $2,000,000
(SI million) (9 new sites) (3 new sites) (I new site) (2 new sites)
Yea 2 Annual Support $9,000,000 $3,000,000 SI 000,000

________________ _____________ (1" 9 sites) (2d~ 3 sites) (34 1 site)
Year 3 Annual Support $5,625,000 $1,875,000
($625,000) __________ _________ (1" 9 sites) W4" 3 sites)
Yea 4 Annual Support $4,500,000
($500,000) __________________ (10 9 sites)
Year S Annual Support $2.225,000
($250,000) ______(1 st 9 sites)
National RLDT&E T1,000,ooo I $1,000,000 1 $1,250,000 $1,500,000 $2,225,000
Escrow or later years _________________ $125,000 $900,000
I OT AL $I0,000,ut00 $1,0N4,000 5 1 UUOtJWit 5 1 QUW0,UU $100OVOUN

Crime Mapr2ing and Data Systems Integration

The Department of Justice requests $5 million to establish neighborhood crime mapping programs in 15 COMPASS communities
over the five-year program period. The programs, which will enable law enforcement agencies to describe their current crime
patterns, predict emerging crime "hot spots", and prevent new "hot spots" from surfacing. The initiative will be directed by NIJ's
Crime Mapping Research Center, the national clearinghouse for crime mapping technology and its development. The Center is
equipped with state-of-the-art hardware and software, and is staffed by researchers trained in geographic cartography and spatial
analysis. Center staff advises other OJP agencies and local communities on the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to
analyze crime problems.



The Center will concentrate its efforts in four activities: helping communities procure appropriate information technologies; leading
community data systems integration efforts; providing technical support for systems design and integration; and developing location-
based prediction models. Each activity is described below.

Procuring Appropriate Information Technologies. NIJ will provide funds to purchase information technologies necessary for
communities to establish their mapping and analysis capabilities. Funding will support staff, office space, and the hardware and
computer software tools they will need to produce reports, maps, and statistical analyses. Communities will be able to acquire state-
of-the-art data analysis technology to pinpoint crime patterns and to track the success of strategies developed in response. This
funding will build community capacity to assemble data describing crime incidents reported to police, criminal victimizations, citizen
perceptions of crime, and other relevant data necessary for them to identify specific crime problems and to devise tactical solutions to
those problems,

Integrating Data and Data Systems. In addition to crime data already existing in ever community, participants will integrate data
from a variety of other local sources into a single local database:

" Arrested Drug Abuse Monitoring (ADAM): Data from NIJ's survey of drug use among arrestees documents the nature and extent
of drug uses both locally and nationally.

" Criminal victimization statistics: The Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) has developed a Windows-based version of the National
Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) allowing local jurisdictions to conduct their own local victimization surveys. This software
can be used by localities to accurately estimate crime rates, the rates of reporting of crime to the police, citizen attitudes toward the
police, and perceptions of community policing initiatives.

" Incident-based crime statistics: In collaboration with the FBI, BJS has long encouraged the implementation of incident-based
records management systems. Incident-based crime data provide specific information describing a community's crime problem
and contain information relevant to the tactical and strategic decisions that law enforcement administrators must make.

" Other crime relevant information: Other sources may be selected by the community such as: gun tracing, school truancy and
crime, social welfare, public health, economic development and local commercial statistics,

BJS staff members will develop and coordinate data collection and analysis protocols. BJS will also operate a Help Desk for
jurisdictions developing incident-based crime statistics, local victimization surveys, and other data specific to local needs.



Providing Technical Support and Peer Learning, The over-arching goal of this initiative is to enable communities to maintain a
locally-driven data infrastructure in order to develop data-driven solutions to crime problems. It will be necessary to provide technical
support and peer learning in order to enable sites to become self-sufficient.- In addition to the support and guidance planned under
technology and data acquisition, NIJ will host a series of cluster conferences and cross-site visits to enable communities to learn from
the experiences of other participants.

Developing Location Prediction Models. The analytic engine that will drive this initiative is GIS, which holds promise as a powerful
tool for forecasting purposes. These neighborhood-based mapping systems will serve as an early warning signal to local criminal
justice and social service agencies a signal that will aid in the development of strategic and tactical responses. In addition to building
local capacity in specific neighborhoods, NIJ staff will work with the sites to develop theoretical models for predicting crime that can
be applied to all neighborhoods. Their activities will include developing predictive modeling methods to create forecasting
capabilities and testing forecasting methods in multiple sites to determine the most accurate predictive methods.

Strategic Planning and Assessment

The Department of Justice requests S4 million to build strategic planning and assessment capabilities in 15 COMPASS communities,
and to help communities implement and evaluate local crime interventions. The initiative will be managed by NIJ staff with strong
expertise in demonstration programs and evaluation efforts. NIJ currently operates a variety of large scale demonrstration/evaluation
program including ONDCP's Breaking the Cycle, the Congressional ly-mandated Law Enforcement and Family Support
demonstrations, and DOJ's Strategic Approaches to Community Safety Initiative.

Strategic Planning and Investment consist of four connected activities: building a strategic planning council, conducting special data
collections, implen'e:nting and assessing community safety interventions, and evaluating special neighborhood interventions. Each of
these activities is described below.

Building a Strategic Planning Council. One of the first tasks to be started will he the introduction of strategc thining to community
safety planning. While communities will be required to propose a strategic planning council as part of the selection process, it has
been NV'. experience in other programs that truly collaborative decision groups are extremely rare, and that considerable time and
effort are necessary to ensure success. NIJ will help communities build this group through gentle prodding to hold regular meetings,
by convenig regional meetings of strategic planning councils where participants "show and tell" and learn from others, and by
offering technical assistance to bolster weak links in the community's planning framework.



Conduct Special Data Collections. The bulk of COMPASS data collection will be managed by the mapping and data integration
group. In the course of their planning and priority setting, however, the planning council may want to acquire special information on a
specific problem or in a particular neighborhood that is particularly vital to the nature of the interventions that are being considered.
The planning group would coordinate such data collections with the mapping teamn but would design and conduct the special
collection themselves. By way of illustration, consider a decision to invest in after-school recreational programs. At the
neighborhood level, planners might create a Boys and Girls Club. They would use data to select a site and target population, and they
would monitor performance by collecting data on participant characteristics and attendance, activities offered, disciplinary problems,
and child victimization and delinquency. Research might seek to identify where and how at-risk kids spend their time and come into
contact with crime. Researchers would collect information for entire jurisdictions on the times of day and locations for various child
activities and victimizations. They could also survey children to learn their fears and how they related to guardianship. They might
also track gang involvement as a competing activity. These data would be used to structure and locate new child recreational
programs in a neighborhood or throughout the jurisdiction.

Implementing and Assessing Safety Interventions, NIJ will work with the communities to test the effectiveness of multiple crime
prevention interventions simultaneously. These initiatives will be multi-year efforts to determine the impact on community safety,
community perception of safety, and overall community well being, as measured by the data and indicators available because of the
data and mapping programs. NIJ will assist communities in designing and selecting interventions to test based on extant research and
evaluation findings. The package of interventions tested in a community must address three public safetytargets: offenders, victims,
and other community members and justice system re-invention.

" Interventions to reduce criminal activity by convicted offenders under supervision in the community. The goal is to build human
capital and motivation of offenders to pursue legitimate job opportunities.

" Collaborations between residents and police that provide productive, law-abiding developmental pathways for children. NIJ will
provide technical assistance on location-specific and group-specific prevention strategies, crime mapping, and incidence reporting
expertise and will help communities design and test systemic preventive programs for children,

" Innovative and community-focused management practices in local agencies. NIl will also encourage both justice and non-justice
organizations to stretch their resources and improve on performance through productive partnerships. Police-prosecutor
coordination and joint police-probation officer teams are especially important concepts to community based management.

Implementing and Evaluating Demonstration Neighborhood Initiatives. NIJ will work with communities to design and implement
innovative tactics in particular neighborhoods in ways that maximize the potential for sound evaluation. NIJ will develop an



infrastructure within these demonstration neighborhoods for measuring and evaluating results over the life of the program. The
combined data from these measurement activities will enable planners to modify and redirect intervention activities intelligently. As
with special data collections for planning, Nil staff and local evaluation teams will help the community measure program performance
with program. specific indicators of success, and will provide feedback for project improvements. Results from these experiments will
provide the impetus for L ger scale replications, including transfers of the concepts to other COMPASS communities.

National Research, Development, Testing & Evaluation

The Department of Justice requests S$I million to manage a national research and evaluation program for COMPASS, and to
disseminate the results of the 15 community programs. Up to 10 percent of funds from the community mapping and strategic planning
activities will be reserved for research, development, testing and evaluation. COMPASS is a groundbreaking program that will need
ongoing revision to reach its full potential. In order to have the greatest natio~ial impact, particularly for many small cities, towns, and
rural areas that will not be COMPASS sites, NIJ will need to identify, evaluate, and disseminate effective techniques as they are
discovered and tested. This portion of the program will also ensure that the best methods discovered in the early years of the program
are properly disseminated to all of the COMPASS sites and other sites that could benefit from those strategies Such information
sharing will allow faster development of new techniques.

Maintaining a Continual National Evaluation. In order to understand thoroughly community successes, and to document barriers to
successful implementation, a comprehensive national evaluation of all efforts will be conducted. This evaluation will group sites into
categories based on geography and other defining characteristics. The evaluation will develop models of successful implementation,
and, to the extent there ame faiures, document how, when, where, and why the initiative failed. The evaluation will be a road map to
successful implementation, allowing those jurisdictions interested in such an approach to understand fully likely requirements before
beginning such an effort.

Building National Capacity and Knowledge. The long-term value of this program is its ability to traslate lessons learned from a
small number of neighborhoods to communities nationwide. User manuals, guidance to communities, web sites and other forms of
technical assistance wI be available to any jurisdiction in the country that would like to use them, whether or not they are a
COMPASS site. More broadly, transferring knowledge gained from COMPASS will allow for the development of a nationally
applicable strategy, rather than ones centered on a series of individual sites. NIJ will archive the data collected and analyzed for this
project, and make the data accessible through the Crime Mapping Research Center Web Site to enable researchers to easily replicate
analyses anid experiment with new research methods. An annual conference will promote the development and use of crime
forecasting systems, provide regular interaction among practitioners, promote collaboration, as well as disseminate information on the
latest methods and technologies.



Computer Forensic Crime Laboratory Enhancement Program: (Increase S6 miflon)

Objective

In 2001,1$6 million is requested for the Computer Forensic Crime Laboratory Enhancement Program, which will be administered by
the Office of Justice Programs.

The criminal justice community has an immediate need for greater investigative resources to combat the rising levels of electronic
crime. Because of the unique nature of electronic crime (it involves the use of rapidly changing technology, and its perpetrators can
strike instantly from everywhere in the world) most state and local law enforcement agencies, which typically have a ver limited
capacity to respond to such crimes, face severe hardships in responding adequately. However, this ability could be significantly
enhanced by the acquisition of key resources, such as comprehensive knowledge regarding the characteristics of electronic crime,
uniform training and certification for crime analysts and investigators, and access to up-to-date technological tools and equipment.

Achieving this goal will require a coordinated approach to ensure: 1) where practical, all appropriate state and local agencies acquire
the capability to me their most common computer and other electronic crime forensic challenges, and 2) these agencies can easily
and rapidly access other more sophisticated resources to help solve electronic crimes that exceed their resources. NIJ is the only
federal agency with a congressionally mandated mission to address the unique needs of state and local law enforcement agencies. As
such, NIJ is particularly well suited to this task and will continue to coordinate and work closely with all appropriate federal law
enforcement agencies both within and outside the Department of Justice to accomplish the goals of this initiative.

Program Characteristics

NlJ, in collaboration with the FBI, will address the electronic crime forensics challenge through the development of a computer
forensic laboratory system, through partnerships with various Federal, state, and local capaiiies.

The plrogramn will work to strengthen local capabilities to address the most common problems and will address the need to expand law
enforcement capacity to deal with unique or difficult investigative problems that are too expensive to be undertaken individually by
smaller crime laboratories.



In 2001, the Department requests $6 million, the first implementation year. Thes funds will be administered by NIl and will allow
for the establishment of several new regional computer forensic laboratories. After the expiration of this program, alternative sources
offunding will be required for the regional labs to continue operating

The funds requested in 2001 will be applied to the following tasks:

8 $400, 000 to perform an assessment of law enforcement needs for computer forensic analyses. This assessment will be performed
on a national basis by sampling states, municipalities, and localities regarding their investigative needs. A computer forensic
laboratory technical working group (TWO), comprised of cn~ninal justice practitioners, computer scientists, and electronic
forensics analysts will review the assessment. Nil has successfully used a similar process in its recent assesment of state and
local experiences with and efforts to combat electronic crime. To insure the continuing technological suitability of laboratory
enhancements throughout the program, S200 thousand will be expended to perform an updated assessment of state and local needs
in 2004.

8 $200,000 to establish a computer forensic laboratory technical working group (TWG), which will include federal experts as well
as state and locals. The TWO will remain in place throughout the six-year prograni. The TWG will I) validate the assessment of
investigative needs and the generic model for identifying requirements for individual forensic laboratories, 2) provide guidance 0
during the proces of establishing new regional laboratories and in enhancing individual state and local laboratories, and 3) plan
for the transition of the regional laboratories toward independent operation. The TWO will also establish standards for
investigative practices and will provide guidance on interoperability issues relating to inter-laboratory communications. The total
funding sought to cover the TWO throughout this program is $850 thousand.

a $300, 000 to generate a decision model. The model will serve as a template that may be applied in determining the unique
requirements for establishing and operating any given computer forensic laboratory. The model will specify facilities, equipment,
personnel, training, forensic tools, and practices that are required to perform computer forensic investigations. Like the needs
assessment, the decision model will need to be updated in 2004 at an estimated expense of $200 thousand.

* $5. 1 million in year one will be used to establish up to ten regional computer forensics labs. The needs asessment and derkior
model will be applied strategically to determine locations for new laboratories suitable in term of need and geography. Tht plrs
will also provide for more precise costing in terms of procurement, installation, and maintenance of the necessary hardware,
software, networking capailities, and staffing.
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

INITIATIVE: CITA
PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: National Ballistics Image Backlog and Conversion Grant Program
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to State and Local Government
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (Z 1) Improve the crime fighting and criminal justice system capaitilities of trbat. state and local governments.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION Performance Report and Pleas

Performance Report Performance ?las

T) pt of Performance Indicators Data Source 122 122 109
Indicator Aetuala Enacted Aceuls Plan Plea

Input I Apro nation in millions) P L PisSIOM

Output/ 2 Number oflgaino awarded dIP Records TBD
Activity

End Outcome 3 Number of regional loaner programs established CIP Records TBD
4 Number of imaging technicians trained QIP Records TBD
5. Number of additional imaging technicians hired OJP Records TBD
6 Number of ballistic images converted OIP Records TBD
7 Percentage increase in the volume of ballistic

image, processed arid analyzed OJP Records TBD

A, Doiflaitions of Terms or Eaplaaalea for ladicator @ad Other Data Souarces:

Cl..nAfettan q&I~riraIOndf PI.-, NIA
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

INITIATIVE: Crawe Ptgttrng Technoalogies
PROGRAMVORG UNIT: Advanced Generaion of InterOpstabiity for Law Enforcement (AGILE)
DEPARTMEN~T OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) AIstance to Tribal. State "ri Local Governmnents
DEPARTMENTF OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (Z 1) Improve bhe crime fighongv and criminal 1 aaettle justice sysltm capabilties or tribal, suate Arid local goverronerts,
ANNUAL PERORMANCE GOAL: (2 11) Research and Evaluation
MISSION: to Address the communotslons problems existing among state And I :at criminal juastce And public safely Agencies 1o00 a )urtdtIm in tflfl their irneroperabilily
technology noeds,

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION

Type of - Performance IndIcalon Data source w~j Mz
Indicator Actaa Enacted Actuala Enacad plan
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A Dfintin, if ers o Exisamlns orleicatosandOilerDat Surces! N/A

C. lesse Affectivng Select~on ofU 00 ad 2O01 Plans, The goal ofthe National Insitute of Justice's (NIl) Advanced Generaion of inteeoptrsbliey rLaw Enforcement (AGILE)
program is to address this lock of comosunication interoperability among staic and local criminal justice and public safety communities. I1 shoud be noted slsa thse AGILE programn is thel
only federal interoperability program addressing both wireless communication and inrornnaiion sharing technology, This is important becas tse convergence ofinfonnasion technology

and omnuniaiiph bes sinula acivit tobrige tre assin interooerabilitv

D. Validation mod Verifliaton. N11 validates and verifies performtance measures by progress reports submitted by gir-ansees, onsite monitoring ofgrantee perfornsance and telephone
contactI



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM
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4.NWOW Orf 011118II 411Ao Progmu reorts 300 700 700 800 900
5 Voluotstry Low Eoforcassist Stooardo imoog Prog.oofla resul 5 9 S 6 6

prosrm rapoico
6 Numbur of wackalogy informiaooa dociaoents Progrmoo (sports 30,000 5,000 110.000 1%000 160.000

diaibad
7. Number of staes " ftlO 102) (SurploaEotoot Progros reports 50 so s0 s0 s0

Popecy) Pro&-
S Naomba of coo wpackafizoal o y.i. Progress reports 20 20 6 9 12
9 Nuissoa of tachroloo ciamin providing crime progrios ripoai I 1 1 2 2

mqppos traziog
10 Foowlcs Ausltysi Aooiamoac Pttgrom Prr~o- repow. 2 2 2 2 2
11 .Naabir of Bord at=ao Fin Propoo rports 2 2 2 2 2

12 C1.mbhaago
a. Nocabse of sgmcla paniptkip ho 04 Prp o ropor 30 mwto, 38 saw 33"W;om 40 samsw 50 Mesa

Modk Pile. WM 3 Cowozia 3 ccooola 6 COMOtla 4 coaWse 4 CWotrANA

b. Nwaow of pusnomirlpartcipai in iuuhe Progress eports over 60 over 100 over i.100 over 900 over 9W
Mock P.10. Rios

c. Ncaler of tacksoloa).atiaoca dt Progrotoreports 61 70 60 90 120
Hadk P.10 Rtom I__I__I____I



End Outcome d Comnnercislizasioe Planninsg Workshopsl

i. Operation Alhsqiarqise (explosive devices
detectioon aind 'render sue' training
opportunitisa

13 Volusseary Law Enfercemnt Standcards tesing
piccesta11

f Body Armor

I Pistol Testing

hHandcuffs

I Patrol Vittles

j Vehicle Tires*

k Vehicle Brake Pas,

I Protective Gloves"

14 Savings so criminal justice agencies through the
1033 Progrsan

15 Number of piracitioners irsaned itirough the
Crie Mapping Programs

16 Numnben of came aniaysd through the Foirnsics
Analysis Program

17. Nambiter of iachinoogies showcased at the Border
Tecisselogy Pairs

Progress Reporis

Progress Reports

Testing reports

Testing repays

Te sting ne ports

Testing reports

Tesuig reports

Testing reports

Testing reports

Progress reports

Progress reports

Pragrusis reports

Progress reports
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE PRESENTED BY INMATIVE AMD PROGRAM

IN~ITIATIVE; Crime fighting Teclhnologies
PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: DNA Research end Development program
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCION: (2) Asstnri to Tribal, Sis arid Local Governments
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOALi (2 1) Improre rthe crime fighrting arid criminal juvenile just"c system capabuliies of tribal, se arnd local baverrumenss.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2 1. 1) Resarch v4d Evaluation
MISSION: This live year, $25 million dollar inirrirve wirll harness the tremendous growth in the field of DNA technology by directing reseach towards thrs development olbiglily
discriminatirg. reliable, economic, portable. anid rapid DNA methods for suspec cirdertfrctr~on or exclrusion in vi olentr crame invrestigations

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Parfarmassca RePoe Perfarmzaea PlaNs

Type af Performance Indlcstara Data Source tm 1W an
Indicator Actuaa Eacted Aelualla Enaises Pla"

Input I Appr opr imillionsa) P L rim $5 5511 Pa 51 551
2. Numberof grant applications NIl Files 10 23 40 50
3 Numsber of grant awards NIl Files 1012 Is 20
4 Number of nisoral surveys arid Nil Files I I

Output 5 Number af sew met&d relsi ra the Progress Reperts 510 5 S
Activity biotechnology of DNA soays$4 developed

6 Perent ineorsaaiapeed or Progress Reports 1o0% 100% 1501 1751

7 Percent decrese in unarinastiae srts Progress Repots 101 50% 1oo% SO%
(for minieesaomio&Jaesebilityl _____

Intermedwol I Naasbeof Waekt preypes. Progress Reports 4 4 20 22
OV9a1111am11 eoaalang saulaple STRO aetalyac

9. Ntaaaher o alaatee ess far Progress Repoto 1 10 10 20
forensic DNA WhcAaqaW&

10 Naumber af woekan preseeppe Progress Repeala 5 2 4
-oew new foeale DNA markers __

Lad teema It. Number fpollelypwth CODISll Proam eview 2 3 10 12
STR mokms

12. No" o(eCamputorprgrams PiapesRpets 2 57 3

13, Numbuopelaetppwiaewroatetaick Progress Repasi 5 2 12 6
DNA wAmuassmd at lo sem STRia

14. Nsambl peeaypdafa ofa Pro" -gloa~s orm Rlsae 9 3 29 111
&..OM Fill. iase~ eai



A. Defitlons of Term., or Explaselors for Indicabors and Other Data Sources: $5M in funding for te DNA Research and Development programT was appropritaed directly in
NU3 in each IFY 1999 a&d FY 2000 as a part of NUl base funding for reseat h, evatuation, and demonstration programs it thre Jlastsce Asaistance Acceesni.

STIR Short Tandem Retreat The STR DN m rk r3 are th -urt emtcmre fcoc o oescDAlso

B. lases Affecting 1999 Program Performnance. 03 & Of's 1l -d - 'there are only 5 technollogies in die DNA technology development 'queue* which will prodaceese methods"
3mrenable to performance measurement tn FYs 2000

C. Issues Affecing Selecion of 2000 and 2001 Plans. The Niona Insttute ofl astor (NlIJ rruensdtc $5 million in each of 1999 and 2000 to implements a fine year Wofnto
m~niaurizir sod make the pcrformance of forensic DNA testing faster, eair, and less enpensite Continued funding of1$5 million per year through 2003 will complete thre development
if technologies to meet Techircal Working Gtoup on DNA Avntl s f teLhi.d$ aud DNA Ad isor) Board requirements for caseork and database testng, field testing of prototype

techrnologies (including tuhltion of test results), sod dcueloptoent c'i toning prulliaoti(r the certified use of these technology tools, In 2001. funding for this iniiiative is requested
rider COPS

D "'alidalioa and Vienification. NIll validates and vecnife, performance mcasuins by progress reports submitted by grantees, bristle monitoring of grantee performance and telephone



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE BY PROGRAM

INITIATIVE. Crime Fwishing Technologies
PROGRAWiORG UNIT: Criminl Record Upgrade (Nata Crime Historyv Improvement Program - NCHIP)
DEPARTMENT OF JUS71CE CORE FUNCTION; (2) Aasisance go Tribal, State and Local Governmient
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTCE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2. 1) Improve the crime-4bing and crtrntnal/juvsnfle Justice system capabilities of
tribal, sae and local governments
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL; (2.1.7) National Inoom Criminal Bacligrosssd Check System
MISSION: To assist states in iproving the wamison, accuracy. and completeness of criminal records including record or protective orders
involing domestic violence and atalkig: developing complete and accurate is-aswe registries; sand facilitating she interstate exchaisg of auch
records through national systm._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLAN

Type of Daoa source i A
Indicator Pefrt assam Indicators Actealls ERastled AceaMl Enactd PlaND

input I. Appropriations (millin) P.L. $5M $43M $45M $3S M $70 M

oustpt/ 2. Ineegovernents coordination conferences to provide trains
Activity and Federatass interface alS Records 2 2 2 2 2

3. Nasices a w temseiews completed and results pashlishet BJS Records 2 2 2 2 2
4. Technical assistance provided:

* eso ar/Worltabops RIS Records 11 3 9
*on-smtavlsts SiRecords 17 12 10 I0 IC

S. Awards mae to sasst sseesiterrilories RJS Recordis 51 50 55 so so
6. Momoring viason meetings OC Records 28 40 28 30 30



End Outcom 7. Number of tase as Imruse Idenitircat n dex (.11) FBI Records 31 44 39 43 45
8, Number of "aparticptingn theFBIsntegradlAutomnaed FBIlRecords 94% NIA 17 20 24

Fngerprin Idaeification System. (IAFIS)
9, Pamge Ofrent sasrecordwhihare auomaed BJS Report 37% 90% 86% 011% 90%
10, Number of Stase tha haves conducted recent audits BWS Report 34 36 28s 30 32
11. Number ofStates withautomated interace between sex offender WISReport 27 33 25 21 30
registry and otber same IyU WAtnsgecles
12. Number of States whose. sea offender registries have the 815 Report 131 20 22 24 26
capbility to electronically store andtransmit fingerprints
13, Numnber ofSwa providing daato the FBI'sNational Sex 315 Report 26 35 36 35 40
Offendaii PRegistry (NSOR)
14. Numier of stai where sex offender registry can electronically WIS Report 5 is 6 10 12
swoe and transmit mugshoes for all regitrnt
1_______ S Number ofstalesparticipating in FBI protection order file FBI Records 19 29 26 30 34

A. DeflinIttins of Termw or EaplanatleWa for Indicaors;

OwtpuJAttly
Indicators A& 4. Conferences and reviews rela tino development of the n&Liotsl criminal history record system (including protective orders relating to domestic and
stlking), Brady proceidsresmpsc. a&d asa offender registies.

End Otateome
Indicator 7: Tb. Interstate identatacation Isndex (1113 allows atatn access to other states' criminal history record system,
Indicaor 1: Measasresnen has been revised to court the number of states participating in the FBI's tAFIS. In 1999, indicate 10 reflects the percentage of t-wusn
automated rirri technology as ihe same level.-
Indicator 10: Foe FY& 99.0 ODand 01. measurement has been revised to count only stas whicht conducted an audit. In 1998, indicator 10 reflects states which had
established in &sais program.

B. Factors Affectilag 1999 Prolgrasi Perforaince: Specificlly, the end outcomes are affected by delays in the expendiure of fund by doe Erae"; changes In stat
personnel involved in project operstsn slow progress Of state activities idetutiid in gram appication, and sate agencies waiting for pending Stats lglaas decisions
berforc cosnpleeting pirojectsl. Montitoring and teclnical1 assistance are enhanced in cases where these factors are identified in an eWont to sss the aat in acomplishing
Project gol.

C. Facors Affeetleg Selection, Or 2M0 end 2001 Planst 0 Therei s &10 million dollar decrease in the 2000 spproprios compairad to the I99 appropriations. which
wilt affect acme of theoutcome perfoina=c indiatos such us indicator #9. It0 ismportnt to note that the end outcomes are sIgnifticatly sffecsd by the following
factors: (1) amount of Federail Isands appropiriad; (2) &amount of st funds appropriated! for these iatiso: (3) staioof valuable technology; (4) FBI program
development; and (5) legislative change

D. Vrieates endl VaMdatle: 815 eollwut its meesuroment data from a variety of sources. all deemed reliable, us follows: Indicator 0l-Public Law; #2-4, 6-B15 project
rMWort A a n g" C",ise ..aru MoouM9.4 CCrsrs1 S R eot.I.4-ii se Ue finding.-



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE- PRESENTED BY INMATTVE AND PROGRAM

INnTITIV Crime Fighting Technologies
PROGRAMIORG UNIT; Crime Laboratory Improvemsent Program (CLSP
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal. State and Local Governntse
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2,.1) Improve the crime lighting aind criminal juvenile justice system capabilities of tribe;, state and local governmnenms.
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2.1.1 Rsearclsad Eviauarn
MISION; To improve the capabilities anid capacities of state and local crime laboratories by developing a national network for accessing specialized forensic services (e. methiods,
equipment, anid other resources) available to thse foresic sciece = community r rs~uidclnl prto and collaboration In criminal Investigations.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Performanc e port Perfoma Plans

Type of Pesfoesanee Insdicators Dan. Source wI Mit- ~
Indicator Aclasais Enaed Actuals Enacte Plan

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Plan_ rlan

Input I - Appropraton (is millionas) P.L. $ISM $35MS
2. Number of solicitations NIl Files 0 0
3. Number of grarit applications NI) Files 30 130
4. Number of grant awairds NIJ Files 13a1 5"d

___________ S . Number of national .surveys and workshops NIJ Filets _____________2 1_____

outsput/ 6. Number of labs adding anew capabilities Progress Reports 1I I5I
Actmvty 7. Percent increase in laboratory capiecisy Progress Reports IS% 1s%

g. Perent reduction in time required for Progress Repasts 10% 5%
evidence analysis

Isnosuadlas 9. Number of labs Iniiating seaing.% research, Progress Rteports is Is
Outcome and technical assistance; progress reporting _ _ _ _ _ _

End Outcome 10. Number of labs demostrating Improved Program Review is so
laboratory capabilities and capetties; improved
cooperaeion unong agenCies

11. Federal. Stata, and local sneering groeps
craaee for developesseesof national protocols NIl Files

12. Number of las derrsonseraitlog later
evidence anaysis read,; Improved access to
esa" capesbillsies; icranosed laboeeoy Progrsm Review Is so

A. Defintetanso es.a alntlmfrldeer Oche .- A MIre A

7z. hissee Affee11!illtla 109MoImPefmn. A



C. Isis. Affeesing Seleitctim of 200 said 2001 lnsw.
a/? In 2M0, the 15 number of grant awards does not only include new labs, but program activities to enhace the capacity of existing forensic labs.

bt - In 2001, the 50 snmber of grant awards includes award supplemt&tn to applications approved which received awards in previous fiscal year, such that no new program activity
would be initiated in the raponingi year.

In 2000. the National Institute Qf Justice (NU) received £15 million for CLIP Of the approximately $4 5 million in nseasinarked funds $3 million will fund cxisting DNA laboratoryi
improvement at she State aeid local levels. The remaining SI million will be used to develop (1) three pilot programs focuing on non-DNA foreinoictsciences and (2) priorities and directions
tor the anticipated continued funding of CLIP through a national survey and a National Forensic Science Symposium

In 2001, thin initiative, which will be administered by NIJ, will improve the abiiy if the nation's crime laboratories to more effectively support inneoolgatiossby bringing she best available
scecetc eae n to betaarn fseiu ciesO hi mon iwllhnedcttheenaceteprvsino frnscsrvcstihn h Ida tialcmunte

D. Validation and Verification, NIl validates and verifies performance measures by progress reports submitted by grantees, onsite monitoring of grantee performance and telephone
contact.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

INITITIVE: Crime Fighting Technologies
PROGRAMIORG UNIT; DNA Backlog Elimination Initiative
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assstance io Tribal. State and Local Governments
DEPARTMVIT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2. 1) Improve the crime ighting and crinminal juvenile justice systein capabilities of tribal, state and local goverinteits,
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2. 1. 1) Research and Evaluation
MISSION: To reduce and ultimately eliminate the convicted offender DNA sample backlog awaiting analysis and entry into the Combined DNA Index Systemt (CODIS) national
database.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Penfoemawc Repor Performanc Plan

Type or Performance Indicators Data Source im Im Im ana
Indicator Actualla Eait"d Actasals REated Planl

Input 1. Appropriation (in millions) P.L. $1ISM 31524
2. Number of aolecittion NLI Files 2 2
3. Number of gra applications NIU Files 50 50
4. Numaber of grant awards NI) Files _ ____ _____50 so

Output/ 5. Number of laba adopig advanced Wechologies Progreas Reporra 1O 100
Actity (fo PCR based DNA sample analysis

6. Number of labs ouitsouircing DNA samriple
anialysia Progress Reports so 50

7. Percera decreas ia time required for DNA
sample processing IPCRST6U)0 Progress Reporta 400/ 40/a

aermesdlats 8. Number :if labs reporting bWclt og elie: Progress Reports 100to
outcome technical. assusanci a faciiwe technology

_____________ procrenee initiated: progress reportingI

End Outaem 9. Number of kabs deraurattag improved Program Review so too
Isaborsetory capabilities and capacities: improved
cooperation among agens

10. Number of astiocoal promools developed for NI) Files I1
daabase sample sasyals

11. Number d abe demtaing improved acces Program Review so t00
to eAtral eapalbilieesI WIcreased laboratory

12. Number of sanona ealyzed wish 13 STR Progress Reports 2 000/b 250,000/b
DNA market etered ban CODIS40 1porr Review

13. Number Of bass rm crim scen evIrdenc Progess Reports 200 200
ww.ei A-6-M~ -100 tfteimeeip



A. Dufinitlles Of Terms or Eaplanatlems for Indicators mod Other Data Sources: OSTR -Short Tandem Repeal. The STR DNA markers are fte cureni genetic marker Of ch-ice
for forensc DNA testing. OPCR - Polymease Chain Raction is the process or DNA amplification (copying).

--#T"> #13 w 0*New indicator birainninit in 200.

n. ssu4 fesn 99Prea efnac NIA

C, Wks4 Affecting selection or 2006 and Z001 Plans. In 2001, tI s initriive, whichi will be administeredt by tile National Istitute ofJustice (INIl), will asist state and local DNA labs
in etitd~inating their backlog of stautorily mandated convicted offender DNA samples while keeping pace with current DNA casework needs. This funding will support a&two year
initiative to complete ilic forensic analysis of all samples identified as urgent priority samsples (1 e, samples for homicide and raspe/sexual aultt Cases) in lihe current backlog of convicted
offender DNA samples.

a/* As labs, itroughi outsourcinig (so private labs) of priority samples or analytic capacity enhauncement (high through-put sample analysis equipeen for labs ready to incorporate Use
flew technologyy, eliminate existing backlogs, it firees up time to analyze other samples quickly and immediately. The sam lab resources are used so address Use backlogs as are used
to process new samples, The majority of programmatic impact i r lab productivity is expected to occur in year one, with further advances in lab productivity leveling off in Use out
years.

b/ - This funding will support a iwo year initiative to complete th~e forensic analysis of all samples identified as urgent priority sasftplee (i.e., samples for homicide and rape/sual ssamult
cases) in thve current backlog of convicted offender DNA samples, There are currently 650,000 samples warring to be anaulyzed end this number is estimated to reacs 1 million by lbs yeas
2000.

D. Validation and Veriicatio. NIJ validates and verifies performance measures by progr;is reports sabmitied by grantees, onsite monitoring of gratee perlormuvce and telephone
contact.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE. PRESENTED BY INITIATIVE AND PROGRAM

INITIATIVE; Crone Piglrwrg Technolcilies
PROGRAM/ORG UNIT: Commnity Mopping. Planning,. aod Analyis (or Safety Strategi:es (COMPASS)

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Auesiance to Tribal. SLasie aind LoW o enmuaoi

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL (2 1) Improve the crime ribhting and criminal juiinilejusice system capabilities or tnbal am@ and local goemrlrnri

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: I2.lSeGad~~in

MISSION: To demonisthaig and evaluate urirovauve resesuchi-bascd approachmes w conme pm..nhio by working with the 10 Neighborhiood Crime Mapping asites to idenify pitnasing

1--- --- A oluti- andreelicatia intervention shown to be successful

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION I PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Pitrse aeRpt Perforossme Plens

Type of Performnein d~icars Dots Snare. Wfi Jim m
ldnirAelreaLa Pled Actuamit acedd Pla

Pleaato Pla

lapulr I ApptoprimlLn (ir millions) P L S1CM

Ou~putJ 2 Funding opportunities (forommnie N D contaco 9
Activiy 3 Propoals received I i oirco

Iioreeedlais 4 Numiber ofcoenmuoiieds receiving lands for dets OIP ILlenBIS
Oucome onfrastucture, mopping capacity, and research coniracior

dtmoirastonat, and number of comnm'o-ties receiving TA
on C VS

Enwd S. Number nfconiuba writh ability it o lIYe Mrime NiO rIeS9
Outceme date and make eomoegSic Policy danubetl

& New analytic model an predoi and Prevent crime NJ ilt 0~n
7 Nurmber of Irleaimelil WA pftvfnnin demonri ri NIJ fies0

I ofcommnies paricipatinig in annual Nil contractor 9



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED DY INITIAT IVVAND, PROGRAM

INMAVE: Crime Fighting Technologles
PROGRAMhJORG UNIT: Regional Computer Forensics Laboratories
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistance to Tribal, Stle and Local Governsmento

DEPARTM.ENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2. 1) Improve the crime fighiinS and criminal juvenile justice system capabilities of tribal, suit. aid local government.

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2.1.1) Research ans Evaluation

MIISSION: To addreosa the communications problem exisltn among state and local criminal justicsP and public safety agencies to assist jurindictioss in fulfilling their irtrroperability

technology needs.__________

PERFORMOICE ICATOR INFORMATION pPERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Performance Report Performance Planas

Typa of Performance Indicators Data Source 122 12 Z
Indicator.- Actuals Entacted Auisis Enacted Plean

plan Plan

Inpuz I Appropriation (in Millions) P L SWM

___________2 Number of props received NIJ fies _____________ ______ 50

Output/ 3. Number of awards Nil rites ia
Activity 4. Number of workhiopa Nil filesI

1 5Conference prresnitions Ni Cleda

CInteraedatAfect Seec, Number afeitn fornsi Plas aing 01,thsoniiaiess h R wl eortist~ lie1toa0nttt fJsie(N)wl om.teeiiitv

supor rse mpemnttio beru t o0reioalcomutroorasi lboatmieuatellws f)enoregeanisppotwhbepratialosrereetinsf mRslpomuttsfresi

D. Vsalial Afeedni Sarlioa.o Ni00 vand Zlea vIn performas ncetmate byic wrirll epot sbnisted y gr at.onsintte mofniutice ofJ grslle pue raee inav tepon



COMMUNlITY OR1INTED POUCING SERVICF.S
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COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVICES
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COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVICES
Summary of Attorney sad Support Petas by Category

fiscal Years 2000.- 2001
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNITY ORIENTED POLICING SERVICES

*CONGRESSIONAL JUSTIFICATION
FOR FISCAL YEAR 2001

NARRATIVE FOR ADJUSTMENT-TO-BASE ITEMS

Increases Amout

2001 pay raise. This request provides for the proposed 3.7 percent pay raise to be effective in January
of 2001 and is consistent with Administration policy included in the Preliminary Pay Raise Guidance
for 2001 Budget Submissions. This increase includes locality pay adjustments as Well AS the general
pay raise. The amount requested, $7 15,000, represents the pay amounts for three-quarters of the fiscal
year plus appropriate benefits ($535,000 for pay and $180,000 for benefits totaling $715,000). 715

Annualization of 2000 pay raise, This pay annualization represents first quarter amounts (October-
through December) of the anticipated 2000 pay increase of 4.8 percent effective January 2000, and, for,
three-quarters of a year, the difference between the 4.4 percent estimated in the 2000 President's budget
and the approved increase of 4.8 percent. The amount requested $267,000, represents the pay amounts
and appropriate benefits for these items ($200,000 for compensation and S67,000 for benefits). 267

Travel Management Center Fees. In the past, travel management services were provided at no cost, and
the Department received rebates based upon ticket sales. However, current practices in the travel industry
have ended this process. The new contractswill not provide rebates and will carry fee for each ticket, hotel,
car, and other reservation made. The Department's cost for travel management center fees is estimated at
$2,500,000.00. Funding of S21,000 is requested for the Office of Community Oriented Policing Services. 21

140



NARRATIVE FOR ADJUSTMENT-TO-BASE ITEMS
(Continued)

Increases Amount

Increased Federal Health Insurance Costs. This request provides for the increase in agency contributions
to Federal employees health benefits. In 1999, Federal health insurance premiums, including agency
contributions, increased approximately 10.2 percent. Because the Government absorbed a large ppoton
of the total costs, up to 75 percent, the total cost to the Government has increased substantially. This increase
is based on the "increased" Government cost of Health Insurance. This request includes S75,000 for these costs. 75

Total Incemases 1,078

Decreases

General Services A inistration rent. GSA will continue to charge rental rates that approximate'those charged
to commercial tenan for equivalent space and related services. The requested decrease of $185,000 is required
to meet our commitz aent to GSA. The costs associated with GSA rent were derived through the use of the
automated system, i hich uses the latest inventory data and rates reflecting a 5 percent decrease over 2000 levels. 185

Total Decreases -185

Total S893
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Summma Statemet

The Office of Juvenile Justice arnd Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) s requesting a total of $289 million for 2001, which represents an
overall increase of $1.903 million above the program's 2000 base ding level of $287.097 million. The 2001 budget includes a
$4.403 million increase in the Part C discretionary program to su rt an outcome evaluation of the Comprehensive Strategy for
Serious, Violent, and Juvenile Offenders, a $ 1.5 million dec for the Part G Mentoring program and S Imillion decrease for the
Drug Prevention Program, The 2001 budget proposes that of e $95 million available for Title V - Incentive Grants to Local
Delinquency Prevention Programs (At- Risk Children's Program) $20 million will be for prevention programs for Indian Tribes; $10
million for the drug demonstration program; $10 million to reduce juvenile gun violence; $15 million for the Safe Schools Irtitiative,
and $40 million for incentive grants. OJJDP's total rruest for 2001 willI support the goals and priorities of the Administration, the
Department of Justice, and the Office of Justice Programs.

2001 Comupgomt Minion and Goals, and Relstionship to DOJ Strateuic Plan

OJJDP's mission is to provide national leadership, coordination, and resources to develop, implement, and support effective methods
to prevent juvenile victimization and respond appropriately to juvenile delinquency. This is accomplished through prevention
programs and a juvenile justice system that protects public safety, holds juvenile offenders accountable, and provides treatment and
rehabilitative servces based on the needs of each individual juvenile. OJJDP's mission also includes the implementation of a
comprehensive strategy that addresses youth violence and focuses resources on programs that result in the improvement of the
operation of the juvenile justice system, development of a system of graduated sanctions for serious, violent, and chronic offenders,
identification and intervsAotion with first time offenders and prevention of delinquency. The Comprehensive Strategy for Serious,
Violent, and Chronic Juvenile Offenders (the Strategy) stresses the importance of using resources to maximize public safety, ensure
accountability, and provide treatment and rehabilitation services for juvenile offenders as apropriate. Such a comprehensive strategy
ensures. safer communities by assisting state and local units of government, public and private agencies, organizations and institutions
in the prevention, reduction, and treatment ofjuvenile violence and delinquency through demonstration and replication programs and
improvement of the administration of juvenile justice through financial and technical support. The Strategy also addresses juvenile
victimization that leads to violent delinquency through improvement of the investigation and prosecution of child abuse and child



exploitation, the development and implementation of multi -disciplinary child abuse investigation and prosecution programs, and
through the establishment of regional and local children's advocacy centers. OJJDP's mission directly supports the DOJ's Strategic
Plan core function of providing Assistance to Tribal, State and Lo'Al1 Governments.

Hishlifhts of 1999 Mission Critical Results

The factors that contribute to the problems of juvenile delinquency and violence are all too familiar: children and adolescents with too
much idle time, too little positive adult supervision, and too few healthy role models; guns and drugs too readily available in too many
of 3ur communities; mote than a million cases of child abuse and neglect every ycar-, parents without adequate parenting skills;, and
children with unmet special education and mental health needs. It is these factors along with their outcomes that we must attack in our
fight against juvenile crime.

In 1999, OJJDP participated in an unprecedented joint federal effort involving other offices within the Department of Justice, such as
the COPS Office, and the U.S. Departments of Education and Health and Human Services. This joint effort, known as the Spt

Schools/Healthy Students Initiative, is aimed at helping communities design and implement comprehensive educational, mental
health, social service, law enforcement and juvenile justice services for youth. The program provides for a coordinaed effort focused
on school and community safety and involves urban, rural suburban, and tribal school districts who receive support 4o help link
community-based services and prevention activities into one community wide approach to violence prevention anbd healthy child
development. The Safe Schools/Healthy Students approach includes promoting children's skills to shpw self-control and rebuff the
use of violence and aggression. A total of 447 applications were received and grants of $1 million to $3 million were awarded in
September 1999 to 54 local education authorities who have formal partnerships with local mental health and law enforcement
agencies. These partnerships are implementing comprehensive plans to promote healthy development, foster resilience in the face of
adversity, and prevent violence. The plans consist of 6 main aures: (1) school safety; (2) alcohol and other drugs and violence
prevention and early intervention program; (3) school and community mental health prevention and treatment services; (4) early
childhood psychosocial and emotional development programs; (5) educational refim; and (6) safe school policies. In2000, $15
million is available for OJJI)P to continue its Safe SchoolsHealthy Students Initiative. In 2001, a total of $35 million is requested to
expand the program.

OJJDP's Research Division is collaborating with the Departments. of Education and Health and Human Services to conduct a national
evaluation of this program. A RFP was issued in June 1999 and 24 applications were received. A $3 million cooperative agreement
was awarded to the Research Triangle Institute in September 1999 to conduct the national evaluation. The national evaluation will
carefully document both the proess and the outeomne of the initiative. It will encompma the frmation of the corrntmity



collaboratives, the impact of these collaborations on school safety and health student development, economic analyses, surveillance of
core indicators, and intensive outcome analyses. It will describe the activities conducted in the 54 sites. The evaluation will also~
explore each of the six individual components of the collaboration mentioned above.

The National Mental Health Association, through a S3 million cooperative agreement funded by the Departments of Education, Health
and Human Servrices, and OJJDP. has established the Safe Schools/Healthy Students Action Centerlto provide training and technical
assistance to the 54 sites receiving awards in 1999. The overall goal of the Action Center is to enhance the ability of the grantees to
fully attain their goals through school and community collaboration and adoption of evidence-based practices.

OJJDP's Juvenile Mentoring Program (J UMP) is designed to 'support one-to-one menioring programs for youth at risk of educational
failure, dropping out of school, or involvement in delinquent activities, including gangs and drug abuse. At the end of 1998, OJJDP
completed a Report to Congress on JUMP. This report included preliminary results from an evaluation of the JUMP program, which
will continue through the year 2001. Although the formal evaluation of JUMP has not been completed, it appears from the report, that
JUMP programs are making a difference in the lives C of young people. The preliminary results indicate that JUMP programs show
promise as preventive measures to reduce delinqoeny and give participating youth a better chance at success. In addition, a workbook
is being designed, which will assist mentoring programs in using evaluation techniques for program development and assessment.
This workbook will be available by the Spring of 2000. In an effort to strengthen the quality of the JUMP funded mentoring programs,
OJJDP has also funded a National Mcntoning Center. This center provides training and technical assistance to men.aring programs
through a variety of servce, resouces and conferences. OJJDP also supports mentoring through the SafeFutures initiative, which
assists communities in combating delinquency by developing a full range of coordinated services and formula grant funding to
individual states

The Truancy Reduction Demonstration Program is jointly fiunded with OJJDP, the Department of Education (DOE) and the Executive
Office of Weed and Seed. The goals of this program are to develop and implement or expand and strengthen comprehensive truancy
programs that pool education, justice system, law enforcement, social services and community resources; identify truant youth;
cooperatively desgn and implement comprehensive, system-wide programs to meet the needs of truants; and design and maintain
system for tracing truant youth. In 1999, OJJDP awarded eight sites for this program. 3 non-Weed and Seed sites that received up to
S 100,000 each, and 5 Weed and Seed sites that received up to $50,000 each. All sites am~ currently involved in a.6vmonth plann
phase. It is anticipated that during 2000, the program will focus on the development of implementation and evaluation plans



that link youth and adolescents who are truant with community-based services and programs; as well as a full implementation of the
community's comprehensive system-wide plan to prevent and intervene with the problem of truancy, A process evaluation is being
conducted that will identify factors that contribute to or impede the successful implementation of a truancy program.

The Program of Research on the Causes and Correlates of Delinquency includes 3 coordinated longitudinal research projects that have
been supported by OJJDP since 1986. The Causes and Correlates studies are designed to improve the understanding of serious
delinquency, violence, and drug use through the examination oif how individual youth develop within the context of family, school,
peers, and community. Results from the study have been used extensively in the field of juvenile justice and contributed significantly
to the development of OJJDP's Comprehensive Strategy for Serious, Violent, and Chronic Juvenile Offenders and other program
initiatives. Over the years, findings from the Causes and Correlates research have been presented in a number of OJJDP bulletins and
fact sheets. In an effort to make these important findings increasingly accessible to the public, a Causes and Correlates of Delinquency
website was recently added to the OJJDP website. The website include's descriptions of the individual projects and a bibliography of
all the publications resulting from these projects.

In March 1998, OJJDP announced the findings and recominendations-of its Study;Group on Serious and Violent Juvenile Offenders, in
the publication, "Serious and Violent Juvenile Offenders: Risk Factors and Successful Intervention." Over a period of 2 years, the
study group of 22 researchers worked collaboratively under the direction of Drs. Rolf oeber and David P. Farrington, to analyze the
current research on risk and protective factors and the development of serious violent juvenile offending careers, integrating it with
information on the effectiveness of prevention and intervention programs. The findings of this distinguished panel of researchers are
quite hopeful and compelling. They concluded that it is never too early to begin efforts to prevent serious and violent juvenile (SVJ)
offending, and it is never too late to intervene with known serious and Violent juvenile offenders. Expanding upon OJJDP's formative
work on the "Comprehensive Strategy for Serious, Violent, and Chronic Juvenile Offenders," the study group has carefully
document ted what is known about SVJ offenders, what programs have been tried, how these programs have performed, what lessons
can be drawn from them, and what research and evaluation efforts are needed to advance knowledge about preventing and controlling
SVJ offending. One of the primary goals of the study group wato provide further guidance to jurisdictions acrosathe country that are
implementing OJJDP's Comprehensive Strategy. The Stratery, originally developed from research on general delinquency,
emphasizes strengthening the family and core socializing institutions, implementing prevention programs targeting key risk factors,
identifying potential offenders at a young age, and employing graduated sanctions based on assessment of risk and need&. T'he study
group used this frame-work to guide its effort.

Modeled after the OJJDP Study Group on Serious and Violent Juvenile Offenders, the Study Group on Very Young Offenders (VYG)
is exploring what is known about the prevalence anid frequency of very young (under the age of 13) offending. In 1999, OJJDP
supplemented a grant to the University of Pittsburgh, the grantee for the Study Group on Serious and Violent Juvenile Offenders The



VYO Study Group is examining whether such offending predicts future delinquent or criminal careers; how these youth are handled by
various systems, including juvenile justice, mental health and social services; and what methods arc best for preventing very young
offending and persistence of offending.

In addition to conducting additional data analyses and literature reviews, the VYO Study Group has presenited its preliminary findings
to meetings of other researchers, judges, prosecutors and legislators to explore the needs of the practitioner communities in
developing the fina report. An in dcpth summary of the book wI be developed for a lay audience. This project will disseminate the
results of the research to the public, policy makers and practitioners, through a variety of other summary reports on special topics aimed
at key practitioner audiences. In 2000, OJJDP will convene a number of national workshops and in-depth public policy forums to
further explore the implications of the research for policy makers and practitioners at the federal, state and local level.

In September 1999, OJJDP released the Juventile Offenders and Victims: 1999 National Report. This publication is the most
comprehensive source of information about juvenile crime, violence and victimization and the response of the juvenile justice'systemn
to these problems. The authors of the 232-page report of the National Center for Juvenile Justice have compiled the latpt available
statistics from a variety of sources; created easy-to read tables, graphs and detailed maps; and presented their analysis of thc statistics
in a clear, nontechnical language. They have presented baseline information onjuvenile population growth trends, patterns ol'juvenile
victimization, including homicide, suicide and maltreatment; the nature and extent ofjuvenile offending including data on antisocial
behavior and arrest rates; and the structure, procedures and activities of the juvenile justice system, including law enforcement
agencies, courts and corrections.

The 1999 National Report includes the most recent updates of information originally presented in Juvenile Onders and Victims: A
National Report (the benchmark publication issued in 1995) and also includes flndidgs from important new sources, including the
Bureau of Labor Statistics' 1997 National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, and the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention's. new national Census of Juveniles in Residential Placement. To make the findings available to the broadest range of
users, OJJDP published the full report and disseminated 50,000 copies. In addition, an electronic version of the report was published
on the OJJDP Internet web site. Within the OJJDP's Statistical Briefing Book web site, a "National Report Notebook" was created to
facilitate quick access to important findings in the new report. More than a dozen key topics were highlighted with sumary text
explaining the results and linking the user with graphs and tables and supporting data. The notebook also offered suggestions for
further contact, as well as quotes from agency officials and the authors. More than 200,000 "hits"6 on this site were recorded since the
release of the report.

In addition, a state-of-the-art CD-ROM version of the report was developed for dissemination. The CD-ROM version enables us
to: view and merch the 232-page report in portable document format; download statistical information ftrm Ul-page, presentatio-



ready graphs (also available in Microsoft Powerpoint) for easy use in lectures, community presentations and workshops with
practitioners; analyze data found in the graphs (also available in Microsoft Excel); access the complete version of more than 40 source
documents used in the development of the report; and link to key government Web sites to obtain more information. A total of 28.000
copies of the CD-ROM are being printed for dissemination. Finally, in an effort to draw attention to key issues addressed in the
National Report. OJJDP began developing The National Report Bulletin Series, a collection of 8-.12 -page compilatiorb of relevant
pagcs found in different chapters of the Report on six topics, including: "Violence After School," "Juvenile Justice: A Century of
Change," "Minorities in the Juvenile Justice System," "Challenging the Myths," "Kids and Gups," and "Juvenile Victims." Thousands
of copies of each are to be targeted to specific audiences in 1999 and 2000.

The movement toward performance-based standards gained momentum with the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention (OJJDP) 1994 release of the Congressionally-mandated Conditions of Confinement for Juveniles Offenders (CoC) Study.
Responding to the study'l recommendations, OJJDP launched the Perfonnance-based Standards (PbS) project. Since 1995, the
Council of Juvenile Correctional Administrators (CJCA) has worked with experts and practitioners in the field to develop a set of
performance goals, the standards to measure progress toward meeting the goals, and data collection protocols that can be used to
assess performance in six critical arcas of facility operations: safety, order, security, programming (including education and
treatment), health/mental health and justice. To date, the PbS project has:

* field tested and kvised the standards and data collection instruments and diagnostic tools;
* refined a Web-based system for participating sites to report performance data via the Internet; gotten hack individual site

reports with comparative data; and, conducted interactive diagnostic assessment of the data;
* supported the implementation of the PbS program in 32 facilities across the country, in which sites also receive technical

assistance in collecting data, developing and implementing Facility Improvement Plans in response to the site's analysis of
baseline and subsequent performance measures. OJJDP has also provided demonstration funds to support facility
improvements.

Recent survey results from the formative evakiuIon being conducted by the National Academy of Public Adminisbation indicate
initial positive finding&--both in terms of the adoption of the PbS model and improved outcomes within the facility. Although neal
one-third of respondents reported experiencing significant difficulties with initial implementation, there is a stong consensus among
participating. facilities that performanc-based standards will ultimately be accepted and used in juvenile correction and detention
facilities. This finding is a positive indicatorowa the goals of the project are widely shared by facility administrators and staff, and that
the use of perfonnance-based measures and standards represent a value-added contribution to facility procedures and operations.
Reported initial effects on conditions of confinement from sites' implementing Facility Improvement Plan included a reduction in
disciplinary segregtion, better medical and substaNe abuse screening, improved data collection, aid reduced incidents of violence.



FY 2001 Performance Goals and Indicators

OJJ[DP is proposing a 2001 Perfoniincc Plan that is attainable within thc requested level of resources and with demonstrable results.
as shown on the Government Performnance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which
future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.
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Justirication of Prepose Changes in Appropriation Languagie

The 20M Ihudget esilimatei include proposed changes in the appropriation languq.e listed and explained below New languige is
italici/cd. and language proposed for dletion is bracketed.

Juvenile Justice I'rograrns

For grants, contracts, cooperative agreements, and other assistance auihoi i/ed by the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevciiion Act of 1974, as amcndled, ("the Act"), including salaries and expense,, in connection therewith to be transferred to and
merged with the appropriations toir Jwisice Assistance. [$269,097,0001 $272.000iJ(K, to remain available until expended, as
auihisrtied by section 299 of part I of title 11 and section 506 of title V ofl(tie Act, ais amended by Public Law 102-586, of Which: (I)
nolssithstainding any other pros ision at law, $0,847,000 shall be available for expenses authorized by part A of title 11 of the Act,
$89OWl,000 shall 'ac available for expenses authorized by part Bi of title 11 of the Act, ofwich $3,000,000 shall be aivailale to die
National Institute olustice for ress'orc ito the dependencY court system 's response to child abuse and neglect, and [$42,750,0001
$4 7,153.000 shall be available for cespcniscs authorized by pail (C of title 11 of the Act: Provided, Thai $26,500.000 of the amounts
provided for part B of title If of the Act, as amended, is for the purpose of providing additional formula grants tinder part B to States
that provide assurances to the Adtministraitor that (lhe State has in effect (or will hlmsc in effect no later than I year after date of
application) polIicies and prograTm that ensure that juveniles are ,ubjectiiiiaccouiitabiltiy-based sanctions for evety act for which they
are adjudicated delinquent; (2) $1 20,t$0tt) shall be available for expenses authis ized by sections 281 and 282 of part D of title 11 of
the Act for prevention aid treattmetnt programs relating to juvenile gangs. (3) $ 1 t.tX)0,000 shall be available for expenses authorized
by section 285 of part E of title I I of tie Act (4) [$135000001 $12,M)0000tO shall be available for expenses authorized by part G of
title I I of the Act for juvenile metotrting prtigrams; and (5) $95,000,000 sha~ll be available for expenses authorized by title V of the Act
for incentive grants fat local delitiquciey prevention programs; of which 1I 2,5t1(t000j $20000,000 shall be for delinquency
prevention, control, and syitetn improvement programs for tribal youth; of which [$25,000,000 shall be available for grants of
$360,000J to each State and S0.640).(X shall be available for discretionary grants to States, for programs and activities to enforce Stite
laws prohibiting the sale of Llcoholic hes'crag..s to ininors, or the purchase or cotisumptton of alcoholic beverages by minors.,
prevention and reduction of consumption of alcoholic beverages by minors, and lor technical assistance and training;] $10,000,000
shall beforpre'eniion and redux ioum oJ youth gunt vience ;of sOmit $l0000.kK) shall be for developing, tesig and detiionstraitg
prog rams desi gned to reduce dri.sg ieoe astiong juv'eniles; and of wHich $15,000,t(Xt shall be [available] for the Safe Schools
Initiative: (Provided further. Ttai upon the enactment of reauthorization legislation for Juvenile Justice Programs under the Juvenile



Justice and Delinquency Preveion Act of 1974, as amended, funding provisions in this Act shall from that date be subject to the
provisions of that legislation and any provisions in this Act that are inconsistent with that legislation shall no longer have effect:]
Providedfurther, That of amounts made available under the Juvenile Justice Programs of the Office of Justice Programs to carry out
parn B (relating to Federal Assistance for State and Local Programs), subpart 11 of part C (relating to Special Emphasis Preseiition and
Treatment Programs), part D relatingg to Gang-Free Schools and Communitics arid Community-Based Gang lniiiirvcrition), part F.
(relating to State Challenge Activities), anid part Ci (relating to Mcntoring) of titlc 11 of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act of 1974, and to carry out thc At-Risk Children's Prograrn under title V of that Act, not marc thaii 10 percent of each
such amount may be used for research, evaluation, and statistics activities designed to benefit the programs or activities authorized
under the appropriate part or title, and not more than 2 percent of each such amount may be used for training and technical assistance
activities designed to benefit the programs or activities authorized under that part or title.

In addition, for grants, conirtacts, cooperative agreements. and otlier assistance, 1$1 1,000,0001 $J.0,00.OO to rcmain available
until expended, for developing. testing, and demonstrating programs designed to reduce drug use among juveniles.

In addition, for grants, contracts, cooperative agreements, and niber assistance authorized by the Victims of Child Abuse Act
of 1990, as amended, $7,000,00X0, to remain available until expended. as authorized by section 214B of the Act.

(Department of Justice Atpprpriations Act, 2000, as enacted by section I (00(a)(1Ii of the Consolidated Appronriations Act. 2000

Explanation of Changes:
I. Adds language providing $3 million in funding under Part A to the National I nstitute: of Justice for research into the dependency
court system's response to child ubuse and neglect.

2. Eliminates the Under Age Drinl~ing earmark in 2001.

3. Adds language providing funding, under Title V for the following:$ 11) million for a prevention and reduction of youmhpun violcetce
program and$ $10 million for the development, testing and demonstration programs designed to reduce drug use among juveniles.

4. Eliminates language regarding the reauthorization legislation for Juvetnile Justice Programs under the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act or 1974.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Juvenile Justice prsan

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
(dollars in thousands)

Juvenile Justice Programsa Amoiunt
2000 Appropriation S280,450J
2001 Base 280,450
2001 Estimate 2,82,353
Increase/Decrease 1,903

BASE PROGRAM DESCRPIMON:

The Juvenile Justice programs are authorized to be funded under the Juvenile Justict and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, as
amended (JJDP. Act). This legislation is divided into a number of parts. These parts are as follows:

Authorized under Part A of the JJDP Act, OJJDP, through the Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
coordinates and concentrates federal resources on the problems of delinquency and the ,perations of the juvenile justice system. This
includes the development of federal youth policy and joint programs to target high risk youth. OJJDP provides up to S200,000 for
support of the Coordinating Council activities annually.

T'he Foninula Grants Program, Pait B of the JJDP Act, provides funds to states on the basi,., of population under the age of 18. To
receive its allocate funds, a state or territory must submit a three-year comprehensive plan that meets statutory criteria. Funds may be
expended for innovative programs to prevent delinquency, divert juveniles from the system, provide cornzity-based alternatives to
secure confinement, and to provide programs for juveniles who commit serious crimes. In 1999, 52 states and territories, of the 54
eligible, participated in the program. Under the 1992 amendments to the JJDP Act, beginning with 1994, states must demonstrate
compliance with the deinstitutionaiization, separation, jail removal, and minority over representation requirements in order to qualify
for their formula grant program allocation. Failure to comply with these requirements results ini a 25 percent reduction in a state's
allocation for each such failure. In 2000, $89 million was appropriated to support. Part B - Formula Grants Program. In 2001, QJJDP
requests continued Part B funding at the 2000 level.



Pars C of the JJDP Act authorizes, within OJJDP, the establishment of tho National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention (NIJJDP) and the Special Emphasis Division. The National Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
conducts research and program development activities to increase understanding of the risk factors for delinquency and the effects of
alternati ve juvenile justice policies. This information is applied to the development of promising program models, through jointI
initiatives with the Special Emphasis Division. The NIJJDP also serves asa.n information collection -and dissemination center for
OJJI)P Information on Juvenile delinquency, promising programs, and innovative juvenile justice policies and procedures are
disseminated through noriprint media, including electronic devices, such as the Intemnet and bulletin board systems, and clearinghouse,
training, and technical assistance activities.

Ness program development efforts, authorized under Part C of the JJDP Act and funded through the Special Emphasis Division.
address a wide range of national juvenile justice issues by developing and testing prototypes and demonstrating effective programs.
Program information generated throughout the development process is disseminated to the field. Competitive awards are made to
support comprehensive planning and program development in many areas impa-zting on high risk youth, as well as violent juvenile
offenders The design and implementation of these new efforts are coordinated with NIJJDP and OJJDP's State Relations and
Assistance Division. In 2000, $42.75 million was appropriated for Part C of the JJDP Act. The 2001 budget includes a request for a
$4 403 million increase in the Part C discretionary program to support an outcome evaluation of the Comprehensive Strategy for
Serious, Violent, and Juvenile Offenders.

In 2000,11l2 million was appropriated for the Gang-Free Schoosls and Communities, Community-Based Gang Intervention Program,
which is authorized under Part D of the JJDP Act. Through this program, OJJDP awards grants for such programs and activities that
include-, (1) individual, peer, family, and group counseling, including provision of life skills training and preparation for living
independently, whi-.h includes cooperation with social services, welfare, and health care programs; (2) education and social services
designed to address the social and developmental needs of juveniles; (3) crisis interv-rntion and counseling to juveniles who are
particularly at risk of gang involvement, and their families; (4) organization of neighborhood and community grups to work closely
with parents, schools, law enforcement, and other public and private agencies in the community; and (5) trainir~g and assistance to
adults who have significant relationships with juveniles who are or may become members of gangs, to assist such adults in providing
constructive alternatives to participating in the activities of gangs. In 2001, OJJDP requests continued Part D funding of $1 2 million.

In 2000, $10 million was appropriated for the State Challenge Activities Program authorized under Part E of the JJDP Act. In 2001,
$10 million is requested to continue funding at the 2000 level. This program authorizes the OJJDP Administrator to awar d grants to
states participating in the Formula G rants Progr~m, in the amount of 10 percent of the sutte's formula grant allocation, for each of the
challenge activities that the state agrees to undertake. The following are the 10 challenge activities:



I basic health, mental health and education serices for youth in the juvenile justice system;
2. access to counsel for youth in the juvenile justice system,
3. establishment of programs and criteria to increase use of community-based alternatives through objective detention

and correction placement criteria,
4. establishment of a secure, community- based corrections options for violent juvenile offenders ars an alternative to

training schools;
5. policies to prohib,t gender bias and provide female youth with a full range of system services;
6. establishment of a state ombudsman office for complaints related to out-of-home care of juvenile,.;
7. appropriate removal of status offenders from juvenile court jurisdiction;
8. alterntives to school suspension and ex~pulsion,
9. comprehensive aftercare service programs; and
10. establishment of a state admir ,trative structure to coordinate program and fiscal po licies for youth with emotional

behavioral problems and a stir wide case reviews sstem,

In 2000. $1 3.5 million was appropriated for the Mentoring Program, which is Part G of the JJDP Act. This level of funding included 2
earmarks totaling $2 million. Under thi.; program. OJJDP awards three-year grants to local agencies for mentoring programs designed
to link at-risk youth with responsible adult- to tnrovide guidance, promote personal and social responsibility, increase educational
participation, discourage use of illegal drugs, violence, weapon use, and other criminal activity, discourage gang involvement, and
encourage participation in community service and activities. In 2001, OJJDP requests continued Part G funding of $12 million, which
restores program funding to the non-eamaked 1999 level.

CO
The Title V - Incentive Grants for Local Delinquency Prevention Program is authorized under the JJDP Act. Under this program,
grants are awarded though state advisory groups to units of local government for a broad range of delinquency prevention programs
and activities to benefit youth who have had contact with or are likely to have contact with the juvenile justice system. In 2000, the
$95 million program includes $15 million for the Safe Schools Initiative, $12.5 million for the Tribal Youth Program, $25 million for
the Underage Drinking Program, and $42.5 million for Title V Delinquency Prevention Program incentive grants. Services to
children, youth, and their families include recreation, tutoring and remedial education, work skills, health rjsd mental health, alcohol
and substance abuse prevention, leadership development, and accountability. Priority in awards is given to applicants that coordinate
and collaborate us provision of services, involve the private nonprofit and business sectors, and develop or enhance a statewide subsidy
program to local governments that is dedicated to early intervention and delinquency prevention. In 2001, OJJDP requests continued
Title V funding of $95 million, of which $10 million is available for the Prevention of Youth Gunf Violence, $10 million for the Drug
Prevention Program, $20 million for the Tribal Youth Program, $15 million for the Safe Schools Initiative and $40 million for Title V
Delinquency Prevention Program incentive grants.



In 2000. Congress appropriated S$I million for the Drug Demonstration Program This program, which was begun in 1998 as an
earmark for $5 million within the Juvenile Justice appropriation, is designed to develop; demonstrate and test programs to increase
perception among children and youth that drug use is risky, harmful and unattractive. OJJDP recognizes the relationship between
substance abuse and delinquency and has thus prom oted % rational framework for preventing and responding to adolescent problem
behavior that is substantiated by years of research on risk-focused prevention. In 2001, OJJOP requests $20 million for this program,
of which, $ 10 million is to be funded out of Title V - Incentive Grants for Local Delinquency Prevention and the remaining $10
million is requested separately under the Juvenile Justice appropriation's Drug Demonstration Program.

In 1992, amendments to the Victims of Child Abuse Act of 1990, P.L. 101 -647, changed the administering agency for the
Investigation and Prosecution of Child Abuse Programn from the Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) to the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention. In 2000, Congress appropriated a total of $7 million of which $1.5 million is for a grant to the American
Prosecutor Research Institutes (APRI) National Center for the Prosecution of Child Abuse (Center). The APR] Center provides
publication servces, training, and technical assistance to prosecutors and other professionals involved in the prosecution of child abuse
at the state, local and federal levels. The! Center's staff attends conferences and workshops throughout the country to provide training
on the most Xtective techniques the prosecution of child abuse. In addition, APRI's Center serves as an information clearinghouse for
prosecutors, social workers therapists, law enforcement, and clinicians involved in the prosecution of child abuse. In 1999, Congress I
also provided $500,000 for the National Network of Children's Advocacy Centers, $I million for Regional Children's Advocacy
Centers, and $4 million for Local Advocacy Centers. In 2001, OJJDP requests continued funding of $7 million.

2001 Prra ha:

In 2001, OJJDP requests a total $289 million, which is $1.903 million above the 2000 base. An increase of$4.403 million is
requested for Part C discretionary funding to support a full outcome evaluation of the Comprehensive Strategy. A description of this
enhancement can be found under the Juvenile Justice Initiative beginning on page 90. A $1.5 million decrease in the PartG
Mentoring program and a SI million decrease in the Drug Prevention Program is also included in the OJJDP's 2001 budget request.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE-. PRESENTED PROGRAM

PROGRAMIORG UNIT: Juvenile Justice Program/Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency and Prevention(Baae Program)
DEPARTM4ENT OF JUSICE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Assistanc to Tribal, State and Loca Government
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2. 1) lImprove Ohe crine ighting and criminal juvenile justice system capabilities, of tribal, state and local governments
WWT4AL PERFORMANCE GOAL. (2.1.3) To emphasize both enforcement and prevention strategies to counter youth violence through targeted progrants that provide funding and
Vocialized assistance to ama and bocaitiga.
WISO: To impteme a conyseliemive maag hataggreasvely addeesac youth violence and focuses resources on programs which will result in the inprovemnt of the operation of
he juvenile Justice system, developsesa o( a sysansi of gradusated santions for senta., violent, anid chrowi offenders. identiricatiot andi inservemion with first tirm offenders, and

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION _ ______PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Perfmie Report Perfotinalce Plan

fype Q( Pesfermilcao Ini10o Dabe Sourc im
10 r Actual Eacted Aecsak Enacted Plan

spot I1. Appraputtiout (in milliomt) P.L. 1238 672M 1294.597 SM8.597M S2F7.097M $28954
2. Numbser of qiplicada received for Title If formula. Program Manager 51) 56 53 56 36

3. Number of At Rla Gramt applicasos received Program Manager 51 56 53 56 56
4. Number of fmoseve Orno applicaions received Program Manger 53 56 54 56 56
5. D iuomyam poras dsignead&Wd&veloped Progra Mana 12 13 15 21 21
6. N4 ieofubcita~lae trie qreassm 31.015 31,000 30.062 3 1,000 31,000

)0w 7. NumbeoTde 1ftwW& agr =awards made Program Manager 51 56 51 56 56
Ldbkuy 8. Numbker of A$-Riak Gra MadV Program Manager 51 56 51 56 56

9. Number of Imm" e tasawards maude Progra Mana 52 56 52 36 56
10. Number of &eeetiamy apaiscocp per Programi Manager 1,215 LO00 1,523 1,523 1,523

Mewe
It. Numbee of iscrme y awartla motl Program Mana 325 350 594 620 620
12. Number of respixm oo velaical asaiaeauaelualnisg *a29,365 30.0%) 29,693 30,000 30,000

request



Wn d e 13. Number of Stwe Agency persovinel and State Advisory Contractor Reports 545 500 310 300 500
Dwiiiiise Groupi seIbeP trained on J I Act requirements

14. Number of community leaders trained on risk focused Contractor 824 1.000 923 923 923
prevention

13. Number of -uskmnotng visits oStats Programanager 56 56 46 56 56
16 Numbher of orinaiw compIance audits it% Stases Program Manager 10 10 15 10 10
17. Number of monikwi ate visits maide and of Program Managr/ 267 300 494 494 494

plsinning/diaeminationtcoordination sessions conducted Travel Vouchers
_ (diceiomiry) _

III. Number of Stane in cont)iaanc with core Program Manager
required
-wuo 223 (&X12) 53 56 51 56 56
-ection 223 (&X 13) 33 56 52 56 36
action 223 (AX14) 49 56 50 56 56

,section 223 (a)(23) 54 56 54 56 56
19. Nutd er of commnities implementing risk -focused Contractor Reports 285 300 195 450 450

PrVMeumon prOpani
20. Number oflInemve (Chailrn) Activities Program MAssage 112 122 107 107 107

isaPlesneried by Ses
21 NuaIeof prctiinmtined (includes raines) 96.871 100.000 96,017 100,000 100,000
22. Numbser of juidicro m recivint chcal5 assisuno ___ __ __ 2,617 3,000 2.923 3.000 3,000

24. Average.isie of grm per State represenstative Program Director 25 32 25 20 20
25. Number of Smus in MIl comiancse with core Programn Manager 49 56 30 56 5

reilairenam of fts JJ Act
26. Aveag se of projects per program manager OJJDP Internal RPtx 27 25 25 23 23
27. Averaes se of teaff technical assista= hours Program Manager 27,239 21,000 40,282 41.000 4 1,000

annually in'agos of programinykmeion I____ _ I__III_ I

D tidbis of Tn w Zlam m fat Isniesara sd Data 00na a- Progrm Manager .contract/gramt reports
JDP Act: Juvenile Justice and Delkqagecy prevenaion Act, as amendled in IM9:

223a)12): de Inataud zsation of stawn offenders -i e., young people whoD commit an offense that would not be punishable for an adult.
223(&X13): stparatsoa of juveniles anals in seure facabasies;
223a)(14): reaeal ofjwaie froim adut jails and lockup;t
223(a)(23): ehinaloa of ispopoeriose noriety onfinement in juriadietiios where it exists.



9. lae Affecting 1999 Program Peirformance.
Mle 1999 Appropriation contained due following language "Provided further, That of amirwiivs made available under the Juvenile Justice Programs of the Office of Justice Progratis to carry
air Parr B rielating to Federal Assistance for State and Locxal Programs), subpar 11 of the part C (relating to Special Emphasis Prevention and Treatment Programs), part D relatingg to
3ang.re Scluiots an CommunitS and COtnMUMtY.Based Gang tntervcntion, pan Es (relating to State Challenge Activities, and parr G (relating to Mentoring) of title 11 of the-Juvenile
Isatce and Deinquency Prevention Act of 1974, anid to carry out the AtRisk Children's Pisgrans under title V of that Act, niot more than 10 percent of eaih such amnount may hit, used lte
search, evaluation, and statistics activities designed to benefit the programs or activities authorized uncler the appropriate part or tittle, and niot mnore than 2 percent ofcacti sudi amount may
)e used for training and technical assstaane activities designed to benefit the programs sir a, tlolties authortized under that pant or title "These set aside% resulted in milre grantlctitiract
iw~ar an overall more acivtvi hs ra

Issues Affectrng Seletionu of 2000 and 2001 Plans.
kvilahiry if haunds may affimt the number of awards, training and technical assisan.e tirisided and siserall ability io inect legislative reqiurements Congressional cainarks and

ontiualon rosaremeti imitdiuret wny aunt funding,

). Vhdatiou and Ver-iFcAtion.
'erfonrimace indicators are generally based oat the foillowsng activities awards made, desk reviews sOittpleted in preparatoin for oti-st:e visits, on site coimpliance monitoring visits, on site
"rgramn documentation and assistance visits, technical assistance visits, and the close-out sif grants Activities are routinely traced and documented, which in tsr priovides the verificatioi

air reported data For example, staff monitoring, reports are used iso verify completion sif on-site coimpliance monitoring visits conducted and tsi review program and documentation
itArace activities. as elastechnical assistance activities
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2000 Apprapniabor Enacled
Transfer to Justice Assistance Appropnation for Management and Adinistration

2000 Availabilrity/200 Base

Program Change
2001 Estimate

office of Jusice Programs
Juvenile Justice Progrem

Slilmn of Cme
(Dollars in thousands)

Anmu
$287,097

(6,647
280,450

282,353
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OFFIE JSI POGAMS
Public Safety Oftiers' Benefits Proerm

201 SUMMAry Statement and Perfonuanc Plan

Summna Statement

The Public Safety Officers' Benefits (PSOB) program is requesting a total of $38.024 million for 200 1, which represents an increase
of $5.483 million over the 2000 level. The Public Safety Officers' Educational Assistance (PSOEA) program, formerly known as the
Federal Law Enforcement Dependents Assistance (FLEDA) program, is requesting direct funding of $4.8 million in 2(W3l In 2000,
this program is funded from the 1999 unobligated balances.

2001 Compgnent Mfision and Goals. and Relationshin2 to DOI1 Strateik Plan

'he Public Safety Officers' Benefits (PSOB) program's mission is to provide financial and emotional assistance to the eligible
survivors of Federal, state, and local public safety officers who~ave died as the result of traumatic injury or who are permanently and
totally disabled as the direct result of a catastrophic injury sustained in the line of duty, and to provide educational assistance to the
spouses and children of slain or totally disabled public safety officers.

The program supports public safety officers, their families, and their agencies before, during and after tragedies occur through the
following:

*Paying eligible death benefit claims within four weeks of the filing of a fully documented claim, and eligible disability
claims within six weeks of the filing of the fully documented claim.

*Issuing determinations on ineligible death benefit claims within four weeks of the filing of the fully documented claim, and
determi nations oh i irieli gibre disability cral ns within ssx weelm-of -the filing oyf the fully docutsn clain.- - -.

I ssuing bearing officer determinations within 30 days of the official close of appeal hearings.

Handling each death benefit and disability claim with the utmost dignity. sensitivity, and professionalism.
* Continuously looking for opportunities to better serve public safety officers.



PSOB's objectives for 2000 include the following:

" Rapid and accurate response to benefit claims by continuing to increase the number of cases closed each year. and by
completing implementation of PSOB's electronic management information system.

" Humanistic approaches in handling all contacts. Continue to Orovide PSOB staff with in-service training on issues
associated with grief, critical incident stress, and conflict resolution.

" Continued dissemination of intfonnation on the PSOB program to Federal, state, and local units of government through
establishment of a national survivors network for the fam-ilies and co-workers of fallen firefighters, and continued
implementation of the Public Safety Officers' Educational Assistance (PSOEA) program.

" Closure of 250 death cases (approvals and denials) and 30 disability cases in 2000.

FY 2001 Performanc Goals and Indicators

PSOB is proposing an 2001 Performance Plan that is attainable within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results,
as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which
future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as required by the Government Performance and Results Act.

2



Office of Justice Programs
Public Safety Officers Benefit

justification of Proposed Changes in Aooroonatlon Lan~uaee

The 2001 budget estimates include proposed changes in the appropriation language listed arnd explained below.. New language is
italicized,

Public Safety Officers Benefits

To remain available until expended, for payments authorized by part L of title I of the Omnibus Crime Control and Sate
Streets Act of 1968 (42 U.S C. 3796), as amended, such sums as are necessary, as authorized by section 6093 of Public Law 100.690
(102 Stat. 4339-4340); and, in addition, $4,800,000 for the Public Safety Officers Dependents Assistance Program, as authorized by
,section 1211 of 3aid Act.

(Department of Justice Aporations Act, 2000. as enacted by section 1000(a)(1I) of the Consolidated Appropriations Act. 200
(P.L. 106-113).)

Exlolanation of Changes:

I. Adds language requesting funds in 2001 for the extension of retroactive eligibility dates for financial assistance for higher
education for spouses and children of public safety officers killed in the line of duty.



Office of Justice Programs
Publice Safety Offiers BanalIts
Crosswalk of IM Avallabdllt

(Dolars in thousands)

Pubc Safety Oftfcers'Benefits

Deathi Benfits /

Disablity Benefits

Education Assistance .

Approved Unoblgated Balance Final 1999
1999 as Enactled Raprogrsnmlne Transfeirs Brought Forward Avellabllty

Et WY Anmuf Eat Mff Amoun Ea" Mf Amiount PL Y Amount Eat WYt AaS

.. 1t0 ..-. . -- .... . . . $31,809

.. . . .$4,047 .. -- 4,047

.-.. --- .. -.. - . 2,433 . .. 2,433

-- 31,809 .. .. 6,40 .. 38,289



Office of Justice Programs
Public Safet OffickeBeeft

(Dollars in thousands)

Conpeealiona 2000
2000 Prtes~enmts Appropultons Action Appropriation

- 13 PlBquiel on 2000 Request Reproyawhin - -- ____

EM Y Annao fLs wY Anmnt L Ma A &L W Smpui
Pubic Safety Officers' Benefits:

Death Benefits ... .- .S... 32,541 .. ... $- - - - 32,541

Dsabdity Seft .... ..... 3,500 -- -- ($3,50W) ... -

Education sastance .... ..... - .. -- - - -

TOWa - - 38,41Wl-- (3,500) -- -* *- - - 32,541

Due so nciptad I9M unobligated. balance.s beig carried into 2000, Congess did niot provide fundin for the Disablit Benefit program.
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICERS' BENEFITS

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
(Dollars in Thousands)

Public Safety Officers' Benefits Aimni
2000 Enacted $32,541
2001 B".~ 33,224
2001 Estimate 3,2

Increase/Decrease S 4,800

The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, as amended by the Public.Safety Officers' Benefits Act of 1976,
established the Public Safety Officers' Benefits Program. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 (P.L. 100-690X42 U.S.C. 3796),
authorized a basic death benefit payment of $ 100,000 when a Federal, State, or local law enforcemnept officer, firefighter, corrections
officer, judicial official, or public ambulance or rescue squad member dies as the direct and proximate result of.a traumatic injury
sustained in the line of duty. The Act also provided for an annual cost of living escalator tied to the Consumer Price Index (CPI). This
escalator, on October I of every year, increases the benefit by the pcentage of increase in the CPI. If a spouse and eligible children
survive, the widow/widower receives one-half of the benefit, and the remaining one-half is apportioned among the children. If there is
no spouse and there are eligible children, the full benefit is apportioned among the eligible children. If there are no eligible children,
then the spouse receives the full benefit, Parents are eligible for the death benefit when a spouse and/or eligible children do not
survive the deceased public safety officer. The Crime Control Act of 1990, provided authority for a new Public Safety Officers'
Disability Program. Federal, State, and local public safety officers are eligible for the disability payment when permanently and
totally disabled a the direct result of a catastrophic injury received in the line of duty on or after November 29, 1990. Like the death

g



benefit, each year, the amount of the disability benefit payment is adjusted by the annual percentage change in the CPI. The benefit
payment was S 143,943 in 1999, which was a 1.7 percent increase over the 1998 amount. The 2000 benefit payment is S 146,949, an
increase of 2.1 percent over the 1999 amount. The request for 2001 base includes funds for the estimated annual change in the
Consumer Price Index for the death benefits program.

The Police, Fire, and Emergency Officers' Educational Assistance Act of 1998, P.L. 104-238 (110 Stat 3495), signed November 13,
1998. amended the Education Assistance to Dependents Program and established the Public Safety Officers' Educational Assistance
(PSOEA) program. This new educational assistance program, PSOEA, amends the Federal Law Enforcement Dependents Assistance
(FLEDA) program to include state and local public safety officers as well as federal public safety officers. PSOEA will provide
payments for educational purposes to children and/or spouses of Federal, state, and local public safety officers killed or disabled in the
line of duty. Based on the availability of appropriations, financial assistance is provided by. direct payments to an 'eligible dependent
and are computed on the basis set forth in section 35)2 of title 38, United States Code. A dependent cannot receive assistance for
longer than 45 months of fll-time education or training (or a proportional period of time for a par-time program), and is not eligible
for assistance beyond the child's 27th birthday (unless there are extraordinary circumstances that precluded the child from pursuing a
program of education before reaching 27). A person seeking assistance under this program submits an application to the Attorney
General, and is notified of approval or disapproval in writing Educational assistance can be discontinued if it is found that, according
to the regularly prescribed standards and practices of the edui tional institution, the recipient fails to maintain satisfactory progress as
described in section 484(c) of the Higher Education Act of l1 5. A dependent of a feeral, state, or local law enforcement ofT, er
killed or totally disabled in the line of duty is eligible for assistance. Also, retroactive assistance may be provided to eligible
dependents for each month a program of education was pursued. (Note: Congress has legislistion pending that would provide
retroactive educational assistance to eligible dependents of federal law enforcement officers killed in the line of duty on or after May
1. 1978, instead of the previously enacted May 1, 1992, and state and local officers killed in the line of duty on or after October 1,
1978, instead of the previously enacted October 1, 1997.)

Generally, the PISOB program staff receives a death report withinjone week of the public safety officer's death, usually from the
employing agency. When notice is received fro ~ther tha the employing agency, PSOB staff will initiate direct contact. Employing
agencies generally take from 60-120 days to fle 4omplete claim. Eligible claims are paid within three to four weeks of the receipt of
documentation; ineligible claims are processed within four weeks of being filed and documented. When a claim is denied, appeal
instructions are provided to the claimant. Appeals are heard within 60 days of the claimant's request (contingent on the availability of
hearing officers who are serving on collateal duty, and the availability of appellant's legal representative), anid decisions are rendered



within 30 days of the official close of the appeal hearing. Hearing officer findings may be appealed to the Director of tht Bureau of
Justice Assistance. Once an appeal is heard by the agency and a denial affirmed, the claimant may appeal directly to the U.S. Claims
Court. Claims entering the Federal court system may take from six months to two years or more to resolve, depending on how rapidly
the cowrt and the claimant's attorney respond to statutory and procedural requirements.

While death reports had been steadily decreasing from 322 in 1989, to the lowest level of 204 in 1992, this trend leveled off in 1993
when 226 deaths were reported, an increase of 22 over 1992. This increase was due primarily to several incidents during which
multiple deaths occurred. During 1994, death reports increased substantially, again due to several incidents during which multiple
deaths occurred - 14 Federal firefighters killed fighting a Colorado forest fire; 2 Federal firefighters killed en route to a New Mexico
forest fire; and 5 DEA agents killed in an airplane cmash in Peru. There were 262 deaths reported in 1994, and 270 in 1995. The 1995
figure includes losses suffered in the Oklahoma City bombing. In 1996, there were 226 deaths reported, and in 1997, there were 268
reported deaths. In 1998, the number of deaths reported decreased to 262, and in 1999, the number of deaths decreased to 236.
Although deaths decreased in 1999 by 26, the PSOB program experienced an increase in the number of multiple deaths. During 1999,
22 multiple deaths were reported, which included 11I firefighters and I I law enforcement officers.

Disability claims cannot be initiated until the disabled officer has been permanently separated from his or her public safety agency and
has been awarded maximum worker's compensation benefits associated with the officer's permanent and total disability. After receipt
of the foregoing prerequisite disability certification from the disabled officer's employer, PSOB staff officially initiate the disability
claim. This "prerequisite" procedure prevents PSOB staff from being inundated with disability claims that do not meet the "total and
permanent" PSOB disability requirement. Employing agencies generally take from 60-120 days to file a complete claim. Because
medical reviews are needed on all disability claims, both eligible and ineligible claims are processed within six weeks of being filed
and documented. Ineligible claims may be appealed subject to the same time frames that apply for the Death Benefits Program.

The November 18, 1988, amendment to the Public Safety Officers' Benefits Act (Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988, P.L. 100-690)
authorized the use of up to $150,000 of PSOB funds to establish national programs to assist the families of public safety officers who
have died in the line of duty. Accordingly, Concerns of Police Survivors, Inc. (COPS) has received approximately S$150,000 each year
since 1989 to carry out this Congressional mandate. The Care for Police Survivors Act of 1998, P.L. 105-180, created a minimum of
$150,000 for these purposes. COPS is an organization that coordinates and directs a national network that responds with
psychological and emotional support to families and coworkers of public safety officers who have died in the line of duty. This
network consists of families of deceased public safety officers who have come through that deeply,traumatic experience to take up,



once again, reasonably normal, productive lives. Each May 14-16, COPS conducts their annual National Survivor Family Conference
in Washington, D.C , for law enforcement survivor families throughout the Nation. This conference is held in conjunction with the
National Law Enforcement Officers' Memorial Service on May, 15 of each year.

The National Fallen Firefighters Foundation provides peer counseling, training, and technical assistance to the families and co-workers
of firefighters killed in the line of duty. The Foundation also manages the National memorial service, held annually in October in
Emmitsburg. Maryland. to honor the nation's firefighters killed in the line of duty.

2001 Program Chaof

In 2001, BJA requests a total of $5.483 million. Of this amount, $4.8 million will support the Public Safety Officers' Educational
Assistance (PSOEA) Program. This increase is discussed in detail on page 123 of the Current Investments Initiative.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: PRESENTED BY PROGRAM

PRtOGRAM/ ORG UNIT: Public Safety Officeis Benefits Programs I Bureau of Justic Assistance (Baa. Program)
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CORE FUJNCTION: (2) Assistasce to Tribal, State and Local Govemmeni
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (2 4) Uphold rights of, aind improve services to America's victims
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2.4 1) Ittive designed to eliturec assistance to all victims and dependents
MISSION: To provide a death benefit to eligible survivors of federal, state and local public safety officers who have died uas at result of'personall injury sustained in the line of duty or a disability benefit
payment to federal, staie, and local safety officers who are permanently and totally disabled as the direct result of a catastrophic personal injury received in the line of duty and to provide educational
assistance to the dependents of federal law enforcement officials who are killed or disabled in the performance of their duties

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

-Performance Report Performnce Ptan

Type of Data 19! J000 1 ~ Im
Indicator Performanee Indieatora Soure

Eacted Enacted
Aetuata PIaS Acttiala Plan plan

Iaput I Appropiriation (in millons) P I, S32.3M $34M $34M $31534W $38 024M (a)
2 Number of claims initialed BWA files

Death 262 265 236 265 265
Disability 25 30 42 42 42

3 Number of agency appeals requested BIA files
Death 20 20 31 31 31
Disability 5 3 5 10 1I)

4. Number of court appeals initiated BJA files
Death 1 2 4 4 4
Disability 0 1 1 8

5Number of applications for educational Assistance recived BIA files 6 TBD 6 6 TBD (at)

OsatpvActietvlty 6 Number of claims reviewed &atcr all documents ame received WJA files
Death 262 250 236 250 250
Disability 73 311 21 75 75

7 Number of agency appeals reviewed BJA files
Deats 20 20 20 25 25
Diablity 5 5 8 10 t0

8 Number ofooail appeals reiewoed BJA files
Death 1 2 2 4 4
Disability 0 1 1 2 2

9 Number ofapplicions for educational assistance reviewed BJA files 6 TBD 6 TBD (a/) TBD (a/)
*Federal TBD (aI) TBD (0i
*State TBID(aW) TBD (al

_______ Loal TBD (0 1 TD (W/)



lutevuedlate 10i Annually process eligible: death claims %within two weeks of being filed and OJA files 2010 200 2010 20-0 225
Outcome fully documented

I I Annually process ineligible death claims iitbin lour mecks of being filed BJA files 62 62 62 62 70
and fully documnented

12 Annually process disability claims within 6 weeks ol'being filed and lully> l8A filets 2 1S 15 20 25
documented

13 % ofuappeals heard w ithi n 60 dayuso f c laimant *s re4 uest HJA filets 8O.,. Wi W0/o 80%' am*
14 %.of appliclionsfor edcaional assistnce procse4 -thin 12idays BlA files I W/O TOD TOD TOD TOD

lad Outcome 15 Number of claims closed legiblee or iseligiblel
Death BJA filets 2401 250 250 250 250
Disability BIA filets 25 30 27 30 40

lb Nunmben ofagenicy appeals closed
Death BJA files 10 15 15 13 I5
Disabilit~ BJA files 0 5 3 3 3

17 Number of coati appeals closed
Death llA files 1 2 2 2 2
Disability BJA Files 0 1 1 1I

1S Number otdpendents receiving educational assistance OJA files 7 TOD TOO TO D uW) TO3DIl')
- Federal TBD (a& TOD(a)
*Stale TOD (at) TOD (Wt)
*Local TOD l&/) TOD (a.0

Prodacltyl 19 Numben of death and disability claims paid pen year
Efficleacy Death BWA files 227 230 230 230 250

Disability 25 20 27 30 35

A. Deflaftloas of Terms or Eiphaaatleao for Indicators sad Data Sourea;
WJA Files - Public Safety Dficer's Benefits Programn Annual Report

& Inaas Alfscthmg 1999 Program Perfiormame.
o Nunmber of death and disability clas recei ved vanes from year to year
o Claansa received in a given fiscal yeaw may not be paid antil live following fiscal yeaw due to delays in reciting necessary documentation from clsimant
o The respoensbility ofa covert appeal no longer renides with the PSOB office until adjudicated Once adjudicated, the MSB office is involved foe closure of the claim,
o The handling of appeals within 60 days depends on Use availability of admnistrative hearing ornicen and, more often, lime constraints on the part of claimants' legal tepresentatines
a It is important to nowe tat the number of appeal ,equesta we moreaimg comesurate with increases in the amnoant of the benefit payment



C. laom AUbcftq Siloce*a of 2M0 sod 20 1 Targeta.
a/Fundo include &S4 8 million increase for the Public Safety Officer's Educational Assisnainee (PSOEA) Program inFY 20001
b/The federal educational auslnc portion of this program was etipanded on October 1, 1998, to include all state and local public safesy officers as opposed to formerly including only federal law
enforcement officers which likely resut inea large increase it applications and depenidents receiving assistance We air unable, at tis time, to project (or FY' 2000 and Fy 2001

o Tupns for 2000usd 2001areeesmaLes. Number of death and disability claims received vary
o Claims is a given Fiscal Yea may not be paid until the following Fiscal Year ,
o The responsibility of a court appeal no longer resides with the PSOB office until adjudicated Once adjudicated, thst PS0k office is involved (or closure of tist claim
o The handling of appecals within 60 day a depends on the amailability ofadministrative hearing officers and, more often. time constraints on the par of claimants' legal represeetatives
o it is important to site that the number of appeal requests are increasing coosmensuruse with increases in Use amount of the benefit payment
o The federal educational assu-itace portion of this programs was expanded on October 1, 1998l, to include all stale and local public safety officers as opposed to formerly including only federal low
enforcement officers which likely result in a Large increase in applications and dependents receiving assistance We am unable. attis time, in project fort FY 2000 and FY 2001

D. Validation amd Vaa'lfleatioa.
The Public Safety Officers' Benefits Program (PSOBy validates and verifien claims by various tracking methods which include log books, a database system. microfilm, statistical reports, and a system of
self-reporting PSO8 also croso-rfernces. data with law enforcesisert agencies lie . Concerns of Police Survivors, National Law Enforcement Memorial. National Volunteer Fire Council end.



Office of Justice Progrm
Public Safety OMfcet' Doenf

FInencla Awalylas Programn Chengee
(DoNara in touanda)

'E ducabon Assistance Total

Poo, __ Amount 1 Pos. Amount

Insurance Claims and Indlemnities

Total Program workyeam & obigabon SA 480- C80



Offike of Jusito Progran
Public safet Offlceire Befits

(Dollars in thousands)

2000 Appropoiabori Enacted ........ S .. ........... . ...... ...... 32,541
-Adjustments-to-Base:

General pnicng level adjustment. . ............ ... ... ........ .... 683
2W01 Base ...II..4........... . 33,224

Program Change (Requested in Objec Class 42, Insurance Claims and Indurriltes) ..... CMQ
2001 Esttmats ... ... ............... .................. .......... 38,024
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Office of Justice Program
Public Safety Officers' Benfits

Justification of Ad4ustbweab to Seese

(Dollars in thousands)

Adiustrnent t-aase increases:Aon
I General pricing level adjustment ... .S ...... .... 683

The public safety officer benefit payment is expected to nse from $146,949 in 2000 to $150,035 in 2001
Total increase . .....- -- .... . 683

Total, adlustmnts to ba.. .... . . ... 683
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Ornice of Justice Progronts
Crime Victims Fund

Congre~slonal Estimates for 2001
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OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
Crime Victims, Fund

2001 Summary Stmnicni and Performnance Plan

Summma Statent

Services for crime victims in Amer ica are Undcr funded and tiivailable in many, parts of the country. This is especially true irs rural
areas, many of which have neither doctors Tlor mental health pi ofessionals who specialize in treating crime victims. While a lew
communities have outstanding, coimprehensive services for % dims, in many communities these services arc nonexistent. The 1984
Victims of Crime Act (VOCA) crcaied the Crime Victimms Fuind milierc federal criminal fines, bond forfeitures. and penalty
assessments are deposited. These deposits arc to fund programs for victims of crime.

In 199)8, collections totaling $324,038,000 were available for use in 1999. In 1999, collections totaled S985,1 84,000. However,
Section 620 of Public Law 106-I113 delayed obligation of Fund receipts in excess of $500,000,000 until October 1, 2000. Finally,
2000 collections are estimated to be $575.000,000. With available receipts from the 1999 delay of obligations, a total of
$1,063,184,000 is available to the Fund, The Administration pmoposcs, in Sectiomn 114 of the DOJ General Provisions, that obligations
of receipts in excess of $550,000,000 be delayed until October I. 200 1.

Al3) Comognent Mission and Goals. and RelationshiR tn l)OJ Stratsic Plan

T'he Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) is committed to enhancing the Nation's capacity to assist crime victims and to providing
leadership in changing attitudes, policies, and practices to promote justice and healing for all victims of crime. OVC works with
national, international, state, military, and tribal victim assistance and criminal justice agencies, as well as other professional
organizations, to promote fundamental rights and comprehensive services for crime victims. OVC strives to improve the criminal
justice system response to Victims Of Crime. including Native American crime victims, through the delivery of direct service and
funding, training and technical assistance, and through monitring the implementation of statutes providing victims rights and
assistance. Furthermore, OVC accomplishes its mission by sponsoring demonstration projects with national impact and by publishing
and disseminating publications that highlight promising practices in the effective treatment of crime victims that can be replicated
throughout the country. This program supports the Department of Justice's Strategic Plan: Assistance to Tribal, State and Local
Governments.



H~ighlts or 1999 Misson Critical Resuelts

OVC assists the Nation's crimec victims by providing Federal leadership in changing attitudes, policies, and practices to promote
justice and healing for all victims of crime and has become inci-casingly involved in providing services to American citizens
victimized abroad. For example. during 1999, OVC actively participated in providing a variety of services for the survivors of the
victims of the 1998 Pan Ami 103 bombing over Lockerbie Scotland. In a $1.5 million agreement with the State Department. OVC
funds were used to cover the following costs: a Crown Office prosecutor; a Scottish Court victim coordinator; lumiishing rooms
reserved for use by the families of victims at Camp Zeist in the Netherlands; and ensuring that the telecommunications system planned
for the courtroom will provide a secure telecast of the trial.

In February 1999, OVC conducted the 2'~ National Synmposium on Victims of Fedleral Crime in Washington, D.C, The Symposium
focused on terrorism and mass casualty response. An entire (lay was dedicated to mass casualty response with over 900 Federal
personnel in attendance, including DOJ components, the miliiar. and law enforcement Panel presentations and workshops informed
participants of the various criminal justice concems raised by mass caSLIalty incidents. Federal personnel had the opportunity to hear
from people who assisted the victims of bombing of the Oklahotma City Federal building, the Atlanta Olympics bombing, the Khobar
Towers bombing, and the Kenyanand Taiitanian embassy boinigs TIhis Symposium also provided a vehicle for geographic region
breakouts based on the 10 Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regions. These breakouts enabled Federal personnel to 1
begin developing a coordinated response to any mass casualty ci ime that might occur within their region.

FY' 2001 Performance Goals and Indicator

OVC is proposing an 2001 Performance Plan that is attainabic within the requested level of resources and with demonstrable results,
as shown on the Government Performance and Results Act (GidEA) charts. These 2001 goals will establish a baseline upon which
future performance may be tracked and reported upon, as reqiircd by the Government Perfomance and Results Act.



Office of Justice Programs
Crime Victims Fund

Crflowrilk otfltIAaiIhM
Doixs in thousands)

Recoveries and
1I9M Collections Approved Uncolgaled Balance Final 1IfM

Available for Lisa In i1M Reprogrommlnga Transfce Brought For ward Availaiblity

E9116 Wi Amnz pot WY Amnrr EQS. WY AtnI PAL Yf! &rnmn P0s WY Amut

CnweVctnrm Fud .. - S321.038 $.1.116 -- 5. 75.441 - *.. W97,595

TrarisersBiihowAccuniUnused tunds previously translene to the Admnistratrve Office or ie U S Courts per Public Law 98-473, wre returned to tris Fund,

N~OW, Actual IM9 collections, totaled 5324.036.487 public Law 106.51 reduced the use ot 1998 coltedious m1999 by $3 000,000, however, these collectioins are available for use in 2000 t



Office of Justice Programs
Crime Victims Fund

Ct0AawyIk-Qp gQbal
(Dofl.irs in thousands)

1999 Collections Available
for Use in 2000

Pos, WY Amount P0s. WVY Amount Poon. WY Amount

Crime Victims Fund. $985 1134 - - ($482,184) - $503,000

Congressional Auorooriatton Action on 199 Qpflecrits 6vaja~g jgLQbjgAjl in 2Q00j
Gerens provision 620 ot Public Law 106-113, dietays obligation of receipts deposited in the Fun in excess o1 $500,000,000 until October 1, 2000
Congress provided this provisin to protect against wide fluctuations in receipts rite tihe Fund and to ensure that a stable level of funding would remain
available for this program in future years In addition to these collections, S3,000,000 reduced frons the 1998 collections pursuant to Public Law 106-51
mn 1999 became available for use

Congressional
Appropriation Action

on 2M0 Request
2000 Cotllections

Available



19Y) 2000 2001

Uao-iid11 ci 3o year S124,018 $118.1, 1 18406 IF

To 1K, .,c, d (I I c, I -n1 1.5 I63,194 1.410.184
C jcli,.h,' fo 14, 3214(1 6l) (5(m) 001 (V3741(0)

4do-,1 Loc,, cc l r., PINLJ0I x,8LId iLBWJ..MAJu (KO NO "w

Apw,, '-32i (11K "(1000 30()
Rcv,,.''4)w'c (c(1 ,p mo,(, 4341
Lln.'61' ". ((hkice 4%11Il m of cui of I, 33560 33,1
Utlir I(Ag. ahIcle ccCJ~rrl r nAdmic.'o, 'O (fr L j 1.~ II6
tlcnol.p, :e,l boaarke end of Nc r1351 I98

()l$"n 62 Nl 38.l90 330(00)

064i- h 'c r'ococ.

Vitm 'vpcn.~f'' (.7,080 01,374 21A.921
V.,43m ,,',oc 257 f.12 370,167 2.",921
tjH5K'h,c n % Juvi~t X.rw .300 8.30
Chnlde' I p.IcpeJNaipvc Acre,,cc 2j"1 1.300 1. 00
'c~ccil Propr~m 14.140 11.151 (5768
Spu.wI 1'r, qccis 194 1.,5% hg 34.390

Rewr,, 112.22&

Total l*clFp. liic 362 393 i30(98 350.000

14041 Il..~d colouccccak nsy n, IoI. t.ii cccnoiikp

af I d al1reob61gldtheCyearZfafte liry are 1lliCd

Wi In, ludpcSI 116 milionorrnumed m, i99Qlccii fI'c Adccin~iriici nu% plu%'2W)( . I l'cou ic provided 114 390 milv or EOUSA vntm witnneucncdknsr
INc.W .Joculic progrlcc



OFFICE OF JUSTICE PROGRAMS
CRIME VICTMS FUND

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
(Dollars in thousands)

Crimec Victims Fund Amoul
1999 Collections Available in 2000 S503,000
2000 Collections Available in 2001 0,0

Increase/Decrease 47,000

BASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Trh Crime Victims Fund is financed by collections of fines, penalty assessments, and bond
forfeitures from defendants convicted of Federal crimes. The Fund was established by the Victims of Crime Act of 1984 (P.L. 98-
473), as amended by the Children's Justice and Assistance Act of 1986 (P.L. 99-401), and reauthorized by the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of
1988 (P.L 100-690). Funds are not available for obligation during the year of collection; rather, funds accumulate and the total is
available for obligation in the following year and for expenditure during the next three years. The resources available ame administered
by the Office for Victims of Crime (OVC), which was created by the U.S. Department of Justice in 1983 and formally established by
Congress in 1988 through an amendment to the Victims of Crime Act of 1984 (VOCA). OVC provides Federal ftunds to support
victims assistance and compensation programs around the country and advocates. through policy development, for the fair treatment of
crime victims. OVC administers formula and discretionary grants for programs designed to benefit victims, provides training for
divers professional who work with victims, develops projects to enhance victims' rights and services, and undertakes public education
and awareness activities on behalf of crime victims.

A major responsibility of OVC is to administer the Crime Victims Fund, which is derived, not from tax dollars, but from fines and
penalties paid by Federal criminal offenders. Nearly 90 percent of the money collected each year is distributed to States to help fund
their victim assistance and compensation programs. These programs are the lifeline services that help many victims heal. Federal
victim assistance funds help support more than 4,000 local victim services agencies, such as domestic violence shelters, children's
advocacy centers, and rape treatment programs. Compensation funds available from OVC supplement State efforts to provide
reimbursement to victims for out-of-pocket expenses resulting from crime, including medical and mental health counseling costs, lost
wages, and funeral expenses. Since 1988, QVC has distributed more than $3 billion to States to support victim services and
compensation.
Funds are targeted at four purpose and program areas: (1) Grants for Child Abuse Efforts. Up to $10 million is available for grants to
states to assist in developing, establishing, and operating programs designed to improve the handling of child abuse case and the



investigation and prosecution of cases of child abuse. parliicularly child sexual abuse. The 1988 amendments require that 15 percent of
this amount be retained by OVC to conduct projects with similar purposes aimed at Native American Indian Tribes, (2) Crime Victim
Compensation, Legislation sets aside 48 5 percent of the remaining deposits to oc distributedd to the states on the basis of 40 percent of
each slate's eligible victim compensation payout during a preceding Fiscal year (it available funds are sufficient); (3) Crime Victim
Ass distance Another 48.5 percent oh deposits are set aside foi 0Iii assistnncc grants, which are awarded to states for the purpose of
providing services, other non-financial assistance, and limited cineriwncy financial assistance to victims of crime. Priority must be
given to eligible crime victim assistance programs that provide assistance to victims of sexual assault, spousal abuse, child abuse, and
previously underserved victims of violent crime Recipient organizations eligible for victim assistance funding include nonprofit
organizations anid agencies of statc or local governments (or combinations of such entities) that provide services to victims of crime,
including crisis intervention services, emergency aid, and assistance to victims participating in criminal justice proceedings; and (4)
Training and Technical Assistane. Dicemonstration, and Federal Victims Assistance. Legislation sets aside the remaining 3 percent of
deposits for this purpose. At least one-half of thec funds available for this purpose are for the financial support of services to victims of
federal crime.

Training: GYC sponsors training on a variety of vict ims' issues for many different professions, including victim services providers,
law enforcement, prosecutors, the judiciary, the clergy, and medical and mental health personnel. Training on victins/witness issues
also is provided for 70 different Federal law enforcement agencies, such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the U.S. Department
of Defense, and the National Park Service.

Direct Servlees: OVC's mission includes providing direct services to people victimized on Tribal or Fedleral lands, such as military
bases and national parks, and American citizens victim ized in foreign countries, OVC supports emergency funds to provide victims of
Federal crimes with needed services, such as crisis counseling, temporary shelter. and travel expenses to court when these services are
otherwise unavailable. Tse agency also sponsors victim assistance programs in Indian Country, including the establishment and
training of multidisciplinary teams to handle child sexual abuse cases and provide comprehensive victim services.

Disc retionary Grants: Through discretionary grants, OVC has initiated many innovative project that will have&a national impact.
For example, the Victim Services 2000 demonstration sites in Denver, Colorado; Medina County, Ohio; and the Stae of Vermont are
working toward creating an integrated, seamless system of service delivery. OVC also has funded important reports on civil legal
remedies for victims, model antistalking laws, exemplary corrections programs that assist victimss and train victim advocates, and
protocols for handling offenses on Tribal lands. In addition, OVC has developed numerous training curricula addressing subjects such
as hate crimes, elder abuse, anid the role of the clergy in assisting victims. Other OVC-funded projects include a manual for developing



Sexual Assault Nurse Examiner programs and monographs. bulletins, and videotapes designed to improve the criminal justice
response to child victims.

Resource Center: OVC established the offlice obr Victims of Criic Resourcc Center (OVCRC), an information clearinghouse
which provides research findings, statistics, and literature on emerging victim issues. OVCRC is a component of the National Criminal
Justice Reference Service (NCJRS), the most comprehensive criminal justice library in thc world. Through this resource, information
is available 24 hours a day through the Internet and Fax-on-Demand. Trhe NCJRS World Wide Web Justice Information Center menus
provide information and publications from all Office of Justice Programs agencies the office for Victims of Crime, the National
Institute of Justice, the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, the Bureau of Justice Statistics, and the Bureau of
Justice Assistance as well as from the Office of National Drug Control Policy. For more information and help with online services,
first-time users can send an e-mail message to lo>ok@ncjrs.org, or if technical assistance or specific questions on criminal and juvenile
justice topics is required, query askncjrs@nejrs.org. Additionally. selected publications can be obtained through the Fax-on-Demand
system.

Training and Teelsnlall Assistance Center: QVC has established [the Office for Victims of Crime Training and Technical
Assistance Center (TTAC) to serve as a centralized access point for information about OVC's training %nd technical assistance
resources. TTAC allows OVC to further disseminate training and technical assistance developed under its discretionary grant program.
TTAC activities include: (1) providing expert consultants, who specialize in crime victim-related areas, to support training events of
Federal, State, Tribal, andl local agencies and special emphasis organizations that are involved in activities related to crim victims; (2)
providing intensive onsite technical assistance to meet specific programmatic and administrative requirements of agencies offering
services to crime victims; (3) organizing, arranging, and facilitating national conferences, regional workshops, avd meetings with
diverse constituent groups, including State VOCA administrators and OVC discretionary grantees; (4) planning focus groups tha
develop action plans to respond to major emerging issues; (5) developing publications and other materials, such as tbrocsures, briefing
materials, and information packets on crime victim-related issues. This activity may include the adaptation and modification of
existing materias to make them suitable for various user groups; and (6) promoting information sharing and. networkang opportunities
for administratrs and leaders of similar agencies in an effort to improve response to crime victims.

Management and Administration expenses for OVC ame included in the "Justice Assistance' appropriation.

MLfm P
The level of collections usticipated in 2000 for use in 2001 is $550,000,000, which reflects a net increut of $47,000,000 over the
2000 available flid~ing of $503,000,000.



PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT TABLE: BY PROGRAM

PROGRANVORG UNIT: Crime Viims Fuixd/Orfic for Victsiii iii ime (Dave l'rogran)
DEPARTMENT OVJUSTIE CORE FUNCTION: (2) Avvisianicc io Tribal. Siimic and LcaXW Goveritct
DEPARTMIENT OF JUSTICE STRATEGIC GOAL: (24) t()rliold the rightrf .iioj] improve siervicoi to, America's crimei victim
ANNIUAL. PERFORMANCE GOAL: (2,. 1) Support Crown Vctirm% Fund l'rogrsiitn
MISMON: Enthansce the Nation's capacity to .".ost crinw victisnmviel (t provk- leadersip in changing itttudes. policies, and practices to promote justice and
heaiva or all victim of rime.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR INFORMATION PERFORMANCE REPORT AND PLANS

Petfosrtnanee Reptsm Penformance Plas

Type of Peirformnance Indicators Data Siturr i
Inicasor Actitats Enacted Actual. Enatdw plain

S_ _ _ Plain plan

Input 1. Appropration (in million.) P. 5363M $375M $324M W53M S55OM
2. Nunmber ofteequesiv foe avtiiance fiv viti ()VC Rixirib 791 750 738 700 700

of crime in Indian country
3. Number of VOCA formula grant applicaiiotn OVC Rcitords 1(08 108 104 109 1t0

received by deadline
4. Number of statereqaaesb for training arK OVC Rcwird- 1,040 1,456 1,456 1.664 1,800

technical assistance 'tqtport (include-.
lelcptsmic atsistance: and site visit%)

OatPnt 5. Number oftpromising practices, guides, OVC Rctiird, 42 44 Its 49 53
Actylty (tullecttos, sand descriptions of model programs

published(duelse fronigrants)
6. Number of roqusts for dissmi nai km of OVCRC 2010~ 2,000 7,749 2,500 2.300

publiabed mariats telatd to petsiing Recoards
practices

7. Number of tribal victim assiva=e program Monisoring 067 65 684 000 600
monitoring contacts (incudes oo-xitc Rizcord4
monatoring visit to tribes re-iymlewnttn
of Children's Jusice Act)

S. Number of ft VOCA admnin., stafT. and Rcgistrataiin 9.206 10,0001 10,000 10.000 10,000
sutbrocipitu afforded ofpoetuniny to form; ()VC
participaae itatbe, regitsal and ntonal Records
training esonfrences related so rime victim



lataruedlas 9. o worift groups cionvcrted to address
Osae VOCA prolpam iMlemnrtatie andJ delivery (NC Rvcrds 4 7777

10.1# of peroasl trained iii trots cultural skill OVC R1ccoi I ISO 600 7f ISO ISO
11. D of enntined edcrimiunsijustvc Grantct 11,123 12,000 9,424 9,400 9,500

personnel tsined is stuints isues Reposii
22. # of uusiind triball personnel trained in Grantee 8W0 S00 739 600 600

vicsia sise Reports
13. l of publlcatiomn disseminated ihrough OVCRC 156.170 130,000 130,000 145,000 250,000

OVCRC Reprorts
14, % or wkln that report services rovided OVCRC 9i% 90% 90% 90% 90%

by the ovctc as good in excellent Rcpvirts
15. Academy peece agos- %of udnes 95% 92% 92% 95% 95%

reporting National academy s god to FEvaluutiiis1

16. Acadmy sadessa - or siusletsa trained ini Regisiraiti 269 250 250 300 350
victim lamest te AL&ademy Fr ms

17 l of indvmhaba receiving T/TA on ()VCRC 701 ,00 1 ,000 1,500 Is 1,600
accessing information resources through OVCRC Reports
15. #IorTTAessmnprovddby OVCRC OVCRC 76 85 as 555
Ktaff Reports
19. % ofindivlthsareceiving TPTA oi
accessings information resources through OVCRC I-Ivaluatii (if 90% 90% 96% 9% 96%
that espeus ovwssi eaisactnmi with this service T/TA vcssiivi
20. S of cuaoamns duet eepres overall

saisaction with train bureau Fvalusejiiir AM% 90% 90% 90% 90%
21. I of discredoary gram application kitM

diiusd OVC reciirsls 5.000 6,000 15,349 20,000 23,000
22. l oin VOCA foanl& grsanse

rrticitlqhinOVC SCAD nsw r pgrsii OVCremrds of 9 9 11 is
tda espreas ovral saisfatio wish
asiWesse provi (Of 109 graKS)

23. lo aweM VOCA programs tha receive TA 45
on utnof nadaesssstosevecnme OVC recmrd 45 50 60 55 55
vldw(b) 175 175 250 275
-Vinala Cam~nss p
Victim Aflesa

24, of aUs VOCA howmlapnrues, stff, 5,000
a atraaa Mudeg QYC imnred OVC recos 175 375 no0 250

25. l of sdm A d a. sate Vlstsi
ocfotaa OVIC MY"rs O3 W0

26. S repotdng -no aem as -W to
males~~o Evhtl.3% 3



Raid 27. #ir f iciwictsess asstistance proposing Granicc 10 10 10 10 10
Outean practices adopted bry corrocliois agcics Report%

28. % of psablisied materials rated as gxisr sir lEvalualionii (,X% 90% 90% 90% 90%
cxcelles

29. Children, Justice Act (C'JA) - # of irihes. hlcrnul 12 12 3 4 4
operating effective CIA rograni% without Record%
Federal funding jt/

30. % or nmentor program parlicipawtiliat (irantcc 9(1% 90% 60% 90% 90%
implement program nsodificaiionslrelTrins as Reports
a resull of lusissance provided

31. # of state victim assistance formula, grantcas CGrantcc 100 100 107 100 100
that report impleeting cissrdinatii Rteports
initiatives to aid crime vietlrns

32. % of state coop and assisance frivinua Griantee 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
grantee& reporting efforts to serve federal Reports
crime victims

33. % of VOCA assistance and comip graistees I osliatnios 75% 80% 80% 83% 83%
that report dthe OVC TA assisted in prograit
i mplenesiation

34. % of statesthat develoiplong-range funsiini Sitl Rcorv. 1.52.A 90% 48% 90% 90%
strategies for victims programs (of 49 state% I

35. % of states diat implemtent needs amssesmciit
to identify ga in vicim scry'ies (of 46 State Relsits 85% 90% 84% 95 % 95%

_______________ States) __________

Pr.oeeivhy/ 36. % of" M plsh bt practicea materials
Efilm e~y Availablto usersons-line Uiser Data 98% 95% 95% 95% 95%

37. # of state appications kits di stibaled by
OVC int islt qartofthe fisal year Office Mi& og l 108 108 lO 108
38. S of YAK sai CIA Surapp~lictions

proaed by OVCprogramssspecialitssor Officeata 80% M1 96% 96 % 98%
- aproval wlsi 45 days from dat oif receiit

olawkwoisi
39. % of dadrime vicim asistascefunsd FIJII&EOUSA 90% 90% 98% "S% 95%

reqests iad = widbis two working days RCport
40. 0 ow m VOCA frula swar* prcessed office Data 104 104 104 105 95

withi 30 *"
41. 0 of meqaf tolimadiase reqa iso

,meeI pemlam reepiniled t withn 24 Office Data 065 ass 5 0005 00*03t*
bows

42. #l ea beam Mipe rupoadled to
10 4"* rrACrepxms 76 35 Is 35 5



A. Dalbeml of Tm or Epltia tee Ind katern mad Othe Dalia Seuirme:
*Prmisng victim mistace: cormeakins prathcL% include victim impact peincl. nooificainvi. rcslllutlsn. staff ctiinian staffeasigned to mat cirie victim
*OVC initiated thve Vicim Assistane in Indian tovinlry (VAIC) progran in 1917 iocstsh r yseat-iavd victim assancesa pragnen in e of Indiwni so that

service normally available in towns ad cities aLMrNs Amcrsi Would aimlieh isatlalikoi ai m vitmllin rkic roe ss or Idian Coutr. Grat s ade directly to tribes
under Fedcral criiinaljsrmsdicim.
- OVC initaed lic Chsldrm's Juiie Act jCJAt i'.irincirsipi fr Indian, corinmunilic m 1994 It) essi Indian -1 nbcs esabish endopcrte pertincrihipi to Impove the
.nveaigtison. proston, and heauisi otchild shise causes. iudiiig %esil abue " in ma manner thaitmeresses surport for end reduces tratuma to child victims grantss
we made directly t o Federally riepizod Tribes,
- Pedenal criminal juvtic perseenall incliude law atreini ofiiticrs prv%,-cuwr. simstleacoordinators judges. iimd corrections personnel who wre involved in 1hc
Fedea eriminiautice tynam. isieldin die Military Scrvseei.

S. hinua Affecing Mill heogs Plirfermaice.
A otvictim assaaor academy was held in IN 99 With l10 lleoee I or eddeissid 1academies Wal Ine e (U~thecod ofFY 99w enuscurrentip in the academy

pLumIa slaps It is eaticipaled th a denvies-Aiii he held in I Y 21511
00 Iesugh traiining, technical 'mlI- Wd monitoring enikavis. OVC sinrestIn poid ic capacity of stalcinmid ewnesusitics in collect data idewif' gps in sevies.
sadmesvictim need However, QYC does not have atatuliry asalsirply lo mandate these reforms at the statc level

*0This figure may fluctuate %incit OVC haa little contrl over li indiiei
010. The 1999 splite was dute to hosing dhe 7th Indian Nationx Cifercixe in Tulsa. OK. in Sepsenher 1999. 559 victim service providers sitendad tram Indian
Counlry programs. The Mt India Natiau Ci mfcreti is veeitctld tor 2002. I 'l Th 1999 reduction from 12.000 to 9,424 was the to us k vw than. atic ipela

t~of airened persanel Wanding the OVC-Vossrcdl victims astatauce traiiiing cainhicted at the r'vderal Law ENdacmear Trainin Cetmaer (FLWIC) at
Glu GA Pla ssniernfo 200 snaI201 acnta~o amuneddownwiard.

C. bosi Afteda Seletbem st 3M9 ad MI feas.
#1. The 2000 evaillalie collectiomia hiehues a S5"O cap tan VOCA.
52. The 2000 Pla end die 2001 Pla Wiues d.rcame by 12 lii accaust Far a iww funding stralegy in QYC's Votim Assistance in idia Country (VAIC)
discrtdonary grant praigrans Saeft in FY 200Q. all VAIC gram't will le conqxive and will be awarded directly to tribes. [n FY 1996 OVC provided landial;
diuandy to tames who, in lsrn. peovdd atgrams, to tribecs. In FY 1997 andi FY 1991. OVC bega transitioig the gram process by coeistsing far 2 yams t 35
pom adva states bed is efec whee teprcessbegan. OVC estimatesthai the itinter orduseretiainary granm will be decreased ma aoue 20 grants. e&40% rt&tle
The am gras will average $50,000 echci end will be (cir a 3 year period.
012. The 2000 Plea ad the 2001 Flee flprici decreased ma accounts far the 40% rehueltn in fte number of tribes receiving VAIC grants.
M2. OVC has deterutbaud dio do -l , I was lats high diuc to shoralls in funding at the iribe level asd inadequame triba leadership commitment to cantne the
pigi. OVC pI10 lunIle "a sew cataract in FY 2000 to an Indian orgaiazalean 10train tribal leadership on Ul insporetame of aperatia effective trialCIA
prgais Whsent OYC idingfts
M3. The FY 1999, FY 2000, ad FY 2001 dua were changed from tihe nrtntlver cil reipsst prnicesseid to a percetage figure which OVC believes cm aecisrasely reflect
I -in ee- The nuber of slpeces with Federal Crime Victim Assisance Funds; increase firai one to two in FY 1991 and is projecad to lncreaa to thes additictual
resseia in FY 2001.

D. VWildim maud Vsrleelle rte Offlcic for Victim of Crime (OVC) see a system of sellf rqsoirtiag ma validat ad verify Fp1r1,rmeese tem. bvihsud
prejai epos edbimild at the ama ala project and semniasal progress reports keep OVC sbntt of thepguaseprcigresa. OV'C taff alsocaictnalite
midwins and mehealei close ulephe oma to desetrain grantee performance.
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